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" The Printing House of the United States."

GEO. F. NESBITT & CO.,
General Job Printers, Blank-Book Manufa turers, Stationers,
Wholesale and Retail, Lithographic Printers and Kngiavers,
Uppper-Plate Engravers and Printers, Card Mamifaelurers,
Envelope Manufacturers, fine Cut and Color Printers,

1G3, 165, 167, and 169 Pearl Street,

73, 75, 77, and 79 Pine Street,

New-York.
Advantage : All on the same premises and under the im-

mediate supervision of the proprietors.

AGENTS WANTED
To canvass every State, County, and Town in the United

States for

FIRST-CLASS PUBLICATIONS,
Pojjular in Contents,

Artistic in Illustration,

Ailniirable in Style of Munufaeture,

And Easy to Sell,

Special Inducements Offered.
Apply to J. B. FORI) & CO., Publishers,

39 Park Row, New-York.

HOLLER'S PUREST NORWEGIAN
COD-LIVER OIL.

" Of late years it has become .almost impossible to get any-

Cod-Liver Oil that patients can digest, owing to the objec-

tionable mode of procuring and preparing tlie livers. . . .

Moller, of Christiana, Norway, prepares an oil which is per-

fectly pure, and in every respect all that can be wished."

—

Dh. L. a. Satke, before Academy of Medicine. Sco Medi-
cal Record, December, 1869, p. 417.

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS.

W. H. SCHIEFFELIN & CO.,

Sole Agents for the United States and Canada.
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APPLICATIONS FOR ADVERTISING IN

PUNCHINELLO"
SHOULD BE ADDRESSED TO

J. NICKINSON
Koom No. 4,

83 NASSAU STREET.

THE COLLINS

^W^atch. [Pactoi^y.
THE CELEBRATED IMITATION

GOLD HUNTING WATCHES.

" Collins Metal," (Improved Oroide.)

These justly celebrated Watches liave fjeen so tlioioughly

tested during the last four years, and their reputation for

time and as imitation of Gold Watches is so well established

as to require no recommendations. They retain their color

;

and each one is fully guaranteed by special certificate.

PRICES:
Horizontal Watches $10

Full-Jewelkd Patent Levers 15

(Equal in appearance and for time to gold ones costing $150.)

Those of extra fine finish, $20. (Equaling a $200 gold watch .

)

Also, an extra heavy,'superbly "finished, and splendid watch at

$25. This equals in appearance a $250 gold one. All our

watches are inlmnting cases, Gents' and Ladies' sizes. Chains,

$2.to'$S.

Also, Jewelry of every kind, equal to gold, at one tenth the

price.

"The goods of C. E. Collins & Co. have mvariably given

satisfaction."—A'. Y. Timen.

" One of the $20 Watches is worn in our office, and we have

no hesitation in recommending them."—Pooieroy's Demo-

crat.

TO CLUBS.
Where Six Watches are ordered at one time, we send a

Seventh Watch free.

Goods sent by express to all jiarts of the United States, to

be paid for'on delivery.

C. E. COLLINS & CO.,
No. 335 Broadway, New-York.

Thomas J. Rayner & Co.,

29 LIBERTY STREET,

Kew-York,
MANUrACTDREItS OF THE

Finest Cigars made in the United States.

All sl7.es and styles. Prices very moderate. Samples sent
to any responsible house. Also importers of the

" ruslios" anAnd,
Equal in quality to the best of the Hav.ana market, and from
ten to twenty per cent cheaper.

Restaurant, Bar, Hot«-l, and Saloon trade will save money
by calling at

29 LIBERTY STREET.

G-XJIT'K'ROY'R

COD-LIVER DRAGEES.
SUGAR-COATED PILLS OF COD-LIVER EXTRACT.
A perfect suVistltute for Cod-Liver Oil, more efficacious, more

economical, and free from all its disagreenble quiillties. Used
In English, French, and American hospitals, and highly re-

commended by the Medical Faculty here and in Europe.

Send for a pamphlet, which contains many very emphatic
testimonials from eminent physicians who have tried them.

Ward, Southerland 8c Co.,
VM William Street, New-York.

A box of 240 Dragtes, equal to six pints Cod-Liver Oil, $2.

Sent by mall ' n receipt of price.

WEVILL & HAMMER,
Wood Engravers,

ART PRINCIPLES.

THE AMERICAN DRAWING BOOK.
BY J. G. CHAPMAN, N.A.

A Manual for tlie Amateur, and Basis of study for the Pro-
fessional Artist. Adapted for schools and Priv.ate Instruc-
tion.

Price, $6.
To be had of dealers, or from the Publishers, by mall post-

paid on receipt of price.

A. ^. BARXES &, CO.,

Ill and 113 William Street, Netv-Tork.

PUNCHINELLO.

With a large and varied experience in the management and

publication of a paper of the class herewith submitted, and

with the still more positive advantage of an Ample Capital

to justify the undertaking, the

PDNOHHTELLO PUBLISHING 00.

OF TUB CITY OP NEW-YOEK,

j Presents to the public for approval, the

NEW ILLUSTRATED HUMOROUS AND SATIRICAL

No. 208 BROADWAY,

NEW-YORK.

WEEKLY. PAPER,

PUNCHINELLO,
The first number of which will be issued under date of April

2, 1870, and thereafter weekly.

Punchinello will he National, and not local ; and will

endeavor to become a household word in all parts of the

country ; and to that end has secured a

VALUABLE CORPS OP CONTRIBUTORS

in various sections of the Union, while its columns will alw.ays

be open to appropriate first-class literary and artistic talent.

Punchinello will be entirely original ; humorous and

witty, without vulgarity, and satirical without malice. It

will be printed on a superior tinted paper of sixteen pages,

size 13 by 9, and will be fsr sale by all respectable news-

dealers who have the .judgment to know a good thmg
when they see it, or by subscription from this office.

The Artistic department will be in charge of Henry L.

Stephens, whose celebrated cartoons in Vanity Faiii placed

him in the front rank of humorous artists, assisted by leading

artists in their respective specialties.

Thenianagenient of the paper will be in the haiids of WIL-
LIAM A. STEPHENS, with whom is associated CHARLES
DAWSON SIIANLY, both of whom were identified with

Vanity Faik.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES,

Suitable for the paper, and Original Designs, or suggestive

ideas or sketches for ilhistrations, upon the tdpics of the dhy,

are always acceptable, and will be paid for liberally.

Rejected communications can not 1)C returned, unless post-

age-stamps are inclosed.

Terms:

®ne copy, per year. In advance $4 00

Single copies, ten cents.

A siieclmen copy will be mailed free upon the receipt of

ten cents.

One copy, with the Riverside Magazine, or any other

magazine or paper price $2.50, for 5 50

One copj-, with any magazine or paper price, $4, for 7 00

mtxtuntiU SiJ^rarg,
r

Clinton Hall, Astor Place,

NETV-YORK.
This Is now the largest circulating Library in America, the

number of volumes on its shelves being | I 4,000. About

1000 volumes are added each'month ; and very large purchases

are made of all new and popular works.

Books are delivered at members' residences for five cents

each deliveo'.

TERMS OF MEMBERSHIP:
TO CLERKS,

$1 Initiation, $3 Annual Dues.

TO OTHERS, $5 a year.

SUBSCRIPTIONS TAKEN FOR
SIX IvlONTHS.

BRANCH OFFICES
AT

NO. T6 OEDAK STRE ET, iN E W-YOR K ,

AND AT

Y'onkers, Norwalk, Stamford, and Elizabeth.

8YPHER & GO.,
(SUCCESSOIIS TO D. IIAKLEY,)

No. 557i Broadway, i New-York,
DEALERS IN

JVIODERlSr J^NT> .AllSTTIQTJE

FURNITURE,
BRONZES,

CHINA,
AND

ARTICLES OF VERTU.

American Buttonhole, Overseaming

SEWING-MACHINE CO.,

563 Broadway, New-York,

This great combination machine is the last and greatest im-

provement on all former machines, making, in addition to all

tlie work done on best Lock-Stitch machines, beautiful

BUTTON AND EYELET HOLES
in all fabrics.

Machine, with finely finished

Oiled Walnut Table and Cover

complete, il5. Same machine, without the buttonhole parts,

60. This last is beyond all question the simplest, easiest to

manage and to keep in order, of any machine in the market.

Machines warranted, and full Instruction given to purchasers.

All communications, remittances, etc., to be addressed to

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

No, 83 Nassau Street,

NEW-YORK.

(Fortcrmt to Ctubti,Het;\6th paye.)

BELMONT HOTEL.
J. p. RICHARDS, Propbietob.

DININa ROOMS.
Rooms 50c., 75c., and $1 per night.

133, 135, and 137 FULTON STREET,

New-York.

DOUGAN,
PRACTICAL HATTER,

103 NASSAU STREET,

Nkw-Yobk.



PUNCHINELLO, VoL I. No. 1.

(Suggestion :.'* Take care of No. 1.")

Punchinello to the Public, greeting:

His name, Punchinello hopes, will not be

found a difficult one to articulate. He flatters

himself that it has a smack of grape-juice and

olives about it. It rhymes with " mellow," which naturally brings us to " good fellow." On occasions Punchinello can • bellow,'

cut a " tremendous swell," 0, and he never throws away a chance of pocketing the " yellow." He would like to rhyme with " swal-

low ;" but alas ! it can not, can not be.

And yet, in spite of (or perhaps on account of ) Punchinello's mellifluous name, much cavil has been brought to bear upon him.

(Prepare to receive cavilry.)

Squadrons of well-meaning persons with speaking-trumpets marched to and fro before the sponsors of Punchinello, each roar-

ing at them to stop such a name as that, and attend to Ida suggestion, and his only.

One did not like Punchinello because it means a "little Punch," and he—the speaking-trumpeter—liked a great deal ; and lo!

while he spoke, he changed his trumpet for several horns. Then he was taken with p, fit of herpetology in his boots, and sank to

advise no more.

Another—a fellow with an infinite fancy for buffo minstrelsy—was vociferous that Punchinello should be called " Tommy

Dodd." The discussion upon this lasted for three months ; but finally, " Tommy Dodd " was rejected on account of the superfluously

aristocratic aroma that exhaled from the name.

Four divisions of men with banners then came by, each division respectively composed of members of the waning families of

Smith, Brown, Jones, and Robinson, and each division bawled and thundered that the name round which it rallied should be adopted

instead of Punchinello, on pain of death.

And thousands of others came with suggestions of a like sort ; for which some of them wanted " stamps." And when they

had all had their say, Punchinello was called Punchinello, and nothing else—a name by which he means to stand or fall.

And now to business. Punchinello is not going to define his position here. He refrains from boring his readers with prolix

gammon about his foreign and domestic relations. He will content himself (and readers, he hopes) by briefly mentioning that he has

foreign and domestic relations in every part of the habitable globe, and that they each and all furnish him with' correspondence of the

most reliable and spicy character, regularly and for publication. Among his'foreign relations he is happy to reckon M. Meissonnikk,

the celebrated French artist, to whom he is indebted for the original painting from which Punchinello, as he appears on his own

title-page, is taken.

A preface is not the place in which to enlarge upon topics of great humanitarian interest, political importance, or social progress.

Punchinello will merely touch a few of such matters, then, and these with a light finger. (Xo allusion, here, to the "light-fingered

gentry," for whom Punchinello keeps a large grape-vine in pickle.)

Punchinello observes the incipient tendency to return to specie payments. To this revival, however, he is not as yet prepared

to give his adhesion, though, on the whola, he considers it preferable to relapsing fever, which is also noted on 'Change. Cuba shall

have her due share of attention from him. And if She-Cuba, (Queen of the Antilles, you know,) why not also He-Cuba?—lovely and

preposterous woman, who, from her eagerness to slip on certain habiliments that are masculine, but shall here be nameless, shall

henceforth be appropriately distinguished by that name.

Let other important topics take care of themselves. Punchineli,o will only add that he would at any time rather suspend

Entered, according to Act of Congress, in tlie year 1870, by the Pcnchinbllo Publishing Compant, in tlie Cleric's Office of the District Conrt of the United

States, for the Southern District of New-York.



PUNCHINELLO. April 2, 1870.

the public plunderers than habeas corpus, and that he means to take the gloss off the grim j»ke that " Hanging for murder's played out

in Xew-York."

It is pleasant for PUNCUINELLO to draw the attention of his readers to the fact that this, his First Number, is dated April 2d

—

the day after All Fools' Day. This is cheering; since thus it is Manifest that Punchinello leaves all the fools and jesters behind,

and is, therefore, first in the race for the crown of comic laurel and the quiver of satiric shafts.

And now, by Dan Piicebus !—that's the Dan (ah !) that drives the Sun, you know, and is the biggest spot upon it—here we find

that we have talked oursclf all the way to Delmonico's, and there's Charley on the lookout.

Punchinello : " Good evening, Mr. Delmonico ; have you any room for us '!"

Delmonico : " You are very welcome, Mr. Punchinello, and your rooms are quite ready; for we have been expecting you ever

so long. Of course, your staff of artists can be accommodated in our Drawing-room, if you will permit me to throw off so insignifi-

cant a joke.

"

Punchinello : " Tut, Charles I

—
'tis a joke of the first water, (first braudy-and-water, Charles.) Cap your joke with another as

good, and then consider yourself on our staff. Lead us to our apartments, Chawles."

And 80, looking from his pleasant Fifth Avenue windows, Punchinello waves a salutation to his audience with a "May
you be happy, each and all of you, and live all your days in clover," (admission ten cents.)
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PUNCHINELLO'S NEW CHARTER.

THE GREAT PLATFOBM OP THE KINGS.

TpB Lions and the Lambs lie down together,

While the " Sun " stands still.

TuE People of the State of New-York, represented by Punchi-

nello and his troop of admirers, hereby enact

:

§ 1. All the offices now provided by law within the City and

County of New-York, shall be put in a grand grab-bag.

§ 2. It shall be the duty of the Commissioners of the Central

Park to devote said Park, on the Fourth day of July next, to the

erection of poles (or polls) for the purpose of enabling voters to

grab from the grab-bag.

§ 3. HouACE Greeley, Peter Cooper, the Rev. Dr. TnoMr-

soN, Daniel Drew, and Keddy the Blacksmith, are hereby

constituted Inspectors and Canvassers for the grabbers.

§ 4. It shall be the duty of the said inspectors to prepare a re-

gistry-list of all the persons intending to grab, who are required to

serve a notice of intention through the post-office upon Reddy the
Blacksmith, the Chairman. Daniel Drew is to provide funds

wherewith to pay the postage.

§ 5. The registry-list shall be alphabetically prepared, and the

number of chances shall be determined by dividing the number of

grabbers by the number of offices.

§ 6. The grabbers shall be selected by lot.

§ 7. The lots shall be drawn by Reddy the Blacksmith from

his own hat, his eyes wide open, while every other inspector, and the

voters, shall be blindfolded with newspapers from the files of the

ChrUtian Union ; whereupon, as the names of the fortunate grab-

bers are called, each one shall proceed to the grab-bag and grab

his office.

§ 8. There shall be'no repeaters of the process.

g 9. The persons thus grabbing offices shall be then and there,

by the Inspectors, declared duly elected to the offices grabbed, for

life.

§ 10. Any vacancy occurring by assassination shall be immedi-

ately filled by the Inspectors appointing the assassin.

§11. Every person owning real estate on the Island shall con-

tribute one ninety-ninth part of his income to the said grab-bag.

On the following Christmas, in the presence of the grab income-

bents of offices, the Inspectors shall proceed to divide the proceeds

of these taxable contributions, and one half of these proceeds shall

be equally divided among the grab income-bents of offices. The

other half shall be devoted to paving every conceivable surface of

the city with wooden pavement.

§ 12. Owners of real estate in the city of New-York are hereby

allowed to make their own arrangements with the gas companies

for the supply of light ; but nothing herein shall be cons' rued to

devote an}- part of the proceeds to light the public streets at night

;

and real estate owners shall be allowed to make their own arrange-

ments for the sujiply of water Avith the grab income-bents of the

Croton Grab Board.

g 13. The sewers of the city shall be converted to burial places

for persons assassinatixl at political meetings.

§ 14. Nothing herein contained shall be so construed as to per-

mit any judge to grant' an injunction against any grabbers of the

offices.

g 15. The "dead-beats," heretofore known as policemen and

soldiers of the first divi.sion, are hereby legislated out of office,

and it shall be a felony punishable with assassination for any one

to go unarmed with a six-shooter.

§ 16. AH provisions of the United States or State constitutions

inconsistent with the above provisions are hereby repealed.

From Gertrude of "Wyoming.

Because a jury-mast is a makeshift for a lost spar, it does not

follow that a jury-woman is a make-shift for any body. In fact, the

women who sit upon juries are not the sort of women who person-

ally supply the family linen.

Sure to BE LOST at C.—Signor Lefranc's voice, if he continues

to recklessly strain it with his chest C.

HINTS FOR THE FAMILY.

As it is intended that the mission of Punchinello shall be
extended into all circles of society, that of the family shall not be

neglected. Every other weekly journal abounds in wise domestic

counsels, apt recipes, cunning plans, and helpful patterns of all

sorts ; and Punchinello, intending to offer the same advantages,

expects to become so necessary to the economical housewife and

the prudent bread-winner that no family will be able to do without

him. So, with no further prologue, we will present our readers with

some valuable hints in regard to the use that may be made of

things that often lie about the house, lumbering up every corner

and of no service to any body. The first hint we offer, if followed

up, will be found of the greatest advantage to all families desirous

of convenience at little cost. Take a wide board—as Avide as you

can get it—and as long as it will cut without cracks or knot-holes,

and saw the ends off square. Then bore four largo holes in the

corners, and insert the ends of four sticks, each about three feet

long. Place it ui^on the floor, so that the board will be supported

by the sticks, thus

:

This contrivance will

be found very useful for

various purposes. It will

do to put books upon, to

write upon, to iron clothes

upon, and for any other

purpose Avhere it is con-

sidered desirable to sup-

port household objects

at a distance from the floor. One of its chief advantages is to

serve as a receptacle for the food of a family during meals. If on

such occasions it be covered with a Avhite linen or cotton cloth,

its appearance will be much improved, and in time it can not fail

to become a favorite article of furniture.

The next hint will please the ladies. Take two pieces of cotton

or woolen cloth, of any size from two inches to a foot square, and

sew them together at the edges, leaving, however, a small place

unsewed at one corner. You will now find that you have some-

thing like a square bag. This is to be tightly filled with wool,

bran, sawdust, clippings of human hair, or something of the kind,

and the open corner is then to be sewed up. When finished, the

aftair will assume this ap-

pearance ; and will be found

very useful for the preserva-

tion of p'ns. The manner

of using it is as follows : you

take the pin by the head

and firmly press it into the

bag, when it will be found """""^^^^^^"^

that the body of the pin will easily enter, but that the head M'ill

prevent its entire disappearance. The stuffing of the bag will re-

tain the pin in its position until a slight degree of force is used to

witlnlraw it. By means of this ingenious little contrivance, pins

can be kept in safety ; their points always hidden and their heads

exposed to view. It will be found much more economical and
convenient than the plan of carrying pins loose in the pocket, and

eventually will be generally adopted, we think. The top and cor-

ners can be ornamented a discretion.

Hint the third is especially addressed to country families. Take
one of the ordinary toilet-tables that are to bo found in so many
rural habitations, and, on removing the white cover, you will pro-

bably find that the table is fornacd of an empty flour-barrel with a

board nailed on top of it. Remove this board
;
get a head from

another barrel of the same size
;
place it properly ujwn this one

;

put some good hoops around the ends, nail it all up tightly, and

you will find that you will have a very good barrel.

Founded upon Fact.

Why Is Brentano like a hardware man ?

Because he keeps TomahairkH for sale.

Definition by an Envious Wood-Engraver,

ZiNCALi—Artists who dr&w on zinc plates.
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Truly Noble.

"VVe Lave been requested to publish the fol-

lowing- letter

:

New-York, March 1, 1870.

To THE Patriots having charge op the
Monument to Victor Noir :

Gentlemen : I honor the brave ! I am of

America, American ! I import from bleeding

France her brandy, her champagne, her claret,

her olives, and her sai'dines. I dispose of them

at 1108 Lispenard street, New-York, where my
peculiar facilities enable me to offer unusual

inducements to the trade ! I am with you

and against tyrants ! Vice la freedom / I in-

close seven francs as a contribution to the

monument

!

D. E. D. Behte.

Perennius ^re.

In view ot the recent long and luminous

discourse by a distinguished United States

Senator upon the subject of the funding bill,

it is respectfully suggested that a ]mrt of the

amount to be saved to the nation by this finan-

cial scheme shall be devoted to the erec-

tion of a " palace lifting to eternal SUJINER !"

<L. •/r''V,d. I w-J'llkS^^^c^a.^y^^^ ^\\\>Av:^V>>gg^::;.=>..«.lF=^^

AN AGGRAVATED CASE.
Ma)i with Muffler. " It isn't the fact of the sore throat I mind so much

as the suspicion that I caught it prom that beastly snob, Burlaps, who
occupies the rooms opposite." •

A Question for Ben Butler's Nurse.

Was the honorable member from Massachu-

setts really born with a silver spoon in his

mouth f

The Witch and the Switch.

Fashionable women are like the conven-

tional school-mistress—they believe in the

switch.

Naughty.

When did the people send a cipher to the

State Senate ? When they sent NoRT-on there.

THE MARINER'S WRONGS.

Within the memories of men who are not yet old, the sailor

was always looked upon and talked about as " a jolly dog." There

was a glamour of romance about him when he was at sea, and " Jack

ashore " was for ages held up as the presentment of all that was

happy, and contented, and free from care. His hardest duty was

supposed to be shinning up the ratlin to "reef," or "brail up," or

" splice the mainbrace," or do some other of those mysterious things

that caused him to look so mythical to the minds of land-lubbers

and the simple-hearted kind of women that used to be, but now no

longer are. His lighter hours (about eighteen out of the tweutj'-

four) were passed in terpsicliorean performances on the " fo'k' si,"

and were so fascinating to the shorey mind that music was specially

composed for them, and the "Sailor's Ilorn])ipe" is one of the

scourges inflicted upon mortals, for their sins, by barrel-organists

at the present day. Grog was dealt out to him by the gallon, and,

as for " backy," the light-hearted fellow was never allowed to suf-

fer for want of that ; so that his happiness may be said to have been

WJmplete.

Things are sadly changed, now, with regard to poor Jack. Every

day we read of outrageous assaults upon him with marline-spikes

and other perverted marine stores, by brutal skippers and flagitious

mates, whose proper end would be the yard-arm and the rope's end.

All bchiying-pin and no i)ay lias made Jack a duO boy. His wind-

pipe refu.ses to furnisli the whilom exhilarating tooralo'o for his

hornpipe. Silent are tin; "yarns" with which he used to while

away th(^ time when off his watch and huddling under the lee of

the capstan with his messmates. And then, when he comes ashore,

it is only to be devoured by the sharks that lie in wait for him

and drag him away bodily to their obscene " boarding-house " dens.

Once on a time Jack, when in dock, used to make holiday of it

on Sunday. He looked as gay as a tobacconist's sign when rigged

out in his best blue for a lark ashore, where he was occasionally to

be seen on horseback with a row of his jovial messmates, all of

them sitting with their backs to the horse's head, and the sternmost

of them steering the bewildered animal by his tail. Now there

seems to be a movement to cut off from Jack even the holiday to

which he is surely entitled. The captain of a bark, lying at San

Francisco, has lately stopped wages, to the amount of sixty-five

dollars, from a seaman, because the latter refused to assist in dis-

charging cargo on SundaJ^ Blue has, in one sense, always been

Jack's favorite color ; but if this sort of thing goes on much further,

he must become bluer than ever, and his cheerless condition will

be such that he will not have a cheer left to shake the welkin with

when he helps to man the yards.

Postal.

Frankly speaking, can Senator Revel's letters be called Black-

mail?

Propagandism.

Ancient Rome was saved by a proper goose ; modern Rome by
a proper gander.

The Sherifi"s party teM us that they are always " watch " ful in

the interest of the tax-payers. So they thould be, for dent tiiey

own the most " repeaters " ?
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The Plays and Sliows,

HAIILET—WITH A YELLOW WIG.

poet—liis name is

of no consequence

—has defined the

evening as

•'The close of the day

when the Hamlet
is stUl."

Evidently lie was

a bucolic, and not

a metropo 1 i t a n

poet. Otherwise

he would have remembered that the close of the day, or, to

speak with mathematical accuracy, the hour of eight P.M., is pre-

cisely the time when the Hamlet of a well-regulated theatrical

community begins to make himself vocally prominent. A few

nights since, we had no less than three Hamlets propounding at

the same time the unnecessary question, Avhether to be or not to be

is the correct thing. The serious Hamlet of the eagle eye, and the

burlesque Hamlet of the vulpine nose, are with us yet ;
but the

rival of the latter, the Hamlet of the taurine neck, has gone to Bos-

ton, where his wiggish peculiarity will be better ai)preciated than

it was in this Democratic city.

The late Mr. Wegg prided himself upon being a literary man

—

with a wooden leg. Mr. Feciiter aspires to be a Hamlet—with a

yellow wig. Mr. Wegg had this advantage over Mr. Fechtek, that

his literary ability did not wholly depend upon his ligneous leg.

Mr. Feciiteu's Hamlet, on the contrary, owes its existence solely to

his wig. The key to his popularity must be sought in his yellow

locks.

There are, it is true, meritorious points in Mr. Fechter's Dane.

One *s his skill in fencing ; another, the fact that he finally suffers

himself to be killed. Unfortunately, this latter redeeming incident

takes place only in the last scene of the play, and the Fat Prince

has therefore abundant previous opportunity to mar the superb

acting of >Iiss Leclercq. Why this admirable artist did not insist

that her Ophelia should receive a better support than was fur-

nished by Messrs. Bangs, Levick, and Fechter, at Niblo's Garden,

is an insoluble mysterj-. She must have perceived the absurdity

of drowning herself for a Prince—fair, fat, and faulty—who re-

fused to give her a share of his " loaf," and denied, with an evi-

dent eye to a possible bpeach of promise suit, that he had given

her any " bresents."

That Mr. Feciiter speaks English imperfectly is, however, the

least of his defects. If he could not speak at all, his audience would

have reason for self-congratulation. We might, too, forget that he

is an obese, round-shouldered, short-necked, and eminently beery

Hamlet, with a tendency to speak through his nose. But how can

we overlook his incapacity to express the subtle changes of Ham-
let's ever questioningmind ? One of his admirers has recentlyqnoted

RusKiN in his support. Mr. Feciiter gives no heed to Ruskin's

axiom, that all true art is delicate art. There is no delicacy in his

conception of Hamhet. True, he is impulsive and sensitive ; but

this is due to his physical and not to his mental organization. A
Hamlet without delicacy is quite'as intolerable a spectacle as a

Grande BucJiesse without decency.

What, then, has giiven him his reputation? The answer is evi-

dent ;—His yellow wig. Napoleon gilded the dome of the Inva-

tides, and the Parisians forgot to murmur at the arbitrary acts of his

reign. Mr. Feciiter crowns himself with a golden wig, and the

public forgets to murmur at the five acts of his Hamlet.
In all other respects Mr. Fechter's Hamlet is inferior to that of

his rival Mr. Fox. It is not nearly as funny, and it is much less

impressive. Both actors are wrong, however, in jiot omitting the

graveyard scene. To muke a burlesque of Death is to unlawfully

invade the province of Messrs. Beecher and FroThingham.
The popularity of Mr. Feciiter is only a new proof of the poten-

cy of yellow hair. It is the yellow hair of the British blonde, joined

to that kindliness of disposition with which—like a personification

of Charity—she " bareth all things," that makes her a thing of

beauty in the eyes of R. Q. W., and a joy for as many seasons as her

hair will keep its color. It is because Mr. Fechter decided that the

hair presumptive of the Royal Dane must have been yellow, that

his name has grown famous in England.

The veracious chronicler relates that, on one occasion, Mr.

Vektjs deprived his literary friend with a wooden leg of that

useful appendage. But that act of constructive mayhem did not

destroy Mr. Wegg's literary reputation. Can Mr. Fechter's
Hamlet endure an analogous test ? If he has confidence in himself,

let him try it. He has gone to Boston for a change of air. When
he returns to New-York, let it be for a change ef hair. When he

succeeds in drawing full houses to see him play Hamlet with raven

curls, we shall believe that he is something more than simply a

Hamlet—with a yellow wig. Until then we shall be constrained

to class him with the other blonde burlesquers. Matador.

WHAT THE PRESS IS EXPECTED TO SAY OF US.

There is no trash in this paper.

—

Literary StandoA'd.

Punchinello is a perfect beauty, and good as beautiful.

—

Moral-

ist.

a most suitable companion for our walks and meditations.

—Casuist.

Punghinello pays beautifully.

—

Cash Account.

just the thing for our mothers-in-law.

—

Domestic Hearth.

its wisdom and learning are equally remarkable.

—

College

Club.

Punchinello deserves to be styled A Brick.

—

Midnight Male.

the most irreproachable thing going ; and every man who

does not buy a copy for himseM, every week, and another for his

wife, with one for each of his children, is a brute.

—

Plain Speaker.

bully.— Western Grazier.

knows beans.

—

Horticultunst

up to snuff.

—

Market Reporter. v,

cock of the walk.

—

Praine Chicken i

perfectly lovely.

—

Ladies' Voice. ^

read it, try to parse it, and then set it to music and sing it.

— Yankee Teacher.

the thing we dreamed of, longed for, sighed for, and paid

for.

—

Public at I^arge.

A Walking Fish.'

The Walk in life of Mr. Secretary of State Fish, considering

him as a private individual, has hitherto been irreproachable.

Nevertheless, his walk might be much improved by President

Grant, if the latter would only teach him to Walk Spanish.

" Hole-in-the-Day." y

It is stated, though on what authority we are unable to say, that

the Philadelphia Ban is printed on straw papsr niaue from the

surplus straw hats that formed an item of a notorious government

contract negotiated during the war.
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MESMERISM IN WALL STREET.

First Lady Broker, (entmnciiig subject.) " There, I've got him to the point now. Take him at his wobd, quick."

Commodore V—nd—rh—It, {murmurs) "Sell me one thousand shares Central."

Second Lndy Broker. " Booked !"

THE BALLAD OF CAPTAIN EYRE,

OF THE PACIFIC AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP " BOMIJAY."

^Iy name was Arthur Eyre, wlien I sailed.

When I sailed
;

My name was Arthur Eyre, wlien I sailed

;

My name was Arthur Eyre, a true British snob, I swear,

Who for Yankees didu'i care, as I sailed.

I'd been taujrht at 'ome, per'aps, ere I sailed.

Ere I sailed
;

I'd been tano;ht at 'ome, per'aps, ere I sailed :

I'd been taught at 'ome, per'aps, that John Bull his fingers snaps

At the " cussed Yankee chaps," ere I sailed.

So I steered across the seas, as I sailed,]

As I sailed

;

I steered across thesoas, as I sailed
;

I steered acros^s the seas, and swilled my hale at hease

;

I was master, " if you please," as I sailed.

Victoria's flag I flew, as I sailed,

As I sailed
;

Victoria's flag I flew, as I sailed
;

Victoria's flag I flew, and wore her colors too,

Like a British sailor true, as I sailed.

OflF the shore of far Japan, as I sailed.

As I sailed
;

Off the shore of far Jap;in, as T sailed
;

Off the shore of far Japan, I a Yankee ship did 8;;;n,

That with helm a-starboard ran, as I sailed.

A curse rose to my lip, as I sailed.

As I sailed

;

A curse rose to my lip, as I sailed

;

A curse rose to my lip as on the Yankee ship

Through the darkness I did slip, as I sailed.

And I ran the Yankee down, as I sailed, ^

As I sailed

;

And I ran the Yankee down, as I sailed
;

Ay, I ran the Yankee down, and I left the dogs to drown.

While to Yokohama town on I sailed.

Thoy say they showed a light, as I sailed.

As I sailed
;

They say they showed a light, as I sailed
;

Tliey say they showed a light, to tell their hopeless plight,

But " I served them bloody right," as I sailed

!

For my name is Captain Eyre, as I sail,

As I sail
;

My name is Captain Eyre, as I sail

;

For my name is Captain Eyre, and it's d-

That for Yankees I should care, as I sail

!

-d absurd, 1 swear,

" Arcades Ambo."

As there seem to be some disorganizing elements just now at

work in the ancient and honorable order of the Knights of Pythias,

might it not bo well for them to comi)romi8e by a fraternal seces-

sion of th(! disrontentcnl spirit.s, Avho could fonn a kindred order

under the title of the Deys of Damon ?

Tseful Material for Fancy Clog-Dancers—Sandal-wood.
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PUNCHINELLO IN WALL STREET.

HAT it is not Punchinel-
lo's intention to over-

look Wall street, may be

absolutely taken at par.

To look over Wall street

is quite another matter,

and P. knows how to do

it to a T. Many a time

at midnicrht, from his

perch on the tip of the

spire of Old Trinity, (a

tip-top point from which

to look over Wall street

—you see the point ?)

has Punchinello be-

held the ghosts of dead

speculations floating

hopelessly through the

murky air. It could not

be said of them that

there was " no specula-

tion in those eye?." The ghost of a dead speculation was never so

utterly damned, the eyes of a ghost of a dead speculation were

never so absolutely dimmed, but that speculation of some kind

might be discerned fluttering like a mummy-cloth from the sha-

dowy outline of the former, and gleaming feebly from the glpomy

goggles of the latter. Gleam on, poor ghosts ! Goggle while

you may, and gibber. Punchinello watches you with interest,

(25 per cent.,) as you are weighed down to the very dirt of The

Street by the night-fog of Despair, flapping your wings on a very

small " margin," as if attempting vainly to " operate for a rise."

Go down, poor ghosts ; repair to your incandescent place below, for

there is no hope for you. As we sit here upon our spire, we can

not say to you, Dum spiramus speramus. Alas ! no. We would

like to do so, of course ; but our sense of truth revolts against the

enunciation of such a taradiddle.

Soon after daylight has been fully turned on, it is the wont of

Punchinello to descend from his perch on the church, (rhyme,)

and roam waywardly and invisibly among the denizens who occupy

the dens of The Street. He knows aH the ins and outs of the

place, and- has long been disgvistingly familiar with its ups and

downs. Gently has he dabbled in stocks, and no modern operator

is half so conversant as he is with the juggles of the Stock Ex-

change. Punchinello, though as fresh and frisky, in mind and

body, as a kid on a June morning, is older than he chooses to let

every body know. Bless you all, readers dear ! he was by when

the Tulip-Mania was hatched, (mixed figure,) and it was he who
punctured the great South Sea Bubble, and sent it on a burst.

Ha ! ha ! he-e-e !—how he laughs when he recurs to those days of

the long, long ago, with their miserable little swindles, no better

than farthing candles, (allowable rhyme,) and their puny dodges

devised for flagellating Lucifer round a stump.

Just think ot a lot of fellows pretending to play at Tulipmaniacs

lx>lting Bubble-and-squeak, and not a jockey among them all had

ever heard of "puts" and " calls." Deuce a one of them knew a

" corner " from a cockatrice's egg, and if you had mentioned a

" scoop " to the most intelligent of them, he'd have sworn that

you had been and gone and swallowed a Scandinavian dictionary.

(N. B. In this application the nave in Scandinavian might pro.

perly be spelt with a k.) Ah ! yes, yes : What-d'yecall him was

wide-awake when he remarked to Thingumbob that " the world

does mo\e."

How strong the contrast to Punchinello as he glides, invisible,

to and fro among the bulls and bears on 'Change, observing the

" modern instances " of their improved manner of doing business,

and taking all their devices into the comer of his brightest eye

!

(The only safe " corner " he knows of on The Street.) How he

chuckles as he observes the ways of 'em—sees a bear selling that

which he hasn't, and a bull buying that which he doesn't want

—

all " on a margin " and to " settle regular," of course. Bless you

!

children of the modern Mammon. Go in and win, or lose if

you find it more exciting. Learn to control finances, if you would
fain grow to be good men and contribute hereafter good men to

the taxable population. Proceed with your virtuous transactions

on 'Change. Never mind each other's toes ; they who have corns

must not care for being cornered. (Meant playfully.) Inflate the

market with your heavy purchases. Blow the market, and " corner

the shorts." Be a " bear," if you will ; and when you play at

" bull," remember the frog in the fable, who would be an ox, and
went on inflating until he burst.

You bloated stockmonger there, with your hands in your pockets

and your eye on the mean chance, what care you how much capital

is represented by certificates issued? "That's played out," you
say ? You know it is, you slimy salamander, and so does UN-

CHINELLO. You know that by the use of convertible bonds capital

can be increased or diminished ad infinitum. Loan your millions to

Erie, to save it from destruction or the Sheriff", (synonymous tenns,)

and you will derive sweet consolation from the consciousness of

your power to add or diminish at will.

Look at the " Great Waterer." When he chose to " snake away "

Erie from its friends, and make it tributary to New-York Central,

the printing-press was at work—a fact which he did not discover

until he had paid out ten millions. Then the foreigners puichised

ream after ream of certificates to control Erie, and to-day their

stock is declared not worth a row of pins, owing to the jiiles of

money swallowed by the afflictive suits on the stamped certificates.

Observe Snigger and Snagger, too ; mark the goings and com-

ings of these partners in business and iniquity. How regularly

they have kept swearing that their business never paid, and yet

their dividends always increased when they wished to distribute

their stock.

And here is one who—more audacious, far, than King Canute
of old—would control even the ocean. This man starts a Pacific

Mail with a capital of ten millions, increases the-amount to twentj'

millions, and swears it is worth thirty. Then he " puts his foot

in it" and shows the knave in his deal, (dealings—jocular,) by sell-

ing the stock at thirty-five.

This from Punchinello, as he looks over The Street—and

through it—from his lofty pinnacle. Don't strain youj precious

eyes and necks in fruitless endeavors to discover him there, since

he can make himself invisible at will. But listen, ye men of The
Street, with all your ears, (Erie,) and you will hear a solemn chant

like unto that of the 'muezzin, from the minaret. 'Tis the voice of

Punchinello wafting sonorously from his tower the instructive

moral

—

" Whoe'er sells stocks asisn't his'n,

Must pay up or go to pris'ii."

A New Conglomerate Pavement.

It was well said by a saucy Frenchman, " that England had fifty

religions but only one sauce." Paraphrasing this loosely, we may
say of New-York, that she has a dozen diff'erent pavements and

deuce a good one. There was the " Russ," on which the horses

used to be "let slide," but couldn't trot ; the "Belgian," of du-

bious repute ; the " Nicholson,'" which, from its material, must have

been invented by " Nick of the Woods ;" the " Mouse-trap," set to

catch other things than mice ; the " Fiske," a pavement pitched

in altogether too high a key to be pleasant ; The " Staff'ord," the

" Stow," and several others which it would be painful to enumerate

here. Why doesn't the daily press look lively, and devise a bet-

ter pavement than any of these '? There's Stone, of the Journal

of Commerce ; Wood, of the News ; Marble, of the World ; and

Brick, of the Democrat. Let them put their beads together an d

give us a good conglomerate.

A Hopeful Anticipation.

N«w that tlie darkeys are about to take part in national legisla-

tion, we shall probably be able to negrotiate a postal treaty with

France.

Oa one Drowned.

He left a large cLucle, etc.

!
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PUNCHINELLO'S LYRICS.

No. 1.

Ho ! I am the jolly repeater,

And I train with the magical band,

Who the legerdemaui of the ballot

With the skill of a wizard command.

Once a year every poll I explore.

Honest voting is Greenland to me

;

Free suffrage is ever my motto.

To my amnesty j udges agree.

The trickster inspector I loathe, sir

!

Or the canvasser's pencils that thieve

;

Voting early and often is nobler

Than ballots to change from one's sleeA'e.

No eight hours' labor I ask for,

Votes from sunrise to sunset I cast

;

They are bread on political waters,

And my sinecures follow them fast.

William B. and his millionaire crew

Will only vote once, sir ; while I

(Who to scorn laugh the honest assessors)

Plump a score to their one—on the sly !

Who asks for my name ? I repeat it

—

Ho ! the jolly repeater am I

;

Each book of the registry knows me.

And I'm now in the market—Who'll buy ?

(The above may be sung da capo, which is Ita-

lian for " repeat.")

SYMPATHY WITH CUBA.
Entlmsiasiic Syinpandzer. " What I say is, we must have our cigars ; and there-\

fore, Cuba imist be ours."

Music and Morals in Chicago.

The Mnriiagc of Figaro did not interest the

Chicago people when it was produced in that

peculiar city. Had it been called the " Divorce

of Figaro," it would have aroused their warmest

admiration

MR. GREELEY'S AIDS TO LITERARY EFFORT. '

On the general principle that " no one is a hero to his valet," not

even a valetudinarian, it may be safely asserted that the divinity

that doth hedge most great writers is lost the moment their ad-

mirers become acquainted with their habits of thought and methods

of composition. The popular delusion that H. G. " knows every

thing" is calculated to work indefinite injury to some modest men
who are supposed to " know something." Greeley's mind, like a

camera, ohscura, may be said to retain its impressions while in the

dark, and to lose them when exposed to the light. He has never,

to any extent, heeded the scriptural injunction against walking in

darkness, which explains why so many Tribune readers arc in the

dark concerning the truth and justice of popular questions. Con-

sequently, as in the case of other great men, when Greeley's mind

becomes pregnant with a theme, moved to pity by the neglected

education and limited mental resources of many of his readers, he

rr^pairs to one of his numerous literary lairs, and ransacks the pages

of the Past for ])1 under bc^fitting his pen and party. When he is

about to write an (jditorial article on Protection, he invariably pre-

pares his mind by reading several chapters on the " Manly Art of

Self-Defense," which accounts for the wisdom and brilliancy dis-

play(!d by him on the subject of tariffs. In order to approach a

discussion of the subject of vegetarianisna without prejudice, II. G.'

repairs to the wheezy Windust's, where, for hours at a time, he

literally " crams " with his favorite di.^li of pork and beans. The
Amelioration of the condition of the ^V()rking Classes is another

favorit(! tluuue with (jIkeklev, and, in order to discuss clearly and

cogently the many phases and ramifications of this lively and (ex-

citing toi)i(-, lie devotes scv(;ral liours to tlic study of " Idleness as

a Fin<! Art." Hefore writing a i)articularly fiiimy or spirited ar-

ticle upon Politics, the Fine Arts, or the Drama, H. G., it is said.

may be seen for several hours at the Astor Library, poring over

Burton's Aiiatomy of Melanclioly. While in the throes of

literary labor upon TIlc Great Conflict, he had numerous dog-

matic discussions with Mr. Kit Burns, participated in several flights

of the " fancy " to the bird-battling haunts of New-Jersey, and even

pursued the ministers of muscle to the scene of their bucolic pas-

times in the P. R. It is, perhaps, unnecessary to remark that Mr.

Greeley's Recollections of a Busy Life were inspired almost

directly' bj' frequent collusion with the pages of De Quincey and

Coleridge, whose wild lives and turbulent experiences possess a

peculiar charm for the Triton of the Tnbune. When Mr. Greeley
wishes to write against capital punishment—which he does about

every time the moon changes—he naturally turns over a few pages

of Thii-ty Years in Washinc/ton. When he purposes to tempt

the bounding bean of the kitchen garden of Chappaqua, or hum-
ble the hopeful harrow of agriculture, he may be found either at

the Italian Opera, serenely sleeping under the soporific strains of

Sonnamhula, or at the Circus, benignly blinking at the agglome-

rating Arabs. The inspiration for that thrilling story in real life,

entitled, What I Know about Farming, is said to have been re-

ceived almost wholly from the state of somnolency induced by that

clever clairvoyant, the Rev. Dr. Ciiapin. A curious notion exists in

the minds of a few ignorant persons, to the effect that Mr. Greeley
vexes his mellow mind for essays on the temperance question with

frequent and numerous imbibitions of "soda straight ;" but it is

high time that this popular error was exi)]oded. All who have

seen INIr. GREELEY in the bar-room of a certain city hotel, dashing

down brandy or pouring down whisky, and have next morning pe-

rused a Tribune editorial on " The Evils of Intemperance," need

not be reminded of the chief source of H. G.'s animated style aiul

vigorous diction. An extended walk along the beautiful avenues
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of tke city, or a drive through Central Park, invariably prepares

Mr. Greeley's mind for the birth of an article on the advantages

to young men of leaving the metropolis and seeking homes in the

West. Some months ago, Mr. Greeley purchased a small, select

library, which contains, among other choice works, the sweet jias-

toral productions of Syla'ANUS Cobb, Jr. ; the quaint and exhilarat-

ing narratives of Eugene Sue ; the wholesome and harmless fic-

tions of Ned BuNTLiNE, together with the complete poetical works

of M.\.RTIN Farquh.\r Tupper, and it was from the perusal of these

comforting and i^ellucid contributions to American literature that

Mr. Greeley caught the spirit and the style which distinguish his

thrilling work on Political Economy. But something too much of

this. We would not embitter the life of Mr. Greeley', at present,

by any further revelations, and therefore we let tlie subject drop.

CONDENSED CONGRESS.

SENATE.

T the opening. Senator

Sumner rose to a per-

sonal explanation. In

fact, he always does.

He said that General

Prim had disowned

having had any thing

to do with him upon

the Cuban question.

General Prim was per-

fectly correct. (Ap-

plause.) He did not

know much about the

Cuban que tion ; but he

flattered himself that

he was familiar Avith

the gurreat purrinci-

ples of Eternal Justice^

and he intended to ap-

ply them to the solu-

tion of all our political

l^roblenis. He said that Lord Coke had justly and eloquently ob.

served de minimis noii curat lex. He thought this would apply to

our relations Avitli the Island, where, although the sugar-cane lifts

its lofty top and the woodbine twineth, the accursed spirit of caste

Btill prevails. He begged to bring to the attention of the Senate

and the country the amended lines of the sacred jioet

:

" What though the spicy breezes

Blow soft o'er Cuba's isle

;

Though every prospect pleases,

And only man is vile ?"

The Senate would say with Cicero, de non apparentimis et non

existeittibiis, eadem est ratio, and they would remember with refe-

rence to the revolutionists of Cuba the great saying of Lord Bacon,
" Put a beggar on horseback, and lie will go to the Senate from

Massachusetts." Whatever the issue of the Cuban contest might

be, he could lay his hand upon his heart, and say with the Mantuan

bard, " Jlomo sum," or, in the language of our own Sh.ucespeare,

that which we call a rose by any other name would smell as s\veet_

These were all the sentiments he could find in his library which

bore directly upon this subject.

Senator Sumneu then introduced a bill to provide for the resump-

tion of specie payments. The bill sets forth that it shall hereafter

be a felony for any person to make tender of any thing other than

gold and silver to any person of African descent, in any of the

States lately in rebellion. In moving the bill, the senator said that

its passage was imperatively demanded by several negroes whom
he knew, and that he would not consent to deliver these helpless

persons into the hands of their late masters without some such

guarantee as this bill furnislied. He quoted from Aristotle,

LocKK, and Burke to prove that classes liable to oppression were

apt to be oppressed.

Senator Tri'MBILL wished to know what that had to do with

the resumption of specie payments.

Senator Sumner considered the inquiry impertinent. The great

principles of justice were ahvays in order.

Senator Garret Daa'IS took the floor, and made a neat speech

of three days and a half in opposition to the bill. He said he was
a Democrat, and he always had been a Democrat. The founders of

the republic would weep if they could see what the government
had come to. What would Clay and Calhoun have said to see-

ing such men as his honorable friend from Xevada (Mr. Nye) and
himself in the Senate ? If he might be pennitted to infringe upon the

domain of the senator from Massachusetts, he would quote Shake-
speare, " What should sucli fellows as I do, crawling between

heaven and earth V (Loud applause.) At the close of Mr. Davis's

speech his friends came in from Welcker's, and congratulated

him on having got through. Exhausted nature made the Senate

adjourn.

HOUSE.

After some general sparring, of which a set-to between Mr. Gar-
field and Mr. Haigiit formed the most conspicuous feature, the ca-

detship question came up. Mr. Voorhees explained that he never

had sold any cadetships. Mr. Logan wished to know who said

he had. Mr. Voorhees remarked that Mr. Logan was another.

Mr. Voorhees explained that he had appointed the son of a con-

stituent, and that subsequently to the appointment he had taken a

drink at the expense and the request of the constituent. He always

took his straight, and the cost to his constituent was only fifteen

cents. Which one of his colleagues Avould have acted otherwise?

(Voices, " Not one.")

Mr. Butler denounced the course of Mr. Voorhees. For his

part, he saw no impropriety in selling cadetships or any thing else.

What do gentlemen suppose that cadetships exist for, if it is not for

the emolument of congressmen ? He considered his patronage as

a part of his perquisites. This had been the guiding principle of

his life, alike in his military and his political career. He con-

sidered the action of Mr. Voorhees to be an act of deliberate

treachery to this House. If he accepted a pitiful drink in return

for his official influence, he was guilty of a grogs otfense in cheap-

ening the price of patronage. A cadetship was wortli .$500 if it

was worth a cent. If, on the other hand, he gave his cadetship

away, his conduct was even more culpable ; for other congressmen

might be weak enough to follow his baleful example, and the

market would be broken down. He advocated the formation of a

Congressional Labor Union to determine tlie value of these ap-

pointments, and to expel all members who took less tlian the

standard rate. This was what Avas done in other branches of busi-

ness, and if his colleagues wished to be like him, the little busy

B. F. B., and improve each shining hour, this is what they Avould do.

And then the House adjourned.

READY-MADE EPITAPHS.

On a Departed Clown.

Though lest to sight, to mummery dear.

On a Faithful Book-keeper.

Posted up.

Wring the Belles.

American belles ought to make good housewives, because tlmy

put up Avith little or no Avaist.

To whom it may Concern.

Persons who tiike music by the Avholesale are informed that they

can procure it of the street organ grindei;,^, Avho dispose of it by the

Barrel.

VoiC9 in the Air.

' Wh.vt is honor ? Air."—Sir John Falstaff.

What is dishonor ? Eyre."—Every body.

The "Camming" Man.

The " sensation " editor of the Sun.
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A Huge Sell.

The appointing to cadetships at West-Point.

The Most Religious Editor in New-York.

C. A. Dana—because every weelt-clay is ob-

Berved as a " Sun " day by liim.

"Blag yer boots. Mister!"

KING OAKEY THE FIRST, OF IRELAND.

BY ALDERMAN ROONEY.

HooRAH ! the dawn begins to break,

Ould Ireland's sons at last awake,

And from their sowls the shackles shake

That long have kept them under.

Arise, then, brave Phoenicians all,

Obey*your noble gineral's call

;

From off the steps of City Hall

You hear his voice of thunder

!

O Oakey, darlin' ! you're the wan
To take ould Erin by the han'

;

We'll pummel the Britishers every man,

And make you King of Ireland

!

Go rowl the news across the say.

Of how we spint the glorious day,

A hundred thousand on Broadway,

And more upon the Island.

Go tell the lords in Parlamint,

Of how Saint Patrick's day was spint,

And sec if they don't reduce the rint

On every fut of dry land.

Oakey, darlin' ! you're the wan
To take ould Erin by the han'

;

We'll pummel the Britishers every man.

And make you King of Ireland

!

Go tell them how you raised the flag.

The green aliove their crimson rag.

And should they talk of Yankee brag.

We'll tache them how to rue it.

Go tell them how all day you stud,

Wid both your nate feet in the mud.

As if it had been Saxon blood

And you wor fightin' thro' it

!

O Oakey, darlin' ! you're the wan
Who've tuk ould Erin by the han'

;

' We'll pummel the Britishers every man,

And make you King of Ireland!

Your innimies say you're not sincere.

Nor care a straw for Irish here,

Unless wliin 'lection time is near,

And Irish votes are wanted.

A G-ood General Idea.

A NEAT practical joke was that perpetrated by

one of our contributors, who, having been request-

ed to bring us " something pat," walked into our

office a day or two after with a couple of Fenian

generals in tow.

A Happy Thought.

The Elevated Railway is worked by means of

what is known to engineers as an " endless rope."

Might it not be well to work the murderers and

robbers of New-York on the same principle '!

. •
Abnormal.

One of the strangest anomalies in color known
is to be observed at Mobile and other places on the

Southern coast, where black men are frequently

Bay pilots.

But don't you throuble yourself at all.

We'll drive your innimies to the wall

;

We know you better, Oakey Hall,

Than take sich stuff for granted.

No ! Oakey, darlin', you're the wan
Who've tuk ould Erin by the han'

;

We'll pummel the Britishers every man.

And make you King of Ireland !

They say you want to be Mayor once more.

And after that, to be Governore

—

As if you wouldn't be needed before.

To lade the Faynians over.

And they say you raise this hullabaloo,

'Bout Ireland's wrongs, and Cuba's too.

That Irish fools miglit cotton to you.

And you might sit in clover.

But no ! for Oakey, you're the wan
That tuk ould Erin by the han'

;

We'll pummel the Britishers every man.

And make you King of Ireland

!

Oh ! no ; we are not so aisy schooled,

By slanders bought wid Saxon goold
;

They'll find, who think us so aisy fooled.

How much they underrate us.

Then up, mavrone ! and take your stand.

The layder of the Faynian band,

And King you'll soon be of the land

Of shamrogues and potatoes !

Yes ! Oakey, darlin', you're the wan
That tuk ould Erin by the hau'

;

We'll pummel the Britishers every mail.

And make you King of Ireland.

So, good Saint Patrick, bless the day
Whin Gineral Hall will march away.

Across the deep and briny say.

My country's bonds to sever
;

And bless him whin he goes ashore,

And whin he walks in British gore.

And whin he'^ Ireland's King asthore,

Oh|! may he live forever.

Yes ! O.MvEY, darlin', j-ou're the wan
That tuk ould Erin by the han'

;

An' you'll be King of all her Ian',

King Oakey First, of Ireland.
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A. T. STEWART & CO.

ARE MAKING

GREAT REDUCTIONS

In the Prices of the Goods

IN ALL THE DEPARTMENTS

Retail Establishment,

NAMELY,

Silks, Satins, Velvets, Dress Goods,

Laces, Embroideries, Real

India Camel's Hair Shawls,

Ladies', Misses', and Children's

Walking-Suits, Reception-Dresses,

Morning-Robes, Undergarments,

Infants' Wardrobes,'

Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods of every

Description,

Housekeeping and House-furnishing

Goods, Linens, Sheetings, Damasks,

Damask Table-Cloths, Napkins,

Towels, Towelings,

Blankets, Flannels,

Quilts Counterpanes, Carpets, Mats,

Rugs, English and American

Oil-Cloths,

Upholstery Goods in Brocatelles,

Silk Terrys, Plain Satins, Figured

Cotelaines, Striped Reps,

Furniture Chintzes,

Etc., Etc., Etc.,

AT EXTltEMELT ZOW PRICES.

BROAD'WAY,

Fourth Avenue and Tenth Street.

" The cleverest novel of the season."

—

Baltimore Gazette.

D. APPLETOlSr &, CO.,
Xos. 90, 93, and 94 Grand Street,

HAVB NOW BEADY

A New Edition
OF

Red as a Rose is She.
By the author of " Cometh up as alFlower."

1 vol. 8vo. Paper covers, 60 cents.

From the Bonton Traveller.

" After reading such a work, one can no more read an or-

dinary lioolt than one could enjoy a lunch on dry bread im
mediately after h.iving dined on Curry and Chili, washed
down with burnt brandy.

From the Baltimore Gazette.

" The cleverest novel ofthe season. The characters are few,

but remarkably well drawn ; the dialogue fresh, crisp, and

sparkling, and the incidents thoroughly natural."

From the Cinehaiati Chronicle.

"There is a singular freshness about this novel, often a

quaint originality of expression, always a smooth rippling of

words not* without ideas, of seed thoughts, many of wliich are

well worth cherishing, and which may germinate and grow
in the reader's mind long after he has forgotten that ' Red
as a Rose is She,' and lias ceased to wonder as to who is the

author who has so pleasantly entertained liim."

An Absolutely Pure Article.

THE

KNICKERBOCKER

Gin Company's

D. Appleton & Co.
PUBLISH, BY THE SAME AUTHOK,

COMETH XrjP \A.S A. FLOWER.
Ivol.Svo. Sixty cents.

NOT WISELY JtUT TOO WELL.
1 vol. 8vo. Sixty cents.

Either of the above sent free by mail to any address on re-

ceipt of the price.

RED AS A ROSE IS SHE.
Third Edition.

D. APPLETON & CO.,
90, 92, and 94 Grand Street,

Have now ready the Third Edition of

RED AS A ROSE IS SHE.
By the Author of " Cometh up as a Flower."

1 vol. 8vo. Paper Covers, 60 cents.

From the New-York Evening Express.
" This is truly a charming novel ; for half its contents

breathe the very odor of the flower it takes as its title."

From the Philadelphia Irtquirer.

'• The author can and does write well , the descriptions of

scenery are particularly effective, always graphic, and never

overstrained."

D. A. & Co. have just published :

A SEARCH FOR WINTER SDNBE.\.MS IN THE
RIVIERA, CORSICA, ALGIERS, AND SPAIN.

By Hon. S. S. Cox. Illustrated. Price, $3.

REPTILES AND BIRDS : A POPULAR ACCOUNT

OF THEIR VARIOUS ORDERS, WITH A

DESCRIPTION OF THE HABITS AND ECO-

NOMY OF THE MOST INTERESTING.
By Louis Figuicr. Illustrated with 307 wood-cuts. 1 vol.

8vo, $6.

HEREDITARY GENIUS : AN INQUIRY INTO ITS

LAWS AND CONSEQUENCES.
By Francis Galton. 1 vol. 8vo. W.50.

HAND-BOOK OF THE MASTERY SERIES OP
LEARNING LANGUAGES.

I. THE HAND-BOOK OF THE MASTERY
SERIES.

H. THE MASTERY SERIES, FRENCH.

III. THE MASTERY SERIES, GERMAN.

IV. THE MASTERY SERIES, SPANISH.
Price, 60 cents each.

WORLD-RENOWNED

Double Distilled

B. &V.'s "ANCHOR" BRAND

OF

r»xjii E

HOLLAND GIN,

FROM THEIR OWN DISTILLERY AT

LEIDEN, NEAR SCHIEDAM, HOLLAND.

This brand of liquor has obtained a great reputation, not

only in Holland but .throughout Europe, where ;!t has been

tested

IN THE MOST CELEBRATED

Chemical Institutions.

JUIIIIOKS OF GALLONS

Have been sent to all parts of the world, and principally

to the

EAST AND WEST INDIES, AUSTRALIA, AND
AFRICA,

Where it is used

In Preference to any other Brand known.

Either of the above sent free by mail to any address on

receipt of the price.

Orders will be received at their office.

No. 15 William Street,

For the above, and also for their other importations of

WINES,

BRANDIES,

CIGARS, Etc.,

Which ;they guarantee ;a8 to

FXTRITi AND GENUINENESS.

KNICKERBOCKER GIN CO.,

IS William Street,

NEW-YORK.
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WALTHAM WATCHES.
3-4 PLATE.

IG and SO Sizes.

To tlie manufacture of tliese fiie Watches the Company
have devoted all the science and skill in tlie art i>t their com-

mand, and confidently claim that, for tineness and beauty, no

les3 tlian for the greater excellences of mechanical and scien.

title correctness of design and execution, these watches are

unsurpassed anywhere.

In tills country the manufacture of this Hue grade of

Watches is not even attempted except at Waltham.

FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING JEWELERS,

LUCIFER INTERVIEWS THE MAYOR.
Mayor Hull. "Want your place paved, you say? Certainly, sir; how

will you have it done, with good intentions or with broken promises?
We can supply y'ou with either at the City Hall."

HKNRY L. STEPHENS,

ARTIST,

No. 160 Fulton Street,

NEW-YORK.

Important to Newsdealers I

ALL OKDERa FOB

^UNGWINTSII^ImO

Win he supplied by

OUR SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE AGENTS,

American News Ce.

NEW-YOKK.

PUNCHINELLO:
te:rm:s to clubs

WE OFFER AS PREMIUMS FOR CLUBS
first:

DANA TiICKFORt)'S PATEXT FAMILY SPIIfKER,
The most complete and desirable machine ever yet introduced for spinning purposes.

second:
JilCKFOHD'S CROCHET AND FANCY WORK MACHINES.

These beautiful little maeliines are very fascinatiiiir. as well as useful ; and every lady s' ould liave one, as they can make every conceivable kind of^crochet^or'fancy^work upon them.

third:
RICKFORD'S AUTOMATIC FAMILY KNITTER.

This Is the most perfect and complete machine in the world. It knits evtry thing.

fourth:
AMERICAN _RVTTONJlOLE, OVERSEA31INO, AND SEWING-MACniNE.

This CTeat comhlnatlon machine Is the last and greatest improvement on all former machine-i. No. 1, with finely finished Oile I W.ilimt Table and ("over, complete, price, $75. Ao. 2,
ue maciiii"- w-thout the buttonhole parts, etc., iirice, !KiO.

We will send the Family Spinner,
No. 1 Crochet,

price, iS, for 4 subscribers and J16.
8,

•' 4 •• " 16.
" 15, " B " " 24.

" 1 Automatic Knitter, 7-2 needles, " 30, " V. " " 48.
" -1 •• " 81 " " a.3, " 13 " " 51.
" 3 " " 100 " " 37, " r>

" '• t»."4 " "a cvllndcrs,)
1 7-5 needles

J-

" 40, " Iti " " 64.

1 100 needles i

No. 1 American Buttonliole and Overseamlng Machine, price, $76, for SO sub.scribcrs and $120.
" a " " " " without buttonhole p.arls, etc.,

"
(M, " 25 " " 100.

JDescriptive Circulars

upon each full subscription sent for four subscribers and upward,'aud after the first remittance for

Of all tlie.se machines wiM be sent \ipon application to this office, and full instructions for workiiifj them will be sent to purchasers.
Parties iiettinK up Clubs pret'eriing cash to pvcniiiinis, may deduct seventy-five cents upon each full subscription sent for four s

four subscribers may ^end sini^le names as they obtain tbeni, <leductiiig the comn:ission.
Renilttancea sliould be made In I'oslOillce Orders, liank Checks, or Brafts on New-York Citv ; or If these can not be obtained, then by Registered Letters, which any post -master will

furnish. Charges on money sent by express must be prepaid, or the net amount only will be credited.
Directions for shipping machines must be full and explicit, to prevent error. In sending subscriptions give address, with Town, County, and State.
The postage on this paper will be twenty cents per year, payable Quarterly )" advance, at the place where it Is reewved. Subscribers in the Hrilish Provinces will remit twenty cents In

addition to subscription.
Allcommunlcatlons. remittances, etc., to bo addressed to __ PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY

JSTo. H3 Nii!-!!-!;m Street,
NJC-W-YORK.

S. W. Gkeen, PniNTEn, •corneu Jacob and Prankpokt Sts.
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"Tlie Printing House of the United States."

GEO.F.NESBITT&CO.,
General JOB PRINTERS,
BLANK BOOK Manufacturers, '

STATIONERS, Wholesale and Retail.
LITHOGRAPHIC Engravers and Printers,
COPPER-PLATE Engravers and Printers,
CARD Manufacturers,
ENVELOPE Manufacturers,
FINE CUT and COLOR Printers.

163, 165, 1S7, and 169 PEARL ST.,

73, 75, 77, and 79 PINE ST., New-York.

Advantages. tzW All on the same premises, and under llie iin-

mediule supervision of ilie proprietors.

WALT HAM WATCHES.
3-4 PLATE.

IG and 20 Hises.

To the manufacture of tliese fine Watches the Compauy
have devoted all the science and skill in the art at their com-

mand, and confidently claim tliat,foi' fineness and beauty, no

less than for the greater excellences of mechanical ami scien-

tific correctness of design and execution, these watches are

unsurpassed anywhere.

In this country the manufacture of this fine grade of

Watches is not even attempted except at Waltham.

FOR SALE r.Y ALL LEADING JEWELLERS.

HOLLER'S PUREST NORWEGIAN
COD-L9VER OIL.

" Of lute years it has become almost impossible to get aiiy

Cod-Liver Oil that patients can iligest, owing to the objec-

tionable mode of procuring and )ii-eparing the livers. . . .

Moller, of Christiana, Korwaj', i)repares an oil which i> per-

fectly pure, and in every respect all that can be wislicd."

Dii. L. A. Savhe, before Academy of Medicine. See J/cili-

cal Record, December, liiC'J, p. 417.

,SOLD BY DRUGGISTS.

W. H. SCHIEFFELIN & CO.,

Sole Agents for the United States and Canada.

Vol. I. No. 2.

SATURDAY, APRIL 9, 1870.

PUBLISHED BY THE

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY,
83 NASSAU STREET, NEW-YORK.
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Al'PLlCATIOXS FOR ADVERTISING IN

"PUNCHINELLO"
SHOULD DK ALDKESaEB TO

J. NICKINSON,
Boom No. 4,

83 NASSAU STREET.

THE

"BREWSTER WAGON."

The Standard for Style and Quality.

BREWSTER & COMPANY,

of Broome Street.

WAREROOMS,

Fiitli Avenue, corner of Foiirteentli Street,

ELEGANT CARRIAGES

In all the J'^ashionable Varieties,

EXCLUSIVELY OF OUR OWN BUILD.

Thomas J. Rayner & Co.,

29 LIBERTY STREET,

New-York,
MANTJFACTUEEnS OF THE

Fltiett Cigars made in the Vnited States.

All si/.M and styles. I'jiccs vei-y niocierate. Samples sent to
any responsible house. Also Importers of the

«' FTTSItOS " liJtANJ),
Equal in quality to the best of the Havana market, and from ten
to twenty per cent chea[>er.

Kestaiirunt, Uar, Hotel, and Saloon trade will save money by
calliu); at ' '

29 IiIBEBTY STREET.

PUNCHINELLO,

GEO. BOWLEND,

ARTIST,
Room No. 11,

No. 160 FULTON STREET,

NEW-YOM".

WEVILL & HAMMAR,
Wood Engravers

No. 208 BROADWAY,

NEW'YORK.

With a large and varied experience in the management and

publication of a paper of the class herewith submitted, and with

the still more jiositive advantage of an Ample Capital to Jus-

tify the undertaking, the

PUNOHIUELLO PUBLISHING 00.

or THE CITY OF NEW-YORK,

Presents to tlie public for approval, the

NEW ILLUSTRATED HUMOROUS AND SATIRICAL

WEEKLY PAPER,

PUNCHINELLO,
The first number of which will bo issued under date of April 2,

ISTO, ami thereafter weekly.

Punchinello will be National, and not local ; and will en-

deavor to become a household word in ail parts of the coun-

try ; and to that end has secured a

VALUABLE CORPS OF CONTRIBUTORS

in various sectionsof the Union, while its columns will alw.ays be

open to appropriate first-class literary and artistic talent.

PiTNCiiiNELLO wlIl bc entirely original ; humorous and witty,

without vulgarity, and satirical without malice. It will be

printed on a superior tinted paper of sixteen pages, size 13 by

9, and will be for sale by all respectable newsdealers who

have the judgment to know a good thmg when they see

it, or by subscription from this office.

The Artistic department will be in charge of Henry L.

Stepliens, whose celebrated cartoons in Vanity Faie placed

him in the front rank of humorous artists, assisted by leading ar-

tists in their respective specialties.

The management of the paper will be in the hands of WIL-

LIAM A. STEPHENS, with whom is associated CHARLES
DAWSON SHANLY, both of whom were identified with

Vanity Fair.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES,

Suitable for the paper, and Original Designs, or suggestive ideas

or sketches for illustrations, upon the tojiics of the day, are al-

ways acceptable, and will be paid for liberally.

Rejected communications can not be returned, unless postage-

stamps are inclosed,

; Terms:

One copy, per year, in advance $4 00

Single copies, ten cents.

A specimen copy will be mailed,free upon the receipt often

cents.

One copy, with the Riverside Magazine, or any other

magazine or paper price, $2.50, for 5 50

One copy, with any magazine or paper price. $4, for 7 00

All communications, remittances, etc., to be addressed to

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

No, 83 Nassau Street,

NEW-YORK.
P. O. Box, 2783.

(for terms to Ct(ib3,fiee iClfi p(t{ie.y

mtttuxxtih il^mx^.

Clinton Hall, Astor Place,

This is now the largest circulating Library in America, the

number of volumes on its shelves being | 14,000' About
lOOO volumes are added each month ; and very large purchases

are made of all new and popular works.

Books are delivered at memljers' residences for five cents each

delivery.

TERMS OF MEMBERSHIP

:

TO CLERK8,

$1 Initiation, $3 Annual Dues.

TO OTHEUS, $5 a year.

SUBSCRIPTIONS TAKEN FOR
SIX ivrojsrTiis,

BRANCH OFFICES
AT

NO. 76 CEDAU STREET, NEW-YORK,
AND AT

Yonkers, Norw,alk, Stamford, and Elizabeth.

AMEEICAN

BUTTONHOLE, OVERSEAMINO

SEWING-MACIimE CO.,

5G3 Broadway, New-York,

This great combination machine is the last and greatest im-

provement on all former machines, making, in addition to all

the work done on best Lock-Stitcli machines, beavitiful _

BUTTON AND EYELET HOLES;

in all fabrics, f

Machine, with finely finished

^ Oiled Walnut Tablt: and Covek

complete, $75. Same machine, without the buttonhole parts,

$C0. This hist is beyond all question the simplest, easiest to

manage and to keep in order, of any machine in the market.

Machines warranted, and full instruction given to purchasers.

HENRY SPEAR

STATIONER, PRINTER

ACCOUNT BOOKS

M A I) K TO O n E R

PRINTING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

82 Wall Street

NEW-YORK.
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THE UMBRELLA.

A VIEV/ OF THE SHADS' SIDE OF LIFE.

IIIPE pippin falling upon

the head of Sir Isaac

Newton (a clear case oi

hard cider on the brain)

sucrgested the laws of gra-

vitation. An elderly coun-

tryman passing my win-

dow this clear bright day,

attended by his faithful

umbrella, suggested the

following retiections.

The t c rm Umbrella

comes from tlie Latin nm-

hra, a shade—the whole

signifying "keep shady."

This definition well de-

scribes the nature of the ar-

ticle ; for, as it undoubtedly
" keeps shady " in fine wea-

ther when the sun is fer-

vent, so it is apt to " keep

shady " in rainj' weather, wnen most wanted. ,

It is as ditficnlt to say Avhen the umbrella came, or where it came

from, as it is to tell where it goes to. Rumor hath it, however, that

it came in (that is, out of the rain) with Noaii. The story (as given us

by an antiquarian relative) says that when the Ark was built the came-

lopard was forgotten, and it was found necessary to cut a hole in the

raof to accommodate the animal's neck. This done, Siiem sat upon

the roof and held an umbrella. Siiem thus raised the umbrella. Then

our further question follov.'s. Where did he raise it ? Evidently he

raised the umbrella on the Ark.

These theories seem to us to be entitled to serious consideration ;
and

certainly it is a reasonable belief that, as the present suifcring from the

high poce of clothing is due to the sin of our first parents, so the um-

brella is the curse entailed by royalty, coming in with the First Reign

spoken of in Instory.

The umbrella appears again in ancient time in connection with

Daniel, who, it is said, carried one into the lions" den. The authority

for this is a historical painting that has fallen into the hands of an

itinerant showman. A curious fact is stated with reference to this pic-

ture, namely, that Daniel so closely resembled the lions in personal ap-

pearance that it was necessary for the showman to state that " Daniel

might easily be distinguished from the lions on account of the blue

cotton umbrella under his right arm."

For what purpose this umbrella may have been carried we

can only surmise.

The niost probable theory is, that it was to be used there

to intimidate the lions, as it has since been used toward mad
bulls and other ferocious beasts.

Wv have now taken hold ])retty firmly of what may be

called the handle of the umbrella. We have learned that, as

Adam raised Cain, Noah raised the umbrella, and Daniel
carried one.

We have learned further that the umbrella carried by

Daniel was a blue cotton umbrella—undoubtedly the most

primitive type of the umbrella.

It is one of this class that your country friend brings down
with him, that darkeneth the heavens as with a canopy and

maketh you ashamed of your company. It is such an um-

brella as this that is to be found or might have been found,

in ancient days, in every old farm-house—one that covered the

whole household when it went to church, occupying as much
room when closed as would the tent of an Arab.

We have heard it said that it was the imiK)ssibility of two

umbrellas of this nature passing each other on a narrow

road which led to the invention of cov(!red wagons.

There is nothing lovely about a blue cotton umbrella,

though there may have been vnder it at times and seasons.

Skeletons of the species, much faded as to color, much
weakened as to wlialebone, may still be found here and

there in backwoods settlements, where they are known as " um-
brells ;" there are but few perfect specimens in existence.

The present style of the umbrella is varied, and sometimes elegant.

The cover is of silk
; the ribs are of steel oftener than of bone, and

the handle is wrought into divers quaint and beautiful shapes. The
most common kind is the hooked umhrella. Most people have hooked
umbrellas—or, if this statement be offensive to any one, we will say that

most people have had umbrellas hooked. The chance resemblance
of this expression to one signifying to abstract illegally that which
properly belongs to another, reminds us to speak of the singular fact

that the umbrella is not property. This is important. It rests on ju-

dicial decisi(m, and becomes more important when we remember that

by similar decision the negro is property, and that, therefore, until

emancipation, the umbrella was superior to the negro. The judicial

decision cited will be found reported in Vanity Fair, liber 3, page

26o, and was oii this wise : A man being arraigned for stealing an um-
brella, pleaded that it rained at the time, and he had no umbrella. On
these grounds he was discharged, and the judge took the umbrella.

(We may notice here how closely this decision has been followed, even

down to modern times, and touching other matters than umbrellas.)

This establi'ihed the fact that the umbrella was not property that

could be bought, sold, and stolen, but a free gift of the manufacturer to

universal creation. The right of ownership in umbrellas ranked

henceforward with our right to own the American continent, being

merely a right by discovery.

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Depressing for Chicago.

The Chicago press has given up all hopes of the Prince of

Wales since he has proved his innocence in regard to Lady MOR-
daunt. Chicago had begun to look upon him with mildly patronizing

favor, when he was accused of a share in a really first-class divorce

case ; feut now that his innocence is established, there is no longer any

extenuating circumstance which can induce Chicago to overlook the

infamous crime of his roval birth.

Iiatest from the Isthmus of Suez.

Op all men, the followers of Mohammed are the most candid ; since,

no matter of what you accuse them, they always acknowledge the

Koran.

Bight and Left.

Becal'SE the P. & O. Directors have suspended their Eyue, we are

not called upon to suspend our auger. We decline to believe that he

can justify himself in leaving the Oneida, however blameless he may
have been in the matter of the collision. Because the Oneida was Left

it does not follow that the Bombay was Right.

Mr. P'lJ.il'l/. I THINK, .MY DEAR, WE VK GIVEN IIIM LAUDANVM ENOUGH.

Suppose we try a little stuychnineV"

Mrs. Pugshif. " Bct .mi.uitn't tii.vt hurt him V"
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THE PLAYS AND SHOWS.

R. BOUCICAULT miglit

properly be called the an

tlior of the eloiueiitary

Drama. Not bucaut^o his

plays, like elementary les-

sons in French, are pecu-

liarly aggravating to the

well-regulated mind, but

because of his fondness for

employing one of the ele-

ments of nature—fire, ^a-

ter, or golden hair—in

the production of the sen-

sation which invariably

takes place in the fourth

or fifth act of each of his

popular dramas. In the

Streets of New-York, he

made a hit by firing a

building at the spectacu-

larly disposed audience.

In Formosa, he gave us a

boat-race; and in Lost at

Sea, now running at Wat-lack's, he has renewed his former fondness

for playing with fire. Tlie following condensed version of this play

is offered t(j the readers of Punciiixello, with the assurance that,

though it may be a little more coherent than the unabridged edition,

it is a faithful picture of the sort of thing that Mr. BoucrcAULT, aided

and abetted by Mr. Wall.vck, thinks proper to offjr to the public.

LOST AT SEA.
ACT I. Scene 1. Enter Virlnons Banker. "I have embezzled

WALTEii Coram's money, and he is coming from India to claim it.

I-ani a ruined man."

Enter Unpriacipled Clerk. " Xot so. Walteu Coram is lost at

sea, and wo will keep the money."

VirtHOHS Banker. "Thank heaven I I am not found out, and can

remain an honest man as usual."

Scene 2. Enter Comic Villain. " I am just released from prison and

must soon meet my wife. {Swears and smashes in Jiis Itat.)

Enter Unprincipled Clerk. " Not sa. Walter Coram is lost at

sea. Personate liim, draw his money, and share it with me."

Comic Villain. " I will. {Sirears and sniasJies in his h<tt.)

Scene 8. Enter Mi-ss Effia German. {Aside) " I am supposed to be

a virtuous and vagabond boy. I hate to show my ankles in ragged

trowser-s but I must." {Shows the/n. Applause.)

Enter Daufjhter of Comic Villain. " Ilovo the unprincipled clerk;

but there is a sick strang(U- upstairs who i)okes the lire in a way that

I can hardly resist. Be firm, my heart. Shall I be untrue to my own

unprincipled
"

Enter Unprincipled Clerk. " Not so. Walter Coram is lost at

sea, and I must leave these valuable boxes in your hands for safe-keep-

ing." {Leaves the bo.res, and, then leaves himself.)

Enter Sick Slranf/er. " I am Walter Coram. Those are my boxes.

Somel)ody is personating me. Big thing on somebody. Let him go

ahead." {Curtain.)

Young Lady in the Audience. "Isn't Effie Uermon perfectly

lovely r
Aecompanyinej Bostonian Youth. " Yes ; but you should see RrsToui

in Marie Antoinette. There is a sweetness and light about the great

tragi'dienne which "

Ifearn/ old Party, to contiguous Young Man. " Don't think much of

this; do you '^ Now, in ToM Placidk's day
"

Co)itiguoU8 and aggrieved Young Man 2>^eads an engagement and

hastily goes out.

ACT II. Scene '[. Virtuous Banker's Villa. Comic Villain, Un-

principled Clerk, and Wealthy Heroine dining with the Banker.

Enter Original Coram. " I am Waltkr Coram ; but I can't prove

it, th(! villain i lisiviug stolen my bootjack."

Enter Comic, Villain, who s.-nashes in his hat, and tarears.

Origincd Coram. {Aj^proarJiii-j Mm.) "This is \\'altek Coram,
I believe'? I knev/ you in India. We boarded together. Don't yen
remember old Futtvciiuu^Allahabad, and the rest of our set?"

Comic Villain, in great inented torture. "Certainly; of course: I

said so at the time. {Swears and smashes in his Jteit.) {Exeunt omncs,

in search of Virtuous Banker.)

Scene 2. Enter 3Tiss Effie Germoii, by climbing over the urill. " I

hat3 to climb over the wall and show my ankles in these nasty trov/-

sers, but I must." {Shoics them. Applause.)

Enter Baughter of Comic Villain. " Great Heavings ! W\ia.t do I

see? My beloved clerk offering himself to the wealthy heroine'? I

must faint!" {Faints.)

Enter aristocratic lover of vealtliy heroine, and catches the fainiress

in his arms. Weedthy heroine catches kiin in the act. Tcdjleau of tir-

tuous indignation. {Curtain.)

Young Lady before-ncuned. " Isn't Effie Germon perfectly sweet T
Bostonian Youth. "Yes; but Ristori "

Eighty Young Men. "Let's go out for drinks.

ACT III. Scene 1. Enter Baucjhter of Comic Villain. " My clerk is

false, and I don't care a straw for him. Consequently, I will drown
myself."

Enter Origincd Coram. " I am Walter Coram ; but I can't prove

it, the villains having stolen my Calcutta latch-key. Better not drown
yourself , my dear. You'll find it beastly wet. Don't do it." {She

doesn't do it.) {Curtain.)

Young Lady before-named. " R^u't Effie Germox perfectly beau-

tiful r
Bostonian Youth. " Yes. But at her age Ristori "

Heavy old Party murmtirs in, hissleep <'>/ Ellen Thee. Moreyoung
men go out to get drinks.

ACT IV. Scene 1. Enter Virtuous Banker. " All is lo.?t. There

is a run on the bank "

Enter Unprincipled Clerk. "Walter Coram presents check for

£7 4 3. We have no funds. Shall we pay it ?"

Enter Original Coram. {Aside) " I am Walter Coram ; but I

can't prove it, the villains having taken my other handkerchief. {2h

the Banker) Sir, you once gave me a penny, and you have since em-

bezzled my fortune. How can I repay such mble conduct ? Here is a

bag of gold. Take it and pay your creditors."

Scejte 2. Enter Unprincipled Cleric and Comic Villain.

'

Unprincipled Clerk. " The original Coram has turned np. We
must turn him down again. I will burn hinr in his bed to-night."

Comic Villain. "Burnhiui; but don't attempt any violence. {Swears

and smctslies in his hett)

Scene 4. Enter Original Coram. " I am Walter Coraai ; but I

can't prove it— -I forget precisJy why. WJiat is this in my cofi'ee?

0[iium ! It is, by SiVA, VisiiNU, and others ! They would fain drug my
drink. Ha ! Ha ! I have drank, eaten, smoked, chewed, and snuffed

opium for ninety years. I like it. So did my parents. I am, so to

speak, the child of poppy. Ha ! What do I see ? Flames twenty

feet high all around me ! Can this be fire '? Tlie Mretches mean to

burn me alive! {Aside—And they'll do it too, some night, if Moss
don't keep a sharp look-out after those lazy carpenter.?.)"

Enter Miss Effie Oermon. {Aside) " I must get on the roof and

drag CoR.VM out. I hate to do it ; for I shall have to ,'^how my ankles

in these horrid trowsers. But I suppose I must." {Gets on the roof

with Comic, Villain's Daughter shows ankles, lifts up roof and saves

Coram, amid whirlwinds of applause and smoke.—Curtain)

Young Lady before-named. " Isn't Epfik Geumon too lovely V
Bostonian Youth. " Yes. Ristori is, however "

Heavy old Party. " This fire business is dangerous, sir. Never saw

it done at the old Park. Edmund Kean would "

ACT '\'. Enter Original Coram. "I am V/alter Coram. I cr.n

now prove it by simply mentioning the fact. I love the daugl'.tor of

tiie Comic Villain, and will marry her."

Unprincipled Clerk. "All is lost except Waltf.r Coram, wVio

ought to bo. I will go to Australia, at once. {He goes)

Comic Villain, {s?nashcs his hat over Ids eyes a'nd s.rcrrj'.s.)
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Virtuous Banker. " Bless you, luj' children. I forgive you all the

iujuries I have done you." (Cartnin.)

Eccry body in the audience. " How do you like—Real fire ; Stod-

dakt's faces are—Real fire ; Effie Germon is—Real fire ; Come and

take—Real fire ; Jul Wallack is always at home in—Real fire

;

There is nothing' in the play bat—Real fire."

MisdnthropiG Critic, to yentlemanly Treasurer. " Can I have two

seats for to-morrow night?"

Treasurer. " Ail sold, sir. Play draws better than Ours.'"

Misanthrojiic Critic. Well ! no matter. I only wanted to send my
niother-in-law, knowing that the house jnust take fire some night.

However, I'll read the play to her instead ; if she survives that, she

isn't mortal.

Suygestion kindly made to Mannyer Moss.—Have the fire scene take

place in the first act, and let all the dramatis personoi perish in the

flames. Thus shall the audience be spared the vulgar profanity of

Stoddart's "Comic Villain," the absurdity of Wallack's "Coram,"

the twaddle of Hield's " Virtuous Banker," and the impossible imbe-

cility of Fisher's " Unprincipled Clerk." Miss Germon in trowsers,

and Miss Henriques in tears, are very nice ; but they do not quite re-

deem the wretchedness of the play. The sooner Mr. Moss gives up

his present flaiuo and returns to his early love—legitimate comedy

—

the better. Matador.

MOW TO BEHAVE AT A THEATRE.

M.a. Punchinello : I take it you arc willing to receive useful in-

formation. Of course you are. Wliy ? Because, while you may be

humorous, yon intend also to be sensible. I have in my day been to the

theatre not a little. I have seen many plays and many audiences. I

know—or, at least, think I do—what is good acting, and what good

manners. Suffer nic, then, briefly to give you a few hints as to how an

audience should behave. I shall charge nothing for Ihe information,

though I am frank to insinuate that it is worth a deal—of the value,

perhaps, of a great deal table.

First. Always take a lady with you to the play. It will please her,

whatever the bother to you. Besides, you will then be talked to. If

you make a niess of it in trying to unravel the j)lot, she Avill essentially

aid you in that direction. Nothing like a woman for a plot—especially

if you dcsiro to plunge head foremost into one.

Soond. If you have any loud conversation to indulge in, do it while

the jjlay is going on. Po.ssibly it may disturb your neighbors ; but you

do not ask tlicni to hear it. Hail Columliia ! isn't this a free country ?

If you have any private and confidential affairs to talk over, the thea-

tre is the place in which to do it. Possildy strangers may not com-

prehend all ilio bearings ; but that is not your fault. You do your

best—wlio can do better ?

Tliird. If you have an overcoat or any other garment, throw it

across the adjoining or front seat. Never mind any protests of frown

or word. Should not people bo Avilling to accommodate ? Of course

they shouhi. Prove it by putting your dripping umbrella against

the lady with the nice moire antique silk. It may ruffle her t<^mper;

but tliat's her business, not yours ; she shouldn't be ridiculous because;

Avell dressed.

Fourth. Try and drop your opera-glass half a dozen times of an even-

ing. If it makes a great racket—as of course it will—and rolls a

Fore of r-eats off, hasten at once to obtain possession of the frisky in-

strument. Lot these little episodes be done at a crisis in the play

where tlio finest points arc being evolved.

Fifth. Of coaroe you carry a cane—a very ponderous cane. What
ibr? To use it, obviously. Contrive to do so when every body is

silent. What's the use in being demonstrative in a crowd? It don't

pay. Besides, you dog, you know your forte is in being odd. Odd
fellow—you. Sec it in your brain— only half of one. Make a jwint

to bring down your cane when there is nc^ne, (point, not cane.) and

shout out " Good !
" or " Bravo !

" when you have reason to believe

otli(!r people arc going to be quiet.

Sixth. Never go in till after a play begins, and invariably leave in the

middle of an act, and in the most engaging scene.

These are but a fev/ hints. Ilewever, I trust they are good as

far as they go. I may s^nd j'ou a half-dozen more. In the mean tinv;

I remain Yours, truly, O. Fogy.

PROSPECTUS.

It shall be our highest ambition to real-

ize our own wishes and to fulfil our own
predictions.

Our principles are moral to the last

degree.

Our politics defy competition ; and it shall

be our constant endeavor to make them
more so.

Our literary and scientific articles are

our own, and consequently above criticism.

OUR ILLUSTRATIONS

V/ill include drawings on wood by our most

PROMISING YOUNG ARTISTS.

Besides the usual agricultu-

ral, shipping, and marltet re-

ports, we shall publish

The best Bon Mots ok the

Pulpit. ^^

S jon to appear in our columns,

A serial, kntitlep,

'• Impressions of Modern

Travel."

Also,

Illustrations of Art-Anatomy
;

Exclusively for beginners.

Together with '

" Rese^vrciies in thj: Pockets ov

our Surscribehs ;"

With appropriatc-(ing) views.

In order to insure the widest possi-

ble influence, and cf>nsequently use-

fulness, we are prepared to offer the

most
LIBERAL TERMS.

(Faithful preceptress.)— '' Noiv Anyone sending us full subscrip-
ilo you know wliorc the slutcal ^^j^j^

'.^
j^j^^ ten dollars additional,

luu^clc i^
^"

will be entitled to

ONE OF OUR autograph ESSAYS.

Any one sending us the names of thirty new subscribers will receive

by mail, post-paid,

OUR PHOTOGRAPH

;

Or, if preferred, Luther's wedding-ring and mug ; or, our own weddiug-

ring, with the mugs of our wife and children.

For Club Rates, refer to a Justice of the Peace.

Answer to Corres2')ond6nis : Sketch not available.

V. H. to Punchinello.

The following letter, received by the French cable, explains itself.

After the*perusal of it, America warms toward France :

Hauteville Park, March 2.j, 1870.

To THE Editor of the Punchinello :

Monsieur : Tlie advance copy of your journal has stormed my heart.

I owe it one happy day.

Europe trembles. They light their torches sinister, those trans-

al|>ine vacfllationists. The cluirch, already less tranquil, di.'^-segregatcs

itself, ^^'e laugh

To your journal there is a future, and there will be a past.

The age has its pulsations, and it never forgets.

I, too, remember.

There is also blood. Ujion it already glitters the du.st of glory.

Monsieur ! I salute you and your confreres!

Accept my homage and my emotion. VitTOifllUGO.
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THE HABITS OF GREAT MEN.

" Lives of great men all remind us

Wc can make our lives sublime.

And. dipartinj,', leave behind us

Footi)rints on the sanclsof time.''

Almost since the world began, people have been interested in and

entertained by gossip respecting the personal habits and individual

idiosyncrasies of popular writers and orators. It is a universal and uu

Aademy of Anatomy, or spending a few hours at the Bloomingdale

Reteat Neither Holmes nor Wiiittieii are able to write a line of

poetry until they are brought in contact ivith the blood of freshly-siaiu

animals ;
while, on the other hand, Longfellow's only dissipation i-rc-

vious to poetic effort, is a dish of baked beans. Foi!>ey vexes his fi-

gantic intellect with iced water and tobacco, (of the latter, " two papers,

both daily.") Mr. Tilton composes as he rej cjsts in his night-drtss,

with his hair powdered and " a strawberry mark upon his left arm."

dying characteristic of human nature. No age has been exempt from i
Mr. Parton writes with his toes, his hands being employed meanwhile

it"from Pliny's time down to Beechek's. It may suitably be called
j

knitting hoods for the destitute children of Alaska. Mr. P. is a phi-

the scarlet-fever of curiosity, and rash indeed must be the writer who i
lauthropist. Bayakd Taylor writes only in his sleep or while in

refuses or neglects to fur-

nish any food for the

scandalmonger's maw.

While we deprecate in

the strongest terms the

custom which persists in

lifting the veil of perso-

nality from the forehead

of the great, respect for

traditional usages and ob-

ligation to the present,

as well as veneration for

the future, impels us to

reveal some things that

are not generally known
concerning the men who
are playing " leading bu-

siness " on the world's

great stage of to-day.

For instance, mankind

is generally ignorant of

the fact that Mr. Sumner
bathes twice a day in a

compound, two thirds of

whicli is water and one

third milk, and that he

dictates most of his

speeches to a stenogra-

pher while reclining in

the bath-tub. Wendell
Phillips is said to have

written the greater por-

tion of his famous lecture

on " The Lost Arts " on

the backs of old envelopes

while waiting for a train

in the Boston depot. Mr.

George W. Curtis pre-

pares his mind for writ-

ing by sleeping with his

head encased in a night-

cap lined with leaves of

1 a V e n d er and rose. :

Grant, it is said, accom-

plishes most of his wi-iting while under the influence of either opium

or chloroform, which will account for the soothing character of his state

papers. Walt Whitman writes most of his poetry in the dissecting-

room of the Medical College, where he has a desk fitted up in close

proximity to the operating-table. Mr. Dana is said to write most of his

editorials in one of the parlors of the Manhattan Club, arrayed in black

broaao.oth from the sole of his head to the crown of his foot, his hands

encased in corn-colored kids, a piece of chewing-gum in his mouth, and

a bottle of Ch jrry Pectorai by his side. The report that he eats fish

every morning for bis breakfast is untrue ; he rejects Fish. Colfax
writes all his sjjeeches and lectures with his feet in hot water, and his

head wrapped in a moist towel. His grcHitest vice, next to being Vice-

President, is to insist upon having his writing desk in front of a

mirror. Butlku accomplishes most of his literary labor over a dish of

Houp, which he absorbs tlirough the mfHruim of two of his favorite

weapons, thus kcseping both bin hands em])loyed, and dictating to an

amanuensis every time his mouth enjoys a vacation. Beecher has

several methods by whicli he ])repan!S his mind to Avritc a sermon : By
riding up and down Broadway on the top of a ttugo ; visiting the

Teacher Well,

Interestinc/ Sdiolai

measles, and WIIOOriNG-C'OUGII

a trance state — notwith-

standing the fact that he
lives in the State of Penn-
sylvania, lie will then

dictate enough to require

the services of three or

four stenographers, and
in the morning is ready

to attend to the laborious

and exacting duties at-

tached to the position of

stockholder in the New-
York Tribune. Mr. Gree-
ley conceives some of his

most brilliant editorial

articles while churning
the mercurial milk of the

Chappaqua farm into

butter ; or vexing the

gracious grain with the

fbing flail ; or listening

to the pensive murmur-
ings of the plaintive pigs,

and the whisjiered ca-

dences of the kindly cat-

tle. Richard Ghant
White can't write, it is

said, ixntil a towel moist-

ened with Cologne water

is applied to his nostrils.

Sometimes, however, he
varies the monotony of

this method -by riding

several miles in a Third

Avenue car, which pro-

duces a similar effect.

Oakey H.\lIj Avrites his

best things while riding

on liorseback in Central

Park ; his saddle being

arranged with a writing-

desk accompaniment ; and

. while Oakey dashes off'

the sentences, his horse

furnishes the Stops. And just here we propose to stop furnishing- fur-

ther revelations concerning the men whose deeds have made their

names famous in current national and local historv.

GOSSIP IN A SCHOOL-HOUSE.

Minnie, have you any thing new at home?"
" Oh ! YES

; we've bmall-pox, and 'lapsing fever, an
{Tableau exjjressive of consternation.)

Taking the Cue.
There is a strong disposition among tho.'^e of our diplomats wh')

may be able to talk a litlh- " ])igeon English," to obtain the Chinese po-

sition left vacant by Mr. Bi;hlin(JAME. Most of thcs.; gentlemen can

point the Moral of the matter—the sixty thousand dollars a year—but

whether any of them would adorn the Tail, is quite another affair.

Questions for H. G.

Is not the TrUnni.e influenced by its negrophilism in denouncing

Pierre Bonapartic as an assassin ? Had the victim been a Blanc

instead of a Noii!, would Mr. (luEELEY have felt (juitc as much sym-

pathy for him V

Apropos of the
those of Eyre.

Oneida."—The windiest excuses of the day art;
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ARRAH WHAT DOES HE MANE AT ALL?

Scene. The White Uouse.

Ulysses asleep. Cuba, Roonky, and Fish

outsidk on the lobby.

RooNEY Loquitur.

Ulysses asthore ! (Jood lord, don't lie snore

!

Ulysses ! Ulysses, my boy

!

There's company liere, must see you, me dear.

In spite of this Spanish kill-joy.

This Minister Fish, who, had he his wish,

Wud put yourould Rooney down-stairs.

Ay, faitli if he dar, but belther by far

Tlie sinner was sayin' his pray'rs.

Arrali what does he mane at all ?

Now, Ulick S. Quant, it's your own self I want.

To patiently listen, mavrone,

To what I've to say, in a fa?tlierly way.

As if you wor child ov my own.

For share is it time, in prose or in rhyme.

That somebody spoke up, who dar*.

Ulysses awake ! for Liberty's sa.ke,

It's braykin our liearts you art\

Arrah what do you mane at all?

Och, wirrasthrue vo ! it's bitther to know
The work that goes an in your name

;

The murdher an' ruin, that others are doiu'

Whilst you have to showlder the shame

!

The grief that is ours, whin you, by the Pow'rs,

Seem traytin it all like a joke.

Like Nayiio, the thief, whin Room was in grief.

That fiddled away in the smoke

!

Arrah what do you mane at all ?

Och, wake up, ochone ! Your innimies groan

The words that cut deep as a sword

:

' He's greedy for goold, an by its slaves rooled

Ulysses is false to his word.

See poor Cuba there, all tatthered and bare ;

For months at his doore she has stud
;

Not a word he replies to her sobs or her sighs.

Nor cares for her tears or her blood

!

Arrah what does he mane at all ?"

Musha, what's that you say ? " Sind the ould fool away.

"

I'm disturbin' your rest wid my prate
;

There's Minister Fish, to consult if I wish.

Who attinds to all matthers of state.

An' Cuba, she too, wid her hulabaloo.

May just as well bundle an' go
;

You won't hear us now, wid our luurtheriu row.

You'll sleep it out whether or no

!

Arrah what do we mane at all ?

Ah ! then, by my eowl, this thrateraint is foul

—

To put your best frinds to the blush
;

An' wor you sinsare, in what you sed there

We'd tie up your whistle, my thrush

!

But Ulick, machree, you can't desavi; me.

By savin' the word you don't mane ;

Or make her beleeve who stands at me sleeve,

In Fish an' his Castles in Spaue.

Arrah what do you mane at all ?

'Tie late in the day to talk in that way
;

We've had minislhers dishes galore.

An' lastc to my taste, at the blundherin faste,

Tlic sauce ov that fish one, asthore.

No, Ulick, alan ! the work that's in han'

Must be done by yourself, if at.all.

Your cooks, by my troth, are burnin' the broth,

We smell it out here in the hall !

Arrah what do you mane at all 'I

No, Ulick, my boy, rise up to our joy,

An' make a clane sweep ov the crowd

Of tinkerin tools, an' blundherin fools.

That put your wits undher a cloud.

Rise up in your might, an' sihrike for the right

!

Let England an' Spain hear us talk
;

Give Fish his conjay, an' Rooney will stay
;

You'll then see who's cock ov the walk

!

Arrah what do you mane at all ?

Lave Britain alone ; if she won't pay, mavrone.

She's puttin' her head into debt.

If I know the books, the way the thing looks.

She'll pay us, wid intherest, yet

!

Ay, faith he did say, so wise in his daj'

—

Tiiat noble ould Graycian, PHILA^DER

—

That sauce for the goose, if well kept for use.

Was j ust as good sauce for the gandher !

Arrah what did he mane at all V

But Spain, the ould wulf, for her tricks in the Guli,

Her robbery, murdher, and worse,

Her debt, she must see, is put down C. O. D.,

Wid Cuba relaysed from her curse.

Ay, Fish, you may sweat, an' Sdmnek may threat,

An' burst his crack'd head in the row

;

The People have spoke, that's fire an' not smoke !

An' tills must be finished, an' now.

Arrah what do you mane at all ?

Och ! Ulick, awake, for Liberty's sake !

If not for your Rooney, asthore
;

The Godiss is here, but thrimbles wid fear

Ov the cowld-blooded Thing at the doore.

She sez that your name a by-word of shame
Will be to the nations onborn.

If you lie there anmov'd whilst the flag that you lov'd

Is flouted by Spaniards wid scorn.

Arrah what do you mane at all ?

She sez, an' wid grief, her love for the chief,

That fought neatli her bannir so long.

Will turn into hate, that Avill cling to the fate

Ov him who now sides wid the wrong.

She sez ov all woes that misery knows.

The grief qv the wronger's the worst

Who houlds back his han' from a sufferin' Ian'

An' laves her to tyrants accurs'd !

Arrah what do you mane at all ?

Ah ! that stirs your blood ; I thought that it wud.

Your rizin', me bouchal ; it's done

!

Go on wid your pray'rs! I'm kickin' down-stairs

This ould Spanisli mack'rel, for fun.

Sweet Liberty here, and Cuba, my dear

!

You'll stay for the bite an' the sup?

An' pardon my joy ; since I've woke up the boy

I don't know what ind ov me's up

!

Arrah what did he mane at all?

Travellers' Tales.

No one now believes that Dii. Livingstone was burnt for sorcery.

The originator of the report could have made a more plausible story

by asoertiug that Livingstone refused to marry the daugh er of an

African chief, and was consequently put to death. Tliis would have

been strictly in accordance with the customs of the ' frican aristocracy,

and would also hav(^ called forth general admiration for the man who

j)referred to burn rather than to marry.

City Hamlets vs. Rural Ditto.

The leading cities ' f late have grown almost wild with excitement

over their H.v.mi.ets ; but in country localities, the. hamlets are marked

for quietude, and a refreshing freedom from all that is stagey, except,

pehraps, stage coaches.
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THE WE-W-YORK ANTI-ORANGE-PEEL AND BANANA-SKIN ASSOCIATION, AS THE? APPEAR IN
THEIR GREAT HUMANITARIAN FEAT OF CLEARING THE SIDE-WALKS.

ORANGE-PEEL, ET CETERA.

PuKCHiNELr.o, ever ready to liail witli acclamation all that is for tlie

vvelfarn of his fellow-mon, is deliglited to learn that an " Anti-Orange-

peel-and-I5anana-skiu Association " has been organized in the city of

New-York. Tlie great number of severe accidents annually caused by
the idiotic custom of casting orange-peel and such otlier lubricious in-

teguments recklessly about the side-walks, has long furnished a topic

f.)r public aninaadversion. Some of our leading citizens have taken the

matter in hand—or, to speak more correctly, on foot. The picture at

tliL' top of this page gives a life-like representation of the Association

referred to, enga.god in their benevolent work of removing from the

sidc-wallv with their Boots all such fragments as might tend to the

development of Slippers. The Association has PuNCiirisrELLo's best

wishes. The Orange-Outangs who render the side-v/alks dangerous
have his worst.

i *-^0

HAMLET FROM A RURAL POINT.

TnE Great Frcuter as IIamlrt has given us another proof of the

brilliant imagination of Mr. Dickkns. The play is so well known that

a synopsis of it is unnecessary Yet a few words on the subject.

An economical mother in high society permits baked meats left from

a funeral festival to be served at a subsequent entertainment. Ilcr son

takes umi)rage at this; becomes morose and sullen
; affects spiritualism

and i)rivatc theatricals. This leads to serious family dillic-ul ties, cul-

minating in a domestic Ijroil of unusii;\l violence. The intellectual

aim of the piece is to sliow the extrar)rdinary loquacity of a Danish

Prince. The moral inculcated by it is, " Spare the rod and spoil the

child." It is replete with quotations from the best authors, and contains

many i);>ssages of markiul ability. Its literary merit is unquestionable,

though it lacks the vivacity of Boucic.\ut/r, and possess(!S no situation

of such intense interest as the scene in IlosiNA Mk.vdows where the

heroine starts for Boston.

Mr. Feciitkii i)resents ITamuot as a perfect "flaxy;" partly in de-.

ference to the present ])0))nlarity of the tint, and partly to show a

marked contrast with his Otiiioli.o, whicli character he always mnkes

up as a male brunette. His countenance is of great breadth and flexi-

bility, ranging in its fall compass from the Placid Babe to the Outrag-

ed Congressman. His voice extends from B flat profundo to the ut de

poitrlne piccolo. The emotional nature of Hamlet gives him opportu-

nity to exhibit both of these wonderful organs, and in tutta forzn pas-

sages, where he forces them to their utmost power, the effect is exhila-

rating.

Mr. Feciiteu is polished. lie does not hesitate to correct the some-

times rude and occasionally offensive remarks of ILuilet. Mr.

Feciitki!, is refined. He permits " no maggots in a dead dog." lie

substitutes " trichinae in prospective pork." Fashionable patrons rrill

appreciate this. They cherish poodles, particularly ^wst-mortem ; they

disdain swine. J.Ir. Fecuter is polite. He excludes " the insolence

of office," and "the cutpurse of the empire and the rule." Collector

Bailey's " fetch" sits in front. Mr. Feciitek is fastidious. He omits

the prefatory remarks to "assume a virtue," but \irges liis mother to

seek relief in Chicago. Considering her frivolous conduct and the acrid

colloquy consequent upon the comparison of photographs, this is filial

as well as affectionate.

Minor actors must, of course, be precluded from liberties with the

text ; but presuming the alterations in question to be the result of a

consultation Avith Mr. DicivESrs, wc must rejoice that SiiAKESPicA^nK is

being toned to good society. Wc commend the improved readings to

the delicate susceptibilities of the community.

Lfr. Fecuter is a great genius. Distinguished talent is occasionally

ne(>d(Hl to elevate the national taste. How we have outraged theatrical

projjrieties by applauding AV.\LLAC'iv and BoOTir and Davenpout !

F(j]!RicsT, forget us. Fecuter, forgive us.

Epitaph on a Dofunct Boarding-House.
Peace to its Ihushes 1

««

Apropos of Small-salaried Husbands, who have Extravagant Wives.
" A little earning is a dangta-ous thing."

Bring 'em Young.
The Mormon's Motto
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OUR EFFICIENT NAVY DEPARTMENT.
Admiral Porter. TuE Queen has t.vkrx you:: J.vcii. You keveu could viiotect youu .I.vck, Mit. Six-retakv.

(And they go on iciih their little game, never liccdiug the iiign(d of distress from the Oneida.)
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lUMBLES.

UVTll to tell, I (lout like

nei.nlibors. I do like civili-

sation. The trouble is, neigh-

bors are not always civilized.

PcNX'HiiSELLO will be ini-

piossed with the fact before

becoming- a single weekling.

The first floor may be ever

no nice, quiet, well-dressed,

proper folks— but those

dreadful musical people in

the attic ! I hate musical

people ; that is, when in the

chrypalis state of learning.

Practice makes perfect, in-

deed ; but ]iractice also

makes a great deal of noise.

Noise is another of my con-

stitutional dislikes. If these

matters must bo divided,

give me the melody, and

wlioever else will, may take

the noise. The truth is, my
dear Punchinello—and I may as well begin calling you what tho

public will do one of these early days—there is nothing like notes. But

bank-notes are my weakness. My weakness in that direction is, I may

confidently state, very strong. The ladies are not the only greenbacks

that are accepted at sight ; and acceptable to it. Tlie bank on which

I should like to dwell—do you not guess it?—is the auriferous National.

Tiiose musical neighbors—how they do play, though ! But, to borrow

from ilr. Slang, my queer neiglibor opposite, they have about

played out. Our gentlemanly landlord—all landlords are so very

gentlemanly, kind, good, and considerate—Mr. Gk.\bb, says it don't

pay to keep such tenants.

"Mr. Gkabb, pay—pray, why don't it pay'i"

" Wliy, Mr. Todd, why, sir—because they dou't pay. D'ye see it,

Mr. Todd V"

Mr. Todd did see it.

"Mufiic hath charms," and all that fine thing; but it can't evi-

d('ntly charm a landlord, as at present constructed, into the faith that

the notes of a fiddle, a clarionet, a bugle, or a trombone are nego-

tiable at the corner grocery, or in Wall and State streets.

Going from bars to banks is a distance. But when I go anywhere,

I like to have it distant. The enjoyment is invariably greater. It

saves my tailors, hatters, restaurant keepers, and some others, tho ex-

pense and trouble of too much correspondence. Such isn't good for tho

brain—especially where it is small, and easily overtaxed. " Distance

lends enchantment to the view." May I ask, is or was distance in the

brokerage line that it lent enchantment to the view? and what might

possibly have been the conditions on which the loan was made ? The

man wlio leaves his country for its (and his) good has an especial fond-

ness for the distant. The further off the nearer he feels like home.

Australia is an El Dorado—the antipodes a celestial region. The

intervening s;a is one over which the most penetrating of argus-(^yed

iwlicenien or sherilTs, can not see. Australia—is it not the land of

gold? Who that has poached a pile does not gravitate there, as the

needle to the pole ? Of course, 1 do not mean the sewing-machine

needle.

Some people think California greater. 1 don't. The greatness of

a country docs not in all cases turn on its great rogues. New-York

and Washington may not assent; but, Mr. Punchinello, isn't it so?

'J'liese may give it character, but of the sort nobody is anxious to

carry in his pocket as a wedge by which to enter good, genteel society.

"Character," says a leading mind, "is every thing." Quite true;

and if f)f the right sort, will take a man sjieedily to the noose. Biddy

can get the most sti\nning of characters at the first corner for half

a week's wages or—stealings. As a general thing. I dou't believe in

characters, and for the reason that a large ]>ortion of my acquaintances

—

I go into society a gn-at deal—do not ajipear to have a bit of the ar-

ticle. They say it is unnecessary ; that " society " don't demand it
;

and tint to have it is like travelling with baggage which is mere rub-

bish. My clastic but excellent friend Jenkins says the only sense that

can be put on society market to practical aslvantage is the uncommon
stamp. Common sense, so called, is a drug. Old ]Mr. Matteuofact
who heeds him or his? He's always pushed into the corner, or crowded
to the back seat. Sensible people, the world being judges, are a mis-
take. They were born and (xlucated that way. Tliey don't definitely

belong anywhere. Trcsjjassers, interlopers, ini pertinents—why should
they be tolerated ? Doesn't Conouesh.man Suhface, of the Forty- fourth
District, rule the roast? Isn't Mrs. Simple the i)attern Woman of the
Swell-front avenue ? Who so charming as Widow Milkwatfk ? Com-
mon sense might have done once, but that was when the world was
younger and yet more old-fashioned. It isn't available now. Rust
never shines. Out upon it, or let it get out. The best place, I would
suggest, is out of town—and in the woods. Strangers always make
people feel uncomfortable.

Need I hint just now that it is Lent? Lent is suggestive. It suo--

gests some of my best books. Books are the best of friends. They
are honest. They say what they feel, and feel what they say. Like
other blessings, too, they often take to wings and fly ; and it proves

to be a fiy that never returns. A good book is a joy forever. The only

sad thing about it is, that it keeps lent all the time— not so much
piously as profanely. Am I my brother's keeper? No. But my
brother is quite too often a keeper of mine—of mine own choice

authors. The best of friends are, of course—like the best of steaks

—

rather rare. Like honest men they count only one in ten thousand

—

an extremely small j^er cent in a commercial point of view. Books

—

what should we do without them ? AVhat may we not do with them,

if it were not for the season of Lent ?

I am something of a politician. jMy friends do not think I am. But
they are jirejudiced—friends always are. I go, on principle, for the

greatest good of the greatest number. You know that humble, ini-

tial figure. I confess to a love of loaves and fishes. A nice French
loaf, and a delicious salmon in the suburbs of green peas—Avho

wouldn't be a politician about that time ? I have run for office—and at

least half a dozen times. But, bless you, I never caught it. Some big,

burly, brainless cur of a fellow was always ahead of me. Very queer

in politics—the less the head the more one gets ahead. A head is little

or nothing ; but face, cheek, assurance—such is much ; is every thing.

What are politics but audacity ? what professions of public good but pre-

tences for private pap ? I like politics. Politics, however, don't seem to

like me. I call myself a p.atriot
; Jbut, strangely enough, or otherwise,

I have never been called to fill a patriot's office—say for foOOO and
upward per year. As for a patriot's grave—it's a fine thing, no doubt,

but I have never regarded it as nay "mission" to fill that. It afTects

one's activity and usefulness, and cuts off going to Feciiteu, Booth,
FroH-Frou, the Ticdve Temptations, and opera. I declined all such

honors during the war, and on principle ; the principal thing being

that I had no taste for lead and iron. Iron, I know, is good for the

btood ; but taken in bullets, it lessens instead of increascjs the circula-

tion. These metals are quite too much for a delicate stomach. Shells

as a drink I like ; shells as bombs I do not like. They are imhealthy.

As a beverage I can surround it several times a day, and bless the climate

that grows it, and the ca-^k that makes it. But of shells, as of company,

I ])refer to make my choice. I, too, have my choice of office. I am
strong and can draw well. 'My forte is drawing salary. That may
not be the highest form of art, but it is unq\iestionably artful. More-

over, it is tho one mankind, if it could, would cultivate with the most

assiduity. It is the plaster every man would put to his back.

As a politician I beliiwe in myself first, my jxicket second, my
country third. This idatform is strong and satisfactory—at least to

your friend, Timothy Todd.

ALBANY COCK-ROBINS.

Who killed the Charter ?

I, says the HcraUl,

With wit (' lit .Iehhold ;

As As.semblymen I ferruled,

And I killed the Charter.

Who killed the Charter ?

I, says the World,

With my blunders hurlotl

And black flag unfurled,

And I killed the Charter.

Who killed the Charter ?

J, says the t>nn.

With my sensation fun.

Or my Soi^ferino gun,

And I killed the Charter.

Who killed the Charter ?

I. says Prxriii.NKi.i.o.

With my wit so mellow,

I was the very fellow

Who kill«jd off tho Charter.
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THE DWARF DEJECTED,

A PATHETIC recital foi- the benefit of you. or me, or any olhcr snail who may n-art

a tortoisc-siiell.

Ix ^vlli^t yoar, or uiulcr what king Bczonian, lived lie, no matter.

SulRco it to know he still survives.

Once ho was happy !

Once, whene'er tlic eventide flooded the earth with effalfjent f^^lory,

and each little star began to wonder who I was, to the loftiest turret

of his quiio commodious castle this dwarf v/ould climb, and muse
upon sciology and the cosmic forces.

^^f;^, _ " Oil! Life is joy—is peacj

to me!" would he cry, ever

and auon.

And ever an anonymous

owl would scream, " To

whoo? Towhoo?"'

Upon one eventful eve he

sat upon his turret.

Gazing around, he sprang

upon his feet.

" What, ho !" he cried, as a

glimmer of light shot across

the surface of the lake.

" What, ho ! A light in the

ship-house ! 'Tis the red light

of danger ! I forbode."

Glancing around and be-

neath him, he perceived that

the stucco was peeling from

liis favorite turret. "Here
is danger, indeed !"' he said

;

and loudly shouted for his

ah ! too dilatory servant to bring the ladder by v.-hich ho ascended

and descended his lofty pinnacle. At last the servant came, and he

was a new and somev/liat weighty '\vaiter youth.

" Ah ! big lad—!" then s.nid the dwarf.

" I am glad, good sir," replied the boy.

" I would have the big ladder !" cried his master.
' I can't bo gladder," said the lx)y.

The dwarf looked p,ityingly dovrn upon the youth for several mo-

ments.

"Are you a natural-l)orn fool';" said he.

Tlu! boy advanced to the edge of the roof, made a bow, placed one

arm at right angles before Idm, while the other hung by his side, and

thus he sang his song :

" I've never been to public schcol,

My vaccination did not take.

Perhaps I v.ill grow up a fooi

;

But that my heart will never break.

"I v.ould not win in learning's race,

Nor e'er be rish and lose my looks ;

I think that a small-pocked face

Is wor.^o than e'en small pocket-books.

Thc>n, didy fol, la, la, la, la !
"

" Stop !" cried the now enrag(^;l dwarf. " ]?(^gone ! ere I, base boy !

shall heave the turret down."
" Certainly," r(!pli(Ml tlu; youth. " Big, oruary, base boy sliall leav(;

thee to rot down. Oil ! yes ; of course, of cours" !"' And away h.o went.

T!ie Court fool came at la-it and let his master down.
' Oil ! ho !"' said he of the motley, as the dwarf c.ime slowly do\vu

tlie ladd"r. " 'I'liou art now the first descendant of thy house."

TIk! dwarf iaugluMl, and f(!U the rest of the way. " No matter!" lie

cried, rubliing his shins. " My house shall follow me. It shall come

down too. I ;uu going to hav(! it all built ii]) anew."
'•' P-ravo 1" said the; clown. " 1 thought y(ni were too happy."

On the next day tlu; door-lxdl of the casth; rang, and soon a varlet

came to fast inform my lord tlu; dwarf that in the jiarlor wait(;d now .-i

giant, and on tli'- card he gav(! his name v.'as written, " S. T. Mate."

The dwarf unto his ]iarlor (piick repaired, and there, upon some

dozen chairs the giant sat, smiling benign.

"Hail to thee! good Sir Dwarf, ' s];ake the mammoth, and rising

and folding his arms across Ids breast, he sang, in royal bass, his song :

" I hear that thon, O neighbor brave 1

Thy edifice anew would build.

I come to much vain labor save.

If thou to hear me now art willed."

" Proceed," said the dwarf, seating himself upon a piano-stool, and
screwing himself up until he Avas near the ceiling and on a level with

the singer's head. The giant proceeded :

' If thou shouldst build thy house thyself,

The cost thou surely ne'er would know
;

But if I take the job, my friend.

Tou'll see where every cent will go."

" I like that," said the dwarf. " Pray sing some more."

" I'll tell you just what it will cost

;

And all that you will have to do
Will be to travel for a time,

Whilst I your caslle build anew."

" That's capital !" cried the delighted dwarf, " It would suit me ex-

actly. Warble me yet other wood-notes wild."

The giant sang on :

" A castle such as you will want
Will cost you eighty pounds—or so.

I'll charge you nothing for my time
;

You'll SCO where every cent mil go."

The dwarf revolved liimself rapidly, and quickly reached the floor.

" The concert's over !" he cried,

" and here's a check for eighty

pounds. Proceed ! Tear down
;

construct ! I leave to-night for

foreign parts. Write me when
all is done. Adieu."

The interview terminated.

The clov\'n, who had over-

heard this fair discourse, now
left the castle ; and retiring to a (fl*

secluded spot, where a willow

drooped sadly o'er the brook, he

laid him down and died.

The dwarf to foreign parts

now hied, and when twelve

months had passed, and he had
had no news of his grand castle,

he returned home.

He found the castle finished

—

all but the roof and walls. The
deep cellars, with their marble
copings just peeping 'neath the :*

heavy mass of weeds that clus-

tered to their very edge, were
dark and solemn. The sly fox

slunk along their passages, and
grim serpents reared their heads
from many a gloomy corner.

The dwarf, he gazed in silence !

By heavy sighs his ljr(>ast was heaven, and LL-.ck Ihougiits made his

soul like Hades

!

Anon he mounted in hot haste, and rode unto the giant's castle on
tli(! distant hills. I]y sundown, the dwarf he saw on the horizon a

great blu(! mass, the sight of which did move his inmost being.
" It is his castle !" quoth ho, and he gave his steed free rein.

The interview was terrible !

All tlu; domestics fled and hid themselves in distant dells.

At last tlie dwarf, exhausted by vitui)eration, sank upon the flag-

stones of the court-yard. Then folded the giant his arms and sang his

song .-

" Oh ! hear mc now, misguided dwarf.

Eight thousand jiound more I must ask.

Materials, and labor too,

All rose since I began my task,

"Among the tilings wc can't divine,

Are values of such terms as 'ro ;'

But I've all items entered straight.

Where all the money goes you'll know.''

Th(^ dwarf gave one; (juicl; ravage glance at the pocket of the giant.
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S. T. Mate, and then, witliout a word, lie proudly crossed tlio diiiw-

I'vidge.

But lie liad not long left the castle at his hack ere dejection crept

upon him and never left him more.

The dwarf he did his cellar reach, fainting, almost hercft of speech
;

and as his men he stagoercd by, with panting breast and haggard eye,

"il'.linstrel!" he cried, "O laggard! I for deepest dei)tlis of Letho

long. Get thy guitar and sing a song !"

--.r

The minstrel sang

:

" O Estimate

!

Thy name is great,

Medusa's head thou sure i;u..st own.
Do as we will, «

Thy coming still

Turns all our hard-earutd casii to stone."

The dwarf, now sunlc in Lethe's mud, did snore ; knowing the
the minstrel then forbore.

sign.

lM;-iil..

al^ad^""'

ODE TO THE MISSING COLLECTOR.

BY REGALI.V REYNA.

Where are yoii, now, Mr. Bailey ?.

We've been looking for you daily.

Sometimes sadly, sometimes gayly.

Ever since the week begun.

Loving you so dear as avc do.

Doting on you, douljtiug for you.

Looking for you, longing for you.

Waiting for you, watching for you.

Fearing you have cut and run,

^
Ere your heavy task Avas done

In cigars, and snuft', and rum
;

Si)oi]ing for us lots of fun,

And racy items for The Sun,

In the seizure rows began,

And the heavy raids to come.

Think of poor, forsaken Kiujjy,

Think of honest-sceuted Harvey I

Your desertion, J. F. Baii.kv,

" Basts" our glorious Trinity
;

Hobs the law of subtlet}-.

Knocks our look for moietie,

Ivpocks that .Jersey property

!

So much whisky all set free :

Where is Shields to get his fee ?

Tbink of melancholy PcFKER,

What the aged CuiLDS must suffer!

Joshua F., the noble buffer,

" Lost to sight, to memorv dear,"

Think of energcitic Vail
Looking round to got his bail,

While you're riding on a rail.

Or on ocean gayly sail

For Uncle Bull's dominion !

How could you thus fly the track

With so many stores to " crack,"

And Coj.u:.ii;cs at your back

To defy the whiskey pack

And jjopular opinion 1

'SMiiskcy " fellers" feeling badly.

Cigar-sellers smoking madly.

Bondsmen looking sorely, sadly.

If their signatures are clear.

If )'ou will not cost them dear,

If in court they must appear

Mournfully, in doubt and fear.

Oh! you weak, unfeeling cnss.

To get them in this shocking muss
;

How their pocket-books will rue it

!

J. F. B., how cvuld you do it ?

Are you i)utting for the West,

Did you take French leave for Brest,

Have you feathered well your nest.

Do you sweetly take your rest

;

Pay, whom do you like the best

—

Cook, or Jexks, or Fullerton t

Would you, .Josh, believe it true.

At the moment, sir, when you

Waited for that verdict blue,

O'er the wires the message flew.

Paid or franked by Eoutv,"ell through :

•' The gig is up ; the cuss won't do.

Put the district Thirty-two

Under General Pleasantox."

Oh ! the vile ingratitude
;

Of Statesmen in this latiUule
;

Worse than Delaxo's atiituch;.

Say, what is your longitude,

East or West from ^Vashington ?

" Fox"-y.
Feciiter's wig in IlAjri.ET.

"Echoes of the Clubs."

SouXD of the policemen's hatims <.n the

sidewalk.

Over and Under.
IXDIAXA is said to be " going over" her

divorce huvs. Slie has certainly gone on

long enough under them.

Our BuUet-in.
The government has so many bad guns on

hand that it deserves to be called, " A snafv

[ler up of unconsidered Rifles."

Every Little Helps.
The Briii>li newspapers wiy tluit Arthur

llr:i,i's writes th;- PuiNc i; ok Walks's Kpeech-

es. Xow, if Arthur Helps the Prince, who
helps Arthur V
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CONDENSED CONGRESS.

Y particular request, tlie

Georgia bill came up. So did

Senator SciiUKZ. He approv-

ed of almost all propositions

which tended to complicate

questions, because the mole

complication the more offices,

the more offices the more

patronage, and the more pa-

t nonage the more fees. He
knew that it was an alluring

)>recedent which was offered

them in the action of the

legislature of Georgia, retain-

ing itself for double the term

it was elected to serve. But

it vvas the duty of Congress

to resist temptation. He
used the word duty advised-

ly. Gentlemen might sneer

;

but he could tell them that

the public would not stand

the infliction of such a Senate

as that which he saw before him for a day longer than if was obliged

to by lav*'. By disregarding law, he wished to know whether the laws

would not be greater than the profits. He admitted that this was a

pun ; but appealed to Punchinello upon the point of the propriety

of puns. Reform, he would say, was a " plant " of slow growth. He
had sown it ; and his colleague, Mr. , had watered it ; but it did

not seem to thrive in Missouri.

Mr. Drake, who has been studying elocution under a graduate of

the Old Bowery, and has acquired a most tragic croak, which, with a

little rouge and burnt cork, and haggard hair, gives him a truly awful

aspect, remarked that the soil of the South was clotted with blood by

fiends in human shape, (sensation in the diplomatic gallery.) The me-

taphor might be meaningless ; but it struck him it was strong. These

fiends were doubly protected by midnight and the mask. In his own

State the Ku-Klux ranged together with the fierce whang-doodle. His

own life had been threatened. (Faint applause.) He had received an

express package marked in large letters, " D. H." The President of the

United States, an expert in express packages, had told him this meant

"Dead Head." Was this right ? Hah! Bellud ! ! Gore was hence-

forth his little game. He would die in his seat. (Great cheering, which

rendered the remainder of the senator's remarks inaudible.)

The case of the admission of General Ames as a senator from Mis-

sissippi came up. Senator Conkling said that he had no objection to

Ames in particular ; but in Brigadier-General, he considered the prin-

ciple of letting in men wlio elected themselves to be bad. Notoriously,

General Ames did not live in Mississippi. He considered this rather

creditable to General Ames's good sense than otherwise. But did it not

operate as a trivial disqualification against his coming here to represent

Mississippi ? Besides, if generals were allowed to elect themselves,

where would it end ? General AuGUU, he believed, commanded the

Indian district. Hewould send himself to the Senate from that region,

and b(! howling about the Piegan massacre and such outrages upon his

constituoits, with which the Senate had been sickened already. In

that case Augur, Ik; grieved to say, would be a Bore. Then there is

C.\NRV, who commands in Virginia. Canby would like to be a sena-

tor, no doubt, like other people who never tried it ; and he will be if he

Canby. A distinguished friend of Ids in the other house, whom it

would be detrimental to the i)ublic service for him to name, if this mili-

tary reprcisentation were to be recognized, instead of sitting for a dis-

trict in Massachusetts, would represent Dutch Oaj). They had already,

in his friend from Missouri, a representative of the German Flats ; and

he submitted that a memlier from Dutch Gap would be two tonic for

the body i)olitic.

Mr. Howard was in favor of the admission of Ames. He considered

the arguments of the last speakc^r paltry, and his i)uns beneath con-

tempt. VViiat differoncfi did it make whether A^rl<;s rcpresc'nted Mis-

sissippi or not ? Mis.sissippi was disloyal, and didn't deserve to have

any representative. Ames was a good fellow, and a good officer. Be-

sides, h(! had been through West-Point and knew somctliing. lla un-

derstood he played a very fair game of billiards, and he would be an
ornament to the Senate. Let us let him in. The Senate had already

let in Revels, who had been sent by Ames ; and it was absurd to keep
out Ames, who was the master of the Revels. He considered that in

the language of a manly sport with which senators were familiar,

he " saw ' Senator Conkling's puns, and went several better, though
he did not wish to be considered a better himself.

All this time, singular to say. Senator Sumner remained silent.

HOUSE.

The House had a little amusement over polygamy in Utah. That
institution shocks Mr. Ward, of New-York, and naturally also Mr.

Butler, of Massachusetts. Mr. Ward was astonished to see any
member standing up in defence of polygamy in the nineteenth century.

If some member should stand up in any other century and defend it, it

would not astonish him ai. all. It was sheer inhumanity to refuse to

come to the rescue of our suffering brethren in Utah. How a man
who had one wife could consent to see fellow-creatures writhing under

the infliction of two or three each, was what, Mr. Ward remarked, got

over liim. Mr. Butler pointed out how much money the Mormons
had made.

Mr. Cox did not see why we should interfere by force to prevent a

man's marrying as many wives as ho chose. Such a man was his own
worst enemy ; and his crime carried its own punishment.

Mr. Hooper, of Utah, said the bill was an outrage. By all the wives

that he held most sacred, he felt impelled to resent it. MosES was a

polygamist ; hence his meekness. If this sort of thing was continued,

no man's wives would be safe. His own partners would be torn from

him, and turned out upon the world. He scorned to select from among
them. Take all or none.

THE MARRIAGE MARKET IN ROME.

The business of catching impecunious counts, of magnetizing

bankrupt marquises, and of plucking penniless princes, as practised by
jf\merican women, appears to absorb all the attention in Rome at

present. The rage for titles is said to be so great among some classes

of Americans resident in tlie Holy City, that the only song one hears

at evening parties and receptions is the one commencing,

" Wlicn I can read my title clear."

We should not be surprised any day to hear that a marriage market

had been opened on one of the plazas of Rome, the quotations of which

would read something after this fashion : Husbands dull and declining
i.

American beauties more active
; foreign mammas less firm ; American

securities in great demand ; the market in princes somewhat stronger

;

holders of titles much sought after ; brains without money a drug in the

market ;
" bogus" counts at a discount

; the genealogy market panicky

and falling ; the stock of nobility rapidly depreciating ; the pedigree

exchange market flat and declining, etc., etc. This traffic in titles,

this barter in dowries, this swapping of " blood" for dollars, is an offense

too rank for words to embody it. The trade in cadetships is mild in

comparison with it, because in these commercial transactions with

counts, while one party may be the purchaser, both parties are ine-

vitably seen to be sold. The business may only be excusable on the

theory that "an even exchange is no robbery." But so long as brains

sxvo not bartered for a title, or beauty sacrificed for a pedigree, we
should not complain. Of money, there is plenty in America ; and,

while marquises are in the market, let Shoddy continue to pipe for its

own. A fig for Macbeth's philosophy that " blood will have blood."

We modify it in these degenerate days to " blood will have money :"

" Maidens, like moths, are ever caught by glare

;

And Mammon wins his way wiiore Seraphs might despair."

" The Lay of the Last Minstrel.'

" Shoo Fr,Y, don't bodder me."

Benedict's Time.

"

The honevmoon.

Homoeopathic Cure for Hydrophobia.

Bark.

|2 .')0.

Ode to my Washerwoman.
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A. T. STEWART k CO.

ARE MAKING

GBEAT REDUCTIONS

i

In the Prices of the Goods

IN ALL THE DEPARTMENTS

OF TnsiB

Retail Establishment,

NAMELY,

SILKS, SATOS, VELVETS,

Dress Coods, Laces, Embroideries,

HEAL INDIA CAMEL'S HAIR SHAWLS,

Ladies', Misses', and Children's

Walicing-Suits, Reception-Dresses,

Morning-Robes, Undergarments,

INFANT'S WARDROBES,

Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods of every

Description,

HtlOSEKEEPING A>'D HOUSE-FIIRMSHIXC CODDS,

Linens, Sheetings, Damasks,

Damask Table-Cloths, Napkins,

Towels, Towelings,

Blankets. Flannels,

Quilts, Counterpanes, Carpets, Mats, Rugs,

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN OIL-CLOTHS

Upholstery Goods in Brocatelles,

Silk Terrys, Plain Satins, Figured

Cotelaines, Striped Reps,

Furniture Chintzes,

Etc., Etc., Etc.,

AT EXTREMELY LOW PRICES.

BROADWAY,

Fourth Avenue, Ninth and Tenth Streets.

T'lc two f/rc'it o'>jccti of d Icirjicr's aiit'jltioii uught to be

k> tiHdk <i foreUjn Umyiutyc Ulioiiialicallij, aiitt to pro-

nounce it torivclli/ ; and thcie are the objictx which are

mo-it cdrcjullij proridedj'or ill (/ic JjAsituv SvfcTtM.

The Mastery of Languages;
OR,

THE ART OF SPEAKING LANGUAGES
IDIOiVIATICALLY.

r>Y THOMAS I'liKNDEl.dAST.

I. Ilntnl-Jioolc of tlie jtlaslcri/ Sefies.

II. 'I lie Master!/ Serien. Jf''i-<' /.«•/<.

IfI. The Ma.stery Sfrirs. fli'VUKtti.

J I'. I'liv Miltiter ij Ser ten. Spiinisli.

PRICE 50 CENTS EACH.

From Pi-ofennor E. ^f. GalUiudet, of the National Deaf
Mute College.

" T)ie results wliich crowned tlic labor of tlie first week were
so a.st(iniHhing that he fears to detail them fully, lest doubts
should he raised as to his credlbihtv- Hut this uiucli he does not
hesitate to claim, that, after a study of less than two weeks, he
w.as able to sustain conversation in the newly-acquired language
on a great variety of subjects."

FROM THE ENGLISH PRESS.
" The principle may be explained In a line—it is first learning

the language, and then studying tlie grammar, and then learning
(ortryiiig to learn) the language."—J/o>'?((';i(/ Star.
" We know that there are some who have given Mr. Prender-

f;ast's plan a trial, and discovered that in a few weeks its results
lad surpassed all their expectations."

—

Record.

"A week's patient trial of the French Manual has convinced
us that the method is sound."

—

Papersfor the Schoolniaxter.
" The simplicity and naturalness of the system are obvious."—

Herald (Birmingham.)

"We know of no other plan which will infallibly lead to the
result in a retisonable time. —Xorfolk Neicx.

FROM THE AMERICAN PRESS,
" The system is as near .as can be to the one in which a child

learns to talk."— T/oy I(7i((/.

" We would advise all who are about to begin the study of
languages to give it a \m\."—liochextcr Democrat.
"For European travellers this volume is invaluable."

—

Wor-
ccster Spy.

Either of the above volumes sent by mail free to any part of
the Uiiitetl .States on receipt of price.

D. APPLETON &. CO., Publishers,
90, 92, and 9J: Grand Street, New-York.

RED AS A ROSE IS SHE.
Third Edition.

D. APPLETON & CO.,

90, 93, and 94 Grand Street,

Have now ready the Third Edition of

RED AS A ROSE IS SHE.
By the Author of " Cometh up as a Flower."

I vol. 8vo. Paper Covers, GO cents.

From the New-York livening Kotpresa.

" This is truly a charming novel ; for half its contents

breathe the very odor of the flower it takes .is its title."

From the Philadelphia Inquirer.

"The antliDr can .and does write well; the descriptions of

scenery are particularly effective, always graphic, and never

overstrained."

D. A. & Co. have just published :

.\ SEAKCTI FOR WINTER SUNBEAMS IN THE
RIVIERA, CORSICA, ALGIERS, AND SPAIN.

V,y Hon. S. S. Cox. Illustrated. Price, t3.

REPTILES AND BIRDS : A POPULAR ACCOUNT

OF THEIR VARIOUS ORDERS, WITH A

DESCRIITION OP THE HABITS AND ECO-

NOMY OP THE MOST INTERESTING.
By Louis Figuier. Illustrated with .307 wood-cuts. 1 vol.

8vo, $G.

HEREDITARY GENIUS : AN INQUIRY INTO ITS

LAWS AND CONSEQUENCES.
By Francis Gallon. 1 vol. 8vo. ».X50.

HAND-BOOK OF THE MASTERY SERIES OP

LEARNING LANGUAGES.

I. THE HAND-BOOK OP THF. MASTERY
SERIES.

II. TUB MASTERY SERIES, FRENCH.

III. THE MASTERY SERIES, OKRM.^N.

IV. THE MASTERY SERIES, SPANISH.
Price, 60 cents each.

An Absolutely fare Article.

THE

Either of tlie above sent free by mail to any address on

receipt of the price.

KNICKERBOCKER

Gin Company's
WORLD-RSNOWNED

Double Distilled

B. & V.'s "ANCHOR" BRAND

OF

P»TJR E

HOLLAND GIN.

FROM THEIR OWN DISTILLERY AT

LEIDEN. NEAR SCHIEDAM, HOLLAND.

This brand of liquor lias obtained a great reputation, not

only la Holland but throughout Europe, where it lias been

tested

IN THE MOST CELEBRATED

Chemical Institutions.

MizLiox.s or GAzroxs,

Have been sent to all parti of the world, and principally to

the

EAST AND .WEST INDIES, AUSTH4.LL/*, AND
AFRICA,

Where it Is used

In Preference to ony other Brand known.

Orders will be received at their office.

No. 15 William Street,

For the above, and also for tlieir other ImportatloDa of

WINES,

BRANDIES,

CIGARS, Etc.,

'Which they guarantee as to

J'VRITt ANIt aEWIXEyKSa.

KNICKERBOCKER GIN CO.,

15 William Street,

NEW-YORK.
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DAT'S "WHAT'S DE MATTER.
Mclodramntic Tonsor. " Boss, what's de siattek ? Wnx\.T be bitteh cause op

DAT PEKSIB LEMENCIIOIA'?"

Boss, {(jloomih/) " Aii ! cause 'nuff. De iugiits ob de cullid pusson is

FOUGOT, AND DE SIXTEENTH 'iXENDJIENT AND SUFFEEIN' WOMAN KULES DE
KOOST !"

isffaf'B icals*

Suhscriptloii rrice, $4 i>e>' year each.

$10 for the three.

An Extra Copy of either the Magazine, Weekly, or Ba .

ZAE will be supplied gratia for every Club of Five Subscribers at

$1 each, iu one remittance ; or, Six Copies for $20.

HARPER'S CATALOGUE
May be obtained gratuitously on aiijilication to Harper & Bro-

thers personally, or by letter, inclosing six cents in postage-

stamps.

TfAIiJPlLR & HKOTHERS, Ncw-Torh.

HENRY L. STEPHENS,

ARTIST,

Ifo. 160 Fulton Street,

•NEW-YORK.

Important to Newsdealers

ALL Or.DEIlS FOn

Will be supplied by

OUR SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE AGENTS,

American IMews Co.

IfEW-YORS.

PUNCHINELLO:
T E"^ r CLUB

WE OFFEB AS PREMIUMS FOR CLUBS
first:

DANA r.ICKFORD'S FATENT FAMILY SPIKWER,
The most complete ivnd des'irable machine ever yet introduced for siiinniug purposes.

• second:
JHICKFORT)>S CnOCTIF/JC AND FANCY WOJtlC MACHINES.

These beautiful Uttle machines are very fascinating, as well as useful ; and every lady should have one, as they can make every conceivable kind of crochet or fancy worli upon them.-

f II I u D :

DICKFOIiD'S AVTOMATIC FAMILY KNITTER.
This Is the most perfect and complete macliine in tlie v/orld. It kuits every thin),'.

fourth:
• AMERICAN liVTTONUOLE, OVERSEAMING, AND SEWING-MACniNE.

This (Treat combination machine is the last and Krcatost iniprovonicnt on all former machines. No. 1, with flnely finislicd Oiled Walnut Table and Cover, complete, price, $75. Mo. 3,

same mchino without the buttonliole parts, etc., price, .$00.

WK WILL SE.VD THF.

Fanjily Spinner, price, $S, for 4 subscribers and .$16.

No. 1 Crochet,
"

8, " 4 " " 10.
" 2 " "

1!>. " « " " 21.
" 1 Automatic Knitter, T-2 needles, "

30, " U " " 48.

" 2 " ." 84 " "
33, " 13 " " 53.

No. 3 Automatic Knitter, 100 needles, price, .$37, for 15 subscribers and $60
" 4 " "2 cylinders.)

1 72 needles- '

1 100 needles)
40, 10 C4.

No. 1 American Buttonhole aiul OverscamSng Machine, price, $75, for SO subscribers and $120.

" 2 " " " " without buttonhole parts, etc., " GO, " 25 " " 100.

Descriptive Circulars

Of .all these maclilncs will be sent upon application to this ofllce, and full instructions for working them will lie sent to purcliasers.

Parties getting np Clubs preferring cash to premiums, may deduct seven! v-llve cents upon each full suliscription sent for four Buljscribcrs and upward, and after tlie first remittance for four
suljscribcrs may send sinicle names as tbev obtain tlu-m. deducting the commission.

Keinittmces should lie made in Tost-Ofllce Orders, Bank Checks, or Drafts on New-York City ; or if tlieso can not be obtained, then by Registered Letters, wlii»h any post-master wIU furnish:

CharL'cs on money sent by express must be prepaid, or the net amount only will lie credited.
Directions for shipping machines nuist be full and exidicit. to iirevent error. In sending snliseriptions give address, witli Town. County, and State.
The postage on this [laiier will be twenty ceids per year, payable auartcrly in advance, at the place whore it is received. Subscribers in the Uritisli Provinces will remit twenty cents in adddion

to subscription.
All communications, remittances, etc., to be addressed to PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COTVIPANY

P. O. Box 2783. ISr<>. H3 JN':i.ss:ui Wlroet,
Is^^o^v^-vc)RIi

S, W. OiiicicN. l'i:i::T::it. coiixKii .lAcor. and ri:A?;Ki'oi:T Sv.^.



" The Printing House of the United States."

OEO.F.NESBITf&CO.,
a.„,.i JOB PRINTERS,
BLANK BOOK Manufacturers, '

STATIONERS. Wholesale and Retail.
LITHOGRAPHIC Engravers and Printers.
COPPER-PLATE Engravers and Printers.
CARD Manufacturers,
ENVELOPE Manufacturers,
FINE CUT and COLOR Printers.

163, 165, 167, and 169 FEABL ST.,

73, 75, 77, and 79 PINE ST., New-York.

AbTAVTAflsi. C7 AH on the a:ime preniiaes, rtnd under the ini-

meJiitte supt^rvisiou uf th« proprietors.

WALTHAM WATCHES.
3-4 PLATE.

10 and SO tiizca.

To the manufacture of these fine "Watdits the Company

have devoted all the science and skill m the art at their com-

mand, and confidently claim that, for fineness and beauty, no

less tlian for the greater excellences of mechanical and scien-

tific correctness of design and execution, these watches are

unsurpassed anywliere.

In this country the manufacture of this fine grade of

Watches is not even attempted except at Waltham.

FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING JEWELLERS.

HOLLER'S PUREST NORWEGIAN
COD-LIVER OIL.

" Of late years it has become ahiiust impossible to get any
Cod-Liver Oil that patients can digest, owing to the objec-

tionable mode of procuring and preparing the livers. . . .

Mollcr, of Christiana, Norway, prepares an oil which is per-

fectly pure, and in every resjiect all that can be Nvi.-hed."—

Dk. L. A. .Sayre, before Academy of Medicine. See Medi-

cal liccord, December, ISO'J, p. 417.

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS.

W. H. SCHIEFFELIN & CO.,

Sole Agents for the United States and Canada.

Vol. I.
No. 3.

{'
\\\^f^^^xK^s^ \

SATURDAY, APRIL 16, 1870.

PUBLISHED BY THE

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY,
83 NASSAU STREET, NEW-YORE.
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APPLICATIONS FOR ADVERTISING IN

PUNCHINELLO"
PUNCHINELLO.

8B0CLD BE ADDRESSED TO

J. NICKINSON,
Boom No. 4,

83 NASSAU STREET.

THE

"BREWSTER WAGON."

The Standard for Style and Quality.

BREWSTER & COMPANY,

of Broome Street.

WARE£ROOMS,

Fifth Avemi(», corner of Fourteenth Street.

ELEGANT CARRIAGES,

In all tlie h'ashionable Varieties,

EXCLUSIVELY OF OUR OWN BUILD.

Thomas J, Rayner & Co.,

29 LIBERTY STREET,

New-York,
MANCFACTUKERS OF THE

I'itieat Ctffars made in the United States.

All sizes and styles. Prices very moderate. Samples sent to
any responsible house. Also importers of the

" FUSKOS" liltAND,
Equal In quality to the l^est of the Havana market, and from ten
to twenty per cent cheaper.

Restaurant, Bar, Hotel, and Saloon trade will save money by
calllnK at

29 LIBERTY STREET.

GEO. BOW^LEND,

ARTIST,
Hoom No. 11,

No. IfiO FIII.TON STREET,

NEW-YOEK.

WEVILL & HAMMAR,
Wood Engravers,

No. 208 BROADWAY,

NEW-YORK.

With a large and varied experience in the manafemenl and

publication of a paper of the class herewith submitted, and with

the still more positive advantage of an Ample Capital tn jus-

tify the undertaking, the

PUNOHIIJELLO PUBLISHING 00.

OP THE CITY OF NEW-YORK,

Presents to the public for approval, the

NEW ILLUSTRATED HUMOROUS AND SATIRICAL

WEEKLY PAPER,

PUNCHINELLO,
The first number of which will be issued under date of April 2,

18T0, and thereafter weekly.

Punchinello will "be National, and not local ; and will en-

deavor to become a household word in all parts of the covm-

try ; and to that end has secured a

VALUABLE CORPS OP CONTRiBTJTORS

in varioiis sections of the Union, while its columns will always be

open to appropriate first-class literary and artistic talent.

Punchinello will be entirely original ; humorous and witty,

without vulgarity, and satirical without malice. It will he

printed on a superior tinted paper of sixteen pages, size 1,3 by

9, and will be for sale by all respectable newsdealers who

have the judgment to know a good thing when they sec-

it, •r by subscription from this ofiice.

The Artistic department will be in charge of Henry L.

Stephens, whose celebrated cartoons in Vanity Fair placed

him in the front rank of humorous artists, assisted by leading ar-

tists in their respective specialties.

The management of the paper will be in the hands of WIL-

LIAM A. STEPHENS, with whom is associated CHARLES
DAWSON SHANLY. both of whom were identified with

Vanity Fair.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES,

Suitable for thepaper, and Original Designs, or suggestive ideas

or sketches for illustrations, upon the topics of the day, are al-

ways acceptable, and will be paid for liberally.

Rejected communications can not be returned, unless postage-

stamps are inclosed.

Terms:

One copy, per j'ear, in advance $4 00

Single copies, ten cents.

A specimen copy will be mailed free upon the receipt of ten

cents.

One copy, with the Riverside Magazine, or any other

magazine or paper price. 'i.SO, for 5 50

One copy, with any magazine or paper price, $4, for.... 7 00

All communications, remittances, etc., to be addressed to

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

No, 83 Nassau Street,

NEW-YORK.
P. O. Box, 2788.

(For terms to Clubs, see \Uh page.)

xxtixxitilt liljrEi}),

Clinton Hall, Astor Place,

This is now the largest circulating Library in America, the

number of volumes on its shelves being I 14,000- About

lOOO volumes are added each month ; and very largi^ purchases

are made of all new and popular works.

Books are delivered at members' residences for five cents each

delivery.

TERMS OF MEMBERSHIP:
TO CLERKS,

$1 Initiation, $3 Annual Dues.

TO OTHERS, |5 a year.

SUBSCRIPTIONS TAKEN FOR
SIX nvroisTTHS.

BRANCH OFFICES
AT

NO. 76 CEDAR STREET, KEW-YORK,
and at

Yonkers. Norwalk, Stamford, and Elizabeth.

AMERICAN

BUTTONHOLE, OVERSEAjVIIXO

SEWIISrG-MACHII^E CO.,

563 Broadway, Nev/-York.

This great combination machine is tlie last and greatest im

provement on all former machines, nialiing, in addition to all

tlie work done on best Lock-Stitch machines, beautiful

BUTTON AND EYELET HOLES

;

ill all fabrics.

Machine, with finely finished

Oiled Walnut Table and Coveb

complete, $75. Spme machine, without the buttonhole parts,

*riO. This last is beyond all question the simplest, easiest to

man.age and to keep in order, of any machine in the market.

Slachines warnahted, and full instruction given to purchasers.

HENRY SPEAR

STATIONER, PRINTER

BUNK BOOK MANUFACTURER.

AOOOUNT BOOKS

MADE TO ORDER.

PRINTING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

82 Wall Street

NEW-YORK.
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THE PLAYS AND SHOWS.

FROU-FKOU.

HIS nice little Frencli

drama has now been run-

ning at the Fifth Ave-

nue Theatre more than

seven weeks. It is the

story of a man who killed

the seducer of his wife, and

then forgave and received

back again the guilty wo-

d^iMif<5^5^^l5!S£^i[^ vt^l f \ T"^ man.
jE^i I IPii.^JSf'^fv^^^^S^Vul/ S A a The same tragic farce

was played in Washington

some eleven years ago.

The actor who played the

part of the outraged hus-

band made an effective hit

at the time, but he has

never repeated the per-

formance. Since then lie

has become a double-star

actor in a wider field.

There are those who insist

that he is an ill-starred actor in a general way ; but as he has left the

country, we can leave those who regard his absence as a good riddance

of bad rubbish, and those who call it a Madriddance of good rubbish, to

discuss his merits at their leisure.

After the execution of unnecessary quantities of noisy overture by the

orchestra, the play begins. Soon after, the audience arrives. It is a

rule with our play-goers never to see the first scene of any drama.

This rule originates in a benevolent wish to permit the actors to slide

gradually into a consciousness that somebody is looking at them ; thus

saving them from the possibility of stage-fright. Simple folks, who do

not understand the meaning of the custom, erroneously regard it as

an evidence of vulgarity and discourtesy.

The first act is not exciting. Mr. G. -H. Clarke, in irreproachable

clothes, (the clothes of this actor's professional life become him, if any

thing, better than his acting,) offers his hand to Frou-Frou, a small

girl with a reckless display of back-hair, and is accepted, to the evi-

dent disgust of her sensible sister, Louise.

Sympathetic Toitng Lady who adores that dear Mr. Clarke.—'• How
sweetly pretty! Do the people on the stage talk j-ngt like the ?v«i

French aristocracy T
Travelled Friend, knowing tlMtperson-t in the neiglihorhood are listen-

ing for his reply—" Well, yes. To a certain extent, that is." {It sud-

denly occurring tohim that nobody ca7i know anything abant the Legiti-

mists, he srrys confidently,) " Tlu^y haven't the air, you know, of the

genuine old Legitimist noblesse. As to Bonaparte's nobility, I don't

know much about them."

He flatters himself that he has said a neat thing, hut is posed hy an nn-

expected question from the Sympathetic Young Lady, who asks—"Who
are the great Legitimist families, nowadays?"

"Well, the—the

—

[can^t think of aiiy name but St. Germain, and so

says boldly,) the St. (Jermains, and all the rest of 'em, you know." {He

is sorely tempted to add the St. Clouds and the iMxembourgs, but prv^

dently refrains.)

The second act shows the husband lavishing every sort of tenderness

and jewelry upon the wife, who is developing a strong tendency to

flirt. She insists that her sister Louise shall join the family and ac-

cept the jwsition of Acting Assistant Wife aifd Mother, while she her-

self gives her whole mind to innocent flirtation.

Worldly-wise Matron of evident experience—" The girl's a fool. Catch

me taking a pretty sister into my house !"

Brutal Husband of the Matron suggests—" But she might have dom-

so much worse, my dear. Suppose she had given her husband a

mother-in-law as a housekeeper?"

Matron, with suppressed fury—" Very well, my dear. If you can't

refrain from insulting dear mother, I shall leave you to sit out the ])lay

alone."

{Sh—sh—.th ! from every body. Curtain rises again.) More attentions

to pretty wife, repaid by more flirtation at her Inishnnd's expense.

Finally Frou-Frou decides that Louise manages the household so ad-

mirably that misery must be the result. As a necessary consequence

of this logical conclusicm, she rushes out of the house with a gesture
borrowed from Rip Van Winkle, and an expressed determination to

elope.

Jocular Man remarks—" Now, then, Clarke can go to Chicago, get
a divorce, and marry Louise."

This practical suggestion is warmly reprobated by the ladies who over-

hear it, one ofwhom remarks with withenng scorn—" Some peoj)le think
it so smart to ridicule every thing. To my mind there is nothing more
vulgar."

The Jocxdar Man, refusing to be withered, assures the Travelled

Man confidentially that—" The play is frightful trash, and as for

the acting, why, your little milliner in the Rue de la Paix could give
Miss Ethel any odds you please. {Both look as though they remem-
bered some delightfiUy improper Pansian dissipation, and in conse-

quence nse rapidly in the estimation of the respectable ladies who are

within hearing)

After the orchestra has given specimens of every modern composer,

the fourth act begins. Frou-Frou is found living at Venice with her

lover. Her husband surprises her. Pie is pale and weak ; but, return-

ing her the amount of her dower, goes out to shoot the lover.

Rural Person announces as a ."tartling discovery—"That's Miss

Agnes Ethel who's a-playin' Frow-Frow. Well, now, she an't no-

thin' to Lyddy Thompson."

Jocular Man says to his Travelled Friend—" The idea of Miss Ethel
trying to act like a French-woman ! Did you hear how she pronounc-

ed Monsieur ?"

2 ravelled Man smiles weakly, consciousof the imperfections ofhis own
jyronunciation. To his dismay, the Sympathetic Young Lady asks—
" What does that horrid man mean ? How do you pronounce the word
he talks about ?"

Travelled Man, with desperation—" It ought to be pronounced

m—m—m— " {ending in an inaudible murmur.)
" What ? I didn't quite hear."

The Travelled Man will catch at a straw. He does so, and says—" Ex-

cuse me, but the curtain is rising."

Frou-Frou, in a dyin^ state and a black dress, with her back-hair

neatly arranged, is brought into her husband's house to die. He kneels

at her feet. " You must not die. I am alone at fault. Forgive me,

sweet angel, and live." With the only gleam of good sense which
she has yet shown, Frou-Frou refuses to live, and dropping her head

lieavily on the arm of the sofa, with a blind confidence that the thick-

ness of her chignon will save her from a fractured skull, she perempto-

rily dies.

Subdued sobsfrom the audience, with the single exception of the Jocu-

lar Man, icho says—" Well, if that's moral, I don't know what's im-

moral ; and I did think 1 had lived long enough in Paris to know that."

With which opinion wc heartily coincide, adding also the seriously

mtical remark that though Messrs. Davidge and Lewis play their

comic parts with honest excellence, and though Mr. Clarke is really

a good actor in spite of his popularity with the ladies of the audience,

Miss Ethel, upon whom the whole play depends, is so obviously in-

competent to personate a brilliant and spirituelle Parisienne that one

wonders at the popularity of Frou-Froxj. The majority of the audi-

ence are ladies. Can it be that they like the play because it teaches

that the sins of a pretty woman should be condoned by her husband,

provided she loo^s well with her back-hair down ? Matador.

PUNCHINELLO AND THE ALDERMEN.
The City Aldermt-n have called in a body to pay their respects to

Punchinello. Punchinello has not returned the compliment, since

he likes neither their looks, tlieir diamonds, or their diamond-cut-dia-

mond ways. They curb streets by resolution, but the}' have not reso-

lution enough to keep the streets from curbing them. They gutter

highways, but oftenest let Low Ways gutter them. Thej* wear fine

shirt-fronts, but resort to sorry and disrojjutable shifts in order to pro-

cure them. They are gorgeously and gorged-ly badged with the City

Arms in gold, but no city arms open to badger them with golden

opinions ; and, altogether, the Aldermen pass so many bad things that

Punchinello can afford to let them pass like bad dimes, before they

are nailed to the counter of that Public Opinion to which they run

counter.

Will the Aldermen Respond P

Do they who took up the Seward intend to perish by the Sew.vrd ?

Entered, accordiDg to Act of CongresB, in the year 1870, by the Punchinello Publisuino Company, in the Clerk's Oflate of the District Court of the United Stales, for the

Southern District of New-York.



HINTS FOR THE FAMILY.

SixcK the first publication of the hints to economically disposed

families, Plnciiixei.lo lias received a great number of letters from

all parts of the country, cordially indorsiujf his course. One gentle-

man writes that he has already saved enough money from the dinii.

nution in the cost of his wife's pins (in conse(iuence of her having

adopted the plan of keeping them stuck into a stuflTed bag) to warrant

him in subscribing to this paper for a year. Many of the readers of

our first number write us that they now never take a meal except

from a board, or a series of boards, supported by legs, as PuNCilI-

NKLLO recommended. Highly encouraged by this evidence of their

usefulness, PUNCHINELLO hastens to offer further advice of the same

valuable character.

It may have been frequently noticed that all families require food at

certain intervals, generally three times a day, and in the case of chil-

dren even oftener. The cost of providing this food at the butcher^

baker, and provision shops is necessarily very great, and it is well,

then, to understand how a very good substitute for store-food may be

prepared at home. In order to nuxke this preparation, procure from

your grocer's a quantity of Hour—ordinary wheat flour—buying much

or little, according to the size of your family. This must then be

placed in a tin-pan, and mixed Avith water, salt, and yeast, according to

taste. If the mass is now placed by the fire, a singular phenomenon

will bo observed, to which it will be well to draw the attention of the

whole family ; old and young will witness it with equal surprise and

delight. The whole body of the soft mixture will gradually rise and

fill (and sometimes even overflow) the x)an ! When not in view by the

household, it will be well to cover the pan with a cloth, on account of

dust and roaches ; but it must be observed that a soft and warm bed-

1 i k e a r r a n g e-

ment will thus

be formed, and

if the family cat

should choose to

make it her rest-

i n g-p lace, the

mixture will not

rise.

After this sub-

Btance is suffi-

ciently light and

spongy, it must

be taken out of

the pan and
worked up into

portions weighing a few pounds each. But it must not be eaten in

this condition, for it would be neither palatable nor wholesome. It

should be put in another pan and placed in the oven. Then (if there

be a fire in the stove or range) it will be soon hardened and dried by

the action of the heat, and will be fit to be eaten—provided the fore-

going conditions have been perfectly understood. When brought to

the table, it should be cut in slices and spi'cad with molasses, jelly,

butter, or honey, and it will bo found quite adequate to the relief of

ordinary hunger. A family which has once used this preparation

will never be content without it. Some persons have it at every

meal.

Punchinello has read with great pleasure a recently published

book, by Catiiahine Beecher, and her sister Mrs. Stowe, the object

of which is to teach ingenious folks how to make ordinary articles of

household furniture in their leisure hours. One article not mentioned

by these ladies is recommended by Punchinello to the attention of

all economical families. It having been observed that it is a highly

useful practice to provide for the regular recurrence of meals, bedtime,

and other household epochs, an instrument which shall indicate the

hour of the day will bo of the greatest advantage. Such a one may
thus be made on rainy days or in the long winter evenings. Procure

some thin boards and construct a small box. If it can be made pointed

at one end, with two little towers to it, bo much tlio better. Make a

glass door to it, and i)aste upon the lower ])art of this a picture repre-

senting a scene in Spanish Cicinnany. Paint a rose just under the

sc<uie. Then get a lot of brass cog-wheels, and put them together

inside of the box. Arrange them so that they shall fit into each other,

and wrap a string around one of them, to the end of which a lump of

lead or iron should be attached. Then put a piece of tin, with the

hours painted thereon, en the upper part of the box, behind the door,

and get two long bits of thin iron, one shorter than the other, and con-

nect them, by means of a hole in the middle of the tin, with the cog-

wheels inside. Then shut the dooi', and if this ajjparatus has been

properly made, it will tell the time of day. Any thing more conve-

nient cannot be imagined, and the cost of the brass, by the pound,

will not be more than fifteen cents, while the wood, the tin, and the

iron may be had for about ten cents. In the shops the completed

article would be very much more costly.

In his " Hints " Punchinello always de-

sires to remember the peculiar needs of the

ladies, and will now tell them something

that he is sure will please them. They

have all found, in the course of their shop-

ping, that it is exceedingly difficult to pro-

cure at the dry goods stores, any sort of

fabric which is so woven as to fit the figure,

and they must have frequently experienced

the necessity of cutting their purchases

into variously-shaped pieces and fastening

them together again by means of a thread.

Here is an admirable plan for accomplishing

this olyect. Take a piece of fine steel wire

and sharpen one end of it. Now bore a

hole in the other end, in which insert the thread. If the edges of

the cloth ai'e now placed together, and the wire is forced through

them, the operator will find, to her delight and surprise, that the

thread will readily follow it. If the wire is thus passed through the

stuff, backward and forward, a great many times, the edges will be

firmly united. It will be necessary, on the occasion of the first punc-

ture, to form a hard convolution at the free end of the thread, so as to

prevent it passing entirely through. This method will be found much
more convenient than the plan of punching holes in the stuff and

then sticking the ends of the thread through them. In the latter case,

the thread is almost certain to curl up, and cause great annoyance,

Dies Iroe.

The Philadelphia Day, on account of the immense success ofPunchi-

nello.

Sporting Query.

Was the fight between the " blondes " and SxoitEY of Chicago a Fair

fight ?

^» •""

Pr<^pect of a Short Water Supply Next Summer.

A CONVENTION of milk dealers met this week at Croton Falls to pre-

vent the adulteration of milk by City dealers.

LATEST FROM WASHINGTON.

Commissioner Piegan, of Montana, submits the outline of a treaty

with the Indians, which embraces the following provisions, (the em-

bracing of provisions being strictly in character :)

1. No infant under three months of age, and no old man over one

hundred and ten, to be killed by either party in battle.

All women to be killed on sight.

Where the small-pox is raging, the field to be left to the Small-Pox.

2. Presents to Indians to consist chiefly of arms, ammunition, and

whisky.

3. Liquor-sellers and apostles to be encouraged on equal terms.

4. Amateur sportsmen to be warned against killing Indums during

the breeding season. -

5. Quakers and Vincent Collyer to bo assigned to duty at Wash-

ington.

G. Four months' notice to be given of any intended attack on a

White camp.

7. In scalping a lady, the rights of property in waterfall and switch

to be sacredly regarded.

8. Declarations of love (during a campaign) to be submitted in

writing.

9. The usual atrocities to bo observed by both parties.

10. Hostilities to terminate when the last Indian lays down his toma-

hawk, (to take a drink,) unless sooner shot by his white brethren, or re-

moved to a )U!W reservation I'V tlie small pox.

Action on this treaty is expected to takc^ I'lace in about ten years.

-J
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A DISTINGUISHED VISITOR.

It is now settled that Pierre Bonapakte, avIio lias been
sentenced by the High Court of Tours to leave France, is

coming to New-York with the intention of opening a pistol-

gallery in partnership with Peddy the Bhvcksniith. As the

Prince is known to have " polished off " at least four men
with his revolver, his reception by the occupants of " Mur-
derer's Block " and other famous localities of the city will

doubtless be very enthusiastic. A suite of apartments is now
being fitted up for his accommodation in East-Houston Street-

The rooms are very tastefully decorated with portraits of the

late lamented Billy Mulligan and other celebrated knights

of the trigger. The Prince, it is understood, will drop his

title on his arrival here, and enter society as plain Peteu
Bonaparte—thus Englishing PiEiutE, because it is French

for stone, and he thinks that his exploits entitle him to take

rank in New-York as a Brick.

The Beginning and Ending of a Chicken's Life.

Hatchet.
«>-• .

The Best Envelope for a Sweet Note.
" Canary laid."

WOMAN, PAST AND PRESENT.

Dr. Lord, in a lecture lately delivered by him in Boston,

on PiiiLiPPA, the mother of the Black Prince, (who was a

white woman,) told about Jane, Countess of Montfort,

(you all know who she was,) and how she once defended a

fortress and defied a phalanx with eminent success. Of her

the lecturer said,

"Clad in complete armor, she .stood forcmort in the breach."

She did that, did she, this JanE of old? Tut, sh- !
that's

nothing to our modern Janes, crowds of whom are now

yearning to stand " foremost in the breeches.''

Ardent Lover
Young Lady.

JECT to your

BATHER PEHSONAIi.
" Then, WHY, Oh ! why, do you scorn my hand?''
" I IIAA'E NO fault TO FIND WITH YOUR HAND, BUT I do OB-

FEET." ^

A Bill that the Young Democracy Couldn't Settle.

Bill Tweed.
• »-»•

Cool.

England has a Bleak house, but Nev,'-York hasa Blecckcr

street.

A SOROSIAN IMPROMPTU.

One of the sisters of Sorosis, at the last meeting of the club, was de

livered of the following touching " Impromptu on some beautiful bou-

quets of flowers
:"

'• With hungry eyes wc glanced adown
The table nicely spread

;

Our appetites were very keen,

And not one word was said,

" Till of a sudden " Ohs !" and '• Ahs I'

Gave token of delight,

As, from a magic flower-bed,

Bright buds appeared in sight.

",^May this sweet thought suggest the way
In which to spend life's hours ;

And wo endeavor every day

To scatter fragrant flowers."

The first verse reminds us not a little of several olden nursery rhymes
of a prandial and convivial character, of which the mo.st i)rominent is

that relating to little Jack Horner, who sat in a corner eating a Christ-

mas pie. But oven he is not described .is having "hungry eyes,"

though there is small doubt but that he had a good appetite, and was
" hungry o' the stomach." It is pleasant to know that the table was
nicely spread, though not as "keen appetites" would have demanded,

with bread and butter ; but, as the subject calls for, with flowers—food

of a very proper character for hungry eyes to feed upon. Nor is it any

wonder that those of the sisterhood who went to the table expecting to

find something more sul)stantial than flowers set l)cfore them, should

at first sight have been unable to utter one word. And only, after

their first astonishment and disajipointment was over, the magical let-

ters O's and K's, which, we may presume, was a short way of calling

for Old Bum, to restore their drooping spirits, though our poetess, with

a woman's jiervcrseness, would have us believe they were iutericled as

"tokens of delight."

Of the last ver.se we can only say that it is an evident plagiarism of

the well-known juvenile poem, commencing,

" How doth the little busy bee

Improve each shining hour,

And gather honoy all the day

From every opening flower 1"

We confess, though, that we are unable to discover the "sweet

thought " that is to " suggest the way "

" In which to spend life's hours 1"

Moreover, we believe it would be tiresome and monotonous to be oc-

cupied "every day" in scattering " fragrant flowers,"' ev(>u if we were

certain that the lovely members of Sorosis would regard them with

•'tokens of delight."

We regard this Improm])tu as a failure, and call upon Alice, and

PilEBE, and Celia, and other tuneful members of the Soro.^is Club to

come to the rescue of their unfortunate sister—the perpetrator of the

above verses.
••

Suggestive.

Our sheriff's initials—J. O. B.

How to Kise Early.

Lie with vour head to the (y)east.

. ••»

Query for Barney "Williams.

Is the " Emerald King " a Fenian ( 'irclc ?

Not During Lent.

It is hardly probable that General Grant will dismiss Fisn from

the Cabinet during Lent.

Lr
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THE REAL ESTATE OF WOMAN.

Deak Punchinello : We would not for the Wo7i(l—no, nor even for

PuNCinSELLo—cast any reproaches upon the vigorous movement

made in these latter days to find the real estate of woman ;
but why, tell

us why, should we find enlisted in this cause at present, as members

of the various Sorosis-ters, so many single sisters with pretensions to

youth ?

We have always looked upon the champions of woman's righteous-

ness, those who i3elieve in the fee-male absolute as the real estate of

woman, as principally married women, whose housekeeping has proved

a failure, (except in the single item
j

-
"

""

of hot water,) and certain ladies who

have lived to mature age without

reference to men, and whom no man
would take even with the best of re-

ference.

There siirely must be something

wrong, somewhere, when those in

the younger walks of age take on

this armor.

Where is the need ?

Why should they who have never

Lad their young lives blighted by a

husband liuger pathetically over the

tyranny of the sterner sex ?

Instead of shedding all these tears

over other people's husbands, they

ought rather to rejoice that they

have been spared such inflictions in
j

the past, and give exceeding great I

thanks that they are beyond danger i

of such in the future. i

continue to move in their limited spheres, benighted but happy, and

every thing will be satisfactory.

Lawyers tell us that since the statutes of 1848, a woman's real estate

has been within her own control ; we take a broader view : we think

it always has been within her own control by virtue of that old first

statute given to our gentle mother, EvE.

-•^-

THE TOUHS OF MRS. JIFFKIKTS

Tmir 1.

—

She seakches for a man

There may be other young women (if I may so speak) who are so

heart-broken because of the oppression of their sex, as wives, so dis-

gusted with the state matrimonial under the present constitution of

society, that they would not marry—oh ! no.

Now, we all remember the cogent reason why John refused to par-

take of his evening repast, and we assure these ,

young. persons that they have nothing whatever

to fear. The danger is past, and they are safe be-

yond the possibility of a peradventure.

They are not the kind that men devour. And
yet we can not help feeling pity for them ; their

experience has been trying, but in vain ; they

know what it is " to suffer and be strong"-minded
;

they have learned " to labor and to wait," and it is

well ; for in all probability they will wait for

some time.

It may be that the poor creatures are afilicted

by the thought that 'perhaps they may be called

upon to make warning examples of themselves,

and marry ; and that perhaps the man they marry

may be a tyrant, and—but the contingency is too

remote.

Some tell us that their youthful ardor is to up-

hold the standard of w;oman'8 mission : they want
to work.

Well, all we can say is

—

go it ! for under the

circumstances, with no one to work for them, the

best possible thing tliey can do is to work for

themselves. But couldn't they do more, or at least

as much, without so much noise ? If they only

had i)l(!nty to do, and not so much spare time to

talk about what they are going to do, wouldn't

they be better off, and poor frail man be the gainer '

thereby ?

If they could only resolve upon such a course, and stick to it, don't

you think they would receive more aid, material and moral ?

Many would gladly contribute of their substance in such a cause, with
overflowing hearts ; and the world of man will gladly guarantee to

those who avow their determination not to marry, entire immunity
from any temptation in that direction.

As to tlie rest—those weak creatures who vyill bo satisfied with good

husbands and broad home-misBions—they know no better ; they will

AN OLD BAILEY PRACTITIONER.

In England they have an institution called the Old Bailey. It dealt

from time immemorial in such queer animals as " four-footed recogni-

zances," and in such strong assist-

ance to justice as " straw bail" af-

fords. The court-room of the Old

Bailey may be called a historicalvat

of crime. Until recently, New-York

was Old Bailey-less. Now detectives

go about the streets singing an air

which reminds one forcibly of the

tune called " Unfortunate Miss Bai-

ley," only that it is Mister Bailey

they have missed. Old Bailey is

really like John Gilpin in two re-

spects : all rumors about him begin

by calling him " a citizen of credit

and renown ;" and they generally

end by referring to him as a man

who was gone to " dine at—where 1"

Our New-York Old Bailey has

disappeared. Either the Fullerton

earthquake has swallowed him up,

I or he has gone to the unknown land

. to which most Spiritual mediums

There never was a greater Spiritual medium than Old

He has had spirits on the brain during several years past.

Tour 2.

—

She searches for
A FIRE. " There's some-
thin' A singein'!"

migrate.

Bailey.

He throve on spirits. He had only to rap on casks of spirits, and

greenbacks would rustle therefrom like trailing garments out of the

Spirit-world. He had assistant mediums in all the Federal officers.

And now the question asked of Commissioner De-

lano, (who, by the way, in this respect would

gladly become DELA-yes,) is, " Canst thou call

' spirits from the vasty deep V and if thou canst,

where is Old Bailey T Banker Clews is one of

his sureties, but he owns no Clews to his principal's

whereabouts. Do not Pdnchinello's subjects all

know that whisk brooms sweep clean, and that no

broom swept cleaner the Augean stables of Fede-

ral plunderers than that wretched Old Bailey's

whisky broom '? There is, however, an old proverb

which claims that industrious brooms soon wear

out. But Bailey is unlike a broom, in that no

one can find a handle to his whereabouts.

Punchinello has heard a great deal about the

practice of the Old Bailey in London. He thinks

it likely that so long as the Administration con.

tinues to protect Federal plunderers, and to cover

their tracks by attacks against alleged city and

State abuses, these Old Bailey practices recently

introduced into the United States Courts and

United States procedure, within or without re-

venue offices, must soon entitle a large number

of Federal officers, all over the country, to be

happily styled " Old Bailey Practitioners."

A Gay Young Joker.

Thus spake the old Republican Machiavel,

Thurlow Weed, a day or two since, to W. H. Seward, the sly old

fox with the " little bell."

" Tweed '1 win.

" Tweedle-dee !"

that ?"

" I mean," rejoined Thurlow, that his name, '1'. Weed, is identical

with one that erstwhile loomed largest in the sovereignty of the State

of New-York."

Seward smiled.

retorted Seward. " What d'ye mean by
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PHILADELVINGS.

" Mother ! motlier !" screamed a little girl from abovp stairs to her

maternal parent in the parlor. " Mother, I've been crying- ever so long,

and Hannah won't pacify me!" And now Punchinello notices

that it is not only little girls who act in this charming manner ; for the

Hon. WiLLiAJVi D. Kellev, of Philadelphia, has just screamed over

the Congressional banisters that he must be pacified, or he will no longer

serve the good i)eople of the Fourth District of Pennsylvania. Therefore

some fifteen hundred of his constituents have written him a letter, and

have said to him, " Dat he sail, de poo itty-witty darling-warling,

have his placcy-wacey as longey-wougey as he wants it, and the

nasty-wasty one-legged soldiers sha'n't trouble him for situations any

more, so they sha'n't." So tlie poor fellow straightens himself up, ceases

his sobbing, and consents to be pacified and take his three thousand a

year for a little while longer. This may do very well for once in

a while; but the Honorable William D. announces that, not only

does he desire to be pacified in rcgai'd to the people who expect him
to get them situations, l)ut that he wants to be with his family for

more than six mouths in a year, and that his property aflfairs are a

little mixed. Now, what if he shoirld ask, next time, that his family

shall be assigned apartnients in the Capitol, and that he shall be put on

the Grant Category, and be presented with an estate by his grateful

constituents ? And sujjpose he should declare that he would serve no

more unless General Logan should be included among the number of

those from whose importunities he is to be defended ? The good Irish

blood of William D. has always boiled at the sound of the slogan,

for it generally means fight, and he wants—pacifying. Punchinello
respectfully presents his condolences to the people of the Fourth District

of Pennsylvania, and hopes that they will have a happy time of it with

William D.

He has also noticed that the Philadelphians are having a lively and

brotherly dispute over their new public buildings ; they don't know
where to put them. Most of the citizen* are very much opposed to do-

ing any thing on the square ; that is to say, Independence Square, where

the citizens assert their freedom by treading down all the grass, and

making a mud-flat of what was intended to be a tuifv lawn. Some
folks want the buildings on Penn Square—so called because it is split

in the middle, and answers its intended purposes only on paper. But

the good Quakers hate to interfere with the rights of the blacks,

whether they be men or women, and so many of the latter make this

square their abiding place every summer, that it would seem like a

violation of the spirit of the Fifteenth Amendment to disturb them.

But there is no doubt that the good Philadelphians will have their new
buildings some day, for they are very enterprising. Witness the dis-

position of one of their leading men, " Slushy " Smith by name, who
wants fifty thousand dollars with which to open an avenue from the

Delaware to Sixth street, basing his claims upon the fact that such

avenue will lead to Fairmount Park ! Now, as the nearest point of the

park is two miles and a half from Sixth street, the vigor of the scheme

and the foreseeing character of the projectors are worthy of a metro-

polis.

Punchinello is furthermore delighted to see that a son of Penn
has decided the great question of the Pope's infallibility, which so

vexes our Qilcumenical fellow-creatures. Pope has been beheaded at

Harrisbiirg. and of course there is no further need to discuss his infal-

libility. When a man loses his head, he is fallible. To be sure, the

case was only one of a picture of Grant and his Generals, which hung
in the State Library, and in which Pope's head was painted out, and

Governor Geary's substituted ; but the act shows, on the part of the ad-

herents of the leaden-legged governor, a head-strong determination to

proceed to extremities which has given rise to the gravest apprehen-

sions ; but Punchinello hopes for the best. It is expected that the

Legislature will soon compel the inhabitants of the City of Fraternites

to send their children to school, whether they like it or not. This is

certainly progression, and Punchinello now looks confidently for-

ward to a law compelling all Philadelphians to wash their pavements

twice a day ; to have white marble front-steps (without railings) to all

their houses ; to build said houses entirely of red brick, with green

shutters ; to make their sidewalks of similar bricks, laid unevenly, to

agitate passers-by and so prevent dyspepsia, and that each house

shall have at least one little gutter running over its pavement.

"Lost at Sea."

BouciCAULT when ho wrote the play.

LETTER FROM A FRIEND.
Friend Punchinello :

Thee is right welcome
; but thee should look upon this as a city of

Friends, and not place it in thy wicked pages, but rather in thy Good
Books—all the more since thee claims to exalt the good things per-
taining to pen and pencil, and this is the great City of Penn and Penn-
sylvania.

If thee should come this way next summer, to ruralize, thee might
behold our swollen Schuylkill, and say. Enough ! Thee might see our
City Fathers, and say. Good ! Doubtless thee has heard of our butter ?

Well, thee might then taste it, and also say, Good!—if thee likes. It

is cheap. Thee will understand me, friend, that it is cheap to say
" Good" and good to say " Cheap."

If thee will but talk " plain language," thee may circulate freely

in our streets, and behold our horses and dogs rubbing noses against

the fountains
; nay, refreshing themselves thereat by the sight and

sound of little water I

Cruelty to Animals is Prevented—but thee knows this ; for has thee

not thy Bergh ? Thee does with one Bergh, but we have two

—

Pittsburg and Harrisburg—and, moreover, a proverb which says,

" Every man thinketh his own goose a SwANN." If thee needs, we can

spare thee Harrisburg, and trust to the laws of Providence.

But, friend Punchinello, if thee comes here, thee must be careful

what thee does. If thee does nothing, thee may be restrained. Thrift

accords not with idleness.

We permit none but official corner loungers and " dead beats ;" and,

having a very Fox for a Mayor—whose police are sharp as steel traps

—

thee comes into danger, xmless thee be a Repeater. True, thee might

disguise thyself in liquor and—as friend Fox taketh none—escape.

This epistle is written out of kindly regard for thee, and because the

Spirit moveth me to wish thee well and a long life ; although thee

may not live long enough to behold our new Public Buildings, the

site of which no man living can foresee.

I remain, thine in peace,

Phineas Brodbrimme,
Philadelphia, 3d Month, 29th, 1870. Mulberry Street.

— • •

CousolatioD for Contemplated Changes in the Cabinet.

There are as good Fish in the sea as ever were caught.

Revels in the President's Mansion.

The Black man in the White house.

Nothing Like Iieather.

A leather-dealer in the " Swamp " writes to us, asking whethej-

we cannot administer a good leathering to the prowlers who infest

that district at night. We don't know. Had rather not interfere.

Suppose the poor thieves find good Hiding-])lac<!8 there. Let the

leatherist guard his premises with a good-sized Black—and tan.

"Raising Cain."

Thk Southern papers announce that cane-planting is generally

finished, which is more than can be said in this section, where it looks

as though the cane was about to usurp the place of the pen. We are

not surprised, however, to be informed that not half as much cane has

been planted in the South this year as there was last season, owing

to the fact, no doubt, that the Government has gone into the business

of " raising Cain" so extensively in that section.

Qood for a " Horse Laugh."

What is the diiference between the leading equestrienne at the Cir-

cus and Rosa Boniieur 1

The one is known as the " Fair Horsewoman ;" the other, as the

" Horse Fair Woman." ••
A Drawn Battle.

Any fight that gets into the illustrated papers.

A Suggestion.

It is proposed to transport passengers by means of the pneumatic

tunnel. In \new of the dampness of this subterranean way, would it

not he 'proper to call it the Rheumatic tunnel ?
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THE UMBRELLA.
(concluded.)

It has been suggested that sliould a select party from the Foe-jee

Is'ands, who never before had wandered from their own delightful

home, be thrown into London, they might immediately erect the copper-

colored fla"-, or whatever their national ensign might bo, and take posses-

sion of that populous locality by right of discovery. So, in like man-

ner, should you leave your umbrella where it would bo likely to be dis-

covered—say in a restau-

rant, or even in your own

hall—the fortunate and

enterprising explorer

who should happen to

discover it would have in

his favor the nine points

of the law that come with

possession, and the re-

maining points by right

of discovery— a good

thing for dealers in um-

brellas, but bad for that

small p:)rtion of the gene-

ral jjublic not addicted to

petty l:\rceny.

DicivEXS, in one of his

Christmas stories, tells us

ofan umbrella that a man
tried to get rid of : he

gave it away ; he sold it

;

he lost it ; but it invaria-

bly came back; despite

Ids most strenuous exer-

tions, like bad incuhi, it

remained upon his hands.

This strange incident

does not come within our

jiresent treatise ; it is of

the supernatui'al, and we
are seeking to write the

natural history of the

umbrella.

The man who has an

umbrella that has grown

old in his service is a cu-

riosity—so is the umbrel-

la. If a man borrow an

umbrella, it is not ex-

pected that he will ever

return it ; he is a polite

and refined mendicant.

If a man lend an um-

brella, it is understood

that he has no further

use for it ; he is a gene-

rous donor whose right

hand knows not what his

left hand doeth—neither

d()(!S his left hand.

A reform with regard

to umbrellas has lately

been att(!mpted. A very

expressive and ingenious stand has been patented, in which if an

umbrella be once impaled then^ is no chance of its abduction ex-

cept by the hands of its riglitful owner. A friend of ours, who
owned such a one, placed all his umbrellas in its charge, and went his

way joyfully with the keys in his jjocket. Durin,g his absence, a face-

tious burglar called and removed umbrellas, stand, and all. Our

fri(;nd concludes that it is cheaper to lend umbrellas by retail.

Despite the ai)parent severity of these remarks, there may be much
romance connected with the umbrella. IMany a young man immersed

in love has blessed the umbrella that it has been liin ])rivilege to

carry over the head of a certain young lady caught in a sliower. In

such a case the umbrt^lla may be tlic means of c(>iuenting hearts.

Two young hearts bound togetber by an umbrella—think of i t, ye dealers

in poetical rhapsodies, and grieve that the discovery was not yours

!

ALAS!
3fessr8. Fish and Sumner.

How many agreeable chats have taken place beneath the umbrella I

how many a coufesdo amantis has ascended with sweet savor into
the dome of the umbrella and consecrated it for ever !

The romance alluded to may be spoiled if there bo great disparity
in height. If the lady be very tall and you be very short, (so that you
can't afford to ride in an omnibus,) you will be apt to spoil a new hat

;

and if, on the other hand, the lady be very short and you be very tall,

you will probably ruin a spring bonnet and break oflF the match.

Again, if you should

happen to carry an um-
brella of the vast blue

style—to your own dis-

gust and the amuse-

ment of the multitude

—and, under such cir-

cumstances, you meet a

particular lady friend,

your best course Avill

be to jmsB rapidly by,

screening yourself from

observation as much as

possible.

It would also be awk-
ward should the day be

windy, and, as you ad-

vance with a wiinung

smile to offer an asylum
to the ftiickeii dear, the

umbrella should blow
inside out.

The poet has raised

the umbrella still high-

er by making it the

symbol of the marriage

tie. He says,

" Just as to a bij; iimbri'lhi

Is the handle wliou 'tin

rainiiirr.

So unto a man is woman.
Though tlie handle hears

the burden,

"TU the top keeps all the

rain oft';

Thoujrh the top getu all

the wettinj;,

'Tis the handle otill sup-

ports it.

So the top is good for

nothing

If there i.^n't any handle
;

And the case holds rice
rerm."

All will appreciate

the delicate ])athos of

the simile. Speaking

of similes reminds lis

that there is one on

Broadway. An enter-

prising merchant lias

for his sign an Ameri-

can eagle carrying an

umbrella.

Imajxine the Ameri-

POOR CUBA!
' Let lIEll STAY OUT IN THE C'OI,D."

can eagle carrying an umbrella ! As well imagine Juxius C^SAii in

shooting-jacket and NAroi.EON-boots. The sign was ]mt up in war

times, and was, of course, intended as a Sign of the limes, scpialls

being prevalent and mnbrellas needed. Now that the squalls arc over,

let \is hope that the iimbrella may speedily come down. Just here we
close ours.

-•-
" Ironins Bono Hero."

C'ai'TATN Kyimo's conduct lias raised the Ire of the whole civilized

world.

Eight to a Letter.

The Collector of the Thirty-second District is charged with having

committed larceny as Bailee.^
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THE DESCENT OF THE GREAT MASSACHUSETTS FROG UPON THE NEWS-
PAPER FLIES.
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AN OLD BOY TO THE YOUNG ONES.

""f'VftiJi

0-DAY I'm sixty-nine—an Old

Boy. But, bless you ! I was
three times as old—I thought

so then—when I entered on

my nineteenth year. I tell

you, boys—but perhaps you

know it already—that the

oldest figure we ever reach

in this world, the point at

which we can look over the

head of Methuselah as

easy as you can squint at the

pretty girls, is at eighteen

and nineteen. Every body

else around about that time

amounts to little, and less,

and nothing at all. What's

the " old man "—yoiir father,

at forty-five—but an old fogy

who does n't understand

things at all ? Of course

not ; how could he be ex-

pected to ? He didn't have the modern advantages. He didn't go to

school at five, the dancing academy at seven ; nor did he give stunning

birthday parties at nine—not he. He didn't wear Paris kid-gloves in

the nursery, learn to swear at the tailor at ten, smoke and " swell " at

twelve, and flirt at Long Branch, Newport, or Saratoga at thirteen.

The truth is—^j'ou think so—tlie Old Man was brought up "slow."

And, to tell the truth, you had much rather not be seen with him out-

side the house.

You are " one of the boys " now. I was, fifty years since. A long

time ago, that ; but I've lived long enough to see and know that I was

a gre.at fool then. You'll come to that, if you don't run to seed before.

I see now that what I then thought was smartness, was mere smoke
;

and it was a great deal of smoke with the smallest quantity of fire.

The people I thought amounted to nothing, and whom I symbolized

with a cipher, were merely reflections of my own small, addled brain.

I, too, thought the old man slow, passe, stupid. I took him for a muff".

He must have known I was twice that. What does one of tlie boys at

nineteen care for advice ? / didn't

—

you don't. It went in at the

riglit ear and out over the left shoulder. Old gent said he'd been

there ; I said I was going. I did go. So did his money. My talent

—if that's what you call it—was centrifugal, not centripetal. I was a

radical out-and-outer, as to funds. I made lots of friends—you sliould

have seen them. They swarmed—when there was any thing in my
pocket. They left me alone in solitude at other times. At twenty-

nine I got pretty well along in life. But I find I did not know so much
as at nineteen. I had seen something of the world, and also something

of myself. The more I saw and studied the latter individual, the less

I thought of him. I began sincerely to believe he was a humbug. At

thirty-nine, I knew he was : or rather had been. By that time he had

begun to mend—had he? He had married, and there wa.s call for

mending, equally as to ways, means, and garments. From that hour

I cultivate*! in different fields. My wild oats were all rah-id in. I was

getting away from nineteen very rapidly—happily receding from the

boy. of that period. ^Irs. Browngreen beheld a man devoted to

domestics and the dailies. The clubs I left behind me—twice a week.

I was at home early—in the morning. I kept careful watch of my
goings and comings—so did ray curious neighbors. I had my family

around me—also sheriffs and trades-people. I stood tolerably well in

the community ; for I was straight in those times even when in straits.

But there was one stand I never did like to take—anywhere in sight

of my tailors. They were ungrateful. I gate them any amount of

patronage, and they turne<l on me and wanted me to ])ay for it.

That's the way of the world. It wants much, and it wants it long
;

and when its bills come in, it is found to We the latter dimensions with

an emphasis.

Well, boys, when you get out of the ninetoens, you will begin to

learn something. First of all, that you don't know much of any thing.

That's the beginning of wisdom, though twenty is pretty well on to

begin at a good school. You will learn that frogs are not so large as

elephants, and that a gas-bag is sure to end in a collapse. You will

learn that the greatest fool is he who thinks he sees such in every body

else. You will learn that all women are not angels, nor all people
older than yourself " old fogies." You will see that humanitj'—or its

best type—is not made of equal parts of assurance, twenty-five cent
cigars, Otard punches, swallow-tail coats, and fiash jewelry ; and that
the chances, in the proportion of nine to one, are tl)at " one of the 1x)ys

"

at nineteen is one of the noodlest of noodles.

Truly, Jeremiah Browngreen,
An Old Boy of Sixty.nine.

••• .

THE INDIAN.

Indians were the first inhabitants of this country. "Lo!" was the
first, only, and original aboriginal. His statue may be seen outside of
almost any cigar-store. His de.scendants are still called "Low,"
though often over six feet in height. The Indian is generally red, but
in time of war he becomes a "yeller." He lives in the forest, and is

often "up a tree." Indians believe in ghosts, and when the Spirit

moves them, they move the Spirits. (N.B. They have no excite law.)

They have an objection to crooked paths, preferring to take every, thing
" straight." Although fond of rum, they do not possess the Spirit of

the old Rum-uns. They are deficient in all metals except brass. This
they have in large quantities. The Indian is very benevolent ; and
believing that "uneasy lies the head that wears a crown," he often

scalps his friends to allow them to sleep better. This is touching in

the extreme. He is also very hospitable, often treating his captives to

a hot Stake. This is also touching—especially to the captive. He is

very ingenious in inventing new modes of locomotion. Riding on a

rail is one of these. This is done after dinner, in order to aid the

digestion, although they often " settle your hash" in a difflerent way.
Indians are independent, and can " paddle their own canoes." It is

very picturesque to see an Indian, who is a little elevated, in a Tight
canoe when the water is High. (No allusion to Longfellow's " High-
erwater" is intended.) Indians are pretty good shots, often shooting

rapids. Their aim is correct ; but as Miss Capulet observes, " What's
in an aim?" (Answer in our next.) They are also skilful with the

long-bow. This does not, however, indicate that they take an arrow

view of things. Not at all. Sometimes, when reduced by famine, they

live on arrow-root. Sometimes they dip the points of their arrows in

perfume, after which they (the arrows, not the Indians) are Scent.

That this fact was known to Mr. Shakespeare is shown by his line,

"Arrows by asy other name would smell as wheat."

What is meant by the allusion to wheat is not quite clear ; but it

probably refers to old Rye. An Indian may be called the Bow ideal of

a man. And then, again, he may not. It is a bad habit to call names.

The Western people have given up the Bow, but still retain the Bowie.
" Hang up the fiddle and the bow," (Byron.) Perhaps it is ' arrowing

to their feelings. Perhaps it is not. The Indian is diff"erent from the

Girl of the Period. He has "two strings to his bow," while she has

two beaux " on a string."

CAUSE AND EFFECT.

When the Daily Trombone warns the Pope of Rome that his course

is prejudicial to the interests of true Catholics, the venerable prelate

doubtless adopts a new policy forthwith. When the Evening Slasher

informs N.vpoleon that unless he conciliates the people of France his

dynasty will be overthrown, the Emperor doubtless at once confers

with his Minister of State concerning the advice thus proffered. When
the Morning Pontoon warns Victori.\. that her persistent seclusion is

damaging to the cause of the throne. Her Gracious Majesty, without

doubt, changes her habits of life instanter. When the Sunday Blow-

pipe sagely informs Bismarck that he is a blunderer, the great diplo-

matist is probably thrown into convulsions by the appalling intelli-

gence. When the Weekly Gasmeter coolly accuses the Czar of Russia

of insincerity and double-dealing, that potentate doubtless writes a pri-

vate note to the (editor, defending his honor and jiolicy. When tlie

Gridiron advises ViCTOU Emmanuel to be less rigid in his diplonincy,

or he will regret it, beyond question V. E., alarmed and chagrined,

reverses his policy in accordance with the advice tendered. When tlie

Daily Pumpkin informs Grant that the people are disapjxiinted in

him, he simply smokes.
••

Very Fishy!

An English exchange speaks of the Emperor of Russia as " a queer

fish." Must we infer from this that he is a Czar-dine ?

I
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GREELEY ON BAILEY.

TiiK Tribune extenuates tlie defalcations of Collector

Bailey, on the ground that " he fought the crowd "

(other revenue defaulters) " zealously, effectively, per-

sistently," etc. Suppose that Mr. Gkkeley, while pur-

suing his wild career in the dire places of the city,

should fall in with a gang of pickpockets, and get hus-

tled. Suppose that a strong fellow came along and
drove away the thieves. Suppose that the strong fel-

low then " went through " Mr. Gkeeley, and eased him
of his purse, watch, and magnificent diamond jewelry.

Would Mr. Gkeeley extenuate the outrage because

the strong fellow had previously " fought tlie crowd

zealously, effectively, persistently "
?

California Bank Hing.

The California Bank went back on the greenbacks.

Congress, being not so green, went back on the Califor-

nia Bank King. It was not a King of the true metal.

In Vino, etc.

Wine merchants should never advertise,

Wine needs no Push."

•' Good

INTERESTING TO BONE-BOILERS.

CoMPAK.vnvE osteology has ever been a favorite

study Avith Punciiinelt-o in his lighter hours. lie

loves to compare a broiled bone with a devilled bone,

and thinks them both good ; but he fails to hit upon

an adequate comparison for the boiled bones that poi-

son the air of certain city localities with their concen-

trated stenches. Why don't the Health Inspectors

make a descent iijjon the boilers of bones, and Bone

their boilers V

KATHEB A HARD HIT.
Emily, {in conflict mth the new Parson) " That fashions may be cakkied to ex-

TIIEMES, I ADMIT; BUT WOMEN, AT LEAST, TRY TO DISPLAY their PIIKENO-
LOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS TO THE BEST ADVANTAGE.

" Jersey Lightning."

That most of the so-called foreign wines sold here

are made in New-Jersey, is proved by the strong Ber-

gen-dy flavor possessed by them.

HIGH CHURCH AND LOW CHURCH.
We are frequently asked Avhat is the difference between High Church

and Low ChurcV ?

We inquired of a Low Churchman for his definition of a High
Cliurchman.

Well, said he, a High Churchman is a Well, he is a

Well, I should say he was a Well, hang me, he is a a
High Old Pharisee.

We next inquired of a High Churchman what made a brother Low
Churchman ?

Well, he is a Well, I say he is a Well, some people
call him a Yes, he is a Well, he is a darned Low Pha-
risee.

We hope our efforts in getting at the truth are eminently satisfac-

tory to all interested, as they a;i!e to us.

Sutro the Bore(r).

Sdtro, having bored Congress to grant him a royalty on all the

ore taken out of the Comstock lode, now jtroposes to bore the Nevada

mountains. He says there are loads of silver in that lode. The prin-

cipal metal thus far shown by SuTBO is native brass. SuTiio asks only

the Letter of the law—the roval—T.

A Seasonable Hint.

One of the correspondents speaks of being ushered into the august

preBonco of the President. April presence would have been the more
api)ropriatc exi)re8sion—not to say First of April pnjsence.

" The liong, liong. Weary Day."

The Philadelphia Day.

WEATHER PROPHECIES FOR MAY.
About the first of the montli look out for squalls and damp weather.

Tii(^ sun's rays may be warm, but the beefsteak will be cold. Tlierc

will be more or less cloudy days throughout the month—especially

more. If iIk; mornings are not foggy, they will be clear—that is, if the

almnnacs iin; not steeped to the rxjvers in deceit. If we pro])hesy plea-

sant weather, and it should prove stormy and disagrcealile, you can

have redreee by calling at tlie office of Punchinello.

Query.

Does it follow that a Fbeaii charter will secure a Freer municipal

election '!

BOOK NOTICES.

A Battle of the Books. Edited and published by Gail Hamilton.

New-York : Huiin & Houghton.

A regular equinoctial Gail goes whirling and tearing through the

leaves of this smart book. Its aim is to riddle and rip up the system

by which certain publishing houses crush authors, and defraud them

of their proper dues. The book is written with spirit, and has been

issued in a very attractive form by the Kiverside Press.

Hans Bueitmann in Chukch, with Otheu New Ballads. By

Chakles G. Leland. Philadelphia : T. B. PETEitsoN & Bkotheus.

Mr. Leland, so well known as one of the most learned of our Ger-

man scholars, has made a specialty of the character known in this

country as a " Dutchman." Tlie little volume luider notice, which has

been very tastefully set forth by Messrs. Petebson, contains much

amusing matter, couched in that (|ueer compound of (ierman and Eng-

lish in the manufacture of which Mr. Leland excels.

Wk arc indebted to Messrs. (Juhney & Son for a number of i)hoto-

grajjliR of piiblic characters, executed in the best nuuincr of the art.

The " mugs" issued by Messrs. QuUNEY are quite equal, if not supe-

rior, to that most celebrated of all mugs, the " Holy (irail."
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CONDENSED CONGRESS.

SENATE.

CTION in Congress lias not

been very lively of lato. It

is Lent ; and the exhilarat-

ing sort of entertainment

provided by the " high re-

quiem " of a Sumner, or the

wild warbling of a Dkake,

is considered to be unseasona-

ble. The Senate is not a

faster, though Senator Sum-

ner's tongue goes faster than

any body else's in it ; nor yet

a prayer, though Senator

Yates is undeniably Prairie

in his oratory ; but it is a

humiliator. As Lord Asii-

BURNiiAM well remarked

when he saw it in its fresh

hey-day, we may repeat in

its old salt-hay-day, " 'Pon

mee sole, uno, it is a pud-

ding-headed lot of duffers."

PfNCiilNELLo finds nothing to make his weekly abstract and brief

chronicle of this asylum for elderly and uninteresting lunatics about

without making it too weakly. In the language of Bishop Potteij,

when asked by the Rev. Dr. Dix what he would do in the event of a

heart turning up, " I'll pass " to

—

THE HOUSE,

which never fails to amuse and instruct. Mr. Cox has been making

a shocking speech about the tariff. Mr. Cox remarked that he once

thought there was nothing like it. But I have been travelling about

since, he said, with a summer-mote in my own buck eye in search of

Winter Sunbeams in my Corsican brother's. I have been in Corsicat

and of Corsican find a parallel of the latitude of this tariff in the leg

ends of the robbers, by which I do not mean the ankles of the Forty

Thieves, whom I had the pleasure of seeing in company with my
"constituents of the Sixth Congressional District of the City of New-
York." Well, then, there was a robber in Corsica of the name of

Peleg Higgins, who found that his business in the Robbin Rednest

line was suffering from the opposition of several other robbers in the

neighbor and robbin' hood, who "went through" his victims, to use

an expressive phrase common among my constituents, before he had

his chance. Peleg thereupon went to the priest of the parish, who
assessed the sins of the robbers of that vicinity, and offered him half

the proceeds of his future crimes if he would increase his tariff of

penances on the opposition fiims. The priest drew up a schedule of

the Whole Duties of Man. It was practically prohibitory on murders,

and robberies were assessed from sixty to eighty per cent ad valoi'em.

The other robbers remonstrated. The priest said he would protect his

parishioners. Peleg is now very much respected, and owns an iron

and log rolling establishment. The other robbers were driven out of

the business. That, Mr. Cox said, was the origin of the Protective

Tariff.

Mr. Kellet wished to know how much British Gold Mr. Cox had
received for his infamous harangue. As for him, he was bound to

protect his constituents (Mr. Cox, " Parishioners ;" and laughter on the

Democratic, or other, side of Mr. Kellev's mouth.) As to the cliarge

that ho Avas behind the age, it was absurd. Every Philadelphian

knew that nobody could be behind the Age. He advocated the prin-

ciple expressed by the Pennsylvanian bard,

You tickle me and
I'll tickle you.

Mr. Logan said the army ought to be reduced ; and he treated with

Bcorn General Sherman's intimation that it ought not to be reduced.

General Sherman had once told him that there was a Major-General

whom the army could spare. He (Logan) was a Major-General at the

time. He did not know whom General Sherman meant. He did not

see the use of the regular army, or of West-Point. In his State a man
could get along just as well without knowing any thing ; and what
was the sense of teaching officers ? The more they knew, the more

they wanted to know. Give them an inch, and they would take an
ell. He didn't know what an ell an ell was, and he didn't want to-

He was willing to provide a staff, but not a crutch.

Mr. Slocum said he hoped it was not unparliamentary to observe

that the gentleman who preceded him didn't know what he was talk-

ing about. The French staff is larger than our staff. So is the British

United Service Club. So is the Irish shillelagh. If the reductions

proposed were carried " out." the staff would stick at nothing. The
arms of the service might get on without a staff, but Low about the

legs?

Allurements of the Period.

Novelty and nakedness are the elements to which modern mana-

gers of plays and shows chiefly look for success. A new song, the name
of which it is unnecessary to give, has brought fresli fame and renew-

ed fortune to the proprietors of a celebrated minstrel theatre. Legs

have contributed their might to fill the coffers of some of our leading

theatrical managers—legs of the feminine gender, with much dit j)lay

about them, but no drapery. Thus it will be seen that New Ditty in

the one case, and Nudity in the other, have taken the great public by

the forelock and led it to where the minstrels gesticulate, and the legs

and footlights quiver. And now the " lower animals" are touched by

the whim of the period, a leading attraction on the bills of the Circus

being an equestrian performance with " four naked horses."

Sartorial.

A Taylor carried through the Mexican war ; a Draper writes the

history of the civil war. Drapers and Taylors such as these understand

how to mend national Breaches.

A Fatal Technicality.

" WiMMiNG " have their rights in Wyoming ; but then Wyoming
can never become " Woming" Territory. And what's to prevent it V

Y, don't you see ?—that letter won't let her.

BROADBRIM TO ABORIGINE.

Friend Piegan ! with the war-paint on thy cheek,

I am thy friend
;
pray listen, then, to me

—

Nay, do not scalp me !—may a Friend not speak ?

Put up thy knife : I draw no knife on thee.

Friend Piegan ! can thee count the forest leaves ?

For every leaf, thee counts a Palo Face too !

Full many strokes the Red Man now receives

:

But, Piegan friend, what can the Red Man do ?

The Small-Pox and the Fever strike him down
;

The White Man is his foe : he cannot live 1

For the Great Spirit tells him, with a frown.

All men shall perish that will not forgive I

The Pale Face has been here? thy child is killed?

But little scalps are hanging to thy bolt

!

Say, when thy father's heart with wrath was filled.

Did not thee know how thy White Brother felt ?

Now, PiEG.\N friend ! thee has enough of war

!

Bury the hatchet, and thy arrows break
;

Wait for the Happy Hunting Grounds afar—

A Reservation that they cannot take !

-•-
The Latest from Albany.

'All O.K. till December.

Up and Down.

The almost universal cry, " Down >vith the taxes !" is inconsistent in

one sense, because if taxes were Down, they would certainly be ex-

tremely light. ___»^
Banning and Beid-ln.

And now Mayne Reid i-s announced as having a lecture on Byron.

At this rate we shall soon have Byron's memory embalmed in Stowu-

Reid greatness.
•«

Good Boaming Catholics.

The Sisters of Charity.
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A VISIT TO "SHERIDAN'S RIDE."

Philadelphia, Marcli 26, 1870.

Dear Punchinello:

Taking my way along Chestnut Street a few days since. I found my

progress arrested at Tenth Street by a great current of humanity, tliat

swf^t with resistless force into the entrance to the Academy of Fine

Arts.

I. too. entered, and, passing around the familiar group of the " Cen-

taurs and LapithiB," which stands Ixnieath the dome, was hurried

breathlessly onward by the throng, until I found myself fa<.-e to face

with that ('hef-d'oiuvre of modern art, T. Buchanan Read's painting

of " Sheridan's Ride."

Give the reins to your imagination, now, (a little horse-talk is appro-

priate here,) and behold one thousand men and women, of refined and

cultivated tastes, doing tearful homage to the genius of the great Poet-

aster—pardon me, Mr. T. B. R., Poet-artist was what I meant to have

said.

From these my critical orbs now wandered to the painting ;
from the

painting to PuGH, (the astute " engineer " of the " show,") and then

to the painting again. " What drawing !" remarked I. (Pugh smiled,

and glanced approvingly at the audience.) " There is much freedom

and boldness in it," continued I. " It is very broad, rich in color,

and—" " In a word," interrupted a friend of mine, whose grandfather

was a Frenchman, " full of cMc !" (Pugh blushed.)

Admirable and truthful, indeed, is the expression imparted by the

artist to the fleet General who suddenly became famous by being

Twenty Miles away from the Post of Duty !

The flashing eye ; the close-cut military style of the Lair
;
the fierce

moustache ; the row of three buttons marking exalted grade
;
the vi-

gorous yet graceful movement of the sword-arm, and the cap disap-

pearing'iu the distance, indicative of tlie remarkable time making by

the " horsenman "—all these are admirable points in the picture, and

worthy of being closely studied by the student of Art.

As i gazed, a shock-headed young man, with a very red nose, whom

I at once recognized as a student of the Life Class, sneeringly observed

that the " flourish of the sword smelt a little of the foot-lights." (Ar-

tists are ever jealous.)

It is easy to see that the clever painter of " Sheridan's Ride " has

meaning in the flourish of the salire. It indicates that his fleet hero

uses the weapon, not to "flight the souls <)f fearful ailversari.-s." but

to accelerate with frequent wluicks the ^y 1 of his hemic charger.

The horse has observable points,

too, and especially one that mighi

be called by the superficial critic

" faulty drawing." I refer to the ex-

traordinary fore-shortening—if the

expression is in this case allowable

—of that part of the animal which

extends from the saddle backward.

In this, again, there is a touch of na-

ture that genius only can impart.

For what is more conceivable than

that the hinder parts of the heroic

steed might have been cut away by

an unlucky slash with the edge of

the sabre? There is precedent for

this. Every schoolboy can recall a

similar accident which befell the

horse of Munchausen as he dashed

beneath the descending portcullis.

And, as from that famous steed's

hind-quart(;rs there sprang an arbo-

H'scent shelter, so, also, as a result

of Sheridan's "scrub race," do

laurels shade that hero's brows.

My views of the cause of this fore-

shortening are enforced when I state

that there is a fine atmospheric efi'ect

about the horse's tail, which seems

to indicate that it was considerably

in the rear.

Tliere can be no greater tribut*!

to the powers of the artist, or the

worth of the heroic "horsenman,"

than the crowds which daily, in these heretofore silent and hallowed

precincts, " wake the echoes with sounds of praise."

Yonder is " Death on the Pale Horse." As I gazed. Death smiled

with approval at " Sheridan's Ride." and the stony figure of Ger-
mankus leant upon his sword and wiped away a tear."

Suddenly a pistol-shot rang through the vaulted aisles, and, amid
the shouts of men and shrieks of affrighted women, I ascertained that

a daring rebel, (one Early,) moved by the wondrous fidelity of the

picture, had drawn a revolver, and fired at the " counterfeit present-

ment " of the man who had humbled him at Winchester.

Amid the confusion, a manly voice shouted, " Three cheers for the

Hero of Winchester
!"

" That's Wright !" yelled the shock-headed young man with the red

nose

Then I left the scene, pondering as I went, "What manner of painter

is this, who can so deftly limn the features of a hero as to draw tears

from his worshippers and bullets from his foes?" And, as I pondered,

that abstruse conundrum of Church, the artist, came to my mind :

" What if, after all. Read, your brush should steal the laurels from

your pen ?"

" What," indeed ? Chromo.

A Long Look-out.

The donve on the new court-house is expected to be completed by

Domesday.

Appropriate.

Lester Wali,ack has his " Tayleure " travelling with him during

his " starring " trip.
•* —

"PLEASE THE PIGS."

Foreign Pig, we observe, furnishes a topic just now for writers in

the daily papers. iRON-ically speaking, pig, in the sense referred to,

means a lump of metal ; but the World of March 36th has an acciden-

tal, though none the less curious, " cross-reading," which brings

foreign pig directly into contact with domestic. It says, (the World,

not the pig,)

" Protected foreign pig in New-York, $32."

Precisely on a line with this, in the next column, appears the follow-

ing'.

•'What between hogs and polinnicn, drunken women are being rapidly exter-

minated in Philadelpliiii."

The World's cross-reading is a

capital one, bringing the pigs to-

gether nicely, and suggesting the

following remarks

:

"Protected foreign pig in New-
York, |32," very aptly applies to

the gangs of imported burglars and

ruffians of all sorts ^vho run riot in

our midst, and who can gonerallj'

insure the " protection" of the police

by a dovretir so paltry even as f32.

Such hybrids as Philadelphia

drunken women, " between hogs

and iK)liceu\en," must be extremely

disagreeable objects, and Ave are

glad to learn that they are nearly

extinct. Here we are much worse

off. Rowdy characttjrs, that may
well be compared to "hogs," but

are not often to be seen " between

policemen," are far too plentiful in

New-York, and the sooner they are

" exterminated " tlu^ better.

By a Broom.
Nassau street is in such a filthy

condition as to suggest a change of

its name to Nausea Street.

Charley, who has had his hair dressed at the bar-

ber's, snows his little rrother, with the aid of

THE cruet-stand, HOW IT IS DONE..

Badical Ames.

To be Military ( -ommander, and

then United States Senator from

Mississippi. *
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A. T, Stewart & Co.

HAVE

The two great objects of a learner'n ambition ought to be

to speak a foreign language idiomatically, and to pro-
nounce it correctly ; and these are the objects which are
most carefully proindedfor in the Mastery System.

COVERING THE ENTIRE SQUARE

BOUNDED BY

BROADWAY,
Fourth Avenue, Ninth and Tenth

Streets,

AND AEK

DAILY REPLENISHING ALL THE VARIOUS STOCKS

iriTt:

ELEGANT NOVELTIES,
Imported and Selected Expressly for the

Occasion.

A. T. Stewart & Co.
HAVE OPENED

5 Cases Extra Quality

FREXCH PLAID BABEGES,
Only 25 cents per Yard.

AI.30,

FRENCH AND lEISH POPLINS,

PARIS MADE

SILK FOULARDS AND BAREGE

DRE ES,
SOME VERY ELEGANT.

Ladies' Paris-Made Hats, Bonnets,

Feathers, Flowers, etc.

BROADWAY,
Fourth Ave., Ninth and Tenth Sts.

Extraordinary Bargains
IN

CARPETS.
A. T. Stewart & Co.

ARE OFFERING

5 Frame English Brussels at $2 per Yard.

Tapestry English Brussels at $1.50 per Yd.
Velvets at $2.50 and $2.75 per Yard.

Royal "Wiltons at $2.50 and $3 per Ynrd.

Mociuettes and Axminsters at S3.50 and $4.

INGRAINS, THREE-PLYS, Etc.,

AT GREATLY REDITCED PRICES.

ELEGANT NOVELTIES
RECEIVED RY EVERY STEAMER.

BROADWAY,
Fourth Avenue, and Tenth Street.

The Mastery of Languages;
OR,

THE ART OF SPEAKING LANGUAGES
IDIOMATICALLY.

BY THOMAS PRENDERGAST.

I. Hand-BooJc of the Mastery Series.

II. The Mastery Series. French.
III. The Mastery Series. German.
IV. The Mastery Series. Spanish.

PRICE 50 CENTS EACH.
F'r07n Professor E. M. Gallaudet, of the National Deaf

Mute College.

" The results which crowned the labor of the first week were
so] astoiiislilng that he fear.s to detail them fully, lest doubts
should be raised as to his credibility. But this nnich he does not
hesitate to claim, that, after a study of less than two weeks, he
was able to sustaiu conversation in the newly-iicquired language
on a great variety of subjects."

FBOM THE ENGLISH FBESS.
" The principle may be explained in a line—it is first learning

the language, and then studying the gr.ammar, and then learning
(or trying to learn) the language."

—

Morning Star.
" We know that there are some who have given Mr. Prender-

east's plan a trial, and discovered that in a few weeks its results
had surpassed all their expectations."

—

Record.
" A week's patient tria! of the French Manual has convinced

us that the method is &o\ini."—Papersfor the Schoolmaster.
" The simplicity and naturalness of the sy.stem are obvious."—

Herald (Birmingham.)

"We know of no other plan which will infallibly lead to the
result in a reasonable time. —iV(»/o/it News.

FROM THE AMERICAN PRESS.
" The system is as near as can be to the one in which a child

learns to Xa.\k."—Troy Whig.
" We would advise all who are about to begin the study of

languages to give it a \.v\^\."—Rochester Democrat.
" For European travellers this volume is invaluable."— W'or-

cestcr Spy.
Either of the above volumes sent by mail free to any part of

the United States on receipt of price.

D. APPLETON & CO., Publishers,
90, 92, and 94 Grand Street, New-York.

RED AS A ROSE IS SHE.
Third Edition.

D. APPLETON & CO.,

90, 92, and 94 Grand Street,

Have now ready the Third Edition of

RED AS A ROSE IS SHE.
By the Author of " Cometh up as a Flower."

1 vol. 8vo. Paper Covers, 60 cents.

From the New-York Evening Express.
" This is truly a charming novel ; for half its contents

breathe the very odor of the flower it takes as its title."

From the Philadelphia Inquirer. .

" The author can and does write well ; the descriptions of

scenery are particularly effective, always graphic, and never

overstrained."

D. A. <fe Co. have |ust published :

A SEARCH FOR WINTER SCNBEAM8 IK THE
RIVIERA, CORSICA, ALGIERS, AND SPAIN.

By Hon. S. S. Cox. Illustrated. Price, $3.

REPTILES AND BIRDS: A POPULAR ACCOUNT

OF THEIR VARIOUS ORDERS, WITH A.

DESCRIPTION OP THE HABITS AND ECO-

NOMY OF THE MOST INTERESTING.
By Louis Figuler. Illustrated with .307 wood-cuts. 1 vol.

8vo, $6.

HEREDITARY GENIUS : AN INQUIRY INTO ITS

LAWS AND CONSEQUENCES.
By Francis Gallon. 1 v«!. i?vo. tS.M.

HAND-BOOK OF THE MASTERY SERIES OF

LE.\RNING LANGUAGES.

I. THE HAND-BOOK OF THE MASTERY
SERIES.

II. THK MASTERY SERIES, FRENCH,
ni. THE MASTERY SERIES, GERMAN.
IV. THE MASTERY SERIES, SPANISH.

Price, 60 cents each.

BURGH'S

Either of tlie above se»t free by mail to any address on

receipt of ttic price.

ANB

DINING-ROOM,

310 BROADW^AY,

BETWEEN PEABL AND DUANB STREETS.

BreaJifast front 7 to lO A..M.

lunch and Dinner front 12 to 3 P.M.

Supper from 4 to T P.M.

M. C. BURCH of New-York.

A. STOW, of Alabama.

H. A. CARTER, of Massachusetts.

HENRY T . STEPHENS,

ARTIST,

No. 160 Fulton Street,

NEW-YORK.

Important to Newsdealers!

ALL ORDr-nS FOR

Will be supplied by

OUK SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE AGENTS,

American News Co.

NE'W-YOHK.

kk

J. NICKINSON
UEOS TO ANNOUNCE TO THE FRIENDS OF

PUNCHINELLO"
RESIDING IN THK COUNTRY, THAT,

FOR THEIR CONVENIENCE

HE HAS MADE ARRANGEMENTS BT WHICH, SNiBECEIFT

OP THE PRICE OP

ANV STANDARD BOOK PUBLISHED,

THE SAMK WILL BE FORWARDED, POSTAGE PAID.

Parties desiring Catalogues of any of our Publishing Houses

can have the s-imc forwarded by Inclosing two .itamps.

OFFICE OF

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

83 Nassau Street.

(P. O. Box27B3.J
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t ilCi/IIQtar;-^

ALASJMINa APPAHITION OF SACHEM T"WEED, TO A COMMITTEE
OP THE YOUNO DEMOCRACX-.

(Commisnoner McLean was the only one of the fuyitives our Artist could catch, the

rent having xaniahed around the corner.)

Subscription I'rlce, $4 per year each,

$10 for Hie three.

An Extra Copy of eitlier the Magazink, Weekly, or Ba
EAU will be supplied (,'ratis for every Club of Five Subscribers at'

$4 each, lu one remittance ; or, Six Copies for #30.

HARPER'S CATALOGUE
Jlay be obtained gratuitously on application to Harper Sc Bro

tilers personally, or by letter, inclosing six cents in postage-

stamps.

JIATtl'Elt & UROTHERS, New-York.

33 BROAI3^\^AY,
NEW-YORK.

»--«

Open Every J>ay from lO A.M. to 3 P.M.

»-•-•

Deposits of any sum, from Ten Cents to Ten
Thousand Dollars, will be reoeived.

Six Per Cent Interest, Free of

Government Tax.

INTEREST ON NEW DEPOSITS
Commences on the first of every monthi

HENRY SMITH, Pi-eHdent.

REEVES E. SELME8, Secretary.

WALTER ROCHE, I p, -^
/

EDWARD HOQAN. )
riee-rrestOents.

PUNCHINELLO:
teiim:s to clubs.

WE OFFER AS PREMIUMS FOR CLUBS
first:

DANA BICKFOJtD'S PATENT FAMILY SPINNEJt,

Th« moiit compute and desirable machine ever yet introduced for spinning purposes.

second:
ItlCKFOltJi'S CROCHET AND FANCY WORK MACItlNES.

Tbesa beautiful little machines are very fasclnatinir. as well as useful ; and every lady should have one, as they can make every conceivable kind of crochet or fancy work upon them,

third:
RICKFORIi'S AUTOMATIC FAMILY KNITTER.

Thla l8 the most perfect and complete machine in the world. It knits every thiiif;.

fourth:
AMERICAN JiUFTONUOLE, OVERSEAMING, AND SEWING-MACUINE.

Thta greaX combination machine Is the last and greatest iujproveraent on all former machines. No. 1, with finely finished Oiled Walnut Table and Cover, complete, price, $75. Ivo. 3,

WE WILL SEND THF.
tame mchine without the buttonhole parts, etc., price, $G0.

Family Spinner. price, $3, for 4 subscribers and $16.

No. 1 Crochet. " 8, " 4 " " 16.

"3 " " 15, " 6 " " 34.
" 1 Automatic Knitter, 73 needles, " 80, " 12 " " 48.
" 2 " "84 " " 33, " 13 " " 52.

No. 3 Automatic Knitter, 100 needles, price, 137, for 15 subscribers and $60.
" 4 " "2 cylinders,)

1 72 neediest " 40, " 16 " " 64.

1100 needles)

No. 1 American Buttonhole and Ovcrsearalng Machine, price, $7S, for 30 subscribers and $120.

" 3 " " " " without buttonhole parts, etc., " CO, " 25 " " 100.

Descriptive Circulars
Of all these machines will be sent upon application to this office, and full instructions for working tlieni will be .sent to purchasers.

Parties netting up Clubs preferring cash to preiniums. may deduct seventy-flve cents ujion each full subsciijition sent for four subscribers and upward, and after the first remittance for fuur
aubneribers may send single names as tiiev oiitain them, deducting (he commission.

RemlttiMCes should be made in Post-Ofllce Orders, Bank Checks, or Drafts on New-York City ; or if these can not bo obtained, then by Registered Letters, which any post-master will furnish.
Charges on money sent liy express must be prepaid, or the net amount oidv will be credited.

Directions for shipping machines must be full and explicit, to prevent error. In sending snt)scii|itlons give address, wltli Town. County, and State.
The postage on this paper will be twenty cents per year, payable uuarterlv i" advance, til the place wiiere it is received. Subscribers lii the British Provinces will remit twenty eents lu udditlou

t« subscription.

All communications, remittances, etc., to be addressed to PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY
P. 0. Box 2783. No. 83 Niin.-^mu f-^l reet,

NKAV-YORK

S. W. Gr.r.KM. Pkinvki;. rai'.xin; J.\cor, and Frankfort Pibkets'.



" The Printing House of Lhe United States."

GEO.F.NESBITT&CO.,
General JOB PRINTERS,
BLANK BOOK Manufacturers, '

STATIONERS. Wholesale and Retail.
LITHOGRAPHIC Engravers and Printers.
COPPER-PLATE Engravers and Printers.CARD Manufacturers,

ENVELOPE Manufacturers,
FINE CUT and COLOR Printers,

163, 165, 167, and 169 FEABL ST.,

73, 75, 77, and 79 PINE ST., New-York.

Advamtaoki. 2^ AH on the same premise's, and under Ihe im-
iiitiili:ite supervieioD of the proprietors.

TO NEWS-DEALERS.

PUNCHINELLO~S MONTHLY.
THE i'lVE NLMBEIiS FOIt Al'HIL,

Bound in a Handsome Cover,
Will be ready May 2d. Price, Tifty Cents.

THE TRADE
SUPPLIED BY TUE

AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY,
Who are now prepared to receive Orders.

HAHKISON BRADFORD & CO.'S

STEEL PENS.
«

These pens arc of a finer qu:ilily, more duriililc, and chc.iper

tlian any oilier Pen in the market. Special attention is called

to tlie following grades, as lii'ing better suited for business pur-

pose* than any Pen manufactured. The

"505," "22," and the "Anti-Corrosive,"

We recommend for bank aDd office use.

D. APPLETON & CO.,
Sole Atjeuts for United State .

Vol. I. No. 4.

SATURDAY, APRIL 23, 1870.

PUBLISHED BY THE

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY,
83 NASSAU STREET, NEW-YORK.
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CONANT'S PATENT BINUERS for '^Punrhhidlo,'* to pt'csei-rc t/tc jKfprr /'or biiidhnj. will

he sent, post-ixihl, on receipt of One JJoUar, by ^'lUiuchiuello rublishimj Compuitu,"

83 Nassau Street, New-York City.
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APPLICATIONS FOR ADVERTISING IN

PUNCHINELLO"
SHOULD BE ADDHESSED TO

J. NICKINSON,
Eoom No. 4,

83 NASSAU STREET.

The Greatest Horse Book ever Published.

HIRAM WOODRUFF
ON TUE

TROTTING HORSE OF AMERICA!
Hoiv to Train and Drive Ilitn. •

With Rcminlacenses of the Trotting Turf. A luiiiclsome 12mo,

with a splendid steelplute portrait of Hiram Woodruff. Price,

extra cloth, *2.2o.

The New York Tribune says: " This is a Masterly Trea-

tise by the Master of his Profession—the ripened product of

forty years' experience in Handling, Training, Riding, and

Driving the Trotting Horse. There is no book like It in any

language on the subject of which it treats."

BoNNEn s.iys in the Ledger, " It is a book for which every

man who owns a horse ought lo sul)3cribe. The information

which It contains is worth ten times its cost." For sale by all

booksellers, or single copies sent postpaid on receipt of price.

Agents wanted. J, g. FORD &, CO
,

Printing-House Square, New-York

Thomas J. Rayner & Co.,

29 LIBERTY STREET,

New-York,

UANUFACTUBEBS OF THE

Finest Cif/ars made in the XTnited States.

All sizes and styles. Prices very moderate. Samples sent to

any responsible house. Also importers of the

" FUSIiOS" liltAND,

Equal In quality to the best of the Havana market, anU from ten

to twenty per cent cheaper.

Restaurant, Uar, Hotel, and Saloon trade will save money by

calling at

29 LIBERTY STREET.

GEO. B. BOWLEND,

Draughtsman and Designer,

160 rULTON STEEET,

Room No. 11. NEW-YORK.

WEVILL & HAMMAR,

Wood E n.g ravers,

Mo. 208 BROADWAY,

NEW-YORK.

PUNCHINELLO.
lgt,rc.„liU tiljrarB.

With a large and varied expcdenco In the management and

publication of a paper of the cla.ss herewith submitted, and with

the still more positive advantage of .an Ample Capital to jus-

tify the undertakirg, the

PTJNOHUJELLO PUBLISHING 00.

OP THE CITT OP NEW-YOKK,

Presents to the public for approval, the

NEW ILLUSTRATED HUMOROUS AND SATIRICAL

WEEKLY PAPER,

PUNCHINELLO,
The first number of which •will be issued under date of April 2,

1870, and thereafter weekly.

PcNcniNELLo will be National, and not local ; and will en-

deavor to become a household word In all parts of the coun-

try ; .and to that end has secured a

VALUABLE CORPS OP CONTRIBUTOIIS

in various sections of the Union, while its columns will always be

open to appropriate first-cl.ass literary and artistic talent.

PcNCHiNELLO will bc entirely origin.al ; humorous and witty,

withovit vulgarity, and satirical without malice. It will be

printed on a superior tinted paper of sixteen pages, size 13 by

9, and will be for sale by all respectable newsdealers who

have the judgment to know a good thing when they sec

it, or by subscription from this office.

The Artistic department will be in charge of Henry Ij.

Stcpliens, whose celebrated cartoons in Vanitt Fair placed

him In the front rank of humorous artists, assisted by leading ar-

tists in their respective specialties.

The management of the paper will be in the hands of WIL-

LIAM A. STEPHENS, with whom is associated CHARLES
DAWSON SHANLY, both of whom were identified with

Vanity Fair.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES,

Suitable for the paper, and Original Designs, or suggestive Ideas

or sketches for illustrations, upon the topics of the day, are al-

ways acceptable, and will be paid for liberally.

Rejected communications can not bc returned, unless postage-

stamps are inclosed.

Terms:

One copy, per year, in advance $4 00

Single copies, ten cents.

A specimen copy will be mailed free upon the receipt of ten

cents.

One copy, with the Riverside Magazine, or any other

magazine or p.apcr, price It2.00, for 5 50

One copy, \rUh any magazine or paper, price, $4, for 1 00

All rominunlcatlons, remlllances, etc,, lo be .addrcpsed to

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

No, 83 Nassau Street

NEW-YORK.
P. O. Box, 2783.

iFor terms to Clubs, sec Uth paye.)

^
Clinton Hall, Astor Place,

NEAV-YORK.
This is now the largest circulating Library in America, the

number of volumes on its shelves being | 14,000- About

1000 volumes are added each month ; and very large purchases

are made of all new and popular works.

Books are delivered at members' residences for five cents each

delivery.

TERMS OF MEMBERSHIP:
TO CLERKS,

$1 Initiation, $3 Annual Dues.

TO OTHERS, $5 a year.

SUBSCRIPTIONS TAKEN FOR
SIX IMOISTTHS.

BRANCH OFFICES
AT

NO. 76 CEDAR STREET, NEW-YORK,
AND AT

Yonkers, Norwalk, Stamford, and Elizabeth.

AMERICAN

BUTTONHOLE, :OVERSEAMING,

AND

SEWING-MAOHmE CO.,

563 Broadway, New-York.

This great combination machine is the last and greatest Im

proveraent on all former machines, making, in addition to all

the work done on best Lock-Stitch machines, beautiful

BUTTON AND EYELET HOLES;

in all fabrics.

Machine, with finely finished

Oiled Walnut Table and Coveb

complete, $"5. Siime machine, without the buttonhole parts,

$60. This last is beyond all question the simplest, easiest to

manage and to keep in order, of any machine in the market.

Machines warranted, and full instruction given to purcliasers.

HENRY SPEAR

STATIONER, PRINTER

AKD

BLANK BOOK MANUFACTURER.

AOOOUNT BOOKS

MADE TO ORDER,

PRINTING or EVERY DESCRIPTION.

82 Wall Street,

NEW-YORK.
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THE PLAYS AND SHOWS.

OOTirS Theatre has become

famous as the place where Mr.

MoLi>EXirAUEU nightly leads

his admirable orchestra, and

plays with exquisite skill and

infinite tenderness his unri-

valled violin solos.

Since this theatre opened,

there have been several at-

tempts to add dramatic en-

tertainments to the attractive

concerts given by Mr. Mollen-
HAUEU. Two great actors, Mr.

Jefferson and Mr. Booth,

have at different times ap-

peared at this house, and in

Hip Van Winkle and Hamlet

have given us the most per-

fect specimens of dramatic

monologue. Lately, there was
an attempt made to present

Macbeth during the intermis-

sions in the performance of the orchestra. Had an actor been engaged
who was capable of playing Macbeth, and had a company been engaged
to support him, the tragedy would doubtless have been well played.

There was really little else wanting to make it a meritorious Shake-

spearean revival.

To visit this theatre is held to be a solemn duty by a large class of

respectable and serious people. They don't go for amusement—they

are far too sensible for that—but they go to support the legitimate

drama, to testify their respect for Siiakespeaue and for Mr. Booth's

classic brow. The Worldly-Minded Persons who attended the repre-

sentations oi Macbeth, found themselves assisting at a scene compared

with which a funeral would have been jovial, and a hanging, a wild

dissipation.

This is the sort of thing that presents itself to our memory as we
recall the first night of Macbeth.

A large and elderly audience enters the portals with subdued and

mournful mien. The ushers, who, in imitation of Mr. Booth, do a lit-

tle of the classic brow and curl business themselves, chew tobacco with

an air of resigned melancholy, and spit upon the carpet, as though re-

nouncing the pleasures of the world and the decencies of civilization.

At the first intermission of the orchestra, the curtain rises upon the

three Weird Sisters. Mr. Hind is a Weird Sister, and he improves the

opportunity to howl with a weirdness that draws an involuntary laugh

from an irreverent young lady.

Respectable Father. " Laughing in Booth's, my dear ! I am aston-

ished at you. Sli."

liespectable Mother. " Ellen, if you can't behave in ch— in the

theatre, you ought not to come." Irreverent young lady becomes an

object of scornful pity to every one in the neighborlwod. She never smiles

again.

The play proceeds. An inarticulate person is brought in on a litter,

who looks like a Tammany man whom some irate young Democrat

has " put alicad on." He indulges in an inarticulate speech, which is

warmly applauded by the gallery. Then the Weird Sisters meet

Macbeth and Banquo on the heath, and Mr. Hind liowls at them
until the Worldly-Minded auditor blesses the memory of the Salem

witch-burners. Then the King brevets M.\.cbeth. Then Lady

Macbeth reads a letter from her husband with the demonstrative

energy of a Chicago Wild W'oman reading the decree that divorces

her from a kind and honorable husband. Then the King arrives, and

^L\ciU';th and liis wife agree to kill him. Then the curtain falls,

and Mr. Moixenhauer repays the Worldly-Minded Person for having

stayed through the fir.st act. Conversation is indulged in by the au-

dience in subdued whispers.

All the Respectable Men in the house. " Ah ! there is nothing like

Shakespeare, and there is no theatre like Booth's. This is indeed

an intellectual feast."

All tlie Middle-aged Ladies, wiping away the tear of sensibility. " This

is something worth seeing ! How can people be bo frivolous as to go
to see comedies ?"

AU the Young Ladies. " Isn't Booth perfectly splendid ? Isn't he

magnificent? You should have seen his Claude Melnotte ; it was
so perfectly lovely."

All the Ushers, each to the other. " Have another chew ?"

Worldly-Minded Person to Congenial Reprobate. " Let's hear Moi.-

lexhauer once more, and then go."

But Mollenhauer's violin ceases to weep, and the curtain rises

again. The remainder of the play proceeds in due solemnity. IM.\c-

BETH has the usual fit of delirium tremens at the banquet scene,

where the nobility of Scotland—one of whom wears low shoes, Oxford
tie pattern—drink with national ardor, and don't take the slightest

interest in Macbeth's hallucinations. Lady Macbeth afterward

enjoys her own little private delirium in a gorgeous night-dress, and
M.\cbeth is finally done for by Macduff, avIio can outfight and
outhowl him with perfect ease. The tragedy being at last over, the

audience disperses with solemn steps and slow ; the men and elderly

ladies still whispering their stereotyped chorus of praise, and the young
ladies adding to their panegyrics of Booth ecstatic admiration of

Lady Macbeth's night-dress.

And the Worldly-Minded Person, walking homeward, soliloquizes in

some such strain as this :
" Booth can't play Macbeth ; for he neither

looks nor understands the character. F.\NNY Morant can't play Lady
Macbeth as perfectly as it should be played ; but she tries to do her

best, and is quite respectable. Nobody else plays any part with common
decency. But then the scenery is good ; the Scottish nobility look

sufficiently hungry and seedy, and Mollenhauer is superb."
" Didn't somebody say of Washington that "Providence made him

childless, that the nation might call him father ?" Somebody ought to

say of Lady Macbeth that she was made childless, that no one might
call her mother-in-law. Neat thing that ! Somebody ought to send it to

Punchinello. By Jove ! what a mother-in-law that woman would have
made. Or what a landlady ; with the Weird Sisters to prepare the

morning hash !"

" Well ! Booth can't do every thing ; and we ought not to expect it.

A man who plays Hamlet as well as he does, can't possibly play Mac-
beth. As well might we ask Tennyson to turn Ward politician. We
all owe him a debt of gratitude for building Mollenhauer so splendid

a theatre, and for giving us the best Iago and the best Hamlet that

we have ever seen, or ever shall see. And so, I for one am ready to

forget and forgive when he fails as Macbeth, and does not succeed as

Romeo." Matador.
•>•

Grant on Cuba.

The President is really in favor of the recognition of Cuba, with a

view of ultimate annexation. He wants to have his Havanas a homo
production.

Bobbery at the Mines.

It is not strange that robberies are so frequent in the California min.

ing regions, a country in which the mountains are full of Pyrites.

A TEMPERANCE SONG.

strained Verses Dedicated to Unstrained Water.

BY A. FILTERER.

BfiiNG a glass of sparkling water.

Fill the goblet to the brim.

Let the microscopic critters

Take in it a harmless swim.

Here are meat and drink united.

Life, indeed, in this we see ;

Who'd exchange so rich a fluid

For the baser eau de vie f

Give us, then, no ale nor porter,

Logwood wine, nor other drugs ;

But a glass of sparkling water

Filled with sportive little bugs.

Musical and Mechanical.

The coopers of New-York City intend to start an organ. It will be

a hand-organ, of coarse, for hand-organs have been Barrel-organs from

time immemorial.

Entered, according to Act of Congrvae, in the year 1870, by the Puncuinello Pvni.i.«iiiNo Company, in the Clerk'a Office of the District Court of the United States, for the

Uouthcrn District of New -York.



" IIo ! IlAisfGEijijirA, Hangelina Hadams, cojie to the halley-
^yINDOw and see a 'oss with his 'oofs turned up !"

OUR FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
(DT ATLANTIC CABLE.)

DoNYNiNG Street, London, April 16, a.m.

I HAVE, as ordered, made extensive arrangements for a Avorld-wide

correspondence for Punchinello. Knowing your want of confidence

in the party called, so truly and briefly, the " Press Ass," wlio sends

over accounts of liorse-races, etc., with an occasional item of news, I

have wires connecting this office with Paris, Madrid, Rome, and other

places of consequence. A special delegate of Punchinello has been

already admitted to a seat in the fficumenical Council. Pope Pius re-

marked kindly that he was the only perscjn there who honestly told

what he came for. His Holiness enjoyed, also, a hearty laugh at his

first interview ; the subject being the i^roper title and costume of our

delegate. It was concluded, as he was somewhat dark in comi^lexion,

to dub him Bishop of 'Ngami ; which, you know, is one of those places

that Livingstone {is he living, though '!) found out. When any body

questioned him, the said delegate was immediately to talk "ngammon
Latin ; and His Holiness would interpret it to the council, as being the

African for infallibility. It's wonderful how well this jolly dog gets

on, with his dogmas and dog Latin together.

Now for news. After all, the most remarkable event has happened

on your side of the water ; but as Philadelphia is further from New-

York than New-York is froni Philadelphia, (the latter is so slow,) I

don't believe you have heard It yet. There is a railroad, well known
thereal)oiii;s, going to Gcrmantown. Well, the c^vent is, that the board

of directors of that road have—will youbc^lievc it? I hardly do—order-

ed a new car—a palace-car ! The way it hapiujned was that, owing to

the largo use of cattle cars on the Pacific Railroad, no more second-

hand cars could be got for a month or two, bad enough for the diicc-

tors to buy ; and there wasn't a builder in the country willing to make
their kind of cars to order.

On this side of the " big pond," wo have had nothing bo laughable!

as the MouDAUNT case. The charge of the presiding judge to the;

Prince of Wales has not been correctly reported. I am told that he

spoke thus :
" Your Royal Illghnes.') is advised that, on this occasion,

it is not expected that your Royal Highness should ti;ll tlu; truth, un-

less your Royal Highness pleases ; indeed, your Royal Highness is ra-

ther advised not to tell the truth. Now, will your Royal Highness,

acting under this advice, please to say, whether ho did, or did not, ever

<lo any thing nauglity ':" Some one said to nu; at the tinu;—are therci

not soiae mordants that will dye beyond whit(!wnsliing V But 1 be-

lieve that Wales always was moral, is moral, and always will bo

moral, (Balmoral !) Now, this last assertion I call news ! Is it reliable V

More about Yokohama. An English sailor, from Captain Eyre's

vessel, is said to have murdered a Japanese, in cold blood, to rob his

house. A court sat upon the cas;; ; and, after trial, pronounced this de-

cision : "We regret to be obliged to find, that the man, Chan-Jun,

lost his life by an incision of his throat ; and that the knife which

made the incision was in the hand of the sailor called Bill Blinks, of

the Bombay. While, therefore, it would have been, undoubtedly, much
better if the man Chan-Jun, and his liouse, had been out of the way of

j
the said BiLi, Blinks, who by their proximity was placed under a

temptation, we are unwillingly compelled to regret that Blinks

should have made an unfortunate incision of this kind. We are there-

fore of the opinion that the said William Blinks ought not to be

allowed to have any grog for at least six days." This very severe

sentence was, we are told, afterward remitted by request of Captain

Eyre.

Our Roman delegate sends me word to-day, that, the Pope's gardener

at the Vatican setting out a variety of early spring plants, every one

of them came up a Hyacinth ! One after another was sent to pot

;

but, hydra-headed, still they come ! By the way, it is said that two

newly noted people in the church are Frere Jonquil and Sfjeur Daf-

fodil ; another is a negro priest, black as two ravens, and he is called

Father Crocus.

ROCHEFORT, we learn, the other day refused to eat any thing, because

his prison food was at the cost of the Emperor's government. M. Ol-

LiviER forthwith sent him a polite autograph note of congratulation
;

telling him that this was the first act of his, public or private, of which

he approved ; and in the result of which the government, jieople, and

world would take satisfaction. Rochefort, after reading the note,

twi.sted it up to light a cigarette, and then told his jailer to bring in

his dinner! You auit please that man.

M. Chasles has just been appointed CurntoT of Autographs at the

Bibliotheque Imperiale at Paris, with Vrain Lucas as his secretary.

This gives general satisfaction.

Miss Anne B , of Pliiladelphia, who lives at Rome, has just

written a charming song, with music for the piano, entitled, " Liszt,

Liszt !" The most famous aria., however, there now, is the malaria.

Rome is sick. The people are sick of the Pope and his priests ; the

Pope is sick of the Council ; the bishops are sick of each other ; and tra-

vellers are sick of fever. Sic transit !

Let me tell you of my experience, for one day, with the " Press Ass"

of the Cable. On getting here, finding him to be amicable, I tried

him on. He gave me, for news, to send over to Punchinello, the

following

:

GREAT BRITAIN.

The Times lias an article this morning upon the quality of Virginia

tobacco. It speaks with great respect of the authority of Ex-Governor

Henuy a. Wise upon that subject.

Mr. Gladstone was affected last night with a severe pain in his

stonuxch. On going to his place in the House, he was overheard to

say, " It must have been that cabbage." This morning he is better.

10 A.M. Mr. Gladstone did not say, " It was that cabbage ;" but,

" It was those beans."

12 a.m. Right Hon. Mr. Gladstone is not any better. It is now

doubtful whether it was the beans or the cabbage.

2 P.M. The Right Hon. W. E. GLADSTONE' is a little better, but ate

only a light dinner. Mr. Bright thinks it was the beaiTS.

Now, my dear Punchinello, by this time I began to think it 'iiiiist

be the beans , and so I sent word to my despi-telegraphic correspondent

that tJiat would do. And so it will, also, from your correspondent,

Prime.

Women's Rights, Again.

Denver is said to be all agog about a performer named Annie Co-

RELLA, who plays solos on the cornet. This is the latest manifestation

of the Women's Rights movement, brass instruments having hitherto

been jdayed exclusively by masculine lijis and lungs. "Blowing"

through brass is very characteristic of the advocates of Women's

Ennmcipation ; and the nc^xt thing we shall hear, perhaps, is that the

ladii;8 of the Uevolntion have organized themselves into a brass band,

and taken to serenading Horace Greeley.

Latest Fashionable Intelligence from the Plains,

l.NDiANs' war-(w)hoops.
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Ovir Future.

Punchinello believes iii a future. He believes in it first for liim-

self, second for his country, and third for other people. He considers

his own future very good and gorgeous, of course. He considers that

of his country as very hopeful. It has room to grow, and grows. It

has appetite to eat by day and to sleep by night. It eats and sleeps.

It rises in the morning re-

BIA—enter upon its thousandth volume as youthful and pretty as a

June rose, and as vigorous as a colt. It sees the time when one Fourth

of July will not go round the national family, and from two to half a

dozen will have to be provided.

freshed and lively. It

washes its face in the At-

lantic, and its feet in the

Pacific. It raises great

eagles, great lakes and

rivers, and has a very

large, and wise, and hon-

est Congress. Its mem-
bers of Congress are all

pure, unsullied men. Not

a stain rests on their

proud, marble-like brows

—not much. The future

of Punchinello will le,

to borrow from the poet,

a " big thing." Its genial,

mellow, shining face will

continue to beam through

uncounted ages—as long

as beams can be procured,

at whatever cost. Its good

things will be household

woj-ds as long as house-

holds are held. It will

keep its temper very

sweet, its age very green,

and its flavor very spark-

ling. It will help the

country to get on in its

future, and be always glad

to give government a

good turn. If government

wants any money, it will

be Punchinello's plea-

sure and privilege to

launch it out. Punchi-

nello has faith in coun-

tries and governments, and

thinks if such matters were;

not in existence, its own pros-

perity would be affected. It

therefore says to government,
" Go on—be good, and you'll

be happy. Grow up in the

way you are bent, and when
you get old, you'll be there."

It sees a gigantic future for

the country. It sees the Po-

lar sea running with warm
water, the North Pole main-

taining a magnificent perpen-

dicularity, and the Equinoc-

tial Line extended all around

the earth, including Hoboken
and Hull. It sees its millions

of people happy in their gold-

en (greenback and currency)

prosperity, and also happy in

a full supj)ly of Punchi-
nello to every family. It

sees its favorite Bird of Free-

dom spread its wings from

Maine to Oregon ; from Alas

ka to the Gulf, and it trusts

its wings will not be hurt or

lose a single feather in the

spread. It sees i t s c 1 f

—

Punchinello, not Colum-

Mind your P's and Q's,

Committees of State Legislatures are apt to use very slip-shod Eng-

lish in drafting their

THE PNEUMATIC TUBE.
EX-PRESSUKE OF THE FUTURE.

bills. This should not be.

How can they expect to

Parse a bill unless it is

couched in grammatical

langua<!:e ?

They say the spheres must be tightly packed, and this is now it is

GOING TO BE—WHEN THEY CARRY PASSENGERS.

Prophetic view of the interior.

Taking a Senator's Mea-
sure.

Apropos of a recent de-

bate in the Senate at

Washington, a paragraph

states that " Carpenter
made Sumner seem very

small." The carpenter

who made Sumner is not

to blame for this. In the

first place, Mr. Sujiner's

Measures are very difficult

to take. In the second

place, the best Cabinet-ma-

kers have failed to make
Mr. SuilNER appear very

large. In the third and

last place. Ebony, which

is the only wood with

which Mr. Sumner has

any affinity, is a mighty

hard material to work,

even when treated with

the application of a Fif-

teenth Amendment
•-•

The Maine Question in
MassachusettG.

If New-York has had

I

but little skating during
"~ the i)ast winter, ^la^ssu-

chusetts just now displays a

good deal of backsliding.

Her legislators have " gone

back on " their liquor-bill,

which they have modified to

suit their habits, and, should

it become law, the druggists

of the Bay State will be at

liberty to sell Bay and evtTV

other kind of rum in (pianti-

ties to suit purchasere. Sic

semper Massachusetts! the

English of which is, that

Massachusetts will always

keep Sick so long as liquor is

to be had for physic.

• • »

Trying to the Patients.

It is widely stated, though

we cann(jt vouch for it as a

fact, that the poultices used

in St. Luke's Hospital are su]>-

plie<i from the too celebrateil

pavement of Fifth Avenue.
••

"Cometh up aa a Flower."

It is stated that Pere II Y-

ACIXTUE is alK)ut to take a

wife.

That's right—Pair, Hya-

CINTHE.
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THE EPISODE OF JACK HORNER.

Probably there is no choicer specimen of English literature than

the familiar stanza which we herewith reproduce :

" Little Jack Horner sat in a corner,

Eating his Christmas-pie,

He put in his thumb, and pulled out a plum,

And said, ' What a good boy am 1 1' "

Although comprised in merely four lines, it contains more instructive

truths and rarer beauties than some volumes vVhose pages can be enu-

merated by the hundred. The opening line is singularly beautiful

:

"Little Jack Horneb sat in a corner."

Here we have the subject gracefully introduced without unnecessary

palaver or reference to family antecedents—the simple name given

without a long rigmarole of dazzling titles or senseless adjectives. The
Muse is neither pathetically invoked nor anathematically abused, but

the author proceeds at once to describe his hero's present situation,

which, it strangely aj^pears, is in " a corner." The indefiniteness of

the locality

—

a corner—is not of the slightest moment ; for it does not

concern the general reader to know in what corner little Jack was sta-

tioned. SufBce it, as is apparent from the context, that it was not a

corner in Erie, nor in grain ; but rather an angle formed by the jux-

taposition of two walls of an apartment or chamber.

Now, truly the subject of the poem must have been possessed either

of an extraordinary modicum of modesty or c^ a bitter misanthropy
;

or possibly he had been guilty of a misdemeanor, and was cornered to

expiate the punishment justly due; yet conjecture is at ©nee made
certainty in the second line, by which all doubts as to the reasons for

his beinjj in a corner are immediately cleared up :

" Bating his Christmas -pie."

The occasion was indubitably the universal annual holiday, and his

object in going to the corner was manifestly to eat the pie. Perhaps

the object had an antecedent. Perhaps he htoU the pie, and therefore

wished to avoid observation ; or, more possibly, supreme selfishness

was his ruling passion, and he wished to eat it all by himself. As to

this, however, we are left slightly in the fog.

In the third line, we are afforded an insight into the manner in which

he partook of the Christmas delicacy :

" He put in his thumb, and pulled out a plum."

Interesting scene ! Here we have at least an inkling of the hero's

powers of discrimination, and his regard for the little niceties of life.

We have also a beautiful metaphorical allusion to the postulate that

" fingers were made before forks," an assertion respecting the truth of

which some antiquarians have expressed a doubt. We are not pre-

pared to decide as to the propriety of leaving the substantials of life

and employing sweets and frivolities to pamper the appetite—and there

are other questions that naturally arise from the interesting circum-

stance noted above by the poet, but we will not dwell upon them here.

We proceed to the coocluding verse.

The descriptive part of the narrative is ended, and we naturally

expect a catastrophe in the denouement. We may at least suppose

that HonNEU made himself sick, if he did not actually choke to death

from one of the plums he was voraciously eating. By no means. We
are spared so painful a recital. All we know is, that he made a remark,

evidently in soliloquy,

And Bald, ' What a good boy am II'"

This concluding line, pointless as it may appear, partially clears op

the mystery as to his being in a corner. He certainly was not there

for misdemeanor ; for he was a " good boy," at least in his own estima.

tion. What a happy faculty it is, in this world, for a. man to have

a good opinion of himself! It relieves life of much of its bitterness.

We thus perceive that, while Jack was tasting the sweets of a Clirist-

mas-pie, he was also enjoying the sweets of self-contentment.

As we have seen, Jack Houner is an liistorical personage ; Christ-

mas-pies are historical ; and dainties with plums are historical. Jack
was an old man, doubtless, when our great-grandmothers were very

yoimg—certainly before the war. The world has had full opportunity

to profit by his virtuous example. Numberless little boys have been
quieted to sleep l)y the rhyme of Jack Horner judiciously applied, and
numberless little ones, clamorous for more pudding and enlarged pri-

vileges at the dinner-table, owe the success of their appeals to this

same Horner. The moral, which runs all through tho narrative, is

one by which the world may profit, and should. It is a good thing
;

but like a great many things tlmt are good, in the sense in which we

use the word, not relished. We much fear that the ancient, the his.

torical Jack, is extinct. He was a moderate Jack. He only put in his

tJuimh, when he might as well have put in his whole hand. The latter,

day Jack is the representative of a numerous class possessing larger

capacity and a greater dynamic capability. His pie is larger—has more
and bigger plums. When we contrast the present Jack with the past,

we blush for the comparison. When we encounter him in civic office

or in the revenue service, we tremble for the plums. He is grasping
remorseless, ambitious. The old Jack was satisfied to sit in his corner

and eat his pie ; but this one seeks a pie of dimensions so extravagant
as to fill the remotest corners of the globe ; and, what is worse, he is

aay thing but a Good Boy !

A Voice from "the Hub."

A GRATULATORY Bostonian writes us that Punchinello's voice (a

Great Organ, truly) has reached the " Hub," and actually silenced the

Great Organ of that pleasant rural town. So far, good ; but he adds

that Massachusetts takes umbrage at the first syllable of our name, on

account of its being at variance with the prohibitory law of that plea-

sant but Puritanical State. Certainly, in a moral point of view, it is

better to be in a Puritanical State than in a State of Punch ; but Mas-

sachusetts, it is said, is very sly about the liquor basiness, and talves

her " nips," regularly, behind the door. This may account, probably,

for the " nipping air " by which so many of her denizens are charac-

terized. The Bostonian further states of the inhabitants of the " Hub,

"

that " liquor finds little favor in their eyes." Now, we are acquainted

with three thousand four hundred and seventy-three Bostonians of the

most solid " stripe," and we never yet knew one of them put liquor in

his eye, wherever else he might stow it. That the great Boston I may
be partially the result of liquor, is admissible ; but then no true Bos-

tonian would call it liquor, you see—he would call it I water.

Why, Oh! WTiyP

Why has Napoleon IH. a very salty taste just now ? Because he

prefers his hash with Thiers and without Grevy.

An Established Fact.

The British Association have received £1055 toward a practical

and comprehensive inquiry into the utilization of sewage. Bless your

British associated hearts! The Herald has demonstrated that long

ago—made editorials of it.

Bather Mixed.

The Jersey City Journal of April 1st, (appropriate date,) contains the

following advertisement

:

" A few gentlemen can be accommodated with good board, washing, and ironing
;

or a gentleman and wift. Terms, $5 per week ; or two single ladies. Apply at ,

comer ofNewark avenue."

According to this advertisement, it appears tliat in Jersey a " gen-

tleman and wife " are legal substitutes for " board, washing, and iron-

ing." Now, it is bewildering to think how on earth a " gentleman and
wife " could be made available in lieu of washing and ironing ; while,

on the other hand, the idea of serving up a " gentleman and wife" as

" board," suggests the horrible idea that cannibalism is practised in

NewJersey. With regard to the terms, " $6 per week " seems to be

reasonable enough, though how " two single ladies " can be made legal

tender for six dollars is absolutely maddening to the mind, inasmuch
as average spinsters are far more apt to be tough than tender.

True,

The World moves with the Swn.

Classic Grease.

A Paris grocer ornaments his shop-windows with a bust of Roche-

fort, done in lard, with prunes for eyes. After this, let us hear no

more of the sculptures of classic Greece. But why prunes? Why, to

signify that after the funeral of Victor Noir ho dried his eyes.

A Little Berlin Game.

Bismarck has sent Herr Silk to Pekin, to wind himself around tho

Celestial emperor's heart, and also to make a cocoon for the Tycoon of

Japan, after worming himself into his affections. Perhaps, for being

such a darln' man, ho may bo made a mandarin !
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A NOTARY'S PROTEST.

Mn. PxJNCniNELLO : I protest against certain annoyances to which a

man in my office is subjected. Whereby it must be understood that

I refer to myself and my official position, not to the nine by twelve

apartment where tlie wicked and perverse can always find my sign

without much seeking.

The drift of all this is, that I refer to Bores. It is not new, I know
;

if it were, a New Sense might be shown by telling whether it came from

me originally. I believe that in all walks of life man's inhumanity to

man is mainly manifested by boring. Sometimes this is said to have

been done in past time, because the greatest " blower " known to the

ancients was called Old Bore as we know, and Polyphemus complained

of having been bored by Ulysses.

Let not the patient reader be alarmed now ; for I am of a retiring

disposition, and am here indisposed to tire by dilating upon a class of

people who always Die Late enough of themselves. But I will say that

the worst bores with which a notary has to deal, are those who come

to swear, (and go out sworn,) and who either forget to pay or haven't

the change to pay right. Several such patronize me—changelessly.

Singularly enough, all hail from Boston, so that it is no wonder that I

cry, All hail.Boston ! Here comes General X , who swears and tenders

me an X, and asks for change. Then I swear myself, and say, with

Hamlet, tliat I will change that word witli him ; whereupon he puts

the bill in his pocket and goes da mit, which conduct is both Germain

to the transaction and Dutch to me. Again, enters Mr. Kopper, af-

fably takes an affidavit, and finds, to his grief and astonishment, that

he has but eleven cents in his pocket. Of course, he has coppered and

won. But why—tell me why, could he not have given me the senti-

ment, which I had a right to expect from him ? He bears the stamp

of a bad Kopper ; a regular old Nick, and has done that unbecoming

thing 80 often that it is becoming monotonous And General X and

Mr. K are types of a large class who come before me to take acknow-

ledgments and the like, for whom I have no liking ; who may as well

acknowledge now, severally each for himself, (the aforesaid Nick being

for all of them,) that they do take the same, and then, like men shun-

ning fees, go without mentioning fees once, which is surely misfeasance,

in the eye of the law. The Dues take them ; why should men of means
be so mean ?

Tlien there is the man who stays ; who is always the coming man, but

never the going one. And there is the bejrgar woman, who enters my
office like a ghost, and is a very

great bore indeed. But of course

beggars are bores of which every

office has plenty. Every body knows
these characters, however, and owes

them too—one, at least, does. Well*

it is hard that because a man is bored

dead at his boarding-house he can't

have peace in his office, and so I have

made my protest against the bores,

as I said I would. A Notary.

PUNCHINELLO ON THE JURY.

Punchinello has been summoned on the jury. Ho is asked to try

a murderer. Punchinello is kind-hearted. He wishes neither to put
himself in suspense in a jury-box, nor a murderer so in a sheriflf's box
that the murderer shall finally be put in suspense. Punchinello is

to be asked Avhether he has formed or expressed an opinion upon the
subject of the guilt or the innocence of the murderer, or whether ho
feels any bias against an accused. Such questions, in Punchinello's
opinion, are nonsensical. Jurors nowadays are influenced more
through their stomachs than through their heads or their l.earts. Let

a juror, when he comes to be challenged, be rather asked, " Had you a

good or a bad breakfast ?" " Were you out late last night ?" " Have
you had the dyspepsia lately ?" " Are you bilious ?" " Do you habitu-

ally eat fried bacon or Welsh rarebit ?" " Do you afflict yourself with

reading the Tribrme ?" " Can you digest stewed lobster or apple-

dumpling ?" so that whenever a juror shall be found freed from dyspep-

sia, or to be a good sleeper, or a man who can digest even the new
Tariff or the Income Tax, it is Punchinello's opinion that such a j uror

will make a capital chap to listen complacently to lawyers, keep pati-

ence with witnesses, respect the judge, laugh at the crier, smile at the

reporters, give " true deliverances," and contribute something toward
redeeming our boasted Anglo-Saxon j ury system.

The DiflFerence.

Salt Lake City and Chicago represent the extreme ends of tlie

social scale. In one place you get as many wives as you like ; in the

other it is qaite as easy to get rid of them.

Boston out of the Clouds.

There is talk of reviving the old ordinance in Boston against smok-

ing in the streets. This vnll aim a blow at side stove-pipes as well as

at meerschaums ;
but, fortunately, it will not prevent the smoking of

hams or of perpendicular chimneys.

A War of Castes.

The Michigan University has

been unsuccessful in its search for

a President, as it has not offered

enough to induce acceptance on the

part of those to whom it has ten-

dered the honor. It seems to be a

case where the Hire and Lore classes

come in conflict.

An Old Story, even Here.
The papers tell of a dog-raco

which is to take place at San Fran-

cisco, and some of them add that a

dog-race is a common thing in Eng-

land, but a novelty here ; as if the

canine Race were something new in

America !

Sboak-ins Intslligsaca,

Akotiirk earthquake in

FmnclBoo.

San

"THIERS IDLE THIERS."

A newspaper item conveys the interesting intelligence that Thiers,

the renowned statesman and historian, consumes snuff to the amount
of a quarter of a pound daily. That M. Thiers is thoroughly " up to

snuff" every body knows; but that he has so much idle time on his

iKinds as to be able to use a quarter

of a pound of it daily, will be news
to most people. Let any one of our

readers try it. Let him be ever so

"good at a pinch," he will find that

to feed his proboscis from a quarter

of a pound of snuff until he has
reached the last pinch, would take

up, at a moderate computation, no

less than eight hours at a stretch,

allowing reasonable intervals for

sneezing and blowing his nose. Evi-

dently the story is an idle one

—

more idle than M. Thiers ever

could have been. Perhaps it was
" pinching " poverty in the way of

items that drove the itemizer to in-

vent it. At any rate, he has made a
" mull " of it.

Apropos of Susan B. Anthony.
" Was ever woman in this humor

Oner

BUN-STRXJOK.

SnoTfiwo Hrnr Pahbhb Dana vroBSHrrs nrs LxmxNAnT.

A Gale Brewing.

Boston is agitating a reproduc-

tion of the Co'iseum, and Gilmore
hints at an orchestra of three thou-

sand, with eighteen hundred wind

instruments A jralo far more dis-

astrous than that memorable south-

cart T of las-t autumn may therefbre

bo oxiKJctod.
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WOMAN IN "WALL STREET.
Lady Broker, {to apiMcant for stock) "0 dear, dear! how can I attend to business when I've the baby to mind?"

CHAT ABOUT RAILROADS.

Parties : A Simpleton from the Wilderness,

and a Misanthropic Traveller.

[The Simpleton asks for information.'^

" They say that railroads now an't safe.

Say, mister, liow is that?"

It comes of " accidents," my friend

—

Wlicre cheap rails spread out flat,

Clieap axles break, cheap boilers burst,

Cheap trestle-work gives \\»y :

Xo wonder, when you think of that,

They. kill a man a day !

Well, folks must travel ; must go fast

;

Must take the cars—and risk
;

They can't afford ,a Special Train,

Like VANOiouBUiT or Fisk :

They know a curve that's pretty sharp,

A bank that's jjrctty steep,

Rocks that may roll upon the track,
'• Sleepers " that never sleei)

;

II.T(! was a " smash-up " not lonj? since,

That kill(!<l iibout, a score
;

Two trains " collided " yesterday,

And maimed a dozen more.

But, go they must—by railroad, too,

And all its risks defy :

For no American believes

That he will ever die !

[The Simj)leton, with open month, further

qnestions the 2'raveller.']

" In God's name, citizen, pray tell

How this can go on, so
!"

You ask a simple thing, my friend,

As I Avill quickly show.

Directors know their countrymen,

And that is why we bleed :

So long as nothing's done to them.,

The slaughter will i)roceed.

It's so in coal-mines, so in mills
;

It's so on steamboats, too ;

We're killed by hundreds, every year :

But what's a man to do?

These harpies make our laws for us

—

Or do so through their tools:

No doubt we seem to all the world

A wretched pack of fools I

We are so busy ! We've no time

To see that all is right

!

We'll giv(^ the danger all our thoughts—
Tlie moment its in sight

!

Cheap iron and cheap souls, my friend,

Have cursed us all along.

But what possesses you, good friend?

I'm sure there's nothing wrong!

[TJte Simpleton from the Wilderness is terribly

excited.']

" I warn 'em not to serve me so

!

They'll rue it, if they do!

No axle, wheel, nor rail must break
;

No bridge must let me through !

No other train must smash up ours
;

No culvert fall away
;

The scaly boiler mustn't burst
;

And here cows mustn't stray !

" Conductors' watches must keep time

;

S witch-'tenders WiMsi "know beans,"

And engineers keep wide awxike

And know what duty means

:

And (in particular) no fiend

Must take into his head

To throw my train off down a T)ank

For spite, or even bread

!

" What ! do tlu>se dreadful things go on

That companies may thrive?

Is 2>rofJt the sole living thing

They care to keep aliv(;?

Then, fellow-citizen, rouse up I

For you and I are kings I

Let us decree—and straightway have

A different state of things !"

[" Well, you ' decree ' it ; and when it's done,

please let me know," remarks the Misnnthrojric

Traveller.]

Sugar-Cane.

TilR friends of Wim.iam Tweed, in pre-

senting a cane to him the other evening, de-

sired to show the Yoting Democracy how
nniny there are who Stick to him.
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THE GREAT NATIONAL GAME.

Orm Coi/OEED Bbotheu. "HI YAH! STAN- BACK DAR ; IT'S DIS CHILES INNIN'S NOW.'
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TUTTI TREMANDO!

RUANT Bards ! where are

the Triumphal Odes and the

Cong r at u la tory Poems
which should have greeted

Mr. Punchinello, who,
after deserting his beloved

Italy, after a stormy voyage

and unsi^eakable sea-sick-

ness, has arrived here with

a view of settling and of be-

coming a citizen (having al-

ready filed his first papers)

of this magnificent Repub-

lic ? Where are the poets

who should have greeted the

venerable and illustrious

voyager ? Imbeciles ! See

you not that your congratu-

latory work would have been

easy? That Punchinello

rhymes to fellow (good) and

to mellow, (decidedly,) to say

nothing of bellow, (a proper word for singers,) and to yelloAV, (although

into this and the sear leaf we most decidedly have not fallen, in spite

of our three or four hundred years.) Had we but been a Prince, and

called Victoria R. our mother, we should ere this have been invited

to balls enough to ruin our small legs, and dinners enough to destroy

our great digestion. Yet, if it should come to the comparison of pedi-

grees, the Signer Punchinello feels that he could knock these prince-

lings into a cocked hat, (or shall we say a cocked coronet ?) Mr. Punchi-

nello proudly knows that he is His Own Ancestor and the Perpetual

Renewer of his own Patent of Nobility.

Gentlemen poets, it is too late ! We will not now have your melo-

dious ovations at any price ! It would be a pretty piece of business in-

deed, if, after sounding our own trumpet for ages, as we may say, we
should now succumb to an idiotic modesty. Do you not understand

that we were sonorously beating our own drum when the Onondaga

Giant was a mere baby ? We shall continue to play upon both these

private instruments. If we consider ourselves to be wise above our fel-

low-creatures, witty to a degree most extraordinary, more Senatorial

by nature and experience than most of the Potents and Graves in Wash-

ington ; if we know ourselves (and we hope we do) to be polished, po-

lite, and profound, why should we go hunting about for a bushel to

put our light under ? Away with modesty ! Can printer's ink blush ?

Who blames the Tribunes and the Heralds and the Worlds and the

Timests for vaunting a circulation which seems to defy mortal numera-

tion ? A pretty market we should have brought our fish to, if we
should now squeamishly decline to wind our own mellow horn !

If there be any poetical gentleman who desires to write an Epic (in

not less than twenty-four Books) on the Life and Adventures of Punchi-

nello, to be printed on vellum paper, with profuse illustrations, and

bound in morocco, this ambitious and worthy person has our full per-

mission to go ahead, and may he find (which we do not believe he will)

a publisher sensible enough to produce his work I

New-Sngland versus New-York.

An item of literary news states that

—

" miUam R Calf er, Esq., of Wobnrn, Mass., Is preparing a history of the Cntter

famUy of New-England."

This brings New-England directly into collision with New- York.

The " Cutter family " was never, perhaps, so fully represented any-

where as it now is in this city. Cutters are continually cutting each

other down with knives. Other Cutters—of a less harmful kind—are

contented with cutting their own throats, not always to the loss of the

world, indeed, but invariably to the profit of the Coroner. Then there

are shoals of Cutters who cut and run with funds belonging to others,

and of such is Collector B.viLET. Unfortunately, there are very few

Cutters in New-York who " cut their coats according to their cloth ;"

but, to compensate for this, the " diamond cut diamond " variety of

Cutter is very common indeed. Altogether it would take an ocean of

ink and a promontory of paper to write the history of tho Cutter family

of New-York.

RELIGIOUS AMUSEMENTS.
The amusement-seeker must be thought of, even on a Sunday. For

life is a most chillingly vaporous affair (reminding one of washhig-day
in November) without a liberal sprinkling of liveliness. Recognizing
this truth, our religious brethren begin to impart zest to their Sunday
services by seizing on any passing incident of uncommon raciness, such
as a particularly enterprising murder or an exceptionably comprehen-
sive railroad accident, for the text of a sermon or the thrilling theme
of an evening lecture. Any thing to fill the house. Thus, we find that
" The late Terrible Calamity which befell Bangsian Doneley and
Family " was advertised as the current attraction in the " West —th
Street United Presbyterian Church," a Sunday or two since. A fine

theme
! Full of nicely harrowing details. It must have drawn well.

We are not informed whether the reverend sensationist had a " real

house " made with which to illustrate the overwhelming incident ; and
some " real people," including children, to be (apparently) crushed
when it got blown over, (the blowing being done by himself ;) but here
was a nice chance for dramatic effect.

And the same Sunday a rival attraction was advertised in the dedi-

cation of a new Catholic Church, with " Music by a select choir and
orchestra. Admission, $1. Reserved seats, $L50." Reduced admis-

sion fee to the " Grand Dedication Vespers " in the evening. We do
not know whether there Avere opera-glasses on hire, but presume that

the comfort of the audience was carefully attended to.

Really, Sunday is not so stupid a day, after all 1

Crispin's Last.

" About women's rights," says he, " there's a great deal of useless

talk. And then nobody says any thing about women's lefts. Now,
it's my opinion that lefts are as hard to fit as rights, especially with
widows and single women. And as for suffrage, women suffer most
from having too little sole, and too much heel. Mill, to be sure ! He
may be well enough on the Floss, but he's not much on leather, believe

that !"

A "Western Boucicault.

The Chicago Republican, says a Dubuque author, has written a
drama called " The Ten Squaws." There should be much Indianmity

in the plot of such a play.

-««-«-

FABLE.

(by old msop himself.)

Once ther*- was a large city that had t<ie same name as the State to

which it belonged. The people of the State made laws for the city, be-

cause some of the citizens of the city had declared that life and property

were not safe unless they did so. But the majority of the citizens dis-

liked this kind of government so much that they began to find them-
selves very discontented and unhappy. At length they decided to pray

to Fate (which meant the Voters of the State) to relieve them from the

burden under which they were groaning, and restore their power.

Then Fate heard their cries and lamentations, and was kind eiiough to

come to their relief. "Now, why don't you use your power?" she

asked. " Oh !" said the late unhappy, and indeed wretched majority,
" we only wanted a chance to quarrel a little among ourseivcs, and

call each other hard names." " Couldn't you have done that before?"

asked Fate. "Why do you give me all this trouble?" " To tell the

truth," said the Majority, " when we wash, we like to show our dirty

linen ; and we couldn't let enough people see it without getting yon to

help us." " Well," said Fate, " in future you'll get no assistance from

me in washing your foul linen. If you like to bo known as dirty peo-

ple, go on being dirty, and every body that has noao and eyes will

finally understand you."

Punchinello in Srie.

In the Tribune's report of the arguments on the Erio case before the

Assembly Committee on Railroads, Mr. Bukt is said to have stated his

belief that Mr. Crouch is a contributor to Puschinkllo. Our best

thanks are due to Mr. Burt for his " first rate notice," though, at the

same time, wo wish to inform him that n<» contributor of the namo of

Crouch has hitherto made his appearance in those columns. To spoak

plainly, Punohin*bllo nerer Croachea. Aa be has no " slouch " about

him, so he has no Crouch.
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ALL D IJ F S rOR

Ei<C|SE MUST
' 13E PA 1 c hi: \\Z s

PAT-RATIOCINATION.

First Political Economist. " Aftiier all, the big mass of the people must fokm the
GKEAT BULK OF THE POPULATION."

Seco)id ditto. " Tukue fob you, bahiun' tiiey get into the minority by the over-
•vvhelmin' numbers of tue privileged few."

A Bather Flashy Idea.

With regard to heating the Hotel

Dieu Hospital, in Paris, by electricity, a
contemporary has remarked, " Of course,

wo know nothing of the apparatus by
which this result is accomplished in

Paris; but we had the opportunity of

witnessing on Wednesday last, at the

Winder building, the experiments of

Dr. Leigh Burton in applying elec-

tricity for warming railroad cars, whicli

were entirely successful and satisfac-

tory." Of course, we know nothing

about it either ; but we hope the new
method is a great improvement on the

old one, as we have several times wit-

nessed from the ^^^inder, buildings,

barns especially, heated by electricity

in a very -z/r/satisfactory manner.

"On Two, Bichmond!"
Richard III. fancied that there were

" two EiciiMONDS in the field." Singu-

larly coincidental with this, and well

worth the attention of Shakespearean

scholars, is the fact that Richmond, Va.,

is now running two mayors. Of course,

Richmond, Va., cannot now be looked

upon as a " one-horse " town.

.- • • •

Bitualistic.

One of the latest sillurements held

out by the nianagt-is of a celebrated

" high " church in this city, is a " three

hours' agony "—which is about the most

appropriate name for a long and tedious

sermon we remember ever to have heard.

BOYHOOD.
There can be no reason to doubt that Methuselah was blessed

Avith a tolerably vigorous constitution. The ordeal through which we
pass to maturity, at present, probably did not belong to the Antedilu-

vian Epoch. Whooping-cough, measles, scarlet fever, and croup are

comparatively modern inventions. They and the doctors came in after

the flood ; and the gracious law of compensation, in its rigorous inflexi-

bility, sets these over against the superior civilization of oxir golden

age. At a time Avhen the court-dress of our ancestors was composed

of fig-leaves, or of imperfectly dressed skins—nothing lilve the Astra-

chans of the nineteenth century—it would certainly have been very in-

convenient to coddle ailing infantry through an attack of diphtheria, for

example. So Iwuntiful Nature, then in the first blush of maidenhood,

doubtless brought the long-lived Patriarch through his nine hundred

and sixty-nine years without once calling in the family medical ad-

viser. It is recorded, however, that he was born and that he died, and

he therefore certainly passed through that stage of existence called

Boyhood. And as he was nearly two hundred years old at the birth

of liis first-born, it is reasonable to suppose that the adolescent period

was frightfully prolonged in his case. Just imagine a youngster of a

hundred and ten or fifteen stealing apples or running to fires ! The
revelations of ethnology, which is too youthful a science to reveal a

great deal, do not oppose the theory of all matured humanity, to wit,

that the animal boy is the same in all ages and in all races, an Ishmael-

ite, and Ara, an Outlaw, hedged in and restrained by laws and cus-

toms, it may be, but innately antagonistic to society.

The Philosophers who have traced hunumity through all stages of

its development, frotn the Aphis creeping on the ro8(!-leaf to the full-

grown specimen in the person of a Member of Congress, have wisely

and iuvarial)ly omitted all notice of boyhood in their lists of gradations

and transitions. Any thing like a fair examination of this particular

development scatters their doctrines to the four winds. Because the

integrity of the gradation system depends upon the recognition of the

full status of the Man, as much in infancy as in maturity, and this

status 'to use their owii technicality, is that of the " Lord of Grada-

tion." Consequently, the intermediate gradations, in transmitting their

salient traits to the next higher development, could not part with their

own identity, or send these distinguishing charactci'istics, in one fell

swoop, through many stages, only to reapi)(>ar at last in the upper

type, and only between infancy and manhood, and only in one sex.

This argument is overwhelming, and the present purpose is to eluci-

date it by more particular examination.

It is proper, in the first place, to gather a blossom from the negative

side of the discussion. Boys are not girls. While dogs, and foxes,

pigeons and ducks, have each a generic term applicable to both sexes,

there is a tacit understanding in civilized localities that boys compose

a distinct genus. They are, in the eye of the law, considered human,

probably because they eventually pass from boyhood to lumuinity.

There is an old nursery rhyme which marks the distinguishing cha-

racteristics of juvenile members of society with remarkable accuracy :

" What are little girls made of, made of f

What arc little girls made of?

Sugar and spice,

And every thing nice,

Such arc little girls inadc of.

What are llltic boys made of, made of?

W^hat arc little hoys made of J

Snaps and snails

And puppy-dog tails.

Such are little boys made of I"

There is so apparent an air of probability about this ter,se statement

of the case, that it has satisfied the insatiable curiosity of infantile

minds for long ages. Little girls never doubt it, and little boys never

contradict it. If Paterfamilias has any thoughts upon the subject, he

probably thinks this expenditure of snaps and snails was a great waste

of raw material. Girls may bo romps and hoydens, vixens and scolds,

but the sugar and H\m'v, w\\\ always be detected, and, witli all draw-

backs aM'wed, the little; girl is still entitled to Mr. Mantalini's cogno-

men of " demnition sweetness." At least, this is the universal verdict

of society. I". ;;u the !:uo Avhen she dons her first chicjnon, (which

never matches the native hair, by the by,) she is nearly angelic, with

some few exceptions, perhaps, after marriage.

In the way of direct proof, to return to the muttons, it may be ob-
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served that the next link to manhood, in the philosopher's chain, is that

highly attractive animal which M. Du Ch.ullu has recently intro-

duced to the general public. The points of resemblance betwixt the

Gorilla and the Boy are numerous and striking. In most c:ises, the

two animals have an equally pleasing exterior. They both have the

ability to climb giddy heights, inaccessible to any other wingless

biped. Their language is not dissimilar, the same unintelligible chat-

ter being characteristic of both. As the argument proceeds, it will be

seen that distinctive traits belonging to lower classes of the animal

kingdom are totally extinct in the

Gorilla, while they are emphatically

visible in his successor.

Thus, taking the Laughing Hyena

as the next illustration, it will be

remembered by all students of Gold-

smith's Animated Nature, that this

amiable quadruped invariably exer-

cises his risibles when he is crunch-

ing the bones of some other less

truculent quadruped. It is " soli-

tary, cruel, and untamable, digs its

food out of graves," cachinnating the

while like a thousand or fifteen hun-

dred of brick. There are other

ravenous beasts in the world ; but

this one is peculiar in that he laughs

over his work, which is also his pas-

time. Now, if you wish to hear a

Boy laugh—a horse-laugh, a giant-

laugh—just put some other animal,

liuman or otherwise, through a

course of torture. Twist a pig's

tail until it comes out ; or, if you

don't like the occupation, the Boy
will cheerfully do it—and will drown

the squeal of the porker in his own
uproarious merriment. What do you

suppose were the age and sex of the

inventor of the game called " Tying

a tin kettle to a dog's tail ?" And
do you suppose this inventor stood

by, in silent gravity, to witness the

success of the experiment ? The
yelp of the astounded dog, and the

~

clatter of the kitchen utensil so strangely misplaced, were doubtless

swallowed up in the loud guffaws of the Laughing Hyena on two
legs.

Another link is discovered in the person of the useful and ornamen-

tal domestic animal who is popularly sui)posed to furnish the material

for sausages. The accidental discovery of a suspender-button, or the

claw of a kitten, in the sausage, gave rise to some doubt as to the com-

position of this favorite edible ; but statisticians usually admit that hog-

meat forms the staple. Doctor Kane speaks in glowing terms of the

excellence of rats when mixed with due proportions of walrus blubber,

and cut out in frozen chunks, probably with a cold-chisel. Whv this

fierce rodent should make more savory meat than the innocent kitten,

does not appear. Tlie latter is certainly much nicer to play with, in

the ante-mortem state. But this is a digression. Returning, therefore,

not to the mutton, but to the pork, consider the distinctive habits of

both pig and Boy at meal-time, and see how nearly identical they are.

Watch the innocent in bristles as he places his graceful right paw
upon the ear of corn, while he shells and masticates. Turn to the in-

nocent in broadcloth, and notice how he clutches the succulent turkey-

leg, and how rapidly he polishes the femoral bone. Throw a second

car of the cereal in the trough, and observe how promptly the left paw
secures it, lest it should be transformed into lard through the agency
of a companion pig Place the other turkey-leg, both wings, three

slices of breast, the side-bone and plenty of " stuffin' " within reach of

the other embryo, and notice the glare of his fi\mished eye, if some
other plate than his is presented. You would fancy he had been ex-

ploring the route of another ship canal across the Isthmus of Darien,

and had tasted no foo<l for twenty-two d.nys.

Neither are the post-prandial habits of the two animals under consi-

deration dissimilar. The corn-cracker betakes himself to some sunny

"One of our
clerk ix a grocery OP THIS CITY.

spot, where there is abundance of mud, and aids digestion by wallow-

ing. So does the Boy, especially if he is in dinner costume. If the

quadruped can get into a gardi-n and root up unreplaceable flowers

and fruits, before he retires to his lair, his bliss is perfect. So the Boy
;

if he can manage to break two or three windows, tear his best clothes

into ribbons, chase the family cat up a tree with hound, whoop, and
halloo, and then stone her out of it, and, as she with thickened tail

scampers to some more secure retreat, follow her with hoots and missiles

—he also retires, conscious that the day has not been wasted. And,

finally, upon this parallelism betwixt

Pig and Fuer one patent point of re-

semblance may be mentioned. Rouse

up a pig, any hour of the day or

night, \yith his maw full to the gul-

let, and offer him a little more, an-

other ear of corn, another bucket of

swill, and you will be sure of his

prompt acceptance. And place be-

fore a boy, immediately after an as-

tounding dinner, if you choose, any

thing edible, apples, cakes, pudding,

or cold jiotatoes, and if his maw will

not accommodate the additional stow-

age, you send for the doctor, know-

ing that the dear child is ill, that the

symptoms are novel, and that the

case is urgent.

The reference to the history of

Methuselah with which this paper

began was not without a purpose.

It was to suggest the inquiry whe-

ther or not the vim which prolonged

his days would have sufficed to bring

him through two courses of Boyhood.

It is not unusual to hear grown peo-

ple talk of " living their youthful

days over again ;" but the examples

of those who have gone through this

ordeal arc very rare. The amount of

wear and tear, the expenditure of

vital force, involved in the transit

from infancy to manhood cannot be

estimated. The abrasions of later

life do not compare with the rubs

of Boyhood, because none of the aids of experience and philosophy are

attainable by the tyro, who lives upon his inherent vis vitce, as his

kinsman in the frozen zone subsists upon his own fat during long in-

tervals of torpidity.

PERSONAL GOSSIP.
(From the daily press.)

BEST POETS AND MAGAZINE WRITERS IS A

THE FOUR SEASONS.

[An ancient Scottish ballad written in America in 1S~0, to show how much may bo

said by the judicious and economical use of a very few words.]

Beneath the trees in sweet spring-lime,

In sweet spring-time, in sweet springtime.

Beneath the trees in sweet spring-time,

Vermonters turn the honest dime

By crystallizing sap.

Beneath the trees in summer-tirao.

In summer-time, in summer-time.

Beneath the trees in summer-time.

The poet cons the curious rhyme,

Or takes the tranquil nap.

Beneath the trees in autumn-tide.

In autumn-tide, in autumn-tide,

Beneath the trees in autumn-tide,

'Tis rather nice for two to ride

Where no one else is near.

Beneath the trees in winter wild.

In winter wild, in winter wild,

Beneath the trees in winter wild

—

L^gh ! Uo liome, you fooli.-^h child,

What are you doing here '{
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CONDENSED CONGRESS.

SEN \TE.

LAND Mr. MOETON has been

making one ofliis little jokes

in the shape of a petition from

some more or less imaginary

Quakers. These hypothe-

tical persons pretend to have

converted to Christianity

and soap some hundreds of

warriors of the wild and

bounding Shawnee variety.

Of course, for a basis of

evangelical operations on

this scale, it is requisite to

have some land on which

to erect buildings for moral

quarantine. To disinfect one

Shawnee, you need to wash

him in at least six waters

—

to inject his veins, as it were,

with Christian creosote. All

this, as Mr. Morton justly

observed, cannot be done

without cost. But perhaps it was worth it, considering the number

of human scalps which were still available for applications of sweet

hair restorer, and balmy magnolia, and which would by this time

have been decorating the lower limbs of members of the Shawnee pro-

fession, if these good Quakers had not turned them from the improper

pursuit of extraneous hair, and read them the commandment which

enjoins them from coveting their neighbor's scalp. Therefore, and in

consideration of the good done by these Quakers, they and Mr. Morton
thought they ought to have a grant of land to enable them to con-

tinue their lavatory labors.

Mr. MouRiLii protested in behalf of the wig-makers of America.

This petition was an insidious blow at one of the most important of

our industries. How could wigs be made unless there were bald heads.

And how wrong it was to divert any class of persons, under the shallow

pretence of making them wiser and better, from the making of bald

heads. There would be the deuce toupee if this kind of thing were to

be encouraged, and their tonsorial constituents would bring them to

the Scratch on this question. He was proud to say that he was an Old

Wig. Others might hold with the hair on this question. He would

run with the Shampooers and the Shawnees.

Mr. Carpenter, who can see as clearly through a ladder 8S almost

any body in the Senate, suggested that there were no such Quakers,

and that he didn't believe there were any such Shawnees. It was an

evident little " land-grab," got up by some of Mr. Morton's consti-

tuents, and the Quakers were hypothecated to promote it. He did not

object to Quakers occupying lands, but he did object to a Christianized

Shawnee. He had found that a converted Shawnee would steal consi-

derably more than an unregenerate one, and that he would steal

various articles of the toilet which the wild Shawnee had no use

for.

Mr. Cameron wanted some money for the Pennsylvania soldiers who
had come first to defend the capital. He thought these men ought to

be rewarded. A good many of them had been re-Warded in Philadel.

phia on election day, in order to express their political views with more

frequency. That was partly the cause of his being in the Senate, and

he wanted something done.

Mr. TiiURMAN knew a man in Ohio who had enlisted before any

Pennsylvanian.

Mr. Cameron did not mean any disrespect to the Senator from Ohio,

but that remark was a condemn lie.

Mr. TnuRMAN said Mr. Cameron was another. His man enlisted

for the Mexican war, it was true, and not for the other war. But that

slight error didn't aflfect the argument.

Mr. Sumner knew a colored boy who had been attacked with colic

when South-Carolina seceded, on account of his sorrow and shame. It

was true he liad been eating green tomatoes, but patriotism was un-

questionably the cause of his colic. He was the first to martyr of the

war, and he ought to have a monument. He regretted to see the ac-

cursed spirit of Caste which confined honors to whites.

Mr. CONKLING said he thought he could suggest a compromise, on a

mulatto from New-York who died in 1858.

Mr. Sumner called the Eyes and Nose on Mr. Conkling, and Mr,

CONKT.TNG said his eyes were blue, but his nose was very flat.

Mr. Sumner thought this would be satisfactory.

neusE.

Mr. Bingham made a speech ostensibly upon the Tariff, but really

about Butler. He said that Butler didn't take Fort Fisher. This

is a favorite joke of Bingham's. As to Mr. Butler's opinion of his

treatment of Mrs. Surr.a.tt, he didn't care. He should continue to

advocate protection to home industry.

Mr. Fernando Wood paid a beautiful tribute to General Howard.
He said that officer had been absorbing public money at a rate far

exceeding any thing even in the municipal annals of New-York. The
gentle freedman might need a bureau, but it certainly was not essen-

tial to his happiness to have General Howard enriched by managing
it. Mrs. Howard was not a freedman. The idea was absurd.

The other members of General Howard's family were not freedmen.

Neither were General Howard's staff. Neither were any of the people

who had benefited by this money.

Mr. Butler didn't see the why of this constant row about the mis-

use of money. What was the use of a man's having an office if he

couldn't make money out of it ? He was proud to say that he entered

the army poor and came out rich.

The " Day " we don't Celebrate.

The Philadelphia one.

" The Man who Laughs.'

The man who reads Punchinello.

Wanted—A Sheriff.

The lovely city of Chicago, which needs about twenty sheriffs to

keep it in order, at the latest date had none at all ; for the gentleman

liolding that office by law, in sheer despair (and some debt) has ab-

sconded, actually leaving a man to be hung, who was not hung, do

you see, because there was nobody to hang him. Plenty of rope there

was, to be sure, and a most beautiful gallows—but no slieriff! Of

course, the thing came to a stand—perhaps it would not be proper to

say a Dead stand—and the embarrassed Governor was obliged to com-

mute the sentence ! The creditors of the missing officer made a- great

complaint, but the Man who Wasn't Hung did not find the least fault.

This shows the different views which the human mind may take of the

same transaction.

Municipal Competition.

Poor New-York! We thought that there were some things in

which she could not merely not be beaten, but in which also she was

secure even from competition. But the envious will never allow us to

rest upon our hardly-earned laurels. Will it be believed that they have

actually discovered and inaugurated a Wickedest Man in Cincinnati ?

He is called Collins, and must be a descendant of the Collins who
wrote an Ode on the Passions ; for all the bad ones this Cincinnati

Collins has in great perfection. His Rage especially is beautiful.

First, he knocks down his fellow-creatures. Secondly, when the police

are sent to capture him, he knocks down the police. Ho is in jail, how-

ever ; and we would suggest a Convention of the Wickedest Men in all

parts of the country to take measures for his release.

Origin of the Mississippi.

The contests for supremacy between Chicago and St. Louis have ban

ished every particle of modesty from both cities, and each now consid

ers itself to be the Centre of the Universe. Geographers may not here-

tofore have understood the origin of the Mississippi River, but the St.

Louis Democrat throws a great deal of light upon it. " We have been

visited," says that sheet, "by heavy showers. The rain poured down

heavily all night, flooding the gutters and adding to the volume of

the river." It thus appears that this noble stream depends mainly

for its water upon the gutters of St. Louis. Will these not, however,

be rather damp resting-places for Members of Congress, should the Capi-

tal be removed to St. Louis ?

All Stuff.

The Repeater's Idea of Voting by Ballot.
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EXTRAORDINARY BARGAINS
IN

C A R P^ETS„
A. T. Stewart & Co.

ARE OFFERING

THIRTY DIFFERENT PATTERNS
OP

FIVE-FRAME

ENGLISH BRUSSELS
ONLY PROM THE

VERY BEST MANUFACTURERS IN ENGLAND.

PricCf $2 Per Yard.

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OP

THE NEWEST AND HANDSOMEST

ENGLISH BRUSSELS,
At $2.25 Per Yard.

VELVETS,
$2.50 Per Yard.

Five-Frame Royal Wiltons.

$2.50 and $3 Per Yard.

MOQUETTES & AXMINSTERS,
$3.50 and $4 Per Yard.

Ingrains, Three-Plys, Cocoa and Canton

Mattings, English and Domestic

Oil-Cloths, etc.,

AT PBOPORTIONATELYLOW PBICES.

BROADWAY,
4th Ave., 9th and 1 0th Sts.

TO HOUSEKEEPERS.

A. T. STEWART & CO.
ARE OFFERING

Extraordinary Inducements
T» PURCUASERS IN

SATIN DAMASKS,
BROCATELLES,

Very Rich Tapestries,

REPS,
EMBROIDERED LACE CURTAINS,

NOTTINGHAM DO.,

Window Shades, Cornices,

Chintzes, Linens, Sheetings,

Damasks, Napkins, Towelings,

Flannels, Blankets, Quilts,

Counterpanes, etc., etc.

BROADWAY,
Fourth Ave., Ninth and Tenth Sts.

77ie two great objects of a karner'H atnbition ought to be

to speak a foreign language uliomaticalli/, atid to pro-

nounce it correctly ; and these are the objects which are
most cari^ully provided/or iti the MABTXtLY Stbtkm.

The Mastery of Languages;
OR,

THE ART OF SPEAKING LANGUAGES
IDIOMATICALLY.

BY THOMAS PRENDERGAST.

I. Hand-Iiook of the Mastery Series,

JI. The Mastery Series. French.
III. The Mastery Series. German.
IV. Tlie Mastery Series. Si^anish.

PRICE 50 CENTS EACH.

From Professor E. if. Gallaudet, of the National Deaf
Mute College.

" The results which crowned the labor of the first week were
so' astonishing that he fears to detail them fully, lest doubts
should be raised as to his credibility. But this much he does not
hesitate to claim, that, after a study of less than two weeks, he
was able to sustain conversation in the newly-acquired language
on a great variety of subjects."

FBOU THE ENGLISH PRESS.
" The principle may be explained in a line—It is first learning

the language, and then studying the grammar, and then learning
(or trying to learn) the language."

—

Morning Star.
" We know that there are some who have given Mr. Prender-

gast's plan a trial, and discovered that in a few weeks its results
had surpassed all their e.\pectatiens."

—

Record.
" A week's patient trial of the French Manual has convinced

us that the method is sound."—/'aper.?/or the Schoolmaster.

"The simplicity and naturalness of the system are obvious."-
Herald (Birmingham.)
" We know of no other plan which will infallibly lead to the

result in a reasonable time. —Norfolk News.

FROM THE AMERICAN PRESS.
" The system is as near as can be to the one in which a child

learns to talk."—Tro^ Mliig.

" We would advise all who are about to begin the study of
langviagcs to give it a trmW—Hochester Democrat.

" For European travellers this volume is invaluable."— TFor-
cester Spy.

Either of the above volumes sent by mail free to any part of
the United States on receipt of price.

D. APPLETON &, CO., Publishers,
90, 92, and 94 Grand Street, New-York.

RED AS A EOSE IS SHE.
Third Edition.

D. APPLETON & CO.,

90, 93, and 94 Grand Street,

Have now ready the Third Edition of

RED AS A ROSE IS SHE.
By the Author of " Cometh up as a Flower."

1 vol. 8vo. Paper Covers, 60 cents.

From the New-York Evening Express.
" This Is truly r. charming novel ; for half Its contents

breathe the very odor of the flower It takes as Its title."

From the Philadelphia Inquirer.
" The author can and does write well ; the descriptions of

scencr}' are particularly effective, always graphic, and never

overstrained."

D. A. & Co. have just published :

A SEARCH FOR WINTER SUNBEAMS IN THE
RIVIERA, CORSICA, ALGIERS, AND SPAIN.

By Hon. S. S. Cox. IHustrated. Price, $3.

REPTILES AND BIRDS: A POPULAR ACCOUNT

or THEIR VARIOUS ORDERS, WITH A
DESCRIPTION OF THE HABITS AND ECO

NOMY OF THE MOST INTERESTING.
By Louis Figuler. Illustrated with 307 woodcuts. 1 vol.

8vo, $6.

HEREDITARY GENIUS : AN INQUIRY INTO ITS

L.\WS AND CONSEQUENCES.
By Francis Galton. Ivol.Svo. t3.50.

HAND-BOOK OF THE MASTERY SERIES OP

LEARNING LANGUAGES.

I. THE HAND-BOOK OP THE MASTERY

SERIES.

II. THE MASTERY SERIES, FRENCH.

III. THE MASTERY SERIES, GERMAN.

IV. THE MASTERY SERIES, SPANISH.
Price, 50 cents each.

Either of tlie above sent free by mall to any address on

receipt of the price.

BURGH'S

AND

DINII^C-ROOM,

310 BROAD-WAY,

BETWEEN PEARL AMD DUANB 8TRKBTS.

Breakfast from 7 to lO A..M.

Xuneh and Dinner from 19 to S P.M.

Supper from 4 to 7 P.M.

M. C. BURCH, of New-York.

A. STOW, of Alabama.

H. A. CARTER, of Massachusetts.

HENRY L. STEPHENS,

ARTIST.

ITo. 160 Pulton Street,

NEW-YORK.

important to Newsdealers I

ALi. onniES won

puiyrcHinrEiiiLO
Will be supplied by

OCR SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE AGENTS,

American News Co.

NE-W-YOHK.

kit

J. NICKINSON
BEOS TO AKNODNCE TO THE FRIENDS OF

PUNCHINELLO"
BKSIDINO IN THB COUNTRY, THAT,

FOR THEIR CONVENIENCE

HE HAS HADE ARRANQEMBNTS BT WHICH, ON RECEIPT

OF THE PRICK OF

ANr STANDARD BOOK PUBLISHED,

TUB SAME WILL BE FORWARDED, POSTAGE PAID.

Parties desiring Catalogues of any of our Publishing Houses,

can have the s:tmc forwarded by Inclosing two stamps.

OFFICE or

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

83 Nassau Street.

[P. O. Box J7S3.]
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WALTHAM WATCHES
3-4 PLATE.

IG and SO Sixes.

To the manufacture of tliose fine Watches theCompany have

devoted all the science and skill in the art at their command
and confidently claim that, for fineness and beauty, no less than

for the greater excellences of mechanical and scientific correct.

ness of design and execution, these watches are unsurpassed

anywhere.

In this country t.e manufacture of this fine grade of

Watches is not even attempted except at Waltham.

FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING JEWELLERS.

33 BUOAIDWAY,
NEW-YORK.

• • •-•

Opeti Every JDay from. lO A.N. to 3 P.M.

CHEEBFUL FOR JURIES.

Cook " Ho, m> ! this here paper says the women op Wyoming uas
TOOK to SITTIN' ON JURIES. LaW SAKES ! MaKY AnN, wouldn't I LIKE TO
SIT ON A JURY !"

Deposits of any sum, from Ten Cents to Ten
Thousand Dollax'S, will be received.

-• • •-

Six Per Cent Interest, Free oi

Government Tax.

INTEREST ON NEW DEPOSITS
Commences on the first of every month.

HENRY SMITH, Presidenl.

REEVES E. SELMES, Secretary.

WALTER ROCHE,
j ,^ ^

EDWARD HOGAN, )
^^ce-Pi-esidenU.

PUNCHINELLO:
term:© to clxjbs.

"WE OFFER AS PREMIUMS FOR CLUBS
first:

DANA TilCKFORO'S l^LTllJST FAMILY SPINNEIt,

The most complete and desirable machine ever yet introduced for spiiining ijurposcs.

second:
jticicroitD's citocnr/c and fancy womc ^iachineh.

These beautiful little machines aro very fasciiiatinir. as well as useful ; and L'vi'ry huly shouM liave ouc, as lliey can make every conceivable kind Of crochet or fancy work^upon them,

T II I I! 1) :

lilCKFOItD'S AUTOMATIC FAMILY KNITTHIt.

This l9 the most perfect and complete machine in the world. It knits every tiling.

p o ir R T II :

AMFRICAN nUTTONirOLE, OVEltSEAMING, AND SEMING-MACHINE.
Thin prreat comliination machine is the last and xrcatest iniprovenient ou all former machines. No. 1, with flaely finished Oiled Walnut Table and Cover, complete, price, $75. No. 2

same mchine without the buttonhole narts, etc., price, $00. • '

WK WILL SEND THE

Family Spinner. price, $9, for 4 suli.'icribers and $16.

No. 1 Crochet,
"

8, " 4 " " 1«.

"2 " "
!.'>, " « " " 24.

" 1 Automatic Knitter, 72 needles,
"

30, " 12 " " 48.

" 2 " " Kt " "
33, " 13 " " 52.

No. 8 Automatic Knitter, 100 needles, price, $87, for 15 subscribers and $60,
" 4 " "2 cylinders,)

1 72 neediest " 40, " 10 " " 64.
1100 needles)

No. 1 American Buttonhole and Ovcrsoaming JIachine, price, »76, for SO subscribers and #120.
•' 2 " " " without buttonhole parts, etc., " CO, " 25 " " 100.

Descriptive Circulars
Of all these machines will be sent upon application to this office, and full instructions for workmg tliem will be sent to purchasers.

Parties eetting up ('lnl)3 preferring cash to promiunis. may deduct scvcnty-llvc cents upon each full subscription .sent for four subscribers and upw.ard, and after the first remittance for four
subscribers may j'cnd sint'le names as thev obtain tlicm, <lc(luutiiij; the commission.

Kcmittancc's shoulil be made in I'ost-Ofllci' Orders, Hank (,'liocks, (jr Drafts on New-York City ; or if these can not bo obtained, tlion by Registered Letters, which any post-master will furnish,
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APPLICATIONS FOR ADVERTISING IN

"PUNCHINELLO ?5

SHOULD BE ADDRESSED TO

J. NICKINSON,
Boom No. 4,

83 NASSAU STREET.

The Greatest Horse Book ever Published.

HIRAM WOODRUFF
ON THE

TROTTING HORSE OF AMERICA!
Hotv to Train and Drive Him.

With Reminiscenses of the Trotting Turf. A liandsome 12mo,

with a splendid steel-plate portrait of Hiram Woodruff. Price,

extra cloth, $2.25.

The New-York Tribune says :
" This is a Masterly Trea-

tise btj the Master of his Profession—the ripened product of

forty years' experience in Handling, Training, Riding, and

Driving the Trotting Horse. There is no boolc Vike it in any
language on the subject of which it treats."

BoNNEK s-ays in the Ledger, " It is a boolc for which every

man who owns a liorse ought to subscribe. The information

which it contains is worth ten times its cost." For sale by all

booksellers, or single copies sent postpaid on receipt of price.

Agents wanted. J, g. FORD & CO.,
Printing-House Square, New-York.

Thomas J. Rayner & Co.,

PUNCHINELLO.

With a large and varied experience in th ; management and

publication of a paper of the class herewith submitted, and with

the still more positive advantage of an Ample Capital to jus-

tify the undertaking, the

POTOHmELLO PUBLISHING 00.

OP THE CITY OP NEW-TORK,

Presents to the public for approval, the

NEW ILLUSTRATED HUMOROUS AND SATIRICAL

WEEKLY PAPER.

29 LIBERTY STREET,

New-York,

MANTTFACTUBEE9 OF THE

Finest Cigars made in the United States.

All sizes and styles. Prices very moderate. Samples sent to

any responsible house. Also Importers of the

"JFUSBOS" BMAND,

Equal in quality to the best of the Havana market, and from ten

to twenty per cent cheaper.

Restaurant, Bar, Hotel, and Saloon trade will save money by

calling at

29 LIBERTY STREET.

Notice to Ladies.

Of 854 Broadway,
Has Just received a large assortment of all the latest styles of

Chignons, Chatelaines, etc.,

FROM PARIS,

Comprising the following ' beautiful varieties

:

La Coquette, La Plenitude, Le Bouquet,
La Sirene, L'Imperatrice, etc..

At prices varying from $2 upward.

WEVILL «5c HAMMAR,

Wood Engravers,

No. 208 BROADWAY,

NEW-VORK.

PUNCHINELLO,
The first number of which will be Issued under date of April 2,

1870, and thereafter weekly.

Punchinello will be National, and not local ; and will en-

deavor to become a household word in all parts of the coun-

try ; and to that end has secured a

VALUABLE CORPS OP C0NTRIBUT0E3

in various sections of the Union, while its columns will always be

open to appropriate first-class literary and artistic talent.

PcNCHiNELLO wiU bc entirely original ; humorous and witty,

without vulgarity, and satirical without malice. It will be

printed on a superior tinted paper of sixteen pages, size 13 by

9, and will be for sale by all respectable newsdealers who

have the judgment to know a good thmg when they see

it, or by subscription from this oflace.

The Artistic department will be In charge of Henry L.

Stephens, whose celebrated cartoons in Vanity Faie placed

him In the front rank of humorous artists, assisted by leading ar-

tists in their respective spicialties.

The management of the paper will be in the hands of WIL-

LIAM A. STEPHENS, with whom is associated CHARLES
DAWSON SHANLY, both of whom were Identified with

Vanitt Faib.

ORIGmAL ARTICLES,

Suitable for the paper, and Original Designs, or suggestive ideas

or sketches for illustrations, upon the topics of the day, arc al-

ways acceptable, and will be paid for liberally.

Rejected comjnunications can not be returned, unless postage-

stamps are inclosed.

Terms:

One copy, per year, in advance $4 00

Single copies, ten cents.

A specimen copy will be mailed free upon the receipt of ten

cents.

One copy, with the Riverside Magazine, or any other

magazine or paper, price, $2.60, for 5 50

One copy, with any magazine or paper, price, $4, for 1 00

All communications, remittances, etc., to be addressed to

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

No. 83 Nassau Street,

NEW-YORK.
P. O. Box, 2783.

(.For terms to Clubs, see 16th page.)

txc^ntiU iij^rarg.

Clinton Hall, Astor Place,

This is now the largest circulating Library in America, the

number of volumes on its shelves being | I 4,000- About

1000 volumes are added each month ; and very large purch-ises

are made of all new and popular works.

Books are delivered at members' residences for five cents each

delivery.

TERMS OF MEMBERSHIP:
TO CLERKS,

$1 Initiation, $3 Annual Dues.

TO OTHERS, $5 a year,

SUBSCRIPTIONS TAKEN FOB
SIX MiONTHS.

BRANCH OFFICES
AT

NO. 76 CEDAR STREET, NEW-YORK,
AMD AT

Tonkers, Norwalk, Stamford, and Elizabeth.

AMEBICAN

BUTTONHOLE, OVERSEAMING,

AND

SEWIITG-MACHmE CO.,

572 and 574 Broadway, New-York,

This great combination machine is the last and greatest Im-

provement on all former machines, making, in addition to all

the work done on best Lock-Stitch machines, beautiful

BUTTON AND EYELET HOLES J

in all fabrics.

Machine, with finely finished

Oiled Walnut Table and Coveb

complete, $75. Same machine, without the buttonhole parts,

$60. This last is beyond all question the simplest, easiest to

manage and to keep in order, of any machine In the market.

Machines warranted, and full instruction given to purchasers.

HENRY SPEAR

STATIONER, PRINTER,

ADD

BLANK BOOK MANUFACTURER.

AOaOUNT BOOKS

MADE TO ORDER.

PRINTING OP EVERT DESCRIPTION.

82 Wall Street,

NEW-YORK.
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THE "WARNING OF THE BELLE.

PATRIOTIC ADORATION.
A TALE OP PHILADELPHIA.

People of the Quaker City,

How the world must stand agliast

At your wondrous veneration

For those relics of tlie past,

Kept in sucli precise condition, •

Fostered with such tender care

—

Don't, oh ! don't the Philadelphians

Love old Independence Square?

Splendid are its walks and grass-plots

Where the bootblacks base-ball play.

And its seats resemblinnf toad-stools,

On which loafers lounge all day,

Waiting for their luck, or gazing

At the office of the Mayor

—

Don't, oh! don't the Philadelphians

Love old Independence Square?

Then, behold the fine old State-house

Cleanly kept inside and out.

Where the faithful office-holders

Squirt tobacco-juice about

:

Placards highly ornamental

Decorate its outward wall

—

Don't, oh I don't the Philadelphians

Love old Independence Hall?

! ye gods and little fishes

!

Could bill-sticker be so vile

As to paste up nasty posters

On the sacred classic pile ?

Greece and Rome yet have their relics,

But what are they ? very small.

Never half so venerated

As old Independence Hall.

PERIODICAL LITERATURE.
Punchinello has hitherto refrained from criticising the periodicals

of the day, from the mistaken idea that superlative excellence was not

expected in every number of every daily or weekly journal in the land.

He did not know that, if every such journal was not edited so as to

suit the comprehension of all classes of cursory critics, it should be un-

qualifiedly condemned. Supposing that a painter should not condemn

a paper for publishing a musical article beyond his comprehension,

and that an architect ought not to get in a rage because he finds in his

favorite journal a paper on beavers which makes him feel insignificant,

Punchinello has generally looked around upon his fellow-journal-

ists, and thought them very good fellows, who generally published very

good papers. He did not find superlative excellence in any of their

issues, but then he did not look for it. He might as well pretend to look

for that in the journalists themselves, or in society at large. But he

has lately learned, from the critics of the period, that he ought to look

for it, and that it is the proper thing nowadays to pitch into every

journal which does not, in every part, please every body, whether they

be smart or dull ; those quick of appreciation, or those slow gentlemen

who always come in with their congratulations upon the birth of a joke

at the time its funeral is taking place. And so, Punchinello will do

as others do, and will occasionally view, from the loop-hole in his cur-

tain, the successes and failures of his neighbors, and will give his pa-

trons the benefit of his observations.

The fir.st thing he notices to-day is, that the Evening Snail of last

night is not so good as it was a fortnight ago ; or, let us think a bit—it

may have been a good number at the beginning of last month that he

was thinking of; at all events, this last issue is inferior. Tlie matter

on the first page is not printed in nearly as good type as the original

periodicals had it, and while the letters in the heading are quite fair, it

is very noticeable that the I's are very defective, and there is no C in it.

The " Gleanings " are excellent, and it would be advisable to have more

of them—if indeed such a thing were possible in this case. The spi-

der-work inside shows no acquaintance with the writings of Bach or

Gliddon, and there is nothing about the Spectrum Analysis in any part

of the paper. Besides, the paper is too stiff and rattles too v.---h. and

Punchinello could never abide the color of the editor's pauiaioous.

Why will not people dress and write so that every body can admire and

understand them. Especially in regard to witty things and breastpins.

They ought to be loud, overpowering, and so glaring that people could

not help seeing them. And they ought to be a little cheap, too, or

average people won't comprehend them. In both cases paste (and

scissors) pays better than diamonds. The reports of private parties in

the Snail are, however, very good, and if it would confine its original

matter to such subjects, it could not fail to succeed.

«
A Query for Physicians.

Are people's tastes apt to become Vichy-ated by the excessive use

of certain mineral waters ?

"Behold, how Pfeasant a Thing 't is," etc.

Boston has a couple of clergymen who have fallen out upon mat-

ters not precisely theological. In the summer, the Rev. Mr. Murray
leaves his sheep, to shoot deer by torchlight in the Adirondacks. This

the Rev. Mr. Alger, in addressing the Suppression of Cruelty to Ani-

mals Society, denounces as extremely wicked. From all which Mr.

Punchinello, taking up his discourse, infers.

First. That it is a great deal more wicked to shoot deer by torch-

light than by daylight.

Secondb). That the Rev. Murray and the Rev. Alger arc of diffe-

rent religious persuasions.

TJdrdly and lastly. That the Rev. Mr. Alger doesn't lovo venison.

P. S. Persons desiring to present Mr. Punchinello with a fine

haunch, (in the season,) may shoot it by daylight, moonlight, torch-

light, or by a Drummond light, as most convenient.

We are indebted to Mr. Sarony for a number of brilliant photo-

graphs of celebrities of the day. Lovely woman is well represented in

the batch, with all the chara<*tors of which Punchinello hopes to pre-

sent his readers, from time to time.

Entered, according to Act of Congress, in the year 1870, by the PuNcnmELLO Ptblishino Compant, in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States, for the

Southern District of New-York.
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ALL ABOARD FOR HOLLAND!

Punchinello understands that a performance is soon to take place

at the Academy of Music, for the benefit of Geoiige Holland, the

well-known and ever-green " veteran " of " the staj^e." It pleases

P[:nciiinello to know that a combination of talent and beauty is to

bo brought together for so worthy a purpose. Seventy-four years ago,

when Geokge Holland was a small child, Punchinello used to

dandle him upon his knee. Hardly four years have passed since

Punchinello M-as convulsed by the Tony Lumpkin of Holland. lie

distinctly remembers, too, administering hot whiskey punch to little

boy Holland with a tea-spoon, Avhich may in some measure account

i.)V tue Spirit subsequently infused by the capital comedian into the

numerous bits of character presented by him. Considering these facts,

it is manifestly an incumbent duty on the part of Punchinello to

request the earnest attention of his readers to the subject of Geokge
Holland's benefit, all particulars concerning which will be given in

due time through the public press. It used to be said, long ago, that

"the Dutch have taken Holland." AVell, let our own modern Knicker

bockers improve upon that notion, by taking Holland's tickets. Re-

member how, in the early settlement of the country, it was Holland

that made New-York, and see that New-York now returns the compli-

ment, and makes Holl.\nd. Convivial songsters frequently remind

us that

—

" a Hollander's draught should potent be,

And deep as the rolling Zuyder Zee."

Mind this, all ye Hollanders A\ho would give your support to our

Holland. Let your drafts be potent, your checks heavy, your

attendance ])unctual. Make the aflfair complete ; so that when, here-

after, a comparison is sought for s')metliing that has been a success

people will say of it
—"As liig as that Bumper of Holl.snd's."

ASTRONOMICAL CONVERSATIONS.

(nV a father and DAUGIITEII HESIDING on the planet VENUS.)

No. I.

Father {to Daughter, ')tho u lookinfj throvgh a telescope) Yes,

IIelene, that is the Planet Tellus, or Earth. The darker streaks are

land ; the bright spots, water. We begin with a low power, which

shows only the masses; presently you will have the ])leasure of discri-

minating not only rivers and chains of mountains, but cities—single

houses—even Human Beings! Yes, you shall this very night read a

page of PuNCHi.NELLO, a paper so bright that every word appears sur-

rounded liy a halo

!

DAL'nirn;i{. O father! do that now.' How delightful, to actually

read the works of tlicse .singular cnalures, and become familiar with

their extraordinary ideas ! Were the scintillations you spoke of the

other night, that were seen all over the Western Continent, the result

of the flashing of these radiant pages?

F. Undoubtedly, my child ; they began with the first issue of the

paper, and have since regularly increased in brightness, just as It has.

D. It really seems as though Earth would answer for a Moon, by

and by, at this rate !

F. You are quite right, Helene ; it will. Or say, rather, a Sun.

For you will observe that it is a icarm light ; not cool, as reflected

light always is. It is Original.

D. Well, this shows that Punchinello must have some Heart, as

well as Head. Come, put on your highest power now, and let us

seem to pay good old Tellus a visit

!

[The indulgent Fatlier complies, and is at some pains to adjust the

focus.']

F. Now, dear ! take a good look.

D. ( Looking intently.) Oh I how splendid—how splendid ! Do see

the beautiful things in those Shop Windows ! It must be the Spring

Season there ! Do see those lovely lumps on the backs of those crea-

tures' heads ! What place is it, Father ?

F. That ? It's New-York ; and the street is the famous Broadway.

D. O dear ! how I would like to go shopping there, this minute

!

—for I see it is afternoon in that quarter Is there no way of getting

there? (! ! !)

F. {Laughing heartiy.) Well, well, Helene ! That's pretty

good, for the daughter of an astronomer ! Do you know that at this

precise moment you are Forty-five Million, Six Hundred and Fifty-

four Thousand, Four Hundred and Ninety-one Miles and a half from

those Muslins ! I'll tell you, Sis, what could be done : Drop a line to

the Editor of Punchinello, and tell him what you want. He'll get

it, some way.

D. That I will, instantly ! [Turns to her portfolio, while her father

turns to the telescope.']

" Dear Mr. Editor : Pardon the seeming boldness of a stranger :

you are no stranger to me ! Long, long have I deceived that good

man, my father, by pretending to know nothing of the Earth, or of his

instrument / Many and many a night, imknoicn to him, have I gone

to the Telescojye, to satisfy the restless craving I feel to know more of

your Planet, and of a person of your sex whom I have often beheld,

and watched with eagerness as he came and went. How thrilling the

thought, that he cannot even knoro of my existence, and that we are

forever separated ! This, good and dear Editor, is my one Thought,

my one great Agony.
" It has occurred to me that, in this dreadful situation—my Passion

being sufficiently Hopeless, as any one may see—you might at least

afFord me some slight alleviation, by undertaking to let Him know of

the interest he excites in this far-oflP star ! Let me describe my charmer,

so that you will be able to identify him. He is of fair size, with a

rolling gait and a smiling countenance, has light hair and complexion,

wears often a White Hat, (on the back of his head—where Thoughtful

men always place the hat, I've been told by observers,) and now and

then carelessly leaves one leg of his trowsers at the top of his boot. I

have often seen him, with a bundle of papers in his pocket, entering a

large building with the words " l\ibune Office" over the door—and I

adore him ! O excellent Editor ! tell him this, I implore you ! Be

kind to your distant and looc-lorn friend, Helene."

F. What did you say, Helene ?

D. I was saying that I wished to look a littlo longer at the fashions

in Broadway.

F. Well, well—I believe the Fashions arc all that these women
think of ! There—look away! I presume they have changed consi-

derably since you looked before ! When do you wish to begin your

lessons in Astronomy?

D. Next week, Father ; let me seo : we will say, next week—Thurs-

day.

F. Very well ; I shall remind yon.

D. {who is determined to have the lust word, any way.) Very well.

13each'.s Soliloquy on entering his Pneumatic Chamber.

"Tu-RE or not tu-be."

Keflections by a Tallow-chandler.

Though a man be the Mould of fashion, yet he cannot light himself

to bed by tlie Dip in Ids back.
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THE PLAYS AND SHOWS.

EN AND ACRES, the new
comedy at Wallack's, is

one of the best of Taylor's

pieces, and a decided im-

provement upon the carpen-

ter work of Boucicault.

It has been rechristened by

Mr. Wallack, and its for-

mer name

—

Old Men and
New Acres, or New Aches

and Old Manors, or some-

thing else of that sort—has

been conveniently shorten-

ed. If it does not convince

us that the author has im-

proved since he first began

to write plays, it certainly

reminds us that there is

such a thing as Progress.

In the latter play, Mr. J. W.
Wallack was a civil en-

gineer. In the present drama,

he is an uncivil tradesman. Both appeal to the levelling t(>ndencies

of the age ; and in each, the author has done his " level best "—as Mr.

Grant White would say—to flatter the Family Circle at the expense

of the Boxes.

The cast includes a Vague Baronet and his Managing Wife, their

Slangy Daughter, their Unpleasant Neighbor and his wife and

daughter, an Unintelligible Dutchman, an Innocuous Youth, a Disa-

greeable Lawyer, and the Merchant Prince. This is the sort of way in

which they conduct themselves.

Act\. Disagreeable Lawyer to Vague Baronet : "You are rained,

and your estate is mortgaged to a Merchant Prince. What do you in-

tend to do?"

Vague Baronet. " I will ask my wife what I think about it."

Enter Managing Wife. "Ruined, are we? Allow mo to remark,

Fiddlesticks ! Get the Merchant to take our third-story hall-bedroom

for a week, and I'll soon clear off the mortgage."

Enter Slangy Daughter. " O ma ! there was such a precious guy

at the ball last night, and I had no end of a lark with him. Good

gracious ! here comes the duffer himself."

Enter Merchant Prince. (Aside.) " So here's the Vague Baronet

and his wife. And there's the slangy girl I fell in love with. Nice

lot they are!" {To Managing Wife.) "Madam, there is nothing so

grand as the majesty of trade. Your rank and blood are all gammon.

We Merchant Princes are the only people fit to live. However, I'll

condescend to speak to you."

Managing Wife. (Aside.) " How noble ! What a gentlemanly per-

son he really is!" (To Merchant Prince.) "Sir, I bid you welcome.

Here is my daughter, who was just praising your beauty and accom-

plishments. I leave you to entertain her." (Exeunt Baronet, Wife,

and Lawyer.)

Merchant Prince (placing his chair next to Slangy Daughter's, and

leaning his elbow on her.) " There is nothing like trade. We trades-

men alono are great. We despise the whole lot of clean and idle aris-

tocrats. I keep a Gin Palace in Liverpool. Does your bloated aristo-

cracy do half as much for suffering humanity ?"

Slangy Daughter. " Speak on, speak ever thus, Noble Being

!

It's awfully jolly!"

Curtain fdls, and Baker wakes up to lead his orchestra through the

mazes of " Shoo Fly."

Appreciative Lady. " Isn't it nice ? Miss Henriques's dress is per-

fectly beautiful, and it sounds so cunning to hear her talk slang."

Second Appreciative Lady. " How handsome Hockwell looks

!

Just like a real baronet, my dear !"

Other Appreciative Ladies. " The dres.se3 at Wallack's are always

perfectly excpiisite. I mean to have my next dre.ss made with a green

silk fichu, a moire antique bertha, and little point lace peplums and

gussets, just like Miss Mestayeu's. Won't it be sweet ?"

All the Counter-jumpers in the Theatre. " Ji.M Wallack's the boy

!

Don't he talk up to those aristocratic snobs, though '!"

Act 2. Enter Unpleasant Neighbor and Unintelligible German.
The former says, " You're sure there's an iron-mine on the Baronet's
land ?"

Unintelligible German. " Ya ! Dus ist um-um-uni."
Etiter Merchant Prince and Slangy Daughter. Exeunt the other fel-

lows.

Merchant Prince. " There is nothing like the grandeur of trade

;

and yet we tradesmen are not proud. See ! I offer to marry you.
"

Slangy Daughter. " I love you wildly I (Aside.) I do hope he
won't rumple my hair."

Merchant Prince. "Come to my arrums! The majesty of trade is

60 infinitely above any thing else "

—

and so forth.

Enter Managing Wife. " Take her, noble Merchant, and be happy
(Aside.) This settles the affair of the mortgage." (To Daughter.)
" Come, darling, we'll go and tell your father." (They go.)

Enter Unpleasant Neighbor. " Here's a telegram for you. No bad
news, I hope ?"

Merchant Prince. " I am ruined unless you lend me £40,000. Do
it, and I will assign to you the mortgage on the baronet's property.

The majesty of trade is something which "

Unpleasant Neighbor. " Here it is." (Aside.) " Now I'll get pos-

session of the estate and the iron-mine."

Enter Managing Wife. " Ruined, are you ? Of course you can't

have my daughter now."

Merchant Prince. "I resign her. We tradesmen are infinitely

greater than you aristocrats."

Curtain fulls, Baker tcakes up. " Shoo Fly " by the Orchestra, and
remarks on dress by the ladies as before. Counter-jumpers go out to

drink to the majesty of trade, having grown perceptibly taller since the

play began.

Act 3. Unprincipled Neighbor to Unintelligible Dutchman. " Have
you got the analysis of the iron ore?"

Unintelligible Dutchman. "Ya! Das its um-um-um."
Unprincipled NeigMor. " All right ! Now I'll foreclose the mort-

gage, and will be richer than ever."

Enter Vague Baronet, and Wife and Daughter, and Laicyer. To

them collectively remarks the Unprincipled Neighbor, " The mortgage

is due. As you can't pay, you've got to more out."

Disagreeable Lawyer. "Not much! Here's an analysis of iron ore

found on our land. We raised money on the mine, and are ready to

pay off the mortgage."

Enter Merchant Prince. " Here's an analysis of the iron ore. I told

them all about it. We tradesmen are great, but wo will sometimes

help even a wretched aristocrat."

Slangy Daughter. " Here's an analysis of the iron ore. Now I will

marry my noble Merchant, and make him rich again ; for there's dead

loads of iron on the Governor's land, you bet
!"

They (dl produce analyses of the ore, and the play itself being o'er, the

curtain falls.

E.vaspernted cntic, xcho has sent for twelve seats, and has been politely

refused. " I'd like to abuse it, if there was a chance ; but there isn't.

The play is really good, and I can't find much fault with the acting.

However, I'll pitch into Stodd.\rd for swearing, which his ' Unprin-

cipled Neighbor ' does to an unnecessary extent, and I'll say that Jim

Wall.vck is too old and gouty to play the ' Merchant Prince,' and

doesn't quite forget that he used to play in the Bowery."

Every body else. "Did you ever see a play better acted? And did

you ever see actresses better dressed ?"

And Punchinello is constrained to answer the latter question with

an emphatic No! As to the acting, it might bo improved were Mr.

Stoddard to play the character for which he is cast, instead of insist-

ing upon playing nothing but Stodd.\rd. But to all the rest of the

actors, not forgetting Mr. Ringgold, who plays the insignificant part

of the "Innocuous Youth," Punchinello is pleased to accord his gra-

cious approval. Mat.vdoii.
—

.

».
A Balmy Idea.

According to Miss Anthony, the crying evil with women is that

they will blubber ; but it must be remembered that out of this blubber

they make oil to pour into our conjugal wounds.

A Suit for Damages.
Any clothes in a storm.
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HINTS UPON HIGH ACT.

Observakt visitors to tlie National Academy of Design will allow

that a tendency to greatness is beginning to develop itself in certain

directions among our artists. In landscape some of them are almost

immense. The works of PORPHyRO warm the walls with rays of

splendor, or cool the lampooned sight-line with pearly gradations, as

the case may be. Mandrake renders feelingly the summer uplands

and groves, and Silverbark the melanclioly autumnal woods. By-

THESEA infuses with sentiment even the blue wreaths of smoke that

curl up from the distant ridge against which loom the concentrated

lovers that he selects for his idyllic romances. Gushingly he does his

work, but thoroughly ; and there are other flowers than lackadaisies

to be discerned in his herbage. Gustibus blows gently the foliage

aside, and gives us glimpses through it of rural contentment in con-

nection with a mill, or some other interesting object beyond. The

pencil of Sage-
green imbues can-

vases, both large

and small, with in-

finite variety and

force ; and it is to

Sketchmore that

the great lakes owe

their remarkable

reputation as pieces

of water with poems

growing out of

their broad 1 i 1 y-

pads. Very tender

are the pastoral

banks and brook-

sides of Leafhop-

PER. Elfinlocks
takes up his pencil,

and lo ! a hazy,

mazy, lazy, dreamy

vista where it has

touched. But hold

!

Our critical Incubus

has taken the bit

between her teeth,

and is beginning to

run away with us.

Stop that ; and let our readers enumerate the other first American

landscape painters for themselves.

Not so strong are our artists in domestic incidents and compositions

of life and character. We have Stunnington, to be sure, whose

traits of American expression, whether white or colored, are most true

to the life ; and there's Barleymow, who will twist you an eclogue

from the tail of his foreground pig. Others there be ; but space has

its limits, and wo forbear.

As for our portrait limners, their name is Legion, and that compre-

liensive name must go for all. Like Benvenuto Cellini they shall

be known for their ugs ; and their transmission to posterity on the

heads of families is a thing to be reckoned on as sure.

For the higher flights of art the American painter is by no manner
of moans endowed with tlic wings of his native eagle—wings that

agitate tlio cerulean vault, spattering it with splashes of creamy cloud-

spray, and churning into butter the stretches of the Milky Way. His-

tory has indeed been illustrated by American art, but lias it been en-

riched ? Tlio Wasiiingtons and the Websters, the Clays and the

LiNCOLNS, have had their memories dreadfully lampooned on canvas.

Allfigory docs not inspire the great American pencil. Tall art there

is, and cnougli of it " at that ;" but of liigli art, wo have none to speak

of, except the canvases that are placed over doorways in the galleries

of the Academy, and, in the sense of elevation, may consequently be

spoken of as high. All this is wrong. Alas ! that we should write it.

Would that wo could right it ! And to think of the musty subjects

that our historical and allegorical men select. IIo ! young men—away
with your CmiiSTOPiiKR Coi^umbus ; relegate your Mrtamora to

his proper limbo ; l(;t W.\8uington alone ; and Lincoln ; and Os-

ceola th(! Savage ; and POCAHONTAS, and all the rest. Leave them
alone; aufi, taking fresh sulijecLs, dip your brushes in brains, as old

Opie or someljoci^ 'se said, and go to Work with a will. No fresh

subjects to be had, you say ? Bosh ! absurd interlocutor that you are.

Here's a bundle of 'em ready cut to hand. We charge you no money
for them, and you may take your choice.

SUBJECTS FOR WORKS OP HIGH ART.

Providence tempering the wind to the shorn lamb.

Absence op Mind marking a box of paper shirt-collars with inde-

lible ink.

Milton " going it blind."

The late Mr. William Cobbett teaching his sons to shave with

cold water.

St. Patrick emptying the snakes out of his boots.

True Love never running smooth.

No Man acting jiero to his valet de cJbambre.

Robert Bonner taking Dexter by the forelock with one hand,

and Time with the other.

Subjects like

, these might be

worked out to ad-

vantage. The field

in which they are

to be found is al-

most unlimited ;

and they possess

abundantly the two

grand essentials to

success in art at the

present time, as well

as in literature

—

novelty and sensa-

tion.

THE POLITICAL MILL-ENNIUM.

H. G. and Terpsi-
chore.

Among the
strange revelations

about IVibune peo-

ple elicited during

the McFarland
trial, was the bit of

gossip about Mr.

Greeley going -to

Saratoga to "trip

the light fantastic

toe." That Mr. Greeley's toe is " fantastic," every body who l^as

ever inspected his " Congress gaiters " must know, but as to its light-

ness we have our doubts. " What I know about dancing " would be a

capital subject for H. G. to handle, and we hope that he will take

Steps for doing it.

»»«

Sweeny's New Charter.

How doth the busy Peter B.,

Improve each shining hour!

From nettled young Democracy,

He plucks the safety-flower.

From Borne.

The Pope is said to he " out of Spirits." Why doesn't he come to

New-York, where lie can get plenty of the article, either in the sense of

the Tap or in that of the Rap ?

" He who was Born to be Hanged," etc.

On one of the mornings of the McFarland trial, a very importunate

person attempted to force liis way into the courtroom, which, as he

was told, was already (crowded "to suffocation." To this he retorted

that he " wasn't born to be suffocated." That's in substance what the

late Jack Reynolds said, and 7ie was mistaken.

The Difference.

Rice riots are reported as raging in all the ports of Japan. Rye was

the principal mover in the famous conscription riots of New-York.

A Celestial Idea.

No wonder tlie Chinese theatre in San Francisco is a success, consi-

dering how skilful the actors must be in catching tlie Cue.
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JUMBLES.
Did you ever hear of my friend Bootsbt ? " No." That's rather

queer. I see—you've been out of town. Bootsby is a man of stand-

ing—of decided standing, I may say. He stands, in fact, a great deal.

The heavy standing round he does is enormous when the limited capa-

city of a single mortal is taken in view. Bootsby stands round among
every class of people, and especially of politicians and potationers. He
stands round to talk, to hear, and especially to drink. The power of

the man in this last matter is wonderful, and the puzzle is, that his

standing (and perpendicularity) is not perceptibly affected. Of course

there are times when Bootsby's standing is not so good. In so slip-

pery a place as Wall Street, it is found to be less certain ; while in a

crowd on Broadway, waiting for a bus, it cannot be said to maintain a

very remarkable firmness. But as a whole, and as the world goes,

Bootsby is a man of standing. In the altitude of six feet ten, he may
be called a man of high standing. He feels proud of the fact. " Is it

not better to be a mountain than a mole ?" he often asks in a proudly

sneering manner of his neighbor Puggs, who is about as far up in the

world as the top of a yard-stick. It is very true that size is not quality,

and a seven-footer may be no better than a three-footer ; but it is ob-

served that a Short Man is rarely any thing else. His stature is his

measure throughout. My own impression of myself is, that I don't care

to be short ; but if the alternative were forced upon me, I should choose

that of person rather than of purse. Bootsby does not care much
about money, and he carries very little. Some people are like Bootsby,

but most people are not. The ladies, it is true, never, or rarely, want

money. Like newspapers and club-houses, they are self-supporting.

In fact they surround themselves with supporters which stay tightly.

Mrs. Todd is peculiar in her wants pecuniary. She, good soul, never

wants (or keeps) money long, but she doesn't want it little. She pre-

fers it like onions, in a large bunch, and strong. The reason why most

women do not want money is because they have no use for it. They

never dress ; they never wear jewelry ; silks and satins have no charms

in their eyes ; laces, ribbons, shawls never tempt. To exist and walk

upright in simpleness and quiet is the sum of their desires. Dear

creatures ! how is it that they never want ?

My neighbor, Mr. Drowse, desires to know where you get all your

funny things for Punchinello ? He knows they are there, does Mr.

Drowse ; for he gets my copy of the penny postman, and he keeps it,

too. It is the only good taste my neighbor has displayed of late years.

I tell Mr. Drowse that you make your fun. He further asks. Where ?

I tell him in the attic—up there where they keep the salt. He desires

to know the size of attic. Of course he has never seen your noble, ca-

pacious, alabaster forehead, else he would perceive the source of those

scintillations of light and warmth which radiate throughout the uni-

verse every Saturday for only ten cents. He is curious also to know

about the salt, and doesn't comprehend how or where you use it. He
used to use it when a boy in catching birds by putting the briny com-

pound on the tails of the same, and that he used to call " fun alive ;" but

he don't see it—the salt—about Punchinello. I suspect Mr. Drowse
doesn't see the sellers, (certainly he avoids them when Punchinello

is offered, much to my mortification, and one dime to my cost,) and so is

not likely to discern the source of the fun. I merely informed Mr. Drowse
that the editor was very tall, very handsome, with very black skin and

rosy hair, (at which he opened his eyes with astonishment, and asked if

I meant so ; at which I said, " Yes, I guess so,") and that he laughed out

of his nose, eyes, head, and hands, as well as his mouth. Drowse
wants to see the editor very much. He has seen men with black skins

and hearts, (for he used to know lots of politicians ;) but wants to put his

vision on some " rosy hair "—and when he does, no doubt liis gaze will

be fixed. It is healthy sometimes to have the gaze fixed ; and often,

like sauce-pans and sermons, it has to be fixed. When Mr. Drowse
calls at 83, please show him in Parlor 6 with the Brussels, fresco-work,

and lace curtains.

April is a model month. So serene, steady, clear, and balmy. No-

thing but blue sky, gentle zephyrs, kissing breezes, genial suns by day

and sparkling stars by night. Punchinello no doubt likes sparkling

stars—stars of magnitude—stars that show what they are. Punchi-

nello perhaps goes to Niblo's, and not only sees plenty stars, but

plenty of them. But of April. It is called " fickle ;" but that's a slander.

"Every thing by turns and nothing long"—that is a libel on which a

suit could be hung. The same vile falsehood is cruelly uttered of some

women, when every body knows, or sliould know, that these same

women are nothing of the sort. Who ever knew a fickle woman V

Where in history is there record of such an impossibility ? Fickle

—

that implies a change of mind. What woman ever changed her mind
any more than her hands ? Nonsense, avaunt !—banished be slander !

April is not fickle—woman is not fickle. As one is evenly beautiful,

divinely serene, bewitchingly winning, so is the other sunny, cerulean,

balmy, paradisiacal. April for ever—after that the rest of the calendar.

Does Punchinello believe in the Woman Movement ? Todd does.

He believes woman should move as much as man ; and he regards her

movement in such numbers to the great West as full of hope (and

husbands) for the sex. Mrs. Todd has not as yet been irresistibly

seized by the movement ; but if Timothy knows himself, he longs for

the day when the seizer may come. Although Todd—who is the

writer of this epistle—says it, who perhaps shouldn't, lest the shaft of

egotism be hurled mercilessly at him, he does unhesitatingly say that

to aid this movement he would make the greatest of sacrifices. He is

willing to sacrifice his wife and other female relations upon the sacred

altar of the movement, and contribute liberally to the expense thereof

He is quite willing they should vote—early and often, if need be ; but

he wishes to see the movement go westward like the Star of Empire

—

westward via cheerful Chicago. Todd trusts Punchinello will es-

pouse this movement ; for if it does, it—the movement, no less than

Punchinello—will go straight onward and upward ; but not by the

route known as the Spout.

Mucilage is a good thing. It is now extensively used in Church,

State, and Society. We use it largely at the Veneerfront Avenue
Church, of which Rev. Dr. Alexander Plasterwell is pastor. Of
course, Mr. Punchinello, you know that distinguished church, and

have no doubt often listened to the distinguished Dr. Plasterwell.
He is a kind man, has a high forehead, a Roman (Burgundy) nose, and

a sweet, soft head—I should say heart. He has—great and good man

—

the largest faith in mucilage. He often makes it a text, and he sticks

to it, he does—does Dr. Plasterwell. Nothing like mucilage,

Punchinello. It is the hope of the human race, and the salvation

of woman. It is the Philosopher's Stone in solution ; the essence and

link which connects and cements all that is great, good, and lovely, in

the past, present, and future. At least, such is the humble opinion of

Timothy Todd.

HINTS TO CAR CONDUCTORS.
When standing in Printing House Square, your destination being

Grand Street Ferry or Bleecker Street, if a stranger asks whether you
are going to Harlem, nod, as it is considered improper to answer in the

negative. If he finds out the mistake, you can plead deafness.

When called upon to stop, never attempt to comply. There are

several reasons why you should not. In the first place, if you did stop,

it would show that you have no will of your own, and since the passage

of the Fifteenth Amendment, alZ men are equal in this country.

You may stop about two blocks from the place named, just to please

yourself and prove your independence ; but take particular care to start

the car when the passenger is half off the steps. If there is a young
surgeon in the neighborhood, you can enter into an arrangement to

break arms and legs in this way with impunity, have the maimed
" carried into the, surgery," and share the fees with the operator. Oc-

casional cases of manslaughter may take place ; but don't mind that, as

coroners' juries in New-York will return verdicts of "death from na-

tural causes." Besides this, remember that you have a vote, and that

both coroners and judges are dependent upon the people. When a

lame old gentleman hails you, beckon him furiously to come on, but be

sure, at the same time, to urge the driver to greater speed.

It is no part of your business to have change, so never give any, but

drive on : people should provide for and look after their own business

and that is none of yours.

Always drive through the centre of a target company or funeral

procession, never minding whether you kill one or more, and then

abuse the captain or the undertaker for 1 is stupidity.

By the adoption of these essential rules, and by adding a good deal

of incivility, you will soon reach the top of the wheel of your profession,

and in due time have a testimonial presented to you by an admiring

and grateful public.
»«

Out in the Cold.

Commissioner Tweed proposes a new outside Bureau of (he De-

partment of Public Works, for late-Commissioner McLean. He is to

be Superintendent of Refrigerators.
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THE LANDING OF THE PILG-RIMS.

EXGRAYED BY SPECIAL PEKMISSION FOR PuNCIITXELLO, FROM THE ORUilNAL PAINTING, BY MiLES STANDISH, IN THE COLLECTION

OP Methuselah Pilgrim, Esq., of Pilgrimsville, Mass.

TO CAPTAIN HALL.

(in anticipation of his trip to the pole.)

Hall ! Hall !

D'ye liear our call ?

Or, do you fancy it to be

A Aveatlier sign—merely the pre-

Monition of a squall

At sea

!

Hall !

You pay no lieed at all.

Nevertlieless, hardy mariner I

(A Snow-Binl brings this with our kindest love,)

We're sorry you prefer

Those frigid walks (ever so far abovo

The 80th parallel, we guess I)

To stocks, and tariffs, and domestic bliss

;

Yes, yes,

Captain, we're sorry it has come to this

!

Why do you madly thirst

Tor grog that's chopped up with a hatchet? say !

And tell us of the first

Strange thought which spurred you to go up that way !

Was it the hope that on some icy coast

(Frozen, yourself, almost
!)

You'd have the luck to meet poor Franklin's ghost?

And has it seemed, sometimes,

That drowning might be pleasanter up there

Among the icebergs, native to those climes,

Than where

The surf breaks gently on some coral-reef,

And sirens sweetly soothe one's Blow despair?

Say, was that your belief?

And who is Bent ?*

Why was he sent,

With his Warm Curnmts wheeling round the Pole?

A long, long race must his discii)l(>s run :

Captain Bent, of Cincinnati, originator of the n(nv tlioory of Polar Currents.

No sun,

No fun.

No chance to toss a word to any one ;

And A\liat a goal ?

As hopefully you munch
The flinty biscuit, Avatching whale or^seal.

Or listening, undaunted, to the crunch

Of ice-floes at the keel.

Say, Sir Intrepid ! shall you really think

You pioneer the navies of the world ?

Not while the chink

Of well-housed dollars sounds so pleasantly.

And safer tracks map out the treacherous sea

!

If that's your dream, oh ! let your sails be furled.

But, no !

It is not this ! Your spirit, high and bold,

Scorning all tamer joys, will have it so !

No cold

Can chill its ardor ! Such a soul would sate

Its deathless craving iu some lofty flight.

Some deed sublime, and read its shining fate

By the Aurora's light !

For fruitful fellowship, it seeks the wild.

The frozen waste.

Where the world's venturous heroes—reconciled

To sunless, shuddi-ring gloom

—

To joyless solitude—with ardor taste

Their dread delights ! and so at last find room,

'Mid nodding icebergs, for their watery tomb !

For this, wo spare you,

O dauntless IlALL ! Once having breathed that air

So pure, so fresh, so rare !

And caught the wildness of the Esquimaux,

We declare j'ou

Unfit to live where beans and lettuce grow !

Leave delving to tjic little pitiful molo.

Great soul I

And now, then, i';)r tlie Pole!
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N^,i;^\W-^V>N\NV^-

FINANCIAL RELIEF

Mn B.MB.B Borr^VK.. to Mns. Con.KV F.u. (See Oliur T.isi) "THE GREAT PRINCIPLE OF FINANCIAL RELIEF IS

TO GIVE THE BT'SINESS MEN EXACTLY. WHAT THEY DONT WANT: THEN THEY GET TIRED OF COMING."
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CONDENSED CONGRESS.
SENATE.

MR. SUMNER said he was

the friend of the oppressed.

That, as was well known,

was his regular business.

Unfortunately, the Fifteenth

Amendment had rendered

the colored man incapable

of being hereafter regarded

as an oppressed creature.

He was sorry, but it could

not be helped. He was

therefore forced to go down
the chromatic scale of crea-

tion and find another class

of clients. He found them

in cattle. Homer had sung

about the ox-eyed Juno, and

Walter Whitman about

bob veal. COWPER had re-

marked that he would not

number in his list of friends

^«t. r
I ^'^t^ -^ the man who needlessly set

foot upon a cow. He mentioned these things merely to show that rail-

way companies had no right to starve cattle. He proposed an amend-
ment to the Constitution, to provide that a dinner of at least three

courses should be given to cows daily. Mr. Drake was heartily in

favor of the proposition. He had got his feet in a web, so to speak, by
paddling in the political waters of Missouri, and some people had gone
so far as to call him " qHack." He demanded redress.

Mr. Wilson didn't see the use of all this legislation to protect ani-

mals. Animals had no votes, although he admitted a partial exception,

in that every bull, it had its ballot. But he had something practical.

Here was a jolly job, the Pacific Railway grant. There was a good

deal more in it than they had made out of any other Grant. Mr.

Thurman's suggestion, that this land ought to be occupied by actual

settlers, he scorned. " Actual settlers " were of a great deal more use to

him in Massachusetts, where they could vote for him, than in the ter-

ritories, where that boon would not be extended to them. It was much
better that they should be occupied by imaginary settlers, who could

pay and not vote. Actual " settlings" were the dregs of humanity.

The Georgia bill came up, as it does every day with much more re-

gularity than luncheon. The Senate has succeeded in muddling it to

that degree of unintelligibility that nobody has the slightest notion

what it provides. It is, therefore, in a condition to give rise to infinite

debate. After several senators had said enough for a foundation for

thirty columns each in the Glohc, they let it go for the present. The
present was the one promised by Senator Wilson in return for the

Pacific Railway grab grant.

HOUSE.

The House is given over to the tariff. A very indelicate discussion

has been had upon corsets. Mr. Brooks was of opinion that the corset

would tariff it were subjected to any more strain in the way of duties.

Mr. Marshall remarked that the corset avoided a great deal of Waist.

It was whalebone of his bone, or soniething of that sort. It was one

of the main Stays of our social system.

Mr. ScHENCK made another speech. He ripped up the foreign cor-

set in a truculent manner. He said that American corsets were far supe-

rior, only American women had not the sense to see it. The efiect of

taking off the duty on corsets would be to take oflF the corsets.

Mr. Brooks called the hooks and ayes on the corsets. Mr. Schenck
opposed the call. He had found a simple tape much i)referable. He
wished a coffer-dam might be put upon the roaring Brooks.

Somebody at this point brought up a contested election case ; but Mr.

Logan objected to its being considered. Wliat, he asked, was the use

of wasting time ? There was money in the tariff. There was no money
at all in voting a Democrat out, and a Republican in. They could do

that any day in five minutes. His friend Mr. Buti^er had recently re-

marked, one Democrat more or less made no difference. But Mr.

Butler forgot that the larger the majority, the larger the divisor for

spoils, and thereforf the sinaller the quotient ami tlie " dividend." He
did not know much about arithmetic. He had never been at West

Point ; but he believed that a million dollars, for instance, would go
further and fare worse among two hundred men than among three.

If the House were not careful, there would be a glut of Republicans in

it, and the shares would be pitifully meagre. As for him, he had a

great mind, (derisive cheers)—he repeated, that he had a great mind to

vote for a Democrat next time.

In spite of Mr. Logan's warning, the House voted in a couple or so

of Republicans, and then resumed the duty on wool.

Mr. Cox thought this wool had been pulled over the eyes of the

House often enough. It reminded him of an expedition, of which Mr.

Logan had never heard, in search of a " Golden Fleece."

Mr. Jenckes, and Mr. Schenck, and Mr. Kelley called him to

order in behalf of their constituents, who were in the wool business,

and said that " wool " in one form or another had always been the

staple of their political career.

Mr. Butler said he had a little game worth two of that. He wanted

to buy San Domingo. In this there were plenty of commissions, and

hundreds of thousands of colored votes.

FIFTEENTH AMENDMENT.

aldermanic reception tjf-town.

C^SAK, walk in ! Ah Pompet ! how d'e do?

This way, Clem ! Gentlemen, please walk right through

!

George, how's your mother 1 Fine day, Pete—fine day !

Well, how are things down there at Oyster Bay ?

Ah Auntie ! how's your rheumatiz, this spring ?

Well, Mr. Johnson, did you try that sling ?

Why, this is Uncle Steve ! How—do—you—do.

Uncle ? Sit down. What can I do for you t

Well, Mr. Prince 1 You must be busy, now.

Whitewashing is the best thing done, I voav I

Why, hel—lo ! Regis ! From the Cape so soon ?

When do you open, this year ?—first of June ?

Come, gentlemen—some wine ? Now, don't refuse I

What 1 temperate? teetotal? Well, that's news I

And good news, too 1 Well, coffee, then. You sea.

My friends, the sentiment's the thing with me.

The real Mocha, AUNTIE ! Simon pure

!

Raised by free Arabs. For I can't endure

A single thing that's flavored with a Wrong 1

Yes, Auntie, you are right, I've " come out strong !"

So have the Colored People, I may say 1

(One fact explains the other, up this way !)

They've proved their strength ! It's settled, sure as a gun.

That every Colored Voter now counts One I

Now, gentlemen, you'll be surprised to find •

So many people with your turn of mind

!

But, sure as tricks I remember what I say

—

You'll learn some things before Election Day

!

PoMPEY—'twon't take much time, (and you can spare it I)

Try this old fiddle, picked up in the garret

!

Good ? It's your fiddle ! Auntie, here's a pound

Of that same genuine Mocha, ready ground

!

Say, Uncle Steve, I've got a fish for you,

Down at the market. Call again, Pete ; do I

I'll have a job for you and C/ESAR soon :

It's only waiting for a change of moon.

Clem, liow'd you like a chance to wait on table ?

Or, would you rather drive, and run my stable ?

George, in the kitchen there's a pan of souse!

Going? All gone? Now, Bridget, air the house I

Historic Parallel.

The Jack Cadr movement came near destroying London. The Ar-

Cade movement threatens to destroy Broadway.
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A CHEAP LUXURY.
Sniffles loves the s>iEr,L op roasted chestnuts, and enjoys it for hours

EVEUY day; but he never eats any—WHICH ACCOUNTS FOR THE JOYOUS EX-

PRESSION ON THE FACE OP THE VENDER.

BUSINESS.

A CHICAGO LAY.

I SAW lier sweet lip quiver,

As he started for the store,

Because he hadn't kissed her
" Severial" times or more.

She cried " This horrid business
!"

And then flew to her glass

;

" Oh ! why his cold remissness ?

Have I grown plain, alas ?"

But no, that truthful article

Revealed her charms intact,

She hadn't lost one particle.

But had improved, in fact.

At nine the case was opened,

At ten the case was o'er

;

The jury bi-ought their virdict

—

She was his wife no more.

That night the husband started,

And—" i/oii bet "—he swore.

To find his wife departed,

And " 2o Let " on the door.

Next day he moved and married,

And, that his bride might stay.

He kissed her every morning

Before he went away.

Fot-umania.

A CORRESPONDENT writes that a new mania has

sprung up among the ladies of Edinburgh—a fancy

for learning to cook. There is a much older mania

in some parts of that country—a fancy for some

thing to cook.

About a Foot.

A BOOT when it's on.

IMPORTANT TO PUBLISHERS.

One of our corps of Philosophers (a trifle visionary, perhaps) has

been speculating as to certain possible (or, perhaps, impossible) results

flowing from the practice among publishers of ante-dating their

monthly issues. Thus, supposing that the world should be destroyed

by fire (and why not? it is bad enough) on the 15tli of May, 1870, and

a cover of, say, Putnam's for June, carried up by an air-current, should,

after floating about ever so long in space, finally descend on some

friendly planet—we will say, Venus. Here it would naturally get

picked up by an archteologist, (who would be on the spot looking out

for it,) and the interesting relic would be promptly and reverently de-

posited among the other Vestiges of Creation, in the Royal Cabinet.

In the course of years, some historian would probably havo occasion to

turn over these curiosities, and would presently light on tire scorched

but still legible waif. " Why," says he, in astonishment, " I thought

tli(i earth was burnt on the l.^th of May ! To be sure, it was in tlie

nUjht, and nobody saw it go, [think of that, conceited Worldling!] but

it was missed by somebody the d.iy after. But liore w(! have a docu-

ment from the lato unfortunate planet dated the first of .June!"

Of course, upon this the History of the Universe would have to be

rewritten, or that odd fortnight would play the mischief somewhere !

HUB-BUB,
A Boston Boy.

"Curses Come Home to Roost."
They are putting the Fiftli Avenue pavement in front of tlic City

Hall.

To Politicians.

Will the working of the FifteoHth Amendment oblige a candidate

to show his Color before election ?

So We Go

!

We notice, with much agitation and a reasonable amount of grief,

that somebody in Philadelphia (possibly Miss Anna Dickinson) has

inverted a machine for the laundry called The King Washer! A few

years ago it would have been The Queen Washer ; but in these days

the name seems to indicate that to Man, unhappy Man, will speedily bo

committed the destinies of the weekly washing. Oh I the rubbing,

the rinsing, the wringing. But Mr. Punchinello has already com-

municated to Mrs. Punchinello his sentiments upon this subject.

Under no circumstances will he get at the family linen. He must

make a stand somewhere, and he makes it here.

Let them Bark.

Miss BarkALOW has been admitted to practice at the bar in St.

Louis. We havo frequently before seen young ladies at a bar, where

others practiced more than they did ; but we do not see why, if Miss

Barkalow wishes to bark aloud, she should not be allowed to Lark,

aloud or otherwise. Barking may be particularly good in a cross-

examination ; but we presume that a lady attorney's bark will be

always worse than her bite.

" She Stoops to Conquer.'

The girl with the Grecian Bend.

Query,
la it allowable for a Temperance man to be Cordial to his friends ?

Weak as Water.
Our cynic.l friend A. Quarius writes us fr<mi Philadelphia, that con-

sidering the manner in which the Sunday liquor law is enforced in that

city, ho thinks his native place is still entitled—perhaps more than

ever entitled to be called the city of Rye-tangles. This is ungrateful

J
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SPIRITUAL SUSCEPTIBILITY OF CATS.

Dear Punchinello : Our Society has been very learnedly debating

as to wlictlier Cats are susceptible of spiritual impressions ; and, al-

though the burden of opinion inclines to the negative of the question,

I am firmly persuaded there is much to justify a contrary judgment.

As I slept the other night, neither dreaming nor holding psycholo-

gical intercourse of any description with outsiders, I was awakened

suddenly about the first hour of the morning by a noise. I am quite

certain it was a noise, and have therefore no hesitation in so recording

it. The new moon hung athwart the western sky, and a few fleecy

clouds were chasing each other like snow-drifts across the blue vault

of the night. I may likewise note the fact that the stars were doing

what they usually do, notwithstanding the difference of opinion that

sometimes exists as to what that is.

It was the evening after " wash-

day," and family linen, in graceful

curves and undulating outlines,

everywhere met the eye as it turned

from contemplating the stars to

contemplating the clothes-lines in

the gardens. But I wander. The
noise ? Ah ! yes. Well, it was not

like the collision of two hard sub-

stances, but rather of the heavy
" thud" order of sound, like the de-

scent of a solid into a soft sub-

stance ; say, for instance, of a flat-

iron into a jar of unrisen buck-

wheat batter. I glanced along the

ghostly battalions of family linen
;

along the fences traversed by feline

sentries ; along the latticed arbors
;

but nothing to indicate the origin

of the alarm could be discovered,

and as at that moment a breeze

stirred in the apartment, producing

a chilling sensation, I thought it

prudent to jump back into bed.

Next morning, upon making my
usual visit to note the progress of

the early bulbs in the flower-beds, I

encountered at the further end of

the garden the remains of a cat—

a

portly and ancient grimalkin of the

sterner sex. Close at hand was a

bottle lying face downward, and

corked. I raised it—first in my
hands, and then to my lips. The
cork fell out, accidentally as it were,

and, as a consequence, death. " Poor thing !" I murmured ;
" poor

and a portion of the contents glided carelessly down my throat. I

perceived that the liquid was " Old Rye." As I stooped down, tears

would have come to my eyes ; but it was useless, seeing that the

breath had left the unfortunate's body. Nevertheless, I rested my
hand a moment upon his head, and then glided it in a semi-profes-

sional manner along the line of dorsal elevation, until I came to a

deep depression in his backlione, which corresponded exactly with the

convexity of the bottle. Then I saw at once how it was : this missile,

(in the heat of passion, being mistaken for an empty one, probably,)

had been liurled by some treacherous hand upon the unsuspecting Tom,

striking him midway between the root of the tail and the base of the

brain, causing instant suspension of his vertebral communications,

thing I You were the victim of a Catastrophe. You were also the

victim of the bottle. The ' Rye ' was too heavy for you, and should

have been drawn milder." This said, I turned sadly away to find a

burial spade, and it then occurred to me that this little incident was

kindly meant to confirm my view that cats are susceptible, even to a

fatal extent, of spiritual impressions—especially when conveyed by

spirits of " Old Rye." GOBBO.
«»«

rrom the Tombs.

When a drunken man has been locked up for beating his wife, it is

reasonable to suppose that he must feci rather the worse for lick

her.

A BIT OF NATURAL HISTORY.

Naturalists tell us that the Ayc-ayc is a small animal of Mada-
gascar, with sharp teeth, long claws, and a tail ; which eats whatever it

can grab, and says nothing day or night but aye-aye. Now, Ave find

that, Agassiz to the contrary notwithstanding, this strange and not

very useful animal is indigenous to the State of Pennsylvania. It es-

pecially frequents Harrisbuig ; and may be seen and heard any day
there, in the Senate or House. Being an active member of that House,

your correspondent has been present during the passage of three hun-

dred bills within a week or two, in about one hundred and ten of which
he had some personal interest.

Lifting his eyes one day from his newspaper, when the Speaker took

the vote on an " Act to amend the Incorporation of the City of Pliila-

__^ delphia," which your correspondent

happened to know included the

presentation of a three-story brown-

stone front to each of a committee

of six members of the House, he

found there was not one member in

his seat ; but, in the place of a few,

there was a company of these re-

markable Aye-ayes, responding duly

to the call for a vote ; but never a

no among them. No, no

!

Now, your correspondent holds

the deliberate opinion that, in seve-

ral respects, these aforesaid small

animals of Madagascar might be an

improvement upon the average

Pennsylvania legislators. And, if

your correspondent had to do with

getting up the other one hundred

and ninety bills, as he did the one

hundred and ten, all right. Other-

wise, not. How does Punchinello
regard it?

Yours, Legisl.\TOR.

PERSONAL GOSSIP.
(From the Daily Press.)

" A SON OF ONE OP OUK WEALTHIEST RESIDENTS DISPLAYS
GREAT TALENTS AS A SCULPTOR. He IS BUT NINE YEARS
OLD."

An Augean Job.

Punchinello has telegraphed to

Governor Geary his approval of the

" Sewage Utilization " bill at Har-

risburg, on one condition : that the

first piece of work be finished up by

the members of the Pennsylvania

Legislature with their own hands
;

that work to be, to make up into

decent manure, deodorized and dis-

infected, all bills passed at the late

session of their House and Senate. Since, however, complete deo-

dorization is probably imjiossible, Punchinello advises also that the

said members be required to cart all their stuff out to the Bad Lands

of Nebraska, and remain there to make the best use of it ; or else, to

make a contract Avith Captain Hall to ship it and them to the Arctic

regions at once.

On the Pinancos.

Says Crispin, " Did not somebody say it was BouTWELL in tlie

Treasury now? A great mistake. About well, to be sure! When
the newspaper men have IIU of gold, and I haven't a round dollar!

Where did they get it ? And then the legal tender question. I never

asked but one tender question in all my life, and that Avas to Susan
;

and she said. Yes. And then Ave Avcre legally married. Nobody ought

to ask such questions out loud; it's not decent. And fiie ansiterinfj

an't much better. Financiering, is it ? Ah ! Avell. Specious assvmp-

tim, too ; but that requires brass, and I Avaut (/old. Meantime, Avho's

got a twenty-five cent note ?"

Massachusetts Flats.

Massachusetts must aboimd in Flats. Its Legislature is annually

agitated from the sands of Cape Cod to the hills of Berkshire over the

question. It is said to be Avisdom to set a rogue to catch a rogue,

it equally so to set a flat to catch one V

Is
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NATIONAL TAXIDERMY.

UNCHINELLO has for some

time past carefully consider-

ed the subject of our national

tariffofimposts,(<A«< is to say,

he happened to see, in a Tri-

hune,the otherday,that lucifer

matches werenow to he stamp-

ed separately, and not by the

box, as heretofore^ and he has

come to the conclusion, after

duly weighing in his mind

all the arguments for and

against the present system of

taxation, {that is to say, he

made uj) his mind the minute

he, read t7i,earticle,)tha,t what

the present tariff needs, is

a more thorough applica-

tion and a better classifica-

tion ; or, what the technolo-

gists call Taxonomy, which

term is suggested to him

by a work on the subject which he has been recently studying.

{That is to say, he looked in the dictionary to find out wJiat Taxidermy

meant, and seeing Taxonomy there, snapped it rip for a sort of col-

lateral pun.) As an illustration of what our impost legislators

(or impostors) ought to be, let us take the Taxidermist. He is

one who takes from an animal every thing but his skin and bones,

and stuffs him up afterward with all sorts of nonsense. Now, our Na-

tional Taxidermists ought to take a lesson from their original. Many
of the good people of the United States have much more left them

than their skin and bones. Why is not all that taken ? The condition

of the ordinary stuffed animal of the shops is strikingly significant of

what should be expected of loyal communities. ( T/iat is to say, com-

munities whicJi, vote a certain ticket which need not be named here.) It is

often said that there are things which flesh and blood will not bear.

Now, a thorough system of Taxidermy remedies all this. A stuffed

'possum, for instance, having no flesh or blood, will bear any

thing. When the people of this country are thoroughly cleaned out,

they will be ju«t as docile. Among the things which Punchinello

would recommend as fit subjects of taxation, is a man's expenses.

They have not been taxed yet. If he pays for his income, why not for

his outgoes ? The immense sums that are annually expended in this

country for this, that, and the other thing ought certainly to yield a

revenue to the government. {That is to say, there ought to be a new

army of collectors and assessors appointed. P. knows lots of good men
out of office.) And then there's a man's time. Why not tax that ?

Nearly every man spends a lot of time, and he ought to pay for it. As

it would be our tax, it could not be a very minute tax, although it is

only the second tax which we have suggested. {That is to say—some-

thing pun-ny.) And besides these things, there's energy. We often

hear of a man's energies being taxed ; but, so far as the matter is appa-

rent to the naked eye, it is difficult to see whose energies are taxed for

the good of the government at the present day. This subject should

certainly be investigated. {Tli/it is to say, a committee of Congressmen

should be appointed, with power to send for persons, papers, and extra

compensation.) Politics, too. Every man has his politics, {that is to

say, every man except Bennett) and they ought to be taxed, if for no

other reason than the great impetus the measure would give to the

erection of fences throughout the land. And letters, too. If every one

sent by the mail should yield one cent to the Tre?.8ury, how the cur-

rency would be inflated in that locality ! {That is to say, in the locality

to which the collectors would abscond) But it is impossible, with the

limited time at his disposal, for PuNcniNKLLO to enter into a full exa-

mination and elucidation of this subject. {Tliat is to say, he can't think

of any more illustrations just now, and the printer wouldn't stand any
more, if he coidd) But it must bo admitted that the great task of

opening up the country, of which we hear so much, will never be com-

plete until the Washington skinners and stuffers get us all into the

prepared specimen condition. {That is to say, when tlie people are all

willing to "dry up.")

John Chinaman's Billing and Cooing.—Pigeon English.

CABLE NEWS.
(EXCLUSrVKLT FOR PUNCHINELLO.)

Queen Isabella has sent her compliments to Seiior Castelar, as

well as to General Prim, informing them that, on the whole, she thinks

she will not return to the throne of Spain. It does not agree with her

quiet and refined tastes and habits to live so much in public. All she

wants now is a little chateau en Espagne. She proposes to send her
son. Prince of Asturias, to Professor Castelak, to study modern his-

tory. Is it not odd, by the way, that a country so long Mad-ridden as

Spain, should have now a governor with such a name as Prim ? But,

what's in a name? Boutibon, by any other name, would smell as

sweet. Some, however, prefer Old Rye. I prefer water to both ; espe-

cially to Bourbon.

It's an old story that two positives make a negative. Paris news tells

us that a late will case has exemplified this. CoMTE, you know, was
a positive philosopher. He had a positive wife. She had a will of her
own. He wrote a will of his own. Consequently, it got into court.

Mine. CoMTE^ it seems, who did not agree with the philosophy while

the philosopher lived, wanted his MSS. after his death. Positively, the

court did not see it in that light ; and so the negative came out. It

was a case of no go, or non-ego, as Hegel might have called it. Did

you ever read Hegel ? I didn't ; and I advise you not to begin. It

won't pay. I am told that he divided all things into Egos, She-goes,

and Non-egos, or No-goes. The latter particularly. So do I.

But to return to Spain ; or rather to Paris. Don Francois D'As-

sissi has, it appears, suddenly discovered that his wife is not Queen of

Spain s'o much as she was. Much less so. So, he has found her com-

pany rather expensive than agreeable ; and proposes to abdicate it.

Not so very much of an ass, is he ? Bravo for Don Francois !

In London, to-morrow will be made famous in literature by the great

dinner in honor of the advent of Punchinello. Mr; Punch is talked

of to preside. An unprecedented rush for tickets has begun. More
about it in my next. Prime.

Cutting.

We see extensively advertised the " Saxon Razor ;" but have not^yet

summoned up suflicient courage to try this article, which " no gentle-

man's dressing-case should be without." We cannot dispossess our

minds of the apprehension of cutting ourselves, remembering that line

descriptive of the combat between Fitz-James and Roderick Dhu, in

which it is said, that,

" thrice the Saxon blade drank blood."

Musical.

The vocal abilities of hens are admitted ; but they rarely attempt

the Chro-matic scale.

De Jure.

No man can now be a juror who knows any thing about the case

which he is to try. Thus a juryman was challenged in the McFar-
LAND case merely because he belonged to Dr. Bellows's church. It

was held that he might possibly have got Wind of the matter while

listening to the Doctor's discourse.

BOOK NOTICES.

An Old-Fashioned Girl. ByLouiSAM. Alcott. Boston: Roberts
Brothers. New-York : D. Appleton & Co.

The author of " Little Women " seeks, and not without success, to

draw from her " Old-Fashioned Girl " a contrast and a moral. She

presents to our view two young ladies of opposite " styles." One is

fresh and rural : the other isn't. The difference between country and

city bringing-up is the point aimed at ; and the difference is about as

great as that between the warbling of woodside birds and the jingle

of one of Offenbach's tunes on a corner barrel-organ. The book is

neatly set forth, with illustrations by Messrs. Roberts, Brothers, of

Boston.

Red as a Rose is She. By the author of "Cometh up as a

Flower," etc. New-York : D. Appleton & Co.

A readable book, notwithstanding that there are several naughty

characters in it, or perhaps because there are. Probably it depicts with

truth the kind of society presented. If so, all the worse for society.

Shall we never again have healthful, virtuous novels of the ol,d school,

such as "Tom Jones?" The book is published in tasteful form by

Messrs. D. Appleton & Co.
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A. T. STEWART & CO.

ABE OFFERINa

Extraordinary Inducements,

IK PRICE, STYLE, AND QUALITY,

TO HOUSEKEEPERS
IX

Linens, Sheetings,

DAMASKS,

NAPKINS,

TOWELLINGS,

DRESS LINENS, PRINTED LINENS,

FLANNELS,
BLANKETS,

QUILTS,

OOUNTEEPANES, SHEETINGS,

Bleached and Brown Cottons,

standard American Prints, etc., etc.

BROADWAY,
4th Ave., 9th and 1 0th Sts.

A. T. Stewart & Co.
HAVE OPENED A LARGE ASSORTMENT OP

LADIES' PARIS MADE DRESSES
AND

WALKING SUITS,
In Silk, Poplin, and Linen,

ENTIRE NEW DESIGNS.

FRENCH SILK CLOAKS,

SHORT STREET SACQUES.

Children's Cloaks,

Ladles' Breakfast Jackets,

Ladles' Pique, Swiss, and Cambric

Morning Robes and Walking Suits,

LADIES' UNDERGARMENTS

Of every description.

French, German, and Domestic Corsets

Woven and hand-made.

JUST RECEIVED.

AT EXTEEMELY ATTEAOTIVE PEIOES.

BROADWAY,
Fourth Ave., Ninth and Tenth Sts.

The two great objects of a learner's ambition ought to be

to speak a foreign language idiomatically, and to pro-

nounce it correctly ; and these are the objects which are

most carefully providedfor in the HxsT^TCs Ststeu.

The Mastery of Languages;
OK,

THE ART OF SPEAKING LANGUAGES
IDIOMATICALLY.

BY THOMAS PRENDERGAST.

I, HandSoole of the Mastery Series.

II. The Mastery Series. French.
III. The Mastery Series. Oernian.
IV. TJie Mastery Series. Spanish.

PRICE 50 CENTS EACH.

From Professor E. M. Gallaudet, of the National Deaf
Mute College.

" The results which crowned the labor of the first week were
so astonishing that he fears to detail them fully, lest doubts
should be raised as to his credibility. But this much he does not
hesitate to claim, that, after a study of less than two weeks, he
was able to sustain conversation in the newly-acquired language
on a great variety of subjects."

FSOX THE ENGLISH FEESS.
" The principle may be explained in a line—it is first learning

the language, and tlien studying the grammar, and then learning
(or trying to learn) the langiiage."

—

Morning Star.
" We know that there are some who have given Mr. Prender-

gast's plan a trial, and discovered that in a few weeks its results
had surpassed all their expectations."—iJecord.
" A week's patient trial of the French Manual has convinced

us that the method is sanndt."—Papersfor the Schoolmaster.

"The simplicity and naturalness of the system are obvious."—
Herald (Birmingham.)

"We know of no other plan which will infallibly lead to the
result in a reasonable time. —Norfolk News.

FROM THE AMERICAN PRESS.
" The system is as near as can be to the one in which a child

learns to talk."—Tro^ miig.
" We would advise all who are about to begin the study of

languages to give it a ttiaX."—Rochester Democrat.
" For European travellers this volume is invaluable."— TTor-

cester Spy. •

Either of the above volumes sent by mail free to any part of
the United States on receipt of price.

D. APPLETON & CO., Publishers,
90, 92, and 94 Grand Street, New-York.

RED AS A EOSE IS SHE.
Third Edition.

D. APPLETON & CO.,

90, 92, and 94 Grand Street,

Have now ready the Third Edition of

RED AS A ROSE IS SHE.
By the Author of " Cometh up as a Flower."

1 vol. 8vo. Paper Covers, 60 cents.

From the New-York Evening Express.
" This is truly a charming novel ; for half its contents

breathe the very odor of the flower it takes as its title."

From the Philadelphia Inquirer.
" The author can and does write well ; the descriptions of

scenery are particularly effective, always graphic, and never

overstrained."

D. A. & Co. have just published

:

A SEARCH FOR WINTER SUNBEAMS IN THE
RIVIERA, CORSICA, ALGIERS, AND SPAIN.

By Hon. S. S. Cox. Illustrated. Price, #3.

REPTILES AND BIRDS: A POPULAR ACCOUNT

OF THEIR VARIOUS ORDERS, WITH A

DESCRIPTION OP THE HABITS AND ECO-

NOMY OP THE MOST INTERESTING.
By Louis Figuier. Illustrated with 307 wood-cuts. 1 vol.

8vo, $6.

HEREDITARY GENIUS : AN INQUIRY INTO ITS

LAWS AND CONSEQUENCES.
By Francis Gallon. Ivol.Svo. $3.50.

HAND-BOOK OP THE MASTERY SERIES OP

LEARNING LANGUAGES.

I. THE HAND-BOOK OP THE MASTERY
SERIES.

II. THE MASTERY SERIES, FRENCH.

III. THE MASTERY SERIES, GERMAN.
IV. THE MASTERY SERIES, SPANISH.

Price, 60 cents each.

Either of the above sent free by mall to any address on

receipt of the price.

BURGH'S

AND

DINING-ROOM,

310 BHOAD-WAY,

BETWEEN PEARL AND DUANE STREETS.

Breakfast from 7 to 10 A.M.

iMtvch and Dinner from 12 to 3 P.M.

Supper from 4 to 7 P.M.

M. C. BURCH, Of New-York.

A. STOW, of Alabama,

H. A. CARTER, of Massachusetts.

HBNRY L. STEPHENS

ARTIST,

No. 160 Fulton Street,

NEW-YORK.

Imoortant to Newsdealers!

ALL ORDEBS FOB

I^TJNCJIINEImImO
will be supplied by

OUB SOLE AND EXCLUSrTE AGENTS,

American News Co.

NE-W-YOEK.

ii

J. NICKINSON
BEGS TO ANNOTJNCE TO THE FRIENDS OP

PUNCHINELLO"
RESIDING IN THE COUNTRY, THAT,

FOR THEIR CONVENIENCE

HB HAS MADE ARRANGEMENTS BT WHICH, ON RECEIPT

OF THE PRICE OF

ANY STANDARD BOOK PUBLISHED,

THE SAME WILL BE FORWARDED, POSTAGE PAID.

Parties desiring Catalogues of any of our Publishing Houses,

can have the same forwarded by Inclosing two stamps.

OFFICE OF

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

83 Nassau Street.

[P. O. Box 2733.]
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A SUCCESSFUL CATCH.

John Bull. " Well, General, how did you catgu your Fr.sii ?"

General Prim. " With a Spanish Fly."

WALTHAM WATCHES.
3-4 PLATE.

IG and 20 Sizes.

To the manufacture of those fine 'Watches theCompany liave

devoted all the science and skill in the art at their command,

and confidently claim that, for fineness and beauty, no less than

for the greater excellences of mechanical and scientific correct-

ness of design and execution, these watches ore unsurpassed

anywhere.

In this country the manufacture of this fine grade of

Watches is not even attempted except at Waltham.

FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING JEWELLERS.

33 BnOA33^WAY,
NEW-YORK.

. •••

Open Every Day from 10 A.M. to 3 JP.M.

--«—.

—

Deposits of any sum, from Ten Cents to Ten
Thousand Dollars, will be received.

Six Per Cent Interest, Free of

Government Tax.

INTEREST ON NEW DEPOSITS
Commences on the first of every month.

HENRY SMITH, P>-esidenl.

REEVES E. SELMES, Secretary.

WALTER ROCHEWALTER ROCHE, ) _ ,

EDWARD HOGAN, ]
l^^ce-Presiden/s.

PUNCHINELLO:
term:© to clubs

WE OFFER AS PREMIUMS FOR CLUBS
first;

DANA SICKFOJtD\S LATENT FAMILY SPINKER,
Tho most complete and desirable machine ever yet introduced for spinning purposes.

second:
TilCKFORD'S CJiOCHET A\D FANCY WORK MACHINES.

The.ic beautiful little machines are very fascinatine. as well as useful ; and every lady should have one, as they can make every conceivable kind of crochet Or fancy work upon thera.

third:
mCKFORD'S AUTOMATIC FAMILY KNITTER.

This Is the most perfect and complete machine in tho world. It knits every thing.

fourth:
AMERICAN JiUTTONHOLE, OVERSEAMING, AND SEWING-MACHINE.

This great combination machine is the last and greatest improvement on all former machines. No. 1, with finely finished Oiled Walnut Table and Cover, complete, price, $73. JNo 2,
ne mchlne without the buttonhole parts, etc., price, $00.

WV. WILL SEND THK

Family Spinner. price, $9, for 4 subscribers and .Jlfi.

No. 1 Crochet, "
8, " 4 " " IB.

" 2 " "
15, " 6 " " 24.

" 1 Automatic Knitter, 72 needles, "
30, " 12 " " 48.

" 2 " "84 " "
33, " 13 " " 52.

No. 3 Automatic Knitter, 100 needles, price, $37, for 15 subscribers and $60
" 4 " "2 cylinders. 1

1 72 needles^ "
1100 needles)

40, " 16 (M.

price, S75, for SO subscribers and ^\-20.

60, " 25 " " 100.

No. 1 American Buttonhole and Overseaming Machine,
" a " " " " without buttonhole parts, etc.

Descriptive Circulars
Of all these machines will be .sent upon application to this ofllcc, and full instructions for working them will be sent to purchiisers.

rarllcs getting up Clubs prefernng cash to premiums, may deduct seventy five cents upon each full subscription sent for four subscribers and upward, and after tho first remittance fut tour
BUbscriliers may pcnd single names as thev nl.tain them, deducting the cominis.Hion.

Rciidttaiices sl]o\ild be made In Posl-Offlcc Orders, Hank (Checks, or Drafts on New-Tork City ; or if these can not be obtained, then by Registered Letters, which any post-master will furnish.
Charges o:; money sent by cxjiress mu.st be prc|)aid, or the net amount oidy will be credited.

Directions for snippnjg m:icli1nes must be full and e.\iillclt. to prevent error. In sending sulwcriptlons give address, with Town, fiomity, and State.
The po.stage on this paper will be twenty cents per year, p.iyable quarterly In advance, at the place where It Is received. Subscribers In the British Provinces will remit twentv cents In addition

to subscription. ^ t- ^ t . . . ,

All commuiilcallons. remittances, etc., to be addressed to PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY, %
P. O. 13ox 2783. No. 83 2Sr;iMS.-ni Stroet,

NEAV-VORK.

S. W. Orbkn, Pihnter, corner Jacor and Frankfort Stbeet.i.



KEAKLY KEADY.

ALASKA and its RESOURCES.
By W. H. DALL,

Director of tlie Scientific Corps of the Western Union Telegrapli
Expedition.

Full Octavo, with nearly One Ilnndred Elegant I'.'.ustnitions,

engraved by the late John Anduew, fron. drawings by tljc Au-
thor. This volume ccr.taii.s i.ot only the record of a three
tears' residence in Alasl<a—made under the most favoralile

circumstances for explorations—but a complete history of the
country gathered from every available source. It is very full in

details of Productions, Climate, Soil, Temperature, Language,
the Manners and Customs of its peoples, etc., etc.; and is the
most valuable, as well as the most authentic, addition to the
history of Alaska. And is one of the most elegant books issued
in America.

LEE & SHEPARD, Boston.

TO NEWS-DEALERS.

PUKCHINEIIO'S PflONTHiy.
THE nvr. kujibers for april,

Bound in a Handsome Cover,

"Will be ready May 2d. Price, Fifty Cents.

THE TEADE
S U P P L 113 D BY THE

AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY,
Who are now prepared to receive Orders.

HARBISON BBADFOED & CO.'S

STEEL PENS.
These pens arc of a finer quality, more durable, and cheaper

than any other Pen in the market. .'Special attention is called

to tlie following grades, as being better suited for business pur-

poses than any Pen manufactured. The

" 505," " 22," and the " Anti-Corrosive,"

We recommend for bank and office use.

D. APPLETON & CO.,
Sole A.gents for United States.

No. 6.

SATURDAY, MAY 7, 1870.

PU3Lisn::::D by the

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY,
83 NASSAU STREET, NEW-YORK.

CONANT'S PATENT BINDEUS fov '^Punrhfnrf/o/* to prrsrrrr the pnpcv for bindhu/, fiHf,

be sent, posf-paffJ, on receipt of One Dol/rw, bif *'riinc/iinello Publishiuff Com/nmif,''
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APPLICATIONS FOR ADVERTISING IN

"PUNCHIlSrELLO"
SHOULD BB ADDBESSED TO

J. NICKINSON,
Koom No. 4,

83 NASSAU STREET

The Greatest Horse Book ever Published.

HIRAM WOODRUFF
ON THE

TROTTING HORSE OF AI^ERICA!
How to Train and Drive Hitn,

With Reminlscensoa of the Trotting Turf. A limulsomo 13nio,

with a splendid steel-plute portrait of Illram Woodruff. Price,

extra cloth, $2.25.

The New-York Tribune says, " ThU is a Manterlt/ Trea-

tine by the Master of his Profession—Wm ripened product of

forty years' experience in Handling, Training, Riding, and

Driving the Trotting Horse. There is no book like it in any

language on the subject of wliich It treats."

BoNXER says in the Ledger, " It is a book for which every

man who owns a horse ought to subscribe. The Information

which it contains is worth ten times its cost." For sale by all

booksellers, or .single copies sent postp.iid on receipt of price.

Agents wanted. J, B, FORD &, CO.,
Printing-House Square, New-York.

Thomas J. Rayner & Co.,

29 LIBERTY STREET,

New-York,

MASUFACTUKERS 07 THE

Finest Cigars made in the United States.

All sizes and styles. Prices very moderate. Samples sent to

any responsible house. Also Importers of the

"FVSnoS" JiltAND,

Equal lu quality to the best of the Havana market, and from ten

to twenty per cent cheaper.

Restaurant, Bar, Hotel, and Saloon trade will save money by

calling at

29 lilBEKTY STREET,

Notice to Ijadies.

Of 854 Broadway,

Ila-s Just received n large assortment of all the latest styles of

Chignons, Chatelaines, etc.,

FRO.M PARIS,

Comprising the following beautiful varieties:

La Coquette, La Plenitude, Le Bouquet,
La Sirene, L'Imperatrice, etc..

At prices varying from $2 upward.

"WEVILL & HAMMAR,

Wood Engravers,

No. 208 BROADWAY,

NEW-YORK.

OFTRE UNITED S'WtES.
No. 240 Broadway, New-York.

POLICIES NON-FORFEITABLE.
All Policies

Entitled to Participation in Profits.

Dividends Declared Annually.

JAMES D. REYMERT, President.

ASHER S. MILLS, THOMAS H. WHITE, M.D.,

Secretary, Medical Examiner.

ACTIVE AGENTS WANTED.

PUNCHINELLO.
With a large and varied experience in the management and

publication of a paper of the class herewith submitted, and with
the still more po.sitive advantage of an Ample CapiUil to jus-
tify the undertaking, the

PUHOHIMILLO PUBLISHING 00.

OP THE CITY OP NEW-YORK,

Presents to the public for approval, the

NEW ILLUSTRATED HUMOROUS AND SATIRICAL

WEEKLY PAPER,

The first number of which was issued under date of April a.

Punchinello will be entirely original ; humorous and willv
without vulgarity, and satirical witliout malice. It will he
printed on a superior tinted p.aperof sixteen pages, size 13 liy

it, and will be for sale by all respectable newsdealers who
h.ave tlie .iudgnient to know a good thing when they sec
it, or by subscription from this ofllce.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES,
Suitable for the paper, and Original Designs, or suggestive Ideas
or sketches for illustrations, upon the topics of the day, are al-

ways .acccjitable, and will be paid for liberally.

Rejected communications cannot be returned, unless po.stage-

.stainps are inclosed.

Terms:
One copy, per year, in advance $100
Single copies, ten cents.

A siiceinicn copy will be mailed free upon the receipt of ten

cents.
One copy, with the Riverside Magazine, or any other ma-
gazine or pajicr, price. ii.M, for 5 .'iO

One copy, with any njagazuie or paper, price, J I, for 7 00

All communications, remittances, etc., to be addressed to

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

No. 83 Nassau Street,

NEW-YORK.
P O. Box, 2783.

(./•'or terms to Clubs, see 16(/t pa'je.)

^dtxcixntih mhrav\),

Clinton Hall, Astor Place,

This is now the largest circulating Library In America, the

number of volumes on its shelves being | 14,000- Abnut
1000 volumes are added each month ; and very large purchases

arc made of all new and popular works.

Books are delivered at members' residences for five cents each

delivery.

TERMS OF MEMBERSHIP:
TO CLERKS,

$1 Initiation, $3 Annual Dues.

TO OTHEUS, $5 a year.

SUBSCKIPTIONS TAKEN TOR
SIX IVIONXHS.

BRANCH OFFSCES
AT

NO. 76 CEDAR STREET, NEW-YORK,
AND AT

Yonkers, Norw.alk, Stamford, and Elizabeth.

AMERICAN

BUTTONHOLE, OVERSEAMING,

SEAYING-MAOHmE CO.,

572 and 574 Broadway, New-York.

This great combination machine is the last and greatest im-

provement on all former machines, making, in addition to all

the work done on best Lock-Stitch machines, beautiful

BUTTON AND EYELET HOLES

;

in all fabrics.

Machine, with finely finished

Oiled Walnut Tablie and Coveii

complete, $75. Same maclunc, without the buttonhole parts,

$60. This last is b'eyond all question the simplest, easiest to

inan.agc .and to keep in order, of any machine in the iii.irkct.

Machines warranted, and full instruction given to purchasers.

HENRY SPEAR,

STATIONER, PRINTER,

AND

BLANK BOOK MANUFACTURER.

AOCOUNT BOOKS

MADE TO ORDER,

PBINTING or EVERY DESCRIPTIOJST.

82 Wall Street.

NEW-YORK.
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Y'^ YONGE MANNE OF MANHATTAN.

Y" Yongo Manne is born, and liis parents liastcu witli him to y" abode

of y" Brojvn, pra^-iiig that he may be christened among y° upper tenne.

And wlica y° Yonge Manne lakes a daugliter of y" upper tenne to

wife, y<= Beown sees that he is married la y° BiiOWX his church.

Y* Brown demands it y" parents put in their coal in y' Summer
time ; and, being told that they do, he has y" Yonge Manne christened

in his church, and when he grows up y" BuowN introduces him into

Society.

And when y" Yonge Manne he dies, y" BitowN arranges with all y«

gardeners and black-goods men. And so, y' Yonge Manne, lie is done

entirely BuowN.

THE BACHELOR'S MOVING-DAY.

Ah.v !

A mere half-hour's bother !

Sup])OS(^ I were a fatlier

—

A luckles^s wight, called " Pa "
!

I'd say,

" Now curse tlie restless rover

Tliat firs^t (despising clover!)

Invented Moving-day 1"

O yes

!

Especially, if moving
Was likely to be proving

(As usual) a mess !

Wliy, look

!

You've got no end of articles,

Sure to be smashed to particles.

Or " snaked off" with a " hook "

!

You've got

Chairs, bedsteads, tables, crockery-

(Ikccital seems a mockery !)

You've got—what have you not ?

What's worse,

Your things won't fit new places.

Your wife won't like new faces

—

Your vcrj- maid will curse !

Your hat

And other things do fall so

!

And children they do bawl so!

Good heavens ! think of that.

And think

Of possible colds and fevers

—

Cartmen that prove deceivers—

2sotliing to eat or drink!

Small bliss

For bachelors so lonely—
,

Tiretl of one thing only :

But they escape all this

!

And pray,

What man with sons and daughters

Don't sigh for bachelor quarters

About the First of May ?

Entered, according to Act of Congress, in the year 1870, by tho ruxcmKEi.i.o Pibi.i.'^uino CcMrAXT.in

Southern District of New York.

the Clcrk-8 OOlcc of tho District Court of tho United States, for the
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THE DELIGHTS OF DOUGHERTY.

At tlie Banquet of the Army of tlie Potomac in Philadelphia, Mr.

Daniel Dougherty made one of the most extraordinary speeches on

record, if -we except certain forensic efforts of Mr. Punchinello de-

livered during the earlier stages of his career from his box. Mr.

Dougherty is a Soarer, and a Spreader, and a Screamer. Speaking

metapliorically, he goes higher, measures more from the tip of one

wing to the other, and is more suggestive of the warbling of a locomo-

tive in his speech than any other Eagle in Philadelphia, which is say-

ing a great deal. Daniel is a Giant of Rhetoric, and would remind us

of the Big Gentleman from Cardiff, only that mysterious personage is

too heavy to Soar ; for which reason he usually occupies the ground

floor, which Mr. Dougherty does not do by any manner of means.

It was this extraordinary capacity of Mr. Dougherty for Soaring

which caused him to be called upon by the Army of the Potomac for a

speech. The great D. begins by declaring that he would rather sjwak

for his country than for Pennsylvania, which, considering that he also

declared that he came " as a modest spectator," does not strike us as

the depth of humility. However, " my bosom," said Mr. D., " is not

confined to any locality ;" and we believe that Mr. Pecksniff said

something like this of his own frontal linen. Yet, we should like to

know what Mr. Dougherty does for a chest when his own has gone

upon its extensive journeys ; something temporary is done, we sup-

pose, with a pad. But the Bosom was at the Banquet, and the pro-

prietor was there to thump it, until it must have sounded and rever-

berated ; and if Mr. Dougherty had also thumped his head, there

Avould have been equal evidence of hollowness within. "May my
tongue never prove a traitor !" cried the orator. Mr. Punchinello
hastens to reassure him. The tongue is well enough, and is likely to

be. It's something a little higher up that is likely to give out.

If the applause of the brave men before himwas what Mr. Doughekty
wanted, (besides his dinner,) then of applause he got the Stomach under

his Bosom full. The speech was received, according to the reporters,

with a roaring which has not been equalled since the Lions in the Den
roared at the other Daniel, until they found that the good man was

neither to be roared or sneezed at with impunity. The cheering was
" tremendous." The cheering was " terrific." The cheering was " pro-

longed." And there stood " the Bosom not confined to any locality,"

but just then swelling, and expanding, and dilating—shall we for once

be fine, and say like an Ocean Billow ? Voices which shouted at Get-

tysburg now hailed Mr. Daniel Dougherty as a Conquering Hero

—

the conqueror of their ears ! Once in a while there was " great laugh-

ter " when Mr. D. D. hadn't said any thing specially funny—that is, if

Mr. Punchinello is a judge of fun ; and if he isn't, Avho in all the

world is ? There are two kinds of laughter—the laughing at and the

laughing icitJi ; and we have known " tremendous " and even " vocife-

rous " applause to be very suspicious.

It must be a source of calm satisfaction to General Grant to know
that he is considered the "great and glorious Grant" by Mr. Daniel

Dougherty ; although Daniel once considered Mr. Buchanan, poor

man ! to be equally " great and glorious." So Daniel also considers

Sherm.\n to be " immortal," and Sheridan " unconquerable," and

Meade " glorious." Adjectives are cheap, you know ; and D. D., Esq.,

has evidently a great stock of them in his Wandering Bosom. Only,

great soldiers, who know the precise value of Mr. Dougherty's mili-

tary opinions, might not care to have them laid on too thickly.

Mr. Punchinello has written to Mr. Dougherty's Family Doctor

to inquire into the state of Mr. D's health after this tremendous effort,

and he sends us a bulletin that Mr. D. is " as well as could be expected."

We do not know what he means by this ; it seems to us to lack scien-

tific precision. The point upon which we wished to be informed was,

whether Mr. D. did or did not break any thing—not the tumblers on

the table, for that we should expect ; but any thing in the way of

blood-vessels. Not to put too fine a point upon it, How's the Bosom 1

AMERICAN CUTLERY IN FRANCE.

The great pride;, the didce decus of Americans, lias long been in their

pocket liardware, and the skill with which they use it. But we must

henceforth look to our laurels. France is competing alarmingly with

us in the use of the revolver. They W(;re ahvayw a n^volutionary peo-

ple, wen; the Fn-nch, and nivolving seems, tluMVifore, to suit their tem-

p(!r to a T, (Gunpowder T, of course.) Since the slaying of NoiR by

Bcjnatarte, the affectation of readiness with the pistol has become!

quite the tiling in Paris. New-York and Paris will soon be exactly

alike in the bullet business—especially Paris. Paul de Cassagnac,

it seems, has been invited by some anonymous person to meet him at a

certain hour in front of the mairie of the Seventeenth arrondissement,

for the purpose *f having his brains removed with a revolver. Paul
declined to go, however. The Maine mentioned in the cartel was not

the one for Paul. Probably he would have gone to Virginia, had he

been invited to do so ; but never a Mairie for the faithful Paul. And
he might have come by way of New-York, where he would soon have

grown so used to having his brains removed with a revolver that the

process would have become a pleasure to him.

PHILADELVINGS.

Punchinello cannot help liking Philadelphia, and always feels a

pang of sympathy whenever any thing happens to that plain old city.

One reason for this is, (and he is not ashamed of the weakness,) that

Philadelphia likes Punchinello and takes, weekly, he would not be

vain enough to say how many hundred copies of his journal. And now
Philamaclink, as her natives love to call her, is afflicted with a terrible

disease—a fearful attack of chronic Legislature. Even when the active

symptoms of this dread malady have subsided, the effects linger, and

the consequent suffering is excruciating. One of the direst of the ef-

fects of the last attack is a dreadful bill—not a bile—which has caused

a utilization sewage comf)any to appear upon her body corporate. It

is almost impossible for sister cities to understand the torments of such

an affliction. Nobody can now clear away their own dirt—Councils,

Board of Health, or any body else. If rooms are swept, the sewage com-

pany must take up the dust ; if a pig-pen or a stable needs cleaning, the

company must do it ; if the lady of a house throws the slops out of her

breakfast cups, the company must carry them away ; if a man knocks

the ashes from his cigar, he must save them for the company ; if, any-

where in the city, a foul word is spoken, the company must have the

benefit of it. Even the birds in the squares must not cleanse their

nests without a printed permit from the company. If a bedstead is

cleaned, the company must have the bugs. Only one dirty thing is

safe from this all-powerful corporation, and that is the legislative dele-

gation from the city. If the refuse matter were taken from that, there

would be nothing left. It has been proposed that the Legislature it-

self should be purified ; but this idea is Utopian, Punchinello fears.

If Niagara were squirted through its halls, the water would be dirtied,

but the halls would not be cleansed. Alas, poor city I Trampled un-

der the heels of the aristocratic Hong and Penny Bunn, what is there

to hope for it ?

But all has not been told. There are about eight hundred tliousand

inhabitants in the place. Some twenty thousand of these owe small

sums for unpaid taxes, averaging about nine and a quarter cents to a

man. To collect these sums, an army of seventy-two thousand able-

bodied men, at salaries of one tliousand dollars per annum, has been

commissioned by the Penny Bunn Legislature.

Alas, poor city ! But all has not been told. A private firm has pre-

vailed upon the imbecile old farmers from the western and interior

counties to give them the right to build a private freight railroad

through many of the principal streets of the Quaker City. This road

will run through several school-house yards, and the time-tables are to be

so arranged that trains shall always be due at those points at recess time.

Every fiftieth private house along the lines is to have a road-station

and freight-depot in its front-parlor, and all male residents on said

routes are to serve in turn, without pay, as brakesmen and switch-ten-

ders. The owners of all vehicles injured by the trains are to be heavily

fined, and the families of individuals allowing themselves to be killed

are to be mulcted in heavy damages.

Alas, poor city ! But all has not yet been told. A counterfeit tax-bill

has been passed by the Legislature. All the sums handed in to the

State Treasury by the tax collectors liave been found to be " bogus "

money. This action has been indorsed by the Legislature, and the ac-

tion of that body is hereafter to bo of the same character as the funds

paid in by its creatures.

Alas, iioor city I But all has not yet been told. Colonel FORNEY in-

tends resuming his "Occasional " letters in tlie Press!

Enough! Humanity can bear no more.

Query by a Constitutional Student.

When the Governor or President V-toes a bill, is he supposed to put

his foot on it ?
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THE PLAYS AND SHOWS.

PECTACLES are proverbially

fit for old eyes. Probably

tliat is the reason why the

spectacle ofthe Twclm Temp-

tations is so dear to the aged

eyes of the gray-haired old

gentlemen who occupy the

front seats at the Grand

Opera House. It is certainly

a brilliant spectacle, though,

like the ideal scene to which

Mrs. Nicki.eby's eccentric

and vegetarian lover once

referred, it consists prin-

cipally of " gas and gaiters."

Not that it is exclusively an

Old Folks' entertainment

;

for, as the critics say of

portentously dull juvenile

books, " it will be found as

interesting to the young as

to the old." Though the

dullest of dramas, it is so brightened by brilliant legs that it dazzles

every beholder. Why, then, should the stern advocate of the legitimate

drama refuse to acknowledge that the Twelve 'Temptations has its re-

deeming legs ? How runs the ancient proverb, " Singed milk is better

than it looks;" or that equally ancient philosophical maxim, "There is

no use in crying over spilt cats " ? The stupid story of Ui.iuc's folly is

made more attractive than one would suppose that it could be, and we
need not weep over the fact that it is a spectacle, and not a Shake-
spearean tragedy.

The bold explorers who have reached the remote Opera House,

fought their way past the misanthropic door-keeper, and gained their

seats, are first reduced to a state of mental chaos by the performance

of a maddening overture, and are then fitted to appreciate the play,

which proceeds after the following pattern :

Act 1. Crirtain rises upon a score of Unintelligible Dem,ons, who sing

this impressive chorus

:

" Oh I um um um um
For um um um um
And um um um um
To um um um um."

Exeunt Demons. Enter Rudolph the Tempter. He remarTcs to

the surrounding scenery—" Ulleric's soul must be mine, or else the

dark abodes of torment await me. I will tempt him. Great Master,

appear."

The Orcnt Master—a major-general of fiends—appears, and, approv-

ing of KcDOLPH's virtuous resolve, they descend to—well, they descend

below the Erie Building, to drink to his success. Scene changes to

Ulric's home. Enter Ulric and family, including Aged Mother, Vir-

tuous Heroine, Hated Rival, and Demoniac Servant.

Uluic. " Motherr, this slife is intollerrabble ; I will do any thing

to escape frrrom it."

Enter Rudolph and Unintelligible Demons {disguised) Tliey sing

as before.

" Oh 1 um um nm um," etc.

Ulric. " The song says terruly. I will go with you, though you
were tlie fiend himself."

Consternation on the part of every one. Demoniac Servant remarks,

"Ha! ha!" Ulric and the Demons sink through the floor. Scene

changes to the Studio of Eblis.

Rudolph. " Take this collar. Behold these stripes painted upon

it. Whatever you wisli you sliall liave at the jmce of five years of

your life. A stripe will vanish each time your wish is gratified.

(A-fide.) The strii)ea are only cloth, you know, and you can ])uU 'cm

off when your back is turned to the audience. Is it a bargain ?"

Ulric. "It 'er is." {Malignant crash from the orcheatra.)

Rudolph. "Ulleric, 'tis well. Now thou shalt behold our sports."

Enter ballet girls, dressed in red gaiters and torches. They dance the

Demon Cancan, waving tJieir torches and scattenng the flames. Old

Gentleman imthe front roxo hears such charming little asides as, " Drat
you, Mary Smith, you've burnt my hand." " Til slap your fare. Miss, if

you dep on my foot again." "0 Nelly! my hair's acoming down."

Curtain flnally falls %ipon a blaze of light and a bevn,ldering wealth of
legs.

Old Gentleman, in front row. " Well, he ! he ! that's pretty good
;

he ! he ! Devilish pretty girls some of 'em ; he ! he !"

Virtuous Matron. " My dear, isn't it shameful. I never saw any
thing so disgusting."

Sceptical Husband. " Then perhaps we'd better go at once."

Virtuous Matron. " N—no. I'll sit through one more act, and see

if it gets any worse."

East Toung Man. " They're all padded, you know. You can't feel

sure about one of 'em. There were gals in the Crook who used to pad

their's from here to here "

—

{adds explanatory pantomime.)

Travelled Man, who has been to Paris. "These girls can't dance, I

assure you. Now, at the Chatelet they do these things differently."

Admiring Friend to Travelled Man. " What spectacles did you see

at the Chatelet ?"

Travelled Man, (who was in Paris only two days, and never saw even

the outside of the theati'e.) " It was—let me see^Oh ! Moses in Egypt

was the name of the piece. It was gorgeous ; full of Egyptian scenery,

and Egyptian dancing girls and things."

Admiring Friend, [with aggravating persistence) " Do you mean
Rossini's Moses?"

Travelled Man, {quite desperate) " Of course ! He's the rival of

Offenbach, you know. But come, let's go and take sometliing."

{They go, the faith of the Admiring Friend in the Travelled Man's

veracity being, however, perceptibly shaken)

Three more acts follow. Ulric makes a dozen wishes, all of which

are gratified, and all of which have the inevitable effect of transport-

ing him into scenes pervaded by the female leg to an extent that easily

reconciles him to the successive loss of five years of his life. He finally

becomes King of Egypt, and, after having fought against tlie Crusaders

in defence of those well-known Mohammedan gods, Isis and Osiris, is

carried down a trap by exulting demons. An Intolerable Comic Man
opens up hitherto unknown wastes of dreariness, and sings a comic

song that is positively more tedious than an article from the Nation.

The Demoniac Servant is continually shot up through spring traps, in

order to remark, " Ha ! ha !" and to immediately disappear again. The
Aged Mother travels from Flanders to Egypt without changing her

dress or combing her back hair, for the vain purpose of begging " Ul-

leric " to repent. Consumptive Knights fight terrific broad-sword duels

with a thirst for combat that beer alone is subsequently able to allay.

The Virtuous Heroine displays a very neat pair of ankles, but without

winning " Ulleric " from the devil of his ways. Half a dozen ballets

are successively introduced, in which the skirts of the dancers are seen to

decrease as rapidly and steadily as the stripes on ULRic'a magic collar.

Finally, a grand Transformation Scene, which has nothing whatever

to do with the play, exhibits the best legs of the company in the most

favorable attitudes, and the green baize curtain falls upon the great

spectacle of the day.

Virtuous Matron. " Well, I never ! It's po.sitively indecent. I'd

like to take a whip to those shameless hussies."

Sceptical Husband. " Page offered me a proscenium box the other

day. Suppose we take it to-morrow night ?"

Virtuous Matron. " I'll go to please you, my dear. And really the

scenery is pretty."

Wretched Man, who is shameless enougli to admit that lie likes it. " I

like it. The ballet's good, the scenery is splendid, and the music might

be worse. Why don't these ladies, who come here and sit it tlirough,

have the honesty to admit that they come because they like it ? But

no ; they go away, and at the next party, where they wear dresses

lower in the neck than any I've seen on the stage to night, they'll

abuse the poor girls who have danced here for their amusement.

Tlieir malignant modesty does not deserve the resjicct of an intelligent

figurante. If they are sincere, why do they come here?"

Which question still puzzles the perturbed mind of Mat.vdor.

Give 'em Rope.

We clip the following from tlie Express :

" There Bcem to bo more legal loopholes for convicted murderer* to escape

through than for any other ckss of criminals."

That is too true, by a great deal. There should be but one " legal

loojihohi" for a convicted murderer, and tlie authorities should not let

him escape through the loop of it—they should Knot.
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A MOVING INCIDENT.

Pat, {to Bridget.) " Take your mastrer's trunk to the railroad, is it ? Ocii ! botiier-

don't you see I'm movin' a family?

THE "TOBACCO PARLIAMENT"
OF OHIO.

For genial law-making in America
commend us to the Ohio House of

liepresentatives. While Ave haven't
learned that the legislation of this

august body has been particularly

hazy of late, we think it must have
been wholesome, for we are assured

that much of it has been thoroughly
" fumigated " through the exertions

of the majority of its members, who
perform their functions with pipes in

their mouths, while drawn up in semi-

circle around a couple of fire-places

built expressly for their accommoda-

tion
—

" one on each side of the speak-

er's desk." Who uonldii't legislate,

(and early, too,) if he could do it with

his feet on the fender, his well-fiavored

Havana or best Virginia leaf in his

mouth, and the privilege of cracking

jokes and telling naughty stories ad

interitn? Go it, yo Buckeye law-

makers ! Shall we hear of any sym-

pathy for Cuba in that quarter ?

-D.)

A Woman's Physic.

(Mrs. C N TO Mrs. McP—
" Mt Darlina;, I havo found a pan-

Acca for all woes, in Man :

Vi'/ien one inan icill not suit or stay,

Theiic/el aiiothtr, right away."

CABLE NEWS.

[exclusivelt for Punchinello.]

great BRITAIN.

The Great Punchinello dinner has come off! Jenkins was there,

and was to have telegraphed an account. But he was not so well as

usual the next day, the Thames water having got into his head.

Jenkins] never coidd take much water. So your correspondent is

obliged to trust to his memory—unaffected by the water, which he did

not take.

Old London Tavern was the scene of this banquet, given by the

literati of England in honor of the long-wished-for coming of Punchi-

nello. Tlie dining-hall was. decorated for the occasion with appro-

])riatc portraits. There were Hogarth.Cervantes, Addison, Moliere,
Swift, Sterne, Goldsmith, Tom Hood, Ikying, Thackeray, Dick-

ens, and Artemus Ward. A number of the waiters were costumed

in character. From my seat, I recognized Sam Weller, (right behind

me ;) the Fat Boy of Pickwick ; Sanciio Panza, and Jeames Yel-

LOWPLUSn.

Mr. Punch was represented at the head of the table so well that

you could know him at once from his weekly frontispiece. On one

side of him sat Charles Dickens ; on the other, your humble am-

bassador. It would be rather invidious to name the other hundred
guests ; not to be there was to be nowhere in literature. Near me
there sat Lord Lytton, Tom Hughes, Prevost Paradol, EdmoJjd
About, Charles Kingsley, Paul Feval, and the Kev. John Gum-
ming.

Asking, in a whisper, of Mr. Punch how the latter very staid individ-

ual came to be there, I understood that, of all the absurd men of tliis

century, ho was selected as tlie most representatively proposti.Tous. Tlie

Prince of Wales was not asked, lest his morals might be hurt by
something that was said. And it is so important, you know, for tlio

Britisli nation—(for tlie rest, see the Saiurdai/ Jlevicw.) And tli(^n

Madame George Sand was to bo there, who sometimes wears trow-

sers.

Matthew Arnold was spoken to about it ; but ho replied griiflly,

" Punchinello is Goliath of the Pliilistines !" and declined.

John Stuart Mill was too l)UHy over his next book, which is to bo

"On tlie Subjection of Horses." But every body else was there, so we
did not miss tliese grave and reverend seigniors.

How the twenty-five courses came on and went off, from tlio ox-tail

soup and salmon to the dessert, it would need the tongue or pen of

SoYER or Pierre Blot to narrate ; as it needed the capacity of a

Falstafp to do justice to them. And then, when the cover was re-

moved, came the time of trial to your correspondent. " The Queen "'

and " the President " were drunk with all the honors. Then Mr.

Punch called out, through his magnificent old nose, so that you might

have heard him across the Channel, " Health and long life to Punchi-

nello!"

Now, your correspondent had remembered Mr. Hawthorne's ex-

perience at a Lord Mayor's dinner, and had begged Mr. Punch by all

means to let him off without a speech. But, more worldly-wise than

Hawthorne, he didn't believe that Mr. Punch would keep his promise

;

so he had prepared a speech, beginning, " Not anticipating any occasion

to open my lips in this illustrious company, you must allow me to speak

altogether on the impulse of the moment." (Hear, hear.) So this had

to be delivered ; but for the rest of it, and of the dinner, you nmst wait

for my next telegram. Mr. Punch is going to have the speech pub-

lished in pamphlet form, ior distribution among his numerous consti-

tuents. So, now for the rest of my 7iews.

FRANCE.

The Prince op Monaco has declared war against France. Olli-

viER proposes to send the Prince Imperial to extinguish him with a

corps of infantry, armed with poi)guns ; no one to be admittcnl to the ^

corps who is more than four years old. Monaco aspires to be a sort

of Lopez.

turkey.

Sidtan Abdul Aziz has just had a visit from a friend of John
Bright's. To the surprise of every body, even his most intimate

friends, the Sultan immediately made up his mind to turn Quaker !

Ho came down stairs, and went into mosque, the other day, witli a

l)r()a(l-brimined hat, straight coat, and dral) trowsers
; and insistc^d on

all the ladies of his hareem putting on plain bonnets, and' liolding a

"silent meeting" in the Seraglio! How it bothered them to do tliat

last thing you may well suppose ! More anon, i'rom Prjmic.

A Bit of Fish.

Secretary Fish is said to ])rescrve a decidedly sjiruco ajipearanco

at the State Dinners. Fish is nothing if not Fin-ical.
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FISH SAUCF.

The sight of a thick, four-pound steak, just cut from a halibut that

must have weighed, (the idea of a fish wading!) some two hundred

pounds, reminds us that trout-fishing is just now in full operation.

What a strange, weird mystery there is about mental associations

!

Long, long ago, we possessed a favorite trout-rod fitted with a Hollow

Butt, and so it is that whenever we see a Halibut, trouting comes to

our mind.

Yesterday, frogs were croaking, and insects all in green livery, with

gilt buttons, contributed to Nature's Great Boston Jubilee of music

with their hum. How ridiculous it seems that insects should have a

hum !—and yet the Bee has its Hum in its hive.

It is at this season that enthusiastic anglers always get water on the

brain. Their dreams are of gurgling brooks. They have visions of

mill-ponds, with beautiful little cascades sluicing into them over dams.

They stand, in imagination, on bridges, in the eddies beneath which

they discern the wagging of silvery tails and rosy fins ; and a very com-

mon form of nightmare with them is to fancy that the reel of the fish-

ing-rod won't work, just as they are going to wind up a four-pound

trout.

Now, also, is the time when friend gives much advice to friend on

the subject of the " gentle art." (A trout's opinion on this branch of

art, by the by, would be worth having. Perhaps ho might not con-

sider it so gentle.)

One student of the angle will say to another, " Always fish up the

stream. Fish lie with their heads to the current and their tails in the

opposite direction : therefore, by casting up-stream, you run the less

chance of being seen by them."

Another says, " Be sure you n>ako your casts down-stream
;

j-our

bob-flies like it better, as you can see by the way they dance on the

ripples."

Quoth another, " Always soak your casting-lines with water before

you start for the river-side ;" while a fourth instructs you neve?' to

straighten your lines with water, but by passing them through a piece

of India rubber doubled between the finger and thumb.

Our advice is. Never cast against the wind. In fact, you can't do

it ; and if you try it, you run the risk of getting strabismus—that is,

the Cast in your eye. Artificial flics, like artificial flowers, never should

follow nature. Manufacturers of both articles perfectly understand

this ; and hence the superiority of their productions to the mere reali-

ties that flutter and bloom for their brief hour, and then die. There is

nothing in entomology so beautiful as a well-busked trout or salmon

fly. And then it is comparatively indestructible. Take a natural May
Fly and squeeze it in your hand. It is reduced to a pulp. Try the

same experiment with an artificial one, and its plumage remains un.

'ili yrjn'i'v '^'--. - ^'-
y. /J y -^

i^^L^^is^^''*!-^

"Snoo! Fi.Y."

ruffled—which is more than you do, since the chance is that you will

have to employ a surgeon to extract the hook from the ball of your

thumb.

We are assured by a broker, who, in Spring-time, always becomes a

brooker, that by far the surest lure for a large trout is the Greenback

Fly. He is acquainted with a man who, whenever he goes a-fi-shing,

always has a four-pound trout to pack in ice and send up to a friend in

the city. By jwst, a letter is dispatched to the same quarter, contain-

ing a warm description of the playing and landing of that noble fish.

The sender usually states that he cajHured it with the famous fly known
to anglers as the Green Drake. Facts are against him, though ; and it

is well understood by his friends that the fi.sh was first taken by some
poaching rascal with a scoop-net, and subsequently hooked by the
angler with a five-dollar Greenback Fly.

Nothing in life is more bes\utiful than a five-dollar Greenback Fly—
except, of course, a ten-dollar one, or one of indefinitely larger denomi-
nation.

Provided with this most charming and effective of lures, the angler
is always sure to fill his creel. Ho incurs no fatigue in doing so, either,

for all the boys of the village become his humble servants to command

;

and if there be a four-pound trout in the miller's pond, he is sure to

hook it with the Greenback Fly, while the boys generally " hook it"

also, lest the miller should catch them at their tricks.

ITow to make the Greenback Fly—Qiye it to your wife.

Much has been said concerning the efficacy of the Water Fly as a
lure. For our own part, we have not tried it. We know rather less

about it than we do about the Water Cure ; but wo cheerfully print the
following directions on the subject, taken from the fly-leaf of an old

book.

Row to make the Water Fly : Fall into it.

HALL AND HAYES.

The friends of Dr. Hayes and those of Captain II.\ll are engaged
in a heated discussion as to which of the two ought to be sent by
Congress in search of the North Pole. As the public does not know
who is right and who is wrong, we present our readers with the argu-
ments of each party ; so that they can decide which explorer is the
man for the post—we should say, jjole.

"WHAT THE KAYES PAUTY SAYS.

1. The Polo being surrounded by water, must be reached by boats.

Hayes is a sailor and Hall is not. Therefore Hayes is the man to

sail to the Pole.

2. Hayes is a Bostonian
; Hall is a Western man. Bostonians are

famed for their skill in prying into every thing ; while Western men
stupidly mind their own business. Therefore Hayes is naturally fitted

to become an explorer.

3. Hall spent his time while in the Arctic Region in the society of

Esquimaux. Hayes attended to his ship, and lived on pork and beef

like a Christian. Therefore Hayes is the better man.
4. Hayes understands the use of instruments, and can take observa-

tions of the temperature of hot springs, if any are found. Hall knows
nothing about instruments, and could not tell the time by a barometer
if his life depended upon it. Therefore Hayes should be the Con-

gressional favorite.

5. Hall is hot-tempered and once killed one of his crew. Hayes is

a cool man and never killed any body, except as a medical practitioner.

Cool men are at home in the Arctic Region. Therefore send Hayes.

"svn.vT the hall p^\kty says.

1. If the Pole is surrounded by water, it must be a visible point of

land. II.\LL is a landsman, and therefore the proper man to send in

search of land. To send a sailor like Hayes in quest of land would
be absurd. Therefore Hall is the right man.

2. Hall is a steady, hardworking, energetic Western man. H.vyes

is a meddling Y'ankee. Of course Hall is the better man for carrying

out a dilBcult enterprise.

3. Hall has lived in the Arctic land as the Arctic people do ; while

Hayes knows nothing of the people of that region. Therefore Hall
is by far the best man to send.

4. Hayes can have no use for his instruments in a place where there

is nothing but ice. Hayes would, therefore, only add to the cost of the

expedition. H.vll can take all necessary observations with his eyes,

which cost Congress nothing and are easily carried. Therefore Hall
iri by all odds the man for the expedition.

5. If Hall is hot-tempered, so much the better. He will keep warm
with less consumption of fuel. That ho killed a mutineer is i)roof of

his resolute adherence to discipline. Hayes would never enforce dis-

cipline if he dared to inflict no more ])unishment for mutiny than a

draught of Epsom salts. Therefore Hall is plainly the man to com-

mand an exploring party.

Here we have the arguments which both sides advance, and our

readers can easily make up their minds. As for our8<'lve8, the true

course for Congress to pursue seems so plainly evident that if we were

asked which is the best man, the Doctor or the Captain, wc should

unhesitatingly answer in the negative.
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CINCINNATUS SWEENY.

CINCINNATUS SWEENY.

(Adapted from Anthon's Classical Dictionary, p. 3S1.)

" CINCINNATUS had retired to his patrimony, aloof from popular tu-

mults. The successes of the Equi, (young Democracy,) however, ren-
dered the appointment of a Dictator necessary, and Cincinnatus was
chosen to that high office. He laid aside his rural habiliments, as-

sumed the ensigns of absolute power, levied a new army, marched all

night to bring the necessary succor to the Consul MiNCius, (W. M.
Tweed,) who was surrounded by the enemy and blockaded in his camp,
(Albany,) and before morning surrounded the enemy's army, and re-

duced it to a condition exactly similar to that in which the Romans had
been placed. The baffled Equi were glad to submit to the victor's

terms, and Cincinnatus, returning in triumph to Rome, (New-York,)
laid down his dictatorial power after having held it only fourteen days,
and returned to his farm " (Central Park.)

SPRING FEVER.

O Thomson, James ! how coxdd you speak of Spring
In such a joyous way?
If it were as you say.

Wouldn't / know it, who know every thing I

" Ethereal mildness !" I^shaw ! what nonsense, man

!

Pooh !
" Gentle si)ring," indeed !

It makes my liver bleed

To hear you talk as only idiots can.

But you're no idiot, Thomson ; that I'll say

!

I'll yield another bit

:

I'm ready to admit
The Seasons may have altered since your day.

At any rate, James, in the windy West
(Which wasn't in your eye—
At least, not frequently)

Your boasted Spring is not a gentle guest.

My patience, no ! Slie's the reverse of that

!

Ah ! hear her savage roar
;

(So often heard before !)

And there (confound it !) goes my new Spring hat.

Alas ! Avhat means this stupid somnolence ?

Why do my pulses go

So " melancholy slow "?

Why can't I think ? why always " on the fence " ?

dews and fogs ! rain and snow and slush

!

various other things !

My soul ! what need of wings

:

Yes, " Spring's delights " are coming with a rush 1

But stay, friend Thomson—what you say is true :

Here is a nice warm day I

The breezes softly play

—

Then why, oh ! icliy then, do I feel so blue ?

One " would not die in Spring-time," certainly

—

Nor any other season.

For the same reason

—

But if one can't eat dinner, why not die?

Is there no panacea for such ills ?

Oh ! yes, a jolly one :

1 find it in the dun 1

In landlords', butchers', grocers', tailors' bills

!

The Difference.

Golden calves were worshipped by men of old. Modern men pre-

fer to worshij) saw-dust calves.

Dramatic Query.
Is Canada to bo the Theatie of a Fenian War? It seems that the

Canadian V<>lunt('(>rs think so; and, to do justice to the performance,

they have taken possession of the whole Front-tier.

The El-bow.
The Original Bow.

Not the Chimney for a Studio.

One that won't Draw.
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THE SICK EAGLE.
COLU5IBTA. ' DO LET THE POOR BIRD OUT. MR. B. ; HE DROOPS SADLY."

Mr. BOUTWEI.L. " REALLY I DOXT SEE ANY TULXG THE MATTER WITU IILM, MA'AM. HIS CAGE IS ALL GOLD.

AND HE SURELY OUGHT TO BE CONTENTED."
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N EXCELLENT OLD SONG
MADE NEW.

BY A DEPzVULTER.

Is there for liis dishonesty

Who Jiangs his head, and

a' tliat ?

The coward slave, we pass

him by,

And dare to steal for a' that.

For a' that and a' that,

Our grabs and games,

and a' that,

Our business is to make
a pile

And swindle Sam, and

a' that.

What though the people

curse and swear

At losing gold, and a' that?

Their fiercest wrath Ave'll

proudly bear.

And cash is cash for a' that.

For a' tliat and a' that,

Their lawyers, courts, and a' that,

The lucky rogue who wins his pile

Is king of men for a' that.

The President knows how to beat

In battle, siege, and a' that

;

But we're the lads for swift retreat.

Although he growl, and a' that.

For a' that and a' that.

Our bonds and oaths and a' that,

A bouncing swag's the better thing

For gentlemen, and a' that.

Then let us pray that come it may.

As come it shall for a' that.

That plundering gents may keep the sway,

And help themselves, and a' that.

For a' that and a' that.

Leg bail's the thing, and a' that

;

For travelling improves the mind.

The body saves, and a' that.

THE THIRTEENTH MAN IN THE OMNIBUS.

The New-York omnibus was constructed to seat and carry twelve

persons ; certainly not more. Indeed, when twelve men, of nominal

size, sit squarely on the seats and do not clownishly cross their legs,

one may ride in an omnibus with comfort. Nay, with these conditions,

he iiiay generally escape having his toes cruslied, his shins kicked, his

shoes soiled, or his trowsers daubed with mud by his neighbor. But

alas! how often is this paradisiacal state disturbed by the intrusion of

" the thirteenth man in the omnibus."

Shall I attempt to portray the creature ? He is pretty well known,

and perhaps the picture will be recognized. Sometimes he may be

seen standing at the corner of the street lying in wait for the " 'bus."

He is never known to walk toward its starting-place, lest he might be

confounded with the "twelve" by getting inside before the seats are

filled. No; he is "nothing if not" odd. His very hat never sits

squarely upon his head like the hat of a jfentleman. It is either ele-

vated in front like a sophomore's, or depressed on one side, as if he had

just come from a cheap spree in the Bowery, or was troubled with some

obtrusive " bump " that kept his hat awry. If by chance he gets a seat

inside the omnibus, (as " accidents will happen," etc.,) he must cross

his legs and wipe the mud from his ill-shod feet ujwn your trowsers or

your wife's dress.

Indeed, mcthinks it was he who invented sitting cross-logged in a

public vehicle. Do savages ever sit thus when in close company ? I

have never been able to imagine what special human sin this ingenious

mode of annoyance was meant to punish. It has been suggested that

it might be the man's pantomimic jjrotest agdinst sitting at all. But

the saddest commentary upon this vice of our hero is, that by some

mysterious magnetism of awkwardness and ill-breeding, lie has betray-

ed into imitation of it men whose early education has been less ne-

glected than his own.

Sometimes, as he gets into the " 'bus," he carries in his hand or

mouth the stump of a half-burned, extinct cigar, which fills the atmo-

sphere with a rank and sickening odor. More frequently he is dressed

in well-worn black, and his clothes reek with noisome exhalations of

stale tobacco-suioke. Shall I finish his picture ? I verily believe he is

the original Loafer.

Methinks I see him in my mind's eye. I am riding in a Broadway
omnibus. I have just handed up my fare, and, taking my seat, have
surrendered myself to a sweet half-hour of reverie. I disdain to spoil

my eyes or waste my time by newspaper-reading. I dream, and save

my time for better things, as I conceive.

The stage is full. " Twelve inside." The driver does not seem to get

along. He is constantly stopping or turning his horses to the side-

walk, right or left. You wonder what is the matter. You begin to

think the whole tow n is striving to get a ride down with you in that

particular " 'bus." At every street-corner we linger or stop. Suddenly

the door is pulled open with a jerk and our enemy leaps in. He sees

the seats are filled, but he does not hesitate. There is always room for

him. Indeed, his " spirit rises with the occasion." He becomes per-

tinacious as he is offensive. He tramples upon more than one pair of

feet in his struggle to reach the middle of the omnibus. The passen-

gers patiently submit to the intrusion with that quiet good nature with

which Americans usually suffer imposition invasive of good manners,

or petty social rights. They seem to feel they can " stand it " if he

can.

His mode of paying his fare evolves a climax of unconscious imper-

tinence. In order to have free use of one hand to pass up his mo-

ney, he grasps cane or umbrella with the other hand, by which he

holds the pendent strap. By this means he loses control of the lower

end of his stick, which thereby becomes an automatic instrument of

torture, menacing your face and eyes in quite a savage way. Indeed,

his apparent unconsciousness that he is a nuisance, and ought to be

kicked out, really approaches the sublime.

He is a pet of the driver, of course. Some innocent jieople wonder

that the drivers of omnibuses or cars should feel so very charitably

disposed toward the human family in general, as to take up extra pas-

sengers when all seats are filled. Short-sighted mortals ! Do you not

see it ? The more passengers, beyond the complement of the " 'bus,"

the more perquisites for an ill-requited profession.

To return to our black sheep. Look where he stands. As he grows

weary, he grasps the straps on either side to steady him. His attitude is

a cunningly devised mode of tormenting his fellow-passengers. Either

elbow of our nondescript just reaches the hat of your opposite neigh-

bor or yourself With each jolt of the stage, by a little dexterity of

movement, or want of it, ho can knock the hats ^er the eyes of two

persons at a time, and by a little shifting of his position he can fre-

quently bring down four by a single spasmodic lunge. When he is

fresher, as in the morning, and can hold his own weight, he falls in his

more natural posture. Would you know what that may be? Did you

ever observe one of the descendants of the Lost Tribes who inhabit

Chatham street dreamily waiting for a. passing rustic? He is appa-

rently in a comatose state. His abdomen is drawn in ; his body is bent

like a section of a hoop ; his eyes are cast down ; while both his hands

are thrust deeply into his trowser's pockets.

But I grow weary of the subject, and stop by commending the Tliir-

t(!enth Man in the Omnibus to curiosity-hunters as a fungus growth of

humanity nursed by over-virtuous forbearance.

Hyperborean.

The hyperbole of bores it is, to bore Congress for a hundred thou-

sand dollars to go to the Pole ! If Captain Hai.i. wants adventure, let

him travel to the Halls of the Montezumas. If he wislies only to b«

left out in the cold, let him go to Chili ; or else up in a balloon
;
or let

him make himself Republican candidate for something in New-York.

We believe the North Pole would rather bo let alone. The whole sub-

ject is, at all events, too IlAVEsy just now to be comprehended. Them

is a sort of KAXE-ine madness, which shows itself not in fear of water,

but in an insane disposition to do big things on ice. Haul off, Captain

Hall I •»
Meteorological Query.

Is a temperance lecture synonymous with a Water Spout?
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THE SPIRIT OF THE NAVY.

ITS PORTER. ITS SAILS.

Impressions on an Outsider.

Mr. Punchineixo : According to your instructions, your corre-

spondent proceeded to Washington, and there interviewed our present

efficient Secretary of the Navy, Admiral Porter. I found him in his

office, surrounded by bills-of-sale of main-tops, carronades, iron-clads,

bo'sen's whistles, navy-yards, and other naval articles, the proceeds of

which were needed for the future experiments of the Department.

These papers were being

bound up into bundles

and stowed away by his

assistant, RoBESON.

Afterthe ordinary greet-

ings had passed between

the admiral and your cor-

respondent, the following

conversation ensued :

Cor. Admiral, what do

you think of the Fifteenth

Amendment ?

Ad. All right. When
Americans want votes, I

say, give 'en\to 'em.

Cor. {A little apprehen-

si ely.) Votes are differ-

ent from boats, then, ad-

miral ?

Ad. Certainly. What
do the negroes want with

boats ?

Cor. How are you satis-

fied, Mr. Secretary, with

the plan of always pro-

viding you with a civilian

as an assistant ?

Ad. I don't like it. Can't

help it, though. This one,

however, {pointing Jus

thumb over his shoulder at

RoBicsoN,) don't give me
much trouble. Quiet man.

Cor. What do you think

of the condition of Cuba,

sir?

Ad. Very nice ipdeed !

Got Admiral Poor out

there, cruising around.

Just like a picnic, you
know.

Cor. Are you in favor

of the recognition of Cu-

Ijan Independence 1

Ad. No, sir! What's
the good ? Poor might

have to come lumie, then.

Cor. You think, then,

tliat recognition would not be a Poor j)olicy ?

Ad. Yes—no ! No—yes ! Doormat ! You know what I mean.

Cor. {quickly) Oh ! yes. Certainly, sir ! But what is your opinion

upon the woman qu(!stioii ?

Ad. Don't care a snap. Let 'em vote. Won't make any difference

'board ship.

Cor. You think, then, that women will never be sailors, Admiral 1

Ad. Nothing they could do. Except to trim the boats ; look out for

the mizen sheets, or something o' that kind. Couldn't expect 'era, even

in a calm, to Ije brisk in manning llu! yards, much less martingales.

Cor. What is your opinion, Admiral, of Siikrioan's work among the

Piegans ?

Ad. {laughing.) Neat job. How was that for Lo?
Cor. Good. Do you belitsve the Poj^^'s infallible, .\dniiral ?

Ad. Tlie Pop(^'s what ?

Cor. Do you think that there is no such word as fail witli Pio NonoV

' COME, GENTLE SPRING.'

Spring has come. Now is the time to ask your friends for seed and roots, and to

tell somebody they ought to see about the garden. Turn your chickens into your

neighbors' grounds, and the cow too, if you think she would like to go there. Now
also is the time for house-cleaning, as well as for settling up one's affairs generally

;

so, after you have called in alUthe money due you, and paid out as little as possible,

perhaps you had better go out West for a week or so.

Ad. No, no I

Cor. The Empress EUGENIE, Admiral, and Queen Victoria—which
do you think is the prettiest of these women ?

Ad. Never saw 'em swimmin'. Can't say.

Cor. What is your opinion about McFarland ? Was he justifiable,

think you?

Ad. No ! Poor shot.

Cor. Have you seen Frou Frou, Admiral ?

Ad. Yes. In New-York.

Cor. How did you like it, sir ?

Ad. Not much. Do for

folks whose taste for tliat

sort of thing is Daly bred.

Cor. What do you think

of our new City Charter ?

Ad. Is it a ship ?

Cor. Yes, sir. It is a

sort of hardship for New-
York.

Ad. Well, the city

must be used to that.

Will take in its ale pretty

much as usual, I reckon.

Cor. What, sir, do you
think of Chicago ?

Ad. Ah ! go way.

Cor. {oblivious of hint.)

Where do you buy your

pantaloon stuff, Mr. Secre-

tary ?

Ad. {sharply) Where
the woodbine twineth.

Cor. Admiral, have you

any children ?

Ad. {loudly) Robeson !

Cor. My dear sir, j'ou

surprise me ! Is he your

son?

Ad. {to assistant)
Robeson ! Did you see

Mike Haines?
Cor. One moment, Ad-

miral ! Let me ask of

you, in which, if any, of

our New-York companies

is your life insui-ed ; and

do you wear the patent

perforated buckskin ?

—

Here the interview ter-

minated. Your correspon-

dent suddenly discovered

that he would have bare-

ly time to catch the N. Y.

Express, and he took leave

with a renewed respect for

the spirit of our Navy and

its head.

Snique.

The sort of Liquor most apt to Tell upon a Man.

Peach brandy.

Opinions of the Press.

The Sun thinks that the World's end would be a god-send.

It also thinks that the Tribune is a try weakly and tmique daily, be-

sides being a f(nir centenary.

It thinks that the fact of the Times being out of Joint is the reason

it is getting the cold Shoulder from its subscribers.

It thinks that the Uerald is not tlie leading paper, though it may
have Ben-it.

It thinks that the Sun, is awful shiny.

The Politician's Half-and-Half.

Demagogue and Demijohn.
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CONDENSED CONGRESS.

SENATE.

OFTY Mr. Sumner wished

to know wliat Mr. Cakpen-
TER meant by pursuing

him. He was used to bc-

infj blackguarded by the

tiii'mies of his country,

but now he was hounded

in the house of his friends,

lie had looked through

the whole Congressional

Library and failed to find

a precedent for the course

of the carping Carpenter,
except in the case of the

classic chap who had warm-
ed a viper which had turned

again and rent him. He
did not mean to say that

Mr. Carpenter was a vi-

per, but he thought nobody

but an Adder would put this

and that together as Mr.

Carpenter had done.

Mr. Carpenter said tliat the passion of his friend from Boston for

maundering about himself amounted to a mild mania. All he had
done was to suggest that Sumner had upheld States Rights twenty
years ago, and naw pretended that he was never any such person.

Mr. Sumner said that twenty years ago the States Rights boot was
upon the other leg. iENEAS SiLVius had well observed that it made
a heap of difference whose ox was gored, and Horace had pointed out

the difference between tweedle-dum and tweedle-dec. Unless his read-

ing of the Cyclopaedia had failed to inform him, he believed that there

WHS a game known as " Heads I win, tails you lose." That was liis

little game. When Massachusetts States Rights were invoked to aid

the colored man, States Rights were good. When Southern States

Rights were invoked to crush the colored man. States Rights were bad.

As for him, give him liberty or give him rats.

Mr. Harlan wished to know why the Pacific Railway grant should

be passed. No officer of that railway had been to see him about it. He
did not believe in legislation of this kind. If a thing were worth hav-

ing, it was certainly worth asking for. He had no objection to break-

ing old " ties," but he was averse to paying for new ones, unless he had
some personal reason for it. He wished he were altogether in the

same position as some of his colleagues, including these " bonds."

Wilson, and Casserly, and Tiiurman, and Thayer said that

Harlan was of no account, and that was the reason why he had not

been " seen." As long as a majority was prepared, it was wasting
money to conciliate any body else.

Mr. Dr.\ke said he had a better thing than the Pacific Railway. It

was a bill to provide that the Army and Navy of the United States

might be put on a war-footing on the application of any three colored

persons. This did not seem to be profitable, but it was. The profit in

it was a Job, but much subtler than in the Pacific Railway. He hoped
Senators would see the illimitable vistas of patronage opened by the

bill.

HOUSE.

Mr. Butler insisted upon his bill to annex Dominica. Somebody
had said that we had plenty of Dominicans already in the Southern
States. This was nrt so. He wanted to be Governor-General of

Dominica. It was true that silverware was not rife in that island, but

there was an infinitude of potential voters, who could be converted

into coin.

The House refused to see it, however, and proceeded to discuss the

case of Sypher. Mr. Brooks said Sypher was nothing. He did not

see how Sypher, who was a nullity, could be figured out to be a mem-
ber of Ccmgress. Besides, Sypher lived in Pennsylvania.

Mr. Kelf.ey said that was the very reason why Sypher should be
admitted. Every body knew, who knew any thing of arithmetic,

that a Syphru in the ])roper place amounted to a great deal. He
would like to know what objection there was to Pennsylvanians repre-

senting Louisiana ? A Pennsylvanian was sure to be right on the

tariff, and a Louisianian was sure to be wrong. Therefore a Pennsyl-

vanian was a much better representative than a Louisianian. Besides,

SYPiiEii's hands were not red with loyal blood, neither had he waded
knee-deep in patriotic gore.

Mr. BuTLEit wanted to annex Dominica.

Mr. Cox said he did not object to Sypher's coming in because he
was a Pennsylvanian. He was an Ohio man, and represented a New-
York district. But he thought there were too many Syphers here i

now. An integer or two would be more useful to maintain the inte-

grity of the House.

Mr. Butler said he would like to introduce a bill to annex Dominica.

Mr. Farnsworth said he didn't care any thing about the merits of

the case. He knew the committee was all right. It Avas a matter of

comity to go with the committee. If the House added a Sypher, it

would increase their strength ten fold.

Mr. Stokes said he would not weep for Sypher if he were rejected.

Bi;t he would sigh for Sypher, if he couhl cipher Sypher in.

Mr. Butler moved a bill to annex Dominica.

Sypher tried to swear himself in, but he had been so much irritated

by the previous proceedings that he found that he had sworn himself

out.

The House adjourned, except Mr. Butler, who was preparing a bill

to annex Dominica.

A REMONSTRANCE.

Mr. Punchinello : In the Express of Saturday, Apwl 17th, I read

the following announcement, printed at the foor-of the regular wea-

ther table, furnished for that journal by Professor Thatcher :

" Prediction.—It will not rain within 3% days from 8 p.m.

" A. E. THATCHER."

The positive character of this prediction made it very welcome. !My

wife and myself had been invited by friends in Westchester County to

go to their house on Saturday evening, stay all night, and pass the

following day—Easter-Sunday—with them. We had nearly made up
our minds to do it. They are very pleasant folks to visit, especially

about Easter time ; for the man of the house has a mania for hens,

and, being a dyer by trade, his poultry, using the refuse of the drugs

instead of gravel to aid their digestion, lay natural painted eggs of tho

most varied and delicate tints. If I am strict in any matter of reli-

gion, it is with regard to having a blow-out of eggs at Easter. My
wife is as fond of eggs as myself, (the yolk sits liglitly, she says, which

is a joke upon yoke,) and she required no egging on to persuade her to

accept the invitation. We were doubtful about the weather, though
;

but the " Professor's " prediction decided us, and we went.

I thought it felt mighty like rain as we walked the short distance

from the railway station to our host's. I had rain-pains in my back,

and my wife said her corns were shooting. Nor did our punctual aches

deceive us. Between that Saturday night and Easter-Sunday morning

it began to rain. Easter-Sunday was tbe wettest day I remember ever

to have experienced. There was no "let up" of the deluge through-

out that day and Easter-Monday. We—my wife and I—are suffering

dreadfully from the effects of Easter-eggs, which we were obliged to

devour by the stack merely to kill time, as we could not walk out.

Should we die, I Avill let you know ; but really it was too bad of " Pro-

fessor " Thatcher. Weatherbound.
p. s.—Who is "Professor" Th.a.tcher?

THE BIRD OF WISDOM IN IOWA.

Civilization, it seems, is making some headway in Iowa. Boys are

no longer allowed to shoot small birds there, especially song-birtls.

And so the little warblers can pipe it all day, if they like, and wlien

they grow tired and hungry, they are welcome to refresh their small s)-8-

tems at the strawberry beds. There is one feature of the regulation in

question, however, that do s pain us. While vocal and fly-gobbling

talents are tenderly fostered, dignified Wisdom is not only neglected,

l)ut persecuted. Our old friend the Owl is reputed by the people of

Iowa to be rather particular in his diet, (as all wise creatures are,) and

to prefer a nice young spring chicken to almost any other " delicacy of

the season "—a proof of wisdom and refinement that provetl too much

for the people of Iowa. And so they have left the poor old Owl out

of tho protective enactment ; and it is not only legal to shoot him. but

meritorious. The legislators could have stood the wisiloin, iM-rhajis^

by itself; and jms-sibly they might have respected tlic taste ;
but the

combination troubletl thein, and could not, of course, be tolerated.



"THE MEKRY FIRST OF MAY."
First Young Wife. " On ! this horrid house-moving—an't you

DISTRACTED ABOUT IT, DEAR?"
Second Ditto. " dear ! no. We have arranged it nicely.

Charles will see to the furniture and things, and I -will

superintend the removal of Fido myself."

HOW A DISCIPLE OF FOX BECAME A LOVER OF BULL.

Philadelphia, 4th Month, IStli, 1870.

Friend Punchinello : I know thee treats our good city with more

consideration than thy brother journalists, and so it is that I address

thee on this occasion. Last nigh.t I listened to the fiddle of Ole Bull.

I had long known of this man, even from the time when I first attired

myself in a coat, (called by the world after the name of the abdomen
of a fish,) as one who

" skinned a cat

And put tho fur around his hat."

But having recently been made aware of the fact that this fiddler only

availed himself, iu his vain exhibitions, of a part of the felis Avhich was
not necessary to its felicity after death, I determined to give a portion

of my worldly goods toward tho building of a light-house on the Nor-

way coast, for which purpose, I heard it averred, this man's perform-

ances were given ; and I went to the building where the fiddling was
to be, to see if it were done with fidelity for this end.

As I sat in the upper scats of the house, serenely elevated above the

vain throng, the man Bull appeared before me. His mien was humble

and his hair was of a gray tinge, which I attributed to the ceaseless

gratings of the instrument which lie held on his arm, as carefully as if

it had been an immortal child.

At first, though I labored conscientiously toward that end, I could

discover nothing in the sounds he made which reminded me in the least

degree of a Norwegian light-house. But suddenly I forgot that useful

monument. Against my will, I seemed to be wafted aloft, even to

where the seats were cheaper ; and anon, I felt as though I disported

among the shameless figures on tho ceiling of tho houso. I now for-

got all things earthly, even that suspicious bill which friend Hopkins

l)aid in to my cashier on Second-day. Yea, my whole bc^ng became, as

it were, strung upon the entrails of a cat and tickled with the tail of a

horse. I felt as if I were wafted aloft on a blanket of shivering scrapes,

while quivering angels gently swung mo among the stickery stars!

And there I heard a melody as though tho edges of glass skies were

softly rubbed together. Then all was stiller, stiller, until mcthought

I heard nothing but on(! consumptivi; angc^l breathing in his slecj).

But even that sound dribbled away, until the last drop seemed to mc

about to be sucked down into a hole at the bottom of the airy void,

when suddenly there came a rush as though a vast light house of brass

had fallen into a sea of tinkling cymbals, and I jumped so violently

that my spectacles slipped from off my nose and fell among the vain

ones below.

A second time now came the fiddler forth, and soon methought I

stood within a surgeon's operating hall. The player drew his bow as

though it were a knife, gliding over the limb of a subject in a sleep.

So keen the blade, so soft tho touch, tho sleeper did not wake ! I

clutched my knees—my breath did cease

!

The skin divides

!

And still he sleeps.

The muscles and the tendons fall apart

!

He moves not.

Oh ! That glittering blade

It deeper goes

!

A—Ah

!

Ho wakes!

He yells

!

Horror ! And now, through fiesh and bones that vengeiul weapon

grinds!

'Mid screams and oaths !

DoAvn falls the leg. . .

I staggered forward. My hat, which much clamor in the rear had

not made me remove, fell over tho iron rail and plunged, resounding

like a sinful drum, upon the head of a painted Jersey belle below.

I heeded not, but groped me to the door.

And now I write to thee, friend Punchinello. Can thee buy me
such a fiddle iu -New-York ? Thy friend.

Venter Clupi^.

A Puzzler.

The Belgians, it is said, are anxious to have the letter 7i dropped

from the French alphabet. As that contains no w, how, in the event

of a new elision, will the Parisians, who are so fond of English words,

manage to spell wheelwright ?

A Blow that Hurteth not.

The Blow of a flower.

A Pleasant Prospect.

If the new Superintendent of the New-York Police Force is- to be as

severely tried as was his predecessoi', then, surely, JoURD.VN will have

" a hard road to travel."

"OUT OF THE STREETS."

George W. McLe.\n am I,

And potent was my name,

Till Tweed and Sweeney
crossed my path

And spoiled my little game.

Our city roads I supervised.

Long time, with pious ciire.

The people's "Ways I strictly

watched

—

Street, Avenue, and Square.

But now, from cHice rudely

swept

By Legislative Bill,

The crossing-sweeper's broom

I ply,

?.Iy empty pouch to fill.

Honeymoons in tho Aii'.

The rage for passing the honeymoon iu a balloon appears to be on

the wane in this coimtry. Tho reason for this may bo that a nuijority

of those who enter wedlock find they " go up " soon enough without

the aid of a balloon. »
Motto for Unsuccessful Croquet-Playera.

" Hoops deferred make the heart sick."
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A. T. STEWART & CO.
Have maile large adilitiuiis to their very popular slock of

ENGLISH BODY BRUSSELS,
At $1.75, $2, and $2.25 per yard.

BEST QUALITY VELVETS,

At J2.50 per yard.

ROYAL WILTONS,
At $2.dO .and $3 per yard.

MOQUETTES AND AXMINSTERS,

At $3.30 and $t per y.-ird.

ALSO,

WiU offer a choice assortment of

Ingrains, Three- I'ly, Cocoa,

AND

CANTON MATTINGS.
ENGLISH AND DOMESTIC.

OIL-CLOTHS, etc.,

Of the Best Quality and Newest Designs.

Novelties in Carpets

In one piece, with

MEDALLIONS AND BORDERS,

And also l>y the yard. Ileceivcd by each and every steamer.

BROADWAY,
4th Ave., 9th and 1 0th Sts.

A. T. Stewart & Co.
ARE OKPERINO

EXTKAORDINAEY BAKGAINS

Silks,

Dress-Goods,

Japanese Poplins,

MOHAIRS,

PLAID AND BROCHE BAREGES,

FRENCH rillNTEI) ORGANDIES,

Jaconets,

Percales,

Iron Bareges,

AND GRENADINE DITTO.

Forming the largest Msortment of clioico, fresh goods they

liavc ever offered.

The attention of their cuitoniers aad the public Is reipect-

fullj loTlled.

The two great object'! of a learner's ambition ottgfit to be

to speak a foreign language idiomatically, and to pro-

nounce it correctly ; and these are the objects which are

most carcfuUy providedfor in the JIastzrt Svstem.

BROADWAY,
Fourth Ave., Ninth and Tenth Sts.

The Mastery of Languages
;

on,

THE ART OF SPEAKING LANGUAGES
IDIOMATICALLY.

BY THOMAS PHENDEKGAST.

I. Unnd-IiooJc of the jilastery Series,

IT. The Mastery Series. I'rencli.

III. Tlie Mastery Series. German.
IV. The Mastery Series, Spanish.

PRICE 50 CENTS EACH.

From Professor E. M. Gallaudet, of the National Deaf
Mute College.

" The results which crowned tlic lalior of tlie first week were
so a.s(oiiishinf; th.at he feara to detail tlicni fully, lest doubts
should be raised as to liis credibility. ]!ut this much he does not
hesitate to claim, that, after a study of less than two weeks, he
W.1S able to sust.iin conversation in the uewly-acquired language
on a great variety of subjects."

FROM THE ENGLISH PRESS.
" The principle may be explained in a line—it is first learning

the language, and tlion studying the grammar, and then learning
(or trying to learn) the language."

—

ilorning Star.
" We know that there are some who liave given Mr. Prender-

g.ast's plan a trial, and discovered that in a few weeks its results
had surjiassed all their expectations."

—

Ilecord.

"A week's patient trial of tlie French Manual has convinced
us that tlie method is sound."

—

Papersfor the Schoolmaster.
" The simplicity and naturalness of the system .are obvious."

—

Herald (Birmingham.)
" Vi'e know of no other plan which will infallibly lead to the

result in a reasonable time. —Norfolk Neics.

FROM THE AMERICAN PRESS,
" The system is .as near as can be to the one in which a child

learns to talk."

—

2'roy mii'j.

" We would advise all who arc about to begin the study of
languages to give it a trial."—^ocAc.s^tr Democrat.
" For European tr.avcller3 this volume is invaluable."

—

Wor-
cester Spy.

Eitlier of the above volumes sent by mail free to any part of
the United States on receipt of price.

D. APPLETON & CO., Publishers,
90, 93, and 94 Grand Street, New-York.

RED AS A ROSE IS SHE.
Third Edition.

D. APPLETON & CO.,

90, 92, and 94 Grand Street,

Have now ready the Third Edition of

RED AS A ROSE IS SHE.
By tlie Autlior of " Cometh up as a Flower."

1 vol. 8vo. Paper Covers, 60 cents.

From the Ncw-Tork Evening Express.
" Tliis is truly a charming novel; for half its contents

brcatlie the very odor of tlie flower it takes as its title."

From the Philadelphia Inquirer.

"The author can and does write well; the descriptions of

scenery are particularly effective, always graphic, and never

overstrained."

D. A. & Co. have just published :

A SEARCH FOR WINTER SUNBE.\M3 IN THE
RIVIERA, CORSICA, ALGIERS, AND SPAIN.

By Hon. S. S. Cox. Illustrated. Price, $3.

REPTILES AND BIRDS: A POPULAR ACCOUNT

OF THEIR VARIOUS ORDERS, WITH A

DESCRIPTION OF THE HABITS AND ECO-

KO.MY OP THE MOST INTERESTING.
I!y Louis Figuicr. Illustrated with 307 woodcuts. 1 vol.

Svo, $6.

HEREDITARY GENIUS : AN INqUIRY INTO ITS

LAWS AND CONSEQUENCES.
By Francis Gallon. 1 vol. Svo. »3.30.

HAND-BOOK OP THE MASTERY SERIES OP

LEARNING LANGU.\GES.

I. THE HAND-BOOK OP THE MASTERY
SERIES.

II. THE MASTERY SERIES, FRENCH.

III. THE M.VSTERY SERIES, GERMAN.
IV. THE MASTERY SERIES, SPANISH.

Price, 50 cents each.

Either of the above sent free by mall to any address on

receipt of the price.

BURGH'S

AND

DINING-ROOM,

310 BROADWAY,

BETWEEN rEAni, AND i)UANE STREETS.

Jireahfast from 7 to JO A,M.

Lunch and Dinner front IS to 3 I\M,

Supper from 4 to 7 I'.M,

M. C. BURCH, of New-York.

A. STOW, of Alabama.

H. A. CARTER, of Massachusetts.

EXTRA PREMIUMS

PUNCHINELLO.

Upon receipt of Five Dollars we will send Prano & Co.'s

Superb Chromo of

"EASTER MORNING."

Size, G 3-4 X 10 1-4. (Selling price, $3.) Free by mail. And a

copy of

PUNCHINELLO

FOR ONE TEAR.

For Ten Dollars the Larger Size of

(i EASTER MORNING."

11x21. (Selling price, JIO.) Free by mall. And a copy of

PITNCHINELIiO
*

FOR ONE YEAR.

The regular subscription to ri-Ncnism.i.o Is Four Dollars,

payable in advance.

This offer will be kept open only for a limited time, and per-

sona desirous to avail themselves of it will please

SEND IN AT ONCE.

Rcmitt.ance.i should be made In Money Orders, B.ink Checks,

or Drafts on New-York, or by Registered Letters.

Addreas,

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

83 Nassau Street.

tr. O. Box KS3.]
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OUR PAVERIENTS.
Timid Tax-payer. " What ! going to pave this street again ? Why, it was

NEWLY PAVED ONLY A WEEK AGO !"

Gentlemanly Contractor. "Paved? not much! Foundation laid, only; and
NOW we'ke goin' to put the Jobbeu's patent top-solid-supebstructdre over
that!"

WALTHAM WATCHES.
3-4 PLATE.

16 and SO Sizes.

To the manufncUire of these fine Watclics the Company have

f"evotc<l all the science and skill m the art at their conmiaml,

and confidently claim tluit, for fineness and beauty, no less than

for the greater excellences of mechanical and scientific correct-

ness of design and execution these watches arc unsurpassed

anywhere.

In this country the manufacture of this fine grade of

Watches is not even attempted except at Waltham.

FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING JEWELLERS.

33 BUOADA^^AY,
NEW-YORK.

02}en Every J>"if from 10 A.M. to 3 I\M,

Deposits o'' any sum, from Ten Cents to Ten
Thousand Dollars, will be received.

Six Per Cent Interest, Free of

Government Tax.

[MTEREST ON NEW DEPOSITS
Commences on the first of every month

HENRY SMITH, President.

REEVES E. SELMES, Secretary.

WALTER ROCHE,
\

EDWARD HOGAN, j

y^ce-Fi-esidenls.

PRAiVG'S CHHO.MOS arc celebrated for their close resemblance to Oil Paintings. Sold in all Art and Bookstores throughout the world. PRANG'S WEEKLY BULLETIN : " Bo-
Peep, •' Queen of the Woods," " First Lesson in Music," " Travelhug Comedians," " City and Country Life." I!Illustrated Catalogues sent on receij)! of stump by

L. PHANG & CO., Boston.

PUNCHINELLO:
TERMS TO CLUBS.

"WE OFFER AS PREMIUMS FOR CLUBS
first;

T>ANA TtlCKFORD'S fATEXT FAMIZT SFINNEIt,
The most complete and desirable machine ever yet introduced for spinning imrposes.

• second:
JilCKFOItn'S CItOCTTFT AND FANCY WOltlC MACJIINFS.

TliP-^e beautiful little machines are very fasciiiatini:. as well as useful ; and every lady should have one, as they can make every conceivable kind of crochet orrfancy work upon tl::ia.

third:
lilCKFOItD'S AUTOMATIC FAMIT.T KNITTER.

This is the most perfect and complete machine in the world. It knits every thing.

p o D R T n :

AMFItTCAN nVTTONTIOT^F, OVEKSEAMING, AND SFWING-MACIIINE.
This great combination machine is the last and greatest improvement on all former machines. No. 1, with finely finished Oiled Walnut Table .and Cover, complete, price, $7:'. Ko. 2,

same mcliiiie without the buttonhole parts, etc., price, $60.
WK WILL SEND THK

Family Spinner, price, $"!, for 4 subscribers and 416.

No. 1 Crochet, " 8, " 4 " " 10.

" 1 Automatic Knitter, 72 needles,
" 2 " "84 "

No. 3 Automatic Knitter, 100 needles, price, 437, for 15 subscribers .and J60
" 4 " " 2 cylinders,)

1 72 neediest "

1 100 needles)
40, " 16 64.l.-),

" 6 " " 24.

30, " 12
" " 48.

33, " 13
" " 52.

No. 1 American Buttonhole and Ovcrseaming Machine, price, $75, for SO SVibscrlbers and 4120.

" 2 " " " " without buttonhole parts, etc., " 00, " 25 " " 100.

Descriptive Circulars
Of all these machines will be sent upon application to this odlco, and full instnictions for working them will be sent to purchasers.

Parties geltlng up CM\\n preferring cash to jiremiunis. may deduct seventy-five Cents ujion each full subscription sent for four subscribers and upward, and after the first remittance for four
subscrlhers mav send single names as thcv obtain Ihem, doiludrng the conur.lssion.

Kcinittances should be made in I'ost-Ofllce Orders, Hani: (Checks, or Drafts on New-York City ; or if the.sc can not be obtained, then by Registered Letters, which any post -master will furnish.

Charges ./r. tnoncy sent bv express must be prepaid, or the net amount oidy will lie credlled.
Directions for snipimig machines must be full and exfillcit. to prevent error. In sending subscriptions give address, with Town. County, .and State.

The postage on this paper will be twenty cents per year, payable nuarteilv i" advance, at the place where it is received. Subscribers in the BrilNh Pnivinees will remit twenty cents in addition
to subscription.

All comnninieations, remittances, etc., to be addressed to

P. C). liox 2783.

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING- COMPANY,
No. H3 Nasss.aii Street,

NKAA^-YORK.

S. W. Gkekn. PniNTKi:. coui^eu .T.\coh and Frankfort STRKicTa.



J. NICKINSON
begs to announce to the friends of

ELLO M

residing in tlie country, tlmt, for their convenience, he has
made arrangements liy wliioli, ou receipt of the price of

ANY STANDARD BOOK PUBLISHED,
the same will be forwarded, postage paid.

Parties desiring Catalogues of anv of our Publishing Houses
can liave the same forwarded by inclosing two stamps.

OFFICE OP
PUNCHINEL,1.0 PVBL,TSIIING CO.,

83 Nassau Street.

tP. O. Box 2783.]

TO NEWS-DEALERS.

PUNCHINELLO^S MONTHLY.
THE FIVE NUMBERS FOU APUIL,

Bound in a Handsome Cover,

Will be ready May 2d. Price, Fifty Cents.

THE TRADE
SUPPLIED BY THE

AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY,
Who are now prepared to receive Ordersi

HABKISON BRADFORD & CO.'S

STEEL PENS.
These pens are of a finer quality, more durable, and cheaper

than any other Pen in the market. Special attention is called

to the following gr.ides, as being better suited for business pur-

poses than any Pen manufactured. The

"505," "22," and the "Anti-Corrosive,"

We recommend for bank and office use.

D. APPLETON & CO.,
Sole A'jeiits for United States.

No. 7.

SATURDAY, MAY 14, 1870.

PUBLISHED BY THE

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY,
83 NASSAU STREET, NEW-YORK.

CONANT^S PATENT BINDBRS for "Punchinello,'* to itveso-ve the parnr for himliufj^wiU

he sentf post-imhl, on veceijit of One Dollar, hy *'Punchinello Pnhlishhifj Company,**
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APPLICATIONS FOR ADVERTISING IN

P U N C H I N E L L O 9?

SHOULD BE ADDBES9ED TO

J. NICKINSON,
Koom No. 4,

83 NASSAU STREET.

Bazar Book of DecoE'um.
BAZAR EOOX OF DECORUJI. The Care of the Person,

Manners, Etiquette, and Ceremonials. ICmo, Toned Paper,

C!oth, Beveled Edges, $1 CO.

" The great v.a!uc of this book to American readers will be

found in the fact that it is not merely a useful and trustworthy

guide in matters of fashicmable etiquette, but also in those

make up tlie daily round cf social and domestic life. The sub-

ject is treated with a large liherality of view that takes in many
cf the practical questions ari^ing in every grade of spcifty, in

rcg.ard to dre.-.s food, excreisO, daily liabits of the mind and body,

etc. The l)Ook is divided into three parts, and treats. 1st, of the

Care of the Person ; 2a, of Manners ; 3d, of Etiquette and Cer-

emo::ial3. Under each head is given a large amount of infor-

r.'.atio:i upon points often rmeonscious'y disregarded by Ameri-

cans. The autlior tel!s exactly wh.at people want to know in

respect to giving breakfasts and dinners, giving and receiving

calls, evening parties, visits of ceremony, addressing notes, let-

ters, invitations, etc., and meets an acknowledged want in a

very practical as wcU as entertaining manner."

Publislicd by EJa.rj»er & Brotliers.

Sent by mail, Postage Prepaid, on receipt of $1 00.

Thomas J. Rayner & Co.,

29 LIBERTY STREET,

New-York,

MANnFACTDnERS OF THE

Finest Cigitrs tiiade in the Vnited States.

All sizes and styles. Prices very moderate. Samples sent to

any responsible house. Also importers of the

" mrsr.os" jsraxd,

Equal in quality to tlie best of the Havana market, and fj-om ten

to twenty per cent cheaper.

Restaurant, liar, Hotel, and Saloon trade will save money by

calling at

29 LIBESTY STREET,

Notico to Ladies.

3D I B B L E E ,

Of 654 Broadway,

lias just received a large assortment of all the latest styles of

Chignons, Chatelaines, etc.,

KROII PARIS,

Comprising the fullowing beautiful varieties:

La Coquette, La Plenitude, Lo Bouquet,

La riirene, L'Imperatrico etc..

At prices varying from $2 u; war .

WEVILL & HAMMAR,

Wood Engravers,

No. 208 BHOADVVAY,

ij^^t^mm,

ittti^ntih tiljmrg.

NEW-YORK.

No.

UNITED STATES.
240 Broadway, New-York.

POLICIES NON-FORFEITABLE.
All Policies

Entitled to Participation n Profits.

Dividends Declared Amnially.

JAMES D. REYIVIERT, President.

ASHER S. MILLS, THOMAS H. WHITE, M.D.,

Secretary. Medical Examiner.

ACTIVE AGENTS WANTED.

PUNCHINELLO.
'U'itli a large and varied experience in the management and

publication of a paper of the class herewith submitted, and with
the .still more positive advantage of an Ample Capital to jus-
tify the undertaking, the

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING 00.

OF THE CITY OF NEW-YOUK,

Presents to the public for approval, the

NEW ILLUSTRATED HUMOROUS AND SATIRICAL

WEEKLY PAPER,

PUNCHINELLO,
The first number of which was issued under date of April 2.

Pu.vciiiNEi.i.o will be entirely original ; humorous and witty
without vulgarity, and satirical without malice. It will lie

printed on a superior tinted jjaper of sixteen pages, size 13 liy

9, and will be for sale liy all respectable newsdealers wlio
have the .juilgment to know a good thnig when they see
it, or by subscription from Uiis office.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES,
Pnitalde for the paper, and Oi-ig'nal Designs, or suggestive Ideas

or skotclies for illustnitiniis, ii|)(in Ihc topics of the day, are al-

ways acceptalile, and will lie paid for liberally.

Rejected communications cannot be returned, unless postage-
stamps are inclosed.

Terms:
One copy, per year, in advance $4 00
Single copies ten cents.

A s)jecimcn cojiy will be mailed free upon the receipt of ten
cents.

One copy, with the Riverside Magazine, or any other m.a-
gazine or paper, price. Ji.50, for

; ,5 .'iO

One copy, with any magazine or paper, price, $4, for 7 00

All communications, remittances, etc, to be addressed to

PUNCHINELLO PUliLISHING CO.,

No. 83 Nassau Street,

NEW- YORK.
P. O. Box, 2783.

(/'or hrmx to Clubn^Hec IWi paye.)

Clinton Hall, Astor Place,

NEAV-YORK.
This is now the largest circulating Library In America, the

number of volumes on its shelves being I I4,000- About

1000 volumes are added each month ; and very large purchases

are made of all new and popular works.

Books are delivered at members' residences for five cents each

delivery.

TERMS OF MEMBERSHIP:
TO CLERKS,

$1 Initiation, $3 Annual Dues.

TO OTHERS, $5 a year.

SUBSCRIPTIONS TAKEN FOR
SIX ]VI03SrTIIS.

BRANCH OFFICES
AT

NO. 76 CEDAR STREET, NEW-YORK,
AKD AT

Yonkcrs, Norwalk, Stamford, and Elizabeth.

AMERICAN

BUTTONHOLE, OVERSEAMING,

AND

SEWIKG-MACHII^E CO.,

572 and 574 Broadway, New-York.

Tins great combination machine is the last .and greatest im-

provement on all former machines, making, in addition to all

the work done on best Lock-Stitch machines, beautiful

BUTTON AND EYELET HOLES J

in all fabrics.

Machine, with finely finished

Oiled Walnut Table and Covek

complete, $75. Same machine, without the buttonhole parts,

$C0. This last is beyond all question the simplest, easiest to

manage and to keep in order, of any machine In the market.

Machines warranted, and full instruction given to purcliasers.

HENRY SPEAR,
STATIONER, PRINTER,

AKD

BLANK BOOK MANUFACTURER.

ACCOUNT BOOKS
MADE TO ORDER.

PRTNTING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
82 Wall Street,

NEW-YORK.
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THE PLAYS AND SHOWS.

ATHOS and pathos are close-

ly allied in sound as well as

in sense. Mr. Fechteu ev-

idently regards them as com-

pletely identical, and in his

acting, as in his pronuncia-

tion, uniformly prefers the

former to the latter. He has

recently exemplified this by

his personation of Claude

Melkotte, in that most taw-

dry specimen of the cotton-

velvet drama, the Lady of

Lyons. This melancholy

event took place a few nights

since at the French Theatre,

that mausoleum of the ille-

gitimate French drama. Miss

Carlotta Leclercq, an act-

resswho deserves the highest

praise, and who would receive

it were it not that a doubt as to the proper pronunciation of her name

prevents the bashful critic from mentioning her when flushed with the

generous enthusiasm of beer, played Paulixe, and a number of Uncer-

tain People played the dickens with the rest of the dramatis personm.

Every one knows the play, and no one cares to hear how the Uncertain

People mangled it. The audience naturally took no interest in it un-

til the third scene of the first act was reached, and shouts of " Long

live Claude Melnotte " were heard from behind the scenes. After

which every body remarked, " Now he's coming," and rubbed their lorg-

nettes witli looks of expectation and corners of pocket-handkercliiets.

Enter Claude. " Gif me choy, dear mutter, I've won the brize."

Mother. " Humph ! What's the wally of it, my boy ?"

Claude. " Every thing. It is wealth—the 'ope of vame—the am-

bition to pe worthier of Pauline. Ah ! I lofe her
!

I 'ave sent a

boeni to her. My messenger ought efen now to be returned."

Unter Gaspar. " Claude, your verses are returned ! With kicks

!

I could show the marks of them, were it proper to do so in the pres-

ence of a mixed audience !"

Mother. " Now you are cured, Claude."

Claude. " So ! I do sgatter her image to the winds. I will peat

her menial ruffians. I will do a fariety of voolish actions. What 'ave

we 'ere? Aledder? (Reads it.) Beauseant bromises I shall marry

her ! Oh ! refenge and lofe ! I will marry her, and pully her after-

wards." {Curtain.)

Young Lady, who reads Dickens. " How sweet he is ! So romantic !

I do love this sweet, lovely play so much."

Accompanying Young Man, who regards himself a critic on the

ground tlutt he once knew a ticket-speculator. " Yes. It is one of the

best plays out. It's so full of gags, you know."

Young Lady. " Gags ? What are they '!"

Accompanying young man, who, etc. " Gags is the professional name

for nice tabloze. Scenes where they stand round in good positions, you

know."

En thusiastic Man, who has come in with a pass. " Well !
I've never

seen any acting like Fechter's before. It's magnificent."

Veteran Play-goer. " I hope I'll never see anything like it again.

He reminds me of a bull with delirium tremens in a china shop."

Rest of the Audience. " Only four more acts. Thank goodness we've

got through with one."

Act IL Enter Uncertain People. Tliey recite in a timid and indis-

tinct tone the prescribed fustian. They are followed by Claude, Pau-

line, and others.

Claude. " These are peautiful gartens. Who blanned them ?''

Mdme. Desciiappelles. " A gardener named Claude Melnotte.

He wrote verses to my daughter. Ha ! ha ! Also, he ! he I"

Claude. This Glaude must be a monsous imbudent berson."

Pauline. " Sweet Prince, tell me again of thy palace by the Lake

of Como."

Claude. " A balac^ lifting to eternal summer its marple walls,

from out a clossy power of goolest voliage, mueigal with pirds. Dost

like the bigture ?"

Enter Mdme. De&ckappf.ja.ks. "Oh! Prince, you must fly. The
minions of the Directory are laying for you. Take my daughter

;

marry her, and go to Como.'' {He takes her and flies R. U. E. Cur-

tain.)

Young Lady, who reads Dickens {wiping away the tear of imbecility).

" How sweet ! how sweet !''

Accompanying Young Man. " Yes. It is so natural and touching.

I have never seen a finer actor behind the footlights."

Everybody else. " Hey ! What's that you say ? Asleep ? Of course

I wasn't."

Act III. Enter Uncertain Persons as before. They ultimately go

out again. Applause. Enter Claude, Ms Mother, and Pauline.

Mother. " This young man is of poor but honest parents. Know
you not that you are wedded to my son, Claude Melnotte?"
Pauline. " Your son ? Hold, hold me, somebody !"

Claude. "Leave us, mutter. Have bity on us." {The old lady

leaves.)

Claude. " Now, lady, 'ear me."

Pauline. " Hear thee 1 Her son ! Do fiends usually indulge in the

luxury of parents ? Speak !"

Claude. " Gurso me. Thy gurse would plast me less than thy

forgifeness." {He rants in. broken English vdth unintelligible rapidity

for next half-hour, itntil his mother puts an end to the universal misery

by carrying Pauline off to bed. Curtain)

Young Lady, who reads Dickens. " Oh, how sweetly pretty !"

Accompanying Young Man. " Yes. He is even a better actor than

McKean Buchanan."

Voices frotn all Pai-ts of the House. " Let's go home. I can't stand

two more acts of this sort of thing."

One of these voices was the soft, silvery and modest voice of Mata-
dor, who went out, and sitting upon a convenient hydrant, (not one of

the infamous cast-iron abortions with an unpleasant knob on the cov-

er,) contemplated the midnight stars, and seriously meditated upon

Mr. Fechter. And in spite of a previous unhesitating belief in

Mr. Dickens' critical judgment, and in spite of a desire to find in

Mr. Fechter the greatest actor of the age, he could not perceive

in what respect that distinguished gentleman deserves his world-

wide reputation. Is his manner natural .' Is his elocution even

tolerably good ? Is his pronunciation of English words any thing

but barely intelligible ? To these questions a mental echo answered

Avith a melancholy negative. And when the occupant of the med-

itative hydrant demanded to know what single merit could be found

in Mr. Fechter's acting, his only answer was a suggestion from a

prosaic policeman that he cease to put idiotic questions to the unof-

fending lamp-post.

There are those—and enough of them to fill any theatre—who sin-

cerely admire Mr. Fechtek ; but it is impossible to resist the conviction

that their admiration is only a dutiful acquiescence in the judgment of

Mr. Dickens. With the utmost desire to do no injustice to a genial

gentleman, who conscientiously strives to carry out his theories of

what acting should be, the undersigned is forced to confess that Mr.

Fechter in an English play is a spectacle so hopelessly and earnestly

absurd, as to call for commiseration rather than for the laughter which

it would deserve were it professedly a burlesque entertainment.

Matador.

EXCELSiOK.

The Gold Hill Daily Nexes, of Nevada, has found a big sapphire—

a regular Koh-i-noor of gems. It says

:

" While at San Francisco, a few weeks ago, we had the pleasure of seeing the

Sanoalli ballet troupe at Maouire's Opera House, and the artistic, glowing beau-

ties of the Sapphire dance yet pluasurably linger in our memory."

The dance in question, which the Gold Hill editor describes as "a

higher order of the famous ' Can-can,' " is new to us. It mak. s us

fed "blue" to think that we have never seen the Sapphire dance.

" Higher" than the Can-can ! Good gracious ! if heels go higher in

the Sapphire than in the Can-can, may we not be pardoned for in-

quiring, " What next ? "

Nought for Nought.

Alas! that poor Sypher should Cipher to gain

A Beat he must evermore Sigh for in vain
;

But why should we Sigh for poor Sypher's defeat,

When his friends couldn't Cipher him into his seat.

Katwed, .ccording to Act of Congre«., In the y.ar IfflO, by the PuNcnnncLLO PvBL.8Ht«o Comfaxt. In th. Clerk'. Offiee of the District Court of the Uuit«l Sutes, for th.

Soulheni District of New-York.
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THE FINE ARTS

^!%->%&i?
V^^-"-'

IN PHILADELPHIA.

PniLADELPniA, April 13.

Dear Punchinello : A few days since I received a card of invita-

tion for admission to a private view of a very fine collection of pictures,

by European and American artists. I visited the galleries, accompanied

by an amateur friend -vvlio has

a fine artistic education, having

travelled some six montlis on

the Continent. Being engaged

in the pictui-e-auction business,

I am not altogether a tyro in

art, and determined to send you

a few notes taken on the spot,

the combined effort of amateur

friend and myself. The walk

to the gallery, extending over

a half-hour in time, was taken

up by my amateur friend afore-

said, with an endeavor to give

me some general ideas, more

than initiative, with reference

to art matters. For instance,

he said the public liked glitter

and varnish in a picture, but

it does not follow on that account that the picture is good. He then

mentioned, the " Mimminee-Pimmiuee " style, and the " Pre-EaflTacl-

ite " style, and the Raree shows of art, and I had the whole subject so

jumbled up that my artistic ideas became quite confused. He
made a quotation, giving me to understand that it was not original

;

it ran as follows :
" Indifferent pictures, like dull people, must be

absolutely moral." I am not sufBciently informed to quite compre-

hend this selection from an<;ther man, but as we were at the time

about entering the galleries, I remained quietly ignorant.

The first picture that attracted our admiration vv'as a " Sheep scene,"

by Lambdin. Every particular hair on the old ram is well made out.

The frame on the i)icture is beautifully embossed, with a rich velvet

Ijorder of sea-green mandarin pattern.

The next picture worthy of notice is

a " Street in Venice," by Canal-etti—

a

singular specimen of this artist's first

manner. The figure at the crossing is

rendered with great feeling. It is need-

less to mention that the street is cov-

ered with waler, which is beautifully

clear and transparent, showing the

depth of miul and slime during the dry

season. The frame is ornamented with

flowers in relief, and gilt in the very

best manner.
" A Musical Party," by Bass-ano, is

very highly finished, especially the

]wrty, who have evidently been inhaling

stimulants. This picture is painted on
a gold ground, and is considered a rare specimen of Italian art. It

was formerly in the Campo-Santo-di-Pisa collec-

tion.

The frame is the blue-lotus pattern, very

curiously gilt and chased. This style of frame

would sell without difficulty.

The picture called the " Star of the East," by

West, has a scolloped frame in the Tuscan

style, with extra fine enamelling. This is a

very singular picture. It must be admitted

that this frame is finished with great care.

There is a frame; nuule from a curious kind

of wood, on a picture by CoNSTA'Bi/E, entitled

the "ISIidnight Arrest."' )The picture is cer-

tainly a matchless gem, very low in tone, 'i'lie

mosaic border to the frame is quite unicpii; in

its design.

Among the works by American artists, we notice some remarkably

fine productions. 'I'lu! i)ictun! by a lady amat<nir, entitUid, " The Toi-

li't of a (iiil of the Period," demontrates tlu; iirogross our artists are

making in yenre painting. The subject is rendered with great puri-

ty of feeling, and the smelling-bottle in the foreground adds greatly

to the spirit of the composition. The frame is highly ornamented with

scarce Japan gold, elaborately chased in a superior manner.

There is a picture by Miss T n, called the " Blonde's Revenge,"

that evinces talent of a superior order. This picture has been noticed

by various New-York and Western journals, but I do not consider with

any degree of justice to its surpassing merits. The color is equal to a

beautifully polished Pompeiian brass door-plate ; the drawing is im-

mense, though truth must compel us to gay that the costumes are

rather slighted. The princi-

pal figure of the grouj^, which

istaken from a French model,

seems to stand right out from

the canvas ; this I consider a

very high point of excellence.

Visitors should be cautioned

against approaching this pic-

ture.

I regret that time will not

permit me to give you any fur-

ther notice of this collection,

but I will endeavor to get my
amateur friend to go often and

obtain notes for me. Unless

I accompany him, however, I

fear he will not pay suffi-

cient attention to the frames.

Yours, G.

/^.•r?

liif:%iiPl

"Cometh Up as a Flovyer."

VicuY likely it does ; but there is one thing that don't go down as

the Flour—and that's the price of bread.
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ASTRONOMICAL CONVERSATIONS.

[by a FA.THEK AI^'D DAUGHTER RESIDING ON THE PLANET VENUS.]

No. II.

D. Oh, father, what funny things are caused by the revolution of

a planet

!

F. Well, revolutions arc not alirnys such funny things, as those

wretched creatures on the earth up there must have found out by this

time.

D. How dry you are, pa! I didn't mean the revolutions on a

planet, but tlie revolutions of a plianet.

F. Well, a distinction, I admit. But what are you driving at?

J). Several things. For instance, seven revolutions of the planet

Earth produce a new number of Punchinello—a funny thing, as you

often say yourself.

F. Well put, truly.

D. And seven revolutions also give rise to the Revolution itself,

wliich (behig a woman all Kight in head and heart) I regard as about

thj funniest thing going.

F. ' Funny," child"? Why, I never saw anything less so. It is

dreadfully sevioa^. It is even sanguinary; gadder still, alnisivc and

vulgar. What is there comical about coarseness ?

Z>. You don't take my idea, father. It is funny, because it assumes

60 much. It does not realize that womanly modesty is the great ob-

stacle to its success, and that if it was as well endowed with that

quality as the average of American women, it would promptly cease

to revolve.

F. Why, IIelene ! what has set you off? Where did you pick up

this nonsense ? 'What can you possibly know of Women's Rights, as

I believe they call the new Movement?

D. Why sJioidda't I know something about it, when it hiis been in

your mouth for months? And ain't 7 a woman? Besides, don't we
women know some things by instinct f

F. Well, svell, child ! I wish you could know Astronomy by in-

stinct ; for I begin to see I've a job before me, if only to keep you to

the point.

D. The Compass-point, do you mean, father ?

F. No ; the Study-point. Do you call this studying Astronomy ?

D. I think, pa, I like the i^rnctical part best.

F. All, that which allows you to study the Fashions in Broadway

!

Well, woman is woman, I believe, the Universe over ! But, conae ; a

short lesson, to begin with. Here is a fine view of Saturn, with hifj

Rings.

D. "Rings?" Are they anything like the New-York Rings you

have read about ?

F. Well, yes ; no, not exactly ; but a Ring within a Ring, is a

phrase that applies to both sul:3ects, just now.

D. Oh, pshaw ! I thought you meant finger-rings ! What does Sat-

urn want of Rings?

F. And what does New-York want of 'em. They arc there, and

there they'll stay

!

D. But /mean, what does a gentleman want of rings?

F. Don't we find, every where, that the most Saturnine, the dullest,

and stupidest, and lowest, are generally the fondest of this sort of

ornament ?

D. Oh, dear! Father, how you do try me! (Do see him, gazing

away, when he knows I'm dying to get a squint ! He pays me no more

attention than though I was a mere Anthony ! Why. what ails him ?)

Father! Father, dear! what—what's the matter? Why are you cry-

ing?

P. Come here, and look
;
quick ! Ob, Helbne ; isn't it horrible ?

D. Why—v.'hat is it, father? Console yourself; it is a good way off,

to say the least ! [Look.y a moment.] Why, it's those savage Freed-

men, I do declare ! about to sacrifice that amiable-looking white ! A
tender looking man ; is he what they call a Ku—Ku

—

F. Klux? Oh, no. That is a Missionary ; and the blacks are not

Freed men, as you suppose, but Cannibals. They are about to roast

ITun. You scf the fire?

1>. Oh, quite di.stinctly ! look, father!—he is making a sign to them.

Wiiat docs it mean ?

F. [Looking.] It means that he, has lost the use of his tongue—

pr-)bably from fright—but would like to write something.

D.. Like eo many other tongue-tied scribblers ! Do they let him?

F. Oh, yes ; they bring a board, and a piece of chalk.

D. How large is the piece ?

F. The usual size. He is writiuff.

D. What does the poor fellow say ?

F. He is laconic. He merely writes

—

COOK ]\IE RARE.

D. Boo—hoo—hoo—hoo!

IF. Boo—hoo—hoo—too

!

1.©-.

WHAT I KNOW ABOUT FREE TRADE.

Dear Punchinello: In a paper of such great influence fs

Punchinello, vast subjects should be set before the commuuity. I

know of none vaster than Free Trade. You see, every body under-

stands that subject and nobody can explain it. I propose, therefore,

to turn the light of my ]5enny dip upon it, and to set forth, in concise

language, what I know about free trade.

It must be premised that there is a great deal to be said on the oth-

er side, and that nothing can be more abominable than free trade to a

protectionist, unless it be protection to a free trader. Free trade is

—

well—free trade is—well—let me illustrate : cigars made out of cab-

bages are not nice ; not to put too fine a point upon it, they're nasty.

We are greater at raising cabbages than vic are at sjirouting cigar to-

bacco. Under these circumstances the free trader (he's a smoker, or if

he isn't, his aunt or sister is) says we want Havana cigars to enter our

lips without the taint of revenue. That's free trade.

Every yovith is a free trader. Don't you remember your own youth-

ful follies ? If you are of the male persuasion, would you have traded

your jack-knife for Tom Smith's bull-pup, if there had been a tariff on

the pup. Or, if you are of the feminine pcrsuasibility, woidd you have

swapped your crying-doll for Betsy Jones' ring-tailed cat, if the cat

had been couapelled to crawl through the custom-house and pay

duties ? Besides, don't you remember liow oftt-n your mother deprived

you of a second cup of tea, on the plea that it would injure your health ?

!Much as I respect your mamma, I can not refrain from inrf)rming you

that that plea was false, and that it was the absence of free trade that

deprived you of a second cup of China whiskey. Then you know that

the lump-sugar, the raisins, the cake, etc., were always locked up in a

pantry. All the result, iny dear sir, of an absence of free trade.

Now that you have grown up, the result is the same. You must have

your soup, and (1 do not mean to be pathetic) what is soup without

salt? You must travel on the cars, but what arc cars without rails?

But, alas, salt and rails are in the black list. What do j-ou care

whether or not ToM Jones and Billy' Bhown make money out of

their salt and iron mines? You want cheap soup and cheap riding.

Then every time that you pay one hundred dollars for your wife's dry-

goods, you have the ecstatic pleasure of knowing that you are paying

fifty dollars because Mr. John Robinson can't make goods as cheap as

the English manufacturers.

In the natural state, man is a free trader. When our good Christiun

brethren give an Indian a string of beads for a buffalo-skin, the Indian

charges no custom duties. He don't want to keep beads out of his coun-

try. When Lot swapped his wife away for a i)illar of salt, the trade

was free. When the Americans traded away good ships and cargoes

for Alabama claims, not a word was said about the tariff. These,

however, arc cases in which nature rather gets ahead of civiliza-

tion.

See the result of the lack of free trade in our country. The brick

manufacturers must be protected, so a heavy tariff was placed on the

fort;ign article. Our brick men, findiu'g that they had a soft thing,

tried to solve that conundrum wliich the Israelites gave up :
" How do

you maki^ bricks without straw?" Tln^ made a patent brick, built

the Howard ^luseum in Washington, (was it a museum or a college?)

the thiug tumbled down, and a Congressional committee sat among its

ruins. Poor Gen. How.vrd is in a muddle, and wishes, from the bot-

tom of his heart, that we had free trade in bricks.

Then, morally, see the high position of the free trader. Poor men,

who must have tea or cigars or Ihiglish or French manufnctines, .nre

never driven to smuggling, where free trade jiri.'vails. The free trader

would even abolish the tariff of two dollars and a half, imposed on hu-

man chattels who land at Castle Garden.

That's all I know al)out free trade. I thought I knew more. I'm

afraid [ haven't illuminated tUe suV)ject ; however, I will turn my lan-

tern next week on protection. Lot.
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SHOCKING AFPAIB.

First Heavy Swell. "What's the matteb, old fellow?—
"WEATHER, EH ?"

Second ditto. "Worse than that. I've hurst my shirt-coUar
!"

OUR FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

(by ATLANTIC CABLE.)

Your representative's little speech at the great Punchinello din-

ner may be better imagined than described. A few words, however,

may give you its animus.

"If," said I, "in this illustrious company, one may indulge in a

Wellerism"

—

" Spell it with a we, sir, if you please," whispered Samivel, who

stood right behind me.

I resumed. " I have to say, that my feelings at this hour are too

many for me. Perhaps I might add, that the courses have been so

also. As ray friend Soyer used to observe when we were together in

the Crimea, astronomical and gastronomical laws are alike fixed. And

one of them is, that the precession of the dinner-plates, and the nuta.

tion of the glasses, do not promote the music of the spheres. But, Mr.

Punch and gentlemen, although not one of the heavenly bodies, in-

deed altogether terrestrial, one feels, naturally, rounder in his orbit,

and a little more likely to see stars, after such a dinner as this, than

before. Do I not, indeed, see around me now, all the stars of the in-

tellectual firmament V Are not SiRius and Arcturus here, in their

glory, as well as Orion and the rest? As my old friend Crispin would

say, their name is legion ! 1 would blaze, gentlemen, too, if possi-

ble, in honor of the occasion ; but, as I can't Comet, meteors fall in

lamentation of my poor ability.

" The day we celebrat(! is truly a great one. Since the time of Or-AP,

the Northman, our Anglo-Saxon-Celtic race has loved its jesting phi-

losophers. No fools are they, in fact, oven when to that nam© they

' Btoop to conquer.'

' The vAm inaB'i folly Is anataralred

Even by the eqnand'ring glances of the fool.*

" The sundry contemplation of my travels, in which my
often rumination wraps me, is a most humorous sadness.

" But, gentlemen, your walls have, if not ears, tongues,

to recall the glorious humor and wit of our race. Ho-

garth looks down upon us. Addison tells us of dear

old Sir Roger de Coverley ; I am sure he must have

been the grandfather of Mr. Pickwick. Sterne makes
us weep on one side and smile on the other, at the men-
tion of my Uncle Toby ; Goldsmith, at the remem-

brance of himself. And so does Tom Hood, the prince

of humorists. Thackeray we all remember ; and neither

he nor his Vanity Fair will ever be forgotten. Douglas
Jerrold, and John Leech, too—the only tears they

ever made men shed were at their graves. And who
can fail to feel like a " pendulum betwixt a smile and

tear," when he remembers our Artemus Ward ? Over

the water now we have some yet ; of whom we count

" the Twain one ;" and we can get up as good Billings-

gate as ever went to market. Then, for right Saxon

-wit, have we not Saxe himself? And, for the lumin-

ous. Petroleum, the ex-jiostmaster of the Cross-roads?

" I represent a name, gentlemen, new with us, yet old

in Europe. You are well aware that, in Italy"

—

" TJuit might 'uv been tuk for granted ; as the donkey

said ven his dam called him a hass"—whispered, rather

loudly, Samivel, behind me.

Now whether it was the Thames atmosphere that had

got into my head, or whether it was Sam Wei.ler's un-

expected remark, I am unable, to this day, to say. But,

somehow or other, my speech had, by this time, gone

up. So I went down. Ff the speech was a rocket, I

represented a stick. Perhaps Jenkins may yet wake up

to the importance to the civilization of the century of

reporting in full Charles Dickens' speech, and BuL-

wer's, and the rest. If so, I will send them on. Punch-
inello, however, was honored as he deserves, at this

dinner. Now for a little serious news.

GREAT BRITAIN.

Under the John Smith, Esq., (son of the elder Smith,) finds it

necessary to contradict the rumor that he is going to

the United States. He is fearful lest there may, possi-

bly, be another person of the same name in America
;

which might cause confusion.

On dit that one of Victoria's daughters was to be engaged to be

married to a young member of the house of Orange. But it is be-

lieved now to have been a sour orange.

Rev. Mr. M.\ckonochie has been warned by the Bishop of London
that he must reform his ritual, in some particulars. The Bishop is es-

pecially incensed at the censer ; and waxes censorious about the wax
lights. He insists that Father Mackonochie must use Stearine or

Spermaceti. Moreover, when water is mixed with wine, it must not

come from the East River ; and the wine must be red. Blue wine will

do if he can find any.

Church parties are much excited about Mr. Miall's Church-libera-

tion scheme. But why so ? Will not any Rev. who has a living, say,

" Who takes my living takes away my all!" A bad pun ; but a good
argument. They should not miaul about it, at any rate.

FRANCE.

Pierre Bonaparte has gone to be king of the Feejee Islands. It

has been stipulated that'he shall not shoot more than one man in a

month ; and part of the tenderloin is to be given always to his Majes-

ty's Prime Minister.

M. Guerronier's remark in the Senate, April 19th, requires expla-

nation. He said that " Europe can be tranquil only when France is

satisfied." He was alluding to the necessity of an early supply of

co|)i(>s of Punchinello ; without which that excitable poi)ulation can

nOt 1)(; kept in a satisfactory state. I have made arrangements to have

them forwarded accordingly.
GERMANY.

Potockis, new Minister of Public Instruction, has offered his resig-

nation. The reason is that a deputation of the professors and teach-

ers called on him to say that it would take their pupils a year to learn

how to spoil his name. It is Tschabushnigg. Prime.
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POOR CAPTAIN EYRE.

It is really outrageous to find fault with poor Captain Eyke. If

ever a man had a full and perfect defence to the accusations which are

made against him, Eyke is that man. Not content with offering one

excuse, he offers a large and varied assortment of excuses, any one of

which ought to be quite satisfactory. For example he asserts

:

That instead of running into the Oneida, the Oneida ran into him.

That his ship struck the Oneida so lightly that he never knew there

had been any collision.

That he saw the Oneida just after he had run into her, and that she

did not appear to have lost any thing but her skylights.

That he stopped his engines and blew his whistle, in order to show

that he was ready to offer any needed assistance to the Oneida.

That the reason why he did not stop his engines and offer assistance,

was that the collision had so injured his own ship that he thought

best to make at once for the nearest port.

That he never dreamed that any assistance was wanted, and there-

fore did not offer it.

That he would have gone to the assistance of the Oneida had not

one of his lady passengers been so frightened by the cullision that she

begged him to make all possible speed to land her.

That not a single one of his passengers knew there had been a col-

lision, so light was the shock of the contact.

That it was only a Yankee ship, any how, and that it is all "blarsted"

nonsense to make a fuss about it.

Captain Eyre has returned to England, and asks, on the above

grounds, that he be reinstated in command of his ship. It would be

absurd to refuse so just a request. His defence could not well be

more full unless he were to strengthen it with an alibi. If Mr. Solo-

mon Pell still pursues the practice of the law. Captain Eyre should

at once employ that eminent barrister to prove an alibi for him. His

justification would then be too conclusive to admit of question.

Had we been

CRITICISM OF THE PERIOD.

[after the manner of the " NATION."]

miton's Paradise Lost.—The demand for a new edition of this cum-

brous piece of blank verse, proves what we have often said, that the

want, in Cromwell's time, of a literary journal of the character of

the Nation has had a permanent effect upon literature

in existence when that obstinate and

pedantic old Puritan wrote, we might

have suppressed him. Still, there is

no knowing what women and chil-

dren will not read. While Milton's

lines certainly measure generally

about the same length, it is prepos-

terous to call by the name of poetry

what could be written in prose with

80 little modification. It is true that

the same objection might be applied

to Homer aiid Shakspeare. The

former has the advantage of being

v*ritten in Greek, so that very few

people can read it. Shakspeare

has a popularity that is partly ac-

counted for by the low taste of the

people who have gone to the theatre

to hear Siddons rave and Garrick

declaim, or who will persist in ad-

miring Macready and Booth.

As to Milton, we have detected,

with the aid of foot-notes to an old

edition, a multitude of the most ab-

solute plagiarisms from various au-

thors. From the Bible mainly, and

also from the Greek and Latin poets,

he has taken nearly all his ideas ;
and

every one of the words he uses are

to be found in the dictionary. Talk

of originality, after that ! His con-

ceptions also are sometimes absurd
;

for instance, the Address to Light.

No one, who has not been stultified

by theological nebulosities, ought to fail to know, as wc knew when
we first begun to go to school, that a blind nian cannot see anything

at all. Therefore it is an insult to the understanding, and paltering

with all the rational inductions of modern science, for an educated

writer, stone blind, to say a word about light.

In fact, the whole plot of the ijoeni flies in the face of the cultiva-

tion of the Nineteenth Century. Such ideas as Paradise, Adam and
Eve, and angels, are getting obsolete. While it is not to be expected

that ordinary persons should have the intelligence or learning of the

Editor and contributors of the Nation, we yet wonder that they are

not always ready to abide by the instruction we are prepared to give

them, at the small price of five dollars a year. Subscriptions received

at this office.

INTERIOR ILLUMINATION.

It gives us joy to state that the celebrated Dr. Milto (of whom we
have never heard before) has invented a means of illuniinating men's in-

teriors. The doctor lives in Russia ; and he takes you and throws in-

side of you " a concentrated beam of electric light ;" and then he sees

exactly what particular pill you want, and he gives it to you, and you

go away (after paying him) exultant ! This quite does away with the

necessity of a bow-window in the. bosom, so much desired by a certain

ancient philosopher.

Mr. Punchinello begs leave most respectfully to announce that he

has determined to import, at any expense whatever, one of Dr. MiLio's

Concentrated Electric Beamcrs. With this Dr. Punchinello docs not

intend to engage in private practice. His purpose is to throw the

light directly into the Body Politic, whether the B. P. requests him to

do it or not. Dr. P. confidently expects to make some most extraor-

dinary discoveries of various diseases—of greed, foolish ambition, ossi-

fication of the heart, moral leprosy, chronic stupidity, latent idiocy,

and that very common and often unsuspected complaint usually known

as Humbug. {Uumbugus Communis) His fee in no case will exceed

ten cents per week ; and patients will be illuminated by the year.

THE DREADFUL STATE OF THINGS OUT WEST.

A dispatch received at this office from the office of the Chicago Tri-

bune states that the utmost public distress is prevailing in St. Louis.

A frightful pestilence is raging, complete anarchy prevails, most of the

merchants have gone into insolvency,

and ruin stares St. Louis in the face

in the most aggravating way

A dispatch from the^S^. Louis Dem-
ocrat states that the utmost public

distress is prevailing in Chicago. A
frightful pestilence is raging, com-

plete anarchy prevails, most of the

merchants have gone into insolvency,

etc., etc.

A dispatch from the Cincinnati

Gazette states that the utmost public

distress is prevailing in both St.

Louis and Chicago. A frightful pes-

tilence is raging, complete anarchy

prevails, most of the merchants have

gone into insolvency, etc., etc., etc.

The most painful part of the mat-

ter, in Mr. Pcnchinello's benevo-

lent eyes, is that each city appea'^ to

be perfectly delighted with the mis-

fortunes and miseries of both the

others. Instead of getting up sub-

scriptions for c.ich other, tliey chuckle

and crow in a j.crfectly fiendish man-

ner. Until they can behave better,

we shall postpone the subscripti'-n

which we propose to open in their

behalf.

personaIj gossip.
(From the Daily Press.)

" TlTE WINNER OF A ^-25,000 PHIZE IN THE HAVANA LOT-

TERY IS A boot-black of Brooklyn."

A Capital Letter.

The property-holder who Lots hia

houECS at reduced rcats.
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A TOUCHING INCIDENT IN CONG-RESS.
The reconciliation between General Butler and General Schenck, on the subject of the Tariff Bill.

COLONEL FISK'S SOLILOQUY.

TUE NINTH TEMPTATION.

Would I were young enougli to go to scliool,

Or could but pitcli upon some golden rule

For knowing what I am, and wliat to do,

When to the public gaze I am on view.

I'm Colonel, Admiral, and President,

A theatre manager, and resident

Director of the Opera House, and mine
Are Erie and the Boston steamboat line.

Of merchant, banker, broker, every shade

Am I ; in fact, a Jack of every trade.

More varied than the hues of the Chameleon
;

I'ar heavier than Ossa piled on Pelion

Are all my duties ! lleally it's confusing,

At times, to a degree that's quite anmsing.

Wluni am I this, when that, when which, when what V

And am I always FiSK, or am I not 1

Thus, constantly I get into a fix.

And one tiling with another sadly mix
;

Many a time absurd mistakes Fve made
In giving orders. When I'm on Parade,

And ought to say, "Fours Right," by Jove ! I'm certain

To holloa out, " Come, hurry up that curtain 1"

Going to Providence the other night,

I ordered all the hands, "Dress to the Right 1"

I saw my error, and called out again,

" Hold on! I meant to say. The Ladies' Chain."

At Matinee the other afternoon.

When all the violins seemed well in inui\

1 sang out to the Bell Boy, " What's the hilch ?

If the Exjjrcss is due, you'd belter switch 1"

My order seemed the boy to overwhelm

—

" Lubber !" I cried, " why don't you port your helm 1"

I mad(! a siieech the other night at mess.

And what my toast was, nobody will guess
;

It shouM have been, " The Union "—'twas, " Be cheery,

Boys ! the toast wo have to drink is—Erie."

The boys laughed loudly, being the right sort.

And said, " Why, Admiral ! you're hard a port.'^

One time, when Gould and I were on the cars,

I thought th' officials of the train were tars
;

Told them to " Coil that rope and clean the scuppers.

And then go down below and get your suppers."'

This must be changed, or my good name will suffer.

And folks will say, Jim Fisk is but a duffer.

To feel myself a fool and lose my head.

Too, takes the gilding off the gingerbread
;

And makes me ask myself the reason why
On earth I have so many fish to fry ?

The fact is, what I touch must have a risk

Of failure, or it wouldn't suit Jim Fisk.

I'll conquer this, too—keep a secretary

To help me out when I'm in a quandary.

I will not budge ! My banner is unfurled.

Proclaiming FiSK the Problem of tlie world.

Query for Lawyers.

If a man throws a huge stone at his wife's head, would he escape

punishment on the plea that he only meant to Rock her to sleep ?

A Spring Blossom.

Blossom Rock, in San Francisco Harbor, has just been blown up

with gunjiowder. Of ooiirsc; lilossom Rock went " up as a Flowe"
r**

Justice in tho New Territory.

Whatever lack of law there msiy 1 e in Alaska, Punchinello is

(|uit(! sure that there is Just-ico <mough in that domain to satisfy all

demands.

A Bumor.

It is rumored that the Fenian Organization have offered Mr. Fech-

TJ'^ii the position of Head Centre, in recognition of the merciless nuin-

ncr iu which he mangles the Queen's English.
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NOW WE SHALL HAVE IT.

It lias always been one of the sorrows of our life that we were pre-

vented (by business) from being present at the building of the Tower

of Babel. To say nothing of the great knowledge which we should

have acquired of the ancient languages, it would have been jolly to

have marked the foreman of the works swearing at the laborers in

Syriac, while they answered him in Hebrew, Chaldee, and the Chinese

tongue. However, as a next best thing, we shall attend the meeting

of the American Woman Suffrage Association, which will be held in

Washington during the next session of Congress. We have as much
regard as any body for the drums of our ears ; but for the sake of a

new sensation, we shall be willing to risk them. We can imagine at

this moment, the astounding effect of the Grand Double Palaver ! All

the Senators and Representatives are either barking, or bawling, or

screaming, or shouting, or yelling in the Capitol, while, to complete

the elocutionary duet, all the American women are simultaneously

indulging the unruly and unbridled member. What the precise ef-

fect will be we don't profess to say ; but we confidently predict some
valuable discovery in the science of acoustics.

FORTY-FOUR TO FOURTEEN.

[in -which the young men of the period are taken in hand.]

Forty-four is going to talk (with a pen) to Fourteen. I am a

female ; and forty-four, as just hinted, is my age. Fourteen is also a

female—just the age I was once. How I recollect that day ! I was
full of romance and hope ; now I've no romance, little hope, and some

wrinkles. It is a fine thing to be fourteen. I should like to go back

there, and make a long visit. But that can't be. How much I wish it

could ! If only there were life-renewers as well as hair-renewers

!

They called me pretty at fourteen—said I had pretty ways, (one of

them was one hundred and thirty-five avoirdupois,) and would certainly

be a belle. But I proved too much for that. One hundred and seven-

ty-five cut off all hope. I sighed, ate nothing, studied poetry, did a

good deal of melancholy by moonlight and otherwise, but nothing

came of it. I made myself as agreeable as possible ; but it was the

old story—I was too much for 'em—I mean the young men of the

period. I dressed and gave parties. I took lessons in singing of Sig.

Folderol, and in dancing of Mons. Pigeonwing, and could sing cava-

tinas and galop galops with the best of them. Ma said I was an angel,

and Pa declared I was perfect. But none of the young men said so.

My dear Fourteen, it may be just so with you. Your ma and pa may
say you are angelic and perfect ; but where's the use of it, if nobody

else can be made to see it ? I tried my best to catch the young men
in my net. But, provoking things, they wouldn't be caught. Between

ourselves—mind, don't blab it out—young men are the greatest noodles

that were ever put upon the face of the earth. I never yet saw one

that could be depended upon to stand by. I am sure, as you know, no

one ever stood by me—when there was a parson at hand. At fourteen

I didn't much care where they stood, if it wasn't on my corns. Twen-

ty years later I shouldn't have been so particular. But I don't much
mind now, bless you! You wont at forty-four. There's nothing to

these young men. All talk, pretence, audacity, and paper collar, I

assure you. I've studied all of them. They are the same now as then.

Human nature, you know, my dear Fourteen, is the same yesterday,

today, and week after next. I used to think it wasn't ; now I know it

is. These young men—monsters that they are—will pour the nectar

of compliments over your face, and the acid and canker of abuse down
your back ; and all in the same breath, if they get a chance. Pray

have an eye and an ear out for them. If you go to Long Branch, or

Newport, or Saratoga, or the Wliite Mountains this summer, just look

out for them They are dreadful creatures at home in the cities, but

doubly dreadful at these resorts. You are young, simple, unsophisti-

cated. I was at your age. But I soon got over such weaknesses.

You must very soon, or be a ninny. " Simple," " artless," " unsophis-

ticated," and such terms mean simply softness. Whatever else you

are, or are not, don't be soft. The mistake of my fruitless life has

been tliat I believed, in other years, all that was told me by the other

sex. They said to my face that I was a beauty ; at Mr. Jones's, they

said I was a fright. They said I sang like a Patti ; at Brown's, I

screeched like an owl. They said I danced like Terpsichore; at

Smith's, they declared I wabbled round like any other lamo duck.

They said my taste in drew was the pink of perfection ; at the Duzen-

bury's, I was scandalously deficient in every thing of the sort. It's a

way the young men of that day had with all the girls ; and they go
the same vile way now. Pray don't have any tiling to do with them.
I don't, and I wouldn't for the world. Folks say I'm prejudiced against

'em ; but it isn't so—I hate 'em. It is healthy to hate what is hateful.

It is healthy to hate a bundle of broadcloth, kerseymere, buttons, and
brass, and it's my delight by day and dream by night. I'm forty-four

—you're fourteen. I've seen the world—you haven't. You look

through rosy glasses; I through the clear, naked eye. My advice

to you on the young men question is this : Discount nine words in

every ten spoken to you as absolute trash—the gush of mere evapora-

tive sentiment. If you are called pretty, graceful, accomplished, neat

in dress, comely in person, that your eyes sparkle like diamonds, and

your lips are poetic, with whole volumes of such, just make up your

mind that there are plenty of fools around trying to make a sillier one

than themselves. It may seem very fine for the moment, but it will

realize something very different afterward. Suppose you are not

caught up ? All the better. I'm forty-four, independent, free, a slave

to no man nor monkey. Better live to write your own tale than be the

abject one to another. Better be forty-four and yourself, than a cipher

belonging to some body else. Far better beware of the young men
than be worn by them. At least so thinks and says

Forty-four.

A NEW RAILWAY PROJECT.

While every one agrees that a railway running through the city of

New-York, and transporting passengers with rapidity from one end of

the island to the other, is an absolute necessity, no one has yet hit upon

a plan which satisfies the public. The Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals objects to the Elevated Road, on the ground

(though it is in the air) that the cars will continually run off the track,

and, falling on the horses and dogs in the street below, crush them to

a fatal je]l3^ The Arcade plan is objectionable to the shop-keepers, in-

asmuch as it will change the great thoroughfare into a street consist-

ing exclusively of cellars, thereby driving the buyers elsewhere. Con-

servative people, who like old things, naturally dislike the Pneumatic

Railway, and vehemently assert that " they'll be blowed if they travel

over it," which will undoubtedly prove to be true. Evidently a new
plan must be devised if every body is to be satisfied. That plan

Punchinello rather flatters himself that he has invented.

It does not seem to have yet occurred to any one that we are not ne-

cessarily shut up to the single plan of fitting a railway to the city. Why
can we not fit the city to the railway ? Every body remembers that

when the Mountain wouldn't come to Mohamed, that eminent preacher

went to the mountain. Here we have a precedent worth following.

To build any sort of railway in New-York will take time and money.

Why, then, should we do it when there are plenty of nice railways al-

ready built in every part of the country ? There is a very nice railway

completed and in running order from Pokertown, in Montana territory,

to Euchrebend, just across the line in Idaho. All we have to do is to

box up our buildings, together with the Central Park, the sewers, the

docks, and the Tammany Hall General Committee, and express them

through to Pokertown. The city can then be set up on each side of the

Pokertown and Euchrebend Railway, and then we shall have th.e de-

sired state of things— a railway running through the heart of our city.

This plan is both novel and easy. At all events it is easy of execu-

tion in comparison with the Arcade plan, and it presents no features

to which any one can reasonably object. Drawings of the city as it will

appear wlien this plan has been carried out are now in process of publi-

cation, and will soon be for sale at this off.ce. (X. B.—Shares in the

Pokertown and Euchrebend Railway, and lost along the route of that ad-

mirable road, also for sale on api)lication to the gentleman whose able

pen presents this scheme to our readers.)

"Curses Come Home," etc.

The gay young men of New-York are said to be terribly addicted to

the use of absinthe. They pick up the vice in Paris, and hence arises

the singular jjaradox that, even after they return home, they stUl con-

tinue to b" * bsintliees.

A Logical Sequence.

Paper made from wood cannot be claimed as a modem invention,

for Log books, as ©very body know.", have been need by mariners

since ever so long ago.
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MODERN MATRIMONY.
Yi'xnrj Wife. " Yes, deak, my husband is all I could avish him to be. ''

Jlusband {who is making bread in the hack room). " I wish I could say as much for her."

ABOUT A BLOCK.

A " countryman " writes to v;s, ask-

ing whether the extension of " Murder-

er's Block " is among the current city

improvements. He says that, on recent-

ly visiting this city, he had great difficul-

ty in determining the exact locality of

the sanctuary in question. Some said it

was in the Eighth "SVard ; others located

it in the Seventeentli. A policeman in

East Houston street, in reply to the qviery,

" Which is ]\Iurderer's Block ?" waved

his hand with a gesture indicative of un-

limited space, and said, " You are on it."

Not pleased with the impeaching tone

of this reply, our informant made his

Avay to another ward, where he put the

same question to the first policeman who

came along. Without giving him a di-

rect reply, the officer winked, shifted his

quid of tohacco so as to display his Cheek

to full advantage, and pointed with his

thumb over his shoulder at indefinite

city "slums" behind him. Let the

" Countryman " understand that, as

things are at present, he may stand al-

most any where in the city and be with-

in a marble-shot of " Murderer's Block."

Perhaps Superintendent JouRDAN is

quite aware of this.

Neptunian.

Is it correct to speak of the waters of

the Black Sea as the colored element ?

SONG OF THE RETURNED SOLDIER.

[with remarks by PUNCHINELLO.]

I'll hang my harp on the wiUow-tree,

{And that's a very sensible tiling for lam to do. A hand-organ is

wlmt he icants now)

And I'll off to the wars again
;

(Xot mueli. A fellow with only one leg, and perhaps but half the reg-

vluion number of arms, is not scanted in the ranks.)

My peaceful home has no charms for me,

{Of course 7iot. lie gave up his home and business to go to the wars,

and he can't expect to have all these things when he comes hack a-jain,

yon knoxc.)

The battle-field no pain.

(.1 great many other fdloxm besides Itiin found the battle-field no
payin' place.)

The country I love stands up in her pride,

{Thai's so. lie's rigid this time.)

With a diadein on her brow
;

{Referring prohahly to 'what Sumner calls, the " dire Democracy."

Oh ! why did she flatter my boyish pride ?

{Because .she irantcd men ; that's all.)

Sho is going to leave nie now !

{By no means. Tie can plu.y his organ on the corner as long as he

wants to.)

She took mi! away from my child and wifis,

{Tluit was all right enough, //e couldn't take his wife and child info

camp.)

And gave mo a shoddy suit

;

{/'j'nlirely the fault of /he conlraclors.)

I quite forgot my good old life,

{Tludioas perfectly proper. People in camp have to forget that 'sort

of thing.)

While they taught nie to march ami shoot.

{Good lessons ; worth leaiming)

She seemed to think me above the men

{Made him corporal, most 2)robably.)

Who staid at their homes, 3-ou see
;

(A7id if hefought on principle he was above most of them.)

Oh, had I jumped the bounty then,

{Horrible idea!)

It would have been better for me.

{That's not so certain. To be sure, in that case he might have got a good

office in some of the Departments, or been made a Consul, but tchy should

he complain ? lie has a first-rate organ, and nobody hinders Mm from

sitting on the corner and grinding it the livelong day, if it pleases him.

And then there's the honor ! His country may not think about it, nor the

people who give him pennies, but if he feels it himself, what more need he

want ? How ridiculous it is for some persons to insinuate that a rich and

powerful people, who can grant hundreds of thousands of dollars to

railroad companies, and Nortlt Pole expeditions, ought to be ashamed to

see their disabled soldiers begging on the corners ! Absurd beyond compar-

ison !
-•• •

NO GHOST AFTER ALL.

Mr. PunciiinelI;0, having been often scared out of his senses

(which are usually veiygood and trustworthy senses,) by double tattoos

on his library table, and also by the eccentric movements of the table

itself, is hapjDy to amioiuice that, after all, tliere is nothing in it. There

is a Dr. Ham.MOND who has sent all necessary explanations to the

North American Review. We do not uuch'rstand them at all, but they

are highly soothing and satisfactory. It seems that Mr. P. (in common

with less distinguished characters) has " a gray tissue." This do(>s

not refer to liis coat, but to something inside of him which rondin-s hiui

llic iicrvotis creaiuf(! that In; is. Well, not to in;d<.e too scientific a

matter of it-, it ajjpears thai our " gray tissue " oiicrates upon our " spi-

nal cord," and raises the old boy (if we may be allowed the expression)

with our brains; and this, in some way, but really we do not exactly

see how, ])roduces the raps, and leads tis to sui)])os(! that we are hear-

ing (dear old lady!) from oui' graudmotlu'r. It is astonishing how
simple these mysterious mattirs appear after a scientific explanation.
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THE DOG-BREAKER'S DIFFICULTY.

The dog's he.vd is very good for a Pointer, but the con-

founded TAIL tcill CURL.

A PLAN IS DEVISED FOR STRAIGHTENING IT.

RESULT.

Philological Query.

Is the following sentence, wliicli Mr. Punchinello finds in that re-

spectable paper, the Boston Advertiser, to he considered as English or

La+in ?

" The constitutio de fide has been adopted by the Ecamenical Council, nemine con-
tradicente."

. »•
Absurd to Ask It.

The Belgians propose to drop the letter " h" from the French lan-

guage. In France itself the proposition is received wrathfully, and it

is no wonder, when we remember that Perfidious Albion has been the

great dropper of " h " from time immemorial.

FISCALITIES.

Let no one read this title—rascalities. Fiscalities are very different

things. {That is to say, out of Wall stret.) Punchinello always

had a strong liking for fiscal subjects, and even now he would be glad

to write a fiscal history of the United States, provided he was furnished

with specimens of all the various coins, bank-notes, greenbacks, bonds,

and such mediums of exchange that have been in circuhition fnmi

Colonial times until now. {That is to say, he'd like very much tohave

the coins and things, hut if any one takes up this offer, and wants to

keep his coins, a jnoney-order for a corresponding amount, or ordinary

bills, in a registered letter, will be entirely satisfactory.) But as he can

not write a book this week, he desires to draw tlie attention of his

readers to the fact that fiscal expansion ought to be tlie great end of

man. {That is to say, it often is, but in a diff^erent 'way from what

Punchinello means.) For instance, look at Colonel Fisk, of the glo-

rious Ninth ! Had not his vigorous intellect been closely applied to

the great questions of fiscal economy, is it likely that the steady ex-

pansion of his corporeal being Avoald have given sucli a weight to his

wisely-planned movements ? (^That is to say, if he hadn't got rich he

icouldn't have got so fat, and then buildings would not tremble when he

drills.) A man who is perfectly proportioned in a fiscal point of view,

can call himself a monarch of the world. The elements will own they

are his servants, and the seasons will mould themselves to suit his will.

(That is to say, he can have one hundred and fifty fine yuung women to

dance the Devil's Torchlight Cotillionin his oim theatre, and he can sit

there, if lie teaiits to, all alone and look at them just as long as he 2}leases ;

and not one of them dare stop till he's ready.) Space bows before such

a man, and shrivels itself up into a mere nothing. Land and water

are alike to such a one. It matters not to him whether the waves roll

beneath his possessions, or the solid ground upholds them.

St. Cecilia sits at the feet of this great exponent of fiscal expan-

sion, and Tubal Cain dwells serenely in his court-yards. {That is to

say, just wait until you hear his new brass band!) Now, who would

not be as this financial monarch ? Who would not say :
" I, too, can

do these things?" {That is to say, which of us would not gladly take

every cent the good Fisk possesses, and let him beg his bread from door

to door, if we only got a decent chance?) If it were not for such shi-

ning examples of the pov>^er of wealth and the glories that it is capable

of placing before our eyes, the souls of ordinary men would much less

frequently be moved to extraordinary eftbi-t in the line of pecuniary

progress. {Tliat is to say, if old Fisk did not change the ballet in his

Twelve Temptations so often, and did not keep on getting new dancers,

and dressing them all up diff^erent every toeek or two, we would not have

to raise a dollar and h<df so frequently to go and see the confounded

thing) But it is of no use to try and calculate the vast advantage of

fiscal expansion. Even with a Webb's Adder, Punchinello could

not do the sum, and it's pretty certain that it would make W]:bb

Sadder, if he tried it. Among other things, a man of fiscal solidity

is never unprepared for emergencies, and, if necessary, he can resort to

extremities of which ordinary people would never dream. {That is to

say, have you seen Fisk's last legs ?) Therefore, it becomes us all to en-

deavor to have a share in the prosperity of which we see sucli a shi-

ning example, {that is to say, Punchinello does not mean for us all to

go buy stock in Erie,) and mayhap, even the humblest of us may, in

time, be able to whistle " Shoo Fly " in marble halls. {That is to say,

even a poor ostler may get along very well if Ite attentively and indus-

triously %ccUers his stock.)
««.« .

-

Interesting to Mr. Bergh.

"Dog's-ear" shirt-collars (the ones that stick up and are doubled

dowTi at tlie points,) are coming into fashion.

Says young Solomons, the other day, " I want something new in col-

lars ; I shall cut my Dog's-ears." And he went and did it ;
which is

decidedly interesting to Mr. Bergh.

An Interesting Patient.

Xew-IIa\^n enjoys an elephant that has corns, and is alx)ut to be

operated on by a chiropodist. There is a largeness, ai)proachiug to

sublimity, in the idea of an elephant with corns, though it naturally

suggests the query, " What Boots it ?"

A Place Appropriately Named.

Sigh-beria.

A Dogged Problem.

Ik Sir Wai-ter Scott's dog was worth—say—ten " pounds," what

was his Kenilworth?
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Britain. What was Great Britain ?

continent ?

CONDENSED CONGRESS.

SENATE.

HE gentle Chandler is occa-

sionally goaded to rage and

rhetoric by perfidious Albion.

The other day he had one of

these deliriums. In the lan-

guage of the bard.

He shook his fists and he tore his

hair

Till they really felt afraid

;

For they couldn't help thinking

the man had been drinking.

He wanted to annex the

Winnipeg district. It was

true that the Winnipeg dis

trict was an unmitigated

nuisance to England ; and

probably it would prove an

unmitigated nuisance to us

if we annexed it. But it

would make Great Britain

mad. The dearest object of

his life was to madden Great

What business had she on this

None but the right of conquest. It occurred to him that

that was all we had ourselves; but that made no difference. His mot-

to was, Great Britain est Carthago, or delenda must be destroyed, or

something of that sort—he forgot exactly what. He knew we could

whip Great Britain, and he wanted to fight her. That is, he wanted

some body else to fight her. It would be the proudest moment of his

life to serve, exclusively as a sutler, in the grand American army which

should go forth to smash Great Britain. Queen Victoria was only a

woman. Therefore he would fight her single-handed. Let her come

on. Let her son, who was a snob, come on. Let Mr. Thornton come

on. Let every body come on. He defied every body. He expectorated

upon every l)ody. (Mr. Chandler by this time became so earnest

that seven Senators were constrained to sit upon him, but it produced

no sedative effect.) Mr. Chandler iiept on in this manner until he

had challenged the population of the planet to single combat, and then

subsided, and ordered five hundred copies of the morrow's Globe to

send to various potentates and constituents.

Mr. Drake said of course no body minded Chandler. But there

were some glimmerings of sense in Chandler, and he thought the

Winnipeg war would be a good thing. Perhaps Chandler might be

induced to go out there, which would make it pleasant for the Senate.

Mr. Sumner said he was disgusted, not with Chandler's princi-

ples, which were excellent, but with his quotation, which was incor-

rect. He considered correct quotation far more important than correct

principles. Every school-boy knew that delenda est Carthago was what

Mr. Chandler attempted to cite. To be sure Mr. Chandler was not

every school-boy. (Cheers for every school-boy.) Mr. Sumner took

advantage of this occasion to relate several incidents of the life of

Hannibal, and closed with a protest against the accursed spirit of

caste. In support of this view he sent to the clerk's desk, and had read

a few chapters from Kant's Critique of Pure Reason.

HOUSE.

ScHENCK scatters members to flight whenever he introduces his tar-

iff bill. This disgusts Sciienck, and he has been trying to bring back

the erring Rei)resentatives by the use of the Sergeant-at-Arms and

fines. The House has lately amused itself by listening to excuses.

Mr. Butler's name was called. Mr. Butler was not there. Mr.

Sciienck proposed to fine him.

Mr. Cox objected. Why, he said, should the sweet boon of But-

ler's absence rouse the anger of Schenck. He would suggest an

amendment that Butlp:u be fined when present and blessed when
away. The less they had of Butler the better.

Mr. Ames was making money, and therefore he could not come.

Mr. Davis was prosecuting McFarland, which he considered bet-

ter fun than discussing the tariff.

Mr. FiTCii had gone to take a bath. Mr. LOGAN said that was ridicu-

lous. He himself had never found it necessary to absent himself on

Buch a ground. No representative of the people ought to take a bath.

He was sorry to see this tendency to aristocracy on the part of

members. West Point and the bath-tub were undermining our insti-

tutions.

Mr. Poland said that he had been to call on a clergyman. Mr.

Logan said that was worse if possible than the bath. He much pre-

ferred immersion to sprinkling.

Mr. Sweeney (who is Mr. Sweeney?) had been superintending the

birth of an infant Sweeney. Mr. Kelley said a man who would basely

look after his young when the fate of pig-iron was trembling in the bal-

ance, was unworthy to represent American freemen. What was the inter-

esting situation of any individual, male or female, compared to the inter-

esting situation of " fish-plates." The same fiendish spirit that animated

the Confederate armies was still alive. But it now found expression in

vile and insidious attacks upon the " scrap-iron " which was the pride

of every true American heart. He did not hesitate to say that the man
who would vote against an increase of 7000 per cent, ad valoo'em, upon

railway iron would, if his cowardly soul would let him, have aimed

the pistol of the assassin at the late Mr. Lincoln.

Mr. Logan said there was no occasion for Mr. Kelley to say any

thing about any man from Illinois. He, Logan, could take care of that

State without Kelley's ass' stance. He had observed with grief and
shame that Kelley had made several more speeches this session than

he (Logan) had. He did not intend to suffer this in future.

Mr. Kelley said he voted for his constituents, who were iron-

mongers ; but he spoke, in an iron-ical way, for the whole country.

He meant to speak early and speak often.

Mr. Schenck upheld the income-tax. He said it bore very lightly

on Congressmen, for none but honest men were compelled to pay it.

OUR LITERARY LEGATE.

Minister Motley is a gentleman, a scholar, and, though last not

least, as genial a diner and winer as ever put American legs under a

British peer's mahogany. There was a time when he was for aveng-

ing British outrage by whipping John Bull out of his boots, but now,

clad in a dress-coat of unexceptionable cut, he deprecates the idea of in-

ternational breaches. As a diplomatist he could scarcely show more
indifference to the Alabama claim, if the claim itself were All a Bam.
He roars for recompense more gently than a sucking dove. When he

presented our little bill a grand coup was expected, but the trans-at-

lantic turtle seems to have shut him up. Listening to compliments on

the " Dutch Republic " he forgets his own, and renders but a Flemish

account to his country. Not content with following the festive foot-

steps of his illustrious predecessoi', Reverdy, he has made new
tracks to every hospitable nobleman's door. The scented soft-soap of

adulation is his "particular vanity," and under its soothing influence

beseems to be washing his hands of his official responsibilities. In

point of fact. Motley has deserted his colors, and, as a diplomat, is by

no means up to the American Standard. As it is clear he cannot

maintain the prestige of the Star Spangled Banner abroad, we call

upon the Government to give him Hail Columbia, and order him home

CONS BY A WRECKER.

Where are women wrecked ? Oft' the Silly Islands.

Where are men wrecked ? Some oft" Port, some Half Seas over,

some off the Horn, or wherever they Chews.,

Where are rogues wrecked ? In the Dock.

Where are brokers wrecked ? On the Breakers.

Where are children wrecked ? Some in Babycome Bay, and some on

the Coral Islands.

Where are bad musicians wrecked ? On the Sound.

Where are would-be sharpers wrecked ? On the Mighty Deep.

BOOK NOTICES.

In Spain and a Visit to Portugal. By Hans Christian Ander-

sen. New-York : Hurd & Houghton.

A good summer book of nearly three hundred pages. As usual, An-

dersen is not abstruse in his way of putting things. His narrative is

adapted alike for the juvenile mind and for the adult. There is no

periphrasis in it. One understands his meaning at a glance
;
there-

fore the book should be a very popular one when summer time sets in,

and people look for some quiet delassement which will not compel

them to think.
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BARGAINS IN CARPETS.

A. T. STEWAPJ & CO.
ARE RECEIVING BY EACH AND EVERY STEAMER

THE

NEWEST AND LATEST DESIGNS IN

MOQUETTES AND AXMINSTERS,

ROYAL WILTONS,
BOB>¥ BRfJ$§EL,S,

Crossiey's Velvets,
Tapestry Brussels,

AND THEY ARE ALSO

MAKING LARGE ADDITIONS
TO THEIR

REGUI.AR STOCKS OF

ENGLISH BODY BRUSSELS.
ROYAL WILTONS,

$2 50 AND $3 PER YARD,
AXMINSTERS,

$3 50 AND $4 PER YARD.
TOGETHER WII H

INGRAINS, THREE-PLY, COCOA,
AND

CANTON MATTINGS.
ENGLISH AND DOMESTIC

OIL-CLOTHS, etc.,

BROADWAY,
4th Ave., 9th and 1 0th Sts.

A. T. Stewart & Co.
ARE OFFERING

IN

ALL THE VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS
OF THEIR

RETAIL-ESTABLiSHMENT
UNUSUAL ATTRACTIONS

PRiCE, <ii;al,ity, and st\i.es of
CiOODS

JUST RECEIVED
per late steamers, as well as t'rom Uie recent large Auction-Sales,
to which they respectfullj' request the atteutioa of their Cus-
tomers and the Public.

BROADWAY,
Fourth Avenue, Ninth and Tenth Streets.

A. T. STiWART &^
HAVE OPENED

A MAGNIFICENT ASSORTMENT OF

SaMMous, NectPiiioiis, Roman

Sashes, etc., etc.,

IN NEW STYLES AND COLORINGS.

At Extremely Attractive Prices.

BROADWAY,
Fourth Ave., Ninth and Tenth Sts.

SPECIAL

PUNCHINELLO PREMIUMS
By special arrangement with

L. PR^iisra & CO.,

we offer the following Elegant Premiums for new Subscribers to

Punchinello :

Awaken i ngf." (-A. Litter of Puppies.) Half Chromo, size,

8 3-8 by 11 1-8, price $2.00, and a copy of Punchinello for

one year, for $4.00.

" Wild Roses." Chromo, 12 1-8 by 9, price $3.00, or any

other $3.00 Chromo, and a copy of the paper for one year for

$5.00.

" The Baby in Trouble," chromo, 13 by le i-4,

price $6.00 or any other at $6.00, or any two Chroraos at $3,00,

and a copy of the paper for one year, for $6.00.

'''Sunset,—California Scenery," after a. Bierstadt,

18 1-8 by 12, price $10.00, or any other $10.00 Chromo, and

a copy of the paper for one year for $10.00. Or the four Chromos,

and four copies of the paper for one year in one order, for

clubs of Four, for $23.00.

We will send to any one a printed list of L. PRANG & CO.'S

Chromos, from M^hich a selection can be made, if the above is not

satisfactory, and are prepared to make special terms for clubs to

any amount, and to agents.

Postage of paper is payable at the office where received, twenty

cents per year, or five cents per quarter in advance ; the Chromos

will be mailed free on receipt of money.

Remittances should be made in P. O. Orders, Drafts, or Bank

Checks on New-York, or Registered letters. The paper will be

sent from the first number, (April 2d, 1870,) when not otherwise

ordered.

Now is the time to subscribe, as these Premiums will be offered

for a limited time only. On receipt of a postage-stamp we will

send a copy of No. 1 to any one desii'ing to get up a club.

Address

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

p. O. Box 2783. No. 83 Nassau Street, New-York.
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" The Printing House of tlie United States."

GEO.F. NESBITT&CO.,
r.o,»»JOB PRINTERS,
BLANK BOOK Manufacturers,
STATIONERS, Wholesale and Retail,
LITHOGRAPHIC Engravers and Printers,
COPPER-PLATE Engravers and Printers,
CARD Manufacturers,
ENVELOPE Manufacturers,
FINE CUT and COLOR Printers.

163, 165, 167, and I 69 FEABL ST.,

73, 75, 77^ and 79 PINE ST., New-York.

POLICE POLICY.

Policeman. "That's him over there picking the old gentleman's
POCKET."

Green Youth. " Then why don't tou arrest him ?"

Policeman. " Well, it might make him feel ugly towards me. I

LIKE A QUIET LIFE."

Advantages. 'S^W All on tlie same premises, and under im-
mediate supervisio]! of the proprietors.

33 BROAD^WAY,
NEW-YORK.

Open Every Hay frotn 10 A.3f, to 3 P.M.

Deposits of any sum, from Ten Cents to Ten
Thousand Dollars, will be received.

-•-

Six Per Cent Interest, Free of

Government Tax.

INTEREST ON NEW DEPOSITS
Commences on the first of every month.

HENRY SMITH, President.

REEVES E. SELMES, Secretary.

WALTER ROCHE,
EDWARD HOGANi\ Yice-Presidents.

PRAiVG'S CHRO^JOS are celeliratod for their close resemhlance to Oil Paintings. Sold in all Art and Boolcstores tliroughout the world.
PltANti'.S WEEKIjY BULLiITIN : "Pompeii," "Barefoot Boy," " Wild Fruits,"" Birthplace of Whittiev," etc. Illustrated Catalogues sent on receipt of stamp by

L. PRANG & CO., Boston.

PUNCHINELLO:
TERIMS TO CLXJBS.

"WE OFFER AS PREMIUMS FOR CLUBS,
first;

DANA BICKFOItD'S PATENT FAMILY SPINNEJi,
TliC most complete and desirable macliine ever yet introduced for spinning purposes.

second:
PICKFOIiD'S CnOCJTET AND FANCY WOJtlC MACIITNES.

Tliese beautiful little machines are very fascinating, as well as useful ; and every lady should have one, as tliey can make every conceivable kind of crochet or'faney work upon them.

third:
PICKFOnD'S AUTOMATIC FAMILT KNITTER.

This is tlie most perfect and complete machine in the world. It knits every thing.

P O T) R T 11 :

AMERICAN PTTTTONHOZE, OVERSEAMING, AND SEWING-MACHINE.
This Ereat comliination machine is (he last and greatest improvement on ail former machines. No. 1, with finely finished Oiled W.alnut Table and Cover, complete, price, |75. lilo. 3,

same mchino willioul tlie buttonhole parts, etc., jince, $00.
WE WILL SEND THE

Family Spinner, rice, $S, for 4 subscribers and $16.
No. 1 Oochct, " 8, " 4 " " 16.

.. 2 " " 15, ' 6 " " 24.
" 1 Automatic Knitter, 72 needles, " 3(1, " 12 " " 48.
" " " 84 " " 33, " 13 " " 52.

No. 1 American Buttonhole and Overscamlng Machine,
" S " " " " without buttonhole parts, etc.,

No. 3 Automatic Knitter, 100 needles, price, $37, for 15 subscribers and $60.
" 4 " "2 cylinders,;

1 72 neediest " 40, " 10 " " 64.

1100 needles)

price, $76, for 80 subscribers and $120.

" 00, " 25 " " 100.

Descriptive Circulars
Of all these machines will bo sent upon application to this ofTlce, and full instructions,for working lliem will be sent to purchasers.

Parties gelling up Clubs preferring cash to premiums, may deduct seventy-five cents upon each full subscription sent for four subscribers and upward, and after the first remittance for fwr
suljscribers may send single names as tliev obtain them, deducting I lie commission.

Remittaiiccs should be made In Post-Office Orders, Bank Checks, or Drafts on New-York City ; or if tliese can not be obtained, then by Registered Letters, which any post-master will furnl:*.
Charges i^:. monev sent by exiiress must l)e prepaid, or the net amount only will be credited.

Directions for shipping uiachlnes must be full and explicit, to prevent error. In sending subscriptions give address, with Town, County, and State.
The postage on this paper will be twenty cents per year, payable auartorly in advance, at the jdace where It is received. Subscribers in the ISritish Provinces will remit twenty cents In addition

tosubscrlijllon.
Allcoinmunications, remit tanccfl, etc., to be addressed to PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING- COMPANY,

P. O. Box 2783. ISTo. S3 N'as.'-j.-ni Street,

S. W. ^iRKKN, PUINTKU, CORNER JACOB AND FrANKFOUT STREKTS.



J. NICKINSON
begs to announce to the friends of

PUg^CHi^ELLO"
residing in tlic country, tlint, for tlioir convenience, he has
made arrangements by whicli, on receipt of the price of

ANY STANDARD BOOK PUBLISHED,
tlic same will lie forwarded, postage paid.

Parties desiring Catalogues of any of our Publishing Houses
can liave the same forwarded by inclosing two stamps.

OFFICE OP
PUNCHIMSIiliO PUBIilSHINCi CO.,

83 Nassau Street.
[P. O. Box 27S3.]

TO r^EV/S-DEALERS.

Punchinello's monthly.
TIJF. FIVE Nt'MBERS FOR Al'ItlL,

Bound in a Handsome Cover,

IS NOW EEADY. Price, Fifty Cents.

THE TRADji:
sum, lED BY THE

AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY,
Who are now prepared to receive Orders.

HAKRISON BEADFORD & CO.'S

STEEL PENS.
These petis are of a finer quality, more durable, and cheaper

than any other Pen in the maricet. Special altenilon Is called

to the following grades, as being better suited for business pur-

poses than any Pen manufactured. The

"505," "22," aud tlio "Anti-Corrosive,"

We recommend for bank and office use.

D. APPLETON & CO.,
Sole Agents for Vnited Stdtes.

Vol. I No. 8.

SATURDAY, MAY 21, 1870.

PUBLISHED BY,THE

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY,
83 NASSAU STREET, NEW-YORK.

COJS^ANT'S J^ATJJNT BJJS^JJJJRS for ''runc/un<>/fo/' to pveseiu'c the iutju-r for hiudimj.uiU
he sent, post-paid, on receipt of One Uollar, by **J*unchin€llo J?ublishin{f Company/*
83 Nassau Street^ New-Ym^k City,
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a

APPLICATIONS FOR ADVERTISING IN

PUNCHINELLO"
BIIOCLD BE ADDRESSED TO

J. NICKINSON,
Boom No. 4,

83 NASSAU STREET.

Notice to Ladies.

ID I B B L E E ,

Of 854 Broadway,

lias just received a large assortment of all the latest stylos of

Chignons, Chatelaines, etc.,

FROM PARIS,

Comprising the following beautiful varieties:

IiR Coquette, La Plenitude, Le Bouquet,

La Sirene, L'Imperatrice etc..

At prices varying from $2 upw.ud.

WILL BE READY ON MAY 10

Brigadier-G-eneral

IHOm^ FRINCIS MEAGHEB

:

His Political and Military Career;

WITH SELECTIONS FROM

HIS SPEECHES AND WRITINGS.

Capt. W . F. LYONS.
It will be printed on fine toned paper, from neiv type, "with

an excellent Portrait.

One vol.. Cloth, extra beveled $2 00

" richly gilt 3 50

morocco extra, beveled 5 00

S:^" Orders from the Trade and public solicited.

B. & J. SAULIESi &. CO.,

31 Barclay Street, N. Y.

THE CELEBRATED

%
M''^

2^s-f" '

BRAND
BLACK ALPACAS!

This Brand of ALPACA, on account of its fineness of cloth,

and ricJmess of color, has become the Standard Alpaca
now used in the United States.

Tliese Goods are greatly improved for the Spring and
Siiiniiicr wear, being of the richest and purest Shade cf

last Black, and made of the very finest material,
tliey ari; absolutely superiorly any A1^PA(;AS ever
sold in tliis country, and are now one of tlje most faislliona-
ble and ccononiical fabrics worn.
TlicHC bcautil'ul <iood>4 arc Mold by most of llie

lcadiii<c Retail l)ry-(i!oo<lH i>l(>r<'liaulH in all
the loadinK citiCH and towns tlirou«;liout all
the Htiitcs.
C^" Piirchasers will know these (loods, as a

ticket IS attached to each piece ben 'iim a pic-
ture of the Itudulo, precisely like the above.

^« .^i"- •• I'KAKK, &CO.,
4fi, 48 Jk .30 White f^t., New- York.

hole Iinpurtcrn of l/tix JJrtinU J'ur l/ic Uniua States.

Thomas J. Rayner & Co.,
29 LIBERTY STREET,

New-York,
MANUFACTUnEnS OF THE

Flneat Clfffim inndc in the United States,
All sizes and styles. Prices very moderate. Samples sent to

any responsible house. Also importers of the

« rUSIiOS" JtlCANJ),

Kqual hi quality to the best of the Havana market, and from ten
to twenty per cent cheaper.

Reslriiirant, liar, Hotel, and Saloon trade will khvc money by
calling at

29 LIBERTY STREET.

PUNCHINELLO.

With a large and varied experience in the management and

publication of a paper of the class herewith submitted, and with

the still more positive advantage of an Ample Capital to justify

the undertaking, the

PimOHINELLO PUBLISHING 00.

or TUB cnr or new-yoek,

Presents to the public for approv.al, the

NEW ILLUSTRATED HUMOROUS AND SATIRICAL

WEEKLY PAPER,

PUNCHINELLO.
The first number of which will be Issued under date of April 2,

18T0, and tliereafter weekly.

Punchinello will be National, and not local ; and will on

dcavor to become a household word in all parts of the country
;

and to that end has secured a
>

VALUABLE CORPS OF CONTRIBUTORS

in variou.s sections of the Union, while its columns will always

be open to appropriate first-class literary and artistic talent.

Punchinello will be entirely original ; liumorous and witty,

without vulgarity, and satirical without maUce. It will be

printed on a superior tinted paper of sixteen pages, size 13 by

9, and will be for sale by all respectable newsdealers who have

the judgment to know a good thing when they see it, or by

subscription from this office.

The Artistic department will be in charge of Henry L.

Stephens, whose celebrated eartoocs in Vakitt Fair placed

him in the front rank of humorous_artists, assisted by leading

artists in their respective specialities.

The management of the paper will be in the hands of WIL-

LIAM A. STEPHENS, with whom is associated CHARLES
DAVt'SON SHANLY, both of whom were identified with

Vanitt Fair.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES.

Suitable for the paper, and Original Designs, or suggestive ideas

or sketches for Illustrations, upoii the topics of the day, are al-

ways acceptable, and will be paid for liberally.

Rejected communications can not be returned, unless postage-

stamps are inclosed.

Term*

:

One copy, per year, in ixdvance ! 00

Single copies, ten cents,

A specimen copy will be mailed free upon the receipt often

cents.

One copy, with the Riverside Magazine, or any other

magazine or paper, price, $2.50, for 5 50

One copy, with any magazine or paper, price, $4, for 7 00

All communications, remittances, etc., to be addressed to

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

83 Nassau Street.

New-York.

rr. (). Box 2T«.3.]

(For terms to C'luba, tec iHlh and Vjlh pages.)

txt^niilt tiljrarj),

Clinton Hall, Astor Place,

NE^V-YORK.
This is now the largest circulating Library in America, the

number of volumes on its shelves being I 14,000- About
1000 volumes arc added eacli niontli ; and very huge purchases

are made of all new and popular works.

Books are delivered at members' residences for five cents each

delivery. •

TERMS OF MEMBERSHIP:
TO CLERKS,

$1 Initiation, $3 Annual Dues.

TO OTHERS, $5 a year.

SUBSCRIPTIONS TAKEN FOR
SIX M:o]srTHs.

BRANCH OFFICES
AT

NO. 70 CEDAR STREET, KEW-YORK,
Aiv'D AT

Yonkers, Norwalk, Stamford, and Elizabeth.

AMERICAN

BUTTONHOLE, OYERSEAMINGj

SEWING-MACI-irNE CO.,

572 and 574 Broadway, New-York.

This great combination m.achine is the last .and greatest im-

provement on all former machines, making, in addition to all

the work done on best Lock-Stitch machines, beautiful

BUTTON AND EYELET HOLES.

in all fabrics.

Machine, with finely finished

Oiled Walnut Tadle and C'oveh

complete, $75. Same machine, without the buttonhole parts,

$60. Tills last is beyond all question tlie simplest, ca.siest to

manage and to keep in order, of any m.achine in the "market.

Machines warranted, and full instruction given to purchasers.

HENRY SPEAR,
STATIONER, PRINTER,

AND

BLANK BOOK MANUFACTURER.

AOOOUNT BOOKS
MADK TO OKDER.

PRINTING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
82 Wall Street,

NEW-YORK.
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COURTESIES IN OUR SUNDAY-SCHOOLS.

Teacher. "By the by, dear, can y'ou lend me a couple of small pupils fou anniver
SAUY, MY class IS SO I-ITTLE ? YOU SIIAIX HAVE TIIEM BACK AGAIN NEXT SUNDAY."

L

THE GREAT CANAL ENTERPRISE.

[from our SPECIAL BOSTON CORRESPONDENT.]

Boston, May 8tli, 1870.

We Bostonians are greatly surprissd that your valuable journal lias

ji3 yet taken no notice of tlie great undertaking of tlie century—the

Cape Cod Canal. However, you New-Yorkers are quite out of the

world, and unless you read the Boston Transcript regularly, can not be

expected to know much about the enterprises with which the earnest

men of the nation are occupied. The great Cape Cod Canal is, how-

ever, not meant simply for the benefit of the Bostonian nation, but for

the commerce of the civilized world. It is destined to work a more im-

portant revolution in the trade of Plymouth, Barnstable, and Nan-

tucket, than the Suez or Darien Canals.

Of course you are familiar with the peculiar conformation of Cape

Cod. It juts out into the Atlantic like an immense elljow, and, indeed,

is understood to be modelled after the brawny arm of the gallant

CuARLES Su.MNER. Vessels passing between ports on the western and

those on the southern coast of Mas.sachusetts, are now obliged to make

a wide detour in order to circumnavigate the Cape. It is now proposed

to cut a canal across the Cape just where it juts out from the main-

land, and thus avoid the tedious circumnavigation. The enormous im-

portance of this work will be at once iierceived. The Canal will be

nearly four miles in length, and will be made of a uniform width of

four feet, with a depth of two. This gigantic undertaking will of

course cost an immense amount of time and money, but under the able

supervision of Er.KANAir IIopicins, the gifted engineer who constructed

the board-walk in front of Deacon Brewster's house, at Standish Four

Corners, there can be no doubt of its success. Advantage will be

taken of the duck-pond of Captain Jeiioiakim BtiOWN, which is sit-

uated in the course of the proposed canal. By leading the Canal di-

rectly through this pond, at least a quarter of a mile of excavation will

be avoided. M. De Lesseps is known to have decided upon making n

similar use of the Bitter Lakes in tlie construction of his Suez ditch,

after having seen Elkanaii Hopkins' plans for our great Cni)e Cod

Canal. Vessels will hereafter pass through this Canal instead of taking

the long voyage around the Cape ; and it is bfli(!Vcd that the miiiifj

which will be effected in the transportation of cod-fish and garden-sass

by the consequent shortening of the
voyage, will be something enormous.
There are those who believe that the
Canal will yield a yearly revenue of

from eighty to ninety dollars in tolls

alone. It is understood that the Eu-
ropean Governments have already pro-

posed to the Mayors of Boston and
Barnstable to guarantee the neutrality

of the Canal in case of war ; but it is

not possible that the proposition will

be acceded to. Bostonians should have

the exclusive control of this magnifi-

cent work, and the Selectmen of sev-

eral of our ];rominent towns have

drawn up petitions against the propo-

sition of neutrality. The opening of

the Canal will be the most splendid

pageant of modern times. Mrs. Julia

Ward Howe will recite an original

poem on the occasion ; I\Ir W. H. Mur-
ray will preach a sermon ; Mrs. Stowe
will read a new paper on Byron, and

the State authorities will iwoclaira a

solemn day of fasting and festivity. A
procession of ten fishing - schooners,

headed by a flat-boat, containing the

Mayors and Selectmen of all the Mas-

sachusetts towns, Avill pass through

the Canal. After this, literar}' exercises

are ended ; and the following month
will be devoted to the delivery of an

oration by Hon. Charles Sumner, on
" The Classical Ditches of Ancient

Times, and their Influence on the

—

.

Cause of Trath and Freedom."

You, and the minor New-York pa-

pers, expect to devote most of your s])ace to this wonderful undertak-

ing. It is more imijortaut than any event which has taken place

since the election of Mr. Sumner to the Senate. It is a subject which

will interest all your earnest readers, who will be greatly obliged to

me for calling your attention to it.

A Friend of Freedom.

OLD SAWS RE-SET.

That must be a pernicious agitation of the circumambient atmos-

phere, which conduces not to the benefit of any individual.

The common table utensil which is too Irequently c(mveyed to the

fountain, to obtain the thirst-slaking beverage, will ultimately become

fractured.

By devoting our attention chiefly to the smaller copper coin, the

larger denominations represented by paper currency will require no

surveillance.

Persons who inhabit residences composed of a brittle, transparent,

silicious material, should refrain from forcibly casting fragments of

granite, etc.

When the optic image of a given object is not projected ujion the

retina of the visual medium, that object fails to be desired by the

chief vital organ of the human anatomy.

When the vigilant feline quadruped, frequently observed in the

abodes of man, is absent, the common domestic animal of ihc f/envs

mu.'i may indulge in various relaxations of an entertaining nature.

Common
Pleas of Temporary Insanity.

Pleas.

A Standard Work.
J. RussEL Young's new paper.

Erugs in the Market.

An English chemist has discovered a process by which wood of any

kind can be dyed a beautiful and jjenuanent violet hue.

Should that chemist fail to succeed in his profession, he might prof-

itably turn his attention to writing for the stUgc, seeing that he has a

decided turn for Dye-a-Log.

Entered, according to Act of Congress, in the year 1870, by the Punchinkllo Pi-p.i.i.«hino CoMrA?rr. in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States, for the

bouthcm Diatrict of Kcw-York.
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HE PLAYS AND SHOWS.

EGS have heretofore been in-

separable in the public mind
from Lydia Thompson. Her

successes have varied in-

versely as the length of her

trunk-hose. She has built

up her reputation by " break-

downs," and has clutched the

burlesque diadem with in-

numerable bounds of her

elastic legs. Now, however,

she has grown weary of of-

fering up her fatted calves at

the shrine of a prodigal New-

York audience, and desires

to hide the lightness of her

legs under a bustle and crin-

oline. Wherefore she ex-

changes her Pippin for a

Mosquito, and appears in

serious instead of comic

burlesque.

Mosquito is a play written expressly for Miss Thompson, by Dum.\s

2wre. There is the more reason to believe this assertion, inasmuch

as Dumas, or somebody else, has already written it expressly for a va-

riety of other people. It was written for Menken, under the title of

" The Pirates of the Savannah," some six years since, and was written

for somebody else and played at the Porte St. Martin about seventeen

years ago. AYe should not be surprised if the " Veteran Obsei-ver " of

the Times were prepared to prove that it was written expressly for

him about the year 1775. In view of these facts, no one will regard it

as improbable that it was also written for Miss Thompson. Be that as

it may, however, there is no doul)t that Miss Thompson appeared in

it on Monday evening last, and that the following synopsis is much
more accurate than even the play itself.

After an overture, performed principally on an exasperating drum,

the curtain rises on a scene in a seaport town in South America, or, to

be exact, in Bolivia. Various disreputable i)irates, whose appearance

is a libel on a profession adorned by such men as Captain Eyiie and

the managers of cheap American republishing houses, conspire to-

gether in such mysterious words as these :

Valderrama (a pirate chief.) " To-night we must

—

Pierre (a comic 2nratc.) " Wo will, or
—

"

Val., etc. "You have your

—

'f

Pierre. I have ; and
— "'

Both Together. " S-s-s-s-h. Some one conies. Swear to
—

"

Unter Lydia Thompson, clothed on with crinoline. [To various jn"-

rates.) " Well ! How's things ? Are you still the— ?"

Various Pirates. " We arc ; and if
—

"

Enter Buentano, the father of Lydia. He addresses her in tender

accents. "Me cheyild, the hour is come. I must away. {To Valder-

rama.) Shall wc

—

't"

Val., etc. " We shall. Come, my friend, and—

"

They come. Scene changes to a lonely glen. Comic Pirate ex^ilains to

Lydia the secret of her hirth in terms which leave it more unintelligible

than ever. Various pirates conspire to murder Brentano. Scene

again changes to Bkentano's garden. Various pirates enter and shoot

the old man. Applause. Somehody sets the house on fire. Enter JjYDW

diKguised in hoy's clothes. She vowi eternal fidelity to Valderrama
The audience wildly welcome her familiar legs, and ilie curtain falls

amid tempe.ituous applause and tlie frantic heating of the fiendish drum.

Pather Dull Old Oentleman. "I can't make out what it's all about.

Why does she want to follow Valderrama when she knows ho has

killed her father ?"

Theatrical Person, who has seen the manuscript play. "Don't you

sec? She means to avenge herself hy reading tho Nation to him, or

by singing Shoo-fly. She'll make his life a burden."

Didl Old Oentleman. " Oh I I see. But will she turn pirate, too?"

Theatrical Person. " By no means. There w-ere no strong-minded

women on the Spanish main. The pirates were bad enough, but they

didn't have all the vices of the present day. She'll go to Paris with

Valderrama, and he will take the title of Marquis of Fonseca, and

live sumptuously on old Brentano's money. Just you wait and

see."

Curtain rises on second act, shoicing the Ilotel Fonseca, at Paris-

Several French noblemen repeat ponderous witticisms to -one another.

Enter Miss Markham with clothes on. She represents the icy Diana de

Mauleon.
Diana. Mon Doo ! there is my lover Leon DE Beaulieu. I won't

have him, for he ain't rich enough."

Leon. " Mademosel ! I love you."

Diana. " Mosshure, what's your name? who arc your parents?

and what's your income?"

Leon. " Alas ! I have none.

Diana. " Then leave. Ah ! Good evening, Mosshure, the Mar-

quis de Fonseca."

Fonseca {aside.) " Leon is the son of somebody, I forget who.

Never mind, I'll murder him and marry Diana."

Mosquito {in other words, Lydia Thompson in a dress that sJiows her

legs.) " I love Leon. I must save him. I will save him."

Scene cJiangcs to an innontlie coast within a, few yards of Paris.

Enter Pierre and other pirates. They conspire to murder Leon and

the French language. Enter Mosquito disguised as a serving maid.

She dances, sings, and overhears the plot. Enter Leon in order to he

murdered. By a neat little stratagem Mosquito contrives to have the

pirates shoot each other, and sares Leon. Curtain falls, follo^ced by

more maddening performances on the drum.

Dull Old Gentleman. " I begin to see into it a little ; but who is

Leon, and why does Fonseca want to murder him ?"

Theatrical Person. "Well, I can't just now remember. It is all

cleared up in the last scene, though. You see, Mosquito is the daugh-

ter of Brentano, who was killed. She has another father who comes

on later. Somebody else is Leon's father, and you see Fonseca. is

the brother—no, the aunt of Pierre—no, that's not it precisely—but

you'll see."

Dull Old Gentleman {doubtfully.) I hope so ; but that infernal drum

makes such a noise that I can hardly think. Who is that tall, awk-

Avard woman with the turned-up nose, who plays ' Diana ?'

"

Theatrical Person. " Hush, Grant White is sitting right behind

you. That is Miss Markham, and she is consid'ered to be very hand-

some. She is a little awkward in clothes, but .she'll get used to them

in time."

The third act begins. Every body, from the Comic Pirate down to a

Dramcdic Writer who is in the 'play, go to a hcdl at the Pcdace Gardens.

Mosquito, disguised as a Gip).%y, dances and tells cheerful fortunes.

Fonseca proposesfor Diana's hand and roars the subject over in a ^»'i-

vate conversation with her father, while he and the old gentleman stand

on opposite sides of the garden. Every body quarrels witJi every body

else. The Comic Pirate challenges Leon to fight a duel, intending to

murder him. Mosquito, hacked by the Regent of Orleans and the

entire court, stops the duel and denounces Fonseca. The latter tries to

murder her and is shot by the Comic Pirate. Then, explanations taJce

place, by which every body is proved to he the father or daughter of every

body else, and the play is ended by an appropricdc suggestion from the

llEGENT, that the entire party should engage in a congratulatory dance.

Dull Old Gentleman. "Well, I must say I don't understand any

thing about it. I can't even make out tho different actors. Who is

the rather pretty, fat woman, dressed like a boy. She don't act a bit,

but she dances nicely."

Theatrical Person. " Why, that is Lydia Thompson. The play

was written for her, you know."

Dull Old Gentleman {evidently getting irritable) All I've got to say

is this, that I don't know which is tho worse, she or the play. What is

the stage coming to? In my day Ave used to have something like act-

ing at the old Park. Ah, there was Placide, and Ellen Tree,

and—

"

The old gentleman goes slowly out, muttering reminiscenceo from

ancient history. A tall, intellectual-looking man is sogn to withdraw

into the grass-plat in tho court-yard, and is there heard to appeal to

the chimney-pots and stars to note the surpassing beauty of the vocal

velvet of tlie fair Markham. And the undersigned wends his way

homeward with the conviction that llamlct, with tlie part of Hamlet
omitted, would bo intelligible and attractive in comparison with Lydia

Thompson and Pauline Markham with their legs banished from

public view. Matador.
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PUNCHINELLO IN WALL STREET.

The great art of Doing others as they would like to Do you has al-

ways commended itself to Pui^ciiinello as a very hapjjy rendering of

a certain fusty old rule which, in its original shape, did very well some

nineteen hundred years ago, but is altogether out of date in these brisk

times. Hence the gambols of the merry bulls in that Broad Street

whicli leadetli to Dives' palace are just now highly entertaining.

In that illustrious quarter of this amazing metropolis there is a beau-

tiful game going on which is vastly more interesting to watch than

to join in, and this little game is much as follows:

A number of the niembers of that Avorthy family of undoubted an-

cestry and opulence, and known the world over as the " Cliques," have

gone into the dairy business. The cheese-presses are kept and the

churning is done in the big olRces bj- the wayside ; but the milking is

carried on in a very Long Koom, found, from considerable experience,

to be peculiarly adapted to this profitable line of trade. Now, in the

pastoral realms of Finance, it is an odd fact that not only is the milk all

cream, and golden cream into the bargain, but it is sometimes hard to

tell which arc the daiiy-maids and which are the kindly animals with

the crumpled horns which furnish the lacteal supply which is so partic-

ularly sought after. Of course every body wants as much cream as

possible, and all have faith that, at the nick of time, it will be given

to them to milk instead of the other thing. There is a pleasant amuse-

ment known among juveniles as "Simon says up," etc. This is the

very milk in the stock-market cocoa-nut. When some great member
of the big Clique family cries " Daniel says up," and every body

shouts bv mistake " Daniel savs down," then the Long Room does a

very huge business indeed, and the number of cheeses made is mar-

vellous to relate. When, on the contrary, Clique says " down," and

the crowd cries " up," and it really should be up, then the ^-eat Clique

discover that their dairy-maids have become the other thing, and that

all the cheese is going the other side of the way. This is exceedingly

damaging to the Clique firm ; and as it is very painful indeed to be

the other thing, since it makes sore heads and brings on a tendency

to " bust," requiring much careful nursing to recover from the effect,

the Clique family is always careful to arrange every thing in a manner

that shall best iusui-e the monopoly of the lacteal element to itself.

At present the Cliques have made most excellent provisions. It is

a rule that nothing so stimulates the production of cream in the. finan-

cial pastures as that cui'ious esculent, the greenback. Oddly enough,

also, although this esculent is greatly sought after by the other useful

animals iii Uncle Sam's plantation, yet, from one and another cause,

vast quantities of this exhilarating food have been amassed in and

around the banks of Wall street—those banks where the Avoodljine

vainly twineth, and by whose side our allegory unhappily lies. With
plenty of greenbacks, therefore, to make every one gay and festive,

with the pumps hard at work to keep the stocks well watered, and

with all sorts of devices to lead the Street family (and a very low but

anrbitious and prolific family it is?) to cry " up" when Daniel says

"down," the jubilant Cliques have set their mind upon a thriving

Spring business.

Punchinello gazes down upon tho gam^ with equal and serene

mind. Since all wish to milk and not to be the other thing, and as it

is not clear which is going to be which, he is content to watch the

cheese!S as they conu; from the press, and to declare tliat they at least

are seemly and good to behold. It Punchinello could only believe

that the Street family was likely to succeed, he would certainly dofF

his cap to them. Success is beautiful. It is to Do others as they would

Do you. That is the Nineteenth Century. It is, therefore, sublime.

One gets exhausted in hurrahing for the Cliques. They are al-

ways getting the best of it. But the Street people need encourage-

ment. It is not pleasant to be the other thing. And if the bloated

Clique party are not same time brought to a turn, the day wiil come

when we shall find all Clique and no cheese—a consunnnation devoutly

not to be wished for

!

•-*-•

" Too Much for Good Nature."

The acting at Wood's Museum.

A Question for the "Veteran Observer."

Who was the " Oldest Inhabitant''—Old Pauk, or old Grand Par?

Miss-Conductors.

The young ladies who bring back the Trains.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
[by ATLANTIC CABLE.]

OUEAT BRITAIN.
Having a peculiar privilege as the correspondent of Punchinello

I was on the floor of the House of Commons when Mr. Gladstoni'
made his short speech, on the 2oth, about England and her posses-
sions. I was standing by the O'Donoiiue when the Minister said " A
free and voluntarij contract is the only basis for continued unionr I
whispered to O'DoNOiiUE-Uood for Ireland ! He did me the honor to
rt^peat it aloud

;
but the Minister's answer was not heard.

Mr. Eastwick had just been making a speech about " tiohtenin-r
colonial relations." The Press Ass made this charge somebody or
other with "making tight the Colonel's relations." It was just like
that fellow. I only succeeded by chance in saving him from sending
across some stuff about the Cardinal Archbrshop of Ckanbekuv,
instead of Chambery. I got a dispatch from him quoting the Virag'o
of Paris—meaning the Fi'jaro, of course. And then that &-hcm'a ;
a Sphinx could not have made it more of a puzzle, whether he meant
that the bishops voted that the Pope should be deified, or defied, or
that the defide should pass by their vote.

Cyrus W. Field has been here, in communication with Airy, the
astronomer Royal, about a telegraph to tlie moon. A lunatic observa-
tion taken makes it wax plain that it will not be in wane to attempt
it. Stokes and Huggins, moreover, have been taking viev.-s of peo-
ple through the spectroscope. Absorption bands are very striking in
the sjKctra of the Rothschilds and other bankers. Briglit lines arc
seen in Tennyson and William Morris ; dark lines in Swinburne.
Gaseous substances are shown to exist in certain bodies and people

;

a great deal of gas was discovered in Victor Hugo. Traces of iron
are visible in Napoleon III.

; and still more, at the last observations,

in Bismarck. Victor Emmanuel had more of the phosphorus ; the
Pope, of sulphur ; the Prince of Wales, of mercury ; the editor of

the limes, of lead. Garibaldi and Mazzini have a carbon-ari appear-

ance through the instrument ; with some look of nitrous incandes-

cence, also. Laughing-gas is evidently abundant in Punch.
The Lords of the Admiralty have observed that Mr. Hale has pro-

posed in Congress a IG million bill for a new American navy. It will

be at once proposed to the House of Commons that 32 millions be spent

in ironclads here. And the Cabinet of the French Emperor have al-

ready jn-epared their little bill, demanding of the Corps LegisUdif a
sum of sixty-four millions for monster ships. All this is, of cour.se,

encouraging. Mr. Hale had better try again.

Of course you have heard of the great Fenian raid, which really is

to come off. You know there are immense amounts of vegetables and
other provender brought to London from the Continent every day.

Now a large number of sworn Fenians are to go to Holland and learn

Dutch, so that they can go over disguised as petty dealers in food, get

to London armed with revolvers, and carry off the Queen ! As the

Fenians always do exactly what they promise to do, this may be relied

upon as certain to happen. It is said that the Queen is studying Dutch
as an amu-SJinent ; which may be veiT convenient on tlic way ; she

can expostulate with them better in Dutch tlian in Irish.

From GERifANY, we learn that Janausciiek is coming to London to

play in English. Al:50 that a ballet corps is coming over to dance in

Si)anish, :ind an opera troupe, to sing i)lionographically, in Hindoo-

stance. A new opera, by Balpe, is spoken of; subject, the Tower of

Babel. This was suggested by the (Ecumenical Council ; where some

body must have been LiszT-ening.

A World's Congress of Croquet Players will be held next month at

Baden. They will not hold their debates in Latin. Among the points

discussed will be, whether it is allowable to pop the question on the

croquet ground. Old maids are quoted as thinking that it distracts

the game. Younger ones would consider it allowable in certain

cases.

What people some travelling Americans are ! There is one nouvenu

riche from New-York, who has been going about all over Germanv,

asking every body for the sculptor—he thinks his name was IMkttkk-

NicH—whose most famous work was the Statu quo .' Ho wants one

of these, he s.ays, for liis jardin des plantes ; which is going to l)e ns

big as tho one near Paris. He has also heard of tho M.irquis of

Bute ; and wants to buy one or two of his things ; because^ sonielxxly

once read to him, out of a copy-book, that " a thing of Bute is a joy

forever." I liave not time to tell you, to-day, about my lat<; inter-

view with the Pojk;. Pkimi:.

\
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EVEJKY MxVI^ HIS OW:Nr FOLICEMA.ISr,

Exemplified by" the following ihcsigns of Punchinello's patent armor.

OPEN CASE. IN CASE OP ASSASSIN.

IN CASE OF STAftE ACCIDENT.

IN CASE OF PICK-POCKET. IN CASE OF MAD BULL.
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OUR PORT-FOLIO.

Upon opening oiir mail, the other morning, a communication eigned

" Tragedian," purporting to come from the lather of three boys, (each

remarivable in his way,) particularly attracted our attention. He stated

with peculiar succintness some singular developments of genius in the

second of these prodigies, which do not always accompany such tender

adolescence. " But twelve years old !" exclaims the enraptured parent,

"and yet my Fritz has produced a tragedy in three acts, entitled

'The Drewid's Curse.' No less a judge than our leading town

lawyer, squire Mangles, Avas so kind as to say that such an instance

of the histrionic flux in a child of Fritz's years, was utterly unpar-

alleled. If Pdnchinello could find space for a few specimens of the
' Curse,' they shall be cheerfully furnished."

(It might as well be stated here that curses of this character are

already quite abundant, and that Punchinello can not find space for

any of them. Still a kind word may not be misunderstood.)

To the son of a man who spells " Druid " with a " w," all things

must be possible, from a hangman's noose to a Presidential nomination,

and the danger to be apprehended in this case is, that some of " Tra-

gedian's" posterity may slip into one or the other of them. A parent-

al raid upon all the pens, ink and paper that could possibly come with-

in the reach of a youth whose soul revels in Druidical reminiscences,

is the only efiective remedy which at present occurs to us. The " his"

trionic flax " is a kindred disease, and would, of course, be susceptible

of the same treatment.
• • * •

Dear Punchinello : I am not mad, but to you, alone, I confide

the secret of my sanity. Nevertheless I thirst for blood.

Feelings over which I have no control, render it imperative that I

should shoot somebody. Precisely who may be the victim of this in-

satiable desire, fate alone can decide. I propose some day next week

to commence a general fasilade from the windows of my office upon

the passers-by. My sole security in this afiair, is a maiden aunt now in

the Lunatic Asylum. I look with confidence to her malady as my tri-

umphant vindication. My object in writing to you is to ask whether,

in your opinion, the fact is sufficient to guarantee a verdict of " Not

Guilty," in case I am prosecuted for murder, or whether an unscrupu-

lous jury could sacrifice me to the vtnsettled condition of the popular

mind on the subject of justifiable insanity. Yours sanguinarily.

Rabies.

Punchinello expresses his opinion in reference to the above letter

with great reluctance. He fears that if he gives his advice according

to his real convictions, he may be overrun with similar applications,

and if he gives advice that he doesn't feel, he will condemn " Rabies "

to the mortification of the gallows. He therefore takes a middle

course, and observes that the possession of an aunt in the Lunatic

Asylum is certainly strong presumptive evidence that her nephew is nc

better than she is. Here in New-York, it would be difficult to upset

such evidence, but elsewhere the restilt might be different. " Rabies "

gives no clue to his whereabouts. Punchinello, therefore, presumes

that he does not contemplate murder here. Very well, then, it would

be unadvisable to kill any one, until at least two respectable physi-

cians could testify that either before or after the act they had called

upon " Rabies," fully interviewed him on the subject of the maiden

aunt, and found that the slightest allusion to her was productive of

any of the following phenomena :

1st. Sudden and violent twitching of the eyes.

2d. Discoloration of the veins of the noso, resulting in an appear-

ance abnormally rubicund.

3d. Manifestations of extravagant thirst, wliich water could not sat-

isfy.

4th. Tendency to reach for his boot-straps, as if with the view of

lifting himself by the same.

5th. Rapid rise of the pulse from 50 to 500—say within the space of

ten seconds.

6th. Shoo-fly ! movement of the hand toward the cheek as if some

thing had alighted there^ and patient were trying to rub it off.

7th. The presence of a cicatrix on the left temple (This is a most

irrefutable proof of insanity).

8th. Psychological developments indicative of "moral alienation."

9th. Gangrenous condition of tlie tongue, jjroceeding from a disor-

dered liver, and mysteriously conmiunicated to the brain,

10th. Any symptoms going to show that patient might mistake

another man's wife for hia o\ra.

11th. Discovery at the last moment that patient's father suflered

himself to be hung for murder.

Punchinello offers these as the accepted data by which Rabies
may measure his chances for life in case ho executes his avo\ved pur-
pose, but I would impress upon him the fact that these are necessary
outside of New-York only. Here proof of the lunacy of the maiden
aunt would be sufficient.

• « .

UNCLE SAMUEL
To His Lit-tle Lads in Con-gress.

[a lesson in easy words op one syllable.]

My lads ! I will be plain with you :

I am not pleased with all you do.

I hate to scold, and yet I must

;

And you will take it well, I trust.

When first I saw you, nice and clean.

It was a sight to show the Queen

!

I was an ass to like you so ;

But where we wii<li to like, we do.

I should have known it could not be

;

For luck, of late, is gone from me.

No more I see the good old times

When fools were fools, and crimes were crimes,

And boys and men had work to do,

And did not play till work was through.

The times have changed ; so have the boys

!

I know this, when I hear your noise,

And note your slack work, day by day
;

Each lad must have his owu small way,

If it is but to loaf and loll.

Or else, not to come in at all,

Or not to care for what is done
;

If so be it can yield no fun,

Or else, to be as coarse and rmigh,

As rash and rude, and grum and gruff.

As though it were some bear that spoke.

Whom all the world must long to choke.

For shame, my lads ! I let you draw-

All I can spare to you by law ;

Each lad of you takes all he can.

But not a soul acts like a luau !

What do you do, for such fine pay ?

What have you done these five months ? Say !

You kiaow you ought to do some good
;

The friends that sent you, think you should.

Have you no pride, no sense ! In fine.

Why do you waste their time and mine?

If it could move you. I'd tell how
The boys that sat where you sit now
Once earned their pay, and got the name
•Of fine, brave lads ! But you I—for shame

!

Boys, I could thrash you all, I fear

!

It may be, times will change, this year

—

Your frieuds all tire of you, I know,

And what, if they should let you go !

The school, through you, has such a nam*
All good men feel a kind of shame ;

They feel the world must laugh, at last

—

The world that could not sconi the past t

Oh, think of that, my lads! I see

You do not mean to turn from me.

From me, your best of friends ? Oh, no I

I may seem gravr-. and dull, and slow,

But yuu and I, my lads, are one!

Your fame, your blame, I can not shun.

Much have I borne for you, of late

;

But you are small, and I am great

!

» •

«

A Reflection for Recorder Hackett.

The GuaH-VM bread bakers are useful members of the community,

but the same can nut be Faid of Graham bred lawyers.
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CRITICAL INTELLIGENCE.

AhU Critic. "But what sort op a creature is that uroN wiiicn the young avojian stands?"

Artist {wJio likes to " sell " bores.) " 1 that's a gonoph."

Able Critic. " An ! yes. I thought so." [AndliewonderswJiat in thunder a" gonoph" is.)

A SONG OF THE NEW BABEL.

YD^dicdtcd I'-ith sentiments of the most inexpressible rcsjKct to the Jlem-

bers of the Forty-First Congress.]

I.

Oh ! v.'lio, for any payment anriferous or argent,

Would undertake to do the work that Mr. Speaker docs

—

With nobody to help him except the trembling Sergeant,

While still begin and never end the shout and scream and l)uz7.?

Oh, never any where, save in desert groves Brazilian,

Was ever heard such endless and aimless gabble yet.

For there the tril)es of monkeys to the number of a million.

Screech and chatter without ceashig, from the sunrise to the set.

Rap ! rap ! rap !

To quell the rising clamor
;

Order ! order ! order

!

Hammer! hammer! hammer!

II.

O strength of tongue how awful ! O power of lungs how mighty !

Wlience draw ye, honest gentlemen, your constant wind supply ?

Whence comes your inspiration, belligerent or flighty ?

Your common-place that grovels and your metaphors so high ?

Pray, why not try, for novelty, a kind of solo speaking?

One man upon his legs—only one upon the floor?

For clo<]uenc(s 'tis possiljle, does not consist in shrieking.

And really whore's the argument in all this thundering roar?

Rap ! rai"> ! rap

!

To quell the rising clamor

;

Order ! order ! ovtlv.r !

Hammer! liammer! hanmier!

III.

The country listens sadly to the racket most distressing.

And wonders, in its bother, if e'er the time will cionio

' When the Fates and (Jimstitiition will vouchsafe to us the blessing

Of a Houne of IlepresentativcB completely deaf n\\<\ dumb;

Or if, perhaps, in exile these noisy mi.^chief-makers.

The stream of elocution run most fortunately dry,

In scats of legislation, rows of ruminating Quakers [" Aye."

May shake their heads for " Nay " and may nod their heads for

Rap ! rap ! rap

!

To quell the rising clamor

;

Order ! order ! order

!

Hammer! hammer! hammer!

IV.

But if these mighty nuisances we cannot stop or flee 'em,

If past all other remedy the sounding evil reaches.

Oh, Avhy not send for GiLMOiiE of the Boston Coliseum,

That he may drill the Members in a chorus to make speeches?

Then shall stop the fierce rencontre—shall cease the idle rating;

Then debates shall be no longer without a head or tail

;

And while the power of song every soul is demonstrating.

Each member cherubimical will scorn to rant or rail.

Rap ! rap ! rap

!

To quell the rising clamor

;

Order ! order ! order

!

Hammer! hammer! hammer!

V.

But if for solo speaking Members still feel an avidity

;

If they burn to mal^e orations of most unconnnon zest,

liOt them just take our precaution against intense stupidity !

Let them study Punchinello and leant how to nndu; a jest;

But away with dreams chimerical and ]irojects vain, tliough clever!

Tiie power of tongue's proportionate to wondi'ous length of ear;

'I'ho beast that carried Balaam is as garrulous as ever.

And still the lobby listener must bo content to hear

Rap! rap! rap!

To ((uell the rising clamor;

Ordcir! order! order!

Hammer! hammer! hammer!
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CONDENSED CONGRESS.

SENATE.

UST as usual, Wilson had

another littU^ sclieme on

hand. There was no money
in it—nothing but a little

^lassachusetts glory. It was

to set apart a day to decorate

the graves of the Union dead.

Mr. Wilson -remembered

that it would have been more

consonant to his own feelings

to confine the ornamenta-

tions to the graves of colored

men and the men of Massa-

chusetts. But for the sake of

peace and harmony he was

willing to decorate all round.

Mr. Garrett Davis sug-

gested that it didn't make
any difference whether they

set apart a day or not. If

])eople wished to decorate,

they would decorate, and if

they didn't, they wouldn't.

Mr. Drake said Mr. Davis's hands were dripping with loyal gore.

Mr. Davis said he would reply to that insinuation the first leisure

Aveek he had. la the meantime he contented himself with hurling

the foul slander back into Mr. Drake's teeth, if Mr. Drake I:ad any.

Lest Mr. Davis should execute his threat of making a speech, the

Senate referred the subject.

Then there was a first-class wrangle about giving pensions to Mrs.

Lincoln and INIrs. Rawlings. It was represented that Mrs. Lincoln

Avas given up to riotous living upon pumpernickel and ganzebroost,

at a German Avatering-place, and that there was a rumor afloat that

unless Congress pensioned her at once, she might marry a German

prioce. Mr. Sherman, en behalf of the Finance Committee, repre-

sented that German princes were notoriously expensive and impecuni-

ous, and that it would be much cheaper to pension Mrs. Lincoln alone

than to pension her and a German prince together. He submitted

some statements, showing v.'hat it had cost Great Britain to have Ger-

man princes marrying into the Royal family. The Senate, therefore,

incontinently passed the bill.

Mr. Morrill introduced a neat little swindle, which does equal credit

to his hand and heart, providing that the United States should have

the free use of all patents granted under it. He said this was to dis-

courage that pernicious class of men, the inventors. In many branches

of industry, such as arms, the Government was the only customer

of the inventor. In those cases, the inventor's gray hairs would be

brought immediately to the grave. And inasmuch as the Govern-

ment had a finger in almost every body's pie, the future Fultons and

Ooodye.vrs would starve to death before the completion of their dia-

bolical devices.

Some land-grabs were rushed through, when Mr. Saulsbury object-

ed. He said nobody made any thing out of this except the Western

Senators. He called upon the men of the Eastern States to stand np

for their share. He iiad a little game in the interest of his own con-

stituents. It was no chimerical railway. It was a good, substantial,

practical concern. He demanded six million acres in behalf of the

Delaware Balloon Navigation Company. If this demand were not

complied with, it would show that the Senate were actuated by the

basest personal motives.

HOUSE.

The gentle Julian insisted upon proposing his sixteenth or seven-

teenth amendment. He said that ho understood several women in-

tended to vote, and he introduced this to i>reserve his domestic peace.

Mr. Jenckes, for the forty-fifth time, called up his Civil Service bill.

Mr. Butler, for the thirty-seventh time, introduced a bill to annex

San Domingo.

Mr. Kelley and Mr. Sciienck raved a neat but not new duett,

" Give us Tariff or give us Death."

Mr. Logan gave a fine rendering of his famous bass solo, " The
Tariff be Hanged."

Mr. Schenck intimated that Mr. Logan was an insect. At first he
said he was a pismire, but the Speaker said pismire was not parliament-
ary, and he modified it to grasshopper.
Mr. Kelley said that he took his stand upon American pi.r.i,on

for which our fatliers fought and bled. Did they never hear of Valley'
Forge? Our fathers suffered in that forge fur the sake of protectin'r
then- children m the right to smelt in other forges. He said that th^man who could smelt two pigs of iron where only one was smelted
before, was a public benefactor.

Mr. Cox said he could not smelt a pig, but he thought ho smelt a
rat.

Mr. Jenckes said he thouglit his Civil Service bill would tend to
diminish stealing.

Mr. Peters said he would oppose it for that very reason. He wished
to reward his friends. It was no reward for a man who stood by his
country in her hour of peril, to be given an office in which he had to
work for a living. What patriot would not be disgusted by the in-
gratitude of a country which dai>ed to insult him like that V There was
nothing in this bill to prevent a man dripping with loyal gore from
holding oflSce, if he was honest and intelligent ; whereas, one of his,
Mr. Peters's staunchest supporters might be refused an office, if he
had the misfortune to be dishonest and dull. The notion of makino-
" capacity and integrity " a qualification for office-holding was unpre-
cedented, and was preposterous. If things went on in this way, even
members of Congress would be compelled to do something for' their
pay. Now he preferred to administer the public service on the good
old principle they all had practised, of " You tickle me and I'll tickle
vou.

-*-*-*-

NOTES FROM CHICAGO.

The Garden City seems to be in a quiescent state at present. There
is no startling divorce case on the irqns, and the main portion of the
Court House has not yet fallen in, and Mr. H.'s wife has not recently
surprised him in any well-matured plan for putting a quietus upon her
existence. Domestic felicity is unusually prevalent. The scarlet-fever
and measles have prevailed to a somewhat alarming extent ; but the
most contagious of all has been the Frencli fever. This malady seems
to have spread amongst all classes ; the fashionable and the unfash-
ionable, the strong-minded "and the frivolous. French teachers swarm
like bees, here, there, and every where, and all speaking the i)urest
Parisian French

;
even Mons. L' IlARMONKiUE, who comes from that

wee little town in Canada, where the Canucks " most do congregate."
But he says "the Americans do love so mucu uumbug," thai ho gives'
them their fill of that article.

We have had French parties, French plays, French lectures. We
read French, speak French, sing French, and look French; and, if

you are so barbarously ignorant as not to understand that language,
why, you might just as well retire for an old fossil or petrifaction!

You're obsolete, that's all ; as much behind the times as liw Van Win-
kle himself, after his memorable sleep. English is out of date here—
a relic of the Dark Ages. Fashionable ladies return from Paris,

bringing with them accomplished bonnes, and every one is prohibited
from speaking a word of English to the children

; but, in spite of everv
precaution, the vulgar little creatures will drop the musical foreign
tongue, and speak their own native language. They axe christened
Adele, Marie, or Claire; the Sus.vns, Makys, and Ellens having
ceased to exist.

Parisian fashions, of course, reiprn triumphant, and the pretty young
girls in French frizzes and furbelows, shrug ilieir fair white slioulders

exactly as they see "that elegant Madame De " do, and gesticu-

late with what they imagine to be the true French grace and virncitv.

They all have a charming young teacher, with whom they carrv on a
most romantic flirtation, that of course means nothing

; and each one
of these fair students, (who conscientiously puts a " g " to every ter-

mination possible, and who says monseer,) will tell you, with a com-
placent ."mile, tliat Professor considers her jjronunciaiion un-

usually excellent. They are all studying in the blis-sful anticipation

of a trip to Paris, where they will be presented to the Enijjress in

yellow satin gowns, and then, when they return, how o;igcrly will

^hey be sought by the fashionable young snobs, who long will see np-

on their fair brows the reflection of imperial glory. That is, if the

dark-oyed Romeos abroad allow them ever to return to their native

countrv.
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Mr. Gl.»lUber, Druggist, wno has had a dispute with his sign-painter

IS NOT aware that THE LATTER HAD COME IN THE NIGHT, AND TRANSPOSED

THE LETTERING OF HIS NEW SIGN130ARD. TlUS ACCOUNTS FOR THE COJIPLA-

CENCY OF Mr. G., AS HE VIEWS THE CROWDS OF I'EOi'LE OVER THE WAY WHO
STOP TO GAZE AT IT.

COMIC ZOOLOGY.
Order—Eeptilia.

SPECIES—BULLFIlOa.

Although the batradiiau is of tlie g-cnus hitfo, lie is by no means a

buffo genius. Ho may bo styled the solemn organist of tlie swamp

;

slougli music being his specialty. Like oLher out-door performers on

Avind instruments, he is chiefly heard iu pleasant weather, and during

tlie summer liis organ is without stops. Being a Democrat, he ajipre-

ciates the dignity of lal>or, and consequently is not ashamed to IjIow

his own bellows.

Winter slmts the bull-frog up like a four-bladed jack-knife, and lie

does not open until tlie blades arc started by the Spring, lie seldom

leaves his mud bivouac for active service before April, but a Forward

March scnnetinujs induc(;3 him to move earlier. As a rule, however, the

smaller varieties of the species begin to ply their Ijog-iiipes some weeks

before he volunteers a voluntary.

Originally, tlii;-} member of tlic Frog family hiul no surname, but

about two tlicnisand years ago, in consequcnci! of liis disastrous failure

in an attcnnpt to rival a male animal of tlie l)ovino species, the prefix

" l)uH " wan incorporatcid with his patronymic by a crooked little

(;rei;k. The name, however, more appropiately belongs to tlu', ll(U'ned

Frog of Sumatra

The habUs of the Biill-Frog are believed I),)' observant naturalists to

be strictly temperate, althougli there is a rumor afloat tluit he has been

seen Ovrr the Bay in New-Jersey. It fs suspected, however, that tlu!

originatoisof the story were persons who visitiul that State to avoid tlie

restrictions of the Sunday li(pior-law, and consecjuently saw as tlirough

a glass dark!)'. Be that as it may, it is coilaiu that tliis species of rej)-

tiles (unlike the " paragon of animals,") is never too drunk to navi-

gate.

Mankind is deeply indebted to the Bull-Frog. We
should never have kno^vu how to keep our heads above
water but for their example, and, though Mr. Chase
may not be aware of the fact, their greenbacks were
the first that ever issued from the Banks of America.
Naturally, therefore, they are in advance of Saljion,
and, lung before he put our currency on its present

footing, the hinder limb of a bull-frog was a leg-al

tender.

The frog exists in most parts of the world, and at

one time all the varieties of the species were Plaguily

abundant in Egypt. They were introduced there to

punish the people for their rascality, and appeared in

such numbers among the Egyptian blacklegs that they

stopped the game of Pharaoh. There is nothing

poetic in the asjx'ct of the frog. It is simply a tena-

queons bag of wind, yet it has occasionally given an

impulse to the divine afflatus. We have it on the au-

thority of the celebrated traveller Count SaiORLTOiiK

that the distinguished Mrs. Leo Hunter once wrote

an " Ode to a Pers])iring Frog."

The costume of a Bull-Frog consists of a green coat

with yellow vest and brownish breeches, and Avhen he

requires a change of uniform, he pulls off the old one

and swallows it. This fact has been doubted; but

why should it be deemed incredible ? Are there

not parallel cases iu the human family ? Goldsjiith

tells us that he once lived for a fortnight on his coat and

waistcoat ; and every pawnbroker knows that a cast-o£F

suit often furnishes the nuiterial for a family dinner.

Why should not a frog sustain life with his Pants as

Avell as a Christian ?

Common brown frogs are good baits for Fish in

most of the counties in this State ; but when you go to

Hamilton try the greenbacks.

The unlicked cubs of the batrachian family are

known (irrespective of sex) as Pollywogs, and are the

meanest of all the reptile race except the radical Scali-

wags. They are all heads and tails, and then, not the

toss of a copper t^i choose between the two ends, as

regards hideousuess. The manner in Avhicli the tails

are gradually developed into legs is very curious, but, as

this is not a Caudal lecture, it is unnecessary to de-

scribe the process.

It has been metrically stated that the fast young batrachian goes a

wooiu"- in an Opera hat, irrespective of his mother's consent, but this

assertion is not borne out by Buffon or Cuvier, and maybe set down

as a lapsus lyra'. Upon the wliolc tiic Bull-Frog, though harmless as

a lamb, is nearly as stupid as a donkt>y, which accounts for his taking

up his aliode among JNIorasses, wlienhe luight dwell in the woods with

the turtle and "feel like a bird." Furthermore, and finally, the sub-

ject is a slippery one and difficult to handle, and, therefore, Avith this

remark we drop it.
. .^. —
A Clerical Error.

A PjMCSr.YTEKiAN clergyman, tlic Bev. Ch.vrles B. Smytiie, has

been scandali/.ing a commimity in New-Jersey by putting gin in his

milk, and that on a Sunday afternoon. From the rebuke administered

to Rev. S.mythe by the authorities of his church, it appears that his

casc^ must have been a very aggravated cue. They admonished him

to " walk more correctly in future ;" the inference to be drawn from

which is that the amount of milk-punch, outside of wdiich IJev.

S.MYTH!': had placed himself, was satncient to inqjart a stagger to his

gait.
_ • • »——

—

Kight to a T.

Tiit: employment of Chinese laborers to build railroads is very sug-

gestive of a well-lcnown ]U'odnct of the Celestial Emiiire, since rail-

road tracks are usually laid with T rails.

" What's in a Name P"

Letters of the Aljihabet.
••

A Be-Knighted Set.

The Canadian Government.
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^^^vio CORR&/.o^

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Anxious Inquire?'. Can yoii give me any clue to tlie -wliereabouts

of Collector Bailey? I have advertised repeatedly for information

conccrniug him without the slightest success.

N. B. Punchinello begs to give notioe that he doesn't keep a de-

tective police agency, but the gentleman in question is said to be in

Esse.

Economist. Is a gentleman who invites a lady to the theatre obliged

to hire a carriage to take her in ?

Answer. Not at all. He can Take her In by not keeping his ap-

pointment, or—he can charter an omnibus if he likes.

Vino^iS. Can you give me any information about high wines and
dry wines ? Can wines be high and not dry, or both high and dry. or

how ? Please explain. Was Henri de Bourbon the last of the

Bourbons ?

Answc7- 1. Delmonico's Clos Votiguet at $16 per bottle is a higli

wine but not a dry wine. It might be, though, if it wasn't wet. II.

Xot by a good many.

X. Please, Mr. Punchinello, who were Castor and Pollux?
Answer. Twins. (By Gemini you ought to have known that

!)

Scissors. Where can I have access to old files of the leading news-

papers ?

Ansicer. In the editorial rooms of the same. You must be brief,

however, as their time is valuable, and these Old Files are apt to be

crusty, if bored.

Old Salt. How can sea-sickness be avoided ?

Ausicer. By never going to sea.

Linnmus. Doc& a knowledge of botany necessarily involve a know-

ledge of square root and cube root ?

Answer. Our correspondent is evidently trying to quiz us. Punch.
INKLLO will pay no attention to levity of this sort.

Claude. I desire to make a few i^reseuts to a young lady who is in-

tellectual but very timid. What shall I give her?

Answer. Presents of Mind.

M. C. I am going to buy a new faro-table for my place up-town

—

you know where. What is the best shape and material?

Ansicer. A Square Deal table generally suits players the best.

Williams. No, sir ; the term Fiscal year has no reference to Col.

FiSK, Jr.

Oardener. Haydn's Book of Dates is not a Horticultural book.

Byron, Jr. Your verses would be much better if you would pay

less attention to your Feet and more to your Head.

M. J. B. Dear JMr. Punchineixo : Our darling little pet, Tinkums,

is not well, and does nothing but cry all night, to Charlie's great vexa-

tion. What will stop the little darling's crying?

We would suggest a hot pitch plaster directly over the mouth—that

is, if the child was in the house with us.

Sgo Sum.
I AM some. (Pumpkins understood.)

The Milky "Way.
The road from Orange County.

Edwin to Emma.
Flax Vobiscum.

SAILING DIRECTIONS

KOU ENTERING AND LEAVING YOKOHAJtA BAY.

From our special .correspondent in Washington we have received

the following Special Order of the Navy Department, directing United
States men-of-war how to approach and leave Yokohama :

SPECIAL ORDER NO. 999.

In consequence of the late disaster to the U. S. sloop Oneida, the fol-

lowing rules are hereby published for the guidance of vessels of war
approaching tlio Bay of Yokohama:

I. On making the land, or if at night, on striking the soundings, all

hands will be called to prayers.

II. After prayers all boats will be lowered and towed astern, to be

out of the way of damage.

III. The gunner, under direction of the executive officer, will dis-

mount all guns, and strike them into the hold. The reasons for this

action will be at once apparent to commanders of vessels, when they

reflect that, in case of collision, the guns would be useless as signals,

owing to the extraordinary deafness of the officers belonging to the Pe-

ninsular and Oriental Mail Steamship Company ; and a reference to the

details of the Oneida's disaster will show the danger of the guns break-

ing loose and destroying human life. They will, therefore, be at once

stowed in the hold.

IV. On entering the bay, the helm must be kept amidships. The

rule of the road, according to English interpretation, is so difficult of

comprehension that the above is by far the safest plan.

V. Each officer and man will be directed to secure iipon his person

such valuables belonging to him as he can conveniently carry.

VI. Finally, it shall be the duty of the commander to see tluit all

hands are provided with life-preservers.

VII. The same rules will apply to vessels leaving Yokohama and

proceeding to sea.

VIII. Having taken the above precautions, vessels may stand boldly

into the bay, and in case they are run into and sunk by any other ves-

sel (say for examide one of the Peninsular and Oriental Company's

ships) their officers and men will stand some little chance of saving

their lives. But should all precautions fail, the gallant crew will be

no doubt greatly consoled, as they sink to their graves, by the reflection

.that a pious Congress will pass resolutions of sympathy for their wid-

ows and orphans.
. > •—

A PLEA FOR PROTECTION.

Mr. Punchinello : I like your paper, though it is altogether too

light and trifling in its treatment of serious subjects. Besides, it never

treats of any thing serious. This won't do. The earnest men and

women of the nation require something better at your hands. I have

an essay on the "Origin of Evil," which I forward to you by this

mail, and which, when published, will give an entirely diffi-rent char-

acter to your journal. I want you, moreover, to advocate our Ameri-

can doctrine of Protection. Even our ablest statesmen, Kelley,

Greeley, and Daniel Pratt, have never carried this doctrine far

enough. They are willing to protect American iron-masters by pro-

hibiting the introduction of foreign iron, but why don't they protect

American laborers by forbidding foreign workmen to land on our

shores ? I demand protection for the native ditcher. Forbid the Irisli-

men to land here and to lower the price of labor by ctmipeting with

our own ditch-diggers. Put a stop to the influx of German tailors and

bootmakers, who prevent native artists from earning the wages that

would otherwise be theirs. Protect our authors by proliibiting tiie

sale of works written by foreigners. Keep all foreign pictures out of

the country, and give our own Powells and Kossiters a chance.

And, above all, protect our American girls by preventing any pretty

English, French, or German girls from coming in competition with

them. These foreign girls bring their pretty faces here and glut the

matrimonial market. The fewer the marriageable girls, the higlier

their market value. We protect iron-workers, and decline to protect

our own daughters. This is an outrage. Shall we prevent the rail-

road companies from laying rails made of foreign iron, and pennlt

husbands to marry foreign Avives? Every patriotic and protectionist

instinct revolts against it. I want you to take this matter up. Let us

have no more foreign manufactures, foreign iron, foreign books, foreign

laborers, or foreign girls. This is the true American system, and I

look to you to aid in carrying it out. Mother Carey.
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PUNCHINELLO IS SORRY.

LAS ! it is witli tears in his

eyes, albeit unaccustomed to

such humor, that Pukciiinel-

LO condok-s with the ladies

of Massachusetts ou the de-

feat of the proposition to en-

dow them with the right of

suffrage. The Puritan Pa-

triots in the State Legislature,

who unanimously recognize

ihe "inborn right'' of the

lilack field-hands of South

( 'arolina and Georgia to make

laws for the white women of

lae Republic, have scornfully

'lenied, by a vote of 133 to G8,

iliat the white women afore-

said have any political rights

: t all ; thus olficially pro-

( 1aiming to the world that

they consider their wives,

their daughters, and the mothers that bore them, inferior to the igno-

rant male African ; unworthy to vote v.'ith him at the polls or to sit

with him in council.

Punchinello is aware that the ladies of Massachusetts had set

their hearts upon rising to the negro level "before the law,"' and can

therefore appreciate their disappointment ; but they ought to have

known that neither the ties of nature, the bonds of wedlock, nor the

claims of intelligence, are of any force in the Home of the Pilgrims, as

compared with the influence of the Ebony Lords of Creation, whose

reign as sovereigns commenced with the ratification of the Fifteenth

Amendment.

The Stantons, the Blackwells, and the Anthonys, the Members
of the Women's Parliament and the Sisters of Sorosis, advocated negro

suffrage with the full expectation of sharing the franchise with Pete
and Cuff ; but alas ! while these wool-dyed Africans are conducted in

triumph to tlie ballot-box, they are ignominiously thrust back from it.

For this black wrong there is no colorable pretext. There is not a

shade of excuse for it, and Punchinello hopes that it will open the

eyes of the ladies of the land, and prevent them henceforth and for

ever from placing the slightest confidence in the gallantry or impar-

tiality of the Puritanic prigs of New-England.

ASTRONOMICAL CONVERSATIONS.
[by a father and daughter residing on the PLANEX VENUS.]

No. III.

D. Now then, father, for that Description of the Telescope

!

F. Very well, my child. The greafObject of the telescope

—

D. Is the Object-Glass, is it not, father ?

F. Come, come, Helene : no nonsense, now. The great object had

in view by the inventors of the teleFCone

—

D. Father, don't you mean the Great Object they expected to have

in view, when they got it made ; a Distant World, for instance 1

F. Pshaw, child ! be serious. Don't spoil a good thing by untimely

interjections. They are as mal a propos as a mosquito coming across

the Field of View.

D. I'd rather he'd do that than come across me!
F. Well, HEr.ENE, you are positively exasperating I

D. Not more si than your mosijuito.

F. Well, 1 declare—this is too bad !

I). So is his bite !

F. Well, well ; I must walk out and take the air. {Qoimf^
1). Yes, pa, (and see that you don't take any thing else !) Now,

tlien! for a grand look for my Charmer! Really, I am getting quite

Earthly! [Looks thronr/Jt. the instrument a fewmomentiJ.] Wliy. what

is this ? Oh. pshaw ! I see ! I've got J ui-ITEr by mistake ! I mistook

one of liis Belts for a new Belt Railroad. It would have been a Big

Thing, that railroad; not less tlian 75,000 miles long, as I figure it.

Perliaps those Belts «;v) Bailroads 1 Perhaps they hav(! Rings tliere,

as they have at Saturn, only less conspicuous. Jui'iTEU is rather a

slushy planet, if I am correct in regard to its Specific Gravity ; of

about the consistency, perhaps, of the New-York Poultice Pavement
I've been reading about. I should think that Jupiter's lack of grav-
ity and con.sistency would make him a favorite with Aldermen—not
the less for having so many Satellites. I wonder if the New Charter
is the celebrated Magna Charter under a new name 1 Probably it is

no better. Oh, dear ! the annoyance of living so far away ! Nothing
here attracts me. The distant, the unattainable, is all I think or care
about I

F. [Coming in quietly.] What's that, Helene, about the charms of
ihe Unattainable ? You don't seem to see any thing very attractive in
Mercury or Mars !

^

D. Well, some things may be both unattainable and undesirable.
That's the case with the little thieving god Mercury, and that big red-
skinned Prize- Fighter, Mars. I can't understand, however, why these
disreputable deities should be worshipped in your favorite New-York.

F. Well, as near as I can see, (a matter of a few million miles, more
or less,) when you speak of Worship, they have more regard there for

Millinery than any thing else. The Christian Religion is based on Hu-
mility, which has Purity and Simplicity for her Handmaids. Look
into some of these New-York churches ! see how the jewels glisten, the
rich stuffs fall gracefully in massive folds. Observe the sumptuousness,
the elaborate display ! A fine Humility this ! Then look at the cere-

monial. Here is a church edifice, belonging to a denomination that

assumes to be Decent and Orderly in ceremony. Is it so ii* this church ?

What means all this tawdriness of color, the crimson, the blue, the gold
;

what signify these fantastic designs and figures, these monkey-like
genuflexions; this wilderness of sign and symbol, this elaborate aba.se-^

ment, this theatrical show of exaltation ? This an improvement on
the old dignified simplicity? Do you tell me that childishness, and
prettiness, and pettiness, are valid substitutes fora genuine, manly mod-
esty and simplicity V

D. (Oh, dear ! he's been diinking again ! How bitter the Bitters do
make him!) Look! Father, come, quick! Here is a Railroad Acci-

dent, such as you have o]ten wished to see. Two trains have collided,

and both have rolled down an embankment at least seventy feet high !

into a river, I do declare ! They are all lost

!

F. Do let me see at once, Helene ! [Looks eagerly.] Ah, yes ; all

gone
; nothing visible but one smoke-iiipe, three stove-pipe hats, foiir

bits of orange-peel, some pea-nut shells, and thirteen copies of the

New-York Ledger. Sad fate! But see ! Some dry-goods—no, a young
lady flounders along toward the shore ! The by.standers rush up ; she

is nearly exhausted
;
pants rapidly ; they congratulate her. A well-

dressed young man ai>proaches. She instantly begins to think of her

looks ; her hand flics to her back hair. Heavens ! there is so much
gone there that she shrieks in alarm ! Her fall in the water has de-

tached her Waterfall ! I'hat gone, every thing is gone ! She springs

to her feet! Glancing hurriedly over the watery waste, now plenti-

fully strewn with fans, little canes, and certain objects which are either

mail-bags or chignons, she descries her better part, and with a wild cry,

(as when a mother rescues her babe from tigers,) dashes in and seizes

the darling object ! She presses it tQ her lips, and impetuously breaks

for the shore! Alas! too late, by about ten and a half seconds! "Save
it !

" she seems to cry ; tosses the wad ashore, and down she goes, with

her hand on the back of her head, lier last thoughts, evidently, more
or less, connected with that sympathizing youngman on the bank above.

D. Father, you talk lik(> a brute ! Have you no feeling? Boo—hoo

lioo—hoo

!

F. Child, I am <dl feeling. Boo—hoo—hoo—too

!

HORTICULTURAL HINTS.

Kitchen Garden.—Plant pickles early, if you are up in time ; if

not, later. But don't eat them late, unless you are e(puxlly fond of

dyspepsia.

In planting ])eas, select that kind that does not grow hard and yel-

low ; that is, unless you supply boarding-houses, or have a governnunit

contract for the supply of shot.

Cirated turnips, mixed M'itli horse-radish, for the table, will assuage

one's grief for one's grandmother.

Rice-puddings can be grown, ready-made, by sowing rice with cow-

cumbers. Try it.

Nursery.—Transplant from hot beds to bath-tub as soon as possible,

using sponge with ]>abn-s()ai) and cokl water. Top-dress with comb
and brush. Trim limbs according to age. Train with rods. Much
depends on starting right, so start to school right after breakfast.
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A. T. STEWART & CO.
HAVE MADE

LARGE ADDITIONS
TO ALL THEIIS

Popular* Stocks
OF

SILKS, DRESS GOODS,

Bareges^ Organdies,
JACONETS, PERCALES,

Embroideries, Laces,
LADIES AND CHILDREN'S

UNDE RG-ARMENTS,
Dresses, Sacques,

BOURNOUS, SHAWLS,

Real Iiiiia Camelii Hair Sliawls,

S30 EACH AND UPWARDS,
PARIS AND DOMESTIC MADE

LADIES' HATS, BONNETS, &C.,
AND A VARIETY OF

Nil
BROADWAY,

Fourth Ave., Ninth and Tenth Sts.

A. T. STEWART & CO.
OFFER

THE MOST EXTENSIVE AND

SELECT ASSOHTMENT
IN THE CITY OF

Lndies' and G-eiatleiTXPn's

FURNISHiNQ GOODS
AND WILL CONTINUE TO RECEIVE BY EACH AND

EVERY STEAMER THE LATEST

PARIS AND LONDON NOVELTIES.

BROADWAY,
Fourth Avenue, Ninth and Tenth Streets.

A.T. Stewart &Co.
ARE OFFERING

EXTRAORDINxVRY INDUCEMENTS TO

HOUSEKEEPERS,
IN

LINENS, SHEETINGS,

Damasks, ISTapkins,
TOWELINGS, DRESS LINENS^

PRINTED LINENS,
F1>ANNEI..S, BLANKETS, QUILTS,

COUNTERPANES,
Bleaclied and Brown Cottous,

SHEh^TING-S, ETC.,
CARPETS,

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,

CITRTAIN MATERIALS,
Cocoa and Canton Matting,
English and Domestic Oil Cloths,

etc., etc., etc.

BROADWAY,
4th Ave., 9th and 1 0th Sts.

SPECIAL

PUNCHINELLO PREMIUMS.

By Special arrangement with

L. PR^K'G & CO.,

we offer the following Elegant Premiums for new Subscribers to

PuNcnmELLo :

'^ Awakenin^n" (A Litter of Puppies.) Half Chromo, .size,

8 3-8 hy 11 1-8, price $2.00, and a copy of Punchinello for

one year, for $4.00.

" Wnd Roses." Chromo, 12 1-8 by 9, price $3.00, or any

other $3.00 Chromo, and a co^^y of the j^aper for one year for

$5.00.

" The Baby in Trouble," chromo, 13 by 16 i-4,

price $G.00 or any other at $6.00, or any two Chromos at $3.00,

and a copy of the paper for one year, for $G.00.

"Synset,—Galifornia Scenery," after a. Bierstadt,

18 1-8 by 12, price $10.00, or any otlier $10.00 Chromo, and

a copy of the paper for one year for $10.00. Or tlie four Chromos,

and four coj)ies of the paper for one year in one order, for

clubs of Four, for $23.00.

AVe will send to any one a printed list of L. PRANG &, CO.'S

Chromos, from which a selection can be made, if the above is not

satisfactor}', and are prepared to make special terms for clubs to

any amount, and to agents.

Postage of paper is payable at the office Avliere received, twenty

cents per year, or five cents per quarter in advance ; the Chromos

will be vmiled free on receipt of money.

Remittances should be made in P. O. Orders, Drafts, or Bank

Checks on New-York, or Registered letters. The paper ^vill be

sent from the first number, (April 2d, 1870,) when not otherwise

ordered.

Now is the time to subscri})e, as these Premiums will be offered

for a limited time only. On receipt of a i)Ostage-stamp we will

send a copy of No. 1 to any one desii'ing to get up a club.

Address

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

p. O. Box 2783. No. 83 Nassau Street, New-York.
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.^?^^^g--^y^^^
the lobby of the future.

Showing the way in which any good-looking Membeu of Congress may
be liable to " interviewing " when lovely woman shall have ob-
tained the right of suffrage.

" Tli3 Printing House of the United States."

GEO.F. NESBITT&CO.,
General JOB PRINTERS,
BLANK liOOK Manufacturers,
STATIONERS, Wholesale and Retail,
LITHOGRAPHIC Engravers and Printers,
COPPERPLATE Engravers and Printers,
CARD Manufacturers,
ENVELOPE Manufacturers,
FINE CUT and COLOR Printers.

I 63, I 65, I 67, and 1 69 PEARL ST„
73, 75, 77 f and 79 PINE ST., New-York.

Apvaktages. J^" All on tlie same premises, and under Im-
mediate supervision of the proprietors.

33 BI10Ar)^\^AY,

NEW-YORK.

02>en Every Day from 10 A.3r. to 3 P.M.

Deposits of any sum, from Ten Cents to Ten
Thousand Dollars, will be received.

Six Per Cent Interest, Free of

Government Tax.

INTEREST ON NEW DEPOSITS
Commences on the first of every month.

HENRY SMITH, President.

REEVES E. SELMES, Secretary.

WALTER ROCHE,
EDWARD HOGANu Mcc-rrcsldenls.

PRANG'S OHROMOS are celeljrated for their close resemblance to oil paintings. Sold iu all Art Stores throughout the world.

PRANG'S LATB!:ST CHKOMOS - ~
-

Four Seasons," by J. M. Hart. Illtislrated CaliiloLrues sent free on receipt of ptanip by
Ij. PHANG & CO., Boston.

PUNCHINELLO.
TERMS TO CLUBS.

WE OFFER AS PREMIUMS FOR CLUBS.
first;

DANA JilCKFOJtD'S VATENT EAMIZT SPiyN^EJt,
The mo3t complete and dosimble machine ever yet introduced for spiuTiing purposes.

s K c o N n :

JilCKFOJtD'S CTtOCUET AND EAXCY WOJtK MACTTINES.
The.se beautiful little machines arc very fascinatiaa. aa well a.s iisefiil ; and every lady s'loukl liave one, as they can make every conceivable kind of crochet Or fancy work upon them.

T H I n D :

lilCKFOJtn'S AUTOMATIC EAMII^y KNITTER.
This is the most perfect and complete macliine in the world. II knits every lliiiiK-

r o IJ E T II :

AMEIIICAN liVTTONnOIE, OVEIiSEAMING, AND SEWING-MACIIIKE.
Tlr.s proat combination machine is the last and Kwatest iMii)roveaient on all former in.acliincs. No. 1, with finely fliiislied Oiled Walnut Table and Cover, complete, price, $75, No. 2,

Eame nicbine without the buttonhole parta, etc., i)riee, $00.
\VK WILL SEND TIIR

Family Spinner. price, $9, for 4 subscribers and $1G.
No. 1 Crocliet, " 8, " 4 " " 10.
" 2 " " 1.5, " 6 " " 24.
" 1 Automatic Knitter, 72 needles, " 30, " 12 " " 48.
* 2 " •' 84 " " S3, " 13 " " 52.

No. 1 American Buttonhole and Ovcrscaming Machine,
" 3 " " " " witliout buttonhole parts, etc.,

No. S Automatic Knitter, 100 needles, price, $37, for 15 subscribers and $G0
" 4 " "2 cylinders.)

1 TineedlesC " 40, " Ifl " " C4.

1100 needles)

price, $75, for 30 subscribers and $120.

" 60, " 23 " " 100.

Descriptive Circulars

Of .all these machines will be sent upon application to this ofBco, and full instructions for workni/ Uieni will ho sent to purchasers.

Parties (jettinK >ip Ohibs prcfernnK cash to premiums, may deduct scventy-flvc rents upon each full sub.scription sent for four subscribers and upw.ard, and after the first remittance for four
subserilicrs may semi sinKle names as llipv obtain them, deducting the commission.

,, , , ,
Ileniittances sliould be m.ade in Post-Offlce Orders, Hank Checks, or Drafts on New-York Cltv ; or If these can not be obtained, then by Uegistered Letters, which any post-master will furnish.

Charges o:; I'lonev sent by express must be prepaid, or the not anKiunt only will bo erodited.
Diroctiniis for shippinR niaclilnos must bo full and explicit, to prevent error. In sondinR subscriptions give address, with Town. County, and i'tale.

'I he postage on this paper will be twenty cents per year, payable auartorlv lo .advance, at the place whoio it is roceivod. Subseiibers in the Hrltish rrnvlncos will remit twenty cents in addition

to subscription.
Ailcoininnnicatlons, remittances, etc., to be addres,sed to PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY,

P. O. V,ox 2783. N"o. 83 Na.s.sau Street,
NE^V-YORK.

S. W. Oltl!ICN, Pr.INTKI!. CORNEIt jArOI! ANT) PuANKFOllT STUEET.s
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PATENT BINDERS
FOB

PUNCHINELLO,"
to preserve the paper for binding, will be sent, post-paid, on re-

ceipt of One Dollar, by

PUNCHINELliO PUBIilsmXG CO.,

83 Nassau Street, New-York City.

TO NEWS-DEALERS.

Punchinello's monthly.
TUE FIVE NUMDEHS FOR APUIL,

Bound in a Handsome Cover,

IS NOW BEADY. Prico Fifty Cents.

THE TRADE
SUPPLIED BY THE

AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY.
Who are now prepared to receive Orders.

HARBISON BEADFOBD & CO.'S

STEEL PENS.
These pens are of a finer quality, more durable, and cheaper

than any other Pen In the«market. Special attention U called

to the following grades, as being better suited for business pur-

poses than any Pen manufactured. The

"505," "22," and the " Anti-Corrosive,"

We recommend for baulc and ofllce use.

D. APPLETON &. CO.,
Sole Agents for United States.

Vol. I No. 9.

SATURDAY, MAY 28, 1870.

PUBLISHED BY THE

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY,
83 NASSAU STREET, NEW-YORK.
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Will Shot'tly appeal-: Oar Xew Serial, written cxprcsslij for Punchinello, In/ ORPHEUS C.

KERB, Entitled, " The Mystery of Mr. E, l>rood,'> To he continued weekly daring this year.
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APPLICATIONS FOR ADVERTISING IN

"PTJKCHINELLO ?5

-IIOVI.D EE ADDRESSED TO

J. NICKINSON,
Boom No. 4,

83 NASSAU STREET.

Notice to Ladies.

ID I B -B Xj E E ,

Of 854 Broadway,

Has jj3t received a large assortment of all the latest styles of

Chignons, Chatelaines, etc.,

FROM PARIS,

Comprising tli» fo!!ov,-ing lieautiful v.irieties:

La Coquette, La Plenitude, Lc Bouquet,

La Cireue, L'lmperatrice etc..

At prices varying from ^2 up.v n il.

AG-ENTS WANTED
In every town, county, anil State., to canvass forHENnvWABD
Beechek's great v.-cekly paper, with wliicli is Given Away
tliat superb iv.A woild-rcnowned w»rk of art, •'Marshall's

IIoKSchold Engravinrj of Washwr/ton.'' The best paper and

the grandest engraving In America. Agents report "making

$20 in half a day." " Sales easier than books, and profits great-

er." Ladies or gentlemen desiring immediate or largely remun-

erative employment siiould apply at once. Book canvassers,

and all soliciting agents will find more money in this than in any-

thing else. It is something entirely »c!<', being anvnprcce-

dented combination and very taking. Send lor circular and

terms to

J. B. FORD &, CO., Publishers,

39 Park Kow, New-York.

PHELAN & COLLENDER,
MANUFACTL'KEKS OF

Staiulail American Billiard TaMes.
V,-AKEROOM.S AND OFFICE,

•738 BROADWAY, NEW-YORK.

GEO. B. BOWLEND,

Draughtsman and Designer,

160 FULTON STREET,

Room No. 11. NEW-YORK.

WEVILL & HAMMAR,

Wood Engravers,

No. 208 BROADWAY,

NEW-YORK.

Thomas J. Rayner & Co.,

29 LIBERTY STREET,

New-York,
MAXirr/.oTUREns of' the

Finest Cigars tnntle in the United States.
All si/.CH and Ktylcs. I'lices very moderate. Sam])le9 sent to

any responsibl'! house. Also Importers oltlie

" v'vsiios" lut.iyn,

Kqual in quality to tin- lie<t of the Havana market, and from ten
to twenty per e.'iit cheaper.

l{est.iiirant, liar. Hotel, and Saloon trade will save money by
calling at

29 LIBERTY STREET.

No. 240 Broadway, New-York.

POLICIES NON-FORFEITABLE.
All Policies

Entitled to Participation n Profits.

Dividends Declared Annually.

JAMES D. REYMERT, President.

ASHER S. MILLS, THOMAS H. WHITE, M.D.,

Secretary. Medical Examiner.

ACTIVE AGENTS WANTED.

PUNCHINELLO.
With a large and varied experience in tlie management and

liublication of a paper of the class herewith hubmitted, and with
the still more positive advantage of an Ample Capital to jus-
tify the undertaking, the

PUNOHIUELLO PUBLISHING 00.

OF THE CITY OP NEW-YORK,

Presents to tiie public for approval, the

NEW ILLUSTRATED HUMOROUS AND SATIRICAL

WEEKLY PAPER,

PUNCHINELLO,
Tha first number of which was issued under date of April 2.

VuNCiiiNEi.r.o will be entirely original ; hiimoreus and witty
without vulgarity, and satirical without malice. It will be
iniiited on a superior tinted paper of sixteen pages, size 13 by
9, and will be for sale liy all respectable newsdealers who
liave the judgment to kiiow a good thing when they see
it, or by sutscription from this oUce.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES,

Suitable for the paper, and OriKinal Designs, or suggestive ideas

or sketches for illustrations, upon the t(iplcs of the day, are al-

ways acceptable, and will be paid for liberally.

Kejectcd communications cannot be returned, unless postage-

stamps arc Inclosed.

Terms:
One copy, per year, in advance $4 00

Single copies, ten cents.

A specimen copy will be mailed frecupon the receipt of ten

cents.
One copy, with the Riverside Magazine, or any other ma-
gazine or paper, price. *2.50, for .') HO

One copy, with any m.agazuie or paper, price, $4, for 7 00

All communications, remittances, etc., to be addressed to

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

No, 83 Nassau Street,

NF.W-YORK.
P. O. Box, 2783.

(For terms to Clubs,»ecUthpa{/e.)

Clinton Hall, Astor Place,

NEAV-YORK.
Tliis is now the largest circulating Library in America, the

number of volumes on its shelves being | 14,000- About
1000 volumes are added each month ; and very large purchases

are made of all new and popular works.

Books are delivered at members' residences for five cents each

delivery.

TERMS OF MEMBERSHIP:
TO CLERKS,

$1 Initiation, $3 Annual Dues.

TO OTHERS, $5 a year.

SUBSCRIPTIONS TAKEN FOR
SIX IVIONXH?.

BRANCH OFFICES
AT

NO. 76 CEDAR STREET, NEW-YORK,
AND AT

Tonkers, Norwalk, Stamford, and Elizabeth.

AMERICAN

BUTTONHOLE, OVERSEAMING,

SEWmG-MACHITsTE CO.,

572 and 574 Broadway, New-York.

This great combination machine is the last and greatest im-

provement on all former machines, making, in addition to all

tie v.'ork done on best Lock-Stitch machines, beatitiful

BUTTON AND EYELET HOLES.

in all fabrics.

Machine, with finely finished

OlI.ED WALNtTT TABLE A"D COVEB

complete, $75. Same machine, without the buttonhole parts,

$uO. This l.ast is beyond all question the simplest, easiest to

nian.age and to keep in order, of any maelune in the market.

Machines warranted, and full instruction given to purchasers.

J. NICKINSON
begs to announce to the friends of

PUNCHINELLO yj

residing in the country, that, for their convenience, lie has

Dade arrangements by which, on receipt el the price of

ANY STANDARD BOOK PUBLISHED,

the same will be forwarded, postage ));\i(l. „,,.,. „
r;irlies desiring Catalogues of any ot our Publislnng IT^u.'cs

can have the s.anic fnrwardcii by Inclo.slng two stamps.

OFFICE OF
PUNCIIINEI.IiO PlJIU.TSIlINr, CO.

83 NnNNiiii iStroct.

[r.O. Box 2783.]
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AT THE MERCANTILE LIBRARY.

arPlrrF) t

nil
-' ' ' ' ^

3fr. Nottmurh, (to Clerk in TAbrary.) " I sek by your
CIRCULAR THAT VISITORS OF DISTINCTION HAVE FREE
ACCESS TO YOITR READING-ROOM, AND AS I HAVE CON-

TRIBUTED A STORY TO THE ' WaVERLY MAGAZINE,' " etc.

I^'oUmuch, (havinff obtained access to the reading-room.) " A
VERY PRETTY GIRL, THAT SUPERINTENDENT! HaS SHE
perused my story, or do i dazzle her with my looks ?

Ha! she rises! ."

HIGH NOTES BY OUR MUSICAL CRITIC.

Punchinello's critic, always the friend

of fair-play, resents the insinuation that Mr.

Carl Kosa has been a careless director of

Opera. The truth is that Mr. Rosa has not

produced the smallest work without a great

deal of Parcp.iration.

Flotow's Shadoic is to be brought out

in London. It will not stand the ghost of

a chance unless well mounted. Music light

and sketchy ; remarkable for a Chorus of

Fishermen, well known as the " Sliad oh !

song."

Lohengrin has had a run of eight nights

at Brussels, with average receipts of little

less than four llsoiisand francs. This sort

of tune is the only one in the music of the

Future which managers can understand.

Nevertheless Herr Wagner is not out of

spirits. Intent upm laying tlie foundations

of future wealth and fame, lie can lay Low
and Grin. Brussels gold will serve him as

well as Itheingold.

The diffL'rence between Bach's music and

a music-box is yet an unsettled conundrum.

Such is likely to be the fate of tlic question

raised with so much temper over the Passion-

Music of that great man by tlio English

critics. Shame on all critics that condemn

Mozart as a fogy and Bach as a nuisance.

Of course it is going back on Bach with a

vengeance, but what symi)ai by can exist be-

tween the old fuguemakers and tlie modern

high-fivers?

RULE !;

Mi

Lady Siipenntendcnt, (blandly hut firmly). "Ex-

cuse ME, SIR, BUT it's AGAINST THE RULES FOR

gentlemen to place THEIR FEKT ON CHAIRS."

LATEST NEWS ITEMS.

A SHEFFIELD paper has been prosecuted

for asserting that the Prince of Wales was

a fast young man. The prosecution was
withdrawn as soon as the editor confessed

that the Prince was loose.

The Treasury Department is much dis-

tressed by the great genius for smuggling
displayed by the Chinese immigrants. They
secrete opium in all sorts of wonderful places,

and so worry the custom-house officers drcad-

iully. Several children have been arrested

for bringing their " jioppies " over with them,

and feeling in favor of the offenders ran so

high that a number of women were fined for

having a share in laud'n 'm. -

The bull fights in London have come to a

mournful conclusion. The bulls refused to

take jiart, and the princip.il combatant instead

of being all Matted O'er ^^^th the blood of

Ids taurine victims, has been sent to prison

for trying to Pick a Door 1( ck.

The Last of the Piegans is travelling East,

on his way to Philadelphia, to see " Sheri-

d.\n"s Ride." He was away from home when
Pjiilip was there, and is very anxious to

know the j'oung man when he sees him
again. Hence his laudable anxiety to study

the picture. • •

The Fenian Army.

If the Fenians send an nnny to aid the Red

iver insurgents, it may f)robably be the only

"RiEL" work they will attempt this year.

Eutcrctl, according to Act of Congress, in tlie year 1870, by the Pr\rHiN-HLLo PvBLisurao Compant, in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States, for the

Sonthem District of New -York.
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WHAT I KNOW ABOUT PROTECTION.

Dear Punchinello : Having skilfully illuminated Free Trade, I

now proceed to elucidate Protection. You see when we reach Protec-

tion, the boot is on tlie other leg
; you make the conundrums then, and

the other man tries to guess them. There are many kinds of jjrotec-

• tion ; there's the kind which a State's prison-keeper gives to one of his

birds ; the kind which a black-and-tan terrier, or a freshly-imported

Chinaman, extends to a good fat rat ; the kind which a pious young

,

man offers to a fair and tender damsel, when he places his arm around

,
her dainty waist, and gently absorbs the dew of innocence from her

rosy lii)8, (that idea, is, I think, plagiarized from Tennyson,) and the

kind which a delicate mother-in-law, blessed with nerves, pours out

upon her son-in-law. But I leave the discussion of such things to

weaker birds, and soar myself to a higher kind, i. e., that Protection

which is diametrically opposed to Free Trade.

Protection, in this sense, is—well, let me follow my own admirable

example, and illustrate : You own a coal mine in Pennsylvania, which

contains tolerably poor coal, with which you mix a proper amount of

stone, and then sell the mixture for a high price. Icii.\bod Blue-

nose owns a coal mine in Nova Scotia, which furnishes good coal ; he

puts no slate in it, and yet sells it at a low figuie. You reflect that

with such opposition you will never manage to dispose of all your

stone, so you apply to Congress, and have a high tariff put on coal.

That's Protection. Metaphysically defined. Protection is the natural

right, inherent in every American citizen, to obtain money in large

quantities for goods of small qualities.

Protection is not a natural production ; it was invented about the

time taxes were, though it must be admitted that those very annoying

articles appeared very early in the history of the human race. I've no

doubt that Adam levied taxes, though it's very doubtful if he could

put as many things in a tax levy as a New York politician can. Cer-

tainly there was a very high tariff on apples in his day—so high that

luimanity has not yet succeeded in paying off the duty on the one Adam
ate. Abraham paid taxes, and, as he was his own Senate and House,

doubtless he passed a tariff bill to suit himself, and had any quantity of

Protection. I have always regretted that NoAii didn't pass a bill

l)rotecting native industry, because he could have enforced it, and had
no wrangling about it.

There are one or two points about Protection which a wayfaring

man, even if people labor under the impression that he is a fool, can

understand. If you are JoiiN Smith and own a coal mine or an iron

mill, you go to Washington, see your Congressman, (by see I mean look

at him, of course,) donate large sums of money to certain poor, but

honest men, who adorn the lobby of the House, while they are waiting

for generous patrons like unto you, then go home and calmly await

the result. Your representative makes a speech, the exordium of

which is Patriotism, the peroration of which is Star-Spangled Banner,

and the central plum of which is your coal mine or iron mill. Your
poor and honest friends wear out several pairs of shoes, the tariff bill

is passed, your mine or mill is abundantly protected, and the country

is saved. If, on the other hand, you are John Brown, and raise cab-

bages and turnips on a farm, you are allowed to pay high prices for

S.mith's coal or iron, but you expect no Protection, and you've a sure

thing of getting what you exi)ect.

Of course you don't imagine that I shall explain the details of this

profound subject. There are only two men in this country who think

they can do that, and each one of those says that the other is an idiot.

As a rule, figures can't lie ; but look out for the exceptions when you

run across the subject of Protection. Tin; very same figun^s have an

ugly way of proving Ijotli sides of a question. You run down a fact,

and think you've got it, but, before you know it, it has Blii)ped, like

the " little joker," over to the other side.

Personally, I am a Protectionist. Formerly I indulged in that mon-

strous aljsurdity. Free Trade, but then I was an importer ; now, being

a manufacturer, the scales have fallen from my eyes, and I am of the

straitest sect a Protectionist. You can't giv(! mc; too much of it. Of

course I can't see why ])ig-iron should be protected, and jugs not. I

think every native production should bo cared for, and that there should

be an excessively high tariff on foreign food. In that case poor Bev-

Eudy Johnson would have been compelled to have passed a Lenten

season at Halifax, until he had eradicated from his system the rich

English dinn(!rs, before ho could have entcrcid this favored land. And
MoTJ-EY—bless me, he has eaten so much that I don't IxHieveho could

get it out of his body if he fasted for the remainder of his natural
life.

I am informed, however, that Protection docs us one injury. All the
World says that there is a Parsee in our land, who is loaded with ru-

pees, but who is unable to spend them here because of our protective

system, and what all the World says, you know, must be true. How-
ever, there are 40,000,000 of us, and, if Congress will make all Ameri-
cans buy my patent door-knobs, the Parsee can go to—Ilindostan.

I don't think any thing more can be said about Protection. Any
body who doesn't understand it now had better go to Washington, and
listen lo the debate on scrap-iron. That will sharpen his wits. Pig-

iron, of course, is interesting, but then that's a light and airy subject.

Hear the debate on scrap-iron, by all means. Lot.

A LITERARY VAMPIRE.
No greater mistake was ever made than the supposition that Punch-

inello is to be assailed with impunity by rival publications. It is well

known that he never courted controversies or quarrels, and his best

friends understand perfectly his love for a peaceable career. But
when that flippant sheet, known as Eees's Amencaii Encyclopedia, comes
out Avith a violent attack upon Punchinello's past life and present

course, the assault is such as would provoke a retort from any honest

man The vile insinuation that Punchinello is printed and pub-

lished for the sole purpose of making money out of its subscribers and
the reading public in general, is too mendacious for refutation ; and
when the reckless editor of the periodical in question gravely an-

nounces that he can never read Punchinello without laughing at its

contents, it will be readily seen that he goes so far as to make use of

the truth to serve his wicked purposes. But the descent which this

shameless conductor of a journal, confessedly the organ of our igno-

rant masses, has made into the private life of Punchinello, is with-

out precedent. He states that for the first fourteen years of his life,

Punchinello was, to all intents and purposes, a person of little or no
fortune, and that he depended entirely upon his parents for support

;

that, until he had reached his fifth birthday, he had absolutely no

knowledge of English literature, and was entirely ignorant of even
the rudiments of the classics ; that he never paid one cent of income

tax at that period of his life ; and that his belief in the fundamental

principles of political economy was, at that time, doubted by all who
knew him best ! Are such statements as these to be submitted to by
a man of honor ? Never ! Punchinello dares the recreant editor

of the dirty sheet to do his worst ! Of that base man he could tell

much which would render him unfit for the association of any person

living, but he forbears. This much, however, he will say. It is well

known that the said calumniator did, at many periods of his life, make
use of the services of a calceolarius. Think of that, freemen of Ameri-

ca ! He has often been known to submit to indignities, such as nose-

pulling from the hands of a common tonsor, and has been frequently

in such a condition that he could not appear in public without the as-

sistance of a sartor! Is it fitting that a high-toned journalist should

engage in petty recriminations with such a one? " Revenge," says

James Murdock, " is the sweetest morsel cooked in its own gravy,

with sauce moyennaise." " Yes," said Dean Swift, " and let us have

some, and a little gin, say five fingers, and a trifle of milk." Thus it

is that we regard the editor of the Encydopedia.

Carlyle remarks, " Many a vessel, i(for if not. a vessel, then surely

we, or our progenitors, in counting ships, and the assumptive floatative

mechanisms of anterior and past ages ; or as the Assyrians [under-esti-

mating the force of the correlative elements] declared a bridging, or a

going over [not of seas merely, but of those chaotic gaps of the mind]

are all wrong enough indeed,) has never got there.

"

We also tliink of that editor in this way, and trust that enough has

been said to make it plain that Punchinello is not to be attacked

with impunity by every little journal of the day.

Encouraging for Travellers.

The managers of a leading railro.ad announce that they take passen-

gers "to all ])rincipal points of the West without change." Such \m-

usual liberality, at a time when C'hange is so scarce with many people,

ou<rht to insure for that railroad a great success.

Alike, but Diflferent.

PoiCTRY sometimes has a King in it. So has a l)ig'fi nose.
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THE PLAYS AND SHOWS.

ILITARY dramas might, as a

rule, be called with equal

propriety millinery dramas.

In other words, their success

is generally due to their cos-

tumes. In this respect they

afford a marked contrast to

ballet spectacles. The latter

give us inanity without

clothes; the former, inani-

ty in particularly gorgeous

clothes. Which, again, leads

to the further remark that

the difference between the

two styles of inanity is, after

all, a clothes thing. This is

a joke.

The Lancers, now running

at Wallack's, (a proceeding

which implies no want of

bravery on the part of that

distinguished corps,) is, however, unlike most military dramas, inas-

much as it is a bright and brilliant play. Moreover, it is acted by the

best members of the company in their very best manner. Miss Louisa

MoouE, whose golden hair and silvery voice become an actress of gen-

uine mettle as well as gentle grace, is Estelle, the heroine ;
Miss Em-

ily Mestayeii is the Commanding Sister of Col. Ep^e, who is per-

sonated by Mr. Fisher ; Mr. Wyndham is the Graceless Private, who,

having spent his last pennj-, enlists in the Lancers and spends vast

sums in beneficiary beer in comjiany with his comrades ; Mr. Wil-

liamson is the Kindly Sergeant ; Mr. Ringgold is the Genial Artist,

whose velvet coat suggests that he has recently managed a Starr opera

bouffe enterprise ; and Mr. Stoddart is happy in the congenial charac-

ter of a Clumsy Trumpeter. If any .cipeculative manager pretends that

he has a better hypothetical cast in his eye than the present cast of the

Lancers, let him be given to the surgical tormentors to be operated

upon for malignant strabismus.

The curtain rises upon the Genial Artist searching for his friend, the

Graceless Private, in the empty jugs and glasses at the Golden Sun

Inn. To him enters the Clumsy Trumpeter.

Genial Artist. " Where can he bo ? It—it must, and yet
—

"

Clumsy Trumpeter {without Stoddart's icsual oath.) " He's got 'em.

Hallo! friend. Do you want any thing?"

Genial Artist. " Yes—no—that is—or rather it isn't—" {Exit, while

Trumpeter makes faces at the gallery)

Enter Estelle and her maid, disguised as peasants, an,d pursued by

a troop of lancers.

All the Lancers. " Let me kiss 'em."

Both the Girls. " Scr-r-r-r-e-e-e-ch."

{Enter Graeelets Private.)

Graceless Private. " I will protect you. Get out, all you fellows."

{They get out.)

A flirtation between the Private and Estelle is at once begun, from

which it appears that she came to catch a glimpse of the Colonel, who
wants to marry her. She and the Private sit on the table, and fall in-

stantaneously in love. As soon as they are well in, the Lancers re-

turn, and Estelle flics. Graceless Private, having no money, pays for

tlie co-inebriation of the entire corps, and while engaged in this praise-

worthy occupation is found by the Gcniai Artist, who makes him prom-

ise to attend a ball at a neighboring chateau. Enter Kindly Sergeant,

who arrests the Graceless Private, and puts him in the guard-house.

Curtain falls amid faces from Stoddakt (without his usual oath) and

applause from the audience.

Veteran Play-goer. " Well, I've seen Stoddart in every thing he

has i>layed this year, and this is the first time he has failed to swear

on every ineligible occasion."

Young Lady who frequents Wallack's. Wlio is that Clujisy Trum-

peter? I don't know him."

Accompanying Young Man. " Wliy, don't you know Stoddart?"

Young Lady. " Nonsense ; that isn't Stoddart. Why, he hasn't

sworn once."

Fast Young Man. " Stoddart isn't himself to-night. He hasn't

the spirit to swear. Did you hear the good thing he said Monday
night about Miss MoouE? It was devilish good. Says he—" {Rc-

pcats an indelicate joke.)

Irate Old Gentleman who overhears tlie story. "If he said that, sir,

he ought to have been hissed off the stage, sir; and turned out of the

company, sir ! It was an insult to an estimable lady, and an outrage

on the audience, sir !"

The second act takes place in the salon of Estelle. Tlie Colonel and
his Commanding Sister lay siege to Estelle's Jicart. Graceless Pri-

vate, in evening dress, eouutermines the CohneVs forces and routs them,

icading deeper than before in the exhilarating surf of love, hand in

hand with Estelle. {This metaphor has been leased for a term of years

to a distinguished hydropathic poet) Clumsy 2''rumpetcr drops books

and things all over the room, and recognizes the Graceless Private.

Finally the Colonel and the latter quarrel, and go out in the back yard

to fight, where the Private is tcounded in the arm. The Colonel returns

and announces the result to Estelle, ^c7io swoons, or at all events, makes

an admirable feint of so doing. Curtain.

Fast Young Man. " Stoddart didn't try hie good joke to-night.

He'll say something yet, though, before the play is over,"

Every body Else. " Did you ever see better acting than Wyndiiam's

and Miss Moore's ? And how capitally Fisher and Miss Mestayer
are playing ? Stoddart positively hasn't sworn yet. What can be

the matter with him ?"

Inquiring Maiden, to her travelled lover. " Are the uniforms just like

those of the real French Lancers ?"

Travelled Lover. " Very nearly. There is one button too many on

the front of the Colonel's coat. I know the regiment well. It's the

crack artillery regiment in the French service."

Act III. shows tis the Graceless Private brought before the Colonel for

examination. He feigns drunkenness, but the Colonel suspects him of

having been Jiis adversary at the ball. Estelle visits the Colonel in or-

der to save her Private lover. He is proved to have broken his arrest,

and is sentenced to death. Estelle offers to marry the Colonel if he

tcill pardon the Private. The tatter's discharge arrives in the nick of

time, and as he is thus beyond the reach of the Colonel's vengeance, ha

graciously pardons him, and joins his Juind to that of Estelle. He
reynarks—or ought to—" Bless you, my cMldrcn." Every body suddenly

finds out that every body else is noble and generous. And so the curtain

falls upon a happy garrison, including a Trumpeter icho has not sicorn

a single oath.

One Half of the Audience. " How do you like it ? I like it bo

much."

The Other Half. " I like it immensely."

Chorusfrom Every body. " Why didn't Stoddart swear ?"

Answering Echo from the Tipperary Hills. " Because Wallace
has told him that the public won't stand it any longer."

And the public is right. Mr. Stoddart is an exceptionally able

actor, but of late he has grown intolerably coarse and vulgar while

on the stage. His profanity has disgraced himself and the theatre,

and his gratuitous insult to an estimable lady, who had the misfortune

to appear in the same scene with him on Monday night, should have

secured his instant dismissal from the company, and his perpetual

banishnM-nt to Tammany or Tony Pastor's. Let him turn over a new

leaf at once. He does not swear in the present play, and tlie fact is

creditable to him. He is a gentleman in private life ; let him be a

gentleman on the stage. By so doing he will soon be recognized as

one of the best comedians of the day. And Puxciiixello will be

the first to praise him when he lays aside the unnecessary vulgarity

with whicii he has latterly bid for the applause of the gallery.

Matador.
• • •

THE RELIGION OF TEMPERANCE.

Says Poet to Parson—To save men from drinking,

Not many religions are good to my thinking

;

To be sure a good Baptist a man of true grace is.

But a Hard Shell, my brother's the hardest of cases.

Your Shoutcr's too noisy for temperance talking.

Your Come outer too har.«h for right ti-mpirat<! walking.

A Quaker's not steady enough on his beam ends,

And a Shaker is bad for delirium tremens.

Hut of all the hard drinkers religion has warmed.

To my mind the most hopeful's the German Befarmed.
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Logical.

One Pullman, who preaches the " milk of the word,"
(not without gin, Punchinello supposes,) declares that
tlio Bible is fall of lies. AVe^l, according- to his own
view of it, Pullman must he full of Scripture.

• • •—
The Keal Tact.

Mr. Colfax, says the Cincinnati Gazette, intends to

call his new-born son Casabianca, the Vice-President

having once " stood on a burning deck," etc. Punchi-
nello discovers a shrewder reason. The plain English
for Casablanca is White-House.

Concealed Weapons.

Detroit drunkards, says an exchange, use a stocking

with a stone in it to avoid arrest—just as if a liat " with

a brick in it " were not enough !

Written With a Steal Pen.

So great is the habit among editors of cribbing from

each other, that if one were to write an article about an

egg another would immediately Poach it.

The Battle of Hastings.

The fight between the Commercial Advertiser and'

Theodore Tilton.

>.-

The Pet Dogs op New-York present their compltmexts, with the
above cut, to Mr. Bergh, and RECiUEST that he avill cur-tail the
SPORTS OP thoughtless children who insist upon pl.'Vying at "horse"
WITH THEM.

Triumphs of the Chisel.

The Wall street "busts." Good judges pronounce

them Per Phidias.

What an Asthmatic Artist can not Draw.

A long breath.

" The American Working-woman's Union" Most
Sought After.

Marriage.

The Latest Edition of " Shoo I Fly."

xiIosquiTO " at Niblo's.

THE CONGRESSMAN TO HIS CRITICS.

Well, talk, if you like ; I suppose it's your way ;

Each citizen, surely, should say all his say ;

1 did just so, Avhen I'd nothing to do

;

And if /felt like doing so, why shouldn't you I

It's republican, pleasant, and safe, to find fault ;

If a man can't do th-U, why he's not worth his salt.

And never, since critics (and fleas) learned their powei's,

Was a country more blest with such vermin than ours.

You've learned much about your old friend, it is said
;

The farther I'm from you, the ])lainer I'm read

!

When * one of the people " comes here to make laws,

The " people " disown him. Now, what is the cause ?

You say I'm not " dignified." Well, friends—are you?
My language, my manners, are rough, it is true

;

My tones, and my jokes, (since you say it,) are coarse ;

But very few streams rise above their own source.

If we're all " politicians," and they are such trash

As you have declared them, why were you so rash

As to give us your votes ? What ! will n.^body " rim "

But a " men; jwlitician ?" Why, then we're undone !

Come, come—this is non«anse ! Be fair, my good sirs

!

Let us look at this question. Suppose it occurs

That a long, prosy speech is about to be made
;

If you say, " Stay and hear it," must you be obeyed?

But ours is a " serious business." True

!

A nd so are some other things serious, too !

Such as courtships, and dinners, and headaches, and blues,

And sight-seeing friends, whom 'tis death* to refuse !

Now, many of us (though it should not be said
!)

Are really stupid, and haven't much head.

We don't take that view of our duty that you do

;

We're often so bothei'ed we don't know what to do

!

Our votes look decided—as though we did know;

But that's because Butler or Schenck voted so.

Such points may come up, in the course of the day,

As would puzzle the Seraphim some, I should say I

Beside.'*, gentle friends ! did j-cu ever think so ?

Perhaps we are paying you all that we owe.

If you want better service, why send better men.

And be better yourselves. It will all be right, then.

Come on, Ladies !
•

M

An Anti-mustache movement has begun in Boston. PuNCiriNELTiO

begs to explain that it begins altogether with the ladies, and is, of

course, Right Against the mustaches.

For Lunatics Only.

The latest whim of the Lunatics in one of the Indiana Asylums is

tlie notion that Ihey can design and build opera-houses. Well, we

have lots of crazy architecture, and more than one gentleman has ac-

iuiowledged himself insane for investing in oiiera-houses. But PuNCir-

iNELliO thinks that the tastes of the insane woiild be better encouraged

if directed to the building of Courts of Justice. Every Court-house.

thus constructed, would bo a monument to the Plea of Insanity

" ToUtical death, of course. -
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GLIMPSES OF FORTUNE.

You may not tliink so, my dear Punchinello, but it is true. I

liavo had them. I am not one of your bloated aristocrats—just at the

present moment—bui I kpow as Avell as any one what WiiiTTiEii

meant when he said " it might have been." As an instance of this, I

will just state that it has not been a very long time since, in looking over

the cohmins of one of our principal dailies, I saw something among

the personals which seemed to touch my interests in a very decided

way. I often look over the " Personals," for I know well the connec-

tion between fortune and the Press. I have not forgotten the success

of A. T. Stewart and many other millionaires, and their dependence

on the newspapers—but never until that day had I seen any thing in

that mystic column which could possibly be construed to apply to mc.

As for the rest of *he paper, I knew that there was nothing to interest

me there. You see I was after Fortune. The advertisement to which

I refer read as follows

:

"If thi? gentleman in a dark hat and gray pantaloons, who, in a Broadway stage,

one day last week, passed up tho fare for a lady with blue eyes and high-heeled

boots, will call at 331 Dash street, second floor, he will hear of something to his ad-

vantage. A. E. R."

Now, it so happened, that during the whole of the preceding week
I had worn a black hat and gray pantaloons ; indeed, I had them on

yet, and, to tell the truth, I had no others. Therefore, this part of the

case was all clear enough. There was no reason why the gentleman

inquired for should not be mc. I had certainly ridden in a stage in

the last week, and I remember very well that I passed up the fare for

a lady with blue eyes. I pei'formed a similar service for several

ladies ; but one of them, I am sure, had blue eyes. As to the high-

heeled boots I suppose she wore them, but how Wiis I to know that ?

At all events it would be a piece of the most culpable indifference to

my welfare to neglect this chance. Fortune! and through a lady,

too ! To think of it ! The promised advantage might be great or

small, but whatever it was, it would be most welcome. And the

honor, too ! A piece of positive advantage for an act of manly gal'

lantry

!

I immediately put on that black hat, and with those identical gray

trowsei's upon my legs, I strode down to 321 Dash street, and mounted

instantly to the second floor. As there was but one entrance door

from the stair-way on this floor, I felt certain that I had found the

right place.

The business of ]\Ir. A. R. R. was evidently a very profitable one,

for his room was quite full of people. I inquired of a boy for the

author of the notice I held in my hand, (I had carefully cut it from the

paper,) and was informed that this was the right place, and that the

gentleman would see me in a few moments. I took a seat and re-

garded the ])ersons who were standing and sitting about the room.

They were all men, and in a few minutes I discovered, to my great

surprise, that they all wore l)lack hats and gray pantaloons

!

I must admit, that when I made this discovery, I experienced a very

peculiar sensation, as if some one had suddenly dropped a little ice-

water down my back. Was it possil:)le that all these men were here in

answer to that advertisement, which I considered addressed to mc
alone ? There were all sorts of them ; old gentlemen with heads

grayer than their pants
;
young fellows who looked like clerks ; and

middle-aged men, who seemed like very respectable heads of families.

Was it possible that each one of these individuals had, in the last

week, passed up tho fare of a blue-eyed lady with high-heeled boots?

And did each one of them expect to enjoy that advantage for which I

carao here? One thing was certain; they did not announce to each

other their business, but looked at their watches and tapped their

boots, and knitted their brows as if each one of them had come on very

particular businofs, which had nothing to do with the affairs of the

genc^ral crowd. But all those gray trowsers ! There was no conceal-

ing them.

A door, leading into an adjoining room, now opened quickly, and Mr.

A. R. R. made his appearance. No one doubted that he was the man,
f!)r he bowed politely, and seemed to expect the company. lie was a

tall, thin, and well-drosscd man, and held in his hand a small package.

Instantly upon his appearance every man in the room stuck his thumb
and forefinger into his vest pocket, and pulling out a little piece of

printed jiaper, said, "Sir, I called
—

"

A. R. R. waved his hand.

"G^-ntlcmcn," said he, "I know why you called, and you will allow

mo to remark
—

"

" But look here," said a tall man with a blue cravar. " I think that
I am the person you wont to see, and as I am in a hurry, I would like

to see you for a few minutes iji private."

Dozens of angry eyes were now directed upon this presumptuous in-

dividual, and dozens of angry voices were about to break forth when
the benign A. R. R. again waved his hand.

"Gentlemen," said he, " I wish to see you all. No one more than
another. I have reason to believe that every one of you is the per-
son to whom that advertisement referred. I see you are all gentle-
men, and you would not have made your appearance liero had you
not fulfilled the conditions mentioned in the paper.

Here was a smothered hum. which seemed to in-ecede a general out-

break, but A. R. R., blandly smiling, continued

:

" Gentlemen, do not become impatient. What I have to say is to
the advantage of every one of you. You all move in good society—
I can see that—and you therefore are Avell aware of some of the penal-

ties of social i)leasures and high living. Conseijuently, gentlemen,"
and now ho spoke very fast, as if fearful of interruption, " you must
have, all of you, experienced some of the evils of indigestion, and it is

to relieve these that I have prepared my Binocular Barberry Bitters—"
A roar of rage here broke forth from every man of us, and a rush

was made towards the smiling impostor, but he quickly slipped

through the door behind him, and locked it in our faces. And then,

before we could rusli from the room where we had been so shamefully

duped, the head of A. R. R. appeared at a little M'indow in the par-

tition-wall, and he called out

:

'• Gentlemen, this mixture i.^, as my initials declare, a Radical
Relief, and retails at one dollar per bottle. I hope you will take some
of my circulars home with you," and he threw among the crowd the

package of circulars which ho had held in his hand.
This, O friend Punchikello, was only one of my Glimpses of

I'ortune. I may yet see the jade more nearly. Lmpecune.

Query.

Under the conditions of the Fifteenth Amendment, should things

continue to be put down in Black and White '?

"COMPAKISONS AKE.ODIOUS."

Fond Mother. " Yes, nz's a pretty good bot, but he don't

T.^KE to nis letters."

Squire. " Well, he ocghter, for ni6 MocTn is like the

SLIT of a post oFFicr box."
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A TABLEAU OF THE DAY.
General Dana, who has brought the Fire of the "Sun" to bear upon every body, now begins to realize

the force of the proverb—" folks who live in glass houses should not throw stones."

THE INDIAN QUESTION.
[as VIEWED IN THE WEST.]

This is our business, iinderstand !

You Eastern folks, with tempers bland

All get your views at second-hand.

We are the ones that take the brunt

Of every lively Indian-hunt,

So don't be angry if Ave'ro blunt.

If any body's scalped it's vs !

So we've a well-earned right to cuss,

And you've no right to make a fuss.

Talk as you please about their " rights ;"

That don't include their coming nights.

And cutting out our lungs and lights.

You get your Avife and children shot

!

(Here it might happen, like as not,)

You'll make your mind up on the spot.

"Humanity" 's played out for you !

You've got some active work to do

;

No doubt you'll see it well put through.

Until you've settled that small bill,

(As honorable debtors will,)

We fancy you will not keep still.

You will admit the tender plea

Of " broken faith ;" but when you see

Your Red Skin, you won't let him bo !

Just so with us. We don't go back

Of our affair ! We were not slack

Ip justice to this Deyil's pack !

They settle with the wrong concern
{

And as tlu^y never,, 7ifvfir HI learn,

"\Vc 8lioV)t 'cm," and don't cafe.'a clcxn! .

EDITORIAL WASHING-DAY.
Observe Punchinello's Cartoon, in which you shall behold the

editorial laundresses of New-York city having a washy time of it all

around. There is a shriek of objurgation in the air, and a flutter of

soiled linen on the breeze. Granny Marble, to the extreme left of

the picture, clenches her fists over the pungent suds, and looks fight

at Granny Jones, of the Times. The beaming phiz of Granny Gree-
ley looms up between tho two, like the sun in a fog. Eut the real

Sun in- a fog is to be seen to the extreme right. There you behold

Granny Dana, shaking her " brawny bunch of fives " in the face of

Granny Young, whose manner of wringing out the linen, you Avill ob-

serve, is up to the \i\g\\est Standard oi that branch of art. Further

away. Granny Tilton flutters her linen with spiteful flourish, nettled

by the vituperation of Granny Hastings, who hangs up her Commer-
cial clothes on the line. The tableau is an instructive one ; and it is

to be hoped that all the U-Lye soaps used by the Avashervvomen is

used up by this time, and that they will replace it with some having

a sweeter perfume.

. . BOOK NOTICES.
Mrs. Jerningham's Journal. New-York: Charles Scribrier &
Company.

A very cleverly-written narrative, in smooth verse, detailing tlic ex-

perience of a bride who took to flirting early in her matrimonial ca-

reer, but was saved from coming to grief by the decisive action of a

stern husband. The book contains a capital lesson for the Girl of tho

Period, whose follies are satirized in it with a sharp jien.

NOTICE.
The attention of tho Public is rc(iuesfed to PUNCiirNELLO No. 10,

which will 1)0 issued upon Thursday, Mq,y 30th. It will be a very bril-

liant number, illustrated with flights of fajicy by ten comic artists

of renown.

In Punchinello No. 11 will be commenced a new burlesque serial,

" Tlio Mystery of Mister E. Drood," Avritten expressly for this paper

by tiio celebrated humorist, ORPHEUS C. KERR. .
.
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WHY ARE
MAKING A HASH OF IT.

Customer. " I thought you had a good place with Mn. Ashe
YOU GOING TO LEAVE f
Cockney Waiter. " Fact is, sir, Hashe is in the 'abit of making use of

noDious language to his waiters, sir, and no man of heducation could
STAND that, sir, you know, sir."

JUMBLES.

Mr. Punchinello, do you know wlicn a woman is pei"f(;ction itself?

" No." I do. It is when she is from sixteen to nineteen. Of course

you take lier judgment. At sixteen she i.s the coming flower that lias-

come—tli(! first Rose of Summer, and about the best that may be

looked for. Her ideas may not be solid, but they are expansive. Her

mind may not make a very great show, but her hair (real and other-

wise) is sure to. She is very deep in love—with herself. Tlie 6u-

premest divinity is seen when she looks in the mirror. Call her Ara-

bella if you like. Arabf.lla is mistress of that portion of the dic-

tionary which includes the common-place compliments of society. In

her mouth they have a common place, indeed. iSomc people call such

utterances ' stuff," " nonscase," " puerilities," but nobody is so preju-

diced and unreliable as the above-named some people. They compla-

cently think they know a thing or two, but that is all it amounts to.

Arabella hasn't any doubt about her being perfection. Unfortunate-

ly there is a question al)out some matters in this world in politics, re-

ligion, morality and other kindred things, but on the doctrine of per-

fection, as applied to her individual self, Arabella is clear and r-ettled.

Did any Ijody, she say-s sotto tocc, to herself, ever put vision on such an

ensemble countenance ? Were eyes ever more sparkling ? Were ever

dimples dimpli-r ? Had ever peach such artistic hue, and teeth such

pearly pearliness, and lips such positive sweetness, and brow such

loveliness? We suppose not. Arabei,i,a is eighteen, is of clastic no-

tions, sees life as a romance, believes the ground on Mhich she walks

ought to bo grateful for iho honor, and wonders if every body who
goes out don't go straightway to talking rai)turously about her. Ar-

abella is a type—the typ.") of a class of perfectionists. Arabella is

neither a worm nor a butterfly, but the bridge between. For all this

AU-VBELL.v believes hersolf to be the best of butterflies, with the ca-

pacity to fly in the highest manner. At twenty-five

her wings will be clipped, her colors will modify, her
notions renovate, and her eyes open. She will per-

ceive that the doctrine of perfection is mythical, and
angels upon earth only so in name.
Going to church is a good thing. All good people

go, and from good motives, of course. Mrs. Brown,
says a wicked gossip, goes to show a bonnet ; Mrs.

Jones her sha\> 1 ; Mrs. Smith her silk ; Mrs. Jenkins
her gloves and fan. No sane person believes that these

ladies go for any such purpose. The case isn't ])re-

Bumable. They are nice, high-toned people, sit in $800
pews, adoro Rev. Dr. Cantwell, and give very freely

(of their husband's money) to the hcathea in tlie ut-

termost corners of the earth. They prefer, gcod souls,

to give to the heathen imder the equator to those

under their noses. It is not true that ladies go to

church for the disfday of dress. It is true Mrs. Jones
does not wish to be outdone by Mrs. Jenkins, and
isn't if Stewart can help it, but she is a good pious

woman of simple tastes, though Mr. J. thinks she

tastes rather often. Going to church is a good thing

for example's sake. It is so nice and strengthening to

reflect that, as the minister preaches piety, and you
practice poetry, (with a pencil in the prayer-book,) you
set an example to the rising generation. One can

never do too mucli for the rising generation, though

it often rises too frequently and too high. Besides

it encourages the minister. Only think of talking to

emptiness instead of fulness—to people instead of

plush. How can the dear Kev. Splurge Splutter
have the heart or tongue to drop his pearls of elo-

quence to the swine of empty pews ? And how dread

ful for the gifted soprano, Miss Screech, to tune her

melodious voice to earless aisles ! And then it is so

easy to " set "examples by sitting in soft pews. Going
to church should be a matter of conscience. Every

body not a dolt admits conscience to be a good thing,

though a thing every body cannot boast of possessing.

I like people of conscience—that is, I should like them
if I knew any. It is such a nice thing to talk about

—and how much nicer to liave. Mrs. ToDD often

Avishes "to conscience'' she could reach mine. I awi

sorry to say that at times Mrs. T. is an irreverent wo-

man. She doesn't perceive that some where under that hairless, proud

dome of mine there must be a conscience—I may proudly say, an

imposing conscience. I said to Mrs. T. one day, "I have an impo.sing

conscience," and she really thought so—adding the cruel expression

that she didn't know of any thing about me but ic(ts imposing, and

that she first became aware of the sad fact wlien she married me.

Timothy Todd.
. ••

, THE REIGN OF COUPS.

The situation of France is always striking. This is because its peo-

ple are always being struck with a succession of Napoleonic ideas.

They labor, for example, under a constant coup d'etat. Their Press is

the victim of a regular coup cle main ; their Strikes are daily evidences

of coups dc maim ; their Legislature suffers continually from coup de

thedtre; and their Emperor is perpetually threatened with & coup de

grace. The energies of Frenchmen arc not imprisoned ; no, they are

only coxiped.
• >

ELEVATED STATESMANSHIP-INSOBRIETY THE BEST POLICY.

Sir John Macdonald, the Premier of Canada, though an eccentric

leader, is a happy illustration of the most elevated statecraft. " He

has been drunk," says the Toronto Glohr, " {or several days, and inca-

pacitated for public affairs." Cunriidering what Canadian affairs are,

(including Sir JonN,)t1ii8 does not follow. Evidently it is not liis pol-

icy to keep sober. But Sir John is often drunk, says the Globe ; he

was tight before Prince Arthur, and he rushes to the bottle when-

ever the Fenians give alarm. Now this strikes us as very good
i
oli-

cy. It helps us to see how convenient it was for Sir John to magnify a

few O'Briens and O'Siiauoiinessys into an army with green banners,

and how opportunely the Dominion became intoxicated with its fears.
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A POWERFUL PKOTECTOE.
Mother. "Why, Rosie, jiow late you are to-day!"

Rosie. " Yes, ma, but I couldn't help it. Tiieke was a

rooR little girl at school "WHO had kg one to take care

OP HER, AND SO I HAD TO SEE HER HOME."

COMIC ZOOLOGY.
Order—Beptilia.

THE VIPER.

The supposition that this snake prefers a file to any other species of

nourishment is a vulgar error, and belongs to the same mendacious cat-

egory as the stories that ostriches are fond of ten-penny nails and sol-

diers of hard tack. It is true that old files are sometimes bitten by

vipers in localities where these serpents abound, but in the lizard and

hoptoad they usually find metal more attractive. The viper, when in

a state of repose, is of an olive-brown color ; but, if trodden upon, turns

rusty. He is about twenty-four inches in length, as you may see by

applying a two-foot rule to him, but it is a good rule to keep two feet

away from Iiim. As a bosom friend he is not to be trusted—a fact in

natural history that was discovered many years ago by a green coun-

tryman, who got into a bad box by placing a viper on his chest. It is

a peculiarity of this serpent, that when held suspended by his posterior

extremity he can not raise his head to a level with' his tail. In conse-

quence of this provision in the enonomy of nature, he finds it as impos-

sible to make both ends meet as if he were a human prodigal. In this

respect he presents a marked contrast to the hoop-snake, which has no

more back-bone than a timid politician, and can put its tail in its

mouth, and roll in any direction with the utmost facility. The viper

Avas at one time supposed to have an envenomed tongue, and although

this error has been exploded, it is as well to avoid hia jaw if possible,

as, when irritated, he is very snappish.

This snake, according to some naturalists, is oviparous, and accord-

ing to others viviparous ; but all authorities agree that it is viperous

in the extreme. Serpents are generated in various ways ; the horse-

runner, for instance, being derived from the fibres of horses' manes and
tails, which prol)ably receive the breath of life in a mare's nest. That
such is the origin of the horse-runner the reader can vc^rify for himsclF,

by letting a Hnv horse hairs in a basin of water and watching them
till they begin to squirm. Possibly the shorter fibres from the caput

of an African might in like manner produce vipers. The experiment

is worth trying. There an; several varieties of the species in this coun-

try ; the most malignant and treacherous being the Political Vipers-
snakes in the grass—bred fro;n the spawn of the Original C(x;katrices,

and. a curse to t)ie land we live in. .

WOMAN IN THE CENSUS.

A fresh blow has been struck at Woman's Rights! Gallant ladies
eager to cope with figures, have been compelled to yield to numbers-
inferior numbers at that

! Man, the minority, remains the popular
tyrant of population. Women, the majority, don't count, can't count
for any thing—even for women—at least in the sense of beintr Census-
takers; for General Walker has decided that Assistant Marshals
Lavinia Purlear and Sarah Buugoyne (hear it, shades of Ney and
Blucher!) are ineligible to such a warlike title. General Walkei:
is not firm in his mind that Marshals 'Purlear and Burgoyne [would
it be as well to say Marshal Walker and Generals Purlear and
Burgoyne ?] arc feminine. " These apjKar to be the names of wo-
men," he says. Why might they not be the names of men ? Is there
no right or reason in these days of domestic revolution for men to

name themselves Lavinia and Sarah if they like it, and their wives
like it ? And suppose Lavinia and Sarah that ouglit to be, or might
have been, choose to call themselves Maiialaleel and Methusalem
—who's to prevent ? Why should not the Rev. Mr. style himself
Miss Nancy if he pleases? Why should not the Hon. Mr. re-

christen himself Betty if he has a mind to ? H'm ! A pretty pass

we are coming to if these women folks who ask men's rights and
take men's names won't lend us theirs ! And alas, alas, ye lasses

!

What if some-day ye do indeed abstract our census, and marshal us
into helpless minority. What if Ave have to disguise ourselves, and
shave our beards, and change our names even to get on the police

!

Or will ye—ye bullying Syrens !—groAv whiskers and Avear pantaloons,

and put us in station-houses, and clear us out of the Census alto-

gether ? — •—--• -«

A LETTER FROM A FRIEND.

Rriend Punchinello : Thee has doubtless sorrowed, in spite of

thy motley, with those bereft at Richmond. Circumstances made that

disaster a calamity Avhich Ave liaA'e all felt in common. But thee knows
that " Blessings come often in disguise." Let us find what small com-
fort we can in this thought.

Circumstances, hoAvever, alter cases. How difierent the feeling—how
thin the disguise would have been—had our Capitol fallen, at Harris-

burg! Before another Session Ave trust the proper spirit Avill move
some underpinning there, for the greater good of the CommonAvealth.
It AA'as formerly said that " LaAv is laAv ;" but not even a Philadelphia

laAvyer now knoAvs Avhat laAv is or Avliat laAv is not— for " any thing "

is laAV here abouts. Of one result we may boast, if that be not sinful,

AA'e are ahead of thy Avicked city. Thee had thy delinquent Tax Col-

lector, hut thee has him not. We sorroAved, for Ave had him not, but

now Ave rejoice in one Avhose name is—not Bailey''—but Hill. ^A'e did

not Avant him, but got him involuntarily, as thee might get the small-

pox.

Doubtless he Avill make it more up-Hill work than ever Avith our

taxes, but, if he Avould only shoulder them and be off, Avhat a blessing?

For, verily, it cannot be said, as of old, that a man " heapeth up riches,

and knoAveth not Avho shall gather them."

But, perhaps, thee pays taxes also ? If so, thee can aflSrm to the

gatherer, as avcU as thy friend, Phineas Brodbrimme.
Philadelphia, 5th month, dthdar/, 1870.

-.-

OLD IRON.

Somebody talks of the Iron Men of Congress. Does he mean the

Cast-iron members or the Pig-iron members ? For instance there are

the rusty Heavy-Aveights, and then there are the fellows Avho are

greedy about Tariff Members of the scrap-iron and ten-penny nail

order are, of course, not alluded to. All these are iron men, but, as

every body knows, are not men of Iron. In vicAV of its rusty legisla-

tion and legislators, avo recommend Congress to hang out a sign

—

" Highest i>rice8 paid here for old iron."

Bar That

!

TiiR Toronto Globe is at present treating the Premier of the

Dominion to a course of lectures, advising him not to get drunk

so often as he does. Now this is too much to expect, since the gentle-

man referred to has, by virtue of his official position, the run of the

Bar. .
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CONDENSED CONGRESS.

SENATE.

MR. MORRILL expressed his

views upon what he is

pleased, for Morrill, is

niirthiul in his heavy way,

to designate the reduction of

taxes. He said that we had

been lor some time in a state

of peace, and our expenses

were not so large as they had

been. Therefore he thought

we might leave direct taxa-

tion alone. To be sure he

was not prepared to suggest

any specific reductions in

direct taxation. But, doubt-

less, they would be made

some day or other. In the

meantime let us pile on the

tariff. This was his notion

of reducing taxation. Let

the importers and the con-

sumers who don't like it

—

Learn how sublime a thing it is

To suffer and be strong.

Tlien the Senate betook itself to considering an appropriation for

educating the colored infant. Mr. Wilson strongly approved it, not

only on account of the colored infant, for whose education he did not

in a general way feel any particular solicitude, inasmuch as the less

educated he was, the likelier he would be to give his voice and vote to

him, (Mr. Wilson,) and his like ; but also because the appropriation

would provide for a number of the supernumerary female school-teach-

ers of ^Massachusetts, who had become a great trial to him, and partic-

ularly to his colleague, Mr. Sumner.
Mr. Sumner said " that's school," and explained that he believed he

was venerated by the women of Massachusetts, but that their reverence

for him was too great to allow them to approach* him with importuni-

ties. Nevertheless, he was in favor of the bill, as tending to break

down the accursed spirit of caste, and to disseminate throughout the

South the three or more R's which he had so often had the honor of

reverberating throughout the Senate.

Mr. Yates approved of the bill. It was his general principle to

vote for any thing that looked to the disbursement of money. He was
particularly in favor of this measure, because he wanted an uniform

education for every body. lie didn't want any, body else to know
more than himself, and he didn't want to know more than any body

else. (Voices—You don't.) Take spelling. There was only one cor-

rect method of spelling—the one that he pursued. And yet he had
never found any other person who agreed with him in it. Evidently,

this was not right. He demanded that the children of the country

should be taught to spell on proper principles, so that his works might
be intelligible to posterity, as they were not to his contemporaries.

Of course Mr. Sumner seized the occasion to quote crowds of author-

ities on education, which debilitated the Senate to a dissolution.

HOUSE.

Mr. liYNCii wanted to revive American commerce in behalf of the

shipbuilders of Maine. If he were a judge, as a celebrated namesake
of his once was, he would do it by hanging a majority of members of

the House he had the honor of addressing. In default of that ho
wanted them to legislate sensibly upon it.

Of course noljody paid any attention to the suggestion. The House

did itself credit by refusing one land-grab, out of a thousand or so

submitted.

Mr. Butler actually produced again his bill to annex San Domingo,
and refused to be comforted, because every body laughed.

Tlien came up the Tariff. COVODE said he supposed it would bcTad-

mitted that he had as little regard for the right and wrong of the;

thing as any body. But this thing had really gone so far that any

man with any regard for hl8 reelection must protest. Nobody but

ScuE.NCK and Kelley cared about the tariflF. Every body cared about

the taxes.

SciiENCK could not regard Covode with any other sentiment than

disgust. He wanted a duty upon foreign oysters. The oyster of Long
Island and the oyster of New-Jersey ought not to be trodden down by
the pauper oysters of Europe.

OUR PORTFOLIO.

Personal advertisements having reference to the matrimonial exi-
gencies of divers widows, old maids, and bachelors, are not without
their influence upon the sympathies of the age. Particular attention
has been recently directed toward an announcement made in a Cleve-
land paper to the effect that " Two widow ladies, strangers in Cleve-
land, wish to form the acquaintance of a limited number of gentlemen
with a view to happy results. Please address in confidence, ."

One involuntarily regrets that a prospect thus bounded by an hori-

zon of " happy results " should have been confined to a " limited num-
ber of gentlemen."

There is nothing so calculated to impair the usefulness of what pur-

ports to be a purely benevolent enterprise, as its selfi.shnes.s. If a
widow, or any number of widows, really possess the means of realiz-

ing " happy results " with a " limited number of gentlemen," they

should either remove the limitation themselves, or make known the

secret to those who would be less sparing of the joys which it is capa-

ble of communicating. A quack who peddles a valuable remedy upon
which he may have stumbled, and yet refuses to disclose its ingredi-

ets for the benefit of the whole medical fraternity, violates the esprit

du corps of the profession, and is by general consent deemed a fit per-

son to be kicked out of it. Therefore, if any widows or single ladies

in Cleveland have knowledge of any "happy results" which they

advertise to share with a limited number of gentlemen, we shall deem
them unworthy of their sex, unless they explain the process by which
these results are attained, for the benefit of those who arc last verging

toward the autumnal stage of maidenhood.

It may well be doubted whether the thought ever occurred to Adam
that one day or other a hen would bo charged with the care and cus-

tody of a brood of goslings. The pastimes of Eden wore perhaps not

favorable to vaticinations in the lino of Natural History, but in the

progress of the world since those most primitive times, men have

come to contemplate the spectacle of tliat familiar barn-yard fmvl

made wretched by the aquatic propensities of her supposed offspring,

without a particle of astonishment. The wicked and iin feeling even

go so far as to seek amusement in her misery. Her " duckings " and

other symptoms of maternal agony at beholding the feathered dar-

lings tempting the danger.s of a neighboring duck-pond, do not move
their stony breasts. On the contrary, they decidedly relish- that sort

of thing, and greet with positive hilarity the efforts of some sympa-

thizing rooster to cheer her. Fie, upon such natures ! If they must

have an outlet for their ribaldry, let them take Punchinello's advice

and select such instances as that recently furnished in Sacramento,

where a hen took charge of a nest of kittens, and resolutely main-'

tained it against tho parent cat. Here the case was different, The
]i(!n had become a trespasser. She had no business with kittens.

There was no hypothesis by which she could claim them as her own.

Kittens are not hereditary in the family of fowls, and she knew it. It

was an usurpation without any pretext of justification. • What would

become of us if such a i)recedent could be extended to the genus M<im-

mnlia? Hundreds of rapacious old maids would bo seizing all sorts

and all sizes of babies from agonized mothers, and asserting for them-

selves the hallowed duties of maternity. Our infant days would have

been days of ceaseless motion. Wo should have been shuttle-cocked

from maiden to mother and from mother to maiden after a fashion cal-

culated to defeat tho wise purjioscs of ipecac and paregoric, and to

frighten our natural curls into a state of painful perpendicularity.

The mere presentment of such a possibility, carries its refutation, and

puts the aggressions of this Sacramento hen in the category of out-

rages which all society is banded to suppress. If you must laugh, O
generation of scoflTers, make your jokes and gibes the instrument of

protecting tho altars of all such feline households as may be thus as-

sailed.

Flag and Hag.

What Is tho difference between a railroad danger signal and a lost

pocket-handkerchi(!f ?

The ono is a red flaa. tho other is a fled rag.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE.
Lecturer. " There is a cumulative approximativeness, so to speak, a period when the recalcitrant corpuscles

BECIN TO "

Renofjraplicr, Cox-found the fellow! I knew he'd break my pencil with his infernal jaav-smashers!"

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

[by atlaintic cable.]

ROME;

Beinoj uneasy a1x:mt our agent's course at i\\G Vatican, I liuvc conic

over to Rome to, see abont it. Ho is an, Irisliman, with a little of

Fatlier Tom in liim, and lias g-ot into a ".controversy " with his Holi-

ness about infallibility. Our African bishop (otherwise Phelim Burkk)
insists that Punchinello is infallible ! The Pope says this is ridicu-

lous! Father Pheltm replies that "there arc two that c;;n play that

same game." I found them in the midst of this when Antonelli
tishered me into the Pa])al presence. PiUS -was up on his feet, talking-

Latin like a crack student of the Propaganda. PliELiM had hi.s

sl(!cves rolled up. Antonelli, with a " Pax whucum," got the two
contending powers quieted down ; aiid, after a proper salutation from

rae, Ave began ojir t:\llc. Ilis Holiness is not much on English. Says

lie, " I speak vat-Lcan English." Had he said no)i j)oss^umi8 io\i,\i

would liavo been better. However, Phelim translated him ; so avc

got on.

"Your Ilcjliness enjoys, I hope, a good constituticm?"

" The coiiHitulio de fide is, indeed, very good. Catholics must every

wliere subscribe to it," •
•

" Dr. DoLLiNGEK, I trust, don't disturb your nppetiti; V
"Anathema rdnra)iatha I" wh'idi means (said Phelim,) " Oh no, I

never mention him." "Whereupon PiiKLLAt, who liud In-eakfasted on
gin and-milk, Ijcgan to hum that tune. I at once trod upon his toe,

and he sto])ped.

" On the whole, what does your Holiness think of the prosqwct ?"

"From this window, it is very fine. But I'm getting a little dim-
sigh ted.

" Don't you see that crowd of peojilo coming uj) T
" No I don't—it's only a herd of cattle from the Camjiagna."
" Take my glass. There, now ; don't you see, I am right .'"

" Yes," and the old man crossed lumself, " it is so ; I was mis-
taken."

" Tlirue for you !" gobbled out Phelim ;
" avo'vc got to make a note

of that ! Punchinello never made the likes of a mistake !"
,

" But, n^tat's in your glass ? I see strange men there. G.\.ribaldi,

and Mazzint, and Hyacinthe, Strossmeyer, DOllinger, Dupan-
i,0i'P, and CuMMiNG, all together ! I see a troop of schoolmasters ; a

larger one of newspaper-venders ; and a whole army of cofporteiirs,

each with a bag of Bibles on liis back ! And, what do I sec ? They
enter St. Peter's ; they leaA-c the door wide open. Did I hear it?

They are singing LuTHER'ri Hymn !"

The old man fell now into his scat, and I took the glass from him.

"Only one of his attacks," said Antonelli. "He is not quite so

strong as he was." " Thruc again," said Pheijm. With that sense

of pu'opriety for Avhich your representative has ever l>een distin-

guished, I took Phelim by the arm and r-etired.

Poor Pius ! He means well, and if we only had him for a while out

West, where I came from, we might make something sensible out of

liim yet. But, when a man Avill live so far a\rny from the Rocky
Mountains as away over here, what can be expected? We can't civil-

ize the Avhole world at once.

Father PiiELiM, by the way, is to bo ]iroposed as tlie new King of

Spain. His lather's uncle's second cousin l)y tlu; mother's side i)ar-

took of a good deal of Bourbon. That's reason enough, you know
especially as thry only want a King Log.

FRANCE.

Tlioee infernal machines, so called, with which the EmperQr wns

supposed to bo abont to be blown uj), turn out to have been isewter

plates. Out of one of them the bottom had been cut, and the edg(s

rolled up ; and this gave rise to a terrible suspicion. Two thousand

peo]ile have been arrest t^l in consequ(^nce.

That Press Ass liaa been at his blunders agnin. He telegraphed to

mc! that a <;ons])iracy was afloat to enact a kind of petticoat govern-

ment. Tie meant to tell me some gossip about Madame P.vtti-Caux.

Then he wanted me to believe that the " smaller catechism " talkrd

about at Rome was tlio catechizing of Sm.u.lev ot tl;e Trihviic, con-

cerning UusT.VA'K Flourens. That man never will learn. Phime.
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EXTKAORDINAUY BARGAINS IN
KEADV-MADE PARIS AND DOMESTIC MLK, POP-

LIN, EAREGE, MUSLIX, PIQt'E. UXEX,
AXD

LAWN DRESSES.

Paris-Mans SUk Sacks and Cosacks.

Laidies Embroidered Breakfast

Jackets.
A CIIOICF, VARIETV OF LADIES' UXDERWEAR,

ETC.
PARIS AND DOMESTIC MADE

LADIES' IIAT!^, KOXXETS, FEATHERS
FI.OWERS, TItI.>I3IIXG UIUBON!?,

Mfiffnificant SitsJi liihhons, Velvet

Mlhhons, etc., etc.

A. T. Stewart & Co.,
BROADWAY,

Foufth Ave., Minth and Tenth Sts.

A. T. STEWART & CU.
ARK OFFERING

100 pieces Plaid and Striped Spring

SILKS.
100 pieces Grisaille Silks.

ROUBAIX SILKS. HIGH LT'STER. ESPECIALLY
ADAPIED TO SUMMER WEAR.

FRESH GOODS, JUST RECEIVED.
Jl .10:'iiii $1 7.1 pev v.ird.

A LARGE LOT OF JOB SILKS
OF AN KXTRA QUALITY AND LUSTER,

From SI PER YARD UPWARD i

LESS THAN HALF THEIR COST.
PLAIN BLACK T.VFFETAS, ORGS GRAINS,

FAILLE, etc., etc.

At Greatly Reduced Prices.

MOIRE ANTIQUE SILKS, WIDE, ONLY $3 PER
, YARD.

PARIS CHAMBERY GAUZES, 70c. PER YARD, UP-
WARD.

CREPES DE CHINE FOR DRESSES AND TRIM-

MINGS, ONLY $.3 73 PER Y'ARD.

BROADV7AY,
4th Ave., 9th and lOth Sts.

ArTrSTEWART&CO.
-VUE RECEIVING I5Y STEAMERS, etc.,

THE

NEWEST AND LATEST DESIGNS IN
MOQUETTES, AXMINSTERS,

ROYAL WILTONS,
BODY BRr.SSEff.S,

Crossley's Velvets,
Tapestry BrusseSs,

AND THEY HAVE OPENED THEIR LAST PARCEL
OF

ENGLISH BODY BRUSSELS, AT $2 PER
YARD,

ROYAL WILTONS,
$2 50 AND $3 PER YARD,

AXMINSTERS,
$2 50 AND $4 PER YARD.

To wliick they partlcnluvly rcejucst the attmlloa of their
custoniere anil the imblic.

norSEKREPINO GOODS IN EVERY VARIETY,
AT VERY PnpUL.M: PI'.IfES.

BROADWAY,
Fourth Avenue, Ninth and Tenth Streets,

A. T. Stewart & CoT
l\K\T. REPLENISHED ALL THEIR POPULAR

STOCK OF DRESS GOODS, AT2oc. PER YARD AND
UPWARD.

THE BEST IN QUALITY AND LOWEST TN
PRICE YET OFFERED.

BROADWAY,
Fourth Avenue, Nintk and Tenth Streets.

SPECIAL

s.

By Bjiecial arrangcMnent with

L. PRA^N^a Sd CO.,

we offer the following Elegant Preminms for new Subsci-iber.s to

PuNCIimELLO :

" AWa ke&l i ng." (^ Litter of Puppies.) Half Chromo, size,

8 3-8 l)y 1 1 1-8, price $2.00, and a copy of Punchinello for

one year, for ^4.00.

" Wild RoseSu" Chromo, 12 1-8 hy 9, price $3.00, or any

other $3.00 Chi-omo, and a copy of the paper for one year for

$5.00.

'' The Baby in Trouble.'^ Chromo, 13 by u 1-4,

price $G.00 or any other at $0.00, or any two Chromos at $3.00,

and a copy of the paper for one year, for $C.0<\

"Sunset,—California Scenery," after a. Bierstadt,

18 1-8 })y 12, pi-ice $10.00, or any otlier $10.00 Chromo, and

a copy of the paper for one year for $10.00. Or the four Chromos,

and four copies of the paper for one year in one ordei-, for

clubs of Four, for $23.00.

We will send to any one a printed list of L. PRANG k CO.'S

Chromos, from which a selection can be made, if the above is not

satisfactor}^, and are prepared to make special . terms for clubs to

any amount, and. to agents.

Postage of paper is payable at the office where received, twent}'

cents per year, or five cents per quaiter in advance ; the Cirnojios

will be mailed free on receipt of money.

Kemittances should be made in P. O. Orders, Di-afts, or Bank

Checks on New-York, or Registered letters. Tlie pa]-)er will be

sent from the first number, (April 2d, 1870,) when not otherwise

ordered.

Now is the time to subscribe, as these Premiums will be ollered

for a limited time only. On receipt of a postage-stamp we will

send a copy of No. 1 to any one desiring to get up a club.

Address

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

p. O. Box 2783. No. 83 Nassau Street, New-York.
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"GBEAT BAKE-BACK PEEFORMANCE BY THE STAR EQUES-
TRIENNE."

Rural Old Lady. " Baue-back, indeed !

—

that's no word for it, my dear 1"

" The PriatiDg House of the United States."

GEO. F. NESBITT & CO.,
GenemlJOB PRINTERS,
BLANK BOOK Manufacturers,
STATIONERS, Wholesale and Retail,
LITHIJUKAPHIC Engravers and Printers,
COl'PEKPLATE Engravers and Printers,
CARD Manufacturers,
ENVELOPE Manufacturer?,
FINE CUT and COLOR Printers.

163, 135, 167, and I 69 PEARL ST.,

73, 75 77, and 79 PINE ST., New-York.

Advantages. ZW All on tlie same premises, and under im-
mediate supervisiuu of the proprietors.

33 BROAD^VAY,
NEW-YORK.

Open Every Day front 10 A.3r. to 3 r.M.
« » «

Deposits of any sum, from Ten Cents to Ten
Thousand Dollars, will be received.

* • •

Six Per Cent Interest, Free of

Government Tax.

INTEREST ON NEW DEPOSITS
Commences on the first of every month.

HENRY SMITH, President.

REEVES E. SELMES, Secretary.

WALTER ROCHE, ) _
EDWARD HOGAN, \

Vice-Presidents.
,

SARATOGA "A" SPRING WATER.
A POSITIVE CURE FOR HEADACHE !—A GREAT

REMEDY FOR INDIGESTION AND DYSPEFSIA.-
Keeps the hood cool and rejjulates the stomach. Persens sub-
ject to lieadaclie can insure themselves freedom from tliis mal-
ad yby drinking it liberally in the morning before breakfast.
Sold by JOrtN F. HENRY, .it the U. S. Family Medical

Depot, 8 College Place, New-York.

PRANG'S CHROmcOS are celebrated for theit- close resemblance to oil paintings. Sold in all Art Stores throughout the \vorld.

PRANG'S LATEST CHROMOS : " Four Seasons," by J. M. Hart. Illustrated Catalogues sent free on receipt of stamp by
L. PRANG & CO., Boston.

mOSI^ECTUS OF

UJ^PABALLELEI) INDUCEMENTS FOB SUBSCRIBEBS,
POMEROY'S DEMOCRAT for iSIO will be the best newspaper ever printed. It has now a larger circulation than ever b«fore—the largest circulation of any political paper everprlnted, and

U now so firmly established it can not by any possible means fail.

Mr. I'onieroy, Editor and Proprietor, will devote his entire time and attention to editorial and literary labor for THE DEMOCRAT alone, each week adding to the power, interest, worth, and
variety of the reading matter it will contain. With the people to back him—abundaut means of his own at his disposal, he la devoting hia life to this paper, the peojile who support it, the cause it

advocates, and the principles it defends, without fear, favor, or hope for reward.
Read the terms and mducements !

In addition to its political worth, THE DEMOCRAT will each week contain :

Pomeroy's Saturday Night Chapters. Letters of Corresjiondence. Editorials on different topics. Pomcfoy's Social Chat with Friends. Terrencc McGrant's Letters. Full Market, Produce,
and Money Reports. A Splendid Masonic Department. Happenings Here and There. Brief Items of Satire, News, Sarcasm and Burlesque. Discriptive Letters of Travels. Occasional " Pome-
roy Pictures of New-York Lile. A First-Class Agricultural Department.

In short, everything to make it the best and njost readable paper in the United States.
Politically it will be Democratic—red-hot and reliable, earnest and continuous in its war against the bonded interests of the country, and determined in its labors for'that earnest Democracy

which believes in the reKtoriilwn and not in the reconslructmioi'ihe Government.
Thankful to those wlio, in every Slate of the Union, and almost every county of the United States, have so generously sustained THE DEMOCRAT tefore its removal to New-York, and

since, we offer the following premiums—as an evidence of gratitude to those who forward from time to time subscribers

:

SINGLK COPIES, per year » 2 50
TEN <;01*1ES. one year to one jiost-office (we writing the names of subscribers on each paper), and one copy for the year to the one who sends us the club jao 00
TWENTY COPIES, one year, to one post-office (we writing the names of subscribers on each paper), with an extra copy for the year, and a copy of each of Pomeroy's two

liooks, "Sense," and "Nonsense," to the getter- up of the club $10 CO
THIRTY COPIES, one year to one post-ofllcc (we writing the names of subscribers on -each paper), with two extra copies for the year, and a copy of each of Pomeroy's books,

"Sense," "Nonsense," .and "Saturday Night," just published, to the getter-up of the club ,*60 00

WILCOX AND GIBBS SEWING MACHINES AS PREMIUMS.
For fifty-six subscribsrs, with $112, a $56 machine. For si:^ ty tubscribcis, with $120, a $C0 machine. For sixty-five subscribers, -with $130, a $65 machiue. For one liundred subscribers, with

$200, a $100 machine.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
If yo'.i can not conveniently raise subacribe's enough to entitle you to a machine, as a premium, send what you can, with two dollars for each subscriber so sent, and the balance In cash for such

priced machine as you may desire, when the paper and machine will be sent as directed. -

For exam|)le. where thirty subscribers and $00 are sent, it will require %'ii'i In cash in addition to the subscription money to purchase a $50 machine ; or, for forty subscribers and $80, sixteen
dollars uddilloiml will be required to purchase the same priced machine, and m> on in proportion.

We offer these unrivalled machines, believing them to be the simplest, nio.>-l durable, useful, and desirable sewing machines In the •world, with a view to elv'"'B worklngmen, or deserving
women a chance to obtain a machine for much less money than in any other possiljle way.

There is liardlv » township in the United States, but a person can, in a day or two, earn for himself a family machine, actually worth the price asked for it—the same as sold at, when pur-
Chased of Wilcox & (iilibs, the manufacturers.

In many cases a lew gentlemen might, by sending their names to us as sub.scribera, receive for themselves Tnu DKuoonAT each week, and a machine for some poor widow or other deserving
woman, thus giving her tlie power to care for herself and family, and live independent.

Eiicli maoliMie we send out will be perfect, and <,f the very bei-t.
Address all letters on business connected with the ofllce to C. P. Sykes, Publisher. P O. Box 5,217, New-York City.
Letters on jMilltical matters should be addressed to M. M. Pomeroy, and if Ihc writer wishes them to be seen only by the person to whom they arc addressed, they should be marked private,

when. If Mr. Pomeroy is not in the city, they will be forwarded to him immediately by mail, express, or .special messenger.
In ordering jiapers, Irc careful-lo write the names of subscribers with the pDSt-Dfllcc, county, and State very plain, that there may be no mistakes la cnterhig names or forwarding papers.
Retail price of the paper when sold by newsdealers or newsboys. Six Cknts.
Ailditions can be made to clubs at $2 per ye.'ir.

fW NpecinicH Copies setit free.
ri.forw^idiiig sums of muncy for clubs Of Bubscrlbcrs, drafts or money orders should always be used, as. If lost or stolen, they eon be duplicated, and no-nnanclul Ions will bo sustained by the

parties Interested.

C. p. SYKES, Publisher, Box 5,217, Now-York City.

S. W. GUEBW, PllINTEIl, COItNKJt JACOB AND FuANKPOUT STEKKTS.
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CONANT'S

PATENT BINDERS
FOB

PUNCHINELLO,"
to preserve the paper for binding, will be sent, post-paid, on re-

ceipt of One Dollar, by

PUNCHINELLO PrBLISHING CO.,

S3 Nassau Street, New-York City.

TO NEWS-DEALERS.

PUNCHINELLO~S MONTHLY.
THE FIVE NUMBERS FOIi APRIL,

Bound in a Handsome Cover,

IS NOW READY. Price, Fifty Cents.

THE TRADE
SUPPLIED BT THE

AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY,
Who are now prepared to receive Orders.

HARRISON BRADFORD & CO.'S

STEEL PENS.
These pens are of a finer quality, more durable, and cheaper

than any other Pen in the market. Special attention is called

to the following grades, as being better suited for business pur-

poses than any Pen manufactured. The

"505," "22," and the "Anti-Corrosive,"

We recommend for bank and office use.

D. APPLETON &, CO.,
<Sofe Agents for United States,

Vol. I. No. 10.
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SATURDAY, JUNE 4, 1870.

PUBLISHED BY THE

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY,
83 NASSAU STREET, NEW-YORK.

Will Shortly appear: Our New Serial, tvriften expressly for PuncJiinello, by OJiPUEVS C.

KERR, Entitled, " The Mystery of Mr. E. Drood.*' To be continued weekly during this year.
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APPLICATIONS FOR ADVERTISING IN

"PUNCHINELLO"
BHOULD BE ADDRESSED TO

J. NICKINSON,
Koom No. 4,

83 NASSAU STREET.

Notice to Ladies,

ID I B B IL. E E 3

Of 854 Broadway,

Has Just recclvcti x large Msorlmciit of all the latest styles oT

Chignons, Chatelaines, etc.,

FROM PARIS,

Comprising Uio following beautiful varieties

:

La Coquette, La Plenitude, Le Bouquet,

La Sirene, L'Imperatrice etc..

At prices varying from $2 upwaid.

PHELAN & COLLENDER,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Standard American Billiard TaMes.
WARTSROOMS AND OFFICE,

738 BROADWAY, IVEW-YORK.

NEW - YORK CITIZEN
AND

ROUND TABLE,

A liiteriiry, PoIiticTil, and Sporting paper, wilh

the best writers in cacli department, rublishcd every Saturday.

PllICE—Ten Cents.

32 lSc6kman Street.

No. 240 Broadway, New-York.

POLICIES NON-FORFEITABLE.
All Policies

ntitledto Partioipation n Profits.

Dividends Declared Annually.

JAMES D. REYWERT, President.

ASHER S. MILLS, THOMAS H. WHITE, M.D.,

Secretary. Medical Examiner.

ACTIVE AGENTS WANTED.

THE

MERCHANTS
Life Insurance Company

OF NE^\^-YORK.

OFFICE, 257 BMOADWAY,

ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW-YORK.

^<k^

%5
li^ntrj).

Clinton Hall, Aster Place,

This is now the largest circulating Library in America, tlie

number of volumes on its shelves being | 14,000- About
1000 volumes are added each month ; and very large purchases

arc made of all new and popular works.

Books arc delivered at members' residences for five cents each

delivery.

TERMS OF MEMBERSHIP:
TO CLERKS,

$1 Initiation, |3 Annual Dues.

TO OTHERS, $5 a year.

SUBSCEIPTIONS TAKEN FOR
SIX nVIONTHS.

BRANCH OFFICES
AT

NO. 76 CEDAR STREET, NEW-YORK,
AND AT

Yonkcrs, Norwalk, Stamford, and Elizabeth.

AMERICAN

BUTTONHOLE, OVERSEAMING,

AND

SEWIITG-MAOHII^E CO.,

572 and 574 Broadway, New-York.

This gre.at combination machine is the la.st and greatest im-

provement on all former machines, making, in addition to all

the work done ou best Lock-Stitcli machines, beautiful

BUTTON AND EYELET HOLES.

in all fabrics.

Machine, with finely finished

Oiled 'WALNtrT Table and Cover

complete, $75. Same machine, without the buttonhole p.irts,

$00. This last is beyond all question the simplest, easiest to

manage and to keep in order, of any machine in the market.

Machines -w.arranted, and full instruction given to purchasers.

Issues all kinds of Life and Endowment roUcicson the Mutual System, free from restriction on travel .and occupation,

v/hich permit residence anywhere without extra charge.

Premiums rnay bo paid annually, semiannually, or quarterly In cash.

All Policies arc non-forfeitabic, and participate in the profits of the Comxiany.

Dividends are made annually, on the Contribution plan.

Pamphlets containing Rales nf Premium, and information on the subject of Life Insurance, may be obtained at the office

of the Company, or of any of its Agents.

Parties desiring to represent this Company in the capacity of Agents will please address the Now-York Ollice.

AVILLIAM T. PIIIl^PR,
^I'csidejit

J^. Tt. IIOI^TjY, Seerelmy.

O. S. rAINTG, M:. TJ. McfUcal :ExamiHcr.

I-IKTnTRY I-III^a^OlSr, Counse?.

c. II. Kiisro, ivr. 1). ^Litf-.ircf!. i:x.

J^ach At/ciit lit, direct communication, with the N^iv-York Offlee.

J. NICKINSON
begs to announce to the friends of

Pyg^CHINELL 99

residing in the country, that, for their convenience, ho has
Dade arrangements by which, ou receipt of the price of

ANY STANDARD BOOK PUBLISHED,
Ihc same will bo f{irwardo(l, jioslage jinlil.

Parties desiring Catalogues of any of our Publishing Houses
can iiave the same forwarded by inclosing two stanqja.

OFFICK OP
ITNCniNEIiT.O IMJIJLI.SIIING CO.

S3 Nassau Street.
[P. O. Bo.\ 27S3.]
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"WHAT WE MAY CONFIDENTLY LOOK FOR.
JuryiBoman. "I beo to interrupt the Court witfi the request that, before the case proceeds any further,

THE Sheriff be directed to provide the jurysian on my right with a bottle op Lubin's Extract, otherwise
THE FEMALE MEMBERS OF THE JURY WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CONSEQUENCES," etc., CtC.

A CONSISTENT LEAGUE.

Immediately upon McFarland's acquittal, the Union League of

Philadelphia determined to give a grand ball. And they did it.

And, what is more, they intend to do it every time the majesty of any
kind of Union is vindicated. Except, of course, the union of the
" Iron interest " and the public good.

One of tlie most valuable and instructive features of this ball was,

the grand opportunity it offered to the members of the League to show
tlieir respect and affection for the spirit of the Fifteenth Amendment.
Accordingly, they invited a large number of colored ladies and gentle-

men, and the accursed spirit of caste was completely exorcised by the

exercises of the evening. The halls were grandly decorated with

.jlackberry and gooseberry bushes, and other rare plants ; sumptuous
fountains squirted high great streams of XX ale and gin-and-milk

;

enoruious piles of panned oysters, lobster salad, Charlotte Russo, and
rice-pudding blocked up half the doorways, while within the dancing-

hall the merriment was kept up grandly. The ball was opened by a

grand Cross-match waltz in wliich Hon. Morton McMichael and Mrs.

Dinah J

—

n ; George H. Boker and Miss Chloe P—t—n ; William
D. Kelley and Aunty Di. Lu-v-l-A-N ; A. BORIE and Miss E. G—N

;

Gen. Tyndale and Miss May Or—ty, and several other distinguished

couples twirled their fantastic toes in the most reckless abandon. Vir-

ginia reels, 01c Kentucky breakdowns, and other characteristic

dances diversified the ordinary Terpsichorean programme, and tlu;

dancing was kept up to a late hour. It was truly gratifying to every

consistent supporter of the enfranchisement of the African race, to see

such gentlemen as Senator Revels, Frederick Douglass, Mr. Pur-
vis, and other prominent colored citizens, in the halls of this patriolic

and thoroughly American Society. The members of the League were
evidently of the opinion that it would be a most flagrant shame, on an
occasion of this kind, for them to deny to their colored fellow-citizens

the rights and privileges that they are so anxioiis shall be accorded

them by every one else ; and, while they do not believe that tliey are

bound to invite any one—black or white—to their private re unions on

account of political considerations, they do not attempt to deny that,

on an occasion of this kind—a celebration in fact of the success of a

political party—it would be most shameful to ostracize the very citi-

zens for whom that party labored and conquered. Therefore it was

that they so warmly welcomed, within their gorgeous halls, their col-

ored fellow-citizens, and by so doing won for themselves the approba-

tion of every consistent American. It was one of the most affecting

sights of the evening to see these gentlemen of the League, nobly

trampling under their feet all base considerations of color and caste,

and walking arm and arm with their colored sisters ; smelling the

exotics ; admiring the groups of statuary ; sipping the coffee and

the punch
;
pricing the crimson curtains; inhaling the perfumes from

the cologne-water fountains ; ascending and descending the grand

walnut staircase (arranged for this occasion only) ; listening to tho

birds in the conservatories ; and fixing their hair in the magnificent

dressing-rooms. When, in the midst of the festivities the band struck

up the beautiful air, " Ask me no more !" the honored guests of color

looked at each other with pleasant smiles which seemed to denote a

l)erfect satisfaction. And so, whatever may be said of the friends of

the colored race in other parts of the country, it must be universally

admitted that the Union League of Philadelphia has done its duty !

Good Reading for Topers.

Mr. Greeley's " Recollections of a Boozy Life."

Sporting Intelligence.

A newspaper item says that " a Mexican offers to shoot Ju.\.rez lor

$200."

That's nothing. Taylor, of Jersey City, offers to shoot any man in

the world for $-:000.

The Favorite Drink of tho Canadian Government.

Cabinet Whiskev.

Entered, according tj \"X of Cja gicss, in the year 1870, by the ruNCUiNELLo It'CLisuiNo CoMPANT.in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the I'liitcjl States, fortes

Southern District of NewYorli.
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OORREsp^

The public still labor under misapprehensions of our character and

calling. We are in daily receipt of letters of the most heterogeneous

description, the task of answering which we are compelled to utterly

forego.

We subjoin a few specimens :

" Mr. Punchestello. Bear Sir : My wife died yesterday, and

would you be so kind as to come and make her will ? I would not

give you the trouble of coming, but the young woman I intend to

marry next is going away to-morrow, and I don't want to leave home.

My wife had five hundred dollars which I want left to me, and a feath-

er bed, which you may divide amongst the children.

" Yours in affliction, Solomon Snipp."

" Sir : I calculate to give a funeral down at my place shortly, that

is, if things go right ; but we have no preacher to do tlie work. Would
you please to send us one? Not particular what kind, so long as the

work is sure. Party is not dead yet, but I make arrangements before-

hand as I expect to be insane. Good pay for good work.
" Sincerely, P. McFinigan.

" P. S. Do preachers warrant their burials ?"

" Dear Mr. Punchinello :—Tou were so good as to prescribe a hot
pitch plaster for the baby's mouth. Next day I took the prescription

to your office, but failed to get it made up, as the devil, they told me,
was busy.

.
Will you please inform me when you will be at leisure ?

Meanwliile baby yells.

" Yours truly, -

c. PuGSBY.

" P. S. Later. Mrs. PuGSBY says if I apply that plaster she will go
insane. True, she does not understand fire-arms, but then I should be
afraid to drink any coffee for a month. In the meantime, if the baby
keeps on, I shall go crazy myself ; so there is likely to be a casualty

somewhere. What's to be done ? Shall I bring the child to you ?

" C. P."

Answer. At your peril. Go crazy and shoot it ; then we will go
crazy and turn counsel for the defence. The result will probably be

that you are handed over to the ladies to be kissed into reason ; but if

you would rather be himg, you must do the shooting over in New-
Jersey.

"BEAUTIFUL SNOW."

Circumstances having rendered it probable that the dispute re-

specting the authorship of the poem " Beautiful Snow " may shortly be
revived, Punchinello takes this opportunity of setting the public

right on the subject, and silencing further controversy regarding it

for ever.

It is the production of Mr. Punchinello, himself; Avas composed by
him so long ago as July, 1780, and copyrighted in August of the same
year. It may be asked how the idea of snow-flakes happened to occur

to him in July. That question is easily settled. The day was sultry
;

thermometer 98° in the arbor. Drowsed by the sultry air—not to men-

tion the iced claret—Mr. Punchinello posed himself gracefully upon

a rustic bench, and slept. Presently the lovely lady who was fanning

him, fascinated by the trumpet tones that preceded from his nose, ex-

claimed :
" Beautiful Snore !" This was repeated to him when he

awiike, and hence the origin of the poem.

Fish Culture.

The Grand
Duke Alexis, of

Russia, proposes

to come to these

shores and inspect

the American sys-

tem of fish cul-

ture. With this

end in view, he

will, of course, be

the particular
guest o f Gen.

Grant, and will,

no doubt, be sur-

prised to find that

our principal Fish

is a cultivated

man. But he will

better understand

our Fish system

by witnessing its

operations in

Spanish and Cana-

dian waters.as also

in those of Sault

St. Marie.

Linsey -Woolsey.

The regular
troops for the (!an-

.adian Red River

Expedition have
been supplied by

Gen. LiNDSEY, and

TOO TRITE I

Scene—Academy. Time—Spring of '70.

Miss Hm.Uh. "What does 'N. A.' mean after some ok these Artists' names?"
Miss Brown. "N. A. Why it must mean 'Needy Artists.' Poor fellows 1"

are commanded by
Col. Wolsley—

a

fact oddly co-inci-

dental with the

reported flimsy
character of the

expedition, so far

as it has gone.

Bivalvular Intel-
ligence.

It is stated that

the clams along

the Stratford shore

are dying by thou-

sands of a malig-

nant disease.which

a correspondent of

the Bridgeport

Standard calls
"clam cholera."

This is a sad
c'lamity for the
peo]ik'of the Strat-

ford shore.— "o:

—

The Fifteenth
Amendment.

The appoint-

ment o f colored
postmasters in

Maryland may be
all very well ; but
Pun cir iNELLO
would like to
know whether the
Post-office authori-

ties intend to re-

viv(? the custom of

Blackmailing.
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THE PLAYS AND SHOWS.

OMEDY personified, in Mr.

Clarke, lias now reigned

at Booth's for nearly six

weeks. During that time

tliere lias been a perceptible

change in the metaphorical

atmosphere of the house.

The audience no longer

Avears the look of subdued

melancholy which was once

involuntarily assumed by

each mourner for the mem-

ory of Shakspeare, who
passed the solemn threshold.

The ushers no longer find it

necessary to sustain their de-

pressed spirits by the surrep-

titious chewing of the quid

of consolation, and are now
the most pleasant, as they

were always the most cour-

teous, of their kinil. Persons have even been heard, within the past

week, to allude to Booth's as a " theatre," instead of a " temple of art
;"

and though the convulsions of nature which attend the shifting of the

scenery, and cause castles to be violently thrown up by volcanic erup-

tions and forests to be suddenly swallowed by gaping earthquakes,

impart a certain solemnity to the brightest of comedies, still there is a

general impression among the audience that Booth's has become a

place of amusement. And in noting this change Punchinello does

not mean to jeer at the former and normal character of Booth's.

Beethovkn's Seventh Symphony, Dante's Inferno, Jefferson's Rip

Van Winkle, and Edwin Booth's Hamlet are not amusing, but it does

not follow that they are therefore unworthy of the attention of the

public, which is pleased with the rattle of De Boots, and tickled with

the straw of Toodles.

Fox vs. Goose is a three act comedy in which Mr. Clarke last

week made his audience laugh as freely as though the tomb-stones

of all theCapulets were not gleaming white and awful in the lamp-

light of the property-room ; or, at all events, would be gleaming if

any body were to hunt them up with a practicable lantern. The open-

ing scene is the tap-room of an inn, where Mr. Fox Fowler, an ad-

venturer, is taking his ease and his unpaid-for gin-and-milk.

Enter Landlord, presenting his bill. " Here, sir, you've been drink-

ing my beer for several years, and now I want you to pay for it."

Fox. '• My friend ! why ask me to pay bills 1 Do you not perceive

that I wear a velvet coat? And, besides, even if I wanted to pay I

could not until my baggage, which I gave to an expressman ten years

ago, sliall reach me. It will probably arrive in a month or two

more."

Landlord. " Here comes Sir Gander Gosling. I'll complain to

him of your conduct." {Enter Sir Gander.)

Fox: " My dear Sir (tander. Allow me to embrace you."

Sir Gander. " I don't know you. I'm not my son Jack."

Fox. " But I am Jack's dearest friend. I have saved him from

drowning, from matrimony, from reading the Nation, from mothers-

in-law, and all other calamities mentioned in the litany."

Sir Gander. " Describe him to me, if you know him so well."

Fox. " He is tall, dark, slender, and quiet in manner."

Sir Gander. "My dear fellow he is short, fat, light, and noisy. I

am convinced that you know him. Permit me to pay your bill, lend

you money, and tell you all about our dear Jack's intended marriage."

([le pai/.i, lends, and narrates accordingly. A terrific rattling of dish-

pans simulates the ariival of a train. Sir Gander departs arid Jack
Gosling enters.)

Fox. " My dear Jack, allow me to embrace you."

Jack. " I don't know you. I'm not my father."

Fox. " But I am your father's dearest friend. Sit down and have a

bottle of wine, and tell me all about Rose Mandrake, your intended

bride. 'Rose! Rose! the coal black Rose!' as Milton finely re-

marks." {They sit down and Jack immediately gets very drunk, there-

by affording another proof of the horribly adulterated condition of the

liquor used on the stage, which infallibly intoxicates an actor within two
minutes after it is imbibed. [Let the Excise authorities see to this mat-
ter.] Finally Jack falls, and the curtain immediately follows his ex-
ample.)

Critical Young Man, who reads all the theatrical " notices" in the
Herald in the leisure vioments when he is not selling yards of tape and
ribbon. " I don't think much of Clarke. He ain't half the man that
Ned Forrest is. There ain't a bit of spontanatious humor in him.
Them San Francisco Minstrels can beat him out of sight."

Accompanying Young Female Person. " Yes, I think so, too. I

hate to see a man act drunk. It's so low and vulgar. I like pretty
plays, like they have at Wallack's."

Respectable Old Gentleman. " Placide—Blake—Burton—

"

Every Body Else. " Well, this is real humor ; I haven't laughed so
much since I heard Beecher preach a funeral sermon."
The second act takes place in the house of Major Mandrake. Fox

has successfully assumed the character of Jack Gosling, and is having
a pleasant chat with the family, when the gardener enters to inform
the Major that a flock of crows is in sight.

3fajor Mandrake. "I love the pleasures of the chase. Bring my
gun, and I -will shoot the crows." {He goes out, and shoots Jack, tcho

is climbing over the gate. Re-enter Major and men carrying Jack."
Major. " Alas ! I have missed the crow over the cornfield, and lost

the crow over my shooting which I would otherwise have had. Also
I have shot a man out of season, and the sportsmen's club will prose-

cute me."

Jack. " I am not dead, though my appearance and conversation

might induce you to think so. My name is Jack Gosling. The chap
in the velvet coat is an impostor."

Major, Fox, and other dramatis personm. " Away with the wretch

!

He himself is the impostor. Call a policeman who will club him if he
makes no resistance."

Jack is dragged away, but perpetually returns and denounces his

rival. He is bitten by suppositious dogs cunningly simulated by stage

carpenters, who remark " bow wow" from behind the scenes. He is

cut by Rose Mandrake, and also by rows of broken bottles, which
line the top of the wall on which he makes a perilous perch, not hav-

ing a pole or rod witli which to defend himself against the dogs. He
is challenged by Fox and seconded by Miss Blanche Be Bar in naval

uniform. Finally he takes refuge in the china closet, and hurls cheap

plates and saucers at his foes. With the exhaustion of the supply

of crockerj', the act naturally comes to an end, and, as frequently oc-

curs in similar cases, the curtain falls.

Comic Man. " Why does Clarke, when he slings china at the

company, remind you of the Paraguayan war ? Of course you give it

up. Because he carries on a war on the Plate. Do you see it ? Crock-

ery plates and the river Plate, j-ou know. Ha ! ha !"

And two ushers, reinforced by a special policeman, drag the misera^

ble man away, and lead him to Magonigle's private room, there to

be dealt with for the liidcous crime of making infamous jokes in

Booth's theatre. He is never seen again, and so the Philadelphia

Day loses its brightest ornament.

The third act consists of a duel between Jack and Fox, each of whom
is too cowardly to fight. They therefore follow the safer example of

rival editors, and swear and scold at each other. At last a small mil-

lennium of universal reconciliation takes place, and the usual old come-

dy " tag " ends the play.

(Parenthetically, why "tag?" Does it receive this name because its

invariable stupidity suggests those other worthless commodities " rag"

and " bob-tail," which, outside of theatres, are generally associated

with the name.)

And every body goes away murmuring of the genial humor of

Clarke, the magical violin of Mollenhauer, the elegance, conven-

ience and comfort of the theatre, the matchless memory of Booth's

Hamlet and lago, and the golden certainty of the coming of Rip Van
Winkle. And every body is supremely satisfied, and says to every

body else, " This theatre needs only a company, to bo tlie fort-most

theatre of cither continent." Matador.

Remarks by Our Stammering Contributor.

The uptown theatrical sensation i.s, we hear, i)r<Kluc(rd " rtganlless

of expense." We liad reason to think that its managers would fhow
more Frou-frou-frugality.



PISCATOKY DISCUSSION".

Uncle Walton. " Thar I didn't I tole ter ? Know'd he couldn't ketch
NO FISH Tv'ID DAT 'AR BUGGY-WIIIP OP A THING !"

Isaa-c. " Tah 1 don't talk !

—

wait till he turns dat 'ar crank, and see if

DK PKERCII don't COME A-VflNDIN' IN I"

angue, Hiiglit say witli Mr. Dickens, " I am very liu-

inan." He certainly looks it.

There is a strong facial resemblance among the
simious races

—

Simia Slmilibus. This likeness doe.?

not, however, extend in all cases to the opposite ex-

tremity. Some monkeys have no tails. Of the tail-

less Apes it is said that they originally erased their

rear appendages by too much sitting—perhaps as

members of the " Rump " in some Anthropoid Con-
gress. Be that as it may, the varieties that have re-

tained their tails seem disposed to hang on to them,
and will doubtless continue to do so by hook or by
crook.

The natives of Africa believe that the monkeys
would converse with them if they were not afraid of

being set to work ; but it is quite apparent that they
are not averse either to labor or conversation, inas-

much as among themselves they frequently Mow and
Chatter.

COMIC ZOOLOGY.
the monkey tribe.

Op this genus there are countless varieties, differing widely in the

cut of their monkey jackets, as the untravellcd American naturalist

will doubtless have observed on traversing his native sidewalk. The
educated specimens met with in our cities arc upon the whole well

Organized, and appear to have music in their soles. For its feats

d 2)^6(1, the tamo monkey is indebted to a Picdmontese who accom-

panies him.

To behold tho monkey race in their glory, however, they must be

seen in their native woods, where they dwell in genteel independence,

enjoying their entailed estates and living on their own cocoa nuts.

There will be found the Gibbon, whoso Decline and Fall when yielding

the Palm to some aspiring rival is swifter than that of the Roman Em-
pire ; tho Barberry Ape, so called from feeding exclusively on Barber-

ries ; the Chimpanzee—an African corruption of Jump-and-seo, the

name given to the animal by his first European discoverers in compli-

ment to his alertness ; tho Baboon, a melancholy brute that, as you

may observe from his visage, always has tho blues ; to say nothing of

a l(;gion of Red Monkeys, which are particularly Rum Customers.

Some men of science have advanced the theory that man is tho

climactic consequence of innumerable improvements of the monkey
;

the negro as he now exists being tho result of the Fifteenth Amend-
ment. These philosophers erect a sort of pyramid of progress, placing

an Ape at tho base and a Caucasian at the Apex. This wild hypothe-

sis of a monkey apotheosis can of course only be regarded Jockolarly,

in other words, with a grin. Nevertheless tho Marmozet is sufficiently

like a little Frenchwoman to be called a Ma'amoisello, and there are (in

New-Zealand for instance) human heathen with a craving for the Di-

vine, to whom the Gorilla, though not a man, is certainly a brother.

Possibly the Orang Outang, if able to express his thoughts in an liar-

THE GREAT AFRICAN TEA COMPANY.

Mr. Punchinello : If I can induce you to take a

few shares in the above-named Co. (at a merely nomi-

nal price, I assure you,) I think I shall do you a very

great favor, and at the same time secure to the Co.

the benefit of your enormous influence.

The Grand Points, in this unequalled Scheme, may
be explained as follows :

The Tea is from the new African Tea Fields, (that

is the holds of ships in which it has spoiled, or become

musty, or lost its bouquet, and the old chests of the

usual dealers,) and is delivered in our ware-rooms

for a mere song, so to speak : say the Song of Six-

pence (a pound.)

At a small additional outlay, we dye and scour this

Tea, or otherwise Renovate it to such an extent that

Natui-e herself would be deceived, at least till she be-

gan to sip the decoction from it, when, perhaps, she

would conclude not to try any further issues with this

Co.

These African Tea Fields (cultivated by Ourselves)

are " situated near the Cape of Good Hope." From the

recent appreciation of African Interests (and, of course, technology,)

you will perceive that in our Name and Scheme is Good Hope indeed,

for the Stockholders, if not the tea-drinkers.

Our system of business embraces, in part, the following ingenious

and strictly novel features : By means of circulars and extensive ad-

vertising we convince the public (an easy task) that, in consequence of

Raising the Tea Ourselves, from " Our Own Tea Fields," (and thus

saving a great many profits to different absorbents of the people's

money,) we can afford it at ruinously low prices, yet the Tea is always

A. 1. (which, in familiar language, might be construed as A Wonder,

especially to the Chinese.) We make a great variety out of the same

stock ! One may always know the Great A. Co.'s Tea from the circum-

stance of it's never having either odor or flavor. Wo find, after ample

experience, that the presence of either of these qualities directly in-

jures the sale. Give it plenty of Astringency (an easy knack) and it

will be sure to go down in this country. It is our experience (and that

of many other Operators of our kind—or upon our kind, if you prefer

the phrase,) that people like to he imposed upon, and can always be taken

with the Economical hook. If an article (of Tea, for instance) is only

" cheap " enough, it may be ever so nasty and unwholesome, and yet it

will Sell! Sell? Bless you ! you can't produce it fast enough—even

from your Own Tea Fields !

Wo make an article of Coffee (which wc have almost decided to call

Cuffee) that has as much Color in ono pound as the real (an inferior)

article has in six ! Boarding-house keepers praise it ! It goes far, and

is actually preferred to Mocha 1 Wc sell it for less than tho latter

could bo bought for at wholesale, in Arabia, and yet you will readily

believe wo make money by it.

A few shares will bo Bold to you, for a mere fraction of tlieir^nominal

value. Call and see us, at tlio sign of the GREAT AFRICAN (tea co.)

T. T. T. (for the Co.
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OUR CUBAN TELEGRAMS.

We are happy to inform our readers that wo have made a special

arrangement with the telegraph companies, by which we shall

receive the only reliable news from Cuba. The following telegrams

from Havana, which were received at this office at a late hour last

night, will show how ^ull and accurate our Cuban news will hence-

forth be

:

FIKST DISPATCH.

Havana, May 26th, 9 P. M.

—

{From a Cuban Patriot.)—A great

battle was fought yesterday between the National army and the

Spanish Cut-throats. General Cespedes, with five hiindred men,

attacked Valmeseda, who had eleven thousand men in a strong

position, and completely routed him. The Invaders lost ten thousand

in killed and wounded, and nine hundred prisoners. Twenty pieces

of artillery were captured. This blow will crush the Spanish brigands,

and make certain the independence of the island. Our loss was

trifling—only a drummer-boy or two.

SECOND DISPATCH.

9 : 30 P. M.

—

{From the Spanish Authorities.)—A great battle was

fought yesterday between the loyal army and the rebel hordes.

General VALMESADA,with five hundred men, attacked Cespedes, who

had eleven thousand men in a strong position, and completely routed

him. The brigands lost ten thousand in killed and wounded, and

nine hundred prisoners. Twenty pieces of artillery were captured.

This blow will crush the rebels, and make certain the establishment

of order in the island. Our loss was trifling—only a sutler or two.

TIIIKD dispatch.

10 P. M.

—

{From a Cuban Patriot.)—Our victory was more com-

plete than at first believed. Only two Spaniards escaped. Our only

loss was one drummer-

boy slightly wounded.

FOURTH dispatch.

10 : 30 P. ^.—{From

the Spanish Authorities.)

—Our victory was more

complete than was at first

believed. Only two reb-

els escaped. Our only

loss was one sutler some-

what demoralized.

FIFTH DISPATCH.

11 p. M.—(Frojn. a Cu-

ban Patriot.)—Cesvedes

had only two hundred

men, and Valmesada

eight thousand. The

latter is reported killed.

The victory was com-

plete.

SIXTH DISPATCH.

11 : 30 P. M.—{From

tJie Spanish Authoiities)

—Valmeseda had only

two hundred men, and

Cespedes eight thou-

sand. The latter is re-

ported killed. The vic-

tory was complete.

SEVENTH DISPATCH.

12 M.

—

{From a Cuban

Patriot.)—TiiG battle was

not so bloody as was at

first reported. The Pa-

triots had fifty men, and

were greatly outnumber-

ed. Several dead Span-

iards were left on the

field. No artillery was

captured, but a great

quantity of supplies was

taken.

EIGHTH DISPATCH.

12 : 30 A. T^L—{From the Spanish Authorities.)—The battle was not

so bloody as was at first reported. The loyal force consisted of only

fifty men, and many dead rebels were left on the field. No artillery

was captured, but a great quantity of bananas was taken.

NINTH DISPATCH.

1 A. M.

—

{Fi'om a Cuban Patriot.)—It is now known that the battle

was only a skirmish. The Spaniards attacked our men in order to

seize upon their extra linen. They were repulsed however.

TENTH DISPATCH.

1 : 30 A. M.

—

{From the Spanish Authorities)—It is now known that

the battle was only skirmish. The rebels attacked a hen-roost in

search of eggs, but were repulsed.

eleventh DISPATCH.

2 A. ^.—{From a Cuban Patriot.)—The rumor of a battle seems to

have originated in a fight between a Patriot and amob of blood-thirsty

Spaniards in an alley in this city. The latter managed to escape.

twelfth DISPATCH.

2 : 30 A. M.

—

{From the Spanish Authorities)—'Ihc rumor of a bat-

tle evidently grew out of a fight in an alley of this city, between a

Volunteer and a raob of rebel sympathizers. The latter were all

arrested.

THIRTEENTH DISPATCH.

3 A. M.

—

{From tJie American (^nsti?.)—Yesterday a Cuban boy

threw a stone at a dog belonging to one of the volunteers. The dog

ran away. All is quiet in the city, and elsewhere on the island.

At this point we were compelled to go to press. The above dis-

patches, however, furnish

the latest and only reli-

able intelligence from

Cuba.

A Good Turn Meant.

There is some talk of

reviving the Tournament

in this region, and the

young men are expected

to show their skill in

" riding at the ring." If

our young men were to

put any number of good

sharp lances through a

few of our City Rings,

they would bo noblo and

chivalrous fellows, surely.

Aiirnll

ONE VIEW OF THE QUESTION.

Nervous Man. "Up four flights of stairs, and through no end op

CROOKED PASSAGES. IIOW AM I TO GET OUT IX CASE OP FIRE?"

Polite Waiter. " No occasion whatever for anxiety, sir ; the house is

FULLY INSURED."

The Dumb Beasts'
Friend.

Mr. Bergh, the philo-

doggist, is an honest or-

acle in his way, and when
he opes his mouth wo
hope no cur will be un-

grateful enough to bark.

He says in his last lecture

that dumb animals are

creatures like unto him-

self That accounts for

Mr. Bergh being Deer

to the quadrupeds, and

such a Terrier to their

enemies.
• • •

Land and Water.

An Ocean Cable Com-
pany has just asked Con-

gress for a grant of lands.

The request is natural,

as the Company, of

course, wants to see its

cable well Landed.
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The Kellogg Testimo-
nial.

Gifts should be sea-

sonable. We tliereforc

signify our highest ap-

proval of the judgment

of those " k e y i n d "

friends who lately gave

to Miss Claua Louise

Kellogg, our own be-

loved nightingale, an

elegant *' Fruit Receiv-

er." Birds, as a rule,

are prohibited by law

from partaking of iruit,

but that is only while it

is the on branches ; and,

perhaps, if EvE had

only possessed an ele-

gant " Fruit Receiver,"

she might have put the

apple into it, instead of

eating that most unfor-

tunate pippin, so greatly

to human distress and

detriment. And, now
that Miss Clara h a s

such a beautiful article

to hold them, we sug-

gest that, at her next

benefit, instead of the

i'adin^and comparative-

ly worthless bouquets,

she be presented with a

bushel of the very best

pippins—and we intend

to do it.

Latest About
baldi.

Gari-

It is stated, now, that

Garibaldi, foiled in his

attempts to join the Ital

ian insurgents, is about

to throw himself, sword

in hand, among the Red
River malcontents.
This rumor has its orig-

in, probably, in the fact

that Garibaldi usually

wears a red shirt.

Stridor Dentium.

T II E Massachusetts

Dentists (excellent men,

not to be spoken of

without a shudder) have
been holding an annual

meeting in Boston.
Tliey talked, discussed,

suggested and ex-

plained ; and then, to

show tiiat they were

physicians who could

heal themselves, they

par ook together of a

most beautiful dinner.

We are not told so, but

we suppose that the

viands on this occasion

were of the very tough-

est description—geese of

venerable age, fried
heel-tops, and beef like

unto the beef of a board

ing-house. Whether,

considering their facili-

ties for mastication, a

landlord should not
charge the members of

a Dental Association

double, is a question for

casuists.

English News.

It is noted, as a very

remarkable fact, that

"tlu! Member of Parlia-

ment for Shefiield first

en ten d that town jis an

Italiiin image boy." H(!

was the image of his

m(,tLer.

In the Air.

Voice at Borne. " I

am the infallible Pio

Nono."

Echo, everywhere.
"No! no!'"

Ancient Inscription on
the Throne of Spain.

M. T.

THE ROBINS.

[Com2ynre a much mm'e "poetic " effusion, under this head, in all the

American newfipapers.^

There's a screech ui)on the housetop, a creak upon the plain,

It's a libel on tlie sunshine, its a slander on the rain
;

And through my brain, in consequence, there darts a horrid thought
Of exasperating wheelbarrows, and signs, with torture fraught

!

So, all these breezy mornings through my teeth is poured the strain :

Confound the odious " Ilobins," that have now come buck again !

They bring a thought of strawberries, which I shall never taste

;

Plums, cherries, ditto, ditto, which these maurauders waste—
Who never wUl catch worms and liies, as smaller " warblers" do.

But want precisely tliose nice things which grow for mo and you !

I muse on all their robberies, and mutter this fierce strain :

Confound these odious " Robins," that have now come hack again !

Oh, bah ! What bosh these " poets " write, about this humbug pet

!

Firstly, they're not true " Robins," but a base, inferior set

;

Second, there is no music in their creaking, croaking shriek
;

Third, they are slow and stupid—common Ijinls from tail to beak !

'Tis said, " they come so early." Well, I'd rather they'd come late.

They're simply made for pot-pies, and deserve no better fate.

Who ever thought to welcome the ingenious, sprightly Wren ?

With his pretty, joyous carol, which should thrill the heart of men ?

Now th'Xt is music, mind you ! And how small the throat that sings !

Bes des, ho lets your fruit alone, and lives on other things

!

Inspired by this trim fairy, many souls will swell the stra'in

:

Confound the odious " R'Mmt," that have note come back again.

f

CAUTION!
TnEnr: is shortly to arrive in Paris a dwarf aged about 'ftfty-fivc years, having a

licard reaclilnu; to his feet, 'but witti only one arm and a coinplofcly bald Jiead
Ho possesses 2,0(10,00;) francs, which ho is willint; to share with any young girl about
l\venty ycara old. whoispretty and good tempered.

'I'hc person above alluded is, unquestionably, our eldest son, Mr.
Punchinello, Jr. He is—we say it with many tears— as greiit a
rascal as any in the world, although no child was ever flogged more
regularly and affectionately. His conduct broke Ids mother's head

;

and he was i)ut under l)onds tokeeptlu? ]ieac(! at tin; age of two years.

After a long pt?riod of flagrant insubordination, he run away with a
part of our money, and of his plunder hv may ])ossil)ly have 3,000,000
francs left—but we don't Ixilieve it. This is to warn nil tradesmen in

i'aris from trusting him on our account, us w(! shall pay no debts of
his contracting.



THE NEW PLEA FOB MURDER
itlH. iNi:.vv

^^^ ^ MURDER. FOR I'M INSANE. IF YOU DONT

MAN wtxn RKVOI.VEK. "OF COURSE I'VE KIU.ED HIM. BUT ITS NO MLU

BELIEVE IT, THERE'S MY MARRIAGE CERTIFICAIb .
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CONDENSED CONGRESS.

SENATE.

KAKE quacked according to

his custom—tliis time about

the propriety of hanging

people in the Southern

States. There were several

people in Missouri whom he

particularly desired to see

extinguished. He referred

to the fiends in human shape,

whose hands were dripping

with loyal gore, and whom
the unrepentant rebels of

his State actually desired to

send to the Senate, in the

place of himself. He lacked

words to express his sense of

so gross an outrage. He
thought that he could be

comparatively happy if forty

thousand men were hanged

or otherwise " disabled" from

voting against him. That

would make his reelection a pretty sure thing.

Mr. Feuuy said he really thought this thing had gone far enough.

People were coming to understand that the general run, he did not

refer to Bull Run, of the Northern army was just about as good, and

no better, than the general run, he did not refer to Gettysburgh, of the

Southern army. As for Drake, he was a canard, and his statement

was another. He did not approve of the bloody Drakonian code.

Mr. Morton said Ferry was very easily crossed. As for him he

considered that Ferry was a Copperhead.

Mr. Revels was in favor of removing disabilities as soon as it could

bo done with safety. They all knew what he meant by safety. As
soon as not only his calling, which was formerly clerical, although now
legislative, and election were made sure, he was ready to let every

body vote. While liis election was doubtful, he was in favor of keep-

ing out votes enough to insure it. He believed that to be the view of

every Senator. (Hear. Hear.)

Mr. Sawyer thought his opinion as good as Revels's, if ho was
white. He considered that he was safe in South Carolina, and he dis-

approved of the glut of Republican Southern Senators. Upon these

grounds he went for the removal of the disabilities.

house.

Mr. Dawes did a neat thing. He represented that the Naval Ap-

propriation bill contained a number of most nutritious jobs (as indeed

it turned out that it did.) Upon this hint Schenck agreed to let the

tarlflf " pass" for the present, though he reserved the right to order it

up at any time. Thereupon the astute Dawes moved to postpone it

indefinitely, to the huge disgust of Mr. Schenck, who said he ought

to be a.shamed of himself. Here was the oyster pining for protection,

the peanut absolutely shrivelling on its stalk under the neglect of Con-

gress, and the American hook-and-eye weeping for being overrun by
the imported article. He hoped the pig-iron, whose claims they had
refused to consider, might lie heavy on their souls.

Kelley was too full of pig-iron for utterance.

-»-•-

SPENCERIAN CHAFF.

BY A CONFIRMED GRAHAiriTE.

If, in the " opening " of my learned friend

(Whose record I intend

Most handsomely and warmly to defend,)

You fancy that you now and then perceive

A word or phrase one hardly can conceive

Was uttered " by your leave ;"

If—going further in my supposition

—

You fancy his condition

In some respects was not above suspicion
;

If (Ah ! there's virtue in an " if" somctinu'S-

As there may be in crimes,)

You think it strange, what men will do for dimes

;

Why, it is plainly due

To you.

And noble Spencer, too.

That I should straightway boil with legal rago
At such inj ustice, and at once engage
To right the matter, on this virtuous page.

I fear, my captious friend,

(To speak the truth,) you do not comprehend
The Majesty of Law !

Of Reason it is clearly the Perfection

!

It is not merely Jaw

!

Great Heaven ! (excuse the interjection,)

If for this thing you have no greater awe,

You need correction

!

Pray, do you fully realize, good Sir,

The Legal is a Gentlemanly cur ?

True, we are sometimes forced to treat a Judgo
As though he were a plain American.

But, fudge

!

He never minds ; he's not a gentleman !

True, it is now and then our legal lot

To teach a stupid witness Avhat is what.

Or show that he (or she)

Is rather worse than he (or she) should bo
;

We find it necessary.

Very,

To blacken what we have no doubt is white.

And whiten what is very black indeed.

Agreed

!

But ask the Client what he thinks is right 1

He may not care to see us fa.\v\j figlit,

(It is not a pleasant sight,)

Or hear i^s curse till all is black as night,

For the whole Jury might perchance take fright

;

But he knows whether he is ably served I

Stern Duty's line, he'll tell you (if hc'.^ bright)

Is always either angular or curved.

Now, pray, no bosh

' About the habit of defending crime

Dulling the sensibilities in time !

The theory won't wash

!

Once place my colleague on the other side.

You'd say. This lawyer should be deified !

Oh, what a conscience he would then reveal

!

Sinners would tremble at his dread appeal

!

You would perceive

(At least, you would be ready to believe,)

That, noting all the most abhorred deeds

Known to our records, this affair must needs

Be judged the blackest. Nothing like, since Cain.

And then, again

But, pshaw ! coming to look at you, I see

You're one of those odd folks who don't agree

With any body. Tou are not to pass

On these high questions
;
plainly, you're an asa.

I'd like to have you on the stand a minute I

You'd think the deuce was in it f

I'd shake the humdrums out of you, I guess I

You'd presently confess

You thought that No was Yes.

It's just your sort—provided there's no hurry

—

We like to worry.

In twenty minutes, Sir, you wouldn't know
Your father from Jim Crow,

Or your illiterate self from Lindi.ey Murray !

And now then, dunce.

Please move your boots, at once

!

If 'twere not for some twinges of the gout,

I'd kick you out I



A NEAT TURN.
Mrs. Twigg. "Good gracious 1 John—you've been drinking!"
Mr. lidrjg. "Noraduop, m? de.vr, Mc, noradrop. I've only

hie, BY THE hie, hie, el'vated railway !"

in pulverized crackers, and cooked in lard. The dish

is considered a great dainty, and is only within the
reach of the aristocratic portions of that community.
One chief cause of this culinary success is the fact

that tlie provider keeps the knowledge of it to him-
self, going upon the French principle of " eat what's
put before you and ask no questions." Fried horse
Ijver has risen to great popularity with Americans in

Paris, owing to the adopfion of a similar caution.

Fastidious tourists have been known to smack their

lips over horse tenderloin, under the impression that

tlie peculiarity of its flavor was to be attributed en-

tirely to the devices of a Parisian cuisine.

This pleasant hypothesis has unquestionably pre-

vented many a stomach from revolting, and increased

the reputation of French cooks. It is related of the

astronomer Lalande that he often ate caterpillars

and spiders, affirming that? the former tasted like al-

monds and the latter like walnuts ; but no American

who ever feasted inadvertently on horse liver or a sa-

vory sirloin of the same flesh, has yet been found to

acknowledge the fact, much less to promote a taste

for it by any seductive comparison. The Baxter Street

purveyor imitates the Parisian restaurateur in the

mystery with which he surrounds his art, and so both

prosper.

CO.\IE UP

OUR PORTFOLIO.

Since " gin-and-milk " has been declared to be an uncanonical bev-

erage, much uncertainty prevails among the brethren of the cloth as

to what refreshment would be considered orthodox and proper. Tliere

is no doubt that some men are so constituted as to require fluid aids to

religion. To deprive them' of it would be to strike a blow at popular

piety. As the laborer is worthy of his hire, so is the minister, whoso

throat becomes parched by reason of much exhortation, worthy of the

liquid balm which is to renew his powers and strengthen his organs.

Punchinello has had under consideration the question of inventing

some drink wliich might happily satisfy the wants of the thirsty and

avoid the scandal wliicli " gin-and-milk" has created among the godly.

Many correspondents have suggested to him various decoctions, but,

as tliey all involved spirituous ingredients, he has felt compelled to re-

ject them. After considerable trial, he flatters himself, however, that

he has fallen upon a discovery which may remove every objection. It

is very simple, and that of itself should be a strong recommendation.

Take some raw potatoes ; thoroughly extract the juice ; mix with it

about three ounces of horse-radish, (this to give it pungency,) flavor

tlie same with any aromatic root to suit the taste, and then let the
whole boil for one hour. After cooling, tightly bottle the mixture,

and within twenty-four hours it will be fit for use. The process then
will be to drink it in the same quantity that one would take either gin

or whisky, being careful to hold to the nose during the act of swal-

lowing, a sponge well saturated with pure alcohol. Between the pun-

gency communicated to the taste by the horse-radish and the fumes of

the spirit invading the nasal avenues, the illusion of a good " square
drink " will be comphite.

An instance of singularly vitiated taste has just come to the knowl-
edge of Punchinello. A caterer in Baxter Street provides juvenile

boot-blacks with the hind l<!gs of rats, and d(>clares that his guests eat

them with great avidity and experience no ill effects. They are rolled

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Georgia. Mistaken. The columns of Punchinel-

lo are not for sale. If you want to buy editorial col-

umns you should apply to the managers of the \^'ash-

iugton Chronicle. For tariff of rates consult Govern-

or Bullock of your State, who is thoroughly in-

formed on the subject.

Anxious Inquirer. Our story of the "Mystery of

Mr. E. DroOD," will shortly be published in weekly

parts, and it would be unfair to Mr. Dickens as well

to Mr. Orpheus C. Kerr to tell you the Mystery.

j Traveller. We believe that the Street Car Conduct-

ors are obliged to pass a preliminary examination in packing herrings,

before a car is given to them.

Dramatical. Can you tell me the origin of the expression, " Let's

have a smile," meaning of course, to take a drink ? Yes
;

it is from

Julias Cmar, where Cassius says to Brutus :

—" Farewell Bbutus 1

If we do meet again we'll .Smile, indeed." Act V. Scene I.

Iloyle. The old remark, " When in doubt play a trump," has fallen

through, as, when in doubt, the jjlayer generally plays the Deuce.

Henrij Jones. No. You are wrong. Sic semper tyrannis, does not

mean " Tyrants are always sick."

Villikens. Mr. Horace Greeley, although an intimate personal

friend of VVeston, the pedestrian, is not, as you suppose, the Compiler

of Walker's Dictionary.

Cornet. The critic was wrong in attributing " freshness " to the air

of " Walking down Broadway." If you walk down Broadway at this

season you will find the air any thing but fresh.

Gin-and^Milk. It is a mistake. Theodore Tilton never sang

Comic Songs in a Houston Street Freeand-Easy.

Chutney. Somebody has been "selling" you. Baeoo Brahmin

Chunder Sen is not a relation of Hans Christian Andersen.

Sculp. Is it in your power to give the proportions of a perfect human

figure?

Answer. Your question implies a doubt of the genius of a great

American Sculptor. It is in our Power. Look at his figure of the

Greek Slave.

Richn.rd ITl. My friends think that I have a decided talent for the

stage. How can I be fitted for it?

Ansicer. By a theatrical costumer. Pay great attention to " Meas-

ure for Measure."

Debreff. Who were the Knight's Companions of the Bath ?

Answer. Towels and Soap.
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NAPOLEON'S LATEST MANIFESTO

TO TUK FKENCII FEOPLE.

^escC;*^

RUE citizens of France I've the very great

felicity

—

It almost overpowers me as you well can

understand

;

To give to the proud triumph of my policy publicity,

Majority six millions. All ! Mon JDieu ! but it is grand.

'Tis true the Empire's Capital, the centre of authority.

Went against me in a fit of Red Republican romance
;

But the Provinces in rolling up their glorious majority

Have proved, despite of precedents, that Paris is not France.

Self-contained and unembarrassed, I awaited at the Tuileries

The issue, for I trusted the Nation's Common Sense

;

And althoiigh the rowdy Faubourgs tried a few of their Tom-fooleries,

My soldiers soou let light into each trumpery defence,

I smile in cold contempt at the Old-timo Barricade tricks

—

Each street, did I so order, were a cannon-swept defile,

I've bound Fortune to my Chariot, and defying all her jade tricks.

More in pity that in anger hear the roar of the CanaiUe.

The Drapeau Rouge is doimi—Hugo, Blanc and Lediiu Rolt.in'

Are as harmless as three kittens Avith their teeth and talons drawn
;

And now my own loved France, Avith returns from every poll in,

I bid thee hail of Liberty the true and genial dawn.

Tliough the Left's intemperate oracles, political and clerical,

Deny there's force or purpose in the People's mighty " Aye !"

They stultify their principles, for by ordeal numerical

Their Creed declares all policy should cither live or die.

To Franco I said, " My Country, behold I freely tender thee

All swords e'er won for freedom in the ages long ago.

All prerogatives that clash with it I offer to surrender thee,

Wilt take or spurn the guerdon ? prithee, answer " yes " or " no."

She has answered, France has answered, in thunderings articulate,

From the Alps and either Seaboard, to the Pyrenees, the Rhine
;

And though a horde of demagogues may bellow and gesticulate,

They know this is a victory of the People's Right Divine.

The Dominion Again.

What a set of grumblers the Canadians arc. They seem never to

be satisfied with their public men. First they were berating the min-

ister of Justice for too largo a practice at the Bar. Now thej' have

turned their attention to the gentleman (Mr. Laxgevin) who is to en-

gineer the domestic relations between the Confederate Provinces, on

the ground of looking after his own Domestic Relations first. Sure-

ly, this is " factious opposition," as their Mr. Holton would i-ay.

SCIENCE FOREVER!
Mu. Punchinello is pleased to observe that there is to be a meet-

ing of the Western Social Science Association in Chicago, and he here-
by announces his intention of attending as a Volunteer Delegate. He
will, if he is well treated by the Convention, so that he may reach the
elevation of soul necessary, read exhaustive and exhausting papers on
the following subjects:

1. On the complete removal of the buildings now constituting the
City of Washington to Chicago.

3. On Free Drinks ; their origin, history, purpose, and influence.

y. On a curious fluid known as Drinking-Water ; observed in other
parts of the world, but entirely unknown in Chicago.

4. On Virtue its Own Reward, as exemplified in the Lives and Ad-

ventures of the Chicago Police.

5. On the Various Smells to be observed in Chicago (with pungent
experiments.)

6. On the Exact Trigonometrical Measurement of a Corner in

Grain.

7. On the feasibility of working an Elevator entirely by wliisky

power. .

Mr. Punchinello has prepared forty-nine other papers on different

scientific subjects, including Pugilism, Base Ball, the Velocipede, Fe-

male Suflfrage, and Lake Navigation ; and he now awaits an invitation

from Chicago to come on with his largest drum and his most melodi-

ous trumpet. He is aware of the general impression among the Chil-

dren of the West that they already know every thing. He hastens to

assure them that they labor under the most hideous of delusions.

A Midsummer Eeading of Shakspeare.

It must have been in " fly-time " that Shakspeare wrote

—

"When we have Shoo-flied ofl' this mortal coil."

A Dead Beat to the Windward.

Mu. ASHBUKY of "Cambria" fame.

THE FISHERY QUESTION.

OME trouble with regard to

the Gulf fisheries appears to

be anticipated, and loud calls

are being made upon Govern-

ment by the fishermen, who
demand that immediate steps

be taken for securing their

rights. The unmasterly in-

activity of President Grant,

in the matter, is considered

by the fishermen as indicating

a want of Porpus. They are

also very much chagrined

with the Government for

sending out to the fishing-

banks a dispatch boat bear-

ing the inappropriate name

of " Frolic." There is a lev-

ity about this quite out of

keeping with the serious

character of the question, and

it is doubtful whether tlie

fishermen would not prefer a fight on the banks to a Frolic.

Although the Government appears to Flounder sadly in the mud-

l)anks of this fishery question, still there is some hope that coercive

measures may yet be taken for restraining the Dominion fishermen

from having every thing on their own hook. Rumor has it that the

monitor Miantonomah, Captain Schufeldt, is awaiting orders for a

cruise to the troubled waters. This will doubtless i)rove to be a very

summary and complete way of settling the difficulty, inasmuch as a

few broadsides from the huge thunderer referred to would kill every

fish upon the banks, and blacken each particular fisherman into an

Othello with an " occupation gone." The Canadian fishermen, of

course, would suflTer equally with those of our own shores. They are

a light-hearted people, though, arc these Canadians, fond of music and

dancing, and they would doubtless find consolation for iheir troubles

by addres.sing the skipper of the Miantonomah in a grand Masaniel-

Lo strain, chorussed with " SciiUFELDT don't bother us !"
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Deplorable accident to that fashion.\I5LE young man Algernon Tybalt
Pipkins, whose hat has been blov/n through the railings of Washington
Park just as the Misses Abingdon are passing.

regard to the story that he disguised himself as a bull,

and in that eccentric costume made love to EuitOPA.
One legend expressly states that he pretended to be
an Irish bull. This is, of course, a figurative way of

saying that he proclaimed himself an Irish gentle-

man, a descendant of Brien Boru and a graduate of

Trinity College. EuROPA was probably a child's

nurse, and the fascinating Irish gentleman was accus-

tomed to meet her in the Park, and enliven her with
his national witticisms. One can easily believe that

he made love to Dan^ by throwing a shower of gold

in her lap—a story which shows that women were

much the same in ancient times as they are today.

There is no denying that Jupiter was a sad old dog,

and that ho would have been lulled a dozen times by

insane husbands had he not been immortal. How-
ever, he was pretty severely punished by JuNO, who
was the leader of the Olympian Sorosis, and who used to

licar of all his disreputable flirtations from the respect-

able spinsters of that Wild Goddess Association, and

would keep him awake night after night, with curtain

lectures on the subject. Jupiter was, ex-officio, the

chairman of the Olympian Society, and he once

crushed a rebellion of the Titans, who were the Roughs

of the period, by locking them out of the Olympian

Hall, and shying all sorts of heavy missiles, such as

charters—a Greek word signifying a mountainous

burden—out of the iipper chamber at them. He had

a large number of relatives whom he placed in all

the fat ofllces, and though there was some dissatisfac-

tion with his government, it was generally agreed that

he was better fitted for his position than any one of

the Titans would have been. No one knows what

was the ultimate fate of JuPlTER. He was, however,

dethroned by the Emperor Constantine, and was

never afterwards heard of ; though it is well known

that the inhabitants of certain inland counties of

New-Jersey still believe in his existence, and have not

yet heard of Constantine's reformation.

OF MYTHOLOGY.
Mythology is the term by which the ancient Greek or Eoman used

to distinguish his religion from the rival religions of other and hereti-

cal pagans. Just as Orthodoxy, according to Dean Swift, means
" my doxy," and Heterodoxy, the doxy of other people ; so the pious

Homan used to speak of " my thology " as the only genuine religion
;

the " thologies " of other men being cheap and worthless counterfeits^

of the real article. The classic mythology had a large and varied as-

sortment of deities, from which'every man could select a supply to suit

himself. Thus the lawyer could place a bust of Mercury, ttfe god of

chicanery, in his office, and so secure the patronage of the god and save

the expense of a tin sign announcing his profession. The editor could

dedicate his paper to the service of Janus, the two-faced deity, and thus

pursue his business without perilling his reputation for religious con-

sistency. The advantages of this sort of thing need hardly be en-

larged upon.

We propose to give easy and familiar descriptions of the more im-

portant gods of classic mythology, for the benefit of (nir younger read-

ers. We therefore begin without further delay, with the chief deities

of Olympus, the celestial Tammany Hall of the period. The Olym-

pians formed a sort of Ring which governed the entire celestial and

infernal world, and as tlusy were the only judges of elections, they re-

tained the power undisturbed.

Jupiter. This individual was a jolly, good-tempered, old Olympian
who lived in great terror of his wife, JuNO, and was sadly addicted to

surreptitious beer, and undignified flirtations with the female servants.

He was fond of disguising himself, and staying out late at night in

search of adventures. It is difficult, however, to believe that he really

disguised himself as a swan, in order to present his bill to Leda. Tlie

story, doubtless, originated in the fact that Juno called him " an old

goose," to which he very ])robably replied that " other woman appre-

ciated him better, and that Leda, for example,wou]d be more apt to call

him a duck or a swan, than a degraded and abject goose." So, too, in

Imperial Conundrum with an Irreconcilable Answer.

Why is Paris the greatest place in the world for the prosecution of

newspaper enterprises ?

Because there all newspaper enterprises are prosecuted.

A Hanging that Ought to be " Played Out."

That practised by the "hanging committee " of the Academy of

Design.
(>«

Apropos of Theodore Thomas' Concerts.

Come into the garden Maudlin.

-« • •-

TO OUR READERS.

Many complaints have been made to the Publishers of Punchinel-

lo regarding the price asked for the i)aper by news-dealers in some

parts of this city, as well as elsewhere—viz. : Fifteen Cents a single copy.

Now, the price of a single copy of Punchinello is Ten Cents, and

no newsman has a right to charge more for one, seeing that his i)rofit

on it at the regidar price is equal to that made by him on any other

illustrated paper.

However gratifying it may be to us to know that our paper is con-

sidered by dealers as being more valuable than any other one of a

similar class, it has become necessary for us to correct the abuse re-

ferred to. The best way of eff'ecting this is for our readers to send in

their 8ul,>scrii)tions directly to this olfice. To every subscriber who

sends in $4, Punchinello shall be sent for one year, together with a

splendid premium
;
particulars respecting which will be found on hist

l)age of this numb(U".

By following this arrangement, readers will get the paper regularly

at their respective addresses, an.l will avoid the possibility of being

imposed on.
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A. T. STEWART & CO.
ARE OFFEKING

EXTRAORDINARY BARGAINS IN
French aud Euslish Carpets, Carpetings,

Cocoa and Canton Matting,
English and Domestic Oil Cloths,

PLAIN AND BROCHE SATIN

DAMASKS, BROCATELS,
TAPESTRIES, REPS, ETC., imported expressly for

Furniture Coverings and Curtain Materiais.

BROADWAY,
Fourth Ave., Ninth and Tenth Sts.

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS.
SHIRTING LINENS, PILLOW-CASE

LINENS, SHEETINGS,

Damasks, JSTapkins,
ToivelSf TowelbigSf Slatikets,

Quilts,

COUNTERPANES, FLANNELS.
ALSO

FRENCH AND BARNSLET SHEETINGS, EXTRA
QUALITY DRESDEN DOUBLE DAMASK

TABLE-CLOTHS AND
NAPKINS.

EMBROIDERED, LACE AND NOTTINGHAM CUR
TAINS, GUIPURE CURTAINS, AND

SWISS DRAPERY BY THE YARD.

THE ABOVE ARE OFPEEED
At Greatly Reduced Prices.

A. T. Stewart & Co.,
BROADWAY,

4th Ave., 9th and lOth Sts.

rt. STEWART & CO.
ARE OFFERING

AT A GREAT REDUCTION FROM
FORMER PRICES,

LADIES' PARIS-MADE SILK AND POPLIN DRESSES.
MISSES' AND CHILDRENS' PARIS, LONDON
AND DOMESTIC-MADE PLAIN, BRAIDED

AND EMBROIDERED PIQUE SHITS AND DRESSES-
LADIES' PLAIN AND EMBROIDERED

SKIRTS, EXTRA RICH.
LADIES' AND MISSES' SILK AND FANCY CLOTH

SACQUES, CLOAKS, ETC.

Paris' and Domestic-Made Bonnets.

Plain Centre, tvith Handsome Bor-
ders,

REAL INDIA CAMEL S HAIR SHAWLS, FROM
$50 UPWARD.

BLACK ARABIAN LUSTERS, IRON GRENADINES
BLACK CASHMERES, TAMISE CLOTHS,

BLACK ALPACAS, PRINTED FOULARDS, ETC.
The above will be exbibtted on separate counters in llic lOlli

Street, section.

BROADWAY,
Fourth Avenue, Ninth and Tenth Streets.

A. T. Stewart & Co.
HAVE FOR SALE

A SPLENDID STOCK OF EVERY VARIETY

OF BOYS' CLOTHING.
ALSO

Cloths, Cassinieres, Linen Drills,

Twills, White Corduroys, Fancy
CloaJcings, Tailors' Trimmings,
lAidies^ Dress and Cloak Trim-
mings, Gimp, Fringes, Braids,

Buttons, Superior Quality
Spool Cotton, Perfumery,
Toilet Articles, etc., etc.

At Popular Prices.

BROADWAY,
Fourth Avenue, Ninth and Tenth Streets.

s.

FECIAL
PRE

By sj)ecial arraiigemeut with

L. PRA^N^a & CO.,

we offer the following Elegant Premiums for new Subscribers to

Punchinello :

" Awaken ing^«" (^ Litter of Puppies.) Half Chromo, size,

8 3-8 by 11 1-8, price $2.00, and a copy of Punchinello for

one year, for $4.00.

" Wild Roses." Chromo, 12 1-8 by 9, price $3.00, or any

other $3.00 Chromo, and a co2:)y of the paper for one year for

$5.00.

'' The Baby in Trouble." Chromo, 13 by 16 i-4,

price $G.OO or any other at $6.00, or any two Chromos at $3,00.

and a copy of the paper for one year, for $7.00.

"Sunset,—Catifornia Scenery," after a. Bierstadt,
^

18 1-8 by 12, price $10.00, or any otlier $10.00 Chromo, and ''

a copy of the paper for one year for $10.00. Or the four Chromos,

and four copies of the paper for one year in one ordei", for

clubs of Four, for $23.00.

We will send to any one a printed list of L. PRANG <fe CO.'S

Chromos, from which a selection can be made, if the above is not

satisfactory, and are prepared to make special terms for cluljs to

any amount, and to agents.

Postage of paper is payable at the office where I'cceived, twenty

cents per year, or five cents per quarter in advance ; the Chromos

will be mailed free on receij)t of money.

Remittances should be made in P. O. Orders, Drafts, or Bank

Checks on New-York, or Registered letters. Tlie paper will be

sent from the first number, (April 2d, 1870,) when not otherAvise

ordered.

Now is the time to subscribe, as these Premiums will bo offered

for a limited time only. On receipt of a postage-stamp we will

send a copy of No. 1 to any one desiring to get up a chilj.

Address

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

p. O. Box 2783. No. 83 Nassau Street, New-York
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i''
The PrintiDg House of the United States."

GEO. F. NESBITT & CO.,
Gon„„iJOB PRINTERS,

i BLANK BOOK Marmfactiirers,
STATIONERS, Wliolesale and Retail,
LITHOGRAPHIC Kiigravcrs and I'rintera,

COPPER-PLATE Engravers and Printers,
CAKl) Manufacturers,
ENVELOPE Manufacturers,
FINE CUT and COLOR Printers.

163, 165, 1 67, and I 69 FEAKL ST..

73, 75 77^ and 79 PINE ST., New-York.

Advaktages. I:^" All on tlie same premises, and under im-
mediate supervision of the proprietois.

33 BnOADAVAY,
NEW-YORK.

Open Every Day from 10 A.M. to 3 J^.M.

Deposits of any sum, from Ten Cents to Ten

Thousand Dollars, will be received.

• • • •

Six Per Cent Interest, Free ol

Government Tax,

NTEREST ON NEW DEPOSITS
Commences on the first of every month.

HENRY SMITH, President.

REEVES E. SELMES, Secretary.

WALTER ROCHE, )

EDWARD HOGAN, \ ^
'''^''.-Pfesiderits.

A DISTRESSING SITUATION.
Bridget, {responsibly to Kate) " What's the matther wid me, is it? Ah ! then, there's

matther enough. Here's the missis gone out wid the kay op her wardrobe, and
MK OBLEEGED TO GO IN MR OULD DUDS AND SHOW CiNTRAL PaRK TO ME COUSIN DiNNIS
just COME OUT FROM CORK !"

SARATOGA "A" SPRING WATER.
a POSITIVE CURE FOR HEADACHE !—A GREAT

REMEDY FOR INDIGESTION AND DYSPEISIA.-
Kceps the bood cool and regulates the stomach. Persons sub-

ject to headache can insure themselves freedom from this mal-

ad yhv drinking it liberally in the morning before breakfast.

Sold by JO iN F. HENRY, at the U. S. Family Medical
Depot, 8 College Place, New-Y'ork.

PRANG'S CHROWIOS are celebrated for their close resemblance to oil paintings. Sold in all Art Stores throng'iout the world.

PKANG'S liATEST CHROMOS : " Four Seasons," by J. M. Hart. Illustrated Catalogues sent free on receipt of stamp by
L. PHANG & CO., Boston.

PUNCHINELLO.
TERMS TO CLUBS

WE OFFER AS PREMIUMS FORCLUBS
first;

DANA niCKFORD'S PATENT FAMILY SPINNEK,
The most complete and desirable machine ever yet introduced for spinning purposes.

second:
JilCKFORD'S CROCHET AND FANCY WORK MACniNFS.

These beautiful little machines are very fascinating, us well as useful ; and every lady sliould have, one, as they can make every conceivable kind of crochet or fancy work upon them

T II I 11 1) :

BICKFORD'S AUTOMATIC FAMILT KNITTER.
This is the most perfect and complete machine in the world. It knits every thing.

P O D R T II :
>

AMERICAN DUTTONHOIF, OVERSEAMTNG, AND SEWING-MACHINE.
Tli'.s great combination machine is the last and greatest improvement on all former machines. No. 1, with finely flni.shed Oiled W.alnut Table and Cover, complete, price, $75. Ro. 2,

same mchine without the buttonhole parts, etc., price, $00.
^VK WILL SEND THK

Family Spinner, price, $?, for 4 subscribers and .415.

No. 1 Crochet, " 8, •' i " " 10.
" 2 " " 1.5, " G " " 24.
" 1 Automatic Knitter, 72 needles, " 30, " 12 " " 48.
" 2 " " 84 " " 33, " 13 " " 52.

No. 1 American Buttonhole and Overseamlng Machine,

No. 3 Automatic Knitter, 100 needles, price, $37, for 15 subscribers and $00
" 4 " "2 cylimlers,;

1 7J neediest " 40, " 10 " " C4.
1100 needles)

price, $75, for SO subscribers and $120.

60, " 25 " " 100.without buttonhole parts, etc.,

Descriptive Circulars

Of all these machines will be sent upon application to this ofHce, and full instructions for working them will be sent to purchasers.

Parties getting up Clubs preferring cash to premiums, may deduct seventy-five cents upon each full subscription sent for four subscribers and upward, and ailor the first remUtance for four
subscribers may send single names as tliev obtain them, deducting the commission.

Remittances should be made in Po.st.Ofllce Orders, l!ank Checks or Drafts on New-Tork City ; or If these can not be obtained, then by Registered Letters, which any post-master will furnish.
Charges or. mnnev sent by express must be iirejiaid, or the net amount only will be credited.

Directions for shipping maclilnes must be full and oxiillcit. to prevent error. In sending snbseriptinns give :ul Iress, with Town. County, and .'^tate.

The po.stagc on this jiaper will be twenty cents per year, payable auarlerlv in advance, .at the place wIm-it Hi* iTceived. Subscribers hi the Ihitish Provinces will remit twenty cents In addition
t^ subscrlpllon.

All communications, remittances, etc., to be addressed to PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY
No. 83 Nassau Street,

NKAV-YORK.
P. O. Box 2783.

S. W. Orkkn. Printer, corner Jacor and Frankpokt Streets.
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PATENT BINDERS
FOR

PUNCHINELLO,"
to preserve the paper for binding, will be sent postpaid, on

receipt of One Dollar, by

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

83 Nassau Street, Jicw York City.

I

TO NEWS-DKAL.ERS.

, Punchinello's Monthly.
The Weekly Numbers for May,

Bound in a Handsome Cover,

Is now ready. Price Fifty Cents.

Supplied by the

AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY,
Who are now prepared to receive Orders.

HARRISON BRADFORD <& CO.'S

STEEL PENS.
These Pens are of a finer quality, more durable, and

cheaper than any other Pen in the market. Special atten-

tion is called to the following grades, as being better suited

for business purposes than auy Pen manufactured. The

" SOS," " a«," and the "Antl-Corroalve,"

we recommend for Bank and Office use.

D. APPLETON & CO.,

Sole Amenta for United States.

Vol. I. No. 11

SATURDAY, JUNE 11, 1870.

PUBLISHED BY THE

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY,

83 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

THE MYBTEliY OF MK. E. D R O O U
By ORPHEUS C. KERR,
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u
APPLICATIONS FOR ADVERTISING IN

PUNCHINELLO"
SHOULD BE ADDKESSED TO

J. IsTICKINSON,
Room No. 4,

No. 83 Nassau Street.

DIBBLEEANIA,

Japonica J^iice,
FOR THE HAIR.

The most effective Soothing and Stimulating Compounds
ever offered to the public for the

Removal of Scurf, IfandnifT, &c.

For consultation, apply at

WILLIAM DIBBLEE'S,
Ladies' Hair Dresser and Wig Maker.

854: BROADWAY, N. Y. City.

FXJi^isriTXJRE:.
E. W. HUTCHINaS &3ON,
'"^

Rich and Plain Furnitnre

AND DECORATIONS,

Nos. 99 and 101 Fourth Avenue,
Formerly 475 Broadway,

(Near A. T. Stewart & Co.'s,) KE"W YORK.
Where a general assortment can be had at moderate

prices.

Wood Mantels, Pier and Mantel Frames and Wainscotinn
made to orderfrom designs

PHELAW & C'01.t,ENDEE,
MANDFACTUBERS OF

Standard Aiiiorican Billsard Tables,

Waeehooms and Office,

738 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

ISTE^^^ YORK CITIZEN
AND

ROUND TABLE,

A lilterary. Political, and Sporting paper,

with the best writers in each department. Published every

Saturday.

PEICE, TEN CENTS.

S2, Beekiuau Street.

WEVILL & HAMMAR,

"W^o o d IC II g r a V e r s,

NEW YORK.

Thomas J. Rayiier & Co.,

30 Liberty Street, New Yox^lc,
MANCFACTUKEBS OF THE

FINEST CIGARS
Made in the United Slates.

All sizes and stylos. Pricos very moderate. Samples sent
to any responsible Iiduho. Also importers of the

"FUSBOS" BRAND,
Equal in quality to the best of the Havana market, and

from ten to twenty per cent cheaper.

Restaurant, Bar, Hotel, and Saloon trade vnll save money
by calling at

No. 29 L.IBEIITY STREET.

. -Pcrr-P<

Erie Railway.

TRAINS LEAVE DEPOTS
Foot of Chambers Street

AND

Foot of Twenty-Third Street,

AS FOLLOWS :

TUrougH Express Trains leave Chambera Street

at 8 A.M., 10 A.M., 5:30 P.M., and 7:00 P.M.,
(daily) ; leave 23d Street at 7: 45 A..M., 9: 45 A.M., and
5:15 and 6:45 P.M. (daily.) New and improved
Drawing-Room Coaches veiU accompany the 10 : 00

A.M. train through to Buiialo, connecting at Hor-
nellsville with magnificent Sleeping Coaches run-
ning through to Cleveland and GaUon. Sleeping
Coaches wiU accompany the 8 : 00 A.M. train from
Susquehanna to Buffalo, the 5 : 30 P.M. train from
New York to Buffalo, and the 7 : 00 P.M. train from
New York to Rochester, Buffalo and Cincinnati. An
Emigrant train leaves daily at 7 ; 30 P.M.

'art Jervis and "Way, *11:30 A.M., and
4:30 P.M., (Twenty-third Street, *11:15 A.M. and
4:15 P.M.)

For Middletown and Way, at 3:30 P.M.,
(Twenty-third Street, 3:15 P.M.) ; and, Sundays
only, 8: 30 A.M. (Twenty-third Street, 8: 15 P.M.

For GreycoTirt and AVay, at *8 :30 A.M., (Twen-
ty-third Street, 8: 15 A.M,

For NewburgH and Way, at 8 : 00 A.M., 3:30

and 4: 30 P.M. (Twenty-third Street 7: 45 A.M., 3: 15

and 4: 15 P.M.)

For Suffi-rn and "W^ay, 5: 00 P.M. and 6; 00 P.M.
(Twenty-third Street, 4 : 45 and 5 : 45 P.M.) Theatre

Train, *ii: 30 P.M. (Twenty-third Street, *11 P.M.)

For Paterson and "Way, from Twenty-third

Street Depot, at 6:45, 10:15 and 11:45 A.M.; *1:45,

3:45, 5:15 and 6:45 P.M. From Chambera Street

Depot at 6 :45, 10 : 15 A.M. ; 12 M. ; *1 : 45, 4 : 00, 5 : 15,

and 6: 45 P.M.

For Hackcnsack and Hillsdale, from Twen-
ty-third Street Depot, at 8 : 45 and 11 : 45 A.M. ; t7 : 15,

3: 45, t5: 15, 5: 45, and t6: 45 P.M. From Chambers
Street Depot, at 9 : 00 A.M. ; 12 : 00 M. ; t2 : 15, 4 : 00,

t5: 15, 6: 00, and t6: 45 P.M.

For Piermont, Monsey and "Vi^ay, from Twen-
ty-third Street Depot, at 8: 45 A.M; 12:45, t3:15
4:15, 4:45 and t6: 15 P.M., and, Saturdays only, tl2

midnight. From Chambers Street Depot, at 9:00

A.M.; 1:00, t3: 30, 4:15,5:00 and t6:30P.M. Sat-

urdays, only, tl2 : 00 midnight.

Tickets for passage and for apartments in

Dra^ving-Room and Sleeping Coaclieg
can be obtained, and orders for the

Checking and Transfer of Bag-
gage may be left at tlic

Company's Offices:

241, 529, and 957 Broadway.

205 Cliambers Street.

Cor. 125th Street & Third Ave., Harlem.

338 Fulton Street, Brooklyn.

Depots, foot of Chambers Street and foot

of Twenty-third Street, New York.

3 Exchange Place.

Long Bock Depot, Jersey City,

And of the Agents at the i)rincipal Hotels.

WM. R. BARR,
General Fassemjer Agent.

L. D. RUCKER,
General Superinfendent.

* Daily, t For Hackensack only, f For Piermont only.

Mat 2d, 1870.

Clinton Hall, .A-stor Place,

NEW YORK.

This is now the largest Circulating Library in America,

the number of volumes on its shelves being 114,000.
About 1000 volumes are added each month; and very large

purchases are made of all new and popular works.

Books are delivered at members' residences for five cents

each delivery.

TERMS OF MEMBERSHIPS

TO CLERKS, - $1 INITIATION, $3 ANNUAL DUES.
TO OTHERS, $5 A YEAR.

Subscriptions Taken for Six Months.

BRANCH OFFICES
AT

N^o. 76 Cedar St., N"e^v Yoi-k,
AND AT

Tonkers, A'orwalk, Stamford, and Elizabeth.

AMEEICAN

BUTTONHOLE, OVERSEAMIN(i,
AND

Sewing-Machine Co.

572 & 574 Broadway, New York.

This great combination machine is the last and greato.'st

improvement on all former machines, making, in addition

to all the work done on best Lock-Stitch machines, beau-
tiful

BUTTON AND EYELET HOLES,
in all fabrics.

Machine, with finely finished

Oiled "Walnut Table and Cover,

complete, $75. Same machine, without the Buttonhole
parts, $60. This last is beyond all question the simplest,

easiest to manage and to keep in order, of any machine in

the market. Machines warranted, and full instruction

given to purchasers.

J. ISriOKINSON
(, i

begs to announce to the friends of

PUNCHINELLO,"
residing in the countix thnt^ for thejr convenience, he has
made arrangements by which, on receipt of tlie price of

ANY STANDARD BOOK lUBLISHED,

Parties desiring Catalogues of any of our publishing
Houses, can have the samo forwaided by inclosing two

the same will bo forwarded, postage paid.

, can have the siimo f

stamps. OFFICE OF

PUNCHINELL.O PUBI.ISHING CO.,

©3 Nnwsim Street.
JP. O. Box 2783.

1
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THE

MYSTERY OF MR. E. DROOD.
AN ADAPTATION.

BY ORPHEUS C. KERR.
[The American Press's Young Gentlemen, when taking their shady literary walks

among the Columns of Interesting Matter, have been known to remark—with a

glibness and grace, by Jove, greatly in excess of their salaries—that the reason why

we don't nroduce great works of imagination in this country, as they do in other

countries, is because v^e haven't the genius, you know. They think—do they ?—

that the bran-new localities, post-office addresses, and official titles, characteristic of

the United States of America, are rife with all the grand old traditional suggestions

so useful in helping along the romantic interest of fiction. They think—do they ?

—that if an American writer could write a Novel in the exact style of Collins, or

Tbollope, or Dickens : only laying its scenes and having its characters in this

country: the work would be as romantically elective as one by Collins, or Tbol-

lope, or Dickens; and that the possibly necessary incidental mention of such na-

tive places as Schermerhorn Street, Dobb's Terry, or Chicago, wotddn'l disturb the

nicest dramatic illusion of the imaginative tale. Very well, then ! Allrightl Just

look here !—O A. P's Young Gentlemen, just look here—

]

CHAPTER I.

D.i.WNATION.

A modem American Eitualistic Spire ! How can the modern Ameri-

can Kitualistic Spire be liere ! The ^vell-kno^vn tapering brown Spire,

like a closed umbrella on end ? How can that be here ? There is no

rusty rim of a shocking bad hat between the eye and that Spire in the

real prospect. What is the rusty rim that now intervenes, and con-

fuses the vision of at least one eye ? It must be an intoxicated hat that

wants to see, too. It is so, for ritualistic choirs strike up, acolytes

swing censers dispensing the heavy odor of pimch, and the ritualistic

rector and his gaudily robed assistants in alb, chasuble, maniple and

tunicle, intone a Nux Vomica in gorgeous procession. Then come

twenty young clergymen in stoles and birettas, running after twenty

marriageable young ladies of the congregation who have sent them

worked slippers. Then follow ten thousand black monkies swarming

aU over everybody and up and down everything, chattering like

fiends. Still the Ritualistic Spire keeps turning up in impossible places,

and still the intervening rusty rim of a hat inexplicably clouds one eye.

There dawns a sensation as of writhing grim figures of snakes in one's

boots, and the intervening rusty rim of the hat that was not in the ori-

ginal prospect takes a snake-like—But stay ! Is this the rim of my
own hat tumbled all awry ? I' mushbe ! A few reflective moments, not

unrelieved by hiccups, mush be d'voted to co'shider-EKATioN of th'

posh'bil'ty.

Nodding excessively to himself with unspeakable gravity, the gentle-

man whose diluted mind has thus played the Dickens with him, slowly

arises to an upright position by a series of complicated manoeuvres with

both hands and feet ; and, having carefully balanced himself on one

leg, and shaking his aggressive old hat stiU farther down over his left

eye, proceeds to take a cloudy view of his surroundings. He is in a

room going on one side to a bar, and on the other side to a pair of glass

doors and a window, through the broken panes of which various musty

cloth substitutes for glass ejaculate toward the outer Mulben-y Street.

Tilted back in chairs against the wall, in various attitudes of dislocation

of the spine and compound fracture of the neck, are an Alderman of the

ward, an Assistant-Assessor, and the lady who keeps the hotel. The
first two are shapeless with a slumber defying eveiy law of comfortable

anatomy ; the last is dreamily attempting to light a stumpy pipe with

the wrong end of a match, and shedding tears, in the dim morning

ghastliness, at her repeated failures.

" Thry another,' says this woman, rather thickly, to the gentleman

balanced on one leg, who is gazing at her and winking very much.

"Have another, wid some bit tens."

He straightens himself extremely, to an imminent peril of falling over

backward, sways slightly to and fro, and becomes as severe in expres-

sion of countenance as his one uncovered eye will allow.

The woman falls back in her chair again asleep, and he, walking with

one shoulder depressed, and a species of sidewise, running gait, ap-

proaches and poises him.sclf over her.

" Wliat vision can she have ?" the man muses, vnth his hat now fully

upon the bridge of his nose. He smiles unexpectedly ; as suddenly

frowns with great intensity; and involuntarily walks backward against

the sleeping Alderman. Him he abstractedly sits down upon, and then

listens intently for any casual remark he may make. But one word
comes— '

' Wairzernat'chal'zationc'tifkits.

"

" Unintelligent !" mutters the man, weariedly; and, rising dejectedly

from the Alderman, lurches, with a crash, upon the Assistant-Assessor.

Him he shakes fiercely for being so bony to fall on, and then hearkens
for a suitable apology.

'

' Warzwaz-yourwifesincome-lash'—lash'-year ?"

A thoughtful pause, partaking of a doze.

" UninteUigent
!"

Complicatedly arising from the Assessor, with his hat now almost

hanging by an ear, the gentleman, after various futile but ingenious ef-

forts to face towards the door by turning his head alone that way, finally

succeeds by walking in a circle until the door is before him. Then,

with his whole countenance charged with almost scowling intensity of

purpose, though finding it difficult to keep his eyes very far open, he

balances himself with the utmost care, throws his shoulders back, steps

out daringly, and goes off at an acute slant toward the Alderman again.

Recovering himself by a tremendous effort of will and a few wild back-

ward movements, he steps out jauntily once more, and can not stoj)

himself until he has gone twice around a chair on his extreme left and
reached almost exactly the point from which he started the first time.

He pauses, panting, but with the scowl of determination still more in-

tense, and concentrated chiefly in his right eye. Very cautiously extend-

ing his dexter hand, that he may not destroy the nicety of his perpen-

dicular balance, he points with a finger at the knob of the door, and
suffers his stronger eye to fasten firmly upon the same object. A mo-
ment's balancing, to make siire, and then, in three irresistible, rushing

strides, he goes through the glass doors with a burst, 'vsithout stopping

to turn the latch, strikes an ash-box on the edge of the sidewalk, re-

bounds to a lamp-post, and then, with the irresistible rush still on him,

describes a hasty wavy line, marked by irregular heel-strokes, up the

street.

That same afternoon, the modem American Ritualistic Spire rises in

duplicate illusion before the multiplying vision of a traveller recently oflF

the ferry-boat, who, as though not satisfied with the length of his jour-

ney, makes frequent and unexpected trials of its width. The bells are

ringing for vesper service; and, having fairly made the right door at

last, after repeatedly shooting past and falling short of it, he reaches

his place in the choir and performs voluntaries and involuntaries upon

the organ, in a manner not distinguishable from almost any fashionable

church-music of the period.

CHAPTER II.

A DEAN, AND A CHAP OB TWO ALSO.

Whosoever has noticed a party of those sedate and Germanesquely

philosophical animals, the pigs, scrambling precipitately under a gate

from out a cabbage-patch toward nightfall, may, perhaps, have observed,

that, immediately upon emerging from the sacred vegetable preserve, a

couple of the more elderly and designing of them assmned a sudden air

of abstracted musing, and reduced their progress to a most dignified

and leisurely walk, as though to convince the human beholder that their

recent proximity to the cabbages had been but the trivial accident of a

meditative stroll.

Similarly, service in the church being over, and divers persons of

piggish solemnity of aspect dispersing, two of the latter detach them-

selves from the rest and try an easy lounge around toward a side

door of the building, as though willing to bo taken by the outer world

for a couple of unimpeachable low-church gentlemen who merely hap-

pened to be in* that neighborhood at that hour for an airing.

The day and year are waning, and the setting sun casts a ruddy but

not warming light upon two figures under the arch of the side door;

while one of these figiires locks the door, the other, who seems to have

a music book under his arm, comes out, with a strange, screwy motion,

as though through an opening much too narrow for him, and, having

poised a moment to nervously pull some imaginary oT)ject from his right

boot and hurl it madly from him, goes unexpectedly oflF with the pre-

cipitancy and equilibriously concentric manner of a gentleman in his

first private essay on a tight-rope.

"Was that Mr. Bumstead, Smtthe?"
'

' It wasn't anybody else, your Reverence.

"

"Say 'his identity with the person mentioned scarcely comes within

the legitimate domain of doubt,' Smythe—to Father Dean, the

younger of the piggish persons softly interposes.

'
' Is Mr. Bumstead unwell, Smythe ?"

" He's got 'em bad to-night."

Entered, according to Act of Congress, in the year 1870, by the Punchinello PuBOSHrso Comp^t, In the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States, for

the Southern District of Kow York.
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"Say ' incipient cerebral effusion marks him especially for its prey

at this vesper hour,' Smythe—to Father Dean," again softly interposes

Mr. Simpson, the Gospeler.

"Mr. Simpson," pursues Father Dean, whose name has been modified,

by various theological stages, from its original form of Paudean, to Pere

Dean—Father Dean, "I regret to hear that Mr. Bumstead is so

delicate in health; you may stop at his boarding-house on your way

home, and ask him how he is, with my compliments. Pox vobiscum.

Shining so with a sense of his own benignity that the retiring sun

gives up all rivalry at once and instantly sets in despair. Father Dean
departs to his dinner, and Mr. Simpson, the Gospeler, betakes himself

cheerily to the second-floor-back where Mr. Bumstead lives. Mr.

Bumstead is a shady-looking man of about six and twenty, with black

hair and whiskers of the window-brush school, and a face reminding you

of the BouEBONs. As, although lighting his lamp, he has, abstractedly,

almost covered it with his hat, his room is but imperfectly illuminated,

and you can just detect the accordeon on the window-sill, and, above

the mantel, an unfinished sketch of a school-girl. (There is no artistic

merit in this picture ; in which, indeed, a simple triangle on end repre-

sents the waist, another and slightly larger triangle the skirts, and

straight-lines with rake-like terminations the arms and hands.

)

"Called to ask how you are, and offer Father Dean's compliments,''

says the Gospeler.

" I'm allright, shir !" says Mr. Bumstead, rising from the rug where

he has been temporarily reposing, and dropping his umbrella. He
speaks almost with ferocity.

"You are awaiting your nephew, Edwin Deood?"
'

' Yeshir. " As he answers, Mr. Bumstead leans languidly far across the

table, and seems vaguely amazed at the aspect of the lamp with his hat

upon it.

Mr. Simpson retires softly, stops to greet some aE\ at the foot of the

stairs, and, in another moment, a young man fourteen years old enters

the room with his carpet-bag.

" My dear boys ! My dear Edwins !"

Thus speaking, Mr. Bumstead sidles eagerly at the new comer, with

open arms, and, in falling upon his neck, does so too heavily, and bears

him with a crash to the ground.

"Oh, see here ! this is played out, you know," ejaculates the nephew,

almost suffocated with travelling-shawl and Bumstead.

Mr. Bumstead rises from him slowly and with dignity.

"Excuse me, dear Edwin, I thought there were two of you."

Edwin Drood regains his feet with alacrity and casts aside his shawl.
'

' Whatever you thought, uncle, I am stiU a single man, although your

way of coming down on a chap was enough to make me beside myself.

Any grub, Jack ?"

With a check upon his enthusiasm and a sudden gloom of expression

amounting almost to a squint, Mr. Bumstead motions with his whole

right side toward an adjacent room in which a table is spread, and leads

the way thither in a half-circle.

"Ah, this is prime !" cries the young fellow, rubbing his hands; the

while he realizes that Mr. Bumstead's squint is an attempt to include

both himself and the picture over the mantel in the next room in one

incredibly complicated look.

Not much is said during dinner, as the strength of the boarding-houee

butter requires all the nephew's energies for single combat with it, and
the uncle is so absorbed in a dreamy effort to make a salad with his hash

and all the contents of the castor, that he can attend to nothing else.

At length the cloth is drawn, Edwin produces some peanuts from his

pocket and passes some to Mr. Bumstead, and the latter, with a wet

towel pinned about his head, drinks a great deal of water.

" This is Sissy's birthday, you know, Jack," says the nephew, with a

squint through the door and around the comer of the adjoining apart-

ment toward the crude picture over the mantel, " and, if our respective

respected parents hadn't bound us by will to marry, I'd be mad after

her."

Crack. On Edwin Dbood's part.

Hie. On Mr. Bumstead's part.

"Nobody's dictated a marriage for you. Jack. Fou can choose for

yourself Life for you is still fraught with freedom's intoxicating
—

"

Mr. Bumstead has suddenly become very pale, and perspires heavily

on the forehead.

" Good Heavens, Jack ! I haven't hurt your feelings ?"

Mr. Bumstead makes a feeble pass at him with the water-decanter,

and smiles in a very ghastly manner.
" Lem me be a mis'able warning to you, Edwin," says Mr. Bumstead,

shedding tears.

The scared face of the younger recalls him to himself, and he adds:

"Don't mind me, my dear boys. It's cloves; you may notice them on
my breath. I take them for nerv'shness. " Here he rises in a series of

trembles to his feet, and balances, still very pale, on one leg.

"You want cheering up," says Edwin Dbood, kindly.

" Yesh—cheering up. Let's go and walk in the graveyard," says Mr.

Bumstead.

"By all means. You won't mind my slipping out for half a minute

to the Alms House to leave a few gum-drops for Sissy ? Kather spoony,

Ja'k."

Mr. Bumstead almost loses his balance in an imprudent attempt to

wink archly, and says, " Norring-half-sh'-shweet-'n-life. " He is very

thick with Edwin Deood, for he loves him.

"Well, let's skedaddle, then."

Mr. Bumstead very carefully poises himself on both feet, puts on his

hat over the wet towel, gives a sudden horrified glance downward to-

ward one of his boots, and leaps frantically over an object.

"Why, that was only my cane," says Edwin.

Mr. Bumstead breathes hard, and leans heavily on his nephew as

they go out together.

( To be Continued.

)

JUMBLES.

Punchinello has heard, of course, of the good time coming. It has

not come yet. It won't come till the stars sing together in the morning,

after going home, like festive young men, early. It won'f come till

Chicago has got its growth in population, morals and ministers. It

won't come till the M'omen are all angels, and men are all honest and

wise ; nor until politicians and retailers learn to tell the truth. You
may think the Millennium a long way off. Perhaps so. But mighty re-

volutions ai-e sometimes wrought in a mighty fast time. Many a fast

man has been known to turn over a new leaf in a single night, and for-

ever afterwards be slow. Such a thing is dreadful to contemplate, but

it has been. Many a vain woman has seen the folly of her ways at a

glance, and at once gone back on them. This is not dreadful to con-

template, since to go back on folly is to go onward in wisdom. The
female sex is not often guilty of this eccentricity, but instances have

been known. It is that which fills the proud bosom of man with hope

and consolation, and makes him feel really that woman is coming
;

which is all the more' evident since she began her '
' mov-ement. " The

good time coming is nowhere definitely named in the almanacs. The
goings and comings of the heavenly bodies, from the humble star to

the huge planet, are calculated with the facility of the cut of the newest

fashion ; and the revolutions of dynasties can be fixed upon with toler-

able certainty ; but the period of the good time coming is lost in the

mists of doubt and the vapors of uncertainty. It is very sure in ex-

pectancy, like the making of matrimonial matches. Everj'body is look-

ing for it, but nobody sees it. The sharpest of eyes only discern the

bluest and gloomiest objects. But Punchinello may reasonably expect

to see, feel and know, this good time. The coming will yet be to it

the time come. Perhaps it will be when it visits two hundred thou-

sand readers weekly, when mothers sigh, children cry, and fathers well-

nigh die for it. At all events, somewhen or other—it may be the

former period, but possibly the latter—the good time wUl come. And
great will be the coming thereof, with no discount to the biggest or

richest man out.

What a luxury is Hope ! It springs eternal in the human breast.

Eather an awkward place for a spring, but as poets know more than

other people, no doubt it is all right. Hope is an institution. What is

the White House, or the Capitol at Washington, to Hope? What is the

Central Park, or Boston Common, or the Big Organ, to Hope ? Not

much—not anything, like the man's religion, to speak of. Hope bears

up many a man, though it pays no bills to the grocer, milliner, tailor,

or market man. It is the vertebra which steadies him plumb up to a

positive perpendicular. A hopeless man or woman—how fearfid

!

They very soon become round-shouldered, limp and weak, and drink

little but unsizable sighs, and feed on all manner of dark and unhealthy

things. It is Todd's deliberate opinion that if a cent can't be laid up,

Hope should. Hope with empty pockets is rich compared to wealth

with "nary a" hope. Hope is a good thing to have about the house.

It always comes handy, and is acceptable even to company. So believes,

and he acts on the faith, does Timothy Todd.

Cupitol Piiiilshinont.

Abolition of the franking privilege.
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SKETCH or ORPHEUS C. KERR.

It is now nearly a twelfth of a century since the veracious Historian

of the imperishable Mackerel Brigade first manoeuvred that incompar-

ably strategical militarj' organization in public, and caused it to illus-

trate the fine art of waging heroic war upon a life-insurance principle.

Equally renowned in arms for its feats and legs, and for being always

on hand when anj' peculiarly daring retrograde movement was on foot,

this limber martial body continually fell back upon victory throughout

the war, and has been coming forward with hand-organs ever since. Its

observed: "The binding of this tedious military work is the most
humorous we ever saw." A third added: "In typographical details,

the volumes now under consideration are facetious beyond compare."
The present residence of the successful Historian is Begad's Hill,

New Jersey, and, if not existing in Shakspeabe's time, it certainly looks
old enough to have been built at about that period. Its architecture is

of the no-capital Corinthian order; there are mortgages both front and
back, and hot and cold water at the nearest hotel. From the central
front window, which belongs to the author's hbrary, in which he keeps
his Patent Office Keports, there is a fine yiew of the top of the porch;

while from the rear casements you get a glimpse of blind-

__
shutters which won't open. It is reported of this fine old

place, that the present proprietor wished to own it even
when a child; never dreaming the mortgaged halls would
yet be his without a hope of re-selling.

Although fully thirty years of age, the owner of Begad's
Hill Place still writes with a pen ; and, perhaps, with a finer

thoughtfulness as to not suffusing his fingers with ink than
in his more youthful moments of composition. He is sound
and kind in both single and double harness ; would undoubt-
edly be good to the Pole if he could get there; and, al-

though living many miles from the city, walks into his break-

fast every morning in the year. Let us, however,

" No longer seek his virtues to disclose.

Nor draw his frailties from their dread abode,"

but advise Punchinello's readers to peruse the "Mystery
of Mr. E. Drood," for further glimpses of Mr. Orpheus C.

Kerb.

The Fall of Man at the Falls.

Residence of the Adapter: Begad's Hill, Ticknor's Fields, New Jersey.

complete Historj', by the same gentleman who is now adapting the

literary struggles of Mr. E. Deood to American minds and matters, was

subsequently issued from the press of Carleton, in more or less vol-

umes, and at once attracted profound attention from the author's credi-

tors. One great American journal said of it : "We find the paper upon
which this production is printed of a most amusing quality." Another

The Adapter as he appears every Saturday.

It is a very lamentable fact that the married people of

Niagara have not attained even the dignity and comfort of

insanity. A paragraph informs us that '

' The Niagara hotels

have already forty-seven men trying to look as if married

for years, and who only succeed in resembling imbeciles."

To a Niagara tourist this must be an Eye-aggravating

But, fortunately, none of this class of the Double-Blest will

They don't look as if they had been mamed long

!

spectacle.

shoot anybody.

They are imbecile, not insane !

Green and Red.

The Southern Celt proposes that the Fenians shall make a new Ireland

of Winnipeg. Except on the principle of Hibernating, Punchinello

cannot discover why his Irish fellow-citizens are ambitious to winter in

the Red River country. Wouldn't Greenland do as well, and wear

better ?

TAKE CARE OF THE WOTJNDED

Though but one of the Fenian leaders was killed in the late Frontier

Fizzle, yet many of them are reported as being badly wounded—as to

their feelings. General O'Neil's feelings are dreadfully hurt by the

ignominy of a constable and a cell, which was a bad Cell for a

Celt. The feelings of General Gleason (and they must be multi-

tudinous, since he is nearly seven feet high, ) were so badly wounded

by circumstances over which he didn't seem to have any control,

that he retired from the field " in disgust." Mental afflictions, in fact,

are so numerous among the Fenians since their Fizzle, as to suggest

the advisability of their Head-Centre founding a Hospital for Wounded

Feelings with the siirplus of the funds wrung by him from simple, hard-

working Bridget.

IntereMluK to Bather*.

Persons who are drowned while bathing in the surf are said to ex-

perience but little pain. In fact, their Surferings are short.

Fenian Tactics.

The first movement of the Fenians on reaching Canadian soil was

to " throw out their skirmishers into a hop field," where the Hops gath-

ered by them were of the precipitate and retrogressive kind sometimes

traced to Spanish origin.
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THE HOLY GRAIL AND OTHER POEMS.

(This is one of the other Poems.)

BY A HALT-BED DENIZEN OF THE WEST.

Sir Pelleas, lord of many a barren isle,

On his front stoop at eventide, awhile,

Sat solemn. His mother, on a stuel.

At the crannied hearth prepared his gruel.

"Mother ! " he cried, " I love ! " Said she, "Ah, who ?
"

"I know not, mother dear," he said. "Do you?

I only know I love all maidens fair;

My special maid, I have not seen, I swear.

Perhaps she's fair as Arthur's queenly saint;

And pure as she—and then, perhaps she ain't.

"

Turned then his mother from the hearth-stone hot;

Dropped the black lid upon the gruel-pot.

Pelleas glistened with a wild delight;

And good King Arthur soon got up a light.

And on the flat field, by the shore of Usk,

Sib Pelleas smashed the knights from dawn till dusk.

Then from his spear—at least he thought he did

—

He shook each mangled corpse, and softly glid.

And crowned Ettaere Queen of Love and Truth.

She wore the crown and then bescorned the youth.

Now to her castle home would she repair;

And Pelleas craved that he might see her there.

" Oh, young man from the country !" then said she,

" Shoo fly ! poor fool, and don't you bother me !"

She banged her gate behind her, crying " Sold !"

The noble youth was left out in the cold.

He shoo-ed the fly from the flower-pots.

Prom blackest moss, he shoo-ed them all.

Shoo-ed them from nisted nails and knots.

That held the peach to the garden-wall;

"I know'd a Qua-aker feller, as often as tow'd me this:

" Doan't thou marry for munny, but goa wheer munny is !"

She's a beauty, thou thinks—wot's a beauty ? the flower

as blaws.

But proputty, jjroputty sticks, and proputty, proputty

grawB."

Then said her son, " If I may make so bold.

You quote the new-style poem, not the old.

The Northern Farmer whom you, think so sa^^e

Is not born yet. This is the Middle Age.

"

He said no more, and on the next bright day

To Arthur's court he proudly rode away.

- And (m the way a maiden did he meet.

And laid his heart and fortunes at her feet.

Smiling on him

—

Ettakbe was her name

—

"Brave knight," she said, "your love I cannot blame.

Your hands are strong. I see you have no brains,

You're just the man for tournaments. Your pains,

In case for me a battle you shall win,

Shall be rewarded," and she smiled like sin.

And broken sheds, all sad and strange.

He shoo-ed them from the clinking latch,

And from the weeded, ancient thatch,

Upon the lonely moated grange.

He only said, "This thing is dreary.

She cometh not !" he said.

He said, "I am aweary, aweary,

I wish these flies were dead."

So Pelleas made his moan. And every day.

Or moist or dry, he shoo-ed the flies away.

'These be the ways of ladies," Pellea.s Kaith,

' To those who love ihem ; trials of our faith."

But ceaseless shoo-ing made the lady mad,

And she called out the best three knights she had,

And charged them, "Charge him! Drive him from the

wall!

If he keeps on, we'll have no flies at all
!"

And out they came. Each did his level best;

Sir Pelleas soon killed one and slew the rest.
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A bush of wild marsh-marigold,

That shines in hollows gray,

He cut, and smiling to his love,

He shoo-ecl more flies away.

He clasped his neck with crooked hands;

In the hot sun in lonely lands.

For several days he steady stands.

The wrinkled fly beneath him crawls,

He watches by the castle walls

—

Like thunder then his bush it falls.^

(Tb be Continued.)

ASTEONOMICAL CONVERSATIONS.

[BY A FATHER AND DAUGHTER RESIDING ON THE PLANET VENUS.]

Tio. IV.

D. Oh, PA, if we only had a Moon ! What is life without one ?

J^. Well, my child, we've w'iggled along, so far. It is true, our Tel-

luric friends may be said to have the advantage of us ; but then, there's

no lunacy here ! Everything is on the square on this planet

!

D. I don't care ; I want a Moon, square or no square ! There's no

excuse for being sentimental here. Who is ever imaginative, right after

BUioper? And yet TwiUght is all the time vre have.

F. But st'U, Helene, I think our young folks are not really deficient

in sentiment. What they would be, with six or seven moons, like those

of Saturn or Ueanus, is frightful to think of ! Heavens ! what poetry

would spring up, like asparagus, in the genial spring-time ! We should

see Eaptures, I warrant you ! And oh, the frensies, the homicidal en-

ergies, the yhild-roastings ! Yes, Moonshine would make it livelier

here, no doubt. A fine time, truly, for Ogres, ^^ith their discriminating

scent !—And what a moony sky ! How odd, if one had a parlor with

six vsindows.

B. Seven would be odder.

F. Well, seven, and a moon looking into each one of 'em ! An artist

would perhaps object to the cross-lights, but he needn't paint by them.

D. What kind of "lights" were you speaking of?

F. Satellites.

D. Oh, pshaw ! don't tantalize me !

F. Well, cross-hghts.

2). Now, pray, what may a cross-light be? An unamiable and

inhospitable light, like that which gleams from the eyes of an astrono-

mer when he is interrupted in the midst of a calculation?

F. No, nor yet the sarcastic sparkle in the eyes of a witty but selfish

and unfilial young lady

!

Cross-lights are lights whose

rays, coming fjrom opposite

quarters, cross each other.

D. (Then yours and mine

are cross-lights, I guess !) If

two American twenty-five

cent pieces were to be placed

at a distance from each oth-

er, and you stood between

them

—

F. My child, I could never

come between friends who
would gladly see each other

after so long an absence !

D. I was only trying to

realize your idea of "light

from opposite quarters.

"

F. The most of 'em must

be far too rusty to reflect

light.

D. Oh, I dare say their re-

flections are heavy enough.

F. And so will mine be,

soon, if you go on in that

style.

D. Well, pa, I do drivel

—

that's a fact ! Let us turn

to something of more import-

ance.

F. Suppose we now attend the Celestial Bull Fight always going on

over there in the sky. On one side you perceive that gamey matador,

Oeion (not the " Gold Beater,") with his club and his lion's skin, a la

Hercules. You observe how "unreservedly and unconditionally" he

pitches into the Bull, and how superb is the attitude and ardor of his

opponent. It is a splendid set-to, full of alarming possibilities. Every

moment you expect to see those enormous horns engaged with the

bowels of Orion, or, in default of this, to behold that truculent Club

come down. Whack ! on that curly pate !

D. And yet, they don't

!

F. True enough,—they don't. It reminds me of one John Bull, and

his familiar vis-a-vis, O'Kyan the Fenian. As the celestial parties have

maintained their portentous attitudes for ages, and nothing has come

of it, so we may look placidly for a similar susijension in the earthly-

copy.

D. But their very attitudes are startling ! Wasn't Orion something

of a boaster ?

F. Oh, yes ; he was in the habit of declaring that there v.'asn't an

animal on earth that he couldn't whip. He got come up with, however.

By the way, Orion was the original Homceopathist. His proposed

father-in-law, Don (Eropion, having unfortunately put out his eyes, in

a little operation for misplaced affection, he hit on the now famous

principle, which, if fit for Hahne-man, was fit for Okion. He went to

gazing at the sun. What would have destroyed his vision if he had

had any, now restored it when he didn't have any, and his sight became

so keen that he was able to see through ffiROPioN—though, I believe,

he reinforced his powers of ocular penetration with a pod-auger.

D. (Drivelling again ! More Bitters, I guess !) Father, why were the

Pleiades placed in the Head of Taurus ?

F. Well, my child, there are various explanations. On the Earth,

they pretend to say it was meant to signify that the English women are

the finest in the universe—the most sensible, the most chai-ming, the

most virtuous. No wonder, if this is so, we find their sign up there !

What said Magnus Apollo to young Iulus,—"Proceed, youngster,

you'll get there eventually !" And Mag. was right.

D. Pa, why dojthey say, ' 'the Seven Pleiades, " when there are only six ?

F. Well, dear, Ikissing her,'] perhajDS there's a vacancy for you! I

expect the Universe will be called in, one of these nights, to admire a

new -winking, blinking, and saucy little violet star—the neatest thiiig

going ! But not, I hope, just yet.

D. Boo—hoo—hoo—hoo !

F. Well, hang the Pleiades ! Boo—hoo—hoo—too !

Good for Somctliing Better.

Wo like enthusiasm, We are ourselves quite given to the admiration

of great people, as they, in

their turn, we have reason to

believe, are given to admira-

tion of their dear Punchinel-

lo. But when an English

adorer saj'S that he considers

"Mr. Charles Sumner fit

for a throne," we are tempted

to inquire what throne there

is fit for him? The fact is,

thrones have come to be

rather more disreputable than

three-leggedstools. "Every

inch a king" may mean six

fnet of mad-man, or five

feet of mad-woman. Wo
sincerely hope that there is

no intention in England of

making Mr. Sumneb the

King of Spain—we mean of

abducting him for the pur-

pose; for of course, he would

never voluntarily assume the

Awi'UL Scare of the British Lion at the advance of the Fenl^x Head

Centrepede.

purple.
The Difference.

Fenian General O'Neill

bore down upon Civnada

with a martial charge, but he

was sent back in a Marshars

charge.
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Woman's RigHt to

Ballot and Ballet.

In a speech wliicli

Bounds like a six-shoot-

er, that deadly -woman,

Mrs. F. H. M. Brown,

of San Francisco, gives

notice that '
' when she

goes to cast her ballot,

if any man insults her,

she will shoot him !"

"Who will now dare to

question woman's abil-

ity to exercise both the

franchise and the fran-

chised ? Punchinello

sadly foresees that

Shooters for the hands

of women will take the

place of Suitors. Ne-

vertheless, he guaran-

tees that the Constitu-

tional right of women
to bear arms shall not

be infringed, and that

they shall enjoy the in-

estimable privilege to

shoot and be shot at.

Every woman shall be

at perfect liberty to

cast her bullet for the

man of her choice !

How to Make Gnds
Meet.

Miss Beittain deli-

vers a lecture on the

High -caste women of

India. She should

supplement it with one

on the High-strung wo-

men of Indiana, and

thus illustrate the ex-

tremes of marriage and

divorce.

From the Vermont
Border.

Voice. " Has any-

thing been gained by

General O'Neil ?"

Echo. Nihil

!

A CABINET ORNAMENT.
The Fish eepbesented is one of the Upper Cbust-acea.

The Dominion of
King Whiskey.

The London Illus-

trated News calls the

new Province of the

Dominion, Manetoda,

instead of Manitobah.

Perhaps the mistake

originated from the ru-

mor of the Many
Tods by which certain

members of the Cana-

dian Cabinet are said

to be habitually in"

spired.

A Blue.grass RcAec.
tiou.

Hakd, indeed, is the

life of the poor trapper

of the Plains. Driven

by stress of hunger, he
is often obliged to eat

rattle-snake; but, as he

cannot eat the head of

the reptile, though the

tail is good at a pinch,

he fails, jon perceive,

to make belli ends

Meat.

A Bright lilca.

The Hon. John
Bkight is said to while

away the time, in his

retirement, by knitting

garters. It seems very

strange that such a

usurpation of Woman's
Rights should be car-

ried into effect by one

of the stoutest advo-

cates of them.

The Green above the
Red, at last.

One of the narrators

of the late Fenian fiz-

zle on the Canadian

border describes Gen-

eral O'Neil as having

invaded the Dominion,

"mounted on a small

Bed horse."

OTJR PORTFOLIO.

An exchange, after praising our recent Cartoon representing the
'

' Barnacles on American Commerce, " moves to refer us to the House
Committee on Commerce and Manufactures. Punchinello never did
love the ways of the Washington Circumlocution Office, but if there is

one thing which he dislikes more than anything else, 'tis the idea of

being pigeonholed by the Committee on Commerce. The uses to

Y.'hich valuable information is put by that august body of traffickers in

public credulity, are not for us. That we might penetrate their be-

nighted minds with many rays of knowledge is not to be doubted, but
that we should be snubbed in proportion to the value of our opinions is

also equally clear. There are some pretty dark places in this world:

the Black Hole of Calcutta; the oubliette of Chillon Castle, the Torture
Chambers of Nuremberg, and the grottoes of the Mammoth Cave, for

instance ; but there is no such utter exclusion of light, such profound
oblivion, such blackness of darkness, as awaits anything which may be
committed to the dungeon of a Congressional Committee. Most de-
cidedly, therefore, we would rather not be referred.

Learned men in Massachusetts are just now confronted with an
alarming possibility. They have been racking their brains to solve the
problem whether population is increasing there faster than the means

of subsistence, and with the expectation of discovering that it is, they

have reached a precisely opposite result. The awful announcement is

put forth, that the supply of babies is diminishing, and the question

" What shall we do to remedy it ?" is asked. So persistently is this in-

terrogatory urged, that young unmarried men perambulating the streets

of Boston, or sauntering leisurely about the Common, are liable at any

moment to be accosted by advanced single ladies with wild, haggard

looks, who stop them face to face, seize them by the shoulders, and

gazing at them with keen, imploring glances, as if they would read their

souls through their eyes, seem to cry '
' And what have you got to say

about it, O wifeless youth ? and why do you let the precious moments
fly when we are willing and ready to be sacrificed ? and what are we all

coming to, and where are you all going to, and where will Boston be if

this thing goes on ?" But these thoughtless and jeering bachelors -will

not stop to hear the wail of their challengers; they feel no pity for their

despair; they have no stomach for their agony; but go their ways, leav-

ing the wretched females rooted, transfixed, the picture of perfect hope-

lessness, and greeting them, ere they disappear from sight, with shouts

of scoffing laughter, which the winds catch up and carry away out Cx

earshot.

Something that most People Tcould like a Little "LongL r.

Strawberry Short Cake.
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^vvv^>^^^^^

INTERNATIONAL YACHTING.

TOTTiJ T.TTTT NTTTLED AT THE DEFEAT OF LITTLE ASHBURY. WHO IS SETTING UP A HOWL ABOUT IT, ORDERS

MASTERS DOUG^^^^^^^^ AWAY WITH THEIR BOATS. LEST THEY SHOULD .-FOSTER MISCHIEVOUS

JEALOUSIES."
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CONDENSED CONGRESS.

SENATE.

N spite of the obstinate

silence of Sumnee, the Sen-

ate has been lively. Its first

proceeding was to pass a bill

—an interminable and long-

drawn bill—ostensibly to en-

force the Fifteenth Amend-
ment. But the title is a little

joke. As no single person

can read this bill and live,

and as no person other than

a member of the bar of Phila-

delphia could understand it,

if he survived the reading of

it, Punchinello deemed it

his duty to have the bill

read by relays of strong
men. What is the result?

Six of his most valued con-

tributors sleep in the valley.

But what are their lives to

>ovl\«X\^ ~ the welfare of the universe,

for which he exists. The bill provides,

1. That any person of a darker color than chrome yellow shall here-

after be entitled to vote to any extent at any election, without reference

to age, sex, or previous condition, .anything anywhere to the contrary

notwithstanding.

2. That any person who says that any such person ought not to vote

shall be punishable by fine to the extent of his possessions, and shall

be anathema.

3. That any person who shall, with intent to prevent the voting of

any such person, strike such person upon the nose, eye, mouth, or

other feature, within one mile of any place of voting, within one week

of any day of voting, shall be punishable by fine to the extent of twice

his possessions, and shall be disentitled to vote forever after. More-

over he shall be anathema.

4. That any person who shall advise any other person to question

the right of any person of the hue hereinbefore specified to vote, or to

do any other act whatsoever, shall be punishable by fine to the extent of

three times his possessions, and shall be anathema.

5. That all the fines collected under this act shall be expended upon the

endowment of '
' The Society for Securing the Pursuit of Happiness to

American Citizens of African Descent." And if any person shall call in

question the justice of such a disposition of such fines, he shall be

punishable by fine to the extent of four times his possessions, and shall

be anathema.

Mr. Wilson objected to anathema. He said nobody in the Senate

but Sumner knew what it meant. Besides, it was borrowed from the

syllabus of a degraded superstition. He moved to substitute the simple

and intelligible expression, "Hebedam."
The Senate settled their little dispute about v/lio v.as entitled to a

medal for coming first to the defence of the Cajjital. They decided to

give medals to everybody. Mr. Cameron was satisfied. If the Senate

only medalled enough, that was all he asked. There were about five

thousand wavering voters in his district, whom he thought he could

fix, if he could give them a medal apiece.

Mr. CoNKLiNG said he would like to medal some men. But he did

not like such meddlesome men as CAivrERON.

Mr. Drake moved to deprive anybody in Missouri who differed from

him in politics of practicing any profession. He said that many of the

citizens of that State were incarnate demons—so much so that when
they had an important law case they would rather intrust it to some-

body! 6^**® tl^'^ii himself. Was this right ? He asked the Senate to pro-

tect him as a native industry.

house.

Mr. Inoersoll floated his powerful mind in air-line railroads. He
wanted "that air" line from Washington to New York. This 'ere line

difbi't suit him. He appealed to the House to protect its members from

the untold horrors of passing through Philadelphia. He had no doubt

that much of the imbecility which he remarked in his colleagues, and

possibly some of the imbecility they had remarked in him, were due to

this dreadful ordeaL Ho admitted that good juleps were to be had at

the Mint. But juleps had beguiled even Samson, and cut his hair off.

His colleague, Logan, might not be as strong as S.vmson, but he would
be as entirely useless and unimpressive an object with his hair off.

Then there was a debate upon the proposition to abolish the mission
to Rome.

Mr. Brooks said most of his constituents were Roman Catholics.
Therefore there should be a mission to Rome.

Mr. Dawes said that Brooks used to be a Know-Nothing. Therefore
there should not be a mission to Rome.

Mr. Cox said that they used to bum witches in Massachusetts.
Therefore there should be a mission to Rome.
Mr. Hoar said they didn't. Therefore there should not be a mission

to Rome.

Mr. VooRHEES said they burnt a Roman Catholic Asylum in Boston.
Therefore there should be a mission to Rome.

Mr. Dawes said they burnt a Negro Asylum in New York. There-
fore there should not be a mission to Rome.

Mr. Voorhees said Dawes was another. Therefore there should be
a mission to Rome.
Mr. Bingham said Powell was a much better painter than Titian, and

ViNNiE Ream a much better sculptor than Michael Angelo. There-
fore there should not be a mission to Rome.

Republican Chcniis. You are.

Democratic Chorus. We ain't.

Republican Chorus. You did.

Democratic Chorus. We didn't

Solo by the Speaker. Order.

Democratic Chorus. There should be (da capo with gavel accompani-
ment. )

Republican Chorus. There should not be (ditto, ditto.) After weigh-

ing these arguments, the House adjourned without doing anything

about it.

A BAD "ODOR" IN THE WEST.

"The Coroner's Jury investigating the Missouri Pacific Raih-oad slaughter have
found that it was all caused by the disobedience and negligence of William Odor,
conductor of the extra freight train ! "

—

Daily Paper.

This "conductor" is as dangerous as some (of the "lightning"

species) which we have seen dangling disjointed from the roofs and

walls of dwelling-houses in the country. At the first shock, good-bye

to you ! if you are anywhere around. Or, rather, he may be compared

to the miasma from ditches and stagnant ponds, inhaled at all times

by our rustic fellow citizens, with the trustfulness (if not relish) of the

most extreme simplicity. And j'et, it kills them, all the same. No one

out West would have cared a pin about William's "disobedience"

and "negligence," if these trifling eccentricities hadn't occasioned the

killing or maiming of several car-loads of passengers. It is hard to

shock these Western folks' sense of honor and fidelity; but kill a few

of them, and the rest begin to feel it. We suppose that just now this

Bill can't pass there. But, our word for it, he'll soon be in circulation

again. Perhaps he may yet have the pleasure of Conducting some of

us to that Station from which, etc., etc. Before we take our con-

templated trip to the West, therefore, we fervently desire to have this

Odor neutralised, even though one should do it with strychnine.

INFORMATION WANTED.

The correspondent of a Boston paper writes as follows, after having

visited the Reichstag :

" You may be sure that that man is Bismabce; if from time to time he irons out

his face wearUy with his hands, as ho studies a long document, or it by chance some
unlucky member, attracting his disdain, calls his mind to the fact that he is in Par-

liament, then ho starts to his feet like a war-horse, and talks with great grace and

ease, always rapidly, always briefly."

Why is it that Bismabce irons out his face ? Is it because he has

just washed it—or is it to conceal his identity, as the features of the

Man in the Mask were ironed out ?

And why does the great Minister start to his feet like a war-horse ?

Punchinello, not having been an Alderman or Member of Congress,

recently, is not very familiar with the getting up of war horses; but the

ordinary equine animal does not assume the upright posture with great

readiness or grace. If Punchinello were to become a member of the

Reirh.ttafj, an event now highly probable, he would like to have every

adversary in debate " start to his feet like a war-horse."
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ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE.
Boy {with basket.) "What's them pictebs, Jim?—anotheb muedeb, oe a new divoece?'^
Jim. '

'
Not much. Only an old execution, wabmed ovee !"

THE ROMAUNT OF THE OYSTEil.

In the moonlight at Cattawampus

We sat by the surging sea,
'

' And O how I long for an oyster,

"

Said Felicia Fitz-Sntdee to me.

Then I said, "Would were mine the

power,

Deep, deep, to the deepmost sea

I would fly on the wings of an oyster

To gather a pearl for thee.

" Where the oysters are roystering together

In the caves and the grots where they

lie,

And the clams with a musical clamor

Eejoice when the water is high,"

" 0, there would my spirit conduct thee

Till, as waves began to swell,

Thou shoulds't rise o'er the crest of the

billows.

Like a Venus upon the half-shell
!"

'Twas enough: for I saw her eye stir,

And ope like an oyster wide.

As in accents hysteric she whispered,

"No, Felix—I'd hke 'em fried !"

Did she take me, alas ! for a friar,

Or a man of a soul austere,

That pearl of my heart's Chincoteague ?

Oh, no, she had nothing to fear.

Then we reached the hotel together

And partook of two plates of frj'.

And I marvelled to think than an oyster

Had hoisted her spirits so high.

EOEEIGN COERESPONDESrCE.

(By Atlantic CaJjle.

Leaving Rome, I have called next on Napoleon, at Paris. He sent

word, through Olliviee, that he wanted to see me. He looks old. Some
medical man has put forth the idea that he has Beight's disease. An
English attache just asked me whether that has any reference to John
Bright. As the latter is a Quaker, the first symptom of this disease

must have been shown long ago, when the Emperor said, "The Empire
is Peace." I satisfied my friend, however, that the case was not one of
that Kidney.

Well, the Emperor asked me, " What do they say of me in America ?"

"Sire, we think you are very wise, to accept the inevitable, and make
a virtue of it."

"Wise, of course. Disinterested, too!"

"Pardonnez moi. Not ever wise, of course. Mexico was a folly, you
know.

"

"I know; though if you were not Punchinello, you should not say it.

Will my son reign in France ?"

" Sire, I am not an oracle. But they have a proverb in my country, that

it never rains but it pours.

"

"Je ji'eniends pas. The plebiscite was rather a neat thing !"

" Worthy of its author. The old story; heads I win, tails you lose.

But, will your Majesty say what you think of the Pope ?"

"That old Popinjay! He has been my folly, greater than Mexico.
He would have gone to Gaeta, or to perdition, long ago, but for

Madame !"

" And the Council ?"

"Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha!"

"What do you think of Bismarck?"
"Monsieur, I detain you too long. You have, I am sure, an engage-

ment. Bon jour !"

Apropos of the Emperor, it is said that, on the suggestion of Eng-
land's proposal to take charge of Greece, and clean out the brigands, if

the King and niiuisters there would resign,—Col. Fisk telegraphed ou
to Napoleon, offering to take charge of the government of France, as a

recreation, among his various engagements. He does not even require
the Emperor to withdraw; ho can run the machine about as well with
him as without him.

As to the rieUscitum, they say that Eugenie asked for masses to be

said in all the churches for its success. Napoleon preferred to make
his appeal to the masses outside of the churches.

ITALY.

Bishop Veeelli last week declared, in a sermon, that railroads, tele-

graphs, and the press, were all inventions of the devil. A correspondent

of the Tribune at once sent him word that this was a mistake. Hoeace
Geeeley had already proved that railroads and telegraphs were inven-

tions of British Free Trade; and that the press had been invented by
his grandfather, for the promulgation of protection.

Since the telegram came through Florence, of a serious riot at Fila-

delfia, in Italy, a tourist from Penn's city of brotherly love understood

it to be that Col. Tom Floeence was seriously hurt in a riot at Phila-

delphia ! I telegraphed for him, to my old friend the Colonel, and
learned, with satisfaction, that not a hair of Tom's head had been

shortened.

ENGLAND.

In Parliament, an interesting debate occurred the other night. Mr.

Dawson moved a resohition condemning the raising of large revenue in

India from opium. Mr. Wingfield opposed the resolution, arguing

that opium was less hurtful than alcohol. Mr. Titmousc, a young
member, added that arsenic is less hurtful than strychnine ; also, that

this is less injurious than prussic acid. Mr. Gladstone did not see

what that had to do with the case. Neither did I.

Mr. Dennison hoped that mere sentiment would not be suffered to

interfere with the prosperity of India. Mr. Titmouse then suggested

the sending of the volunteer Eifles to take immediate possession of

China; that would not be sentimental, lu-"t practical. Mr. Henley be-

lieved that to be a more costly affair than he wsxs prepared for; but,

whenever the interest of England required it, he was ready. What are

the lives of a hundred million Chinese to the financial prosperity of

England ? Mr. Gladstone considered that opium was merely a drug,

after all. It was not worth while to consume the time of the House

about it. And so the resolution was lost. Peime.

A Mathematical Problem.

If one United States Marshal can capture a Fenian General sur-

rounded by his army, in five minutes, how long would it take him to

capture the army ?
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THE PLAYS AND SHOWS.

ANT is admitted to be one

of the greatest of the Ger-

man philosophers. (That
fact has nothing whatever to

do with the Plays and Shows,

but the artist insisting upon
making K the initial letter of

this column, the writer was

obliged to begin with Kant

—

Kelley being hopelessly asso-

ciated in the public mind with

pig-iron, and all other meta-

phorical quays from which he

might have launched h i s

weekly bark being unreason-

ably spelled with a Q.

)

German philosophy, how-

ever, resembles Italian Opera

in one particular: it consists

more of sovmd than of sense.

Both have a like effect upon

the undersigned, in that they

lead him into the paths of innocence and peace; in short, they put him
to sleep. A few nights since he went to hear Miss Kellogg in Poliuto.

He listened with attention through the first act, drowsily through the

second, and from the shades of dreamland in the third. Between the

acts he lounged in the lobbies and heard the critics speak with sneering

derision of the complimentarj' notices ofthe American Nightingale which

they were about to write, while they expressed, with sardonic smiles, a

longing for the day when they would be '
' allowed '—such was their singu-

lar expression—to "speak the tmth about Miss Kellogg as a prima

donna." And while he sat ndth closed eyes during the third act,

wondering whether he should beUeve the critics in the flesh, or their

criticisms in the columns of their respective journals, he saw rehearsed

before him a new operatic perversion of Macbeth, as unhke the original

as even Vebdi's Macbetto, and quite as inexplicable to the unsophisti-

cated mind. And this is what he saw:

Scene, the Dark Cave in Fourteenth street. In the middle a Cauldron boil-

ing. Thunder—and probably small beer—behind the scenes. Enter three

Witches.

1st Witch. Thrice the Thomas cat hath yowled.

2d Witch. Thrice; and once the hedge-hog howled.

3d Wilch. All of which is wholly irrelevant to our present purpose,

which is to summon what my friend Sir Bulwee Lytton would call the

Scin-Lseca, or, apparition of each living critic from the nasty deep of

the cauldron, and to interview him in order to hear what he really thinks

of Miss Kellogg.

1st Witch "Round about the cauldron go.

In the poisoned whiskey throw

Lager, that on coldest stone,

Days and nights hast thirty one.

"

Enter MacStbakosch. '
' How now, you secret black and midnight

hags, what is't you do ?

"

All. " A deed that under present circumstances it would be super-

fluous to name.

"

MacStrakosch. ' ' I conjure you by that which you profess, (howe'er

you come to know it,) answer me to what I ask you."

1st Witch. "Speak."

2d WUch. "Proceed."

3d Witch. " Out with it, old boy."

MacStrakosch. " What do these fellows really think, whom we com-

pel to write so sweetly of our own Connecticut prima donna ?"

AM " Come high or low, come jack or even game,

"We'll answer all your questions just the same.

"

Thunder. An apparUion of a critic rises.

MacStrakosch. "Tell me, thou unknown power, what thinkest thou

Of our own native nightingale ?"

ApparUion. "Her voice is clear and bright, but far too thin

For a great singer.—Such in truth she's not.

Dismiss me !" {Descends.)

MacStrakosch. "Dismissed thou shalt be if thy editor

Will listen to o\ir singer's and M;ecenas' plaint.

But one word more."

Thunder. Second apparition of a critic rises.

ApparUion. "Her voice is good in quality, but then

There's not sufficient of it for a queen
Of the lyric stage. Yet such she claims to be.

But is not. Now dismiss me." {Descends.)

MacStrakosch. "Yea; and I will unless thy master's ear

Be deaf to the demand of good society.

Let me hear more !"

Thunder. Ihird apparition of a critic rises.

Apparition. "Her lower notes are bad, her upper notes
Forced, reedy, and most sadly often flat;

'Tis folly to compare her with the great

Full-voiced and plenteous Parepa. Now
Dismiss me if thou wilt."

MacStrakosch. "Sacrilegious wretch ! I have thy name
Upon my tablets. Thy official head

Comes off at once. CaU iip, ye midnight hags,

Another of these villains."

Thunder. Fourth apparition of a critic rises.

Apparition. "Her acting, like her voice, is cold and hard;

Not thus did Geisi, Gazzaniga or

Coetesi act when their warm Southern blood

Throbbed in the passionate pulse of Violetta,

NoEMA, or the Spanish Leonoee.

Dismiss me, quick."

MacStrakosch. "Thou diest ere to-morrow's sun shall set.

Or never more advertisement of mine
Shall grace the columns of thy journal. Next."

Thunder. Fifth apparition of a critic rises.

Apparition. "She is the same in everything she sings;

Her 'Gilda,' her 'Amina,' or her 'Marguerite,'

Her 'Leonora,' or her 'Daughter of

The Regiment,' are one and all the same

Fair lady decked in different stage costumes.

Better dismiss me, now. I've told the tx-uth.

And may continue that unseemly practice."

MacStrakosch. " This is past bearing. Are there any more
Of these rude fellows waiting to be summoned ?"

Thunder. Fight apparitions cf critics rise and pass over the stage, recit-

ing the following chorus:

Apparitions. " She has a pretty Uttle voice, and uses it

In pretty little ways. If she would sing

In pretty little theatres she'd make a hit

In pretty little parts. That's everything

That can be said for her. Cease then to claim

That "Kellogg" shotdd be writ next Geisi's name."

7he apparitions vanish. An alarm of drums is heard, and Matador
awakes to find that he is still enduring Poliuto, and that a sporadic drum in

the orchestra, which has broken loosefrom the weak restraints of the conduc-

tor's discipline, is making Verdi unnecessarily hideous.

^d as he passed once more and finally through the lobby, he heard

a critic remark, "She is the same in everything she sings;" and another

reply, "Yes, she has a prettv little voice, and uses it nicely, but she is

by no means a great singer. " Struck by the similarity of these remarks to

those made by the apparitions in his vision, he began to doubt whether

his dream did not, after all, contain a large alloy of truth, and the more

he thought on the subject the more he was led to beheve that for once

he had really heard the critics of the New York press indulging in an

unrestrained expression of honest opinion. Matadob.

Bingliura on Rome.

"Talk to me at this time of day about Rome being the Mother of

Arts !" cries Mr. Buncombe Bingham, M. C. PuNCHrxxLLO fervently

hopes that at no time of the day will anybody ever talk to Bingham
about Rome being the Mother of Arts. The reason therefor is obvious.

"Why, sir," says Bingham, there is more of that genius which makes

even the marble itself wear the divine beauty of life, more of that

power to-day in living America, than was ever dreamed of in Rome,

living or dead !" We think we hear Bingham exclaim, with the gladia-

tor-like championship of Art for which he is renowned— " Bring on your

Michael Anoelos; produce yourCHiAEOscuBOS, your Masamellos, your

Savonarolas and the rest of 'em—but show me a match for Vinnte

Ream!'
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PERSIFLAGE.
Jenkins

( Chaffimj glazier, who is mending basement window. )
'

' Now, my friend, don't

TRY TO GET OUT THAT WAY. YoU KNOW YOU MUST HAVE BEEN PUT IN FOR Something,

AND you'll only AGQBAVATE MATTERS IF YOU TRY TO BREAK JAIL."

Chinopatliy.

Did the gentleman who threw a brick at a dog on a

very hot day (when no doubt that inofifensive animal was
in a stew) imagine that he had hit upon the whole of

the common Chinese materia medica ? Punchinello is

gravely told that a Celestial doctor is about to come to

New York, whose favorite prescriptions, in accordance

with Chinese practice, " will be baked clay-dust, similar

to brick-dust and dog-soup. " In one of these remedies

the medical acumen of Punchinello recognizes a homoeo-

pathic principle. Man having been made out of the dust

of the earth, nothing is so well adapted to cure him as

baked clay. Every man's house is now not only his

castle, but his apothecary shop. A brick may be con-

sidered a panacea, and may be carried in the hat.

Taken internally, it will go to the building up of the

system. Applied to the head it is good for fractures.

Dog-soup has an evident advantage over the usual irre-

scriptions of Bark.

Orcck Meeting Greelt.

We learn that "a naval architect named Dunkin
claims to have constructed a new style of vessel, imper-

vious to rams, shell, or shot." Now, then, where is our

friend. Captain Ericsson ? The Captain has a torpedo

which he is anxious to explode, near a strong vessel be-

longing to somebody else. He says it will blow up any-

thing. Dunkin says nothing can blow up his vessel. A
contest between these very positive inventors would be a

positive luxury—to those who had nothing to risk. We
bet on the torpedo.

The " New Muscle."

It was a mere joke, that stuff about the " new muscle

in the human body," said to have been found by an En-

glish anatomist. It simply meant that, the Oyster Months

being past, the "human body" begins to be nourished

with soft-shell clams.

GRAVESTONES FOR SALE.

Bargains in Im ixi ortality.

The undersigned offers for sale to the highest bidder, up to Dooms-

day next, several choice lots of tombstones. Bidders will state price

and terms of pajTnent, and accepted purchasers will remove the monu-

ments from their present localities, at their own risk. The lots are:

1st. A gravestone of white marble. It is about 65 feet square at the

base, and is the frustrum of a pyramid, truncated at about 140 feet. It

is filled with a square hole, upon the sides of w-hich are inscriptions let

into various colored marbles, and in the languages of the peoples who
inhabited a great country ages ago. The stone was designed to be put

over the remains of Pro Patria, a personage once celebrated for loyalty

and -wisdom, but whose teachings are now well nigh forgotten, and

whose name even is fast being obliterated from the memories of radical

improvers of governments and republican institutions. This lot may
be seen south of the mouth of Goose Creek, in a district called

Columbia.

2d. A gravestone consisting of a square house of Illinois marble,

with a piece of a smoke-stack protruding from the roof. About one-

third of the estimated cost had l)con expended, when the persona who
were to furnish the means suddenly concluded tliat the Little Giant

could sleep just as well in a filthy unmarked hole in the ground, as

under a pile of marble. Besides, being dead, ho couldn't get any

more offices for his constituents, so they found out they didn't care

a cuss for him. Further information about this stone can bo obtained

by applying to any citizen of Chicago.

3d. A monument which wo haven't seen, and so can't describe. It is

supposed to be at Springfield, Illinois, and was intended for a person

once called a railHjjlittcr- a man much homelier than the typical hedge

fence, but as good as homely. Ho was thought to be a second Pro

Patria, Moses, or some such person, and was sworn by, by millions of

people who would now almost deny ever having heard of him. At the

time he went out everybody wanted to put up a gravestone immediate-

ly—almost before he needed one. Now, everybody isn't altogether

enough to provide one. For further particulars about the Springfield

stone, inquire of any red-hot radical.

There are some other lots, but we will not offer them until we see how
the present ones go off. Ghoul, Undertaker.

LATEST ABOUT "LO!"

The Irrepressible Black having been repressed, here comes the Irre-

pressible Red ! Hiawatha is cutting up a great variety of capers as

weU as of unfortunate settlers. Should you ask us why this bloodshed,

Why this scalping and this burning, Why this conduct most disgrace-

ful. Why these crimes of the Piegans, Why this sending forth of

soldiers, Why the perils of the railway, known as and called the way
Pacific, (which it won't be if these actions are allowed to go unpun-

ished, ) We should tell you—whiskey ! to say nothing of the indomitable

propensity which rises in the Piegan bosom for scalps. The noble Son

of the Forest is an amateur in scalps; as some of us are all for old books

and others for old coins. But however much we may respect the en-

thusiasm of the wild Rover of the Plains, in making these collections

of cranial curiosities, we feel that the rod virtuoso is really going too far

—at least we should feel so, we have no doubt, if he were taking off our

own private scalp, which is a very handsome one, and which wo hojjo

to bo buried in. No; the Piegan passion for scalps must be suppressed.

But how ? Some say by more whiskey. Some say by less. Some say

by none at all. We are for the more instead of the less. There is

whiskey and whiskey. Now our idea would be to send an unlimited

supply of the more deadly variety of that exhilarating fluid, (highly

camphened,) to the convivial Piegans. After an extensive debauch up-

on this potent tipple, very few Piegans would bo likely to take the

field, either this summer or any other. They would be Dead Reds, every

rascal of them.
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Extraordinary Bargains

IN

Real India, Cashmere and Sum-

mer Shawls,

Paris and Domestic Made Silk Cloaks,

Embroidered Breakfast Jackets, in

all Colors,

CHTLDEEN'S & MISSES' SACKS,

]L.adle8' Spring; and Summer Suits In SILK,
rOPLIX, POXOEES, SEROES, PIQUE,
SWISS I.AWX, HIVEXS, Colored

and Plain CAMBRICS.

Children's and Misses' White and

Colored Pique Suits.

Ladles', Cliildreii's and Inl'ants' Under-

wear, «fec., in Every Style.

A. T. STEWART & CO.,

Broad\«-ay, 4tta Avenue, 9th anti lOth St8.

A. T. STEWART & CO.
JLre offering

an IMMENSE VARIETY OF NOVELTIES in

Sir,KS, SII.K TISSUES, POPEINS,
Pr,AI]V AlVO BROCIIE BAREOES,

Paris Quality Jaconets, Organdies, Percales,

Piques, Pattern Costumes, Morning

Dresses.

Every Variety of Goods Suitable for Mourning.

HOSIERY.
Aleicandre'ii Celebrated Kid Gloves, In New-

Shades of Color, at extremely
attractive prices.

B R O -A. r) ^W^^Y,

4th A-venue, 9tli and 10th Streets.

A. T. Stewart & Co.

Offer the balance of their stock of

Trimmed Bonnets and Hats,

Paris and Domestic made.

FLOWERS, feathers,

TrlmmlnK Ribbons, Sash Ribbons, Neckties,

<fec., at Kreatly Reduced Prices.

Novelties in

Mnslin and Lawn Sundowns,

BLACK AND WHITE CHIP HATS, ETC.

The Latest Styles.

BROADWAY,
4tli .A-ve., Otli and lOth St».

SPECIAL

PUNCHINELLO PREMIUMS.
•BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT WITH

L. PRANG & CO.,

we offer the following Elegant Premiums for new Subscribers to

Punchinello :

a Awakening." (A Litter of Puppies.) Half Chromo, size,

8 3-8 by 11 1-8, price $2.00, and a copy of Punchinello for

one year, for $4.00.

'•Wild Roses." Chromo, 12 1-8 by 9, price $3.00, or any

other $3.00 Chromo, and a copy of the paper for one year,

for $5.00.

''The Baby in Trouble. ' Chromo, 13 by 16 1-4, price $6.00,

or any other at $6.00, or any two Chromes at $3.00, and a

copy of the paper for one year for $7.00.

" Sunset,—California Scenery," after A. Bierstadt, 18 1-8 by

12, price $10.00, or any other $10.00 Chromo, and a copy of

the paper for one year for $10.00. Or the four Chromos, and

four copies of the paper for one year in one order, for clubs

of Four, for $25.00.

We will send to any one a printed list of L. PRANG & CO.'S

Chromos, from which a selection car. be made, if the above is not

satisfactory, and are prepared to make special terms for clubs to

any amount, and to agents.

Postage of paper is payable at the office where received, twenty

cents per year, or five cents per quarter, in advance
;
the Chromos

will be mailed free on receipt of money.

Remittances should be made in P. 0. Orders, Drafts, or Bank

Checks on New York, or Registered letters. The paper will be

sent from the first number, (April 2d, 1870,) when not otherwise

ordered.

Now is the time to subscribe, as theso Premiums will be offered

for a limited time only. On receipt of a postage-stamp, we will

send a copy of No. 1 to any one desiring to get up a club.

Address.

P. O. Box 2783.

PUNCHOELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

No. 83 Nassau Street, New York.
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LOUIS NAPOLEON SMOKES HIS PIPE OF PEACE.

"The Printingr House of the United States."

GEO. F. NESBITT & CO.,
General JOB PRINTERS,
BLANK BOOK Manufacturers,
STATIONERS, Wholesale and Retail,
LITHOGRAPHIC Engravers and Printers.
COPPER-PLATE Engravers and Printers,
CARD Manufacturers,
ENVELOPE Manufacturers.
FINE CUT and COLOR Printers.

163, 165, 167, and 169 PEAKL ST.,

73, 75, 77, and 79 PINE ST., New York.

Advantages. jK3~ All on the same premises, and under
immediate supervision of the proprietors.

gotxilmg (^xmx Bnb'mQB-^mxh.

33 BROAr)^v\^AY,
NE^W YORK.

Open Every Day from 10 A.M. to 3 P.M.

Deposits of any sum, from Ten Cents to Ten Thou-

sand Dollars, wiU be received.

Six per Cent interest, Free of Gorern-
ment Tax.

INTEEEST ON NEW DEPOSITS
Commenoes on the First of every Month.

HENRY SMITH, President

REEVES E. SELMES, Secretary.

WAI.TER ROCHE,
EDWARD HOGAN,

Vice-Prendents.

SARATOGA " A" SPRING WATER.
A POSITIVE CURE FOR HEADACHE !-A GREAT

REMEDY FOR INDIGESTION AND DYSPEPSIA.—
Keeps the blood cool and regulates the stomach. Persons
subject to headache can insure themselves freedom from
this malady by brinking it liberally in the morning before
breakfast.
Sold by JOHN F. HENRY, at the U. S. Family Medical

Depot, 8 College Place, New York.

PRAWG'S CHKOMOS are celebrated for their close reaemblance to Oil Paintings. Sold in all Art and Bookstores throughout the world.

PKAarG'S LATEST CBSOMOS : "Flowers of Hope," "Flowers of Memory." Illustrated Catalogues sent free on receipt of stamp.

r,. PStANG «Ss CO., Boston.

PUNCHINELLO.
With a large and varied experience in the management

and publication of a paper of the class herewith submitted,
and with the still more positive advantage of an Ample
Capital to justify the undertaking, the

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.

OF THB CITY OF NEW YORK,

Presents to the public for approval, the new

ILLUSTRATED HUMOROUS AND SATIRICAL

WEEKLY PAPER,

I^TJNCHINELLO,
The first number of which was issued under

date of April 2.

PtjNCirrNEl.l.0 will be entirely original ; humoron* and
witty without vulgarity, and satirical without malice. It
will be printed on a superior tinted paper of sixteen pages,
size l.S by 9, and will be for sale by all respectable news-
dealers who have the judgment to know a good thing when
they see it, or by subscription from this office.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES,
Suitable for the paper, and Original Designs, or snggestive
ideas or sketches for illustrations, upon the topics of th«
day, are always acceptable and will be paid for liberally.
Rejected communications cannot D» returned, unless

postage stamps are inclosed.

TERMS

:

One copy, per year, in advance $4 00
Single copies 10
A specimen copy will be mailed free upon the

receipt of ten cents.

One copy, with the Riverside Magazine, or any other
magazine or paper, price, $2.50, for 5 60

One copy, with any magazine or paper, price, $4, for.. 7 00

All communications, remittances, etc., to be addressed to

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

. No. 83 Niaaiinu Street,

P. O. Box, 2783, Nkw Yobk.

'J'he Mystery of Mr. E. DROOD.
Cl^i S^to ^^urlesqu-e Serial,

^V\^ritteii expressly for FuiSrCHIlSrELLO,
B T

ORPHEUS C. KERR,
Commenced in this number, will be continued weekly throughout the year.

A sketch of the eminent author, written by his bosom friend, with superb illustrations of

1st. THE AUTHOR'S PALATIAL RESIDENCE AT BEGAD'S HILL, TIOKNOR'S FIELDS, NEW JERSEY.

2I>. THE AUTHOR AT THE DOOR OF SAID PALATIAL RESIDENCE, taken as he appears " Every Saturday,"

will also be found in this number.

Single Copies, for sale by all newsmen, (or mailed from this office, free,) Ten Cents,

Subscription for One Year, one copy, with $2 Chrouio Premium, $4.

Those desirons of receiving the paper containing this new serial, which promises to bo the best ever written by

ORPHEUS C. KERR, should subscribe now, to insure its regular receipt weekly.

IVe will Bcnd the first Ten Numbers of PUNCHIlVEIiI^O to any one wlio trislies to

gee them, in view of sabscrlhing, ou the receipt of SIXTY CENTS.

AddresB,

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY,

p. O. Box 2788. S.3 israss.aia St., l<rey)v York.

Geo. W. WnE,\T, Printeh. No. 8 Spuwe Strret.
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C O N A.N T' S

PATENT BINDERS

PUNCHINELLO, ?9

to preserve the paper for binding, will be sent postpaid, on

receipt of One Dollar, by

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

83 Nassau Street, Ne'w York City.

TO NEWS-DEALERS.

Punchinello's Monthly.
The Weekly Numbers for May,

Bound in a Handsonte Cover,

Is now ready. Prico Fifty Cents.

THE TR.A.DE
Supplied by the

AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY,
Who are now prepared to receive Orders.

HARBISON BRADFORD <fe CO.'S

STEEL PENS.
These Pens are of a finer quality, more durable, and

cheaper than any other Pen in the market. Special atten-

tion is called to the following grades, as being better suited

for business purposes than any Pen manufactured. The

"005," "««,»' and the "AntLCorroslve."

we recommend for Bank and Office use.

D. APPLETON & CO.,

Sole Agrents for United States.

Vol. I. No. 12.

SATURDAY, JUNE 18, 1870.

PUBLISHED BY THE

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY,

83 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

THE MYSTErtY OE ]M U . K. D H O O 1^ ,

By ORPHEUS C. KEllIl,
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LL

APPLICATIONS FOR ADVERTISING IN

PUNCHINELLO"
SHOULD BE ADDRESSED TO

J. DICKINSON,
Room No. 4,

No. 83 Nassau Street.

DIBBLEEANIA,

Japonica JTiiice,
FOR THE HAIR.

The most effective Soothing and Stimulating Compounds
ever offered to the public for the

Removal of Scurf, Dandruff, &c.

For consultation, apply at

WILLIAM DIBBLEE'S,
Ladies' Hair Dresser and Wig Maker.

854 BROAOAVAY, N. Y. Cit}-.

FXmNITTJRE.
E. W. HUTCHINGS & SON,

MANUFAOTTJBEBS OF

Ricli and Plain Furniture

AND DECORATIONS,

Nos. 99 and 101 Fourth Avenue,
Formerly 475 Broadway,

(Near A. T. Stewart & Co.'s,) NEW XORK.
\Vhere a general assortment can be had at moderate

prices.

Wvud Mantels, Pier and Mantel Frames and Wainscoting

made tj orderfrom designs

PHELAN & COI^LENBER,
MANDTACTTJREES OF

Standard American Billiard Tables,

Wabebooms and Office,

738 BROADWAY, NEW^ YORK.

NEW YORK CITIZEN
AND

ROUND TABLE,

A Elterary, Political, and Sporting paper,

with the best writers in each department. Published every

Saturday.

PRICE, TEN CENTS.

32 Beeliman Street.

WEVILL & HAMMAE,

^Wo o d Engravers,
»08 BKOADWAX,

NEW YORK,

Thomas J, Rayner & Co.,

20 Liberty Street, Ne-w York,
manufactukehs of the

F I N K S T CIGARS
Made in the United States.

All sizes and styloR. Prices very moderate. Samples sent
to any responsible house. Also importers of the

"FUSBOS" BRAND,
Equal in quality to the best of the Havana market, and

from ten to twenty p(>r cent cheaper.

Restaurant, Bar, Hotel, and Saloon trade will save money
by calling at

No. 29 LIBERTY STREET.

Erie Railway.

TRAINS LEAVE DEPOTS
Foot of Chambers Street

Foot of Twenty-Third Street,

AS FOLLOWS :

Tliroiigli Express Trainis leave Chambers Street

at 8 A.M., 10 A.M., 5:30 P.M., and 7:00 P.M.,

(daily) ; leave 23d Street at 7: 15 A.M., 9: 45 A.M., and

5:15 and 6:45 P.M. (daily.) New and improved
Drawing-Room Coaches will accompany the 10 : 00

A.M. train through to Buffalo, connecting at Hor-

nellsville with magnificent Sleeping Coaches run-

ning through to Cleveland and Gallon. Sleeping

Coaches will accompany the 8:00 A.M. train from

Susquehanna to Buffalo, the 5 : 30 P.M. train from

New York to Buffalo, and the 7 : 00 P.M. train from

New York to Rochester, Buffalo and Cincinnati. An
Emigrant train leaves daily at 7 ; 30 P.M.

For Port .Jervis and AVay, *11:30 A.M., and
4:30 P.M., (Twenty-third Street, *11:15 A.M. and
4:15 P.M.)

For Middlctowii and Way, at 3:30 P.M.,

(Twenty-third Street, 3:15 P.M.); and, Sundays;

only, 8: 30 A.M. (Twenty-thlr* Street, 8: 15 P.M.

For Greyconrt and Way, at *8 :30 A.M., (Twen-

ty-third Street, 8 : 15 A.M,

For Newtourgli and Way, at 8 : 00 A.M., 3: GO

and 4 : 30 P.M. (Twenty-third Street 7 : 45 A.M., 3 : 15

and 4: 15 P.M.)

For Suffern and Way, 5: 00 P.M. and C: 00 P.M.

(Twenty-third Street, 4: 45 and 5: 45 P.M.) Theatre

Train, *11: 30 P.M. (Twenty-third Street, *11 P.M.)

For Paterson and Way, from Twenty-third

Street Depot, at 6:45, 10:15 and 11:45 A.M.; *1:46,

3:45, 5:15 and 6:45 P.M. From Chambers Street

Depot at 0:45, 10:15 A.M.; 12 M.; n: 45, 4: GO, 6: 15,

and 6: 45 P.M.

For HacUensacU and Hillsdale, from Twen-
ty-third Street Depot, at 8 : 45 and 11 : 45 A.M. ; t7 : 15,

3: 45, t5: 15, 5:45, and |6: 45 P.M. From Chambers

Street Depot, at 9: 00 A.M.; 12:00 M.; $2:15, 4:00,

$6:15, 6:00, and $6:45 P.M.

For Piermont, Monsey and Way, from Twen-
ty-third Street Depot, at 8: 45 A.M; 12:45, t3:15

4:15, 4:45 and t6: 15 P.M., and, Saturdays only, tl2

midnight. From Chambers Street Depot, at 9:00

A.M.; 1:00, t3: 30, 4:15 5:00 and '6:30 P.M. Sat-

urdays, only, tl2 : 00 midnight.

Tickets for passage and for apartments in

Drawing-Room and Sleeping Coaclies

can lt>e obtained, and orders for thie

Checking and Transfer of Bag-
gage may be left at the

Company's Offices:

241, 529, and 9.57 Broadway.

205 Chambers Street.

Cor. 125th Street & Third Ave., Harlem.

3S8 Fulton Street, Brooklyn.

Depots, foot of Chambers Street and foot

of Twenty-third Street, New York.

3 Exchange Place.

Long Dock Depot, Jersey City,

And of the Agents at the principal Hotels.

WM. R. BARR,
General Passenger Agent.

L. D. RUCKER,
General Superintendent.

* Daily, i For Hackonsack only, t For Piermont only.

Mat 2d, 1870.

trrantilc i^ibrarg,

Cl i n t o la H all, .A. .stor 3?lace,

NEW YORK.

This Is now the largest Circulating Library in America,

the number of volumes on its shelves being 114,000.
About 1000 volumes are added eack month ; and very large

purchases are made of all new and popular works.

Books are delivered at members' residences for five cents

each delivery.

TERMS OF MEMBERSHIPt

TO CLERKS, - |1 INITIATION, $3 ANNUAL DUES.

TO OTHERS, -....|5A YEAT.

Subscriptions Taken for Six Months.

BRANCH OFFICES
AT

jSTo. 7'G Cedar St., Ne-w- York,
ANB AT

Yonkers, Norwalk, Stamford, and Elizabeth.

HORSEMEN, ATTENTION

!

7armers, Farmers' Clubs, Drivers, Riders,

(irrooms. Livery Stable Keepers, Own-
ers, Professional Horsemen.

Tlie whole press, sporting papers, secular and religious

journals, unite in saying that HraAM Woodkutt's work on

" The Trotting Horse of America "

Is "THE MOST PRACTICAL AND INSTBTJCTrVE BOOK EVKR
rUBLISHED CONCERNTNG THE HOUSE." And the best

known professionals, Hoagland, Mace, Pfifer, etc, endorse

it with equal heartiness.

Ask your Bookseller for it,

Or enclose the price, $2.25, and it will be mailed tayou

postpaid.

J. B. FORD & CO., PubUshers,

39 Park Ro-*v, New York.

^9 to ALBANY and
^ TROY.
The Day Line Steamboats C. Vibbard and
Daniel Drciv, commencing May 31, will leave

Vestry st. Pier at 8.45, and Thirty-fourth st. at 9 a.m.,

landing at Yonkers, (,\"yaek, and TarrytoMii
by ferry-boat), Cozzens, West Point, C'orn-
wall, NewburcU, Ponglikeepsio, Rl>inr-
bcck, Bristol, C'atskill, Hudson, and Ncw-
Baltimorc. A special train of broad-gatigo cars

in connection with the day boats will leave on arrival

at Albany (commencing June 20) for Sliaron
Springs. Faro $4.'-ir» from New York and for

Cherry Valley. The Steamboat S«'ncea wiU trans-

fer passengers from Albany to Troy.
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1.

THE

MYSTERY OF MR. E. DROOD.
AN ADAPTATION,

BY ORPHEUS C. KERR.
CHAPTER III.

THE ALMS-HOUSE.

For the purpose of preventing an inconvenient rusli of literary tuft-

hunters and sight-seers thither next summer, a fictitious name must be

bestowed upon the town of the Ritualistic church. Let it stand in these

pages as Bumsteadville. Possibly it was not known to the Romans, the

Saxons, nor the Normans by that name, if by any name at all; but a

name more or less weird and fuU of damp syllables can be of little

moment to a place not owned by any advertising Suburban-Residence

benefactors.

A disagreeable and healthy suburb, Bumsteadville, with a strange

odor of dried bones from its ancient jDauper burial-ground, and many
quaint old ruins in the shapes of elderly men engaged as contributors

to the monthly magazines of the day. Antiquity pervades Bumstead-

ville; nothing is new; the very Rye is old; also the Jamaica, Santa Cruz,

and a number of the native maids. A drowsy place, with all its changes

hing far behind it; or, at least, the sun-browned mendicants passing

through say they never saw a place offering so little present change.

In the midst of Bumsteadville stands the Aims-House; a building of

an antic order of architecture; stiU known by its original title to the

paynobility and indigentry of the surrounding country, several of whose

ancestors abode there in the days before voting was a certain livelihood

;

although now bearing a door-plate inscribed, "Macassar Female

College, Miss Cakowthees. " Whether any of the country editors, pro-

jectors of American Comic papers, and other inmates of the edifice in

times of yore, ever come back in spirit to be astonished by the manner

in which modern serious and humorous print can be made productive

of anything but penury by publishing True Stories of Lord Bykon and

the autobiographies of detached wives, may be of interest to philosophers,

but is of no account to Miss Carowthees. Every day, during school-

hours, does Miss Carowthees, in spectacles and high-necked alpaca,

preside over her Young Ladies of Fashion, with an austerity and elder-

Uness before which every mental image of Man, even as the most poetical

of abstractions, withers and dies. Every night, after the young ladies have

retired, does Miss Caeowthers put on a freshening aspect, don a more

youthful low-necked dress—

•

As though a rose

Should leave its clothes

And be a bud again,

—

and become a sprightlier Miss Caeo^vthees. Every night, at the same

hour, does Miss Caeowthers discuss with her First Assistant, Mrs. Pills-

bury, the Inalienable Rights of Women; always making certain casual

reference to a gentleman in the dim past, whom she was obliged to sue

for breach of promise, and to whom, for that reason, Miss Carowthees

airily refers, with a toleration bred of the lapse of time, as " Breachy

Mr. Blodgett."

The pet pupil of the Aims-House is Flora Potts, of course called the

Flowerpot; for whom a husband has been chosen by the will and

bequest of her departed papa, and at whom none of the other Macassar

young ladies can look without wondering how it must feel. On the after-

noon after the day of the dinner at the boarding-house, the Macassar

front-door bell rings, and Mr. Edwin Drood is announced as waiting to

see Miss Floea. Having first nibbed her lips and cheeks, alternately, with

her fingers, to make them red; held her hands above her head to turn

back the circulation and make them white; and added ;\ little lead-

penciling to her eyebrows to make them black ; the Flowerpot trips in-

nocently down to the parlor, and stops short at some distance from the

visitor in a curious sort of angular deflection from the perpendicular.

"O, you absurd creature !" she say.s, placing a finger in her mouth

and slightly wriggling at him. "To go and have to be married to me
whether we want to or not ! It's perfectly disgusting."

"Our parents dkl rather come a littleload onus," says Edwin D.-.ood,

not rendered enthusiastic by his reception.

"Can't we get a Imhrna corpus, or some other ridiculous thing, and

ask some perfectly absurd Judge to serve an injunction on somebody ?"

she asks, with pretty earnestness. " Don't, Eddy—do-o-n't."

"Don't what. Flora?"

" Don't try to kiss me, please."

"Why not. Flora?"

"Because I'm enameled."

"Well, I do think," says Edwin Drood, " that you put on the Grecian

Bend rather heavily with me. Perhaps I'd better go."

" I wouldn't be so exquisitely hateful, Eddy. I got the giim-drops

last night, and they were perfectly splendid."

"Well, that's a comfort, at any rate," says her affianced, dimly

conscious of a dawning civility in her last remark. "If it's really

possible for you to walk on those high heels of yours, Flora, let's trj' a

promenade out-doors.

"

Here Miss Carowthers glides into the room to look for her scissors,

is reminded by the scone before her ofBreachy Mr. Blodgett; whispers,
" Don't trifle with her young affections, Mr. Drood, unless you want to

be sued, besides being interviewed by all the papers;" and glides out

again with a sigh.

Flora then j^uts upon her head a fig-leaf trimmed with lace and
ribbon, and gets her hoop and stick from behind the hall-door. Edwin
Drood takes ft-om one of his pockets an india-rubber ball, to practice

fly-catches with as he walks; and driving the hoop and throwing and
catching the ball, the two go down the ancient turnpike of Bumstead-

ville together.

" Oh, please, Eddy, scrape yourself close to the fences, so that the

girls can't see you out of the windows," pleads Flora. " It's so utterly

absurd to be walking with one that one's got to marry whether one

likes it or not; and you do look so perfectly ridiculous in that short

coat, and all your other things so tight."

He gloomily scrapes against the fences, dropping his ball and catch-

ing it on the rebound at every step. " Which way shall we go ?"

"Up by the store, Eddy, dear."

They go to the all-sorts country store in question, where Edwin Drood
buys her some sassafras bull's-eye candy, and then they turn toward

home again.

" Now be a good-tempered Eddy," she says, trundling her hoop be-

side him, "and pretend that you aren't going to be my husband."
'

' Not if I can help it, " he says, catching the ball almost spitefullj'.

" Then you're going to have somebody else ?"

" You make my head ache, so you do," whispers Edwin Drood. " I

don't want to marry anybody at all
!"

She tickles him under the arm with her hoop-stick, and turns eyes

that are all serious upon his.

'
' I wish, Eddy, that we could be perfectly absurd friends to each

other, instead of utterly ridiculous engaged people. It's exquisitely

awful, you know, to have a husband picked out for you by dead folks,

and I'm so sick about it sometimes that I hardly have the heart to fix

my back-hair. Let each of us forbear, and stop teasing the other.

"

Greatly pleased by this perfectly intelligent and forgiving arrange-

ment, Edwin Dhoo» says: "You're right. Flora. Teasing is played

out;" and drives his ball into a perfect frenzy of bounces.

They have arrived near the Ritualistic church, through the windows

of which come the organ-notes of one practising within. Something

familiar in the grand air rolling out to them causes Edwin Drood to

repeat, abstractedly, " I feel—I feel—I feel
—

"

Flora, simultaneously affected in the same way, unconsciously mur-

murs,—"I feel like a morning star."

They then join hands, under the same irresistible spoil, and take

dancing steps, humming, in unison, "Shoo, fly ! don't bodder me."

" That's Jack Bum.stead's playing," whispers Edwin Drood; "and he

must be breathing this way, too, for I can smell the cloves."

" O, take me home," cries Flora, suddenly throwing her hoop over

the young man's neck, and dragging him violently after her. " I think

cloves are perfectly disgusting.

"

At the door of the Alms-Housc the pretty Flowerpot blows a kiss to

Edwin, and goes in. Ho makes one trial of his ball against the door,

and goes off. She is an iu-faut, he is an off-'un.

CHAPTER IV.

MR. SWEENEY.

Accepting the New American Cycloptedia as a fair standard of stupid-

ity—although the prejudice, perhaps, may arise nither from the iras-

cibility of the few using it as a reference, than from the calm judgment

of the many employing it to flll-out a showy book-case—then the new-

est and most Amoiican Cyclopsedist in Bumsteadville is Judge

Sweeney. *

• Mr. Sapsea, the original of thU character in Mr. Dickens' romance, is an

Bntered, according to Act of Congress, in the year 1870, by the PunrHiHELLO Purlihbino Compajit. In the Clerk's Offl; : of tUe PiBtr'ct Court of the United States, for

the Southern District of New York.
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It is Judge Sweeney's pleasure to found himself upon Father Dean,

whom he greatly resembles in the intellectual details of much forehead,

stomach, and shirt-collar. When upon the bench in the city, even,

granting an injunction in favor of some railroad company in which he

owns a little stock, he frequently intones his accompanying remarks

with an ecclesiastical solemnity eminently calculated to suppress

every possible tendency to levity in the assembled lawyers; and his dis-

charge from arrest of any foreign gentleman brought before him for

illegal voting, has often been found strikingly similar in sound to a pas-

toral Benediction.

That Judge Sweeney has many admirers, is proved by the immense
local majority electing him to judicial eminence; and that the admira-

tion is mutual is likewise proved by his subsequent appreciative dis-

missal of certain frivolous complaints against a majority of that majority

for trifling misapprehensions of the Registry law. He is a portly, dou-

ble-chinucd man of about fifty, with a moral cough, eye-glasses making
even his red nose seem ministerial, and little gold ballot-boxes, loco-

motives, and five-dollar pieces, hanging as "charms" from the chain

of his Eepeater.

Judge Sweeney's villa is on the turnpike, opposite the Aims-House,

with doors and shutters giving in whichever direction they are opened;

and he is sitting near a table, with a sheet of paper in his hand, and a

bowl of warm lemon tea before him, when his servant-girl announces

"Mr. BUMSTEAD."

"Happy to see you, sir, in my house, for the first time," is Judge

Sweeney's hospitable greeting.

" You honor me, sir," says Mr. Bumstead, whose eyes are set, as

though he were in some kind of a fit, and who shakes hands excessively.

'
' You are a good man, sir. How do you do, sir ? Shake hands again,

sir. I am very well, sir, I thank you. Your hand, sir. I'll stand by

you, sir—though I never spoke t' you b'fore in my life. Let us shake

hands, sir."

But instead of waiting for this last shake, Mr. Bumstead abruptly

turns away to the nearest chair, deposits his hat in the very middle of

the seat with great care, and recklessly sits down upon it.

The lemon tea in the bowl upon the table is a fruity compound, con-

sisting of two very thin slices of lemon, which are maintained in hori-

zontal positions, for the free action of the air upon their upper surfaces,

by a pint of whiskey procured for that purpose. About half a pint of

hot water has been added to help soften the rind of the lemon, and a

portion of sugar to correct its acidity.

With a wave of the hand toward this tropical preserve, Judge

Sweeney says :
'

' You have a reputation, sir, as a man of taste. Try

some lemon tea."

Energetically, if not frantically, his guest holds out a tumbler to be

filled, immediately after which he insists upon shaking hands again.

"You're a man of insight, sir," he says, working Judge Sweeney back

and forth in his chair. "I am a man of taste, sir, and you know the

world, sir."

"The World?" says Judge Sweeney, complacently. "If you mean
the religious female daily paper of that name, I certainly do know it. I

used to take it for my late wife when she was trjang to learn Latin.

"I mean the terrestrial globe, sir," says Mr. Bumstead, irritably.

" The great spherical foundation, sir, upon which Boston has since

been built."

"Ah, I see, " says Judge Sweeney, genially. " I believe, though,

that I know that world, also, pretty well ; for, if I have not exactly been

to foreign countries, foreign countries have come to me. They have

come to me on—hem !—business, and I have improvedmy opportunities.

A man comes to me from a vessel, and I say 'Cork,' and give him
Naturalization Certificates for himself and his friends. Another comes,

and I say 'Dublin;' another, and I say 'Belfast.' If I want to travel

still further, I take them all together and say ' the Polls. '

"

"You'll do to travel, sir," responds Mr. Bumstead, abstractedly help-

ing himself to some more lemon tea; "but I thought we were to talk

about fho late Mrs. Sweeney. "

"We were, sir," says Judge Sweeney, abstractedly removing the

bowl to a sideboard on his farther side. " My late wife, young man, as

you may be aware, was a Miss Haqgeety, and was imbued with homage
to Shape. It was rumored, sir, that she admired me for my Manly
Shape. When I offered to make her my bride, the only words she

could articulate were, "0, my ! I?"—meaning that she could scarcely

auctioneer. The present Adapter can think of no nearer American equivalent, in

the way of a person at once resident in a suburb and who sells to the highest bidder,

than a supposable member of the New York judiciary.

believe that I really meant her. After which she fell into strong hys-

terics. We were married, despite certain objections on the score of

temperance by that corrupt Eadical, her father. From looking up to

me too much she contracted an affection of the spine, and died about
nine months ago. Now, sir, be good enough to run your eye over this

Epitaph, which I have composed for the monument now erecting to

her memory."

Mr. Bumstead, rousing from a doze for the purpose, fixes glassy eyes

upon the slip of paper held out to him, and reads as foUows:

Mart Ann,

tJnlitigating and Unliterary Wife of

HIS HONOR, JUDGE SWEENEY.
In the darkest hours of

Her Husband's fortunes

She was never once tempted to Write for

The Tbibune, the Independent, ok the Kivebside MAaAZiNE;

Nor did even a disappointment about a

new bonnet ever induce her to

threaten her husband with

AN INDIANA DIVORCE.

Steangek, pause,

and consider if thou canst say

the same about

Thine Own Wife 1

If not,

With a Rush Retibe.

Me. Bumstead, affected to tears, interspersed with nods, by his read-

ing, has barely time to mutter that such a wife was too good to live long

in these days, when the servant announces that '
' McLaughlin has

come, sir."

John McLaughlin, who now enters, is a stone-cutter and mason,

much employed in patching dilapidated graves and cutting inscriptions,

and popularly known in BumsteadviUe, on account of the dried mortar

perpetually hanging about him, as " Old Mortarity." He is a ricketty

man, with a chronic disease called bar-roomatism, and so very grave-

yardy in his very 'Hie' that one almost expects a jacet to follow it as a

matter of course.

"John McLaughlin," says Judge Sweeney, handing him the paper

with the Epitaph, " there is the inscription for the stone."

" I guess I can get it all on, sir," says McLaughlin. "Your servant,

Mr. Bumstead."
" Ah, John McLaughlin, how are you ?" says Mr. Bumstead, his hand

with the tumbler vaguely wandering toward where the bowl formerly

stood. "By the way, John McLaughlin, how came you to be called

' Old Mortarity '? It has a drunken sound, John McLaughlin, like

one of Sir Walter Scott's characters disguised in liquor.

"

"Never you mind about that," says McLaughlin. " I carry the keys

of the BumsteadviUe* churchyard vaults, and can tell to an atom, by a

tap of my trowel, how fast a skeleton is dropping to dust in the pauper

burial-ground. That's more than they can do who call me names."

With which ghastly speech John McLaughlin retires unceremoniously

from the room.

Judge Sweeney now attempts a game of backgammon -with the man
of taste, but becomes discouraged after Mr. Bumstead has landed the

dice in his vest-opening three times running and fallen heavily asleep

in the middle of a move. An ensuing potato salad is made equally

discouraging by Mr. Bumstead's persistent attempts to cut up his hand-

kerchief in it. Finally, Mr. Bumstead f wildly finds his way to his

feet, is plunged into profound gloom at discovering the condition of his

hat, attempts to leave the room by each of the windows and closets in

succession, and at last goes tempestuously through the door by acci-

dent.
[To he Gontinued.}

* Certain fancied points of resemblance having led some persons to suppos.^ ( .,

BumsteadviUe means Rochester, the Adapter is impelled to declare that such is )ioi

the case.

t In compliance with the modern demand for fine realistic accuracy in art, the

Adapter, previous to making his delineation of Mr. Bumstead public, submitted it

to the judgment of a physician having a large practice amongst younger journalists

and Members of the Legislature. This authority, after due critical inspection, pro-

nounced it psychologically correct as a study of monomania apotu.

Wanted for the I^ecture-Kooin.

Beloit, in Wisconsin, boasts a wife who has not spoken to her hus-

band for fifteen years. Fifteen long years ! Happy man !—happy

woman ! No insanity, no divorce, no murder, but Silence. Why isn't

this wondrous woman brought to the platform. Miss Anthony?

/
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Piscaior {to his progeny.) "Now, Geobge Washington, you take a good geip of

THIS TEEE EEL, AND DOn't MUSS TOUE CLOTHES, OR TEK MTJDDER 'lL NEBEE LET YOU

GO FISHIN' AG'iN, SjUITIN.

THE JOYS OF SUMMER.

I've had my annual dream
Of boats and fishing. Congress-water, cream,
Strawberry-shortcake, lager-bier, iced punch.

And lobster-salad lunch.

It came about midday,
Toward the latter part of '

' flowering May "

—

When nothing's fit to eat, or drink, or wear,
And nothing suits but air.

Let Summer come ! said I;

Let something happen quick, or I shall die !

I want to change my diet, clothes,—my skin,

—

Myself, if not a sin !

{One thing, I would remark,
I didn't dream of: that was Central Park.

)

All these (the Park included) I have had

;

Of course you think I'm glad.

No, I can't say I am.
Yoiir summer, I must tell you, is a sham !

1 7night, perhaps, have some poetic flights,

If I could sleep o' nights !

But who on earth can sleep

When the thermometer's so awful steep ?

The night, if anything, (at least our waj',

)

Is hotter than the day !

And then—my stars !

—

oh, then !

When sleep would kindly visit wearj' men,
The dread mosquito stings away his rest.

Ah-h-h ! curse that pest

!

But breakfast comes,—so soon
Yoii almost wish they'd put it ofl' till noon !

Five minutes' sleep—no appetite—no force:

You're jolly, now, of coiirse !

You sip your breakfast tea

—

If with your qualmy stomach 'twill agree.

Or your weak coffee,—weighing, %\-itli dismay,
The prospects of the day.

Hot ! you may well say Hot,
When Blistering would hit it to a dot

!

The cheerful round is brilliantly begun

—

And everything "well done."

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

The

:he

Doicn East.— " The Earthly Paradise " is published in Boston,

scene of the poem is laid elsewhere.

Miner.—"Pan in Wall Street" was written by E. C. Stedman.

pan spoken of is not suitable for miners' use.

Autograph Collector says that he has seen in the papers such state-

ments as the following :
" Lowell's Under the Willows, " "Whittiee's

Among the Hills," "Pumpelly's Across America and Asia." A. C.

wants the post-office address of either or all of the gentlemen named.

We are unable to give the information desired.

Constant Reader.—What is the meaning of the word "Here " ? Ansicer.

—It is the popular name of one of our Assurance Companies, only

kno-OTi to its intimate friends. The other name is the "Hercules."

Erie.—You have been misinformed. Mr. Fisk neither appeared as an

Admiral, nor as one of the "Twelve Temptations," at the Reception of

the Ninth Eegiment.

Inquirer.—The free translation of the legend, "Ratione aut vi," on the

Ninth Regiment Badge, is " Strong in rations."

Wall Street asks, "Who are interested in Punchinello?" Though

the question is not very business-Uke, we reply, "Every one;" and wo
are receiving fresh acquisitions daily.

^erjf/i.—-Was the English nightingale ever introduced into this countrj'?

Answer.—We cannot say. You had better go to Flobence for informa-

tion on the subject.

J?. G. While.—It was a happy thought of yours to apply to Punchi-

nello for information regarding Shaksperean readings. To your first

question, "Was Shakspeaee's Richaed Ilia gourmand?" we reply:

undoubtedly he was. By adopting what is obviously the correct read-

ing of the passage—"Shadows to-night," etc., it will be seen that

" Dickon " was occasionally a sufferer from heavy suppers:

"Shad-rooB to-night

Have Btruck more terror to the sool of Bicbasd."

Then, to your second query, "Was Shakspeabe's Richard HI a

cannibal?" our answer is: Certainly he was. Following the above

quotation we have the line, '

' Than can the substance, " etc. The

proper reading is:

" Then Can the substance of ten thousand soldiers."

Famine was staring Richaed's army in the face, so that nothing could

be more natural and proper than that he should have issued orders to

butcher ten thousand of his lower soldiers, and have their meat canned

for the subsistence of his '

' Upper Ten !"

Knife.—You have been misinformed. General Butler was not a

participator in the Battle of Five Forks, though more than that number

of Spoons has been laid to his charge.

Anxious Parent.—Probably the publication to which you refer is the

one entitled "Freedom of the Mind in Willing," not "Freedom of th

Will in Minding." It is not written for the encouragement of recalci-

trant boys.

Confectionei; (San Francisco.)—Mr. Beecheb, who -WTote the article

on candy, in the Led/jer, lives in Brooklyn, a town of some importance

not far from this city.

The Nose and the Roac.

The pink-lined parasols now in fashion were devised by some

thoughtful improver of woman, to enhance beauty by imparting a roseate

hue to the complexion. Unfortunately, however, the reflection from

the pink silk docs not always reach the face at the right angle. Some-

times it concentrates altogether upon the most prominent feature of the

face, and then "Red in the Nose is She" becomes applicable to the

bearer of the parasol. Couleur de rose is an expression for all that is

lovely and serene, but the rose must not be worn on the nose.

Going; him one Better.

The only difference between the Colossus of Rhodes and KingHExnv

Vni was that while Colossus was only a ico/ider, King H. was a Tudor.
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THE PLAYS AND SHOWS.

E. J. H. M'VICKER has

for some years past conducted

a Chicago theatre, of which

he has been lessee, manager,

and stock company. The

Chicago people have liked

M'Vickek's Theatre, because

it has occasionally treated

them to the novel sensation

of a comparatively moral per-

formance. Occasional mo-

rality deftly inserted in the

midst of a season of seduc-

tive legs, produces the same

effect upon a Chicago audi-

ence that a naughty opera

bouffe does upon the New
York lovers of the legitimate

drama. In either case there

is the charm of foreign nov-

elty; a charm, however, which

Boon loses its attraction.

Opera bouffe in New York, and the moral drama in Chicago, can enjoy

but a temporary success. The former city will always return to its

love of standard comedies and Shakspeabean tragedies, and the latter

will sooner or later clamor for its accustomed legs and its favorite dra-

mas of bigamy and divorce.

Mr. M'VicKER, having read of the McFaeland trial, immediately con-

ceived the happy idea that the time had come when a Chicago actor

would please a New York audience. He therefore flew to this city, by

way of the Mississippi river and the New Orleans and Havana steam-

ships, and last week made a debut at Booth's Theatre. With an

astuteness which reflects great credit upon his ability as a manager, he

astonished the audience, which had assembled to be shocked by a

genuine Chicago performance, by playing a part which fairly bristles

with unnecessarily obtrusive morality. Thus did ho present a double

attraction. A Chicago actor would have been sure, in any case, of the

support of the Free Love Press; but a moral Chicago actor is a surprise

which appeals irresistiby to the love of novelty which exists in the

theatre-going breast. The play in which he made his first appearance

here, is entitled "Taking the Chances," and is fi-om the pen of Mr.

Charles Gatlee, to whom Dr. Watts so beautifully referred in those

touching verses:
" Gayler, the Troubadour,

Touched his guitar,"

—and further language to a like effect. Mr. M'Vicker sustained the

character of "Peter Pomeroy," one of those oppressive rural Yankees

whose mission seems to be to drive young men into the paths of vice,

by representing virtue as inextricably associated with home-spun gar-

ments, and the manners of an uneducated bull in an unprotected china

shop. The following version of the play will be recognized as literally

exact, by all who have not seen the original.

Takintr the Chances.

Act I.

Mr. Pomeroy, a Preposterous Uncle, ifho regards liis nephew, Pster,

as a desirable person. " My dear Peter will V)e here in a few moments.

His presence will be a real blessing."

Mrs. Pomeroy. "I am sorry to hear it. He breaks furniture and

things, and I don't like him."

Enter Irrelevant People, who make unnecessai'y remarks, and obviously

eeisl only to meet Peter. Finally Peter enters, in butternut clothing and a

condition of chronic moral jxrfection.

Peter. '

' Jewhillikins ! Haow de du, Unkil ? Ilaow are ye. Aunt Deb ?

Haow is everybody ? Our pigs and chickens and garden-sass is all doin'

well."

—

Falls on a chair.

Preposterous Uncle. "Dear, noble, manly fellow."

Everybody Else. '
' Unbearable brute.

"

Eder Blanche Pomeroy. " Do I see my dear cousin ? I am glad to

see you, but please don't tear all of my dress to pieces.

"

Peter. " JewhiMikins .'" "You used to not to mind abaont havin'

your frock torn when you was up at Granitcville. But I s'pose society

has sp'iled you."

Enter Plausible Vlllain, and whispers to Blanche—"To-night you

must fly with nie. We have not a moment to lose."

Peter. "Jewhillikins ! That is the chap that deserted his wife up to

Graniteville ? I'll fix him."

Plausldle Villain. '
' What do I see ? A virtuous rustic ? Confusion !

Can ho suspect me ?"

Peter devotes himself to the virtuous task of insulting every person in the

room, thereby proving how much superior' a cow-boyfrom New Hampshire is

to the wretched resident of the city, whomfate has made a base and villainous

gentleman. The Plausible Villain goes through with a complicatedfit of

St. Vitus'3 Dance, by way of preserving a cool exterior, and thus allaying the

suspicions of Peter. Varicms Tedious People enter and converse tediously

with the Irrelevant People. After a time the stage-carpenters suddenly

decide to lower the curtain, and thus put an end to an act that might otherwise

go on forever.

Act II.

Enter Peter. '
' Jewhillikins ! This is a nice garden. What pesky

villains all these people must be, considerin' that they wear good clothes

and don't break the fumitoor. There's that chap that deserted his

wife. I'll fix him. "

—

Hides himself in an arbor.

^/ito' Plausible Villain.—"Confusion! Can the bumpkin suspect

me ? In order to avert suspicion, I will confide everything to the friendly

air."

—

Relates his past life and future plans, at the top of his lungs, and then

returns to the house.

Entei' Preposteeou.s Uncle, and various Tedious People, who all loant

to marry Blanche. They converse tediously and go away again. Applause

!

Enter Blanche and Plausible Villain.

Plausible Villain.— "Confusion! Can the bumpkin suspect me

?

Blanche, we must fly to-night. Not a moment is to be lost.

"

i2e-en<er Peter. "Jewhillikins! Blanche, I want to talk a spell with

you."

—

To Plausible Villain—"Go into the haouse, will you?"

—

He

goes.

Blanche. '
' What do you want, Peter ? Why do you tear my dress,

and scratch your head so persistently ?"

Peter. '
' Jewhillikins ! That feller you love is a scoundrel. I'll prove

it. Will you beliovo it after it's proved?"

Blanche. ( With a fine sense of what is truly womanly.) "Of course I

won't believe it. I despise proofs and arguments."

Enter Tedious People and Irrelevant People. Tliey converse more

tediously and irrelevantly than before. At last the carpenters, icho have been

outfor beer, return and drop the curtain.

Act HI.

E:iter Peter, hi the clothes of an ordinary Christian. He practices a

frightful dance, ami remarks at intervals, "Jewhillikins."

Enter Blanche arul Plausible Villain. The latter notices Peter, loUh

convidsive alarm.

Plausible Villain. '
' Confusion ! Can he suspect me ? Blanche, we

must fly at once. There is not a moment to lose."

Enter Everybody. A quadrille is formed. Peter dances and falls over

everybody else. The quadrille ends. Feteu rises and remarks, "Jewhilli-

kins. " He goes oid and returns, bringing the Plausible Villain's jcife with

him. The Plausible Villain repents. Blanche consents to marry Peter.

Various preposterous engagements are entered into by the Tedious and the

Irrelevant People. And at last the play is over.

Comic Man among the audience. '

' "Why should M'Vicker think a man
a scoundrel, who deserts his wife and tries to marry another ? Don't ho

come fi-om Chicago ?"

2d Comic Man.— "Don't 8herid.\n," (who plays the Plausible Vil-

lain,) "look as if he v.'ishod he were " twentj' miles away" when Peter

denounces him ?"

. And the bystanders smile weakly, as though they had heard a pood

joke on Sheridan, and retire slowly toward their homes, evidently ex-

hausted by the oppressive virtue of the intolerable Yankee boor, whom
M'Vicker plays so well that the respectable portion of the audience is

almost inclined to overlook the wretchedness of the part in admiration

of the skill of the actor. Matador.

Ciie-rioiis Rumor.

That the Sound steamers are to be furnished with billiard tables for

the amusement of passengers between New York and Boston. This re-

port, however, is flatly contradicted, and we have neither charity nor

chalk for the man who would make a statement bo groundless.
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GEORGE FRANCIS, THE TJBIQXnTOTJS.

Amidst all the chances and changes of this chequered, and, in some
respects, lugubrious life, Mr. Punchinello has the perennial consola-

tion of one friendship, which promises to be immortal, and over

which time and siiace hold no sway. Need we say that we are alluding

to the tender emotions which crowd our bosom whenever we hear of

Mr. Geokge Francis Train ! And lest our love for him should grow

colder, this considerate gentleman allows us to hear from him almost

daily. To be sure he is like some great antediluvian grasshopper, and
seems capable of spanning this almost boundless continent at a leap.

He is in Maine in the morning—he is making a speech in Minnesota

when the evening shades prevail; but wherever he is, the roll of his

eloquence reaches us, and however busy he may be, he is never too busy

to write letters to the newspapers. The great man comes very near to

solving the problem heretofore considered insoluble, of being in two

places at once. Two, did we say ? Absurd ! Three, four, five, half a

dozen ! What a man ! Jumping here ! Leaping there ! Skipping

North! Vaulting South! Skimming (like a Camxlla in pantaloons)

over the plains of the West ! Then, as if by magic, whirling himself to

the East ! A man, did we say ? Bah ! George Francis is clearly one

of the immortals.

Clearly ! Jupiter used to be rather lavish of electricity, but he did but

a small retail business in it, compared with our dear George Francis, the

demi-god, who, when ho is not talking with sublime garrulity, is tele-

graphing without regard to expense. Evidently it has dawned upon
the mind (if he has any, ) of this extraordinary being, that the world,

in none of its quarters, can get along without him, and that the news-

paper which does not mention his name must be stale, flat, and unpro-

fitable. Wherefore he takes order that every newspaper shall print the

wonderful name as often as possible. Whether he be laughed at, sneered

at, sworn at, the virtue of the mere mention remains the same.

The last we heard from George Fr.vnois, he was, (to use his own
choice language, )

'
' away up here on the Chippewa, " beseeching the

lumber men, with all the charm of his inimitable eloquence, to vote

him into the Presidential chair. "I am waking up these boys for

1872," ^vrite3 the valuable phenomenon. Unto "millers, rafters, chop-

pers, and jammers," this Fountain of Oratory has gushed forth his

"four hundred and twenty-first consecutive Presidential lecture."

Imagine a possible scene upon a raft ! George Francis, mounted upon

a whiskey-barrel, is making all

the air resonant with rhetoric.

The '

' rafters " are swearing ! The
"choppera" are cursing! The
"jammers" are most repreheusi-

bly blaspheming ! The enormous

mass floats onward, and '
' Train !"

the floods, "Train !" the forests,

"Train!" the overarching skies

resound ! No miserable hall, no

narrow street, no " peni^up Utica"

contracts the power of this mira-

culous elocutionist—his audito-

rium seems to be a hemisphere—
his audience all mankind ! Or-

pheus singing moved rocks and

trees. Great George spouting

subdues all the inhabitants of the

wilderness. Timid deer trip to

the shore to listen ; ferocious bears,

catching the echo, shed tears of

penitence; all creatiires of the

roaring kind acknowledge them-

selves surpassed and silenced; the

whispering pines whisper all the

more softly, as if ashamed of their

own verbal weakness. All speech-

es, even the speeches of a Train,

must come to an end; and hav-

ng ended, the floating De-

mosthenes sits down to write to

the newspapers, that he has just

been delivered of his four-hun-

dred-and-twenty-second, and is

as well as could be expected.

Mr. Punchinello has, in his day, been considered talkative ; but he
feels, as he listens to George Francis, that he is himself a marvel of

taciturnity—that in the noble art of sounding his own trumpet he is a

mere child—that as a contributor to the public amusement he is in

danger of falling into paltry insignificance. Alas ! he is not the mar-
vellous mountebank which he has heretofore considered himself to be

;

and the nonsense upon which he so prided himself, in comparison with

the nonsense of George Francis, sinks into the most melancholy and
insufierable wisdom. He looks forward to the futui'e with a fear lest

he may descend to the depths of serious and slow solemnity. When
he has an-ived at that deplorable stage of decay, he wishes it to be

understood that his drum and trumpet are at the service of Mr. George
Francis Train.

ASSOCIATED PRESS TELEGRAMS.

A YOUNG STIR AMONG THE DAILIES.
EilUor Dana. "I wxsn th.vt fellow would take his banner oirr

OF MY WAY. It eclipses my special NEWS.

"

It is well known that there is a leak in the Associated Press Ofiice.

In point of fact there always is a leak. Why any one should think

it worth while to steal the Associated Press cable dispatches is a mys-

tery, when they could be manufactured in any newspaper office with

much less trouble. The following dispatches are a fair sample of the

ordinary cable news which is sent to the Association. We need hardly

say that they were not . stolen from Mr. Simonton, but we will saj', as

M'e have already said, that there is a leak. A word to the wise is suffi-

cient—though, of course, by the expression, '
' the wise, " we do not

mean any reference to the London agent of the Associated Press.

London, Jime 6. The Times of to-day has a paragraph on the big

trees of California.

Mr. Smalley denies that he ever wore a hat resembling that of Gustave

Flourens.

A boy has been arrested for picking pockets in Oxford Street.

John Smith, proprietor of a coffee and cake saloon in Eatcliffe High-

way, has gone into bankruptcy.

It is believed that if the Tories should oust the present cabinet, they

would come into power.

Paris, June 7. There are rumors as to the health of the Emperor

Napoleon.

Yesterday a man is said to have cried, " Vive la EepubUquet" in his

back-yard.

KoME, June, 8. The Ecumenical Council is still in session.

There are more strangers in

Home than there have been at

times when the number was less.

Alexandria, Juno 8. Several

vessels have passed through the

Suez Canal since its completion.

The Suez Canal is by some re-

garded as a success. Others think

it a failure.

Cjilcutta, June 6. A native

was killed by a tiger near Bundel-

cund eighteen months ago.

Yokohama, June 6. The P.

& 0. Steamer Bombay has run

down and sunk the U. S. Sloop

Oneida.

St. Petersburgh, June 7.

Some discontent was caused by

the emancipation of thb serfs.

Berlin, Juno 8. Bis:.:arck has

notified the Upper House that no

exemplification of the categorical

plebiscitum will be favorably en-

tertained or rejected.

In view of these importAnt dis-

patches, Pl-nchinello respectfully

suggests to Mr. Simoi.ton, that

instead of trjing to put an end

to the stealing of his news, ho

put a peremptory end to the Lon-

don agent of the Associated Press.

Othenvi.se the agent will soon put

an end to the Association. One
or the other event must take
place, and it is only a question of

time which shall occur first.

I
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PONTOON FOR PARTIES.
A NEW IN\T3NTION, TO ENABLE GENTLEMEN TO CROSS THE FLOWING TRAINS OF L.U3IES IN FASHIONABLE DRAWING-ROOMS.

COMIC ZOOLOGY.

Tlio Boa Constrictor.

Oriental tourists claim to have met with specimens of this leptile one

Lundrocl fiet in length, but as travellers are proverbially prone to stretch

tboir tales, narrative of this character must not be too readily swallowed.

Ho is found in India, all along the course of the Hooghly, and is hugely

superior in strength and size to all the other reptiles of Asia. His

habitat is usually up a tree, where he lies in ambush, and he forages,

and has for ages, on the nobler quadrupeds; seldom letting himself down
to make a "picked-up dinner" on the lower animals. Sometimes,

however, when tormented with an "all-gone sensation" in the pit of

his stomach, he descends to dine on a high-caste Brahmin and to sup

on a Gentoo.

The skin of the Boa has a silky sheen, like that of the finest Eep, and,

when taking a nap iu the sun, his Damascened appearance may remind

the pious spectator of a scene damned by the intrusion of a similar rep-

tile several thousand years ago.

The Boa Constrictor is not a fascinating snake—far from it. He re-

lies on his muscles and not on his charms, for support. His appetite

is vigorous, and the manner in which he disposes of his tid-bits, such

as the larger carnivora, may be described as glutenous. Much has been

written of the creature, but a glance at his enormous volume will give

a truer idea of him than anything that has ever issued from the press.

He serves the body of an animal, before devouring it, as mercenary poli-

ticians serve the body politic—crushing it with many Rings. By
the keepers of menageries he is often called the Boa Omstrucior, but the

name more aptly applies to the Furrier who simulates his shape on a

small scale ; the creature having no mechanical skill whatever.

Occasionally, from some branch that overhangs a Nullah, he will drop

down on the thirsty eland or hartbeest, rendering resistance a Nullity
;

but his favorite game is fighting the tiger, at which, unlike the human
species, ho always wins when in the vein for that kind of sport. All

the beasts of the jungle fear him —the wolf feeling no disposition to

seek his folds, and the leopard frequently changing his spots to avoid

him. Whatever his quarry may be, its sands are soon run out.

The Boa, like other gourmands, is fond of gourmand-ease. After hav-

ing put a victim through the mill and bolted liim for a meal, the mon-

ster may be discovered (or he may not) on some knoll in the forest, in-

dulging in somnolency. He can then be assailed ^vith safety, but as

his breath is a horrible fetor, a spice (of caution) should be used in ap-

proaching him. The windward side is best. As he lies limber, smell-

ing like Limburger, a hatchet will be found a first-chop weapon of as-

sault. The Hindoos, however, generally double him up with Creeses.

Cutting off the creature's tail, just behind the jaws, is a pretty sure way
to ex-terminate him. There are on record several instances of Boas

having been despatched in this way by Ruthless adventurers.

The reptile abounds in Ceylon, and is considered a delicacy by the

Cingalese, but the civilized stomach would probably find Double Ease

in letting it alone. Coielette de Constrictor, however pleasant to the Pagan

palate, would scarcely go down with a Christian.

Hig'" old stories of the Boa have been obtained by travellers, from the

Asiatics. They resemble those of the fabled dragon and hippogriff,

and as they generally relate to the ravaging of whole districts by the

voracious monster, a heap o' grief is connected with some of them.

The gum-game, however, is much in vogue in India, and most of these

snake stories may be characterized as India Rubbish.

The great Boa is a native of Southern Africa as well as of Asia, and
is much dreaded by all the Dutch Boers. The creature is reported to

have been seen in crossing the interior deserts, but this is believed to

be a fiction invented in the Caravans. In Congo there is a small spe-

cies a few sizes larger than the Conger eel, while in the section of coun-

try visited by Cumming the Boa is the biggest serpent Going.

There are stupendous snakes in the islands of the Indian Archipelago,

and a Yankee skipper who lived a year among the natives informs us

that he "once saw some arter a boa in Sumatra." The skipper, how-

ever, is a small joker, and always ready to Sacrifice Truth on the Alter

Ego of a miserable pun. A vile habit this, but one that it is to be

feared will never be abandoned.

The skin of the Boa is rarely embroidered with purple and gold, but,

like many a priestly hypocrite, he hides under the livery of heaven the

instincts of the Devil. And so we dismiss him.

Bitter Narcaain.

Canadians pronounce the sacred word "Sunburst " " Shunburst."
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CONDENSED CONGRESS.
SENATE.

IND-HEAETED Mr. Chand-
ler had a proposition

which would restore Ameri-

can commerce to its former

footing. It was simply to

annex San Domingo, Cuba,

and Canada. He repudiated

with scorn and disgust the

insinuation that he proposed

to pay anything for them.

That was foreign to his na-

ture. He meant merely to

take them. By this means

they •would not only restore

American commerce — he

diu't profess to kno^w exactly

how—but they would inflict a

deadly blo^w upon haughty

England. At this point Mr.

Chandler became incoher-

ent, the only intelligible re-

mark which reached the

reporters, being that he could
'

' lick" Queen VicTORLi. single-handed.

Mr. ScMNER remarked that a war with England -would be costly.

Mr. Chandler declined to accept any suggestion from a man -who

went to diplomatic dinners, and consorted with Enghshmen. He had
been told that at these dinners, to which he was proud to say he had
never gone, and to which, while the custom of issuing in-vitations pre-

vailed, he never would go, Mr. Sumner ate with his fork. Such a

man could not be a true American.

Mr. Morrill introduced a bill to increase the mileage of members.

Notoriously, he observed, the mileage of members was scandalously

small. He kne'w that the self-sacrificing nature of the senators would
delight to pay this tribute to the fidelity of themselves, and the equally

deserving public servants of the other house. Passed with acclamations.

A resolution was introduced to appropriate a fe'w millions to-wards the

discovery of the North Pole.

Mr. Saulsbury said
—
"Whazyoose ?

Mr. Sumner explained that it -would be a good thing for science.

Mr. Cole explained that it would be an enormous thing for fishermen.

Mr. Yates explained that it would be a vast thing for " cobblers."

Mr. Saulsbury said—Ah, B'gthing on Ice.

Mr. MoREiLL moved to extend the Capitol grounds to the next lot.

Mr. Yates moved to extend them to Chicago.

Mr. Morton moved to extend them to Indianapolis.

Mr. Chandler wildly shrieked Detroit.

Mr. Sumner faintly murmured Boston.

house.

Somabody introduced a bill to pension the soldiers of 1812. Some-
body else wanted to amend it by providing that no soldier of 1812 who
aided and comforted the recent rebellion should get any pension.

Even Mr. Butler showed gleams of good feeling. He said that the

lot of these men was hard. They were liable to be brought out upon
platforms every Fourth of July, and obliged to sit and blink under

patriotic eloquence for hours. It was their dreadful lot subsequently

to eat public dinners in country taverns, which brought their gray hairs

down in sorrow and indigestion to the grave. The notion of these

senile and patriotic duffers aiding and comforting the rebellion was pre-

posterous. Their eyes purged thick amber and plum-tree gum, and

they had no notion of doing anything but drawing their pensions, and

getting three meals a day, with a horrible fourth on the glorious Fourth.

Mr. LooAN said this position was outrageous. He know that some of

these hoary wretches in his own district were so fully in sympathy with

the rebellion as actually to refuse to vote for him, when carriages were

sent to convey them to the polls. Such men ought not to receive a

dollar.

Mr. Butler not only reaffirmed his previous Htatementa, but reintro-

duced his resolution to annex Dominica.

Mr. Kelley desired to abolish the income tax. He said that some of

his most influential constituents disliked it. They would nf)t pay. To

lie they were ashamed. If a sufficient tariff were put upon pig-iron

there would be no need of providing for this petty Tacks.

Mr. Butler was in favor of the abolition of the tax. It had never

been anything but a tax on paper, and it was not worth a paper of tacks.

But he considered the most feasible method of reducing it was to annex
Dominica, and he introduced a resolution to that effect. As his friend

Kelley had suggested, if they did not remove the tax, their constitu-

ents would remove them. He did not consider it practicable, however,

to bring a movement to abolish the tacks on the carpet until Dominica
should be ours.

FURTHER OF IffYTHOLOGY.

Diana. This goddess was generally admitted to be the most in-

tellectual and disagreeable of the whole divine Sisterhood. Among
the Greeks the popular estimate of her character was shown by the

name of "Artful Miss"—afterwards corrupted to Artemis—which they

gave to her. She was an eminently strong-minded goddess, and insisted

upon her right to adopt the habits of the other sex. Among them was
the practice of hunting, of which she was passionately fond. Indeed,

it was from her devotion to the pleasures of the chase that she obtained

the epithet of the "Chased" Diana—wild boars, and such like un-

gallant brutes, sometimes annoying her by refusing to be chased them-

selves, and by chasing her instead. There are those who pretend to

think that "chaste," instead of "chased," was really the original

epithet, and that it was given to her as a recognition of the aggressive

and malignant virtue which distinguishes most strong-minded women
who are old and yet unmarried. The obvious absurdity of this theory

will, however, be e-rident to any one who remembers her little flirtation

with Endymion, whom she cruelly led from the paths of innocence, only

to abandon him on the hills of Latmos, where he contracted the chills

and fever by fruitlessly watching for her at night in the open field. A
characteristic piece of ill-temper was her treatment of young AcTiEON.

The latter, who was a respectable, though rather reckless young man,

was once walking along the beach, when he suddenly came upon Diana

and several female friends in the act of taking the surf. Envious to

behold the exti-emes of boniness, which then, as now, doubtless char-

acterized the strong-minded females, he concealed himself in a neigh-

boring bathing-house, and brought his opera-glass to bear on the group.

He was, however, discovered, and Diana and her friends were so in-

dignant at being seen without their false teeth and false "fronts," that

the former deliberately set her dogs on him, who tore him into imper-

ceptible fragments so small that no coroner could possibly find enough

ofhim in order to hold an inquest. Of course Act^ion's conduct cannot be

defended, but then his punishment was altogether too severe. There is

every reason to suppose that Diana wanted some one to accidentallj'

notice her proficiency in s^wdmming, else why should she have chosen a

place of popular resort for her bath ? And then the simple nudity in which

she was surprised was not nearly as suggestive as the peculiar costumes

in which our fashionable ladies now-a-days enter the surf in the pres-

ence of admiring crowds. However, ideas change with successive ages,

and what we now consider perfectly proper would probably have

brought any quantity of blushes to the cheek of the young person of

Athens or Rome. Among the Olympians Diana was a common scold, and

made herself as disagreeable to the goddesses as to the gods. Since she

ceased to be openly worshipped she has been in a measure forgotten

among men, but the strong-minded women still regard her with love

and reverence, and it is understood that her statue, together with a

painting representing her in the act of setting the dogs on Act.eon, are

among the most prominent decorations of the Sorosis Club-room and

the Revolution office.

Historical.

Coney Island is celebrated for the saltness of its waters and the

leathery qualities of its clams. This island is said to have been so

named on account of its resemblance in shape to an inverted cone, but

the attrition of the ocean has materially changed the conic base. Re-

searches in the direction of the apex have not been made recently.

Patentee Wnntcd.

The heavy hebdomadals complain that the style of the communica-

tions sent them is too diffuse. The "talented " contributor is adjured

to condense. Thrro is an apparatus, we believe, for condf-nsing the

article called milk, but who will devise a machine for condensing the

milk-and-water article? A fortune awaits the genius of the inventor.
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THE HOLY GRAIL AND OTHER POEMS.

(This is one of the other PoemN.)

BY A HAU-KED DENIZEN OP THE WEST,

Part II.

Pelleas then, •when all the flies were gone,

Sat faithful on his horse, upon the lawn

That skirts the castle moat; and thought the dame.

For want of pluck, could never give him blame.

He sat a week. She grew so blazing mad.

She raved, and called three other knights she had;

And cried, " That fool will drive me wild, I fear !

Go bind his hands, and walk him Spanish here."

And when the idiot heard her, he did grin

And smirk, and let them walk him Spanish in.

Then, railing vile, that he might take ofifence.

She, sneering, asked him would he ne'er go hence;

And o'er the bridge they kicked him like a hound.

When she had sneered her sueeriest, then she said,

"Turn him out bound !" He lifted up his head,

" You ask me why, tho' ill at ease

Within this region I subsist ?"

"I did," she said, " but pray desist

From further quoting, if you please."

When forth Pelleas came, his hands all tied.

The brave Gawain, he bounded to his side,

And loosed his bonds and said, '
' Look here, good friend,

This sort of thing had better have an end.

Just you go home, and take a Turkish bath.

And I will cure this lady of her wrath.

Give me your horse and shield. Take mine, I'll say

I've killed you, stiffly dead, in mortal fray.

Then she wiU straight repent; your death will rue,

And while her heart is soft, I'll send for you."

And cursed him till her face grew crimson red.

Like cats of Cheshire then he grinned, and said:

'
' Sent by thy train and thee to Coventry,

I hung with grooms and porters on the bridge;

Watched by thy three tall squires. And there I shaped

,An ancient willow's sapling into this.

"

And handed her a whistle. " Kick him out
!"

She yelled; and the knights, laughing, took the lout,

And thrust him from the gate. A week from this.

Looking \\'ithout, she saw his simple phiz;

And cried " Go kill him ! Stick him like a pig !

You three can do it, if he is so big !"

Unwilling, yet the knights went out to try.

And light-of-love Gawain came riding Ijy.

" What ho !" he cried, " I'm in, if that fight's free;

So here I come—ye knavish cowards three !"

"For mo," Pelleas cried, " the fight she means,"

And charging, knocked them into smithereens.

Now called she other knights, and cried out, " Once
Again go bind and bring me here that dunce !"

And when ho heard, ho let himself be bound,

This nincum-fubby-diddle-boodle, he

Went home, and did not Gawain's laughter see !

He waited till the moon, after three days,

Gave promise of large lights on woods and ways,

And then he hastened to Ettaree's gate.

He found it open, and he did not wait

To be announced, but hastened, full of hope.

To where her tent stood on the garden slope.

He knew she slept the roses all among,

And as he softly stepped, he softly sung:

"I am coming, my own, my sweet!

Were it ever so airy a Iread,

Thy heart would hear me and beat,

Were it earth in an earthly bed.

Thy dust would hear me and beat,

Hads't thou lain for a century dead.

Would start and tremble under my feefc-

And just then ho saw Gawain's head !

With one wild boimd toward the dark'ning skies,

From out the garden gates he madly flies.

But soon his mind it alters. Slipi)iug back.

His tune he changes—trying this new tack:

I

I

I
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" Howe'er it be, it seems to me
'Tis only noble to be good;

Kind hearts are more than coronets,

And simple faith, than Norman blood.

lady ! You may veer and veer,

A great enchantress you may be.

But there'll be that across your throat,

Which you would scarcely care to see."

Then he, -while sleep of senses them bereft.

Soft thrust his lance through both their necks—and left.

The cold touch in her throat she felt, and woke.

She knew the lance, and to Gawain she spoke.

"Liar !" she said. "That man you have not slain.

Let's both clear out ! He may come back again !"

{To he Continued.)

OUR PORTFOLIO.

That most gay, gallant and airy body of horsemen known as the

" Brooklyn Dutch Light Cavalry," are much indebted to the projectors

of the Knightly meeting which took place recently at Prospect Park,

for an opportunity to display those equestrian graces which a few cross-

grained critics have been disposed to deny them. The general public

never had any doubts upon the subject, but it is well enough to silence

those who took much credit to themselves in detecting faults where

others could not discover them. The result shows how completely such

mendacity can be exposed. Of the numerous prizes awarded, two-

thirds fell to the members of Brooklyn's Teutonic Cavalry. They were

especially admired for the firmness with which they kept their saddles,

under circumstances enough to unhorse a Centaiir. "We noted, parti-

cularly, one cavalier, known in the lists as the Knight of Rudesheimer.

He keeps a pork store in Fulton Avenue, and turned a Fairbanks Scale,but

two days before the tourney, at 275 lbs. This gallant rode a very sprightly

steed, which struggled lander the double calamity of being sUghtly

8pa\'ined and quite bUnd in the left eye. One of the effects of the latter

misfortune was to keep the animal constantly in the belief that somebody

meditated foul play upon its unguarded flank, and at the slightest stir

in the crowd it would wheel violently around, to the great consternation of

its rider, and the evident alarm of contiguous Knights. Punchinello,

who was very conspicuous in the throng, and was mounted upon a

highly mettled Ukraine steed, observed the cavorting of the Knight of

RuDESHETirEB, and cantered gaily towards him. In attempting to pass,

his spur touched the side of the blind steed, which kicked at Punchi-

nello's fiery Ukraine in a very ungracious manner. Our animal would

take a kick from no other animal calmly, and so, without waiting to

weigh consequences, it gave Rudesheimee's Rosinante a severe "chuck"

in the ribs with its hind feet. Li an instant horse and rider were spin-

ning around like a top. A space was immediately cleared, and the

crowd awaited in breathless silence the fate of the Knight. His sway-

inga were fearful, until Punchinello, anticipating an apoplectic fit from

such a terrific revolution, dashed in, and seizing the frightened steed by
the bridle, brought him to bay. The Knight's face was livid with rage,

and, instead of thanking Punchinello, he roared at the pitch of his

voice.

"Dunder und blitzen ! Du bist ein tam phool. Vat for you not sees

I ish tied to mein saddle ?"

The pride of horsemanship could go no further, and so Punchinello

left.

SONG OF THE RED CLOTJD.

[Supposed to have been uttered on the occasion of a conference of Savages at

Washington with a view to the settlement of our Indian difficulties.]

How ! Call all my chiefs together

—

Makpialutah, Red Cloud, wants 'em:

Shunkalutah, him the Red Dog;

Brave Bear, Montaohetekah;

Setting Bear, Maktohutakah

;

Rock Bear, Live Bear, Long Bear, Short Bear,

Little Bear, Yellow Bear, and Bear Skin,

Keyalutah, Red Fly—Shoo Fly !
>

Dahsanowee, White Cow Rattler,

Pahgee, Shunkmonetoohakah,

Shatonsapah, Maktohashena,

Kokepah, Ocklehelutah,

Newakohnkechaksaheimtah,

Whoop ! haloo ! Yahoo ! Halooooooooo !

[Sudden rush of warriors on all sides with war-whoop, flourish of tomahawks, and
inexplicable dumb show.]

Ugh ! What now would have the White Man ?

Sell he swindle, rum, fire-water,

We will sell him Fear in plenty.

What would have Great Cloud, our father.

He the Smoke-nose, he the Big Fish ?

They not cheat us, we not murder.

Pale-faces like the leaves of forests:

1/Iany squaws with paint and feathers

—

None like Makochawyuntaker,

The World-looker, wife of Black Hawk,

Much skull, but few scalp in Congress.

Talk much—very great tongue-warriors.

Tomahawk could end the tongue-fight.

Hrumph ! I like not these pale-faces,

Makpialutah mourns for battle,

Red Cloud thirsts for blood of Pawnees,

Red Cloud cries for scalp of white men,

Red Cloud angers the Great Spirit,

Red Cloud trembles for the War Dance

!

Ugh ! Hrumph ! How ! Whoop, whoop, haloooooo !

[The Conference of Chiefs, after an uproar of shrill and guttural sounds, breaks

up with the favorite can-can of the Sioux.]

A. Pleasant Prospect.

The Massachusetts editors, who are shortly to meet in convention at

Boston, are threatened with three distressing courtesies, viz: a concert

on the Big Organ, a visit to the School Ship, and a banquet in Faneuil

Hall. Thev have our sincerest condolences.

TREPIDATION.
Fbakk pats a visit of condolence to his feiend, who is ell

WITH BELAPSING FEVEB.

FUMIGATION.
Then he thinks his hatu should be fumigated, and bitbse-

qcentlt he has to be exthjottished.
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MARRIAGE A LA MODE.
(NOT BY HOGARTH.)

Clergyman. "Do Tou take this man to loye, honoe, and agree with trNTiL

—

you

SEE another man TOU LIKE BETTER ?"

MY COUP D'ETAT.

Mr. Punchinello: For sometime—I would not like to say how
long—the undersigned has been a candidate for the ofl&ce of Whiskey

Inspector for the JudasviUe district of his State. I have had powerful

backing from the scrap-iron members of Congress from my section, but

their efforts and my own have long seemed of little avail. The other

day, however, I saw in the papers the account of the coup d'etat of the

DuKB OF Saldanha, in Portugal. An idea immediately entered my
brain. These effete monarchies, these governments of the past, on which

"the rust of ages," as Victor Hucio remarks, " lies like a bloody snow

of bygone vassalage, " have yet sufficient vitality to teach a lesson to the

young and vigorous governments of the West. At any rate this old

duke taught me a lesson, and I did my best to hurry off and say it. It

was evident that if I wanted to be Whiskey Inspector of JudasviUe,

(and I am justified in saying that no man in the district possesses more
peculiar qualifications for the post,) that something in the Saldanha

style must be done. The time had passed for petitions and lobbying.

I went immediately to the commander of the JudasviUe Rifles, and

enlisted his sympathies in my cause. He wiUingly placed his company
at my service, but whether this was due to my offer to pay the board-

bills and car-faro of the organization while it was under my orders, or

to my eloquent statement of my case, I have not yet had an opportunity

to (Uscover. The men who, from the very commencement of the under-

taking, had constituted themselves the inspectors of my whiskey, wore

in high good spirits, and, in a body, numbering some forty-six, we ar-

rived in Washington, on a bright morning, about a week ago. It would

not do, on an occasion like this, to delay matters. Accordingly I

marched my troops directly to the White House. The man in charge

of the door took my men for a visiting target company, and told me,

whom he supposed was the meinV)er from their district, that I must mar-

shal my friends out on the green, and he would notify the Private

Secretary. I made no answer to this, but ordered the troops to charge

bayonets, and we entered the White House at a dou-

ble-quick. I led the way directly to Grant's study,

and stationing my men in the doorway, I entered.

He was within, cutting up an " old soger" to smoke in

his pipe. After shaking hands with him, I sat down
and inquired if that was a regalia he was cutting up.

" No," said he. "This is the Hancock brand."

"Oh I" saidL

"Well?" said he, looking somewhat inquisitively at

the soldiers, who crowded into the doorway, and almost

filled the entry beyond.

"Mr. President," said I, rising and clearing my
throat, " I do not wish to occupy much time in the

present business—especially as I have to pay the hotel

bills of these brave veterans until it is finished. There-

fore I will come directly to the point. I desire, im-

mediately, the appointment of Whiskey Inspector for

the JudasviUe district. I have been an applicant for

said position quite long enough, and I demand that

you make out my commission this morning.

"

"And suppose I don't ?" says Grant.
" In that case, " said I,

— "in that case—well, in that

case, there are my companions in arms, the bravo sup-

porters of my cause !" and I pointed proudly to the

JudasviUe Rifles.

'

' Well, " said Grant, puffing away at the Hancock
remnants, "what do you proiDoso to do with them

—

besides paying their hotel bills, I mean ?"

"To do?" said I, "to do?"—and now, to teU the

truth, I experienced an immediate disadvantage of not

having formed a plan of my campaign.

But it would not do to hesitate.

"To do ?" I repeated, speaking louder this time.
'
' I shaU march upon—weU, upon each of the public

buildings in turn, and I shaU take them and hold them.

"

"And then?" said Grant.

"WeU," said I, "then, of course, you will soothe

impossibility of carrying my strongholds without a

fearful slaughter, and to prevent the consequent ofiu-

sion of blood, you will despatch a courier to me, re-

questing my presence in your council-room."

"And then?" said Grant.

"I wiU come," I answered.
'

' And then ?" said Grant.

"You wiU give me the Whiskey Inspectorship," I answered.

Grant glanced at me, and then at the body of troops by which I was

supported. Indomitable resolution sat upon every lineament of my
countenance, and resolute determination showed itself in the faces of

my brave men. Aheady, from afar, they sniffed the delicious perfumes

of the rewards of victory. (It is needless to particularize the alcoholic

promises I had made them in case of success.

)

Grant rang a little bell—I think he bought it second-hand, when
Seward sold out to go travelling—and an obstrusive attendant entered

by a back door.

Then, to this obtrusive attendant said the President: "James, step

over to the War Department and tell Sherman to send me the Eighth

and Eleventh Brigades of Cavalrj' ; the Seventy-first and Fortieth Regi-

ments of Artillery; the Twenty-second, Forty-fourth, and Eighty-eighth

regiments of infantry, and two companies of sappers and miners.

"

James departed.

I stepped forwar

"Mr. President," said I, "in order to prevent the effusion of blood,

might it not bo as well to settle our little business at once ?"

Grant smiled.

HoDGiNs, the captain of the JudasviUe Rifles, now came ujj to me and

touched me on the arm.

"To prevent the effusion of blood," said he, " we are going home."

And they wont

!

My subsequent adventures, Mr. Punchinello, I cannot relate, for my
paper is fuU, and the fellow who has charge of this cell has refused to

get mo any more, unless I give him more money, which I haven't got.

But of one thing my mind is certain, and that is that this country

has not yet arrived at that high grade of official refinement and tender-

ness which Portugal has reached.

Coodytaw.
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A.T.STEWAET&CO.
Have LARGELY REPLENISHED all their

Popular Stocks of

Silks, Dress Goods, Laces,

embroide:ribs,

Printed Jaconets, Organdies, Percales,

Ladies and Gentlemen's Furnish-

ing Ooods, d'c, _

AND ^STLL OPEN TI CASES OF

Extra Fine Printed Cambrics

At 18c. per Yard ; Ilet-eut VrUc, aSc.

BROADWAY,
-^itli ^Vve., Olh. and. lOlli Sts.

MOURNING GOODS,
STOCK COMPLETE,

Wit'a every vai-iety suitable for the St-'ason.

Iron Grenadine Bareges Just Receivt(?.

A. T. STEWAET & CO.,

nroadvt-ay, 4;h Avenue, OSh and lOHi Sis

A. T. Stewart & Co.

Request atteation to their

EXTENSrVE AND ELEGANT ASSORTMENT OF

Every Description of

READY MADE GOODS

For Ladies and Children.

SUITABLE FOR SUMMER WEAR.

B R. O y^ 33 AVAY,

4tli Avenue, 9tl» and 10th Streets.

THE

MERCHANTS'
Life Insurance Company

OF NEW YORK,

Office, 257 BLIO^DAV^IT.
OEGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK.

Issues all kinds of Litfe and Endowment Policies on the Mutual Syetpm, free frotn restriction on travel
and occupation, which pennit residence anywhere without extra charge.

Premiums may be paid anau:iHy, semi-annually, or quirtorly in cash.
All Policies are non-forfeitable, and participate in the profits of the Company.
Dividends arc made annually, on the t'ontribnt on plan.
Pamphlets containing Rates of Premium, and i :,

.' >rmation on the subject of Life Insurance, may bo
obtained at the office of the Company, or of any of its Aguuts.

Parties desiring to represent this Company i > the capacity of Agents will please aidresss the Now York
Office.

WILLIAM T. PHIPPS,

-A.. D. HOLLY, Secrdary.

O. S. P.A.IN'K, ]M. T:>. Medical Examiner.

HElsTRY HILa^OiSr, Counsel.

C. K. IiI]Sr&, M. D. Afst-iled. Ex.

Eacli Agent in tlirect cosnm-.jnication witli the New Y'ork Office.

SPECIAL
[)

UNCllISELLO FRli

1V.T. STEWART & CO.

Have made LARGE ADDITIONS to their

Popular Stocks of

Ladies' and Children's Dresses.

UNDERWEAR, IN EVERY VARIETY.

ISFAXTS' WARDROBES.

Mi'iU-.irry, Sacks, Silk Hoaks, Kmbroidorod

Breakfa.st Jackets, ic, &o.

Pi'ioeK Largely Recluced.

BROADWAY,
4th Ave., tilh and IIXU Streets.

BY SPECLiL ARRANGEMENT WITH

L. PRANG & CO.,
we offer the following Elegant Premiums for new Subscribers to

PUNCPHNELLO :

" AwakeilillS'." (A Litter of Puppies.) Half Chromo, size,

8 3-8 by 11 1-8, price $2,00, and a copy of Punchinello for

one year, for $4.00.

"Wild Roses." Chromo, 12 1-8 by 9, price $3.00, or any
other $3.00 Chromo, and a copy of the paper for one year,

for $5.00.

"The Baby in Trouble." Chromo, 13 by 16 1-4, price $6.00,

or any other at $6.00, or any two Chromos at $3.00, and a

copy of the paper for one year for $7.00.

" Sunset,—California Scenery." after A. Bicrstadt, 18 1-8 by

12, price $10.00, or any other $10.00 Chromo, and a copy of

the paper for one year for $10.00. Or the four Chromos, and

four copies of the paper for one year in one order, for clubs

of Four, for $25.00.

Remittances should be made in P. 0. Orders', Drafts, or Bank

Checks on Ncav York, or Registered letters. The paper will be

sent from the first number, (April 2d, 1870,) when not otherwise

ordered.

Now is the time to subscribe, as these Premiums will be offered

for a limited time only. On receipt of a postage-stamp, we will

send a copy of No. 1 to any one desiring to get up a club.

Addrc::;.^,

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISH I >(i (()..

i*. O. Box 2783. No. 83 Nassau Street, New York.
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THE SIXTEENTH AMENDMENT AGAIN.
Bar-room Lobbyist.—"I tell you, no, sib; this Sixteenth Amendment is a

DELUSION AND A SNARE. WhaT IN THUNDEK IS TO BECOME OF US, WHEN WOMEN COME
into the lobby BUSINESS ?

"

"The Printing House of the United States."

GEO. F. NESBITT & CO.,
General JOB PRINTERS,
BLANK BOOK Manufacturers,
STATIONERS, Wholesale and Retail,
LITHOGRAPHIC Engravers and Printers.

COPPER-PLATE Engravers and Printers,
CAED Manufacturers,
ENVELOPE Manufacturers,
FINE CUT and COLOR Printers.

163, 165, 167, and 169 PEAEL ST.,

73, 75, 77, and 79 PINE ST., New York.

Advantages. A9~ All on the same premises, and under
immediate supervision of the proprietors.

33 BROADWAY,
IffJEW XORK.

Open Every Day from 10 A.M. to 3 P.M.

Deposits of any suin, from Ten Cents to Ten Thou-

sand Dollars, wiU be received.

Six per Cent interest, Free of Govern-
nient Tax.

INTEREST ON NEW DEPOSITS
Commences on the First of every Month.

HENRY SMITH, President

REEVES E. 8ELMES, Secretary.

'

I
Vice-Presidents.

WALTER ROCHE,
EDWARD HOGAN

SARATOGA " A" SPRING WATER.
A POSITIVE CURE FOR HEADACHE !—A GREAT

REMEDY FOR INDIGESTION AND DYSPEPSIA.-
Keeps the blood cool and regulates the stomach. Persons
subject to hejidache can insure themselves freedom from
this malady by brinldng it liberally in the morning before
breakfast.
Sold by JOHN F. HENRY, at the U. S. Family Medical

Depot, 8 College Place, New York.

PKAXG'S CHKOMOS are celebrated for their close resemblance to Oil Paintings. Sold in all Art and Bookstores throughout the world.

PRAXO'S LATEST CHKOMOS: "Flowers of Hope," "Flowers of Memory." Illustrated Catalogues sent free on receipt of stamp.

r,. FRANa <fe CO., Boston.

The J^ew Summer Game.

EING-TOSS

!

"Better than Croquet, and Cheaper^

This New Game affords an attractive ont^door sport, and
furnishes a degree and kind of physical exercise that im-
proves and develops the general health and strength. It

may be learned in a few minutes ; may be played by any
numbar of persons ; is compactly arranged in a handsome
case of moderate size, that may be eai^ily carried from place

to place ; will pack nicely in your trunk for a summer jaunt,

and is sold for less than any other out-door Game. Already

the demand for it has exceeded all expectation, and the

prospect is that its popularity will be universal. Says one of

our customers :
" In interest it is supemor to Cro-

gUIT, AND CANNOT FAIL TO BE LIKED BY EVERY ONE."

Price of Ring-Tons, Complete, witit

Book of Directions, $^.50.

Securely piusked, and sent by express to any address.

For Sale, Wholesale and Ketail, at

HORSMAN'S Emporiuiu of Croquet,

Base Ball, Cricket, Arch-

ery, &c., &c.

100 William St., New York.

'J'he Mystery of Mr. E. DROOD.

"Written expressly for IPuisrcIIIlsrELLO,
B Y

ORPHEUS C. KERR,
Commenced in last number, will bo continued weekly throughout the year.

A sketch of the eminent author, written by his bosom friend, with superb illustrations of

IRT. THE AUTHOR'S PALATIAL RESIDENCE AT BEGAD'S HILL, TICKNOR'S FIELDS, NEW JERSEY.

2D. THE AUTHOR AT THE DOOR OF SAID PALATIAL RESIDENCE, taken as he appears " Every Saturday,"

will also be found in No. H.

Single Copies, for sale by all newsmen, (or mailed from this office, free,) Ten Cents.

Subscription for One Year, one copy, witli $2 Cliroino Premium, $4.

Those desirOQS of receiving the paper containing this new serial, which promises to be the best ever written by

ORPHEUS C. KJERR, should subscribe now, to insure its regular receipt weekly.

Wc will send tlie first Ten Numbers of PUIVCIIIJVKLLO to any one \%\\o wishes to

ace them, In view^ of subscribing, on the receipt of SIXTY CENTS.
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THE

MYSTERY OF MR. DROOD.
AN ADAPTATION.

BY ORPHEUS C. KERR.
CHAPTER V.

MB. MO LAUGHLIN AND FEEEND.

John Bumstead, on his way home along the unsteady turnpike—up-

on which he is sure there will bo a dreadful accident some day, for want

of railings—is suddenly brought to an unsettled pause in his career by

the spectacle of Old Mortarity leaning against the low fence of the

pauper burial-ground, with a shapeless boy throwing stones at him in

the moonlight The stones seem never to hit the venerable John

McLaughun, and at each miss the spry monkey of the moonlight sings

" Sold again, " and casts another missile still further from the mark.

One of these goes violently to the nose of Mr. Bumstead, who, after a

momentary enjoyment of the evening fireworks thus lighted off, makes

a wrathful rush at the playful child, and lifts him from the ground by

his ragged collar, like a diminished suit of Mr. Gkeeley's customary

habiliments.

"Miserable snipe," demands Bumstead, eyeing his trophy gloomily,

and giving him a turn or two as though he were a mackerel under in-

spection, " what are yoii doing to that gooroleman ?"

" Oh, come now !" says the lad, sparring at him in tlio air, " you just

lemme be, or I'll fetch you a wipe in the jaw. I ain't doing nothink; and

he's werry good to mc, ho is."

Mr. Bumstead drops the presumptuous viper, but immediately seizes

him by an ear and leads him to McLaughun, whom ho asks :
" Do you

know this insect ?"

" Smalley," says McLaughlin, with a nod.
'

' Is that the name of the sardine ?"

" Blagyerboots, " adds McLaughlin.

"Shine 'em up, red hot," explains the boj'. "I'm one of them

fellers." Here ho breaks away and hops out again into the road,

singing

:

"Aina, maina, mona, Mike,

Baasalona, bona, strike I

Hay, way, crown, rack,

Hallico, ballico, we—wo—vrackl"

—which ho evidently intends as a kind of Hitalian; for, simultaneous-

ly, he aims a stono at John McLaughlin, grazes Mr. Bumstead's

whiskers instead, and in another instant a sound of breaking glass is

heard in the distance.

'
' Peace, young scorpion !" says Mr. Bumstead, with a commanding

gesture. "John McLaughlin, let me see you home. The road is too

unsteady to-night for an old man Uke you. Let me see you home, as

far as my house, at least.

"

" Thank you, sir, I'd make better time alone. When you came up, sir.

Old Mortarity was meditating on this bone-farm, " says Mr. McLaughlin,

pointing with a trowel, which he had di'awn from his pocket, into the

pauper burial-ground. " Ho was thinking of the many laid here when

the Alras-Houso over yonder used to be open as a Aims-House. I've

patched up all these graves, as well as them in the Ritual churchyard,

and know 'em all, sir. Over there, Editor of Country Journal; next.

Stockholder in Erie; next. Gentleman who Undertook to be Guided in

His Agriculture by Mr. Greeley's 'What I Know about Farming;' next.

Original Projector of American Punch; next. Proprietor of Rural News-

paper; next, another Projector of American Punch—indeed, all the rest

of that row is American Punches; next. Conductor of Rustic Daily ; next.

Manager of Italian Opera; next, Stockholder in Morris and Essex; next,

American Novelist; next. Husband of Literary Woman; next. Pastor of

8 outhern Church; next. Conductor of Provincial Press.—Iknow'em all,

sir,''' says Old Mortarity, with exquisite pathos, " and if a flower could

spring up for every tear a friendless old man has dropped upon their

neglected graves, you couldn't see the wooden head-boards for the

roses."

" Tharsverytrue," says Mr. Bumstead, much affected—"Not see 'em

for your noses—beaut'ful idea ! You're a gooroleman, sir. Here comes

Smalley again."

"I ain't doing nothink, and you're all the time wanting mo to move

on, and he's werry good to me, he is, " whimpers Smalley, throwing a

stone at Mr. Bumstead and hitting Old Mortarity.
'

' Didn't I tell you to always aim at me ?" cries the latter, angrily

rubbing the place. " Don't I give you a penny a night to aim right at

me?"
" I only chucked once at him," says the youth, penitently.

"You see, Mr. Bumstead," explains John McLaughlin, " I give him
an Object in life. I am that Object, and it pays me. If you've ever

noticed these boys, sir, they never hit what they aim at. If they throw

at a pigeon or a tree, the stone goes through a garret window. If they

throw at a dog, it hits some passer-by on the leg. K they throw at each

other, it takes you in the back as you're tumin' a comer. I used to bo

getting hit all over every night from Smalley's aiming at dogs, and

pigeons, and boys like himself; -but now I hire him to aim at me, ex-

clusively, and I'm all safe.—There he goes, now, misses me, and breaks

another winder."

"Here, Smalley," says Mr. Bumstead, as another stone, aimed at

McLaughlin, strikes himself, '
' take this other penny, and aim at boih

of us."

Thus perfectly protected from painful contusion, although the air con-

tinues full of stones, Mr. Bumstead takes John McLaughlin's arm, as

they move onward, to protect the old man from harm, and is so careful

to pick out the choice parts of the road for him that their progress is

digressive in the extreme.

"I have heard," says Mr. Bumstead, "that at one end of the pauper

burial-ground there still remains the cellar of a former chapel to the

Aims-House, and that you have broken through into it, and got a step-

ladder to go down. Isthashso ?"

"Yes; and there's coffins down there."

"Yours is a hic-stremely strange life, John McLaughlin."

"It's certainly a very damp one," says McLaughlin, silently urging

his strange companion to support a little more of his own weight in

walking. " But it has its science. Over in the Ritualistic burial-yard,

I tap the wall of a vault -ndth my trowel-handle, and if the sound ir;

hollow I say to myself: ' Not full yet. ' Say it's the First of May, and I

tap a coffin, and don't hear anything more in it, I say :
' Either you're

not a woman in there, or, if you are, you never kept house.'—Because,

j'ou see, if it was a woman that ever kept house, it would take but the

least thing in the world to make her insist upon ' moving ' on the First

of May."

"Won'rful 1" says Mr. Bumstead. "Sometime when you're sober,

John McLaughlin, I'll do a grave or two with you.

"

On their way they reach a bar-room, into which Mr. Bumste.vd is

anxious to take Old Mortarity, for the purpose of getting something to

make the latter stronger for his remaining walk. Failing in his ardent

entreaties to this end—even after desperately offering to eat a few cloves

himself for the sake of company—he coldly bids the stone-cutter good-

night, and starts haughtily in a series of spirals for his ov,-ii home.

Suddenly catching sight of Smalley in the distance, he furiously grasps

a stone to throw at him; but, allowing his hand to describe too much
of a circle before parting with the stone, the latter strikes the back of

his own head, and he goes on, much confused.

Arriving in his own room, and arising from the all-fours attitude in

which, from eccentricity, he has ascended the stairs, Mr. Bumstead

takes from a cupboard a curious, antique flask, and nearly fills a

tumbler from its amber-hued contents. He drinks the potion with some-

thing Uke frenzy;' then softly steals to the door of a room opening into

his own, and looks in upon Edwin Deood. Calm and untroubled lies

his nephew there, in pleasant dreams. " They are both asleep," whispers

Mr. Bumstead to himself. He goes back to his own bed, accompanied

unconsciously by a chair caught in his coat-tail; jiuts on his hat, opens

an umbrella over his head, and lies do%\'n to dread serpentine "visions.

CHAPTER VL

insurance in gospeleb's gulch.

The Reverend 0cta\'ius Simpson (OcTA^^us, because there had been

seven other little Simpsons, who all took after their father when he died

of mumps, like seven kittens after the parental tail,) having thro^vn

himself all over the room with a pair of dumb-bells much too strong

for him, and taken a seidlitz powder to oblige his dyspepsia, was now
parting his back hair before a looking-glass. An unimpeachably con-

sumptive style of clerical beauty did the mirror reflect; the countenance

contracting to an expression of almost malevolent piety when the comb

went over a bump, and relaxing to an open-mouthed charity for all

mankind, amounting nearly to imbecility, when the more complex re-

quirements of the parting process compelled twsts of the head scarce-

ly compatible with even so much as a squint at the glass.

It being breakfast time, Mrs. Simpson—mother of Octavius—was

Entered, according to Act o£ Congrci, in the ye»r 1870, by tbe PtJNCHiNEixo Publibhino Compart, in the Clerk'8 Office of the District Court of the United States, for
the Southern District of New York.
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just down for the meal, and surveyed the operation with a look of un-

disguised anxiety.

"You'll break one of them yet, some morning, Ootate, * said the old

lady.

"Do what, Oldx?" asked the writhing Gospeler, apparently speak-

ing out of his right ear.

" You'll break either the comb, or your neck, some morning."

Eendered momentarily irritable by this aggravating remark, the

Keverend Octavius made a jab with the comb at the old lady's false-

front, pulling it down quite askew over her left eye ; but, upon the sud-

den entrance of a servant with the tea-pot, he made precipitate pretence

that his hand was upon his mother's head to give her a morning

blessing.

They were a striking pair to sit at breakfast together in Gospeler's

Gulch, Bumsteadville: she with her superb old nut-cracker counte-

nance, and he with the dyspepsia of more than thirty summers causing

him to deal gently with the fish-balls. They sat within sound of the

bell of the Ritualistic Church, the ringing of which was forever deluding

the peasantry of the surrounding country into the idea that they could

certainly hear their missing cows at last (hence the name of the church

—Saint Cow's) ; while the sonorous hee-hawing of an occasional Nature's

Congressman in some distant afield reminded them of the outer political

world.

"Here is Mr. Schenck's letter," said Mrs. Simpson, handing an open

epistle across the table, as she spoke to her son, '

' and you might read

it aloud, my Octave."

Taking the tea-ciip off his face, the Reverend Ootavius accepted the

missive, which was written from "A Perfect Stranger's Parlor, New
York, " and began reading thus :

'
' Dear Ma-a-dam

—

I wri-i-te in the-e
Chai-ai-ai-air

— '

'

—"Dear me. Octave," interrupted the old lady, " can't you read even

_a letter without Intoning—and to the tune of ' Old Hundredth,' too ?"

"I'm afraid not, dear Oldt," responded the Gospeler. "I'm so

much in the habit of it. "You're not so ritualistic yourself, and may
be able to do better."

"Give it back to me, my sing-sing-sonny," said the old lady; who at

once read as follows: "Deab Madam, I write from the chair which I

have now occupied for six hours, in the house of a man whom I never

saw before in my life, but who comes next in the Directory to the obsti-

nate but finally conquered being under whose roof I resolutely passed

the greater part of yesterday. He sits near me in another chair, so

much weakened that he can just reply to me in whispers, and I believe

that a few hours more of my talk will leave him no choice between dying

of exhaustion at my feet and taking a Policy in the Boreal Life Insurance

Company, of which I am Agent. I have spoken to my wards, Mont-

gomery and Magnolia Pendeagon, concerning Magnolia's being placed

at school in the Macassar, and Montgomeey's acceptance of your son,

Octavius, as his tutor, and shall take them with me to Bumsteadville

to-morrow, for such disposition. Hoping, Madam, that neither you nor

your son will much longer fly into the face of Providence by declining

to insure your lives, through me, in the Boreal, I have the honor to be

Yours, for two Premiums, Melancthon Schbnck. "

"Well, Oldy," said Octavius, with dismal countenance, "do you

think we'll have to do it ?"

" Do what?" asked the old lady.

"Let him Insure us."

" I'm afraid it will coma to that yet. Octave. I've known persons to

die under him."

"Well, well. Heaven's will be done," miittered the patient Gospeler.

" And now, mother, we must do something to make the first coming of

these young strangers seem cheerful to them. "We must give a little

dinner-party here, and invite Miss Cabowthees, and Bumstead and his

nephew, and the Flowerpot. Don't you think the codfish will go

round ?"

"Yes, dear: that is, if you and I take the spine," replied the old

lady.

So the party of reception was arranged, and the invitations hurried

out.

At about half an hour before dinner there was a sound in the air of

Bumsteadville as of a powerful stump-speaker addressing a mass-

meeting in the distance; rapidly intensifying to stentorian phrases,

such as—"provide for your miserable surviving offspring"—"lower

rates than any other company"— "full amount cheerfully paid upon
hearing of your death"—until a hack appeared coming down the cross-

road descending into Gospeler's Gulch, and stopped at the Gospeler's

door. As the faint driver, trembling with nervous debility from great

excess of deathly admonition addressed to him, through the front win-

dow of his hack, all the way from the ferry, checked his horses lq one
feeble gasp of remaining strength, the Reverend Octavius stepped forth

from the doorway to greet Mr. Schenck and the dark-complexioned,

sharp-eyed young brother and sister who came with him.

"Now remember, fellow," said Mr. Schenck to the driver, after he
had come out of the vehicle, shaking his cane menacingly at him as he
spoke, " I've warned you, in time, to prepare for death, and given you
a Schedule of our rates to read to your family. If you should die of

apoplexy in a week, as you probably will, your wife must pick rags,

and your children play a harp and fiddle. Dream of it, think of it,

dissolute man, and take a Policy in the Boreal.

"

As the worn-out hackman, too despondent at thought of his impend-

ing decease and family-bankruptcy to make any other answer than a

groan, drove wretchedly away, the genial Mr. Schenck hoarsely intro-

duced the young Pendeagons to the Gospeler, and went with them after

the latter into the house.

The Reverend Octavtus Simpson, with dire forebodings of the dis-

comfiture of his dear old nut-cracker of a mother, did the honors of a

general introduction with a perfect failure of a smile; and, thence-

forth, until dinner was over, Mr. Schenck was the Egyptian festal

skeleton that continually reminded the banqueters of their latter ends.

" Great Heavens ! M'hat signs of the seeds of the tomb do I not see all

around me here," observed Mr. Schenck, in a deep base voice, as he

helped himself to more codfish. "Here is my friend, Mr. Simpson,

withering under our very eyes with Dyspepsia. In Mr. Bumstead's

manly eye you can perceive Congestion of tlie Brain. General Debility

has marked the venerable Mrs. Simpson for its own. Miss Potts and
Magnolia can bloom and eat caramels now; but what will be their

anguish when malignant Small Pox rages, as it surely must, next

month ! Mr. Deood and Montgomeey are rejoicing in the health and
thin legs of youth ; but how many lobster salads are there between them
and fatal Cholera Morbus ? As for Miss Elizabeth Cady Cabowthees,

there, her Skeleton is already coming through at the shoulders.—"Oh,
my friends !" exclaimed the ghastly Mr. Schenck, with beautiful enthu-

siasm, "Insure while yet, there is time; that the kindred, or friends,

whom you will all leave behind, probably within the next three months,

may have something to keep them from the Poor-House, or, its dread

alternative—Crime !" He considerately paused until the shuddering

was over, and then added, with melting softness— "I'll leave a few of

our Schedules with you."

When, at last, this boon-companion said that he must go, it was sur-

prising to see with what passionate cordiality everybody helped him off.

Mr. Bumstead frenziedly crammed his hat upon his beaming head, and,

with one eager blow on the top, drove it far down over his ears; Floea

Potts and Magnolia thrust each a buckskin glove far up eitlier sleeve

;

Miss Cabowthees frantically stuck one of his overshoes under each

arm; Mr. Deood wildly dragged his coat over his form, without trou-

bling him at all about the sleeves, and breathlessly buttoned it to th6

neck; and the Reverend Octavius and Montgojieey hun-ied him forth

by the shoulders, as though the house were on fire and he the very last

to be snatched from the falling beams.

These latter two then almost ran with him to the livery stable where

he was to obtain aback for the ferry; leaving him in charge of the livery

man—who, by the way, he at once frightened into a Boreal Policy, by

a few felicitous remarks (while the hack was preparing) upon the curi-

oiis recent fatality of Heart-Disease amongst middle-aged podgy men
with bulbous noses.

{To be Co7itimied.)

THE FEROCITY OF FAILURE.

It is not, everybody knows, pleasant to fail; and of all failures, it is

the most aggravating to an editor to have the juvenile newspaper of his

own begetting expire at an early age. Such has been the melancholy

fate of 2he Hancock (Ky.) Messenger. "Ah !" says the wretched editor

in his farewell address, "if I could but write the obituary of several of

the miserable skinflints of this town." Such being his passionate

emotions, and such the wild bitterness of his revengeful spirit, it is

greatly to be wondered at that with rifle, bowie-knife or pistol, he did

not rush into the streets of Hancock, and, having run a muck through

those thoroughfares, and having slaughtered quite a large number of

the "miserable skin-flints," that he did not then retire to his den, there

and then to compose the obituaries aforesaid. It must be confessed that

this gentleman appears to be more bilious than brave.
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As TiBBS HAS OFTEN REMABKED TO MkS. T.: " IT ISN'T HIS DISPOSITION TO 8HIBK ANY

LITTLE DOMESTIC DUTY, BUT HOW ABOUT MEETING ONE'S BACHELOB ACQUAINTANCES, YOU

KNOW ?"

SONG OF THE CHICAGO LAWYER.

Divorces, Ho ! Divorces !

Ye sorry lords, come one and all

!

Afilicted wives, come at my call

!

I have a balm for all the smarts
And pains of unrequited hearts;
I have a cure for every ill

That matrimonial feuds instil

—

Come ye unto my call

!

Here, pretty one

!

I know your lord refused to buy
That velvet dress, no reason why

—

He is a brute ! There, do not cry,

I'll drive the tear-drop from your eye,

And you again, fair one, shall be
From such a selfish thraldom free

—

Take courage, then—look up !

This way, good sir

—

Is raging, wild insanity;

Ha ! ha ! my friend, is that the plea ?

Oh, well, we've doctors by the score

Will prove it twenty times, or more,
Or, if it may His Honor please.

Will swear the moon is made of cheese

—

Come on, good sir, come on !

Good morning, pious friend !

You wish for ministerial aid
To prove the flaws ? Be not afraid

—

The ministerial conscience leads
Sometimes to proving of misdeeds.
Which less exalted minds would hold
It nobler to have left untold;

But duty, sir, is stem.

Divorces, Ho ! Divorces !

We'll put them through at Dexter speed,
And, this late day, there is no need
Of flying ofi" to Indiana
In such a helter-skelter manner;
We're going to have a train, you know,
'T will stop, (with patients passing through,

)

Five minutes for divorces.

IntereRttng to Itinerant Circus Companies.

You can make your tents waterproof by Pitching them.

MORE MYTHOLOGY.

Apollo. This gentlemanly deity was the manager of the Sun. By
this statement we do not mean to imply that he had any connection

with the Sun of the present day over which Mr. Dana presides, although

his fondness for a good lyre has led many to suppose that he was the

patron of the classic joumalist-s. The Sun which was in Apollo's

charge was the same respectable luminary which has been seen at Lon-

don no less than three different times during the present century, and

which daily shines upon this free and happy republic. What Apollo's

duties as keeper of the Sun were, is not precisely known. Probably he

was required to superintend the scouring and brightening of the solar

disk. At any rate, since he gave up his office, the Sun has become
freckled over -with ugly spots, the cause of which no modem astronomer

has yet discerned;—the scientific chaps, with their customary want of

common sense, having never once surmised that these spots were simply

rust occasioned by a lack of proper scouring. The theory that Apollo

really did scour the Sun is substantiated bj' the ancient legend that he

used to scour the heavens in a swift chariot drawn by several coursers.

The greater is universally admitted to contain the less—except in the

solitarj' instance of the nutmeg grater, which generally contains nothing

but dust. Hence the deity who scoured the entire Heavens would un-

questionably scour that small portion which we call the Sun. This is

an argument which will convince any one but a strong-minded woman
or a Protectionist.

Apollo, as we have already said, was very fond of the Ijrre. H© was

also an archer—not the one who shot at a crow, although his name
does begin with "A," but an archer who was addicted to drawing a very

long and ornamental bow. This is doubtless another reason why he is

believed to have been the guide, counsellor, and friend of the journal-

ists of the period. Indeed, bo firm is the belief, even at the present

day, in his honorary connection with journalism, that one of our best

known editors, whose personal appearance strikingly resembles that of

the best statues of Apollo, is frequently called, by way of compliment,

"the Apollo of the press." Need we say that we refer to Mr. Hoeace
Geeeley, who receives this title quite as much on account of his pro-

fessional eminence, as because of his resemblance to the Apollo Belyi-

deee ?

Apollo was the first individual, mortal or immortal, who became a

public lecturer, and—after the manner of our most popular Ij-ceum lec-

turers—propounded unintelligible conundrams to the confiding public.

He had a Hall at Delphi, where he used to speak upon "The Lesson

of the Hour," and his oracular sayings were every bit as valuable

as those of Ralph Waldo Emeeson himself. People used to ask

him all manner of , questions, precisely as they now ask questions

of the editors of newsjjapers. Now-a-days if a girl wants to know what

she shall do to change the color of her hair, she •w'rites to the editor of

Punchinello, and receives a satisfactory answer. Had she lived two

thousand years ago, however, she would have gone to Delphi and asked

Apollo, who would have oracularly answered, "Dye." As Apollo

never wrote his prescriptions, the girl would have been uncertain

whether he meant to say " Dye" or " Die," and after the manner of her

sex, would, of course, have chosen the wrong interpretation, and have

immediately drowned herself. By such responses as these, Apollo

sometimes accomplished much good, though usually his oracular say-

ings were as useless as those of the Veteran Observer.

Xhe Crowlns Ilenri.

The ladies, bless 'em ! are disgusted with man management, and seek

to inaugurate a season of Miss management.

KIchr* have Winca.

Gen. Butlee's failure to profit by his investment in the Lynn shoe-

manufacture, may at this time be justly regarded as another proof that

wealth has Mings and " shoe-flies " away.
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THE HOLY GRAIL AND OTHER POEMS.

(Tliis is one of the otiier Poems.

BY A HAIiF-EED DENIZEN OF THE WEST.

Part III.

Pelleas, when he left Ettaeee's gate,

Through all the lonely woods went groaning great;

And there, while driv'ling round in doleful plight,

He met monk Pekcevale, reformed knight

;

A wise old fox. Yoii'd never catch him in

A tavern, Suudaj-s, drinking milky gin !

Pelleas button-holed him, and said he,

"As good as Guinevere I thought my she !"

Then Peecevale, pure soul ! did laugh serene.

" My friend," said he, " you must be precious green.

As good as our queen, j'ou thought your she !

I'll bet she's all of that, whoe'er she be.

"

Pelleas dropped his jaw and clenched his fist.

Then through his white calca eous teeth he hissed :

" She'll die, she'll go to burning flame !

She'll mix her ancient blood with shame !

The wind is howling in turret and tree."

"That's so," said Phecevale, "but you or I

Can't help all that, you know. So friend, good bye.

In darkest woods—down in a lonely dell,

A peanut woman sat—her wares to Bell.

But brave Pelleas, turning not aside,

O'er that poor woman and her stall did ride.

And as he wildly dashed along, peU-mell,

To all the night-bugs thusly he did yell

:

And as he rode thus gaily, all alone.

He loudly sang, in his fine baritone,

'
' There's many a black, black eye, they saj', but none so

bright as mine.

There's Galahad and Aethue; Geeaint and old Meeline,

But none so gay as Lancelot, in all the land, they say

;

For I'm with the Queen all day, Mother ! I'm with the

Queen allf day."

But when Pelleas, riding wild, he heard.

To stop his song the thought to him occurred;

And shouting loud, he cried, "Who's there ? Hello !

What now? Holdup! Lookout! Hi-yi I Ho, Ho

!

PuU up, young man, and tell me who you be.

"

Pelleas stopped, and thus gave answer he

:

•' I'm just exactly what my fancy suits;

I'm Fechtee's Hamlet, and I'm Claeke's De Boots;

I'm Champagne Charley, and I'm Susan An-

Thony, you know—or any other man." -?

" If that's the case," said Lancelot, " we'll fight."

"Well," said Pelleas, "that suits me, all right."

Said Lancelot, " As anxious you appear.

Just make a ring out in this meadow here.

I'm somewhat drowsy, and to sleep I'll go.

Just wake me when you're ready, friend, and so.

Comrade, leave me here a little, while as yet 'tis early morn.

Leave me here, and when you want me, sound upon the

bugle horn."

Pelleas now v.'orked hard, marked out a ring,

And made it smooth and nice as anything;

IIj du;]; and sodded it, and after that

'4

I

Itosy is the West

!

When the happy Yes

llosy is the oouth, Comes from lips and eyes,

Hard enough her cheek. Pass and blush the news

False enough her mouth. That the lady lies.

While thus Pelleas kept his crazy course.

And tned his best to founder his poor horse

Out from the city came brave Lancelo •:,

Hi ) f;teed just on a comfortable trot.

He got a roller and he rolled it flat.

When all was done, he blew a warhko catch.

And Lancelot skipped up, and toed the scratch.

Down went their visors—each fell back a space.

And on they came at a tremendous j)ace.

They met ! A crash ! And Lancelot, proud knight,

II • knocked Pelleas higher than a kite !

The mighty din of battle scarce did cease.
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When came old Pebceval.e, who yelled, " Police !"

He might have yelled forever; they came not.

The victor sneered, "My name is Lancelot."

Then said Pelleas, " Well, suppose it be,

It makes no earthly difference to me.

"

As glum Peeleas on the ground did sit.

Said Pekcevale, " Young man, git up and git
!"

Then cried the other, "Easy 'tis to talk

—

I'd like to know how ever I can walk.

Broke, broke, broke !

Are three of my bones, oh see !

And I would that my tongae could utter

The thoughts that aiise in me."

Then Peecevale, he took him on his back,

And in the Queen's wide hall, down dumped him,-

" Hello !" cried Guinevere, " here's been a fight

!

And I not there ! Young man, it serves you right
!"

Pexxeas got upon his pins once more.

And thus he sang, while hobbhng to the door:

" ho ! good Lady Guineveee

From yon blue heavens above us bent.

The grand old gardener and his wife

Smile, though thej' never saved a cent.

Remember that, and should you find

Time on your hands too heavy go,

Oh ! teach the orphan girl to read.

Oh ! teach the orphan boy to sew !

(the end.)

-smack !

WAT CUM SNECST?
OR,

The Oriental JVI^xle.

A SKELETON DKAMA IN FOUR ACTS, BY D. BOSSi'COW, ESQ.

[Managers who purchaso this great sensation have the right to substitute any

other title, to 8u»t their special tastes, abilltiea or otherwise. Also to lill up the hat

of characters, ditto, ditto, ditto.]

Chaeacteks (absolutely necessary.)

Cleoni A YoiuKj Man in Love.

Lucy A do. Woman do. do.

GiMFEisKY Prince of JEareigh.

ACT L

Room in a Cottage.

Cleoni. Ah ! OIi ! my beloved, 'tis well

!

Lucy. Hush ! no more. I see it all.

Cleoni. Cans't thou see my mother ?

Lucy. I cannest.

(^Ihey suddenly rush into each other's arms, where they remain in ivoo swoons

;

in the meanwhile the cottuye is hurnttl to the (/round. Cartain falls for

two minutes, arvd upon its rishvj the Ninth Regiment is discovered en

bivouac on the ruins, its commander, the Peince, reclining gracefully on

the ground.

)

{Backgrouixd, river Amazin, mouth wide open.) Solo on tlie banjo, "Rest,

Traveller, Rest," hy Paeepa Rosa.

ACT IL

Room in hotel at San F)-ancisco.

GiMFBisKY. Revenge? Aye, 'tis sweet. But see ! they come !

Lucy. How now ? But yesterday you said

—

Cleoni. Hush, dearest, the time will come when

—

{A rumbling noise is heard, and .soon the whole building is shaken into re-

markably small ruins.)

IHcdf an hour w supposed to elapse, for refreshments, and wlien the curtain

rises, GiMFKisKY, who has emerged through a diminutive hole, is discov-

ered in the costume of Ajax defying the Ugldning, or something of that

sort, singing—
"I dreamt I dwelt in marble, O,"

" From quarries near to Tuckahoe."]

ACT IIL

Steamer on the Sound.

Lucy. How keijind it was to give us free passes to our cottage by

the sea.

Cleoni. / don't see it in that light.

Lucy. But when once more

—

Enter Gimeeisky, singing, " Will you come into my parlor, my pretty

liille fly
?"

[Here the stage simultaneously opens, and the noble steamer sinks out of sight,

leaving only the top of one of the smoke-pipes in view, from which

emerges Billy Blbch, who sings to slow and solemn music:

" Down, down, down, Derry down,"
" Tho' lost to sight, to memory dear."]

ACT IV.

At the base of Mount Vesuvius.

Enter the Pkince of Eaeeigh, heavily enveloped in an elegant black velvet

opera cloak.

Gimfeisky. They think they have eluded me, and although this is a

hard place to make a corner, I'll be

—

Lucy. What a beautiful

—

(Lucy and Cleoni having entered, k. h. )

Clkoni. Yes, here will we dwell until—But what form is that?

[The Prince here throws off the aforesaid black velvet opera cloak, and

appears in a dress somewhat u la Sing Sing and Charlestoicn, to

wit, one-half in an Admirurs uniform, the other half being that of a

military officer. "[

Gimfeisky. My dear friends, I have no refreshments here to offer

you, but I will show you the crater, if you will follow me.

Lucy. Lead on, thou gay and festive j'outh.

."Cleoni. This gittin' up is somewhat rugged

—

Gimfeisky. Aye, but I'm iised to that kind of business; but here wr

are at the top.

[At this moment an awful eruption takes place, andallare enveloped in smoke.

Soon this clears away, and above the crater appear two huge paws,

holding the Prince head dowmcards, while Lucy and Cleoni may be

seen in loving embrace, sitting under a balloon, and steo'ing due West. ]

Epilogue by C. Sumner, Esq.,—"Sweet are the uses cf'adversitj'."

Curtain falls to slow and solemn music.

A LONG SHOT.

Mr. Disraeli, in "Lothair," introduces a roving Oxford professor,

whom he characterizes as a " social parasite. " Sir. Goldwin Smith is

a roving Oxford professor, who happens now to be amongst us, and

who immediately jDlaces upon his head, and ties tightly under his chin,

the cap hung out by the author of Lothair. According to Mr. Smith's

letter to the gay Lothaieio, published in the Tribu7ie, the cap fits him
to a hair, whereupon he ungratefully shakes his fist at the donor of it

across the Atlantic, and stigmatizes him as a coward. This may lead to

a long-shot duel between the aggressor and the aggrieved. Mr. Gold-

v/iN Smith, for instance, who, in addition to being a roving professor,

seems to have become a raving jjrofessor, maj' go so far as to jerk the

word "coward!" at the teeth of Mr. Disraeli, through the Atlantic

cable. " Glad the cap fits !" would probably be the prompt response

from the trans-Atlantic party; and thus the culminating Billingsgate

might be bandied about beneath the ocean until all the mermaids

turned to fish-wives, and learned to be so vile in their language as to

shock even Yenus Anadyomene, and send her blushing away to the

darkest grottoes of the deep.

ORGANIZING AN ORGAN.

To Mr. Punchinello's great disgust, the managers of tho coming

Beethoven Festival in New York sent to Bof.ton to borrow the great

organ used in the Coliseum. Fortunately it is found that there is not

time to move the monster here, and put it up. Now let us have an

organ that is an organ—somctliing entirely original— an organ with

lueerscbaum pipes, specie-paying banks of keys, stops calculated to pro-

duce a maximum of go, with the Rev. Mr. Beulows to furnish the music

power and the Rev. Henry Ward Beecher to supply the wind. Let us

have an organ which will suipass all other organs in the world, whether

the same be political, phrenological or physical

!

Erratum.

A Bavarian Princess has been announced as lecturing in this city on

the "E(iuality of Women."
For " Equality of Women" read "He quality of Women."
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A RURAL NUISANCE.
"And we must sdioion the law to oue aid. * * It can help us matekially in oue wabfaee with the cowaedly vagabonds

who tbayekse ouk fields with musket oe eifle, blazing away at eveey unsuspecting eobin oe theush that they can discovee.

Make it teespass, punishable with fine and impeisonment, to shoot on anothee's land without his expeess peemission, and the

cowaedly massacee of the farmees' humble allies would be checked at once."

\_Mr. Geeeley's " What I Know about Farming" Ti-ibune, June 4.

PHILADELVIJSTGS.

It would be a good thing for New Yorkers, when they feel a Utile

dull, to take a run ' over to Philadelphia and be amused. The good

Quakers have all the hail-holes in their windows mended now, and they

are as lively as ever. Among other things, they have two rival variety

theatres, "Fox's" and the " Chestnut;" and the efforts of each of these

to excel the other creates the greatest excitement among the young

Broadbrims. Each establishment is continually adding something new
and wonderful to its attractions. A week or so ago the weather was

very warm, and the vegetable theatre announced that it was the coolest

place in the city. The next week it was damp and cold, and the animal

establishment declared that its building was the hottest in town. One
has a danseuse who spins around so fast that she bores a hole in the floor

of the stage vnth. her toe ; and to emulate this, the other produces sixty

danseuses, all imported from Europe, who spin around so fast that you

cannot see them at all. They are all there on the stage, but from the

rising to the falling of the curtain, their velocity is such that they are

absolutely invisible. The one announces no tedious waits; the other no

tiresome measures. Fox guarantees no jokes of his stale ; but this state-

ment is ridiculed in the Chestnut bur-letta. The one advertises itself

as the cradle of wit, but the other does not abate its scoffin' a whit.

The one has a fountain of real water and Moelacchi; while the other

woufd have the Gulf Stream, if it did not lack Mauey.

But these arc not the only peculiarities of Philadelphia amusements. A
short time ago, the Conchological Society of that city gave a concert. Did
anybody ever hear of a Conchological Concert before ? This affair was

a success, owing, perhaps, to its novel programme. " Shells of Ocean"

was of course sung as a solo, a duet, and a chorus; and Shelley's

"Nightingale" was set to music and played as a 'cello solo. A varia-

tion, for the piano, on Ceabb Robinson's diary, was also given. The
" Conquering Hero" was sung, and indeed the music dealers declared

that to furnish suitable selections for the performers at this concert,

they had stripped their shelves. Many of the " Hard Shell" Baptists

took an active part in the affair, and Shelton McKenzie was one of its

principal supporters. It is pleasant to learn that the proceeds of the

concert were satisfactory, for the members of the society were obliged

to shell out liberally in order to get it up. A little disturbance was
created at one time, by an unruly boy, who became clamorous for an

encore, and remonstrances only made the j^oung cub boisterous, but one

of the ofi&cers threatening to knock him higher than a conchite on
Mount Lebanon, he quieted down. The hall was illuminated by ten-

taculihs, and presented a brilliant appearance. Most of the audience re-

sided out at Chelton Heights, and a heavy rain, which came ujj after the

performance, made them very glad to reach the shelter of their homes.

The Presbyterians had a lively time among the Quakers for a couple

of weeks. As they are now a united body, " Old School" and "New
School" are things of the past. But it must not be supposed that re-

ference is made to old School of the Evening Star. He is not a thing of

the past; and it is one of the pleasantest recreations of the Philadel-

phians to sit at their front windows and listen to his thirty thousand
newsboys sing together their vesper hymn— " Star of the Ee-e-e-vening !

Doub-ull-sheet-Star !"

Another peculiarity of Philadelphia is the way it utilizes its Fire De-
partment. Not long ago, a company of firemen, returning from a fi]'c,

beheld a man trying to break into a house. The comijany immediately

comprehended that it was its duty to arrest that man. And so the

Head Man he blew his horn, and away they went, "apparatus" and all,

after the burglar, who had now taken to his heels. The bells rang, the

men shouted; and amid cries of "Sock her down, boys ! Roll her, boys,

roll her ! Hi ! yi ! yi !" the novel chase went on. But, as thoy could

not overtake the fleet-footed thief, a stream of water was played upon
him, but without stopping him. A hook-and-ladder comjjany now
coming up, an effort was made to clap a ladder against the fugitive, but

it could not be done. And, after all, ho escaped.

But to prevent too great an emigration of '

' the dangerous class" to

Philadelphia, it may be stated that that city does not rely entirely upon
its Fire Department to catch its thieves.
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THE BLOOD-MONEY.
Dr. Sehmck. "HOW IS UNCLE SAM'S INCOME PULSE?"

Dr. Delano. "VERY LOW. WE HAVE BLED HIM PRETTY FREELY, BUT MUST KEEP BLEEDINO HIM TO THE LAST DROP."
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LINES BY A HAPLESS SWAIN.

In ancient times, when suitors went to woo,

And heartless maids would send them hopeless back.

Lest the fond swains their courtship should renew,

The cruel belles would tender them the "sack."

And if one dared again renew the suit.

By ill success made desperate and bolder.

He fared still worse. From pa he gets a boot.

From her—poor fellow !—only a cold shoulder.

Our modem usage in the Court of Love

Is, when the youth by some fair maid is smitten,

In token of his suit he sends a glove;

His suit rejected—she returns^ "mitten.
'

Such is my hapless case, oh ! cruel fair

Who sent this mitten—emblem of my fate;

But why the dickens didn't you send a pair

—

For what's the use of one, without a mate?

PROPOSED MATCH.

The bull-frog weighing six pounds, recently captured at Bedford, Ind.

,

has been forwarded to the office of Punchinello, where it may now be

seen \\-ithout charge. We have made arrangements with Mr. Gilmoke,

late of the late Boston Coliseum, to put this fine artist through a regular

musical course, and he will appear in the orchestra at the New York

Beethoven Festival, in a new overture entitled "The Music of the

Marshes." This piece will contain several obligato passages written ex-

l)ressly for our Bull-Frog. After this, wc shall challenge Mr. George

Fkancis Train to compete in public speaking with the Frog of Punchi-

nello, for a purse of $20,000—Mr. Train to .speak ten minutes solo; the

Frog to croak ten minutes; and then both to speak and croak in duet

also for ten minutes—the most sonorous performer to take the money.

^V.\>^^^^^
'°^^%.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Maitd Midler.—Move to Chicago and get a divorce. No doubt the

Judge would take the hint.

Algernon Sw*nb**7ie.—'We are obliged to decline your contribution.

The verses are very pretty, but the morals of our paper must be pre-

served.

U. S. 0.—The expression, "The United States is at peace," w un-
grammatical, but you did perfectly right in writing to Punchinello
before believing it.

Susan B. Anth*ny.—You are miataken. Darwin nowhere mentions
any process of natural selection by which a woman may in time become
.1 man.

Hon. Benj. DisrueU.—The expression, "1 ^vill put a head on you,"

which you say Prof. G*ldw*n Sm*th uses in a cable dispatch to you, is

merely a slang phrase which he has probably learned from his trainer.

Fayne Collier.—There is more than one Irishman in Shaespeabe. It

ippears from the text of Hamlet that he was on the most friendly terms

with the "melancholy Dane, "from the familiar way in which the latter

addresses him

:

Ham. " Now might I do it, Pat." (Hamlet, Act III, Scene III.)

It is impossible to say now whether the Pat in question was a Fenian
or not.

Jack Ketch.—Wo think that listening to a debate in the House of

Representatives may fairly be considered the worst form of Capitol

punishment.

Potter.—No, no. Colenso was bom in England. Though he was
Bishop of Natal, it was not his Natal place.

Poetaster.—Was not Haeiz a Persian poet.

Answer.—Y'es. Poor fellow! he spent Haeiz life in making rhyme
J. F.—y.—Eumor says that Mr. W. B. Ogden intends to defer com-

mencing to build the Central Underground Eailroad until the new Coui-t

House is finished.

WORDS AND THEIR ABUSES.
Mr. Thurlow Weed, in an entertaining article in the Galaxy for May,

sheds some long-desired light on the origin of the tei-m " governor," as

employed by filial afiection to denote the paternal i^arent. On reading this,

we were instantly reminded of a little bit of historical philology which Mr.

Froude has somehow strangely omitted to chronicle in that portion of his

delightful romance which is founded on the life ofElizabeth. This some-

what distinguished lady, in company with Mrs. Stowe, Grace Darling,

Raleigh, Dr. Franklin and others, was once taking tea by special in-

vitation in the back parlor at Keuilworth, when the conversation turned

on boating. Raleigh, who, from his experience, was quite at home on

that topic, plfiyfully wagered his best peaked ruflf that Leicester could

not prevail on either of the ladies there present to venture with him
on the lake in his new ten-oared lap-streak wherrj'. The Earl was

ro^ighly piqued by this taunt, being secretly proud of his aquatic ac-

complishments, and, turning hastily to the Queen, he remarked:

" And yet the lady lives who ventures wheresoever I may lead."

"Prithee, brave Earl," interrupted the Queen, in high dudgeon,
'

' will you impart to us her name ?"

An awkward j)au8e ensued, when Leicester, fixing his aquiline ej-e

piercingly upon Elizabeth's face, reijlied, in a tone of the deei^est re-

spect, " You, Bet !"

This expression has ever since held its place as a maxim of polite

conversation.

An Irrational Prooeedlnir

Sending Fenians to Canada w ithout Rations.
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THE PLAYS AND SHOWS.

- ATTS PHILLIPS has written

a comprehensive drama, en-

titled Not Guilty, and the

managers of Neblo's Gabden
have produced it. Compre-

hensive is the best word with

which to describe it, since it

comjDrehends an epitome of

English history at home and
in the colonies during a pe-

riod of ten years, together

with observations on prison

discipline, and the recruiting

system, interspersed with

comic songs and jokes trans-

lated trom the Sanscrit. It

is a complete guide in morals

and manners for the young
soldier, the intelligent con-

vict, and the aspiring thief

It is—well , it is as follows

:

ACT I.— Curiain rises upon

a Recetjiting Seegeant singing an unintelligible song to an admiring group

of rec7-uits, consisting of six girls iviih commendable ankles, ayid several supcs

of average awkwardnefis. The song ended the recruits retire, and the See-

GEANT sits down to drink with Robeet Abnold, a virtuous locksmith. Enter

SrLAs Garrett.

Silas. '
' I will pretend to be drunk. There is no reason why I should,

but still it's a good bit of business." Staggers and falls on Arnold.

Arnold. '
' Wretched being ! He deserves nothing, and I will there-

fore give him my last half-crown. Now, Seegeant, I will enlist. Let us

go and sing more unintelligble songs." They go. Enter Mes.

Aemitage.

Mrs. Armitage. "I am starving. My child has eaten nothing for

years. Oh, sir, give me something !"

Silas. "Not I. Go and work. Don't touch me
;
you look as if you

had been riding in a street car. " Rushes away as though pursued by the

uncked/lea.

Mrs. Armitage. " There is no hope. I will die." Dies.

E)iter Arnold. '

' Hallo. Do I see a woman ? "What is the matter,

my exhaiisted friend ? Please come to life again !" (She comes to life.

)

Mrs. Armitage. '

' Neither my child nor I have tasted food for vast

and incalculable periods. Help me."

Arnold. '

' I will. " {Helps her home, and rushes out to beg. Jle success-

fully strikes a casual supe for five pounds, and remarks)—"Now she is

saved. I will buy a doll for the child. They can make poiTidge of the

internal bran. He goes for the doll, and Silas re-enters.

Silas. '

' Here are Arnold's skeleton keys. I will steal them, and
rob the miin in the opposite house." Robs him and is pursued by the police.

Scene 2d. Mrs. Armitage's garret. Enter that interesting and hungry

lady.

Mes. Armitage. "My child is dead; I will die too." {Die.<s.)

Enter Arnold. '
' Here is a doll and other delicacies. Come to life

again and eat them." Ihey come to life and retire to the hall forfeasting

and revelry. Enter Silas.

Silas. '
' The police are after me. There is not a moment to lose. I

will therefore stop for an hour and arrange things so as to ensure

Arnold's arrest, and will then escape through the scuttle." (He arranges

things and then scuttles away. Enter police, after ten minutes of pretiminanj

howling on the staircase, and discovering Arnold's skeleton keys, arrest him.

Curtain.

Everybody in the audience. " 1 don't begin to see into the plot yet, but

we shall in time."

ACT II. Scene, the Qwirries, with convicts at work. They make elabo-

rate motions with picks at white rocks, and thus dig out considerable

black slate. Silas has become a Warden, no one knows how. The
convicts sing and enjoy themselves, with the exception of Arnold, who
evidently finds prison life too gay and frivolous. Mrs. Armitage, who
has become a fashionable lady—no one knows how—enters with a pro-

cession of nice girls to watch the joyous prisoners. A Comic Convict,

with a fine sense of the fun of the thing, proposes a mutiny. Convicts

all mutiny, and Arnoij) and his comic friend escape. They take refuge

in a busy highway, and the Comic Convkjt sings comic songs in order

to prevent the pohce from approaching them. The police—having some
little musical taste, wisely keep at a distance. The two convicts rob a

drunken soldier of his uniform, and, disguised as officers, go to India.

The drunken soldier is arrested as an escaped convict and dragged to

prison. The entire population of Great Britain embark for India in a

neat pasteboard steamer. Exasperating drums beat until the audience

becomes too much confused to notice the astounding evolutions of the

military. After a few hours of this sort of thing some intelligent car-

penter mutinies and drops the curtain.

Everybody in the audience. " I don't begin to see into this plot yet, but

we shall in time."

ACT III.

—

Scene, a garden in India. The heroine who has been locked

up during the previous acts, by her aunt, escapes from a window by

means of a ladder. She displays much agility, but not a glimpse of

ankle. Consequent disappointment in the audience. Enter Arnold—
now a captain—who makes love to her. Enter Colonel Willoughbt,

and at her earnest request promises not to marry her. The rebellious

Sepoys—who are quite white—attack the Garibaldi Guard of British

Italians, who are quite dark. Sudden arrival of Silas, much out of

breath through having run all the way from England. Willoughby
is killed, and Silas, who looks preciselj' like him, (as indeed he ought

to, inasmuch as Charles Walcot plays both characters, ) puts on his

clothes—trousers excepted—and takes command of the troops. A
pitched battle with fire-crackers—which are pitched promiscuously on

the stage—takes place, with a pleasing slaughter of the white-faced

Sepoys. The drummers become obviously frantic, and beat their drums
as though they were beating the managers out of a year's salary in ad-

vance. The single men of the audience, deafened by the noise, and

choked by the smoke, rush out of the theatre for air. They return to

find the curtain down, and the act ended.

Everybody in the audience.—"I dou"t begin to see into the plot yet,

but we shall in time.

"

ACT rV.—Sceiie, Colonel Willoughbt's house in England. Enter Comic

Convict and two old pals.

Comic Convict. '
' I have found the Warden who used to cane us at

the Quarries. We will have him soon." They hide behind a cabbage.

Enter Willoughby atul Arnold.

Arnold. " You promised in India to let me marry the heroine."

Willoughby. " You lie, you villain, you lie."

Arnold. '
' My friend, you are sadly changed. Wait a moment, till

everybody comes in and forms a neat group, and I will explain myself."

{Everybody comes in and^forms group. )

Willoughby. " You are a self-proclaimed liar. Proceed!"

Arnold. " You are not Willoughby. You are
—

"

Comic Convict. "Silas Garrett, the man who stole the money
which Arnold was thought to have stolen. Police, do your duty."

{The police—not being the real thing, but oitly supes in police icniform—do

their duty and arrest Willoughby.) Somebody remarks that Arnold is

Not Guilty. Comic Convict receives a full pardon, and a matrimonial

mania seizes upon everybody. Abend this time it occurs to the stage manager

that the play might as well end. Accordingly it ends.

Everybody in the Audience. "I don't begin to see into the plot yet,

but if some one would explain why Mrs. Armitage became a fashionable

lady with a fondness for looking at convicts; why Silas became a

Warden and afterwards went to India; why Arnold passed himself oflT

upon his regiment as an ofl&cer, merely because he had stolen a pri-

vate's clothes; why everybody, whether free or in prison, dead or alive,

went to the Quarries, to India, and back again to Willoughby's coun-

try-seat with unfailing unanimity ; why, in short, things were as Watts
Phillips assures us that they were, I might begin to have some idea

of what the jjlay is about.

"

But then—the undersigned would respectfully ask—what would one

gain by understanding the play ? He would find it noisy and tedious,

even if it were intelligible. The admirable acting of Messrs. Owen
Fawctett and F. F. Mackay, in the slight and subordinate parts allotted

to them, would still bo overshadowed by the melodramatic absurdity of

Mr. Walcot. Miss Irene Gay could not look prettier tliau she does,

nor could Mrs. Walcot be more thoroughly pleasing; but the dnims

would be just as intolerable, were the plot as plain as a strong-minded

woman. And then, after all, there are many reasons why Watts

Phillips, when unintelligible, is decidedly preferable to Watts Phillips

when made plain to the weakest intellect. Matador.

White I>Ie«.

Most of the complimentary marble busts of departed heroes.
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A DISTINCTION WITH A DIFFERENCE.

SHOnfn

C H rA r

CLari-h

THE WAR.

OUR PORTFOLIO.

A FEW days ago Punchinello had occasion to call upon that most

puissant chief of the tribe Tammany, known in the Indian vernacular

as "Big Six." P. had a disagreeable presentiment that his path to the

throne of this man's greatness would not be strewn with flowers. He
had listened to the melancholy experience of others who went before and

came away not only with blighted hopes, but soiled garments and

abraded shins. Nevertheless, Punchinello felt that, as it was his duty,

he would not be affrighted by the formidable character of the under-

taking, but go and judge of the difl&culties in the way for himself. Ac-

cordingly he went. Arriving within three hundred yards of the portal

which conducted to the charmed circle where " Big Six" held court, he

was not astonished at the spectacle of fourteen hundred Irishmen,

twenty-seven Germans, and thi-ee boys, all crowding, in no little confu-

sion, to get a glimpse of the space behind the door. The approach of

Punchinello was announced by a portly policeman with a round red

nose and a black eye, who hung upon the outskirts and occasionally

cursed those Irishmen who seemed to forget the proprieties of the place

by making such remarks as

—

" Arrah, Paddy O'Neill, will ye jist keep affme toes, or be gorrah I'll

giv' ye a clout in the shnoot."

" An' do ye take me for a fool, Babney Ryan, that I'd be afther lettin'

ye do the like o' that ?"

"Moind yersilves there !" " Howld yer tongues !" " May the divil

ate yez ! but the best of yez hashn't the manners of a pig !" Amid
such pleasant ebullitions of Celtic amiability, Punchinello succeeded in

carving his way to the door, when it suddenly opened, and a tall, lean,

cadaverous man, who looked like the ghost of some Fenian leader,

bawled at the top of his voice

:

"Go an out o' this, all of yiz; Mr. Twade won't see another of jiz

this blissid day.

"

It seemed as though the crowd had only been waiting for this signal

;

for they gave one wild shout, and rushed through the open portal like

a pent-up stream breaking its dam.

Punchinello felt himself lifted from his feet and whirled along with

the current. Eesistance was useless; but being in the van, he was the

first to alight upon the middle of a table covered with papers, before

which sat, in a large arm-chair, his eyes wide open \\-ith astonishment,

and his face red with anger, the great Chief of Tammany.

Punchinello immediately extricated himself from this ridiculous

situation by rolling on to the floor, with

all the grace peculiar to him. Then, in-

stantly rising, he grasped '

' Big Six" by

the hand, exclaiming:

" Beg ten thousand pardons, sir, but

it wasn't Punchinello's motion that he

should be laid upon the table."

"No, be Jabers," ejaculated an ex-

cited member of the throng ;

'
' but it's

me, MoiKE Finney, that wud lay ye

under it
!"

"Will you hold your tongue !" shput-

ed Big Six.

'
' I axes j'er Honor's pardon, but be

the sowl of me I couldn't help it, -with

that 'ere spalpeen sprawlin' feminst me
there among yer Honor's papers."

'
' Put these wretches out, " said the

Chief, with great dignity, to the officers

in attendance.

"Mr. Twade ! Mr. Twade ! an' I have

Altherman Mooney's wurd for it that ye

had that job in the Parek fur me as

shure as whiskey's whiskey, so I have,"

screamed a voice, gro-nang louder as the

officers obeyed the injunction of the

Chief, and forced the crowd hack.
'

' Och, murther ! but I belave it's all

a loi, now. I'll see Mooney, so I will."

Perhaps a hundi'ed such appeals, all

at the same time, and all with more or

less violence, were hurled at "Big Six,"

who grasped the back of his chair with

the supreme indifference of a man acciis-

tomed to such experiences, and calmly surveyed the retreating horde

until the last man disappeared across the threshold, and the doors

were once again closed.

"I shall never forget this sight, sir," said Punchinello.

much for good nature."

"Good nature!" exclaimed the Big Ingin, "why, my dear Punchi-

nello, I haven't got any of it left. If I had, these cormorants would

take me by violence every day in the week. No, no
;
good nature, indeed !

We who sit for the distribution of the public patronage v.aut brazen

faces and cast-iron hearts. That's the only way a man can get along

here, and if Punchinello should ever be so miserable as to go through

with what I do, let him remember what I said about brazen faces and

cast-iron hearts;" and then " Big Six," locking his ann in that of Pun-

chinello, walked out of the office by a side door.

"It's too

A MEDICAL MISS.

Miss Maey Edith Pechey, a surgical student of the Edinburgh Uni-

versity, complains of one of the professors of that institution, a Dr.

Crum Brown. This cnisty Crum refuses to award her the Hope scholar-

ship, and offers her instead a medal of bronze. Miss Pechey very

properly characterizes this conduct as that of a brazen meddler who

would deprive her of hope. The quarrel is not yet ended, but it strik-

ingly illustrates the trouble a Crumb can give when it goes the wrong

way.

KING CRAPT LOOKING UP.

Probably many of the present suffering monarchs of Europe, being

of a superstitious turn, and given to the pondering of portents, will be

much revived and stimulated by the news that an animal called "King-

craft" has won the Derby against fourteen horses with more republican

names. What astonishes Mr. Punchinello is, that a steed ^^•ith such a

name should be reported as having "behaved beautifully throughout the

race." With Kingcraft he has not been accustomed to associate the

beautiful, but, on the other hand, quite the contrary and vice-versu

Still, it must be admitted that in these latter days, the craft of Kings

has frequently been demonstrated by their talent for running ; and no-

body can have forgotten the remarkable time made on his leaving

France, by the fugitive Louis Phtllippe. When Monsieur L. N. B.'s

turn comes he will find it hard work to beat his predecessor.
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CONDENSED CONGRESS.

SENATE.
ENATOR MORTON was
wrought up about the suffer-

ings of the Jews in Roimiania.

It might be said that it was

none of his business, but he

begged to state that many of

his constituents were Jews.

Under these circumstances ho

felt it to be the duty of his

blood to boil over the recitr.l

of the wrongs of the Jews in

Roumania.

Mr. SuMNES was of tho

opinion that it was a gross

outrage, as he also had some
Jewish constituents, but as

they were not very numerous,

the shrewdness of the Massa-

chusetts Christian being or-

dinarily an overmatch for the

shrewdness of the 'Ebrew

Jew, his blood only simmered

softly over the intelligence.

But he had an interest in the question of eternal justice involved, and

he was free to say that it was not correct to frj', boil, or in any waj'

cook a Jew as a Jew. Mr. Sumneb then sent to the clerk's desk, and

had read, the statements of Shylock, which, he observed, were written

by the immortal Shakspeare, relative to the endowment of the

Israelite with the usual limbs and features of other members of society.

Mr. Spkague mentioned that the Jews were persecuted because they

were rich. If the Senate were to allow this sort of thing to go on un-

rebuked, the whole popiilation of Rhode Island might say of their sol-

vent Senator, '
' Come, let us kill him, and the Pequashmeag Mills shall

be ours." Let the Senate think what an awful privation that would be.

This completely overcame the Senate, and it passed resolutions of

inquiry and indignation.

The Indian question came up, closely followed by Thayee, (of Ne-

braska,) who observed that his constituents had the most rooted objec-

tion to being scalped, and that they did not even contemplate with

pleasure the prospect of having their horses stolen or their habitations

burned down. These feelings were perhaps culpable, but certainly

natural, and he wished the Senate would consider them, if it had any

sensibilities to spare from the wrongs of the red man.

Mr. MoETON said that he remarked the proceedings of the children of

the forest rather in sorrow than in anger. The forefathers of his eminent

friends. Scalper of the Pale Face, Stealer of Horses, and Blinker at the

Inn, had possessed this continent, and he would not be willing to say

that they had not shown as much sense as the present Congress in

governing it. If the remembrance of their former glories occasionally

instigated them to impale babies and scalp women, we ought to re-

member the beautiful hymn which begins, " Speak gently to the

erring, " and give them whiskey and gunpowder, instead of treating them

with harshness.

Me. Feeey was informed that an American citizen had been impris-

oned in St. Domingo, and kept there at the suggestion of a United

States officer, for fear he should divulge matters prejudicial to the little

game for the annexation of that island.

Mr. Chandler said any man who objected to that proposition was a

vile scoundrel who ought to be imprisoned. If he had his way hf^

would have him hanged. Tho man who defended such a movement was

no better than himself. The annexation of St. Domingo would lead us

to perfect bliss, and the man who objected to it would murder his aged

mother, or even oppose going to war with Great Britain.

HOUSE.

Mr. ScHENCK remarked that his tariff bill had been beaten, but thai

he would introduce another bill, which he did. Tho other bill is the

same bill, except that the duty on me'lullary sutures is reduced one

cent per million, and tho duty on participial adjectives is increased one'

per cent, ad valorem, which, as Schenck observed, would not bear

heavily upon Congressmen.

Mr. CovoDE said this bill ought to be passed, because his colleague,

Mr. Woodward, was in sympathy with the red-handed rebels who had

tried to displace him, Mr. Covodi;.

Mr. Woodward wanted to know what Covode was talking about.

Tho speaker called Mr. Woodward to order, upon the ground that it

was notorious that Covode never talked about anything, and it was un-

parliamentary and insulting for one memljer to interrupt another while

making a confidential communication to his constituents.

Mr. Covode further remarked that the bi,ll ought to be passed because

all the members who did not agree with him in his estimation of his

usefulness were opposed to it.

This affected the House to tears, and they passed the bill. Schenck

and Kelley fell upon one another's neck and exchanged tokens c'f Ohio

pig-iron and Pennsylvania coal.

SONG OF THE MOSQUITO.

" Home again—home again-

From a foreign shore I

And oh, it fills my bouI with joy,

To grcf t iiiy friends once more I"

[It does, indeed 1]

I bring you no new song, my friends,

I wear no fancy clothes

;

I know you love me for myself,

For I believe your oaths !

I feel I'm lovely ! When I come
For once you're blest indeed.

i know I'm all in all to you;

For me you gladly bleed !

Oh, yes ! I am a thing of joy !

My tones are passing sweet;

I thrill you with my melody

—

So simple, yet complete !

"All ! there he is !" you softly cry.

And breathless watch my flight—

Unless, indeed, I have you there,

By coming in the night

!

It is not every visitor

Who brings a band along !

Who celebrates his friendliness

In melody and song !

It is a graceful compliment.

Which I can well afford

To those who gladly welcome me

—

And furnish all my board !

A serenade at dewy eve

—

How grateful to the sense !

Who stays to calculate the cost

—

The paltrj^ recompense !

" What cheerful little sprite is this

That carols as he goes ?"

—

You'll learn, my^ pretty one ! when I

AUght upon your nose !

I would not plead for robbery, <

I would not use deceit;

And yet, 'tis plain to candid minds.

Philanthropists must eat

!

I dare not taste the juicy grape;

But Nature bids me see

The blood that first was wine in you

May turn to wine in me !

'Tis but a tiny drop—a speck,

—

One sip is all I've quaffed !

My plethoric old Wall street friend.

Was it an over-draft ?

Say rather that you took my stock

To "bear," as oft before.

And now are scratching round to raise

A margin for some more !

BOOK NOTICE.

The Mf.n WHO Advertise. New York: Nelson Cuehman.
This is a very useful book of roforence. In addition to biographical

sketches of certain slirewd men who know the value of ndv(!rtisiiig

—

and of being advertised— it contains an American Newspaper llate-

Book, and an American N(!wspaper Directory. Tho book is neatly and
sul)stantinlly got up by U. P.
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Extraordiiiary

BARGAINS !

Closing oat Sales of

Ladies', Misses' and Children's Silk, Poplin,

Grenadine, Barege, Linen, Lawn,
Cambric and Piqiie

Plain and Braided Suits, Dresses,

ETC., ETC.,

Of PAEIS & DOMESTIC MANUFACTURE.

Our customers and strangers are respectfully invited to
examine.

A. T. STEWART & CO.,

Broadway, 4th Avence, Oth and lOth Stm.

A.T.STEAYART&CO.
HAVE MADE

A Large Reduction
In all the prices of

SILKS, DRESS GOODS,
Ladies , 3risses' and Children's

READYMADE GARMENTS AND
UNDERWEAR,

Of Every Defcription.

^(lillinery, Flowers, Feathers, &c., viz.

:

HEAA'Y BLACK AND WHITE CHECK SILKS, Fresh

Goods, only $\.2R per yd., recently, $1.7.5

EXTRA HEAVY STRIPED, $1.50 and $1.75, recently $2

and $2.25.

A Job Lot of

JAPANESE POPLINS, at 50 cents per yard, value $1.

RICH FANCY POPLINS, at 65 cts. per yard, value 51.25.

A Large Line of

WASH POPLINS, BAREGES, Ac, nice goods only, nt

12 1-2 ct«. per yard.

CHINE POPLINS, 3-1 yards wide, reduced to 25 cents.

WIDE MOHAIR LUSTRES, fine quality, choice season-

able colors, only 40 conta.

LADIES' LINEN SUITS, handsomely trimmed, $8 each

and upward.

VICTORIA LAWN SUITS, handsomely trimmed, $10
each and upward.

Boys' Readj-Made Clothingr,

EMBROIDERIES, LACES, LLAMA LACE
SHAWLS AND SACQUES,

At Extremely Low Prices.

BROADWAY,
4tlx Js.ve., Oth and. lOth Sts.

A. T. Stewart & Co.
Have made LARGE ADDITIONS to their Stock of

5-FRAME ENGLISH BRUSSELS
At 82 per Yard.

And will offer a Superior Quality of

English Tapestry Brussels,
At 81.2A per Yard.

CEOSSLEYS EXTRA ENGLISH TAPESTRY
BRUSSELS, $1,50 per Yard.

Axminster.% Moquettes, lioi/ol WUtons, Velvets,

lOtgs, Mats, En'ilifh and Domestic Oil-

cloths, Cocoa and Canton Matting,
Etc., Etc.,

AT EXTREMELY ATTRACTIVE PRICES.

B R O A.D ^V-A.^%

4th Avcnae, Uth and lOth Streets.

SPECIAL

PUNCHINELLO PREMIUMS.
BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT WITH

L. PEANG & CO.,

we offer the following Elegant Premiums for new Subscribers to

Punchinello :

a Awakening."., (A Litter of Puppies.) Half Chromo, size,

8 3-8 by 11 1-8, price $2.00, and a copy of Punchinello for

one year, for $4.00.

"Wild Roses." Chromo, 12 1-8 by 9, price $3.00, or any

other $3.00 Chromo, and a copy of the paper for one year,

for $5.00.

"The Baby in Tronble." Chromo, 13 by 16 1-4, price $6.00,

or any other at $6.00, or any two Chromos at $3.00, and a

copy of the paper for one year for $7.00.

*' Sunset,—California Scenery," after A. Bierstadt, 18 1-8 by

12, price $10.00, or any other $10.00 Chromo, and a copy of

the paper for one year for $10.00. Or the four Chromos, and

four copies of the paper for one year in one order, for clubs

of Four, for $25.00.

We will send to any one a printed list of L. PRANG & CO.'S

Chromos, from which a selection can be made, if the above is not

satisfactory, and are prepared to make special terms for clubs to

any amount, and to agents.

Postage of paper is payable at the office where received, twenty

cents per year, or five cents per quarter, in advance ; the Chromos

will be mailed free on receipt of money.

Remittances should be made in P. 0. Orders, Drafts, or Bank

Checks on New York, or Registered letters. Phe paper will be

sent from the first number, (April 2d, 1870,) when not otherwise

ordered.

Now is the time to subscribe, as these Premiums will be offered

for a limited time on\y. On receipt of a postage-stamp, we will

send a copy of No. 1 to any one desiring to get up a club.

Address,

P. O. Box 2783.

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

No. 83 Nassau Street, New York.
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"The Printini? House of the United States."

GEO. F. NESBITT & CO.,
General JOB PRINTERS,
BLANK BOOK Manufacturers,
STATIONERS, Wholesale and Retail,
LITHOGRAPHIC Engravers and Printers.
COPPER-PLATE Engravers and Printer!,
CARD Manufacturers,
ENVELOPE Manufacturers,
FINE CUT and COLOR Printers.

163, 165, 167, and 169 PEAKL ST.,

73, 75, 77, and 79 PINE ST., New York.

Advantaoes. S3f~ All on the same premises, and under
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A'^ETF YORK.
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ment Tax.

INTEREST ON NEW DEPOSITS
Commences on the First of every Month.

A RAID ON THE SAXON.
Fenian Head-Scenter. "Will I be aftheh ctjttin' it oft close behind the ears?"

{SmaU Briton thinks it is "all hup with Hm."

HENRY SMITH, President
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WALTER ROCHE
EDWARD HOGANN. }
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SARATOGA " A" SPRING WATER.
A POSITIVE CURB FOR HEADACHE !-A GREAT

REMEDY FOR INDIGESTION AND DYSPEPSIA.-
Keeps the blood cool and regulates the stomach. Persons
subiect to headache can insure themselves freedom from
this malady by brinking it liberally in the morning before
breakfast.
Sold by JOHN P. HENRY, at the U. S. Family Medical

Depot, 8 College Place, New York.

PRANG'S CHROMOS are celebrated for their close resemblance to Oil Paintings. Sold in all Art and Bookstores throughout the world.

PRANG'S I.,ATEST CKROMOS : "Flowers of Hope," " Flowers of Memory." Illustrated Catalogues sent free on receipt of stamp.

I.. PRANG <<b CO., Bonton.

Tlie New York Standard.
A Daily Morning Newspaper.

CONTAINING AI.L. THE NEWS
Single Copies, .

Subscription Price,

Two Cents.
S6 a Year.

Pu])lishe{l Every Mornin??, except Sundays,
at 34 PARK ROW, by

John Russell Young.

PUNCHINELl7o7
With a large and varied expurionoo in the management

and publication of a paper of the class herewith submitted,
and with the still more positive advantage of an Ample
Capital to justify the undertaking, the

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.
OF THE CITY OF NEW YOKK,

Presents to the public for approval, the new
ILLUSTRATED HUMOROUS AND SATIRICAL

WEEKLY PAPER,

The first number of which was issued under
date of April 2.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES,
Suitable for the paper, and Original Designs, or suggestivo
ideas or sketches for illustrations, upon the tonics of the
day, are always acceptable and will be t)aid for liberally.
Rejected communications cannot be returned, unless

postage stamps are inclosed.

TERMS:
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Single copies 10
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Hi: Mywti]ky of Mr. E. DROOD.
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PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY,
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Erie Railway.

TRAINS LEAVE DEPOTS
Foot of (liambers Street

AND

Foot of Twenty-Third Street,

AS FOLLOWS:

Through Express Trains leave Chambers Street

at 8 A.M., 10 A.M., 8:30 P.M., and 7:00 P.M.,

(daily) ; leave 23d Street at 7: 45 A.M., 9: 45 A.M., and
5:15 and 6:45 P.M. (daily.) New and imprcved
Drawing-Room Coaches wiU accompany the 10 : 00

A.M. train through to Buffalo, connecting at Hor-

nellsvLUe with magnificent Sleeping Coaches run-

ning through to Cleveland and Gallon. Sleeping

Coaches will accompany the 8 : 00 A.M. train from
Susquehanna to Buffalo, the 5 : 30 P.M. train from
New York to Buffalo, and the 7 : 00 P.M. train from
Hew York to Rochester, Buffalo and Cincinnati. An
Emigrant train leaves daily at 7 ; 30 P.M.

For Port Jcrvis aii€l W'ay, *11:30 A.M., and
4:30 P.M., (Twenty-third Street, *11:15 A.M. and
4: 15 P.M.)

For Middletowu and AVay, at 3:30 P.M.,

(Twenty-thiid Street, 3:15 P.M.); and, Sundays
only, 8: 30 A.M. (Twenty-third Street, 8: 15 P.M.

For Greycoiirt ami AVay, at *8: 30 A.M., (Twen-

ty-third Street, 8: 15 A.M,

For Newbiirgh and AVay, at 8 : 00 A.M., 3:30

and 4: 30 P.M. (Twenty-third Street 7: 45 A.M., 3: 15

and 4: 15 P.M.)

For SulTern and -"Way, 5: 00 P.M. and C: 00 P.M.

(Twenty-third Street, 4: 45 and 5: 45 P.M.) Theatre

Train, *11: 30 P.M. (Twenty-third Street, *11 P.M.)

For Palorson and "Way, from Twenty-third

Street Depot, at 6:45, 10: 15 and 11:45 A.M.; *1:45,

3:45, 5:15 and 6:45 P.M. From Chambers Street

Depot at 6:45, 10:15 A.M.; 12 M. ; *1: 45, 4: 00, 5: 15,

and G:45 P.M.

For Haekensack and Hillsdale, from Twen-
ty-third Street Depot, at 8: 45 and 11: 45 A.M. ; t7: 15,

3: 46, t5: 15, 5: 45, and t6: 45 P.M. From Chambers
Street Depot, at 9: 00 A.M.; 12:00 M.; $2:15, 4:00,

t5:15, 6:00, and J6: 45 P.M.

For Pierinont, Monsey and "Way, from Twen-
ty-third Street Depot, at 8: 45 A.M; 12:45, t3:15
4: 15, 4: 45 and t6: 15 P.M., and, Saturdays only, tl2

midnight. From Chambers Street Depot, at 9:00

A.M.; 1:00, t3: 30, 4:15 5:00 aad *6:30P.M. Sat-

urdays, only, tl2 : 00 midnight.

Tickets for passage and for apartntents in
Drawing-Room and Sleeping Coaches
can be obtained, and orders for the
Checking and Transfer of Bag-

gage may be left at tlie

Company's Offices:

241, 629, and 957 Broadway.

205 Chambers Street.

Cor. 125th Street & Third Ave., Harlem.

338 Fulton Street, Brooklyn.

Depots, foot of Chambers Street and foot

of Twenty-third Street, New York.

3 Exchange Place.

Long Dock Depot, Jersey City,

And of the Agents at the principal Holds.

WM. R. BARK,
General Passenger Agent.

L. D. RUCKER,
General Superintendent.

* Daily, t For Haekensack only, t For Piermont only.

May 2d, 1870.

APPLICATIONS FOR ADVERTISING IN

"PUNCHINELLO"
SHOULD BE ADDBESSED TO

J . N I c! K I 3sr s o ]sr

,

Room No. 4,

IVo. 83 Nassau Street.

DIBBLEEANIA,
ANB

«J a 23 o n i c a J \i i c e ,

FOR THE HAIR.
The most effective Soothing and Stimulating Compounds

ever offered to the pubhc for the

Removal of Scnrf, Dandruff, &c.

For consultation, apply at

WILLIAM DIBBLEE'S,
Ladies' Hair Dresser and Wig Maker.

8.54 BROADWAY, N. Y. City.

WEVILL & HAMMAK,

AV^o o d Engravers,
808 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

FORST & AVEEELL
steam, Lithograph, and Letter Press

EMBOSSERS, ENGRAVERS, AND LABEL
MANUFACTURERS.

Sketches and Estimates fui-nished upon application.

23 Piatt Street, and

IllcrnuitiU fibrarg,

Clinton Hall, ^.stoa- Place,

JilSW YORK.

This is now the largest Circulating Library in America,

the number of volumes on its shelves being 114,000.
About 1000 volumes are added each month ; and very large

purchases are made of all new and popular works.

Books are delivered at members' residences for five cents

each deHvery.

TERMS OF MEMBERSHIP:

TO C^bERKS, - $1 INITIATION, $3 ANNUAL DUES.
TOOTHERS, $5 A YEAR.

[P.O. Box 2845.] 20-22 Gold Street
9

NEW YORK.

Subscriptions Taken for Six Months.

BRANCH OFFICES
AT

]Sro. V 6 Cedar St., N'e-w Yo r k

,

AND AT

Tonkers, IVonTalk, Stamford, and Elizahetli.

^2 to ALBANY and
TROY.

Tlie Day liine Steamboats C . Vibbard and
Daiiicl Drew, commencing May 31, will leave
Vestry st. Pier at 8.45, and Thirty-fourth st. at 9 a.m.,
landing at Yoiikcrs, (Xyack, and Tarrytowii
by ferrj'-boat), Cozzciis, West Point, Corn-
wall, IVewburgU, Poiiglikecpsie, Rliine-
beelc, Bristol, Catskill, Hudson, and IVew-
Baltiinore. A special train of broad-gauge cars
in connection with the day boats will leave on arrival
at Albany (commencing June 20) for Sliaron
Springs. Fare $4.3.5 from New York and for
Cherry Valley. The Steamboat Seneca will trans-
fer passengers from Albany to Troy.

THE

MEKCHANTS'
Life Insurance Company

OF NEW YORK,

Office, 257 BRO^DA\^^Y.

OEGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YOEK.

Issues all kinds of Life and Endowment Policies on the Mutual System, free from restriction on travel
and occupation, which permit residence anywhere without extra charge.

Premiiuns may be paid aniually, semi-annuaUy, or quirterly iu cash.
All Policies are non-forfeitab!e, and participate in the profits of the Company.
Dividends are made annually, on the Contribution plan. .
Pamphlets containing Rates of Premium, and information on the subject of Life Insurance, may bo

obtained at the olfice of the Company, or of any of its Agents.
Parties desiring to represent this Company in the capacity of Agents will please addresss the New York

Office.

WILLIAM T. PHIPPS,

J^. D. HOLLY, StiereCary.

O. S. P^INT*:, M. T). Medical Examiner.

I'l'csidciil

.

HEISrrfcY HILrON, Comsd.

C. H. IvIIVG-, M:. I). Asst-Med. Ex.

Eaclt Agent in direct con»Bnaaiiicataoji ^vitli the New York. Office.
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girluns.

Thk homage of our world to thee,

O Matchless Scribe I when thou wert here.

Was all that's loving iu a Laugh,

And all that's tender in a Tear.

So, if with quiv'ring lip we name

The fellow Mortal who Departs,

A Smile shall call him back again.

To lire Immortal iu our Hearts.

THE

MYSTERY OF MR. E. DROOD.
AN ADAPTATION.

BY ORPHEUS C. KERR.
CHAPTER VII.

MOEE COKFIDENCES THAN ONE.

" You and your sister have been insured, of course," said the Gospeler

to MoNTGOMEBY Pendeagon, as they rettimed from escorting Mr.

SCHENCK.
" Of course," echoed Montgomebt, with a suppressed moan. " He is

our guardian, and has trampled us into a couple of policies. We had to

yield, or excess of Boreal conversation would have made us maniacs."
'

' You speak bitterly for one so young, " observed the Eeverend

OcTA\'ius Simpson. " Is it derangement of the stomach, or have you
known sorrow?"

"Heaps of sorrow," answered the young man. "You may be aware,

Bir, that my sister and I belong to a fine old heavily mortgaged Southern

family—the Penbutheeses and Munchausens ofChipmunk Court House,

Virginia, are our relatives—and that Shebman marched through us during

the late southward projection of certain of your Northern military

scorpions. After our father's felo-desease, ensuing remotely from an

overstrain in attempting to lift a large mortgage, our mother gave us a

step-father of Northern birth, who tried to amend our constitutions and
reconstruct us."

" Dreadful !" murmm-ed the Gospeler.

" We hated him ! Magnolia threw her scissors at him several times.

My sister, sir, does not know what fear is. She would fight a lion; in-

heriting the spirit from our father, who, I have heard said, frequently

fought a tiger. She can fire a gun and pick off a State Senator as well as

any man in all the South. Our mother died. A few mornings there-

after our step-father was found dead in his bed, and the doctors said he

died of a pair of scissors which he must have swallowed accidentally in

his youth, and which were found, after his death, to have worked them-

selves several inches out of his side, near the heart.

"

"Swallowed a pair of scissors !" exclaimed the Eeverend Octavius.

" He might have had a stitch in his side at the time, you know, and
wanted to cut it," explained Montoomeby. " At any rate, after that

we became wards of Mr. Schenck, up North here. And now let me ask

you, sir, is this Mr. Edwin Dbood a student with you ?"

"No. He is visiting his uncle, Mr. Bumstead," answered the

Grospeler, who could not free his mind from the horrible thought that

his young companion's fearless sister might have been in some way
acscissory to the sudden cutting off of her step-father's career.

" Is Miss Floba Potts his sister?"

Mr. Simpson told the story of the betrothal of the young couple by

their respective departed parents.

"Oh, fW.* the game, eh ?" said Montoomeby. "I understand now
his whispering to me that he wished he was dead. " In a moment after-

wards they re-entered the house in Gospeler's Gulch.

The air was shghtly ladeil with the odor of cloves as they went into the

parlor, and Mr. Bumstead was at the piano, accompanying the Flower-

pot while she sang. Executing without notes, and with his stony gaze

fixed intently between the nose and chin of the singer, Mr. Bumstead
had a certain mesmeric appearance of controlling the words coming out

of the rosy mouth. Standing beside Miss Potts was Magnolia Pen-
deagon, seemingly fascinated, as it were, by the Bumstead method of

playing, in which the performer's fingers performed almost as frequently

upon the woodwork of the instrument as upon the keys. Mr. Pen-
deagon surveyed the group ^vith an arm resting on the mantel; Mr.
Simpson took a chair by his maternal nut-cracker, and Mr. Dbood
stealthily practiced with his ball on a chair behind the sofa.

The Flowerpot was singing a neat thing by Longfellow about the

Evening Star, and seemed to experience the most remarkable psycho-

logical effects from Mr. Bumstead's wooden variations and extraordinary

stare at the lower part of her countenance. Thus, she twitched her

plump shoulders strangely, and sang

—

" Just a-bove yon sandy bar.

As the day grows faint—(te-hee-he-he I)

Lonely and lovely a single—(now do-o-n'tl)

Lights the air with "—(sto-o-op ! It tickles—

)

Convulsively giggling and exclaiming, alternately, Miiss Potts abruptly

ended her beautiful bronchial noise with violent distortion of counte-

nance, as though there were a spider in her mouth, and sank upon a

chair in a condition almost hysterical.

" Your playing has made Sissy nervous, Jack," said Eo-mN Dbood,
hastily concealing his ball and coming forward. " I noticed, myself,

that you played more than half the notes in the air, or on the music-

rack, without touching the keys at all.

"

"That is because I am not accustomed to plaj'ing upon two pianos at

once," answered Bumstead, who, at that very moment, was industri-

ously playing the rest of the air some inches from the nearest key.

"He couldn't make me nervous!" exclaimed Miss Pendeagon, de-

cidedly.

They bore the excited Flowerpot, (who still tittered a little, and was
nervously feeling her throat, ) to the window, for air; and when they

came back Mr. Bumstead was gone. "There, Sissy," said Edwin
Dbood, " you've driven him away; and I'm half afraid he feels unpleas-

antly confused about it; for he's got out of the rear door of the house

by mistake, and I can hear him trying to find his way home in the

back-yard."

The two yovmg men escorted Miss Cabowthees and the two young

ladies to the door of the Aims-House, and there bade them good-night;

but, at a yet later hour, Floea Potts and the new pupil still conversed

in the chamber which they were to occupy conjointly.

After discussing the fashions with great excitement ; asking each other

just exactly what each gave for every article she wore ; and successively

practicing male-discouraging, male-encouraging, and chronicaUy-in-

different expressions of face in the mirror (as all good young ladies

always do preparatory to their evening prayers, ) the lovely twain made
solemn nightcap-oath of eternal friendship to each other, and then, of

course, began picking the men to pieces.

"Who is this Mr. Bumstead?" asked Magnolia, who was now look-

ing much like a ghost.

"He's that absurd Eddy's ridiculous uncle, and my music-teacher,"

answered the Flowerpot, also presenting an emaciated appearance.

"You do not love him?" queried Magnolia.
" Now go 'wa-a-ay ! ^ How perfectly disgusting !" protested Floba.
'

' You know that ho loves you !"

"Do-o-n't!" pleaded Miss Potts, nervously. "You'll make me
fidgetty again, just thinking of to-night. It was too perfectly absurd.

"

"What was?"
" Why, he was,—Mr. Bumstead. It gave me the funniest feeling ! It

was as though some ono was trj'ing to see through you, j-ou know.

"

" My child !" exclaimed Miss Pendeagon, dropping her cheek-dis-

tenders upon the bureau, " j'ou speak strangely. Has that man gained

any power over you?"

"No, dear," returned Floea, wiping off a part of her left eyebrow

with cold cream. "But didn't yo\x see? Ho was looking right down

my throat all the time I was singing, until it actually tickled me !"

'
' Does he always do so ?"

"Oh, I don't know what he always does !" whimpered the ner\'0U8

Flowerpot. "Oh, he's such an utterly ridiculous creature ! Sometimes

when we're in company together, and I smell cloves, and look at him,

I think that I see the lid of his right eye drop over the ball and tremble

Entered, according to Act of Congress, In the year 1870, by the PrrsrHraELLo PtTBLWHwo Coxpaxt, In the Clerk's Office of the District Conrt of the United States, for

the Southern District of New York.
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at me in the strangest manner. And sometimes his eyes seem fixed

motionless in his head, as they did to-night, and he'll appear to

wander oflf into a kind of dream, and feel about in the air with his right

arm as though he wanted to hug somebody. Oh ! my throat begins to

tickle again ! Oh, stay with me, and be my absurdly ridiculous friend !"

The dark-featured Southern linen spectre leaned soothingly above the

other linen spectre, with a bottle of camphor in her hand, near the

bureau upon which the back-hair of both was piled; and in the flash of

her black eyes, and the defiant flirt of the kid-gloves dipped in gly-

cerine which she was drawing on her hands, lurked death by lightning

and other harsh usage for whomsoever of the male sex should ever be
caught looking down in the mouth again.

CHAPTER Vin.

A DAGGEKY TYPE OF FOETAXiKEAPHY.

The two young gentlemen, having seen their blooming charges safely

within the door of the Aims-House, and vainly endeavored to look

through the keyhole at them going up-stairs, scufiie away together with

that sensation of blended imbecility and irascibility which is equally

characteristic of callow youth and inexperienced Thomas Cats when
retiring together from the society of female friends who seem to be still

on the fence as regards their ultimate preferences.

"Do you bore your friends here long, Mr. Drood?" inquired Mont-
gomeey; as who should say: Maouiw-ow-ooo—sp't ! sp't

!

"Not this time, Secesh," is the answer; as though it were observed,

ooo-ooo—sp't ! "I leave for New York again to-morrow ; but shall be oflf

and on again in Bumsteadville until midsummer, when I go to Egypt,

Illinois, to be an engineer on a raih-oad. The stamps left me by my
father are all in the stock of that road, and the Mr. Bumstead whom
you saw to-night is my uncle and guardian.

"

"Mr. Simpson informs me that you are destined to assume the ex-

penses of Misr; Potts, when you're old enough, " remarks Montgomeey,
his eyes shining quite greenly in the moonlight.

"Well, perhaps you'd like to make something out of it," says Edwin,

whose orbs have assumed a yellowish glitter. " Perhaps you Southern

Confedacacies didn't get quite enough of it at Gettysburgh and Five

Forks."
'

' We had the exquisite pleasure of killing a few thousand Yankee
free-lovers," intimates Montgomery, with a hollow laugh.

"Ah, yes, I remember—at Andersonville, " suggests Edwin Drood,
beginning to roll back his sleeves.

" This is your magnanimity to the conquered, is it !" exclaims Mont-
gomery, scornfully. '

' I don't pretend to have your advantages, Mr.

Drood, and I've scarcely had any more education than an American

Humorist; but where I come from, if a carpet-bagger should talk as

you do, the cost of his funeral would be but a trifle."

"I can prepare you, at shortest notice, for something very neat and
tasteful in the silver-trimmed rosewpod line, with plated handles, my
dark-complexioned Ku-klux," returns Mr. Drood, preparing to pull off"

his coat.

"Who would have believed," soliloquizes Montgomery Pendragon,
" that even a scalawag Northern spoon-thief, like our scurrilous contem-

porary, would get so mad at being reminded that he must be married

some day !"

"Whoever says that I'm mad," is the answer, "lies deUberately,

wilfully, wickedly, with naked intent to defame and malign."

But here a heavy hand suddenly smites Edwin in the back, almost

snapping his head off, and there stands spectrJtlly between them Mr.

Bumstead, who ha.-^i but recently found his way out of the back-yard in

Gospeler's Gulch, by removing at least two yards of picket fence from

.
the wrong place, and wears upon his head a gingham sun-bonnet,

which, in his hurried departure through the hall of the Gospeler's

house, he has mistaken for his own hat. Sustaining himself against

the fierce evening breeze by holding firmly to both shoulders of his

nephew, this striking apparition regards the two young men with

as much austerity as is consistent with the flapping of the cape of his

sun-bonnet.

"Gentlelemons," he says, with painful syllabic distinctness, "can I

believe my ears ? Are you already making journalists of yourselves?"

They hang their heads in shame under the merciless but just accusa-

tion. "Here you are," continues Bumstead, "a quartette of young
fellows who should all be friends. Neds, Neds ! I am ashamed of you !

Montgomeries, you should not let your angry passions rise; for your

I

little hands were never made to bark and bite. " After this, Mr. Bum-
stead seems lost for a moment, and reclines upon his nephew, with his

eyes closed in meditation. "But let's all five of us go up to my room,"

he finally adds, and restore friendship with lemon tea. It is time for

the North and South to be reconciled over something hot. Come."

Leaning upon both of them now, and pushing them into a walk, he

exquisitely turns the refrain of the rejected National Hymn

—

" 'Twas by a mistake that we lost Bull Run,
When we all skedaddled to Washington,

And we'll all drink stone blind,

Johnny fill up the bowl ?"

Thi;s he artfully employs music to soothe their sectional animosities,

and only skips into the air once as they walk, with a '
' Whoop ! That was

something like a snake !"

Arriving in his room, the door of which he has had some trouble in

opening, on account of the knob having wandered in his absence to the

wrong side, Mr. Bumstead indicates a bottle of lemon tea, with some
glasses, on the table, accidentally places the lamp so that it shines

directly upon Edwin's triangular sketch of Flora over the mantel, and,

taking his umbrella under his arm, smiles horribly at his young guests

from out his sun-bonnet.

"Do you recognize that picture, Pendragons?" he asks, after the

two have drunk fierily at each other. '
' Do you notice its stereoscopic

effect of being double ?"

"Ah," says Montgomery, critically, "a good deal in the style of

Hennessy, or Winslow Homer, I should say. Something in the school-

slate method."

"It's by Edwins, there!" explains Mr. Bumstead, triumphantly.
'

' Just look at him as he sits there both together, with all his happiness

cut out for him, and his dishke of Southerners his only fault."

" If I could only draw Miss Pendragon, now, " says Edwin Drood,

rather flattered, '
' I might do better. A good sharp nose and Southern

complexion help wonderfully in the expression of a picture."

"Perhaps my sister would prefer to choose her own artist," remarks

Montgomery, to whom Mr. Bumstead has just poured out some more

lemon tea.

'
' Saj' a Southern one, for instance, who might use some of the

flying colors that were always warranted to run when our boys got after

yours in the late war," responds Edwin, to whom his attentive uncle

has also poured out some more lemon tea for his cold.

" For instance—at Fredericksburgh, " observes Montgomery. ^

" I was thinking of Fort Donelson," returns Edwin.

The conservative Bumstead strives anxiously to allay the irritation of

his young guests by prodding first one and then the other with his

umbrella; and, in an attempt to hold both of them and the picture

behind him in one commanding glance under his sun-bonnet, presents

a phase of strabismus seldom attained by human eyes.

"If I only had you down where I come from, Mr. Drood," cries

Montgomery, tickled into ungovernable wrath by the ferule of the

umbrella, I'd tar and feather you like a Yankee teacher, and then burn

you like a freedman's church."

"Oh !—if you only had me (here, you'd do so," cries Edwin Deood,

springing to his feet as the umbrella tortures his ribs. '

' If, eh ? Pooh,

pooh, my young fellow, I perceive that you are a mere Cincinnati

Editor." ,

The degrading epithet goads Pendragon to fury, and, after thro-wing

his remaining lemon tea about equally upon Edwin and the sun-bonnet,

he extracts the sugar from the bottom of the glass with his fingers, and

uses the goblet to ward off a last approach of the umbrella.

"Edwins! Montgomeries!" exclaims Mr. Bumstead, opening the

umbrella between them so suddenly that each is grazed on the nose

by a whalebone rib, '
' I command you to end this Congressional debate

at once. I never saw four such young men before ! Montgomeries,

put up your penknife thizinstant
!"

Pushing aside the barrier of alpaca and whalebone from under his

chin, Montgomery dashes wildly from the house, tears madly back to

Gospeler's Gulch, and astounds the Gospeler by his appearance.

" Oh, Mr. Simpson," he cries, as he is conducted to the door of hi«

own room, "I believe that I, too, inherit some tigerish qualities from

that tiger my father is said to have fought so often. I've had a political

discussion with Mr. Drood in Mr. Bumstead's apartments, and, if I'd

stayed there a moment longer, I reckon I should have murdered some-

body in a moment of Emotional Insanity."

The Reverend Octavius Simpson makes him unclose his clenched

fist, in which there appears to bo one or two cloves, and then says: "I

am shocked to hear this, Mr. Pendragon. As you have no political

influence, and have never shot a Tribune man, neither New York law

nor society would allow you to commit murder with impimity. I
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regret, too, to see that you have been drinking, and would advise you

to try a chapter from one of Professor De Mille's novels, as a mild

emetic, before retiring. After that, two or three sentences from one of

Mr. RiCHAED Gbant White's essays will ensure sleep to you for the re-

mainder of the night.

"

Keturning the unspeakably thankful pressure of the grateful young

man's hand, the Gospeler goes thoughtfully down stairs, where he is

just in time to answer the excited ring of Mr. Bumstead.

"Dear me, Mr. Bumstead!" is his first exclamation, "what's that

you've got on your head ?"

"Perspiration, sir," cries Bumstead, who, in his agitation, is still

ringing the bell. "We've nearly had a murder to-night, and I've come
around to offer you my umbrella for your own protection.

"

"Umbrella!" echoes Mr. Simpson, "why, really, I don't see how—

"

" Open it on him suddenly when he makes a pass at you," interrupts

Mr. Bumstead, thrusting the alpaca weapon upon him. " I'll send for

it in the morning.

"

The Gospeler stands confounded in his own doorway, with the de-

fence thus strangely secured in his hand; and, looking up the moon-
lighted road, sees Mr. Bumstead, in the sun-bonnet, leaping high, at

short intervals, over the numerous adders and cobras on his homeward
way, like a thoroughbred hurdle-racer.

( To be Continued. )

THE PLAYS AND SHOWS.

ANY plaj's of various sorts

have been explained and com-

mented upon in this column.

Now for the first time a show
claims attention. The Beetho-
ven Centennial Festival has

just ceased its multitudinous

noise, and the several shows

connected with it—such as

Geovee's blue coat,GrLMOEE's

light gymnastics on the con-

ductor's stand, the electric

artillery and the plenteous

Paeepa, have vanished away.

Time and space and patience

would fail to tell the story of

the ten successive showers

of noise that inundated the

Rink during last week. Let

us then content ourselves

with a reminiscence of the

opening night.

As the sun was understood to

be descending the Western horizon (in some rural locality that possesses

a horizon, ) last Monday afternoon, three horsemen—who had doubtless

left their horses at a convenient stable,—might have been seen descend-

ing from a Third Avenue car. Before them stood the Rink, glittering

with rows of lamps—the last rows—not of summer—but of the

American Institute Fair. Passing these lines of Rinked brightness

long drawn out, (Shakespeabe) the three dismounted horsemen entered

the building and seated themselves. A mighty murmur of applause

rose from the chorus, asBEKGMANN stepped to the front and ordered his

orchestral army to advance upon Beethoven's Sympony in C. This is

what they heard and saw:

First Horseman. "What a noise they make tuning their fiddles.

When's this thing going to begin ?"

Second Horseman. '
' Begin ! Why, it has begun. This is Beethoven's

Symphony in C.

"

. Third Horsem.\>i. "Don't you know the Symphony at Sea? It repre-

sents a storm, you know."

Young Lady FROM Boston. "How divinely beautiful! It ought to

be played, however, by Gilmore's Band. They do not vmderstand

classical music in New York.

"

Accompanying Friend. "Hush. Pabepa is going to sing."

There is a tremulous motion felt throughout the vast building. It is

the approach of Paeepa, who skips lightly—like the little hills mentioned

by the Psalmist—across the stage. She curtseys, and her skirts expand in

vast ripples like the waves of a placid sea when some huge line-of-battlc

ship sinks .suddenly from sight. She smiles a sweet and ample smile.

She flirts her elegant fan, and gallant little Gael Rosa—who can lead

an orchestra better than the weightiest German of them all—is swept

swiftly away, whirling like a rose-leaf before the breath of the gentle

zephyr. Then she sings.

What is the grand orchestra compared with the exhaustless volume

of her matchless voice ! What the chorus of three thousand singers

or the multitudinous pipes of the great organ ! Far above chorus or

orchestra or organ soar her clear notes, full, rich, ringing. Her voice,

like her majestic presence, was made expressly for Boston Jubilees and

Beethoven Centennials. The former can fill the largest building the

continent has ever seen; the latter—well, the latter is perceptible at

quite a distance.

The " Inflammatus" is sung, and sung again, and then the programmes

rustle, as the audience looks to see who has the rashness to follow

Paeepa the peerless.

Rural Person. "Now we're goin' to hear somethin' like. The New
Jersey Harmonic Society is agoin' to sing ' When first I saw her face

in 1616.' I don't like none of your operas. That 'inflammation' may
be a big thing, but give me some old-fashioned toon.

"

Accordingly the New Jersey Society sings, and sings extremely well.

The simple melody sung by these gentle rustics pleases the people.

They demand its repetition, and it is generally conceded that the native

Jerseyman has more music in what he regards as his soul, than the

wilder aborigines who follow Spotted Tail and Swift Bear.

Young Lady from Boston.—"How sweet these old madrigals are.

That piece, however, ought to have been played by Gilmoee's Baud.

These New Jersey people know nothing about any music that is above

Offenbach's melodies."

And then everybody is seized with an impulse to whisper to everybody

else, " Now we are to have the Star Spangled Banner."

It is evident that the American nation hungers and thirsts after some-

thing 'over which it may wax patriotic and loyal. It has no monarch,

and the absurdity of becoming enthusiastic over Geant's cigar is only

too manifest. It is therefore obliged to content itself with simulating a

frantic admiration of the Flag.

Now the flag is rather a pretty one, and to people north of Mason and

Dixon's line, possesses many interesting associations. But the doggerel

in which the late Mr. Key attempted to celebrate it, is not altogether

above reproach. Beginning Mith the Bowery interrogative "Sa-ay,"

and ending with a reference to the " land of the free and the home of

the brave," which the late Elijah Pogram, or the present Nathaniel

Banks might have written, it is simply the weakest ofrhymed buncombe
wedded to the cheapest of pinchbeck music. And yet we fancy our-

selves inspired when we hear it.

Fortunately, as sung at the Beethoven festival, the words are

drowned by the music, and the music by the artillery. It thus becomes

an inarticulate patriotic "yawp," of tremendous ear-splitting power.

But the public likes it.

They greet it with tremendous roars of applause. The artillerj', dis-

charged with uniform promptness several seconds in advance of time,

renders them wild with delight. Parepa's voice, rising at intervals above

even the combiried din of instruments, voices, and cannon, is hardly

heeded by them. Noise is what they want, and they have a surfeit of

it. It is only after the performance is ended that the vision of Gil-

more's ecstatic coat-tails, as they danced to the wild whirling of his

maniacal baton, comes back to their memory. Then they smile and

say, '
' Curious fellow that Gllmore. Knows how to make himself a

pleasing and prominent feature.

"

But the Boston young lady says in a serious tone, "Gilmobe's band

should have played that piece without any assistance. These New York

people do not understand the potentialities of brass.

"

Perhaps we don't. And then again perhaps we do. Boston may
have a monopoly of virtue, but it has hardly a monopoly of brass.

After the patriotic noise comes the Oheron overture, led by Carl Rosa

so daintily that it is the best performance of the evening. Bj- and by

everybody attempts to leave in advance of everybody else, with a view to

a seat in the cars; and the first night of the Centennial is over.

And nine-tenths of the people remark that it is " bully."

And several of the remainder speak patronizingly of it.

And the critics go up to the "Press Room " for another glass of—in

short, for a sandwich:

And the Boston young ladj' expresses her firm conviction, that Gil-

more should have managed the whole affair, without the interference of

those uncultivated New-Yorkers.
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And the fat lady from the Fifth Avenue remarks that "nothing has

occurred to mar the misanthropy of the occasion.

"

And a wretch who does not consider Miss Kellogg the "Nightingale

of America," smiles a fiendish smile as he thinks that her pretty little

voice is to be heard by the conductor and the nearest chorus singei-s on

the following day.

And the undersigned goes home to calm his mind by an hour's

perusal of Dr. Watts, and then to dream of star-spangled Gilmokes

and electric Paeepa batteries until morning. Matador.

GETTING A FOOTHOLD IN CANADA.

JOTTINGS FROM WASHINGTON.

Washington City, June i, 1870.

Deak Punchinello: I have noticed with pleasure your bold and

generous championship of Philadelphia. I have witnessed, with genu-

ine delight, your expose of the designs of the Iron Legislature upon
that most unhappy of rectangular cities ; and I have been emboldened

thereby to hazard a petition to you to fly still higher in your philan-

thropic endeavors to do and dare still more for the oppressed of your

race—to—to—in short, to attempt the defence of Washington and the

Washingtonians !

!

There ! it is out ! But that I know you of old; but that, knowing

you, I regretted with a great regret your former withdrawal from affairs

of State; but that I welcomed your return to the arena of which, in

former years, you were the acknowledged victor; but that I knew your

unlimited compassion, I would not, though a bold man, have dared to

ask so much.

Yet, I have reason for my request. For, if Philadelphia be rectangu-

lar, Washington has greater claims, seeing that she is scalene, crooked,

trapezoidal, and, in general terms, catacomered. If Philadelphia be

legislature-ridden, Washington is Congress-burdened. If Philadelphia

sufifers under an infliction of horse-railroads and white wooden shutters,

Washington groans und,er the pangs and pains of unmitigated Chroni-

cle !

This last is our greatest grievance. Fortunately for you, dear P., you
know not what it is to be Congress-burdened, but roe do. Alas ! too well.

It means mud and dust; it means unpaved streets pervaded by perambu-

lating pigs and contemplative cows, and rendered still more rural in its

aspect by the gambolings of frolicsome kids around gi-ave goats. It

means an empty treasury, high rents, extraordinary taxes, and poor

grub. In short, it means wretchedness. But to be " Chronicled"

—

" Thatv/ay MadnesH licB."

In this connection, dear Punchinello, let me hasten to disclaim any

intention of abusing or "pitching into" the renowned "Editor of Two
Newspapers, Both Daily." Everybody has been doing that for the past

five or six years, and I do not wish to be vulgar. Besides, to do the

gentleman justice, we do not think he is to blame for much of our

misery; as he confines his editorial connection with our incubus to writ-

ing a weekly letter to the Press, and publishing it in both dailies. At

the same time we do wish that he would, out of compassion for our

suffering souls, exercise a little supervision over the small boys whom he

employs to write the Chronicle, and thus spare us something of what we

are now obliged to stand.

Let me give you one or two instances of the course pursued by this

tyrannous newspaper.

It frightens timid citizens by its narratives of horrible outrages in

the South, especiallj^ in Georgia and Tennessee; and my wife, who has

relatives in the former place, was in chronic hysterics until it was dis-

covered that the " outrages " were, to use a vulgar expression, "all in my
eye." To this day she trembles at the word " loil," (I believe I spell it

correctly,) knowing, as she does, that the dreaded and mysterious

syllables, Ku-Klux, will most assuredly follow it.

Why, did we not have a great scare here a week or two ago, when it

was announced that the mysterious chalk-marks on the pavements were

significant of the presence of the awful K. K. in our midst—at our very

doors ? Did we not sleep with revolvers under our pillows, and dream

of cross-bones and coffins ? Did not Mayor Bowen receive a dread

missive warning him to evacuate Washington, lest he be made a corpse

of in less than no time ? Had not several colored gentlemen and white

men received similar missives ? And does it repay us for our fright and

alarm, when it is discovered that the mystejious marks are cunning de-

vices of a gentleman engaged in the oyster trade ? By no means. We
have suffered our terrors, and no amount of oysters can alleviate them.

To such straits has the Chronicle reduced the citizens of Washington.

But we have other causes of complaint against this extraordinary

newspaper. Here is one:

It may not be unknown to you that the Chronicle has a habit of identi-

fying itself with the people and subjects which it discusses. Does it

put forth an article on naval matters—straightway it becomes Salter than

Turk's Island, and talks of bobstays and main-top-bowlines and poop-

down-hauls in a manner that, to put it mildly, is confusing, and would,

if you read it, make you jump as if all your strings were pulled at

once ! Are financial matters under discussion—behold even James

FisK, Jr., is not so keen and shrewd, nor Commodore Vanderbilt so full

of "comers." And only the other day, it discussed the Medical Con-

vention which lately met here, and io ! we are amazed by the amount

of knowledge displayed by the omniscient journal ! In a long article,

after mildly remonstrating with the doctors for refusing to admit their

colored brethren of the District of Columbia to a share in their deliber-

ations, it closes with this obscurely terrible remark

:

" Better die of nostalgia in exile abroad, than remain at home to suffer from ossi-

fication of the pericardium—

"

or words to that effect, as the lawyers say.

On reading this, with what strength I had left I secured a dictionary,

and found that "nostalgia " means homesickness;—a disease not known
to Washingtonian exiles—but what '

' ossification of the pericardium
"

means I cannot discover. Not only have I searched every dictionary in

the Congressional Library, but I have pervaded all the bookstores, and

made myself a nuisance to every medical man of my acquaintance—in

vain ! Nobodj' ever heard of such a disease, if disease it be. It may
be something more dreadful ! And not only I, but those whom I have

persecuted with my inquiries, are on the verge of insanity; and for all

this the Chronicle is responsible.

Now, this can't be endured ; and I have come to you for help. Either

tell us what is the meaning of this terrible j^hrase, or else open your

batteries on the malicious genius who pens those Chronicle papers, and

— "squelch" him !

As yet,
" I am not mad—but soon shall be I"

if you don't answer Yours, iu tribulation, Alonzo Tarbox.

P. S.—Be sure and see that the printer spells my name rightly, and

don't transmogrify it into "TREEBox,"as a beast of a Treasury Clerk

did the other day. "There are chords—" you know. A. T.

The Eaatern (tiicstlnii.

Egypt and Turkey —the Nile and the Bosphorus—seem coming to

blows. But if hostilities are happily averted, with what propriety can

it be said that 2^ihUJit ?
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THE EARTHLY PARADISE.

I WISH th3 Editor would put a little note in large letters right here,

requesting readers not to run oif and read Mr. Morris's poem, after

gazing on the above title. My very respectable reader, you're smart,

very smart indeed, but let me assure you that you haven't discovered

from the float which I have placed on the surface, which way my string

is drifting, so, if you get on a string don't complain.

As, at this season of the year, everybody who is anybody either goes

into the country or else shuts up his front windows and lives in the

back area, in order to create the impression that he is to be found in

the rural districts, Punchtnello must of course follow the universal ex-

ample. His front windows, however, must never be shut, so he must

fall to packing his tninks at once. But where shall he go ? List ! oh,

list ! I will give a list of spots present.

They say the seas-on has commenced at Long Branch. This place is

peopled by the foolish men of whom we have heard, who built their

houses on the sand. The chief amusement of visitors is thus: you put

on some old clothes, which have evidently just retired from the coal-

heaving business, stand in the water up to your ankles, and grasp man-

fully, with both hands, a rope; then a watery creature, named Surf,

climbs upon you and gets down on the other side; you rush to a neigh-

boring shanty, put on your store clothes, and feel twice as warm as you

would have felt if you hadn't wi-estled with Surf. The reports from

Boston are that the Pilgrim Fathers have ceased to enjoy their coffins

and shrouds, since Jubilee Jnvi has commenced to carry pleasure-seekers

to the seaside on Plymouth Eock.

Saratoga is still the place for Saba to patronize. The chief objection

to that place is that the water is so muddy that they call it Congress

Water. However, you soon become infatuated with it. I once saw a

very stout lady imbibe sixteen glasses of the water, and as I left the

scene of dissipation she was screaming for more. I concluded that

she was a sister-in-law to Boreas. A young and tender Sixteenth

Amendment, who was a three-quarter orphan, (she had only a step-

father,) has been known to drink, unaided, thirty glasses of Saratoga

water in twenty-four hours. Can Mr. Weston beat that ? I forgot to

say that she survived. The difference between Long Branch and Sara-

toga is, that at the former you take salt water externally, while at the

latter you take salt and water internally.

Newport is still appropriately situated on Rowed Island. None but

the select deserve Newport. However, they say Old Gin is the next best

thing. You can rent a cottage by the sea and see what yoti can. (I

may add that you can also rent a cottage by the year, though I believe

the view is not any finer on that account. ) Beware of the tow ! This

is not a warning against blondes, but against rolls.

The proper thing to do at Ne\vport is thus : A scented youth, with a

perfumed damsel resting on his arm, wanders at eventide lown to the

sea to hear the majestic waves roll upon the beach. Having selected a

suitable spot, the pair sit down and then make night hideous with

"What are the wild waves saying?"

Niagara is perched upon its Erie. To a man of a reflective mind this

is an unpleasant place. As he gazes on the rushing flood he thinks of

the waste of raw material. Water being thrown away and no tax being

collected. As a rule in this place cheat your carriage-driver, for if you

don't, he'll cheat you for your negligence.

Of course, as it is now June, no one will visit Cape May. The White

Mountains, having received a new coat of paint, are ready for summer

visitors. A few stock quotations, such as, "cloud-capped towers,"

"peak of Tenerifife," &c., are very useful here. Also a large supply of

breath. Lake Mahopac may be packed, of course, but any one of a

romantic turn of mind, who loves to float with fair women idly upon

a summer sea, (in a boat, of course,) 'mid crocuses and Hlies, while

the air is filled with the melodious sounds from a bass-drum and that

sort of thing, and is redolent with the perfume of a thousand flowers,

wiU find solace here. (I flatter myself that period is well turned.)

All over the land you may find choice little spots, farm-houses, over

which the woodbine and the honeysuckle clamber, while the surround-

ing wheat fields—(I have lost my volume of Whitman, and forget what

the wheat fields do, poetically.) Perhaps it is my duty to here introduce

some remarks about farming, but, as the Self-made Man is struggling

with that subject, and as a certain innocent, who has been abroad, pro-

poses to handle it, I refrain.

I very nearly forgot Coney Island. This is the favorite resort of

clams and little jokers. Here you may daily fill your bread-basket with

bivalves, and then observe the mysteries of that mystic game, now you

see it, now you don't.

Of course I don't propose to state which of these places is the Earth-

ly Paradise. You pays your money and you takes your choice. What

hurts my feelings is, that any one should have supposed that I intended

to write a criticism of Mr. Morris's poem. Do people imagine that

my time is entirely valueless, and that I can afibrd to waste it in

criticising poetry ? Lot.

PLTTCKILY PATRIOTIC, STILL.

A FEW years since the City of Portland, upon a certain Fourth of July,

was nearly consumed by fire, the origin of which was the well-known

Cracker. But Portland is undaunted, and proposes this year to have a

finer Independence Day than ever. If Mr. Punchinello might advise,

he would recommend to the Portlanders, festivities of a decidedly

aquatic character—swimming-matches, going down in diving bells, the

playing of fountains, battles between little boys with squirt-guns, re-

gattas, and floating batteries. Mr. P. himself intends to celebrate the

coming Fourth upon water—with something in it, of course, to kiU the

insects. The Maine Liquor Law being in full force in Portland, there

Will be no difficulty in obtaining ardent spirits on the Fourth; and Mr.

Punchinello therefore the more confidently recommends a full aqueous

infusion of the Down East toddies.

Shocking.

In Tipton, Indiana, has originated the secret order, with rituals,

signs and grips, called the "Earthquake." Were its object not alto-

gether earthly, we might regard it'as merely a new set of underground

Quakers. The remarkable quiet of Friends' Burjang-grounds is a

guarantee against all possible distui-bance from Earth-Quakers, now

that the Underground Railroad has ceased to run.

A. Triumph of Htousekecplnff.

All honor to the gentlewoman in Aroostook, Maine, who put out a

fire the other day, first by pouring water on it, then all her milk and

cream, and finally all the pickle in her meat-barrels. 'Twas only apply-

ing wholesale an old woman's cure for bums; but the point of the matter

was that she pickled a fire, and preserved her life.

PRISONER.

COMPLICATIONS AHEAD.

WHAT OXTR CRIMINAI. COURT-S ARE C'OMIXG TO.

Extract from Speech, of Counsel for Defence.

"Ladies of the Jury, I appeal to you; should such whiskers be hung ? True, he

killed his wife; but, as you know, she was a horrid jealous thing, and led her

poor husband such a life. In my opinion, killing was too good for her. Ladies,

be merciful; the prisoner hangs upon your lips. Consider his eyes; consider his

nose. Were I married to a woman who called me an unprincipled wretch,

wovddn't I kill her ? Wouldn't I? Ladies, be generous." And so forth. (Jmy

retire, but return immediately with a verdict of Xol Guilty; Judge, Jury, Counsel,

and all shed tears and kiss indiscriminately. They take up a collection for the

prisoner, who, next day, marries the Forewoman of the Jury, out of gratitude.

)

PRISONER'S COUNSEL.
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THE NEW PARASOL.
A PROSPECTIVE GLIMPSE OF THE PLEASURES OF PROMENADING WHEN THE PARASOL SHALL HAVE ATTAINED TO A SIZE JUST A TRIFLE LARGER

THAN IT NOW IS.

A LETTER OF ADVICE.

Standish Four Corners, June —, 18

—

Editor of Punchinello:

Sir: I wish to call your attention to certain defects in the journal con-

ducted by j'ou, and to make a few suggestions, which, if followed, will

greatly improve it. I have talked with several eminent gentlemen on

the subject, among whom are the Rev. Ezekiel Dodge, pastor of the

Sandemanian Church in our town, and also the Hon. Peleg Smith, our

Representative in Congress. Both fully agree with me in the ideas

which I am about to lay before you.

In the first place, I object to the name Punchinello. It is too

frivolous, and suggests no food to the thoughtful mind. You should

have called your paj^er the Banner of Progress. This would have at

once enlisted the sympathy of all earnest men in your enterprise. Rev.

Mr. Dodge says that he wrote to you some weeks ago, proposing that

you change tho name to that of the Friend of Truth, while Mr. Smith thinks

that the Pig Iron Beview would be the best possible name. He is, how-

ever, a high tariff man, and his jiidgment may be influenced by that

fact. Either of these latter names would unquestionably be preferable

to Punchinello, but the name which I have suggested is the one which

you ought to adopt.

Then the shape of your paper is all wrong. Any one can see that if

it were only shorter and broader, it would closely resemble the shape of

Punch. Now, sir, we Americans don't want anything that looks like

anything British or European. Our country is bigger, and consequent-

ly better than any other. Wo have bigger rivers, bigger cataracts, bigger

steamboats, and bigger jimfisks than any other people, and, therefore,

our newspapers ought to bo original in shape. Yon should make your
paper octagonal in form, othorwise ovciybody will justly accuse you of

imitating soma effete and monarchical British journal.

And I must strongly object to the sjiirit of levity which I find in your
paper. This is an Earnest Ago, sir, and wo cannot aflord to joke. The
Rev. Mr. Dodge has been greatly grieved at the light way in which you
have treated such serious subjects as tho Divorce Question. He will

forward to you a sermon of his own on the topic of "The Jewish
Marriage Law compared with that of the Amalekites and the Jebusitcs,

together with Remarks on the construction of the Ark, including an

Inquiry into the origin of the Edomites, and a Dissertation upon the

Levitical law of Tithes." This sermon would occupy from four to- six

pages of your paper every week, if published in weekly instalments, for

a period of about ten weeks, and would give a tone to Punchinello

which it now lacks. Besides publishing this sermon, you would do well

to print, every week, a speech of the Hon. Mr. Dodge, who is one of

the most eloquent members of the House, and whose views on finance

are greatly respected by such men as Mr. Kelley and Mr. Chandler.

You ought iilso to have a definite purpose in view. At present you

have no Mission. The earnest men and women who look to you for aid

and counsel, find nothing in your paper bearing upon the great questions

of the day. You should make your paper the organ of some influential

party. There arc the friends of Pig Iron, for example. Devote the

greater part of your space to the advocacy of their lofty cause, and

there is not an iron manufacturer in the United States who would not

borrow Punchinello from some one of his acquaintance, and read every-

thing in it relating to the contest now going on between the fearless

champions of freedom, and American pig iron, against the bloated up-

holders of British interests. As it is, you a^ipear to advocate no single

practical measure which concerns the welfare of this country and the

perpetuity of our glorious Union. Punchinello is the favorite paper

of careless young men, depraved middle-aged men, who care nothing

for Progress and Humanity, and young girls who prefer dress and ad-

miration to addressing their Earnest sisters from the platform of Reform

meetings. The Rev. Mr. Dodge tells me that all the young people of

his congregation read it, and he fears that they prefer it to his sermons.

A paper read by this class of readers must be radically wrong. You

must change its character at once.

One thing more. You must cease to publish pictures of the character

of those which now appear in your paper. In their place you might

substitute drawings of practical value, such as the Sciendjic Yankee

publishes. If you do this, in addition to making the other changes

which I have suggested, you will find that Punchinello will make a

very different impression from that which I fear it has already made. In

that case I will become a subscriber, and will send you a few sound,

earnest articles of my own. I am. Yours, in behalf of Progress,

An Earnest Man.
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WHAT I KNOW ABOUT FARMING."

Fast Bear {to OJJicer from Fort.) "YOU TELL ME PLANT COKN IN THE SPRING, THEN GO 'WAY HUNT AND COME

BACK GATHER CORN IN THE FALL. UGH ! - 1 PLANT CORN, AND WHEN I COilE GATHER IT YOU SHOOT

BULLET IN M\- SIDE !"

^ ^,.. .,,> v . v

{Fhci, related by one of ihe Brule Sioiu Chiefs al W ashimjion.)
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FRUITLESS PERSEVERANCE.
Earnest Suitor, who hasjust received afinal andflat refusal. " Would a tower ik Turkup

MAKE ANY DIFFEBENCE ?"

Julia. "It's useless. I don't like you, and I won't maery you."

THAT INDIAN TALX.

How, how, Great Father, how.

Me Spotted Tail; me Rattling Cow;
Me Eed Cloud; whiskey time now?
How, Great Father ? How ? How ?

Me Ogallala; me Brule Sioux.

How, Great Father, how do ?

Red children come long way, ugh !

Big Whiskey love. Great Father too ?

Poor Injun tired; peace Injun try.

War-paint no good; no whiskey buy;

Treaty no want; treaty all lie.

Great Father's whiskey Injun no spy.

No whiskey give, no have pow-wow.

Poor Injun dry; dry Injun row.

Wlien whiskey time ? "Whiskey time now ?

Father no tongue ? How ! How ! How !

Interesting; to the P. K.

A paragraph states that a " piece of Spar, seven feet

long, and weighing two hundred pounds, has been

taken from the great Spar Cave near Dubuque. " We
were not previously aware that 0'B.\xdwin, the '

' Irish

Giant," was serving out his tenn of imprisonment in

the Spar Cave, but the thing has a fitness about it.

A. Con for Coc-ktnllers.

When do topers like to make a raid uj)on the rural

districts ?

When the herbage is " lush."

Remark l>y a Marksman.

Moose, as well as other members of the cervine

family, live mostly on the shoots of trees, but they die

mostly by the shoots of hunters.

OUR PORTFOLIO.

Punchinello hears with sincere regret that the notorious Miss Craig,

of Chicago, once more threatens the unhappy Sprague with another

suit for breach of promise of marriage. We had thought that the forty

thousand dollars awarded by the jury in the first trial were a plummet
heavj' enough to reach the lowest depths of '

' Amandy's " afifections, and

so in fact they were ; but '
' Elisha's " lawyers, utterly disregarding the

claims of true love, have interposed the absurd claims of what they call

"justice to Elisha," and bo the thing will have to be all done over

again.

It seems a cruel exercise of power to compel this delicate and shrink-

ing female to stand once more in the pillory of the law; or, to put

"Elisha's" orthography to a second test by a crucial and censorious

public. Whatever may be the result of all this indifference to the sanc-

tity of private character and correct spelling, Punchinello wishes to

put upon record his total disapproval and abhorrence of it.

It is strange, yet nevertheless true, that a woman's glances are not

always her own property. The old proverb, that " a Cat may look at a

King," goes a-begging when applied to a woman; and this enables us

to present to the Sorosis a subject for examination, at least as metaphy-

sical as the philosophy of the McFarland verdict.

Only last week a New York Judge committed an unsuspecting female

because she did not look at him, while giving her evidence. The con-

sideration that the unhappj' creature was cross-eyed does not seem to

have affected in the least the judicial aspect of the matter, and although

counsel particularly directed the Judge's attention to the fact that even

if the witness looked as straight as she could, her lines of vision would

meet at an angle far short of the tip of his Honor's nose, still this

pocket-edition of Lord Chief-Justice Jeffries '

' blinked " the point

sought to be made, and absolutely insisted that she should suffer the

penalty of her alleged disrespect.

Punchinello has a heart which warms naturally toward the sex, but

he has also a cat-o'-nine-tails, which longs to warm the back of such a

Judge, and if he will come down from his woolsack he can both see and

feel what that cat-o'-nine-tails is like. Whether she be blue-eyed, or

black-eyed, or cross-eyed, makes no difference to Punchinello, for he

is, under all circumstances, the champion of the sex.

"Y. M. C. A."

These much-printed initials, which (as our intelligent readers are

aware,) belong to certain modern Associations that combine Religion

and Business in a highly prosperous manner, have sometimes a kind of

secondary meaning, which may vary according to circumstances.

When, for example, the Young Men's C. A. of Iowa City, after hav-

ing regularly engaged Miss Olfve Loo,vn in their lecture courise, con-

cluded to back out, the cabahstic letters seemed to read—

"Y-ou M-ust C-ancel A-rrangements.

"

But when the spirited Olive—perceiving rather more of Business than

of Religion and Honor in this despatch—replied i^romptly that they

might expect her without fail, according to programme, prudence sug-

gested a quite different version of their initials, which now signified—

" Y-ou M-ay C-ome A-long !"

We forbear to comment on the dramatic and touching picture here

afforded.—W^e suggest still another reading of their abbre\-iation,—one

that may serve as a permanent interpretation for that latitude at least.—
" Y-outh M-ade C-onscieutiously A-cute."

OreenUh-Black.

Chicago boasts having sent a colored Fenian to Canada. But is he a

true-blue O'Sambo or AIcCuffee ? Or is he recognized as colored only

in respect to his peculiar wearin' of the grin ?
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AT THE WATERING PLACES.

Punchinello's Vacations.

It need not be supposed that Mr. Punchinello intends to work him-

self to death this summer.

By no manner of means !

He guarantees that the paper shall come out regularly, and get riper

and lovelier every week, but he will have his good little times, notwith-

standing.

Every week during the season he expects to slip ofif somewhere, for

a day or two, and hopes to have something worth telling when he comes

back. Last week he ran down to Long Branch. It's early yet, but

folks like Mr. P. ; Childs, of the Philadelphia Ledger ; Thompson, of

the Pennsylvania Central; and other rich fellows always do go early.

The big bugs always fly the soonest. Mr. P. went directly to the West
End Hotel—the old Stetson House, you know. He went there because

he always did like a hotel that had three men to keep it. What you

can't get out of one of them is pretty certain to be screwed out of one

of the others. When Mr. P. drove up, Messrs. Peesbury, Sykes, and

Gardner, were all sitting out on the front piazza, smoking seventy-five-

cent cigars. They arose in chorus, and assured Me. P. that the house

was not yet quite ready for occupancy.

"But, sir
—

" said Mr. Peesbury, "the Girard House, my hotel

in Philadelphia, is always open. If you would like to go there
—

"

And here Sykes struck in.

"But, sir," said he, "my hotel, Willard's, in Washington, is always

ready for guests, and if you could go there for a while
—

"

But forward sprang Gardner, and says he:

"But, sir—if you would like to run down to Cape May, you will find

my hotel—the Stockton House—" And here Mr. P. interrupted.

"Gentlemen," said he, "I would not have you quarrel, and you

shan't split on my rocks. Good evening to you all," and he drove

directly to General Grant's thirty-two thousand dollar cottage in the

Park. Geant was not there yet, but Mr. P. did not expect that he was.

There being a butler and some cooks on hand, Mr. P. considered them
sufficient, and had his baggage taken right up to the second story back

room.

The butler looked a little astonished at first, but when Mr. P. ex-

plained about the hotel, and how he didn't want to go about any more

—

for from riding in the salt evening air he had already got a little hoarse

—

the man brightened up immediately.

"Oh, a little horse!" said he. "If that's what you come about,

you'll be welcome here. The General isn't here yet, but till he comes,

the rooms is yours."

And they were

!

If any one feels inclined to follow Mr. P. 's example, he begs to recom-

mend the President's '
' Old Yaras, "—the hind box on the top shelf of the

library closet.

The next morning, Mr. P. wandered on the sands. Fond memories

flocked around him, as he stood gazing on the corruscating waves.

But they were mostly memories of sheepsheads and flanneled bathers,

and 'tis not for these that the poet gazes into the emerald depths,

whence the pearly scum, like tears of mermaids—Ah ! Mermaids ! Mr.

P. had never seen a mermaid. These were not among his memories.

He deeply woulded that he could—and lo ! he did ! The creature came

gliding to his very feet, and he had barely time to bound back before

she reached the shore. Shaking the water from her spectacles, she came
up, and stood before him.

'Twas Susan B. Anthony.

"How do. Punchy?" said she; " I've left the Revoluiion. Yes, left it

now, and we've got a new editor, and she's beautiful and don't charge a

cent."

" Why, that's like me !" said Mr. P.

"Oh, Punchy!" said the gentle Susan, wringing the water out

of her flannel skirts, '
' none of your joking here. Come, take my arm.

"

Here Mr. P. drew back in apprehension.

"Why, what's the matter?" said Susan. "Are you afraid of a little

water, and you a man, too ? See me ! I'm as wet as sop. Don't keep

me waiting here, now, or I'll feel like saying "Damn" again, and that

sort of thing won't do too often. I want you to come along with me up

to Lestee Wallace's place—the ' Hut, ' you know. I'm stopping with

him. It's two or three hours yet before lunch-time, and we can have a

good talk."

Just at this minute Mr. Punchinello saw a sea-gull skimming past,

and he said he would like to catch it and give it to Lester for his

menagerie. So he hurried after it.

The next day, Mr. P. went out fishing. He hired a boat, and a man
to sail it, and while the man was getting ready to put ofi", Mr. P. took

his seat in the bow and began to fix his lines. He always likes to sit in

the bow. The tiller don't knock him so often in the back, and the

boom don't bother his head so miich. What he particularly wanted was

to catch a devil-fish ! He thought to fiimself what a splendid thing it

would be to catch one of the big, Victoe Hugo kind, and to take it home
with him to Nassau street ! Woiildn't all his editors jump, when they

saw him come into the office with that ! And he would get Stephens to

draw it for the paper.

Stephens has drawn nearly everything on earth, but Mr. P. did not

believe that he ever drew a devil-fish. Not from life, anyway.

As they sailed out to sea, Mr. P.'s heart beat faster, and his brain

throbbed with delight as he thought of his great possible triumph.

He fished for two hours and never got a bite. There was too much
talking at the stem. Mr. P. looked around, and there were three men
there, beside the sailor-man !

" Confound it !" thought Mr. P. ;
" they

must have got on while I was fixing my lines, before we started. " After

this wise reflection, he objurgated the sailor-man, but the latter wanted

to know if he wasn't to make any profit out of his stern and his mid-

ships, as well as his bow, and he objurgated back with such force that

Mr. P. gave him no further attention, but, turning to the interlopers, he

said:

" I'm not so much surprised to see you, Mr. Delano, for if any man
in the country pushes himself and his hirelings where neither he nor

they arc wanted, it's you ; but why you, Horace Greeley, and you,

Jimmy Haggaety, should bo here, I'm sure I don't know."

" Oh, we're all in the same boat, Punchy, said Delano, knocking off

his ashes to the windward of the Philosopher.
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" That's a lie," remarked Horace, rubbing the ashes deeper into his

eyes with his handkerchief.

J. Haggaety grunted at this emphatic denial of such a self-evident

proposition, and Delano went on to say, "Yes, we're all alike"—all

' going through ' our fellow-men. I with my assessors and collectors

;

Horace with his protection schemes, and Jimmy, there, with his nimble

fingers.

"

" That's so," said the good James, and he shifted his quid.

The sailor-man, who had been objurgating straight ahead all this

time, now weighed anchor and put the boat in towards shore. Silence

fell upon the company. They seemed very shy of each other, and did

not amalgamate at all. Mr. P. went out to the extreme end of the bow-

sprit and gazed down into the deep blue sea, wondering whether its

color was really due to excess of salt, or the presence of cuprate of

ammonia. Hoeace climbed to the top of the mast, where he sat sadly,

observing the swindling waves, which came all the way from Europe,

and didn't pay a cent of tax when they landed. Mr. Haggaety went

to the stern, where he employed his time in clearjing out the sailor-

man's pockets, while Delano dived into the hold, to see if he couldn't

fi'id an old worm-box, or a rope's-end, which had no revenue stamp upon

them.

That evening Mr. P. strolled up to the Pavilion, and Governor

Morris told him all the news. When he heard that the Prince Eeie, of

the Heavy Ninth, was coming down with his six-in-hand, (being only

half his usual ntmiber of Temptations, ) Mr. P. found that if he wished

to shine at Long Branch, he had better keep away until he could come
down with some of his pet seven-thirties in hand. So he picked up his

$8.00 valise; put on his S9.00 hat; buttoned up his $35.00 coat; took

his S12.00 umbrella \mder his arm; stuck his SOO.OO free pass in his hat-

band, and went home to Nassau street.

A MARINE MIXTURE.

There's many a slip 'twixt the cup and the lip. When the Berton

excursionists were taken by the Califomians to the Cliflf House, Mr.

Rice brought out a bottle. Of course the Californians were wide awake
for the drawing of the cork. "Whiskey, perhaps!" they murmured.

"Brandy, possibly !" they sweetly sighed. " Rum, maybe !" they con-

jectured. "Schnapps, possibly," they surmised. But when Mr. Rice

had drawn the cork, it was discovered that there was nothing in the

bottle except a pint of salt water, taken from the Atlantic Ocean, which

the bottle holder (as a rare joke) proceeded to empty into the Pacific

Ocean, thus making (as he observed) " a literal blending of the waters.

"

Very pretty, indeed; but not the sort of witticism which a dry man
would be likelj' to appreciate—and Califomians are sometimes extremely

dry!

Political Economy.

Employing female clerks in the Treasviry Department because they

will work for small wages.

A. .Simple Inquiry.

May not a pretty actress, when plaj'ing a page part, appropriately be

called a " belle boy "?

NINETY-NINE IN THE SHADE.

A. Slldtiummer Ode.

Oh for a lodge in a garden of cucumbers !

Oh for an iceberg or two at control

!

Oh for a vale which at midday the dew cumbers !

Oh for a pleasure-trip up to the Pole !

Oh for a little one-story thermometer.

With nothing but Zeros all ranged in a row !

Oh for a big, double-barrelled hygrometer.

To measure this moisture that rolls from my brow !

Oh that this cold world were twenty times colder !

(That's irony red hot it seemeth to me.

)

Oh for a turn of its dreaded cold shoulder !

Oh what a comfort an ague would be !

Oh for a grotto to tj'pify heaven.

Scooped in the rock under cataract vast

!

Oh for a winter of discontent even !

Oh for wet blankets judiciously cast

!

t

Oh for a soda-fount spouting up boldly

From every hot lamp-post against the hot sky !

Oh for proud maiden to look on me coldly.

Freezing my soul with a glance of her eye !

Then oh for a draught from a cup of " cold pizen !"

And oh for a resting-place in the cold grave !

With a ba/th in the Styx, where the thick shadow lies on
And deepens the chill of its dark-running wave !

BOW-WOW

!

One may discern a new argument for the removal of the National

Capital to St. Louis, in the Capital style of doing things in that ac-

complished city. Supposing you have a business, we naturally admire

you as a business man, in proportion to your ingenuity in developing

that business, and your energy in prosecuting it. Now this genius for

business seems to characterize all grades of society in St. Louis,—even

so far down as to the "City Dog-Killer." This talented functionary

has so developed his art, that he is able to kill the same dog a great

many times—at an average profit of twenty-five cents each execution.

He has a way of stunning the beast so that for all purposes of a canine

nature it is apparently quite dead. By the next day, however, the late

defunct has revived sufiiciently to be susceptible of another killing,

which is accordingly administered, and so on, we suppose, all through

the season.

The inferiority of £he East, in matters of this kind, may be justly

and satisfactorily inferred from the fact that in Philadelphia, lately, they

attempted to execute their dogs with carbonic acid gas. When the box

or tub was opened, the irrepressible spirits of the animals confined

therein were perceived to be at the topmost heights of jollity, and the

police were obliged to go back to first principles and shoot the exhila-

rated curs.

DRAINAGE UNDER DIFFICULTIES.

It is generally known to the world that Chicago needs draining. In

order that it may be drained, Mr. Sanitary Superintendent Rauch has

made a report which is extremely figurative and which quite bristles

with the nine digits. Mr. Punchinello has read it until perfectlj' be-

wildered by the intricacy of the computations; but what he does under-

stand is that if Chicago be not drained immediately, the amiable cholera

may be expected to put in an early appearance. Mr. Superintendent

Rauch prints an aggravating table to show, by multiplication, addition,

subtraction, division, and the rule of three, that if you don't drain you

will have cholera, while if you do drain you will escape it. Under

the circumstances, we should advise Chicago to drain.

- l.et SleepInK Dosa I..le.'

A RESOLunoN has been introduced into one of the Southern Legisla-

tures, that any member sleeping during service hours shall forfeit his

per diem. The trouble with our fellows at Washington is that they keep

too wide awake.



CONDENSED CONGRESS.-

SENATE.

ATCHING an idea, Mr.

Nye objected to the bill

which some wretch had in-

troduced, to abridge the pri-

vileges of Senators under the

Franking laws. He knew

that it would be a fearful tax

upon Senators to send the

harmless necessary editions of

two or three hundred thous-

and copies of the Congressional

Globe to their constituents at

their own expense, and of

course the constituents could

not be expected to pay.

What would be the result?

The Globes would accumti-

late in vast and useless num-

bers * ver aU the land, to such

an extent as to impede traflBc,

and they could, in that con-

dition, kindle neither patri-

otic enthusiasm nor private fires. Somebody had suggested that these

copies need not be sent. They all saw the folly of such a suggestion.

True, constituents never read their speeches, but it was natural for the

constituents to be gratified at having a representative thoughtful enough

to tell his secretary to make out a list of eminent idiots in his district,

and send them a Globe apiece. This secured the idiotic element, which,

he was proud to say, was the chief support of his political life.

Mr. Sumner said that a bookseller in Boston was getting out an edi-

tion of his speeches in thirty-seven volumes. He was, accordingly, quite

indifferent upon the Franking privilege, since it was certain that no

constituent who read one of the speeches in the book would ever yearn

to read another in a newspaper, and since no constituent would ever

survive the reading of the entire series thus published.

Mr. Chandlee said he would be Frank. He always had been Frank.

It was his Franking Privilege. He was in favor of declaring a war

with every nation which would not allow matter franked by Senators

of this glorious Republic to pass their post-ofl&ces. He had sent

copies of all his speeches to the effete and loathsome monarchs of Eu-

rope, with his frank neatly lithographed in one comer. But he had

since heard that the minions of tyranny in foreign post-offices had

stopped those documents, upon the paltry pretence that the postage

was not paid. Thus he had been prevented from freezing the monarchical

marrow and curdling the royal blood, since nobody could be expected to

derive instruction or admonition from a speech which was used to feed

the fire, or stuff the window, of one of his petty tools. He called upon
the Senate to do him justice.

Mr. Caepenter observed that justice would never be done to Mr.

Chandlee until the occurrence of a public execution. But still he con-

sidered that the franking privilege ought to be retained. The party

that he belonged to was the party of intelligence. Strange as this

might seem, it was true, and it was also true that, in spite of their in-

telligence, they would read his speeches. Let the Senate have pity upon
these misguided, but not wilfully wicked men.

HOUSE.

Mr. Banks said he would offer a few observations upon Cuba.

The Speaker (who is coming out very strong as a comic presiding

officer, ) said he would rather see Banks square a circle than a Cuba
root. (He meant a cigar. ) This sally was greeted with sickly smiles

by the members who wanted the floor.

Mr. Banks went on to say that our course towards Cuba was not what
was due to her.

The Speaker begged to correct Mr. Banks. His nautical friends as-

sured him that our course towards Cuba was due South to her.

Mr Butler. This is bosh. Let us annex San Domingo. Nobody
does anything for another country without bonds

—

Banks had Cuban
bonds—he had the bonds of San Domingo. Annex San Domingo, or
else give him San Domingo.
The Comic Speaker said Butler ought to be put under tonds to keep

the peace. But perhaps it was superfluous, inasmuch as he always
kept a large piece anyhow.
The House, at this, put crape on its left arm and adjourned.

come ZOOLOGY.

Genus, Falco. Species, Blrdofrcedom.

This magnificent American fowl, like the more domestic weathercock,

may often be seen wheeling through the air on the approach of a storm,

and exhibits unmistakable signs of exultation when it is going to thunder.

It is not a bird of song, but is unsurpassed as a screamer. To the

common Kite, a plebeian member of the genus, has been ascribed an at-

tribute which in fact belongs exclusively to this Banner species. The
Kite, according to Dr. Franklin, draws the lightning from the clouds,

but this, in reality, is the proud prerogative of the Great American

Eagle, the noblest of the falcon tribe, which may often be seen with a

sheaf of flashes in its talons, rushing through the skies as a Ught-

ning express. It feeds on all the inferior birds, but its principal food is

the American Bunting, which it bears fluttering aloft in its powerful

mandibles. Strange to say, its feats with the electric fluid, and its

fondness for the Bunting, have not been noticed by any of the great

naturalists; but as innumerable artists have depicted the bird in the

very act of scattering the one and carrying off the other, the omission is

not, practically, of the slightest consequence.

The habitat of the Birdofreedom was originally limited to about twelve

degrees of latitude, but being like the Imperial Eagle of Italy (now

extinct,) given to Roam, it has within the last fifty years greatly en-

larged the area of its feeding grounds. It is now found as far North as

the Border of the Arctic Sea, where it cultivates amicable relations with

the hyperborean humming-bird, and Professor Grant is at present at-

tempting to naturalize it in Saint Domingo. The time is probably not

far distant when it will prune its morning wing on the upper pole, and

go to roost on the equator. It is, upon the whole, a grasping bird, and
inspires the weaker tribes with terror; yet, notwithstanding its fierceness,

it perches familiarly on the Arms of the American people.

Although the Birdofreedom makes a magnificent appearance at all

seasons, it is in its fullest feather about the Fourth of July. Its truculent

disposition is then manifested by a threatening attitude toward the

Anglo-Saxon Lion, {Leo Britannicus, ) which it has twice worsted in

single combat, and to whose well-knit frame it is prepared at any mo-
ment to administer a third sockdologer.

There are many varieties of the Eagle—as the Russian and Prussian,

(which, singularly enough, have two heads, ) the bald Eagle, the Osprey

or Sea Eagle, the Golden Eagle, &c. The Golden species was formerly

quite common in the United States, but has now almost entirely disap-

peared. Of the smaller species of the genus Falco, it is only necessary

to say that, like the Eagle, they are inedible. In other words, though

excellent for hawking, they are too tough for spitting.

CURRENT FABLES.

The Centaur.

At one time the animals living on either side of a river which ran

through the middle of a vast tract of land, supplied in profusion with

everything necessary to make their lives comfortable and happy, got

into a terrible conflict with each other, which was waged with great

bitterness for a long time, and caused the loss of a great many lives.

At last an enormous Centaur appeared, and, putting himself at the

head of the animals on the colder side of the river, led them in an

attack on their opponents, which was so destructive that the latter were

fain to surrender and promise to live in peace under the dominion of

their stronger neighbors. Then the animals that had conquered were

so jfleased that they met together and agreed to make the Centaur ruler

over the whole land, and when he was made ruler he made a speech,

and all the animals thought they were going to have peace, and everj'-

body was happy.

But after the Centaur became ruler, and when it was too late to do

any good, his subjects repented of their choice, because he grew, so fat

that he could hardly move himself, and became indifferent to every-

thing but his own amusement. He made the animals bring him presents

of the choicest products of the countrj', and those that brought presents

he made rulers under him, until there were so nr.any idle rulers that the

unhappy subjects could barely get enough to 'sat, and became so thin

and weak that other animals, of whom they had before been the envy,

now pitied and despised them.

Moral by Punchinello.

It is disastrous for both the employer and the employed to change an

individual's occupation from one for which he is adapted to another

about which he knows nothing.
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Ao T, Stewart & Co.
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prices of the eoods in all their yarious departments,
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MOZAMBIQUE POPLINS, 123^ cts per yard.

PRINTED AUPACA LUSTEES, 15-cts. per yard.

WIDE CHENE POPLINS, 25 cts. per yard, and

upward
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yard.

EXTRA FINE PRINTED ORGANDIES, only 25 «»t8.

per yard.

REAL INDIA BLACK AND SCARLET PLAIN

CENTER CAMELS' HAIR SHAWLS, WITH WIDE
BORDERS, only $35 and $U, formerly $60 and $70.

PARIS-M.ADE SILK CLOAKS AND SACKS, richly

embroxucred.

BREAKFAST JACKETS.

BROADWAY,
4tli .A^ve., 9th and lOth Sts.

A. T. Stewart & Co.
OFFER,

(In Order to Close,)

Extraordinary Bargains

CHILDREN'S LINEN, LAWN, AND PIQUE SUITS,

TRIMMED OR BRAIDED, $1.50 each upward.

LADIES' LINEN AND CRETON SUITS, $5 each

upward.

LAWN WALKING AND EVENING DRESSES, ELE-
GANTLY TUCKED, PUFFED, FLOUNCED, &c.,

$8 each upward.

LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S UNDERWEAR, WED-
DING TROUSSEAUX, INFANTS' WARDROBES,
BATHING SUITS, BOYS' CLOTHING, LADIES'
PARIS AND DOMESTIC-MADE HATS AND
BONNETS, TRIMMED, $5 each upward. UN-
TRIMMED, $1.25 each upward.

Featliers, Flcfvers, &c.

(jusiomers and the residents of the neighboring

cities are respectfully invited to examine.

BROADWAY,
4tl>. Avenue, 9tli and lOtK Streets.

A. T. STEWART & CO.
Have just received

FOUR ADDITIONAL CASES

Black Iron Grenadine Bareges, &c., Com-
pleting the Line of all the

Various AVidths.

Three Cases Llama Lace Shawls.

Three Cases Llama Lace Jackets,

fobmino the most elegant assobtment tet

Offered,

^na whicn, notwithstanding their scarcity,

WILL BE OI'FERED AT

REDUCED PRICES.

B R, O .A. r) TVAY,
4th Ave., 9th and 10th Streets.

SPECIAL

PUNCHIIELLO
BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT WITH

L. PRANG & CO.,

we offer the following Elegant Premiums for new Subscribers to

Punchinello :

" Awakening-." (A Litter of Puppies.) Half Chromo, size

8 3-8 by 11 1-8, price $2.00, and a copy of Punchinello for

one year, for $4.00.

"Wild Roses." Chromo, 12 1-8 by 9, price $3.00, or any

other $3.00 Chromo, and a copy of the paper for one year,

for $5.00.

a The Baby in TronWe." Chromo, 13 by 16 1-4, price $6.00,

or any other at $6.00, or any two Chromos at $3.00, and a

copy of the paper for one year for $7.00.

•'Snnset,—California Scenery," after A. Bierstadt, 18 1-8 by

12, price $10.00, or any other $10.00 Chromo, and a copy of

the paper for one year for $10.00. Or the four Chromos, and

four copies of the paper for one year in one order, for clubs

of Four, for $25.00.

We will send to any one a printed list of L. PRANG & CO.'S

Chromos, from which a selection can be made, if the above is not

satisfactory, and are prepared to make special terms for clubs to

any amount, and to agents.

Postage of paper is payable at the office where received, twenty

cents per year. Or five cents per quarter, in advance ; the Chromos

will be mailed free on receipt of money.

Remittances should be made in P. 0. Orders, Drafts, or Bank

Checks on New York, or Registered letters. The paper will be

sent from the first number, (April 2d, 1870,) when not otherwise

ordered.

Now is the time to subscribe, as these Premiums will be cffered

for a limited time only. On receipt of a postage-stamp, we will

send a copy of No. 1 to any one desiring to get up a club.

Address,

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

p. O. Box 2783. No. 83 Naasau Street, New York.
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Erie Railway.

TRAINS LEAVE DEPOTS
Foot of Chambers Street

AND

Foot of Twenty-Third Street,

AS FOLLOWS :

Througli Express Trains leave Chambers Street

at 8 A.M., 10 A.M., 5:30 P.M., and 7:00 P.M.,

(daUy) ; leave 23d Street at 7: 45 A.M., 9: 45 A.M., and

5:15 and 6: 45 P.M. (daily.) New and improved
Drawing-Room Coaches will accompany the 10 : 00

A.M. train through to Buffalo, connecting at Hor-

nellsville with magnificent Sleeping Coaches run-

ning through to Cleveland and Gallon. Sleeping

Coaches will accompany the 8 : 00 A.M. train from
Susquehanna to Buffalo, the 5 : 30 P.M. train from

New York to Buffalo, and the 7 : 00 P.M. train from

New York to Rochester, Buffalo and Cincinnati. An
Emigrant train leaves daily at 7 ; 30 P.M.

For Port Jcrvis aitd "Way, *11:30 A.M., and
4:30 P.M., (Twenty-third Street, *11:15 A.M. and
4:15 P.M.)

For Middicto^vii niul AVay, at 3:30 P.M.,

(Twenty-third Street, 3:15 P.M.) ; and, Sundays
only, 8: 30 A.M. (Twenty-third Street, 8: 15 P.M.

For GreycoHrt ami "Way, at *8: 30 .\..M., (Twen-

ty-third Street, 8: 15 A.M,

For NcivljurgU and AVay, at 8 : 00 A.M., 3:30

and 4: 30 P.M. (Twenty-third Street 7: 45 A.M., 3: 15

and 4: 15 P.M.)

For SuflTcrn and AVay, 5: 00 P.M. and 6; 00 P.M.

(Twenty-third Street, 4 : 45 and 5 : 45 P.M.) Theatre

Train, *11: 30 P.M. (Twenty-third Street, *11 P.M.)

For Palerson and A\'ay, from Twenty-thii'd

Street Depot, at 6: 45, 10: 15 and 11 : 45 A.M. ; *1 : 45,

3:45, 5:15 and 6:45 P.M. From Chambers Street

Depot at 6:45, 10:15 A.M.; 12 M.; *1: 45, 4: 00, 5: 15,

and 6: 45 P.M.

Far Haclicnsaclt and Hillsdale, from Twen-
ty-third Street Depot, at 8: 45 and 11: 45 A.M. ; t7: 15,

3: 45, t5: 15, 5: 45, and t6: 45 P.M. From Chambers
Street Depot, at 9: 00 A.M.; 12:00 M.; t2:15, 4:00,

t5: 15, 6: 00, and t6: 45 P.M.

For Picrmont, Monsey and "Way, from Twen-
ty-third Street Depot, at 8: 45 A.M; 12:45, t3:15

4:15, 4:45 and t6: 15 P.M., and, Saturdays only, tl2

midnight. From Chambers Street Depot, at 9 : 00

A.M.; 1:00, t3:30, 4:15 5:00 aiid *6:30P.M. Sat-

urdays, only, tl2 : 00 midnight.

Tickets for passage and for apartments in

Dra^ving-Itooin and Sleeping Coaches
can toe ototained, and orders for the

Checking and Transfer of Bag-
gage may be left at the

Company's Offices:

241, 520, and 957 Broadway.

205 Chambers Street.

Cor. 125th Street & Third Ave., Harlem.

338 Fulton Street, Brooklyn.

Depots, foot of Chambers Street and foot

of Twenty-third Street, New York.

3 Exchange Place.

Long Dock Depot, Jersey City,

And of the Agents at the principal Hotels.

WM. R. BARR,
General Passenger Agent.

L. D. RUCKER,
General Superintendent.

* Daily, t For Hackenflack only, f For Piermont only.
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NEW YORK.
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TROY.
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HENRY L. STEPHENS,

ARTIST,
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GEO. B. BOWLEND,

Draughtsman & Designer
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P. O. Box27a3.1
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THE

MYSTERY OF MR. E. DROOD.
AN ADAPTATION.

BY ORPHEUS C. KERPt.

CHAPTER IX.

BALKS IN A BEUSH.

FiiOEA, having no relations in the world that she knew of, had, ever

since her seventh new bonnet, known no other home than Macassar

Female College, in the Alms-Honse, and regarded Miss Caeowtheks as

her mother-in-lore. Her memory of her own mother was of a lady-like

person who had swiftly waisted away in the effort to be always taken

for her own daughter, and was, one day, brought down-stairs, by her

husband, in two pieces, from tight lacing. The sad separation (taking

place just before a party of pleasure), had driven Floea's father into a

frenzy of grief for his better halves ; which was augmented to brain fever

by Mr. Schenck, who, having given a Boreal policy to deceased, felt it

his duty to talk gloomily about wives who sometimes died apart after

receiving unmerited cuts from their husbands, and to suggest a com-

promise of ten per cent, upon the amount of the policy, as a much more

cheerful settlement than a coroner's inqiiest. Floea's betrothal had

grown out of the soothing of Mr. Potts's last year of mental disorder by

Mr. Deood, an old partner in the grocery business, v/ho, too, was a

widower from his wife's use of arsenic and lead for her complexion.

The two bereaved friends, after comparing tears and looking mournfully

at each other's tongues, had talked themselves to death over the fluctua-

tions in sugar; willing their respective children to marry in futxire for

the sake of keeping up the controversy.

From the Floweepot's first arrival at the Aims-House, her new things,

engagement to be man-ied, and stock of chocolate caramels, had won the

deepest affections of her teachers and schoolmates; and, on the morning

after the sectional dispute between Edwin and Montgomeet, when one

of the young ladies had heard of it as a profound secret, no pains were

spared by the whole tender-hearted school to make her believe that

neither of the young men was entirely given up yet by the consulting

physicians. It Avas whispered, indeed, that a knife or two might have

passed, and two or three guns been exchanged; but she was not to be at

all worried, for persons had been known to get well with the tops of

their heads off.

At an early hour, however, Miss Pendeagon had paid a visit to her

brother, in Gospeler's Gulch ; and, coming back with the intelligence,

that, while he had been stabbed to the heart, it was chiefly by cruel in-

sinuations and an umbrella, was enabled to assure Miss Caeowthees,

in confidence, that nothing eUgible for publication in the New York Sun

had really occun-ed. Thus, when the legal conqueror of Breachy Mr.

Blodgett entered that principal recitation-room of the Macassar,

formally known as the Cackleorium, she had no difficulty in explaining

away the panic.

She said that "Unfounded Rumor, Ladies, is, we all know, a descrip-

tive phrase applied by the Associated Press to all important foreign

news procured a week or two in advance of its own similar European
advices, by the Press Association. * We perceive then, Ladies, (Miss

Jenkins will be good enough to stop scratching her nose while I am
talking, ) that Unfounded Rumor sometimes means—hem !

—

' The Associated PreisB

In bitter diBtress.'

In Bumstcadville, however, it has a signification more like what we
should give it in relation to a statement that Senator Sumnee had de-

livered a Latin quotation without a speech selected for it. In this sense,

Ladies, (Miss Paekinson can scarcely be aware of how much cotton

stocking can be seen when she lolls so, ) the Unfounded Rumor concern-

ing two gentlemen of different political views in this county was not

correct. (Miss Babcock aa^II leani four chapters in Chronicles by heart

to-night, for making her handkerchief into a baby, ) as proper inquiries

have assured us that no more blood was shed than if the parties to the

strife had been a Canadian and a Fenian. "We will, therefore, drop

(* Oh, see here now, this is really too bad I The manner in which the great

American Adapter is all the time making totally nnfxpected and vicious paiBcs at

the finest old cherished institutions of the age is simply frightful.

—

Punchineli-o

should prevent it?—Well, Punchinx:i.i.o did remonstrate at an early stage of the

Adaptation; and the result was, that all the finest feelings of his nature were out-

raged by an ensuing Chapter, in which was introduced a pauper burial-gronnd

swarming with deceased proprietors of American Punches !—Edb. Punchinello.)

the subject, and enter at once upon the flowery path of the first lesson

in algebra."

This explanation destroyed all the interest of a majority of the young
ladies, who had anticipated a horridly delightful duel, at least; but
Floea was slightly hysterical about it, even late in the afternoon, when
it was announced that her guardian had come to see her.

Mr. Dibble, of Gowanus, had been selected for bis trust on account

of his pre-eminent goodness, which, as seems to be invariably the case,

was associated with an absence of personal beauty trenching upon the

scarecrow. Possibly an excess of strong and disj^roportionate carving

in nose, mouth and chin, accompanied by weak eyes and xmexpected-

iiess of forehead, may tend to make the Evil One but languid in his

desire for the capture of its human exemplar. This may help account

for the otherwise rather curious coincidence of frightful physiognomy
and preternatural goodness in this world of sinful beauties. * Under
such a theory, Mr. Dibble's easy means of frightening the Arch-Tempter

into immediate flight, and keeping himself free from all possible incite-

ment to be anything but good, were a face, head and neck shaped not

unlike an old-fashioned water-pitcher, and a form suggestive of an
obese lobster balancing on an upright horse-shoe. His nose was too

high up; his mouth and chin bulged too tremendously; his neck inside a

whole mainsail of shirt-collar was too much fluted, and his eyes were

as much too small and oyster-like as his ears were too large and homy.
Mr. Dibble found his ward in Miss Caeowthee's own private room,

from which even the government mails were generally excluded; and,

after saluting both ladies, and poUtely desiring the elder to remain

l^resent, in order to be sure that his conversation was strictly moral, the

monstrous old gentleman pulled a memorandum book from his pocket

and addressed himself to Floea.

"I am a square man myself, dear kissling," he said, with much
double chin in his manner, '

' and like to do everything on the square.

I am now ' interviewing ' you, and shall make notes of your answers,

though not necessaiily for publication. First: is your health satis-

factory ?"

Miss Potts admitted that, excepting occasional attacks of insatiable

longing for True Sympathy, chiefly produced by over-eating of pickles

and slate-pencils to avert excessive plumpness, she could generallj' take

pie twice without experiencing a subsequent reactionary tendency to

piety and gloomy presentiments.
'

' Second : is your allowance of pin-money sufficient to keep you in

cold cream, Berlin wool, and other necessaries of life ?"

The Floweepot confessed that she had now and then wished herself

able to buy a church and a velvet dressing-gown, (lined ^rith cherrj',

)

for a young clergj'man with the consumption and side-whiskers; but,

under common circumstances, her allowance was enough to procure all

absolutely requisite Edging without running her into debt, and still

leave sufficient to buy materials for any reasonable altar-cloth.

"And now, my dear," said Mr. Dibble, evidently glad that all the

more important and serious part of the interview was over, "we come
to the subject of your marriage. Mr. Edavin has seen you here, occa-

sionally, I suppose, and j'ou may possibly like him well enough to accept

him as a husband, if not as a friend !"

" He's such a perfectly absurd creature that I can't help liking him,"

returned Floea, gravely; "but I am not certain that my utterly ridicu-

lous deeper woman's love is entirely satisfied with the shape of his nose."

" That'll be mostly hidden by his whiskers, when they grow," observed

her guardian.

" I hope they'll be busby, with a frizzle at the ends and a bald place

for his chin," said the young girl, reflectively; then suddenly asked:

" If we shovldn't be married, would either of us have to pay anything?"'

"I should say not," answered Mr. Dibble, "unless you sued him for

breach." (Here Miss Caeowthees was heard to murmur " Blodgett,"

and hastily took an anti-nervous pill.) " I should say that your respec-

tive parents wished j-ou to many only in case j'ou should see no other

persons whose noses you liked better. As on this coming Christmas

you will be within a few months of your marriage, I have brought your

father's will with me, with the intention of depositing it in the hands

of Mr. Edwin's trustee, Mr. Bumstead—

"

" Oh, leave it with Eddy, if you'll please to be so ridiculously kind."

interrupted Floea. "Mr. Bdmstead would certainlj' insist upon

it that there were two \s-ill8, instead of one: and that would be so

absurd."

(* The whole idea ie nothing less than atrocious; and, in our judgment, the Adap-

ter's actual purpose In putting it forth is to make his own superlative goodness seem

proved by a logical conclusion.

—

Eds. Punchinello.)

Entered, according to Act of Congress, in the year 1870, by the Pitnchinello PuBLisHrNo Compant,
the Southern District of New York.

in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United 8tateB, for
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"Well, well," assented Mr. Dibble, rising to go, "I'm a perfectly

square man, even when I'm looking round, and will do as you wish.

As a sUght memento of my really charming visit here, might I humbly

petition yonder lady to remit any little penalty that may happen to be

in force just now against any lovely student of the College for eating

preserves in bed, or writing notes to the Italian music teacher, who is

already married, or anything of that kind ?"

"Flora," said Miss Cabowthers, graciously, "you may tell Miss

Babcock, that, in consequence of your guardian's request, she will be

excused from studjang her Bible as a punishment."

After due acknowledgment of this favor, the good Mr. Dibble made
his farewell bow, and went forth to the turnpike. Following that high

road, he presently found himself near the side-door of the Kitualistic

Church of Saint Cow's, and, while curiously watching the minor canons

who were carrying in some fireworks to be used in the next day's service,

was confronted by Mr. Bumstead just coming out.

"Let me see you home," said Mr. Bomstead, hastily holding out an

arm. "I'll tell the family it's only vertigo."

" Why, nothing is the matter with me," pleaded Mr. Dibble. "I've

only been having a talk with my ward.

"

"I'll bet cloves for two that she didn't say she preferred me to Ned,"

insinuated Mr. Bumstead, breathing audibly through his nose.

"Then you'll not lose," was the answer; "for she did not tell me
whom she preferred to the one she wishes to marry. They never do;

and sometimes it is only discovered in Indiana. You and I surrender

our respective guardianships on Christmas, Mr. Bumstead; until when
good-bye; and be early marriage their lot

!"

" Be early Divorce their lot !" said Bumstead, thrusting his book of

organ-music so far under his coat-flap that it stuck out at the back like

a curvature of the spine.

"I said marriage," cried Mr. Dibble, looking back.

"I said Divorce, "retorted Mr. Bumstead, thoughtfully eating a clove.

"Don't one generally involve the other?"

CHAPTER X.

OILING THE WHEELS.
No husband who has ever properly studied his jnother-in-law can fail

to 'oe aware that woman's perception ofheartless villainy and evidences of

intoxication in man is often of that curiously fine order of vision which

rather exceeds the best efforts of ordinary microscopes, and subjects the

average human mind to considerable astonishment. The perfect ease

with which she can detect murderous proclivities. Mormon instincts,

and addiction to maddening Hquors, in a daughter's husband—who, to

the most searching inspection of everybodj^ else, appears the most

watery, hen-pecked, and generally intimidated young man of his age

—

is one of those common illustrations of the infalhble acuteness of

feminine judgment which are doing more and more, every day, to es-

tablish the positive necessity of woman's superior insight, and natural

dispassionate fairness of mind, for the future wisest exercise of the

elective franchise and most just administration of the highest judicial

office. It may be said that the mother-in-law is the highest develop-

ment of the supernaturally perceptive and positive woman, since she

usually has superior opportunities to study man in all the stages from

marriage to madness ; but with her whole sex, particularly after certain

sour turns in life, inheres an alertness of observation as to the in-

credible viciousness of mascuUne character, which nothing less than a

bit of flattery or a happily equivocal reflection upon some rival sister

can either divert or mislead for a moment.
" Now don't you really think, Oldy," said Gospeler Simpson to his

mother, as he sat watching her fabrication of an immense stocking for

the poor, '

' that Hopeless Inebriate and Midnight Assassin are a rather

too severe characterization of my pupil, Mr. Montgomery Pendeagon ?"

"No, I do not. Octave," replied the excellent old nut-cracker of a

lady, who was making the charity stocking as nearly in the shape of a

hatchet as possible. "When a young man of rebel sentiments spends all

his nights in drinking lemon teas, and trying to spoil other young
men's clothes in throwing such teas at them, and is only to be put down
by umbrellas, and comes to his homes with cloves in his clenched fists,

and has headaches on the following days, lie's on his way either to

political office or the gallows."

"But he hasn't done so at all with s's to it," exclaimed the Reverend
OcTAVius, exasperated by so many plurals. "He did it but once, and
then he was strongly provoked. Edwin mentioned the sharpness of his

sister's nose to him, and reflected casually upon the late well-known
Southern Confederacy.

"

"Don't tell me !" reasoned the fine old lady, holding up the stocking

by its handle to see how much longer it must be to reach the wearer's

waist. "I'm afraid you're a copperhead. Octave."
" How you do cackle, Oldy!" said her son, who was very proud of

her when she kept still. " You can't see anything good in Montgomery,
t)ecause, after the first seven or eight breakfasts with us, he said he was
afraid that so many fishballs would make his Jiead swim.

"

"My child," returned the old lady, thrusting an arm so far into the

charity stocking that she seemed to have the \vrong kind of blue worsted

limb growing from one ofher shoulders, " I have judged this dissipated

young man exactly as though he were my own son-in-law, and know that

he possesses an incendiary disposition. After the fireworks at Saint Cow'-s

Church, on Saint Vitus's Day, that devoted Ritualistic Christian, Mr.

Bumstead, came up to me in the porch, with his eyes nearly closed, on

account of the solemnity of the occasion, and began feeling around my
neck with both his hands. When I asked him to explain, he said that

he only wanted to see whether mj throat was cut yet, as he had heard

that we kept a Southern murderer at home. He was still veiy pale at

what had taken place in his room over night, when he finally said

' Good-day, ladies,' to me."
" Montgomery is certainly attached tome, at any rate," murmured

the Gospeler, reflectively, " and has made no attempt upon my life."

" That's because his sister restrains him," asserted the mother, with

a fond look. " I overheard her telling him, when she was at dinner

here one day, that you might be taken for a Southerner, ifyou only wore

a dress-coat all the time and were heavily mortgaged. Withdraw her

influence, and the desperate young man would tar and feather us all in

our beds some night."

Falling silent after this unanswerable proof of Mr. Pendbagon's guilt,

Mr. Simpson mused upon as much of the dear old nut-cracker as was

not hidden by the vast charity stocking. In her ruflfled cap, false front,

and spectacles, she was so exactly the figure one might picture Mr. John

Stuart Mill to be, after reading his latest literary knitting on the Re-

volting Injustice of Masculine Society, that the Gospeler of Saint Cow's

could not help feeling how perfectly useless it was to expect her to think

herself capable of error.

As, whenever the Reverend Octavius gave indication of a capacity

for speechless thoughtfulness, his benignant mother at once concluded

that he needed an anti-bilious pill, shenow made all haste to the cupboard

to procure that imitation-vegetable and a glass of water. It was the

neatest, best-stored Ritualistic cupboard in Bumsteadville. Above it

hung a portrait of the Pope, from which the grand old Apostolic son of

an infallible dogma looked knowingly down, as though with the con-

tents of that cupboard he could get-up such a schema as would be palat-

able to the most skeptical Bishop in all the Oecumenical Council, and

of which he might justly say: Whosoever dare think that he ever tasted

a better schema, or ever dreamed in his deepest consciousness that a

better could be made, let him be anathema maranatha ! A most rakish

looking wooden button, noiselessly stealthly and sly, gave entrance to

this treasury of dainties; and then what a rare array of disintegrated

meals intoxicated the vision ! There was the Athlete of the Dairy,

commonly called Fresh Butter, in his gay yellow jacket, looking wore

to the knife. There was turgid old Brown Sugar, who had evidently

heard the advice, go to the ant, thou sluggard ! and, and mistaking the

last word for Sugared, was going as deliberately as possible. There was

the vivacious Cheese, in the hour of its mite, clad in deep, creamy,

golden hue, with delicate traceries of mould, like fairy cob-

webs. The Smoked Beef, and Doughnuts, as being more sober and

unemotional features of the pageant, appeared on either side the re-

mains of a Cold Chicken, as rendering pathetic tribute to hoary age;

while sturdy, reliable Hash and Fishballs reposed right and left in their

mottled and rich brown coats, with a kind of complacent consciousness

of having been created according to Mrs. Glass's standard dictum, First

catch your Hair.

Gospeler Simpson, by natural law, alternated from this wonderful

cupboard, very regularly, to another, or sister cupboard, also presided

over by the good old maternal nut-cracker, wherein the energetic pill

lived in its little pasteboard house next door to the crystal palace of

smooth, insinuating castor oil ; and passionate fiery essence of pepper-

mint grew hot with indignation at the proximity of plebeian rhubarb

and squills. In the present case he quietly took his anti-bilious globule:

which, beside, being a step in the direction of removing a pimple from

his chin, was also intended as a kind of medical preparation for his

coming services in the Ritualistic Church, where, at a certain jiart of

the ceremonies, he was to stand on his head before the Banner of St.
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Alban and balance Roman candles on his uplifted feet. When the day

had nearly passed, and the Vesper hour for those services arrived, he

performed them with all the less rush of blood to the head for being

thus prepared; yet there was still a slight sensation of congestion, and,

to get rid of this, when he stepped forth from Saint Cow's in the twi-

light, it was to take an evening stroll along the shore of Bumsteadville

pond.
. {To be Continued. )

CONDENSED CONGRESS.

SENATE.

OWN again came the furious

Feank. But not the fiery

Him. Mr. Stockton was

Frank. He said he represent-

ed New Jersey. (Enthusiastic

Groans.) The constituents of

New Jersey were a pecuhar

people. Such was their de-

pravity that they said they

would rather have fifty per

cent, taken off their taxes than

to receive the speeches of their

representatives in Congress

free of charge. Under these

circumstances they looked

upon the franking privilege,

jll
he regretted to say, as a swin-

dle, and remonstrated with
'

him, -nith tears in their ex-

pressive and fish-like eyes,

against being hidden by a

-^^ ^^A'?,x>o^rf--^-^^~ shower of public documents.
The Congressional Gtobe made a very inferior article of lamp-lighters, and
the proud pigs of New Jersey declined to fatten upon the Patent Office

reports.

Mr. Tipton was in favor of the franking privilege. What good would
it do anybody if Congressmen drew postage-stamps in lieu of writing

their names. As for him, he found it much easier to draw postage-

stamps than to write his name, and he was sure that none of them were
so lost to a sense of their own dignity as to pay their own postages,

like ordinary human beings.

Mr. Stewart said certainly not. The only thing was that there

would be an account kept of the number of postage-stamps they drew,

but nobody knew how often a man used his frank. He himself had
been censured for franking a few tons of pig-iron from Washington to

Nevada. But no amount of postage-stamps would have carried it.

Mr. Deake referred to the darkest hour of the late war, when postage-

stamps were current, and when, if the proposed changes were effected,

they could have made the Post-Office department pay for their drinks

But in the present state of the South, when the Ku-Klux Klan, in spite

of his most earnest endeavors, refused to kill anybody, he saw no hope
that those golden hours would return. Therefore he thought it best to

cleave to his frank.

HOUSE.

Mr. LooAN desired to expel Whittemoee permanently. Whittemobe
had really gone too far, and if they let him in people would consider

that they were no better, and institute investigations of a disagreeable

nature into the conduct of Congress generally. Of course the House
had a right to expel him. It had a right to expel everybody but him-

self.

Mr. Eldbidge said that directly Mr. Logan would be claiming that

he—Mr. Eldbidge—ought to be expelled. This would be unpleasant to

him. He would not die in spring-time.

Me. Butlee said, in default of getting San Domingo annexed,

he would like to get the patent of a friend of his in Massachusetts

extended.

Mr. Faenswobth objected, upon the ground that Mr. Butlee had re-

ceived shekels from the patentee.

Mr. Butlee said, if he had, he hadn't so much hair on his face as

F.vnSSWOETH.

The Comic Speaker performed a solo on the gavel, and said it was

none of Faenswoeth's business anyhow.

Mr. Faenswobth said Mr. Butlee had got $2,000, and hadn't

earned it.

Mr. Butlee said Mr. FAENSworth was a coward and an assassin.

The Comic Speaker said he rather thought Faenswobth was a cowardj

but assassin was unparliamentary.

Mr. Faenswobth said the evidence showed that Butlee was on One
side before he got a fee, and on the other afterwards.

Mr. Butlee said there was nothing green in his eye4 As for Faens-
wobth, nobody would ever pay him $,2000 for anything.

The Comic Speaker said that all Mr. Faenswoeth's remarks were per-

fectly shocking. As for Mr. Butlee, his conduct was admirable.

Mr. ScHENCK saw that the interest was absorbed by Faenswobth and
Butlee, and tried to divert it by getting up a little shindy with Logan.

He said Logan wanted everything done in Logan's way, when noto-

riously everything ought to be done in Schenck's way.

Ml'. Logan said Schenck had led the House by the nose for four weeks.

Now he proposed to lead it for a few days himself—by the ear.

The Comic Speaker said he liked to see this. It made things lively

for the boys. He hoped Schenck and Logan would keep on. But they

didn't; and

Mr. Dawes said he had charged some time ago that the expenses of

the Government had increased. He wished to take that back. It

seemed there had been an error in the accounts. The Government had

made a mistake against itself of seventy-six millions, and another in

favor of itself of seventy-seven millions. Both added together made
more than a hundred and fifty millions, which would reduce the ex-

penses below those of the traitor, murderer, viper, and unpleasant per-

son krown as Andeew Johnson.

CURRENT FABLES.

The Bulls and the Beavera.

The Lion claimed dominion over all the beasts wherever they were

found, but some of them were rebellious. Among the malcontents were

the Bulls, part of whom inhabited a pasture so rich that it was called

the Green Isle, while others lived in a charming country with "the best

government the world ever saw," owned and occupied by the Eagles.

Adjoining the latter was a colony of quiet and inoffensive Beavers. The
Bulls, angry at the Beavers for their humble submission to the rule of

the remote Lion, resolved to make war upon them. Accordinglj', those

Bulls who lived in the Land of the Eagles proceeded to invade the

colony, intending to dispossess the Beavers and form a government of

their own. But the Eagles had a reasonable degree of respect for the

Lion, not so much on account of his individual strength, which was

comparatively trivial, but becau.se he was the ruler of all manner of

beasts. So their leader, after making the second memorable speech of

his life, in which he said "The Eagles is at peace with the Lion," de-

spatched a little Eaglet to arrest the progress of the Bulls. This mes-

senger, flying to the edge of the Be aver's colony, caught and confined in

a prison the leader of the Bulls, who, as he was being conducted to jail,

cried out, "Verily it is not the strength of the individual, but the num-

ber of his supporters, which is the measure of his power.

"

Xherinometrlcal.

In the present tornd state of the weather, can the Oriental craftsmuu-

ship lately introduced here be properly termed Coolie labor ?

Theatrical Kote.

The Oates troupe now performing at the Olympic Theatre must not

be confounded with the Horse Opera.

Better liate than Kever.

It occurs to Punchinello, at this late day, to remark that the friends

of America in England, even in the darkest hours of the rebellion, were

ever cbsposed to look on the Bbioht side.

Poetry verHua Prone.

A traveller, who has lately been 8hip%vrecked on the ocean, ban a

notion that there is precious little poetry in being Rocked in the cradle

of the deep.

The only German Poet Recoir»Uc-U In i;¥all 8trecl.

Kobneb.
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FUN AND FIN.

Great Falls.

INCE President G e a n t's

famous troutiug excursion to

Pennsylvania, p i s c a t orial

pastimes appear to have be-

come quite the thing among
the magnates of the Govern-

ment. The following item

from Washington, cut from a

morning paper, reads very

like a bit of gossip from the

history of the Court of

Charles II:

" General Spikneb and some of

his female Treasury clerka went to

the Great Falls to-day to catch

black bass."

Kedolent of all that is rural

and sweet, is the idea of

Spinnee, surrounded by a

bevy ofhis "female Treasury

clerks," reclining upon a

shady rock just over the

We behold Spinnek, with our mind's eye, "fixing " a bait

for one of the lovely young fisherwomen, while half a dozen of the

others are engaged in fanning him and " Shoo-ing " the flies away from

his expressive nose. The picture is a very pretty one, recalling to mind

some brilliant pastoral by Watteau. There are numerous accesso-

ries arranged in the foreground, such as hampers of cold chicken

pie, hams of the richest pink and yellow hues, and baskets of cham-

pagne, and it would be interesting to know who pays for all. " Spinning

a minnow," as the anglers term it, for black bass, is a very appropriate

pastime for Spinner, but, for a fresh-water fisherman, there is some-

thing very Salt Lakey in that arrangement regarding the "female Trea-

sury clerks." ^ - *

"LOT" ON A LOT OF PROVERBS.

Dear Punchinello : One of my friends, who, much to the disgust of

his fellow boarders, is constantly playing an adagio movement in B flat

ui:)on a flute, (that may not be the correct musical term, but no one will

ever know it unless you tell,) informs me that you are astute; another

friend, who makes cigar stumps into chewing tobacco, says, you're "up

to snuif." Assuming the truth of those statements, I apply to you for

information. You have the ability, have you also the inclination, to aid

a poor, weary mariner on the voyage of life, (in the steerage,) who has

been buffeted by reason, tempest-tossed by imagination, becalmed by

fancy, wrecked by stupidity, (other people's, ) and is now whirling help-

lessly in the Maelstrom of conundrums? (If that doesn't touch your

heart, then has language failed to accomplish the end for which it was

designed—to deceive others.)

I'm the great American searcher after truth, and, though I've been

at the bottom of every well, except the Artesian ones, I am still a

searcher. Can you refuse to throw a straw to a drowning man, or a

crumb to a stai-ving fellow-creature ? Knowing that you have a mam-

moth heart, and abundance of straw, and lots of bread, I feel that you

cannot. List ! oh, hst ! and I will my caudal appendage unfold.

Is enough as good as a feast, if the former is enough of walloping and

the latter is composed of pheasant and champagne ? (i.e. ; Is real pain

as good as champagne ?) Tom Allen evidently got enough in his late

fight, but I'm inclined to think that he would rather strain his jaws at

a feast than at a fisticuff. The Young Democracy once got enough of

staying out in the cold , but, when some of them were admitted to the

feast, they did not appear to bo at all satisfied, but grabbed at the

choicest titbits.

Is one bird in the hand worth two in the bush, if the one in the hand

is the Police Board, and those in the bush are the Supervisorship and

the Health Board ? And suppose you've succeeded in getting your

fingers on those in the bush, wouldn't you try to make a haul? \Vhy, I

can imagine a man who might have the Governor's place in hand, aind

yet consider one T)ird in the bush better, if that bird could sing an old

tune called White House.

How can it be possible that this world is all a fleeting show ? I've

visited a great many shows, and have found that all of them are con-

ducted on the same principle. You pay your money at the door, sit un-

disturbed through the performance, unless some junk-man should take

to junketing, and get out easily, the proprietor in fact seeming rather

glad to get rid of you. But when you enter the world, you pay nothing,

on your way through it you pay constantly, and getting out of it—at the

present prices of coffins and bombazines—is one of the most exiaensive

things on record.

Why mustn't you look a gift horse in the mouth, if you are prudent

enough to do it on the sly ? Besides, don't everybody look in the

horse's mouth, as soon as the giver has departed? Suppose you're

l^atriotic, and offer your son to Uncle Sam as a gift, to use in his civil

service, isn't Mr. Jenckes's bill designed as a means of looking into

your son's mouth? Maybe it's to find out if he's a public cribber.

What I want to know is, does this prohibition apply to donkeys ?

What possible connection can there be between doing handsome and

being handsome ? Now there's Brown, who persuaded me, on or about

black Friday, to buy his gold at the highest figures, and thus did a very

handsome thing (for himself), but he is still the ugliest looking man in

our street.

If it be true, as stated in '
' The Gates Ajar, " that there will be pianos

in heaven, haven't the men who learned harp-making, on the theory

that it was a permanent business, been grossly deceived, and haven't

they an action for damages against somebody, if they can find out who
it is?

If all the world's a stage, what are cars ? I admit that all Broadway

is a stage, but is it at all probable that Gov. Hoffman vetoed the Arcade

Railroad bill on that account ? Besides, if all the world's a stage, why
should the men who carry passengers care about the duty on steel rails ?

Is it true that a man must not laugh at his own jokes ? Don't you

sujjpose that the man who invented the canard about the Jews in Rou-

mania is laughing at the squabble which he has raised between the

Associated Press and the American Press Association, by means of his

little joke ? And don't you suppose, when the retui-ns of the last elec-

tion came in, that Mr. Tweed laughed very vigorously at his little joke,

called the new election law? If Congress should keep on joking for the

rest of the session, and, as a result, the Republican party should be

turned out of power, don't you suppose that the members will laugh

—

on the other side of their mouths ?

There is a certain saying, which everybody retails, about the kind of

people who tell the truth. Now I always tell the truth. I'm exactly

like George Washington. If I had cut down the cherry tree, and my
stern parent had appeared upon the scene with a rawhide and asked me
who did it, I should have instantly replied, the hatchet. But I am not

a child. Can it be that I am the other thing ?

Now, Mr. Punchinello, can you do those sums ? I have tried them

in every possible way. I have let X equal the unknown quantity, but I

don't know Y. If you can solve the problems, will you send me the

answers by the first post ? Yours, Lot.

[Our correspondent seems to labor under the impression that we are

a primary arithmetic, or a dictionary, or a conundrum book. We regret

his mistake, and can simply say that we are nothing of the sort. Any
reasonable conundrums, such as. How old is the world ? How many
individuals is Mrs. Bkigham Young? What becomes of the Fenian

money ? When will Cuba be free ? we would willingly answer, but our

correspondent cannot expect us to solve problems which are as old as

Baenum said Joyce Heth was. He should be able to see such things as

others see them. They are the unwritten law, and Punchinello does

not propose to alter them.]

CONCERNING THE METHODIST BOOK CONCERN.

'Tis well enough that Goodenough
Dr. Lakahan should teach,

That, sure enoiigh, there's law enough

Such slanderers to reach.

But, like enough, this Goodenough
Dr. Lanahan may imiioach,

And prove enough that's bad enough

To justify his speech.

TTnklnd.

TooDLEs made a solemn vow the other day, in presence of Mugcjins,

that ho " would never shave until he had paid off" his debts," but Mug-

gins, in relating the fact, said simply that " Toodles had concluded to

wear a fall beard the rest of his life."
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THE POEMS OF THE CRADLE.

Old Mother Hubbard.

Gentle Readek: You have a soul for poetry. Even wlien an infant,

and in your cradle, you had a soul for poetry. You were not aware of

it at this early stage, but your mother—if you had one—was. With

what fond alacrity did she hasten to your cradle-side, when some

wicked little pin was trying to insinuate itself into your affections miich

against your inclination, and soothe yoii with the pleasing strains of

Mother Goose. And how your eyes brightened and your little feet and

hands commenced playing tag, when yoii heard the wonders of Mother

Goose extolled in pretty verse. Ah ! those were the days of romance.

I will lenve them now, to search for the hidden beauties of one of your

childhood's melodies, the eventful career of Mother Hdbbakd and her dog.

I will begin with the opening Canto of the poem, and limit myself,

for the present, with detailing the beauties of its many incidents.

CANlO I.

Old Mother Hubbard
Went to the Cupboard

To get her poor dog a bone;

When she got there

The Cupboard was bare.

And so the poor dog had none I

Now, Kind Reader, follow closely whilst I display the hidden beauties

of Canto First. You will notice that the author, who now sleeps with

the unnumbered dead—a presumption on my part—has no dedication,

no introduction, no preface. He scorned a dedication, that misnomer

for gratuitous advertising. He wanted no patron, no Lord or Coimt

somebody or other, who might, perhaj^s, insure the sale of one more

copy. No. He determined to paddle his own canoe. And he did,

you bet.—He wrote no preface. What was it to the public how many
ancient authors he had ransacked to obtain ideas for his poem ? What
was it to the public how many noble minds he had associated with him

to help him in his laborious work ? What would the public care about

his intentions to have his book in such a form, to appear at such a date,

or to be sold for such a price ? What would be the use of apologizing

to the public for his many weak points, when he thought that he knew
more than thej' ? On the contrary, he very naturally determined that if

his Poem wasn't readable, it would not be read, and a Preface of ignor-

ance would make the matter no better.—He kept clear of the folly of an

Introduction—a something which a writer gets up just to keep his hand
in, perhaps, or to tell the reader that he knows all about it !—The empty
dishes on the banquet-board : no one cares for them.

Our felicitoiis Author, throwing aside all these traditional idiosyncra-

sies, launches boldly into the billowy sea of his idea-scattered brain, *

and in his very first line gives a full, concise description of the heroine,

Mra Hubbaed; and having finished her description, enumerates, as

was meet, the peculiarities, and, I might say, dogmatic tendencies, of

the hero of the tail, Herr Dog ! [He (not H. D., but the Author) says
'

' Old Mother Hubbakd. "] Here is simpUcity for you ! Here is brevity !

"Old Mother Hubbaed!" How sweetly it sounds; how nicely the

words fit each other ! What an immense range of thought he must
have who first said "Old Mother Hubbard." Less gifted authors of

the present would rejoice exceedingly, could they do likewise. Ah !

—

and a spark of enthusiasm lightens up your countenance, [Highfalutin,]

—they have no Hubbard. And if they had they would commence with

a minute detail of how old she was, how venerable she was, what kind

of a mother she was, whose mother she was, and all about her aunt's

family.

Alas ! for the the fallen state of our Literature, which tells you every-

thing, and leaves you nothing to guess at, lest you might not guess

correctly. Well, as I previously obsei-ved, the author says "Old
Mother HuBBAJEiD." He must have been correct. You know how it is

yourself

This felicitous writer then proceeds, and in the next line gives vent to

his pent-up feelings thusly: "Went to the Cupboard." "Went!"
What a happy expression ! How appropriate ! Besides, it supplies a

deficiency which \yould have occun-ed li.ad it been left out. " Went !"

There's Saxon for you. Our happy author, overburdened by his tran-

scendent imagination, has not the evil propensity of thri-jsting upon

his reader the mode of how she went; but, noble and manly as he was,

he leaves it to you and to me how she went

!

Here is a vast range for your imagination. Give your fancy wings.

One may think she waddled; another that she rambled. One may say

* Original. By Gum.

she perambulated; another that she pedalated.* One may remark that

she crutchalated; t but all must concede that she "went." Now
whither did she " went "? Ah ! methiuks your brain is puzzled. Why,
she " went to the Cupboard," says our author, who, perhaps, just then

took a ten-cent nip. She did not go around it, or about it, or upon it,

or under it. She did not let it come to her, but she went herself to the

above-mentioned and fore-named Cupboard.

Now, when a woman undertakes to do a thing, she has always a rea-

son for her undertaking; argoul, as my friend, the grave-digger, said,

the heroine of this Epic miist have had an object in view. Otherwise,

what would take her to the Cupboard? She was evidently a strong-

minded woman, and would not fritter away her valuable tmie for noth-

ing. To the Cupboard she went "to get her poor dog a bone," says

the author, following out the logical sequence of the plot. The
hero of the tail was not in the Cupboard. Of course not. The "bone "

was there. Ah ! but icas the bone there ? The sequel will show.

Just imagine the mild complacency, the unutterable sympathy, the

affectionate loviugness of the heroine for her hero ! And with what
gentle expression she speaks of him— "her poor dog." Verily, must
there have been an abyss of kindly feeling in that Old Dame's large

heart for her poor dog !

But alas ! for human care and anxiety. Away ye smiles and hopes.

" L'homme propose, mais Dieu dispose."!

In other v/ords, when she got there, to the Cupboard, and j^eered into

its dark recesses, and searched the hidden corners of its manj' shelves,

" the Cupboard was bare."

Alack-a-day for Mr. D. ! When he saw his kind mistress toddling along

to the receptacle of manj' a remnant of many a luxurious feast, he was,

perchance, filled with affection. Melting tears came to his eyes, and
poured, like a cataract, down his noble cheeks. Would it do to have

his loving mistress witness the outburst of his long pent-up feelings ?

Alas ! No. He must hide his tears. He tore his tail from the wag
which was about to seize it, and gently wiped away his tears ! Poor

fellow ! Your heart warms towards him, and you stretch out your hands

to embrace him, or to kiss him for his mother, perhaps. How must

the author have felt ? If there was one grain of compassion in him, he

would feel as I do, as you do, as we all do, and trust that the loving

affection of that poor dog would be amply repaid by the promised

"bone."

The decrees of Fate are inexorable, however. When she went to the

Cupboard, the Cupboard was bare; had not even one bare bone, and

so that poor heroic dog "had none." [Very long O.] I pity him
truly, and fain would shed tears of grief over his melancholj' affliction,

if I wasn't so awfully warm. For was never dog so disappointed as

this dog. "Nev-a-r-e, by all-1-1 that's h-h-holy-y-y-e-e."||

Not wishing to be an unwilling witness to the sad scene which was

enacted between these two loving creatures on the disappointment of

their fondest hopes, I will draw the curtain, and leave them, sohtary

and alone—alone with themselves, and with no aching eye to witness

their grief, to give vent to their heart-bursting anguish.

The author did wisely and well to close the Canto,

Let us have—a rest

!

* Copyright for sale for all the States.

t This is French—H. C.

t Ditto.

II Quotation from XII T.

STANDARD LITERATURE.

A writer in the Standard, thinking that the title Society for the Pre-

vention of Cruelty to Animals is clumsy on account of its length, pro-

poses that it be changed to Animalthropic Society. It is not likely that

Mr. Beegh, who has some reputation for scholarship, will adopt a sug-

gestion in which a bit of Greek is brought in "wrong end foremost,"

unless, indeed, his well-known partiality for the canine creature might

induce him to look with favor upon a compound so manifestly of the

"dog Greek" description.

Query.

MicuT not the child's new-fangled humming-top, which is advertised

to dance sixty seconds, be said to dance a miuuft?

Chcerrtil for .Shuemukcra.

Weston's great Feat.



Learned FrofesBor.

OUR MUSEUM OF THE FUTURE.
' These abe the restored remains of a noble creature long since exteumtnated by the ravages of pestilent insects known

AS Poly Ticks."

DESULTORY HINTS AND MAXIMS FOR ANGLERS.

When you see " excellent trouting in a romantic mountain district"

advertised in the papers, go somewhere else.

On arriving where you have reason to believe trout exist, inquire of

some rural angler which are the best brooks, and fish exclusively in those

he runs down.

In making a cast, throw your line as far as you can. The biggest

fish are usually obtained from the long Reaches.

Never angle under a blistering sun, nor with Spanish flies.

Keep as far as possible from the brook. If the trout see you they

will connect you with the rod, in which case you will find it difficult to

connect them with the line.

Many anglers fish up stream, but the surest way to secure a mess of

trout is with the Current.

Take some agreeable stimulant with you to the water-side. You will

find it a great assistance when Reeling in.

One of the best places for obtaining the speckled prey is under a

Waterfall—-but you needn't mention this fact to the ladies.

When a brook divides among the trees, angle iu the main stream, not

in the Branches.

In playing a trout under the willows, be very careful, or you may get

Worsted among the Osiers.

When you land a two-pound trout (which you never will, ) double the

weight, else what's the use of having a Multiplier.

If you wish to take anything heavy you must walk right into the

water. The regular Sneezers are generally caught in this way.

The experienced angler goes forth expecting nothing, and is rarely

disappointed.

Superstitious Piscators have great faith in the Heavenly Signs, but

often fail to find a Sign of a Fish under the fishiest sign of the

Zodiac.

Avoid water-courses infested with saw-mills. These dammed streams

seldom contain many trout.

To jerk a fish out of the water with a wire is even more despicable

than political wire-pulling.

A rod should never consist of more than three sections, and the

angler should look well to his joints after a wetting, as they are apt to

swell and stiffen in the Sockets.

Rise early if you would have good sport. Should you feel sleepy

afterwards, the river has a Bed that you can easUy get into.

Catching trout is strictly a summery pleasure, and when indulged in

at any other season should be visited by Summary punishment.

There are numerous treatises on angling, but in "John Brown's
Tract " the youthful Piscator will find the best of Guides.

It often happens that trout do not begin to bite till late in the day, in

which case it is advisable to make the most of the commencement de la

Fin.

As the culture of fish is now engaging the attention of philanthropists,

it is probable that the superior varieties will hereafter be found in

Schools, where, of course, the Rod will be more profitably employed
than in Whipping (under present circumstances, )

'
' the complaining

brooks that keep the meadows green."

LOVE IN A BOARDING-HOUSE.

Miss Sarah Sagoe's boarding-house—I recommend her steaks
;

Two plates of pudding she allows, and—oh ! what buckwheat cakes !

We're all so very fond of them, (we deprecate the grease,

)

But we'd a greater fondness for Miss Sarah Sagoe's niece.

In heavenly blue her eyes surpassed—the milk; "her teeth were pearl."
That's Brown ! Poetic genius, Brown, (devoted to that girl.)

Joe Tbott to flowers took ; Sawtell and Peters to croquet
;

Green thrumbed guitar; while as for me, I sighed and pined away.

Not one but lost his appetite—at no less price for board.
Meanwhile this heartless Ababelle, by all of us adored.
Gives out that she's to marry a rich broker from New York

;

We heard the news at dinner—down dropped each knife and fork.

We're glad our eyes are open now, though every one's a dupe,
'Tis queer we didn't see before how she dipped up the soup;
And, now I think it over, I wonder man could wish
To win that hand unmerciful that so harpooned the fish.

"That vulgar girl," as Joe Trott says, "a helpmeet fine will make"

—

She never failed to help herself most handsomely to steak
;

The jjudding holds out better uow that she is gone away—
And it's consolation precious that I've not her board to pay.
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THE PLAYS AND SHOWS.

ANAGEK Daly found Frou

Frou so popular, that he has

given us a second dose of

M. Sahdou's Dramatic Mix-

ture, three times stronger than

the first, and warranted to

restore the moral tone of all

repentant Pretty Waiter

Girls. The label borne by the

new Mixture is " Fe7-nande,"

but as " Clotilde," and not

" Feknande," is the principal

ingredient, the name is ob-

\dously ill-selected. Though
the materials were imported

from the celebrated Parisian

laboratory of M. Saedou, the

Mixture in its present form

was prepared " in vacuo " by
two dramatic chemists of this

city, and ought properly to

bear their name. As com-

pared with Frou Frou, it is

much more palatable, and far more powerful, and there is no reason to

suppose that it contains anything deleterious to the moral health of the

play-goer. An analysis made by order of Punchinello shows that it

consists of the following materials, combined in the following propor-

tions .

ACT I.

—

Scene, a Gambling-House. Enter M. Pommekol, a benevolent

lawyer.

PoMiiEROL. " I am a lawyer with an enormous practice. Having

nothing whatever to do, I came here to find Feenande, the pretty waiter

girl. Here comes my cousin Clotilde. She is an angel of virtue and

the mistress of my friend An'dee. What can she want here ?"

Clotilde. "My caniage has just run over a young girl, who lives

here. As the horses trampled upon her for some time, I came to see if

she had sustained any inconvenience.

"

Pommerol. " Clotilde, this girl is named Fernande. She is as bad

as she can well be, therefore I implore you to take her home with you

and adopt her. Will you do it ?"

Clotilde. Of course I will. Who could refuse such a trifling re-

quest ! But look, here come the people of the house."

Enter various gamblers and disreputable women, who conduct themselves with

appropriate freedomfrom the restraints of conventionality. Feenande,

who is too lachrymose to be a cheerful feature, is wisely placed on guard at

the outer door. Ihe company proceed to play at faro, the bank being the

loser. There is a false alarm of police, and the game is suddenly stopped.

The Banker, being naturally bvdignani, attempts to relieve his mind by

punching Fernande's head. Heroic interference by Pommekol, a7id

consequent tableau. Curtain.

Satirical Person, to one of the ushers. " Will you tell me what street

this house is in ?"

IJ.SHER. "Twenty-fourth street, sir."

Satirical Person. "All right. You see I came up in a University

Place car, and I was beginning to think, after having seen that last

scene, that I had made a mistake, and gone down town instead of up
town."

Respectable Lady, to female friend. "Isn't it shockingly improper !

But then it is so interesting, and it is really one's duty to know how
those creatures conduct themselves when they are at home."

ACT II.—Scene, Clotilde's Garden. Clotilde soliloquizes as follows :

Clotilde. '
' I have adopted Fernande and shall call her Marguerite.

Andre has deceived me, and I will test his love at once. (Eater Andre.)

Clotilde. "Andre, I think we have made a mistake in fancying

ourselves in love. Would you like to leave me ?"

Andre. '
' My dearest friend, I really think I should. You see I have

just fallen in love with an innocent little angel. By Jove ! there she is.

Tell me her name."

Clotilde. "That is Marguerite, a protege of mine.- You shall

marry her. Go and make love to her." {He goes.)

Clotilde. " The base wretch deserts me. I will proceed to become

a tigress. I will marry him to Fernande, and then tell hira what a base

wretch she is. We'll see how he will like that. He thinks her innocent

!

Ha! ha! (Aside.—On reflection she is innocent according to this

version of the play; but Sardou told the truth about her, and I will act

on the supposition that she is a wretch. ) That will be a fit revenge, and
I can't do better than rave about it for a while." (Raves accordingly

until the curtain falls.)

Cold-Blooded Critic. " I have never seen a finer piece of acting than

that of Miss Moeant in the last scene. But then her revenge becomes

absurd when you reflect that Fernande is just what Andre fancies her,

an innocent girl. That is a fair specimen of the way in which American
writers adapt French plays. They sacrifice probability to prudery."

Fashionable Lady. "How sweetly penitent Fernande looks in her

black dress. I hope she will be innocent enough to wear white in the

next act. One shouldn't give way to repentance or gi-ief for too long a

time. Now when my husband died I was in the deepest grief for six

months, and then slipped into half mourning so gradually that no one

noticed the change."

ACT in. Feenande ami Clotilde are discovered discussing the question

of Fernande's wedding outfit.

Fernande. " But does Andee know how naughty I behaved when I

was an innocent girl in a gambUng-house ?"

Clotilde. " He does, my dear, but you mustn't speak of it to him."

Fernande. " I will write to him then, and confess all. There isn't

anything to confess, but still I am determined to confess it."

Clotilde. " Write if you choose. (Aside. I will put the letter in a

lamp-post box, so that he will never get it. On second thought I will

keep it. Some day I might want to use it.")

Fernande writes the letter ami Clotilde confiscates it. Andre, Pommeeol
ayid a vaiiety of people come and go and talk of a variety of things.

Finally Feenande and Andee are led out to marriage, and the dread

ceremony is perpetrated. CuHain.

The fourth act opens with a pleasant family party at the house of the

newly married couple. The company play at that singular game of

cards so popular on the stage, in which everybody plays out of turn, and

nobody ever takes a trick. Finally they all go to bed except Andre,

who goes to sleep in his chair, as is doubtless the custom with newly-

married Frenchmen. Presently Clotilde enters through a secret door

and wakes hira up.

Andre. '
' My dear Clotilde, you really mustn't. Think what my

wife would say. So innocent an angel woidd suspect there was some-

thing wrong in your visiting me at midnight."

Clotilde. "Base villain, you have deserted me. Now I am re-

venged. Your wife was once a pretty waiter-girl and her name is

Fernande. Call her and ask her if I speak the truth." (He calls her.)

Andre. "Is your name Fernande? Ah, I see by the disorder of

your back hair that Clotilde's story is too true. Wretched girl, why did

you not tell me all before I man-ied you ?"

Feenande. "Spare me. I was a pretty waiter-girl, but I xvi-ote you

a letter and confessed my innocence."

(Shefaints on a worsted ottoman, while her husband raves like an Ottoman

wJm has been worsted in a difficulty with an intruder into his harem.

Enter Pommerol.

Pommeeol. " She speaks the truth. Here is her written confession.

I took it out of Clotilde's pocket. I will read it." (Reads it.

)

Feenande. "You hear it? I confessed all my innocence. If you

did not get it, blame the post-oflice authorities, but do not throw the

poker at me."

Andee. ' Fernande ! My love ! My wife ! Come back, and I will

forgive your innocence !" (Tableau.) Curtain.

Respectable Matron. " Well, I will say that of all indecent plays this

is the worst. It isn't half as nice as that pretty Frou-F-ou. The idea

of that miserable Andee forgiving such a hussy as his wife !"

From which virtuous and venomous opinion the undersigned begs to

dififer. The play is simply superb, in spite of the faults of the trans-

lation. It is shocking only to the most prurient of prudes; and in point

of morality is infinitely better than Frou-F-ou. And then it is played

as it ought to be. Miss Morant is magnificent, Mr. LE^^^s is immense-

ly funny, and Messrs. Clarke and Haskins are equal to whatever is re-

quired of them. If Frou-Frou ran a hundred nights, Fernande ought

to run five hundred. And that it may is the sincere hope of

Matador.

A Xcw Munleul Sensutlon.

It is stated that the Oneida Indians have organized a cornet band.

This new combination of Copper and brass will doubtless have a Very

pleasing effect.
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THE WATERING PLACES.

Puuchluello'a Vacatlcus.

Last week Mr. Punchinello took a run over to Saratoga. He bought '

Disraeli's new novel to read in the cars, and he very soon made up his

mind that if the book correctly described the tone of society in Eng-

land, it is safe to say that it is low there.

Reaching the town of merry Springs and doleful Swallows, Mr. P.

went straight to the house of the good Lelands. When he got there

he was amazed—he couldn't believe that that grand palace was the old

" Union." But he soon reflected that it was the fashion, now-a-days, to

reconstruct old Unions of every kind, and so it wasn't so surprising to

his mind after he had got through with his reflections. But he couldn't

help hoping that the fellows down at Washington, who were also at

work on an old Union, would turn out as good a job as the Lelands

had. As soon as he got inside, Mr. P. summoned his friend Wakken,

that they might consult together about Lis accommodations. There

were plenty of vacant rooms, but Mr. P. made up his mind that he

would prefer to take one of those delightful cottages in the court-yard.

One of these was so much more gorgeous than the others, that Mr. P.

chose it on the spot.

"Ah !—yes
—

" quoth the gentle Wakren, "I should be delighted, Pm
sure, but that cottage is reserved especially for the Empress Eugenie,

who, you know, is expected here daily.

"

"Indeed !" said Mr. P. "If she is coming so soon, I could not, of

course, keep it very long. So tell me, my good friend, for what trifling

sum will you let me have this cottage till the Empress comes ?"

Mr. Leland gazed earnestly at Mr. P. , and asked him what he thought

of the Chinese question ; and whether he believed that this would be a

good year for corn. Then Mr. P. struck a bargain for a back-room in

the seventh story of the right-hand tower.

Early the next morning Mr. P. , like a conscientious man as he is,

went to drink of the waters of the place. He had a strong belief,

based upon experience, that he would not fancy any of the old springs,

and so he tried a new one—the " Geyser."

Mr. P. stayed a good while at the Geyser. There happened to be a

young lady there who insisted upon helping him to the water with her

own lily hands—the boy might dip it up, but she must hand it to him

—

and she had such a way with her that he drank fifty-one glasses. When
he came back to the hotel, and the good Warren asked him what was

the matter, he merely remarked:
" I'm a quiz, Leland. If you choose, you may call me a Guy, sir."

Mr. P. got himself analysed that day by Dr. Allen, and he was found

to consist principally of carbonate of Lime; Silicate of Potassa; Iodide

of Magnesia ; and Chloride of

Sodium; with a strong trace

of Sulphate of Strontia.

At night, however, he was

able to attend the hop in the

grand saloon. For a time

Mr. P. danced -with one girl

right along. A pretty girl

she was, too, and the stj'le of

her dress showed very plainly

that it was Eugenie she was

hoping to see at Saratoga,

and not Madame Olliviek.

^^ Well, she had not danced

with Mr. P. more than a

coujile of hours when she left

him for a Pole—one of these

wandering Counts that you

always see at such places—

a

regular hop-Pole, in fact. Mr.

P. got very angry at this

insult, and if he had had his

way he would have had the

fellow partitioned off—like

his beloved country. Ho was

so wrathy, indeed, that when
the hop was over he started

on an Arctic expedition, but

he had the same luck as Kane,

Hall, and the other fellows.

He never saw that Pole.

After this, Mr. P. thought he would keep away from the ladies—but

it was of no use to think. There is a something about Mr. Punchinello
—but it matters not^sufiice it to say that he went out buggy riding the

next day with Anna Dickinson on the Lake road. The horse he drove

had belonged to Leonard -Jerome—he was out of "Cash" by
"Thunder," and he had sold him to the livery-man here. He was
called a "two-forty," but when he began to go, Mr. P. was of the

opinion that a musician would have considered his style entirely too forte.

They had not ridden more than half way to Barhyte's, before Mr. P.

began to feel his arm bones coming out. But the "Princess of the Plat-

form " was delighted.

"Why, you're a capital fellow, Mr. Punchinello," she cried. " There's

nothing slow or fogeyish about you. You ought to be on the Revolution,

now that Tllton is putting live people there.

"

" I shall be a tiltin' myself, and on a revolution too," said Mr. P.,

" if this confounded horse don't slack up."

"Why, what do you mean ?" said Miss D.
'

' I mean we shall upset, " said he.

" He's got his head too much your side," screamed Miss D. " Hadn't

you better pull on the left string ?"

" No, I hadn't," yelled Mr. P., as the horse commenced to run.

"But /think you had," cried she. 'Don't you believe that women
are naturally as capable of understanding and determining what laws

will be as equitable, and what measures as effective to those ends, as

men ?"

"No, I don't !" cried Mr. P., sawing away at the horse's mouth, and

beginning to make a little impression upon it.

" You should pull that left leather string !" she cried again. " Don't

I know ? How dare you make sex a ground of exclusion from the posses-

sion and exercise of equal rights !" and with this, she made a grab at

the left rein.

It is of no use entering into further particulars of this ride. Towards

evening, Mr. P. and his companion returned to Saratoga and delivered

to the livery-man his equipage—that is, what was left of it.

That evening, Mr. P. was sitting in his room, very busy over a new
conundrilm for his paper. He had got the answer all right, but to save

bis life, he could not get a question to suit it. While he was thus puz-

zling his brains, there came a knock at the door, and to him entered

the Hon. John Morrissey.
" Good cvenin'. P.," says John, taking, at the same time, a seat, and

one of Mr. P.'s Partagas. " I want you to do something for me."
" And what is it?" said Mr. P., with a benevolent smile.

"Why, you see," said the Hon. John, " I'm very busy just now—the

commencement of the season, you know—and I would like you to serve

in my place for a while."

" Why, Congress will soon actjoumnow !" said Mr. P.

"Oh, yes!" said Morrissey, "but I'm on a committee which must

serve in the recess. Me and Bill Kelley are the two chaps appointed

as a committee to weigh all the pig-iron that has been imported in the

last year, and to see if the gover'ment hasn't been swindled, in either

the deal or the play. Now you see that ain't in my line at all, and as

soon as I heard you were here, I thought you were the man to take my
place."

" I'm sorry, ' said Mr. P., " but really, John, I haven't the time. It's

a sort of committee of ways and means, isn't it ?"
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"Well," said John, "a fellow weighs, that's true; and the whole

business is mean enough. But if you can't take hold of it, we'll say

no more about it. Come on down with me to my place and have some

supper."

" Your place !" said Mr. P. " Have you a place here ?"

"Yes, sir," said the Congressman, "a bully club-house, and it's paid

for too; and if you'll come along I'll give you a hearty welcome and some

good cigars—and not dime ones, either," added he, throwing away the

greater part Mr. P.'s Parta^a.

The personal property of Mr. Punchinello consisted principally of

U.S. 5.20 coupon bonds of 1868; Chicago and Northwestern—preferred;

Hannibal and St. Joseph—1st mortgage bonds; a heavy deposit of bul-

lion, mostly gold bars; and Ashes in inspection ware-house, both pots

and pearls.

When, early the next morning, he left the club-house of his friend,

the Congressman, he was still the proud owner of his Ashes—both pots

and pearls.

Saratoga is too expensive a place for a long sojourn, and Mr. P. left

the next day.

COMIC ZOOLOGY.

Order, Pachydermata.—The Shluoceros.

Theke are several species of the Rhinoceros, some of which have

one horn, like a Unicorn, others two, like a Dilemma. All the' varieties are

as strictly vegetarian as the late Silvesteb Gkaham, but their fondness

for a botanic diet may be ascribed to instinct, rather than reflection, as

they are not ruminating animals. The most formidable of the tribe is the

Black Rhinoceros of Equatorial Africa, which is particularly dangerous

when it turns to Bay. Though dull of eye and ear, this ponderous beast will

follow a scent with wonderful tenacity, and the promptness with which

it makes its tremendous charges has earned for it, among European

hunters, the sobriquet of the " Ready Rhino. " The fact that the Black

Rhinoceros is armed with two horns, while most of the white species

have but one, may perhaps account for the gi-eater viciousness of the

former—it being generally admitted that the most ferocious of all

known monsters are those which have been furnished with a plurality of

horns. This is the position taken by the famous New England natural-

ist, Neal Dow, in his dissertations on that destructive Eastern

pachyderm, the Striped Pig, and it seems to be fully borne out by the

history of the great Scriptural Decicom, as given by the inspired

Zoologist, St. John.

"We learn from Sir Samuel B.^^er and other Nimrods of the Ramrod

who have hunted up the Nile, that herds of the Black Rhinoceros are

pretty thickly sprinkled throughout the whole extent of the Nilotic

basin, and especially near the great watershed which forms the primary

source of the mysterious river. The natives of that region universally

regard the creature as a Rum customer, and not having the requisite

Spirit to face it boldly, they set Gins under the Tope trees, at the places

where it comes to drink, and thus eflect its destruction.

As the Rhinoceros, whatever its species, seeks the densest covert,

and its hide is almost impenetrable, it is a difficult animal to bag. Its

peltry being of about the same consistency and thickness as the vul-

canized India Rubber used in cushioning billiard tables, balls often re-

bound from it without producing a score. This difficulty may, how-

ever, be obviated—according to Sir Samuel Baker—by firing half-pound

shells from the shoulder, with a rifle of proportionate size, and if the

Sporting Bulletins of that enterprising traveller are not shots with the

long bow, he carried the war into Africa to some purpose, not uufre-

quently bagging his Baker's dozen of Rhinoceroses in the course of

forty-eight hours. The African and the Asiatic species bear a general

resemblance to each other, although probably, if placed side by side,

points of diff"erence would be observed between them.

It is a disputed question among Biblical commentators whether the

Rhinoceros or the Hippopotamus is the Behemoth of Scripture, but as

the Rhinoceros feeds on furze and the Hippopotamus does not, it

would seem that the terminal syllable '

' moth " more properly applies to

the latter. As numerous fossil remains ofthe animal have been found from

time to time in the Rhenish provinces of Germany, it is suj^posed by

some archaeologists that prior to the Noachian Deluge its principal habi-

tat was the Valley of the Rhine, where it was known as the Rhine-

horse. The "horse," it is alleged, was subsequently corrupted into

"hoss," whereupon the lexicographers, uncertain which of the two

renderings was the true one, called it in their vocabularies the '
' Rhine

horse or hoss, " and thence the present still more senseless corruption,

"Rhinoceros." This is, of course, mere theory, but it is supported

by the well authenticated parallel case of the Nylghau—more properly

Nile Ghaut—which derived its name from the singular fact that it was

never seen by any human being in the neighborhood of the Ghauts of

the Nile. Although the Nile has such a fishy reputation that stories

from that source are generally taken cum qrano salis, or profanely charac-

terised (see Cicero) as " XUdl Tarn incredible," the above statement in

relation to the Nylghau will not be seriously disputed by any well in-

formed naturahst.

The general aspect of the Rhinoceros is that of a hog in armor on a

grand scale. The males of the genus are called bulls, but they are

more like boars, with the tusk inverted and transferred by Rhino-plastic

process to the nose. When enraged, the animal exalts its horn and tn;m-

pets like a locomotive, whereupon it is advisable to give it the right of

way, as to face the music would be dangerous.

SIC SEMPER E PLURIBUS, ETC.

Oh, Star-spangled Banner ! once emblem of glory,

And guardian of fi-eedom and justice and law.

How bright in the annals of war was thy story !

Sic semper e pluribus unum go hragh !

Time was when the nations beheld thee and trembled,
Though now they assure us they don't care a straw

For wrath which they say is but poorly dissembled

;

Sic semper e pluribus vmini (jo bragh !

They know our best ships are dismantled or rotten.

We know that they'll soon be abolished by law.

And Fabragut's triumphs are nearly forgotten;

Sic semper e pluribus imum go bragh !

The soldiers whose best days were spent in our service-

Whose manhood we claimed as our right by the law,

As paupers must die, since their cost would unnerve us;

Sic semper e pluribus unum go bragh !

We look for respect in the eyes of the nations.

And man our defences with soldiers of straw.

To save for vile uses their pay and their rations;

Sic semper e pluribus unum go hragh !

With armies reduced, and the ghost of a navj',

Of course we must trust to our ancient iclal

;

Economy now is the cry, we must save a

Few millions for thieves to steal

—

unum go bragh!

" Sun " Dana may bluster as much as he pleases

—

Our friend, Mr. Fish, is sustained by the law.

And old Mr. Bennett just bellows to tease us;

Sic semper e pluribus unum go bragh !

There's Logan, who once had the heart of a hero

—

Alas ! that same heart is now only a craw,
And its vigor has sunk away down below Zero;

Sic semper e plurWiLS unum go bragh !

His action has sadden'd the hearts of more freemen
Than fought under Grant in defence of the law;

Well—well—never mind—we can boast of our women;
Sic semper e plunbus unum go bragh !

The people may some day awake to the notion
That statesmen can tamper too much with the law,

And send them to regions less genial than Goshen

;

Sic semper e pluribus unum go bragh !
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from third story windows, d cetera. They
have a knack of falling on their feet,

which a good many Blondins would like

to have—especially when a rope breaks,

and when they "a kind of " forget that

"Pride must have a fall."

Such are a few remarks on Cats of

every description. As this ain't a Prize

Essaj', I don't give the different species,

which are as numerous as the hairs of

my head, and these are now pretty

numerous, as I am not particular about

cutting them. Bill Biscay.

" I)y(e)ing and Scourfns I>one Here."

A CORRESPONDENT of One of the daily

papers, wTiting from Athens, on the

subject of the brigandage outrages lately

perpetrated in Greece, says that "the

Kingdom is scoured by soldiers.

"

That's right. It has long been a verj^

dirty little Kingdom, and a good scour-

ing by soldiers is the only thing to

obliterate the numerous Greece spots

ynth which it has been tarnished.

OUR NURSERY-MAIDS.
Julia. ( Who has teen cautioned not to leave the privatepark on any account.) "Which way now, Mary Ann ?"

Mary Ann. " To the mii>linek'h. And you ?"

Julia. "To THE dressmaker's."

Duet. "Oh, what bothers children is!"

ON CATS.

Some cats are black, some brown, some white, some '
' arf and arf.

"

Some cats are gentle, and require a good deal of pinching and "wor-
riting" to bring them to the scratch, like some persons, who require to

get their dander up before they'll show fight.

Other cats, however, are verj' vicious. These, from their spitting

proclivities, might be called Spitfires. I dare say this regards black cats

most, whose backs, when rubbed in the dark, are seen to emit sparks.

A cat that is good at the spitting business, and well up in the trade,

can do a smart thing or two in the defensive line—as when confronted by

a dog, for instance. If the feline can only keep up a vigorous and well

directed spitting, the canine is almost sure to retreat, with his tail be-

tween his legs, (if it is not too short to ge^ there.

)

Cats are generally considered rat and mouse destroyers. I dare say

they are, though the two I once kept (I drowned them in the cistern)

were more notorious as crockery destroyers than anything else. I

thought, on the whole, that they exterminated more raw beef than rats

and mice, so I consigned them to a watery grave.

It was a good thing for Whittington that there are such things as

mice, and cats (if they are not too fat) to destroy them. His cat was

truly worth its weight in gold to him. Such a cat should have been

embalmed for the benefit of posterity. It must have been a noble sight

to sec the feline banquctting on the dainty joints of the mus in the Fejee

palace, and Whittington getting a bag of gold for each victim his fol-

lower devoured. Honor to Whittington and his Cat

!

Cats are very fond of birds—when they can get 'em, "otherwise not."

To see a cat watching a bird, you would think there was some magnetic

attraction in the lovo line between them. There may be, before hand.

But let the cat once touch its sought-for, and I assure you there is no

love lost. By some accident or other, the little birdie goes down Gri-

malkin's throat.

A cat has nine lives, we are told; something like old Methuselah,

who, they declare, got so tired of living that he had to die to get some

relief. I know some ladies who would like to borrow a life or two from

the cat, especially those on the wrong side of the line, as regards thirty.

Owing to the nine lives, a cat may be jerked about pretty promiscuously

NOW'S YOTJE CHANCE.

The attention of the New York daily

newspapers is called to the fact that the

mosquitoes down in Maine this season

are uncommonlj' large and extremely

numerous. Now, it is well known that

fleas can be trained to do (upon a small

scale) many things usually done bj'

human beings; and why may not the

very largest of the mosquitoes be educa-

ted to manage the daily newspapers?

How beautifully would they buzz ! how venomously would they bite !

how remorselessly would Pott, (of The Independent,) let loose his

insect champions upon Slurk, of The Gazette

!

P. S. Mr. Punchinello begs leave to observe that no allusion is

here intended to Mr. Tilton's Independent, which is extremely well sup-

plied with mosquitoes already'.

OTm PORTFOLIO.

One of the most heart-rending elopements on record is that of Morde-

CAi Skaggs, an Indianian by birth, but a Chicagoan by adoption, who left

a legitimate spouse at Owen, Spencer County, Indiana, and fled with a

beautiful " affinity " toward the "Lake City." The deserted vAie, like

a pursuing Nemesis, "went for him." She tracked him from stage to

stage of his journey, and finally overtook the fugitive, but not before he

had " consummiited marriage a second time."

WTien found, she did not pause '
' to make a note" of Mordecai, but

seized him by the beard, very much as Othello did the "uncircum-

cised Jew;" yet, not caring to slay him outright, she exploded a pitcher

of ice-water upon his heated brow, and while still clasping his dishev-

elled locks pelted the supposed guilty partner of his flight with the

fragments of the broken vesseL But the chief shock of this disaster,

to the unfortunate Skaggs, occurred in the interval of a brief cessation

of hostilities, when the enraged wife demanded to know of the other

woman why she had thus outraged the sanctity of her domestic altars,

and the " other woman" explained that the too seductive Skaggs had

represented himself as a single man. Thereupon the two joined forces,

and set upon Mordecai; pulling his hair out by the roots; scarifying his

manly phiz with their" delicate claws; and so marring and disfiguring

this "double-breasted" deceiver that not even the penetration of the

maternal eye could discover in that battered carcass the once familiar

lineaments of a beloved son.

The thought suggested to Punchinello by this catastrophe is whether

we may not safely leave the iniquity of Western divorce law to work out

its own salvation, when it provokes the use of such weapons, and makes

it possible for the penalty to follow so closely upon the heels of crime.
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A. T. Stewart & Co.
Offer A Labgk Lot of

JAPANESE POPLINS at 50 eta. per yard; recent price

$1.

LYON'S CHECKED SILKS, SPRING COLOBS, $1 per

yard; reduced from $1.50

LYONS CHECKED SILKS, SPEINa COLORS, $1.25

per yard; reduced from $1.75.

HEAVY CHINE SILKS, GRIS.ilLLE COLORS, $1.50

per yard; value $2.50.

An Elegant Assortment of

Choice Colors In Slozamblqae Poplins,

Extra Fine Quality.
ALSO

A Variety of Novelties in

Checked, Striped anfl Plain-Colored Ponlt*
lie Sole,

Ju.st received per last steamer.

B II O A D W A Y,

4th ^^ve., Oth. and lOth Sts.

A. T. Stewart & Co.
Have just received

TWO CASES

Eztra Fine Elboeuf Cassiineres,

The very Latest Paris Novelties.

BROADWAY,
4tU Avenue, 9tU and lOJli Streets.

LT. STEWART & CO.i

WILL OFFER,

Prior to taking their Semi-Annual Inventory,

Extraordinary Bargains
IN EVERT DESCRIPTION OF

Silks, Dress G-oods, &c.,

BROCHE GRENADINES, 25 cts. per yard; reduced

from 40 cts.

PRINTED ORGANDIES, extra fine, 20 cts. per yard;

reduced from 40 cts.

SHIRTING CAMBRICS, yard wide, only 12;j cts. per

yard.

Llnma I.nce Shan-Is, Jackets, Iron
Grenadine Bareges, Real

India Camel's Hair
Shawls.

Plain Centra, Wide Borders, only $35 and upward.

PARIS MADE

SILK CLOAKS AND SACQUES,
Bichlf Embroidered Breakfast Jackets, &c.

B R O -A. D AV,A.Y,
4th Ave., Oth anil lOth Streets.

A. T. Stewart & Co.
Have made still further reductions in

LADIES' LINEN AND COTTON SUITS, $5 each and
upward.

LAWN WALKING AND EVENING DRESSES, ELE-
GANTLY TUCKED, PUFFED, AND FLOUNCED,
$10 each upward.

CHILDREN'S LES'EN, LAWN, AND PIQUE SUITS,
TRIMMED OR BRAIDED. $1.50 each upward.

LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S UNDERWEAR, WED-
DING TROUSSEAUX, INFANTS' WARDROBES,
BATHING SUITS, BOYS' CLOTHING. LADIES'

PARIS AND DOMESTIC-.MADE HATS AND
BONNETS, TRIMMED, $3 each upward. UN-
TRIMMED, $1 each upward.

Flowers, Feathers, &c.

Oustorrtprs nrtd the residents of (he nei(ihboring

cities are re^edfidly invited to examine.

BROADWAY,
4th Avenue, 9th and 10th Streets.

PUNCHINELLO.
The first number of this lUustrated Humorons and Satirical Weekly-

Paper was issued under date of April 2, 1870. The Press and the Public in
every State and Territory of the Union endorse it as the best paper of the kind
ever published in America.

CONTENTS ENTIRELY OJilGMN^L.
Subscription for one year, (with $2.00 premium,) .... $4.00

" " six months, (without premium,) - - . . 2.00
" " three months, " ^' - - - . i^o

Single copies mailed free, for . - . . \q

We offer the following elegant premiums of L. PRANG & GO'S
CHROMOS for subscriptions as follows

:

A copy of paper for one year, and

"The Awakening," (a Litter of Puppies.) Half chromo. Size 8 3-8 by 11 1-8

( $2.00 picture,)—for . - - . . $4.00
A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $3.00

chromos :

WiW Roses. 12^x9.

Dead Game. llsxSi.

Eastei- Moi'iiing. 61x101—for $5.00
A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $5.00 chromos :

Group of Cliiclieiis ; Group of Ducklings ; Group of Quails. Each
10x12^.

Tlie Poultry Yard. 10^14.

The Barefoot Boy ; Wild Fruit. Each 9|xl3.

Pointer and Quail ; Spaniel and Woodcock. 10x12—for - - - $6..50

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $6.00 chromos :

The Baby in Trouble 5 The Unconscious Sleeper; The Tw^o
Friends. (Dog and Child. ) Each 13xl6i.

Spring ; Summer ; Autumn ; 12^x163.

The Kid's Play Ground. Ilxl7i—for $7.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $7.50 chromos:

Strawberries and Baskets.

Cherries and Baskets.

Currants. Each 13x18.

Horses in a Storm. 224x154.

Six Central Park Views. (A set.) 9^x4^—for $8.00

A copy of paper for one year and

Six American Landscapes. (A set.) 4i|x9, price S9.00—for - - - $9.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the folloAviug $10 chromos :

Sunset in California. (Bierstadt. ) 18oxl2

Easter Morning. 14x21.

Corregio's Magdalen. 12ixl6g. .

Summer Fruit, and Autumn Fruit. (Half chromos,) ISAxlOi, together

for $10.00

Remittances should be made in P. O. Orders, Drafts, or Bank Checks on
New York, or Registered letters. The paper will be sent from tlie first num-
ber, (April 2d, 1870,) when not otherwise ordered.

Postage of paper is payable at the office where received, tAventy cents per
year, or five cents per quarter, in advance ;

the Chromos will be mailed free
on receipt of money.

CANVASSERS WANTED, to whom liberal commissions will be given.

For special terms address the Company.
The first ten numbers will be sent to any one desirous of seeing the paper

before subscribing for SIXTY CENTS. A 8j)ecimen copy sent to any one
desirous of canvaF.sing or getting up a club, on receipt of postage stamp.

Address,

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

p. O. Box 2783. No. 83 Nassau Street, New York.

ru
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"The Printing House of the United States."

BY THE SAD SEA WAVES.
"WANT A NICE PAIE OF BATHING DRAWERS, BOSS?"

GEO. F. NESBITT & CO.,
General JOB PRINTERS,
BLANK ROOK Manufacturers,
STATIONERS, Wholesale and Retail,
LITHOURAPHIO EnRravers and Printers.
COPPER-PLATE Engravers and Printers,
CARD Manufacturers,
ENVELOPE Manufacturers,
FINE CUT and COLOR Printers.

163, 165, 167, and 169 PEARL ST.,

73, 75, 77, and 79 PINE ST., New York.

Advantages. 8S" All on the same premises, and under
mmediate supervision of the proprietors.

TO NEAVS-DEALERS.

Punchinello's Monthly.

The Weekly Numbers for June,

Bound in a Handsome Cover,

Is now ready. Price Fifty Cents.

THE TRj5^r>E

Supplied by the

AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY,

Who are now prepared to receive Orders.

PKAKG'S CHROMOS are celebrated for their close resemblance to Oil Paintings. Sold in all Art and Bookstores throughout the world.

I*IS,AK©'S LATEST CHROMOS : "Flowers of Hope," " Flowers of Memory." Illustrated Catalogues sent free on receipt of stamp.

T>. PRAXG * CO., BoMton.

Tlie New York Standard:
A. I> a. i 1 y- IVL om i n g ]>f e ~w s p a p e r ,

CONTAINING ALL THE NEWS.
Single Copies, Two Cents. Subscription Price,

Six Dollars a Year.
Published Every Morning, except Sundays,

At 3<t PARK RO^V, by
JOHN PvUSSELL YOUNG.

PUNCinNELLO.
With a large and varied experience in the management

and publication of a jjaper of the class herewith submitted,
and with the still more positive advantage of an Ampla
Capital to justify the undertaking, the

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.
OF THE CITY OF NEV^ YORK,

Presents to the public for approval, the new

ILLUSTRATED HUMOROUS AND SATIRICAL
WEEKLY PAPER,

I^UN^CHIlSrELLO,
The first number of which was issued under

date of April 2.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES,
Suitable for the paper, and Original Designs, or suggestive
ideas or sketcti^fs for illustrations, upon the topics of the
day, are always acoRptalile and will be paid for liberally.
Rejected communications cannot be returned, unless

postage stamps are inclosed.

TERMS:
One copy, per year, in advance $4 00
Single copies, 10
A specunen copy will be mailed free upon the

receipt of ten cents.
One copy, with the Riverside Magazine, or any other

magazine or paper, pficc, $2.!)0. for 5 fiO

One copy, with any magazine or paper, price, $4, for.. 7 00

All communications, remittances, etc., to be addressed to

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

No. 83 IVaititau Street,

P. O. Box, 2783, New Yobk.

'J'he Mystery of Mr. E. DROOD.

A\^ritten expressly for iPuisrcilINELLO,

B Y

ORPHEUS C. KERR,

Commenced in No. 11, will be continued weekly throughout the year.

A sketch of the eminent author, written by his bosom friend, with superb illustrations of

IsT. THE AUTHOR'S PALATIAL RESIDENCE AT BEGAD'S HILL, TICKNOR'S FIELDS, NEW JERSEY.

2D. THE AUTHOR AT THE DOOR OF SAID PALATIAL RESIDENCE, taken as ho appears " Every Saturday,"
will also be found in the same number.

Single Copies, for saie by all newsmen, (or mailed from this ofi&ce, free,) Ten Cents.

Subscription for One Year, one copy, with $2 Chronio Preniiiini, $4.

Those desirous of receiving the paper containing this new serial, which promises to be the best ever nritten by

ORPHEUS C. KEpR, should subucribe now, to insure its regular receipt weekly.

We vrill send tlie first Ten Nuinbcrii of PUIVCHIIVELiLiO to any one who wislicg to

sec them, in view of subscribing, on the receipt of SIXTY CENTS.

Address,

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY,

p. O. Box 2783. 83 Nassau. St., Ne\v York.

Geo. W. Wheat, Pwntek, No. 8 Spruce Street.



New Novels.
Only a Girl. A Romance from the German, by Mrs.

A. L. 'WI^STER. 12mo, cloth, $2.

Boand Down ; or, Life and its Possibilities. By
Anna M. Fitch. A Novel. 12mo, fine cloth, $1.50.

C O N A N X ' S

PATENT BINDERS

Henrv Courtland ; or. What a Farmer can Do. By ^ 6 T> TT^ f^ XT T IVT "BT^ T T /\ "
A. .J. Cline. 12mo, fine cloth, $1 75. JL U 1* Hj Xl JL 11 Jj Jj Jj ",

#~*n..|lnn. A V/^rpI "Ru thpi Author of " Tir. ATifronin_'* I

^Carllno. A Novel. By the Author of "Dr. Antonio."
Illustrated. 8vo, paper cover, 50 cents.

Rousregorjie and other Short Storie* By H. P. SPOF-
FORD, Amce Caby, Lucy H. Hooper, Jane G.
Austin, A. L. Wisier, etc. With Frontispiece. 8vo,
paper, 50 cents.

fl®~ For sale by all Booksellers, or will be sent by mail,
postage free, on receipt of price, by

J. B, LIPPINCOTT & CO., Publishers,
715 and "IT Markt-tSt., Pliiladelpiibi,

And 449 Broome Street, New York.

to preserve the paper for binding, will be sent postpaid, on

receipt of One Dollar, by

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

83 ]Va.ssan Street, New York City.

HARRISON BRADFORD <fe CO.'S

STEEL PENS.
These Pens are of a finer quality, more durable, and

cheaper than any other Pen in the market. Special atten-

tion is called to the following grades, as being better suited

for business purposes than any Pen manufactured. The

" 505," " »«," and the "Antl-Corrosivc,"

we recommend for Bank and Office use.

D. APPLETON & CO.,

Sole Agrcnts for X'nited Stntex.

Vol. I. No. 16.
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PDBLISHED BY THE
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THIi] MYSTERY OF M:K., E.DROOD,
By ORPHEUS C. KERR,
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Erie Railway.

TRAINS LEAVE DEPOTS
Foot of Chambers Street

AND

Foot of Twenty-Third Street,

AS FOLLOWS :

Tliroxigli Express Trains leave Chambers Street

at 8 A.M., 10 A.M., 5:30 P.M., aud 7:00 P.M.,

(daily) ; leave 23d Street at 7: 45 A.M., 9: 45 A.M., and
5:15 and 6:45 P.M. (daily.) New and improved
Drawing-Eoom Coaches wiU accompany the 10 : 00

A.M. train through to Buffalo, coimectiug at Hor-
nellsville with maguiflceut Sleeping Coaches run-

ning through to Cleveland and Galiou. Sleeping

Coaches will accompany the 8:00 A.M. train from
Susquehanna to Buffa'o, the 5 : 30 P.M. train from
New York to Buffalo, and the 7 : 00 P.M. train from
New York to Rochester, Buffalo and Cincinnati. An
Emigrant train leaves daOy at 7 ; 30 P.M.

For Port .lervia uiid Wsiy. *11:30 A.M., and
4:30 P.M., (Twenty-third Street, *11:15 A.M. and
4:15 P.M.)

For MiddlPio-ivii aitcl Way, at 3:30 P.M.,

(Twenty-third Street, 3:15 P.M.) ; and, Sundays
only, 8: 30 A.M. (Twenty-third Street, 8: 15 P.M.

For Groycouvt antl "Way, at *8:30A.M., (Twen-
ty-third Street, 8: 15 A.M,

For IV'c-*v!>iirgl» aiid "Way, at 8 : 00 A.M., 3:30

and 4: 30 P.M. (Twenty-third Street 7: 45 A.M., 3: 15

and 4: 15 P.M.)

F;3v StilFerii anrt AVay, 5: 00 P.M. and 6: 00 P.M.

(Twenty-thh-d Street, 4 : 45 and 5 : 45 P.M.) Theatre

Train, *11: 30 P.M. (Twenty-third Street, *11 P.M.)

For Palerscn aii<l Way, from Twenty-third

Street Depot, at 6:45, 10:15 and 11:45 A.M.; *1:45,

3:45, 5:15 and 6: 45 P.M. From Chambers Street

Depot at 0:45, 10:15 A.M.; 12 M.; *1: 45, 4: 00, 5: 15,

and : 45 P.M.

For HacJtciisaclt and Hillsdale, from Twen-
ty-third Street Depot, at 8 : 45 and 11 : 45 A.M. ; t7 : 15,

3: 45, X5: 15, 5: 45, and t6: 45 P.M. From Chambers
Street Depot, at 9: 00 A.M.; 12:00 M.; t2:15, 4:00,

t5: 15, 6: 00, and t6: 45 P.M.

For Piormont, Mousey and Way, from Twen-
ty-third Street Depot, at 8: 45 A.M; 12:45, t3:15

4:15, 4:45 and t6: 15 P.M., and, Saturdays only, tl2

midnight. From Chambers Street Depot, at 9:00

A.M.; 1:00, t3:30, 4:15 5:00 and *6:30P.M. Sat-

urdays, only, t-12 : 00 midnight.

Tickets for passage and for apartments in

I>ra-«'ing-Rooni and Sleeping Coaches
can be o1>tained, and orders for the
Checking and Transfer of Bag-

gage may be left at the

Company's Offices:

241, 529, aiid 957 Broadway.

205 Chambers Street.

Cor. 125th Street & Third Ave., Harlem.

338 Fnlton Street, Brooklyn.

Depots, foot of Chambers Sti'cet and foot

of TATcnty-third Street, New York.

8 Exchange Place,

liong Dock Depot, Jersey City,

And of the Agents at the principal Hotels.

WM. R. BARR,
General Passenger Agent.

L. D. RUCKER,
General Superintendent.

• Daily, t For Ilackensack only, t For Picrmont only.

Mat 2d, 1R70.

FRESH NOVELS,
PTTBLISHED BY

HARPER & BROTHERS,

J^EW YORK.

STERX JfECESSITY. ByF. W. Robinson, Author
of "Poor Humanity," "Mattie: <a Stray," "For Her
Sake," "Carry's Confession," "No Man's Friend," Ac.
Svo, Paper, 50 cents.

G"WEXl»OJ.INE'S HAKVEST.By the Author of
" Carlyon's Year," "One of thn •Family." "l'\>und
Dead," 'A Beggar on Horseback,' <tc. Svo, Payer, 26
cents.

PTJT YOURSELF IX HI.S PLACE. By
Craulek Reade, Author of "Hard Cash," "Griffith
Gaunt," Ac, Ac. From the Author's eably sheets.

HARPEK'.S OCTAVO EBITIOIV of "Put
Yourself iu His Place." With all the Illustrations, in-
cluding the characteristic Vignettes not to be found in
any other American edition. Paper. 75 cents ; BOUND
IN Cloth, $1 25.

HARPER'S »T:01»ECIM0 EDITION of
" Put Yourself in His Place." Uniform with tho Bos-
ton Hous"hold Edition of Charles Reade's Novels, and
bound in Green-Morocco English Cloth, to match that
edition. Illustrated. Price $1 00.

AllHaepeb's Editions of "Put Yourself in
B Place " are Illustrated.

THE VICAR OF BTJELHAMPTOX. By
Anthony Trolloie, Author of "The Bertrams,"
"Castle Richmond," "Fr.imley Parsonage," " Orley
F.Trm," "Small House at AUington," &c. with lUustra-
tiona. Svo, Paper, $1 25 ; Cloth, $1 75.

MISS VAX KORTLAXn. A Novel of American
Society. By the Author of " My Daughter Elinor." Svo,
Paper, $1 00.

BEXEATH THE TTHEEES. By the Author of

"Olive Varcoe," Ac. Svo, Paper, 50 cents.

BAFFLED; or, Michael Brand's Wrong. By Julia
GODDAED, Author of "Joyce Dormer's Story," "The
Search for the Gral," <tc. Illustrated. Svo, Paper, 75
cents.

TOM BROWX'S SCHOOL DAYS. By An Old
Boy. >ie\v Edition. With numerous Illustrations by
Arthur Hughes and Sidney Prior Hall. Svo, Paper, 60
cents. _„„,„___,„

DEBEXHAM'S VOW. By Amellv B. Edwabds,
Author of "Barbara's History," "Half a Million of

Money," "Miss Carew," <fcc., &c. Illustrated. Svo, Paper,
75 cents.

A BRAVE LADY. By the Author of " John Hali-
fax, Gentleman," Ac. With Illustrations. Svo, Paper,
.$1 00 ; Cloth. $1 50. .___

C@-HARPER & BROTHERS will send either of
THE ABOVE WOHKS BY MAH^, POSTAGE PREPAID, TO ANY
part OF THE UNTTED STATES, ON THE RECEIPT OF THE
PRICE.

FORST & AVERELL
steam, I.ithograpli, and Ltiier Pioss

I>TlI]NrTERS,
EMBOSSERS, ENGRAVEES, AND LABEL

MANUFACTURERS.

Sketches and Estimates furnished upon application.

23 Vlait Street, and
IP. o. Box 2845.] 20-22 Gold Strcct,

NEW YORK.

DIBBLEEANIA,
AND

r

e7 a, p o h i c a J it i o e ,

FOll THE HAIR.
The most effective Soothing aud Stimulating Compounds

ever offered to the public for the

Removal of Scurf, Dandruff, «&c.

For consultation, apply at

WILLIAM DIBBLEE'S,
Ladies' Hair Dresser and Wig Maker.

854 BROAD\4^\Y, X. Y. City.

G
FOLK Y'SOLD PENS.

The Best and Cheapest.
856 BROADWAY.

^2 to ALBANY and

Tl»e Du.y Ijiiie Steamboats C. VIbbard niidl
Daniel l>re-w, commencing May 31, will leavo
Vestry st. Pier at 8.45, and Thirty-fourth st. at-9 a.m.,
landing at Yoiikers, (IVyack, and Tarrytt>« n
by ferry-boat), Cozzens, AVcst Point, Corn-
wall, jVcvfburgU, PougUkeepsie, Rliinc-
beck, Bristol, CatsklH. Hudson, and IV«--w-
Baltiinore. A special train of broad-gauge cars
in connection with the day boats will leave on arrival
at Albany (commencing June 20) for Sbaron
Springs. Fare $4. '.55 from New York and for
Cherry Valley. The Steamboat Seni-ca will trans-
fer passengers from Albany to Troy.

THE

. MERCHANTS'
Life Insurance Company

OF NEW YORK,

Office, 257 BRO^DA\^^^^.
OEGANIZED tJNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK.

Issues all tinds of Life and Endowment Policies on the Mutual System, free from restriction on travel

and occupation, which permit residence anywhere without extra charge.
Premiums may be paid annually, semi-annuaUy, or quarterly in cash.

All Policies are non-1'orfeitablo, and participate in the profits of the Company.
Dividends are made annually, on the Contribution plan.

Pamphlets conts.inin;; Bates of Premium, and information on the subject of Lift- Insurance, may bo
obtained at the office of the Company, or of any of its Arrents.

Parties desiring to rejirescnt this Company in the capacity of Agents will please addresss the New York
Office.

V/ILLIAM T. PHIPPS,
Pix'.ndcn t.

-A..33. 1-IOT.iT^Y, Secretary.

O. S. F^I^STHi, JVI. T). MedSeal Examiner.

HKISTRY HILTOIV, Coumel.

C H. lillSTG, IVr. r>. AsU-Med. Ex.

Eacli Agent in direct communication witli the New York Office.



THE

MYSTERY OF MR. E. DROOD.
AN ADAPTATION.

BY ORPHEUS C. KERR.
C HA P T E K X.—(^Continued.

)

The Pond at Bumsteadville is sufBciently near the turnpike to be

readily reached from the latter, and, if mentioned in the advertisement

of a summer boarding-house, would be called Lake Buckingham, on

account of the fashionable ducks resorting thither for bathing and

flirtation in the season. When July's sun turns its tranquil mirror to

hues of amber and gold, the slender mosquito sings Hum, sweet Hum,
along its margin; and when Autumn hangs his livery of motley on the

trees, the glassy surface breathes out a mist wherefrom arises a spectre,

with one hand of ice and the other of flame, to scatter Chills and Fever.

Strolling beside this pictiiresque watering-place in the dusk, the Gospeler

suddenly caught the clatter of a female voice, and, in a moment, came

face to face with Monxgomeey and Magnolia Pendeagon.
" A cold and frog-like place, this, for a lady's walk. Miss Pendeagon,"

he said, hastily swallowing a bronchial troche to neutraUze the damp
air admitted in speaking. " I hope you have on your overshoes."

"My sister brings me here," explained the brother, "so that her

constant talking to me may not cause other people's heads to pain

them."

"I believe," continued the Reverend Octavius, walking slowly on

with them, " I believe, Mr. Pendeagon, your sister finds out from you

everything that you learn, or say, or do ?"

"Everything," assented the young man, who seemed greatly ex-

hausted. ' ' She averages one question a minute.

"

"Consequently," went on Mr. Simpson, "she knows that I have ad-

vised you to make some kind of apology to Edwin Deood, for the edito-

rial remarks passing between you on a certain important occasion ?" He
looked at the sister as he spoke, and took that opportunity to quickly

swallow a quinine powder as a protection from the chills.

" My brother, sir," said Magnolia, "because, like the Lesbian Alcseus,

fighting for the liberty of his native Mitylene, he has sympathized with

his native South, finds himself treated by Mr. Deood with a lack of mag-

nanimity of which even the renegade Pittacus would have been

ashamed."

"But even at that," returned the Gospeler, much edxicated by her

remark, "would it not be better for us all, to have this hapless mis-

understanding manfully explained away, and a reconciliation achieved ?"

" Did ^scHTLUs explain to the Areopagus, after he had been unjustly

abused?" asked the young female student, eagerly. " Or did he, rather,

nobly prefer to remain silent, even tmtil Ameinias reminded his pre-

judiced Yankee judges that he had fought at Salamis ?"

"Dear me," ejaculated the Gospeler, gasping, "I only meant—

"

"I defend my brother," continued Magnolia, passionately, "as in

the Antigone of Sophocles, Electba defends Oeestes; and even if he

haa no Ptlades, he shall still be not without a friend in the habitation

of the Pylopidfe."

" Upon my soul !" murmured the Reverend Mr. Simpson, "this is a

dreadful state of things."

" I may as well confess to you, sir," said Montgomery, temporarily

removing his fingers from his ears, " that I admire Miss Potts as much
as I'm down on Drood."

"He admires her," stnick in his sister, "as Alcman, of Sardis, ad-

mired Meoalostrata; and, in her betrothal to a Yankee, sees another

Sappho matrimoniallj' sacrificed to another Cercolas of Andros."

" Mr. Pendragon," panted the Gospeler, "you must give up this in-

fatuation. The Flowerpot is engaged to another, and you have no busi-

ness to express such sentiments for another's bride until after she is

married. Eloquently as your sister—"

" I pretend to be no Myrtis, in genius," continued Magnolia, humbly.

" I am not an Eeinna, an Amyte, a Peaxtlla, or a Nossis; but all that is

intellectually repugnant ^sdthin mo is stirred by this treatment of my
brother, who is no Philodemtjs to find in Mr. Drood his Piso; and

sometimes I feel as though, like another Simonides, I could fly with him

from this inhospitable Northern house of Scopas, to the refuge of some

more generous Dioscuri. In the present macrocosm, to which we have

come from our former home's microcosm, my brother is persistently

maligned,'even by Mr. Bumstead, who may yet, if I am any judge, meet

the fate of Anacreon, as recorded by Sindas; though, in his case, the

choking wiU not be accomplished by a grape-stone, but by a clove."

"Well, well," said the Reverend Octavius, in a faint voice, "I shall

expect you to at least meet Edwin Deood half-way in a reconciliation,

Mr. Pendeagon, for your own sake. I will see that he makes the first

advance.

"

" Generous and dear tutor !" exclaimed Montgomery, "I will do any-

thing, with you for my guide.

"

" Follow your guide penitently, brother," cried his sister, pathetic-

ally, "and you will find in him a relenting

—

Polynicu.s. Whatever we
may feel towards others," she added, catching and kissing the over-

powered Gospeler's hand, as they parted company, "you shall ever be

our chosen, trusted and only Psychopompos. " *

Holding his throbbing head with both his hands, as he walked feebly

homeward, the worn-out Gospeler noticed a light streaming from Mr.

Bumstead's window; and, inspired by a sudden impulse, entered the

boarding-house and ascended straightway to the Ritualistic organist's

rooms. Bumstead was asleep upon the rug before the fire, with his

faithful umbrella under his arm, when Mr. Simpson, after vainly knock-

ing, opened the door; and never could the Gospeler forget how, upon
being addressed, the sleeper started wildly up, made a futile pass at

him with the umbrella, took a prolonged and staring drink from a

pitcher of water on the table, and hurriedly ate a number of cloves

from a saucer near an empty lemon-tea goblet over the mantel.

"Why, it's only I," explained the Reverend Octavius, rather alarmed

by the glare with which he was regarded.

" Sit down, my friends," said Me. Bumstead, huskily; himself taking

a seat upon a coal-scuttle near at hand, with considerable violence.
'

' I'm glad you aroused me from a dreadful dream of reptiles. '
' I

sh'pose you want me to seeyouhome, sir ?"

"Not at all," was the Gospeler's answer. "In fact, Mr. Bumstead,

I am anxious to bring about a reconciliation between these two young

men. Let us have peace.

"

"If you want to let's have peash," observed the other, rather vague-

ly, "why don't you go fishing whenever there's any fighting talk, shir !

Such a course is not, you'll Grant, unpresidented.

"

"I believe," said Mr. Simpsou, waiving the suggestion, "that j'ou

eutertain no favorable opinion of young Pendeagon !"

Reaching to a book on the table, and, after various airy failures, lay-

ing hold upon it, Mr. Bumstead answered: " This is my Diary, gentle-

men; to be presented to Mrs. Stowk, when I'm no more, for a memoir.

You, being two clergymen, wouldn't care to read it. Here's my entry on

the night of the caucus in this room. Lish'n now: 'Half-pash Ten.

—

Considering the Democratic sentiments of the Montgomerles Pendra.-

GONS, and their evident disinclination to vote the RepubUcan Ticket, I

b'lieve them capable of any crime. K thej' should kill my two nephews,

it would be no hic-straordinary sh'prise. Have just been in to look at

my nephews asleep, to make sure that the Pendeagons have put no

snakes in their bed.' Thash is one entry," continued Mr. Bumstead,

momentarily pausing to make a blow with the fire-shovel at some

imaginary creature crawling across the rug. " Here's another, written

next morning after cloves: 'My nephews have gone to New Y'ork to-

gether this A.M. They laughed when I cautioned them against the

MoNTGOMERiEs, and said they didn't see it. I am still very uneasy, how-

ever, and have hurriedly pulled ofi'my boots to kill the reptiles in them.

How's this for high ?' " Mr. Bumstead fell into a doze for an instant,

and then added: "I see the name 'J. Bumstead' signed to this.

Who'sh he .''—Oh ! i'mushbe myself"

"Well, well," commented the slightly astonished Gospeler, "what-

ever my be your private opinions, I ask you, as a matter of evident

public propriety, and for the good of everybody, to soften Mr. Drood to-

ward Mr. Pendragon, as I have already softened Jlr. Pendragon to-

ward Mr. Drood. You and I mu.- 1 put an end to this foolish quarrel.

"

" Thashis so," said Mr. Bumstead, with sudden assent, laboriously

gaining his feet to bid his guest good-bye, and rather absent-mindedly

opening the umbrella over his head as he fumbled for the knob of the

door. " You and I musht reconcile these four young men. Gooright,

shir. Take a little soda-water in the morning and you'll be auright,

shir."
•

On the third day after this intarriew, Mr. Bumstead waited upon Mr.

Simpson with the following note, which, after searching agitatedly for

* The .\daptcr refers confidently to any Southern female novel of the period for

proof, that Bentiniental Magnolian school-girls always talk, or writ", everything

educational, except good English, when conferring with their deafened mascaline

friends.

Bntered, according to Act of Congress, in the year 1870, by the PmiCHnreLLO Pxtblishino Companv, in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the t'nited SUtes, for

the Southern District of New York.
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it in his hat and all his pockets, he finally found up one of his

sleeves: " My dear Jack:—I am much pleased to hear of your conver-

sation about me with that good man whom you call ' the Reverends

Messieurs Simpson,' and shall gladly comply with his wish for a make-

up between Pendkagon and myself. Invite Pendkagon to dinner on

Christmas Eve, when only we three shall be together, and we'll shake

hands. Ever, dear clove-y Jack, yours truly, Edwin Drood."
" You think Mr. Pendkagon will accept, then?" said the Gospeler.

Mr. Bdmstead nodded darkly, shook hands, bowed to a large arm-

chair for Mrs. Simpson, and retired with much stateliness.

CHAPTER XI.

A PICTURE AND A PAECEL.

Behind the most sample-roomey, fire-insuranceish, and express-

wagonized part of Broadway, New York, yawns a venerable street called

Nassau; wherein architecture is a monster of such hideous mien that

to be hated needs but to be rented, and more full-grown men stare into

shoe-stores and shirt-emporiums without buying anything than in any

other part of the world. Near the lower end of this quaint avenue rises the

Post-Office, sending aloft a wooden steeple which is the coffin of a dead

clock, and looking, altogether, like some good, old-fashioned country

church, which, having come to town many years ago to see its city

cousins, and been discouraged by their brown-stone airs, retired, much
demoralized, into a shady by-way, and there fell from grace into a kind

of dissipated cross between Poor-House and railroad depot. To reach

this amazing edifice, with too much haste for more than a momentary
glimpse of its harrowing exterior, and to get away from it, with a speed

as little complimentary to the charms of its shadow, are, apparently,

the two great and exclusive objects of the thousands swarming down
and up the narrow street all through a day. Some twenty odd boot-

shops, all next-door-but-one to each other, startlingly alike in their de-

spondent outer ajDpearances, and uniformly conducted by embittered

elderly men of savage aspect—seem to sue in vain from year to year for

at least one customer; and as many other melancholy dens for the sale

of exactly the things no one but a madman would want to buy while

on his way to a Post-Office, or from it, appear to wait as hopelessly for

the first purchaser. There are, too, no end of open-air dealers in such

curious postal incidentals as ghastly apples, insulting neck-ties, and
impracticable pocket-combs; to whom, possibly, an unwholesome

errand boy may be seen applying for a bargain about once in the life-

time of an ordinary habitue of the street, but whose general wares were

never seen selling to the extent of four shillings by any living observer.

Still, with an affront to human credulity of which only newspapers

are capable, it has been declared, in print, that there are bootmakers

and apple-women of Nassau who continually buy choice up-town corner-

lots with their profits; and, if it may be therefrom inferred that the

other trades of the street do as incredibly well, it were wise, perhaps,

to be further convinced that people have a well-established habit of

stealthily laying in their new raiment, fruit, and toilet articles while

going for their business-mails, and at once relinquish all earthly con-

fidence in the senses obstinately refuting the theory.

About half-way between end and end of Nassau street stands a row
of what were modest dwelling-houses in the remote days when the city

was under the rule of the Americans, but are now only so many floors

of law offices. Who owns them is not known; for proprietors of real-

estate in this extraordinary highway of antiquity are never mentioned

in public like owners in any other street; but they are shabby, dreary,

hopeless-looking old piles, suggestive of having, perhaps, been hurried

and tumbled through musty law-suits scores of times, and occupied at

last by the robber Law itself for costs. On a certain dark, foggy after-

noon in December, one of the seediest of the fallen brick brotherhood

pressnted a particularly dingy appearance, as the gas-lights necessitated

by the premature gloom of the hour gleamed dimly through a blearing

window-pane here and there. The house still retained the narrow street-

door, hall-way, and abrupt immediate stairway of its earlier days; and
had, too, the old-style goodly single brown stone for a " stoop, " along the

front fall of which, in faded white block letters, as though originally

done with a stencil-plate, appeared the strange device:

S—T—18G0—X.
Whether this curious legend referred to the sweets or bitters of the

tenement's various experiences; whether it meant Subjected To 1860

'Xecutions, or Sacrificed to 1800 'Xccutors, or Sentenced to Wait e'en

Sixty 'Xigencies, did not bother the head of Mr. Dibble, who came in

from Gowanns every morning to occupy his law-office up-stairs, and
was sitting thoughtfully therein, before a grate fire, on the dull, wintry
afternoon in question.

Severely unostentatious was that office, with its two ink-stained desks,

shelves of lettered deed-boxes, glass case of law-books in sheep, and
vellum-covered reading-table in the centre of the room. Its prompt
lesson for the visitor was: You are now in the Office of an old-school

Constitutional Lawyer, Sir; and if you want an Absolute Divorce, Ob-
tained for No Cause, in Any State; No Publicity; No Charges; you must
step around to a certain newspaper sanctum for your witnesses, and
apply to some other legal practitioner. In this establishment, sir,

after you have left your measure in the shape of a retaining fee, we fit

you with a suit warranted to last as long as you do. We cut your
pockets to suit ourselves, but furnish you as much choler as you can
stand. If you are a pursey man the suit will have no lack of sighs for

you; if you are thin, it will make your waste the greater.

Mr. Dibble's usual companion in this office was his clerk, Bladams,

who generally wrote at the second desk, and, consequently, was a per-

son of another deskscription. A politician in former days—when he

was kno^NTi as Mr. William Adams—this clerk had aspired to office in

New York, and freelj' spent his means to attain the same. His name,

however, was too much for his fortune. Public credulity revolted from

the pretence that a William Adams had come from Ireland some years

before, on purpose to found the family of which the later candidate of

the same name claimed to be a descendant; and, after an election in

which he had spent the last of his money, he was '
' counted out " in

favor of a rather hod character named O'Glookal. Thus practically

taught to understand the political genius of a Republic, which, as

gloriously contrasted with any effete monarchy ruled by a Peerage,

looks for its own governing class to the Steerage, Mr. William Adams
subsided impecuniously into plain Bill Adams and a book-keepership

in dry goods; and was ultimately blurred into Bladams and employ-

ment as a copyist by Mr. Dibble, to whom his experience of spending

every cent he had in the world, and getting nothing in the world for it

but wrinkles, seemed felicitously legal and almost supematurally quali-

fying for law-writing. Bladams was about forty years old, though

appearing much older: with a slight cast in his left eye, a jiimply pink

countenance, and a circular piece of unimproved property on top of his

head.
'

' Any news ?" inquired Mr. Dibble, as this member of the once

powerful American race entered the office and still grasped the edge of

the door.

" I saw Mr. Drood across the street just now," was the answer.

" And what did he say, Bladams ?"

"That, in turn he'd see me across the street; and here he "is," re-

turned the clerk, advancing into the room.
'

' Ah, my dear Mr. Edwin, glad to see you !" exclaimed Mr. Dibble,

rising to his feet and turning about to greet the new comer. '
' Sit down

by the fire; and don't mind the presence of Mr. Bladams, who was

once a gentleman."

" Thank you, old man, I don't know but I will take a glow with you,"

said Edwin, accepting a chair and throwing aside hat and overcoat.

" You're just in time to dine with me," continued the lawyer. "I'll

send across to a restaurant for three stews and as many mugs of ale.

We must ask Mr. Bladams to join us, you see; for he was once a decent

man, and might not like to be sent out for oysters unless asked to take

some.

"

"If they're the small black ones you generally treat on, I'd rather be

excused," grumbled Mr. Bladams, involuntarily placing a hand upon
his stomach, as though already paying the penalty of such bivalvular

hospitality.

" Order saddle-rocks this time," was the reckless response of his em-

ployer. '
' Mr. Edwin is so rarely our guest that we must do the

princely. You'll tell them, Bladams, to send plenty of crackers, and

request the waiters to keep their fingers out of the stews while bringing

the latter over. I've known waiters to have their finger-nails boiled off"

in time, by a habit of carrying soups and stews with the ends of their

digits in them."

The clerk departing to order the feast, Mr. Dibble renewed his at-

tention to Mr. E. Drood, who had already taken his ball from his pocket

and was practicing against the mantel.

" I suppose you are on your way to Bumsteadville, again, Mr. Edwin,

and have called to see if I have any message for my pretty ward over

there."

" That's the ticket," assented Edwin, making a neat fly-catch.

"You're impatient to be there, of course?" assented Mr. Dibble,

with what might have passed for an attempt at archness if he had not

been so wholly devoted to squareness.
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" I believe the Flowei-pot is expecting me," yawned the young man.
" Do you keep plants there, Mr. Edwin ?"

" The whole thing is a regular plant, Mr. Dibble."

"But you spoke about a flowerpot."

Edwin stretched his feet further toward the fire, and explained that

he meant Miss Potts. "Did she say anything to you about the

Pendragons, when you saw her ?" he inquired.

"What art pendragons ?" asked the lawyer, wonderingly.

"One of them is a schoolmate of hers. A girl with some style

about her.

"

"No," said Mr. Dibble, " she did not.—But here comes Bladams."

(To 6e ConiinMed.)

OUR AGRICULTURAL COLUMN.

Memorabilia of " \Fhat I Know About FarminK.'

To avoid the charge of plagiarism I have concluded to adopt the

above, as the title of the following statistics.

Many persons have trifled with the subject of agriculture; notably

among these may be mentioned the '
' self-made " man and the inno-

cent who has been abroad. I propose to attack the subject seriously,

and to lay before the readers of Punchinello information which will

make their hair (if it be of a carroty hue,) stand on end, and will cer-

tainly appease their curiosity.

There are several ways in which agriculture may be attacked. 1st,

Scientifically, (but then you are likely to get to Lie-big. ) 2nd, Theo-

logically, (and a vast deal of theology may be picked up on a weU-

located farm, for do we not find '
' sermons in stones "?) 3d, Humor-

ously, (^which is the way in which the aforesaid "self-made" man
advances to it, ) and 4th, Practically, (in which way, I think, that inno-

cent gets at it. ) Now, when, during the war, I was building forts at

the Dry Tortugas, my overseer informed me that a fort was most easilj'

taken when attacked on all sides, so I have concluded to pitch into

agriculture from every quarter. Therefore my remarks may be con-

sidered as made in a Scientific-theological-humorous-practical sense

.

Postponing a description of soils to a future time, I proceed to eluci-

date, first,

CORN.
Of this vegetable there are five varieties, viz. : hard corn, soft com,

chicken com, pop com, and Indian corn. It is a very useful pro-

duction, as it affords occupation to a large number of itinerant persons,

who have peculiar ways of sub-soiling it, some by a knife, some by
washes, and some by plas-

ters. This vegetable is gen-
,

erally planted early, (shoe-

makers having a monopoly

of the cultivation,) and,

curiously enough, the larger

the crop the less the owner

likes it. Eainy weather

is good for this vegetable,

as a damp day swells it very

rapidly. It requires a deep

soil, for you cannot have

anj' com without at least

one foot, though two feet

will probably produce a

much larger crop.

The best treatment for

hard corn is to subsoil it

with a hatchet, though a

little judicious paring is

good; soft com sometimes

does the pairing itself,

though not judiciously.

Soft com is sometimes

called sweet com, on the

principle, "sweet are the

uses of adversity." The
variety of this vegetable

cultivated by roosters is

called chicken com, though

no farmer can gfive a reason

therefor, as no chicken ever

had anjlhing to do with

a shoe, unless, perhaps, '
' shoo-fly. " Com cultivated by an old maid is

irreverently called pop-corn. Why Indian corn should differ from white

com, I have never yet been able to discover. It flourishes under the

same ciicumstances, and requires the same kind of care, and, except in

color, cannot be distinguished from the white. Probably Red Cloud
could have told us the difference, if he had been properly interviewed.

Scientifically, corn is tunwnis iyifootibus; theologically, it is a " con-

demned" nuisance; humorously, you can't plant your foot without

planting corn; practically, everybody treads on it. Lot.

TO MANAGERS OF RAILROADS.

Punchinello invites the attentionof managers of railroads, generally,

but especially that of the President and Directors of the Morris and
Essex Railroad Company, to his new Patent, Portable, Folding, Tripod-

ular Derrick, with self-elongating extensions. The purposes to which
this machine may be applied are too numerous to mention, but it will

be found particularly useful for lifting up, and expelling from the cars,

the heavy commuters of the railroad just referred to, who decline to pay
double fare for stopping at Newark, and who sometimes even object to

being ejected for non-payment of said perfectly fair fare.

In practical operation this machine is at once simple and complete.

It is also refined, elevating, symmetrical, and chaste. By properly ad-

justing it, a railroad conductor can easily lift a recalcitrant passenger,

and project him through one of the windows of the car, (provided said

window is large enough to admit of such exit,) into any selected pool,

or pond, or quagmire, or any other sort of mire, of the miasmatic salt

meadows, with the produce of which Morris and Essex stock is so

satisfactorily salted down.

Recent experi-ments upon pinguid and repudiating commuters, in the

old way of buUying, coaxing, and '
' soft-sawdering, " have proved to be

utter failures. The united forces of a conductor and two brakesmen of

the Morris and Essex R. R. proved, in a late instance of a member of

the Fat Men's Club, quite inadequate to the ejection of that person

from the car of which he occupied a conspicuous fraction. The obese

fellow dechned to have his ticket punched, and defied the officers of the

road to come on and pimch his head. It is for the expulsion of such

bUsters upon the social cuticle that Punchinello's invention has been

specially devised.

As it is intended solely for the use and benefit of railroad managers,

no further particulars respecting it will be supplied to recalcitrant

commuters unless their applications are accompanied with Four Dol-

lars, respectively—the re-

j
f;ulated price of one year's

subscription to Punchinel-

lo's witty, plastic, unriv-

alled, intermittent, hebdo-

madal publication. Should

no purchase of the patent

in question be made by the

directory of the Morris and
Essex Railroad, however,

Punchinello will then meet
contingencies by condens-

ing the machine, reducing

it so much in size that a

commuter may easily carry

one in his waistcoat pocket,

to be read}',when necessarj',

for extracting an insolent

conductor out of his boots;

or, should the occasion

arise, for the immediate

evulsion from ofiice of the

autocratic President of the
concern, himself.

FOLLOWING SlTIT.-A Possible Sort of Reta;iniation.
" Good gracious, Ahabklla ! do be careful—you've got touk foot on the oen-

tleslvn's train !"

" Well, how can one help it, when those absurd trains are always OETTiNa

under one's feet?"

HiOCUl.

The enterprising repor-

ter who discovered an
earthquake in the eastern

districts of the citj', a few
days since, has been obliged

to employ a snake-chanuer
to extract from his left boot
an immense anaconda that

had effected a lodgement
there.
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THE FEMALE GENTLEMAN
A Moiiriiful Ballad of the Period.

A certain fair young maid,

With mind on progress bent,

Could not endure the way
Reformers mostly went.

Those rights she wished to gain,

Which Susan A. expects.

But still she would not lose

The softness of her sex.

If at a station she

For cars did wait in vain,

She would not stride about.

And '

' damn " the hapless train.

" With men I'll equal be,"

She said, " if women can;

But still I must become

A female gentleman.

Hereafter I shall try

Polite and kind to be;

And treat all gentlemen

As gentlemen treat me."

One morning, in a stage,

She rode to Stewart's store

—

A young man soon got in,

And sat down near the door.

Then, leaning towards the man,

While passengers did stare^

She smiling said, " Good sir,

Shall I pass up your fare ?"

\.x

The young man started back

As if he had been shot.

Said he, '
' This dollar bill ?

I think I'd rather not
!"

The poor girl sat abashed,

While every one began

To have suspicions of

This female gentleman.

One morning, hast'ning home.

It rained—to her regret.

And just before her walked

A young man getting wet.

She stepped up to him quick,

And said, with cotutesy rare,

" It's raining, sir; will you

My large umbrella share ?"

The young man sprang aside,

Beneath a leaky spout;

The water from his clothes

Ran like a stream for trout.

His hand upon his watch

He clapped, and cried, "Don't stop !

Just travel on, I say.

Or I shall call a ' cop !'
"

This sort of thing she tried

In many such a case;

But every time she met
Deplorable disgrace.

At last she said, " Oh, ho !

My plan it is no use;
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When I politeness show

I always get abuse.

The day is yet to come
"When female courtesy

Is wanted by the men

;

No more of it for me !"

She straight sought Susan A.,

And joined her haughty clan

And tried no more to be

A female gentleman.

OUR PORTFOLIO.

Deab Punchinello: Having been appointed by the Committee of

the "American Uuiversal Protection Society," of which you are chair-

man, to call upon our honored Secretaiy of State, with the view of

obtaining protection for the interests of our merchants who are now
endeavoring to create a trade in ant-eaters with the inhabitants of the

Chickadiddle Islands in the South Sea, I have the honor to submit the

following synopsis of what took place at the interview:

I found Mr. Fish in a state of partial exhaustion, owing to the un-

usual heat of the weather, and the peiusal of a fresh batch of com-

pliments forwarded to him by his particular friend in New York, the

Hon. C. Andebson Dana.

Three negresses stood about him with palm-leaf fans, endeavoring to

accelerate the movement of the atmosphere in the very close room to

w^hiclj the privacy of his feelings sometimes drives him. He was re-

clining upon a sofa when I entered, but immediately arose and motioned

me to take a seat. I had scarcely occupied a comfortable looking

stuflfed back-piece of furniture, when a pricking sensation in the region

of my coat-tails caused me to resume the perjjendicular with amazing

rapidity, and, upon looking down, I observed the point of a pin pro-

truding through the cushion of the chair. The Secretary did not lose

his gravity, but very heartily apologized for what he called the '

' Uttle

contretemps. " The smarting sensation made me a little lax in speech,

80 that I did not choose my words with that regard for the majesty of

a Premier which I came there at first disposed to do. He listened to

my recital of the application with perfect equanimity, until I mentioned

the name of Punchinello. At this point he colored slightly, bit his

nether lip, and exclaimed, with evident vexation:

"What! the editor of a sheet that has dared to speak of me as a

"scaly " fellow, and hold my policy up to the laughter of the nation?"

"Pardon me, Mr. Secretary," I interposed, with all the courtesy of

manner I could muster, " but I think you mistake the motive of Mr.

Punchinello in applying that description to a person so august"
'

' Fire and fiddlesticks, sir ! do you take me for a fool ?"

I pressed my hand in the vicinity of the fifth rib on my left side, and
solemnlv asseverated that I did not.

"It makes no difference," added the great man, in an excited tone.

" I can entertain no application coming from such a quarter."

"But will you permit me to explain what Mr. Punchinello intended

by the epithet ' scaly '? It was only his peculiar way of saying that an
officer appointed to administer the responsible duties of your august

office could not impartially do so without the ' Scales '—of Justice.

"

"Nonsense!" shouted the petulant old mackerel; and now I began
to feel '

' sassy.

"

" But you must admit, Mr. Secretarj-, that there is a great deal of

sense in Mr. Punchinello's nonsense. He shoots folly as it flies, and
yet it's a great pity that he can't shoot all the fools.

"

" I am impressed with the truth of that remark, from the fact of his

sending you here," was the reph', delivered with an air and tone in-

tended to be witheringly sarcastic. That was enough for me, so I

dropped my gloves (metaphorically speaking) and went for him.

" Old man !" says I, "you were lifted out of the quiet of a happy
home and placed here, not so much by the act of our illustrious Presi-

dent as by the dispensation of a mysterious Providence. 'Way

down in Skewdunk they held prayer-meetings when they heard that

news, and a good many of them haven't stopped praying yet. But only

last week, let me tell you. Deacon Dryasdust wrote to Genenvl Grant's

father, saying: ' Jesse, old boy, there's no use praying for that venerable

porgy any longer ; he's worser nor ever, and bound to drag Lysses down to

the bottom with him.' The kind old man wrote back to the Deacon:

'That's so. Gill, as sure as pickled souse ain't pickled salmon.' And
now, Mr. Secretary, I come to the point. What old GillDryasdust and
Jesse Grant think of you is what the peoi>le think; and when Punchi-

nello shoots at you an arrow now and then, dipped in fun, and winged
with satire, he does it in no spirit of surly bitterness or spleen, but with
a heart full of hope and charity, and as much as says to the people of

the United States, in your hearing: 'My good friends, keep on praying
for brother Fish, and don't give him \ii> because some think him a
"scaly" fellow.'"

Thus finishing this mingled admonition and explanation, I dropped a

single tear upon the figure worked in the carpet, and gloomily quitted
the apartment.

The next morning I found a letter upon the table, at my lodgings,

bearing the imprint of the Department of State, and couched in these

terms:

Dear Sih: Instructions have been sent from this Department to Admiral Poob,
commanding U. S. Squadron in Cuban water' to extend to American merchants en-

gaged in establishing a trade in ant-eaters with the inhabitants of the South Sea
Chickadiddle Islands, every protection consistent with his remaining where he
now is. Very Respect'y, Hamilton Fish.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

COMIC ZOOLOGY.

Order, Keptllla. — Worma.

Worms are invertebral animals ; in other words, they are backboneless,

but nevertheless some of them—for example the prickly caterpillars

—

are full of spines. In Texas they call a chicken-snake seven feet long

a worm; but it would be just as reasonable to call the Kosse Telescope

an opera-glass.

The common earthworm is the most unfortunate variety of the species.

Beaks are always after him, and he is often taken up early in the morn-
ing while lyinj^ perdue in the moist meadow grass. Earthworms are a

good bait for trout, but the highflyers of the gentle craft consider it

infra dig to dig them. Impaled on a hook, they are as lively as if on a

bender, and if thrown, in this condition, into a stream or pool, the fish

are aj^t to mistake them for their natural Grub. When quickly drawn
from the liquid element by the angler, they sometimes come up ^^ith a

single drop of water hanging to them, and sometimes—though more
rarely—-with two Gills. The question whether the hook huits them, or

only tickles till they squirm, is one of those knotty problems that

physiologists have failed to solve. Cowpee, the poet, had a tenderness

for the earthworm. So also had Izaak Walton, who recommends that

he be skewered " tenderly, as if you loved him."

From the cradle to the grave, and even after we are deposited in the

latter, our bodies are liable to be infested with worms. There is the

trichina spiralis, which really exists, although the German pork-butchers

denounce the story as a "pig lie;" the ordinary intestinal woi-m, v.Lich

disports itself, eel-like, in the AUmentary Canal; and the tape worm, of

two varieties, one of which performs its circumlocutory antics in the

human stomach, and the other in the government Bureaux at Washing-

ton. The worm that feeds on the cold meat of humanitj', although the

most insignificant of reptiles, has one attribute of Diety. It is no re-

specter of persons, and would as lief pick a bone in a royal vault as- in

Potter's Field. All flesh is the same to it—unless saturated with

carbolic acid. It is said that all living things are propagated—that the

process of creation ceased ages ago; yet it is quite certain that the

woi-ms known as maggots may be created by a blow. The most detestable

of all the vermicular tribe is the Worm of the Still, which is a sort of

caterer for the worm which never dieth—a reptile of another sphere, that

has never been described in Natural History. The only worm recognized

as edible by civilized man is produced in Italj' and vulgarly known as

wormy-chilly. The subject is susceptible of further expansion, but

having run it into the ground, we here break it off.

DUBIOUS ENGLISH.

The Paris correspondence of one of the city daihes has the following

terse, but somewhat equivocal statement:

" Another murder of a brutal character is reported."

At the first glance one is inclined to wonder who the "brutal charac-

ter" was, whose violent death is thus referred to. On consideration,

however, it is possible to arrive at the conclusion that no particular

character is pointed at, but only a murder designated as bmtal.

It is a way with newspaper correspondentw to characterize some mur-

ders as brutal, with the new, probably, of distinguishing tbem from be-

nignant murders, which, everj'body knows, are of such frequent occur-

rence.
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A RURAL VIEW OF THE CENSUS.
Fa7-mer\'i Wife. {Who mistakes our Artistfor a Census-taker.) "Look a' here, Misteb, if you've come along to take the senses out of me

AND MY OLD MAN, i'lL SET THE BULL-DOEG ON TEK YER !

"

WESTERN NOMENCLATURE.

Closely allied to the study of history is that of the origin of namas,

and there is in it a wonderful fascination. The following brief state-

ments will show from what a trifling incident a name may be derived

—

especially a Western name.

Previous to 1831 there was nothing on the site where Chicago now
stands but an Indian post, which was driven into the ground at the

corner of Madison and Dearborn streets. The present post-ofi&ce

marks the spot and commemorates the old name. About the year 1740

a party of adventurous young ladies, belonging to a Michigan boarding-

school, came across the lake on an enormous raft. When they had

bathed in the pellucid stream that now pours its crystal waters into the

lake, they started to return, when a bad chief known as Longjon re-

ferred to the departing maids as a She-cargo. Hence the name.

There is another version of the origin of the city's name, which states

that a good Lidian, named Uno Kell Toe Bee, when about to immolate

a fowl for his dinner on one occasion, repented of his murderoiis intent

and resolved to go hungry, exclaiming, as he let it fly,
'

' Chicky-go !

there is room enough in the world for thee and me." The first story,

however, is best authenticated.

Michigan, as is now well known, is only a corruption of the name of

Father Mike Egan, an Irish Catholic priest, who lived and toiled, and

was finally sacrificed by the Indians, on the site of the present city of

Detroit.

Iowa is only a euphonious adaptation of the symbolic letters I. 0. A.,

which the Surveyor-General of the United States, in 1835, ordered to have

inscribed on all the quarter-section posts in that territory. The initials

stood for the familiar Latin maxim, Tdoneus omnium audaces, which,

freely translated, means "go in and win." Some emigrants saw the

cabalistic inscription all along the roadside, and they twisted the initials

into a name for their State. It was a happy thought.

The capital of Wisconsin derived its present name from a curious cir-

cumstance that occurred in the time of the mound-builders, hundreds

of years before McFarland went there to live. An architect saved a

woman's life, at the risk of his own, from a savage attack of bears,

—

which made her husband furiously jealous. When he came home from

his mound-building, and ascertained what had been done, he sharpened

his trowel and went for the destroyer of his happiness. A medicine-

man, observing his momentary frenzy, grappled with and threw him,

crying to the neighbors, "Mad ! ice on !" Ice was applied to his scalp,

and the life of his benefactor was saved. Ever since, the place has been

called Madison.

Milwaukee received its name from an eminent red pre lecessor of

the pedestrian Weston. This tremendous strider was called, in his

melodious native tongue, '
' Mile-walkee "—because, to the infinite de-

light of his trainer, Hoe. Screeley—he could make a mile in four min-

utes, without breaking.

The name of Sui^eriorwas quite obscu.?, in its origin, and the solu-

tion only yielded to the most persistent and patient inquiry. Even

Chablevoix does not mention it. It seems that the Chippewas who in-

habit the Southwestern shore of the Lake were formerly more wretched

than now—the squaws more ragged, and the pappooses more Squalled;

and when Carver came through he established a charity soup-house

near the western extremity. The beggarly braves flocked in with their

gingerbread-colored broods, and for months the benevolent sutler who
was left in charge of the establishment stood on a barrel-head and

shouted daily to the assembled thousands, "Soup! Here y'are !" This

was taken up and corrupted by the ignorant aborigines, and finally

became Superior.

It is not necessary to say that Kenosha was named after the Western

game of "Keno," or that Winnipeg is a deduction of the pleasant

game of cribbage.

The origin of the name of Selma will be obviour to all thoughtful

readers who remember that it has been a notorious slave market.

Michillimackinac is an Indian name, and originated in a touching

dialogue between two little Pottawattomies in the dead of winter. One

baby complained that he was hungiy, not having had a drop of dinner,

when the other calmly replied, " My-chilly-ma-can-ac-commodate-you."

The juvenile benevolence was so wonderful that it rendered the

phrase immortal, and the whole of it was made the name of a county

in Micliigan. Of late years, however, this irreverent generation has

lopped off the last few syllables, spoiling the harmony of the ex-

pression, and entirely sacrificing its affecting moral.
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MODERN MATRIMONY.
Stern Wnr. 'NOW. JOHN. I HAVE TO LUNCH VVTTH SOEOSIS AT THREE, AND SO I LEA\^ YOU TO WALK

ABOUT THE SQUARE WITH THE BABY UNTIL I (X)ME FOB YOU AT FR^E."





HIRAM GREEN AT SARATOGA.

The Hotels—Fashions—Spring "Water—and Club House.

The season when everybody who can sport a 3 story trunk full of

store close, and a fine assortment of Califomy diamonds, and rush to a

waterin' place, has got heer.

The venerable head of a family pegs away at biziness all winter, and

when summer comes his wife and dorters pile off to Niagary, Long-

branch, Saratogy, or somewhere else, where they make the Govenor's

calf skin wallet cry for quarter, as they rag out in their most celubrious

manner.

I'm stoppin' heer at Saratogy, baskin', as it were, in the melliflous

sunshine of earth's fairest flowers.

That the reeders of Punchinello may understand how the season

is openin' heer, let an old Stateman, who has served his country for 4

years as Gustise of the Peece, consine his thoughts and observashuns

to paper.

The season is openin' rather encouragin'.

The only openin' I know of that can beat it, was openin' clams at a

clam-bake down at Coney Hand.

With Hotel proprieters heer it is a good deal like eatin' clams.

When a person has lickt out the meet of a clam he throws the shell

away.

So it is with the a-4-sed Hotel Keeper. When he licks all the sweet

meet out of his border's calf-skin pocket-book, he has no fuixher use

for the empty shell, and cousekently chucks him out of the winder as

lively as Wall street hussies out a lame duck.

The biggest houses heer are the Congiis and Union.

These institushins are to terryfermer, what Noer's Ark and the grate

Eastern was to commerce.

These taverns, bein' mammoth, perserve their mammothness by

chargin' mammoth bord bills. Ten cents a breth and fifteen cents a

sneeze, any ordinary member of Congress can stand; but when a wooden

tooth-pick costs you Twenty-five cents, and a cleen napkin half a dollar,

a visitor size for an app'intment as Bevenoo Officer in a good fat whiskey

district.

There is quite a heep of people at Congress haul.

This bildin' is surrounded by piazas, where the fare sects slam out,

araid in gushin' apparel and stoopin' and tremblin' under their lode of

false hair, like an Irishman under a hod full of bricks.

In this stoopin' posture their hands hangs down, and the picter seen

in nateral history, of a Kangeroo trying to stand ereckt, gives us what

is called the Greshun bend.

When the fair bell strikes an attitood, with fore paws danglin' at

half-mast, to be admired by a daudifide lot of Tommynoodles of the

opposite sects, the opinion of this ere cort is, that insted of Greshun

bend, it had orter be called Kangaroo bend.

I notis that old wimmin heer, as well as young ones, sport pretty

gorgeous hamisses. Last evenin' I was passin' a fashinable House heer

and I saw an anshient femail who was fixed with ribbins, satins, etc.

She looked like an advertisement for some glass factery, for she was
covered with a small waggin lode of glass diamonds.

She held a poodle purp in her lap. On her head was a lose nite cap

from which ringlets and spit curls was danglin', like a lot of fish-worms

crawliu' over the top of a bait box.

Thinks I, she was the old woman of the period and no mistake.

It is fashinable heer to go to the Springs and swill down Congress

water by the gallon—called Congi-ess water from the fact that it will

take the kinks out of a Congressman's hair, momin's, after indulgin'

in a shampain supper, and any Inn Keeper heer, altho' they theirselves

may liave several diseases hitcht onto them, will assure you that "Sara-

togy waters is the waters of Ufe," and is " a sertain cure for any disease

ever invented."

From my own observashuns it takes a person about 3 days to begin

relishin' Saratogy mineral water. The first day it tastes like the juice

of an old soked biite.

The second day it reminds you of brine out of an old musty pork

barrel.

The third day it tastes like See water near a New York dock.

Afterwards it begins improvin' until bimebye I would as leave have

it as Gin and Tansy.

All the Sprin:^« heer are well patronized. Neerly as much so as the

bars at the Drinkin' Saloons.

The High Rock Spring is a first-class curiosity.

A good comfortable income could be got out of a quarry which pro-

dooced such stiins as the one from which High Rock water flows.

One of the institushuns of this summer resort is Mister Moekissey's

Club-house.

The Hon. John is more of a success at Congress hauls, Saratogy,

than he is at the Halls of Congress, Washington, D. C.

When other members git on their high-heeled butes at Washington,

debatin' about the admishun of another State, John's voice is silent.

When debatin' the grate public question of

"Heads I win, tails you lose,"

John is the most elokent man in Saratogy.

If any individual don't beleeve what I say, let him buck agin Mr. M.

,

and he will diskiver that the product of his experience will "Bite like

a Jersey skeeter, and sting like one of Recorder Hackett's sentences.

"

As my wife's second cuzzin lives heer, I shall be heer occashouly

doorin' the summer seesun, a visitin' her.

I like it heer as a visitor—at Mrs. G's. cuzzin's house, altho', in her

eccentricity, she sumtimes doesn't have dinner while I am around, and

often she locks the door when I am out after dark.

I sometimes think her family would enjoy theirselves full as well if I

wasent there.

Still, that is their look-out^ not mine.

A nawin' sensashun withinto me announces the hour of dinner. I

must close.

As Napoleon remarkt, when he herd that the Plebiscotum had come

out ahead ;

" Rest a cat inpase, Hunc e doree," which is a fun-in tongue.

Ewers, Hiram Green, Esq.

Lait Gustise of the Peece.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Bach.—A courtship should continue at least two weeks before an

offer of mariiage is made.

An engagement should not last longer than from two to five days;

marriage for an indefinite period.

We will answer your inquiries about divorce in our next.

X. Y. Z.—Jack is the common abbreviation for the name John.

B.—^If a man has a number of small children, (waifs,) would it be

too thin to call him a wafer?

Answer.—Are the children male or female?

Oris Pin.—We do not know that the Chinese have ever been distin-

guished as manufacturers of shoes. It is possible, however, that they

excel in making slippers, as they are known to be a very slipperj'

people.

Macaroni.—You are right in supposing that the queer little birds by

which our parks have been enlivened for some few years past are im-

properly called^nglish sparrows. That they are German is obvious

from the fact of their prefening a Diet of Worms to any other kind of

Grub.

Canadian asks us three questions.—1st. Who were the Macdonalds,

when Canada was discovered ? 2nd. Who were the Caeteers ? 3d. Is

the Government of Ontario a Liberal Government ?

Answers.—1st. The name is Italian; the founder of the family was

Macrinus Dionaldi, (who came over with Cabtter,)—which became

corrupted by political influence to Macdonald.—2nd. Jacques Caetier

was the discoverer of Canada, but the present Caetier is no relation of

his.—3d. The term "Liberal," in connection with the Ontario Govern-

ment, is merely a figure of speech, as there is no Uberality in the con-

cern, which is "run " by Sandfteld Macdonald on a cheap plan.

A. B. C. inquhes how it is that the editor of the Sun has allowed that

journal to become a vehicle of vituperation, resjiecting Messrs. A. T.

Stewart, Ridley, and other leading merchants of this city. To this

query we reply that the ^pots on the Sun are increasing so in number
and magnitude as t<i baffle our telescopic investigations. A suggestion

in the case is furnished, however, by the fact that the columns of the

Sun are not lighted up with advertisements from any of the establish-

ments against which it has been discharging its meteoric sneezes. And
this may account for the dearth of the milk of journalistic courtesy in

the cocoa-nut of the Dan Ph<ebu8 who " runs the machine."

"Touns's Xleht Thoughts."

The Standard editorials.
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"GONE TO GRASS."
Ildwin. (Popping tlve question.) "Will you, deakest Angelina, say, will you—

"

Farmer. {Popping up his head.) "Git eowt o' my meadow, yeou two—will yeou ?
"

A NOTE FROM THE ORCHESTRA.

I am a musician. I constitute one twenty-fourth of the

orchestra at Booth's. I nightly blow the drum. Thus much
by way of introduction to the dear public, whose devoted

servant I am, preliminary to a recital of my woes. Whoever
has been inside the theatre named has probably noticed the

peculiar construction, or rather location, of the enclosure

wherein we manipulators of melody are penned up. I know
not what cause or provocation the architect of Booth's

Theatre may have had, but certain it is that he entertains a

horrible spite against musicians. He may have been distracted

by diabolical hand-organs, or driven wild by bungling buglists,

but why should he include worthy and unoffending artists in

his hatred ? The revenge of a Boegia was not more terrible

or cruel than that of this architect. He has put the orchestra

so far below the stage that no part ofthe latter is visible to the

poor musicians.

Fearful that some unusually tall one shoula catch an

occasional glimpse of the apex of some equally tall performer,

he has made the front of the stage project, like an over-

hanging Table Rock, above the devoted orchestral heads.

And there we sit, like a row of human Stoughton bottles,

having eyes, yet seeing not the plays that we hear enacted.

I am disgusted. I am mad about it. It is a way of " coming

it over us," that is contemptible.

What I want to know is, how can I derive any satis-

faction from Hamlet's death when I don't see him die ? How
can I sit quietly there and see the audience go into convul-

sions over Major Wellington de Boots, when I can by no

possibility see the point of the joke ?

Alas ! There are no convulsions for me ! Every night for

two weeks has the Huguenot slain the hectoring'HECTOE, and
I remain in blissful (no, not blissful) ignorance of the
manner of his taking off. It has gone far past endurance,
and I humbly trust that the public, or Mr. Beegh, or
somebody imbued with philanthropic feelings, will do some-
thing for that suffering body

—

Booth's orchestra.

A Suffeeee.

OUR CORRESPONDENCE BUREAU.

As everybody knows, Punchinello absolutely beams with benevolence

toward the human race, and a further proof of his disinterested and

self-sacrificing generosity is about to be displayed. Punchinello has

been pained to notice the wretched material with which, for want of a

well-posted New York correspondent, the country editor of the period

(amUsing sui generis) is forced to fill his scanty columns under the

much-displayed caption, " Our New York Letter.—From Our Own Cor-

respondent." To obviate this difficulty, the following interesting and

important items of New York news, which are believed to have never

before been published, are gratuitously furnished, and the copyright

which applies to the rest of the paper is generously taken off from this

particular column.

Punchinello is forced to admit, with due humility, his unfitness to

embellish his letters with the gorgeous and pyrotechnic lavishness of

"fancy writing" which graces the letters of the 'New York Correspon-

dents, but he is sure that the items which follow are infinitely more
truthful than are the most of the statements furnished by those highly

erudite and ornamental gentlemen. And in infusing such an element

of comparative tnithfulness into the current statements about New York

city, Punchinello experiences the proud satisfaction of having done

his duty.

Items.—The recent unpleasantness between Hugh Hastings and
Theodoee Tilton has culminated in a duel with howitzers, in which
the former had his head carried away, and the latter had both legs shot

off.

The fact has leaked out, that the recently reported Beethoven Cen-

tennial Jubilee was a myth. There is no such building in New York as

was described, and no concerts have taken place. The reports in the

local i)iiper8 were written by unscrupulous Bohemians in the pay of the

musicians whom they puffed.

The New York police are notoriously inefRcient. They are generally

to be found lying drunk across the sidewalk, and 62.3 carriages are sent

around every evening to gather them up.

Hoeace Geeelet has joined the Red Stocking Base Ball Nine.

People are dying of cholera in New York at the rate of 352 a day.

Six emigrant ships arrived this morning, having on board 374 cases of

small-pox, 685 of cholera, and 897 of yellow fever. No alarm is yet felt,

however.

A MIsIity Mo«Ieru Jehu.

We learn from newspapers that Mrs. Geoege Feancis Teain drives a

splendid four-in-hand turnout at Newport.

Well, Mr. George Peancis Train has been driving four-in-hand, too,

for years past, and the names of his horses are Fenianism, Buncombe,

Geoege Feancis Train, and Blatheremskite.

SEASONABLE.
The Hairy Caterpillar style of head-dress.
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THE PLAYS AND SHOWS.

F a certainty Mr. Watts
Phellips made a mistake

when he fancied himself a

dramatist. Possibly he may
have inherited some small

share of the poetical talent of

his well-known maternal
grandfather,—the author of

" Divine and Moral Songs for

Children, " but he has shown

no sign of the eminent his-

trionic genus which has made
his elder bro ther, Mr.

Wendell, Phillips, so popu-

lar a Reformer. Still, if ho

was bent upon \\Triting plays

he should have confined him-

self to dramatizing the more

quiet and domestic of Dr.

Watts's poems. '
' How doth

the Uttle busy bee"—for ex-

ample—could have been
turned into quite a nice little

five-act d'-ama, had Mr. Phillips condescended to grapple with so

simple a subject. But no, he must indulge in battles, and Sepoys, and
Butchers of St. Bartholomew, and dancing girls and things. He will

write scuf^ational i)lays, let the consequences be what they may. Hence
we are made to suffer from Xot Guilty, The Huguenot, and similar harrow-

ing spectacles. The Huguenot, which has just died a lingering death

at Booth's Theatre, is an aggravated case of dramatic misdemeanor on

the part of the author, since it is wantonly stretched out into five acts,

when it could properly be compressed into three. A strict compliance

with the old maxim, " Be mortuis nil desperandum nisiprius," (I haven't

quite forgotten my Latin yet, ) would oblige me to refrain from abusing

it, now that it is happily dead; but, as another proverb puts it, "The
law knows no necessity," and I therefore can do as I choose. Here, then,

is its corpse, exhumed as a warning to those who may be about to wit-

ness any other of Mr. Phillips's dramas. I flatter myself that the dis-

interested public will agi-ee vnXh. me, that if all the Huguenots were as

tedious as Mr. Watts Phillips's private Huguenot, the massacre of St.

Bartholomew was a pleasing manifestation of a verj' natural and com-

mendable indignation on the part of their much-suffering fellow-citizens

not of Protestant descent.

ACT I.—(Sce)ie, a tavei'n in tlve mUskirts of Paris. Eene, the Huguenot, is

pretending to sleep on an uncomfortable wooden bench. A drunken villain

insidls a lovely gipsy. Eene gets up and kills him, and escapes his

pursuers byfaUing over a convenient precipice. Curtain.

Mr. Waller. {Soliloquizing behind the scene.) " To-morrow I'll have a

comfortable bench to sleep on, if I have to take Macgonigle's sofa. I

won't play Rene again if I have to lie tor twenty minutes on that in-

famous board bench !"

Comic Man. {Wlio is believed to read Harper's "Draire)-.") "You
know Watts Phillips is a grandson of old Dr. Watts. Now here's

a genealogical joke. If Tom's father is Dick's son, what relation is

Dick to Tom ?"

Accompanying Friend. "Nephew? niece ? mother-in-law ?—I give it

up!"

Comic Man. "I thought you would. Well, he is—Upon my word I

forget the answer, but it's a first rate one. I've got it do\vn at the

office, anyhow !"

ACT ILt—Scene, the interior of a Duchess's drawing-room. Enter Rene
through the windoic.

Rene. " I have killed a man and am pursued. Save me !"

Duchess. {Aside.) " Perhaps he is an influential politician, and may
get my son an office in the Street Department." To Rene.— "Sir, I

will save you. Get behind the curtain." {Enter mob of drunken soldiers.)

First Soldier. " Your Grace's sou has just been killed. I see the

murderer's legs behind the curtain."

Duchess. " You can't have him, fori have promised to save him. Get

out, the whole lot of you. Come here, you murderous wretch. I've

saved you this time, but I won't do it again. Here comes the officer

to seize you." {He is seized. Curtain.)

First Ckitical Person. " How do you like it ?"

Second Ckitical Person. " I hardly think the unities are fixed up

just the way they should be, but the scenery is fair, and Waller isn't so

bad."

Comic Person. "Now here's another joke which you can't guess.

Said a little four-year-old boy, ' My father and mother have a daughter

who is not my sister.' Now what relation was she to the boy?"

Accompanying Friend. {Looking in vain for a policeman, but finding

Tione.) " I don't know, I'm sure."

Comic Person. "Give it up, do you? Why, she was his sister; the

boy lied, you see. Ha ! ha ! ha !"

ACT HI.

—

Scene, the outside ofa prison in which Rene is confined. A con-

federate breaks in and sets it on fire. Rene escapes. Curtain.

Young Lady. "Pa, why did you come here, if you intended to sleep

all the time, and never speak a word to me."

Pa. "Because, my dear, I am troubled with inability to sleep. Mor-

phine won't help me, but Watts Phillips will. My physician tells me
that he always prescribes one of Phillips's plays in cases like mine."

Comic Person. "Now here's another one. This will tickle you, for

it's first rate. You ought to read the "Drawer," and remember the

anecdotes, so that you can repeat them when you're in company.

That's the way I get up all the good things I say. ! this is the

question I was going to ask you. Said a man, '
' Father and mother

have I none, but this
—

"

Accompanying Friend. {With great precipitation.) " Excuse me, but I

see a friend in a box whom I must speak to." {Hies.)

Comic Person. " Never mind, I'll tell it to the usher the first time he

comes this way."

ACT rV.—Rene is discovered, disguised as a monk.

Rene. "The hounds of justice dog me. Therefore I will keep in

their way until I have seen the lovely niece of the Duchess. She must
love me when she learns that I have killed her cousin. " Curtain.

One-hale of the Audience. '

' Is that really the whole of the act ?"

The other half. '
' Thank goodness ! it really is.

"

ACT V.

—

Scene, the palace of the Duchess. Enter Rene and the Lovely
Niece.

Rene. "The hounds of justice are lajdng for me just outside the

door. Fly with me, my beloved ! {Enter the Duchess.)

Duchess. '
' She will not fly if I am at all acquainted with myself.

Gyurll, this fellow murdered my son, and I will give him up to jus-

tice. " {Enter Court Physician. )

CouET Physician. Your Grace is mistaken. True, your son lay dead

for a month or two, but by a judicious application of four dozen bot-

tles of my "Universal Hair Restorer and Consumption Cure," he has

recovered. Here he comes."

Duchess. 'Tis he ! 'Tis my son, though rather thin about the legs.

Rene, I forgive you. Marry the gyurrll if you wish. Bless you, my
children. " Curtain.

First UsHEB. "Go round, somebody, and wake the people up. If

you don't, they'll sit here and snore all night.

"

Second Usher. " No they won't. They'll wake up, now the play is

over.

"

And the event proves that he is right. Slowly and gapingly the au-

dience arises, strolls sleepily out of the door, and entering wTong stages,

is carried to all manner of wrong destinations. So strong is the sopo-

rific influence of the Phillipic drama, that not until hours after the play

is over, does the average spectator become sufficiently wakeful to ex-

press an intelligible regret that Mr. Waller and Mrs. Mollenhauer
should not have made their reappearance on the stage in some drama

in which they could have had an opportunity to act, and in which the

public could have taken some little interest. Matador.

Oar Filthy r.ncre.

Messrs. Brockway, brewers, have lately been subjected to law pro-

cess for the improprietj' of " cleansing " revenue stamps connected with

the ale business, with the view of using them over again.

In one point of view there seems to have been a hardship in the case

referred to. Millions of people are daily occupied in dirtying our lovely

currency stamps, as well as in " using them over again," and yet no-

body has ever been "brought up" for the diabolical act.

InterestliiK to Inventor*.

Weekly meetings are being held by the Department of Docks, to hear

suggestions from inventors. It is expected, of course, that the latter

will be willing to be tried by their Piers.
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THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THESE TWO PICTURES.

IS A YOUNG MAN GETTING EEADY FOE A PAETY. AND THIS IS A PAETY GETTING EEADY FOE A YOUNG MAN.

SOCIETY, ETC.

It is rather a pleasing recreation, when no other is at hand, to read

the letters of some of the New York correspondents who do the heavy

Trite and the small Horrible for the outside barbaric folios. Standing

on the shore of their Firth of Froth, so to speak, we watch with con-

siderable interest the unique soarings and divings of " Our Own." One
of these writers informs the readers of a Boston paper that "There is

a great deal of business talent in New York," and that "There is a great

deal of what is called fashionable society in New York." 27iere is wisdom

in solid chunks. It is highly important that such facts as these should

be stated seriously in State street and be conned in Beacon street.

" Our Own," belt remembered, is speaking of the " Tone of Society,"

and he proceeds to remark, with great pertinence, that in our unfortu-

nate city, "There is a coarse, rude, uncivil M'ay of doing business, so

general as to attract attention. If you do not take a hack at the im-

pertinent solicitation of the driver, he will unquestionably curse you."
'

' The telegraph operator grabs your message and eyes you as if you

were a pickpocket. " Now, Mr. Punchinello does not offer himself as

an apologist for the abusive and obstreperous hackman, but he wishes

to say that in the course of his active and eventful career he has had

various conferences with those servants of the sidewalk, and he has

never yet been unquestionably cursed by any one of the whole bad lot.

Only yesterday he had occasion to intimate to one of these tide-waiters,

that vehicular aid was not desired. There was a meiTy twinkle in the eye

of the Rejected, and he added, as an additional persuader, "Baggage
Smashed !" Mr. Punchinello felt gratified at sincerity in an unexpected

direction.
'

' Our correspondent " is also exercised on the old-time grievance

of ladies in the horse-cars. He declares that " It is the rarest thing in

the world for a New York lady to return the slightest acknowledgement

for a seat tendered to her. She takes the seat as if it were her right,

and gives the gentleman a icithering look for his impertinence in being in it

tohen she entered."

Punchinello has been more fortunate. He has been crowded by
sitters, and punched with umbrellas; his eloquent nose has been of-

fended by filthy straw, full often, in his Avenue travel, until he hopes

fervently that we may have a new method of getting up and down town;

it isn't pleasant to be knocked down; but he has never yet been withered.

Oh, no. He does not require a lady to genuflect before him to show
her appreciation of a gentlemanly act. Mr Punchinello, being a

gentleman of the old school, and of several colleges and universities, is

quite satisfied by a nod and a smile, or " Thank you." And one or the

other he is pretty certain to receive. He never encoimters the withering

look which madam gives to other men to mad 'em. But alas for '
' our

own " unlucky correspondent

!

Punchinello has often had occasion to confer with the gentlemen

who "blow messages on the hollow wire," as they say out at Fort

Laramie,—but he disclaims ever having been looked upon as a. pick-

pocket. Behold his smiling face and say if any telegraph operator

could be so slow as to believe him a fingerer of other men's fobs.

Commercial Con,

Why does the Ocean Commerce of America remind one of the rail-

ings of a gallery ? Because, just now, it is simply Ballast Trade.

' Thereby IXangs a. Tail.

A citizen of Dubuque is said bj' a newspaper itemizer to have lately

developed a tail. We do not believe it; but that the author of the story

is a tale-bearer, himself, is a matter beyond question.

BOOK NOTICES.

Antonia. a Novel. By George Sand. Boston: Roberts Brothers.

The popularity of Madame Dudevant's writings is now at its zenith,

and the present volume is a very welcome addition to those already so

well set forth by Messrs. Roberts. It has been translated into excellent

idiomatic English by Miss Virginia Vaughan.

Poems. By Dante Gabriel Rossettl Boston: Roberts Brothers.

Comparatively new to the public as a poet, Mr. D. G. Rossetti has

yet evinced so much of the poetic fire in his contributions to magazine

literature, from time to time, as to warrant the reprodiiction of them in

book form, and this has been done in a very tasteful manner by Messrs.

Roberts.

By an error in our notice of " Tlie Men who Advertise, " (see Punchi-

nello No. 13,) the name of the publishers of that useful volume,

Messrs. G. P. Rowell & Co., was omitted.
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A. T. Stewart & Co.
Oflfer a Large Stock of

BROCHE GRENADINES,
At I2ii cents per yard, recently sold at 35 cents.

Broclie Grenadines
At 20 cents per yard, reduced from 30 cents.

THREE CASES.

Black Ground Grenadines,
Embroidered, with Silk Bouquet, EXTEA RICH, 50

cents per yard, value $1.

TWO CASES

Striped $apajiese Silhs,
Extra heavy, only $1 per yard.

ONE CASE MAGNIFICENT AND STYLISH

SASH RIBBONS.

A Choice Assortment of

Crepe de Chene,
In the latest Paris colors, for Dresses and Millinery

purposes.

Great Reductions
Will be made in their Stocks of

Hosiery, Printed .Taconots, Orgainlies,
Percales, &e.

BROADWAY,
4th Avenue, 9th and 10th Streets.

A. T. Stewart & Co.
Have largely replenished with

NOVELTIES
Their Stock of

%MMmf Wmrnmm ^'Ci«>/€^f
Linen, Lawn and Organdie

DRESSES.
Misses' and Children's

JScadg-jnatle marmcnts and :dlndfrttifar.

Llama Lace Shawls, Jackets, &c.

BROADWAY,
4th Avenue, Otii and lOtli Streets

A. T. Stewart & Co.
Have received and opened

4 Cases Extra QuaUty

Black Iron Grenadines,
Price 75c. per yard, upwards. Also,

2 Cases

Colored Iron Grenadines,
50c. per yard, upwards.

2 Cases

Colored Trininiin:^ Satins,
In all the scarce shades of color.

1 Case Extra Eich

Sash Ribbons, Neckties, Bonnet Ribbons,
ETC., ETC.,

B R O ^ r) "y^.A.Y,
4th Ave., 9(1» and 10th Streets.

. Extraordinary Bargains.

A.T. STEWART & CO.
Offer at Less than One-Half their Cost,

Paris and Domestic Made Silk,
Barege, Organdie and Tulle

DRESSES,
VERY SLIGHTLY INJUEED,

Suitable for Street or Evening wear.

The above wiU be exhibited in the «oi-,tion of the
second story next to the corner of Broadway and 9th
Street. BROADWAY,
4th >^ve., StU and. lOth Sts.

PUNCHINELLO.
The first number of this Illustrated Humorous and Satirical Weekly

Paper was issued under date of April 2, 1870. The Press and the Public in

every State and Territory of the Union endorse it as the best paper of the kind
ever published in America.

CO:NrTEIS^TS EiNTTIREL^^ ORiaHST^L.
Subscription for one year, (with $2.00 premium,) - . . . $4.00

" " six months, (without premium,) - - . . 2.00
" " three months, " " .... |^o()

Single copies mailed free, for .... jq

We offer the following elegant premiums of L. PRANG & GO'S
GHROMOS for subscriptions as follows :

A copy of paper for one year, and

"The Awakening," (a Litter of Puppies.) Half chromo. Size 8 3-8 by 11 1-8

( $2.00 picture,)—for $4.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $3.00

chromos

:

Wild Roses. 12^9

Dead Game. llgxSu.

Easter Morning. 6|xl0i—for $5.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $5.00 chromos :

Gronp of Chickens ; Group of Ducklings ; Group of Quails. Each

10xl2i

The Poultry Yard. 10^x14.

The Barefoot Boy ; Wild Fruit. Each 9|xl3.

Pointer and Quail ; Spaniel and Woodcock. 10x12—for - - - $6.50

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $6.00 chromos :

The Baby in Trouble 5 The Unconscious SSeepea*; The Two
Friends. (Dog and Child. ) Each 13xl6i

Spring; Sumnser; Autuntn; 128xl6|.

The Kid's Play Ground. 11x17^ -for $7.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $7.50 chromos :

Strawberries and Baskets.

Cherries and Baskets.

Currants. Each 13x18.

Horses in a Storm. 22|xl5i.

Six Central Park Yiews. (A set.) 9^x4^—for .- - - - $8.00

A copy of paper for one year and

Six American Landscapes. (A set.) 4gx9, price S9. 00 —for - - - $9.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $10 chromos :

Sunset in California. (Bierstadt.).18gxl2

Easter Morning. 14x21.

Corregio's Magdalen. 12^x161.

Sumnbcr Fruit, and Autumn Fruit. (Half chromos,) ISixlOi, (compan-

ions, price .$10.00 for the two), - - - for $10.00

Remittances should be made in P. O. Orders, Drafts, or Bank Checks on
New York, or Registered letters. The paper will be sent from the first num-
ber, (April 2d, 1870,) when not otherwise ordered.

Postage of paper is payable at the office where received, twenty cents per
year, or five cents per quarter, in advance ; the Ghromos will be inailed free
on receipt ot money.

CANVASSP:RS wanted, to whom4iberal commissions will be given.

For special terms address the Gompany.
The first ten numbers will be sent to any one desirous of seeing ihe paper

before subscribing, for SIXTY GENTS. A specimen copy sent to any one
desirous of canvassing or getting up a club, on receipt of postage stamp.

Address,

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

P. O. Box 2783. No. 83 Nassau Street, New York.
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"Tlie Printiu^ House of the United States."

GEO. F. NESBITT k CO.,
General JOB PRINTERS,
BLANK t?OOK Manufacturers,
STATIONERS, Wholesale and Retail,
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THE

MYSTEEY OF MR. E. DROOD.
AN ADAPTATION.

BY ORPHEUS C. KERR.
CHAPTEE XI.—

(

Continued. )

Blad.uhs ushered in two waiters—one Irish and one German—who
wore that look of blended long-suffering and exti'eme weariness of

everything eatable, which, in this country, seems inevitably characteris-

tic of the least personal agency in the serving of meals. (There may be

lands in which the not essentially revolting art of cookery can be

practiced without engendering irritable gloom in the bosoms of its

practitioners, and the spreading of tables does not necessarily entail

upon the actors therein a despondency almost sinister; but the American

kitchen is the home of beings who never laugh, save in that sardonic

bitterness of spirit which grimly mocks the climax of human endurance

in the burning of the soup ; and the waiter of the American dining-

room can scarcely place a dish upon the board without making it

eloquent of a blighted existence.) Having dashed the stews upon the

reading-table before the fire, and rescued a drowning fly * from one of

them with his least appetizing thumb-nail, the melancholy Irish attend-

ant polished the sjjoons with his pocket-handkerchief and hurled them

on either side of the plates. Perceiving that his German associate, in

listlessly thro-n'ing the mugs of ale upon the table, had spilled some of

the liquid, he hurriedly wiped the stain away with Edwin Deood's

worsted muffler, and dried the sides of the glasses upon the napkin in-

tended for Mr. Dibble's use. There was something of the wild

resources of despair, too, in this man's frequent ghostly dispatch of the

German after articles forgotten in the first trip, such as another cracker,

the cover of the pepper-cruet, the salt, and one more pinch of butter;

and sf> greatly did his apparent dejection of soul increase as each sup-

plementary luxury arrived and was recklessly slammed into its place,

that, upon finally retiring from the room with his associate, his utter

hopelessness of aspect gave little suggestion of the future proud politi-

cal preferment to which, by virtue of his low estate and foreign birth,

he was assuredly destined.

The whole scene had been a reproachful commentary upon the stiff

American system of discouraging waiters from making remarks upon the

weather, inquiring the cost of one's new coat, conferring with one upon
the general prospects of his business for the season, or from indulging

in any of the various light conversational diversions whereby barbers,

Fulton street tailors, and other depressed gymnasts, are occasionally

and wholesomely relieved from the misery of brooding over iheir equally

dispiriting avocations.

After the departure of the future aldermen, or sheriffs, of the city, the

pcod old lawyer accompanied his young guest in an expeditious assimi-

lation of the stews; saying little, but silently regretting, for the sake of

good manners, that Mr. Bladams could not eat oysters without making
a noise as though they were alive in his mouth. At last, mug of ale in

hand, he turned to his clerk:

"Bladams!"

"Sir to you!" responded Mr. Bladams, hastily putting down the

plate from which he had been drinking his last drop of stew, and
grasping his own mug.

"Your health, Bladams.—Mr. Edwin joins me, I'm sure.—And may
the—may our—that is, may your—suppose we call it Bump of Happi-

ness—may your Bump of Happiness increase.

"

Staring thoughtfully, Mr. Bladams felt for the Bump upon his head,

and, having scratched what he seemed to take for it, replied: "It's a

go, sir. The Bump has increased some since Kent's Commentaries fell

on it from that top-shelf the other day."

"I am going to toast my lovely ward," whispered Mr. Dibble to

Edwin; " but I put Bladams first, because he was once a person to be

respected, and I treat him with politeness in place of a good salary.

"

"Success to the Bump," said Edwin Deood, rather struck by this

* lu anticipation of any critical objection to the introduction of a livingy?j/in

December, the Adapter begs leave to assert that an anachronism is always legitimate

in a work of fiction when a point is to be made. Thus, in Chapter VIII of the

inimitable "Nicholas NiCKLEBT," Mr. Squebbs tells Nicholas that morning has

come, " and ready iced, too;" and that " the pxxmp'afroze," while, only a few pages

later, in the same chapter, one of Mr. Squeers' scholars is spoken of as " weeding

the garden."

piece of practical economy, and newly impressed with the standard fact

that politeness costs nothing.

"And now," continued Mr. Dibble, with a wink in which his yevy

ear joined, "I give j'ou the peerless Miss Floea Potts. Bladams, please

remember that there are others here to eat crackers besides yourself,

and join us in a health to Miss Potts. "

" Let the toast pass, drink to the lass!" cried Mr. Bladams, husky
with crackers. ' ' All ale to her I"

" Count me in, too," assented Edwin.

"Dear me!" said the old lawyer, breaking a momentary spell of

terror occasioned by Mr. Bladams having turned blue and nearly

choked to death in a surreptitious attempt to swallow a cracker which
he had previously concealed in one of his cheeks. " Dear me ! although

I am a square, practical man, I do believe that I could draw a picture

of a true lover's state of mind to-night."

" A regular chromo," wheezed Mr. Bladams, encouragingly; pretend-

ing not to notice that his employer was reaching an ineffectual arm
after the crackers at his own elbow.

" Subject to the approving, or con-ecting, judgment of Mr. E. Deood,
I make bold to guess that the modern true lover's mind, such as it is, is

rendered jerky by contemplation of the lady who has made him the

object of her virgin affectations," proceeded Mr. Dibble, looking in-

tently at Edwin, but still making farther and farther reaches toward the

distant crackers, even to the increased tilting of his chair. '
' I venture

the conjecture, that if he has any darling pet name for her, such as

' Pinky-winky,' 'Little Fooly,' ' Chignonentily, ' or 'Waxy Wobbles,'

he feels horribly ashamed if any one overhears it, and coughs violently

to make believe that he never said it.

"

It was curious to see Edwin listening with changing color to this

truthful exposure of his young mind; the while, influenced uncon-

sciously, probably, by the speaker's example, he, too, had begun reaching

and chair-tilting toward the crackers across the table. What time Mr.

Bladams, at the opposite side of the board, had apparently sunk into a

sudden and deep slumber; although from beneath one of his folded amis

a finger dreamily rested upon the rim of the cracker-plate, and occasion-

ally gave it a little pull farther awaj^ from the approaching hands.

"My picture," continued Mr. Dibble, now quite hoarse, and almost

horizontal in his reaching, to Edwin Deood, also nearly horizontal in

the same way— " my picture goes on to represent the true lover as ever

eager to be with his dear one, for the purpose of addressing implacable

glares at the Other Young Man with More Property, whom She saj's

she always loved as a Brother when they were Children Together; and

of smiling bitterly and biting off the ends of his new gloves (which is

more than he can really afford, at his salary, ) when She softly tells him
that he is making a perfect fool of himself My picture further repre-

sents him to be continually permeated by a consciousness of such tight

boots as he ought not to wear, even for the Beloved Object, and ofsuch

readiness to have new cloth coats spoiled, by getting hair-oil on the left

shoulder, as shall yet bring him to a scene of violence with his dis-

tracted tailor. It shows him, like^vise, as filled with exciting doubts of

his own relative worth: that is, with self-questionings as to whether he

shall ever be worth enough to buy that cantering imported saddle

horse which he has already promised; to spend every summer in a

private cottage at Newport; to fight-off Western divorces, and to pay an

eloquent lawyer a few thousands for getting him clear, on the plea of

insanity, after he shall have shot the Other Young Man with More
Property for wanting his wife to be a Sister to him, again, as she was,

you know, when they were Children Together.

"

Edwin, despite the coldness of the season, had perspired freely

during the latter part of the Picture, and sought to disguise his un-

easiness at its beautiful, yet severe truth, by a last push of his extended

arm toward the crackers. Quickly observing this, Mr. Dibble also

made a final desperate reach after the same object; so that both old man
and young, while pretending to heed each other's words only, were two-

thirds across the table, with their feet in the air and their chairs poised

on one leg each. At that very moment, by some unhappy chance,

while nearly the whole weight of the two was pressing upon their edge

of the board, Mr. Bladams abruptly awoke, and raised his elbows from

his edge, to relieve his arms by stretching. Released from his pressure,

the table flew up upon two legs with remarkable swiftness, and then

turned over upon Mr. Dibble and Mr. E. Deood; bringing the two

latter and their chairs to the floor under a shower of plates and crackers,

and resting invertedly upon their prostrate forms, like some species of

four-pillared monumental temple without a roof

A person less amiable than the good Mr. Dibble would have borrowed

Entered, according to Act of Congress, in the year 1870, by the P^-^'^Hr^rELI,o Publishino CostvAsr. in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States, for

the Southern District of New York.
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the name of an appurtenance of a mill, at least once, as a suitable ex-

pression of his feelings upon such a trying occasion ; but, instead of

this, when Mr. Bladams, excitedly crying '
' fire !" lifted the oferturned

table from off himself and young guest, he merely arose to a sitting

position on the littered carpet, and said to Edwin, with a smile and a

rub: " Pray, am I at all near the mark in my picture ?"

"I should say, sir," responded Edwin, with a very strange expression

of countenance, also rubbing the back of his head, " that you are rather

hard upon the feelings of the unluckly lover. He may not show all that

he feels—"

There he paused so long to feel his nose and ascertain about its being

broken, that Mr. Dibble limped to his feet and ended that part of the

discussion bj' hobbling to an open iron safe across the office.

Taking from a private drawer in this repository a small paper parcel,

containing a pasteboard box, and opening the latter, the old lawyer pro-

duced what looked like a long, flat white cord, with shining tips at

either end.

"This, Mr. Edwin, " said he, with marked emotion, "is a staj'-lace,

with golden tags, which belonged to Miss Floea's mother. It was

handed to me, in the abstraction of his grief, by Miss Flora's father,

on the day of the funeral ; he saying that he could never bear to look

upon it again. To you, as Miss Flora's future husband, I now give it."

"A stay-lace!" echoed Edwin, coming forward as quickly as his

lameness would allow, and staunching his swollen upper lip with a

handkerchief

"Yes," was the grave response. "You have undoubtedly noticed,

Mr. Edwin, that in every fashionable romance, the noble and grenadine

heroine has a habit of ' drawing herself up proudly ' whenever any

gentleman tries to shake hands with her, or asks her how she can possibly

be so majestic with him. This lace was used by Miss Flora's mother

to draw herself up proudly with ; and she drew herself up so much with

it, that it finally reached her heart and killed her. I here place it in

your hands, that you may ultimately give it to your young wife as a

memento of a mother who did nothing by halves but die. If you, by

any chance, should not maiTy the daughter, I solemnly charge you, by
the memory of the living and the dead, to bring it back to me."

Receiving the parcel with some awe, Edwin placed it in one of his

pockets.

"Bladams," said Mr. Dibble, solemnly, "you are witness of the

transfer.

"

" Deponent, being dulj' sworn, does swear and cuss that he saw it,

to the best of his knowledge and belief," returned the clerk, helping
Mr. Drood to resume his overcoat.
"When in his own room, at Gowanus, that night, Mr. Dibble, in his

nightcap, paused a moment before extinguishing his light, to murmur
to himself : "I wonder, now, whether poor Potts confided his orphan
child to me because he knew that I might have been the successful
suitor to the mother if I had been M'orth a little more money just about
then ?"

"What time, in the law-office in town, Mr. Bladams was upon his
knees on the fl.oor, tossing crackers from all directions on the carpet
into his mouth, like a fariaacious goblin, and nearly suffocating when-
ever he glanced at the disordered table.

( To be Co7itinued.

)

THE FREE BATHS.
UNCHINELLO begs to con-

gratulate the Hon. "W. M.

Tweed upon his inestimable

boon to the public—the Free

Baths. "With regard to a

certain class—and a vei-y large

class—of the public of New
York City, it has sometimes

1jeen cynically asked, '
' "Will

it wash?" Since the estab-

lishment of Free Baths under

the Department of Public

Works, that question has

been satisfactorily replied to

in the affirmative. Hard-

worked mechanics at once

recognized the chance for a

wash, and went at it with a

rush. It was Coney Island

come to town, with the roughs

left behind, and the extor-

tionate bathing-dress men,

and the other disagreeable features of that lovely but desecrated isle.

In recognition of the decided success of the new baths, and of the vast

benefit that must be derived from them by a large portion of the com-
munity, Punchinello begs to invest the Hon. "SV. M. Tweed with the

Blue Ribbon of the O. F. B., or "Originator of the Free Baths."

THE PLAYS AND SHOWS.

enteai, Park Garden is

the subject of this article.

It is all very well for the

editor of Punchinello to re-

quire me to write about the

Plays and Shows, but how
would he like to do it himself,

with the thennometer at 103

degrees, and the Fourth of

July only just over? And
then, inasmuch as I am not a

white - hatted philosopher,

writing of ""What I know
about Farming," how can I

be expected to write of things

which have no existence ?

For, with the exception of the

Central Park Garden, and

one or two minor places of

amusement, there are no

plays and shows at present

in this happy city.

"We certainly owe the managers a debt of gratitude for closing their

hot and glaring theatres during this intolerable month. Of course

nobody was obliged to attend them while they were open; but then,

when people were told that the theatres were crowded to an uncomfort-

able extent, they felt an irrepressible desire to go and be uncomfortable.

It is one of the peculiar characteristics of Man, as distinguished from

the higher animals, that he will go through fire and water to get into a

theatre which he is told is crammed to the jjoint of suffocation, whereas

he won't deign to enter one where he is sure to find a comfortable seat.

Now the charm of the Central Park Garden consists in this: that the

visitor can take his vapor bath in the Seventh Avenue cars on his way

to the Garden, and can enjoy the sweet consciousness of being jostled

and sat upon in the search for amusement, while he is still certain of

finding pure air and i>lenty of room at the Garden itself.

By the bye, it has just occcured to me that the Fourth of July is

properly a show. It might be called a burlesque, but for the fact that

it is unaccompanied by the luxury of legs. Indeed, after the celebra-

tion is over, there are always fewer legs in the nation than there were

at its commencement. There is no canon of criticism which would

expurgate legs from the theatrical burlesque, but there are are cannons

of Fourth of July which do their best to abolish the incautious legs of

patriotic youth. I reconsider my purpose of writing of the Central

Park Garden, and will devote this column to the national show.

I have somewhere read—not in Bancroft's History, of course; no

man ever did that and lived—that the Fourth of July was established in

order to commemorate our deliverance from a government which taxed

us with stamp-duties. How happy ought we to be when we reflect that,

thanks to our noble fathers M'ho fought and bled at Long Branch—

I

should say Nahant,^well, at some watering-place, I really forget pre-

cisely where,—we have no taxes, and know not what a revenue stamp is

like ! Thank fortune, we have no share in the national debt of Great

Britain, and have no national debt of our own that is worth mention.

Besides, we are going to fund the little debt that we do owe, so that

nobody will ever be bothered about it again.

I like this i^lan of funding debts; but, cui-iously enough, sordid capi-

talists and miserly landlords don't. I offered the other day to fund

all my personal debts, in the shape of a long loan at three per cent.

,

but my creditors did not take kindly to the idea. Such is the sordid

meanness which is too sadly characteristic of the merely commercial

mind. But to return to our siibject, which is, I believe, the Central

Park Garden.

It is curious how critics will differ. Here is a case in point. The
other night, at the Central Park Garden, I sat near a table surrounded

by five well-known musical critics. Theodore Thomas had just led his

orchestra through the devious ways of the Tannhauser overture, and I



naturally listened to hear the opinions which the critical five might

express. This is what they really did say.

FiEST Ceitic. " Thank heavens, the nnisic is over for a few minutes.

Now, boys, we'll have some more beer."

Second Ceitic. "Not any for me, thank you. I'll have a Jamaica

soiir.

"

Third Critic. " Bring me a claret punch."

FouETH Critic. "Whiskey cocktail."

Fifth Ceitic. "Well! I'll stick to beer. It's the best thing in this

weather.

"

What ought a man to think of the Tannhauser, after hearing these

five contradictory opinions ? For my own part I rather thought the

cigars were a trifle too strong.

And there is just the same difference of opinion about Theodoee

Thomas's merits as a conductor. On this occasion there were two aged

and indigent musicians in the audience, who knew more about orches-

tral music than even the present President of the Philharmonic Society,

and to each of them did I propound the question, "Is Thomas a good

conductor ?"

FiEST Aged Peeson. '
' My dear sir, he doesn't conduct at aU. His

orchestra pays no attention to him, and plaj'S in spite of the absurd and

meaningless passes which he makes with his baton.

"

Second A. P. " My dear sir, he is the best conductor of the day. He
has made his orchestra the best in the country,—in fact, the only one.

No man has done more for our musical public than has Theodore

Thomas."

And as I ordered eleemosynary beer for these Aged Persons, and

pondered their slightly contradictory utterances in my mind, I

heard a fair young creature in a scarlet plimpton and a fleezy robe of

Axminster remark, "0! that dear delightful Mr. Thomas. He is so

perfectly lovely ! and his coat fits him so divinely ! He is ever so

much handsomer than Gael Beegmann."

While I agree most heartily with everything that I heard at the

Gaeden on the occasion which I have mentioned, I am not quite sure

that the establishment is either a play or a show. On the whole, I

don't think I had better say anj'thing about it. If anybody has a dif-

ferent opinion, let him express himself. If he don't like to take the

trouble, let him apply to Adams Express Company, which will express

him to the end of the world, if he should so desire. Matadoe.

CRISPIN vs. COOLIE.

Foe Cbispin, old Ceispin, patron saint of aU cordwainers, Mr. Punchi-

nello has a profound respect. When still a young man, (A. D. 1125,)

he was well acquainted with the venerable gentleman; and the very

beautiful pair of shoes which Mr. P. wears when in full costume,
( vkle

his portrait on the title page,) were heeled and tapped for him by the

hands of Crispin himself. They are still in excellent order, although,

in these very shoes, Mr. P. walked his celebrated match against Time,

beating that swift old party and doing his 1000 miles in 24 h., 12 m.,

30 s. Between Mr P. and shoes there is a well-marked resemblance.

The shoe has a sole and he has a soul ; the shoe is both useful and orna-

mental, and BO is he ; the shoe has an upper, and Mr. P. 's motto is,

"Upper and still up." In fact, he is so well satisfied with his own
understanding, that he would not stand in any other man's shoes for

any consideration; and so long as the Crispins will make him fits

which are not convulsions, and will sew in a way which shall produce

no crop of corns, and remind him, by the neatness of their work, of

Lovely Peggy, it is the intention of the Senor Punchinello to patron-

ize the Native American awl altogether.

For John Chinaman also, the Herr Von Punchinello has a great

admiration. He never takes tea, having been advised by his physician

to drink nothing but lager-bier, with an occasional beaker of rum, or

gin, or brandy, or Monongahela, or whatever may be handy on the shelf

Nevertheless, as an admirer of the fair sex, 'Squire Pxtnchinello

believes in Old Hyson and Hyson Jr., in Oolong and Bohea, in Sou-

chong and Gunpowder, in Black and Green; and if there were Scarlet

or Yellow or Blue Teas, Col. Punchinello would equally admire, steep,

sweeten and sip them. Nor is Dr. Punchinello less an admirer of the

explosive fire-cracker, sent to us by John, to assist us in the preserva-

tion of our liberties. The Hon. Mr. Punchinello declines dogs (in

pies,) and opium (in pipes,) nor can he say whether he approves of

bird's nests (in porridge, ) as he has never eaten any, and never wants

to; although he is, in his way, an acknowledged Nestor. But still, Prof

Punchinello wishes John well, if for no other reason, at least out of

respect for his old friend Confucius, with whom, some yeare ago, he

was extremely intimate—many of the finest things in the books of that

venerable sage having been suggested to him by Don Punchinello.

The reader, therefore, (if he is of an acute turn of mind,) will easily

perceive that two distinct emotions fill the bosom of plain Mr. P., and
are hitting out at each other with extreme liveliness. He desires for

the Crispins all the wages they can manage to get. He desires for his

friend Hi-yah, a boundless growth of the pig-tail of prosperity; and
the only question is whether this is a vegetable, the growth of which
should be encouraged upon the Yankee Doodle soil. As probably the

most profound Political Economist of this or any other age, after a

week's tremendous thinking upon this subject, after having a thousand

times resolved to give it up, Mr. P. has received the following letter

from North Adams, Mass., which he hastens to lay before his readers:

Exactly so ! Eight, John, perfectly right ! Our views, exactly ! Our
mutual friend. Prof. Whang-Ho, of the University of Pekin, couldn't

have put it more neatly. But don't you think, if you are coming to

America at all, that it would be well to come as the rest come, without

selling yourself, body, soul and pig-tail, to some shrewd Dutch driver,

like Koopmanschoop, for instance ? O John, my Joe John ! When you
do come, let it be to freeze to the American Eagle, and with a firm de-

termination to make him your own beloved bird ! When you work, be

sure that you get the worth of your work ! No chains and slavery,

or anything like them ! And especially no nonsense about being sent

back in your coffin to the Central Flowery Kingdom. A country which

is good enough to live in, is good enough to be buried in.

And what is this missive which we have received through the post,

and which we have since kept locked up in a powder-proof safe ?

ye beloved children of Crispin ! why send to us these mysterious,

manslaughtei'ous and mortal hieroglyphics? Of com'se you don't

mean to kill Mr. P., and even if you did, you couldn't do it, for the

great P. is one of the immortals. Neither, if you will but stop to think

about it, will you molest poor Hi-Yah because he wears a tail and eats

dog-cutlets fried in crumb. Before you indulge in the luxvuy of mur-

der, or even the minor divertisements of mobbing, ducking, hustling,

and stoning, why not try the expedient of making it up with the

Bosses ?

Mr. Punchinello has thought of visiting North Adams, Ljmn, and

other shoe-sites, for the pui-pose uf offering the help of his eminently

judicial mind in reconciling Employer and Employe; but fearing that

he might get his nose (which is a beautiful and dignified protuberance)

most shamefully pulled for his pains, he has concluded to keep the

peace by keeping out of the scrimmage. But, as there never was a

misunderstanding yet which time and common sense could not clear

up, Mr. P. contents himself with exhorting the Bosses to be consider-

ate, the Crispinians to be reasonable, and John Chinaman to cut off his

tail, whatever natural tears its loss may occasion.

See the Point t

Edwin and Angelina took a sail up the lovely Hudson.

As they sailed on and on, Edwin said to his Angelina:

" Dearest love, don't let your cei-ukan eyes rest uijon West Point."

" And why not, darling old tootsicums?" asked Angelina.
'

' Because they have colored pupils in them, light of my life, " replied

DWIN.
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No, THIS IS NOT ONE OF THE "BLONDES." ThiS IS FiTZ FaDDLE, WHOSE CLOTHES WERE STOLEN

WHILE HE WAS BATHING, AND WHO HAS CONVERTED HIS UMBKELLA INTO A TEMPORARY GARMENT, CLOTHED
IN WHICH HE IS MAKING HIS WAT TO HIS HOTEL. ThE REASON WHY HE WHISTLES IS TO LOOK AS IF HE
didn't CARE.

HOAT^

FOAM;*
OB,

sxj]yEM:ERiT;r&.

Jl. Lyrical Di-stma.

Played with immense success at the summer residence of Gen. Gkant,

for one thousand and two nights, t

at Long Branch,

ACT I.

Scene.—Bedr-room in attic of seventh-class boarding-house. Furniture, a bed,

two chairs, and a table. The table is ornamented with a cup of coffee, a

loaf of bread, and a plate of hash ; knife, et cetera.

(Enter from the adjoining hall, Mr. Jenkins Crusoe, dressed in a tattered

morning wrapper.)

Jenkins. (Loq.) Phew! I can't stand this hot weather. I must go

into the country. But where shall I go ? J (Sings :)

If I'm any judge of the weather,

The days are refreshingly hot,

Though one place's as good as another,

I think I'll get out of this spot;

But where shall I go ?

"Where shall I go ?

Where shall I go

For the summer ?

(Looks at table.) Ha, ha! Ho, ho! My breakfast will be cold. (Re-

flectively. ) I guess I'll eat. (SUs down and hurts the hash.

)

Enter wasJierwoman, shoemaker, servant-girl, and hatter. 1 hey dance around
the table, like English blondes.) (All sing :)

Poor old Jenkins Crusoe,

Why did you go for to do so ?

Jenkins ! Jenkins ! Jenkins ! Jenkins !

Poor old Jenkins Crusoe.

Servant Girl. (Sbvjs.) Pay for the floor I have scrubbed, sir.

' Pay for the clothes I have rubbed, sir.

' Pay for the hats you have worn, sir.

' Pay for the boots that are gone, sir.

Washerwoman.

Hatter.

Shoemaker.

* Must not be confounded with " Surf.

"

t The reader will notice that this drama was more popular than the Arabian

Nighta, which only ran for one thousand and one nights.

X The music of these songs can be purchased at Timbuctoo.

(AU sing :

)

Poor old Jenkins Crusoe,

Why did you go for to do so ?

Jenkins ! Jenkins ! Jenkins ! Jenkins !

Poor old Jenkins Crusoe.

(Jenkins risesfrom the table and sings :)

I've a castle in Spain,

Filled with ingots of gold,

I've a mine in Golconda,

Whose wealth is untold.

Then dry up your tears.

Come out of your sorrow,

I'll pay what I owe,

I'll pay you to-morrow,

I'll pay you to-morrow.

All that I owe.

(Servant-girl et al. dance " Shoo ily," and

sing :)

We feel, we feel, we feel.

We feel like a young typhoon;

We hope, we hope, we hope,

We hope you'll be paying soon.

(Exeunt Servant-girl, et al.)

Jenkins. (Loq.) Well, come soon.

Now I must go. I hate to cheat the pro-

vider of that seventh-class hash, but I

must beat on somebody. Well, let them
all come, and devil take the hindmost.

I'll pack my valise. {Puts things in his

valise. Sings :)

It's rich that I am, am I not ?

Just look at the fixings I've got;

Here's a brush, here's a comb.

Both are for fixing my dome,

A tooth-brush and collar, that's all.

My baggage's conveniently small.

Jenkins. (Loq.) That valise is too thin. No landlord would take me
on that. It's consumptive-looking. I'll fill it with newspapers. Here,

this will do, this triple-sheet Tribune, with Mrs. McFarland's epistle.

That'll fill it. (Shoves paper in valise.) Now for my hat and coat.

(Pats them on.) Off I go. (Sings:)

I'm off, I'm off,

I'm off for Long Branch,

I'll have a jolly old time,

I'll have a jolly old time,

I'll bathe in the surf,

I'll ride on the turf,

Dance with the girls,

Steal all their pearls,

And have a jolly old time.

Curtain.

(Exit Jenkins. )

ACT IL

Scene.—Steamboat landing. Real steamboat, real landing, real watei; real

smoke coming out of a real chimney on the steamboat. Real captain and
real passengers. (It is understood that there is to be no make-believe about

thefares.) A real chambermaid in the back cabin would add to the effect-

iveness of the scene, but is not an absolute necessity.

[The author would here say that he has a proper respect for the auxiliaries of the

stage, and, in a scene, which belongs to the stage carpenter, the author would be
cruel if he marred the effects of the scenery by mere words. He therefore uses us

little of those superfluities as possible. In a nautical scene of course some words
will slip in, which it would be improper to print, but as that is chicken (the polite

for foul) language, the author, of course, is not responsible for it.]

As the curtain rises, real women with real oranges parade the dock, singing :

Come buy our sweet oranges, come buj'

!

Hark, as we holler.

Six for a dollar,

Come buy our sweet oranges, come buy !

Real screamfrom steam whistle. Jenkins obeys the orange-women, and goes

By on a run. Steamboat leaves wharf—twenty-lim feet out in stream,

wlien Jenkins reaches string-piece. Grand and terrificjump by Jenkin.s,

twenty-twofeet in </te clea): He lands on the steamer, and all the sailors

shotU.

Curtain.

[As in a realistic scene one must stick to reality, you will notice that I mado Jp:n-
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KINS leap twenty-two feet, which is, I am informed, the exact space jumped ov«r by

the father of his country on a festive occasion.]

(I would say to the young man who objects to carpenter scenes, that lie can go

out during this act and indulge in his favorite beverage—gin and milk.)

ACT in.

Scene.—Lawn infront of Continental Hotel at Long Branch. Enter Jenkins,

disguised in a second-hand silk hat, and a claw-hammer coat, icith a

hand-organ on his back. He stops hefore one of the windows, grinds the

handrorgan, and sings :

Gaily the troubadour

Touched his or-gan,

As he came staggering

Home with a can

—

(Numerous heads put out of numerous windows.)

[As all the following are said at the same moment, the reader is here requested to

take a long breath.]

1st Windoio. Stop that howling !

2d " Dry up, you idiot

!

3d " Cork that organ !

ith " Bust that music-box !

(And so on, ad infinitum, until all the supes are used up; the supes can probably

supply their own language of the above kind.)

(Windows shut. Entei' Jviaetiis,, from window.)

Jenkins. Fair Juliette !

Juliette. Beautiful Jenkins !

Jenkins. Lovest thou Ceusoe ? {She rests on his bosom.)

Jenkins. But Snubs, the widower ? Ha, Ha ! Ho, Ho !

Juliette. {Sings :) I never loved him in my life,

I never loved his baby,

I'll slip out some dark night.

And marry Jenkins, maybe.

Jenkins. {Sings : Pretty maid, if I kiss,

Will you faint away.

Will you crj' for your pa,

Pretty maiden, say?

If I press dainty lips,

Will you make a screech ?

If you do, I'll away,

And you cannot peach.

Pretty maid, do not faint,

Charming little belle,

Mind you now, pretty maid.

Do not kiss and tell.

(He charges upon her lips and then returns to the charge.)

Juliette. {Simjs :)

You are going far away,

Far away from poor Juliette,

And there's no one left to love

me now,

I fear you'll too forget.

(Just at this moment, enter

Heavy Father, and kicks

Jenkins. Heavy Father

then seizes Juliette and

leadsherinto house. Jenk-

ins skedaddles.)

Enter Jenkins at side, looks

carefuRy around, and find-

ing the coast clear, comes
in, slings the organ on his

back, and sings

:

I went, I went.

As meek as any lamb,

He took me, yes, he took

me
For some other man.

Curtain.

(The manager should have the

curtain in band, because the last

pathetic song of .Jenkins will no
doubt be encored.)

Errata.-Before the word " play,

ed," in the fifth line, insert the

words " will be."

After the word " played," in the

fifth line, insert the words, "if It

is ever played at all." Lot.

ON D0R6S.

DoEGS are very useful animals, especially when you have nothing

handy for dinner, and can get them to catch a rabbit for you.

A dorg is a very devoted animal, and should not be taxed, as its master

oftan is, by its various eccentricities—when it makes off with his dinner,

for instance, or leaves dental impressions on the meat in the pantry.

Indeed, its owner is sometimes tempted to imitate his canis in the lifting

business, and often with such success as to get board and lodging free.

Dorgs are pugnacious critters. I had one that set on every fellow of

its kind he came across, and took such an affectionate grab of his foe,

that nothing would divide them till death did them part.

I noticed, however, that this dorg of mine was mostly fond of the

smaller fry, attacking them most vigorously, and barking from the door-

steps at the larger.

I once had a dorgy (diminutive of dorg, alias puppy, ) which was

very fond of me, especially when I gave it something nice—which is

nothing but human nature in the third degree. It got knocked about

a good deal, especially its legs, so that it contracted a sort of hopping

movement. I could not get it to catch mice; it seemed to think them

third cousins, or something of the kind, and was very fond of

playing -with them; while, on the other hand, I had a large dorg

which we kept by us when we took grain from the rick—

I

think he managed about 30 per minute. I never could follow them
down his throat, but his increased bulk was a kin^ of index to the

number. He generally lay by the kitchen fire twenty-four hours after

his banquet, to recover himself.

I once tried my small dorg at the swimming business, by throwing

him into a shallow pond. I had to go in after the beast pretty smart,

boots, trowsers, socks, and all. He and I had a roast by the fire that

evening. My trowsers, however, getting overdone in the operation, I

lost $4 by this experiment. ""•

Dorgs are very fond of coat-tails and back-pockets, when some un-

seen attraction lies there. They don't believe in appetite-assuagers

" wasting their fragrance on the desert air;" and will make vigorous

efforts to takfe possession of the hidden treasure, at any risk whatsoever.

As this is the time I and my dorg go visiting, I must jerk up the

machine for the present. I hope my remarks have done you some good.

The motto I always follow is, "Brevity is the soul of wit."

Bill Biscay.

Inspiration vs. Perspiration.

Flannel, being an absorbent, has usually been recommended as the

best material for under-clothing in sweltering weather, such as that of the

present summer. An ingenious gentleman of this city, however, has

discovered that a full under-

suit of blotting-paper is by

far more eflScacious than
flannel, and he has taken out

a patent for the idea. The

article wil not come under

the denomination of dry

goods.

The Right Man.

ILL-BRED DOGS.
West-Pointebs, Settino at a Blackbibd.

A Brooklyn item states as

follows

:

"Justice Lynch is to have a

new court-honso in the Twenty-

first Ward."

Why in that Ward, only?

Have we not a Fourth Ward
here, in New York, and a

Sixth Ward, and an Eighth

Ward, and a Seventeenth

Ward ? Judge Lynch is just

the man needed in each and

all of these wards, aud he

may be found there yet.

Stransely Coincidental.

The Ice Panic and the

Coolie Problem.
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OUK PORTFOLIO.

It is related of the

Prince of Wales, that,

driving home from the

late Derby Races, he

lifted his hat to a

group of ladies, and by

accident dropped a

glove, whereupon the

fair ones dived eagerly

into the dirt for it, while

his Eoyal Highness

laughed heartily at the

scramble. Young ladies

this side of the Atlantic,

it may be said with jus-

tice, are quite as prac-

ticed divers; but when

the darlings duck their

fingers into the dirt

before any young fel-

low here, it more fre-

quently happens that

they are not after his

glove, or his heart, so

much as his pocket-

book.
'

The practice, quite

common among rustic

gentlemen, of visiting

the city for the purpose

of beholding the '
' ele-

phant," doubtless sug-

gested to the late Sir

TuoMAs Browne the

following advice which

he gave his son, who

was about entering

upon his studies in the

department of Natural

History

:

"When you see the ele-

phant, observe whether he

bendeth his knees before

and behind forward differ-

ently from other quadru-

peds, as Aristotle obser-

veth; and whether his belly

be the softest and smooth-

est part."

It is possible that

some elephants have

a habit of bending at

the knee-joints differ-

ently from others. In-

deed, this reflection is

more than likely when

THE CHINESE EXPERIMENT IN MASSACHUSETTS.
The gbeat shoe m.\nufactubek seeenely contemplates his hive of Celestial bees.

we consider how many
elephants there are, and

upon what evil doings

many ofthem are bent,

but it is not so evident

that a neophyte in this

branch of knowledge

could derive any bene-

fit from following Sir

Thomas's injunctions.

Punchinello begs

leave to substitute for

the above, some advice

which he thinks would

produce a vastly more

salutary efiect, and that

is, to keep away from

elephants altogether.

Men of experience will

bear out our assertion,

that the much talked

of "horns of a dilem-

ma " are nothing to the

tusks of an elephant;

for it is possible for a

person to hang upon
the aforesaid ' • horns "

without fatal results,

but the party who is

impaled upon the tusks

of an elephant is gener-

ally ever after indiffer-

ent to the opinions of

mankind.

Critical.

"Where do you in-

tend to Summer ?"

asked Joavleb of Grow-

ler, one day in the

"heated term."
'

' Summer ?" "retorted

Growler — "is that

what you call it?—

/

call it Simmer."

Personal.

Prince Arthur has

taken his departure for

England. It is but

just to say that the re-

giment to which he be-

longs is not the same

Eiflle Brigade by which

the Coney Island boats

are controlled.

GRANT'S BLACKBIRD PIE

Air: SluK a Soiiit "' V.lxpcnfc.

Sing about a Treaty
Got up to supply

Half a million Black birds
For the Union Pie.

When the fact was published.
Swindlers at Sing Sing

Said the Atithor's one of us

—

Let us call him King.

Fish was at the Treasury
(!lamoriug for the money,

Grant was in the " Blni;-room
"

Looking blithe and sunny,
MouRiLL, in the Senate,
Brought things to a close

—

Grant's half million Black birds
Vanished with the; noes.

SuKHcestcd by tlic Heat of the Coolie Question.

Knees that the Crispins are constantly down on—Chi-nese.

Prol>aT»le result of that " Chinctie Puzzle."

A Chinese Fizzle.

Kcllpse ol" the " .Sun."

-Jimmy, the bootblack, says he "shines for till— price ten cents.

TO U, 'LYSS.

On the Rejection of the Baez Treaty.

Behold how fickle Fortune the great Ulysses treats.

Gives him victories in war-time, in peace heajjs up defeats.

His Southern laurels linger a coronet of praise;

But a friendly Senate withers his San Domingan bays.
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HIRAM GREEN AT THE TOWER OF BABEL.

He Interviews au old Settler.—A Kemarkable Xarrattve.

"While in New York, a few days sints, I was standin' in the reer of the

old City haul, gazin' onto the unfinished marble bildin' which stands

there.

My eye gobbled up the seen afore me, like a young weesel a suckin'

of eggs, when an old rinkled-featured—silver-haired and snowy-

beerded individual touched me on the sholder, and interogated me
thuswisely:

"Stranger, j'ou seem to be stuck to make out what that ere unfin-

ished bildin' is."

" Kerzaclee, old Hoss," sed I, "and I wouldent mind standin' the

Lager to find out."

" Come with me to yonder pile of stuns," sed the old feller, " and I

will relate a tail, which, for its mysteriousness, ukers the kemikle anal-

ersis of a plate of bordin' house hash.

"

'
' Wall, old Methuseler, " sed I, as our legs was danglin' over the

pile of stuns, " onwind your yam, but don't let your immaginashun go

further than a Bohemian's.

"

He then began the follerin' histry:

"Inanshient times there was a Filosifer. Horbis Greeley was his

cognovit.

" He was Editor of a daily noosepaper. He took it into his nozzle one

day to rite some essays 'on what he knowed of farmin,' which he

was about as well posted on as a porpoise is about climbin' a tree.

" One day this Jerkt farmer, by brevet, writ an artikle about irrigation.

"He told farmers that, in diy seasons, if they dammed the httle

streams which crossed their farms, the water would set back, and over-

flow their land, and keep their garden sas sozzlin' wet, and make things

grow bully.

"He was a great advocate of Dams.
" He useter become so absorbed in his favorite pastime, that a feller

man, if he irritated the Filosifer, became small streems pro temper, and

were dammed pooty sudden."

"What, you don't mean to say that an Editor swore in them days ?"

sed I, interuptin' the old man.

"They occashunly took a hand in that ere biziness, and when they

got onto a fit, could cuss and swear ekal to the best of us, " sed he.

"Wall," sed I, "I thought they was all good moral men, like Theo-

dore TiLTON & Anner Dickinson."

"Oh! no," he replide. "Editors in them days use to fat up on

swearin'.

• He then resumed, " Fanners throughout the land tride H. G.'s. dam-

min' ways.
'

' They dammed all the streams, and anybody who didn't like their

stile of doin' things got sarved in the same manner. The consequents

was, their was a flood—yes sir, a flood.

"Brooklin, Jarsey and Hoboken ferry-botes was swamped, and the

passengers all drowned.
" To be a corroner them times was money in a feller's pocket, as the

inquest biziness was the best biziness agoin' outside of any well-

organized King.

" Only one bote lode was saved.

"Jim Fisk, who was always on the look-out for a muss, was long-

headed enough to own that craft.

"It was run by CaptinNoAH, who Know-ed what was coming. Noah
took his family abord, and as he owned a menagerie, he took all of his

wild animals abord to, besides the members of the Press, who kept

their papers posted of the doin's abord that Ark.

"In about 40 days time, ev'rj- dammed stream busted away, and the

waters dride up. And the boat ran ashore and got stuck fast, in one of

them new-fashioned tar pavements.

" The Common Counsel invited Noah and his fokes to a Lager bier

garden and treated them to a banket, at the Sity's expense.

" Noah, who liked his soothin' sirup, got drunker than a sensashun

preacher, on gin and milk, an orthodox drink them times.

" He finally went to sleep in the gutter, after undressin' hisself and

hangin' all his close on a lamp-post.

" Ham, a son of Captin Noah's, diskiverin' his confused parient in a

soot rather more comfortable than modest, was so mortified at his Dad's

nakedness, that the mortificashun become sot, and when Noah awoke

from his soberin' off sleep, his son was blacker than the ace of spades.

"Noah didn't like niggera.

"Not much he didn't.

'

' He hated 'em wusser nor a Pea cracker hates a Fenian.

" Seein' that his cheild had changed his political sentiments, he Harris

Greelyized him in the follerin' well-known words:
" 'Cussed be Eanan.'

" Ham wasent to be fooled in that stile by the Govenor, eo he got

Butler, whose surname was Benjamin, into whose sack was found a

silver cup, and I believe a few spoons, Sickles, Logan, Longstreet, and
a lot of other chaps, to change their complexion. With the assistants

of these men, Noah and his party was floored, and the 15th Amendment
waxed mitey and strong, espeshally with the mercury at one hundred
degrees in the shade.

" Fokes was gettin' wicked and wickeder all the time.
'

' Members of Congress was drawin' the wool over the Goddess of

Liberty's eyes, and rammin' their hands way down into her purse.

Cadetships were bein' sold to the highest bidder.

" One day the wise men of Gotham sed one to another:

" 'Let us bild us a tower which H. G. can't flood, if he dams from now
till dooms-day.'

"A big injun took the contract. As Oofty Gooft, a dutch German,

remarkt,
' '

' He vash got Tam-many oder braves to give him a boosht.

'

"Street pavements were laid on 5th avenoo, which the wind took up,

and the air smelt Uke a mixture of cold tar and Scotch snuff.

" Bulls and Bears of Wall street had a day of Egypshun darkness; it

was called Black Friday.

" 'Shoo-fly' was sung in our nashunal Councils.

" Banks were robbed, and Judges went snucks with the robbers.

" Men got on fits of temiier-ary insanity and clubbed their wives over

the head or popped off editors with a 6 shooter.

"Virtous and respectable ladies were Spencerized in the Halls of

Gustise, and the 12 temptashuns was drawin' crowded houses.

"

"See here, old man," sed I, "hain't you pilin' on the agony rather

too thick ?"

"Facts, Squire," sed he, " trooth is stronger than frickshun."

"About these times," he continered, "things was becomin' slitely

mixed.

"The different tribes cooden't suck cider through the same straw any

more.

"There was a confusion of tongues and a mixin' of contracts. The
great Sachem and the Young Democracy had each other by the ear,

while the Big Injun was bound to scratch his assailers bald headed.

"In this Reign of High Daddyism, the Young Democracy waescalpt,

and that ere bildin' afore us, the great tower of Babel, come to a dead

stand still, because the poletishuns coodent understand each other, and

fokes dident know where the money was all gone to."

The old man paused.

I sprung to my feet.

"And this," I exclaimed, "is the mitey Babel? Wood that I

possessed some of the fortius which has been made on thee. Wood
that I was a contracter, " sed I, awed in presence of the great bildin'

which caused so many to sin.

In my enthusiasm I bust forth in that well-known Him:
" I want to be a contracter.

And with contracters ehare."

After I got cooled down I looked for the old man, and sure's your

bom he had wrigged off. I took a Bee line for a naborin' Refresh-

ment stand, and cooled my excited brane with a fride doenut.

Adux, Punchinello. Ewers and so 4thlj%

Hiram Green, Esq,

Liiit Gustise of the Feece.

All StnflT!

That crusty old bachelor, Cumgbumble, objects to the franchise

being extended to women, on the ground that, since they have become

so accustomed to padding iheir persons, they would inevitably take to

" Btufling " the ballot-boxes.

Chlcaso I'X-centrlcltlea.

A newspaper item tells about a horse in Chicago that chews tobacco.

Well, we can lieat that in New York. Only a few days ago we saw

Commodore Vanderbilt driving one of his fast teams in Harlem Lane,

and both the horses were Smoking like mad.

But the item adds that the Chicago horse actually picks the hostler's

pocket of tobacco.

Well, that is just what one might expect of a Chicago horse.
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THE WATERING PLACES.

Punchinello's Vacations.

After all, there is nothing like nature, in her primevality. When
man attempts to add a finishing-touch to the loveliness of the forest,

lake, or ocean, he makes a botch of it. What would the glowing tropics

be, if Park Commissioners had charge of them? The heart, sick of

the giddy liutterings of Man, seeks the sympathy of the shadowy dell,

where the jingle of coin is heard not, and where the votaries of fashion

fiaimt not theii' vain tissues in the ambient air.

So, last week, thought Mr. P., and the moment he could get away

he went on a little trip to the Dismal Swamp.

There he found Nature— there was primevality indeed ! An instan-

taneous rappoH took place between his feelings and the scene; of which

the delicious loveliness can be imagined from this picture.

TREES

WATER.

As he slowly floated along the shingle canal, fi'om Suffolk to the

" Dismal," what raptures filled his soul ! Here, in the recesses of that

solemn mixture of trees and water, which they were rapidly approaching,

he could commune with his own soul, as it were. Mr. P. had never

communed with his own soul, as it were, though he knew it must be a

nice thing, because lie had read so much about it. So he determined

to try it. It was a delightful anticipation—like scenting a new fancy

drink.

But his reflections were rudely interrupted. The men who propelled

the scow which Mr. P. had chartered, had not pushed it more than four

or five miles into the mystic recesses of the Swamp, when they suddenly

stopped with a crj^ of '
' Breakers ahead !" Mr. P. rushed to the bow,

and there he beheld two doleful heads just peeling above the waters of

the naiTow canal. He started back in amazement. He thought, at first,

that they were Naiads—(they could not be Dryads)—or some other

watery spirits of these wilds. But he soon saw that they were nothing

of the kind. It was only Messrs. Schenck, of Ohio, and Kelley, of

Pennsylvania, and through the limpid water it was easy to see that each

of them was endeavoring to rais& a sunken log from the bottom.

"Why, what in the world are you doing here V" cried Mr. P.

Mr. Schenck, of Ohio, looked up sadly, and, dropping his log upon

the bottom, stood upon it, and thus replied :

"You may well be surprised, Mr. Punchinello, but we are here for

the xiublic good. We have reason to suspect, that, following the exam-

ple of the Chinese Opium-smugglers, the vile traitors who are trying to

break down our iron interests have smuggled quantities of scrap-iron

into this country, and it is our belief that these sunken logs have been

bored and are full of it."

At this Mr. P. laughed right out.

"Oh, you may laugh if you please !" cried Schenck, of Ohio, "and
perhaps you can tell me why these logs are so heavy—why they lie

here at the bottom instead of floating—why—" but at this instant he

slipped from the log on which he was standing, and with a splash and

a bubbling, he disappeared. The men who were pushing the scow
thought this an admirable opportunity to pass on, and shouting to

Kelley, of Pennsylvania, to bob his head, the gallant bark floated

safely over these enthusiastic conservators of our iron interests.

Although diverted for a time by this incident, a shadow soon began

to spread itself gradually over the mind of Mr. P. Was there, then, no
place where the subtle influence of man did not spread itself like a

noxious gas ?—Where, oh, where ! could one commune with his own
soul, as it were ?

At length they reached Lake Drummond, that placid pool in the

somnolent shades, and Mr. P. put up at the house of a melancholy

man, with a fur cap, who lived in a cabin on the edge of the lonely

water.

For supper they had catfish, and perch, and trout, and seven-up, and

euchre, and poker, and when the meal was over Mr. P. went out for a

moonlight row upon the lake. He had to make the most of his time,

for it would take him so long to get back to Nassau street, you know.

He had not paddled his scow more than half an hour over the dark but

moon-streaked waters of the lake, when he met with the maiden who,

all night long, by her firefly lamp, doth paddle her light canoe. This

estimable female steered her bark alongside the scow, and to the

startled Mr. P. she said: "Have you my tickets?"

" Tickets !" cried Mr. P. "Me ?—tickets ? What tickets ?"

"Why, one ticket, of course, on the Norfolk, Petersburg and Rich-

mond line; and a through ticket from Eichmond to New York, by way
of Fredericksburg and Washington. What other tickets could I

mean ?"

"I know nothing about them," said Mr. P.; "and what. can you

possibly want with railroad tickets ?"

"Oh, I am going to leave here," said she.

"Indeed!" cried Mr. P. "Going to leave here—this lake; this

swamp; this firefly lamp ? To leave this spot, rendered sacred to your

woes by the poem of the gifted Moore—

"

" No more !" cried she. " I'm tired of hearing everybody that comes

to this pond a-singin' that doleful song.

"

"That is to say," said Mr. P., with a smile, "if your canoe is birch,

you are Sycamore."

"That's so," she gravely grunted.

" But tell me," said Mr. P., " where in the world can you be going ?"

At this the maiden took a straw, and ramming it down the chimney

of her lamp, stirred up the flies until they glittered Uke dollar jewelry.

Then she chanted, in plaintive, tones, the following legend:

" Three women came, one moonlight night.

And tempted me away.

They said, • No longer on this lake.

Good maiden, must you stay.

We're Susan A. and Ann.*. D.,

And LucT S. also,

And what a lone female can do
We want the world to know.

No better instance can we give,

Oh, Indian maid I than you.

How woman can, year after year,

Paddle her own canoe.'
"

"Just SO," said Mr. P., " but don't you think "that as you are—that

is to say^that not being of corporeal substance—by which I mean
having been so long departed, as it were; or, to speak more plainly

—

"

" Oh, yes ! I know.—Dead, you mean," said the maiden. " But that

makes no difference. They'll be glad enough of a ghost of an ex-

ample.
"

"Yes, yes," said Mr. P. "And yet their cause is good enough. I

don't see why they should make up—

"
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He would have said more, but turning, he saw that the Indian maid,

despairing of her tickets, had gone.

The next day Mr. P. went home himself. He communed with his

own soul, as it were, for a little while, and has no doubt it did him a

deal of good. But it would take bo long to get back to his ofl&ce, you

see.

As a cheap watering place, where there are no fancy drives or fancy

horses; no club-houses; no big hotels; no gay company; nor anything

to tempt a man to sacrifice health and money in the empty pursuit of

pleasure, Mr. P. begs to recommend the Dismal Swamp.

If he knew of any other watering place of which as much might be

said, he would mention it—but he dou't.

NOTES FROM CHICAGO.

"In the spring a young man's fancies lightly turn to thoughts of

Love, " and Picnics—and this is the time for them ; consequently, the

attention of the Western public is turned thoroughly and religiously to

what may be considered as one of the most important results of civili-

zation and refinement. We (the Western public) regard picnics as

highly advantageous to health and beauty, promoting social sympathy

and high-toned alimentiveness, advancing the interests of the commu-

nity and the ultimate welfare of the nation. In the first place, they

are the means, working indirectly, but surely, of encouraging the

domestic virtues and affections, the peace and harmony of families, be-

cause on these festive occasions, the lunch is the most striking and at-

tractive feature, .ind, in order to obtain this in its highest perfection,

the culinary abilities of the lady participants are necessarily called into

action—those talents which have fallen somewhat into disrepute, not-

withstanding Professor Blot's magnanimous efforts to restore the

glories of the once honored culinary art. Therefore a picnic may be

considered as a great moral agency in promoting domestic happiness;

for what is so likely to touch the heart and arouse the slumbering sen-

sibility of a husband and father, as a roast of beef done to a charm,

or an omdeUe soufflie presenting just that sublime tint of yellowness

which can only be attained by means of the most delicate refinement

and discrimination ? No other attention, however flattering, is so soon

recognised, or gratefully appreciated.

After one of these innocent festivals has been fully decided upon,

then we always select a day when gathering clouds predict, most unmis-

takeablj', a coming storm, because, what would a picnic be without some

excitement of this kind ? A pudding minus the sauce, a sandwich

without the mustard, a joke without the point. What pleasure ccmld

there be in a dry picnic? Ladies never appear to such excellent

advantage, never are so utterly bewitching, as when, with light

summer dresses bedraggled and dirty, they cling helplessly to their

protectors, or run in frantic haste to some place of shelter—for it is

only when a woman (or a gentle bovine) runs, that the poetry of mo-

tion is fully realized. Then the gentlemen ! Under what circum-

stances are they ever bo chivalric as during a pouring rain, when, wet

to the skin, they assist the faintly-shrieking beauties over the mud
puddles, and hold umbrellas tenderly above chignons and uncrimping

crimps ! To be sure they do not often act as Sir Walter Kaleigh did,

but then they do not wear velvet cloaks, and what would be the wit

of throwing a piece of broadcloth or white linen into the mud ?

We have champagne picnics, lemonade and cold water picnics, and

some, which, although they cannot be classed under the head of hot

water, still manage, before they are through, to get all the participants

into it. We have widows' and widowers' picnics, a kind of reunion

for the encouragement of mutual consolation, where, meandering

through green fields and under nodding boughs, they can talk or muse

upon the virtues of the " dear departed," and the probable merits of

the " coming man," or woman.

Then the anti-matrimonials have theirs, too, always exceedingly

select, where the men look frightened, and the women indignant, and

which partakes somewhat of the character of a Methodist prayer-

meeting, the gentlemen all clinging to each other as if for protection,

evidently in bodily fear of another Sabine expedition, vdth the order of

the programme, however, a little reversed in regard to the two sexes.

The Sanitary department also indulges in a little treat of this kind, and,

in such a case, it becomes really a duty. After guarding the city's

health for so long a time, after sternly following tip Scarlet-fevers.

Small-poxes, and Ship-plagues, and driving them forth from their chosen

haunts, it certainly needs to look after its own constitution a little, and

sharpen, by country airs and odors, the powers probably deteriorated

amid the noxious vapors of cit^' alleys and by-ways.

The Teachers' Institute, too, looking at the thing physiologically,

psychologically, and phrenologically, after mature deliberation, con-

clude to descend to a little harmless amusement, contriving, however,

to mingle some instructive elements with the frivolous ones that less

enlightened spirits delight in. For instance, the flowers, that are truly

the "alphabet of angels " to the simple souls that love the violets and
daisies for their own sweet sakes, offer a very different alphabet to the
" Schoolma'ams " and Professors. They are no longer flowers, but

specimens, each bud and blossom pleading in vain for life, as ruthless

fingers coolly dissect them to discover whether they are poly or molly-

andria. And what an ignoramus you must be, if you do not know that

a balloon-vine is a Gardlospermum Hcdicactum. The "feast "on these

occasions is that '

' of reason " alone, encyclopedias and dictionaries

being all the nourishment required, although a stray bottle here and there

might hint at " the flow " of a little something beside "soul."

Then there are the Good Templars' picnics, where "water, cold

water for me, for me," is supposed to be the sentiment of every heart,

mixing the beverage sometimes, however, with a little innocent tea, or

coffee; and the Masonic festivals, where pretty white aprons and silver

fringes, shining amid green dells and vales, present quite a picturesque

and imposing appearance ; and the Fenians, looking sometimes greener

than the haunts they are seeking.

Then every distinct and individual Sunday-school in the city has a

picnic, which it would be well to attend, if you are anxious to see the

diversities and eccentricities ofyouthful appetites fearfully illustrated.

—

When the loaves and fishes were distributed, there could not have been
many growing boys present.—And beside these, the family picnics,

most cosy little affairs, represented by one big fat man, one delicate-

faced woman, one maiden-aunt, four graduated boys, and five graduated

girls, all piled into one big fat carriage, drawn by two big fat horses.

But it is the Germans who take the palm, and here language fails,

though beer doesn't.

COMIC ZOOLOGY.

Genus Squalos.—The Shark.

Lnm^us classifies the Sharks as the Squalidae family, and they are,

upon the whole, as unpleasant a family as a Squalid Castaway would de-

sire to meet with in a Squall. They are all carnivorous, cartilaginous,

and cantankerous. No fish culturist, from St. Anthony to Seth Geeen,

has thought it worth while to take them in hand, -with the view of reform-

ing them, and their Vices are as objectionable now as they were three

thousand years ago. If a sailor falls overboard, the Contiguous Shark

considers it a casus belli, and immediately makes a pitch at the tar, with

the intention of putting itself outside of him. Failing in that, it gener-

ally shears off a limb before it sheers away. Herds of sharks instinct-

ively follow fever-ships, and when the dead are thrown into the sea, are

seen by the seamen in the shrouds, ready to perform the ofiice of Under-

takers. In the vicinity of the Trades, they sometimes lie under the

counters of merchantmen for days together. Nothing comes amiss to

them, from a midshipman to a marrow-bone, and it may be interesting

to politicians to know that Repeaters and Rings have occasionally been

found in the maws of these monsters. They bite readily at "Salt

horse," and, when hooked with a rattan in throat, may be yanked on
board with the bight of a hawser. An enormous specimen sometimes

gets caught in a forecastle yam. In this case, never interfere with the

thread of the naiTative by asking impertinent questions, however diflS-

cult it may be to hoist it in.

Sharks abound at Newport, Long Branch, Cape May, and other

watering-places, at this season of the year, and many victims are seized

there by the Legs. The Bottle-Nose Shark is to be found in everj- har-

bor—generally in the vicinity of the Bar. He may be known from the

other varieties by the redness of his gills. He is often seen disporting

himself among the Shallows, but is usually too Deep to be pulled up.

^\^lite Sharks are frequently observed hovering about emigrant ships in

the vicinity of the Battery, and the Blue Shark is now and then hauled

up as far North as Mulberry Street, while trying, as it were, to get on

the other side of Joubdan. In China, nobody objects to take the fin of a

Shark, but in this country, when a Shark extends his fin to an honest

man, it is always rejected with contempt. This voracious creature is

common both in the Temperate and Torrid Zones. It has, in fact, no

particular habitat, but is found in Diver's places in almost every lati-

tude.
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A MOTLEY MELODY.

Air: Old Mother Hubbard.

STAY-AT-HOME PEOPLE.
What's the use or going to the expense of a visit to Niagaba Falls, when such

A OBAND shower-bath AS THIS CAN BE EXTEMPOKIZED IN THE GAEDEN ?

Feast-loving MoxiiET

Over a bottle he

Quite overlooks Uncle Sam.

He asks not for chink,

So John Bull, with a wink,

"Alabama" proclaims All a bam.

When he goes to State dinners to fill out his skin,

Amoi- Patrice leaks out as the turtle goes in.

When he hob-nobs -with ministers—capital sport

—

All our losses at Sea he condoneth in Port.

When by Britons soft-soaped, he's delighted to

lave

In the lather that's only laid on for a shave.

When to Downing street called, with a bow and a

scrape

He accepts, in the place of hard dollars, red tape.

When a guest at the table of London's Lord
Mayor,

He Tables our Claim while addressing the Chair.

And whenever he mingles wit'i transmarine nobs

He is always the Prince of Americ^vn Snobs.

'Swallow, Swallow," Etc.

The inevitable " enormous gooseberry " of the pro-

vincial newspaper "local "has made its appearance.

It is smaller than usual, being only three inches in cir-

cumference; but that is a great advantage to persons

desirous of swallowing it.

To Whom It may be Intereatlng.

Among the Japanese students in Eutger's College,

there is one who revels in the verj' suggestive name of

Hashi-gutchi. Keepers of cheap boarding-houses are

warned against harboring that yotmg man.

LETTER FROM A JAPANESE STUDENT.

Mr. Punchinello :—I knowee you, but you no knowee me. My
name Soogiwoora. I Japanee young mans friend of Tycoon, great

ruler. I read muchee your paper. Sometimes it makee me laugh-
sometimes ci-y. We have also much funee mans in Japan. I come
here with other Japanee young mans to your college, what you call

Hutger's, for leam to be great statesman, for study—how you call

—

logeec and diplomacee, to makee treatee. Much I readee your treatees

and your policy much astudee. How too much I can admire your great

statesmans. Your Seward, he great American mans, he gainee much
territoree to the United States. He also payee much for it. No gettee

much in return. No matter. Americans rich peoples. They tella me
Alaska too cold. Japanee mans no could live there then. Much snow

and ice, big rocks, and—what you call—Fur Trees. How that ? Fur

no grow on tree in Japan. Strange ting. Muchee animal they say

—

what you call—walrus there. Perhaps Whale. That makee me to

tink of Mr. Feesh. He is deep, that Feesh. So deep I no can under-

fitand hims. They tella me much other peoples no can understand

hims too. He makee much policee with his Foreign Relations. I ask

a much people to tella me who are his Foreign Relations. They laugh

great deal and tella me Spain and General Prim. No knowee Spain

countree in Japan. I no tink it much of a countree, no havee muchee
—^how you call—Commerce. One ting puzzle me great deal. Here
much freedom. Sometimes I tink, too much. But that Island—how
you call it—Cuba. People tella me Spain cruel to that island. Now I

read muchee in the speeches and—how you call—State papern, of great

American mans, that your government is friend of—what yon call 'ems

—two awfully hard word—Inglees very hard—Stop ! I go get book—
O, now I have hims—Oppressed Nationalities. Now, you lettee Spain
buy—what you call—gunboats and big guns and powder and balls for

shoot, but you no lettee Cuba buy. I ask some peoples how that is.

They tella me Nootrality. Funny ting, Nootrality. Fraid Japanee mans
stoopid, no can understand hims now. Never inina. Leam bimeby.

Anoder ting. I no hear any one say General Grant great mans.

Only say he go muchee to clam bake, go fishee and much smokee.

Dat's all. Why you makee him you ruler then ? Because that he so

much smokee? Tings much different here from Japan. Tycoon or

Mikado no go clam bake, no go fishee. Stay at home and govern

Japanee. No time go fishee. Only smoke opium sometimes. Why
General Grant no smokee opium too? Good ting for Japanee

trade.

Since that I arrivee here much peoples aska me about hari-kari. One
mans he aska me if that what Japanee mans eat. I Jaugh great deal,

and tella him Japanee mans much prefer bird nest soup and shark fin.

Then he laugh much great deal too. Why ? The other day I tread on

Professor mans foot. He old mans, much fat, with red nose and—how
you call—gout. He swear one little swear, but no much loud, and
lofik much 'fended. I say him, " No be 'fended," and proposee him hari-

kari for—how you call—-satisfaction. He much sprise, and say, '
' What

Lari-kari ?" Then I tella hims that he should rip him ups and then I

rip me ups—so. So Japanee mans do when not satisfy. Then he

laugh much great deal, say he no 'fended, much satisfy, and shakee

hands.

People here much friendly. Often say " Go drinkee with me." I say

them I no go drinkee. They aska me " why not ?" I say them Japanee

man no want go talkee to lamp-post, shakee hands with pump, and try

for makee light him cigar with door-key. So it make American man
do. Drinkee no good for Japanee mans. Japanee Tommy too much
fond—what you call—cobblers. Tommy bad boy. Got drunk.s. Him
kill.

Some American mans too much questions askee. Want know too

much. We have wild animal in Japan—what you call—Boar. Wo
much fearee him. Run away when come. So 1 tearee and run away

when coBie mans that too much questions ask. One ting ])nzzle me
mucli. For why you call your money shinplaster? I no can tell, unless

that he walk away so last. Koogiwoora.OUUUlWUUJ(A.
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A. T. Stewart & Co.
Offer an Immense Job Lot of Various

DRESS GOODS,
Atl2K cents per yartl,

VIZ :

PLAIN AND PLAID POPLINS,
Mozanibiques, Priittsd Alpara Lusters,

FINEST QUALITY AND CHOICEST
COLORS,

BROCHE GRENADINES,
&c., &c.

OTHER DESCRIPTIONS PROPORTIONATELY L,Oyf.

THE GBEATEST BARGAINS
YET OFFERED.

The above will be exhibited in the center section

on the Fourth Avenue side.

The Residents of our Neighboring Cilies are Respectfully

IirVITED TO EXAMINE.

BROADWAY,
4:tli Avenue, 9tli and lOtli Streets.

A. T. Stewart & Co.
Are Offering

100 PIECES HEAVY

GROS GRAIN STRIPED SILKS,
At $1.25 and SI.50 per yard ; former

price $2 and $2.50.

Also,

CHECKED, STRIPED, AND BROCHE

POPLINETTES,
EN LIGHT AND D^VRK SHADES,

60 cents per yard ; wholesale price, $1.

A LARGE JOB LOT OP.

From 76 cents per yard upward.

ROUBAIX SILKS, Wide,
Reduced to $1.25 per yard.

REAL CHAMBRAY GAUZES,
Only 75 cents.

The above prices have been made to suit the times,

and to induce Customers to purchase.

Sf9

BROADWAY,
4th Avenue, »Oi and 10th Stre ets

A.T.STEWART&CO.
Will continue to offer novelties in Linen, Lawn,
Pique, and Organdie Suits, suitable for Street

and Evening Wear.

THE BALANCE OF THEIR

Paris aiitl Domestic Made Silk,
Oi'gantlic and Tulle

DR JESSES,

A LITTLE OUT OF ORDER, AT PRICES LESS THAN
ONE HALF THEIR ORIGINAL COST,

BROADWAY,
4th. A.ve., 9tli and. lOth Sts.

A. T. Stewart & Co.
ABE OFFERING EVERY V.UtlETY OF LADIES'

AND GKNTLEMEN'S

FURNISHING GOODS,
t'\DERWEAR,

HOSIKKY, OLiOVKS,
PARASOI..S, I'.MBRELiLiAS,

LINEN SHIRTS, COLLARS, CUFFS,
&e., &c.

AT EA^TREMELY LOW PRICES.

BROADWAY,
4TH AVE., 9TH AND lOTH STREETS.

PUIS^OHmELLO.
The first number of this Ilhistrated Humorous and Satirical Weekly-

Paper was issued under date of April 2, 1870. The Press and the Public in
every State and Territory of the Union endorse it as the best paper of the kind
ever published in America.

CONTENTS ENTIRELY ORiaiN^L.
Subscription for one year, (with $2.00 premium,) - - . . $4.00

" " six months, (without premium,) - - . . 2.00
' " three months, " " .... j^qO

Single copies mailed free, for .... jq

We offer the following electant premiums of L. PRANG & GO'S
GHROMOS for subscriptions as follows:

A copy of paper for one year, and

"Tlie Awakening," (a Litter of Puppies.) Half chromo. Size 8 3-8 by 11 1-8

( $2.00 picture,)—for $4.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $3.00
chromos

:

Wild Roses. 12^x9.

Dead Game. llgxSI.

Easter Morning. B^xlOi—for $5.00
A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $5.00 chromos

:

Group of Cfiickens ^ Group of Ducklings ; Group of Quails. Each
10xl2i

Tlie Poultry Yard. lO^xM.

The Barefoot Boy 5 Wild Fruit. Each 9|xl3.

Pointer and Quail ; Spaniel and Woodcock. 10x12—for - - - $6.50
A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $6.00 chromos :

Tlie Baby in Trouble; The Unconscious Sleeper j The Two
Friends. (Dog and Child. ) Each 13xl6i.

Spring; Summer; Autumn; 12uxl6g.

The Kid's Play Ground. llxlTi—for $7.00
A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $7.50 chromos :

Stra\*'berries and Baskets.

Cherries ami Baskets.

Currants. Each 13x18.

Horses in a Storm. 224xl5i

Six Central Park Views. (A set.) 9Jx4i—for $8.00

A copy of paper for one year and

Six American l^andscapes. (A set.) 4gx9, price S9.00—for . - - $9.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $10 chromos :

Sunset in California. (Bierstadt.) 18ijxl2

Easter Morning. 14x21.

Corregio's Magdalen. 12ixl6i.

Summer Fruit, and Autumn Fruit. (Half chromos, ) ISJxlOi, (compan-

ions, price $10.00 for the two), for $10.00

Remittances should be made in P. O. Orders, Drafts, or Bank Checks on
New York, or Registered letters. The paper will be sent from the first num-
ber, (April 2d, 1870,) when not otherwise ordered.

Postage of paper is payable at the office where received, twenty cents per
year, or five cents per quarter, in advance ; the Chro.mos will be mailed free
on receipt ot money.

CANVASSERS WANTED, to whom liberal commissions will be given.

For special terms address the Company.
The first ten numbers will be sent to any one desirous of seeing the paper

before subscribing, for SIXTY CENTS. A specimen copy sent to any one
desirous of canvassing or getting up a club, on receipt of postage stamp.

Address,

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

P. O. Box 2783. No. 83 Nassau Street, New York.
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!..The Piiiitlng House of the United States."

Sidewalk D aler. "Buy a fine-tooth comb, Mistee—it'll keep youb hat smooth."

GEO. F. NESBITT & CO.,
General JOB PKINTERS,
BLANK BOOK Manufacturers,
STATIONERS, Wholesale and Retail,
LITHOGRAPHIC Engravers and Printers.
COPPER-PLATE Engravers and Printers,
C!ARD Manufacturers,
ENVELOPE Manufacturers.
FINE CUT and COLOR Printers.

163, 165, 167, and 169 PEARL ST.,

73, 7o, 77, and 79 PINE ST., New York.

Advantages. BS" All nn tbf s.Tuie premises, and under
mmediate supervision of liio proprietors.

TO NK\V.S-r>EAX.ERS.

Punchinello's Monthly.

The "Weekly Numbers for June,

lioiiiid in a Haiidsoine Cover,

Is now ready. Price Fifty Cents.

THE TR^^DE
Supplied by the

AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY,

Who are now prepared to receive Orders.

PltAXG'S CHROMOS are celebrated for their close resemblance to Oil Paintings. Sold in all Art and Bookstores throughout the world.

PKAXG'S r,ATT:.ST CKKOMOS : "Flowers of Hope," "Flowers of Memory." Illustrated Catalogues sent free on receipt of stamp.

t. PRAXG «fe CO., ISo<<ton.

PUNCHINELLO.
With a large and varied experience in the management

and publication of a paper of the class herewith submitted,
and with the still more positive advantage of an Ample
Capital to justify the undertaking, the

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.

OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK,

Presents to the public inr approval, the new

ILLTJSTHATED HUMOROUS AN3 SATIRICAL

WEEKLY PAPER,

I^UIvrC II I ISTELT^O,
The first number of wliich was issued under

date of April 2.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES,

Suitable for the paper, and Origitial Designs, or suggestive

ideas or sketches for illustrations, upon the topics of the

day, are always acceptable and will be paid for liberally.

Rejected communications cannot be returned, unless

postage stamps are inclosed.

TERMS:
One copy, per year, in advance $4 00

Single copies, 10

A specimen copy will be mailed free upon the
receipt of ten cents.

One copy, with tlic Rivorsidf* Magazine, or any other
magazine or paper, price, $2.50, for ."i .'iO

One copy, with any magazine or paper, price, $4, for.. 7 00

THE Mysthuy of Mr. E. DR04>D.
^\n |lelu ^Uu'Icsquc Serial,

"Written expressly lor l^UNOHHSTELLO.
B Y

ORPHEUS C. KERR,

Commenced in No. 11, will be continued weekly throughout the year.

A sketch of the eminent author, written by his bosom friend, with superb illustrations of

1st. the AUTHOR'S PALATIAL RESIDENCE AT BEGAD'S HILL, TICKNORVS FIELDS, NEW JERSEY.

2D. THE AUTHOR AT THE DOOR OF SAID PALATIAL RESIDENCE, taken as he appears "Every Saturday,"
will also be found in the same number.

Siiij^Ie Copies, for sale by all newsmen, (or inailed from this office, free,) Tftn Cents.

Subscription for One Year, one copy, with $2 (Uironu* rreniiiini, $4.

All commiini(mtions, remittances, etc., to be addressed to

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

Tia. %n XnHsaa street,

P. O. Box, 2783, N F. w Y o n k .

Those desirous of receiving the paper containing this new serial, which promises to be the best ever written by

ORPHEUS C KERR, should subscrilx! now, to insure its regular receipt weekly.

AVe -vrill send file first Ten NuinUcrs of PlTIVCHINELiLiO fo iiiiy one tvhn tviMlics fa

ee them, in vic^v of suliscribing, on the receipt of SIXTY CENTS.

Address,

P. O. Box 2783.

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY,

83 3Suaisa.vi St., New York.

Oko. W. Whkat, Pbinter, No. 8 Spruce Strekt.
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APPLIOATIONS FOR ADVERTISING IN

"PUNCHINELLO"
SHOULD BE ADDBEKSED TO

J. isr I C K I N S O N
Room No. 4,

No. 83 Nassau Street.

A NEW AND MUCH-NEEDED BOOK.

TO NKAVS-DKAliKRS.

MATERNITY.
A POPULAR TREATISE

For Young "Wives and Mothers.
IJV T. S. YEIIDI, A.M., M. D., OF WASHIXJTON, «.('.

Dr. Verdi is a well-known and successful Homceopathic
Practitioner, of thorough scientific training and large ex-
perience. His book has arisen from a want felt in his own
practice, as a Monitor to Young Wives, a Guide to Young
Motlicrs, ,Tnd an assistant to the family physician. It duals
skilfully, sensibly, and delicately with the perple.xities of
early married life, as connected with the noly duties of
Maternity, giviug information which women must have,
either in conversation with physicians, or from such a
source as this—evidently the preferable mode of learning,
for a delicate and sensitive woman. Plain and intelligible,
but without offense to the most fastidious taste, the style
of this book must commend it to carei:'ul perusal. It treats
of the needs, dangers, and alleviations of the time of tra-
vail; and gives extended detailed instructions for the care
and medical treatment of infants and children throughout
all the perils of early life.

As a Mother's Manual, it will have a large sale, and as a
• book of special and reliable information on very important
topics, it will be heartily welcomed.

Handsomely printed on laid paper: bevelled boards,
extra English cloth, 12mo., 450 pages. Price $2.25.

For sale by all Booksellers, or will be sent post-paid on
reteipt of the price by

J. B. FORD & CO., Ptiblisliers,

39 Parli Row, New Yoik.

What it is Not !

The College
The Colk-ge
The College
The College
The College
The College
The College
The College

Courant
Courant
Courant
C'lurant
C 'Urant
Courant
Courant
Courant

is NOT
is NOT
is NOT
is NOT
is NOT
is NOT
is NOT
is NOT

Merely a small student's sheet. But is the largest in N. E.
Merely of interest to college men. But to every one.
Merely a college paper. But is a scientific paper.
Merely a local paper. But is cosmopolitan.
Merely scientitic and educational. But is literary.
An experiment. But an established weekly
Conducted by students. But by graduates.
Stale and dry, But fresh and interesting

It circulates in every College.
It circulates in every Professional School.
It circulates in every Preparatory School.
It circulates in every State in the United States.
It circulates in every civilized country.
It circulates among all College men.
It circulat 's among all Scientific men.
It circulates among the educated everywhere.

July let a new volume commences.
July Ist 10,000 new subscribers wanted.
July 1st excellent illustrations will appear.
July 1st 10,000 specimen copies to be issued.
July Ist is a good time to subscribe.
July 1st or any time send stamp for a copy.

TERMS:
One year, in advance, ...... $4.00
Single copies (for sale by all newsdealers), - - . lo

Address

THE COLLEGE COTJSANT,

New Haven, Conn.

NEWS DEALEKS
ON

RAILROADS,
STEAMBOATS,

WATERING PLACES,
Will find the Monthly Numbers of

" PUNCHINELLO "
For April, May, Juno, and July, an attractive and
Saleable Work.

Sin^ls Copies Price 50 cts.

For trade price address American News Co., or

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHIN Q CO.,
h:I NsiHoau Street.

Punchinello's Monthly.

The Weekly Numbers for June,

Bound in a Handsome Cover,

Is now ready. Price Fifty Cents.

Supplied by the

AMEKICAN NEWS COMPANY,

Who arc now prepared to receive Orders.

J. isrioKiisrsoN

4 ^

begs to announce to the friends of

PUNCIIIOELLO,"
residing in the country, that, for their convenience, he has
made arrangements by which, on receipt of the price of

ANY STANDAIM) BOOK MJBLISHEl),

the same will be forwarded, postage paid.

Parties desiring Catalogues of any of our Publishing
Houses, can have tho same forwarded by inclosing two

'"''"P'*- OFFICE OF

PtJNCHINEl.L.O PUBLISmiVG CO.,

83 Nassaxx Street.

P. O. Box 2783.1

WEYILL & IIAMMAK,

TV^o o d Engravers,
S08 BROADWA'r,

NEW YORK.

33 BUOAD^W^AY,
XEW YORK.

Open Every Day from 10 A.M. to 3 P.M.

FORST & AVERELL
steam, Lithoiirrapli, and Letter Press

EMBOSSERS, ENGRAVERS, AN!J LoSEL

MANUFACHIRERS.

Sketches and Estimates furnished upon application.

as Piatt Street, and
[P. o. Box 2845.] 20-24 Gold Street,

NEW YORK.

DIBBLEEANIA
AND

J a p o 11 i o a, J n i c e ,

FOR THE HAIIi.

The most effective Soothing and Stimulating OotnpoundB
ever offered to the jtublic for the

Removal of Scurf, DiUulniff, &c.

For consult.'itiou, apply at

WILLIAM DIBBLEE'S,
Ladies' Hair Dresser and Wig Maker.

854 BROADWAY, N. Y. City.

G KO LE Y'SOLD PENS*
The Best and Cheapest.

S56 BKOADWAX.

Deposits of 0711/ sum, from Ten Cents to Ten Thou-
sand Dollars, will be receiced.

Six per Cent interest, Free <>f <i}ov<>ni-

inent Tax.

INTEREST ON NEW DEPOSITS
Commences on the First of every Month.

WALTER ROCHE,
EDWARD HOGAN,

HENRY SMFTH, President

REEVES E. 8ELMES, .Secretary.

I
Vice- 1 'residents.

2 to

The Day Line gtcain1>oats C. Vihbartl and
Daniel Dfciv, commciu-ing May 31, will leave
Vestry st. Pier at 8.45, and Thirty^fomth st. at 9 a.m.,
landing at Yonltcrs, (iVyaek, and Tai-rytown
by ferry-boat), Cozzcns* West Point, Corn*
vt'all, No«!jHrgH, Poiiglikeepsic, Rliinc-
becU, bristol, C'atskill, Hudson, and IVe^-"
Baltiniorr. A epecLal train of broad-gauge cars
in connection with the day boats will leave on arrival
at Albany (commencing June 20) for Sliaron
Springs. Fare Si.'-i'} from New York and for
Cherry Valley. The Steamboat Seneca will trans-
fer passengers from Albany to Troy.

£:ST.A.I3LISHEr) 186 e.
J\s II. Nichols, IVI D. 1 ..,,.

Wm. J. KOLKB. A. M, I
*•'"'""'

Devoted to the Science ofHOME LIFE,
TUc Arts, Agriculture, and Medicine.

$1.00 Per Year.

Jaurnal and Punchinello {without Premium) $4.00.

SrNU KOH ISPECIMKN-f^orV.

Address—.JOURNAL OF CHEMISTRY,
ISO CONGRESS .STREET, BOSTON.

HENRY L. STEPHENS,

ARTIST,
No. IGO FCLTON STREET,

NEW YORK.

GEO. B. BOWLEND,

Draughisinaii k Designer

JVo. 16<) Fiiltou Street,

Room No. 11, NEW YORK.



THE

MYSTERY OF MR. E. DROOD.
AN ADAPTATION.

BY ORI'HEIJS C. KERR.

CHAPTEK XII.

A NIGHT OF IT "WITH RIC LAUGHLIN.

Judge Sweeney, with a certain Ruperciloua consciousness that he is

figuring in a novel, and that it will not do for him to thwart the eccen-

tricities of mysterious fiction by any commonplace deference to the

mere meteorological weaknesses of ordinary human nature,does not allow

the fact that late December is a rather bleak and cold time of year to

deter him from taking daily airings in the neighborhood of the Ritual-

istic churchyard. Since the inscription of his epitaph on his late wife

upon her monument therein, the churchyard is to him a kind of pon-

derous work of imagination with marble leaves, to which he has contri-

buted the most brilliant chapter; and when he sees any stranger hover-

ing about a part of the outer railings from whence the inscription may
be read, it is with all the swelling pride of an author who, having

jirocured the publication of some drearj' article in a magazine, is

thrown into an ecstacy of vanity if he sees but one person glance at

that number of the periodical on a news-stand.

Since his first meeting with Mr. Bumstead, on the evening of the

epitaph-reading, Judge Sweeney has cultivated that gentleman's ac-

quaintance, and been received at his lodgings several times -nath consid-

erable cordiality and lemon-tea. On such occasions, Mr. Bumstead, in

his musical capacity, has sung so closely in Judge Sweeney's ear as to

tickle him, a wild and slightly incoherent Ritualistic stave, to the effect

that Saint Peter's of Rome, with pontifical dome, would by ballot

Infallible 'be; but for making Call sure, and Election secure. Saint

Repeater's of Rum beats the See. With finger in ear to allay the tick-

ling sensation, Jitdge Sweeney declares that this young man smelling

of cloves is a person of great intellectual attainments, and understands

the political genius of his country well enough to make an excellent

Judge of Election.

Walking slowly near the churchyard on this particular freezing De-

cember evening, with his hands behind his back, and his eyes intent for

any envious husband who may be " with a rush retiring," monumentally

counselled, after reading the Epitaph, Judge Sweeney suddenly comes

upon Father Dean conversing with Sjiythe, the sexton, and Mr. Bum-
stead. BoTiving to these three, who, like himself, seem to find real

luxury in open-air strolling on a bitter night in midwinter, he notices

that his model, the Ritual Rector, is -wearing a new hat, like a

Cardinal's, only black, and is immediatelj' lost in wondering where he

can obtain one like it short of Rome.

"You look so much like an author, Mr. Bumstead, in having no over-

coat, wearing your paper collar upside down, and carrying a pen be-

hind your ear," Father Dean is saying, "that I can almost fancy you

are about to write a book about us. Well, BumsteadviUe 'is just the

place to furnish a nice, dry, inoffensive domestic novel in the sedative

vein."

After two or three ineffectual efforts to seize the end of it, which he

seems to think is an inch or two higher than its actual position, Mr.

Bumstead finally withdraws from between his right ear and head a

long and neatly cut hollow straw.

" This is not a pen. Holy Father," he answers, after a momentary

glance of majestic severity at Mr. Smythe, who has laughed. "It is

osdy a simple instrument which I use, as a species of syphon, in cei'tain

chemical experiments with sliced tropical fruit and glass-ware. In the

;necipitation of lemon-slices into cut crystal, it is necessary for the liquid

medium to be exhausted gradually; and, after using this cylinder of

straw for the pui-pose about an hour ago, I must have placed.it behind

my ear in a moment of absent-mindedness."

"Ah, I see, " said Father Dean, although he didn't. "But what is

this. Judge Sweeney, respecting your introduction of McLaughlin to

Mr. Bumstead, which I have heard about ?"

"Why, yoar Reverence, I consider John McLaughlin a Character,"

responds the Judge, " and thought our young friend of the organ-loft

might like to study him."

"The truth is," explains Mr. Bumstead, "that Judge Sweeney put

it into my head to do a few pauper graves with John McLaughlin, some
moonlight night, for the mere oddity and dampness of the thing.—And
I should regret to believe, " added Mr. Bumstead, raising his voice as

he saw that the judiciarj' was about to interrupt— " And I should really

be loathe to believe that Judge Sweeney was not perfectly sober when
he did so."

"Oh, yes—certainly—I remember—to be sure," exclaims the Judge,

in great haste; alarmed into wpeedy assent by the construction which

he perceives would be piit upon a denial. "I remember it very dis-

tinctly. I remember putting it into your head—by the tiimblerful, if I

remember rightly.

"

"Profiting by your advice," continues Mr. Bumstead, oblivious to the

last sentence, I am going out to-night, in search of the moist and
picturesque, with John McLaughlin—

"

" Who is here," says Father Dean.

Old Mobtakity, dinner-kettle in hand and more mortary than eve>-,

is indeed seen approncluug (hem with shufiling gait. Bowing to the

Holy Father, he Ik about to pass on, -when Judge Sweeney stops him
with

—

"You must be very careful with your friend, Bumstead, this evening,

John McLaughlin, and see that he don't fall and break his neck.

"

"Never you worry about Mr. Bumstead, Judge," growls Old
MoKTAiiiTY. '

' He can walk further oft' the perpendicklar without

tumbling than any gentleman I ever see."

"Of course I can, John McLaughlin," says Mr. Bumstead, checking

another unseemly laugh of Mr. Smythe's with a dreadful frown. "I
often practice walking sideways, for the purpose of aeveloping the

muKcles o)i that side. The left side is always the weaker, and the hip

a trifle lower, if one does not counteract the difference by walking side-

ways occasionally."

A great deal of unnecessary coughing, which follows this physiological

exposition, causes Mr. Bumstead to breathe hard at them all for a

moment, and tread with great malignity upon Mr. Smythe's neareat

com.

While yet the sexton is groaning. Old Moktarity whispers to the

Ritualistic organist that he will be ready for him at the appointed hour
to-night, and shuffles away. After M'hich Mr. Bumstead, with the

hollow straw sticking out fiercely from his ear, privately offers to see

Father Dean home if he feels at all dizzy; and, being courteously re-

fused, retires down the turnpike toward his own lodgings with military

precision of step.

When night falls upon the earth like a drop of ink upon the word
Sun, and the stars glitter like the points of so many poised gold pens

all ready to write the softer word Moon above the blot, the organist of

St. Cow's sits in his own room, where his fii-e keeps-up a kind of

aspenish twihght, and executes upon his accordeon a series of wild and
mutilated airs. The moistened towel which he often wears when at

home is tnrbaned upon his head, causing him to present a somewhat
Turkish appearance; and as, when turning a particidarly complicated

corner in an aii', it is his artistic habit to hold his tongue between his

teeth, twist his head in sympathy with the elaborate fingering, and in-

voluntarily lift one foot higher and higher from the floor as some skittish

note frantically dodges to evade him, his general musical aspect at his own
hearth is that of a partially Oriental gentleman, agonizingly laboring to

cast from him some furious animal full of strange sounds. Thus en-

gaging in desperate single combat with what, for making a f.;rociou8

fight before any recognizible tune can be rescued from it, is, perhaps,

the most exhausting instrument known to evening amateurs and mad-
dened neighborhoods, Mr. Bumstead passes three athletic hours. At

the end of that time, after repeatedly tripping-up its exasperated organ-

ist over wrong keys in the last bar, the accordeon finally relinquishes

the concluding note with a dismal whine of despair, and retires in com-

plete collapse to its customury place of waiting. Then the conquering

performer changes his towel for a hat Avhich would look better if it Lad

not been so often worn in bed, places an antique black bottle in one
pocket of his coat and a few cloves in the other; hangs an uulii^hted

lantern before him by a cord passing about his neck, and, with his

umbrella under his arm, goes softly down stiiirs and out of the bouse.

Repairing to the marble-yard and home of Old Moktarity, which

are on the outskirts of BumsteadviUe, he wanders through mortar-

heaps, monuments brought for repair, and piles of bricks, toward a

whitewashed residence of small demensions with a light at tbc window.

'•John MrL.viciHLiN, ahoy !"

In response, tlie master of the mansion promptly opens the door, and
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it is then perceptible that his basemeut, parlor, spare-bedroom and

attic are all on one floor, and that a couple of pigs are spending the

season with him. Showing his visitor into this ingeniously condensed

establishment, he induces the pigs to retire to a corner, and then dons

his hat.

'
' Are you ready, John McLaughlin ?"

"Please the pigs, lam, Mr. Bumstead, " answers McLAUOHiiiN, taking

down from a hook a lantern, which, like his companion's, he hangs

from his neck by a cord. " My spirits is equ.al to any number of ghosts

to-night, sir, if we meet 'em."

"Spirits !" ejaculates the Ritualistic organist, shifting his umbrella

for a moment while he hiirriedly draws the antique bottle from his

pocket. "You're nervous to-night, J. McLaughlin, and need a little of

the venerable James Aker's West Indian Restorative.—I'll try it first

to make sure that I haven't mistaken the phial.

"

He rests the elongated orifice of the diaphanous flask upon his lijjs

for a brief interval of critical inspection, and then applies it thought-

fully to the mouth of Old Mortajiity.

"Some more! Some more!" pleads the aged McLaughlin, when
the Jamaican nervine is abraptly jerked from his lips.

'
' Silence ! Com on, " is the stern response of the other, who, as he

moves from the house, and restores the crystal antiquity to its proper

pocket, eats a few cloves by stealth. His manner plainly shows that he

is offended at the quantity the old man has managed to Bwallov>-

already.

Strange indeed is the ghastly expedition to the place of skulls, upon

which these two go thus by night. Not strange, jierhaps, for Mr.

McLaughlin, whose very youth in New York, where he was an active

politician, found him a frequent nightly familiar of the Tombs; but

strange for the organist, who, although often grave in his manner,

sepulchral in his tones, and occasionally addicted to coughin', must be

curiously eccentric to wish to pass into concert that evening with the

dead heads.

Transfixed by his umbrella, which makes him look like a wallcing

cross between a pair of boots and a hat, Mr. Bumstead leads the way

athwart the turnpike and several fields, until they have arrived at a low

wall skirting the foot of Gospeler's Gulch. Here they catch sight of

the Reverend Octavius Simpson and Montgomery Pendragon walking

together, near the former's house, in the moonlight, and, instantaneous-

ly, Mr. Bumstead opens his umbrella over the head of Old Moktakity,

and drags him down beside himself under it behind the wall.

'
' Hallo ! What's all this ?" gasps Mr. McLaughlin, straggling af-

frightedly in his suffocating cage of whalebone and alpaca. "What's

this here old lady's hoop-skirt doing on me ?"

" Peace, wriggling dotard !" hisses Bumste.ad, jamming the umbrella

tighter over him. '
' If they see us they'll want some of the West Indian

Restorative.

"

Mr. Simpson and Montgomery have already heard a sound; for they

pause abruptly in their conversation, and the latter asks: "Could it

have been a ghost ?"

"Ask it if it's a ghost," whispers the Gospeler, involuntarily crossing

himself.

"Are you there, Mr. G.?" quavers the raised voice of the young

Southerner, respectfully addressing the inquiry to the stone wall.

No answer.
'

' Well, " mutters the Gospeler, '
' it couldn't have been a ghost, after

all; but I certainly thought I saw an umbrella. To conclude what I

was saying, then,—I have the confidence in you, Mr. Montgomery, to

believe that you will attend the dinner of Reconciliation on Christmas

eve, as you have promised.

"

"Depend on me, sir."

"I shall; and have become surety for your punctuality to that ex-

cellent and unselfish healer of youthful wounds, Mr. Bumstead. "

More is said after this; but the speakers have strolled to the other

side of the Gospeler's house, and their words cannot be distinguished.

Mr. Bumstead closes his umbrella with such suddenness and violence

as to nearly pull off the head of McLaughlin; drives his own hat

fiirUier upon his nose with a sounding blow; takes several wild swallows
from his antique flask; eats two cloves, and chuckles hoarsely to him-
self for some minutes. "Here, John McLaughlin," he says, at last,

"try a little more West Indian Restorative, and then we'll go and do a

( To be Continued.

)

few skeletons.'

^,^\>^iVlO CORR£^P04.^

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Wl«at I* Lilkely to be Kalued, Monie day, rcKardlns the rneiimatlc
Tunnel.

Tubal Cain.

In order to make tliis department of Punchinello as complete as

possible, we have secured the services of the most competent authori-

ties in literature, art, the sciences in general, history, biography, and

the vast vague unknown. The answers furnished by us to our corre-

spondents may therefore be relied upon as being strictly accurate.

Scales.—How old was Daniel Lambert at ihe time of his death?

Answer.—736 lbs.

Ignoramus.—Why were the Roman Saturnalia so called? Answer.—
The proper spelling of the word is Sauternalia. They were -wine feasts;

and the vintage most in favor at them was Haut Sauterne.

Chasseur. Is the antelope, to be classed among the goat family ?

Answer.—No. Moore calls it a "deer gazelle."

Armiger.—Is " arm's length " a recognized measure? Answer.—Yes.

It is a Standard measure, as may be seen in the way that journal is

getting ahead of the Sun, which it keeps at arm's length.

Molar.—Yes; burnt Cork is an excellent dentifrice. It should not

be applied to the teeth of children, however, as it is apt to impart an

Irish accent, or, in exti'cme cases, even a negro dialect.

Bookworm.—Do two negatives always constitute an affirmative ?

Ansicer.—That depends upon the price charged by the photographer.

Swiswick.—Is it true that James Fisk, Jr., has purchased Baden and

another German Duchy? Answer.—No: but he could have both if he

wanted two.

Bockland.—Who are the suffering persons represented in Dore's re-

markable picture of Dante and Viegil visiting the frozen ward of the

Inferno? Answer.—The Knickerbocker Ice Company.

Solitaire.—On what day did the Fourth of July fall in the year 1788 ?

Answer.—On the Fourth.

James Lobbs.—How long ago is it since desiccated soup first cume in-

to use ? Answer.—At least as long ago as the days of Cromwell, whose

advice to his troops was " Put your trust in Providence, and keep your

chowder dry."

liach.—Is the jjractice of divorce a mark of civilization ? Answer.—
It is. In the Gorilla family, (the nearest approach to the human,)

divorce is not practiced, but it is in Indiana, which is usually con-

sidered to be a State of Civilization.

PAT TO THE QUESTION.

OuE law-makers in Congress—or rather law-cobblers, for few of them
have risen to the dignity of makers—are asked to repeal the per cap.

duty imposed by California on all Chinamen imported there.

The Californians have the authority of Congress itself, for this duty.

By reference to "Heyl's Rates of Duties on Imports," page 36, art.

691, under head of "Act of June 30, 1864, chap. 171," " An act to in-

crease Duties on Imports," etc., we find "on paddy one cent and a

half per pound." Now if a good-sized Irishman pays $2.25, why
shouldn't a "Celestial" pay as much in proportion to the weight of his

corpus ?

Contradictory.

It appears that, by a joint resolution of Congress, the use of "that
first-class humbug and fraud, the whiskey meter," has been abolished.

Now there are dozens of members of Congress who are not only "first-

class humbuj.s and frauds," but whiskey meters, to whom whiskey is

both meat and drink, and yet who ever heard of their proposing to

abolish tlienisclvci ?
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MURPHY THE COXaUEROR.

BY CORPORAL QUINN.

STAY-AT-HOME PEOPLE.
Folks may not be able to go to Newpoet or Long Branch, but they can always

create a local sensation by taking a foot-bath in the back-yakd.

Gome tip us your fist, then, yer sowl you,
Since iver I come irom the wars

The like wasn't heerd. Fill the bowl you
Bowld sous of MiLEsius and Mars

;

And dhrink to ould Ireland the turfy
That's shmiliu' out there in the say,

Wid three cheers for the coucjueror Murphy.
Whoo ! America's ours from to-day.

Och ! Sayzar he walloped the Briton,
The Tarthars leap't China's big wall,

Alexanuthur did half the wurld sit ou,
But niver touched Ireland at all.

At Clontarf ould Boru in the surf he
Sint tumblin' the luurdtherin' Danes

—

But, yer sowl, the brave conqueror Murphy
Takes the shine oixt of all of their puues.

Ulysses has made him Collecthor,
(Sich choppin' o' heads ne'er was seen ;)

Sure the hayro will make me Inspecthor
Whin there's so many " wigs on the green.

And we'll be night-watchmen uproarious,
Wid big badges on our coats,

Aud we'll fight for Tom Morphy the glorious,
Wid our fists, our guns, and our votes.

At the Custom House, Dutchman and Yankee
Are thryiu' to talk wid a brogue.

They're all Irish, now— fat, lean, or lanky.
And green are the neckties in vogue.

They're thracin' themselves to some Dui;phy,
O'Neill, or McCann, or O'Taatfe,

I'll go bail the bowld conqueror Murphy
'S too owld to be caught wid sich chafl".

Now Dutchmin may go to the divil,

Aud Yankees to Plymouth's ould rock,
We'll blast it, if they are not civil;

While boys of the raal ould stock
Will hurroo for ould Ireland the turfy.

"Whoo ! Jibralthar is taken to-day,

Our commandther's the conqueror Murphy—
Now a tiger aud niue times hoorrav !

COMIC ZOOLOGY.

Genus Cnlex.—The American Mosquito.

Few American birds are better known than the mosquito. lu com-
mou with the woodcock, snipe, and other winged succubi, it breeds in

wet places, yet is always dry. Like them it can sustain life on mud
juleps, but prefers "claret." It is a familiar creature, seems to regai-d

the human family as its Blood relations, and is always ready to sucker

them.

Being a bird of Nocturnal Habits, it is particularly attracted to

human beings in their Night-shirts. The swallow preys upon it, but it

generally eludes the Bat. Although it cannot be called Noctilucous,

like the lightning bug, it has no objection to alight in the darkness,

and you often knock till you cuss in your vain attempts to prevent its

taking a Shine to you.

The mosquito differs in most respects from all the larger varieties of

the winged tribes, and upon the whole takes after man more than any
other living thing. Nevertheless, it certainly bears a noticeable resem-

blance to some of the feathered race. Like the Nightingale, it " sings

darkling," and like the wooodpecker, is much addicted to tapping

the bark of Limbs and Trunks for the purpose of obtaining grub. It

may be mentioned as an amiable idiosyncracy of the mo.squito, that it is

foud of babies. If there is a child in the house, it is sure to spot the

playful innocent; and by means of an ingenious contrivance combining

the principles of the gimlet and the air-pump, it soon relieves the little

human bud of its superfluous juices. It is, in fact, a bom surgeon, a

Sangrado of the Air, and rivals that celebrated Spanish Leech in its

fondness for phlebotomy. Some infidels, who do not subscribe to the

doctrine that nothing was made in vain, consider it an umitigated nui-

sance, but the devout and thoughtful Christian recognizes it as Nature's

preventive of plethora, and as it alternately breathes a Vein and a

song, it may be said (though we never heard the remark,) to combine

the lUUe with the dnlce.

All the members of the genus are slender and graceful in their shape

and Gnatty in their general appearance. The common mosquito is re-

markable for its strong attachments. It follows man with more than

canine fidelity, and in some cases, the dog-like pertinacity of its afl'ec-

tion can only be restrained by Muslin. It is of a roving disposition,

seldom remaining settled long in one locality; and is Epicurean in its

tastes—always living, if possible, on the fat of the land. As the mos-

quito produces no honey, mankind in general are not as sweet upon it

as they are upon that bigger hum-bug, the buzzy bee
;
yet it is so far

akin to the bee, that, wherever it forages, it produces something closelj'

resembling Hivefi. ,

Few varieties of game are hunted more industriously than this, yet

such is the fecundity of the species, that the Sportsman's Club has not

as yet thought it necessary to petition the legislature for its protection.

The New Jersey Mosquito is the largest known specimen of the

genus, except the Southern Gallinipper, which is only a few sizes

smaller than the Virginia Nightingale, and raises large speckles simi-

lar to those of the Thrush. Ornithologists who A\-ish to study the habits of

the mosquito in its undomesticated or nomad state, may find it in angry

clouds on the surface of the New Jersey salt marshes at this season, in

company with its teetering long-billed Congener, the Sandsnipe.

During the last month of summer it reigns supreme in the swamps
west of Hoboken, the August Emperor of all the Rushes, and persons

of an apoplectic tvim, who -mnh to have their sui-plus blood deter-

mined to the surface instead of to the head, will do well to seek the

hygienic insect there.

Au Apt Quotution.

The niijue "Louvre" has now been adopted by several places of
entertainment in New York and its suburbs. A Boston gentleman, who
visited seven of them a night or two since, under the escort of a police-

man, declares that, by a slight altemtion of a line of Moore's, New York
may be well described as

—

" A place; for Louvres, and for Louvres only."
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. THE WATERING PLACES.

Punchinello's 'Vacation*.

Mb. Punchinello puts up at the Atlantic Hotel when he goes to Cape

May; and if you were to ask him why, he would tell you that it was on

account of the admirable water-punches which John McMakin serves

up. To be sure these mixtures do not agree with Mr. P. , but he likes

to see people enjoying themselves, even if he can't do it himself. It is

this unselfish disposition, this love of his fellow-men, that enables him
to maintain that constant good humor so requisite to his calling. In

fact, though Mr. P. often says sharp things, he never gets angry. When,
on Thiirsday of last week, he was walking down the south side of

Jackson street, and a man asked him did he want to buy a bag, Mr. P.

was not enraged. He knew the man took him for a greenhorn, but then

the man himself was a Jerseyman. It is no shame to be a greenhorn to

a Jerseyman. Quite the reverse. Mr. P. would blush if he thought

there lived a '
' sand-Spaniard " who could not take advantage of him.

So Mr. P. bought the bag, and because it was made of very durable

canvas, and would last a great while, he paid a dollar for it.

He did not ask what it was for. He knew. It was to put Cape Maj'

Diamonds in ! He put the bag in his pocket and walked along the

beach for three miles. You can't walk more than three miles here, and

if you hire a carriage you will find that yoii can't ride less than that dis-

tance. Which makes it bad, sometimes. However, when Mr. P. had

finished his three miles, he didn't want to go any further. He stopped,

and gazing carelessly around to see that no one noticed him, pulled out

his canvas bag and did shuffle a little in the sand with his feet. He
might find some diamonds, yoii know, just as likely as any of the hun-

dreds of other people, who, in other sequestered parts of the beach, were

pulling out other canvas bags, and shuffling in the sand with other

feet. At length Mr. P. shuffled himself into a very sequestered nook

indeed, and there he saw a man smoking. His melancholy little boy
was sitting by his side. Perceiving that it v>ks only General Geant,

Mr. P. advanced with his usual grace and suavity of manner.

"Why, Mr. President !" said he, " I thought you would be found at

Long Branch this season."

" Long—thunder !" ejaculated the General, his face as black as the

ace of spades, (which, by the way, is blue.) "I might go to Nova
Zembla for a quiet smoke, and some sneaking politician would crawl out

from the ice with a petition. I went fishing in Pennsylvania, and I

found twenty of those fellows to every trout. However, I don't mind
you. Take a seat and have a cigar."

-J

\>

Jlr. P. took the seat, (which was nothing to brag of, ) and a cigar,

(which would have been a great deal to brag of, if he had succeeded in

smoking it, ) and, after a whiff or two, asked his companion how it was
that he came to send such a message to Congress about Cuba.

."What message?" said Ghant, absently.

Mr. P. explained.

" Oh," said Grant, "that one ! Didn't you like it ? Caleb Cushing
wrote it and brought it to me, and I signed it. If you had wi-itten one
and brought it to me, I would have signed that. 'Tisn't my fault if the

thing's wrong. What would you expect of a man ?"

Mr. P. concluded that in this case it was ridiculous to expect any-
thing else, and so he changed the sxibject.

That afternoon Mr. P. bathed.

He went to Sloan's and fitted himself out in a bathing suit, and very

lovely he looked in it, when he emerged from the bathing house at high-

tide. With a red tunic; green pants; and a very yellow hat, he re-

sembled a frog-legged Garibaldian, ready for the harvest.

When he hurried to the water's edge, he hesitated for a moment.
The roaring surf was so full of heads, legs, arms, back-hair, hats and
feet, that he feared there was no room for him. However, he espied a

vacancy, and plunged into the briny deep.

How delicious ! How cool ! How fresh ! How salt ! How splendid !

He struck out with his legs; he struck out with his arms; he dived

with his whole bodj'. He skimmed beneath the green waters; he floated

on the rolling wave-tips; he trod water; he turned heels over head in

the emerald depths; and thus, gamboling like an infant Triton, he
passed out beyond the breakers. It was very pleasant there. Being a

little tired, he found the change from the surging waves to the gentle

chuck and flop of the deep water, most delightful. Languidly, to rest

himself, he threw his arm*over a rock just peeping above the water.

But the rock gave a start and a yawn.

It was a sleeping shark !

The startled fish opened his eyes to their roundest, and backed

water.

So did Mr. P.

For an instant they gazed at each other in utter surprise. Then the

shark began slowly to sink. Mr. P. knew what that meant. The
monster was striving to get beneath him for the fatal snap !

Mr. P. sank with him !

With admirable presence of mind he kept exactly even with the fish.

At last thej' reached the bottom.

Mr. P. was nearly suffocated, but he determined that he would strangle

rather than rise first. The shark endeavored to crawl under him, but

Mr. P. cluug to the bottom.

The fish then made a a feint of rising, but, in an instant, Mr. P. had

him around the waist

!

The affrighted shark darted to the surface, and Mr. P. inhaled at least

a gallon of fresh air. Never before had oxygen tasted so good !

On the surface the struggle was renewed, but Mr. P. always kept

undermost.

At last they rested from the contest, and lay panting on the surface

of the water, glaring at each other.

The shark, who was a master of finesse, swam out a little way, to

where the water was deeper, and then slowly sank, intending, if Mr. P.

followed him again to the bottom, to stay there long enough to drown

the unfortunate mau. But Mr. P. knew a trick worth two of that.

He didiit follow him at all! He swam towards shore PS fast as he

could, and when the shark looked around, to see if he was coming, he

was safe within the line of surf.

Need it be said that when he reached dry land, Mr. P. became a

hero with the crowds who had witnessed this heroic struggle ?

That evening, as Mr. P. sat upon the portico of his hotel, there came

unto him, in the moonlight, a maiden of the latest fashion.

"Sir," she softly murmured "are you the noble hero who overcame

the shark ?"

Mr. P. looked uj) 'it her.

Her soft eyes were dimmed with irrepressible emotion.

"I am," said he.

The maiden stood motionless. Her whole frame was agitated by a

secret struggle.

At length she spoke.

" Is there a Mrs. P.?" she softly said.

Mr. P. arose. He grasped the back of his chair with trembling hand.

His mauly form quivered with a secret struggle.

He looked upon her !

He gazed for a moment, with glowing, passionate eyes, iipon that

matchlcKH form—upon that angelic face, and then—he clasped his brows

in hojjeless agony.



stepping back, he gave the maiden one glance of wildest love, fol-

lowed by another of bitterest despair; and Bank helpless into his chair.

The maiden leaned, pale and trembling, against a piUar; but hearing

the approach of intriiders, she recovered herself with an effort.

" Farewell, " she whispered. " I know ! I know! There is a Mrs.

P. !"^—and she was gone.

Mr. P. arose and slipped out into the night, shaken by a secret

struggle. He laid upon the sand and kicked up his heels.

There i:at any Mrs. P. !

i^Ir. P. does not wish to sweep his hand rudely o'er the tender chords

of any heart, but he wants it known that he is neither to be snapped up
by sharks in the sea, or by young women at watering places.

A DOG'S TALE.

Dogrmutlc.

I AM only a dog, I admit; but do you suppose dogs have no feeling ?

I guess if you were kicked out of every door-way you ran into, and
driven away from every meat stand or grocery you happened to smell

around, you would think you had feelings.

When I see some dogs riding in carriages, looking so grandly out of

the windows, or others walking along proudly by the side of their

owners, I have a feeling of dislike for the very thought of liberty !

I sometimes go with the crowd to a lecture-room, and listen to the

speeches about freedom and liberty, the hatred of bondage, and all that

sort of thing. I get my tail up, and wish I could tell them what liber-

ty really is. There is nothing

worse in the world than

this running around loose,

with no one to look after.you,

and no one for you to look

after; no one to notice you

when you wag your tail, and
to have no occasion for so

doing. You go out and you

come in, and nobody cares.

If you never come back, no
one troubles himself about

you.

Everj- day I hear men read-

ing in the papers about sonif

lucky dogs having strayed,

or having been stolen, a large

reward being offered for

their recovery: and I envy

each lost dog ! I wonder
who would advertise for me
if I got lost ! Alas ! no one.

They would not give me a

bone to bring me back, or to

keep me from drowning my-
self. But every boy in the

street thinks he has a right

to throw stones at me; and
tie tin-kettles to my tail; and

chase me when I have bad
the good luck to find a

bone; and to set big dogs upon me to worry me when I

am faint from hunger and haven't much pluck; and worse than all,

chase me and cry " Ki-yi," when I am almost dying of thirst

!

If you only knew how hard it is for a poor dog to make his way in

the world, with no one to helw him to a mouthful of food, you would
feel sorry for us.

But I think we might get along better if it wasn't for the scarcity of

water. I hardly know a spot in the city where I can get a driuk ; and
many a time I have gone all day without a drop.

If I happen to hang out my tongue and droop my tail, my cars are

.saluted with " Mad dog ! Lot's kill him!" You need not wonder I

sometimes turn round, and snap at my pursuers. I think you would
snap, too, if you were chased through street and lane and alley, till your
blood was in a perfect fever, and you hardly knew which way you were
running ! I have, on many such occasions, actually run past a beauti-

ful bone that lay handy on the side-walk, and never stopped to smell it.

Oh ! I wish some one would take me prisoner, and continue to own
me, and keep me in bondage as long as I lived ! I should only be too

happy to give up my liberty, and settle down and be a respectable dog !

A Bute-inil Idea.

The Marquis of Bute denies that he is going to return to the Protes-

tant fold. With reference to the rumor, the Pope stated in the Ecu-
menical Council that '

' the Bute was on the right leg at last, and that

he would launch his thunder against him who should dare that Bute
displace.

"

WHAT IS IT?

As the shades of night descend (in the neighborhood of Mecklenburg,

N. C.,) and harmless domestic animals begin to compose themselves to

sleep, suddenly the drowsy world is awakened by a roaring like that of

a lion ! It proceeds from the forest, in whose bosky recesses (as the

Mecklenburgers suppose) some terrible creature proclaims his hunger

and his inclination to appease it with human flesh ! All night long the

quaking denizens of that hamlet lie and listen to the roaring, which is

an effectual preventive of drowsiness, as the moment any one begins

to be seized with it he also begins to fancy he is about to be seized and

deglutinated by the horrid monster ! Naturalists are positive it is not

the Gyascutis, but admit that a Megatherium may have lately awakened

from the magnetic sleep of ages, with the pangs of a mighty hunger tear-

ing his wasted viscera.

If our theory is correct, the good people of Mecklenburg (was it not in

Mecklenburg that the agi-

tation for Independence be-

gan?) may be assured that

deliverance from this unrea-

sonable Dragon is possible.

We think it more than likely

that it is simply George Fran-
cis Tr.un practicing for the

next invasion ofGreat Britain.

Nothing could be more harm-

less. One Ku-Kluxian youth,

armed with a double-barrelled

shot-gun, four bowie-knives,

and a number of revolvers,

could rout him instantly, and

even check the flow of his

vociferous eloquence so sud-

denly as to put him in immi-

nent danger of asphj-xia.

OlvluK the Cne.

RETRIBUTION.
The bots of San Fbancisco, exasfebated at the oontebsion of theib

Doos into pie, tie kettles to the tails of the Chinamen.

" Is that one of your Chi-
nese belles ? asked Mr. Pun-
chinello of Mr. KooniAN-
scHOop, as one of the uewly-
iinporte* yallagals jtassed.

"Yes," replied Mr. K.
"You can always tell a Chi-

nese bell from a Chinese gong
bv the bell-pull attached to

it"
Mr. P. immediately pre-

sented his chapeau to Mr. K.

T
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HINTS FOR-THOSE WHO WILL TAKE THEM.

Mb. Punchinello: Your invaluable "Hints for the Family," pub-

lished some time since, seem destined to work a revolution in our

domestic economy; as

the plans you propose

must win the admira-

tion of housekeepers

by their extreme sim-

plicity, aside from any

other motives to their

adoption. I have myself

tested several of your

methods, and find that

you speak from tho-

rough and circumstan-

tial knowledge of your

subject. In bread-

making, for instance,

we find that when the

cat reposes in the

dough, it (the dough)

will not rise, though

the cat does. But in

the clock manufacture,

we fear you have di-

vulged one of the se-

crets of the trade.

Your little invention

for carrying a thread

should be recommend-

ed to students and other

isolated beings, not-

withstanding their un-

accountable propensity

to pierce other sub-

stances than the cloth.

They would find driv-

ing the needle through

much facilitated by a

skilful use of the table

formerly described.

Permit me to make a

few additional sugges-

tions.

Get some worsted and

a pair of needles; set

up from twenty to forty

stitches, more or less,

and knit till you are

tired. When finished

—(the knitting)—draw

out the needles and bite

off the thread. You will

thus have made an ele-

gant lamp-mat, of the

same color as the worst-

ed, and the very thing

fur a Christmas present

to your grandmother.

This is a very grace-

ful employment, and a

great favorite with

ladies; in fact, some
ladies seem so infatu-

ated with work of that

kind, that, according to the new theory of the Future, a fruition of

fmcy-work will be amongst their other blissful realizations. And so,

after surveying Deacon Quikk'b spiritual potato fields, or perhaps some
fresh (spiritual) manifestation of Miss Phelps's piety and intelligence,

we may have the i)leasure of seeing the sun and moon hung with

tidies, and a lamp-mat under each star.

Take your rejected sketches and compositions, cut them in strips two
or three inches wide, and as long as the paper will permit. Fold these

strips lengthwise as narrow as possible, and smooth the edges down

flat with your finger. When finished, or perhaps before, you will find
you have made a bunch of excellent lamp-lighters.

Get a suit of clothes—broadcloth is the best—and a pair of boots to

stand them in. Button the coat, and insert in the neck any vegetable

you choose, so that it

be large enough, (one

of the drum-head spe-

cies is the best,) and
finish with a hat. You
will then find, doubtlef:s

to your surprise and
delight, that you Lave

a man, or an excellent

substitute for one,

equal, if not superior

to the genuine article,

warranted to be always

pleased with his din-

ner, and never, neces-

sarily, in the way.

Some people may object

to its lack of intelli-

gence, as compared
with the original, but

careful investigation

has shown that the dif-

ference is very slight;

yet, admitting even

this to be a positive

fault, it is amply

counterbalanced by ne-

f,'ative merits. Your
correspondent who
wi-ites about ' 'The Keal

Estate of Woman, " will

be relieved to find that

the threatened dearth

in husbands can be so

readily obviated.

Very truly,

Ann O. Blue.

For Slnareri, Only.

What is the best

wine for the voice ?

Canary.

A Chop-House Aplior-
lam.

CusTOMEES who fee

waiters may always be

sure of their Feed.

BOMBASTES BONAPARTE:
NOW PERFOEMING AT THE THEATKE FllANCAIS.

" He who would these Boots displace

Must meet BoMBASTES face to face."

'Wusby.

The daily papers tell

us that "Sixty-Eight

Thousand persons vis-

ited the ]3ublic baths

during last week."

They went in — a

week lot— and came

out sixty-eight thou-

sand strong.

ConnitructlTe Oeulua.

" A poor woman in

Utioa, who owns three houses .and is building another, sends her chil-

dren into the streets daily to beg.

"

Quite right. While the youngsters beg in the streets, let the enter-

l)risiug old lady go on and begin another house.

A. JCcKUlt of the Moiiurol.

OwiNO to the influx of Chinamen into this country, the edict against

allowing dogs to run at large during the Summer has been relaxed.
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HIRAM GREEN ON THE CHINESE.

He \irrltea m letter to the Xorth Adams Shoe Sfanuractarer.—New
Occupation Tor the " Comins Man."

NSBOKO, Nye onto Varmont, )

Jidy the 11th, 18-Seveniy. \

MisTEB Sampson:

Selestiaxi Sir:—I take my goose quil in hand to rite you a letter.

I like your stile—you soot me. I myself have been an old States-

man, having served my country for 4 years as Gustise of the Peece,

raisin* sed offis to a higher standard than usual, as well as raisin' an

interestin' family of eleven healthy children. Upon the linements of

their countenance the features and stamp of Green stands out in bold

relief. They are all genuine Greeu-bax.

A little cloud no bigger than a man's hand made its appearance over

the golden streets of San Francisco.

It is growin' bigger, and afore we know it, will be bigger than a white

elefant.

You have ceased the dilemer by the horn which hangs suspended

from the dilemer's head, like the tail of a kite.

"While you have set the Chinees peggin' away puttin' bottoms on

shoes, a great many are peggin' away "putin' a head onto you."

In the present statis of things you want to blow up your nerve, and

stand as firm as the rox of Jiberalter, and like Byron exclaim:

" To be or not to be, there's the f-uestion ;

—

Whether a man feels better to pay big wages for shoemakers.

Or to suffer the ajings and arrows of everybody,

By hirin' Hg-tails for >2 price V"

Poleticians of the different chiirches don't endorse our Selestial

brother. But, sir, I'll venter a few dollars, that if the children of the

son^and dorter—leaned towards either party, he would be gobled np

quicker'n scat, even if he come red hot from old Lucifer, with a poclcet

full of free passes, for the whole nashun, to the Infernal regions.

That's so. A vote's a vote, if it comes from Greenland's coral straml

or Afric's icy mountains. I feel a good deal towards you as a nabor of

mine, named Joe Belcher, once did.

Joe likes his tod, and can punish as much gin and tansy as a New
York alderman can, when drinkin' at the sity's expense.

Joe went to camp meetin' last week, and, I am pained to say it, Josef

got drunker than a biled owl.

While one of the brethem was preachin', Joe sot on a pine log tryin'

to make out wether the preacher was a double-headed man, or whether

2 men were holdin' forth.

'* Who'll stand up for the carpenter's Son?" sed the preacher.

This made Joe look around.

The question was again repeated.

Again Joe looked around for an answer.

Again the preacher said: "Who'll stand up for Him ?"

Joe by this time had got onto his feet, and was steadyin' himself by

holdin' onto a tree, while he sung out:

" I say (hie !) ole feller, lie stand up (hie !) for him, or any 'oiTer man
who hain't got any (hie !) more fren's than he has (hie !) in this 'ere

crowd."

I feel a good deal as Joe did. Anybody who hain't got any more

frends than you have, Mr. Sampson, has my sympathy.

For bringin' these h'dy morrU and refined Monongohelians to Massachu-

setts is a big feather in your cap, and you will receive your reward

bime-bye. •

"The wages of sin is death."

But the wages of a Chinyman is money in a man's pocket. They
work cheap.

I am trying to get the Chinese substituted for canul bosses.

A man here by the name of Snyder, who runs a canal Hoss to our Co.

,

talks of sendin' for a lot.

Won't they be bang up with their cues hitcht to n, canal bote sniikin'

it along at the rate of a mile inside of 2 hours. " G'lang ! Tea leaf"

Then when they was restin' from their labors, by tyin' 2 of 'em to-

gether by their cues, stand one opposite the other and hang close be-

tween 'em to drj% on washin' day.

What an aristocratic thing Chiny close-line posts would be. The
only drawback that I know of is, that the confounded posts mite some
day walk off with all the close.

But, sir, if they served me in that manner, I would cover the ground

with broken crockery by smashin' their old Chiny mugs for 'em.

Since youVe awoken to noiorosity, I have been studdjan' out your

family pedigree,

I find your Antsisters are connected with long hair more or less, same
as you be with Chiny pig-tails.

Old Sampson the first's strength, like your'n of to-day, lade in his

long hair.

He could cut off more heads, and slay more Fillistians with the jaw

bone of a member of Congress than the President of these U. S. can by

makin' a new deal in the Custom house department.

And, sir, I reckon aboiit these days, we are getting rather more of

that same kind of jaw bone than is healthy.

I am afrade not.

Mrs. Sampson worked like a kag of apple sass in hot weather, to find

out where her old man's strength was. When she found out, what did

she do ? Why, she got a pair of sheep shears and cropped him closer'u

a state prison bird, and tryin' to lift a house full of fokes, it fell onto

him and smashed him.

Like Lot's wife, she'd orter been turned into a pillow of salt, and

then the pillow had orter been sewed up and cast into the sea.

Another of the Sampsoi*s wouldn't even chop off Mariar Anternette's

head until her hair had been cut off, so he could peel her top-knot off

slick and cleen.

Lookin' back at these cheerful antsisters of your'n, it's no wonder

you go in for long haired labor. It runs in the Sampson blood.

The public is cussin' you from Daniel to Beersheber, because you've

brought a lot of modem Philistines to Massachusetts.

Let 'em cus.

That's their lay.

Youru is, to bild up a fortin, if Poor-houses for white laborers to

live in is thicker in North Adams than goose pimples on a fever and

ager sufferer's form.

As old Grandma Sampson cut off her old man's long hair, so she could

handle him in one of them little fireside scrimmages which we married

fokes enjoy, so fokes would crop you, my hi toned old Joss stick.

But I've'writ more'n I intended to. I would like to have you come

and make us a visit.

Bring along your wife, Delial. Tell her to bring her croshay work.

Mrs. Green is interestin' company among wimmen.

What Mariae don't know about her nabors, don't happen.

Then her veel pot-pies and ingin puddins are just rats.

She can nock the spots off from any woman who wears a waterfall,

gettin' up a good square meal.

Anser soon, and don't forget to pay your own postige.

Hopin' you are sound on the goose and able to enjoy your Srvi lager

und Sweitzer, I am thine, old hoss,

Hiram Green, Esq.,

Lait Gustise of the Peece.

TREATMENT FOR POTATO BUGS.

Mr. Clark Johnson, of Pendleton, Indiana, not at all discouraged by

the signal failures of manj' previous campaigns against the Bug, has

entered the (potato) field with a new weapon, viz. : a mixture of Paris

Green and Ashes. Applied frequently, as a Top Dressing, this gentle

stimulant imparts a new energy to the vine, and also to the Bug, who
thus becomes so vigorous, and at the same time restless, that an uncon-

trollable impulse seizes him to visit the home of his ancestors, (Colo-

rado.) Here, as is supposed by Mr. Johnson, the fictitious energy that

had been supplied by the Mixture deserts the immigrant, who now
settles down contentedly, nor ever roams again.

As (owing to the present facilities of freighting, etc.,) the Potatoes of

Pendleton may eventually find the New York market, which always

invites the superior esculent, we would like to suggest to Mr. Johnson

that this Mixture be administered to the Bug with a spoon, and not

si)rinkled promiscuously on the ground. We have drank Tea with a

"green flavor," and found it comparatively innocuous; but Potatoes

with a green flavor, (especially if flavored by the Johnsonian method,

)

we should consider as doubtful, to say the least. It is the general

impression that there is nothing Green in Paris; but your house

painter knows there is such a thing as Paris Green, and that it is the

oxyde of copper. Therefore, Kho"'d one eat many of the potatoes

nourished as above, we should expect to see him gradually turning into

a Bronze Statue—a fate which, unless he were particularly Greeky and

nice-looking, we should wish to anticipate, if possible, in the interests

of art.
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FaKhlouitble IntcIIIeence.

Two colors that once were fashionable

in the Parisian toilette, viz. ; Bismakck

browTi and Prussian blue, are now ex-

cluded from court circles, by command
of the Empress.

Weather or Xo.

Most remarkable in the history of

mathematics are the calculations pub-

lished by the weather-prophet of the

Repress. Arithmetic turns pale when
she glances at them, and, striking her

multiplication table with her algebraic

knuckles, demands to know why the

Express does not add a Cube-it to its

Thatchee.

Coinitarativc Industry,

It is reported that '

' the journeymen

lathers demand four dollars per day."

As a question of comparative soap, the

latherers will in due time strike too.

The ultimatum will be—"Raise our pay

or we drop the Razor."

jia. swachenbacher, of the alhy 'un society, creates .v sensatii^n among the lady b.\thers at

"the Branch," by appearing among tuem as a Merman, with a p.eal, lookinci-glass and a

false tail.

' OtnutbuM Hoc," etc.

What is the difference between theft

in an omnibus and the second deal at

cards ?

One is a Game of the Stage, and the

other is a Stage of the Game.

, OUR AGRICULTURAL COLUMN.

\IeinorabllIa or " What I Know About FarmluK."

Profound subjects should be well meditated upon. A man may write

about "New America," or "Spiritual Wives," or any such light and

airy subject, without possessing much knowledge, or indulging in much
thought, but he can't play such tricks upon Agriculture. She is very

much like a donkey: unless you are thoroughly acquainted with her

playful ways, she will upset you in a quagmire. Perhaps it is due to

my readers that I should say here that I have read a great many valu-

able treatises upon this subject, among which may be named, " Cometh

up as a Flour," "Anatomy of Melon-cholly, " "Sowing and Reaping,"

one thousand or two volumes of Patent Office Reports, and three or four

bushels of "Proverbial Philosophy." I would also add, that I invari-

ably remain awake on clear nights, and think out the ideas set down in

this column. Pvobably you may not be able to find traces of all that

labor here, but I assure you that those books are more familiar to me
than is my catechism. However, anj'body who thinks he knows more

about vegetables than I do, can send me a letter containing his infor-

niation, and, if I don't cabbage it, I will plant it carefully in the bottom

of the waste paper baslcet. We now proceed to consider.

PAR'S NIPS.
This vegetable always flourishes in a moist soil, though it geuerally

has a holy horror of aqua pura. Some of them arc of an immense size;

I have seen them fill a tumbler. Producers, however, generally charge

more for the large ones than for the small. The size of the nip usually

depends upon the par. It may be that your par's nip is extremely

small, while John Smith's par's nip is very large. Four fingers is, I

believe, considered to be the regulation size.

This vegetable is served up in a variety of forms. Some pars hke it

with milk ; in that case it is generally '
' hung up. " In the winter it is

often called a sling or a punch; in the summer it is denominated a

cobbler or a jew-lip. Perhaps it would be well for those who love it, to

indulge in par's nip now, for some people say, that in the days of the

"coming man" there will bo no par's nips. It must be admitted that

the father of a family, wh* indulges too freely in par's nip, is very

likely to run to seed, and to plant himself in such unfruitful places as

the gutter. If he be a young par, he may become a rake, and fork over

his money, and then ho ! for the alms-house.

Numerous efforts have been made to suppress this vegetable, among

which may be reckoned, '
' Father, dear Father, come home with me

now," Brother Gough's circus, and the parades of the F. M. T. A. B
Societies. Maine and Vennont Neal together in the front rank of its

opponents. In Boston they tried to suppress this vegetable, but, if

you followed your par to a store and heard him order a cracker, you

could smell par's nip.

Among the mild varieties of this article may be mention-ed benzine,

camphene and kerosene; the next strongest kind is called Jersey light-

ning; but, if you desire par's nips in their most luxuriant form, go to

Water street and try the species known as "rot-gut."

OUR PORTFOLIO.

Poetry is the exclusive birthright of no age of people. The dirtiest

Hindoo sings to hia fetish the songs of the Brahmin muse, with as keen

a relish as the most devout Christian does the hymns of Dr. Watts.

Melody comes of Heaven, and is a gift vouchsafed to all generations,

and all kinds of men. In proof of this, let us adduce a siugle exti-act

from the great epic of the Hawaiian poet, Poppoofi, entitled "Ka
Nani E !"

Ka aani c ! ka nani e I

Alohi puni no

Mai luua, a mai lalo nei,

A ma na mea a pan.

We would call the attention of our readers particularlj' to the sublime

sentiment of the second line. " Alohi puni no," sings the peerless Pop-

poofi, and where, in the pages of that other Oriental Homer, the Per-

sian Hafi, can be found anything half so magnificent ? There may be

critics bigoted enough to think that the last line destroj's the efiect of

the other three; but ice don't. Punchinello would much rather dis-

cover the good in a thing at any time, than go ^-fishing on Sundays.

It is not in the nature of a properly const^ituted human being to lay

his hand upon his heart and chant:

" Ea nani c t Ka nani o I'

in the presence of his mother-in-law, without teeling that UT? k not

so miserable as some people would make it out. In the words of

Alexander Selkirk's man Friday: " Polmam qui meruit ferat."



THE PLAYS AND SHOWS.

MMET is a name which has

heretofore been associated in

the public mind with the

Negro Minstrel business.

Certain weird barbaric melo-

dies, which defy all laws of

musical composition, but

which haunt one like a dream

of a lonely night on some

wild African river, are said to

have been written by "Old
Emmet." Is there any such

person? Has any one ac-

tually seen '
' Old Emmet" in

the flesh, and ^dth—say a

high hat and a cotton um-
brella? For my part I dis-

believe in the popular theorj'

of the origin of these Emmetic
melodies which stir one so

strangely. They are not the

work of any earthlj' song
writer, but are boni of some untuned Eolian harp jjlayed upon by un-

certain breezes, that murmur the memory of tropical groves and sigh

with the sadness of exile. There is no "Old Emmet." If there is, let

him be brought forward—not to be chucked out of the window, as Mrs.

F. 's Aunt might suggest,—but to be thanked and wondered at as an
inchoate Offenbach, who might, under other circumstances, have
written an American opera-bouife, or, better still, as a possible Chopin,

who might have written a second "March Funebre " as hopeless and
desolate and fascinating as that of the despairing and poetic Pole. (I

^m coming to "Fkitz" in a moment, but I won't be hurried by
any one.)

As for Joseph K. Emmet, he is an undoubted reality. If you don't

believe it, go to Wallace's and see him. Somebody discovered this

Emmet in the Pastoral privacy of the Bowery. Mr. Gaylek was made
to write a play for him, and Emmet, the Bowerj' Minstrel, straightway

became Mr. .Joseph K. Emmet, the renowned impersonator of "Fkitz."

He plaj's " Fp.itz" at Wallace's every evening, and the entertainment

is something of this nature.

ACT I.

—

Sce/ie, the outside of Cktstle Garden. Enter baggage-smashers,

emigrant-runners, aldermen, and other criminals.

KuNNEB. " There's a ship a' comin' up. I'll lay for the Dutchmen."
BoBBiT. {A conce^i-saloon manager. )

'
' There's a ship coming up. I'll

lay for the Dutch girls.

Dis.soLUTE Colonel. "There's a ship coming up. I want you two

fellows to look out for a Dutchman named "Fritz," who is onboard.

He takes care of a girl, Kateina, whom I adore. Carry off Fritz and
I'll carrj' ofl" the girl.

( Various emigrants enter and are hustled off by the runners. Fritz and
KkTBU^ A. finally appear.)

Fritz. "Ja. Das ist gut. Ach himmel; zwei bier und Liniburger."

( Ihe runners seize his trunk and carry it off. Tlie Dissohjte Colonel
huiries Katrina into a coach and carries her off. Fritz is carried

away by h'ls emotions. Curtain.)

ACT II.

—

Scene, aboarding-houseparlor. Enter Dissolute Colonel and

Katrina.

Dissolute Colonel. "You are in my power. Be mine, and you

shall have as many bonnets and things as you can wish. Eefuse, and

I'll send every reporter in the city to interview you.

"

Katrina. " Base villain ! I despise you. Let the torturers do their

worst."

(Enter Fritz, disguised as a member of the Sorosis.

)

Katrina. "You here ! Be cautious. The hash is dnigged. Save me,

my beloved."

Fritz. "Ja. Das ist nicht gut. Herr Colonel, Ich bin Katrina's

aunt. Ich habe gekommcn to take her away wid me, ye owdacious

spalpeen.

"

Dissolute Colonel. '
' Glad to see you. Take some hash, madam ?"

Fritz. "Ja. Das ist gut. Take some yourself, you murtherin'

thafe of the worruld.

"

( The Dissolute Colonel/orge/s that the hash is dnigged. He takes it and

falls insensible. Fritz and Katrina escape. Scene changes to Judge

Dowlinq's court-room.)

Fritz. {Having left off his Sorosis disguise.) "Ja. Das is nicht gut.

Behold, O wise young judge, the misguided person who put my trunk in

his pocket and ran away with it."

Judge. " Prove your case."

Fritz. "Ja. Das ist gut. Begar ! I proves him tou/e de swi<e—what
you call to wunst. You see those Limburger cheese in the villain's

mouth. He got them out of my trunk. So you see I have him tin thief

geproven.

"

Judge. " Your case is proved. Let the prisoner be removed."

Fritz. " Ja. Das ist sehr gut. Now I'm a gwine to de saloon, where

dis niggah has a ningagement for to sing."

{Scene changes to a concert saloon. Fritz enters and goes through an entire

programme of negro minstrelsy, to the icild delight of the gallery. At last

the lazy curtain .iloidy consents to fall.

ACT III.—The Dissolute Colonel comes to grief, and Fiutz' marries

Katrina. If you want to know all about it, go to the theatre. I don't

intend to ruin the establishment by giving the piiblic the whole play

for the ridiculous sum which is charged for this cojiy of Punchinello.

The third act is the last of the play, and when the curtain falls, the

audience immediately proceeds to pick Emmet to pieces.

Boy in the Gallery. "Ain't he just tip, though? I've seen him
lots o' times at Tony Pastor's, and 'I allers knowed he'd be a big thing

if the Bowery or thishyer theatre got a hold on him."

Y'oungLady. " Isn't it frightfully low? The idea of Mr. Wallace
permitting this negro minstrelsy in his theatre. To be sure Mr. Emmet
is funny ; but I hate to see people fuuny in this place.

"

Old Gentleman. "My dear ! don't be absurd. Suppose Mr. Emmet
has been a minstrel, is that any proof that he can't be an actor ? The
young fellow has his faults, but they will wear off in time, and he is

brimful of real talent. The play isn't a model of excellence, but it was

made to show Emmet's strong points, and it answers its purpose. Shall we
cry down a talented and promising young actor simply because he has

been a minstrel, and now has the audacity to play at Wallace's ? And
besides, haven't we seen pantomime, and legs, and Lotta, and Dan
Bryant at Wallace's? You never objected to any of the illegitimacies

that have preceded Fritz ;—why then should you begin now ? Give

Emmet and Gayler a chance. At any rate they can make j'ou laugh,

which is something that Boucicault .with his ' Lost at Sea ' did not do.

"

Matador.

A PARABLE ABOUT THE TWELFTH OF JULY.

In a far distant land, beyond the sea, there dwelt an Orange Lily.

Separated from it by a very absurd and useless ditch, a Green Sham-

rock spread its trefoil leafage to the sun, and grew greener every day.

Now, in course of time, a very ill feeling sprang \xi> between the Lily

and the Shamrock, on account of color, the former despising the latter

because it was green, and the latter hating the former because it was

orange—as if both colors hadn't lived together in the rainbow ever since

the aquatic excursion of old Mr. Noah, without ever falling out of it or

with each other. In time they both crossed the sea, and took root in a

far-away land, where they became acquainted with a very remarkable

animal called the American Beaver.

The industry of this creature urged the Lily to toil and spin, contrary

to its usual habits, while the Shamrock converted its trifoliated leaves

into shovels, and took a contract for excavating the hemisphere. And

so they might have jogged on very well together, but for their stupid

way of showing their colors when there was no occasion for it. This

greatly disgusted their friend, the American Beaver, who didn't care a
.

pinch of snuffabout color, (black is not a color, yf)U know, ) but who went

in for faithful and persistent work. One beautiful Twelfth of July, the

Lily arose very early in the morning, and, shaking out her orange

leaves, defied the Shamrock to "come on." The Shamrock came on.

There was a vegetable howl, and clash, and clangor in the air, and the

Lily, having knocked off several of the Shamrocks' gi-eenest leaves, went

to its friend, the American Beaver, for comfort and support. But the

American Beaver, instead of countenancing the Lily, said: "Look here,

Lily, I guess you are about the greatest fool I ever did see, except, per-

haps, the Shamrock. As long as you two stick to your work, instead

of sticking out your colors and sticking your knives into each other, I

am very glad to have you for neighbors, but now that ynii have shown

yourselves to be jack-asses instead of vegetables, I would not give an

American Beaver dam for the two of you.

1 t
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CONDENSED CONGRESS.

SENATE.

PLEASANT philosopher tells us

that blessings brighten as they

take their flight. The flight of

Congress may be regarded as a

blessing! But Congressmen do

not brighten. Punchinello

listens in vain for the swan song

of SuMNEE, and looks longingly,

without being gratified by the

spectacle of the oratorical funeral

pyre of Nye. Almost the only

gleam of humor he discerns in his

weekly wading through the watery

and windy wastes of the Congres-

sional Globe is a comic corusca-

tion by

Mr. Camekon. Mr. MfCiiEEEY

had had the abominable impu-

dence to introduce a bill relieving

the disabilities of a few friends of

his in Kentucky. Mr. Cameron
objected upon the ground that one

of these persons was named
SinxH, and used to be a New
York Street Commissioner. Anj-

man who had been a New York

Street Commissioner ought to be

hanged as soon as any decent pre-

text could be found for hanging

him. (Murmurs of approbation

from the New York reporters.)

Still this was not his main ob-

jection to Smith. The Smith

family had furnished more aid

and comfort to the rebel army
than any other family in the

South. No S?.iiTH should, with his

consent, be jjermitted to partici-

pate in the conduct of a Govern-

ment which so many Smiths had conspired to overthrow. Moreover, this was an in-

corrigible SjnTH. It was an undispiited fact that Smith had given up a lucrative office

to follow his political convictions. Such a man could not be viewed by Senators with

any other feelings than those of horror and disgust. Let them reflect what would be

the eflfect of polluting this body, as by this bill it was proposed to make it j^ossible to do,

\vith a man so dead to all the common feelings of our nature that he would set up his

own conceits against the practice of his fellow-Senators, and the rewards of a grateful

country. This settled the fate of Smith, but the rest of Mr. McCeeehy's friends, being

obscure persons, were let in, in sjnte of the " barbaric yaup " of Deake, who said that

the next thing would be a proposition to enact a similar outrage in Missouri, and there-

by abet the efforts of the bold bad men who were trying to get him out of his seat.

house.

Schenck insisted upon the Tariff. He had been visited by delegations from the great

heart of the nation, who assured him that the great heart of the nation yearned for an

immediate increase of the duty on various articles which competed with the articles

manufactured by the members of the delegation. No longer ago than yesterday a

manufacturer of doublc-baclc-actign jack-planes had assured him tb.-xt the single-forward-

actiou jack-planes poured upon our shores by the pauper labor of Europe, were, so to

speak, shaving off the edge of the national life. A gentleman whose name was known
to the uttermost parts of the civilized world, who had shed new lustre \ipon the Ameri-

can name by the great boon he had bestowed upon mankind in the American sf^lf-filling

rotary Bird of Freedom inkstand with revolving lid, had said, with the tears of patriotic

shame and sorrow in his (\ycs, that there were recreant writers who preferred ti> jjur-

chase the Birmingham inkstand, which required to be filled, did not rotate, and had no
revolution to its lid, at fifty cents, than to secure his own triumph of American ingenu-

ity at ten dollars. Such misguided men must be taught their duty to their native laud.

Mr. Schenck moved an increase to 4,000 jjer cent. adi:alorew on the foreign jack-planei

which he characterized as a Tool of Tyranny, and the Birmingham inkstand. The
thing was doncs,

Mr. Dawes said he was disgusted. Everybody's jobs were put through except his.

He threatened to <;o home and tell his constituents.

Mr. Peters suggested that Mr. Dawes had better go out and take "suthin' soothin'."

(Mr. Peters is from Maine, and his remark will probably be understood there.) If he

might be pardoned the liberty he would recommend a

little ice in it.

Mr. Dawes said he could do his own drinking. As
for Peters, he scorned him. Moreover, Peters was
one-eyed.

Mr. Peters appealed to his record to show that he

had two eyes. He did not understand the anger of

Mr. Dawes. Of course when he suggested a drink,

he assumed the responsil)ility of paying for it.

Mr. Dawes said that altered the case entirely. He
took pleasure in withih'awing his hasty remarks, and
in assuring the House that he profoundly venerated

Peters, and that Peters had two perfect eyes of un-

usual expressiveness.

Mr. Bingham called attention to the case of Mr.

Porter, who had been smitten on the nose by a vile

creature whom he declined to drink with. This was
a blow at the imtionnl life, and he thought the punish-

ment of treason was imperatively demanded.

Mr. Butler said he had been kicked once. He
assured the House that the sensation was repugnant

to his feelings as a man—much more as a Congress-

man. He moved to amend by substituting slow

torture.

It was finally resolved to piit the wretch in irons

and feed him on bread and wattr.

A I>i-ow»y Con.

When a man is sleepy, what sort of transformation

does he desire ?

He wishes he were a-bed.

A.n Anecdote of the good old Sqaure Kind.

Mrs. Pringlewoo'd, having been afllicted with a

chimney that smoked, sent for a chimney-doctor to

cure it.

"V\'Tien the cure had been thoroughly effected, says

Mrs. Pringlewood to the chimney-doctor: "My son,

a boy of but fourteen, smokes awful ; couldn't you cure

him as you did the chimney ?"

"No I couldn't, marm," returned the chimney-

doctor, who was a wag: " but I see what you're arter,

marm—you want me to teach him to draw !"

O Deer, Deer!

Trichince are said to have been discovered in the

flesh of Oregon deer. If this should prove true,

Oregon venison must be anything but a benison; but

it is more than likely that the report originated in the

fact that there is in the East Indies a species of the

cervine family known as the Hog deer.

Scientific IntcIllKence.

We learn from exchanges that in Missouri, where
the wages of working-people average five dollars

per (Hem, that the Legislature have decreed a Mining
Bureau, and a Geological Survey of the State—the
remuneration of the assistant geologists to be at the
rate of SI. 50 per diem. Why should these learned
geologists waste their time for a conipeu.'^ation so

iiKiiL ? Let them rather convert their surveying-staffs

into ox-goads, and ttiru their attention to Gee-haw-
logy, ~ -'twill pay bi;tter than t'other thing.

Men and Mannei-K,

The following paragraph, c\it from a newspaper,
suggests a good deal:

"A Hindoo rabby, before mouutiiif,' thi> box and tailing tho
reinH, always first pray.s that his driving may be to the glory of
his God."

Now this is precis(>]y what the New York hackman
invariably does before he gathers up the reins and
urges on his "galled jades." He curses his horses,

his passengers, and his own eyes, and thus conunends
his driving to the glory of his God, whose other name
is Lucifer.
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A. T. Stewart & Co.
Are offering

A SPLENDID ASSORTMENT
OF THE

LATEST PARIS NOVELTIES,
IN

KOMAX, ECOSSAIS, (AKKS.AVX,
BKOCHE, CHINE, GKO>i
ORAIX AXO TAFFETA
SAHH RIBBONS,

IN THK MOST DESIRABLE WIDTHS AND
SHADES OF COLOR. Also,

Velvet Iiii>l>ons, Triiniuing Ribbons,
Neckties, &c.. Sic.

Creat Inducements to Purchasers.

B E O A D W A Y,

4tn Avenue, 9tU and lOtH Streets.

A. T. Stewart & Co.
Are Offering

Extraordinary Bargains
IN

LADIES' PARIS AND DOMESTIC EEADY-MADE

Silk, Grenadine, S'wis-; PTnslin,
Vittoiiii L.jv^vn, liiiicu

uii<l Piqnc

Suits, Robes, and Bresses.
Children's Linen and Pique Garments,

In the Greatest Variety,

Embroidered tOT^LAKS, CUFFS, EACES,
Keal EAMA EACE POINTS,

DKESSES Ac., &c,

BROADWAY,
:XI1 AITE., «TH AKD lOTH STREETS.

PUNCHINELLO.

A. T. Stewart &
Are closing out their stock of

FRENCH, ENGLISH, AND DOMESTIC

CARPETS,
Oil Cloths, ling's, Mats, Cocoa and Cantois

Mattings, &o., &c..

At a Great REDUCTION IN PRICES.

Customers and Strangers are Respectfully

INVITED TO EXAMINE.

BROADWAY,
*tll Avenue, 9tU and lOtb Striet^;.

A.T.STEWART&rO.
Offer tUe following

Extraordiiia i y i iidiiceiiieisls

IN PRICES TO PURCHASERS,
In order to close the following portion of their Stock :

Striped t'beeks, «Si BrocUe Poplinettes,
Only 60 cts. per Yard.

Heavy Blaek and IVliite CHeck Silks,
75 cts. per Yard, value $1.50.

Heal Gaze de Cbanibrey,
75 eta. per Y'ard, formerly $2.

Striped Mongoline Silks (a Beautiful
ArtJelc for Costumes),

$1 i)er Yard, formerly $2

A LARGE QUANTITY OF

STRIPED & CHECKED SILKS,
This Season's Importation, SI per Yard.

A ^eat Variety of the

NE'W ROUB/UX SILKS, 56 INCHES WIDE, $1.25
per Yard.

RICH CHANGEABLE SILKS, Light Colors, '24 Inches
Wide, SI. 75.

EXTRA HEAVY PONGE SILKS, ONLY $1.50 per
Yard, formerly S2.i50.

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
Plain Colored POl'ET.s KE .<^OIF,S, TAF-

FKTTAS, FAIELI>, Ae., Ac.,
Choice Shades of Color.

AN IMMENSE STOCK OF

At Prices Loner Than Erer.

BROADWAY,
4th A.ve., Oth and lOtK Sts.

i

The first number of this Illustrated Humorous and Satirical Weekly-
Paper was issued under date of April 2, 1870. The Press and the Public in

every State and Territory of the Union endorse it as the best paper of the kind
ever published in America.

co]>^TE^TS eisj^^tSrely oiiiai:N^^L.
Subscription for one year, (with $2.00 premium,) .... $-l:.00

" " six months, (without premium,) .... 2.00
" " three months, " .... j^o

Single copies mailed free, for - - - . JQ

We offer the following elegant premiums of L. PRANG & C'O'S
CHROMOS for subscriptions as follows:

A copy of paper for one year, and

"Tise Awakening," (a Litter of Puppies.) Half chrome. Size 8 3-8 by 11 1-8

( S2.00 picture,)—for --..'. $4.00

A copy of paper for one year and eithei- of the following $3.00

chronio>s :

Wi6d Roses. 12|x9.

Dead CTaine. llgxSi.

Kaster Morning. 6|xl04—for - . . $.^.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $5.00 (.iromos

:

GroiEp of CiiicKens \ Group of Duck.ling>« : Group of Qaiails. -.d.ca

10xl2i

Tlae Poultry Yard. 10^x14

Tlae Barefoot Boy; Wild Fruit. Each 0.?xl3.

Pointer and Quail ; Spaniel and Wooilcock. 10x12 -for - - - J^G.'^O

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $6.00 chromoo :

Tlse Baby in Trouble; The Unconscious Sleeper* Tlie T^vo
Friends. (Dog and Child. ) Each 13xl6i

Spring : Summer ; Autumn ; 122x16.^.

Tlse Kid's Play Ground. llxl7i-for !f??7.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of tlie following $7. .50 chromoi'.

:

Stra\i4'berraes and Baskets.

Cherries and Baskets.

Currants. Each 13x18.

Horses in a Storm. 221x1.54.

Six Central Park Views. (A set.) 9^x44—for $S.OO

A copy of paper for one year and

Six American Landscapes. (A set.) 4ix9, price .S9.00—for - - - $f).00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $10 chromos :

Sunset in California. (Bierwtadt.) 18gxl2

Easter Morning. 14x21.

Corregio's iMagdalen. 12^x161.

Sumn&er Fruit, and Autumn Fruit. (Half chromos,) ISJxlOi, (compan-

ions, price $10.00 for the two), I'la- iB»10.00

Remittances should be made in P. O. Orders, Drafts, or Bank Checks on
New York, or Registered letters. The paper will be sent from the riist num-
ber, (April 2d, 1870,) when not otherwise ordered.

Postage of paper is payable at the office wliere received, tAventy cenis per

year, or tive cents per quaiter, in advance; the OiiRO.'vio.s will be mailed free

on receipt ot money.
CANVASSERS WANTED, to whom liberal commissions will be given.

For special terms.address the Company.
The first ten numbers will be sent to any one desirous of seeing the paper

before subscribing, for SIXTY CENTS. A specimen copy sent to any one

desirous of canvassing or getting up a club, on receipt of postage stamp.

Address,

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

No. 83 Nassau Street, New York.

'i;

W

\\

!

P. O. Box 2783.
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Tourists and ricasuro Travelers

will be glad to learn that that the Erie Railway Company
has prepared

COMBINATION EXCUHSION

^RoiTiad Trip Tickets,
Valid during the the entire season, and embracing Ithaca—
ht^adwaters of Cayuga Lake—Niagara tails, Luke Ontario,
the River St. Lawrence, Montreal, Quebec, L.ike Cham-
pl.-iin, Lake George, Saratog.i, the White Mountains, and
all principal points of interest in Northern New York,
the Canadas, and New England. Also (imilar Tickets r.t

reduced rates, through Lake Superior, enabling travelers

to visit the celebrated Iron Mountains and Copper Mines
of that region. By applying at the Offices of the Erie
Railway Co., Nos. 241, 529 and 957 Broadway ; S»5 Chambers
St. ; 38 Greenwich St.; cor. 125th St. and Third Avenue,
Harlem ; 338 Fulton St., Brooklyn ; Depots foot of Cham-
bers Street, and foot of 23rd St, New York ; No. 3 Ex-
change Place, and Long Dock Depot, Jersey City, and the
Agents at the pnncipal hotels, travelers can obtain just
the Ticket they desire, as well as all the necessary informa-
tion.

"The Priiitiug House of the Uiiited States."

THE COMING MILLENNIUM,
"WHEN liVERYTHING IS TO BE CHEAP, AND THE WHITE MAN WLLL f.TARVE.

GEO. F. NESBITT & CO.,
General JOB PRINTERS,
BLANK BOOK Manufacturers,
STATIONERS. Wholesale and Retail,
LITHOGKAPHIiJ Engravers and Printers.
COPPER-PLATE Engravers and Printers,
CARD Manufacturers,
ENVELOPE Manufacturers.
FINE CUT and UOLOR Printers.

163, 1G5, 167, and 169 PEAEL ST

,

73, 75, 77, and 79 PINE ST., New York.

PKANQ'S LATJEST PUBLICATIOXSi "Wild Flowers," "Water-Lilies," "Chas. Dickens.'

PRABTG'.S CHKOMOS sold in all Art and Bookstores throughout the world.

PRANG'S II.I.V.STRATED CATALOGTJi: .sent free on receipt of stamp.

Advantages. 8tS~ All on the same premises, and under
immediate supervision of the proprietors.

L. PRAXO A. CO., B<»i|<

PUNCHINELLO.
With a large and varied experience in the management

and publication of a paper of the class herewith submitted,

and with the still more positive advantage of an Ample
Capital to justify the undertaking, the

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.

OF THE CITY OF NKW YOKK,

Presents to the public for approval, the new

ILLUSTRATED HUMOROUS AND SATIRICAL

WEEKLY PAPER,

T»XJNCHIISIJELJ^O,
The first nuni'.)-^i- of which w.a.s issued uiniir

d.itc of April 2.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES,

Suitable for the p.aper, and Original Designs, or suggestive

ideas or sketclins for illustrations, upon the topics of the

day, are always acceptable and will be paid for liberally.

Rejected communications cannot be returned, unless

postage stamps are inclosed.

TERMS :

One copy, jier year, in advance .$4 00

Single copies 10

A 8i>eciraen copy will be mailed free upon the

receipt of ten cents.

On<! copy, with the Riverside Magazine, or any other

magazine or paper, price, $2.,W, for 5 50

One copy, with any magazine or paper, price, $4, for.. 7 00

All communications, remittances, etc., to be addressed to

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

No. 83 NnK«au MIreet,

P. O. Box, 2788. New Y o n k .

THi: Mystery of Mr. E. DROOD.
^bc |Itl« BlUidcs()ue .Serial,

AV'ritten ex^jressly for I^UlsrOHINKLLO,
B Y

ORPHEUS C. KERR,
Commenced in No. 11, will be continued weekly throughout the year.

A sketch of the eminent author, written by his bosom friend, with superb illustrations of

1st. THE AUTHO"R'S PALATIAL RESIDENCE AT I.EGADS HILL, TICKNORS FIELDS, NEW JERSEY.

2D. THE AUTHOR AT THE DOOR OF SAID PALATIAL RESIDENCE, taken ns he appears " Every Saturday."

will also be found in the sauie number.

Single Copies, for sale by all newsmen, (or loailed from this office, free, ) 'Vi'U Cents.

Subscription for One Year, one topy, witli $2 Chronio Preniinin. $i.

Those desirous of receiving the paper containing this new serial, which promises to be the best ever written by

ORPHEUS C KERR, should subscribe now, to insure its regular receipt weekly.

\Vc -Mill send <Iic Hrst Ton Niiiiilx-r.s €>1' PUIVCIIINEL.L.O l«» any t;iie « lio ivIsiheM t^

see them, in view of subscribing, on the receipt of SIXTY C'EIVTS.

Address,

P. O. Box 2783.

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY,

S3- Nassau Wt., N^ew Yox-k.

OKOk W. Wheat & Co, Pbimteb» 2<o. 8 Spuuce Sxbgux.
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PATENT BINDERS

PUNCHINELLO,"
to preserve the paper for binding, will be sent postpaid, on

receipt of One Dollar, by

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

83 Nasisau Street, Vivw York City.

J. M. SPRAGMJE
Is the Authorized Agent of

"PUNCHINELLO"
For the

New England States,

To Procure Subscriptions, and to Emplo.v

Canvassers.

HARRISOX BRADFORD A CO.'S

STEEL PENS.
These Pens are of a finer quality, more durable, and

cheaper than any other Pen in the market. Special atten-
tion is called to the following grades, as being better suited

for business purposes than any Pen manufactured. The

" SOS," " 83," and the "AntI-<;orrO*ive,"

we recommend for Bank and Office use.

D. APPLETON & CO.,

Sole AKTents for United S(:)(i-k.

Vol. I No. 19
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APPLICATIONS FOR ADVERTISING IN

"PUNCHINELLO"
SHOni.D UK ADDRKSSED TO

J. TsrioKiisrsoN,
Room No. i,

jVo. S3 Nassau Stieet.

What it is Not

!

The College < !oui int is NOT
The Colleen Counmt is NOT
The CoIIprb « '.nirant is NOT
The ColluKO ( : .urant is NOT
The College Cuurant is NOT
The College C'ourant is NOT
The College Couraiit is NOT
The College Coui-ai.t- is NOT

Merely a small student's sheet, Bntisthelai-g-st mN. E.
Merely of interest to college men, But to evrry one.
Merely a college paper, iJ;it is a .scii'ntiri'- paper.
Merely a local paper. But i ; oosmonolitau.
Merely scientific and educational, But i ; literary.

An experiment. But an established weekly
Conducted by ttudents. But by graduate.".
Stale and dry, Br.t f re.^h and inicre-ting

It circulates in every College.
It circulates in every Profession-'l iSchool.
It circulates in every Preparatory t-oliool.

It circulates in every State in the United States.
It circulates in every civilir.ed country.
It circulates among all Coll'ge men.
It circulates among all Scieiiiitic men.
It circulates among the educated everywhere

July 1st a new volume commences.
July 1st 10,000 new subscribers wanted.
July Ist excellent illustrations will appear.
July 1st 10,000 specimen copies to hj issued.
July 1st is a good time to subscribe.
July 1st er any time send .^tamp for a copy

T KKM S :

One year, in advance, . - - -

Single copies (for sale by all now:-dealers),

$4.00

10

Address

( 4

THE COLLEGE COURANT,
]Ve\v Iluven, Conn.

J. ISriOKINSON
begs to announce to the friends of

PUNCHINELLO,"
residing in the country, that, for their convenience, he has

made arrangements by which, on receipt of the price of

ANY STANDARD BOOK PUBLISHED,

the Fame will be forwarded, postage paid.

Parties desiring Catalogues of any of our Publishing

Houses, can have the same forwarded by inclosing two

stamps. OFFICE OF

Pt)lVCHI[«EL.I>0 PTTBI.ISHI1VG CO.,

SS Nfissavi Street.

P. O. Box 2783.

1

NEWS DEALERS
ON

RAlINROADS,
STKA3IBOATS,

And. at

WATT.RTNG Pl^ACES,
Will find tho Monthly Numbers of

"PUNCHINELLO"
For April, May, June, and July, an attractive »nd
Saleable Work.

Sinjle Copies Price 50 cts.

For trade price address American News Co., or

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHIN Q CO.,
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THE

MYCTERY OF MR. E. DROOD.
AN ADAPTATION.

BY ORPHEUS C. KERK.
CHAPTER XII.- J'ovlhnied.)

The paixpcr buiial-grouud townrrl wliicli tliey now iirogresfi iu a

rather high-steppiug manner, or—to vary the phrase—toward whicli

their steps are now vcrj' much bent, is not a favorite resort of the more
cheerful village people after nightfall. Ask any resident of Bumstead-
ville if he believed in ghosts, and, if the time were mid-day and the

place a crowded grocery store, he would fearlessly answer in the

negative; (just the same as a Positive philosopher in cast-iron health

and with no thunder shower approaching would imdauntedly deny a

Deity:) but if any resident of Bumsteadville should happen to be caught
near the country editor's last home after dark, he would get over that

part of his road in a curiously agile and flighty manner;—(just the same
as a Positive philosopher with a sore throat, or at an uncommonly
showy bit of lightning, would repeat "Now I lay me down to sleep,"

with surprising devotion. ) So, although no one in all Bumsteadville

was in the least afraid of the pauper burial-groimd at any hour, it was
not invariably selected by the great mass of th.e populace as a peerless

place to go home by at midnight; and the two intellectual explorers find

no sentimental young couples rambling arm in arm among the jghastly

head-boards, nor so much as one loiterer smoking his segar on a sui-

cide's tomb.

"John McLaughlin, you're getting nervous a^^ain," says Mr. Bu.\i-

STEAD, catching him in the coat collar with the handle of his umbrella

and drawing the other toward him hand-over-hand. "It's about time
that you should revert again to the hoary James Akee's excellent pre-

paration for the human family.—I'll try it first, myself, to see if it tastes

at all of the cork.

" Ah-h," sighs Old Moetakity, after his turn has come and been en-

joyed at last, " that's the kind of Spirits I don't mind being a wrapper
to. I could wrap them up all right.

"

Reflectively chewing a clove, the Ritualistic organist reclines on the

pauper grave of a former writer for the daily press, and cogitates upon
his companion's leaning to Spiritualism; while the other prodtices

matches and lights theii* lanterns.

"Mr. McLaughlin," he solemnly remarks, w.aving his umbrella at

the graves around, "in this scene you behold the very last of man's
individual being. In this entombment he ends forever. Tremble, J.

McLaughlin !—forever. Soul and Spirit are but unmeaning words,

according to the latest big things in science. The departed Dr.

Davis Slavonski, of St. Petersburg, before setting out for the Asylum,
proved, by his Atomic Theory, that men are neatly manufactured of

Atoms of matter, which are continually combining together until they

form Man; and then going through the process of Life, which is but
the mechanical effect of their combination; and then wearing apart

again by attrition into the exhaustion of cohesion called Death; and
then crumbling into separate Atoms of native matter, or dust, again; and
then gradually combining again, as before, and evolving another Man

;

and Living, and Dying, again; and so on forever. Thus, and thus only,

is Man immortal. You are made exclusively of Atoms of matter, your-
self; John McLaughlin. So am I."

"I can understand a man's believing that he, himself, is all Atoms of

matter, and nothing else," responds Old Mortakits, skeptically.

" As how, John McLaughlin,—as how ?"

" When he knows that, at any rate, he hasn't got one atom of com-
mon sense," is the answer.

Suddenly Mr. Bumstead arises from the grave and frantically shakes
hands with him.

"You're right, sir!" he says, emotionally. "You're a gooroleman,
sir. The Atom of common sense was one of the Atoms that Slavonski
forgot all about. Let's do some skeletons now.

"

At the further end of the paujier burial-ground, and in the rear of the

former Aims-House, once stood a building used successivelj' as a cider-

mill, a bam, and a kind of chapel for paupers. Long ago, from
neglect and bad weather, the frail wooden siiperstmcture had fallen into

pieces and been gradually carted oflf; but a sturdy stone foundation

remained underground ; and, although the flooring over it hatl for many

years been covered with debris and rank growth, so as to be undistin-

cjuishable to common eyes from the general earth around it, the great

cellar still extended beneath, and, according to weird rumor, had some

secret access for Old Mortap.ity, who used it as a chamel store-liouse

for such spoils of the grave as he found in his prowlings.

To the spot thus historied the two moralists of the moonlight come

now, and, with many tumbles, Mr. McLauohlin removes certain art-

fully placed stones and rubbish, and liftr, a ciumsj' extemporized

trap-door. Below appears a rickettj' old step-ladder leading into dark-

ness.

"I heard such cries and groans down there, last Christmas Eve, as

sounded worse than the Latin ranging in the Ritualistic church,"

observes McLaughlin.

"Cries and groans !" echoes Mr. Bumstead, turning quite pale, and

momentarilj^ forgetting the snakes Avliich ho is just beginning to dis-

cover among the stones. " You're getting nervous again, poor

^^reck, and need some more West Indian cough-mixture.—Wait until I

see for myself whether it's got enough sugar in it."

In due time the great nervous antidote is passed and replaced, and

then, with the lighted lanterns worked around under their arms, they

go down the tottering ladder. Down they go into a great, damp, musty
cavern, to which their lic;hts give a pallid illumination.

" See here," says Old Mobtarity, raising a long, curved bone from

the floor. "Look at that: shoulder-blade of unmarried Episcopal

lady, aged thirty-nine.

"

"How do you know she was so old, and uumairied?" ask.s the

organist.

"Because the shoulder-blade's so shai-p."

Mr. Bumstead is surprised at this specimen of the art of an Agassiz

and Waterhouse Hawkins in such a mortary old man, and his intellec-

tual pride causes him to resolve at once upon a rival display.

"Look at this skull, John McLaughlin," he says, referring to an

object that he has found behind the ladder. "See thish fine, retreat'ng

brow, bulging chin, projecting occipital bone, and these orifices of ears

that musht 've been stupen'sly long. It's the skull, John McLaughlin,
of a twin-brother of the man who really wished—really wished, John
McLaughlin—that he could be sat'shfied, sir, in his own mind, that

Charles Dickens was a Chiistian writer."

"Why, thash's skull of a hog," explains Mr. McLaughlin, with some
contempt.

"Twin-brother—all th'shame," says Mr. Bumstead, as though that

made no earthly diflFerence. »-

Once more, what a strange expedition is this ! How strangely the

eyes of the two men look, after two or three more applications to the

antique flask; and how curiously Mr. Bumstead walks on tip-toe at

times and takes short leaps now and then.

"Leshgo now," says Bumstead, after both have been asleep upon
their feet several times; "I think th's snakes down here, John Mc-
BuMSTEAD."

"Wh'st! monkies, you mean,—dozens of black moukies, Mr. Bump-
LiN," whispers Old Mobtarity, clutching his arm as he sinks against

him.

"Noshir! Serp'nts !" insists Mr. Bumstead, making futile attemjjts

to open his umbrella with one hand. Warzesmarrer with th' light?

—

ansh'r me t' once, Mac Johnbuncklin !"

In their swayings under the confusions and delusions of the vault,

their lanterns have worked around to the neighborhoods of their spines,

;;o that, whichever waj' they turn, the light is all behind them. Greatly

agitated, as men are apt to be when surrounded by supernatural influ-

ences, they do not perceive the cause of this apparently unnatiu'al illu-

mination; and, upon turning round and round in irregular circles,

and still finding the light in the wrong place, they exhibit signs of great

trepidation.

" Waizemarier vfirrBtlujht ?" repeats Mr. Bumstead, spinning wildly

until he brings up against the wall.

" Ishgotb'witched, I b'lieve," pants Mr. McLaughlin, whirling as

frenziedly with his own lantern dangling behind him, and coming to an

abrupt pause against the opposite wall.

Thus, each supported against the stones by a shoulder, they breathe

hard for a moment, and then sink into a slumber in which they both

slide down to the ground. Aroused by the shock, they sit up quite

dazed, brush away the swarming snakes and monkies, are freshly

alarmed by discovering that they are now actually sitting Tipon that

perverse light behind them, and, by a sinniltanefms impulse, begin

crawling alx)nt in search of the ladder.

Entered, according to Act of CongreRS, in the year 1870. by the Pitjichinello Publishi.no Company, in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States, for
the Southern District of New York.
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Unable to see anything with all the light behind him, but fancying

that he discerns a gleam beyond a dark object near at hand, Mr. Bum-
stead rises to a standing attitude by a series of complex manoeuvres,

and plants a foot on something.
'

' I'morth'larrer !" he cries, spiritedly.

"Th'larrer's on me !" answers Mr. McLaughlin, in evidently great

bewilderment.

Then ensue a momentary wild struggle and muffled crash; for each

gentleman, coming blindly upon the other, has taken the light glim-

mering at the other's back for the light at the top of the ladder, and,

further mistaking the other in the dark for the ladder itself, has at-

tempted to climb him. Mr. Bumstead, however, has got the first

steji; whereupon, Mr. McLaughlin, in resenting what he takes for the

ladder's inexcusable familiarity, has twisted both himself and his equally

deluded companion into a pretty hard fall.

Another interval of hard breathing, and then the organist of Saint

Cow's asks :
'

' Di'youhear anything drop ?"'

"Yshir, th'larrer got throwed, f'rimpudence to a gen'l'm'n," is the

peevish return of Old Moktaeity, who immediately falls asleep as he

lies, with his lantern under his spine.

In his sleep, he dreams that Bumstead examines him closely, with a

view to gaining some clue to the mystery of the light behind both their

backs; and, on finding the lantern under him, and, studying it pro-

foundly for some time, is suddenly moved to feel along his own back.

He di'eams that Bumstead thereupon finds his own lantern, and ex-

claims, after half an hour's analytical reflection, "It musht'ave slid

round while John McLaughlin was intosh'cated. " Then, or soon after,

the dreamer awakes, and can discern two Mr. Bumsteads seated upon
the step-ladders, with a lantern, baby-like, on each knee.

" You two men are awake at last, eh ?" say the organists, with peculiar

smiles.

"Yes, gentlemen," return the McLaughlins, with yawns.

They ascend silently from the cellar, each believing that he is

accompanied by two companions, and rendered moodily distrustful

thereby.
'* Aina maina mona—Mike,

Bassalona, bona—Strike!"

sings a small, familiar voice, when they stand again above ground, and
a stone whizzes between their heads.

In another moment Bumstead has the fell Smalley by the collar,

and is shaking him like a yard of carpet.

"You wretched little tanier !" he cries in a fury, "yoii've been spy-

ing around to-night, to find out something about my Spiritualism that

may be distorted to injure my Ritualistic standing."
" I ain't done nothing; and you jest drop me, or I'll knock spots

out of yer !" carols the stony young child. " I jest come to have my
aim at that old Beat there."

'
' Attend to his case, then—his and his fi'icnd's, for he seems to have

some one with him—and never let me see you two boys again."

Thus Mr. Bumstead, as he releases the excited lad, and tm-ns from
the pauper burial-ground for a curious kind of pitching and running
walk homeward. The strange expedition is at an end:—but wJiich end
he is unable jiist then to decide.

(
To he Cunibmed.

)

,^t.io corns.

Clerks all away on a Saturday frolic, which accounts for the
unfortunate position of this stout gentleman, who was left alone
to look up his store.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Johnny.—Yes, you may ofi"er your arm to your pretty cousin in the

country whenever you think she would like it, except when Mr. Punchi-
nello is present. If that gallant gentleman is at hand, escort duty
may, with perfect propriety, be left to him.

Charles inquires whether his handwriting is good enough to qualify

him for membership in a base ball club. We think he is all right on
that score.

Olaucus.—We have never heard that Newport is a good place for

gathering sea-shells, but we presume you can shell out there if you
wish.

Chapeau.—Hats Mill be worn on the head this season. It is not con-

sidered stylish to hang them on the ear, eyebrow, or coat collar.

hit.—The correct dimensions of a Saratoga pocket-book have not been
definitely decided. As to sending it, it is doubtful whether the rail-

road companies would receive it as baggage. Perhaps you could
charter a canal boat.

Aspirant.—We cannot tell you the price of " bored " in Washington
" for a few weeks." No doubt you could get liberally bored at a reason-

able rate.

Sorosis.—li was very wrong for your husband to mention the muddy
cofifee. However, we advise you to attempt a settlement of such
troubles without creating a public scandal.

Butcher Boy.—You cannot succeed as a writer of '
' lite comidy "

if

you continue to weave such tragic speljs. "The Lean Larder " would
not be an attractive title for your play.

C. Brincarty submits the following problem : Ifone swallow don't make
a summer, how many claret punches can a man take before fall ? Will

some of our ingenious readers offer a suitable solution ?

CuUurist.—The potato has been grafted with great success on the

cucumber tree in some of the Western States. The stock should be
heated by a slow fire until the sap starts. The grafts should be boiled

in a preparation known to science as vanilla cream.

Truth.—Your information is not authentic. Louis Napoleon never
played marbles in Central Park, nor took his little Nap in the vestibule

of Wood's Museum.

I'anny inquires whether "ballot girls" are wanted in New York.
Wyoming is a better field for them than this citj'.

Maine Chance has been paying his devoirs with great impartialitj' to

two young ladies. One of them has red hair and a Eoman nose, but
the paternal income is very handsome. The other is witty and pretty, but
can bring no rocks, except possibly ' 'Rock the cradle. " Recently he called

on the golden girl, and a menial rudely repulsed him from the door.

This hurt his feelings. He then went to the dwelling of the Fair, when
a big dog attacked him "on purpose," and lacerated his trousers. He
wants to know whether he has any remedy in the courts. His best way
is the way home.

liifleman.—You are right; the rival guns—the Dreyse and the

Chassepot—are also rifle-guns. Both of them are provided with needles,

as you suppose, but, so far as there is any chance of tlieir being put to

the test under present circumstances, in Europe, it rather appears that

both of them will prove Needless.

Fiscator.—No; the weak-fish is not so called on account of any sup-

posed feebleness attributable to it. If you take a round of the markets

one of these roaring hot days, your senses will tell j'ou that the weak-

fish is sometimes very strong.
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THE PLAYS AND SHOWS.

S a good many persons know,

La Giselle is a ballet whose

hundred legs are nightly dis-

played on the stage of the

Grand Opera House.

The Ttodue Temptations
have ceased to tempt, and the

familiar legs ofLupe no longer

allure. But in their place we
have Kathi Lannee, and

Bertha Lind, and nearly a

gross of assorted legs of the

very best quality.

"Why do the women clamor

for the ballot, when they have

almost exclusive possession

of the ballet? The latter is

much nicer and more useful

than the former. The average

repeater can obtain only a

dollar for his ballot, but . the

average ballet will find any

quantity of enthusiastic ad-

mirers at one dollar and a half a head. Would any man pay Kathi

Lanner a dollar for the privilege of seeing her with a ballot in her

hand?

On the other hand, lives there a man with eyes so dead that he would

not cheerfully pay twice that sum to see her in the mazes of the

baUet ?

But La Giselle ? Certainly. I am coming to that in a moment. I

have often thought that nature must have intended me for a writer of

sermons. I have such a facility for beginning an article with a series of

general remarks that have nothing whatever to do with the subject.

Though how can any one be rationally expected to stick to anything

in this weather, except, perhaps, the newly varnished surface of his

desk ? And how can even the firmest of resolutions be prevented from

melting and vanishing away, with the thermometer at more degrees

than one likes to mention ? You remember the old proverb: "Man pro-

poses, but his mother-in-law finally disposes." The bearing of this

observation lies in its application.

By the bye, I don't know a better application, iu the present weather,

than claret punch. Apply yourself continually to that cooling beverage,

and apply it continually to your lips, and the result is a sort of recipro-

city treat, whose results are much more certain than those of the recipro-

city treaty, of which Congress has latterly had so much to say.

To contemplate La Giselle in all its bearings is a pleasure which is

peculiarly appropriate to the season. Kathi Lanner and her com-

panions may not be really cool, but they look as though they were.

They remind one of the East Indian country houses that are built on

posts, so as to allow a free circulation of air beneath the foundation.

Anyhow, they look as if they took things coolly.

(A joke might be made on the words coolly and Coolie. The reader

may mix to his own taste. It's too hot for any one to make jokes for

other people.

)

But La Giselle ? Yes ! yes ! I am just ready to speak of it. La

Giselle is a grand ballet in which an elaborate plot is developed by the

toes of some fifty young ladies. There is a young woman in it who

loves a man, and there is another woman who also loves him, and an-

other man who loves the first woman, and meddles and mars as though

he were a professional philanthropist.

The woman—the fiist woman, I mean—goes crazy down to the ex-

tremity of her feet, and dies, and then there are more women,—no;

these last are disembodied spirits, with nothing but light skirts on,

—

who dance in graveyards, and make young men dance ^vith them till

they fall down exhausted, calling in vain for Brown to take them home

in carriages, and pay for their torn gloves. The first young woman,

and a young man—not the other young man, you understand—docs a

good deal of— Well, in fact, things are rather mixed before the ballet

comes to an end, but I know that it's a good thing, for Fisk sits in his

private box and applauds it, which he wouldn't do if he didn't.

And now, having placed La G'tselle plainly before your mental vision,

I desire to rise to a personal explanation. For the ensuing four weeks,

the places, in Punchinello, which have heretofore known me, will

know me no more. I am going to a quiet country place on Long Island

to write war correspondence for the—well, I won't mention the name of

the paper. You see the editor of the Na of the paper in question, I

should say,—wants to have an independent and unprejiidiced account

of the great struggle on the Rhine—something that shall be different

from any other account.—Down on Long Island, I shall be out of the

reach of either French or Prussian influence, and will be able to describe

events as they should be. I have made arrangements with the " Veteran

Observer " of the Times to take charge of this column during my ab-

sence. If he can only curb his natural tendency toward frivolity and

jocoseness, I am in hopes that he will be able to di-aw his salary as

promptly and efficiently as though he were a yovmger man. Remark-

ing, therefore, in the words of Kathleen Mavourneen, that my absence

" may be four weeks, and it may be longer," I bid my readers a warm
(thermometer one hundred and five degrees) farewell. Matador.

JUPITER BELLICOSUS.

Truly, Punchinello, this is an age of progress. Wars of succession

are no more. Absolutism must forever hang its head. Fling a glance

at France; peer into Prussia. Fox popw/i is the voice of the King, and

the voice of the king is therefore vox Dei. When a king speaks for his

people he must speak sooth; what he says of other peoples must be

taken with a grain of salt. Bearing this in mind, the apparent incon-

sistency between the regal rigmarole and the Imperial improvisation

(these epithets are a tribute to the Republic) which I have received by

our special wire from Europe were addressed by the monarchs to their

respective armies before the grand " wiring in " which is to follow.

Wilhelm Koenig von Prussen.

Soldaten: The Gaul is at our gates. Vaterland is in danger : my weiss

is then for war. France, led by a despot, is about to desecrate the

Rhine. His inqDerial bees are swarming, but we shall send him back with

his bees in his bonnet, and a bee's mark (Bismarck) on the end of his

nasal organ. France wars for conquest; Prussia never. When Frederick

the Great captured Silesia from a Roman without any apparent pretext,

was he not an instrument of Providence? When, in company v.'ith Austria,

we beat and bullied Denmark out of Schleswig-Holstein, were we not

victorious, and is not that sufficient justification? When v,e aftenva' ds

beat this Austria, did it not serve her right ? And when we absorbed

Hanover, &c., was it not to protect them? Yes, our present object is

the defence of our country and the capture of Alsace and Lonaine, which

mere politeness prevented us from claiming hitherto. On, then, soldiers

of Deutchland. Let our law reign in Lon-aine, for what is sauce for

the Prussian goose should be Alsace for the Gallic gander. The God of

battles is on the side of our just cause; Leipsic is looking at us,

Waterloo is watching us. Gott und Wilhelm, sauerkraut und schnapps.

Vonmrts.

Napoleon, Empereur des Francais.

Soldals: True to your tmst in me, I am about to lead you to slaughter.

L'Empire c'est la paix. Prussia would place a poor and distant relative of

mine on the throne of Spain, therefore must we recover the natural

frontier of France, which lies upon the Rhine. The rhino is ready, and

we are ready for the Rhine. Let my red republican subjects re-^all

Vahny and Jemappes, and their generals Kelleemann and Dumaueioz.

Let every Frenchman kill a Prussian, every woman too kill lier man.

They did much for la patrie in those days, but do morcye to-day. France

wars for ideas only; Pmssia for raj^ine. We have heai-d this Rhine-

whine long enough; it has got irto our heads at last.

The spirit of my uncle has i*^ J eye upon you. Ambition was no part

of his nature. His struggles were all for the good of France, "which

he loved so much," as he himself said at his country-seat at St Helena.

Marshal, then, to the notes of the Marseillaise, which I now generously

permit you to sing.

The Gallic rooster shall "cackle, cackle, clap his wings and crow,"

Unier der Linden. Jena judges us, Auerstadt is our status. The Man
of Destiny and December calls you. The God of armies (who marches

with the strongest battalions) is with us.

I/Kjloireet des Grenonilles, France and fried potatoes. L' Empire el moi

el le prince ImperUd. En avant marche !

A niatrlct that oucht to be sal^ect to £ur(hqaak««.

Rockland County.
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THE VULTURE'S CALL.

THE CELESTIAL SCARECROW IN MASSACHUSETTS.
It consists of a Chinese gong and a lot of puppets wokked by tub hands of

Capital; and some pebsons think it a good joke.

Come— sisters—come !

The dill of arms is rising from the vale,

Bright arms are glittering in the morning sun
And trumpet tones are ringing in the gale !

Hurrah—hui'raii !

As fast and far

We hurry to behold the bUthesoiiie game of War !

Haste—sisters—haste !

The drums are booming, shrill fifes whistling clear,

The sceut of human blood is in the blast.

And the loud cannon stuns the startled ear.

Awaj'—away

!

To view the fray.

For us a feast is spread when Man goes forth to slay.

Eest—sisters—rest !

Here on these blasted pines; and mark beneath

How war's red whirlwind shakes earth's crazy

breast

-lUd cumbers it with agony and death.

Toil, soldiers, toil,

Through war's turmoil.

We Vultures gain the prize—we Vultures share the

spoil.

K'ot Oenerally Kno\fn.

The new three cent stamp smacks of the Resolution;

containing, as it does, the portraits of two military

heroes of that period. General Washington will be

recognized at once, while in the background can be dis-

cerned that brilliant officer—General Green.

Oui- Future Mlllttonalres.

Once let the Celestials get our American way of doing

business, and there will be plenty of China Astoes

among us.

THE POEMS OF THE CRADLE.

Canto 1 1.

"Hey ! Diddle diddle, the cat and the liddle

The cow jumped over the moon.

The little dog laughed to see the sport,

And the dish ran after the spoon."

These were the classic expressions of the hiiarious poet of a period

far back in the vista of ages. How vividly they portray the exalted

state of his mind; and how impressed tho public must have l>ocu at the

time; for did not the words become popular immediately, and have they

not so continued to the present day ?

Every mother immediately seized upon the verse, and, yetting it to

music of her own, sang it as a cradle song to soothe the troubles of

infanthood, and repeated it in great glee to the intelligent babe when

in a crowing mood, as the poem most fitted for the infant's brain to

comprehend.

Papa, anxious to watch the unfolding of the human jnind, and its

gradual development, would take the baby-prodigy in his arms, and

with keen glance directed upon its face, repeat, in thrilling tones, the

sublime words. With what joy would he remark and comment upon

any gleam of intelligence, and again and again would he recite, in an

impressive voice, those words so calculated to aid in bringing into blos-

som the bud of promise.

But who can meditate upon the memorable stanzas, and not see, in

fancy, the enthusiastic youth—the lover of melody and of nature—as he

enters his dingy room, the ordinary abiding place of poetical genuiuses.

He sees his beloved fiddle, and his no less beloved feline friend, in lov-

ing conjunction; he bursts out rapturously with impetuous joy:

" Hey 1 diddle diddle, the cat and the fiddle I"

He sees the two things dearest to his heart, and sees them both at

one time ! And he must be excused for his sudden flight into the

regions of classicism.

No wonder that he immediately imagines the world to be as full of

joy as he himself, and that he thinks

" The cow jumped over the moon."

Perhaps the sight was a sufficient re-moon-eration to him for his past

troubles ; and the exhilaration of his spirits caused him to dance, to

cut pigeon-wings, and otherwise gaily disport himself; consequently,

" The little dog laughed to see the sport,"

v.'iich every intelligent dog would have done, under the circumstancies.

Certainly, dear reader, you would have done so yourself.

The hilariousness of the poet increasing, and his joyfulness expand-

ing, his manifestations did not confine themselves to simple dancing-

steps and a 1 occasional pigeon-wing, but, inadvertently perhaps, he

introduced the '
' can-can, " and that explains why

"The dish ran away with the spoon."

For the end of his excited toe came in contact with his only dish and
spoon, and propelled them to the other side of the room. As he does

not tell us whether the dish remained whole after its escapade, we must
conclude that it was broken, and that the dreadful accident caused,

immediately, a damp to descend upon his effervescent spirits.

In what better way could he give vent to his feelings than in descrip-

tive verse ? He could not shed his tears upon the paper and hand them
iirouad for inspection, or write a melancholy sonnet on the frailty of

crockery, as a relief to his mind. No ! he chose the course best fitted

to command public attention, as the result proved. He told his tale

—

its cause and effect—in as few words as possible. Fortunate if other

poets would only do the same !

An OrulthoIoHTlcal Cob.

^Vhat bird does General Pkim most resem'

A Kingfisher.



NOTES ON THE FERRY.
Mb. Cabamel, who is observant, contemplative, and given to compaeison, aeeives at the

conclusion that some women abe nicee than othees.

THE MISERIES OF A HANDSOME MAN.

EvEE since my earliest recollections I have been a victim to circum-

stances.

Beauty, which others desire and try every means to obtain, to me
has been a source of untold misery. From my infancy, when ugly

women with horrid breaths would stop my nurse in the streets and

insist upon kissing me—through my school-days, when the girls would

pet me and ofifer me a share of their nuts and candies, and the boys

laugh at me in consequence, and call me " gal-boy," squirt ink upon my
face for beauty-spots, and present me with curl-papers and flowers for

my hair—until the present, when I am denied introductions to

young ladies and am put off on old women—I have suffered for my
looks.

In my boarding-house I am shunned as if I had the plague. When I

enter the parlor or dining-room, I see the ladies look at each o( er wit"h

a knowing air, as much as to say, " Look at him !" And the answer is

telegraphed back, "Ain't he handsome? but he knows it," as if I could

lt:;lp knowing it with every one telling me so fifty times a day; and

husbands pay unusual attention to their wives when I am around, as if

I were an ogre.

I am naturally a modest man, made more so by my extreme sensitive-

ness to peisonal criticism; and to be obliged to stand apparently un-

conscious, when I know I am being looked at and commented upon, is

harrowing to my feelings. I feel sometimes as if I should drop down
on the floor, but then folks would never stop laughing if I did, at what

they would be pleased to term my extreme ladylikcness ! I have ac-

tually prayed that I might get the small-pox, and once walked

through the small-pox hospital for that purpo.se, but escaped un-

harmed.

I suppose I must have been vaccinated. In fact, I know I have been,

for how often have I looked at the scar on my arm, and wished it had

been on my cheek, or at the end of my nose, or, in fact, on any place

where it might be considered a blemish.

When I was a child I came near killing myself one night by going to

bed with two large bottle-corks thrust into my nostrils, to make them

large, like other boys' ; and have made my mouth sore by stretching it

with my fingers, or forcing melon-rinds into it. to enlarge it. But it
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was useless; perhaps the mouth might be

sore for a couple of days, but its shape

remained unaltered.

Now that I am ii man, I am as unfor-

tunate as ever. My hair icM curl, even

when shaved within half-an-inch of the

scalp ; my mor.stache will stay jet-black,

although I sometimes wax the ends of it

with soap, and walk on the sunny side of

Broadway; my teeth are perfect, and I

never need a dentist; and my hands are

"shameful for ainan,"—so all my old-

maid-aunts and bachelor-uncles say.

My aff'ections have been trifled with

several times, '

' because, " as they said,

'
' when they had dra\%Ti me to the propos-

ing point, I was too handsome to be good

for anything as a husband—1 did very

well for a beau." Goodness! is it only

ugly men that can many? I want to

marry and settle down; for I am so

slighted in society that I look with envy

upon homely or mis-shapen men.

But who will have me ? I put it to

you, my friend, if it isn't a hard ca.i^o.

I want an intelligent and agreeable wife,

and one that comes of a respectable

family. I don't think I am asking too

much, but it seems fate has determined

such a one I can never have ! I have

either to remain single, or take one that

is "ignorant and vulgar." That, of

course, would be as much remarked upon
as my appearance, so it cannot be

thought of.

I want to escape obsei-vation and crit-

icism. I think strongly of emigrating to the Kocky Mountains, donn-

ing a rough garb, and digging for gold, in the hope of getting round-

shouldered; or hiring myself out as a wood-chopper, in anticipation

of a chip flying up and taking off part of my obnoxious nose.

If there were no women around, I might escape notice out there. But

if one happened to come along, I should be obliged to leave, for her

eyes would ferret out my -unfortunate pecuUarities, and all my wounds

would be opened afresh. Sometimes I think there is no spot on the

globe where I would be welcomed; and I feel inclined to commit some

desperate deed, that I may be arrested and confined out of the sight of

man and woman-kind, until I am aged and bent enough to be pre-

sentable.

OUE PORTFOLIO.

Passing down Chatham street the other day, Punchinello stopped

in front of a window where hung a highly-colored engraving of an Aus-

trian sovereign engaged in the Easter ceremony of washing the feet of

twelve old men and women.

An Irishman at our side, who had been puzzling some time to com-

prehend the problem thus submitted to him, fiually broke out:

"An' may I ax ye, misther, to be koind enough to exshplain phat in

the wumild that owld roqpther's doiu' ?" pointing to the figure of the

kneeling monarch.
" He is washing the feet of the ladies and gentlemen," mildly put in

Punchinello.

"Bedad," says Pat, "don't I .see that for meself ; but phat is he doin'

it for ?"

" It is a ceremony of the Catholic Church," Punchinello explained,

" typical of the washing of the feet of the Twelve Apostles."

Pat eyed Punchinello askance with an expression which plainly

enough said that he did not believe we had been reared to tell the truth

strictly upon all occasions, and then added:

" Bad cess to your manners, then, don't I know betther nor that; for

haven't I been in the church these forty years, and sorrow a sowl ever

washed me feet
!"



FROM AN ANXIOUS MOTHER TO HER DAUGHTER.

[IVho It) ut a WatCflner Place.]

New York, July 12, 1870.

My Deab Daughtee: How are you getting on, dear? "Well, I hope,

for you know I do want to get you off, desperately. Thirty-seven, and

still on my hands ! Mr. Gusher, of the Four-hundred-and-thirty-ninth

Avenue, goes down next Saturday. He will hunt you up. Mr. Gusher
is a nice man—so sympathetic and kind; and has such a lovely

moustache. Besides, my dear Sophy, he has oceans of stamps. Quite

true, mj' child, he hasn't much of anything else, but girls at thirty-seven

must not have too sharp ej'es, nor see too much. Do, dear, try and
fix him if you can. Put all your little artifices into effect. Walk, if

possible, by moonlight, and alone; that is, with him. Talk, as ycu

know you can, of the sweets of love and the delights of home. Dwell

ou the felicities of love in a cottage, and if he doesn't see it, dilate on

the article in a brown-stone front, with marble steps, Picture to him
in the most glowing terms the joys of the fireside, with fond you by his

side. If he hints that a fireside in July is slightly tepid, thoughtfully

suggest that it is merely a figure of speech, and introduce an episode of

cream to cool it. Quote vehemently from Tennyson, and Longfellow,

and IVIrs. Browning. Bring the artillery of your eyes to bear squarely on

the mark. Remember that thirty-seven years and an anxious mother are

steadily looking down upon you.

Cut Smir(;h. Smirch is a worthless fellow. Would you believe it ?

his father makes boot-pegs for a living. The house of Wiggins cannot

consort with the son of one who pegs along in life in this manner !

Never. Banish Smirch. Don't let Smirch even look at your footprints

on the beach.

Then there is Mr. Bluster. What is he? Who? Impertinent

puppy ! Pretended to own a comer-house on the Twenty-fifth Avenue,

and wanted to know how /should like it? Like it? I should like to

see him in Sing-Sing ! IJf own a house?—a brass foundry more like,

and that in his face ! Keep a sharp eye on Bluster and his blarney.

He's what our neighbor Ginger calls a "beat," whatever that is—

a

squash, no doubt.

Don't spare any pains, my dear, for a market. I was only twenty-

six when I married the late lamented Mr. Wiggins. And a dear good

man he was—only I wish he had paid his bills at the corner groceries.

How he did love, my dear—that favorite demijohn in the corner ! And

then when he came home at night with such a smile—he'd been takiiiL;

them all day. Don't fail to catch somebody. Gusher, depend, is the

man. Money is everything. Never mind what he hasn't got just under

the hat It is the pocket you must aim at. What is life and society—

what New York—without money ? Say you love him to distraction.

Declare your existence is bound up in his. (Greenback binding.)

Throw _yourself at his feet at the opportune moment, and victory must

be yours. Impale him at all hazards. Remember you are thirty-seven

and well on in life. Your own loving

Maria Anasiasi.* Wiggins.

THE PUMP.

An Old Story with a. Modern Application.

Like rifts of sunshine, her tresses

Waved over her shoulders bare.

And she flitted as light o'er the meadows,

As an angel in the air.

' (3 maid of the country, rest thee

This village pump beside,

And here thou shalt fill thy pitcher.

Like Rebecca, the well beside !"

But a voice from yonder window

Through my shuddering senses ran.

And the.se were its words: " Maria-r !

Ma-eia-r ! don't-mind-that-man
!"
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HIRAM GREEN'S EXPERIENCE AS AN EDITOR.

lilvely Times lu the editorial Sanctum.—The " I^alt Oustlse " handled
Roashly.

" Whooray ! Whooray !" I exclaimed, rushin' into the kitchen door,

one moruin' hist spring, and addressin" Mrs. Green. " I've been in-

vited to edit the Skeensboro Fish Horn. Fame, madam, awaits your

talented pardner."

" Talented Lunkhead, you mean," said this interestin' femail; " you'd

look sweet editin' a noose paper. So would H. Ward Beecher dancin'

' shoo-fly ' along with Dan Bryant. Don't make a fool of yourself if

you know anything, Hiram, and respect your familj'.

"

The above conversation was the prelude to my first and last experience

in editin' a coimtry paper.

The editor of the '
' Fish Horn " went on a pleasure trip, to plant a

rich ant who had died and left him some cash.

Durin' his absence I run his paper for him. Seatin' my form ontop

of the nail keg, with shears and paste brush I prepared to show this ere

community how to run a noosepaper.

I writ the follerin' little squibs and put 'em in my first issue.

"K a sertin lite complexion man wouldn't run his hands down into

sugar barrels so often, when visitin' grosery stores, it would be money

in the pocket of the Skeensboro merchants "

—

"Query.—Wonder how a farmer in this to-^-n, whose name we will

not rite, likes buruiu' wood from his nabor's wood-pile ?"

—

" We would advise a sertin toothles old made to leave off paintin' her

cheeks, and stop slanderin' her nabor;;. If she does so, she will be a

more interestin' femail to have around.'

—

" Stop Thief.—If that Deekin, who trades atone of our grocery stores,

and helps himself to ten cents worth of tobacker while buyin' one cents

worth of pipes, will devide up his custom, it would bo doing the square

thing by the man who has kept him in tobacker for several years."

These articles was like the bustin' of a lot of bombshells in this

usually quiet boro.

The Deekins called a church meetin', and played a game of old sledge,

to see who would call and demand satisfixction for the insult. As they

all smoked, they couldn't tell who was hit, as their tobacker bill was

small all around.

Deekin Perkins got beat when they come to " saw off."

Said this pious man:

"If old Green don't chaw his words, I'll bust his gizzard."

The fai-mers met at Simminses store. After tryiu' on the garment

about steelin' wood, it was hard to decide who the coat fit the best, but

each one made up his mind to pay off an old grudge and '
' pitch into

the Lait Gustise.

"

All the old mades met together in the village milliner shop, where

the Sore-eye-siss society held meetin's once a week, and their false teeth

trembled like a rattlesnake's tail, when they read my artickle about old

mades.

It was finally resolved by this anshient lot of caliker to " stir up old

Green."

Headed by Sary YouMANs, the crossest old made in the U. S., and

all armed with broom-sticks and damin'-needles, the door of my
editorial offis was busted open, and the whole caboodle of wimmen,
faniishin' for my top hair, entered.

They foamed at the mouth like a pack of dissappinted Orpheus—C

—

KeiTS, as they brandished their wepins over my bald head.

"Squire Green," bed a maskaliue lookin' specimen of time worn
caliker, holdin' a copy of the Fish Horn in her bony fingers, " did you

rite that 'ere ?"

" Wall, " sed I, feelin' somewhat riled at the 8a.ssy crowd, "B'i)osen

I did or didn't, what on it?"

" We are goin' to visit the wrath of a down-trodden rase upon j-our

frontispiece, that's what we is, d'ye hear, old Pilgarlick?" said the

exasperated 16th Amendmenter, as she brought down her gingham

umbrella over my shoulders.

At this they all rushed for me. With iiaste-brush and shears I kept

them off, until somebody pushed mc over a woman who had got

tripped up, when the army of infuriated Amazons piled onto my aged

form.

This round dident last more'n two minutes, for as soon as they got

me down, they all stuck their confounded needles into me, and then

left me lookin' more like a porkupine than a human bein'.

I hadent more'n had time to pull out a few quarts of needles, before

ja walks 2 big strappin' farmers.

"Old man, we've come for you," said one of 'em. "We'll lam you

to slander honest fokes.

"

At this he let fly his rite bute at my cote skirts.

I was home-sick, you can jest bet. Then t'other chap let me have it.

"Down stairs with him," sed they both, and down I went, pooty

lively for an old man.

Just as I got to the bottom I lit on a man's head. It was Deekin

Perkins comein' to "bust my gizzard.'

"Hevings and airth," sed the Deekin as he tumbled over in the entrj'

way. I jumped behind a door, emejutly, and as the farmers proceeded

to polish off the Deekin, I was willin' to forgive both of 'em, as the

Deekin groaned and yelled.

Yes siree ! it was soothin' fun for me, to see them farmers welt

the Deekin.

Steelin' up stairs agin, I was brushin' off my clothes, when in walks

Ebenezer.
" Sawtel," said he, ceasin' me by the cote coUer and shakin' me,

"He lam you to rite about steelin' sugar; take that—and that," at

which he let fly his bute, and down stairs I went agin—Eben urgin'

me ou with his bute.

—

Suffice to say, the whole village called on me that day, and I was

kicked down stairs 32 times by the watch.—Hosswhipt by 17 wimmen
—besides bein' stuck full of needles by a lot more.

I got so used to bein' kicked down stairs, that evry time a man come

in the door, I would place iny back towards him and sing out:

"Kick away, my fiiend, I'm in the Editorial biziness to-day

—

to-morrow I go hents—there's rather too much exsitement runnin' a

noosepaper, and I shall resine this evenin."

When I got home that nifce, I looked like an angel carrj'in' a palm-

leaf fan in his hand, and clothed in purple and fine linen. My body

was purpler than a huckleberry pie, and my linen was torn into pieces

finer than a postage-stamp.

" Sarved you rite, you old fool," said Mrs. Green, as she stood rub-

bin' camfire onto me. " In ritin' noosepaper articles, editors orter name
their man. A shoe which hain't bilt for anybody in particular, will get onto

evrybody in general's foot. When it does, the bilder had better get

ready for numerous bootin's, from that self-same shoe."

Between you and I, Punchinello, Maeiar is about i rite. Too-rally

ewers. Hiram Green, Esq.,

Lait Oustise of the Peece.

COMIC ZOOLOGY

Order, Cetacea.—The Klght (itnd •vrroag) "Whale.

The largest of the Cetacea is the Right whale, of which—so persist-

ently is it hunted down—there will soon be but few Left. Some flippant

jokist has remarked that there is no Wrong whale, but this is all Oily

Gammon. There is a right and a wrong to everj'ihing—not excepting

the leviathan of the deep.

By the courtesy of the Fisheries, the planting of a harpoon in the

vitals of a Right whale gives the planter a pre-emption claim to it. If

subsequently appropriated by another party it becomes, so far as that

party is concerned, the Wrong whale, and on Trjnng the case its value

may be recovered in a court of law, with Whaling costs.

The sperm whale, or cachalot, (genus physeter) is a rare visitor in the

higher latitudes. Now and then a solitary specimen is taken in the

Northern Atlantic, but the best place to catch a lot is on the Pacific coast.

It may be mentioned incidentally, as a curious meteorological coinci-

dence, that Whales and Waterspouts are invariably seen together, and

hence it was, (perhaps,) that the long-necked cloud pointed out by

Hamlet to Polonius, reminded that old Grampus of a Whale.

The favorite food of the great marine mammal of the Pacific is the

Squid, and as this little creature swarms in the \'icinity of Hawaii, the

cachalot instinctively goes there at certain seasons to chew its Squid by

way of a Sandwich.

Although the capture of the whale involves an 'immense amount of

Paying Out before anj'thing can be realized, it has probably always been

a lucrative pursuit. The great fish seems, however, to have yielded the

greatest Prophet in the days of Jonah. No man since then has enjoyed

the same facilities for forming a true estimate of the value of the

monster, that were vouchsafed to that singular man. Perhaps during

his visit to Nineveh he entertained the Ninnies with a learned lecture on

the subject, but if so, it has not turned up to reward the research of

modem Archasologists. Layard found the word Jonah inscribed among
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the ruius of the old Assyrian city, but the name of the ancient mariner

was unaccompanied by any mention of the whale.

All the whale family, though apparently phlegmatic, are somewhat
given to Blowing up, and, when about to die, instead of taking the

matter coolly and philosophically, they are always terribly FluiTied. In

fact, the whale, -when in ai-ticuloinorlis, makes a more tremendous rumpus

about its latter end than any other animal either of tlie sea or land.

The Right whale, though many people make Light of it, is unques-

tionably the heaviest of Uving creatures. Scales never contained any-

thing so pondei'ous. But while conceding to Leviathan the proud title

of Monarch of the Deep, it should be remarked that it has a rival on

the land, known as Old King Coal, that completely takes the Shine

out of it.

THE WATERING PLACES.

Pnnchlnello'8 Vncatlona.

At Newport, one cannot fail to perceive a certain atmosphere of blue

blood—but it must not be understood, from this expression, that the

air is filled with cerulean gore. Mr. P. merely wished to remark thai

the society at that watering place is very aristocratic. He felt the ii,-

fluence himself, although he staid there only a few days. His aristocratic

impulses sill came out. Whether they staid out or not remains to be

seen.

But no matter. He found many of the best people in Newport, and

he felt congenial. When a fellow sits at his wine with men Uke John

T. Hoffman, and August Belmont, and Paean Stevens; and takes the

air with Mrs. J. F., Jr., behind her delightful four-in-hand, he is apt to

fella little "iijjpish." If anyone doubts it let him try it. At the

Atlantic Hotel they gave Mr. P. the room which had been recently

vacated by Gov. Padelfoed. He was glad to hear this. He liked the

room a great deal better when he heard that the Governor wasn't there

any more.

The first walk that he took ou the beach proved to him that this was

no place for illiterate snobs and shoddyites. Everybody talked of high

moral aims, or questions of deep import, (especially the high tariff

Congressmen, ) and even the little girls who were sitting in the shade,

(with big white umbrellas over them to keep the freckles oft", ) were

puzzling their heads over charades and enigmas, instead of running

around and making little Frou-Frous of themselves. Mr. P. composed

an enigma for a group of these young students. Said he:

" My first is a useless exi^euse.

My second is a useless expense.

My third is a useless expense.

M\' fourth is a useless expense.

My fifth is a useless expense.

My sixth is a useless expense, and so is my eighth, ninth, tenth, and

eleventh, and all the rest of my parts, of which there are three hundred

and fifty.

My whole is a useless expense, and sits at Washington."

The dear little girls were not long in giiessing this ingenious enigma,

and while they were rejoicing over their success, Mr. P. was suddenly

addressed by a man who had been standing behind him. Starting a

little, he turned around and was thus addressed by his unknown
listener.

^C^

"Sir," said that individual, " do I understand you to mean that the
Congress of the United States is a useless expense '/"

" Well, sir," said Mr. P., with a smile, "aa it costs a great deal and
does very little, I cannot but think it is both useless and exi)ensive."
"Then sir," said the other, "you must think the whole institution is

a nuisance generally.

"

"You put it very strongly," said Mr. P., "but I fear that you are

about right."

" Sir !" cried the gentleman, his face beaming with an indescribable

expression. " Give me your hand ! I am glad to know you. I a»ree
with you exactly. My name is Whittemoee."

But Mr. P. did not waste all his time in talking to strangers and con-
cocting enigmas. He had come to Newport with a purpose. It was
none of the ordinary purposes of watering place visitors. These he
could carry out elsewhere.

His object in coming here was grand, unusual and romantic. He
came to be rescued by Ida Lewis !

It was not easy to devise a plan for this noble design, and it was not

until the morning of the second day of his visit, that Mr. P. was ready

for the adventure. Then he hired a boat, and set sail, alone, o'er the

boundless bosom of the Atlantic.

He had not sailed more than a few hours on said boundless bosom,

before he turned his prow back towards land,—towards the far-famed

Lime Rocks, on which the intrepid heroine dwells. He had thought

of being wrecked at night, but fearing that Ida might not be able to find

him in the dark, he gave up this idea. His present intention was that

TVIiss Lewis should believe him to be a lonely mariner from a far dis-

tance, tossed by the angry waves upon her rock-bound coast. But there

was a certain difficulty in the way, which Mr. P. feared would prove

fatal to his hopes.

The sea was just as smooth as glass !

And the wind all died away !

There was not enough left to ruffle a squirrel's tail. How absurd the

situation ! How could he ever be dashed helpless upon the rocks under

such circumstances ?

The tide was setting in, and as he gradually drifted towards the laud,

ho saw the storied rocks, and even perceived Miss Ida, sitting upon a

sliady prominence, crocheting a tidy.

What should he do to attract her attention ? How put himself in

imminent peril ? His anxiety for a time was dreadful, but he thought of

a plan. He got out his knife and whittled the mast half through.

" Now," thought he, "if my mast and rigging go by the board, she

will surely come and rescue me !"

But the mast and rigging were as obstinate as outside speculators in

Wall street,—they would not go by the board,—and Mr. P. was obliged

at last to break down the mast by main force. But the lady heard not

the awful crash, and little weened that a fellow-being was out alone ou

the wild watery waste, in a shipwi'ecked bark ! After waiting for some
time, that she might ween this terrible ti-uth, Mr. P. concluded that

there was nothing to do but to spring a leak.

But he found this difficult. Kick as hard as he might, he could not

loosen a bottom board. And he had no auger ! The Lime Rocks were

getting nearer and nearer. Would he drift safely ashore ?

" Oh ! how can I wreck myself, 'ere it be too late ?" he cried, in the

agony of his heart. Wild with apprehensions of reaching the land

without danger, he sat down and madly whittled a hole in the bottom

of the boat, making it, as nearly as possible, such a one as a sword fish

would be likely to cut. When he got it done, the water bubbled through

it like an oil-well. In fact, Mr. P. was afraid that his vessel would fill

up before he was near enough for the maiden on the rocks to hear his

heart-rending cries for succor. He could see her plainly now. 'Twas

certainly she. He knew her by her photograph— ( '

' Twenty-five cents,

sir. The American female Grace Daklinq, sir. Likeness warranted,

sir.")
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But she turned not towards him. Confound it ! Would she finish

that eternal tidy ere she glanced around ?

The boat was almost full now. It would sink before she saw it

!

That hole must be stopped imtil he had drifted near enough to give

vent to an agonizing cry for help.

Having nothing else convenient, Mr. P. clapped into the hole a lot of

manuscripts which he had brought ^vith him for consideration. (Cor-

respondents who may experience apparent neglect will please take

notice. It is presumed, of course, that every one who writes anything

worth reading, will keep a copy of it.

)

Now the rocks were comparatively near, and standing up to his knees

in water, Mr. P. gave the appropriate heart-rending cry for succor.

But in spite of the preva iling calm, he perceived that there was a surf

upon the rocks, and a noise of many waters. At the top of his voice

Mr. P. again shouted.

"Hello, Ida!"

But he soon found that he M'ould have to hello longer as well as hello

Ida, and he did it.

At last she heard him.

Dropping her work-basket, she ran to the edge of the rock, and mak-
ing a trumpet of her hands, called out:

" Ahoy there ! What's up ?"

"Me!" answered Mr. P., "but I won't be up very long. Haste to

my assistance, oh maiden ! ere I sink !"

Then she shouted again:

" I've got no boat ! It's over to McCukdy's, getting caulked !"

No boat

!

Then indeed did Mr. P. turn pale, and his knees did tremble.

But Ida was not to be daunted. Bounding like a chamois o'er the

rocks, to her house, she quickly returned with a long coil of rope, and
instantly hurled it over the curling breakers with such a strong arm and
true aim, that one end of it struck Mr. P. in the face with a crack like

that of a giant's whip.

He grasped the rope, and that instant his boat sank like a rock !

Ida hauled away like a steam-engine, and Mr. P. 's prow (his nose,

you know, ) cut through the water like a knife, in a straight line for the

shore. In front of him he saw a great mass of sharp rocks. He shud-

dered, but over them he went. On, on, he went, nor tiimed aside for

jagged cleft or sharp-edged stone. A ship, loaded with qiieensware,

had been wrecked near shore, and through a vast mass of broken plates,

and cups, and saucers, Mr. P. went,—straight and swift as an arrow.

At last, wet, bleeding, ragged, scratched, and faint, he reached the

shore. Said Ida, as she supported him towards her dwelling: "How
did you ever come to be wrecked on such a day as this ?"

Mr. P. hesitated. But with such a noble creature, the truth wotild

surely be the best. He told her all.

"Oh !" said he. " Dear girl, 'twas I, myself, who hewed down my
mast and scuttled my fair bark. And I did it, maiden fair ! that thy

brave arm might rescue me from the watery deep, (you know what a

good thing it would be for both of us, when it got in the papers, ) and

that on thy hardy bosom I might be borne "

"Bom jackass!" interrupted Ida. "I believe that everybody who
comes to Newport make fools of themselves about me; but you are cer-

tainly the Champion Fool of the Lime Bocks.

"

Mr. P. couldn't deny it.

A ROSE BY ANY OTHER NAME.
A Love Tale.

Alphabetical.

From the insult passed upon Count Bendetti, at Ems, it appears

that the Prussian government does not always mind its P's and Q's.

" I won't do it—there !"

Miss Angelina Vavasour sat her little fut body down in a chair,

slapped her little fat hands upon her little fat knees, swelled her little

fat person until she looked like a big gooseberry just ready to Ijuist,

and then turned her little fat red face up to Mr. John Smith, who was
standing before her.

"I regret," said Mr. J. S., "that you should refuse to be Mrs. John
Smith." (Angelina shuddered.) " Might I ask you why?"

" No, " said she. "Say, my age."

" But I don't object to that," said J. S.

" Well, I won't," said Angelina, " that's all
!"

J. S. rubbed the fur on his hat the wrong way, pulled up his shirt

collar, looked mournfully at the idol of his heart, and departed.

Why did she refuse him ? Listen !

About a thousand or two years ago—well, perhajos we had better not

go so far back—anyhow. Miss Vavasour had ancestors, and she was

proud of them; she had a name, and she gloried in it; she had SIOO.OOO,

and therefore insisted on keeping her aristocratic name; she had kept it

for forty years, and was willing to take a contract for the rest of the job,

though she did feel that she needed a man to slide down the hill of

time with her, and she was rather fond of Smith.

Mr. John Smith wanted to marry her for herself alone, though he

had made inquiries and knew all about that $100,000.

Thus it was.

II.

'
' That's all !" Miss Vavasour had said.

But was it all? She thought it was matrimony; J. S. thought it was

matter o' money, and J. S. had a long head—an awfully long head.

Mr. John Smith sat before the grate. His auburn locks, his Roman
nose, his little grey eyes, his thin lips, his big ears, and each particular

hair of his red whiskers, expressed intense disgust.

He was day-dreaming, seeing visions in the fire. There he saw Miss

Angelina Vavasour. Her eyes were ten dollar gold pieces, her nose a

little pile of ducats, each cheek seemed swelled out by large quantities

of dollars, every tooth in her head was a double-eagle, and her hair was

a mass of ingots. He heaved a sigh and took a fresh chew.

The tobacco seemed to refresh him; he walked the floor for a wliile, and

then sat in his chair. Suddenly his countenance was irradiated, like a

ripening squash at early mom, and he sprang to his feet, crj'ing out,

"Eureka! I'll do it."

III.

Eureka! How? What? Thus.

One month afterwards our hero presented himself at the house of

Miss Vavasour, carrying under his arm a large volume, bound in

calf.

"Miss Vavasour," said he, "I come to repeat mj' proposition to j'ou.

Will you reconsider ?"

"Sir?" said she.

"Things have changed," said our hero.

" Changed !" echoed she. "What do you mean, Mr. John Smith?"
" Call me not by that vile cognomen," quoth he. " Look !" and he

opened the Session Laws at page 1004.

She read:
" State of New York, )

County of Blank. (

I, Jonathan Jebusalf.m, Clork of said County, do hereby certify that the foUow-
inp change of name has been made by the County Court of this County, viz.

:

John Smith to Augustus Vavasour.
In testimony whereof, I have set my hand and the seal of the County, June 3d,

1870. Jonathan Jerusalem,
[L. s.] Clerk."

She fell into his arms, and rested her palpitating head upon his pal-

pitating bosom. He pulled up his shirt-collar, trod on the cat, and

gently whispered, $100,(X)0."

Moral.

A word to the wise. Go and do like-wise. Lot.

Gammy.

The following is from a Western paper:

•• At Council Buffs, Iowa, a woman who don't chew gnm is out')f style, and getn

the cold shoulder."

Our comment upon the above is that there must be verj' little gum-

shun among the women of Council Bluffs.
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"SUCH IS LIFE."
Here you see Tom, Dick, and Harey, as they looked when starting

IN THE MORNING FOB A DAY's FISHING.

And this is the same party, dejected, bedraggled, and foot-sore,

WEABILY MAKING THEIR WAY HOMEWARD AFTER THEIR DAY's " SPORT."

DOWN THE BAY

Mh. Punchinello : It is just possible that you never went on a fine

fishing excursion down the Baj' with a party of nice young men. If you

never did, don't. I confess it sounds well on paper. But it's a Deceit,

a Snare, and a Hollow Mockery. I will nanate.

Some days ago I was induced (the Deuce is in it if I ever am again)

to participate in a supposed festivity of this nature. In the first place,

we (the excursionists,) chartered a yacht, two Hands that knew the

Ropes—they looked as if. they might have been acquainted with the

Hope's End—and a small Octoroon of the male persuasion as waiter.

As Chowles characteristically observed, (he is a Stock Broker, and was

one of the party,) " there is nothing like a feeling of Security." So we
engaged a Skipper who was perfectly familiar with the Barings of the

Banks, and Thoroughly Posted on aU Sea 'Changes, at least so Chowles

expressed it, but then he is apt to be somewhat technical at times.

This accomplished mariner was I'eputed to have been " Bound the Horn"

several times, which I am led to believe was perfectly true, as he smelt

strongly of sjjirits when he came on board. I was much discouraged at

the appearance of this Skipper, and had half a mind to give my friends

the Slip when I saw him on the "Wharf

Having manned our craft, we purchased a colossal refrigerator in

which to put our Bass and Weak Fish, laid in a stock of cold provisions

—among other things a Cold Shoulder—plenty of exhilarating beverages,

and, with Jiuoyant Spirits, (every Man of us, ) and plenty of ice on
board, started on the slack of the Mommg Tide. I regret to state that

by the time we W(;ie ready to start our Skipper was half way " Over the

Bay," being provided with a pocket pistol charged to the muzzle. He
and his two subordinates were pretty well "Shot in the neck " by the

time we reached Fort Lafayette. The consequence of this was that

we no sooner came Abreast of the reef in that locahty than we got Afoul

of it. For getting Afoul of the Rocks we had to Fork over twenty dol-

lars to the captain of a tug boat which came and Snaked us oif with a

Coil of Rope when the tide rose.

During the time we remained stationary, the Bottle, I am sorry to

say, kept going RovumI. .Ml (be ixcur.'jioMists except myself got half

seas over, and when we resumed our voyage the steersman had fallen

asleep, so the vessel left a Wake behind her which was extremely

crooked.

We anchored that night outside Sandy Hook, and next morning cast

our lines overboard, and commenced fishing. Our success in that Line

was astounding, not to say embarrassing. We commenced to take Fish

on an unparalleled Scale. Dog Figh and Stingarees were hauled over the

.side \vithout intermission. The former is a kind of small shark. As
they will Swallow anything, we Took them In very fast. Although ex-

tremely voracious, they are so simple that if it were not for their size

they would fall an easy prey to the Sea Gull, which, in si^ite of its name,

is a verj' Wide Awake bird. Stingarees are fish of much more Pene-

tration—their sharp tails slashing everything that comes in their way.

Tiiese natural weapons, which have been furnished them by Providence

as a means of defence in their Extremity, cut through a fellow's trousers

like paper. The interesting creatures cut up so that we kindly con-

signed them, together with the dog fish, to their native element, having

first benevolently knocked them on the head. Changing our location

for a change of luck, we captured a superb mess of sea robins and toad

fi.sh. This satisfied us. So we pulled up anchor, not Hankering for

any more such sport, and left the Hook, very glad to Hook It. We
didn't have any of our toadies or robbins cooked, as those "spoils of

ocean," although interesting as marine curiosities, are not considered

good to eat, but each man had a Broil, as the Sun was very hot, and as

Chowles remarked, "brought out the Gravy." That night we turned

in, having been turned inside out all day. Next morning we reached

home. The skipper presented his Bill in the course of the day. Al-

though extremely exorbitant, we paid it without a murmur, being too

much exhausted from casting up accounts ourselves, to bring him to

Book for his misconduct. Such is the sad experience of

Yours Reverentiallv, Chincapin.

The Pillar or .Suit (I^akc.)

Lot's (of) Wife.
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A. T. Stewart & Co.
Are offering novelties in

Crepe de C-hine Saslies

WITH HEAVY FKrNGES,

The Latest Paris Style. Also,

WIDE BLACK AND COLORED

B' A S M M I B^ B' (O H i0;,

Romnn, I^coMsiiIs, Broch" nn<l

Chine Ribbons,
J xj s a- K,K c n: I V n: jy.

«

BROADWAY,
4:th AvcMiM-, WU n-'t lOf!' irvcts.

A. T. Stewart & Co.

Are closing out tbcir stock of

FHENCH, ENGLISH, AND DOMESTIC

CARPETS,
Oil Cloths, Eiia:s, Mats, Cocoa and Canton

Mattings, &c., &c.,

At a Great REDUCTION IN PRICES,

NotwlthstanfVnr; the iinexpected extraordinary

rise in gold.

Customers and Stravgers ore RespectfuUy

INVITED TO EXAMINE.

BROADWAY,
4rth Avenue, 9fl« mid lOtK Streets.

Extraordinay Bargains
rs

LADIES' PARIS AND DOMESTIC READY-MADE

Suits, Robes, Reception

Dresses, &c.,

Some less than half their codt.

AND WE WILL DAILY OFFER NOVELTIES IN

Pl»ln and Braided Victoria Lafvn,

Linen and PIqne Traveling

SUITS.

CHILDREN'S BRAIDED LIXEN AXD

Piqne G-arments,
SIZES FROM 2 YEARS TO 10 YEARS OLD.

PANIER BEDUOm MANTLES,

IN CHOICE COLORS,

From $3.50 to $7 each.

RIehly Kmbroldered CaHtamere and
Cloth Itreukraot Juekets,

PARIS MADE,
f S each and upward.

A. T. Stewart & Co.
BT^OADAVAY,

4TH AVE., 1)TH AM) lOTH .^THllETS.

PU^^CHIJNELLO.
The first number of this IHustrated Humorous and Satirical Weekly

Paper was issued under date of April 2, 1870. The Press and the Public in

every Sinte and Territory of the Union endorse it as the best paper of the kind
ever published in America.

COjXTE]SrTS EIS^TT^^ OllIGIIS^^L.

Subscription for one year, (with $'2.00 premium,) .... ,$4.00
" " six months, (without premium,) . - . . 2.00
" " three months, " " .... j^qO

Single copies mailed free, for .... |()

"We offer the following elegan jircmiums of T.. PUANG & CO'S
CIIROMOS for subscriptions as follows

:

A copy of paper for one year, and

"Tl»e Awaliening," (a Litter of Tuppies.) Half chromo. Siz . 8 3-8 by 11 1-8

(S2. 00 picture,)—for - . - . - $4.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $8.00

chromos :

Wild Roses. 12^x9.

Deatl Game. lls^Sg.

Easter Morning. GixlOi—for $5.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $5.00 chromos :

Group of Cliiclitiis ; Group of I>uckliiigs ; Group of Quails. Eaeh

10x12^.

The Poultry Yard. 10|xl4.

The Barefoot Boy; Wiid Fruit. Each 9;xl3.

Pointer and Quail : Spaniel and AVoodcock. IJdi—for.- - - $6.50

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $6.00 chromos :

The Baby in Trouble; The Unconscious Sleeper; The Two
Friends. (Dog and Child. ) Each 13xl6i

Spring; Summer; Autumn; 12Jxl6s.

The Kid's Play Ground. 11x17^—for $7.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $7.50 chromos •

Strawberries and Baskets.

Cherries and Baskets.

Currants. Each 13x18.

Horses in a'Stornt. 22jxl5i

Six Central Park Views. (A set.) 9-^x41—for $8.00

A copy of paper for one year and

Six American l>.ajidscapc.u (A set.) IjxO, jmce .-'iO.OO—for . - - $9.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of tl:e following $10 chromos :

Sunset in California. (Bierstadt.) 18^x12

Easter Morning. 14x21.

Corregio's Magdalen. 12ixl6|.

Summer Fruit, and Autumn Fruit. (Half chromos,) ISixlOi, (compan-

ions, price $10.00 for the two), for $10.0()

Remittances should be maci'., in P. O. Orders, D.afts, or Bank Checks on
New York, or Registered letters. The paper w^ill be sent from the tirst num-
ber, (April 2d, 1870,) when not otherwise ordered.

Postage of paper is payable at the office where received, twenty cents per
year, or five cents per quarter, in advance ; the Chromos will be mailed free
on receipt ot money.

CANVASSERS WANTED, to whom liberal commissions will be given.

For special terms address the -Company.
The first ten numbers will be sen; to any one desirous of geeing the paper

before subscribing, for SIXTY CENTS. A specimen copy eent to any one
desirous of canvassing or getting t'p a club, on receipt of postage stamp.

Address,

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

P. O. Box 2783. No. 83 Nassau Street, New York.
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J. ctl^DT Nl Tourists and Pleasure Travelers

will be glad to learn that that the Erie Railway Company
has prepared

COMBINATION EXCURSION

Round Trip Tickets,
Valid during the the entire season, and embracing lth.aca—
headwaters of Cayuga Lake—Niagara Sails, Lake Ontario,
the River St. Lawrence, Montreal, Qaebec. Lake Chaiu-
plain. Lake George, Saratoga, the White Mountains, and
all principal points of interest in Northern New York,
the Canadas, and New England. Also similar Tickets at
reduced rates, through Lake Superior, enabling travelers
to visit the celebrated Iron Mountains and Copper Minis
of that region. By .applying at the Offices of the Erie
Railway Co., Nos. 241, 529 and 957 Broadway

; 205 Chambers
St. ; 38 Greenwich St.; cor. lZ5th St. and Third Avenue,
Harlem ; 338 Fulton St., Brooklyn ; Depots foot of Cham-
bers Street, and foot of 23rd St., New York ; No. 3 Ex-
change Place, aud Long Dock Depot, Jersey City, and the
Agents at the principal hotels, travelers can obtain jnst
the Ticket they desire, as well as all the necessary informa-
tion.

A CHINAMAN'S FUNERAL.

ii'\The Printing House of tlie Unil«d Slates."

GEO. F. NESBITT & CO.,
General JOB PRINTERS,
BLANK BOOK Manufacturers,
STATIONERS, Wboles.nlo and Retail,
LITHOGRAPHIC Engravers and Printer^
COPPER-PLATE En<j..-ivers and Printers,CARD Maniif.acturers,

ENVELOPE Manufacturers,
FINE CUT and COLOR Printers.

163, 165, 167, and 169 PEARL ST.,

73, 75, 77, and 79 PINE ST., New York.

Advantaoes. BS" All on thu sani» prninLscs, and under
immediate supervision of the proprietory.

PRAXG'S LATEST PTJBI.ICATIONS: "Wild Flowers," "Water-Lilies,'
PRASrO'S CHRO>IOS sold in all Art Stores throughout the world.

PRAXG'S ILLXJ.STRATED CATALOG1JE sent free on receipt of st.-imp.

"Chas. Dickens."

Jj. PRAXG A. CO., Boston.

PUNCHINELLO.
With a large and varied experience in the management

and i)ublication of a paper of the class herewith submitted,
and with the still more positive advantage of an Ample
Capital to justify the undertaking, the

PUXCHIXELLO PUBLISHING} CO.

OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK,

Presents tfl the jmblic for approval, the new

ILLUSTRATED HUMOROUS AND SATIRICAL

WEEKLY PAPER,

The first number of which was issued under
date of April 2.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES,
.Suitabl"' for the paper, and Original Designs, or suggestive

ideas or sketches for illustrations, nprm the toi)i<-.s <ti the
day, are always acceptable and will be paid for libeially.

Rejectc'd communications cannot be returned, unUss
postage stamps are inclosed.

TERMS:
One copy, per ye.ir, in advance $1 00
Single copies, 10
A si)ecimon copy will b* mailed fr«o upon the

receipt of ten cents.

One copy, with th'^ Riverside Magazine, or any other
magazine or pnpi-r, price, $2..t0, for 5 60

One copy, with any magazine or paper, price, $4, for.. 7 00

A'l comniunie.U;')Tis, remittances, etc., to be addressed to

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

P. O. Box, 2783, Nkw Vork.

'J'he Mystery of Mr. E. DROOD.
^\t Ucto ^jurltsquc Serial,

Written expressly for IPuiN'OHIlSrEr.LO,

B T

ORPHEUS C. KERR,
Commenced in No. 11, will be continued weekly throughout the year.

A sketch of llie eminent author, written by his bosom friend, with superb illustrations of

1st. the authors palatial RKSIDENCE at BEGAD'S hill, TI(!KN0RS fields, NEW JERFEY

2n. THE AUTHOR AT THE DOOR OF SAID PALATIAL RESIDENCE, taken as he appears " Every Saturdny,

will also be found in the same number.

Single Copies, for sale by all newsmen, (or mailed from this office, free,) Ten (!ents.

Subscription for One Year, one copy, witli $2 (1in»nio I'reniinni, $4.

Those desirous of receiving the paper containing this new serial, which promises to be the best ever written by

ORPHEUS (!. KERC, should subscribe now, to insure its regular receipt weekly.

AVc trill tand <ltc first Ten Nuinl><'r.s of PlJIVCHIIVKT.iT.O lo any one -M'lio tvisHcH to

see thcin, in vic^w of suliscrihing, on the receipt of .SIXTY CENTS*

Address,

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY.

p. O. Box 2783.
* 83 N'assau. St., N'e-w York.

Gko. W. Wheat & Co, Printeh, No. 8 Spruce Street.
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APPLICATIONS FOR ADVERTISING IN

iC PUNCHINELLO"
SHOULD BE ADDRESSED TO

J. TSriCKINSON,
Room No. 4,

Xo. 83 Nassau Street.

CHARLES C. CHATFIELD & CO.,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.,

HAVE JUST PUBLISHED

"THE AMERICAN COLLEGES AND
THE AMERICAN PUBLIC,"

BY

PROF. NOAH PORTER, D.D., OF YALE COLLEGE.

OPINIONS OF THE BOOK.
"I have read it with very deep interest."

—

President
McCosH, Pelsceton. "All excellent and valuable work."
—President Cummings, Wesleyan Uniyersity. "' Abie
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THE

MYSTERY OF MR. E. DROOD.
AN ADAPTATION.

BY ORPHEXJS C. KKRR.
CHAPTER XII.

FOR THE BEST.

Miss Caeowthers's educational hotbed of female innocence was about

to undergo desolation by the temporary disjiersal of its intellectual bud;;

and blossoms to their native soils, therefrom to fill home-atmospheres

with the mental fi-agrance of "all the branches." Holiday Week drew

near, when, as Miss Cakowthees Hitually expressed it, "all who were

true believers of the American Church of England in their hearts would

softly celebrate the devout Yearly Festival of Apostolic Christianity, by

decking the Only True Church with symbolical evergreens over places

where the paint was scratched off, and receiving New Year's Calls with-

out intoxicating liquors. " In honor of this approachiivi solemn season

of peace on earth, good will to young men, the discipline of Macassar

Female College was slightly relaxed: Bible-studies were no longer rigor-

ously inflicted as a punishment for criminal absence of all pimctuation

from English Composition, and any Young Lady whose father was^ood

pay|could actually sneeze in her teacup without being locked into her own
room on bread-and-water until she was truly penitent for her sin and

wished she was a Christian. Consequently, an air of unusual license

pervaded the Aims-House; woman's rights meetings were held at the

heads of stairways to declare, that, whereas Maey Amanda Parkinson's

male second-cousin has promised to meet her at the railroad station,-

and thereby made her pretend to us that the letter was from her father,

when all the time Ann Louisa Bakee accidentally caught sight of the

words '
' My Precious Molxy " while looking for her scissors in the

wrong drawer, and therefore, be it Resolved, that we wish he knew
about one shoulder being a little higlier than the other, (as she knows

the dressmaker told her,) and about that one red whisker under the left

hand corner of her chin which she might as well stop trying to keep cut

off; dark assemblages resembling walking lobsters were convened in

special dormitories at night, to compare brothers and tell how they

Byronically said that they never should care for women again after

what they had sacrificed for them in the horse-cars without so much as

a '
' Thank you, sir, " but if they ever could be brought to liking a^irl now,

it would be on account of her not pretending to care for anything but

money and a husband's early grave; and very white parties of pleasure

were organized in the halls, at ghostly hours, to go down to the cup-

board for a mince-pie under pretense of hearing burglars, and subse-

quently to drink the mince-pie from curl-papers, accompanied by

whispers of '
' H'sh ! don't eat the crust bo loud, or Miss Carowthers '11

think it's a man."

In addition to these signs of impending freedom, trunks were packed

in the rooms, with an adeptness of getting in things with springs twice

as wide as any trunk, and of laying cologne-bottles, fans, and brushes,

between objects with ruffles so as to perfectly protect the latter, that

would hiive put the most conceited old bachelor to shame. Affected

tenderly by thoughts of a separation which, so ridiculously uncertain is

human life, might be forever, the young ladies who couldn't bear each

other, and had been quite sorry for each other because she couldn't

help it with such a natural disposition and rough forehead as hers, poor

thing !—graciously made-up with each other, in case they should not

meet again until in Heaven.—You will not think any more, Henrietta

ToMUNSoN, of what I told you about Augustus Smith's remarks to me
that Sunday coming out of chapel. I didn't let you know before, my
dear, but when he had the impudence to say that one of your eyebrows

was longer than the other, and that you had a sleepy look as though a

little more in the upper-story wouldn't hurt you, I stood up for you,

and told him he ought to be ashamed to talk so on Sunday about you,

after you'd taken such pains to please him. That's just all there was about

that whole thing, Henrietta, dear, and now I hope we may part friends.

—Why shouldn't we, Martha Jenkins ? I'm sure I've never been the one

to be unfriendly, and when Mr. Smith told me, that he guessed my
friend Miss Jenkins didn't know how much she walked like a camel,

I was as sarcastic as I could be, and said I didn't know before that

genilemen ever made fun of natural deformities.—Yes, Henrietta, my
love, I know how you've aivoays, te-he ! spoken well of everybody behind

their backs. Gentlemen give you their confidence as soon as they see

you, without a bit of fishing for it on your part, and then you have a

chance to befidend your poor friends.—Oh, well, Martha, darling,

there's no need of your getting provoked because I wouldn't hear you
called a camel—he! he!—after you'd been so angelic with him about

stepping on the middle back-breadth of your poplin— " Oh, never mind
it at all-l, Mayistah Sa-mxth; it's of No-o consequence !"—Te-he-he-he !

When is it to come off, Miss Tomlinson ? When does your Augustus
finally reward your perseverance with his big red hand ?—I haven't asked

him yet. Precious ! out of regard for your feelings. He's so sensitive

about having any one think he'B jilted her; quite ridiculous, I tell him.—
Henrietta Tomlinson ! you—you'd get on your knees to make a man
look at you: EVERxbody says that!—But then, you know, Martha
Jenkins, there are persons who woiddn't be looked at much, even if

they did go on their knees for it, lovey. —M'la'iii ! Ph'h'h ! Please keep

by your oion trunk, Henrietta. I don't want anything stolen, Miss !

—

He ! he ! Of course I'll go, Martha. There's so much danger of my .

stealing your old rags !

—

Don't provoke me to slap you, Miss !—Who are

you. pushing against, Gaviel ?— Aow-aouw-k ! — Ah-h-h !— R-r-r-r*p,

sl'p, p'l-'l—Miss Crowthehs' coming ! !
—

* * And thus to usher in the

merry, merry Christmas time of peace on earth, good will to young
men.

At noon on the Saturday preceding Holiday-Week, Miss Carowthers,

assisted by her adjutant, Mrs. Piu^sbury, had a Reception in the

Cackleorium, when emaciated lemonade and tenacious gingerbread were

passed around, and the serene conqueror of Breachy, Mr. Blodgett, ad-

dressed the assembled sweetness. Ladies, the wheel of Time, who, you
know, is usually represented as a venerable man of Jewish aspect

with a scythe, had brought around once more a festival appealing to all

the finei" feehngs of our imperfect nature. Throbbed there a heart in

any of our bos—hem !—in any of the superstructures of our waists, that

did not respond v/ith joy and gladness to the sentiment of such a

season ? In view of Christmas, Ladies, did we say, in the words of—an

acceptable Ritualistic translation from the Breviary—

" Day of vengeance, without morrow.
Earth shall end in flame and sorrow,

Ab from saint and seer we borrow?"

No ; that was not ovir style. We saw in Christmas a happy time to

forgive all our friends, to forget all our enemies at the groaning board,

and to keep on remembering the poor. Might we find all our relatives well

in the homes we were about to revisit, and ready to liquidate our little

semi-annual expenses of tuition. Might we find neighborhoods willing

to take the resumption of piano-practicing in the forgiving spirit of the

Christmas-time, and to accept the singing of Italian airs, at late hours,

with the tops of windows down, as occurrences not to be profanely

criticized in sleepless beds at a time of year when all animosities should

be repressed. With love for all mankind. Ladies, where it was strictly

proper, we would now separate until after the Holidays, wishing each

other a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year. Then ensued leave-

takings all around; terminating with a delicate consciousness on the

part of each young lady present that she was not to be entirely without

escort on her way to her home, inasmuch as there was a Bill prepared

to go with her and be presented to her parents.

A number of times had Flora Potts witnessed this usual breaking

up, without any other sensation at herself being left behind in the

Aims-House than one of relief from incessant attempts of dearest friends

to find out what Mr. E. Drood wrote about longing to clasp her again, in

his last; and on this occasion she came near being really happy iu

having her dear Magnolia Pendragon to remain with her. ^ Magnolia

had never mentioned Edwin's name since the virtual compact between

herself, and her brother, and Mr. Simpson, on the Pond shore ; which

was, perhaps, carrying woman's friendship rather too far to the other

extreme:—she might at least have said, " Are you thinking of eomethins

commencing with a D.?" once in a while:—but the Flowerpot, while

slightly wondering, of course, found a pleasant change in a companion

of her own sex and age who was not always raising the D. in con-

versation.

A lovely scene was it, and maddening to masculine imagination, when

so many of Miss Potts's blooming young schoolmates kissed her good-

bye in the porch, and gave her a last chance to tell them what he had

written, then. It was charming to see that willed-away little creature,

without her enamel, waving farewell to the stages departing for the

ferry; and to hear the disappearing ones calling out to her: "By-bye,

Flora, dear; Eddy ought to see you now with your natural complexion.

"

" Au Irevoir, Pet. You'd better hurry in now; here comes a man!"

Sntered. according to Act of Concresn, in the year 1870, by the Pcnchimello Publibhtno Compajit, in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United 8tat«8, for

the Southern District of New York.
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" Don't stay out in the sun for us, Darling, or the belladonna may lose

its efifect."

Oh, rosebud-garden of girls ! Oh, fresh young blossoms, to which

we of the male and cabbage growth are as cheap vegetables ! Cling to-

gether while ye may in the fair bouquet of sweet school friendship, of

musical parlor-sisterhood. So shall your thorns be known only to each

other in such fragrant clustering, and never known at all to Men unless

they insausately persist in giving you their hands.

While the Flowerpot was thus receiving fond good-byes, Edwin
Dkood, on his way to see her, suflered an indecision of purpose which

might have bred disquiet in a more gigantic mind than his. With the

package containing the memorial stay-lace in one pocket, and his hands

in two others, he strode up the Bumsteadville turnpike in a light over-

coat and a brown study. But for good Mr. Dibble's undeniably truth-

ful picture of a modern lover's actual sih-.ition, he might have allowed

matters to go as they would, and sunk into an early marriage without

one prayer to Heaven for mercy. Now, ];owever, that picture troubled

him even more than the bump which he !:ad gotupon his head from the

tilting table in the la^^'yer's office, and he was disposed to send the stay-

lace back to the candid old man. "Floba and I have about equal

intellects, " reasoned he to himself. " Shall I leave the whole question

to her, or my own decision ! One would be about as profound in

wisdom as the other. Which? I guess I'll toss-up for it."

He stepped aside from the road, under a leafless tree, and drew from

a pocket a badly speckled nickel coin. " Heads for her, tails for me,"

he said, with some awe in his tone. The tasteful coin was tossed,

and "Heads" stared up at him from the frozen ground. "It's her

inning," he muttered, and, re-pocketing the money and his hands, went

on whistling. Thus the great crises of our laborious human lives are

settled by the idle inspiration of a moment, and fate, for good, or evil,

comes as it is cent.

The Flowerpot, expecting him, was ready in her walking dress, and,

by tacit permission of Miss Caeowthees, the two started upon a prom-

enade for the nearest confidential cross-road, each eating half of an

apple which Mr. Dkood had brought to disguise his feeUngs.

"My dear, absurd Eddy," said Flora, when they had arrived in a

secluded lane not far from St. Cow's Church, "I want to give you some-

thing very serious, and oh ! I'm so ridiculously nervous about doing

BO,—especially after your giving me this apple."

"Never mind the apple, Floea. It was the fruit of our First

Parents, and has constituted the most available pie of the poor ever

since. Don't allow it to fetter your freedom of speech, and please try

to eat it without such a gashing noise.

"

"Thank you, Eddy. You have always been liberal with me. And
now are you sure you won't be absurdly angry with me if I give you

something ?"

He fell away from her a moment, as half anticipating a kiss, but

promised that he would restrain his temper.

" Then here you are, Eddy;" and she drew from a pocket in her dress

and held out to him a small worsted mitten.

" You give this to me ?" he said, accepting it, and tossing it from one

hand to the other, as though it were something hot.

"Yes, dear, ridiculous friend; and from this day forth let us give up
the cold indifference of people engaged to each other, and be as truly

aflectionate as brother and sister."

" Never get married ?"

"Not to each other."

Under the ecstatic influence of the moment, the emancipated young
bondman began dancing and turning somersaults like one possessed;

but, quickly remembering himself, hastened to regain a perpendicular

position at her side, and coughed energetically, as though the recent

gymnastics had been prescrilied for his cold.

"My own sister!" he exclaimed, "a weight is now lifted from both
of our minds, and both of us should be the better for the lifting-cure.

It is noble in you to let me off so."
'

' And it's perfectly splendid in you, Eddy, to make no horrid fuss

about it."

The beautiful contest of generosities between these two young souls

made each as tender toward the other as though the parents of both
had been alive and frantically opposed to their mutual attiichment.

"We are both sorry that we have ever had any absurd engagement
between us," said Floea, with a manner of exquisite softness, "and,
now, that we are like brother and sister, we need not be all the time
playing the Pretty with each other, and needn't be putting on our bfest

things every time we have to meet. You think that my hair always
curls in this way, don't you, Eddy ?"

"Why, you don't mean to say, Floea, that it's all
—

"

"—False? No, you absurd thing ! But curling irons, and oil, and
crimping pins have to be used hours and hours.

"

" Ha ! ha !" laughed Edwin Deood, " I see the point; you've had to

make-up for me. Now I dare say that you have thought my boots,

which I have worn in your company, were the right size for me ?

They're really one and a half sizes too small, and almost kill me.

As for gloves, I never wear any at all except when I come to

see you.

"

" And my complexion, dear brother?"
'

' Oh, I know all about that, darling sister. I couldn't find any fault

with that, BO long as my own seal-ring, which you thought so rich-

looking, was only plated."

The little creature burst into a laugh of delight, and pressed his arm
with sisterly enthusiasm. '

' And we can be perfectly honest with each

other; can't we, Eddy? As a partnership for life until death should us

part is no longer our object, we have no need to utterly deceive each

other in everything."

" No," answered the equally happy young man; " as we're not trying

to marry now, we may as well drop the swindle.

"

" And just suppose we'd gone on and got married," cried the Flower-

pot, with dancing-eyes. "When it was too late, you'd have found out

what I really was—

"

"And you'd have found jne out," interrupted Edwin, vivaciouslj'.

"I should have wanted more expenditure upon myself, for giving me
my proper place in society, than you, with your limited means, could

have possibly afforded.
—

"

'
' And I should have told you it would ruin me—

"

"And that would have made me more disappointed in you than

ever, and provoked me to call you a pauper-monster.—

"

" And then I would have twitted j'ou about being anything but an

heiress yourself when I married you—

"

"—Which would have thrown me into hysterics—

"

"—Which would have made me lock you up in your room, and leave

the house—"
"—For which J would have sued you for an Indiana divorce—

"

"—Thus driving me to commit suicide
—

"

—"And bringing myself under a cruel public prejudice seriously

detrimental to my future prosi:>ects.

"

Gloriously excited and made nearly breathless by their friendly

rivalry in thus specifying what must have been the successive results of
their union without plenty of money, the animated pair panted at each
other in a kind of imaginative intoxication, and then shook hands
almost deliriously.

In a moment after, however, Mr. Deood thrust his hands into his
pockets and presented an aspect of sudden discomfiture.

"I forgot about my uncle, Jack Bumstead," he said, uneasily. " It

wiU be a dreadful blow for Jack: he's counted so much upon my having
a «'ife for him to flirt with.—There he is, now !"

" Where?"
' ' Amongst those trees down there—Look !"

In a small grove, skirting the road some distance behind them,
Mr. Bumstead could indeed be seen, dodging wildly from one tree to

another in an extraordinary manner, and occasionally leaping high in
the air and slashing excitedly around him with his alpaca umbrella. A
hoop from a barrel, possibly cast out upon the road by somebody, had,
apparently, become entangled around the legs and in the coat-tails of
the RituaUstic organist; and he, in his extreme nervous sensibility,

precipitately mistaking it for one of his old enemies, the snakes, had
evidently fled headlong with it as far as the grove, and was there en-
gaging it in frantic single-combat.

"Oh, take me home, at once, please !" begged Floea, alarmed at the
remarkable sight.

'
' Poor dear old fellow !" exclaimed her companion, obediently hurry-

ing onward with her, "I shall never have the heart to tell him of our
separation, and must leave it to your guardian. He'll think he's been
the cause of it, by stealing your heart from me.—Here he comes !"

They had barely time to conceal themselves in the Macassar porch,
when, with umbrella in full play, and the barrel-hoop half-way lip to
his waist, Mr. Bumstead came bounding along the turnpike with
frenzied agility. "Shoo! 'S'cat, you viper ! Get out !" cried he; and
stopped, mth an unearthly culminating scream of terror, immediately
in front of the Aims-House, where the hoop suddenly fell at his feet.

A moment he beat his fallen enemy with the umbrella, as though madly
striving to actually hammer it into the earth ; then, as suddenly, sus-
pended his attack, stooped low to eye his victim more closely, and,
with a fierce pounce, had it in his grasp. "Was it only thi.ssr ?" he
hissed, holding it at arm's length: "Soldagain: signed, J. Bumstead. "

And, hanging it over his umbrella, he stalked moodily onward.
"What a struggle his whole lonely life is!" said Edwin Deood,

coming out from the porch.
Floea's parting look, as she entered the door, was as though she had

said, "Oh! don't you understand?" But the young man went away
unconscious of its meaning.

( To he Continued. )
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A SEASONABLE PARODY.

"THE NEXT THING TO IT."

SCENE — NOKTH ADAMS.
Butcjier, {who is not quite prepared for the new order of things, to Chinese delegation:) "Well,

we're oust out of dog, but we've some fibst-eate sausages."

Three women went waddling out into

the surf,

Out into the surf at Newport town;

Each wore a bath suit of the very best,

Costing as much as a wedding-gown.
For men must work, and women must

lave.

And what men earn their wives don't

save,

Though husbands they be moaning.

Three brokers sat up at three high desks.

And balanced their books as the sun

went down;

Each "poring" o'er ledgers that wouldn't

come straight.

Each wrapped in a study disgustingly

brown.

For men must sweat, and women keep

cooly

And woman will ever be fashion's fool,

Though husbands they be moaning.

Three names are struck from the Gold
Board's books.

Three brokers' sign-boards are taken

down;

Three men are busy "seeing their

friends,

"

Borrowing money to get out of town.

For men must break if women must
waste,

And it costs a deal to be "people of

taste,"

So good-bye to the fools and their

moaning.

OUE PORTFOLIO.

Deae Punchinello: You may have heard of a slight breeze recently

stirring at the Custom House, consequent upon the removal of Mr.

Geinnell and the appointment of the Hon. Thomas Muephy. The
savage feelings which this event aroused have sufficiently subsided to

allow a plain st^itemeut of the causes which led to it. At the time, it

was the opinion of many that our worthy Chief Magistrate, convinced

that things were getting along too smoothly in this State, had determined

to infuse new life into both men and measures here. He didn't find it

such a hard job " infusing " the measures, but when he came to the

men all the usual machinery failed, and he had to get out a new patent

battering-ram to wake them up. Such, I say, at least, was the popular
impression, confirmed by the subsequent apjiearance of the persons

against whom its operations were directed; but the initiated knew better.

A few months ago a private commission, whose expenses were defrayed

out of the Secret Service Fund, was sent to California to explore the

region thereabouts for any hitherto undiscovered connection of the

Grant genealogical tree. For a long time the search was in vain, but
finally the commission unearthed a chap in the mining district, who
hadu't heard of Lee's surrender yet, but whose sister had married a

nephew of Mrs. Grant's brother-in-law. The poor fellow was promptly
captured, combed and cuiried, and shipped East via Pacific Kail-

road, with a label across his back inscribed,

"Care of His Excellency, U. S. Grant,
C. O. D." Washington, D. C.

On his arrival the express charges were duly paid, and be was billeted

at the White House, while orders were sent to the heads of the diflerent

departments to report what vacancies existed. Brief replies were re-

turned from each, to the efi"ect that another straw laid on the camel's

back would break it, and, moved by a constitutional antipathy to break-

ing camel's backs, the President desisted from his eff'orts in those

quarters. In this dilemma, the usual recourse was had to the New York
Custom House, and Mr. Geinnell was sounded as to what he could do
for the last of the Grants. This is what he wrote:

"Not even standing-room left. I have more branches of your

genealogical tree now than would serve to thatch the Capitol. The

federal turkey at this port is stuffed to bursting. You may think that

the old Exchange Building, which we now occupy, is a secure building,

and so it is, but I don't think it could hold me if another ' connection '

is coming. My blue book divides these family contributions to the

service of the country into three orders, viz.: 'Grant,' 'Dent,' and
' Sharpe. ' Of the order ' Grant ' I have fifteen in the cellar, forty-

seven on the first and second floors, and ten in the attic; of the order
' Dent, ' nineteen on the two floors, seven in the attic, and seventeen

in the cellar, and of the order 'Sharpe,' so many that I have engaged

the Lightning Calculator of the World to compute them. Your Ex-
celleury will perceive that my situation is something like that of a

commander who is troubled with too many officers, and if I should be

attacked you will Grant that it would take some pretty Sharp practice

to make even a Dent in the aniior of my adversarj-.

" The best I can do is to request you to authorize the creation of a new
office, such as Supervision of Custom House Cobwebs, Keeper of the

Water Tanks, or Statistician of Distilled Spirits consumed by Revenue

Officers during th6 ensuing fiscal year, and then, on condition that he

will never show his face in my office again, I will apjioint your California

offering to the place. Your disgusted friend and servant,

Moses."

When the President read this epistle, he was so agitated that he put

the lighted end of his segar in his mouth, but did not discover his mis-

take until Secretary Fish observed the ashes coming from his nose,

and with an air of mock solicitude asked:

"Does your Excellency experience any internal symptoms of a

volcanic character, for I perceive that the crater is working ?" pointing

to the Presidential olfactory, while the o^s-ner sneezed a fresh volley of

ashes through it.

" It don't make any difference if I do," tartly responded Uly.sse.s,

" but I tell you what it is. Fish, I'm going to build a little volcano

under Mose Grinnell's chair that '11 ' hist ' somebody when it breaks

out." Saying which he threw the late Collector's missive towards the

piscatorial premier, and hurriedly left the room.

The above is a genuine narrative, collected from authoritative data,

and may be relied upon when all other means of ascertaining the truth

fail. Yours, historically,

Dick Tinto.



THE WATERING PLACES.

Punchinello's Vacations.

On the portico of the Mountain House, in the Catskills, Mr. Punchi-

nello had the honor of being welcomed by Prof. Agassiz. Mr. P. had
jiist arrived, and his valise was in his hand; but the Professor insisted

on a little conversation with him.

"In spite of the crowds at these summer resorts," said this learned

man, " one seldom meets with any one who takes an interest in

science.

"

Mr. P. bowed, and mentally resolved to rub up his stock of polytech-

nology for the occasion.

" I am glad, Mr. Punchinello," continued the Professor, "that you

have not neglected science in your excellent journal. You have had

some admirable treatises on natural history. The country is your

debtor, sir."

Mr. P. bowed again, and hoped, in his inmost heart, that the country

would soon pay up.

" I must admit that I am disappointed here—in several ways. In the

first place, I have not found a single glacier.

"

"No glaciers !" cried Mr. P., in surprise.

" No sir, not one, and I can find no sign of the Triassic period."

"Oh no!" said Mr. P. "Not now. That was several years ago,

when George Francis Train, Colorado Jewett, and Dan Rice's cele-

brated little donkey were here. They're all gone now.
"'

The Professor looked up a little surprised at these remarks, but went

on with his complaints. "And not a trace of cleavable pyroxene,"

said he.

" Pie rock !" said Mr. P. to himself. " I'm glad it isn't seen. Have

these geologists got to that ?"

" I hoped, too," continued the Professor, "to get a little scoria."

"Oh!" said Mr. P. "You wanted to mn up a little score here.

Well sir, I think, in your case, that might be done— in fact, I've no

doubt of it.

"

"I fear you do not quite understand me," said the Professor. "I

have not found here what I had exi^ected. To be sure, I met with a

little gneiss
"

" Ah ! a little niece," said Mr. P., rubbing his hands. "Well, now,

that must be pleasant. I am very glad indeed to hear it. It will certainly

make the place much more agreeable for you.

"

"Yes,—" said the Professor, "but it don't amount to much. I

wanted particularly to find on these mountains some traces of their

having once been a part of the shores of the ocean "

"Oh !" cried Mr. P., "I can help you there. I can show you a fine

Beach,—if that is what you want."

"You can?" exclaimed the Professor. " With shells
?"

"I don't know about that," said Jlr. P., "but there he is, in the

bar-room—he keeps the house—and you can ask him yourself about the

shells."

Mr. P. now took occasion to hurry after the waiter to his room, but

he heard the muttered thunder of a German-storm below him as he

rapidly climbed the stairs. He had a very nice room in the extreme

upper part of the house, and the view was charming.
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To the East one could see the Hudson— "winding like a silver

thread;" the distant Bay of Fundy; and the foggy shores of Newfound-
land.

To the South were distinctly visible the blue Juniata; the bold arch

of the Natural Bridge; and the long lines of shipping at New Orleans;

while in the West, the setting sun could be seen glowing upon the

walls of the Yo Semite, and gilding the tops of the big trees in the

Mariposa valley.

After feasting his eyes on this magnificent prospect, Mr. P. came
down-stairs to feast on something which owed its enchantment to a

cooking-range, and not to a range of distance. He met the Professor at

the bottom of the stairs, and hastened to pacify him by inquiries about

some little bushes that he had just gathered.

" That is lanrel," said the learaed man, grumly.

" Indeed !'' said Mr. P. " We make lard of that in New York.'^

" Lard ?
' cried the Professor. " I never heard of such a thing."

'
' Oh, yes, certainly !" said Mr. P.

" Have you never heard of the great Lorillakd manufacturing estab-

lishment ?"

"Never;" said Agassiz, "and I'll go and sec it the very day I reach

the city."

The next day Mr. P. made the ascent of High
Peak. FiVerybody does that; and so, with a

small party, Mr. P. started out—gaily enough.

On reaching the place where the heavy climbing

begins, they met the New I'^ork Fat Men's Club

coming d^wu, and the peculiar appearance of

the members deterred most of Mr. P.'s party

from attempting the great feat. It was pro-

posed that Mr. P. alone should make the ascent.

He assented—and being thus, in a manner, or-

dered up—went it alone.

It was not an easy thing—that climbing of

High Peak—as any one will be apt to conclude

after attentively studying this picture of the

ascent. But an indomitable will can conquer

all obstacles that are not too much for it, and

at last 'Mr. P balanced himself on the extreme

point of the Peak. The view was so glorious

that he instantly hastened down to inform his

companions that they too must not miss it upon

any account Several of them, John Bingham,

of Ohio ; S'lMON Cameron, and Henry Wilson,

of Massachusetts, objected very strongly to the

proposed climb, as they were never in the habit of occup3ring very high

ground. Bat Mr. P. insisted that they would there obtain what they

needed more than anything else

in the world, and he begged their

pardon if he referred to extended

views. So at last they all went

up, and when they reached the

topmost point Mr. P. placed

himself so as to cut off his com-

panions' retreat, and then he de-

livered to them a discourse that

they will not soon forget.

When from his remarks, and

the practical illustration which

lay beneath them, they had been

made aware that it was a great

countrj' of varied interests, and

not a few little sections, for

which they should legislate, Mr.

P let tliem down.

The following morning, after

testing an admirable specimen of

horn-blending— oflfered him by

Mr. Beach, and not Prof. Agas-

siz, Mr. P. set out alone for the

Kauterskill Falls. His trip was

wonderful. He went in a wagon. The scene was sublime. At one

place he came across a bevy of New York artists sketching the scenery,

and their sensations when he suddenly cut off their north light must

have been peculiar. But they regained their accustomed pallor as

the old horse struggled manfully, and the danger passed away.



At last, after an exciting ride over roads that had perhaps never been

trod before by human wheels, Mr. P. reached the great Kauterskill

Falls—that lovely freak of nature which has been celebrated in all ages,

ana of which the poet says:

" The noble splash Niagara gives,

In thee, fair KauterskiU, still lives;

All but the mighty rpar and size.

And clamor of wild hackmen's cries."

'-^ml^^Vt^

This view of the Falls is from a sketch by Mr. P. himself.

(He will send a beautiful chromo of it—seventeen and a fourteenth

by eighteen and thirteen fifteenths of an inch—life size,—and a copy of

the paper for nine years, for tliirty-four dollars and a quarter—postage
paid.

)

COMIC ZOOLOGY.

GenuH Felis.—The r.lon.

The Lion is a Cat, and has probably been a greater Scourge to human-

ity than any other of the feline race, vsath the exception of the nine-

tailed variety, now almost extinct. He is known in Africa as the i?ac/,

auArabic word signifying thunder, and not, as the superficial philologist

might suppose, p, contraction of the name of a poUtical party in this

country that at present enjoys the Lion's share of the spoils. It is tme
that some of the American Eads are immense brutes, but in other re-

spects they do not Ijear much resemblance to the " lord with a big

head " which infests the African and Asiatic continents. Much has

been said of the pluck and endurance of the Lion, but his heart pftcn

fails him in the hour of danger, and he sometimes Caves in without

showing as much Bottom as is displayed by his counterfeit presentment

on the stage. In .short, like the Noble Savage of our own wilds, his

moral attributes have been greatly exaggerated. He prowls through the

woods at night in search of the herbivora which constitute his prey,

but generally vanishes at the appearance of Aurora. The Kad also

makes tremendous havoc among the stock in many parts of the East,

but has never been known to molest the Bullock in Georgia.

Among the sports who have particularly distinguished themselves as

assailants of the Lion, may be mentioned Samson, Hercules, Nimrod,

Jttles Gerard, Captain Cummino, Sir Samuel Baker, Van Amburgh,

and Charles Sumner, of Massachusetts. The last named gentleman,

who is not generally looked upon as an ardent votary of the Chase,

.some time ago attacked the British Lion (Leo Britannicus) with tre-

mendous ferocity, injuring that somewhat su^Dcrannuated beast as much
as it was possible to do with a short range air-gun at the distance of

three thousand miles. For a moment the shaggy monster looked

angrily across the Main at Massachusetts, but was soon satisfied that

his antagonist was feinting, whereupon he yawned, winked lazily at an

adjacent Unicorn, and relapsed into his customary state of doze. He
evidently regards American Lion-shooters as a Motley throng, fi-om whom
nothing serious is to be apprehended.

Several varieties of the Lion have been domesticated in this country,

the principal of which is the Black African, mentioned by Gerard as

the most formidable of the leonine tribe. Here, however, it is tolerably

tame, and breeds faster than in Congo or Dahomey. There are two

specimens (whelps) in the West Point Menagerie, and one of more

venerable appearance, with a full mane (black and curly) in the Zoolo-

gical Collection at the Capitol in Washington. Of this breed there are

supposed be about three millions in our Southern provinces. Some
persons are of opinion that the Lion predestined to lie down \s4th the

snow-white lamb, in the millennuim, is the Black African species, and

from the fact that instances of this kind of union are even now of

frequent occurrence, some people believe that the Reign of the Saints on

Earth has already commenced. N'mis verrons.

URBS IN RURE.

Having been often importuned for advice, by inexperienced persons

who are about to visit the country, Mr. Punchinello has concluded to

make a full exposition of his ideas on the subject of rural siimmerings,

as follows:

When you pack your wardrobes put a few spring-beds in your trunk.

You will find them less depressing than the ordinary summer beds out

of town. A hair mattress or two may be stowed in the odd comers of

your travelling bag.

Arrange, if possible, for a regular supply of Croton. The ablutionary

fluid is most difiBcult to be had in places where water is abundant. It

is mostly reserved for scenic purposes, and for the promotion of " the

mill-wheel's hum."

Smokers should not lumber their baggage with Partagas. Connecticut

supplies all summer resorts with the finest Havana segars.

If you cannot live without Kissingen you had better take with you the

necessary ingredients, and prepare your beverage yourself. Country dis-

pensaries dispense with such drinks.

No gentleman should go out of town without half a dozen high hats,

in separate packages. They are just the thing for summer rambles in

the woods. But remember to touch your beaver where the hemlock

boughs are low. White duck is recommended for travelling suits. If

the weather should moderate unexpectedly you can procure caloric at

the kitchen fire. The finest kid gloves are to be worn on fishing ex-

cursions.

Ladies should have with them as much jewelry as possible, bon-owed

or otherwise. A few five-thousand-dollar dresses will be appropriate

when you go out to see the sun rise. The sun is quite fastidious about

such things, and warmly approves an effective toilette.

It will not be necessary to carry with you opera librettos. Any well-

regulated country tavern can furnish ever^'thing of that sort that yoii

will require.

Have a few billiard-balls in your pocket, however. In cloudy weather

you can improvise a game on the dining-room table. Travelling

Chinamen will probably furnish you with queues.

If you should be invited to try the fruit of the oak tree, on the theory

^hat it is the American filbert,—very superior,—you can take your

friend's word for it, without eating.

Get up early in the morning and go out to shoot Welsh rabbits for

breakfast. The exercise will improve your appetite.

Find out all the novelties you can. It is a good thing to watch the

black cat fish. Feelin' weary of that sport, you cau sit on the rocks and

tell the servant to bring you the evening paper on a silver salver.

Observe carefully the auriferous sunsets among the mountains. You

will thus be enabled to determine with sufficient acciiracy how gold is

" closing " in New York.

Finally, write occasional letters to the Evening B'llMe. If your name

is Jones, sign yourself " Senoj." This thin disguise will be verj- pretty

and will deceive your most intimate friends. Say in your coiTespoudence

that the tables of the house where you stay are "loaded with all the

luxuries of the season. " If convenient, show your letters to the land-

lord, whisper to_him, " Jones /pniV," and oxplaju the Httle joke about

the signature.
'

This courtesy mnv somewhat ;r'!o'.-int<> your board bill.
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VICISSITUDES OF THE NATIONAL GAME.

Sketch of late match at Goat's Hill, between kival clubs "Babe Legs" and "Bully Boys." Umpike undebtook to eeseeve his decision

upon a " fly catch." " bully boys " took game into theie own hands, settling it and theie opponents fob one season at least.

MY TURKISH BATH.
Dear Punchinello: It happened to be eleven o'clock some tims

during yesterday forenoon.

I generally take something at that hour.

Yesterday I took a Turkish Bath.

I took a horse-car. (That, however, is neither here nor there : but it

got within two blocks of there at 11.25.) I ran up the steps of the T.

B. establishment, and wired the inmates. The door flew open, and an

ideal voter, erst a chattel (I hope I am not obscure in this deeply in-

teresting portion of the narrative) pointed his thumb over his shoulder,

displayed a choice assortment of ivory, and chuckled with great natural

ease. I supposed this to be a custom with the colored population of

Turkey, and passed on.

Everything was Turkish. I was struck with the order of the bath:

also the scimetary of the apartments. As I think I before remarked,

—

I passed on.

The M. D. proprietor shook hands with me very cordially. I also

shook hands with him. I told him that I wanted no ceremony; but if

agreeable to him, I would gird up my loins and go in. He intimated

that the only ceremony was to fund a small portion of the contents of

my pocket-book. I am a little hard of hearing,—and I passed on.

An assistant, in the light and airy costume which I have so often no-

ticed in Central Africa, in midsummer, beckoned to me, after I had laid

aside a quantity of goods, (belonging to my tailor, and other down-
town business men, ) and I followed him.

The room we entered was heated by what I took to be a successful

furnace. I must have been mistaken, however, for I understood the

assistant to apologise because, by reason of a defect in the flues, they

had been able to get the temperature up only to about 475 degrees that

morning. I was a little disappointed, but simply suggested that the

thermometer was Fair in Height; but if I felt chilly I would send out for

some blankets.

He laid me on a slatted couch.

I experienced a gentle glow.

Afterwards, (I don't know why, exactly, I have always attributed it

to the temperature, ) I felt hot -hotter—Hottentotter ! It seemed as

though the equator ran right along the line of my back-bone.

I didn't care.

I couldn't recollect whether my name was Shadbach, Meshach, or

Abednbgo; but I was baking and sizzling just as furiously as though I

had paid in advance. My pores were opening, and the perspiration was

immense. A red bandanna handkerchief would have been swamped.

There was a bald-headed man next me. He said he had been lying

there three weeks, and he was going home next Saturday if he didn't

strike oil. I grappled with the allusion, and replied that that was a

poor opening any way, and I didn't believe I could myself lie there so

coolly.

Waiting till my _ identity was pretty much gone, I dropped into

another marble hall. The assistant (to whom my warmest thanks are

due, scooped up what was left of me and laid me on a slab.

The assistant said I needed him, but, to the best of my recollection,

he kneaded me. He went all over me, taking up a collection, and did

first-rate. I threw ofi' all reserve—about half a pound, I should judge.

He seemed to take a fancy to me. I never knew a man to get so inti-

mate on short acquaintance.

We talked rationally on a good many subjects.

He said he barely got a living there. I was surprised. I supposed

he managed to scrape together a good deal in the course of a year.

He said he wanted to go into some wholesale house. I ventured to

predict that success awaited him in the rubber business. In fact, we

kept up quite a stream of conversation, which he supplemented with a

hose that played over me in a gentle, leisurely manner, as if I were fully

insured.

He then shoved me into a deep-water tank where the " Eules for

Eestoring Persons apparently Drowned " whizzed through my mind,
and I came .very near forgetting that I didn't know how to swim. I

managed, however, to fish myself out in season to observe the bald-

headed Ananias, who murmured that he had been laid upon the table

and should take a peel

!

I came out to the drying-room, and niade them think I was General

Guant, by calling for a cigar. I drank a cup of coffee. After a while

I rattled into my clothes and felt better. So much so, that I did what
I seldom do, walked clean home.

If I live to bo ninety-eight years old, and am pensioned by Congress,

the explanation which I shall give to the country at largo is that it is

due to that Turkish Bath. I can't tell you what I owe to it.

Saesfield Younq.
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DEATH OF THE "ENTENTE CORDIALE."
Moiha-Bdl "WELL, I NEVER THOUGHT MUCH OF IT. IT ALWAYS WEllE A PUNY, SICKLY LITTLE THING."

J/o</ier Aap. "AND TO THINK HOW I HAVE NURSED IT AND NURSED IT!"
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HIRAM GREEN WRITES TO NAPOLEON.

HI* opinion of the Came of the War—Reviews the late "War for

the Union—A. Fe^v SuKKestlonn.

Skeensboeo, Nye okto Vaemont,
|

July—18 Seventy. )

Fkend Lewis:—Hovr does the Emperor bizzness pay about these

times ?

Wouldn't you rather be door-keeper in some well payin' Circus, than

rool on the Thrown of Frants about now ?

Haint your present birth enuff to occashunly make a man forgit the

3rd Commandment, and use Congreshunal langwige freely ?

I see, by the papers, you're up on your mussle, and are about to cave

in Prushy's head, unless Prushy nocks you out of time.

You've got a very ingenious brain, my friend.

"What you don't know, Daniel Webster never rote in his Dickshun-

ary.

Feelin' bad about BENDmr gettin' his smell-o-factory snubbed by

King William, haint what you got up this ere war for.

I can see through your little dodge, my Eoyal friend.

Things was gettin' too warm for your Imperial top-knot.

Them little jewels, which rested upon your brow, didn't set easy, and

was makin' Corns on your figger head.

Your subjects was spilin' for a fite—and as sure as your homed,

nothin' but a forrin war would keep you from foUerin' in the footsteps

of Lewis the 16th, and keep the Boneypart Die-nasty on its pins.

A good chance turnin' up, you got up a nasty war, so the Prints

Imperial would die off of the Thrown.

"Eh ! how's that for Hi'?" .

Yes, Lewis, you are a bitter pill to swaller, and no mistake.

I, the Lait Gustise says so.

Us folks over here hain't so much on the war as we was. We've had

our stomack full of war.

Nootrality is what ales us jist now, altho' I must confess we don't go

quite so heavy on it as England did doorin' our family quarrel. Eng-

land was 60 afrade she couldn't preserve her nootrality alone, that she

fitted up the Alabarmy to help her. And some other folks I know of

was so fast to perserve her nootrality, that she came over to Mexico so

as to be near bye to do it, but if this court hain't laborin' under a

teckinal error a few Pea-crackers traded off their soger overcotes for

white pine ones. And the rest of 'em scratched gravel pooty lively for

lay bell France.

I'm afrade I can't jerk soft sawder when I git hold of a goose quil.

Guess not.

When you kill off all your present army, you must git up a draft.

When we had our war here, a man who didn't stand his little draft

didn't amount to shucks. Altho'.we had more cripples and able-bodied

loonatics here them times, than since. The enthusiasm got up to that

pitch, that when an enrolling officer would pass down the streets, crowds

would rush after him, and with tears in their eyes and a $300 bill in

their hand, beg the enrolling officer to let them die for their blessed

country—by sendin' a substitoot. Patriotism ran so high, that altho'

a man hadn't a dollar to his back or a shirt in his pocket, he marched

gallantly to the war meetins, and voted to assess his rich nabor to

raise money for the purpose of buyin' substitoots with which to prose-

cute the war.

Them was the times as tride men's soles, and made the shoemakers

laff, who done the toppin'.

Jumpin' bounties paid them times.

The bold patriot and able-bodied hero who couldn't jump his two

bounties a week, beside his bord and washin', wasn't warmed by the

fires of 1776.

Y&R, sir; the self-sacrificing contractor, doorin' that eventful period,

by cuttin' down the poor sewin' wimmen's wages, partriotically fur-

nished the Government a superior lot of pastebord shoes for S27.00 a

pair, and a nice cool shoddy overcote for $97.00 apiece.

Having received the reward of a gratefool countrj-, he is resting from

his patriotick labors at Saratogy or Long Branch.

Seein' that you have got a war on your hands, I hope it will pay

better than your Plebiscotum, altho' I don't know whether that '^re

article resembles a bile or a brick meetin' house.

I understand you have mobolized your army.

My advice is to unmobilize 'em again, and get 'em in line.

I don't believe in mobs.

They are apt to get mixed, and popp off each other.

Millingtery disipline is a commander's best holt.

Little Fell Shebdoan is comin' over to see you fite.
'

Fillip is a plucky little cuss. He allers used to fite in the Calvary.

I don't believe he likes Infant-ry, for he remains onmarried.

If " Old 20 miles away " calls on you, tell him I've got a gal, smarter'n

a 2 year colt, he can have by the askin'. She's a good cook, and can do

up a shirt el commeefaw, and you know what that is, better'n I do.

Don't appint your wife Re-gent. It will be a sorry day for you, if

you do.

I appinted Mrs. G. in that position durin' the Honey moon of our

wedded life, and the old gal has hung onto the Specter ever since, and

she wields it with a cast-iron hand. As somebody says

:

Give a woman an inch, and you'll get 'el.

Remember your grate uncle.

He was a able sojer, and could worry down hard tack and mule beef

ekal to the best of 'em.

But Waterloo ukered the old man, and the "Head of the army"
pegged out at Saint Heleny.

Look out that his nefew don't get served ditto.

As I've writ you considerable on public affairs, I will addres you a

few lines on private ones.

Mrs. Geeen would like to borrow a new fashioned caliker dress

pattern of Ugeent.

Maeiae bought a ticket in a church lottery, and drew a new fest

coUers caliker.

Would you have her make it up with a pancake attached to back

of it, or would you put a pendelum on it ?

She thought of having it scolloped, but in hot weather scollops are

apt to spile unless cookt, and I think a roosh of oyster shells would be

rather more dlsiangue.

My wife makes all her own dresses; but I suppose, as you get good

wages, like as not your woman has some one to no the fittin', while she

runs up the seams on a sewin' machine.

Take good care of yourself.

Don't drink ice water this hot weather without temperin' it with

brandy. When "this cruel war is over" come and see us, and believe

me, my dear Imperial rooler—duke of the Empire—and master of the

royal Household of Frog Eaters, Ewers

:

HiBAM Gbeen, Esq.,

Laii Gustise of the Peece.

THE LAST CASE OF "SHOO! FLT.
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PLIGHT BY THE SEA.
Charles. " O that last dip ! Speak, now, my dearest Jane, and say thou wilt be mine forevee.'
Jane. "I am thine, dearest! ever, ever thine!—but say, wilt thou not give me another dip?"
Chai-les, (vulgar wretch !) "You bet!"

EAMBLINGS.

BY MOSE SKINNER.

Me. Punchinello: I infer that you never visited Slunkville, Ver-

mont. Still, it is not strange, for many very estimable people have not

done so, and still they are happy.

It is a very quiet hamlet. More quiet, if possible, than Booth's

H.AJILET.

I am sojourning here for the summer. Communing with Nature, I

believe they call it. I can commune here for five dollars a week and no

extra charge for retiring pensively to a babbling brook, and reading

Milton or Byron, though when my poetic soul hankers most, I prefer

Bacon.

I take it fz-ied, about an inch thick, with plenty of ham fat.

I went to hear Parson Slowboy last Sunday, on the Coolie question.

He handled it without gloves, and, it being very warm, without stock-

ings also. It's a very exciting question just now, almost as exciting as

the question, "What'll you take?" and I must say, that, even in the

heat of argument, ho talked Cool-ie.

The Parson is very zealous, but rather illiterate. During a fervent

exhortation he prayed that, '

' all the undiscovered and uninhabited

isles of the sea might become converted," and on another occasion he

began with,— "Oh, Lord, thou art a merciful sinner."

But he means well, and that is everything. A man knocked me down
once, and stamped on uxy head several times. But he meant well be-

cause he thought I was another fellow. He apologised so politely that

I actually felt cheap because he hadn't done it a little more.

But I'm afraid wo shall lose Parson Slowboy. He's had a call. Hs
hates to go, but he says it's his duty; the call is so loud.

It is two hundred dollars louder than his present salary.

The Lyceum Committee hold their annual meeting last week. They
are in a flourishing condition, having recently embellished their front

door-step with a new and elegant scraper of unique design ; and pur-

chased four superb spittoons for the use of the committee. The Presi-

dent announced, amid great cheering, that they would probably open

the fall campaign with eleven dollars in the treasury. The course

will open with a debate ou the question: "Are sardines wholesome

far.

when ripened in the shade ?" * * *

She who was among us one short year

ago, with her winning smile and gentle

simplicity of manner, is now no more.

The grass grows green o'er her last rest-

ing place, while he who crushed her

young life is far away among his disso-

lute companions.

Lucy Jones was indeed a lovely

maiden. The tear rises unbidden to my
eye, as I recall her in the artlessness of

her maiden beauty, hanging her feet into

the mill-pond, or chewing the strings of

her sun-bonnet. And when the stage-

coach came in she would stand with her

apron full of horse-chestnuts, and heave

'em at the passengers.

But the tempter came, and from that

time she began to droop.

She continued to droop till she couldn't

get any drooper.

And, with the gentle breath of June
wafting sweet perfume from a wealth of

new-born roses, they laid her away.

And the undertaker's bill was seven

dollars and forty-five cents.

Her old man's constitution was never

robust, and this was too much.
'

' I don't complain at the seven dollars,

"

said he, in a voice broken by emotion,

"but ai»'t the forty-five cents rather

crowding the mourners ?"

This undertaker is an awful lazy man.
The neighbors say he was bom with his

hands in his pockets, and they go so far

as to say that 'twould have been a good
thing for his wife and family if he'd been
still born. But I think this is going too

I don't think he ever got over the death of his brother, about a year

ago. It was very sudden. Without thinking what he was doing, he
sat down on a keg of powder with a lighted pipe in his mouth, and we
have no authentic information of his whereabouts since.

The neighbors heard him when he went ofi", and, amusements being

scarce in that section, they proposed to regale themselves with an
inquest.

Twenty active boys volunteered to scour the neighborhood in search

of a piece of the unfortunate man. Nineteen came back empty-handed.

The twentieth brought a button-hole, and over this the inquest was
held.

His brother never took on much, but I know he felt it, for he always

calculated to have that pipe when John died. It was rather rough, if

you examine it critically.

P. S. What'll you charge to publish a little editorial in your paper,

saying that I am as genial and polished a gentleman as you ever met,

and 'twould be perfectly safe to lend me any amount ? I want it for

circulation among new acquaintances.

PARDONABLE SOLICITUDE.

Mr. Punchinello: Having the most unbounded respect for your

Gudgment i wanto know whether you think ther is rely gouto be mutch
fiting between the french and the Prooshuns. It will be a important

question to me this Year, as i hev Raised over 100 bushel of weat and

i think it wood make a differns of over $20 to me, and i ihinlc if Napolin

gives up without fiting he isen't mutch of a man eny how.

An American Farrier.

[Our- correspondent will understand that the question of the con-

tinuance of the war depends altogether on the comparative merits of

the needle gun and the Chassepot. Possibly our correspondent has

not a supply of either of these weajjons at hand, but he can test them as

follows: Arm yourself with a sewing-machine as a representative of the

needle gun; then let one of your neighbors arm himself with a chasse.

cqfi to represent the Chassepot, and then fight it out on that line until

the best weapon wins.,

—

Ed. Punchinello. ]
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THE MERCANTILE LIBRAHY ASSOCIATION.

ERTJSAL of the last Annual

K e p o r t of the Mercantile

Library Association—the forty

ninth annual, by the way,

—

convinces Punchinello that

matters are all serene in that

favorite resort of his. The

only "burst" about it appears,

according to the report, to

arise from a plethora of books,

which are bursting each other

off from the shelves for want

of room. There is something

funny in this statement when

we read, elsewhere, that 250

copies of "Little Women"
have been added to the shelves.

Little women are notoriously

pugnacious, and, as a matter

of 250 copies of the "Old-

fashioned Girl" have also

foiind lodgings on the library

shelves, no wonder that there

was a "muss " on the premises.

So far as the Keading-room is concerned, Punchinello is glad to

know that the reserve with which magazines were kept behind the

desk for a year or two past, has given place to a new and better arrange-

ment. One can take up his magazine, now, from a table appropriated

to periodicals, just as if he were in his own house—only more so, as

there are not many private mansions that can boast of a supjjly of 174

magazines, which is just the number taken in at the Reading-room.

The only objection to this arrangement, according to Punchinello's way

of thinking, is that it debars a fellow from the opportunity of address-

ing himself to one of the fascinating ladies in charge of the room, and

having a private lark \vith her under the pretext of obtaining a

magazine.

The Report states that the magazine thief, and the cutter and maimer

of newspapers, are characters not as yet altogether unknown to the

pleasant acre or two of room appropriated to the readers of such litera-

ture. Not unfrequently has Punchinello, when tumbUng about copies

of magazines exposed for sale on street tables, detected copies bearing

the mark of the Association. Hence it appears that certain mean mis-

creants keep themselves in tobacco and other cheap luxuries by filching

single magazines from the room, and disposing of them in bulk, when
they have accumulated as many of them as will fetch fifteen or twenty

cents at reduced prices. Meaner, if possible, than said miscreant, is

the one who cuts from a paper such paragraph as may be most valuable

to him for some inscrutable purpose—a paragraph containing import-

ant news, perhaps, from the knowledge of which the next reader is

consequently debarred. A roll upon the first layer of a patent pitch

pavement, and a subsequent plunge into the show-case of a feather-

dealer, would be merely a spoi'tive hint to these reading-room malefac-

tors that their room would be nicer than their company.

Punchinello is glad that the Directory of the Association have paused

on the question of opening the Reading-room on Sundays. The matter

with most city people is that their eyes have too much paper and

printer's ink forced upon them during the six days of the week. Give

the eyes a holiday on Sunday, by all means. Let them rest themselves

upon the blue skies and the green meadows; upon the birds, and

flowers, and butterflies, in Central Park, and upon everything else that

is lovely, including the muslins and sweet things in ribbons of the

period.

Li conclusion, Punchinello delights in whiling away an hour or two

in the Reading-room of the Mercantile Library Association. There he

feels perfectly at home; and if he has a word or two of information to

obtain from the dark-eyed young lady in charge of the room, he is

always certain to find himself prettily Posted.

An Interestlna: Relic.

A gentlem.*^n of this city is in possession of a very curious and elabo-

rate watch-guard made of the Hairs of Anneke Jans.

THE NEW "PROCESS."

The two-fold plan which contemplates, 1st, Making Ice out of Water;

2nd, Making Money out of Ice, has some features which, we should

say, will be of interest to the various Metropolitan Ice Companies. As

it can be " no joke " to them, perhaps it should be no joke to us: though,

on reflection, we are not so very like. No, no, indeed ! As for our-

selves, we are liberal. You will never find us taking advantage of the

necessities of the public.

The '

' cream " of the joke, as we see it, is that, owing to the

abundance and cheapness of this machine-made ice, the Ice Cream of

the future—by containing rather less farina and skim -milk (very good,

indeed, in a pudding, )—may be rather more worthy its title, at present

so idealistic and humorously preposterous. ("Cream," indeed! Ha!
ha!)

Success to the new Process. We "freeze to it " instantaneously, and
find that we have left the celebrated Zero at least forty degrees behind.

THE WRDTGER OF THE FUTURE.

The Yankee who invented everything else has now invented the
'

' Wringer Man's Monitor !" In spite of its name, the Monitor is a

machine for the use (and, we suppose, benefit,) of washer-women. "It

is 60 constructed * * so as to allow the rollers to separate equally alike

at both ends," observes the tautological inventor. We hope he has

been more economical in the expenditure of wringing power than he

seems to be in the use of the English language; otherwise, we fear the

poor laundresses will find the Monitor a trifle too heavily plated.

What we want (and we here beg the attention of inventive Yankees,

)

is a machine that will, if possible, wring the truth from current Cable

news, and stop just as the lies begin to be squeezed out. Perhaps the

stuff won't wash ! Then let the main pressure be felt bj' its inventors

and publishers.

THAT AIR!

At the Grand Opera, in Paris, the great excitement is the singing of

the " Marseillaise," by Madame Sass. Not many months ago the Sans-

culottes made the streets ring with this famous air, which was then a

revolutionary one, but, since the declaration of war, has flushed up
with the deepest dye of imperial purple. On the principle that " What
is Sass for the goose is Sass for the gander," Madame S. certainly

shoxild not decline to sing the air on " t'other tack," when the time

arrives for the Saiis-culottes to demand it of her.

singular Mistake.

On Wednesday of last week a rumor prevailed in the city that most of

the waiters in the hotels and restaurants were on a strike. Investiga-

tion proved, however, that the ramor arose from the immense number

of Waiters congregated at Sandy Hook, waiting for the arrival of the

winning yacht.

"the Heat of the Moment.

Just when the weather was at its hottest, a newspaper item kindly sta-

ted that "yesterday, the sun's rays were tempered by a strong breeze."

Perhaps so; but they were very ill-tempered.

Local.

There is in this city a rag-picker so wealthy that he can afford to

drink wine every day. It is needless to say that Sack is the wine pre-

ferred by him. ^^_^^^___^^_^

Shear SlKnlpatlon.

A MAN having his head shorn in hot weather, in order that he may be

able to continue his coad career of mixed drinks with diminished

danger.

I>ate«t ft-om the Heat at War.

The Wab Spirit in Fbance.—Cognac.

The Wab Spuut in Prussia.—Komschnapps.



A CHINA PATTERN.

HERE has been much oblo-

quy heaped upon the China-

man ever since he has become

an article of importation.

He has been morally pilloried

on account of the alleged im-

morality of his character.

Some call him a thief ; others

impute unto him a kind of

sub-cannibalism, inasmuch as

he bringeth unto his flesh-

pots that sagacious canine

creature known for ages as

the friend and companion of

man. There be those who
proclaim him liar, thief, coun-

tei-feiter, and apt practitioner,

generally, in all the branches

of infamy and crime. That

some of these allegations may
be true is more than probable,

seeing that the city of New
York, alone, not to mention the rest of the world, contains not a few

individuals known to be liars, thieves, counterfeiters, and apt practi-

tioners, generally, in all the branches of infamy and crime, and who yet

belong to races supposed to be far superior to the Mongolian.

None of the depreciators of the Chinaman, however, have yet im-

peached him of a fondness for intoxicating liquors. That he smokes

opium is neither here nor there, seeing that smoking is not drinking.

He stupefies himself to some extent with the drug, it is true, but the

stupidity resulting from it is of an amiable and passive kind, quite

unlike that of our native or imported rough, whose fierj' potationF,

(word evidently derived

from Irish potato,) im-

pel him to imbrue his

brass knuckles in

blood, if only simply for

amusement and to
" keep his hand, " (with

the brass knuckles,)

" in." And so, at pres-

ent, Whang-Hi seems

to be a far better citizen

than Hi ! Hr ! of our

low places, nor is there

any prospect that he

will turn over a new

tea-leaf, and forsake his

national beverage for

the "fii-e-water" of the

Western hemisphere.

Perhaps, in time,

our great cities may
profit by the presence

of John Chinaman
among us as a pattern.

O happy day ! that on

which the pug-nosed,

bull-necked, brass-

knuckled, beetle-

browed, ugly New York

rough discards whiskey

and takes to opium in-

stead. Ere long the

use of the comatose

drug would effect such

a change in the charac-

teristics of our danger-

ous classes, that tL(;

)ri:iintenance of so large

a police force as we have

at present would no

longer be necessary.

That they would use the drug to excess there can be no doubt, and
that is the main point.

Eventually, the brutes might become absolute Mongolians, and do

velop tails. That would be a blessed illustration of the gradual develop-

ment theory ! With our roughs all turned to Coolies, happily would
glide the swift hours away. Let the government take this view of the

matter, with which Mr. Punchinello has here the pleasure of present-

ing them. If they cannot abolish whiskey, let them increase the tax

upon it, at least, aad let them take the duty off opium just so soon as

our American Chinaman shall have outgrown the use of that fatal nar-

cotic, and introduced it to the favorable notice of our American rough.

QUERY.

Mr. Punchinello: On very high authority, (that of the Emperor of

France and the King of Prussia,) Providence is on the side of both

parties in the present contest. As this is uniformly the case, according

to the affirmations of both parties in the war, are we to infer that kill-

ing is a laudable pursuit, and that it is only in cases where one side

happens to have "heavier artillery " than the other, that Providence

actually chooses sides?

Two things I know—the weather is uncommonly warm, and this is

an uncommonly tough question; so you may answer at your leisure

(indeed, I suppose you would do that any way,)—or not at all: which,

I observe, j^ou sometimes do, when the question before you is a little

too tough. Pakadox.

OUR POPULARITY.

Pocahontas saving the life oi- Capt. John Smuth. Fkom the okioinal pictuke painted
BY iSm Walter Raleigh, for Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth, and for which the Queen
bekniohted uim.

With admirable skill, the painter has depicted the heroic maiden as sho uttered those memorable
words—"Persovcro in this measure, and you will lose the confidence of your squaw constituents !''

the ladies having pronounced the Captain " perfectly splendid."

In the foreground is ;ioen a wretched widower, clasping with aftection an um, supposed to con-

tain the ashes of his dv.iv diparted, who was slain at the polls.

It is gratifying to know that Punchinello is fast becoming an object

of interest to all intelligent citizens of this enlightened country. The
recent large additions to our subscription list prove how highly we are

appreciated. Would it be considered unreasonable of us, however,

to ask that something less than twenty per cent, of our new sub-

scriptions should be

spared to us by cer-

tain parties not wholly

unconnected with

country post-offices ?

Not long since, of

forty-two subscriptions

received from White-
hall, N. Y.,-in one week,

nine copies of Punchi-

nello No. 16 mys-
teriously disappeared

between that place

and New York city.

Had the gentlemen

who appropriated these

papers, in their enthusi-

asm for Punchinello,

kindly allowed them to

go to their destination,

instead, and written

to us, pleading their

inability to purchase

copies of the paper,

we might, perhaps,

have sent them some in

consideration of their

indigent circumstancc^s.

If the abstraction

of the papers was in-

tended as a joke—the
point of which we do
not see, by the bye—we
are willing to overlook

the offence '
' just once.

"

Should it be repeated,

however, we shall

have some reference

to make to the jjroper

quai-ter that will be

pertinent to the subject.
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A. T. Stewart & Co.
Are offering at the folio wing

EXTREMELY LOW PRICES,
Notwithstanding the large advance in gold,

TWO CASES EXTRA QUALITY

,TAPA!VESE POPLIiVS in Silvci-Grcy
and Ashes of Roses,

75 cts. per yard, formerly $1.25 per yard.

REAL GAZE BE CMAMBEEY,
Best quality, 75 cts. per yard, formerly $1.50 por yard.

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

PUNCHINELLO.

M 'V m mMiim.m
For Young Ladies, in Stripes and Checks, $lper

yard, recently sold at $1.50 and $1.75 per yard.

HEAVY GKO.S GKAIX
Black and White Silks,

$1 per yard.

STRIPED MONGOLINE SILKS,
FOR COSTUMES, $1 per yiird. I

100 Pierz-i "AiKifi-iean'' JtlaoU Silks,
( Guar.inteed for Durability.)

$2 per yard.

A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF

Trimming Silks and Satins.
Cut EitUer Straiglit or Bias, for

$1.25 per yard.

A CHOICE AND SELECTED STOCK OF

ColoiX'd Gros Grain Silks,
*.t $2.50 and $2.75 per yard.

CREPE DE CHINES, 56 Inches wide,

IN EVERY REQUISITE COLOR.

BROADWAY,
ith .\venue, Otli and lOtli Streets.

A. T. Stewart & Co.
Are closing out their stock ol'

FRENCH, ENGLISH, AND DOMESTIC

CARPETS,
(The greatest portion just received).

Oil Cloths, Ru^s, Mats, Cocoa and Cannon
Mattings, &c.,

At a Great REDUCTION IN PRICES,

Notwithstanding the unexpected extraordinary

rise in gold.
*

Custoviers and Strangers are Resptctfully

INVITED TO EXAMINE.

BROADWAY,
4tl» Avenue, 9tli and lOtli Streets.

A. T. Stewart & Co.
-Vre Closing out all their Popular Stocks of

Summer Dress G-oods,
AT PRICES LOWER THAN EVER.

BROADWAY.
4th Avenue, 9th and lOth .Streets.

Extraordinay Bargains
LADIES' PARIS AND DOMESTIC READY-MADE

Suits, Robes, Receptioi! Dresses, &c.
Some lees than half their cost.

ANp WE WILL DAILY OFFER NOVELTIES IN

Plain and Braided Victoria Latvn, Liutn
and Pique Traveling .Suits.

CHILiDREN'S BR.\IDEE> LIXEIV AND
Pique G-arments,

SIZES FROM 2 YEARS TO 10 YEARS OF AGE,

TAMER BEDOUIN MAXTLES,
IN ( ilOICE COLORS, From $3.60 to $7 each

RIehly Embroidered Cashmere und
Cloth BreakfUkt Jackets,

P .'. 11 I f; M A D E.

$S each and upward.

AT. Stkwart & Co.
BROADWAY,

4TH KYE., DTH AM) lOTH STRIvETS.

The first number of this Illustrated Humorous and Satirical Weekly
Paper was issued under date of April 2, 1870. The Press and the Public in

every State and Territory of the Union endorse it as the best paper of the kind
ever published in America.

COISTTEISn^S ElsTTIpELY ORIGHST^L.
Subscription for one year, (with $2.00 premium,) . . . . $4.00

" " SIX months, (without premium,) . - . . 2.00
" three months, " " - . . . 1.00

Single copies mailed free, for .... \Q

We offer the following elegant premiums of L. PRANG & GO'S
CHROMOS for subscriptions as follows :

A copy of paper for one year, and

"Tlie Aweakening," (a Litter of Puppies.) Half chrome. Size 8 3-8 by 11 1-8

( $2.00 pictiure,)—for - - - - ....... $4.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $8.00

chromos

:

Wiltl Roses. 12U9

Dead Game. llgxSg.

Easter Moruiiii;. 6|xl01—for $5.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $5.00 chromos :

Group of Cliicl4.eii i : Group of Ducklings ; Group of Quails. Each

10x12^

Tl»e Poultry Yard. 10^x14.

TSie Barefoot Boy
',
Wild Fruit. Each 9|xl3.

Poiuter aud Quail : Spaniel and Woodcock. 10x12—for - - - S6.oO

A copy of paper for one year and either of the folloAving $6.00 chromos :

Tlie Baby in Trouble; TJie Unconscious Sleeper, TJie T^vo
Friends. (Dog and Child. ) Each 13xl6i

Spring ; Summer : Autuusii : 12uxl6g.

Tlie Kid's Play Ground, llxl7i—for - $7.00

A copy of paper for one year aud either of the following $7.50 cliromos •

Stra^vberries and Baskets.

Claerries and Baskets.

Currants. Each 13x18.

Horses in a Storm. 224x15^.

Six Central Park Views. (A set.) 9;.x4i—for $8.00

A copy of paper for one year and

Six American I^andscapes. (A set.) 4ix9, price S9.00—for - - - $9.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $10 chromos :

Sunset in California. (Bierstadt.) 18^x12

Easter Morning. 14x21.

Corregio's Magdalen. 124x161.

Slimmer Fruit, and Autumn Fruit. (Half chromos,) ISJxlOi, (cdhipan-

ions, price 810.00 for the two), - - -..-.. for $10.00

Remittances should be made in P. O. Orders, Draft.s, or Bank Checks on
New York, or Registered letters. The paper will be sent from the first num-
ber, (April 2d, 1870,) when not otherwise ordered.

Postage of paper is payable at the office where received, .wenty cents per

year, or five cents per quarter, in advance; the Chromo.s will be mailed free

on receipt of money.
CANVASSERS WANTED, to whom liberal commissions will be given.

For special terms address the Company.
The first ten numbers will be sent to any one desirous of seeing (he paper

before subscribing, for SIXTY CENTS. A specimen copy sent to any one
desirous of canvassing or getting up a club, on receipt of postage stamp.

Address,

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING (0.,

P. O. Box 2783. No. 83 Nassau Street, New York.

1

1
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'^v
"The Printing Honse <»f the United States."

GEO. F. NESBITT & CO.,

General JOB PRINTERS,

BLANK BOOK Manufacturers,
STATIONERS, Wholesale and ReUil,
LITHOGRAPHIC Engravers and Printers.

COPPER-PLATE Engravers and Printers,

CARD Manufacturers.
ENVELOPE Manufacturers,
FINE CUT and COLOR Printer.s.

103, 165, 167, and 169 PEARL ST.,

73, 75, 77, and 79 PINE ST., New York.

^\X

OUR EFFICIENT APOTHECARIES.
Adult {and adulterating) Drug Clerk. " Git some Epsom Salts, John—little gal

WANTS SOME FOB HEE MOTHEE.

"

Juvenile Assistant. "Salts is all out."

Adult, etc. "Well, then, git some Oxalic Acid : it looks all the same."

Advantages. sS^ All on the same premises, and under

immediate supervi«iou of the proprietors.

Tourists and Pleasure Travelers

will be glad to learn that that the Erie Kjiilway Company
has prepared

COMBINATION EXCURSION

OB

Ronnd Trip Tickets,
Valid during the the entire season, and embracing Ithaca-
headwaters of Cayuga Lake—Niagara Falls, Lake Ontario,
the River St. Lawrence, Montreal, Quebec, Lake Cham-
plain, Lake George, Saratoga, the White Mountains, and
all principal points of interest in Northern New York,
the Canadas, and New England. Also similar Tickets at
reduced rates, througli Lake Superior, enabling travelers
to visit the celebrated Iron Mountains and Copper Mines
of that region. By applying at the Offices of the Erie
Railway Co., Nos. 241, 529 and 957 Broadway ; 205 Chambcre
St. ; 38 Greenwich St. ; cor. 125th St. and Third Avenue,
Harlem ; 338 Fulton St., Brooklyn ; Depots foot of Cham-
bers Street, and foot of 23rd St., New York ; No. 3 Ex-
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THE

MYSTERY OF MR. E. DROOD.
AN ADAPTATION.

BY ORPHEUS C. KERR^.

CHAPTER XIV.

CLOVES FOR THREE.

Christmas Eve in Bumsteadville. Chnstmas Eve all over the world,

but especially where the English language is spoken. No sooner does

the first facetious star wink upon this Eve, than all the English-speaking

millions of this Boston-crowned earth begin casting off their hatreds,

meannesses, uncharities, and Carlylei«ms, as a garment, and, in a beau-

tiful spirit of no objections to anybody, proceed to think vrhat can be

done for the poor in the waj' of sincerely wishing them well. The

princely merchant, iu his counting-room, involuntarily experiences the

softening, humanizing influence of the hour, and, in tones treraulotis

with unwonted emotion, privately directs his Chief-Clerk to tell all the

other clerks, that, on this night of all the round year, they may, before

leaving the store at 10 o'clock, take almost any article from that slightly

damaged auction-stock down in the front cellar, at actual cofit-price.

This, they arc to undeistand, implies their Employer's hcartj' wish of a

Merry Christmas to them; and is a sign that, in the grand siDirit of the

festal season, he can even forget and forgive those unnatural leaner

entrj'-clerks who are always whining for more than their allotted $7 a

week. The President of the great railroad coiporation, in the very

middle of a growling fit over the extra cost involved in purchasing his

last Legislature, (owing to the fact that some of its Members had been

elected upon a fusion of Eadical-Reform and Honest-Workingman's

Tickets, ) is suddenly and mysteriously impressed with the recollection

that this is Christmas Eve. '
' Why, bless my soul, so it is !" he cries,

springing up from his littered rosewood desk like a boy. " Here, you

General Superintendent out there in the office !" sings he, cheerily,

"send some one down to "Washington Market this instant, to find out

whether or not any of those luscious anatomical western turkies

that I saw in the barrrels this morning are lefl yet. If the commercial

hotels down-town haven't taken them all, buy every remdining barrel at

once ! Not a man nor boy in ihis Company's service shall go home
to-night without his Christmas dinner in his hand ! Lively, now, Mr.

Jones ! and just oblige me by picking out one of the birds for yourself,

if you can find one at all less blue than the rest. It's Christmas Eve,

sir; and upon my word I'm really sorry our boys have to work to-morrow

as usual. Ah ! it's hard to be poor, Jones ! A merry Christmas to us all.

Here's my carriage come for me." And even in returning to their

homes from their daily Avocations, on Christmas Eve, how the most

grasping, penurious souls of men will soften to the world's unfortunate !

Who is this poor old lady, looking as though she might be somebody's

grandmother, sitting here by the wayside, shivering, on such an Eve as

this ? No home to go ?—Relations all dead ?—Eaten nothing in two

days ?—Walked all the way*from the Woman's Rights Bureau in Bos-

ton ?—Dear me ! can there be so much sufi'ering on Christmas Eve ? I

must do something for her, or my own good dinner to-morrow will be a

reproach to me. '
' Here ! Policeman ! just take this poor old lady to the

Station-House, and give her a good warm home there until morning.

There! cheer-up. Aunty; you're all right noio. This gentleman in the

uniform has promised to take care of you. Merry Christmas !"—Or,

when at home, and that extremely bony lad, in the thin summer coat,

chatters to you, from the snow on the front-stoop, about the courage he

has taken from Christmas Eve to iisk you for enough to get a merl and

a night's-lodging—how differently from your ordinary style does a

something soft in your breast impel you to treat him. '
' No work to be

obtained ?" you say, in a light tone, to cheer him up. '

' Of course

there's none here, my young friend. All the work here at the East is

for foreigners, in order that they may be used at election-time. As for

you, an American boy, why don't you go to h I mean to the West.

Oo West, young man ! Buy a good, stout fanning outfit, two or three

serviceable horses, or miiles, a portable house made in sections, a few

cattle, a case of fever medicine—and then go out to the far West upon

Government-land. You'd better go to one of the hotels for to-night,

and then piirchase Mr. Greeley's ' What I Know About Farming, ' and

start as soon as the snow permits in the morning. Here are ten cents

for you. :Merry Christmas !"—Thus to honor the natal Festival of Him

—the Unselfish incarnate, the Divinely insighted—Who said unto the

lip-server: Sell all that thou hast, and give it to the Poor, and follow

Me; and from Whom the lip-server, having great possessions, went
away exceeding sorrowful

!

Three men are to meet at dinner in the Bumsteadian apartments on
this Christmas Eve. How has each one passed the day ?

Montgomery Pendragon, in his room in Gospeler's Gulch, reads

Southern tragedies in an old copy of the New Orleans Picayune, until

two o'clock, when he hastily tesfc-s up all his soiled paper collars, i^acks

a few things into a travelling satchel, and, with the latter slung over his

shoulder, and a Kehoe's Indian club in his right hand, is met in the

hall by his tutor, the Gospeler.
'

' What are you doing with that club, Mr. Montgomery ?" asks the

Reverend Octavius, hastily stepping back into a corner.

"I've bought it to exercise with in the open air," answers the young
Southerner, playfully denting the wall just over his tutor's head with it.

"After this dinner with Mr. Drood, at Bumstead's, I reckon I sliall

start on a walking match, and I've procured the club for exercise ns I

go. Thus:" He twirls it high in the air, grazes Mr. Simpson's nearer

ear, hits his own head accidentally, and breaks the glass in the hat-

stand.

"I see ! I see !" says the Gospeler, rather hurriedly. " Perhaps you

had better be entirely alone, and in the open country, when you take

that exercise."

Rubbing his skull quite dismalij-, the prospective pedestrian goes

straightway to the porch of the Aims-House, and there waits until his

sister comes down in her bonnet and joins him.

" Magnolia," he remarks, hastening to be the first to speak, in order

to have any conversational chance at all with her, " it is not the least

mysterious part of this Mysterj' of ours, that keeps us all out of doors

so much in the unseasonable winter month of December, * and now I am
peculiarly a meteorological martyr in feeling obliged to go walking for

two whole freezing weeks, or until the Holidays and this—this mar-

riage-business, are over. I didn't tell Mr. Simpson, but my real pur-

pose, I reckon, in having this club, is to save myself, by violent exer-

cise with it, from perishing of cold.

"

" Must you do this, Montgomery ?" asks his colloquial sister, thought-

fully. " Perhaps if I were to talk long enough with you—

"

'
'—You'd literally exhaust me into not going ? Certainly you would,

"

he returns, confidently. "First, my head would ache from the con-

stant noise; then it would spin; then I should grow faint and hear you
less distinctly; then your voice, although you were talking-on the same

as ever, would sound like a mere steady hum to me ; then I should be-

come unconscious, and be carried home, with you still whispering in

my ear. But do not talk, Magnolia; for I must do the walking-match.

The prejudice here against my Southern birth makes me a damj^er upon

the festivities of others at this general season of forgiveness to all man-
kind, and I can't stand the sight of thnt Drood and Miss Potts together.

I'd better stay away until they have gone."

He pauses a moment, and adds: "I wish I were not going to this

dinner, or that I M^ere not carrying this club thei-e.

"

He shakes her hand and his own head, glances up at the stonn-clouds

now gathering in the sky, goes onward to Mr. Buji.steai>'s boarding-

house, halts at the deor a moment to moisten his right hand and bal-

ance the Indian club in it, and then enters.

Edwin Drood's day before merry Christmas is equally hilarious. Now
that the Flowerpot is no longer on his mind, the proneness of the mas-

culine nature to court misfortune causes him to think seriously of Miss

Pendragon, and wonder whether she would make a wife to ruin a man ?

It will be rather awkward, he thinks, to be in Bumsteadville for a week

or two after the Macassar young ladies shall have heard of his matri-

monial disengagement, as they will all be sure to sit symmetrically at

every front window in the Aims-House whenever he tries to go by ; and he

resolves to escape the danger by starting for Egypt, Illinois, immediately

after he has seen Mr. Dibble and explained the situation to him. Find-

ing that his watch has run do^^Ti, he steps into a jeweler's to have it

wound, and is at once subjected to insinuatincr overtures by th.o man of

genius. What does he think of this ring, which is exactly the thing for

some particular Occasions in Life ? It is made of the metal for which

* In the original EngliRh storj' there is, considering the bitter time of year given,

a truly extraordinary amount of Holitary sauntering, social strolliug, confidential

confabulating, cveuing-rambling, and general lingering, iu the open air. To
" a<lapt" this novel peculiartty to American practice, without si'me little violation

of probability, is what tho present couscientious Adapter finds almost the hardest

artistic requirement of his task.

Entered, according to Act of CongresB, in the year 1.^70, by the PuNCHiuFi.r.o PtTBLisHino Compavt, in the Clcrk'n Office of the Di.strict Court of the United States,

the Southern Pi»tri(;t of New York.
for



nearly all young couples marry now-a-days, is as endless as their disa-

greements, and, by the new process, can be stretched to fit the Second

wife's hand, also. Or look at this, pearl set. Very chaste, really sooth-

ing; intended as a present from a Husband after First Quarrel. These

cameo ear-rings were never known to fail. Judiciously presented, in a

velvet case, they may be depended upon to at once divert a young Wife

from Returning to her Mother, as she has threatened. Ah ! Jlr. Drood
cares for no more jewelry than his watch, chain and soal-riug ? To be

sure ! when Mr. Bumstead was in yesterday for the regular daily new
crystal in his ovm. watch—how does he break so many !

—

he said that

his beloved nephews wore only watches and rings, or he would buy

paste breastpins for them. Your oroide is now wound x\p, Mr. Dkood,

and set at twenty minutes past Two.

"Dear old Jack !" thinlcs EDW^N to himself, pocketing his watch as

he walks away; " he thinks just twice as much of me as any one else in

the world, and I shoiildfeel doubly grateful."

As dusk draws on, the young fellow, returning from a long wnlk,

espies an aged Irish lady leaning against a tree on the edge of the turn-

pike, with a pipe upside-down in her mouth, and her bonnet on wrong-

side-afore.

" Are you sick?" he asks kindly.

"Divil a sick, gintlemen," is the answer, with a slight catch of the

voice,—"bless the two of yez !"

Edwin Deood can scarcely avoid a start, as he thinks to himself,

'
' Good Heaven ! how much like Jack !"

'
' Do yoii eat cloves, madame ?" he asks, respectfully.

" Cloves is it, honey? ah, thiu, I do that, whin I'm expectiu' com-

pany. Odether-nodether, but I've come here the day from New York

for nothing. Sure phat's the names of you two darlints ?".

" Edwin, " he answers, in some wondei', as he hands her a currency,

stamp, which, on account of the large hole worn in it, he has been re-

peatedly unable to pass himself.

"Eddy is it? Ochhone, och hone, machrec !" exclaims the venerable

woman, hanging desolately around the tree by her arms^ while her

bonnet falls over her left ear: " I've heard that name threatoned. Och,

acushla wirasthu !"

Believing that the mati'on will be less agitated if left alone, and,

probably, able to get a little roadside sleep, Edwin Dkood passes on-

ward in deep thought. The boarding-house is reached, and he enters.

J. Bumstead's day of the dinner is also marked b_y exhilarating ex-

periences. With one coat-tail unwittingly tucked far up his back, so

that it seems to be amj^utated, and his alpaca umbrella iiuder his arm,

he enters a grocery-store of the village, and abstractedly asks how
strawberries are selling to-day? Upon being reminded that fresh fruit

is very scarce in late December, he changes his purpose, and ordeis two

bottles of Bourbon flavoring-extract sent to his addres.s. And now he

wishes to know what they are charging for sponges ? They tell him

that he must seek those. articles at the druggist's, and he compromises

by requesting that four lemons be forwarded to his residence. Have

they any good Canton-flannel, suitable for a person of medium complex-

ion ?—No ?—Very well, then : send half a pound of cloves to his house

before night.

There are Ritualistic services at Saint Cow's, and he renders the

organ-accompaniments with such unusual freedom from reminiscences

of the bacchanalian repertory, that the Gospeler is impelled to compli-

ment him as they leave the cathedral.

" You're in fine tone to-day, Bumstead. Not quite so much volimie

to your playing as sometimes, but still the tune could be recognized."

"That, sir," answers the organist, explainingly, "was because I

held my right wrist firmly with my left hand, and played mostly with only

one finger. The method, I find, secures steadiness of touch and pre-

cision in hitting the right key.

"

"I should think it would, Mr. Bumstead. You seem to be more
free than ordinarily from your occasional indisposition.

"

" I am less nervous, Mr. Simpson," is the reply. " I've made up my
mind to swear off, sir.—I'll tell you what I'll do, Simpson," continues the

Ritualistic organist, with sudden confidential affability. "I'll make an
agreement with you, that whichever of us catches the other slipping-up

first in the New Year, shall be entitled to call for whatever he wants."
" Bless me ! I don't understand," ejaculates the Gospeler.

"No matter, sir. No matter !" retorts the mystic of the organ-loft,

abruptly retiiming to his original gloom. "My company awaits me,

and I must go."

"Excuse me," cries the Gospeler, turning back a moment; "but
what's the matter with your coat ?"

The other discovers the condition of his tucked-up coat-tail with some
fierceness of aspect, but immediately explains that it must have been

caused by his sitting upon a folding-chair just before leaving home.

So, humming a savage tune in make-belief of no embarrassment at aU
in regard to his recently disordered garment, Mr. Bumstead reaches

his boarding-house. At the door he waits long enough to examine

his umbrella, wi th scowling scrutiny, in every rib ; and then he enters.

Behind the red window-curtain of the room of the dinner-party shines

the light all night, while before it a wailing December gale rises higher

and higher. Through leafless branches, under eaves and against

chimneys, the savage wings of the storm are beaten, its long fingers

caught, and its giant shoulder heaved. Still, while nothing else seems

steady, that light behind the red curtain burns unextinguished; the

reason being that the window is closed and the wind cannot get at it.

At morning comes a hush on nature; the sun arises with that inno-

cent expression of countenance which causes some persons to fancy that

it resembles Mr. Gbeelet after shaving; and there is an evident desire

on the part of the wind to pretend that it has not been up all night.

Fallen chimnies, however, expose the airy fraud, and the clock blown

completely out of Saint Cow's steeple reveals what a high time there

lias been.

Christmas morning though it is, Mr. McLaughlin is summoned from

his family-circle of pigs, to mount the Ritualistic church and see what
can be done; and while a small throng of early idlers are staring up at

him from Gospeler's Gulch, Mr. Bumstead, wj<;h his coat on in the

wrong waj% and a wet towel on his head, comes tearing in amongst

them like a cougreve rocket.

"Where's them nephews?—where's Montgomeries ?—where's that

umbrella ?" howls Mr. Bumstead, catching the first man he sees by the

throat, and driving his hat over his eyes.

'
' What's the matter, for goodness sake ?" calls the Gospeler from the

window of his house. " Mr. Pendragon has gone away on a walking-

match. Is not Mr. Drood at home with you ?"

"Norrabit'v it," pants the organist, releasing his man's throat, but

still leaning with heavy affection upon him: m'nephews wen' out with'm

—f'r li'Ue walk—er mir'night; an' 've norseen'm—since."

There is no more looking up at Saint Cow's steeple .'^vdth a

McLaughlin on it now. All eyes fix upon the agitated Mr. Bumstead,

as he wildly attempts to step over the tall paling of the Gospeler's fence

at a stride, and goes crashing headlong through it instead.

( To he Continued.

)

ALL HAIL!

The most fearful weapon yet brought into the field of war—if we are

to believe newspaper coi-respondents—is the revolving grape-shot gun
known as the "hail-thrower," a piece of ordnance said to be in use by

the French and Prussian armies, alike. If half we hear about the

"hail-thrower" be true, 'twere better for all concerned to keep out of

hail of it. Many a hale fellow well met by that fearful hail stomi must

go to grass ere the red glare of the war has passed away. '
' Where do you

hail from?" would be a bootless question to put when the "hail-

thrower " begins to administer throes to the breaking ranks. Worse
than that: it would probably be a headless question.

"THE PERFECT CTJRE."

A NEWSPAPER paragraph states that, in Minnesota, they have a verj'

summary way of restoring the consciousness of pigs that have hern

smitten by the summery rays of the sun. They simply open piggy's

head with a pick-axe or other handy instrument, introduce a handful or

two of salt, close up the head again, and piggy i^ all right. But this,

after all, is simply a new application of the old practice of Curing pork

with salt.

Con by n. Son or a Gun.

Why are the new breech-loaders supplied with needles ?

To keep their breeches in repair, of course.

Con l>y a Cnrpct-Shaker,

Why is a large carpet like the late rebellion ?

Because it took such a lot of tax to put it down.
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ADVICE TO PICNIC PARTIES.

t'.io p;entlemen present should by no means exhibit the slightest dis-

position to i«sent the intrusion, or to show fight, as the strangers are

sui-e to be professional thieves, and, as such, ready to commit murder,

if necessary. Treat the strangers with every consideration possible

under the circumstances. Should there be no champange, apologize for

the absence of it, and offer the next best vintage you happen to have. Of
course, having lunched, the strangers will be eager to acquire possession

of all valuables belonging to the party. The gentlemen, therefore, will

T this culminating period of the summer season, it is natural that the civic mind should
turn itself to the contemplation of sweet niral things, including shady groves, lunch-

baskets, wild flowers, sandwiches, bird songs, and bottled lager-bier.

The skies are at their bluest, now; the woods and fields are at their greenest; flowers

are blooming {heir yellowest, and pui-plest, and scarletest. All Nature is smiling, in

fact, with one large, comprehensive smile, exactly like a first-class Peang chromo with a

fresh coat of varnish upon it.

Things being thus, what can be more charming than a rural excursion to some tangled
thicket, the very brambles, and poison-i^'y, and possible copperhead snakes of which are

points of unspeakable value to a picnic party, because they are sensational, and one
cannot have them in the city without rushing into fabulous extra expense. It is good,

then, that neighbors should club together for the festive purposes of the picnic, and a

few words of ad^nce regarding the arrangement of such parties may be seasonable.

If your excursion includes a steamboat trip, always select a boat that is likely to be
crowded to its utmost capacity, more especially one of which a majority of the passengers

are babies in arms. There will probably be some roughs on board, who will be certain

to get up a row, in which case you can make the babies in arms veiy efi'ective as
" Iraffers " for warding off' blows, while the crowd -svill save you from being knocked
down.

Should there be a bar on board the steamer, it will be the duty of the gentlemen of

the party to keep serving the ladies with cool beverages from it at brief inters'als during

the trip. This will promote cheerfulness, and, at the same time, save for picnic duty
proper the contents of the stone jars that are slumbering sweetly among the pork-pies

and apple-dumplings by which the lunch-baskets are occupied.

Never take more than one knife and fork with you to a picnic, no matter how large

the party may be. The probability is that you may be attacked by a gang rf rowdies,

and it is no part of your business to furnish them with weapons.

Avoid taking iip your ground near a swamp or stagnant water of any kind. This is

not so much on account of mosquitoes as because of the small saurian reptiles that abound
in such places. If your party is a large one, there will certainly be one lady in it, at

least, who has had a lizard in her stomach for several years, and the struggles of the

confined reptile to join its congeners in the swamp might induce convulsions, and so

mar the hilarity of the party.

To provide against an attack by the city brigands who are always prcwling in the

vicinity of picnic parties, it will be judicious to attend to the following rules

:

Select all the fat women of the party, and seat them in a ring outside the rest of

the picnickers, and with their faces toward the centre of the circle. In the event of a

discharge of missiles this will be found a very efi'ective cordon—quite as eff'ective, in fact,

as the feather beds used in the making up of barricades.

Let the babies of the party be so distributed that each, or as many as possible of the

p;ontlemen present, can have one at hand to snatch up and use for a fender should an
attack at close quarters be made.

If any dark, designful strangers should intrude themselves upon the party, unbidden,

make a point of promptly handing over to them their own watches and
jewelry, as well as those of their lady friends.

Having anived home, (we assume the possibility of this,) refrain,

carefully, from ccmmunicating with the police on the subject of the

events of the day. The publicity that would follow would render you

an object of derision, and no pcssible good could result to you from

disclosure of the facts. But you should at once make up your mind
never to participate in another picnic.

A CHANCE FOR OUR ORGAN GRINDERS.

The famous miirailleur, or grape-thrower, with which Louis Napoleon
has already commenced to astonish the Prussians, suggests congenial

work for the numerous performers on the barrel-organ with which our

large cities are at all times infested. It is worked with a crank, exactly

after the manner of the too-familiar street instrument; and might easily

be fitted with a musical cylinder ananged for the performance

of the most inspiriting and patriotic French airs. Should Italy, at

present neuti-al, take side with France hereafter, she should at once

withdraw her wandering minstrels from all parts of the world, and set

them to work on the '
' double attachment " engine of L. N. Nothing

could be more appropriate for working the miiraUleur than a coi^ps of

barrel-organ grinders from the land of the Grape.

THE ORIGIN OF PUNCHINELLO.

Mn. PiNfiniNELLo: Though aware that you "belong, to Company
G," and must not be bothered, I wish to ask whether you are descended

from the famous chicken-dealer of Sorrento, who sold fowls in Naples,

and was well-known in that fun-loving city for the humor of his speech

and the oddity of his form. He was callsd "Pulcinella," I believe,

the name being the same as that of his wares.

If not to this celebrated wag, perhaps you trace your origin to Mr.

Puccio d'Anello, who so delighted a company of actors at Aceria,

with his jokes and gibes, that they in^'ited him to join them, and soon

discovered that thej' had found a Star.

If neither of these classical wags was your ancestor, may I ask, who
the deuce did you come from ? Yours, truly,

CUBIOSO.

RECIPE TO BE TESTED.

We sec that they have been "firing cannon in the fields near Paris,

to bring on a rain." If there is any virtue in this recipe, they are like-

ly to get some moist weather to the north-eastward of Paris, to say the

Iwist. The firing in that quarter may even lead to a Keign in Paris

such as France has not lately seen. We would not go so far as to pre-

dict anything of this sort. Oh, no; for we are aware that the moment

we should do so, Napoi.eon would lick the Prussians on purpose to

show the world that we didn't hit it that time.
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THE WATERING PLACES.

Punchinello's "Vacations.

When one wants to see the great people who are to be seen nowhere

else, one goes to the celebrated White Sulphur Springs ofVirginia; and,

verj- correctly supposing that there might be persons there who woiild

like to see him, Mr. Punchinello took a trip to the aforesaid springs. He
found it charming there. There was such a chance to study character.

From the parlors where Chief-Justice Chase and General Lee were

hob-nobbing over apple-toddies and "peach-and-honey," to the cabins

where the wards of the nation were luxuriating in picturesque ease be-

neath the shade of their newly-fledged angel of liberty, everything was

instructive to the well-balanced mind.

Here, too, in these fertile regions, were to be seen those exquisite

floral creations known as mint-juleps, the absence of which in our

Northern agricultural exhibitions can never be sufiiciently deplored.

Witness the beauty of the design and the ingenious delicacy of the

execution of one of the humblest of the species.

-y^

From experience in the matter, Mr. P. is prepared to say, that not

only as an exponent of the beauties of nature, but as a drink, a mint-

julep is far superior to the water which gives this resort its celebrity.

Why people persist in drinking that vilest of all water which is found at

the fashionable springs, Mr. P. cannot divine. If it is medicine you

want, you can get your drugs at any apothecary's, and he will mix them

in water for you for a very small sum extra. And th0 saving in expense

of travel, board and extras, will be enormous.

But in spite of this fact, there were plenty of distinguished-looking

people at the White Sulphur. Mr. P. didn't know them all, but he had

no doubt that one of them was General Lee; one Phil. Sheridan;

another Prof Mauuy; another Goldwin Smith; and others Governor

Wise; Henky Wakd Beecher, Wade Hampton, Wendell Phillips,

IlvpiiAKL Semmes, and Lucretia Mott. One man, an inoognito, ex-

cited Mr. P.'h curiosity. This personage was generally found in the

society of Lee, Johnston, Pope, Hampton, Greeley, and those other

fellows who did so much to injure the Union cause during the war.

One day jVL:. P. acco8te<i him. He was an oddity, and perhaps it

would be a good idea to put his picture in the paper.

" Sir !" said Mr. P., with that delicate consideration for which he is

so noted, "why do you pull your hat down over your eyes, and what
is your object in thus concealing your identity ? Come sir ! let us know
what it all means."

The incognito glanced at Mr. P. with the corner of his eye, and per-

j

ceiving that he was in citizen's dress, pulled his hat still further over

I

his face.

j

"My business," said he, "is my own, but since the subject has been

j

broached, I may as well let you know what it is."

I "You know me, then?" said Mr. P.

I

"I do," replied the other, and proceeding with his recital, he said,

I

"You may have heard that a number of negro squatters were lately

i
ejected from a private estate in this State, after they had made the

i grounds to blossom like the rose, and to bring forth like the her-

j

ring-"

I

" Yes, I heard that," said Mr. P.

"Well," said the other, " I happened to have some land near by, and

j

I invited those negroes to come and squat on my premises
"

" Intending to turn them off about blossoming time?" said Mr. P.

" Certainly, certainly," said the other, "and I am just waiting about

here until they put in a wheat crop on part of the land. I can then

sell that portion, right away.

"

"Well, Mr. Ben Butlee," said Mr. P., "all that is easily under-

stood, now that I know who you are; but tell me this, why are you so

careful to cover your face when in the company of civilians or ladies,

and yet go about so freely among these ex-Confederate officers ?"

" Oh," said the other, " you see I don't want to be known down here,

and some of the women or old men might remember my face. There's

no danger of any of the soldiers recognizing me, you know.

"

"Oh, no," cried Mr. P. " None in the world, sir."

" And besides," said the modest Butlek, " it's too late now for me to

be spooning around among the women.

"

"That's so," said Mr. P. "Good-bye, Benjamin. Any news from

Dominica ?"

" None at all," said the other, " and I don't care if there never is. I

am opposed to that annexation scheme now."

"Sold your claims?" said Mr P. The incognito winked and de-

parted.

That evening at sujDper Mr. P. remarked that his biscuits were

rather hard, and he blandly requested a waiter to take one of them out-

side and crack it. The elder Pkyton, who runs the hotel, overheard

Mr. P.'s reniauk, and st{!pping up to him, said:

"Sir, you should not be so particular about youi; food. What you

])ay me, while you stay at my place, is my charge for the water you

drink. The food and lodging I throw in, gratis."

Mr. P. arose.



" Mr. Peyton," said he, " when I was quite a little bo}', my father,

making the tour of America, brought me here, and I distinctly re-

member your making that remark to him. Since then many of my
friends have visited the White Sulphur, and you invariably made the

;;ame remark to them. Is there no way to escape the venerable joke ?"

The gentle Peyton made no answer, but walked away, and after

supper, one of the boarders took Mt. P. aside and urged him to excuse

their host, as he was obliged to make the joke in question to every

guest. The obligation Mas in his lease.

So the matter blew over.

Reflecting, however, that if he had to pay so much for the water,

that he had better drink a little, Mr. P. went down to the spring to

see what could be done. On the way, he met Uncle Aaeon, formerly

one of Washington's body-servants. The venerable patriarch touched
his hat, and Mr. P., hoping from such great age to gain a little wisdom,
propounded the following questions:

" Uncle, is this water good for the bile?"

"Oh, lor! no, mah'sr ! Dat dar water 'ud jis spile anything you
biled in it. Make it taste of rotten eggs, for all the world, sir ! 'Deed
it would.'
"But what I want to know," said Mr. P., "is why the people

drink it.

"

"Lor' bless j'ou, mah'sr ! Dis here chile kin tell you dat. Ye see de
gem'men from de Norf dey drinks it bekase thej' eat so much cold wheat
biead. AUers makes 'em sick, sir."

" And why do the Southerners drink it?"

"Wal, mah'sr, you see dey eats so much hot wheat bread, and it

don't agree wid 'em, no how.

"

" But how about the colored people ? I have seen them drinking it,

frequently," said Mr. P.

"Oh, lor, mah'sr, how you is a askin' questions! Don't you know
dat de colored folks hab to drink it bekase dey don't get no wheat bread
at all?"

Mr. P. heard no better philosophy than this on the subject while he
remained at the White Sulphur. When he left, he brought a couple of

gallons of the water \nth. him, and intends keeping it in the water-

oooler in his office, for loungers.

THE POEMS OF THE CRADLE.

Canto III.

" Jack and Gill went up the hill

To fetch a pail of water;
Jack fell down and broke his crown,
And Gill came tumbling after."

How many persons there are who read those lines without giving one

moment's thought to their hidden beauty. Love, obedience, and de-

votion unto death, are here portrayed; and yet people will repeat the

lines of the melancholy muse with a smile on their faces, and even teach

it to their young children as a sort of joyful lyric.

My own infant-mind was tampered with in the same manner; and

after I had committed the poem to memory I was proudly called up by

my fond and doting parents to display my infantile acquirements befjie

admiring visitors. The result might have been foreknown. All my
infancy and youth passed away, and I never once perceived the hidden

worth of these lines till I had tumbled down a hill myself, cracked my
crown, and was laid up with it a week or more. During that time I had

leisure to muse on the fate of poor Jack. When my mind expanded so

as to take in all the sublimity of his devotion and death, my heart was

filled with admiration and astonishment, and I resolved I would make

one effort to rescue the memory of poor Jack and loving Gill from the

oblivion it seemed to be falling into, in the greater admiration people

gave to the musical style of the writer.

" Jack ana Gill went up the niU."

Here you see the obedient, loving, long-suffering, put-upon anidge ot

his brothers ana sisters—we will take the liberty of giving him a few oi

eacQ as we are a little more generous than the autnor—who was com-

pelled (not the author, out jack,) to do ail the cHores, fetch and carry,

'tend and wait, oear ine neat ana t)uraen or the day, and be the Jack

for all of them. He was not dignified by the respectable title of John,

or Jonathan, but was poor simple Jack.

Virtue will always be rewarded, however, and even freckle-faced, red-

headed Jack had one friend, blue-eyed, tender-hearted Gill, who, see-

ing the unhesitating obedience he rendered to all, forthwith concluded

that one bo lone and sad could appreciate ti-ue friendship and understand
the motives that prompted her to give, unsohcited, her gushing love.

So, when the good Jack started up the hill, loving Gill generously

offered to accompany him. Probably the other children looked out of

the windows after them, and laughed, and jeered, and wondered whither

they were going; but, observing the pail, concluded they were going

" To fetch a pail of water,"

which they were willing Jack should do, as it would save them the

possibility of being ordered to do it; not that there was a probability of

such a command being given, but there was a slight danger that the

thing might happen in case Jack was occupied otherwise when the

water was needed. But now that he had gone for it, they were all

right, and rejoiced exceedingly thereat.

Meanwhile the two little sympathizing companions toiled up the steep

hill, drinking in with every inhalation of the balmy air copious draughts

of the new-found elixir of life.
'

' Soft eyes looked love to eyes that

spake again,"* and their hearts melted beneath each tender glance. The
little chubby hands that grasped the handle of the pail timidly crept

closer together, and by the time they had reached the rugged top, it

needed but one warm embrace to mingle the two souls into one, hence-

forth forever.

This was done.

Tremblingly they drew back, blushing, casting modest glances at

each other; and then, to aid them in recovering from their confusion,

turned their attention to the water, which reflected back two happy,

smiling faces. Filling the pail with the dimpled liquid mirror, they

turned their steps homeward.

Light at heart and intoxicated with bliss, poor Jack, ever unfortn-

nate, dashed his foot against a stone, and thus it was that

"Jack fell down and broke his crown."

[Oh ! what a fall was there, my countrywomen !] Fearful were the

shrieks that rent the mountain air as he rolled down the hillside. The
pail they had carried so carefully was overturned and rent asunder, and

the trembling water spilled upon the smiling hill-side—fit emblem of

their vanishing hopes.

Down went the roley-poley boy, like a dumpling down a cellar-door;

crashing his head against the cruel rocks that stood in stony hearted-

ness in his way, and dashing his brains out against their hard sides.

His loving companion, eyes and inoiith dilated with horror, stood still

and rigid, gazing upon the fearful descent, and its tragic ending, then

throwing her arms aloft, and giving a fearful shriek of agony that

thrilled with horror the hearts of the hearers—if there were any—cast

herself down in exact imitation of the fall of her hero, rolled over and

over as he did, and ended by mingling her blood with his upon the

same stones.

His crown was broken diagonallj'; hers slantindicularly; that was the

only difference. Her suicidal act is commemorated in the line,

" And Gill came tumbling after."

The catastrophe was witnessed by the assembled family, who hastened

to the bleeding victims of parental injustice, and endeavored to do all

that was possible to restore life to the mangled forms of the two who

loved when living, and in death were not divided.

But all in vain. They were dead, and not till then did the family

appreciate the beautiful, self-denying, heroic disposition of the little

martyr. Jack.

The two innocent forms were buried side by side, and the whole

coivntry round mourned the fate of the infant lovers.

Painters preserved their pictures on canvas, and poets sung them at

eventide. The beauties of their life, and th' ir tragic death, were given

by the poet-laureate of the day in the words I have just transcribed;

and such an impression did these make on the minds of the inhabitants,

that the whole population took them to heart, and, with tears in their

eyes, taught them to their children, even unto the third and fourth

f,'cncrations.

Alas ! it was reserved tor our day and genciation to gabble them over

unthinking, carelessly unmindful ot the fearful fate the words describe.

Repentant ones, drop to their memory a tear, even now ! It is not

too late !

* Original, by some other fellow.
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WHAT WE MAY EXPECT IN OUK ARMY OF THE FUTURE
"NONEBUTTHEBEAVE,"Etc.

LETTER FROM A CROAKER.

Mr. PuNcnixELLo: You Lave not, I believe, informed your readers,

one of whom I have the honor to be, as to whether yon have yet united

yourself to am' Designing Female. As this is a matter peculiarly in-

teresting to many of your readers, all of whom, I have not the least

doubt, are interested in your -welfare, I would advise some statement

on your part, respecting it.

I trust, my dear sir, that, if you are as yet free, you will take the

well-intended advice of a sufferer, and steer entirely clear of the shoals

and quicksands peculiar to the life of a married man, by never embark-

ing in the matrimonial ship.

Do not misunderstand me. I lived happily, very happily, with my
sainted Belinda—it must be confessed that she had a striking partiality

for sardines, which caused considerable of a decrease in the profits of

my wholesale and retail grocery establishment. I cherish no resontim.it

on that accoimt, but, as you jirobably well know, one of the diBcomforts

of matrimonial existence is children.

(Sir, I have a daughter, who is considered passably good-looking ly

certain appreciative individuals. Since the unfortunate demise of my
lamented wife, the profits of the mercantile establishment of which I

am proprietor have largely increased, and as Rebecca, is ray only child,

there is a considerable prospect of her bringing to the man who espouses

lun-, a comfortable dowry, and probably a share in my business.

I keep no man-servant, and after my daughter retires—generally at

the witching hour of two in the morning,—I am obliged to hobble down
stairs, extinguish the lights, cover the fire, lock up the Louse, and ascer-

tain wliethor it is perfectly fire and burglar-proof for the time being.

Were this, sir, the only annoyance to which I am siibjected, my wrath

would probably expend itself in i>, little gi-owling, but hardly have I re-

posed myself upon my coiicli, ere my ear catches an infernal tooting and
twanging and whispering, and a broken-winded Gennan band, engaged

by an admirer of my UEBEcm, strikes up some outrageous po< powrri, or

something of that sort, and sleep, disgusted, flees my pillow.

Last night—or rather this morning —they came again. Their dis-

cordant symphonies roused me to desperation. I seized a bucket of

slops, and; opening the window, dashed the contents in the direction of

the music; the ftill force of the deluge striking a fat, froggy-looking

little Dutchman, who was puffing and blowing at a bassoon infinitely

larger than himself. He was just launching out iuto a prodigious strain,

but it expired while yet in the bloom of youth. He remained for a short

time in the famous posture of the Colossus of Rhodes, vainly endeavor-

ing to shake off the cigar-stumps and other little et ceierns which were

clinging to him like cerements, uttering the while unintelligible oaths.

Then he struck for his domus et placens %txor at as rapid a rate as his

little dumpy legs could carry him.

If they come to-night—if they dare to come—I will give them a dose

which they will remember.

My dear sir, what can I do to rid myself of these annoyances ? The

girl has been to boarding-school, and so can't be sent there again. She

has no friends or relations whom it would be advisable to put her off

upon. Assist me then, in this, the hour of my tribulation, and you,

my dear Mr. Punchinello, will merit the lasting gratitude of an

Unhappy Fatheb.

[The best thing an "Unhappy Father " can do, under the circum-

stances, is to learn to play upon the bass horn, and then, should the

brazen serenaders again make their appearance, lie can give them blow

for blow.

—

Ed. Punchinello.]

Thnt Iron " I>oec."

The latest bit of intelUgence given by the poHce regarding the " dog "

so much spoken of in connection with the Twenty-third street murder,

is that it is not, as at first stated, the kind of instrument used by shij)-

wrights. In other words, the police have discovered Uiat it is not a

Water-dog, though, up to the present date, they have not been able to

prove it a Bloodhound.

Severe PeuuUy.

A NEWSPAPER gravely informs us that " the Supreme Court of Penn-

sylvania has refused the Writ of Error in the case of Dr. Shceppe, con-

victed of the murder of Mr. Steinneke, and will he hanged."

Can nothing be done to save this Court ? One may say they had no

business to refuse the Writ. But, at any late, wc are of opinion that

the ]junishmeut is cxccs.^ive.
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WONDERFUL TOUR DE FORCE,

PERFORMED "ON THE BEACH AT LONO BRANCH," BY PROFESSOR JAMES FI8K, JR., THE GREAT AMERICAN ATHLETE.
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HIRAM GREEN ON JERSEY MUSaUITOES.

A. Hard-foaght Battle—Mnsqultuea have no Stins that Jersey I^lffht-

nlnir cannot Cure.

New Jakset is noted among her sister countries, as bein' responsible

for 2 of the most destructive things ever got up.

The first is of the animal kingdom, and varyin in size from a 3 yeer

old snappin' turtle, to a lode of hay.

It has a bagonet on its nose, in which is a skwirt gun charged with

pizen.

It has no hesitation, whatsomever, of shovin' it's pitch-fork into a

human bein', and when a feller feels it, it makes him think old Solfee-

INO has come for him, and no mistake.

The sirname of this sleep-distroyin' animile, is Muskeeter. And they

like their meet raw.

Misery Number 2 is a beverige manufactured from the compound
extract of chain litenim on the wing, and ile of vitril. It is then fla-

vored with earysipelas and 7 yeer itch, when it is ready to lay out it'.s

man.

I was on a visit to Jarsej^ a short time ago, and if ever a man was

justified in cussin' the day he ever sot foot onto the classick red shores

of New Jarsey, (which soil, by the way, is so greasy that all the red-

headed New Jarsey gals use it for hair ile, while for greasin' a pancake

griddle it can't be beat, ) it was the undersined.

The first nite I was in that furrin climb, after hangin' my close over a

chair, and droppin' my false teeth in a tumbler of* water, I retired in a

sober and morril condition.

"Balmy sleep, sweet nater's hair restorer," which sentiment I cote

from Mr. Dickens, who, I understand from the Bosting clergy, is now
sizzlin', haden't yet folded me in her embrace.

Strains of melody, surpassin' by severil lengths the melifilous discor-

dant notes of the one-armed hand organist's most sublimerest seem-

funny, sircharged the atmosfear. Ever and anon the red-hot breezes

kissed the honest old man's innocent cheek, and slobbered grate cap-

sules of oderiferous moisture, which ran in little silvery streams from

his reclinin' form. Yea! verily, great pearls hung pendant from his

nasal jirotuberants.

In other words, I hadent gone to sleep, but lay their sweatin' like an

ice waggon, while the well-known battle song of faraishen Muskeeters

fell onto my ear. The music seized; and a regiment of Jarsey Muskee-

ters, all armed to the teeth and wearin' cowhide butes, marched single-

file into my open window.

The Kemal, a gray-headed old war-worn vetenary, alited from his

hoss, and tide the animal to the bed-post.

The Commander then mounted ontop of the wash-stand, and helpin'

hisself to a chaw of tobacker out of my box, which lay aside him, the

old scoundrel commenced firin' his tobacker juice in my new white hat.

"See here, Kemal," said I, somewhat riled at seoin' him make a

spittoon of my best 'stove-pipe,' "if it's all the same to you, spose'n

you eject your vile secretion out of the winder.

"

"Cork up, old man," said the impudent raskle, "or ile spit on ye

and drown you."

t All about the room the privates were sacreligously misusing my pro-

perty.

One red-headed old Muskeeter, who was so full of somebody's blood

he couldn't hardly waddle, was seated in the rockin'-chair, and with my
specturcols on his nose, was readin' a copy of Punchinello, and lafiBn'

as if heed bust.

Another chap had got my jack-nife, and was aniusin' hisself by

slashin' holes in my bloo cotton lunbreller, which two other Muskeeters

had shoved up, and was a settin' imder, engaged in tyin' my panterloon

legs into hard nots.

Another scallawag had jammed my coat part way into mj' butes, and

was pourin' water into 'em out from the wash-pitcher, and I am soiry

to say it, evrj' darned Muskeeter was up to some mean trick, which

would put to blush, even a member of the New Jarsey legislater.

Suddenly the Kemal hollered

:

"To arms!"

And everj' Muskeeter fell into line about my bedside.

" Charge bagonets !" said the Kemal. At which the hul lot went for

me. Their pizened wepins entered my flesh.

They charged onto my bald head. Rammed their bagonets into my
arms—my back—my side—and there wasen't a place bigger'n a cent,

which they diden't fill with pizen.

There I lay, groanin' for mercy.

But Jersey Muskeeters, not dealin' in that article, don't know what

it is.

Like the new collecter Mukfy, when choppin' off the heads ofFenton

offis-holders, mercy hain't their laj', about those times.

At this junctiu-o a company of draggoons clincbin' their pesky bills

into me, dragged me off onto the floor.

And then such a horrible lafif they would give, when I would strike

for them and miss hittin'.

There I lay on the floor, puffin' and blowin' like a steem ingino, while

the hull army was dancin' a war dance around my prostrate figger, and
the old Kemal was cuttin' down a double shuffle on the wash-stand,

which made the crockery rattle.

I kicked at 'em as they would charge on my feet and 1—limbs. I

grabbed at 'em, as they charged on my face—arms—and shoulders.

Slap ! bang ! kick ! sware !

I couldn't stand it much longer.

As a big corpulent feller, who, I should judge, was gittin' readdy to

jine a Fat mans club, went over me, I catched him by the heel.

I hung on to him with my best holt.

He dragged me all over the floor.

My head struck the bedjDosts, and other furniture.

3 other Muskeeters got straddle of me, and as if I was a hoss, spurred

me up purty lively.

All of a sudden the Muskeeter I was hangin' to give a yank, and

drew out his foot, left his bute.in my hand.

Brandishin' the bute about my head, I cleared at lot of Muskeeters.

Jumpin' to my feet I made things fly for a minuit, pilin' up the kiUed

and wounded in a promiscous heap.

Seein' the Kemal settin' up there enjoyin' the fun, I let fly the bute at

him.

Smash ! went the lookin -glass.

The venerable commanding Muskeeter had dodged, and was settin'

on the burow, with his thumb on his nose, wrigglin' his fingers at uio

in a very ongentlemanly manner.

There I was again unarmed, dancin' about, swelled up like a base ball

player on match day.

" Blood Iaego !" was the cxj.

I tride to make a masked battery with a piller. It was no protection

again Jarsey Muskeeters.

As Rachel mourned for her step-mother, I sighed for me home.
" Why, oh why," I cride, " did I leave old Skeensboro?"

A widder wearin' a borrowed suit of mornin'—eleven children cryin'

because the governor had been chawed up by Muskeeters crowded into

my thoughts.

The army was gettin' reddy to charge onto me agin, and avenge their

fallen comrags.

Suddenly a brite thought struck me.

I ceased a sheet and waved it for a flag of truce.

The order wasen't given.

"Kemal," said I, "before we continue this fite, let's take a drink all

around, and I'U stand treat."

" Done," said he, " trot out your benzine."

I opened the burow drawer, and took out a black bottle.

I pulled the cork and filled all the glasses, then poured a lot into the

wash-bowl, when I handed the bottle to the Kemal.
" Make ready ! Take aim ! Drink I" Down went the licker.

I laff'ed a revengeful lafif, as every condemned Muskeeter turned up

their heels and cride:

" Water—send my bones back to Chinj'—mother dear, I'm comein',

300,000 strong—we die—by the hand—of Jarsey——lite "

And Jarsey litenin', more powerful than the chassejjo gun of France

or the needle-gun of Prushy, had done its work, and the old man was

saved to the world !

It was 3 days before my close would again fit me.

I looked more like a big balloon than a human bein', I was swelled

up so with the pizen.

My blessin's on the head of the individual who invented Jarsey

litenin'. Nothin else would have saved the Lait Gustise's valuable

life. Everofthow, Hiram Green, Esq.,

LaU Ckislise of the Peece.

From oar own Correiipondent.

Rumors of war from Europe must always be expected, for how can

we get Pacific news by Atlantic Telegraph ?
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"WHERE IGNORANCE IS BLISS," ETC.
First Small Bather. "Wouldn't otie mams give us fits if they caught

us swimmin' ?"

Second Ditto. "I'll bet teb!"
{But neither of the happy little truants knows that a thief is running off vnth

their clothes.)

REFORM IN JUVENILE LITERATURE.

Since the thrilling moment when Guttenbueg made his celebrated

discovery, numbers of persons have tried their hands—and undoubtedly

their heads also—at Books for the Young. Hitherto, many of them

have evinced a sad lack of judgment in respect of matter.

Would you believe it, in this highly moral and virtuous age ? they

have actually written stories !—stories that were not true ! They

haven't seemed to care a button whether they told the truth or not

!

Where can they have contracted the deadly heresy that imagination,

feeling, and aifection, are good things, deserving encouragement?

Mark the effect of these pernicious teachings ! Hundreds and thou-

sands—nay, fellow mortal, millions of children,—now walk the earth,

believing in fairies, giants, ogres, and such-like unreal personages, and

yet unable (we blush to saj' it !) to tell why the globe we live on is

flattened at the poles ! Is it not a serious question whether children

who persistently ignore what is true and important, but cherish fondly

these abominable fables, may not ultimately be lost ?

But, thanks to the recent growth of practical sense—or the decline of

the inventive faculty—in writers for the young, a better day is dawning,

and there is still some hope for the world. Men of sense and morality

are coming forward: they dedicate their minds to this service—those

practical minds whence will be extracted the only true pabulum for the

growing intellect. It is to minds of this stamp—so tnily the antipodes

of all that is youthful, spontaneous, and child-like, (in a word: frivo-

lous, ) that we must look for those solid works which, in the Millennium

that is coming, will jierfectly supplant what may be termed, without

levity, the " Cock and Bull" system of juvenile entertainment. Worldly

people may consider this stuff graceful and touching, sweet and love-

able; but ib is nevertheless clearly mischievous, else pious and proper

persons wouldn't have said so, time and again.

For our part, we may as well confess that our symiDathies go out

undividedly toward that important class who are averse to Nonsense,

—more particularly lioofc-nonsense,—which they can't stand, and won't

stand, and there's an end of it. There is something exceedingly win-

ning, to us, in that sturdy sense, that thirst for mathematical precision,

that impatience of theory, that positive and self-reliant—we don't mind
saying, somewhat dogmatical—air, that sternness of feature, thinness of

lip, and coldness of eye, which belong to the best examples. We re-

spect even the humbler ones; for they at least hate sentiment, they do
not comprehend or approve of humor, and they never relish wit. What
does a taste for these qualities indicate, but an idle and frivolous mind,

devoted to trifles: and how fatal is such a taste, in the pursuit of wealth

and respectability

!

Fantastic people have much to say of the " affections," the "graces

and amenities of life," "soul-culture," and the like. We
cannot too deeply deplore their fatuity, in giving prominence

to such abstractions. As for children, the most we can con-

cede is, that they have a natural—though, of course, de-

praved—taste for stories: yes, we will say that this fondness

is irrepressible. But, what we really must insist on, is, that

in gratifying that fondness, you give them true stories.

Where is the carefully trained and upright soul that would

not reject "Jack, the Giant-killer," or "Goody Two-shoes,"

if it could substitute (say, from "New and True Stories for

Children,") a tale as thrilUngas this:

" When I was a boy, I said tr> my uncle one day, ' How did you get
your finger cut oflf ?' and he said, ' I was chopping a stick one evening,
and the hatchet cut off my finger.'

"

Blessings, blessings on the man who thus embalmed this

touching incident ! Who does not see that the reign of fiction

is over !

That the parental portion of the public may judge what

the future has in store for their little ones (who, we hope,

will be men and women far sooner than their ancestors were,

)

we present them with a fragrant nosegay (pshaw ! we mean,

a shovel-full) of samples, commending them, should they

wish for more, to the nearest Sabbath-school library.

Ah, it is a touching thing, to see some great philanthropist

come forward, at the call of Duty and his Publisher (perhaps

also quickened by the hollow sound emitted by his treasure-

box), and compress himself into the absurdly small compass

of a few pages 18mo., in order to afford himself the exalted

pleasure of holding simple and godly converse with children

at large !

" All truth—no fiction." What further guarantee would

you have ? How replete with useful matter must not a book
with tliat assurance be ! Let us read:

" The Indians cannot build a ship. They do not know how to get iron from the
mines, and they do not knov> ennuijh.
" Besides, they do not like to work, and like to fight lietter than to work.
" When they want to sail, they burn off a log of wood, and make it hollow by

burning and scraping it with sharp stones."

Now we ask, does not this satisfy your ideal of food for the youthful

mind ? Observe that it is simple, direct, graphic, satisfying. It cannot

enfeeble the intellect. It will be useful. There is something tangible

about it. The child at once perceives that if the Indians knew how to

"get iron from the mines," and " knew enough" in general, they would

build ships, in spite of their distaste for work. There can be no doubt

that this is "all truth—no fiction," for Indians are sadly in want of

ships. They like to sail; for we learn that " when they want to sail" they

are so wild for it, that they even go to the length of " burning off a log

of wood, and making it hollow by burning and scraping it with shai-p

stones." We thus perceive the significance of the apothegm, " Tnith is

stranger than fiction. " The day is not far distant when children will

think as much of the new literature as they formerly did of certain

worm-lozenges, for which they were said to "cry."
And where everything has been inspired by the love of Truth, even

the cuts may teach something. If "a canoe," contrary to the general
impression, is at least as long as "a ship," it is very important that

children should so understand it; and if "a pin-fish" is really as big as

"a shark," no mistaken deference to the feelings of the latter should
make us hesitate to say so.

No child, we are convinced, is too young to get ideas of science.

In one of the model books we are pleased to find this great truth dis-

tinctly recognized:
" ' Is there anything like a lever about a wheelbarrow?' said his father. 'O yes,

sir,' said James. ' The axle; and the wheel is the prop, the load is the weight, and
the power is your hand.' "

This, we should say, speaks for itself.

Nor is a child ever too young to get ideas of thrift. One of our
vv'riters for infants observes, after explaining that the Dutch reclaimed
the whole of Holland from the sea by means of dykes, " they worked
hard, saved their money, and so grew rich." Any child can take such
hints.

Neither is it wholly amiss to demonstrate that a child can't put a

clock in his pocket. For it is plain that he would else be trying to do
so sometime.
Now, where in the "Arabian Nights "do you find anything like

this ?—We answer, triumphantly. Nowhere !

"'James,' said his father, 'do not shutup hot water too tight, and take care when
it is over the fire.'

" 'A lady was boiling coffee one day, and kept the cover on the coffee-pot too long.

When she took it off, the water turned to steam, and flew up in her face, and took the

skin off.

" ' Do you know how they make the wheels of a steamboat move? They shut up
water tight in a great kettle and heat it. Then they open a hole which has a heavy
iron bar in it, the steam lifts it, in ti-ying to get out. That bar moves a lever, and
the lever moves the wheels.

" 'Machines are wonderful things.'
"

This fact the reader must distinctly realize. And doesn't he realize

that the days of Jack, the Giant-killer, and Little Red Biding Hood,

are about over? We want truth. The only question is, (as Festus

observed). What is Tnith ?
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Derrick.—There is a superstition afloat that, if you see a ladder

hoisted against a house, and, instead of passing outside the ladder

you pass under it, some accident or afSiction will befall you. What
about this? Answer.—It all depends upon circumstances. If, while

jmssing imder the ladder, a hod of bricks should fall throiigli it and

strike you on the head, then an " accident or affliction " t;ball have be-

fallen you: otherviise not.

yiiicompoop.—I hear a great deal about the "log "of the Cambria.

Can j'ou tell me how it is likely to be disposed of? Answer.—It is to

be manufactured into snuff-boxes for the officers and crew of the Daunt-

less, as a delicate admission that they are up to snufif and not to be

sneezed at.

Nick of the Pick.
—

'V\1iat is the best v>-ay of securing one's self from

the bodily damages to which all persons who attend pic-nic parties now
seem to be liable ? Answer.—Don't go to pic-uic jDarties. Rough it at

home.

John Brown.—We cannot insert jokes on the number of Sinhths in

the world—except as advertisements. For lowest rates see tenns on

the cover.

JlircHs.—We are sorry to say thatyoxir remarks on Bal)y Farming arc

not based upon facts. In nine cases oiit of ten it has nothing whatever

to do with Husbandry.

Acorn.—As this is the seventh time you have written to us, asking

whether corns can be cured by cutting, so it must be the last. The
thing palls, and we must now try whether Acoen cannot be got rid of

by cutting.

Horseman.—No; we never remember to have met a man who did not
'

' know all about a horse. " If such a man can be found, his fortune

and that of the finder are assured.

Seeke}'.—It may be true that man changes once in everj' seven years,

but that will hardly excuse you from paying your tailor's bill contracted

in 1862, on the ground that you are not the same man.

Fond Mother.—None but a brutal bachelor would object to a " sweet

little baby," merely because it was bald-headed.

Sempronius.—Would you advise me to commit suicide by hanging ?

Answer.—No. If you are really boimd to hang, we would advise you to

hang about some nice young female person's neck instead of by your

own: it's pleasanter.

Wacks.—Yes, the Alaska seal contracts will undoubtedly include the

great Seal of the United States.

" Talented" Author.—We do not pay for rejected communications.

Many Inquiriers.—We can furnish back numbers to a limited extent;

•future ones by the cargo, or steamboat.

FINANCIAL.

Wall Street, August 2nd.

Respected Sib : Acting upon your suggestion that, despite the repug-

nance with which the truly artistic mind must ever view it. Commerce

was a rising institution, and that amongst the thousands of the refined

and haughty who read Punchtn-ello with feelings of astonishment and

awe, there were some misguided men whose energies had been perverted

to the pursuit of filthy lucre, your contributor yesterday descended into

the purlieus of the city in quest of information wherewith to pounder to

the tastes of the debased few.

It would be useless to point out to j'ou that 10 A. M. is not the hour

at which it is the custom of Y. C. to tear himself from his luxurious

couch. His conception of the exalted has always been associated with

late breakfasts. On this memorable occasion, however, duty and a

bell-boy called him ; and at the extraordinary hour to which he has re-

ferred he arose and set about his investigations.

A party of distinguished and sorrowing friends accompanied him as

far as Bang's. The regard which he cherishes for poetry and art had
hitherto marked out this pleasant hostelrie as the utmost limit of his

down-town perambulations. The conversation of his distinguished

friends was elevating: the potations in which they drank their good

wishes were equally, if not more so. Having deposited S2.35 for safe-

keeping with a tmsted friend, your contributor hailed a Wall Street

stage and sped fearlessly to his destination. He has gone through the

ordeal safely. Annexed are the result of his labors, in the shape of bul-

letins which were -forwarded to but never acknowledged by a fi-ivolous

and unfeeling editor.

Wall Street, lOj A. M.—The market opened briskly with a tenden-

cy towards Delmonico's for early refreshments. Eye-openers in active

demand. Brokers have undergone an improvement.

11 A. M.—On the strength of a rumor that a gold dollar had been

seen in an up-town jewelry store, gold declined 1-105.

11.15 A. M.—In consequence of a report that Col. Jas. Fisk, Ji;., has

secured a lease of Plj'mouth Church, and is already engaged in nego-

tiations with several popular preachers, Eries advanced one-half per

cent.

Half-past Eleven A. M.—A reaction has commenced in Eries, it

being given out that Madame Kathi Lanner had sustained an injury

which would necessitate her withdiawal from the Grand Opera House.

Twt;lve o'Clock.—Just heard some fellow saying, "St. Paul pre-

ferred." Couldn't catch the rest. It seems imijortant. Yv^hat did St.

Paul prefer. Look it up, and send me word.

Half-past Twelve.—Market excited over a dog-fight. How about

St. Paul?

One.—Police on the scene. Market relapsed. Anything of St. Paul

yet ? Send me what's-his-name's Commentaries on the Scriptures.

Half-past One.—News has been received here that Commodore
Vandekbllt was recently seen in the neighborhood of the Croton reser-

voir. In view of the anticipated watering process, N. Y. C. scciirities

are buoyant. Many, however, would prefer their stock straight. But

what was it St. Paul prefeiTcd ? Do tell.

Two o'Clock.—Immense excitement has been created on 'Change by

a report that Jay Gould had been observed discussing Corn with a

prominent Government official. A second panic is predicted.

Quarter past Two.—Later advices confirm the above report. The
place of their meeting is said to have been the Erie Restaurant. Great

anxiety is felt among heavy speculators.

Half-past Two.—It is now ascertained that the Com they were

discussing was Hot Com at lunch. A feeling of greater security pre-

vails.

Three o'Clock.—IntelHgence has just reached here that a dime-piece

was received in change this morning at a Broadway drinking saloon.

Gold has receded one per cent, in consequence. Eries quiet. Judge

Barnaed being out of town.

P.S. I haven't found out what St. Paul preferred. WTiat's-his-name

don't mention it in his Commentaries.

H.vLF-rAST Three.—Sudden demand for New York Amusement Co. 's

Stock. Haery P^vljier to reopen Tammany with a grand .scalping

scene in which the Tweed tribe of Indians will appear in aboriginal

costume. Norton, Genet, and confreres have kindly consented to per-

form their original roles of The Victims.

P.S. Unless I receive some definite information concerning that

preference of St. Paul's, I shall feel it incumbent on me to vacate my,
post of Financial Editor.

Four o'Clock.—On receipt of reassiiring news from Europe, the

market has advanced to Delmonico's, where wet goods are quoted from

10 cents upwards. Champagne brisk, with large sales. Counter-sales

(sandwiches, etc.,) extensive. Change in greenbacks greasy.

P.S. Asked a fellow what St. Paul preferred. He said, "St. Paul

Preferred Dividends, you Know." Perhaps St. Paul did. A great

many stockholders do. But what stock did St. Paid hold ? Was it

Mariposa or—" Only just taken one, but, as you observe, the weather is

confounded hot—so I don't mind if I—" Greenbays.



THE DOG EST THE MANGER.
Ceispin won't do the woek himself, and won't let John China3lvn do it.

OUR PORTFOLIO.

We have just received from "Dick Tinto," our special correspond-

ent at the seat of war, the following metrical production said to have

been wTitten by Henki Kocheeoet in prison, but suppressed in obedi-

ence to orders from the Emperor. Punchinello felicitates his readers

upon the enterprise which enables him to lay it before them, and flat-

ters himself that the enormous trouble and exijense involved in hauling

it to this side of the Atlantic, will not prevent him from doing it again

—if necessary.

AU PKINCE IMPEEIAL.

Scene.—A sqiiMrefronting the Bureau of the chemin de fer for Chalons and
Jletz. Time, Midi.

The Prince Imperial, en route for the seat of war, is seated upon a

milk-white steed. Beneath his left arm he convulsively carries a strug-

r^ling game-cock, with gigantic gaffs, while his right hand feebly

clutches a lance, the flapping of whose pennant in his face appears to

;<ive him great annoyance and suggests the services of a "Shoo-fly."

Around him throng the ladies of the Imperial bed-chamber and a co-

]iort of nurses, v?ho cover his legs with kisses, and then dart furtively

"jotween his horse's jambes as if to escape the pressure of the crowd.

Just beyond these a throng of hucksters, market-women, butchers,

bakers, etc., vociferously urge him to accept their votive offerings of

garden truck, carrots, cabbages, parsnips, haunches of beef, baskets of

French rolls and the like, all of which the Prince proudly decUnes,

whereupon the vast concourse breaks forth into this wild chant to the

BiNGEN ON THE RhINE.
From fountains bright at fair Versailles,

And gardens of St. Cloud- -

With a rooster of the Gallic breed
To cock-a-doodle-do

—

Behold ! our Prince Imperial comes.
And in his hands a lance,

TI 'at erst lic'll cross with German spears
For glfiry and for France.

They've ta'on his bib and tuclcer off,

And set him on a steed;
That he may ride whore soldiers ride,
And bleed where soldiers bleed.

They've cut his curls of jetty hair.
And armed him cap nj'ic'',

Until he looks as fair a knight
As France could wish to see.

Ho ! ladies of the chaml)er.
Ho ! nurses, gather near;

Your charge upon a charger vaits
To shed the parting tear.

Come ! kiss him for his mother,
Et pour sa Majeste,

And twine his brow with rarlands of
The fadeless^eurs de lis.

Volla ! who but a few moons gone
Of babies held the van,

Now wears his spurs and draws his blade
Like any other man !

Then come, ye courtly dames of Franco,
Oh ! take him to your heart.

And cheer as only woman can
Our beardless Bonapaete;

For ere another sun shall set,

Those lips cannot be kissed;

And through the grove and in the court
Their prattling will be missed.

The light that from those soft blue eyes
Now kindly answers thine.

Will flash where mighty armies tread.

Upon the banks of Rhine.

Yea, hide from him, as best you can,

All womanly alarms,

Nor smile with those who mockini; ciy,

"Behold! A bnbe-in-arms
!"

A babe indeed ! Oh ! sland'rous tongues,
A Prince fresh from his smock,

Shows manly proof if he can stand
The battle shout and shock.

And this is one on whom the gods
Have put their stamp divine:

The latest, and perchance tho last

Of Corsica's dread line.

Then for the Prince Imperial
Gitoyens loudly cheer:

That his right arm may often bring

Some German to his bier ;

That distant Rhineland, trembling.

May hear his battle-ci-y.

And neutral nations wondering ask,
" Oh! how is thisfor high ?"

OuE private dispatches from the seat of war in Europe are very con-

fusing. The " Seat " appears to be considerably, excited, but the " War"

takes things easily, and seems to have '

' switched off " for an indefinite

time. It is observed by many that there never was a war preciselj' like

this war, and if it hadn't been for a Dutch female, the Duchess of

Flanders, it is fair to suppose that Punchinello wouldn't have been out

of pocket so much for cablegrams. The Duchess took it into her head

(and her head appears to have had room for it, ) that her blood relative,

Leopold, couldn't get his blood up to accept the Sjianish Crown. Well,

as it turned out, the Duchess was right. Anyhow, she went for L., (a

letter by the way, which few Englishman can pronounce in polite soci-

ety, ) and told him that there was
" * * * a tide in the affairs of men,
Whidft, taken at the flcrod, leads on to fortune."

Leopold said he had heard of that tide; but he didn't believe in

always " follerin' on it," no matter what betided. Then the Duchess
got up her Dutch spunk, and spoke out pretty freely, saying as much
as if Leopold were a tame sort of poodle, and that she ought to have
been born to wear breeches, just to show him how a mnn should act in

a great crisis like the present.

"Just so," says Leopold, ;'but you see the 'cri-sis' is what's the

matter. If it wasn't for the ' crisis, ' IM go in for Isabella's old arm-
chair faster than a hungry pig could root up potatoes." Flandeks sau

at a glance how the goose hung, and that her bread would all be dough
if something wasn't done, and that quickly. She knew Leopold's
weakness for Schnapps, when he was a boy at Schiedam, and, produc-

ing a bottle of the Aromatic elixir, with which she had previously armed *

herself in expectation of his obstinacy, poured out a glassful and re-

quested him to clear his voice with it. Fifteen minutes after his vocal

organs had been thus renewed, Leopold whs in a condition to see

things in an entirely new light, and hesitated no longer to write the

follomng note to General Pnui

:

Dear Peim: The thing has been satisfactorily explained to me, and
I accept. Enclosed find a bottle of Schnapps. You never tasted

Schnapps like this. The Duchess says she don't care a cuss for Nap,

and that I mustn't neither.
Leopold, Sigmaeingen-Hohenzollebn.

This is a veritable account of tho origin of tho European "unpleasant-

ness," and can bo certified to any one who will call upon us and exam-
ine the original dispatches.
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A. T. Stewart & Co.
Are offering at the folio wing

EXTREMELY LOW PKICES,
Notwithstanding the large advance in gold,

TWO CASES EXTRA QUALITY
JAPANESE POPIillVS in SUvcr-Grcy

and Ashes of Roses,
75 cts. per yard, formerly $1.25 per yard.

REAL GAZE DE CHAMBERY,
Best quaUty, 75 cts. per yard, formerly ?1.50 prr yard.

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

pwMM®® mEmmm
For Young Ladies, in Stripes and Checks, $1 per

yard, recently scdd at $1.50 and $1.75 per yard.

HEAVY GKOS GKAI.X
Black and "White Silks,

$1 per yard.

STRIPED MONGOLINE SILKS,
FOR COSTUMES, $1 per ysrd.

100 Vioffi " Ain«-i-i«aii" IJlarlt Silks,
(Guar iiitecd for Dnrnliility.)

$2 per yard.

A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF

Trimming Silks and Satins.
Cut Eilhcr Straigljt or Bias, for

$1.25 per yard.

A CHOICE AND SELECTED STOCK OF

Colored Gros Grain Silks,
4.t $2.50 and $2.75 per yard.

CREPE DE CHIXE.S, »« inches wide,

IN EVERY REQUISITE COLOR.

B K O A D W A Y,

4tU Avenue, Otli asul lOtli Streets.

A. T. Stewart & €o.
Are closing out their stock of

FRENCH, ENGLISH, AND DOMESTIC

CARPETS,
(The greatest portion just received).

Oil Cloths, Ungs, Blats, Cocoa aiul Canton
Mattings, &c.,

At a Great REDUCTION IN PRICES,

Notwithstanding the unexpected extraordinary

rise in gold.

Cfustomers and Strangers are Respectfully

INVITED TO EXAMINE.

BROADWAY,
4:tU Avenue, Otlt and lOtlt Streets.

A. T. Stewart & Go.
Are Closing out all their JPopiilar Stocks of

Summer Dress Goods,
AT PRICES LOWER THAN EVER.

BROADWAY,
4th Avenue, Oth and lOth Streets.

Extraordinay Bargains
IN

LADIES' PARIS AND DOMESTIC READY-MADE

Suits, Robes, Reception Dresses, &c.
Some less than half their cost.

AND WE WILL DAILY OFFER NOVELTIES IN

Plain and Braided Victoria Il.a>vn, Linen
and Pique Traveling Suits.

CHILiDREN'S BRAIDED LINEN AND
Pique G-arments,

SIZES FROM 2 YEARS TO 10 YEARS OF AGE,

PAMER BEDOUO MANTLES,
IN CHOICE COLORS, From $3.50 to $7 each

SIchty Embroidered Cashmere and
Cloth Breakfast Jackets,

PARIS MADE,
$8 each and upward.

A. T. Stp:wart & Co.
BROAr)^\^AY,

4TH AVE., OTH AND lOTH STREETS.

PUNCHINELLO.
The first number of this Ilhistrated Humorous and Satirical Weekly

Paper was issued under date of April 2, 1870. The Press and the Public iii

every Slate and Territory of the Union endorse it as the best paper of the kind
ever pulilished in America.

COiSTTElSTTS EI^T^TRELY ORiaij^^.4.1:..

Subscription for one year, (with $2.00 premium,) - . . . $4.00
" SIX months, (without premium.) - - . . 2.00
" three months, " " .... |,oo

Single copies mailed free, for .... |()

We ofler the following elegant premium;; of L. PRANG & C'O'S

CIIROMOS for Gubscriptions n;^ follows :

A copy of paper for one year, and

"The Awakening,*' (a Litter of Puppies.) Half chromo. Siio 8 3-8 by 11 1-3

( S2.00 picture, •)—for $1.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following .$3.00

chromos

:

Wild Roses. 12^x9.

Dead Game. llaxSJ.

Eastcv Moi-nini^. GixlOj—for $§55.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following, $5.00 cliromos :

Group of Cliickens j Group of DucRiing.^ ; Groj»i> of Quails. Each

10x12^.

The Poultry Yard. 10^x14.

The Barefoot Boy 5 Wild Fruit. Each 9|xl3.

Pointer and Quail ; Spaniel and Woo;lroclt. 10x12—for - - - $6.50

A copy of paper for one year and either of the follow^ing $6.00 chrortios :

The Baliy in Trouble 5 The Unconscious Sleeper; TSie Two
Friends. (Dog and Child. ) Each 13x164.

Spring ; Summer ; Autumn ; 12uxl6g.

The Kid's Play Ground. Ilxl7i—for ....... $7.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $7.50 chromos*

Strawberrie!« and Baskets.

Cherries and Baskets.

Currants. Each 13x18.

Horses in a Storm. 22^x154.

Six Central Park Views. (A set.) g^xdi-for fS.OO

A copy of paper for one year and

Six American Landscapes. (A oet.) l.'ix'J, price $9.00— for - - - $9.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following .'jlO chromos :

Sunset in California. (Bierstadt. ) 18^x12

Easter Morning. 14x21.

Corregio's Magdalen. 12ixl6g.

Summer Fruit, and Autumn Fruit. (Half chromos, ) ISaxlOi, (compan-

ions, price SIO.00 for the two), - for $! 0.00

Remittances should be made in P. O. Orders, Drafts, or Batik Checks on
Ne^v York, or Registered letters. The paper will be pent from the lirst num-
ber, (April 2d, 1870,) when not otherwise ordered.

Postage of paper is payable at the office where received, ; wenty cents per
year, or five cents per quarter, in advance ; the Chromos w'ill be mailed free

on receipt of money.
CANVASSERS WANTED, to whom liberal commissions will be given.

For special terms address the Company.
The first ten numbers will be sent to any one desirous of seeing the paper

before subscribing, for SIXTY CENTS. A specimen copy sent to any one
desirous of canvafsing or getting up a club, on receipt of postage stamp.

Address,

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING ( ().,

P. O. Box 2783. No. 83 Nassau Street, Hev.- York.
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"The Printing House of tlie United States."

GEO. F. NESBITT & CO.,

General JOB PRINTERS,
BLANK BOOK Manufacturers,
STATIONERS, Wholesale and Retail,

LITHOGRAPHIC Engravers and Printers.

COPPER-PLATE Engravers and Printers,

CARD Manufacturers,
ENVELOPE Manufacturers, /

FINE CUT and COLOR Printers.

163, 165, 167, and 169 PEAKL ST.,

73, 75, 77, and 79 PINE ST., New York.

Advantages. ikS"' All on the same premises, and under

:nimodiate supervision of the proprietors.

A PASSAGE FROM CFNTRAL PARK.
Whittier's Barefoot Boy. "O Golly! What a shame fob that old cuss tc cEtJcs

THE STUMP OF HIS CIGAR INTO THE LAKE, 'STEAD OF DKOPPIN' IT WnEKi; A FE'^LFR CGITiii

PICK IT up!"

Tourists and Pleasure Travelers

will bo glad to learn that that the Erie Railway Company
has prepared

COMBINATION EXCURSION

OB

Roiiiicl Trip Tickets,
Valid during the the entire season, and embracing Ithaca-
headwaters of Cayuga Lake—Niagara Falls, Lake Ontario,
the River St. Lawrence, Montreal, Quebec, Lake Cham-
plain, Lake George, Saratoga, the White Mountains, and
all principal points of interest in Northern New York,
the Canadas, n-jd New England. Also similar Tickets at
reduced rates, through Lake Superior, enabling travelers
to visit the celebrated Iron Mountains and Copper Mines
of that region. By applying at the Offices of the Erie
Railway Co., Nos. 241, 529 and 957 Broadway ; 205 Chambers
St. ; 33 Greenwich St. ; cor. 125th St. and Third Avenue,
Havletu ; 338 Fulton St., Brooklyn ; Depots foot of Cham-
bers Street, and foot of 23rd St., New York ; No. 3 Ex-
change Place, and Long Dock Depot, JerseY City, and the
Ajxents at the principal hotels, travelers can obtain just
the Tick"t they desire, as well as all the necessary informa-
tion.

PRANG'S r,ATEST PXJBLICATIOXS: ""SVild lowers," "Water-Lilies"
PKAIVG'S CHROMOS sold in all Art Stores througiiout the world.

PRAIVG'S II.,t.XJ.STRATEl» C'ATAT.OGUE sent free on receipt of stamp.

"Chas. Dickens.'

J.. PRAXO A CO., B»K(<>ii.

PUNCHINELLO.
With a large and varied experience in the management

and publication of a paper of the class heremth submitted,

and with the still more positive advantage of an Ample
Capital to justify the undertaking, the

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHINfi CO.

OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK,

Presents to the public for approval, the new

ILLUSTRATED HUMOROUS AND SATIRICAL

WEEKLY PAPER,

I>TJ]SrCH:i]^ELLO,
The first number of which was issued under

date of April 2.

OEIGINAL ARTICLES,
Suitable for the paper, and Original Designs, or suggestive

ideas or sketches for illustrations, upon the topics of the

day, are always acceptable and will be paid for liberally.

Rejected communications cannot be returned, unless

postage stamps are inclosed.

TERMS

:

One copy, per year, in advance $4 00

Single copies 10

A speciraqp copy will be mailed free upon the

receipt of ten cents.

One copy, with the Riverside Magazine, or any other

magazine or paper, price, $2.50, for 5 50

One copy, with any magazine or paper, price, $4, for.. 7 00

All communications, remittances, etc., to be addressed to

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

No. 8JJ NuHHitu Htreet,

P. O. Box, 2783, New Yobk.

^£he Mystery of Mr. E. DROOi>.
Cljc |lcl\) 'liiurlesquc .^S'crbil,

"W^ritteri expressly for Ir*IJNCTlI]srii;LL( ),

n y

ORPHEUS C. KERR,
Coramenocd in No. 11, will be continued weekly throughout the year.

A Kketch of V.k omin-jnt author, written by his bosom friend, with superb illustrations of

IsT. THE AUTHORS PALATIAL R::SIDE\CE AT BEGAD'S HILL, TICKNOR'S FIELDS, NEW .JERSEY

2D. THE AUTHOR AT THE DOOR OF SAID PALATIAL RESIDENCE, taken as he appeard "Every Saturday,
will also be found in the siime number.

Siiij?lc Copies, for Bale by all newsmeu, (or Mailed from this office, free,) IVii (lents.

Subscription for One Year, one C()j>.v, with $2 Chronio rremiiini, $4.

Those desirous of receiving the paper containing this new serial, which promises to be the best ever written by

ORPHEUS O. KERR, should subscribe now, to insure its regular receipt weekly.

"Wc will seiitl tlic lir«t Ten Numbers of PUIVCHUVEIjIiO lo any one tvho wishes to
see them, in view of Muhscribing, on the receipt of SIXTY CENTS.

Address,
•

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY,

p. O. Box 2783. 83 Nassau St., JSTew "i^ork

Geo. W. Wheat & Co, Pbintebs, No. 8 Spkuok Stbeet.
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83 Nassau Street, New York City.

Kecoiuiueuded by Pliysiciaus.

The best Salve in use for all disorders of the Skin,
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tJSEr> IN HOSI^IT^LS.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

PKICF, 25 CENTS.
JOHH r. HENRY, Sole Proprietor,

No. 8 College Place, New York.

HAKRISON BRADFORD <fe CO.'S

STEEL PENS.
These Pens are of a finer quality, more durable, and

cheaper than any other Pen in the market. Special atten-

tion is called to the following grades, as being better suited

for business purposes than any Pen manufactured. The

"505,» "23," and the "Antl-Corroslve,"

we recommend for Bank and Office uco.

D. APPLETON & CO.,
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$47,000 REWARD.
FROOL-A-AIATION".

The Murder of Mr. Benjaniiii Nathan.

The widow having determined to increase the re-

wards heretofore offered by me ( in my proclamation

of July 29), and no result having yet been obtained,

and suggestions having been made that the rewards

were not siifficiently distributive or specific, the

offers in the previous proclamation are hereby super-

seded by the following ':

A REWAKD o $30,000 will be paid for the arrest

and conviction of the murderer of BENJAMIN NA-

THAN, who was killed in his house. No. 12 West

Twenty-third Street, New York, on the morning of

Friday, July 29.

A REWAKD of $1,000 will be paid for the identifica-

tion and recovery of each and every one of the three

Diamond Shii Studs which were taken from the cloth-

ing of the deceased on the night of the murder. Two
of the diamonds weighed, together, 1, }i, and !s. and I

1-16 carats, and the other, a flat stone, showing nearly

a surface of one carat, weighed % and 1-32. All three :

were mounted in skeleton settings, with spiral screws,

but the color of the gold setting of the flat diamond

was not so dark as the other two.

A REWARD of $1,500 will be paid for the identiflca-
|

tion and recovery of one of the watches, being the
\

Gold author Hunting-case Stem-winding Watch, No. !

5(i57, 19 lines, or about two inches in diameter, made 1

by Ed. Perregaux ; or for the Chain and Seals thereto
i

attached. The Chain is very massive, with square
|

links, and carries a Pendant Chain with two seals, one

of them having the monogram "B. N. ," cut thereon.
|

A REWARD of $300 will be given for information
j

leading to the identification and recovery of an old-

fashioned open-faced Gold Watch, with gold dial,
|

showing rays diverging from the center, and with

raised figures ; believed to have been made by Tobias,

and which was taken at the same time as the above

articles.

A REWARD of $300 will be given for the recovery

of a Gold Medal of about the size of a silver dollar,

and which bears an inscription of presentation not

precisely known, but believed to be either " To Samp-
son Simpson, President of the Jews' Hospital," or,

" To Benjamin Nathan, President of the Jews' Hos-

pital."

A REWARD of $100 wiU be given for full and com-

plete detailed information descriptive of this medal,

which may be useful in secviring its recovery.

A REWARD of $1,000 will be given for information

leading to the identification of the instrument used in

committing the murder, which is known as a " dog "

or clamp, and is a piece of wrought iron about sixteen

inches long, turned up for about an inch at each end,

and sharp ; such as is used by ship-carpenters, or

post-trimmers, ladder-makers, pump-makers, sawyers,

or by iron-moulders to clamp their flasks.

A REWARD of MOO will be given to the man who,
on the morning of the murder, was seen to ascend the

Fteps and pick up a piece of paper lying there, and then

walk away with it, if he will come forward and pro-

duce it.

Any information bearing upon the case may be sent

to the Mayor, John Jourdan, Superintendent of Police

City of New York ; or to James J. Eelso, Chief Detec-

tive OfliceT.

A. OAKEY HALL, Matob.

The foregoing rewards are offered by the request of,

and are guaranteed by me.
Signed, EMILY G. NATHAN,

Widow of B. NATHAN.

The following reward has also been offered by the
New York Stock Exchange :

$10,000.—The New York Stock Exchange offers a

reward of Ten Thousand Dollars for the arrest and
conviction of the murderer or murderers of Benjamin
Nathan, late a member of said Exchange, who was
killed on the night of July 28, 1870, at his house in
Twenty-third street. New York City.

J. L. BEOWNELL, Vice-Chairman

Gov. Com.
D. C. HAYS, Treasurer.

B. O. WHITE, Secretary.

Matob'8 OFyiCE, New York, August 5, 1870.

TO NE"WS-DEAt,ERS.

Punchinello's Monthly.

The WeeklyJ^umbers for July,

Bound ill a Haiii(3s«»iift<; Cover,

Is now ready. Price Fifty Cents.

'J:H K T li ^V 13 E
Supplied by the

AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY,

Who are now prepared to r*'ceive Orders.

WEVILL k IIAMMAR,

"W^o o d K 11 g r a V o r s,

208 BKOAI>WAY,

NEW YOUK.

33 BROAD^WAY,

Open Every Day from 10 A.M. to 3 P.M.

Deposits of any sum, from Ten Cents to Ten Thou-
sand Dollars, wiU be received.

Six per Cent interest, Free of Govern-
ment Tax.

INTEREST ON NEW DEPOSITS

Commences o the First of every Month.

HENKY SMITH, President

BEEVES E. SELMES, Secretary.

WALTER KOCHE,
j nce-Presidents.

EDWARD HOGAN, i

NEWS DEALERS
ON

RAILROADS,
STEAMBOATS,

And at

WATERING PLACES,
Will find the Monthly Numbers of

"PUNCHINELLO"
For, April, May, June, and July, an attractive and
Saleable Work.

Single Copies Price 60 eta.

For trtde priro addresa AmiTioan News Co., or

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHIN G CO.,

83 AIuKHiiii Htreet.

FORST & AVERELL
Stoam, Litliograpli, and Letter Press

EMBOSSERS, ENGRAVERS, AND LABEL

MANUFACTTTRERS.

Sketches and Estimates furnished upon application.

as Piatt Street, and
[P. o. Box 2845.] 20-2^ Gold Street,

NEW YORK.

G FOLK Y'S
O L I> PENS.

The Best and Cheapest.
8.56 BROADWAY.

^2 to ALBANY and
TROY.

The Pay Line Steamboats C. Vi1>bai-d and
Daiiic-l Drc-w, commencing May 31, will leave

Vestry st. Pier at 8.46, and Thirty-fourth st. at 9 a.m.,

landing at YonUers, (Nyack, and Tarryto-wn
by ferry-boat), Cozzeiis, West Point, Corn-

wall, Ne^'burgli, Poughkeepsic, Rhine-
beclt, Bristol, Catskill, Hudson, and IVe-*v-

Baltimore. A special train of broad-gauge cars

in connection with the day boats wiU leave on arrival

at Albany (commencing June 20) for Sliaron

Springs. Fare $4.35 from New York and for

Cherry Valley. The Steamboat Seneca will trans-

fer passengers from Albany to Troy.

EST-A^BX^ISKEr) 186 6.

Jab K. Nichols, M D.
'

Wm. j. RoLKt
MOLs, iM n. \ 1

,FE. A. M. /
'

Boston doumal oi Cl^cmistru.

Devoted to the Science of

HOME LIFE,
TUe Arts, Agriculture, and Sledicine.

$1.00 Per Year.

Journal and Punchinello (without Premium) $4.00.

Sknd fob Specimen-Copy.

Address—JOUENAIi OF CHEMISTRY,

ISO CONORESS STKEET, BOSTOX.

HENRY L. STEPHENS,

ARTIST,
No. 160 FULTOIV STREET, i

NEW YORK. !

GEO. B. BOWLEND,

Draughtsman & Designer

No. 160 Fitltou Street,

Koom No. 11. NEW YORK.
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THE

MYSTERY OF MR. E. DROOD.
AN ADAPTATION.

BY ORPHEUS C. KERI^.

CHAPTEE XV.
'
' SPOTTED.

"

When the bell of St. Cow's began ringing for Ritualistic morning-

service, with a sound as of some incontinently rambling dun spinster

of the lacteal herd—now near at hand in cracked dissonance, as the wind

blows hither; now afar, in tinkling distance, as the wind blows hence

—Montgomery Pendragon was several miles away from Bamsteadville

upon his walking-match, with head already bumped like a pineapple,

and face curiously swelled, from amateur practice with the Indian

Club. Being by that time cold enough for breakfast, and willing to tiy

the virtues of some soothing application to bis right eye, which, from a

bruise just below it, was nearly closed, the badly banged young man
suspended his murderous calisthenics at the door of a nistic hotel, and

there entered to secure a wayside meal.

The American country " hotel," or half-way house, is, perhaps, one of

the most depressing fictions ever encountered by stage-passenger, or

pedestrian afield: and depends so exclusively upon the imagination for

any earthly distinction from the retired and neglected private hiding-

place of some decayed and morbid agricultural family, that only the

conventional swing sign-board before the door saves the cognizant

mind from a painfully dense confusion. Smelling about equally of

eternal wash-day, casual cow-shed, and passing feather-bed, it sustains

a lank, middle-aged, gristly man to come out at the same hour every

day and grunt unintelligibly at the stage-driver, an expressionless boy

in a bandless straw-hat and no shoes to stare blankly from the door-

way at the same old pole-horse he has mechanically thus inspected from

infancy, and one speckled hen of mature years to poise observingly on

single leg at the head of the shapeless black dog asleep at the sunny

end of the low wooden stoop. It is the one rural spot on earth where

a call for fresh eggs evokes remonstrative and chronic denial; where

chickens for dinner are sternly discredited as mere freaks of legendary

romance, and an order for a glass of new milk is incredulously answered

by a tumblerful of water which tastes of whitewash-brush. Whosoever

sleeps there of a night shall be crowded by walls which rub ofif into a

faint feather-bed of the flavor and consistency of geese used whole, and

have for his feverish breakfast in the morning a version of broiled ham
as racy of attic-salt as the rasher of Bacon's essays. And to him Avho

pays his bill there, ere he straggles weakly forth to repair his shattered

health by frenzied flight, shall be given in change such hoary ten-cent

shreds of former postal currency as he has not hitherto deemed credible,

sticking together in inextricable conglomeration by such fragments of

fish-scales as he never before believed could be gathered by handled

small-money from palms not suflSciently washed after piscatorial

diversion.

It was in at a country hotel, then, that the young Southern pedestrian

turned for temporary rest and a meal, and pitiless was the cross-

examination instituted by the inevitable lank, middle-aged gristly man,

before he could reconcQe it with his dutj' as a cautious public character

to reveal the treasures of the larder. Those bumps on the head, that

swollen eye, and nose, came—did they ?—from swinging this here club

for exercise. Well, he wanted to know, now ! People generally used

two of the clubs at once—did they ?—but one was enough for a be-

ginner. Well, he loanted to know, now ! ! Could he supply a couple of

poached eggs and a cup of milk ? No, young man ; but a slice of corned

pork and a bowl of tea were within the resources of the establishment.

When at length upon the road again, the bruised youth resolved to

follow a cattle-track "across lots," for the greater space in which to

exercise with his Indian club as he walked. Like any other novice in

the practice, he could not divest his mind of the impression, that the

frightful thumps he continually received, in twirling the merciless thing

around and behind his devoted head, were due to some kind of crowd-

ing influence from the boundaries on either side the way, and it was to

gain relief from such damaging contraction of area that he left the high-

way for the wider wintrj' fields. Going onward in these latter at an

irregular pace; sometimes momentarily stunned into a rangj' stagger by

a sounding blow on the cerebrum or the cerebellum; and, again, ir-

ritated almost to a run by contusion of shoulder-blade or funny-bone;

he finally became aware that two men were following him through the

lots, and that with a closeness of attention indicating more than com-

mon interest. To the ijerception of his keenly sensitive Southern

nature they at once became ribald Yankee vandals, hoping for unseemly

amusement from the detection of some awkwardness in the ludian-

club-play of a defeated but not conquered Southena Gentleman; and,

in the haughty sectional pride of his contemptuous soul, he indignantly

determined to show not the least consciousness of their disrespectful

observation. Twirling the club around and around his battered head with

increasing velocity, he smiled scornfully to himself, nor deigned a single

backward glance at the one of his two followers who approached more

rai^idly than the other. He heard the hindermost say to the foremost,

"Leave him alone, I tell you, and he'll knock himself down in a

minute," and, in a passionately reckless effort of sheer bravado to catch

the club from one hand with the other while it yet circled swiftly over

his skull, he accidentally brought the ungovernable weapon into tremen-

dous contact with the top of his head, and dashed himself Aaolently to

the earth.

"Didn't I tell you he'd do it?" cried the hindermost of the two

strangers, coming up; while the other coolly seated himself upon the

prostrated victim. " These here Indian clubs always throw a man if he

ain't got muscle in his arms; and this here little Chivalry has got arms

like a coiiple of canes."

" Arise from me instantly, fellow. You're sitting upon my breast-

pin," exclaimed Montgomery to the person sitting upon him.

They suff'ered him to regain his feet, which he did with extreme

hauteur, and surveyed his bumped head and swollen countenance with

undisguised wonder.

"How dare you treat a Southerner in this way ?" continued the yoimg

man, his head aching inexpressibly. "I thought the war was over

long ago. If money is your object, seek out a citizen of some other

section than mine; for the South is out of funds just now, owing to the

military outrages of Northern scorpions.

"

" We're constables, Mr. Pendkagon," was the reply, "and it is our

duty to take you back to the main road, where a couple of your frieuda

are waiting for you.

Staring from one to the other in speechless wonder at what this fresh

outrage upon the down-trodden South could mean, Montgomery allowed

them to replace his Indian club in his hand, and conduct him back to

the public road; where, to his increased bewilderment, he found

Gospeler Simpson and the Ritualistic organist.

"What is the matter, gentlemen?" he asked, in great agitation:

" must I take the oath of Loyalty; or am I required by Yankee philan-

thropy to marry a negress ?"

At the sound of his voice, Mr. Bumste.nj) left the shoulder of Mr.

Simpson, upon which he had been leaning with great weight, and,

coming forward in three long skips, deliberately wound his right hand

in the speaker's neck-tie.

'
' ^Vhere are those nephews—where's that umbrella ?" demanded the

organist, with considerable ferocity.

"Nephews !—umbrella !" gasped the other.

"The Edwins—bone handle," explained Mr. Bumstead, lurching

towards his captive.

"Mr. Montgomery," interposed the Gospeler, sadly, Mr. Drood went

out with you last night, late, from his estimable uncle's lodgings, and

has not been seen since. Where is he ?"

" He went back into the house again, sir, after I had walked him up

and down the road a few times.

"

"Well, then, where's that umbrella?" roared the organist, who

seemed quite beside himself with grief and excitement.

"Mr. Bumstead, pray be more calm," implored the Reverend

Octavius.

"Mr. Montgomery, this agitated gentleman's nephew has been mys-

teriously missing ever since he went out with you at midnight: also an

alpaca umbrella."

"Upon my honor, I know nothing of either," ejaculated the un-

happy Southerner.

Mr. Bumstead, still holding him by the neck-tie, cast a fiery and un-

settled glance around at nothing in particular; then ground his teeth

audibly, and scowled.

"My boy's missing!" he said, hissingly.— " Y'understand ?—he's

missing.—I must insist upon searching the prisoner."

In the presence of Gospeler and constables, and loftily regardless

alike of their startled wonder and thp young man's protests, the mad-

dened uncle of the lost Drood deliberately examined all the captive's
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pockets iu succession. In one of them was a penknife, which, after

thoughtfully trying it upon his pink nails, he abstractedly placed in his

own pocket. Searching next the overwhelmed Southerner's travelling-

satchel, he found iu it an apple, which he first eyed with marked suspi-

cion, and then bit largely into, as though half expecting to find iu it

some traces of his nephew.

" I'll keep this suspicious fruit," he remai-ked, with a hollow laugh
;

and, bearing unreservedly uijou the nearer arm of the hapless Mont-

cioiiERY, and eating audibly as he surged onward, he started ou the return

march for Bumsteadville.

Not a word more was sf)oken until, after a cool Christmas stroll of

about eight and a quarter miles, the whole party stood before Judge

Sweeney in the house of the latter. There, when the story had been

sorrov.fully repeated by the Gospeler, Mr. Bumstead exhibited the core

of the apple, and tickled the magistrate almost into hysterics by whis-

pering very closelj' in his ear, that it was a core curiously similar to

that of the last apple eaten by his nephew; and, La\iug been found iu

au apple from the prisoner's satchel, might be useful in evidence.

Judge Sweeney wished to know if Mr. Pendeacion had any political

relations, or could influence any votes ? and, uiDon beiug ansv.ered in

the negative, eyed the young man sternly, and said that appearances

were decidedly against him. He could not exactly commit him to jail

without accusation, althoiigh the apple-core and his political uniinijort-

auce subjected him to grave suspici(in: but ho should hold the Gos-

peler responsible for the youth's appearance at any time when his

presence should be required, ilr. Bumstead, whose eyes were becoming

very glassy, then suggested that a handbill should be at once printed

and circulated, to the effect that there had been Lost, or Stolen, two

Black Alpaca Nephews, about 5 feet 8 inches high, with a bone handle,

light eyes and hair, and whalebone ribs; and that if the said Edwin

would return, with a brass ferule slightly worn, the finder should re-

ceive earnest thanks, and be seen safely to Ms home by J. Bumstead.

Mr. Gospeler Simpson and Judge Sweeney agreed that a handbill

should be issued: but thought it might confuse the public mind if

the missing nephew and the lost umbrella were not kept separate.

" Has either 'f yougen'l'men ever been 'n Uncle ?" asked the Ritualis-

tic organist, with dark intensity.

They shook their heads.

" T/iPH," said Mr. Bumstead, with great force,

—

-'then, gen'l'men,

you-knownor-wahritis-to-lose-'n-umbrella !"

Before they could decide in their weaker minds what the immediate

connection was, he had left them, at a sharp slant, in great intellectual

disturbance, and was passing out through the entry-way with both his

hands against the wall.

Early next morning, while young Mr. Pendeagon was locked in his

room, startled and wretched, the inconsolable uncle of Edwin Deood

was energetically ransacking every part of Bumsteadville for the miss-

ing man. House after house he visited, like some unholy inspector:

peering up chimneys, prodding under carpets, and staying a long time

in cellars where there was cider. Not a bit of paper or cloth blew along

the turnpike but he eagerly picked it up, searched in it with the most

anxious care, and finally jjlaced it in his hat. Going to the Pond, with

a borrowed hatchet, he cut a hole in the thick ice, lost the hatchet,

and, after bathing his head in the water, declared that his alpaca nejjhew

was not there. Finding an antique flask in one of his pockets, he

gradually removed all the liquid contents therefrom with a tubular

straw, but still could discern no traces of Edwin Dkood. All the live-

long day he prosecuted his researches, to the great discomposure of tl;c

populace: and, with whitewash all over the back of his coat, and very

dingy hands, had just seated himself at his own fireside in the evening^

when Mr. Dibble came iu.

"This is a strange disappearance, " said Mr. Dibble.

"And it was good as new," groaned the organist, with but one

eye open

.

" Almost new !

—

lohat was ?"

"Th'umbrella."

"Mr. BuMHTEAT)," returned the old n'mn, coldly,

of an umbrella, but of Mr. Edwin."

"Yesh, I know," said the uncle. " Awright.

tha'sall.

"

" I've just seen my ward, Mr. Bumstead."
" 'She puerwell, shir?"

" She is n(d pretty well. Nor is Miss Penduagon."

"I'm vahr' sorry," said Mr. Bumstead, just audibly.

" Miss Pendragon scorns thd thought of any blame for her brothei

continued Mr. Dibble, eynin;; th'i lire.

' I am not talking

I'm li'lle sleepy
;

"It had a bun—bone handle," muttered the other, dreamily. Then,

^vith a momentary brightening—" 'sense me, shir: whah'U y' take?"

"Nothing, sir!" was the sharp response. "I'm not at all thirsty.

But there is something more to tell you. At the last meeting of my
ward and your nephew—^just before your dinner here,—they concluded

to break their engagement of marriage, for certain good reasons, and
thenceforth be only brother and sister to each other."

Starting forward iu hiS' chair, with partially opened eyes, the white-

washed and dingy Mr. Bumstead managed to get off his hat, covering

himself with a bandanna handkerchief and innumerable old pieces of

paper and cloth, as he did so, from head to foot; made a feeble effort to

throw it at the aged lawyer; and then, chair and all, tumbled fonvard

with a crash to the rug, where he lay in a refreshing sleep.

{To he Oontinae'J.)

' CHINCAPIN AT LONG BRANCH.

A QuAXEE friend of mine once observed that he loved the Ocean for

its Broad Brim. So do I, but not for that alone. I am partial to

it on account of the somewhat extensive facilities it affords for Sea

Bathing. Learning to swim, by the way, was my principal Elementary

study. I have just returned from taking a plunge in company with

many other distinguished persons. How it cools one to rush into the

"Boiling Surf." How refreshing to dive Below the BiUow. I don't

think I could ever have a Surfeit of the Surf, I am so fond of it. Oh !

the Sea ! the Sea I with its darklj', deeply cerulean but stop ! I am
getting out of my depth. Wou.ld that I were a poet, that I But I

ain't, so what's the use ?

As I sat on the verandah of the — Hotel the other morning,

gazing on the broad expanse of Ocean and wiping the perspiration

which trickled from my lofty brow, (the thermometer marked 90 degrees,

)

I could not help recalling the beautifully appropriate lines of the cele-

brated bard:
" When tlie .sun's perpendicular rays

Begin to illvimine the Sea,
The fishes exclaim in amaze

' Confound it ! how hot it will be !'
"

What a pity that the Bathing here has adrav/back. I refer, of course,

(o the Under Tow, which has caused some Untoward accidents. Those

who have experienced it, say it is impossible to keep your Feet when
caught by the Under Tow. Presence of mind is indispensable in such

a case, but, unfortunately, timid swimmers are too apt to lose their Heads

as well as their feet. Some of the lady visitors are Beautiful Swimmers,

and their Div6rs Charms excite universal admiration. Many of these

fair Amphitrites are so constantly in or on the water that it would

hardly be a Fib to call them Amphibious. Their husbands and

brothers are, I regret to say, not so much On the Water, preferring

something a trifle stronger semi-occasionally, if not oftener.

You know what a popular amusement crabbing is here. I seldom

indulge in it myself, as I have bad luck, which makes me Crabbed.

Our " distinguished guests," as Jenkins would say, are very numerous,

and it is truly an edifying sight to see judges, legislators, eminent poli-

ticians, and other " Heads of the People " bobbing about in the water

together.

Some folks don't seem to care what they spend when thej' come here,

and no sooner arrive at the Branch than they Branch out into all sorts

of extravagance. There is some superb horseflesh here just now, and

the fastest nags may be seen doing their Level best on the Smooth

Beach. The Race Track, Grand Stand, &c. , are all that the vivid fancy

of a Punchinello can paint them. The bathing costumes ! who can

do justice to them and their lovely wearers ? Some time ago, (as I am
informed,) a lady made her appearance on the beach as a Nereid. Did

you Ne'er read of the Nereids, Mr. Punchinello ? If you have, you are

aware that they were the Sea Nymphs of the Ancients, in other words

the Old Maids of the Sea, who never got married, and frequently played

Scaly tricks on Mariners. The Nereid referred to was arrayed in pea

green and spangles, with green tresses, which is very well known to bo

the correct costume of a mermaid of antiquity, copied from the latest

Paris fashions. This Spritely lady was, however, un^jrovidcd with

a tail, which was Unmermaidenlike in the Extreme.

You know how brilliant the Hops are, so I will Skij) thorn. Cue

thing, however, is worth noting. At some of the Hotels they luive a

Spread on the carpet before the dancing begins, as well as a supper

afterwards. The excellent music of the Hotel bands is Instrumental in

drawing crowds of listeners to the Ball rooms. Some Chinese Jugglers

.\'ave an entertainment here the other evening, but I didn't go, not beiug

iu the Juggler Vein. Yours Reverentially, Chincapin.



PRUSSIC ACID.
"Fifty dous-us'd Feniaks aemxd mid eepeatebs fob Feance! Let 'em go!

BeESMAKK will make DEM NOT COOM PACK TO BEPEAT IN DIS GOONDEEY NO MORE !"

THE POEMS OE THE CRADLE.

Canto IV.

Little Jack Hoknejj

Sat in a corner.

Eating a Christmas Pie;

He put in Ms thiunb

And i^uUed out a plum,

.\nd said, " What a bx'ave boy am I."

In Canto I, I have .shown the varied emotions which seized the tender

soul of Did Mothor IIubbaed's Dog. Emotions so fierce in their sorroAv,

that thej' left not a .single \s-iggle in his tail: his hopes were crushed, his

expectations ruined. In Canto 11 I ha.ye pictured the musical pro-

pensities of the genus Cut, the w.andering vagaries of the moon-dane

cow, the piu-p's withering contempt thereat, and the frisky evolutions

of the dish which rolled off on its ear. In Canto III I have portrayed

the "tender passion'' and its melancholy result on the hill-side—

a

fitting illustration of the fact that the course of true love never did run

smooth, especially if there were big rocks to knock one's toes against.

And now, in Canto IV, I am about to portray childish innocence in the

pui-suit of bliss.

All things are giuded, wdth the trifling exception ofmany of our streets.

But who cares about this grade of bUss ? I don't, and I am sure the poet

didn't when he sang the lines at the head of this chapter. Bliss is

graded. The old man in Wall street, with white hair and -ohite neck-

tie, and smooth polished tongue, has his degree of bliss when he is

engaged in thi'owing stones at the Apes in the tree-top, that they may
return the throw with gold cocoa-nuts. The young lady has her degree

of bliss when her waist is entwined by " Dear Chawles," who soothes

her tioubled spirit with the tender melody of '-Eed as a beet is she,"

—

alluding to her would-be rival. The nice young man has liis degree of

bliss when he chews a tooth-pick—poor goose ! (not the nice young

man, but the fowl which gave the (piill,)—and is given a smile by a

dark-eyed female in a passing stage.

And Infantdom has— But our poet beautifully illustrates this in the

stanzas we have quoted.
"Little Jack Hobheb,"

says he, with the easy grace of one perfectly familiar with the subject he

is to treat; neither frightened at its immensity, nor putting himself in

the way of a dilemma by stopping to examine details. Little Ja<;k was

the poet's pet because he was the afflicted one of the household, and

poets know full well how to sympathize with affliction. Perhaps Jack

sat down to dinner next to cross-eyed Susan Ann, "by Brother Bill's

gal," and perhaps Jack's nose was tickled by a little blue-bottle, and

that he sneezed right into her soup-plate; and then he was hurried from

the table for blowing a fly into Susan Ann's rouj^ ! He
would lose his dinner. His napkin would miss its accus-

tomed wash !

"Shall it be thus? No!" says the poet. "Dry j'our

tears, little Jack, go to the well-stocked pantry, my boy, and
get something to eat. The jury will not convict you of steal-

ing, for their verdict will be that you did the deed in self-de-

fence." And he did—go to the closet, and

—

" Sat in the corner.

Eating a Christmas Pie."

See the smiles as they wreathe themselves on his chubby
coimtenance. How little Jack looks at the i>ie ! how he

turns it round and round to find the best spot whereon to

begin the attack ! How he smacks his lips, and thinks how
nice it wotdd be if he could wish to give Susan Ann a taste !

But he can't.

Suddenly an idea strikes Jack. He has heard Uncle Tom
talk of a big war between Frawnce and Proossia, and all about

the soldiers and the cannon, and the big noises. Little Jack

Avill make war on the pie. He will be Frawnce, the pie will

be Proossia. He sets it squarely before him on the floor;

rolls np his sleeves, maj' be; his eyes sparkle with detei-

mination ; he finds the most vulnerable spot in the crust ; he

makes one bold dive with his thumb, it goes down, down
down, crushing everything before it ; it feels something

;

renewed \igor flows through Jack's veins, and gives him
new strength for the attack ; \ictory crowns him ; and, in the

words of the poet,
" He inilled out a plum.

And said, ' What a brave boy am I.'
"

—Now he is happy. He lias j-ealized his fondest hopes. The blue-bottle

has no tickle for him now. He was Frawnce and he has licked Proossia.

There is nothing left but the plate, and his teeth are not hard enough

for that.

" TI<><>i-iiy f:»f (he Iiijjsiirrui- !"

The ardor with which our Milesian element embraces the cause of

France furnishes a puzzle for many thoughtful minds; and yet its

solutitm is simple. In planning a passage of the Khine, Louis

Napoleon proposes to Bridget. That's all.

.V iCcland for hl!< Olivei-.

Oliver Dyer, of the San, is the original "Dyer Necessity that

knows no law."

OUR PORTFOLIO.

And now comes to light another divorce case in Chicago. Mrs. Hugo
sues Mr. Hugg for a decree e vinculo mairimonii. If there is anything

in a name, no one will gainsay the observation that if hugging has lost

its charm, Mrs. Hugg is the last person to make a fuss about it. She

took her Hugg with a full knowledge of the circumstsmces, and it is

contrary to public policy and good morals that her plea of "htsgged

out " should enable her to obtain the remedy which she seeks.

In France they do not wait for the completion of the ye>rrs of

adolescence to dubascion of the rojal family with the title of "wan."
The Prince Imperial, prior to his departure for the wars, \\as prest-nted

at Court as the " first gentleman " of France. For a youth of fourteen

he is said to have gone through the trying ceremonies with great credit

imtil directed by his mamma to dance with a venerable female of tjoble

blood, just as he was about to k-ad a beautiful American miss through

the mazes of a Schottische. The son of his father took one glance at

the ancient dame, and one at the lovely creature beside him, and then

set up a right royal blubber of disappointment.

"Remember, my son," said Eugenie, " you are a man now, and men
never cry."

"Oh ! mamma," sighed the afflicted Prince, "lot me be a boy atjaiu,

rather than dance wth cefk vieiUe yonder !"

Alas ! for the amV)ition of monarchs, who put forward their l>eai(llf.'-s

progeny to do the deeds of men, and to suffer with men's fortitude,

when they are more fit to be puling in a nurse's arms, or immvelling

silk skeins for some maid of honor.
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THE WATERING PLACES.

Punchinello's Vacations.

It was hot when Mr. Punchinello started for Niagara. So hot that

no allusions to Fahrenheit would give an idea of the tremendous pre-

ponderance of caloric in the atmosphere. The trip was full of discom-

forts, and there was great danger, at one time, that the train would

arrive at Niagara with a load of desiccated bodies. Of course the water

all boiled away in the engine-tanks, caiasing endless stoppages; and of

course the hot sun, pouring directly upon the roof of the cars, caused

the boards thereof to curl up and twist about in such fantastic fashion,

that they afforded no protection whatever to the passengers, who were

obliged to resort to sunshades and umbrellas, or get under the seats.

Added to this were the facts that the ice-water in the coolers scalded

the mouth; the brass-work on the seats blistered the hands; and the

empty stoves, almost red-hot from their exposure to the sun, super-

heated the cars to a degree that was maddening. Added to these was

the fact that the intense heat expanded the rails until they were several

miles longer than usual, and thus the passengers suffered the tortures

of the transit for an increased length of time.

When, at last, Mr. P. was conveyed, in a stifling hack, (the fare had

risen, under the unusual circumstances, about one hundred and ten

degrees, ) to a stifling little room under the hot roof of an hotel exposed

to the sun on every side, and had taken an extempore Russian bath

while changing his linen, and had partaken of a hot dinner, he might

have been excused for saying that he would like to cool off a little.

Inquiring if there was any stream of water convenient, he was

directed to the river Niagara, which runs hard by the hotel.

Reaching the banks of the river, Mr. P. was very much pleased by

the prospect. There is a considerable depression in the bed of the

stream at one point, and the water nms over the rocks quite rapidly,

carrying with it such leaves, twigs, steamboats or other objects that

may be floating upon its surface.

Mr. P. immediately perceived the advantages of this condition of

things to a a gentleman suffering from the heat, and procuring a boat,

he rowed close to the foot of a cascade formed by the inclination in the

bed of the river, and throwing out his anchor, revelled in the luxury of

the cool spray and the refreshing sound of the rushing water.

Does not this look cool ?

When sufiBciently refreshed, Mr. P. rowed to shore, feeling like an-

other man. With the greatest confidence in its merits, he recommends
his plan to those who m'ay be suffering from the summer heat.

After breakfast the next morning, Mr. P. set out to see what he could

see. He did not engage the services of any hackman or professional

guide.

He had heard of their extortions, and determined to submit to nothing

of the kind. He intended relying entirely upon himself. He walked

some distance without meeting with any of the places of interest of

which he had heard so much.
Meeting at length with a respectable elderly gentleman, Mr. P. in-

quired of him the way to the Cave of the Winds.

"The Cave of the Winds? Ah!" said this worthy person. "You
turn to your left here, sir—ah ! and then you keep on for about—ah !

half a mile, and you will—ah ! see a gate—ah ! Behind that is a man
and the cave—ah !"

Mr. P. thanked him and was proceeding on his way, when the worthy
citizen touched him on the arm, saying

:

" Twenty-one dollars, if you please, sir."

" Twenty-one dev-

do you mean ?"

developments!" cried Mr. P. "Why, what

forty-two words; twenty-one"Information, sir; fifty cents a word;

dollars.

"

It must not be supposed that Mr. P. submitted tamely to this out-

rage, but after a long dispute, it was agreed to refer the matter to the

arbitration of three of the principal citizens. They promptly decided

that the charge was just and must be paid, but, owing to Mr. P.'s

earnest protestations, they agreed to throw out the "ahs,"as being of

doubtful value as information. The sum thus saved to Mr. P. exactly

paid for drinks for the party.

Mr. P. now very sensibly concluded that it was about time to leave,

if his editors, his printers, and the employes in his pim-factory were

to expect any pay that week, and so he set out for home in the evening,

taking a short cut by the way of Montreal.

He thought that a day might be very profitably spent here, especially

if he could fall in with any of the French-Canadians, of whose peculiar-

ities he had heard so much. The study of human nature was always

Mr. P.'s particular forte.

On the morning of his arrival, Mr. P. met, in the dining-room of

the hotel, a gentleman who was unmistakably a Frenchman, and being

in Canada, was probably Canadian. As they were sitting together at

the table, Mr. P., having mentally rubbed up his knowledge of the

French language, addressed his companion thus:

" Avez-vous lechapeau de monfrere?"

The gentleman thus politely addressed, bowed, smiled, and after a

little hesitation answered:

" Non, Monsieur; maisjdilefromagedevotresamr."

" Eh Men," said Mr. P., as he scratched his head for a moment.
'
' Olez vous vos sordiers ei vos has ?"

The other answered promptly, '
' Je n'ote ni les uns ni les autres.

"

" Voire pere," remarked Mr. P., " a-t-U la chanddle de voire oncle ?"

His companion remained silent for a minute or two, and then he

said:

" I forget the French of the answer to that, but I know the English

of it ; it is ' no, sir, but he has the apples-of-the-ground-of-sugar of my
mother-in-law.

'

"

When Mr. P. discovered, after a little conversation in the emacular,

that his companion was a New York dry-goods clerk, he gave up the

study of the French-Canadian character and went on with his break-

fast.

When he went out into the streets to see the lions of the city he was

delighted to meet with some old friends. In company with them he

visited the Government House; the Cathedral; the Statue of Nelson;

the Victoria bridge; and everything else of interest in the place. But

nothing was so delightful to him as the faces of these old friends, from

whom he had been separated so long. I
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When, at last, they left him, he returned sadly to New York.

IDIOTIC ITEMS.

On Tuesdaj' last one of the swans in Central Park laid a hen's egg.

A celebrated English professor of heraldry is now at Long Branch,

studying the crests of the waves.

Dr. Livingstone is no longer a white man. The large colored prin-

cess whom he has been compelled to marry has beaten him black and

blue.

Louis Napoleon's first bulletin about the war was the bullet in the

pocket of Nap Junior.

An intelligent cordwainer of this city has invented a bathing shoe to

fit the under-toe at Long Branch.

The lock of the writing-desk made with his own hands by Louis

Napoleon, at Hoboken, has been presented to the Empress Eugenie by

a gentleman residing at Union Hill, in exchange for a lock of her

Majesty's hair.

Yesterday, while three eminent Wall street brokers—names, Beown,

Jones, and Robinson—were engaged iu watering stock, they fell in and

were drowned. Loss fully covered by insurance.

Cabl Formes is oddly reported to have lost his Bass voice through

over indulgence in lager-beer. He drank a barrel of beer a day, and

his voice has now become a barrel organ.

In France the Marseillaise has become the national Him; while, in

Prussia, Bism-aeck is decidedly the national HeiT,

A French paper has an article respecting certain musical fishes found

in the Lidian Seas. They ought to be engaged for Pike's Opera House.

The annual panther, weighing 8 ft. , 9 inches, from snout to tip of tail,

and measuring 213 lbs., has just been killed in the Adirondacks by a

reporter.

POLITICAL CLAPTRAP.

The sympathy exhibited by the Sun reporters and editors for the un-

happy victim of Ogre Tammany is particularly touching.

Association with the Wickedest Man in New York, the Honorable

John Allen, protegi of the Reverend Oltvee Dyee, has evidently de-

moralized the pure beings who control the immaculate sheet known as

the Sun, whose putrescent lieht " shines for all."

These panders to the depraved taste of a depraved portion of the

community, may exult in the spectacle presented in the Citj' of New
York on Sunday, the 7th inst., but is it not a sorrowful thing in a so-

called Christian land to see a murderer borne with triumph to his grave,

while pseudo philanthropists deck his bier with flowers, and deliberately

charge a great political party with having hunted the wretched man to

his death ?

Was there no nobler game worth the kiUing by Tammany ? Was
there not a " stag of Ten" to be found, to be struck, if party necessities

required it ? Would Oakey Hall and Petee B. Sweeny put such a

slight upon these bastard allies of the O'Beiens and Moeeisseys whose

columns are open to the highest bidder, and whose lips reek venom

while their hands are ever ready to strike a victim in the back, as to pass

them by while they were on the war-path ?

But hold—perhaps we have a clue to this singular conduct of the

Tammany warriors. They may have foreseen how apt the sweet people

are to confer immortality upon those whose death becomes them better

than their life, and therefore wisely forebore to disturb those blissful

relations with murderers and felons which seem to bind the Satellites of

the Sun and the denizens of the Ton)bs together.

SUMMER ON THE CATSKHLS.

BT EEGALIA EEYNA.

I.

thou Mount Katskill ! whom I now survey

In roseate brightness of the new-born day.

To thee my thankfulness I would convey.

For self and crowd;

Who from the glare and hum of hot

Financial lives,

Have sought repose upon thy wondrous crest, and

Brought our wives

—

1 gaze upon thy placid brow, where storms do

Reckless rage, '

Forgetful of the storms of life, and Mister

Beach's stage.

II.

I gaze upon thy beauteous vistas

Far and wide;

I see the day-break beautifully paint thy

Rugged side:

I see AuEORA show the panorama
Night did hide:

I see the lazy Hudson grad-u-

Ally glide,

Reluctant to abandon thee, and seek

The salt sea tide.

I think almost excusiugly of that tough

Two dollar ride;

And only for my wallet's sake, I longer

Would abide.

III.

Nature has kindly gifted thee with meadow,

Lake and dell,

And for the Falls of Kauterskill I know no

Parallel:

Humanity has crowned thee with this festive

Gay Hotel,

Where Fame and Fashion eager wait to hear

Thy dinner bell

:

O Mount ! O view ! thy beauties now I can no

Longer tell,

For, after breakfast, I must say—O Katskill

!

Fare thee well !

And leave thee—in one of those abominable 8ta(,es,

" which I wish it
"

Was in H eaven !

Extraordinary T^edger-demaln.

The Soldiers' Monument at Cambridge is the result of the combined

efforts of Cyeus and Dabius Cobb, whereas, Sylvanus, alone and unas-

sisted, is able to raise, every week, a tall column on the surface of the

N. Y. Leihrr.

Censftr of the Pre**.

The unfortunate official who sought reliable information, the other

day, respecting the age and immense property possessions of Punchi-

nello, on comparing his notes subsequently, remarked to a friend that

he felt as if he had temporarily lost his Census.

Appropriate.

Dana, of the Sun, is about lo open an undertaker's establishment for

the arrangement of murderer's obsequies. Motto— "Pinking done

here.

"
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The TVronsr Month.

A LITTLE Fourth-of-

Julyer in Pittsbvirgb,

going along with his

mouth open, (after the

manner of boys), caught

a fire-cracker therein,

jiist as the cracker was
going off. He had of-

ten had crackers in his

inouth, but preceding

ones had proved nour-

ishing and non-explo-

fsive ; whereas, this

cracker was quite the

reverse. As a conse-

quence, the boy has

lost his voice, but (what

is curious, certainly, ) is

otherwise all sound.

Were we certain that

heaving a fire-cracker

into an open mouth
would always prodiice

such a result,we should

certainly hire some one

to shut up the noisier

of our pubUc nuisances

—such as G. P. Teain,

and several members of

Congress. This could

be easily done, as their

mouths are always

open, and usually are

very large ones. We
invite proposals from

boys, relating to next

season's operations.

Theft ^Extraordinary.

A WEBKLY journal

gravely informs a corre-

spondent that "the

line, ' A thing of beauty

is a joy forever,' oc-

curs in Tupper's Pro-

verbial Philosophy."

Shades of the poets !

More than fifty years

ago, John Keats com-

menced a poem called

"Endymion," with that

very line. To think

that he should have

gone and borrowed it

from TUPPER

!

PoIitlcian'M Plant.

See Weed.

i/e teen Ikt K-Cat

Q-nxozvaliz /ont'ictxniS

^ Conversion of th e
"Sun."

THE LATEST MELODRAMATIC DODGE OF A PLAYED-OUT
POLITICIAN.

PKOMPTEE DANA, OF THE "SUN," GIVES THE CUE TO A BHAL SKELETON.

It was said of Bishop

OoLENso that he '
' un-

dertook to convert a

Zulu Kaffir, but the Z.

K. converted him."

Such a circumstance

may be fallen upon

without going so far as

Africa to seek for it.

John Allen, of Water

Street, was, once upon

a time, the Zulu Kaffir

of Dana of the Sun

and his fascinating

Satellite, Oliver Dyeti.

The ways of John

Allen were very wicked

when these pious mis-

sionaries threw them-

selves upon his trail,

and tried to convert

him. Perhaps the re-

formatory effort was

well meant; but, alas !

for the feebleness of all

human arrangements

—

John Allen remains

the reprobate he was,

while he to his flock

has brought Dana, the

Sun man, and Dyer,

the Satellite man, con-

verts to the Allenian

theory that money
made from dirt is the

only healthful stimu-

lant to virtuous toil.

And so it was that

Dana the devout, and

Dyer the saintly, went

forth to convert the

Zulu Kaffir of Water

Street, and the Z. F.

converted them.

Ready for Another
Heat.

The horses of Phceeus.

A. Koyal Game.

The ex-queen of

Spain fears that

Alfonso will be
" euchred." She re-

marked to him recent-

ly, Play you're king.

CONTEMPORARY SENTIMENTS,
On the Great War QtieMtton.

' William's my man !" cries one enthusiast,—

" He'll be in Paris, sure, within ten days !"

' ' Paris ' your Granny !" cries one just as fast;

" 'Ere that, man ! you'll see Berlin in ablaze !"

' France has the finest soldiers ever seen !"

Says one who knows; " they never can be beat !"

One who knows also, says, '
' the French are green !

Their only real strength is in their fleet
!"

• Oh, hang their fleet !" exclaims another man

;

" It's useless now,— it has no work to do !

But let France use her navy all she can,

. You'll see if Prussia doesn't put her through !"

' Prussia ain't able !" cries an eager one

:

" Let her drink all the lager in her shops.

She'll find the little job is not yet done.

For all there's such enormous strength in hops !"

' And if there's any danger comes to France,"

Ecmarks the seventh man, " Ireland will arise !"

' And if she does, old England will advance !"

The eighth (an Englishman, ) with pride replies.

And so they have it hot, for half a day,

—

First A., then B., then C. and D. at once,

And thus the precious moments roll away,

And none can tell who is the greatest dunce.

Gorge us !

The Aldermen to their Dinner.
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THE OVATION OF MURDER.
The Beinl, (wliloqmzin<j.) "NEW YOKE'S THE PLACE FOK ME! THIS IS WHAT I CALL REAL ENJO^THENT—A MURDERER'S

FUNERAL PROCESSION GRANDER FAR THAN THAT OF ANY GREAT AND GOOD CITIZEN, AND THIS IN A CITY OF
SUNDAY-SCHOOLS AND CHURCHES!" (Tfie Beta's Walk: Sunday, August 7, 1870.)
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HIRAM GREEN AT THE FEMALE CONVENTION.

The Cardiff* Olant and other FoaRils at Saratoga.

' Duble, duble, heaps of truble,

Wimmen's rites will bust the bubble."

Shakespeab. (Wm.)

The wolves in sheeps clothin' convenshed agin for an annual rippin'

up of things, at Saratogy.

The undersined, in custody of the undersined's wife, who is a

Hicockalorum of the Skeensboro Sore-eye-sisses, was present at the

singin' of the above selection from the defunct bard.

Male and femail wimmen was there dressed emblamatical of their

callin'.
" Black folks and white

With red hair and gray,

Mingled for a fite

In Sar-a-to-ga." Shakespeah & Green.

SoozAN B. Antheny was scrumpshusly ragged out in broad-cloth.

A turkish towellin' vest—pattent lether butes and silk hat, completed

her Toot in cymbals,

Ernest L. Roze wore a nobby scotch cassimer soot. She carried a

cane and wore her hair parted in the middle.

Mrs. EuBE Phknton—Maetht Write—O'Limpixg Brown—Sart

FrLLEo—Mrs. Dexter Nolton—Lilly Devers Blake—Sart Hallek—
Febee Caret, and other prominent Fireside agitaters and Herthstun

depopulaters, were becominly araid, and did gustise to their tailors.

Pheedeick Douglis, a firey broonet from Rochester, looked bewitchin'

in a more anteek silk dress.

A camel's hair overskirt hung grasefully over his loins. Peepin' Out

from beneath his robes, was a delicate little foot, encased in a flesh

cuUered pair of No. 11 buckskin mocasins.

His hair was done up in a 2 bushel waterfall, and was frizzled all over,

a lar Ethiope.

Edwin A. Studwell, of Brooklyn, looked stunnin' in a granny Dean

walkin' dress and red cotton umbreller.

His back hair was tempestously arranged.

A couple of bolony sassiges, in a hily chawed up state, hung pendent

from the aft of hia gorgeous waterfall, and dangled to his heels, a lar

cheapee John.

When approached by that gi-eat captivater of susseptible hearts (?)

SoozAN B. Anthent, Ed blushed like a red-headed woodpecker, and hid

his modesty behind a $4.00 palm leaf fan.

Steve Geiswold, Dan Ketcham and a few other manikins, was dressed

accordin' to the prevailin' fashions of the feminin sects.

A good cleen shave would have completed their disgize, and folks

woulden't thave had a suspicion but what they was what they was

actin' to be.

I was shocked to hear one audacious retch remark:

" Them chaps look like a lot of hen-peckt broken furniture."

" Come, sisters, cheer we up hia sprites

And show the best of femail spites,

So teach that horrid critter, man.

We'll swaller him hul, when ere we can." IsT Witch.

SoozAN B. was elected chairman.

On takin' her seat she said:

"My femail friends by birth, and my femail friends by brevet;

"We have convenshed for thepurpuss of having our rites redressed
»i

A voice: " Haden't you better go home and redi-ess yourselves first ?"

The whole convention was onto their feet in a second, while the chair-

man fell into her sect and regained her composure, by takin' a good

helthy pinch of scotch snuflf.

Quiet bein' restored, a Mrs. Gage riz to her feet, and, removin' a

chew of tobacker from her mouth, read the foUerin' resolutions:

Whereas: 2 National Wimmen's Suffrage Circus are industrously

plyin' their vocation

Whereas: A eff'ort is afoot to jine 'em together under the same tent.

Now be it resolved: We don't perceeve it in them sunbeams. The

New York State Suffrage Circus is able to paddle her own stone bote.

Bosting to the contrary not-with-out-standin'-up.

Resolved finally : We is the original Jacobs, and if Bosting don't like

the cut of our Jib, let her lump it.

(Grate applaws.)

A strange lookin' woman, who wore a swaller tail cote, red the foUerin'

resolutions

:

Whereas : Woman has a spear, it hain't to cook vittles—dam stockin's

—tend baby and try to make her husbin happy.

Whereas: Man is a brute—woman an angle. Man can vote—woman
can't.

Resolved: That as long as man won't give us tlie ballit, that after

Jan., 1871, every mail brat that comes squawkin' into the world, be

smothered the minnit he is borned.

Resolved: That when the mail rase is extinguished, the superior

critter, woman, take peaceable possession of the ballit box.

These resolutions was vociferously cheered, Mrs. Green becomin' so

exsited that she whacked me over the head with her parasol in a most
ongentlemanly manner.

(N. B.—I would heer state that I'me a Resistanter agin femail

suff'rage.

Give woman the 16th Commendmeut and we can cry '
' peece " ontil our

wind-pipes are coUored, but not a darned bit of peece will we git, ex-

cept occashunly a peece is nockt off of our snoot, for refusiu' to get up
early Monday momin's to do the washin'.

)

At the above juncture of the proceedin's, the Cardiff Jiant, who is

spendin' the summer at this selebrated wateriu' place, entered the room.

The old feller had heard of this grate Fossil Convenshuu.

As the distinguished fraud entered the room, cheers filled the air.

Members in exstasy jumped up onto the benches—stood on their

heads—threw their false teeth all about the floor, and acted like a lot o^

Rocky Mountain injuus, chock full of New England rum.

Silents was restored by tossin' a live man to the exsited Amazons,

whom they tore to peeces, partly satisfyin' their cravin' appetites.

Old GiPsuM then oratoricised as viz.

:

' 'Feller Fossils : This is indeed the most momentous event I've attended

since I left Onondagar.

"When Cotton Mather came over in the Grate Eastern, he sent out

a dove to see if the Pilgrims would allow her to pick any flowers off of

Plymouth Rock.
'

' What was the result of that experiment ?

"Why, the dove coulden't find any rest for the soul of her shoo, for

Plymouth Rocks were thicker than Cardiff Jiants. That base man,

Baentjm, had taken plaster casts of the old rock, and there wasen't a

town along the coast, but what had its ' original Plymouth Rock.'

" The dove, not bein' a good judge ofgenuine stuns, made her " Shoo

fly " back to the old ark, and told her tail. Therefore, I ask as a

l^ersonal favor, seein' that Baenum sarved me same's he did old

Plymouth Rock, that when this august assemblage of Fossilized human
bein's comes down onto the mail portion of the U. States, old P. T. be

turned over to us. I'le make him think he's got straddle his wooly

hoss, and an army of mermades was after him with red hot pitchforks.

" Grant me this favor, and when the fite of the Amazons begins, you

can count on me to hold your bonnets."

Amid tremenjus applaus old Fort Dodger squatted.

Letters were then read from the Cohoes Mastodon

—

Aetemas Waed's

wax figgers—the wooly hoss—a miselaneous lot of Egipshun Mummies,

and Theodor Tiltin—regrettin' their inability to attend the Fossil

Convention.

HoEEis Geeelt was then anathemized. Ben Butlee— Senator

Wilson—and Geo. Francis Teain Ulogized.

Resolutions were offered that Congressman Moeeiset be pulverized,

by some talented femail startin' a opposition club house, emplojin' none

but Tigers of the gentle sects.

After a few more summer complaint speeches agin that Horrible !

Bloodthirsty ! 2 legged Monkster, MAN!! the annual Hen con-

vention of Antideluvian Fossils tide up their bonnet strings—took their

husbans under their off arm—walked down to Congress Spring.

The witches who dipp up the mineral fluid danced about the

cauldron, while the President of the company spyin' the Femails ap-

proachin' remarked:

" By the prickin' of my thumb
Somethin' wicked this way comes."

The above, Friend Punchinello, was as seen by.

Ewers faithfully, Hiram Green,

Lnit Oustise of the Peece.

Bird* or Paautare.

The African ostrich is sometimes trained to carrj- pasfiengers on hif

back, but the player of " our national game " is often seen " going out mi

a Foul."
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getting the value of what they are called on to pay for.

But with the mass of the onlookers, the pouring of the

hot pitch into the gravelled interstices is watched with a

satisfaction ever new, like that bestowed in the pantomime

ui5on the application by the clown of the red-hot poker.

There is also the pleasure of seeing others at hard work,

and the indulgence of everybody's belief (which is common
to all present,) that he or she could suggest an improve-

ment upon the work proceeding, and the manner ofdoing

it. Then they look at each other once more and depart

contented.

Upon a moderate calculation, the amount of time de-

voted by human beings to this amusing study, in the

City of Kew York, amounts to 2,450,000 hours per

annum.

A VERY NECESSARY PRECAUTION

BLOCKS AND BLOCKHEADS.

Me. Punchinello: As the acknowledged redresser of American

wrongs and the enemy of public nuisances, we beg yoixr attention to a

vice which seems to be upon the increase, and which grows in strength

with what it feeds upon. As the vice in question appears to be upon

the increase, and to fascinate its victims by the allurements of the ex-

citement, we consider it worthy of Punchinello's lance, or, in other

words, of being transfixed upon Punchinello's quill.

"We refer to the loafing which invariably takes place upon the oc-

casion of the relaying of the wooden pavement. I say wooden more

particularly, inasmuch as new fangled varieties of pavement, such as

Concrete, Nicholson, etc. , although they have their day, cannot be said

to compete for a moment in pubUc regard with the good old fashioned

kind first described.

Of all the causes that arrest public attention, surely this laying of

wooden pavement is the most enduring and effectual.

People of every r^rade and degree make a dead halt as they approach

this centre of interest, and at once settle down for a prolonged inspection

of the works before them. It is true that everybody has seen the same-

thing one hundred and fifty times, but this description of indulgence

appears to grow by what it feeds upon, and the fascinated victim

watches the operation of the workers with a gratification which knows
no abatement. Tuc usual formula gone through upon these occasions

is as follows:

Citizen approaches the scene of interest, and sees crowds of sj^ecta-

tors upon each side; he glances at the workmen, and, after taking

stock of both them and the overseer, proceeds to read the opinion of

his fellows in their faces, after which he settles down in right earnest

with liis hands in his pockets for a prolonged stare. This latter may
continue for periods varying from ten minutes to an hour and three

quarters, according to in-.liuation or opportunity.

If the spectator is a man of business, it is just possible that he may
content himself with measuring the size of the blocks with his eye, and
then pass on, content to know that he, as one out of rriiiny taxpayers, is

ENGLAND'S aUANDARY.

Conjecture and expectancj', O Punchinello ! have been

^ i the order of the day in this European turmoil, v/ith re-

^ :
gard to the position of what are called neutral Powers.

People 'have been looking at England with much curiosity

to see what she really does intend. "With the facilities

I

which our special wire affords, I am enabled to report a

i

highly interesting soliloquy delivered by the Et. Hon. W.
E. Gladstone, to his bed-post, at his home in Spring

i
Gardens, London, after a hot night's debate at St. Ste-

phen's. Our reporter concealed himself in the key-hole

I

and took ve^'batim notes. As in the case of the speeches

' delivered by the rival monarchs to their armies, which

you published a week in advance of the speeches them-

selves, the following can be relied on :

" I'm tired of answering questions. Let me think

awhile. Is war the onlv alternative ? They blame me
for not talking out. Fools, they don't know where they

stand. At home and abroad, difficulty. Our workmen
^^"

I emigrating; the Irish irreconcilable, (cui'se that word !)

nothing cheerful that side.

i

' ' France can rock her irreconcilables to sleep to the

I

war lullaby of that man we have so trusted only to be-

tray us; our irreconcilables only wait for war to side with our enemy.

Prussia, grasping bull-dog as she is, makes capital out of it, and calls

us to her side, while our stupid people burn with a Prussian fever,

which may turn to a plague to-morrow.

" Is the Prussian whom we have helped to humble to be our only

ally ? Then must we write ourselves down asses in Constantinople.

'
' If we had some other head besides weather-cock expediency. France

has an Emperor, Prussia a King to lead them ; we have a Queen M'ho

takes walks in the Isle of "Wight; and her son—bah ! a rotte about town.

Their marriage alliances are di-ag-chains, not bonds of love. Denmark

does not forget our treachery in '65. Holland is afraid of France. "We

are safe from America yet. They are too much afraid of the German

vote, thank Heaven, to side with France, but " Alabama " is her watch-

word, and she only waits to strangle us. Lafayette and the Hessians

are only memories, they have no votes. Ah ! it was a mistake to

sympathize with the South.

"Our statesmen—Heaven save the mark!—are our worst enemies.

D'IsEAELi, the Jew, doubles our difficulty by sho-\ving our weakness. He
would play the part of Pitt without his brains or his chances. Then

we led, now we are dragged at the tail. We may sign treaties, but we

cannot write them. Bkight would be friendly with both ; Granville

with neither, and thus each is offended. It is ridiculous, and the only

course left is to Cluster about Belgium.

" It must be the late dinner. There are all sorts of threatening shadows

around, and but one light ; that is a war flame. Let me sleep. To-mon-ow

the gaping thousands will ask a sign. It may come, but it shall be

hoisted on the Rhine, and, helpless tide waiters, we cannot tell from

which side it shall come. Ah !
' Uneasy sits the man on the ministe-

rial bench,' as Shakespeare would say to-day, for the crown that he

spoke of is an ornament in the tower.

"

Reporter.

MiiKiietlf.

Polish soldiers should choose the needle gnu. The needle is alway.s

true to the Pole.
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A CAPITAL HINT FOE OUR STATIONARY STREET MUSICIANS, IF THEY WANT
TO MAKE MONEY.

THE LEAVEN OF LEAVENWOSTH.

The great West has long been famous for the loose, untiamnielled

freedom with which its inhabitants treat everything and CYerybodj'.

Breadth, no less than length, is a striking feature of Western settle-

ments, and that this element is conspicuous in the journalism of those

singular abodes, no less than in the social life of their inhabitants,

generally, is evidenced in the following advertisement cut from " TJie

Times"—a paper published at Leavenworth, Kansas:

" Notice to drivers of fast stock.—Hold your horses and do not drive so fast.

All gay and festive cusses caught driving faster than ordinary gait in the city, will

be brought before Judge Vaughan, for instance—the fine is S20.

H. A. KoBEBTSON, City Marshal."

The City Marshal of Leavenv/orth is clearly a pot-companion of the

first (whiskey aad) water. He declines to address his fellow-citizens in

the commonplace terms usually recognised in more prosaic communi-

ties. To adopt his ovra style of phraseology, Robertson is clearly a

"gay and festive cuss." He is a specimen brick from Kansas, and

doubtless always carries one in his hat. The expression "ordinary

gait," as applied to driving in Kansas, where everybody owns "fast

stock," is rather equivocal in these quieter latitudes to be sure, but we
may guess that, at Leavenworth, a man who rides or diives at a pace of

twenty miles an hour, is liable, " for instance," to a fine of $20, or just

one dollar per mile. Kansas may be a very nice place to live in, for

some people, but we would hardly recommend Mr. Eobert Bonner to

emigrate thither, and so risk the probability of being advertised as a

" gay and festive cuss."

SHIP AHOY

!

Of all public performers, there are none who '
' draw" better than the

gymnasts who risk their necks by attempting hazardous feats. The

fool who attaches himself by the heels to the car of an ascending balloon

is sure to have thousandb of feeble-minded females waving handkerchiefs

at him. Blondin, the great French tomfool, brought more people to

Niagara Falls to see him, possibly, add a new Fall to the prospect, than

ever the Falls themselves did. And when another donkey announces

that he is going to stand upon his head on the point of a church spire,

that church is sure to be thronged—outside. These performances, and

all of their sort, should be made punishable, and will probably be so

when a hundred or two performers shaU have been killed, in addition

to those who have already suffered.

Not nearly so exciting as performances of the kind referred to, though,

perhaps, quite as rash, are the ocean voyages occasionally essayed by

tiny, toy ships. One of these—the Red, White and Blue—is announced

as about to start upon a '
' voyage round the world. " We wish her our

best wishes, and hope she may get round in the roundest way and time.

One of her first stopping places, though, as we see, is Martha's Vine-

yard. Our advice to the skipper of the toy ship, is to go no further

than that delightful haven of rest. Martha will cherish her as a

chimney ornament, or give her to her kids to play with—and nobody

will be hurt.

Two KendeifinKS.

tinis coronal opus: The end crowns the work.

Finis coroner opus:—There is plenty of work for the Coroner, but

the " end " does not always appear to be gained.

All of which is respectfully submitted to the investigators of murder

in this city.

The Modei-n Mon!i.s of ILa Tfjtppc-.

The Coroner, the Assistant District-Attorney, and

officials who have been trying the '

' trap " game on the

amined in the Nathan murder case.

certain other

witnesses ex-

Kesults of Silver Stock.

The dream is ore.

Never mined.

,#'
^^,^^..0

comsy^^

ANSWERS TO COERESPONDENTS.

Englishman, London.—You have lost your wager. Ohio is not the

capital of Indiana.

Stranger, New York City.—When you get lost in our streets and do

not know where you are, it is a good plan to seek information from a

policeman. If he does not know where you are, come directly to the

office of Punchinello.

Antiquary.—"The Last of the Barons" was a term applied to an im-

plement used by the ancient shoemakers. The pedal members of the

old English barons were of a peculiar aristocratic couformation, and

lasts were made expressly for them. This is a ciuious fact not general-

ly known.

Ploughboy finds the following remark in Mr Greeley's thirtieth

What, and asks explanation.

" So with regard to Carrots. I have never achieved success in grow-

ing these nor Beets.

"

We infer that the meaning is, With regard to carrots, sow them.

"These nor Beets" are probably a new variety. They may have come
from Norfolk, but more " presumably" they were found in Alaska.

Metaphysician, Ctoudland.—Your article on the "Psychical Basis of

Objective Existence" is excellent. Look out for it in the " Juveaile

Department" of our Christmas mumber.

Grammarian.—The expression "We ain't got none" is nmnifestly in-

correct. It has two negatives. "We ain't got any" is by far more

elegant.

Wager says that A. made a bet with B. that he could cut a dime in

two at one stroke of his pen-knife, C. to hold the stakes. A. took a ten-

cent "scrip" and chopped it in two with his blade. Meantime C.

walked away ^vith the stake money. Who won? Ansicer.—The bet is

off. C. is also off, but no better, and neither A. or B. is any better off.



NOTES ON THE FERRY.
GusJdngton, (with the pipe.) "She sbtiled on one of us, I'll sweah."

Spindle. "Peehaps; but what's a smile? A positive nod foe me, ob nothing!'

AERATED VERBIAGE.

An Svery-day Romance.

CHAPTER I.

In a room in a palatial tenement house in Avenue D, stood Gilbekt

Feenande Feou Fkou Snoggs. G. F. F. F. S. was rampant.
'

' Why ?" you say.

Gentle reader, hurry me not. Let the tale wag on. She was talking

to her mamma.
"Now," said G. F. F. F. S., "I prognosticated that my maternal

relative would become oblivious of ray reiterated solicitations to perambu-

late the Avenue, and make the acquisition of four yards of cerulean

hued ribbon, " and she stamped her tiny number eights on the floor.

You will notice that, even in her anger, she did not forget her Eng-

lish.

"You can purchase it on the morrow," replied her mamma.
" I will not remain acquiescent. I will promenade upon my pro-

fluence to Sixth Avenue, and purchase the ceruleous ribbon immediate-

ly,"" said G. F. F. F. S., putting on her waterproof and sun-bonnet.

Her mother pointed to the paternal turnip, which hung over the

mantel, and showed her that old Time was " doing stunts " at lOi.

But G. F. F. F. S. was obstinate. She put on her chignon, her curls,

her breast elevator, her bustle, her high-heeled shoes, a little rouge, a

little whiting and a bit of court-plaster, and sallied forth, down the

dumb-waiter to the cellar, and thence, through the ash-hole, to the

street.

CHAPTER II.

The deed was done ! ! ! The purchase was made and G. F. F. F. S.

walked towards her palatial paternal mansion. She felt slightly timid,

for, as she looked at the heavens, she saw that Aectueus, who had been
playing tag with Castob and Pollux all the evening, had reached hunk,

the Great Bear. From the astronomical knowledge which she had ac-

(juired at the Vavasour Female Academy, she knew that the paternal

turnip now pointed to the witching hour of 11 J.

Suddenly she found herself surrounded by a party of bandits, (she

thought she was in Greece, but she was only in the 19th War
They BPi/.ed her.

'

' Not a word, " said the leader. '
' Your

money or your life.

"

Now G. F. F. F. S. had lots of life

and very little money, so she could hard-

ly determine whether to give up some of

her life or all of her money.

"Illustrious banditti," said she, " the

auriferous contents of my reticulated

depository are notable for minuteness.

Be conservators of my pullulating ex-

istence."

" I say, Tom," said the leader, "what's

her little game ?"

"It sounds like Irish," said Tom.
" Hand over your stamps," said the

leader.

G. E. F. F. S. slowly drew out her

net purse, when suddenly the robbers

fled. G. F. F. F. S. felt that her hero

had come, and, like all the Aeamintas

in the novels, she fainted and was caught

in the arms of—

CHAPTER III.

The author tried to persuade the

editor to allow him to write "to be con-

tinued " after the last thrilling chapter,

but the editor was inexorable, hence this

chapter, "in the arms of"—a little red-

headed policeman.

G. F. F. F. S. smiled gently, but, as

soon as she had opened her eyes, and

had cast them on the red head, freckled

face, pug-nose, and little eyes of JIike

McFlynn, she sprang to her feet. It was

better than forty gallons of hartshorn.

She had wasted a faint.

" Perdidl animi deliquivm," said she.

" Mother of Moses, but you was heavy !" said McFlvnn.

But she did not wait, and a pair of number eight shoes might have

been seen by an inquisitive reporter, cutting around the corners and

stamping up seven flights of stairs.

MOBAL.

When the paternal turnip solemnly points to lOi, G. F. F. F. S. puts

her number eights on the mantel, looks reflectively at a sore-eyed kitten,

and falls into polysyllables.

HOMODEIFICATION.

Late advices from China convey the intelligence that the American-

Chinese General Wabd, who died in the service of the Celestial empire,

has been postmortuarily brevetted to the rank of a "major god, "and

is now regularly worshipped as such by John Pigtail.

Possibly the antithesis to this may turn up on the cards, here. In

the course of events the bronze idol to which our Philltpses and Sum-

nebs used to bend the knee, has been prostrated from his pedestal by

the Fifteenth Amendment. Coolie labor, with its possible abuses, may
engage the attention of the philanthropists, next, and we may yet

behold John Pigtail on a pedestal, in the character of an American

"major god."

"LTJCUS A NON," ETC.

In the culinary department of a newspaper we find a recipe for mak-

ing "bird's nest pudding," which would surely make the pigtail of a

John Chinaman stick straight up on end. The component parts of the

pudding are apples, sugar, milk, five eggs, and vanilla. Perhaps the

inventor of the pudding once found a bird's nest with five eggs in it, and

has thus essayed to immortalize the interesting fact.

Bullet Proof.

The fact of the young Prince Imperial having picked up a bullet on

the field of Saarbruck is significant. It proves that, like a true Bona-

paete, he is prompt to take the Lead.
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A. T. Stewart & Co.
HOUSEKEEPING GOODS.

^Special tot of IRISH BAMASK TABLE
CLOTHS In 8-4 and 8-4-4, 10-4= from S8
and ,¥2-50 ana iiptvards

5-8 BAMASSt XA^'KJXS, !gi per doz. iip-

n'ard.

TABLE DAMASK, 40c. per yard and up-
ws\rd. ,

HUrKABTTrK TOTV^ELS, S1.50 per doz.
and upward.

PII.LO^V LIXEX. 40-lnch wide. :50c. per
|

yard. 1

LIKEX SHEETINGS, 3 yards wide. «Oe. per
|

yard.
I

LINEX SHEETINGS, S 1-4 yards vvicte., 70o. I

per yard.
|

LIXEX HEETINGS, 3 1-S yards wide, 0«<-.

per yard.
j

LINEN SHEETINGS, 3 3-* yards wide, SI i

per yard.

A Job Lot of KEADV-MABr, LINEN
SHEETS, from SS.oO per pair and up- ,

ward.
J

Fine yard wide IRISH LINEN, iiu!!able «oi-

Ladies' wear, -'15c.

Extra HeaTy IRISH LINEN for Gentl,emen*8
wear, 40c.

Farther Redactions in SUMMER QUILTS
and BLANKETS.

ALL WOOL WHITE FLANNELS, 8.5e. per
yard.

A new all wool GRAY FLANNEL for LA-
BIES' OVERSKIKTS, 40i-. per yard.

T"WEEDS for Bathingr Suitv, 30e. per yard.

BEOADWAY,
4:tli A-venuc, 9tli and lOtU Streets.

A.- T. Stewart &
Call special attention to their large and well

f;electe<J. stock of

Doiiiestic Cotton Goods,
Consisting of

BLEACHED AND BROWN

Shirtings and Sheetings
IN ALL THE CHCKE BKANIiS;

ALSO,

ETC., ETC., AT

EXTREMELY LOW PRICES.

BROADWAY,
4th Avenue, 9th and lOth Streets.

A. T. Stewart & Co.
AKE OFFEBING

IRISH AND FRENCH POPLINS
At very Low Prices.

JIERINO AND EMPRESS CLOTHS,
IN CHOICE

FALL AND WESTTER COLORS,

75c. and upward.

ALLWOOL SEROES,
75c. and $1 per yard, worth $1..50 and $1.75

TARTAN PLAIDS,
IN GREAT VARIETY,

From 35c. and upward.

^^^I]s^sEYs,
From 35 to 40 cents per yard.

ROUBAIX POPLINS,
From 25 to 40 centa per yard.

BROADWAY,
4TH AVE., 9TH AND lOTH STREETS.

PimCHraELLO.
The first number of this Ilhistrated Humorous and Satirical Weekly

Paper was issued under date of April 2, 1870. The Press and the Public in

every State and Territory of the Union endorse it as the best paper of the kind
ever published in America.

CON^TEISTTS EI^TTRET.^r ORiai]SJ^I..

Subscription for one year, (with $2.00 premium,) .... $4.00
" " six months, (without premium,) .... 2.00
" " three months, " " .... |.00

Single copies mailed free, for .... J()

We offer the following elegant premiums of L. PRANG «fe OO'S
CHROMOS for subscriptions as follows :

A copy of paper for one year, and

'*'T8ie A-^valiCniiig," (a Litter of Puppies.) Half chroiiio. Size 8 3-8 by 11 1.8

( $2.00 picture,)—for $4.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $3.00

chromos

.

WiSd Roses. 12^x9.

Dead Game. llsxSg.

Easter Meriting. 65x10^—for $5.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $5.00 chromos :

GroMp of ChicSieiis ; Group of Ducklings ; Group of Quails. Each

10x12^.

Tl»e Poultry Yard. 10^x14.

Tlse Barefoot Boy ; Wild Truit. Each 9|xl3.

Pointer and Quail : Spaniel and Woodcocli. 10x12—for - $6.50
A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $6.00 chromos :

Tlie Baby in Trouble; Tlie I siconscious Sleeper; The Two
Friends. (Dog and Child. ) Each 13xl6i

Spring; Summer; Autumn; 12gxlGl.

Tlie Kid's Play Ground. 11x17^—for $7.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $7.50 chromos :

Straw berries and Baskets.

Cherries and Baskets.

Currants. Each 13x18.

Horses in a Storm. 22ixl5i

Six Central Park Views. (A set.) 9^x4|—for $8.00

A copy of paper for one year and

Six American Landscapes. (A set.) 4gx9, price $9.00—for . - - $9.0<)

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $10 chromos :

Sunset in California. (Bierstadt.) 18|xl2

Easter Morning. 14x21.

Corregio's Magda|eii. 12^xl6|.

Summer Fruit, and Autumn Fruit. (Half chromos,) ISixlOi, (compan-

ions, price $10.00 for the t ), - - - for $10.00

Remittances should be made in P. O. Orders, Drafts, or Bank Checks on

New York, or Registered letters. The paper will be sent from the first num-
ber, (April 2d, 1870,) when not otherwise ordered.

Postage of paper is payable at the office where received, twenty cents per

year, or five cents per quarter, in advance ; the Chromos will be maifed free

on receipt ot money.
CANVASSERS WANTED, to whom liberal commissions will be given.

For special terms address the Company. •

The first ten numbers will be sent to any one desirous of seeing the paper

before subscribing, for SIXTY CENTS. A specimen copy sent to any one

desirous of canvassing or getting up a club, on receipt of postage stamp.

Address,

PUNCHINELLO lU HLISH1N(J (()..

P. O. Box 2783. No. 83 Nassau Street, New York.
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1

"The Printing House of tlie Uiiited States."

GEO. F. NESBITT & COc,

General JOB PRINTERS,
BLANK BOOK Manufacturers,
STATIONERS, Wholesale and Retail,

LITHOGRAPHIC Engravers and Printers.

COPPER-PLATE Engravers and Printers,
CARD Manufacturers,
ENVELOPE Manufacturers,
FINE CUT and COLOR Printers.

163, 165, 167, and 169 PEARL ST.,

73, 75, 77, and 79 PINE ST., New York.

IMITATION THE SINCEREST FLATTERY.
Regular Customer. " Alonzo, being me some beans and tomayteses."

Waiter. "Yes'm. WrLL tou have 'em on one plate oe on two plateses?'

.A.DVANTAGES. J33~ AH On the same premises, and under

::uinediatH supervision of the proprietors.

Tourists find Pleasure Travelers

•.vill be glad to learn that that the Erie Railway Company
'.las ijrepared

COMBINATION EXCURSION

lio^iiid Trip Tickets,
Valid during the the entire season, and embracing Ithaca-
headwaters of Cayuga Lake—Niagara Falls, Lake Ontario,
the River St. Lawrence, Montreal, Quebec, Lake Cham-
pliin. Lake George, Saratoga, the White Mountains, and
ill! principal points of interest in Northern New York,
the Canadas, and New England. Also similar Tickets at
reduced rates, through Lake Superior, enabling travelers
to visit the celebrated Iron Mountains and Copper Mines
of that region. By applying at the Offices of the Erie
Railway Co., Nos. 241, 529 and 957 Broadway

; 205 Chambers
St. ; 38 Greenwich St. ; cor. 125th St. and Third Avenue,
Harlem

; 338 Fulton St., Brooklyn ; Depots foot of Cham-
bers Street, and foot of 23rd St., New York ; No. 3 Ex-
;hange Place, and Long Dock Depot, JerseY City, and the
Vgents at the principal hotels, travelers can obtain just
ho Ticket they desire, as well as all the necessary informa-
on.

PKAXG'S r,ATEST I*UBr,ICATIO]VS: "Wild Flowers," " Water-LiUes," "Chas. Dickens."

PKAjVG'S CIIROMOS sold in all Art Stores throughout the world.

PKAKGVS II,1,TTST»ATEI> CATALOGUE sent free on receipt of stamp. L. PRA3<rG & CO., Bost»n.

PUNCHINELLO
With a large and varied c.tperieuce in the management

and publication of a paper of the class herewith submitted,

and with the still more positive advantage of an Ample
Capital to justify the undertaking, the

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.

OF THE CITY OF NEW YOEK,

Presents to the public for approval, the aew

ILLUSTRATED HUMOROUS AND SATIRICAL

WEEKLY PAPER,

I>XJ]SrCHIISrELLO,
The first number of which was issued under

date of April 2.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES,
Suitable for the paper, and Original Designs, or suggestive

ideas or sketches for illustrations, upon the topics of the

day, aro always accci)table and will be paid for liberally.

Rejected communications cannot be roturued, unless

Iiostagc stamps are inclosed.

TERMS:
One copy, per year, in advance $4 00

Single copies, » 10

A specimen copy will be mailed free upon the

receipt of ten cents.

One copy, with the Riverside Magazine, or any other
niaga/.ine or paper, i)rice, $2..'>0, for 5 60

One copy, with any magazine or paper, price, $4, for.. 7 00

HI] Mystery of Mr. E. DROOD.
'^\it ptto JtUirksqut Atrial,

^W^ritteii ex23ressly for T*UNCHIlSrELLO,
B Y

ORPHEUS C. KERR,
Commenced in No. n, will be continued weekly throughout the year.

A sketch of the eminent author, written by his bosom friend, with superb illustrations of

1st. the AUTHOR'S PALATIAL RESIDENCE AT BEGAD'S HILL, TICKNOR'S FIELDS, NEW JERSEY
2D. THE AUTHOR AT THE DOOR OF SAID PALATIAL RESIDENCE, taken as he appears " Every Saturday,

will also be found in the same number. *

I

Siiif^le Copies, for sale by all newsmen, (or loailed from this office, free,) Ten Cents,
Subscription for One Year, one copy, witli $2 ('lii-onio Preniiiuu, $4.

All commanlcations, remittances, etc., to be uddrevsad to

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

fio. 8:i NstMHuu Mlrcct,

P. O. Box, 2783, New Yobk.

Those desirous of receiving tlie paper containing this new serial, which promises to be the best ever written by

ORPHEUS C. KERR, should subscribe now, to insure its regular receipt weekly.

We will Hcnd tl»« first Ten Nuinbcrsi of PUIVCHIlVELiI.O to any one who tvislien <o
see thciu. In view of 8ubscril>ing, on tlie receipt of SIXTY CEIVTS.

Address,

P. O. Box 2783.

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY,

83 N'assau St., Ke^w Yorlc

Geo. W. Wheat & Co, Pbintebs, No. 8 Spruce Street.
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PATENT BINDERS
FOR

PUNCHINELLO, 99

to pr-^sfr-— .10 papar for binuin,;, will be sent postpaid, on

r^cfi;>t oC 0:i3 Dollar, by

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHINCJ CO.,

83 !Vasvn-« f'1rc«t, Ntiv "Vorlc Cily.

Recoininentlert by PiiBy$ician»«.

The best Salve in use for all disorders of the Skiu,

for Cuts, B\irns, Wounds, &c

XTSE;r> IN HOSFIT^LS.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

P K I C F, S5 CENTS.
JOHN F. HENRY, Sole Proprietor,

No. 8 College Place, New York.

HAKKISOX BRADFORD A. CO.'S

STEEL PENS.
These Pens arc of a finer quality, more durable, and

cheaper than any other Pen in the market. Specinl attcn-

ticm is called to the fol!ov.-inK grades, as bBin,7 bctt. r suited

for business ])urpo.-e.s tl-yin any Pen i!:^nufactun-i':. Tlio

"SOo," "S2," and the "Aiiti-Corroslvc,"

we recommend for Bank and Office use.

D. APPLETON & CO.,

.*»«Ic Agents for T'nitod .State*.

Vol. I No. 23.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1870.

PUBLISHED BY THE

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY,
83 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.
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THE MYSTETIY O T^ MR. E. DKOOD,
By OUPHEUS C. KERR,

Continried in tliis jSTrmiber.
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$47,000 REWARD.
I*R,OCL,A.AIA.TION.

Tlie Murder of Mr. Benjamin ^at^lan.

The widow having determined to increase the re-

T<'ards heretofore offered by me ( in my proclamation
^

of July 2'.)), and no result having yet been obtained, i

and suggestions having been made that the rewards
j

*vere not siiifieiently distributive or Bjjecific, the

offers in the previous proclamation are hereby super-

seded by the following :

A REWARD of $30,000 will be paid for the arrest

and conviction of the murderer of BENJAMIN NA-

TH.AN, who was killed in his house, No. 12 West

Twenty-third Street, New York, on the morning of

Friday, July 29.

A REWARD of $1,000 will be paid for the identifica-

tion and recovery of each and every one of the three

Diamond Shir Studs which were taken from the cloth-

ing of the deceased on the night of t'.e murder. Two

of the diamonds weighed, together, 1, yi, and H. and

1-16 carats, and the other, a flat stone, showing nearly

a sui-face of one carat, weighed 3.i and 1-32. All three

were mounted in skeleton settings, with spiral screws,

but the color of the gold setting of the flat diamond

was not so dark as the other two.

A REWARD of §1,500 will be paid for the identifica-

tion and recovery of one of he watches, being the

Gold ainchor Hunting-case Stem-winding Watch, No.

5657, 19 lines, or about two Inches in diameter, made

by Ed. Perregaux ; or for the Chain and Seals thereto

attached. The Chain is very massive, with square

links, and carries a Pendant Chain with two seals, one

of them having the monogram "B. N. ," cut thereon.

A REWARD of $300 will be given for information

leading to the identification and recovery of an old-

fashioned open-faced Gold Watch, with gold dial,

showing rays diverging from the center, and with

raised figures ; believed to have been made by Tobias,

and which was taken at the same time as the above

articles.

A REWARD of $300 wiU be given for the recovery

of a Gold Medal of about the size of a silver doUar,

and which bears an inscription of presentation not

precisely known, but believed to be either " To Samp-

son Simpson, President of the Jews' Hospital," or,

"To Benjamin Nathan, President of the Jews' Hos-

pital."

A REWARD of $100 will be given for fuU and com-

lilete detailed information descriptive of this medal,

which may be useful in securing its recovery.

A REWARD of $1,000 will be given for information

leading to the identification of the instrument used in

committing the murder,- which is known as a " dog "

or clamp, and is a piece of wrought iron about sixteen

inches long, turned up for about an inch at each end,

and sharp ; such as is used by ship-carpenters, or

post-trimmers, ladder-makers, pump-makers, sawyers,

or by iron-moulders to clamp their flasks.

A REWARD of $800 will be given to the man who,
on the morning of the murder, was seen to ascend the

sti'ps and pick up a piece of paper lying there, and then

walk away with it, if he will come forward and pro-

duce it.

Any information bearing upon the case may be sent

to the Mayor, John Jourdan, Superintendent of Pohce
City of New York ; or to James J. Kelso, Chief Detec-

tive Of&cer.

A. OAKEY HALL, Matob.

The foregoing rewards are offered by the request ol,

and are guaranteed by mo.
Signed, EMILY G. NATHAN,

Widow of B. NATHAN.

The following reward has also been offered by the

New York Stock Exchange :

$10,000.—Tho New York Stock Exchange offers a

reward of Ten Thousand Dollars for the arrest and
conviction of the murderer or murderers of Benjamin
Nathan, late a member of said Exchange, who was
killed on the night of July 28, 1870, at his house in

Twenty-third street. New York City.

J. L. BROWNELL, Vice-Chairman

Gov. Com.
D. C. HAYS, Treaeurer.

B. O. WHITE. Secretary.

Mayor's Office, New York, August 6, 1870.

TO NEWS-DEALERS.

P'unchinello's Monthly.

The Weekly Ntimbers for July,

J^oiind in a Handsome Cover,

Is now ready. Price Fifty Cents.

THTG T'R.^DE

Supplied by the

AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY,

Who are now prepared to receive Orders.

WEVILL & HAMMAK,

^'^o o d Engravers,
a08 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

3l}olviUnig (Bxnn Safamjgs-|!5aitk

33 BROAD^^^AY,
STEW^ YORK.

Open Every Day from 10 A.M. to 3 P.M.

Deposits of any sum., from Ten Cerds to Ten Thou-
sand Dollars, toiU be received.

Six per Cent interest, Free of Govern-
ment Tax.

INTEREST ON NEW DEPOSITS

Commences on the First of every Month.

HENRY SMITH, President

REEVES E. SELMES, Secretary.

WALTER ROCHE. ) n-,.-Pre«<fen«..
EDWARD HOGAN, )

NEWS DEALERS
ON

RAILROADS,
STEAMBOATS,

And at

WATERING PLACES,
Will find the Monthly Numbers of

"PUNCHINELLO"
For April, May, June, and July, an attractive and
Saleable Work.

Single Copies Price 50 cts.

For trade price address American News Co., or

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHIN CO.,

NaaiaMu Street.

FORST & AVERELL
steam, Litliograph, and Letter Press

EMBOSSERS, ENGRAVERS, AND LABEL

MANUFACTURERS.

Sketches and Estimates furnished upon application.

23 Piatt Street, and
[P. o. Box 2845.] 20-2S Gold street,

NEW YORK.

G F O L E '^ ' SSOLD PENS.
The Best and Cheapest.

256 BROABVFAY.

2 to ALBANY and
TROY.

The Day Line Steamboats C. Vibbarcl anil

Daniel Drew, commencing May 31, will leave

Vestry st. Pier at 8.45, and Thirty-fourth st. at 9 a.m.,

landing at Youliers, (IVyaclt, and Tarrytown
by ferry-boat), Cozzens, West Point, Corn-

^vall, Nevvburgli, Poiigiikeepsie, Rliine-
beck, Bristol, Catskill, Hudson, and IVe^v-

Baltiinore. A special train of broad-gauge cars

in connection with the day boats will leave on arrival

at Albany (commencing June 20) for Sliaron

Springs. Fare $4:.35 from New York and for

Cherry Valley. The Steamboat Seneca wiU trans,

fer passengers from Albany to Troy.
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THE

MYSTERY OF MR. E. DROOD?
AN ADAPTATION.

BY ORPHEUS C. KERR.
CHAPTEE XVI.

AVUNCULAR DEVOTIO

Having literally /aWen asleep from his chair to the rug, J. Bumstead,

Esquire, was found to have reached such an extraordinary depth in

slumber, that Mr. and Mrs. Smythe, his landlord and landlady, who
were prom^atly called in by Mr. Dibble, had at first some fear that they

should never be able to drag him out again. In pursuance, however,

of a mode of treatment commended to their judgment by frequent

previous practice with the same patient, the good couple poured a

pitcher of water over his fallen head; hauled him smartly iip and down
the room, first by a hand and then by a foot; singed his v.'hiskers with

a hot poker, held him head-downward for a time, and tried various

other approved allopathic remedies. Seeing that he still slept profoundly,

though appearing, by occasional movements of his arms, to entertain

certain passing dreams of single combats, the quick womanly wit of

Mrs. Smythe finally hit upon the homoeopathic expedient of softly

shaking his familiar antique flask at his right ear. Scarcely had the

soft, liquid sound therefrom resulting been addressed for a minute to

the auricular orifice, when a singularly pleasing smile wreathed the

countenance of the Eitualistic organist, his eyelids flew up like the

spring-covers of two valuable hunting-case watches, and he suddenly

arose to a sitting position upon the rug and began feeling around for the

bed-clothes.
'

' There !" cried Mrs. Smythe, greatly affected by his pathetic ex-

pression of countenance, " you're all right now, sir. How worn-out you

must have been, to sleep so !"

"Do you always go to sleep with such alanning suddenness?" asked

]VIr. Dibble.

"When I have to go anywhere, I make it a rule to go at once:

—

similarly, when going to sleep," was the answer. "Excuse me, however,

for keeping you waiting, Mr. Dibble. We've had quite a rain, sir.

"

His hair, collar, and shoulders being very wet from the water which

had been poured upon him during his slumber, Mr. Bumstead, in his

present newly-awake frame of mind, believed that a hard shower had

taken place, and thereupon turned moody.

"We've had quite a rain, sir, since I saw you last," he repeated,

gloomily, and I am freshly reminded of my irreparable loss."

"Such an open, spring-like character!" apostrophized the lawyer,

staring reflectively into the grate.

" Always open when it rained, and closing with a spring," said Mr.

Bumstead, in soft abstraction lost.

" Wh0 closed 'W'ith a spring?" queried the elder man, irascibly.

"The umbrella," sobbed John BuMfsTEAD.

" I was speaking of your nephew, sir !" was Mr. Dibble's impatient

explanation.

Mr. Bumstead stared at him sorrowfuUj' for a moment, and then re-

quested Mrs. Smythe to step to a cupboard in the next room and

immediately pour him out a bottle of soda-water which she should find

there.

"Won't you try some?" he asked the lawyer, rising limply to his

feet when the beverage was brought, and drinking it with considerable

noise.

"No, thank you," returned Mr. Dibble.

"As you please, then," said the organist, resignedly. "Onlj', if you

have a headache don't blame me. (Mr. and Mrs. Smythe, j-ou may
place a few cloves where I can get them, and retire. ) What you have

told me, Mr. Dibble, concerning the breaking of the engagement be-

tween your ward and my nephew, relieves my mind of a load. As a

right-thinking man, I can no longer suspect you of having killed

Edwin Dkood. "

"Suspect ME?" screamed the aged lawyer, almost leaping into the

air.

"Calm yourself," observed Mr. Bumstead, quietly, the while he ate

a sedative clove. " I say that I can not longer suspect you. I can not

think that a person of your atje would wantonly destroy a human life

merely to obtain an umbrella."

Absolutely purple in the face, Mr. Dibble snatched his hat from a

chair just as the Ritualistic organist was about to sit upon it, and was
on the point of hurrjdng wrathfully from the room, when the entrance of

Gospeler Simpson arrested him.

Noting his agitation, Mr. Bumstead instantly resolved to clear him
from suspicion in the new-comer's mind also.

" Eeverend Sir," he said to the Gosjieler, quickly, " in this sad affair

we must be just, as well as vigilant. I believe Mr. Dibble to be as

innocent as ourselves. Whatever may be his failings so far as liqiior is

concerned, I wholly acquit him of all guilty knowledge of mj' nephew
and iimbrella."

Too apoplectic with suffocating emotions to speak, Mr. Dibble foamed
Blight.ly at the mouth and tore out a lock or two of his hair.

"And I believe that my unhappy pupil, Mr. Pendbagon, is as guilt-

less," responded the puzzled Gospeler. "I do not deny that he had a

quarrel with Mr. Deood, in the earlier part of their acquaintance ; but,

as you, Mr. Bumstead, j'ourself, admit, their meeting at the Christinas-

Eve dinner was amicable; as I firmly believe their last mysterious part-

ing to have been."

The organist raised his fine head from the shadow of his right hand,

in which it had rested for a moment, and said, gravely: " I cannot

deny, gentlemen, that I have had my terrible distrusts of you all. Even
now, while, in my deepest heart, I release Mr. Dibble and Mr. Pendba-

gon from all suspicion, I cannot entirely rid my mind of thf impression

that you, Mr. Simpson, in an hour when, from undue indulgence in

stimulants, you were not wholly j^ourself, may have been tempted, by

the superior fineness of the alpaca, to slay a young man inexpressibly

dear to us all."

" Great heavens, Mr. Bumstead!" panted the Gospeler, livid with

horror, '
' I never

—

"

— "Not a word, sir!" interrupted the Ritualistic organist,— "not a

word. Reverend sir, or it may be used against you at your trial."

Pausing not to see whether the equally overwhelmed old lawyer

followed him, the horribly astounded Gospeler burst precipitately from

the house in wild dismay, and was presently hurrying past the pauper

burial-ground. Whether he had been drawn to that place by some one.

of the many mystic influences moulding the fates of men, or because it

happened to be on his usual way home, let students of psychology and

topography decide. Thereby he was hurrying, at any rate, when a

shining object lying upon the ground beside the broken fence, caused

him to stop suddenly and pick up the glittering thing. It was an oroide

watch, marked E. D. ; and, a few steps further on, a coppers'-looking

seal-ring also attracted the finder's grasp. With these baubles in his

hand the genial clergyman was walking more slowly onward, when it

abruptly occuiTcd to him, that his possession of such property might

possibly subject him to awkward consequences if he did not immediately

have somebody arrested in advance. Perspiring freely at the thought,

he huiTied to his house, and, there securing the company of Mont-

gomery Pendeagon, conveyed his beloved pupil at once before Judge

Sweeney, and made affidavit of finding the jewelry. The jeweler, who
had wound Edwin Deood's watch for him on the day of the dinner,

promptly identified the timepiece by the innumerable scratches around

the keyhole; Mr. Bumstead, though at first ecstatic with the idea that

the seal-ring was a ferule from an umbrella, at length allowed himself

to be persuaded into a gloomy recognition of it as a part of his nephew,

and Montgomery was detained in custody for further revelations.

News of the event circulating, the public mind of Bumsteadville lost

no time in deploring the incorrigible depravity of Southern character,

and recollecting several horrors of human Slaverj'. It was now clearly

remembered that there had once been rumors of terrible cruelties bj' a

Pendragon familj' to an aged colored man of great piety; who, because

he incessantly sang hymns in the cotton-field, was sent to a field farther

from the Pendragon mansion, and ultimately died. Citizens reminded

each other, that when, during the rebellion, a certain Pendragon of the

celebrated Southern Confederacy met a former religious chattel of his

confronting him with a bayonet in the loyal ranks, and immediately

afterwards felt a cold, tickling sensation under one of his ribs, he drew

a pistol upon the member of the injured race, who subsequently died

in Ohio of fever and ague. What wonder was it, then, that this young

Pendragon with an Indian club and a swelled head should secretly

slaughter the nephew and appropriate the umbrella of one of the most

loyal and devoted Ritualists that ever sent a substitute to battle ? In

the mighty metropolis, too, the Great Dailies—those ponderous engines

of varied and inaccurate intelligence—published detailed and mistaken

reports of the whole aflair, and had subtle editorial theories as to the
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nature of the crime. The Sun, after giving a cut of an old-fashioned

pfirlor-grate as a diagram of Mr. Bumstead's house, and a portrait of

Mr. John Eussell Young as a correct photograph of the alleged

murderer by Kockwood, said:—" The retention of Mr. Fish as Secretary

'
' of State by the present venal Administration, and the official counte-

" nance otherwise corruptly given to friends of Spanish tyranny who do

"not take the Sun, are plainly among the current encouragements to

'
' such crime as that in the full reporting of which to-day the Sun's ad-

" vertisements are crowded down to a single page, as usual. Judge
" Connolly, after walking all the way from Yorkville, agrees with the

" Sun in believing, that something more than an umbrella tempted this

" young MoNTMOBENCY Padbegon to waylay Edwin Wood. To-morrow
'

' we shall give the public still further exclusive revelations, such as

'
' the immense circulation of the New York Sun enables us especially to

"obtain. On this, as upon every occasion of the publication of the

'
' Sun, we shall leave out columns upon columns of profitable advertis-

" ing, in order that no reader of the Sun shall be stinted in his criminal

'
' news. The Swi (price two cents) has never yet been bought by ad-

"vertisers, and never will be." The Tribune said: "What time the

'
' reader can spare from perusing our special dispatches concerning the

'
' progress of Smalleyism in Europe, shall, undoubtedly, be given to

" our female reporter's account of the alleged tragedy at Bumperville.

'
' There are reasons of manifest propriety to restrain us, as superior

"journalists, from the sensational theorizing indulged by editors choos-

"ing to expend more care and money upon local news than upon

"European rumors; but we may not injudiciously hazard the as-

"sumjDtion, that, were the police under any other than Democratic

"domination, such a murder as that alleged to have been committed
'

' by Manton Penjohnson on Baldwin Good had not been possible.

" Penjohnson, it shall be noticed, is a Southerner, while young Good
" was strongly Northern in sentiment; and it requires no straining of a

" point to trace in these known facts a sectional antagonism to which
'

' even a long war has not yielded full sanguinaiy satiation. " The

Worldsaid: " Acerrimaproximoi'umodia; and, under the present infamous

" Eadical abuse of empire, the hatred between brothers, fii-st fostered

"by the eleutheromaniacs of Abolitionism, is bearing its bitter fruit of

'
' private assassination at last. Somewhere amongst our loci communes

'
' of to-day may be found a report of the supposed death, at Hampstead-

" ville (no< Bumperville, as a radical contemporary has it,) of a young

"Northerner named Goodwin Blood, at the hands of a Southern

" gentleman belonging to the stately old Southern family of Pentob-

"EENS. The Pentoebens' are related, by old cavalier stock, to the

" Dukes of Mandeville, whose present ducal descendant combines the

" elegance of an Esterhazy with the intellect of an Argyle. That a scion

" of such blood as this has reduced a fellow-being to a condition of in-

" animate protoplasm, is to be regretted for his sake; but more for that

" of a country in which the philosophy of Comte finds in a corrupt

" radical pantarchy all-sufficient first-cause of whatsoever is rotten in

"the State of Denmark." The Times said: "We give no details of the

" Bumstableville tragedy to-day, not being willing to pander to a

"vitiated public taste; but shall do so to-moiTOW."

After reading these 'articles in the Great Dailies with considerable

distraction, and inferring therefrom, that at least three different young

Southerners had killed three different young Northerners in three

different places on Christmas-Eve, Judge Sweeney had a rush of blood

to the brain, and discharged Montgomeey Pendbagon as a person of

undistinguishable identity. But, when set at large, the helpless youth

could not turn a comer without meeting some bald-headed reporter

who raised the cry of "Stop thief!" if he sought to fly, and, if he

paused, interviewed him in a magisterial manner, and almost tearfully

implored him to Confess his crime in time for the Next Edition.

Father Dean, Ritual Rector of St. Cow's, meeting Gospeler fiiMPSON

upon one of their daily strolls through the snow, said to him:

" This young man, your pupil, has sinned, it appears, and a Ritualistic

church, Mr. Gospeler, is no sanctuaiy for sinners."

"I cannot believe that the sin is his, Holy Father," answered the

Rjvorend Octavitih, respectfully: "but, even if it is, and he is remorse-

ful for it, should not our Church cover him with her wings ?"

"There are no wings to St. Cow's yet," returned the Father, coldly,

— " only the main Vjuilding; and that is too small to hai'bor any sinner

who has not sufficient means to build a wing or two for himself"

"Then," said the Gospeler, bowing his head and speaking .slowly,

" I suppose he must go to the Other Church."

"What Other church ?"

The Gospeler raised his hat and spoke reverently:

—

'

' That which is all of God's world outside this little church of ours.

That in which the Altar is any humble spot pressed by the knees of the

Unfortunate. That in which the priest is whoso doeth a good, unselfish

deed, even if in the shadow of the scaffold. That in which the anthem
of visible charity for an erring brother sinks into the listening soul an
echo of an unseen Father's pity and forgiveness, and the choral service

is the music of kind words to all who ever found but unkind words

before.

"

"You must mean the Church of the Pooritans," said the Ritual

Rector.

So, MoNTGOMEKY Pendeagon wcut forth from Gospeler's Gulch to

seek harbor where he might; and, a day or two afterwards, Mr. Bum-
stead exhibited to Mr. Simpson the following entry in his famous

Diary.

" No signs of that umbrella yet. Since the discovery of the watch

and seal-ring, I am satisfied that my umbrella, only, was the temptation

of the murderer. I now swear that I will no more discuss either my
nephew or my umbrella with any living soul, until I have found once

more the familiar boyish form and alpaca canopy, or brought vengeance

upon him through whom I am nephewless and without protection in

the rain."

(To he Goviinued.)

CHINCAPIN AMONG THE FEEE LOVERS.

Mr. Punchinello: When Oratory, rising to its loftiest flights upon
the wings of Buncombe, denounces with withering scorn the effete and
tyrannical monarchies of Europe, and proclaims the glorious fact that

this is a Free Country, Fellow Citizens ! it hardly does us justice. We
are not only free, Mr. Punchinello, we are Free and Easy, sir. Breathes

there a man so tortuously afflicted with Strabismus that he doesn't see

it ? If such there be let him go and visit the Oneida Community.

Last week I took a run down to Oneida myself I found the Com-
munists a very Social crowd, I can assure you. Peoudhon himself

might be proud of such disciples, and Desideeant find nothing there

to be Desiderated. The Communists divide everything equally, particu-

larly the Affections, so there are no Better Halves among them. In Utah,

you are aware, Mr. Punchinello, the women are Sealed to the men,

but among these people they are not even Wafered. Your Own Ida

maj' be anybody else's in the Oneida Community. The only individuals

that object to Dividing are the children, who are generally opposed to

Division, both long and Short, as well as to Fractions.

Infants don't go for much among the Free Lovers, and are Put Out

—

to Nurse. After the age of Fifteen months they are surrendered bj'

their Ma's to the Charge of the Two Hundred (the number of men and
women in the Communitj',) who become their common parents, and
the infants become common property. The domestic arrangements are

entrusted to two females, who are called the '

' Mothers of the Commu-
nity." But whether these dual Mothers Do All the Nursing I am unable

to say.

I had a little conversation with the Eminent and Aged Free Lover
who acted as my guide, and I give it in the manner of the "interview-

ing reporter."

Chinc. Venerable Seer, tip us your views on the subject of Love.

Aged Free-Lovee. Do you then take an Interest in our Principles ?

Chinc. (Dubiously. ) Then you have—

'

A. F. L. Yes, of our own. They are not those of a prejudiced

Wor-r-r-ld. Our principles are Embraced in the Communism of Love

and Passional Attraction.

Chinc. (Confidently.) Ah, yes; of course—you are Free Lovers.

A. F. L. Sir-r-r?

Chinc. (Much abashod.) Excuse me. I am young, inexperienced,

and but slightly acquainted with the Dictionary.

A. F. L. So I see. Know, young man, that we scorn and repudiate

the name of Free Lovers as applied to us by the newspapers. It is true

we believe that Love should be untrammelled by the Hateful Bonds of

Marriage. With us a Lady may have an affinity for any number of

gentlemen, and vice-versa. But we are not Free Lovers.

Chinc. Oh, no ! Not by no means. Not any.

A. F. L. (Growing eloquent.) We harve only advanced from the simple

to the more complex form of matrimony. Why should not the faithful-

ness which constitutes the wretchedly exclusive dual Marriage of the

Wor-r-r-ld exist as well between Two Hundred as between two ? Why ?

*

Chinc. Why, O why ? But there may be reasons

—
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REJUVENATED FRANCE.

LACONIC, BUT EXPRESSIVE.
SCENE: NEIGHBOBHOOD OF THE FIVE POINTS

Firnt Rvffiau. "Wheke to now, Snooty?"

Second Ditto. "Picnic."

First Ditto. ""WOTTEEYER GOT IN YER LUNCH WALLET?"

Second Ditto. "Slung shot."

Punchinello has perused a draft of the next Con-

stitution of the French people, or of France, if that is

better. Unwilling to give it to his readers in full, at

present, he considers himself authorized, however, to

cite a few paragraphs of it, which will be found both

original and interesting.

FIFTY-SEVENTH CONSTITUTION OF FRANCE.

( One a year, more or less.

)

Paragraph 1. The French Nation is sovereign; the

French people are sovereign; sovereigns are sover-

eign; every Frenchman is sovereign.

Paragraph 2. All men are equal, but Frenchmen are

highly superior to all other men.

Paragraph 3. In order to secure peace, it is decreed

and plebiscited that all governments shall have a

chance. For the next ten years, or less, the Orleans

Dynasty shall rule; after that a Bonaparte for a few

years; then a Reijublic, "democratic and social," as

long as it can keep on its legs. After that a second

Republic, for a twelvemonth at least. Then an old

Bourbon, if one can be found. After this, a mili-

tary dictatorship; the army to decide its duration.

At each change the people will decide by plebiscit

whether they want the respective governments to be

personal, legal, or neither.

Paragraph 4.—But here we must stop

Tltanii.

Tn-E Liberie ssiys: "A lot of crazy fellows tried to

proclaim th ) republic at Toulouse. " Now there are

manifestly two errors in this statement. The fellows

alluded to were not Toulouse, but too tight fellows.

Moreover, if they really had been crazies, as the Liberie

supposes, they would have been instantly arrested

and sent to Paris, under guard, by the way of the

Madder line, to await the action of the Prefect of the

Sane.

A. F. L. Young Man, reared in the hateful prejudices of an Unpro-

gressive Wor-r-ld, there air none.

Chinc. This sj'stem, as you. Ancient Person, observe, is much com-

plexed. Do I, then, understand you that a woman may have fifty

affinities and yet be faithful to each ?

A. F. L. Yes, my son, any number. This plurality of affinities you

of course cannot ajipreciate. A ijrejudiced Wor-r-r-ld cannot under-

stand the Bond of Union which connects all the Brothers and Sisters in

a Spiritual Marriage. The results of the complex system are

—

Chinc. (Interrupting. ) I—I—fear the complexity of your system is

one too many for me. I feel that my Brow cannot stand the pressure.

I must away. Farewell, old man—Adieu !

Stifh, ilr. Punchinello, is briefly the Free and Easy Docti'ine of

Natnial Affinity and Passional Attraction. I have no doubt there arc

somo illiberal Persons who would give it a much harsher name. For

myself, I believe in the Biggest kind of Liberty, bul not for the Biggest

kind of Libertines Reverentially yours, Oiiincapin.

WHAT SIGERSON SAYS.

Aiitrononilcal.

A NEW Milky Way has been discovered. It is the way the milk

producers (farmers, not cows,^ nf Westchester County have of insisting

upon raising their charges for milk from four cents to five cents a

quart, wholesale. We fail to discern the milk of human kindness, here;

but it is clear that the milk in the cocoa-nuts of these farmers is

mighty sour. ^_____^_^_^__

A muNt appropriate

Pop Com.

RedrcBhment for a
Snreetheart

man abont to propoae to hl>

Sigeeson (Dr. ) of the Royal Irish Academy, has gone and said some

mighty uni^leasant things about the Atmosphere. How he found them

out, we can't say, (and we hope he can't:) but nevertheless, he declares,

with the most dreadful calmness, that if you go to visit the Iron Works,

you will inevitably breathe a great many hollow Balls of Iron, say about

one two thousandth of an inch in diameter ! What these rather dimin-

utive ferruginous globules \\ill do for you, we do not know; but you

can see for yourself, that with your lungs full of little ii-on balls you m-ast

certainly be in a " parlous" state. We should say that we had quite as

lief have the air full of those iron spheres, termed Cannon Balls, as

it is now in France. It is true, one couldn't get many of these inside

one with impunity; and equally true, that foundry men do manage to

live, with all that iron in their lungs; but we can't say we desire to

" build up an Iron Constitution," as the P-r-n S-r-p folks say, by the

inhaling process.

But SiGERSON is not content to render tho neighborhood of Iron

Works questi<mable to the delicate and apprehensive; in "shirt-factory

air " he declares, upon honor, "there are little filaments of linen and

cotton, with minute eggs" (goodnesR gracious!) "Threshing ma-

chines, " he more than insinuates, '
' fill the air with fibres, starch-grains

and spores," (spores ! think of tliat;) and (what is truly ha(i)rrowing,

)

in " stables and barber's shops " you cannot but breathe "scales and

hairs." Good Heavens !

Wliat he says of printers and smokers is simply horrible; in short,

this dreadful oigerson has gone and made life a wretched and linger-

ing (to quote the sensitive Mrs. Gamp,) "progiss through this mortial

wale."
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THE WATERING PLACES.

Punchinello'8 Vacations.

When we visit ordinary places of summer resort, we require no par-

ticular outfit, (it being remembered that the "we" alluded to compre-

hends only males, ) excepting a suitable supply of summer clothes. But

when we go to the Adirondaeks,—certainly a most extraordinary place

of summer resort,—we require an outfit which is as remarkable as the

region itself. Thoroughly understanding this necessity, Mr. Punchi-

nello made himself entirely ready for a life in the woods before he set

out for the Adirondack Mountains. Witness the completeness of his

preparations.

The railroad to the heart of this delightful resort is not yet finished,

and when Mr. P. had completed his long journey, in which the excel-

lence and abominability,—so to speak,—of every American form of

conveyance was exhibited, he was glad enough to see before him
those charming wilds which are gradually being tamed down by the

well-to-do citizens of New York and Boston. He found that it was
necessary, in order to enter the district, to pass through a gate in a

high pale-fence, and, to his surprise, he was informed that he must buy
a ticket before being allowed to proceed. On inquiry, he discovered

that the Ileverend Mr. Mueray, of Boston, claiming the whole Adiron-

dack region by right of discovery, had fenced it entirely in, and de-

manded entrance money of all visitors.

This was bad, to be sure, but there was no help for it, and Mr. P.

bought his ticket and passed in.

The Adirondack sceneiy is peculiar. In the first place, there are no
pavements or gravel walks.

This is a grievous evil, and should be remedied by Mr. Muebay as

soon as possible. The majority of the paths are laid out in the follow-

ing manner.

The scenery, however, would be very fine if the bugs were trans-

parent.

The multitudes of insectivorous carnivora. which arose to greet Mr.

P. , effectually prevented him from seeing anything more than a yard

distant.

But if this had been all, Mr. P. would not have uttered a word of

complaint. It was not all, by any means.

These hungry creatures, these black-flies; midges; mosquitoes; yellow

bloodsuckers; poison-bills; corkscrew-stingers; hook-tailed hornets;

and all the resfof them settled down upon him until they covered him

like a suit of clothes. A warmer welcome was never extended to a

traveller in a strange land.

In case his readers should not be familiar with the animal, the ac-

companying drawing will give an admirable idea of the celebrated

black-fly of the Adirondaeks, which, with the grizzly bear and the

rattlesnake, occupies the front rank among American ferocious

animals.

After travelling on foot for a day and a night; drenched by rain;

scorched by the sun; crippled by rocks and roots; frightened by rattle-

snakes and panthers; blistered and swollen by poisonous insects;

nearly starved; tired to death; and presenting the most pitiable appear-

ance in the world, Mr. P. reached the encampment of Mr. Mueeay,
proprietor and exhibitor of the Adirondaeks.

Knowing that there was quite a large company in the camp, Mr. P.

was almost ashamed to show himself in such a doleful plight, but he

soon found that there was no need for any scruples on that account, as

they were all as wretched looking as himself.

Mr. Mueray welcomed him cordially, and after building a "smudge "

around him to keep off the flies, he gave Mr. P. some Boston brown-

bread and a glass of pure water from a rill.

This, with a sip from Mr. P. 's little flask, revived him considerably,

and after a night's rest on the lee side of a tree, where the rain did not

wet him nearly so much as if he had been on the other side, Mr. P.

lelt himself equal to the task of enjoying the Adirondaeks.

That morning, Mr. Mueray conducted a melancholy party of discon-

solate pleasure-seekers to a neighboring stream, where he instnicted

them to fish for trout. He told them they must revel in the delights of

the scene, and should tremble with the wild rapture of drawing from

i.be rushing waters the bounding trout.

Mr. P. tried very hard to do this. He put his prettiest fly and his

sharpest hook on his longest line, and, for hoiirs, gently whipped the

ripples. At last a speckled representative of the American National

Game-fish took compassion on the patient fisherman and entered into

a contest of skill with him. (A friendly match, and no bets on either

side.) The game lasted some time. The fish made some splendid

" fly-catches;" and Mr. P., slipping on a wet stone at the edge of the

brook, got in once on his base. On this occasion, the line and a black-

berry bush arranged a decided " foul " between them. At last, just at

the most interesting point of the game, the sudden sting of a steel-bee

caused Mr. P. to give a quick bawl, when the fish took a home-mn and

came back no more. Time of game, 3h., 50m.

Mr. P. 1 0—1.

Trout. 69879999 9—75.

That afternoon Mr. Motieay took the party to Crystal Brook, Shanty

Brook, Mainspring Brook, Tenement Brook, and more little mountain

gutters of the kind than you could count on your fingers and toes. As

an aristocratic residence, this region is certainly superior to New York,

for the Murray Hills are as plenty as blackberries. The next day

they all went up Mount Marcy. When the ascent was completed, every-



body lay down aud went to sleep. They were too tired to bother

themselves about the view. At length, after a good nap, Mr. Murray
got up and wakened the party, and they all came down.

They came by the way of the "grand slide," but Mr. P. didn't like

it. His tailor, however, will no doubt think very highly of it.

"When all was quiet, that evening, on Dangle-worm Creek, near which

they were encamped, Mr. P. found the Reverend Mukeay sitting in the

smoke of his private smudge, enjojnng his fragrant pipe. Seating him-

self by the veteran pioneer. Mi-. P. addressed him thus:

"Tell me, Mr. Mtteeat, in confidence, your opinion of the Adi-

rondacks.

"

"Sir," said Mr. Murray, "I have no objection to give a person of

your respectabiUty and knowledge of the world my opinion of this

region, but T do not wish it made public.

"

"Of course, sir !" said Mr. P. "A man of your station and antece-

dents would not wish his private opinions to be made too public. You

may rely upon mj' discretion.

"

"Well, then," said the reverend mountaineer, "I think the

Adirondacks an unmitigated humbug, and I wish I had never let the

world know that there was such a place.

"

"
"Why then do you come here every season, sir?"

" After all I have written and said about it," said Mr. Murray, "I

have to come to keep up appearances. Don't you see ? But I hate

these mountains from the bottom of my heart. For every word I have

written in praise of the region I have a black-fly-bite on my legs. Por

every word I have said in favor of it I Lave a scratch or a bruise in

some other part of my corpus. I wish that there was no such a season

as summer-time, or else no such a place as the Adirondacks.

"

' (Readers of this paper are requested to skip the above, as those are

Mr. Murray's private opinions, and not the statements he makes in

public, and his desire to keep them dark should be respected.

)

It may be of interest to his patrons to know that Mr. P. arrived home

safely and with whole bones.

RAMBLINGS

BY MOSE SKINNER.

Mr. Punchinello: The editor of the Slunkville Lyre says in his

last issue:

—

"Notwithstan-^ing the calumnies of Mr. Skinner, our reputation is

still good, and we continue to pay our debts promptly."

This is the fifth hoax he has perpetrated within two weeks. His line

of business at present seems to be the canard line.

I'll trust him oiit of sight if I can keej) one eye on him. Not other-

wise.

For a light recreation, combining a little business, I recommend his

funeral.

It is pleasant to reflect that men of his stamp are never bom again.

They are bom once too much as it is.

He went to the Agricultural Fair last Fall. There -was a h\g potato

there. After gazing spell-bound upon it for one hour, he rushed home

and set the following in tj^je :

"What is the difference between the Rev. Adam Clark, and the big

potato at the fair ? One is a Commentator, and the other is an Un-

common 'tater."

This conundrum was so exquisitely horrible, that his friends hoped

he'd have judgment enough to hang himself, but such things die hard.

Colonel W 's Goat. Colonel W , is a great man in these parts.

Like most village nabobs, he's a corpulent gentleman with a great show

of dignity, and in a white vest and gold-headed cane, looks eminently

respectable. He owns a hot-house, keeps a big dog that is very savage,

and his wife wears a silk dress Bt least three times a week,—either of

which will establish a man's reputation in a country town.

Everything belonging to the Colonel is held in the utmost awe by the

villagers. The paper speaks of him as "our esteemed and talented

townsman. Col. W.," and alludes to his "beautiful and accomplished

wife," who, by the way, was formerly waiter in an oj'ster saloon, and won
the Colonel's affection by the artless manner in which she would shout :

" Two stews, plenty o' butter."

Like others of his stamp, the Colonel amounts to something just where
he is, but take him anywhere else, he'd be a first-class, eighteen carat

fraud.

Awhile ago, the Colonel bought a goat for his little boy to drive in har-

ness, and the animal often grazed at the foot of a cliff, near the house.

One day, a man wandering over this cliff fell and was instantly killed,

evidently having come in contact with the goat, for the animal's neck

was broken.

But what amused me was the way the aforesaid editor spoke of the

affair. He wrote half a column on the "sad death of Col. W's. goat,"

but not a word of the unfortunate dead man, till he wound up as fol-

lows:

"We omitted to state that a dead man was picked up near the un-

fortunate goat. It is supposed that this person, in wandering over the

cliff', lost his foothold and fell, striking the doomed animal in his pro-

gress. Thus, through the carelessness of this obscure individual, was
Col. W's. poor little goat hurled into eternity."

The Superintendent asked me last Sunday to take charge of a class.

" You'll find 'em rather a bad lot " said he. " They all went fishing

last Sunday but little Johnny Rand. He is really a good boy, and I

hope his example may yet redeem the others. I wish you'd talk to 'em

a little."

I told him I would.

They were rather a hard looking set. I don't think I ever witnessed a

more elegant assortment of black eyes in my life. Little Johnny Rand,

the good boy, was in his place, and I smiled ou him approvingly.

As soon as the lessons were over, I said :

" Boys, your Superintendent tells me you went fishing last Sundaj-.

All but little Johnny, here."

" You didn't go, did you, Johnny?" I said.

«No, sir."

" That was right. Though this boy is the youngest among you," I

continued, " you will now learn from his lips words of good counsel,

which I hope you will profit by."

I lifted him up on the seat beside me, and smoothed his auburn ring-

lets.

"Now, Johnny, I want you to tell your teacher, and these wicked

boys, why you didn't go fishing with them last Sunday. Speak up loud,

now. It was because it was very wicked, and you had rather come to

the Sunday School. Wasn't it?"

"No, sir, it was 'cos I couldn't find no worms for bait."

Somehow or other these good boys always turn out humbugs.*****
It is hardly good taste to introduce anything of a pathetic nature in

an article intended ,to be humorous, but the following displays such an
infinite depth of tenderness, fortified by strength of mind, that I can-

not forbear: Although it occurred when I was quite young, it is firmly

impressed on my memory:
The autumn winds sighed drearily through the leafless trees, as the

solemn procession passed slowly into the quiet church-yard, and paused

before the open grave, where all that was mortal of Lucy C was to

be laid away forever, and when the white-haired old pastor, with trem-

bling voice, recounted her last momente, sobs broke out afresh, for she

was beloved by all.

The bereaved husband stood a little apart, and, though no tear escap-

ed him, yet we all instinctively felt that his heart was wrung with agony,

and his burden greater than he could bear. With folded arras, and eyes

bent upon the coffin, he seemed buried in a deep and painful reverie.

None dared intrude upon a grief so sacred. At last, turning to his

brother, aud pointing to the coffin, he said:
'

' John, don't you call that rather a neat looking box for four dol-

lars?"

Financial.

Our French editor thinks that the Imperial revenues ought to be
doubled at once, on the ground of the too evident Income-pittance of
the Emperor.
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AN EXCUESION.
Fanny. "Isn't it too bad, Frank; we shall get back to town long before dark."

{Fact is, Fanny has a thick shawl, and it would he so nice to share it with Frank.)

OUR PORTFOLIO.

Dear Punchinello: I see you have been at the White Sulphur

Springs; but you forgot to tell us what we were all dying to hear, about

the waters. Several friends had suggested that I should go to s»iue

watering jilace where I could get nothing else but water to drink, or to

some spring where I couldn't get "sprung." I tried the White Sulphur,

and while there learned some facts that may be useful to others who
seek them for a similar purijose.

These springs differ from the European springs in that they were not

discovered by the Romans. The Latin conquerors never roamed so

far, and it was perhaps a good thing for them that they didn't. Suljjhur

water could not have agreed with Romans any more than it agrees with

Yankees who take whiskey with it. I was asked if I would like to

analyse the watei-, (as everything here is done by analysis under the

eye of the resident physician.) 3It/ analysis was done entirely under

the nose.

I raised a glass of the enchanted fluid to my lips : Init my nose said

very i^ositively, "Don't do it," and I didn't. I told my conductor I had
analyzed it, and he seemed not a little astonished at the rapidity and
simplicity of the method. He asked me if I would be kind enough to

write out a statement of the result after the manner of Dr. Hayes, Prof
Rogers, and othej-s who have examined these waters and testified that

they would cure everything but hydrophobia. I told him I would, and
retiring to my room, wrote as follows:

"Sulphur water contains mineral properties of a sulphuric character,

owing to the fact tl;at tlio water runs over beds of sulphur. Nobody has

ever seen these beds, but they are supposed to constitute the cooler

portions of those dominions corresponding to the Christian location of

Purgatory. Sinnesrs, preliminary to being plunged into the liery furnace,

are laid out on these beds and wrapped in damp sheets by chaiubermaids

regularly attached to the establishment. This is meant to increase the

torture of their subsequ(!nt sufferings, and there (tan bono doubt that it

succeeds. Herein we have also an explanation of the reason of these

waters coming to the surface of the earth—it is to give patients and
other mi.ierable.i who drink them a foretaste of future horrors. Pussin"

from this branch of the subject to the analysis proper, I find that fifty

thousand grains of sulphur water divided, into one hundred parts, con-

tains.

Bilge water, - - - - - - - - - -95.7o
Sulphate of Bilgerius, ..-..- - 1.855

Chloride of Bilgeria, --------- .285

Carbonate de Bilgique, - - -,- - - -- -750

Silica Bilgica, 1-955

Hydro-sulp-Bil, - -28

Twenty thousand grains of the water would contain less of the above

element than fifty thousand grams, which ought to be mentioned as an-

other one of the remarkable peculiarities of this most remarkable fluid."

I sent the foregoing scientific deductions to the " Resident Physi-

cian," and the bearer told me afterwards that the venerable Esculapiau

only observed,— "Well, the writer of that must have been a most

egregious ass. There is no such thing as 'Sulphate of Bilgerius,' or

' Silica Bilgica, ' or anything like them, " and then the old fellow chuckled

to himself over my supposed ignorance. I was willing he should. I'm

accustomed to being called an ass, and always like to be recognized by

my kindred. Chemically thine,

SULPHUEO.

COOL, IF NOT COMFORTABLE.

Apropos of complications arising out of the late Navy Appropriation

Law, a daily paper states as follows:

" Tbo dc(;isioii of the Attorney General now forces him to turn the balance into

the Treasury, and the sailors have to go unclothed."

How this decision will aff'ect recruiting for oiu- navj' yet remains to

be seen, though it is probable that but few civilized men can be found

to join a service in which nudity is obligatory. In such torrid weather

as we are having. Jack ashore with nothing on, except, perhaps, a

Panama hat, will be a novel and refreshing object—but how about the

police ?
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LAW VERSUS LAWLESSNESS.

THE VmTUOUa ALLn:S of the new YORK "SUN" ENGAGED IN THEIR CONGENIAL OCCUPATION OF THROWING DIRT.
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HIRAM GREEN ON BASE BALL.

A. Match Game between Centenarians. —

'

stockin's."
Koomatlx" vs. BIoo-

The veterans of the war of 1812 of this place, organized a base ball

club.

It was called the " Koomatix base ball club."

A challinge was S3nt to the " Bloo stockin' base ball club," an old

man's club in an adjoinin' town. They met last week to play a match

game.

It required rather more macheenery than is usually allowed in this

grate nashunal game of chance.

For instance: The pitchers haden't very good eye-site, and were just

as liable to pitch a ball to "2nd base," as to " Home base."

To make a sure thing of it, a big long tin tube was made, on the

principle of the Noomatic tunnel under Broadway, New York. A large

thing, like a molasses funnel, was made, onto the end facin' the pitcher.

The old man ceao^d the baU and pitched it into the brod openin'. The
raceway was slantin' downwards, towordsthe " Homebase." The batter

stood at his post, with an ear tnimpet at his ear, and a wash-bord in

his two hands holdiu' onto the handles.

When he heard the ball come roUin' down the tin, he would "muff"
it with his wash-bord. Then the excitement would begin. The
" striker" would start off and go feelin' about the "field" for the base,

while the "outs" got down onto their bands and knees and v.'eut

huntin' for the ball.

Sometimes a "fielder," whose sense of feelin* wasen't very acute, got

hold of a cobble stun, then he would waddle, and grope his way about,

to find the base. But I tell you it was soothin' fun for the old men.

After lookin' 20 minuts for a ball, then fiudin' the base before the

batter did, who just as like as not had strayed out into another lot, it

made the old fellers laff.

Sometimes two players would run into each other and go tumblin''

over together. Then the " Umpire " would go and get them onto their

pins agin, and give 'em a fresh start.

On each side of this interestin' match game, was two old men who
went on cmtches.

It was agreed, as these men coulden't run the bases, that a man be

blindfolded and wheel these aged cripples about the bases in a wheel-

barrer.

The minnit these old chaps would "strike," they dropped their

crutches, and the umpire would dump them into the vehicle, and away

went mister striker.

A player was bein' wheeled this way once, and the " outs " was down

onto their marrow-bones tryin' to find the ball, when a splash ! was

heard. The wheel-barrer man had run his cart into a goose pond, and

made a scatterin' among the geese.

" Fowl !" cride the Umpire.

The wheel-ban-er man drew his lode ashore.

" Out !" hollers the Umpire.

And another victim went to the wash-bord.

Bets were offered 2 to one, that '
' The Roomatixs " would pass more

balls—on their hands and knees—than the "Bloostockin's." These

bets were freely taken—by obligin' stake-holders.

A friend of the "Bloostockin's" jumped upon a pile of stuns and

said:

"15 to 10 'the Roomatix ' have got more hlinds than the 'Bloo-

stockin's.'"

No takers— I guess he would have won his bet, for just at this

juncture a " Roomatix " was at the bat.

The Umpire moved his head.

The old man thought it was the ball, and he "muffed" the "Um-
pire's " head with his wash-bord.

The Umpire turned suddenly and wanted to know:
" Who was firin' spit Vialls at his back hair ?"

One "innins," the ball was rolled through, it struck the batter in

the rite eye.

" Out on rite eye," cride the Umpire, and the batter was minus an

eye.

Next man to the bat.

His eyes were giimmy. He coulden't Bee the ball.

He heard the ball rollin'.

He raised his wash-board.

His strength pave way.

Down came the bat, and the handle of the wash-bord entered his eye.

" Out ! on the left eye," screams the Umpire.

Old man No. 3 went to the wash-bord.

The ball came tearin' along.

It was a little too swift for the -old man.—Rather too much "Eng-
lish" into it. It " Kissed" and made a "scratch," strikin'.the "Cush-
ion " between the old man's eyes.

This gave him the "cue." Tryin' to make a " draw" with the wash
bord, so as to "Uker" the ball, and "checkmate" the other club, he

was "distansed," and his spectacles went fljin', sraashin' the glass and
shuttin' off his eyesite.

" Out ! agin," bellers the Umpire.

This was the first Blind innin's for the "Roomatix."

The "Bloostockin's" bein' told how this innin's stood, by addrcssin'

them through their ear-trumpets, made a faint effort to holler

"Whooray!"
And, I am grieved to say it, one by-stander, who diden't understand

the grate nashunal game, wanted to know:

"What in thunder them old dry bones was cryin' about."

It was a crooel remark, altho' the old men, not bein' used to hollerin'

mxich, and not havin' any teeth, did make rather queer work tryin' to

holler.

Ime sorry to say, the game vasen't finished.

Refreshments were served at the end of this innin's, consistin' of

Slippery Elm tea and water griiel.

The old men eat harty.

This made them sleepy, and the consequence was, that the minnit

they was led out on the grass, "Sleep, barmy sleep," got the best of

'em, and they laid down and slept like infants.

Both nines were then loaded onto stone botes and drawn off of the

field.

The friends of both sides drew their stake money, and the Umpire,

drawin' a long breath, declared the match a draw game.

Basely Ewers, Hieam Green, Esq.,

Lait Ousiise of the Peece.

Bad Eggs.

The following cuggestive item appears in an eveaing paper:

" Illinois boasts of chickens hatched by the sun."

Well, New Yoi-k can beat Illinois at that game. The chickens hatched

by the Sun, here, are far too numerous for counting, and they are

curses of the kind that will assuredly '
' come home to roost.

"

UisaKrccuble, but True.

The restoration of the Bourbon dynasty is reckoned possible in

France.

In this country the Boiirbon die-nasty has never been played out. It

is a malignant disease, sometimes known as delirium tremens.

Munlcal.

Mlle. SriiLT, the daily papers inform us, has been engaged for the

Grand Opera House in opera bouffe, and will make her d0yul about the

middle of September. The lady should not be confounded with any of

our New York "girls of the period" who bear, (or ought to bear,) her

Cantlan to Kcaders.

Seven steady business men of this city, four solid capitalists of

Boston, eighteen Frenchmen residents of the United States, but doing

business nowhere, and a German butcher in the Bowery, have just been

added to sundry lunatic aRvlums, their intellects having become hope-

lessly deranged from reading the conflicting telegrams about the war in

Europe. ____^^^^__^____

A rar:illel.

In one of the reports of the Coroner's investigation of the Twenty-

third street murder, it was mentioned that "Several ladies and some

young children occupied chairs within the railing.

"

When Real was hanged, it was noticeable that a great number of

women appeared in the morbid crowd that surrounded the Tombs, many

of them with small children in their arms.

Fifth Avenue and Five Points ! Six of one and half-a-dozen of the

other ! Blood will tell

!
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THE HAZARD OF THE HORSE-CARS.

This is Stubbs, (an incorrigible old bachelor,) who takes an open
WOOD, AND IS COMPELLED TO DO THE WHOLE DISTANCE SO. (SCC

THE POEMS OF THE CRADLE.

Canto V.

"Let's go to bed," says Sleepy Head,

"Tari-y awhile," says Slow;
" Put on the pot," says Greedy Gut,
" We'll sup before we go."

These lines the observant student of nursery literature will perceive

are satirical. Was there ever a poet who was not satirical ? How could

ho be a genius and not be able to point out the folly he sees around him
and comment upon it. In this case, the poor poet, who lived in a

roseate cloud-land of his own, not desiring such mundane things as sleep

and food, was undoubtedly troubled and plagued to death by having
brothers and sisters who were of the earth, earthy; and who never

u(iglected an opportunity to laugh at his poems; to squirt water on him
when jn the heavenly mood, his eyes in frenzy rolling; to put spiders

down his back; to stick pins in his elbows when writing; or upset his

inkstand.

Fine natures always have a deal to bear, in this world, from the
coarse, unfeeling natures that cannot appreciate their delicacy; and this

one had more than his share.

Ainny a time has he been goaded to frenzy by the cruel sneers and
jokes of those who should have been proud of his talents; and rushed
with wild-ej'ed cagemess down to the gentle frog pond, intending there

to bury his sorrows beneath its glassy surface. He bh^ in imagination
the grief-stricken faces of those cruel ones as they gazed upon his cold

corpus, with his damp locks clinging to his noble brow, the green slimy
weeds clasped in his pale hand«, and the mud oozing from his pockets
and the legs of his i)ants; and he gloried in the remorse and anguish
they would feel when they knew that the Poet of the family was gone
forever.

All this he pictured as he stood on the bank, and, while thinking,

the desire to plunge in grew smaller by degrees and

beautifully less, till at last it vanished entirely, and he

concluded he had better go home, finish his book first,

jind drown himself afterwards, if necessary. It Avould

make much more stir in the world, and his name and

works might live forever.

A happy thought strikes him as he slowly meanders

homeward. He would have revenge. He would

punish these wretches by handing down to posterity

their peculiarities. He would put it in verse and have

it printed in his book, and then they'd see that even

the gentle worm could turn and sting.

Ah ! blessed thought. He flies to his garret bed-

room, seizes his goose-quill and paper, and sits down.

What shall he write about ? He nibbles the feather-

end of his pen, plunges the point into the ink, looks

at it intently to see if he has hooked up an idea, sees

none, and falls to nibbling again. Ah ! now he has it.

There is Tom, the dunderhead, who is always sleepy

—

he will put that down about him. Squaring hi.s

shoulders, he writes:

" Let's go to bed," says Sleepy Head.

Gleefully he rubs his hands. Won't that cut Tom ?

Ah ! Ha ! I guess Tom won't say much more about

staring at the moon.- Now^ for Dick, the old stupid.

What shall he say about him ? The end of the pen

diminishes slowly but surely, and then he writes:

" Tarry awhile," says Slow.

That will answer for Dick. Now let him give Haert
something scorching, withering, and .cutting—so that

he'll never open his mouth again unless it is to put some.

thing in it. Oh, that is it, he is always hxingiy—rub

him on that. He thinks intentlj'. Determination

shows in every line of his face • the pen is almost gone

:

only an inch remains, and then the Poet masters his

subiect. He has got the last two lines.

" Put on the pot," says Greedy Gut,

"We'll sup before we go."

He throws down the stump of the pen and bounces

\\]y. His object in life is accomplished; he is master

of the situation, now, and holds the ti-ump-card. See

the quiet smile and knowing look as he folds the

paper up, and thrusts it into his pocket. He is going down-stairs to

read it to the family. Now is the time for sweet revenge and for the

overthrow of those Philistines, his brothers. He descends slowly, like

an avenging angel, enters the room, and—gentle reader, imagine the

rest.

CAK FOK Green
opposite page.)

Masculine or Feminine ?

It now seems that the new and terrible fagot-gun used in the French

army is to be spoken of in the feminine gender— i(u7rai7Ze((se instead c'f

mitrailleur, as hitherto spelt by corresj)ondents. Tliat a virago is somi'-

tiuies termed a "spit-fire" we all know, but that is hardly reason

enough to excuse the French for such a lapse of gallantrj' as calling a

thunderous and fatal implement of war by a soft feminine name. Lot

them stick to mitruiUenr. Yet we would not rashly throw the other word

away. Mitrailleuse would be a capital acquisition to the English lan-

guage, and very handy for any man having a vixen of a wife, with no

nice pet name convenient with which to conciliate her.

A. ICldiciiIous ]{u1>-n-<lnl>.

A quiet gentleman who occujjies lodgings immediately opposite one

of the city armories, writes to us asking whether the drum corjis that

l)iactice there two or three evenings in the week should not be supplied

with noiseless drums, as Punchinello has suggested regarding the street

organs. Punchinello thinks the suggestion a good one. He would

like to see the beating of drums after night-fall abolished altogpfhor.

In fact, it is the only kind of Dead Beat to which he would lend liis

countenance.

A Clear Case.

Some wiseacre has been trj'ing to demonstrate, through the public

press, that Poe did not write "The Kaven."

The man must be a Raven lunatic.
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THE HAZARD OF THE HORSE-CARS. THE BAI.T. AS

THE GOOD LITTLE BOY, AGED TEN,

AND HIS BAD BROTHEE.

And this is the way in which L'obbs, who would have been delighted with
Stcbbs's luck, is made to suffer bl^etyedom on his little excuesion.

An obituary uotice of a boy, 10 years old, in The Wilmingl!on
Commercial, contains the following statement: " En his dying
moments he charged his brother William not to dancr, or sing
any more songs. iXineral services preached by the Rev. Wm.
K. Tube."

This pious Boy lay on his bed,

A dying very fast;

'Most every word this good Boy said,

They thought 'twoukl be his last.

The Reverend Mr. Tubs was there,

A i^raying very slow;

It vi-as a solemn, sad affair;

'Twas plain the Boy must go.

His brother William, he come o'er,

To which this good Boy cried,

"Oh, Bill, don't sing nor dance no more !"

And follo\ving which he died.

Now William, he had learnt a song

That pleased him verj' much:
He didn't know that it was wrong

To carol any such.

He said he couldn't leave it go.

Not if he was to die;

And that same song, as all should know,

Was called by him, "Shoo Fly."

He was informed by Mr. Tubes
That he would fall down dead,

Or else get killed by stones or clubs,

With that thing in his head.

But, such is life ! Poor William* wnui

And sung his Shoo Fly o'er:

Not knowing that he would be sent

Where Shoo Flies are no more.

He was a singing, one wet day,

And likewise dancing too,

\Vhen lightning took his sole away

—

Let this warn me and you !

HINTS EOR THE CENSUS.

Dear Punchinello: I have always been in favor of the Census.

The system is questionable, perhaps, though that depends on how you

take it. I have found that it answers very well where the parties are

highly intelligent—like myself, for example.

I drew up the following j^roclamation to read to the U. S. ofl&cial in

my district:

Q. What is your name ? A. Sajisfield Young. What is yours ?

Q. What is j'our age ? A. A., being asked how old he was, replied:

"If I live as long again, and half as long again, and two years and a

half,—how old shall I be ?

Q. Where is your residence ? .4. I live at home with the family.

I have often thought that, amid pleasures and palaces, there is no place

like home, unless it be a boarding house with hot and cold water.

Q. What is your occupation ? A. Taxpayer. This takes my whole

time.

Q. Where were you bom ? A. Havmg made no minute of it at

the time, it has pa.ssed out of myroemory.

Q. What kind of a house do you live in ? A. A mortgaged house,

painted flesh color, a front exposure, brick windows and a brass light-

ning rod. A good deal of back yard, (and back rent, ) to it.

Q. At what age did your grandfather die ? A. If he died last niglit,

(I saw him yesterday at a horse race, ) he was turning ninety-eight.

Perhaps he got tipped over in the turn.

Q. Do you hold any official position: if so, what? A. Inspector

of fish,—every Friday.

Q. Are you insured ? A. I am agent for half a dozen companies.

So are all my neighbors. My life is insured against fire for several

thousands.

Q. Are you troubled with chilblains ? A. Quitely. I soak my feet

in oil of vitriol.

Q. Were you in the war? A. I have the scar on my arm which

I got in the service. I was vaccinated severely, while clerk to a sub-

stitute broker at Troy, N. Y.

Q. Are you a graduate of any College. A. Yes, of one. I forget

which one. I only remember that I was one of the most remarkable

men they ever turned out.

Q. Have you suffered from the potato rot ? A. Not myself. My
uncle had it bad. He found that whiskey and warm water was a very

good thing. I've made an independent discoverj' of the same fact, also.

Q. Are you in favor of Free Trade or Protection 1 A. 1 can only

say that, if elected, gentlemen, I shall endeavor to do my whole duty.

I am.

Q. What do you think of deep plowing ? A. In a scanty popu-

lation, I should say it has a bad effect. I can recommend it, how-

ever, in a sandy soil, where school privileges are first-class.

Q. Does anything else occur to you which it is important for the

Government to know? A. Yes: a hay fever occurs to me regularly

once a yeai". I have no policy to enforce against the will of the people:

Still I would call the attention of the medicine-loving public to my
friend Dr. Ezea Cutler's "Noon-day Bitters." For ringing in the

ears, loss of memorj', bankruptcy, teething, and genera! debility, they

are without a rival. No family should live more than five minutes walk

from a bottle. They gild the morning of youth, cherish manhood, and

comfort old age, wth the name blo\s-n on the bottle in plain letters.

Beware of impositions—at all respectable druggists.

• * I believe in taking things easy, and I shall cheerfully assist the

Administration, when it calls at my door on Census business.

Sabsfield Youno.

Facllla Dencennaa.

The daily papers frequently have articles respecting the " Hell Gate

Obstructions." We do not, however, remember having seen that sub-

ject handled in the .Sun. Perhaps it is that Dana and Dyer, conscious

of their deserts, do not anticipat« any obstructions in that quarter.
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" Friends in Council."—Helps.

'
' Mr. Dkew aud Mr. Fisk were

closeted together for more thau aa hour

yesterday."

"A Tale of Two Cities. "—Dickens.

"The census will show that our city

has a population of at least 500,000."

—

C hicago paper.'

I

"St. Louis has undoubtedly a popu-

!
lationof 400,000."— S<. Louis paper.

"Chicago, 300,000; St. Louis, 190-

000."

—

Census returns.

" Stern Necessity."—F. W. Eobinson.

"It i.s stated that a well-known yacht

I

failed to win the prize in the late race,

I

because her rudder slipped out of her

i fastenings and was lost.

"

ITEMS FROM OUR RURAL RE-
PORTERS.

^ ARISTOCTRACY IN THE KITCHEN.
Lady, (responsively.) "That fashionably dressed woman who has jtist passed, dear? Oh,

that's my cook, taking heb Sunday with the grocer's young man. She never acknowledges
me on such occasions."

WHAT SHALL WE CALL IT?

Having made up my mind to become a novelist, I naturally studied the

productions of my predecessors, and found out, I assure you, in a very

brief period of time, the little tricks of the trade. As I do not wish to

have the business flooded with neophytes, I refrain from informing your

readers how every man can become his own novel w'riter. One very

curious thing, however, which I discovered, I will here relate.

I was very much puzzled by the cui'ious titles which novelists selected

for their books, and very much annoyed by my inability to discover

where they picked them up. I persevered, however, and discovered

that they found them in the daily j^apers. In fact, I shrewdly suspect

that I have discovered, in those veracious sheets, the very incidents

which suggested the names of a number of volumes. Let me place be-

fore you the extracts, which I have culled from the paj^ers.

"Put Yourself in His Place."—Reade.

" Yesterday morning an unknown man was found hanging from the

limbs of a tree in Jones' Wood. He was quite dead when discovered."

"Red as a Rose is She."

"Bridget Fltwn was arrested for vagrancy. When brought before

the Court she was quite drunk. She had evidently been a hard drinker

for years, as her face was of a brilliant carmine color."

" Man and Wife."—Collins.

"Married.—At Salt Lake City, on the 1st day of August, 1870,

Brigham Young, Esq. , to Miss Letttia Black, Mrs. Susan Brown and

Miss Jennie Smith."

" What will he do with it
?"—Bulwek.

" It is stated by the police authorities, that the description of Mr.

Nathan's watch has been spread so widely, that the robber will be im-

able to dispose of it to any jeweler or pawnbroker."

" Our Mutual Fr/eorZ." -Dickens.

' England is supplying botli France and Prussia with horses."

"Jo/m."— Mrs. Oliphant.

"Mr. Sampson has sent to California for another cargo of Chinese

Bhoetnakers.

"

A German farmer, living not one hun-

dred miles from Cincinnati, is raising

trichinated pork for the supply of the

French anny.

The artist who drew the Newfound-
land dog (out of the water, ) at Newi^ort,

K. I., has received a medal from the

Royal Humane Society of England, on

condition that he will not Meddle with

dogs any more.

Near Ashland, in Virginia, a spring has

been discovered that runs chicken soup.

So great was the commotion in culinarj^

arrangements, when the discovery was
made public, that "the di.sh ran after the spoon."

The curious crustacean known as the " fiddler crab " is unusually

numerous in the marshes of Long Island, this summer. It differs from
impecunious persons inasmuch as it is a burrowing, not a borrowing,

creature. It differs from ordinary fiddlers by two letters, in that it

bores the earth, but not the ear.

It is an established fact that persons who sleep on mattresses stuffed

with pigeon's feathers never die. Near Salem, Mass., there is now a

woman nearly two hundred years old, who has been bed-ridden and
confined to a pigeon-feather bed for one hundred and fifty years. One of

her descendants—a shrewd man—has discovered that the pigeon

feathers are growing musty, and proposes to replace them with the

plumage of geese.

There is a wild man at large in the woods of Sullivan County, N. Y.

He was once a fast man of New York City, and is so fast, still, that no-

body can catch him.

A gentleman residing in the vicinity of Glen Cove had a Newfound-
land dog that was very expert at catching lobsters. The faithful animal

has been missing for some time, but a clue to its fate was yesterday ob-

tained by its owner, who found the brass collar of the dog inside a very

large lobster with which ho was about to construct a salad.

Au English nobleman has taken up his residence in the centre of the

Dismal Swamp, Va. Blighted affections are supposed to be the cause

of his trouble, as ho always .wears at the top buttonhole of his coat a

chignon made of red hair.

"That's what's the Matter."

Among the lectures announced for the coming season is Mrs. Cecilia

Burleigh's " Woman's right to be a Woman." We quite agree with

Mrs. Burleigh's remark. Woman is right to be a woman, but the

matter just now is that woman wants to be a man.

Couplet from a Shaker .SonK.

! Mr. President, you'll have to keep on pegging

At this English Mission, which seems to go a-begging.

Hi ! yi ! yi ! etc.
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Extraordinary Bargains.

A. T. Stewai-t & Co.
Respectfully call the attention of their Customers and

Stringers to their attractive Stock

OF

SUMMMER AND FALL

DRESS SILKS,
At popvilar prices.

Striped, Checked and Chine

In great variety, $lto $2 per yard ; value $1.50 to $3.

PLAIN FOULARD,
$1.50, value J2 per yard. 24 inch Black and White

Striped $1.75 ; value $2.50.

STRIPED SATINS,
$1.25 ; value $2.

Plain and Striped Japanese,
75c. ar 1 $1 per yard.

Rich "White and Colored Dress Satins,

Extra Quality.

A CHOICE LINE OF

PLAIN GRAINS,
For Evening and Street, $2.50 to $3 , value $3 to $3.50

per yard.

A FEW EXTRA RICH

SATIN BROCADE SILKS,
AMERICAN SILKS,

Black and Colored, $2.

JOB LOT OF MEDIUM AND RICH

SILKS.
G^REAT JBARGJ^AINS.

A COMPLETE STOCK

BL^CK SILKS,
At popular prices.

PLAIN AND STRIPED

OAZE DE CHAMBREY,
Alexandre Best Kid Gloves, &c., &c.

BROADWAY,
4tli Avenne, 9th and 10th Streets.

A. T. Stewart & Co.
Are offering several lots of

'lOUSEKEEPINa GOODS
MUCH BELOW

COST OF IMPORTATION.
S-8 and 3-4 Single and Doable DAMASK

KAPKIXS, tVom SI to S3.50 per doz.

DAMASK TABLE CLOTHS, all sizes, ft-om
S1.50 to ^S.^a each.

Brown and Bleached TABLE DAMASK, all
linen, from 40 to ISc. per yard.

LINEX SHEETINO, fVom 60 to 90c. per
yard.

PIT.,LO\r LIXENS, rrom SO to TOc. per yard.
LIXEX SHEETS, for Simple and Double Beds,

at 92..50 and upward.
Frlneed HXTCKABACK TO-WELS, »1

per doz. and upnard.
Blenched HXTCKABACK TOW^ELS, 1» l.«

per yard and upward.
Excellent Kitchen To'«velIlnK. In So yard

plecen, $n.S5 per piece.

Several Hundred pieces Linen Xursery
Diapers, various widths, at 81 per piece
below Current prices.

QUILTS AND BLANKETS,
AT LOW PRICES.

Attention of Hodkc and Hotfl Keepers Ih inrited.

BROADWAY,
4TH AVE., 9TH AND lOTH STREETS.

PUNCHINELLO.
The first number of tliis Illustraled Humorous and Satirical Weekly

Paper was issued under date of April iJ, 1870. The Press and the Public in

every State and Territory of the Union endorse it as the best paper of the kind
ever published in America.

CO^^TTCI^TS E^T^TISEL.^^ ORIOI iN^cVL.

Subscription for one year, (with $2.00 premium,) - - - . $1.00
" " six months, (without premium,) - - . . *^,00

" " three months, " " - . . . i,00
Single copies mailed free, for .... ^o

We offer the following elegant premiums of T>. PRANG & GO'S
CHROMOS for subscriptions as follows :

A copy of paper for one year, and

"Tite Awakening," (a Litter of Pupijies.) H;ilf chromo. Sizn 8 3-8 by 11 1-8

(S2. 00 picture,)—for - - - - ....... $4.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following .$3.00

chromos

WiSd Roses. 12^9.

Dead Ganse. 11^x8^.

Easter Morning. 6.iXl0i—for $5.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the foIloAving $5.00 chromos :

Gi"o«ii» of Cliickens 5 Groni* of Dnclilings ; GroMi> of Q;iaiSs. Each
10x12^ •

The Ponltry Yard. 10^x14.

TUe Barefoot Boy ; Wild Fruit. Each 9|xl3.

Pointer and Qnail ; Spaniel and Woodcock. 10x12 for - - - $6. .50

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $6.00 chromos .

The Baby in Trouble; Tlie Unconscious Sleeper; The Two
Friends. (Dog and Child. ) Each 13x164.

Spring ; Suinnter ; Autumn ; 12|xl6g.

The Kid's Play Ground. llxl7J-for $7.00

A copy of paper for one year and eitHfer of the following $7.50 chromos :

Strawberries and Baskets.

Cherries and Baskets.

Currants. Each 13x18.

Horses in a Storm. 22^x151.

Six Central Park Views. (A set.) 9b4i—for $8.00

A copy of paper for one year and

Six American Landscapes. (A set.) 4,^x9, price SO.OO^for - - - $1>.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $10 chromos :

Sunset in California. (Bierstadt.) 18sxl2

Easter 3Iorning. 14x21.

Corregio's Magdalen. 12Axl6i.

Summer Fruit^nd Autumn Fruit. (Half chromes,) ISixlOi, (coiupan-

lons, price $10.00 for the t ), for $»10.00

Remittances should be made in P. O. Orders, Drafts, or BanV Ghecks on
New^ York, or Reg'stered letters. The paper will be sent from the tirst num-
ber, (April 2d, 1870,) when not otherwise ordered.

Postage of paper is payable at the office where received, twenty cents per

year, or five cents per quarter, in advance ; the Chromos will be mailed free

on receipt ot money.
CANVASSERS WANTED, to whom liberal commissions will be given.

For special terms address the Company.
The first ten numbers will be sent to any one desirous of seeing tlie paper

before subscribing, for SIXTY CENTS. A specimen copy sent to any one
desirous of canvassing or getting up a club, on receipt of postage stamp.

Address,

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISIUNO CO.,

p. O. Box 2783. No. 83 Nassau Street, New York.
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"The rriiitiiii? House of the Thiited States."

GEO. F. NESBITT & CO.,

General JOB PRINTERS,

BLANK BOOK Manufacturers.
STATIONERS, Wholesale and Retail,

LITHOGRAPHIC Engravers and Printers.

COPPER-PIiATE Engravers and Printers,

CARD Manufacturers,
ENVELOPE Manufacturers,
FINE CUT and COLOR Printers.

163, 165, 167, and J69 PEARL ST.,

73, 75, 77, and 79 PINE ST., New York.

Advan'tages. BSg" AU on (he same premises, and under

;initdi:U,o supervision of the proprietors.

CROCODILE TEARS.

>^^H/^'

PKANG'S X.,ATEST PVBI..ICATIONS: "^ Wild Flowers," "Water-Lilies,"

PKAX<J'S <'HIiOMOS sold in all Art Stores throughout the world.

PKANCS II^LIXSTRATED C!ATAl>OGTJE sent free on receipt of stamp.

'Chas. Dicken.s."

Tourists and Pleasure Travelers

will be glad to learn that that tho Erie Railway Company
has prepared

COMBINATION EXCURSION

Round Trip Tickets,
Valid during the the entire season, and embracing Uhacn—
headwaters of Cnyuga Lake—Niagara Falls, Lake Ontaiin,
the River St. L.nvrence, Montreal, Quebec, Lake Cham-
plain, Lake George, Saratoga, the White Mountains, and
all principal points of interest in Northern New York,
the Canadas, and New England. Also similar Tickets at
reduced rates, through Lake Superior, enabling traveleis

to visit the celebrated Iron Mountains and Copper Mines
of that region. By applying at the Offices of the Erie
Railway Co., Nos. 241, 529 and 957 Broadway ; 205 Chambers
St. ; 38 Greenwich St.; cor. 125th St. and Third Avenue,
Harlem ; 338 Fulton St., Brooklyn ; Depots foot of Cham-
bers Street, and foot of 23rd St., New York ; No. 3 Ex-
change Place, and Long Dock Depot, Jersey City, and the
Agents at the principal hotels, travelers can obtain just
the Ticket they desiro, as well as all the necessary informa-
tion.

I.. PKAXG A. CO., Bo!it<Mi.

PUNCHINELLO.
With a large and varied experience in the management i

and publication of a paper of the class herewith submitted, I

and with the still more positive advantage of an Ample
Capital to justify the undertaking, the

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.

OF THE CITY OP NEW YOKK,

Presents to the public for approval, the new
^

ILLUSTRATED HUMOROUS AND SATIRICAL

WEEKLY PAPER,

J>1JI^C Til ]S^E I.LO,
The first number of which was issued under

date of April 2.

OEIGINAL ARTICLES,
Suitable for tho paper, and Original Designs, or suggestive

ideas or sketches for illustrations, upon the tojjics of the

il.iy, an; always acceptable and will be i)aid for liberally.

Rejected communications cannot be returned, unless

postage stamps arc inclosed.

TERMS:
One copy, per year, in advance $1 00

Single copies, 10

A specimen copy will bo mailed free upon the

receipt of ten centn.

One cof)y. with the Riverside Magazine, or any other

magazine or i)ai)(fr, jirice, $2..50, for 6 50

One copy, with any magazine or i)apcr, price, $4, for.. 7 00

THi: Mystery of Mr. E. DROOD.

AYritteiT. expressly lor TUNCTIITvTELLO,
B Y

ORPHEUS C. KERR,
fjominrnced in No. 11, will be continued weekly thx-oughout the year.

A sketch of the eminent author, written by his bosom friend, with superb i11usti<ntions of

1st. the AUTHORS PALATIAL Ur.SIDENCE AT BEGADS HILL, TICKNOR'S FIELD.S, NEW JERSEY

2D. THE AUTHOR AT THE DOOR OF SAID PALATIAL RE.SIDENCE, taken as he appears " Every Saturday,
will also be found in the same number.

Single Copies, for Kal(3 by ail iiowsmeu, (or inaikd from this office, free,) Ten Cents.

Subscription for One Year, one copy, with $2 Clironio Premium, $4.

All ootntnunications, remittances, etc., to bo addressed to

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

]Vo. an IVuNHiiti NIroet,

P. O. Box, 2783, N v. w Y <> u ic

.

Those desirous of receiving the paper containing this new serial, which promises to be tho best ever written by

ORPHEUS C. KERR, should subscribe now, to insure its regular receipt weekly.

Wc vi'lll »«:ii«l tlic first Ten IVuinbcrs of PUIVCIIlNEL.IiO lo any one xvho wlsUeii to

see tlieiu, in view or subscilbing, on tUe receipt of SIXTY CENTS

Address,

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY,

p. 0. Box 2783. 83 Nassavi St., JVt^-w "\.'oi'lc

Geo. W. Wheat & Co, Pbintebs, No. 8 Spbuce Stbeet.
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PATENT BINDERS

"PUNCHINELLO,"
to preserve the paper for binding, will be sent postpaid, on

receipt of One Dollar, by

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

83 Nassa« Street, Xe^v York City.

liecomiuended toy Pliysiciaiis.

The best Salve in use for all disorders of the Skin,

for Cuts, Burns, Wounds, &c

XTSED ITvT HOSPIT^VLS.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

PRICE 85 CEBTTS.
JOHN F. HENRY, Sole Proprietor,

No. 8 College Place, New York.

HARKI.SOX BKAI> FOKB <fe CO .
' S

STEEL PENS.
These Pens are of a finer quality, more durable, end

cheaper than any other Pen in the market. Special atten-

tion is called to the following grades, as being better suited

for business purposes than any Pen manufactured. The

" 505," " 33," and the "Antl-Corroslve,"

we recommend for Bank and Office use.

D. APPLETON & CO.,

Sole Agent* for TTnited .Statc.o.

Vol. I No. 24.

SATU RDAY, SEPTEMBER lO, 1870.
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PUBLISHED BY THE

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY,
83 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

THIi: JVI^^STERY OF ]VIK. E. DHOOD,
By ORPHEUS C. KERR,

Continued in tliis ISTnniber.
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Bound Volume No. 1.

The first volume of Punchinello,

ending with ISo. 26 September 24,

1870,

Bound in Fine Cloth,

will be ready for delivery on Oct. 1,

1870.

PRICE $2.50.

Sent postpaid to any part of the Unit-

ed States on receipt of price.

A copy of the paper for one year,

from October Ist, No. 27, and the

Bound Volume (the latter prepaid,)

will be sent to any subscriber for $5.50.

Three copies for one year, and three

Bound Volumes, with au extra copy of

Bound Volume, to any person sending

us three subscriptions for $16.50.

One copy of paper for one year,

with a fine chroiuo premium,

for - - - - - $4.00

Single copies, mailed free lO

Back numbers car always be sup-

TO NEAVS-DEAL.ERS.

Punchinello's Monthly.

The Weekly Numbers for July,

Bound in a Handsome Cover,

Is now ready. Price Fifty Cents.

THK TRADE
Supplied by the

AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY,

who are now prepared to receive Orders.

WEVILL & HAMMAR,

AV^o o d J^]n gravers,
a08 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

33 BROAD^VAY,
KEW YORK.

Open Every Day from 10 A.M. to 3 P.M.

Deposits of any sum, from Ten Cents to Ten Thou-
sand Dollars, will be received.

Six per Cent iutcrcsi , Free of Govern-
ment Tax.

plied, as the paper is elecfrotyped.
1 INTEREST ON NEW DEPOSITS

Book canvassers will find this vol-

|

Commences on the First of every Month.

ume a

Very Saleable Book.

HENRY SMITH, President

BEEVES E. SELMES. Secretary.

WALTER ROCHE, ) j.,-,,.p,e.Wen<..
EDWARD HOGAN, )

Orders supplied at a very liberal I

diBcount. NEWS DEALERS
All remittances should he made in

/'ost Office orders.

ON

Canvassers wanted for the paper

everywhere.

Address,

Punchinello Publishini? Co.,

83 NASSAU ST., N. Y.

P. O. Box No. »7H:t.

RASl.ROAnS,
STKAMBOATS,

And at

FORST & AVERELL,
steam. Lithograph, and Letter Press

PRINTERS,
EMBOSSERS, ENGRAVERS, AND LABEL

MANUFACTURERS.

Sketches and Estimates furnished upon application.

as Piatt Street, and
IP. o. Box 2845] 20-22 Gold Street,

NEW YORK.

G
F O Ij E Y ' S

O I^ D PENS.
Thk Best and Chkajest.

250 BROA.I>\^^AY.

WATERING PLACES,
Will find the Monthly Numbers of

"PUNCHINELLO"
For April, May, June, and July, au attractive and
Saleable Work.

Single Copies Price 60 cts.

l''or trade price address American News Co., or

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHIN G CO.,

HM NuxNiiu Street.

%9. to ALBANY and
TROY.

The Day Liine Steamboats C.Vibbard and
Daniel Dre'iv, commencing May 31, will leave

Vestry st. Pier at 8.45, and Thirty-fourth st. at 9 a.m.,

landing at Yonkers, (Nyack, and Tarryto'wn
by ferry-boat), Cozzens, West Point, Corn-

wall, IVewburgH, Poughkeepsie, Rliine-
bcck, Bristol, Catskill, Hudson, and Nevf-

Baltimoi-e. A special train of broad-gauge cars

in connection with the day boats will leave on arrival

at Albany (commencing June 20) for SKaron
Springs. Fare $4.35 from New York and for

Cherry Valley. The Steamboat Seneca will trans-

fer passengers from Albany to Troy.

J. M. SPRAQ^XJE
Is the Authorized Agent of

"PUNCHINELLO"
For the

New England States,
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MYSTERY OF MR. E. DROOD.
AN ADAPTATION.

BY ORPHEUS C. KERR.
CHAPTER XVII.

INSUBANCE AND ASSUEANCE.

Six months had come and gone and done it; the weather was as in-

ordinately hot as it had before been intolerably cold; and the Reverend

OcTAVius Simpson stood waiting, in the gorgeous OfiQce of the Boreal

Life Insurance Company, New York, for the appearance of Mr.

Mel.«jcthon Schenck.

Having been directed by a superb young clerk, who parted his hair

in the middle, to "just stand out of the passage-way and amuse your-

self ^vilh one of our Schedules for awhile," imtil the great life-Agent

should come in, the Gospeler read a few schedulistic pages, proving,

that if a person had his life Insured at the age of Thirty, and paid his

premiums regularly until he was Eighty-five, the cost to him and profit

to the Company would, probably, be much more than the amount he

had insured for. It must, then, be evident to him, that, upon his

death, at Ninety, the Company would have received, in all, sufficient

funds from him to pay the full amount of his Policy to the lady whom
he had always introduced as his wife, and still retain enough to declare

a handsome Dividend for itself. Such was the sound business-principle

upon which the Boreal was conducted; and the merest child must

perceive, that ordy the extremely unUkely coincidence of at least four

insurers all dying before Eighty-five could endanger the solvency of the

beneficent institution.—Having mastered this convincing argument,

and become greatly confused by its plausibility, Mr. Simpson next gave

some attention to what was going on around him in the Office, and

allowed his overwrought mind to relax cheerfully in contemplation

thereof. One of human nature's peculiarities was quite amusingly ex-

emplified in the dififerent treatment accorded to callers who were "safe

risks," and to those who were not. Thus, the whisper of " Here comes

old Tubercles, again !" was prevalent amongst the clerks upon the

entrance of a very thin, narrow-chested old gentleman, whom they in-

formed, with considerable humor, that ho was only wasting hours which

should be spent with a spiritual adviser, in his useless attempts to take

out a Policy in that office. The Boreal couldn't insure men who ought

to be upon their dying beds instead of coughing around Insurance

offices. Ha, ha, ha ! Another gentleman, florid of countenance and

absolutely without neck, was quickly checked in the act of giving his

name at one of the desks; one clerk desiring another clerk to look,

under the head of "A.," in his book, for " Apoplexy," and let this man
see that we can't take such a risk as he is on any terms. A third caller,

who really looked quite healthy except around the eyes, was also as-

sured that he need not call again—^" Because, you see," explained the

clerkly wag, " it's no go for you to try to play your Bright's Disease on

us!" When, however, the applicant was a robustious, long-necked,

fresh individual, he was almost lifted from his feet in the rush of oblig-

ing young Boreals to show him into the room of the Medical Examiner;

and when, now and then, an agent, or an insurance-broker, came

dragging in, by the collar, some Safe Risk, just captured, there was an

actual contest to see who should be most polite to the panting but

healthy stranger, and obtain his private biography for the consideration

of the Company.

The Reverend Octavitjs studied these sprightly little scenes with un-

speakable interest until the arrival of Mr. Schenck, and then followed

that popular benefactor into his private office with the air of a man who

had gained a heightened admiration for his species.

" So you have come to your senses at last !" said Mr. Schenck, hastily

drawing his visitor toward a window in the side-room to which they

had retired. " Let me look at your tongue, sir."

"What do you mean?" asked the Gospeler, endeavoring to draw

back.

"I mean what I say. Let—me—see—yoiu—tongue.—Or, stop!"

said Mr. Schenck, seized with a new thought, " I may as well examine

your general organization first." And, flying at the astounded Ritual-

istic clergyman, he had sounded his lungs, caused a sharp pain in his

liver, and felt his pulse, before the latter could phrase an intelligent

protest.

" You may die at any moment, and probably will," concluded Mr.

Schenck, thoughtfully; "but still, on the score of friendship, we'll

give you a Policy for a reasonable amount, and take the chance of being

able to compromise with your mother on a certain per centage after the

funeral, "i

"I don't want any of your plagued policies !" exclaimed the irritated

Gospeler, pushing away the hand striving to feel his pulse again.

"As you have expressed a desire to resign the guardianship of your

wards, Mr. and Miss Pendbagon, and I have agreed to accept it, my
purpose in calling here is to obtain such statement of your account with

those young people as you may be disposed to render."

"Ah !" returned the other, in sullen disappointment. "That is all,

eh ? Allow me to inform you, then, that I have cancelled the Boreal

policies which have been granted to the Murderer and his sister; and
allow me also to remark, that a dying clergyman like yourself might
employ his last moments better than encouraging a Southern destroyer

of human life."

"I do not, cannot believe that Montgomeey Pendeagon is guilty,"

said Mr. Simpson, firmly. " Having his full confidence, and thoroughly

knowing his nature, I am sure of his innocence, let appearances be

what they may. Consequently, it is my determination to befriend

him."
"And j'ou will not have your life insured?"
" I will not, sir. Please stop bothering me."
" And you call yourself a clergyman !" cried Mr. Schenck, with intense

scorn. " You pretend to be a Ritualistic spiritual guide; you champion
peoijle who slay the innocent and steal devout men's umbrellas ; and yet

you do not scruple to leave your own high-church Mother entirely

without provision at your death.—In such a case," continued the

speaker, rising, while his manner grew ferocious with determination

—

" in such a case, all other arguments having failed, my duty is plain.

You shall not leave this room, sir, until you have promised to take out

a Boreal Policy."

He started, as he spoke, for the door of the private-office, intending

to lock it and remove the key; but the unhappy Ritualist, fathoming

his design, was there before him, and tore open the door for his own
speedy egress.

"Mr. Schenck," observed the Gospeler, turning and pausing in the

doorway, "you allow your business-energy to violate all the most deli-

cate amenities of private life, and will yet drive some maddened mortal

to such resentful use of pistol, knife, or poker, as your mourning family

shall sincerely deplore. The articles on Free Trade and Protection in

the daily papers have hitherto been regarded as the climax of all that

utterly wearies the long-sufi'ering human soul; but I tell you, as a

candid friend, that they are but little more depressing and jading to the

vital powers than your unceasing mention of life-insurance.

"

"These are strong words, sir," answered Mr. Schenck, incredulously.

"The editorial articles to which you refer are considered the very

drought of journalism ; those by Mr. Geeelet, especially, being so dry

that they are positively dangerous reading without a tumbler of water."

" You brought the comparison upon yourself, Mr. Schenck. Good
day."

Thus speaking, the Reverend Octavtds Simpson hurried nervously

from the Boreal temple; not fairly satisfied that he had escaped a Policy

until he foimd himself safely emerged on Broadway and turning a

comer toward Nassau Street. Reaching the latter bye-way, after a brief

interval of sharp walking, he entered a building nearly opposite that in

which was the office of Mr. Dibble; and, having ascended numerous

flights of twilight stairs to the lofty floor immediately over the saddened

rooms occupied by a great American Comic Paper, came into a spiderj'

garret where lurked Montgomeey Pendbagon.

"Hard at it?" he asked, approaching a ricketty table at which sat the

persecuted Southerner, reading a volume of Hotle's Games.
" My only friend !" ejaculated the lonely reader, hurriedly covering

the book with an arm. " I am, as you see, studying law here, all alone

with these silent friends."

He waved his thin hand toward a rude shelf on which were several

well-worn City Directories of remote dates, volumes of Patent Office

Reports for the years '57 and '59, a copy of Mr. Greeley's Essays on

Political Economy, an edition of the Corporation Manual, the Coast

Survey for 1850, and other inflaming statistical works, which had been

sent to him in his exile by thoughtful friends who had no place to keep

them.

"Cheer up, brother!" exhorted the good Gospeler, "I'll send you

some nice theological volumes to add to your library, which will then

be complete. Be not despondent. All will come right yet

"

Entered, according to Act of Congress, In the year 1870, by the* Punchinello Pbblishxno Compant, in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States, for

the Southeru District of New York.
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" I reckon it will, in time," returned the youth, moodily. "I sup-

pose you know that my sister is determined to come here and stay with

me?"
'

' Yes, MoNTGOMEEY, I have heard of her noble resolution. May her

conversation prove sustaining to you."
'

' There will be enough of it, I reckon, to sustain half a dozen people,

"

was the despondent answer. " This is a gloomy place for her, Mr.

Simpson, situated, as it is, immediately over the offices of a Comic

Paper."

"And do you think she would care for cheerful accessories while you

are in sorrow ?" asked the Gospeler, reproachfully.

"But it is so mournful—that floor below," persisted the brother,

doubtfully. " If there were only something the least bit more lively

down there—say an Undertaker's.

"

" A Sister's Love can lessen the most crushing gloom, Montgomery."

A silent pressure of the hand rewarded this encouraging reminder of

sanguine friendship; and, after the depressed law-student had promised

the Eeverend Octavius to walk with him as far as the ferry in a few

moments, the said Eeverend departed for a hasty call upon the old

lawyer across the street.

Benignant Mr. Dibble sat near a front window of his office, and re-

ceived the visitor with legal serenity.

" And how does our young friend enjoy himself, Mr. Simpson, in the

retreat which I had the honor of commending to you for him ?"

The visitor replied, that his young friend's retreat, by its very lofti-

ness, was calculated to inspire any occupant with a room-attic affection.

"And how, and when, and where did you leave Mr. Bumstead?"

inquired Mr. Dibble.

"As well as could be expected; this morning, at Bumsteadville, " said

the Gospeler, with answer as terse and comprehensive as the question.

"—Because," added the lawyer, quickly, "there he is, now, coming

out of a refreshment saloon immediately under the building in which

our yoimg friend takes refuge."

"So he is!" exclaimed the surprised Mr. Simpson, staring through

the window.

There, indeed, as indicated, was the Eitualistic organist; apparently

eating cloves from the palm of his right hand as he emerged from the

place of refreshment, and wearing a linen coat so long and a straw hat

of such vast brim that his sex was not obvious at first glance. While

the two beholders gazed, in unspeakable fascination, Mr. Bumstead

suddenly made a wild dart at a passing elderly man with a dark sun-

umbrella, ecstatically tore the latter from his grasp, and passionately

tapped him on the head with it. Then, before the astounded elderly

man could recover from his amatement, or regain the gold spectacles

which had been knocked from his nose, the umbrella, after an instant

of keen examination, was restored to him with a humble, almost abject-

ly apologetic, air, and Mr. Bumstead hurried back, evidently crushed,

into the refreshment saloon.

" His brain must be turned by the loss of his relative," murmured

the Gospeler, pitifully.

"His umbreUative, you mean," said Mr. Dibble.

When these two gentlemen had parted, and the Eeverend Octavius

Simpson had been escorted to the ferry, as promised, by Montgomebt

Pendeagon, the latter, after a long, insane walk about the city, with the

thermometer at 98 degrees, returned to his attic in time to sui-prise -a

stranger climbing in through one of the back windows.

"Who are you?" exclaimed the Southern youth, much struck by the

funereal aspect, sexton-like dress, and inordinately long countenance

of the pallid, light-haired intruder.

"Pardon ! pardon !" answered he at the window, with much solem-

nity. " I am a proprietor of the Comic Paper down below, and am elud-

ing the man who comes every day to tell me how such a paper should

bo conducted. He is now talking to the young man writing the mail-

wrappers, who, being of iron constitution and unmarried, can bear

more than I. There was just time for me to glide out of the window at

sound of that fearful voice, and I climbed the iron shutter and found

myself at your casement.—Hark ! Do you hear the buzz down there ?

He's now telling the young man writing the mail-wrappers what kind

of Cartoons should be got-up for this country. — Hark, again ! He
and the young man writing the mail-wrappers have clinched and are

rolling about the floor.—Hark, once more ! The young man writing

the mail-wrappers has put him out."

'
' Won't you come in ?" asked Montgomery, sincerely sorry for the

agitated being.

'
' Alas, no !" responded the fugitive, in the tone of a cathedral bell.

'

' I must go back to my lower deep once more. My name is Jeremy
Bentham; I am very unhappy in my mind; and, with your permission,

will often escape this way fiom him who is the bane of my existence.

"

Being assured of welcome on all occasions, he of the long counte-

nance went clanging down the iron shutter again; and the lonely law-

student, burying his face in his hands, prayed Providence to forgive

him for ha^-ing esteemed his own lot so hopelessly gloomy when there

were Comic Paper men on the very next floor.

That night, before going home to Gowanus, the old lawyer across the

way glanced up toward Montgomery's retreat, and shook his head as

though he couldn't make something out. Whether he had a difficult

idea in his brain, or only a fly on his nose, was for the observer to dis-

cover for himself.

(
To he Continued. )

UNIVEESOCKDOLOGY.

Me. Punchinello : It afflicts me, one of joui most assiduous readers,

to notice that you cast not even so much as a lack-lustre glance at the

brilliant gems that Stephen Pearl Andrews scatters periodically

through the columns of the Evening Mail and Woodhull & Claflin's

Weekly. Are the times out of joint; or is it your Italian nose ? Do yoii

fear to quote the sublimated utterances of the perspicacious, although

pleonastic philosopher ? Does he lead you in thought, or the expression

thereof? Then, wherefore? And if not, wherever may the just reason

be found for your indifference ?

The science of Universology, as so delightfully unfolded by Mr.

Andrews, is one that must ere long overtop and engulf all others,

seeing that it is, of itself, the science which embodies and contains all.

It teaches that the universe exists in time and space—a fact never dis-'

covered till now—or that, rather, it exists in space and time, as the two

negative containers of its statis^n or existence, and of its inotism or

eventuation, (its chain of events. ) It shows that statism, or world-ex-

istence-at-rest, in space, is analogous with the cardinal series of

numeration; and motism or world-existence-in-motion, in time, analo-

gous with the ordinal series of numbers; and that, finally, statism and
cardinism, (as of the four cardinal points in the orientation of space,

)

are analogous with spiritualities and the spirit world; and that motism

and ordinism (succession by steps) are analogous with temporalities,

(transitory things) and so with the mundane or transitory sphere.

Now this is the whole subject in a nutshell—a subject it behooves you
and all other deep thinkers to grapple withal. Through yom* efl"orts to

spread the glorious truths thus ingeniously set forth, how much good

might be done ! Think of the unravelling of the complications sur-

rounding the Germano-Gallic war; the light that might be thrown upon
the sources of Horace Greeley's agricultural information; the settle-

ment of the Coolie question. Then, see what effect a clear and canchd

discussion of the topic woiild have on the public morality, security,

and peace ! How often it appears that, in spite of the normal equanimity

observable in circumstantial evidence, hereditary disciplinarisms are

totally devoid of potential abstemiousness. This may be owing to the

fact that at ebb and neap tides the obliquity of vision (duism) i-emarked

by most invalid veterans in their occasional adversaria, is unconscious

of their parental dignity, and by no means to be confounded with the

referees in astronomical or i^harmaceutical cases, or with ordinary ompha-

lopsychites. Whatever be or not be the result of these investigations

and calculations, it is consolatory to the student of proportional hemi-

spheres to remark that, whichever way the sophist may turn, he must

invariably rely on the softer impeachments of a hireling crowd, with

—

" Water, water, everywhere,

And not a drop to drink,"

and give up all personal interest in the homogeneous relations arising

from too precipitate a ratiocination of events, urging, at the same time,

the positive proportions exercised in the administration of a not over

particular dormitory, and the replication ofchameleouizing—constantlj'

chameleonizing, odoriferosities. Yours, Pathist.

About Face

!

Eecent London advices briefly state that Edmxtnd About, the miss-

ing correspondent of the ^oir, has tiirned up somewhere. Our Cockney

informant imagines that M. About, like his tlistinguished ancestor,

(Abou, B. a.,) foimd his "sweet dream of peace" too rudely disturbed

by the bowlings of the Prussian dogs of war, and decided to 'ead About

for Paris, simply in order to avoid being 'eadedoflf by the enemy.
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"When you go to Long Branch, do not take a Newfoundland dog

ONE down with me HEEE, AND WHENEVEE I GO OtTT TO TAKE A LITTLE DIP.

WILL INSIST ON DEAGGiNG ME ASHOKE."

—

Letter from, a Friend.

SUMMER AT SANDY POINT.

Sandy Point, August 18, 1870.

PEELIMINAET FLOUEISHES.

Deae Punchinello: * Nature demands a change of air. Man needs

rest. Invigoration is necessary to liealtli. Tlie throbbing brain must
shut down on its throbbing.

Hence second-class hotels, with first-class prices; hence hard beds,

no gas, and many flies. I say—"Hence—flies," but as a general thing

I notice they will not hence.

wheeb to go.

Those who are fond of flees may flee to the mountains. I know when
I've got enough, and I prefer to surf it on the sea shore. Take the 82

A.il. train, and come to

SANDY POINT.

Everything here is sand as far as the eye can reach, or a horse and

wagon, with a profane driver, can travel. The ocean laves the beach.

The sea also is here. The tide comes in twice a day. This alone gives

Sandy Point a great advantage over all other points on the coast.

I rode up in the regular conveyance, and soon after my arrival found

myself standing on the spacious and elegant piazza of

THE CHAENEL HOUSE,

a palatial structure erected by the late Mr. Chaenel, who is said to

have lavished an immense fortune upon it. Strictly speaking, he didn't

lavish quite so much paint on the front as an advanced civilization had

a right to expect; but within, everything, (including the clerk,) appears

to have been furnished with an eye to

LUXUEIOUS COMFOET.

Mr. SoAPiNGTON. the genial landlord, Mr. Eichaed Soapinoton, Jr.

,

the gentlemanly clerk, Mrs. Soapington, the accomplished hostess, and

the lovely Miss Claea Soapington, all greeted me with that hearty

welcome, so dear to the traveller. Soapington said he was glad to see

me, and, seeing that it was me, he would be willing to infringe on his

inflexible rule, and would allow mo to pay

* Soapington, of the hotel here, and I, have been skirmishing over a board bill

for a couple of weeks, and he has finally outflanked me to the amount of cbout $40.

I think if you will insert this correspondence it wUl be all right. S. will succAmb

.

CASH in advance.

Madame S. was soriy she couldn't set

me up a cot in the wash-room, but

would be compelled to let me have a

double front-room over the bar. I told

her if the apartment had a practicable

trap door I thought I could get along.

RicHAED S. , Jr. , was sure he had met
me before; and, as a friend, he would say

the establishment was not responsible

for valuables unless deposited in the

safe. He would take my watch and
jewelry to wear while I was there, inas-

much as

he was the safe himself.

The charming Miss S. didn't say any-

thing, but she smiled, and looked such

unutterable things from behind the

blinds, that I expect to find it all in the

bill.

Everybody that can get a railroad pass

should come to Sandy Point.

WHAT TO DO.

Sit in the reading-room and look over

the torn files of two daily papers a week

and a half old; or study a hotel adver-

tiser.

the suef bathing

is magnificent. The prevalence of an

unmitigated undertow renders it quite

exhilarating for old ladies and invalids.

Any one who is drowned will have every

attention paid to his remains,—by the

. sharks.

BOATING.
~

^^
I

Everybody boats. The Ro\\t Broth-

ers are here, and sing on the water by moonlight. You can blister

your hands at an oar, or bale out the boat, just as your taste inclines.

As the life-preserver is a little out of repair, I stay on shore.

FISHING.

Everybody fishes. There are all varieties, from speckled trout and

pickerel, up to conger eels, horse mackerel, and porpoises. Parties

frequently come back with all the fishing they want. If absent a week

on a trip, they can make arrangements to have their board run on just

the same.
DEIVING.

Everybody drives. The roads are of unsui-passing loveliness. They

drive every day. If the waiters would drive a few flies out of the dining-

room, we wouldn't sit down quite so many at table.

WHO AP.E HERE.

Sandy Point, with all its native attractions, would be nothing were it

not for the beauty and fashion that throng its halls. There are men
here who can draw their note for any amount. Here is an ex-member

of Congress; there a double X brewer, both immensely wealthy.

Diamonds abound. There is a hop in the parlor ever>- evening and

preaching on Sundays.

I should not forget a paralytic washwoman in my section of the house,

who has a prevailing idea, when she brings home my clothes, that eleven

pieces make a dozen.

Reader, if you seek

THE FLUSH OF HEALTH,

come down here ! I wasn't very flush when I got here, but I don't in-

tend to go away till I've put myself into thorough repair.

WITH YOU. I BROUGHT
THE FAITHFUL CEEATUEE

Yours,

^A. TFur Conundmm.

When are soldiers like writers for the press ?

the column.

Saksfield Young.

When they charge by

A wcll-tlUed 80IU

The article on Dickens, in the August numljer of the Atlantic Momihhi.

18 certainly suggestive of fresh Fields, if not of pastures new.
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THE WATERING PLACES.

Panctalnello'a Vacations.

Sometimes Mr. Ptinchinello is very busy. Not only has he upon his

shoulders the ordinary labors of conductor of a great journal, but he

has much to do for other people. His editors, his printers, hisbinde:«,

his artists, his engravers, his corps of clerks, his office and errand boys,

and all connected with his extensive estabUshment, come to him from

time to time for advice in regard to the investment of their surplus

earnings, and between assisting in the purchase of a farm for this one,

a house for the other, and all sorts of stocks and bonds for the rest, he

is often terribly pressed for time.

No one who is not looked up to by a crowd of grateful dependents,

all fattening in the shadow of his prosperity, as it were, can understand

Mr. P's. feelings of responsibility at such times.

Such an unusual demand upon his time occurred last week, and Mr.

p. found tha*- he would not be able to spend a few days as usual at

some fashionable watering place. But he must have some recreation,

so he determined to have a day's fishing among the celebrated Thou-
sand Islands of the St. Lai^NTence. He put some luncheon in a basket,

and set off quite early in the morning. Finding that some twenty

hours were consumed in the transit, Mr. P. thought that, considering

his hurry, he had better, perhaps, have gone to Newark for a day's

fishing off the piers. But he was at the St. La-^Tcnce now, and it would
not do to complain. He hired a boat, Unes, bait and two navigators,

and set out bravely.

He sailed among a crowd of island? where either the bowsprit or the

boom was continually getting caught in the shrubbery and rocks,

until he came to island No. 18. Here was a picnic party.

Tor reasons which the accompanying view may render obvious, Mr.
P. and his men dechned the invitation of the picnickers to ntop and
join them. The boat continued on until it reached the channcil between
islands No. 87 and No. 88, and there Mr. P. got out his lines and com-
menced to fish, trolling his bait Viehind as the boat slowly sailed, under
the hot sun, among those lovely isles, where, to be sure, burning's half

o' the sport, but where "burning Sappho " would have lost herself ut-

terly, and probably have tumbled into some of the watery intricacies

and have put herself out.

Mr. P. did not have much luck at first. He caught one muskallonge,
after a period of patient waiting which he feels he also must call long,

and once, when he thought he was hauling in a fine bass, he turned

very red when the boatmen laughed at seeing him " cotch an eel." But

after a while he got a royal bite. He hauled in manfully, and although,

owing to the intricacies of the channel, he could not see what he had

caught, he knew it was a fine fellow from its weight. At last, after

tremendous tugging, he got it in over the stern.

It was one of the thousand islands !

What could be done now ?

The steersman, who had slipped under a seat when he saw the great

mass above him, and the man who managed the sails, were both Cana-

dians, and after a great deal of excited talk, they agreed if Mr. P.

would make it worth their while, they would endeavor to put the island

back in its jDlace and make no remarks in public which would tend to

produce a misunderstanding between the governments of Great Britain

and the United States, on the ground of undue acquisition of territory.

By the payment of a sum, which it will require a club of thirty sub-

scribers to make good to him, Mr. P. concluded the arrangement, and

they sailed back to replace the island. But what was the horror of the

party, when they perceived on the unfortunate bit of British territorj-,

a plate, which had stuck fast by reason of a covering of the juice of

plum-pie, and a fork which was rammed firmly into the earth !

It needed but few collateral evidences to convince Mr. P. and his men
that this was the island where they had seen the picnic.

And where were the picnickers ?

If any of Mr. P's. subscribers in Prince Edwakd Island, Costa Eica,

the Gallipagoes, or other outstanding places, receive their paper rather

late this week, they are informed that, in consequence of his having

spent three entire days exploring the labyrinth of these islands in or-

der to find the bodies of the unfortunate party of pleasure, (which

bodies he did not find, ) Mr. P. was very much delayed in his office

business. His near patrons received their papers in due time, but those

at a distance will excuse him, he feels sure, when they consider what

his feelings must have feeen, while grappling for an entire picnic.

The island was dumped down anywhere, without reference to its

former place. When the Alabama claims are settled, Mr. P. will go

back and adjust it properly.

Mr. P. gained nothing by this trip but the knowledge that there

are but 980 of these islands, which an unscrupulous monarchy imposes

upon a credulous people as a full thousand, and the gloom which would

naturally pervade a man, after an occurrence of the kind just narrated.

On his way home, he stopped for supper at Albany, and there he met

Cyrus W. Field and Commodore Vandekbilt. One of these gentle-

men was looking very happy and the other very doleful.

(The tall gentleman in the picture is Mr. Field—not that he is really

so very tall—but he is elevated. The short one is the Commodore—so

drawn, not because ho is short, but because he is depressed.)
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After the compliments of the season, (warm ones,) Mr. P. asked his

friends how the war in Europe affected them.

"Gloriously!" cried Mr. Field. "Nothing could be better. The
messages fly over our cables like—like—like lightning. Why, sir,

I wish they would keep up the war for ten years.

"

" And you, sir?" said Mr. P. to the Commodore.

"Oh, I hate it !" said Vandeebilt. "They send neither men nor

munitions by our road. It is an absolute dead loss of hundreds of

thousands of dollars to me that my raih-oad is on this side of the

ocean. I shall never cease to deplore it.

"

"But sir," said Mr. P. "the war may cause a great exportation of

grf.in from the West, and then your road will profit."

"Don't believe it," said the Commodore. "The war will stop ex-

portation."

" It goes against the grain with him, any way you fix it," said Mr.

Field, mth a festive air. " He can't cany any messages."

" On a cabalistic cable," remarked Mr. P.

Cyeus smiled.

" No, sir," said the Commodore, reverting to his grievances. " Never

has such a loss happened to me, since I went into New York Centrals.

"

"Well, I tell you, Vakdt," said Mr. Field, " if you and other

grasping creatures had kept away from New York's entrails it would

have been much better for the body corporate of the State."

"Look here !" cried the Commodore, in a rage.

'Mr. Field looked there, but Mr. P. didn't. He thought it was time

to go for his train, and he went.

SEVERAL UNSAVORY RENDERINGS.

HY there should be such a

thing as a New York Render-

ing Company is a puzzle to

thoughtful minds. Persons

resident in certain districts

of the city, that border on the

North River, though, are

cognizant of that Company.
The North River nose knows
the Co., and would close it-

self to it, only that it is too

close upon it to close eflfectu-

ally.

And what are the New
York Rendering Company,
and to whom do they render,

and what ? Lard bless you !

sir, or madam, they comprise

a thing that lives, if not by

the sweat of its brow, at least

by the suet of its boilers.

The dead horses of the city

car companies are the crea-

ture's normal food. Nor does it despise smaller venison, for it can

batten upon dead kittens, too, and fatten upon asphj-xiated pup.

Carnivorous, decidedly, is the creature concreted by the New York

Rendering Company, converting all that it touches into fat, and so,

living literally upon the fat of the land. That the Company render

other things besides fat, however, has been for some time past a sub-

ject of complaint against their management, and here are a few details

of their renderings.

Once the atmosphere of the bays and rivers of New York was a source

of health to the excursionists who, in summer time, seek relaxation by

inexpensive voyages upon the waters adjacent to the city. By casting

the refuse of their carrion into these waters, the New York Rendering

Company have rendered foul and noxious the once healthful atmosphere

of our aquarian outlets, rendering themselves a nuisance, at the same

time.

Thus, anything like a "pleasure" excursion by water, in the neigh-

borhood of New York, has been rendered impossible during the present

season, by the New York Rendering Company.

Off all the shores of our bays Offal has accumulated, and that during

the hottest summer on record for these latitudes. The waters have thus

been rendered unfit for bathing in, as the air has been rendered per-

nicious to breathe—another rendering by the New York Rendenng

Company, whose manifest mission is to ofifalize the world.

It is pleasant to know, then, that the renderings of the New York
Rendering Company are likely to be reactionary as well as suicidal,

(perhaps suetcidal might be a better word here,) in their results. Their
" offence is rank," and has reached the nose of authority, for we find it

stated that '

' Mayor Hall has already made complaint against the New
York Rendering Company, and that they will be indicted at the next

sitting of the Grand Jury."

And when their boiling nuisances come to be seized, as we tnist they

will be, how jolly to see them '
' rendering to Seizer " all that has

rendered them the nuisance they are ! Then let them render up the

ghost, and go out spluttering, like a dip candle from one-of their own
rancid renderings—and so an end ofthem.

A CARD OF THANKS.

Punchinello is extremely indebted to The Sun for the association of

the names of several worthy gentlemen with the ownership of the only

first-class Illustrated Humorous and Satirical paper published in

America: (Subscription price, for one year, $4.00. Single copies 10

cents. Office, 83 Nassau St., New York.)

WeU, it is something to be credited with' having decent men about

you
;
perhaps if The Sun would try the experiment it would be found

more purifying than even the sermons of O. Dyee.

WHY IT IS SO DRY.

ClBCtTMSTANCES WILL COMPEL THE RTATELIEST OF MEN TO STOOP, SOME-

TIMES. GeTTINO A LIOUT FBOH THE STUMP OF A NEWSBOY'S CIGAn 18 ONE

OF THEM.

We thought it had something to do with a lack of moisture in the air;

and now, along comes Monsieur Peou, another philosopher, and mere-

ly says what we had thought. He declares that there was so much ice

last winter (come now, gentlemen of the Ice Companies, what have you

to say to that ?) it couldn't melt in time to evaporate in time to supply

moisture in time for the necessary showers. (Somehow, there's an
j

eternity of " time " in that sentence; but n'impoHe: allons!) We think
j

Peou has proved his case. And, although we can't quite sympathise !

with his suggestion that detachments of sappers and miners be em-
|

ployed in the spring-time, in Arctic (and doubtless also Antarctic)
|

regions, in blowing up icebergs and otherwise facilitating the ope-
|

rations of old Sol, we give the ingenious Frenchman credit lor at least

as much philosophic acumen as we ourselves possess: and Heaven only
knows how superb a compliment we thus convey !

Couldn't our friend Capt. Hall be requested to watch the Pole a

little next winter, and look into this idea of ours and Peou's ?



A SCENE FROM OLD NICK-OLOS NICK-OLBY.
THE EMPEEOR DE MANTALINI GOI^G TO THE "DEMNITION BOW-WOWS.

OUR POLICE EEPOHT.

On Tuesday last a suspicious looldngman was arrested by the police,

and taken to the One Hundred and Fourth Precinct Station House, on

several charges of disorderly acts perpetrated by him in various parts

of the city. He gave his name as Chakles A. Dana, and was locked up
for the night.

Yesterday morning, prisoner was brought before Justice Downy, at

the Jephson Market Police Court.

Officer Locust, being called to testify, stated that his attention was
directed to the prisoner, on Tuesday afternoon last, by some boys in

Fourteenth Street. Prisoner was standing on the side-walk, on the side

of the street opposite Tammany Hall. He was armed with a small

pewter squirt, with which he was trying to smear the front of that build-

ing' by drawing up dirty water from the gutter. The range of the squirt

did not appear to reach more than half-way across the street. The
water used was very foul, leaving stains upon a dirt-cart that was
passing. While witness was watching the prisoner, the Hon. Wm. M.
Tweed carao down the steps from Tammany Hall, and, upon seeiug

him, prisoner ran away, but was seized by witness, before he could

make his escape.

On being interrogated by the magistrate, prisoner said that he hardly

knew what he was doing when arrested. The Sun was in his eyes at

the time. If it hadn't been so, he W( \ld not have missed his shot. Ho
must do something for a living, and he thought that throwing dirty

water was as good an occupation as any other. Had made money out
of it by threatening respectable people with his pewter squirt, and they

would give him money rather than have their clothes soiled. He would
do anything to make money; and he didn't in the least mind dirtying

his haiid:s in the making of it.

To a question by the magistrate, as to whether he had had anything
to do with casting offal into the bay, prisoner laughed in a wild

manner, and said that he, for one, could never bo accused of wasting
good, honest dirt in that way. All the offal in the world, said prisoner,

wasn't too much for him to use in bespattering the objects of his at-

tention, friends as well as foes. He had heaved tons of offal, already,

at Mr. A. Oakey Hall, (whom he evidently imagined to be an Irish-

man, and called O'Hall. ) He didn't care whom he hit, in fact^ so long

as he could make it pay.

A gentleman connected with the velocipede interest, whose name our

reporter did not catch, here stated that he became acquainted with

prisoner nearly two years ago, while the velocipede frenzy was at its

height. He had constructed to order for the prisoner a peciiliar

velocipede called the " Sun Squirt." It had a Dj'er's tub attached to it,

which was filled with bilge-water. On this machine, the prisoner, armed

with a pewter squirt, used to practise for several hours a daj', careering

rapidly around the rink, and taking flying shots, as he vent, at large

posters attached to the wall, having portraits on them of General Geant,

Hon. H. Geeeley, Hon. Wm. M. Tweed, The Mayor, Governor Hoff-

man, and several bther citizens of admitted position and respectability.

The bilge-water usually came back upon him, however, and he was

generally a humiliating object on leaving the rink.

Prisoner, on being asked by the magistrate whether he had any

references respecting character to give, replied in the negative, where-

upon orders were issued to lock him up, pending the appearance of Mr.

Punchinello, who will have some statements to make about him at a

fature day.

A reward of $5,000 has been offered for any information about the

pewter squirt, and particularly as to when, and by whom it wag made;

and, as detectives are now engaged in working up the case, there can

be but little doubt that the vile instrument will ere long be identified.

DISTRESSING.

Some awful smasher of cherished notions is trying to make out that

Rouget de Lisle was not the real author of the famous Marseillaise, but

that he stole it from the Germans. It pains us to contemplate the

possibility of the charge being true, but, should it prove to be so, we

suggest that the name of the accepted author be changed from Rouget

to llorniKV ni'. Lisle.
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HIRAM GREEN AMONG THE FAT MEN.

The " I^alt Onstlse " attends the Annaal Clani'Bake.

Empires may totter and Dienastys pass in their checks.

Politicians may steal the Goddess of Liberty poorer than Job's old

Maskaline Gobbler.

J. FisK, Jr. , may set the heel of his bute down onto the neck of Rail

Bodes—Steambotes—ballet gals, and aU that sort o' thing, and this

mundane speer will jog along, as slick as a pin, and no questions

asked.

But deprive a Fat man of his little clam-bake, and it would be full as

pleasant as settin' down onto a Hornet's nest, when the Hornet family

were all to home.

That's so.

Another cargo of clams has gone to that bom whence no clam returns,

onless you ram your finger down your throte, or take an Emetick.

In the words of Commodore Perey, who is, alas ! no more.

"The misfortenit bivalves meet the Fat man, and they're his'n."

Altho' I'me not much on the fat order myself, I received an invitation

to attend the grate Clam-bake. Mrs. Green put me up a lunch to eat

on the cars, and robin' myself in a cleen biled shirt, I sholdered my
umbreller and left Skeensboro.

The seen at Union Park was sublime with plenty of Ham fat. If all

flesh is grass, thought I, when old tempus fguit comes along with his

mowin' masheen to cut this crop of fat men, I reckon he will have to

hire some of his nabor's bams, to help hold all of his hay.

Great mouutins of hooman flesh were bobbin' about like kemals of

com on a red hot stove, remindin' me of a com field full of punkins set

up on clothes pins.

The little heads ontop of the great sweating bodies, looked as if they

were sleev buttons drove in the top of the Punkins.

"When a fat man laffs, his little head sinks down into his shirt collar,

and disappears in the fat, like a turtle's head when you tickle his nose

with a sharp stick.

And then to see them eat clams. I've seen men punish clams by the

bushel—by the barrel—but never did I see men shovel clams in by

the cart load before.

" Gee-whitaker, " said I, to a Reporter of a N. Y. Journal, "them
critters must have a dredful elastic stomack."

"Yes," said he, " when Fat-men get clam hungry, the sea banks has

to give up her clams, and the grocery keepers furnish the seasonin'."

'
' Wall, " said I, "if the Sea has many such runs on her clam-banks as

this, she will have to put on her shutters soon, and go into licker-

dation.

"

"In which state," said he laflSn', "it would be exceedin'ly clam-

etous."

The members of the Fat Men's Clul) all went prepared for hot

weather, dressed in a Unnen soot and carryin' palm leaf fans.

I also notised large fassits onto the toes of their butes, so as to let

out the grease occasionly, and keep there butes from sloppin' over.

President Ransom told me, that a fat man's wife invented the fassets,

80 as to save sope grease.

"One fat man in hot weather," said Mister Ransom,, " will furnish

grease enuflf, in the summer time, to keep his family in soft sope the year

around, besides supplyin' two or three daily papers with a lot.

"

Between you and me. Friend Punchinello, that greasy yarn seems

rather too slippeny to swaller, but I guess it'l wash after all.

Peter Reed, of New York, and Docter Whitbeck, of West Troy,

danced the hiland fling for the championship and a barrel of clams.

While Pete was cuttin' a pigin wing, and the Dr. was rakin' down a

dubble shuffle, they made things rattle, and naboriu' towns thought it

was an airthquake, and began movin' out their feather beds.

" Go it, my fat friends,' said I, to encourage 'em, "blood will tell,

and exercise help to digest your clams."

They shook their feet ontil exhausted natur, from necessity, ceased to

be virtous, when suddenly they both tumbled over onto their backs, and

blowed like porpoises.

The weather bein' hot, a shovel full of cloride of lime was sprinkled

outer them, to keep them from gettin' fly blode.

I was introjuced to a North River steembote pilot, whose corporosity

looked like the Commissarj- department of a Pmshion Regiment.

" How are you, Paunchy Pilate," said I, gettin' off' a joak at his ex-

pense. "How many clams have you crucifide to-day ?"

'
' Bully for you, olo man. Haw ! haw ! he ! he ! ho ! ho !" roared

half a dozen fat men at my faceshusness, and they lafifed and shook
their sides, ontil I thought they'd colaps a floo and spatter me.

One of them fat men approched me, and invited me to have a game
of leep frog.

"Excuse me, Captin," said I, "when I get so I can sholder an
elefant, I'le come around and accomodate you."

Some was playin' tag. Some was playin' blindman's-buff", while all

was amusin' themselves, at some innocent pastime or other.

The day's performance was closed by chsain' a gi-eased pig.

The hog was well greased and let loose, and the whole lot of fat men
started pell-mell.

It was " Root hog, or die" with the odds in favor of the Hog.

All of a sudden, the hog turned back, and the fat men coulden't stop,

when down they all fell ontop of poor piggy, smashin' him flatter'n a

pancake.

The bystanders were startin' for derricks and jack-screws to raise the

fat men off from each other.

" Hold on," says I, " I know a trick worth 2 of that."

I rusht into the house, and ceasin' the dinner-bell, rung it as hard as

I could.

It delited me, in my old age, to see them chaps scrabble when they

heard that bell.

In 10 seconds time, only one member of the pile diden't git up, and
rise, and that was the hog.

It was a cruel deception—but I believe the mean trick justifide the

end, and saved the Bord of Helth a big bill of expense. For sure's

you're horned, it would have been a meesely old job, cartin' of that big

pile of corrupshun.

I had seen enuff for one day.

My fisikle and intelectooal capacity was gorged.

Foldin' my Filacteries, and pickin' up my bloo cotton parashoot, I

fled the seen, hily tickled to think I wasen't a fat man.

Virtously of thee, HnuM Green, Esq.,

^ Lait Oustise of the Peeee.

OUR FINANCIAL ARTICLE.

Wall Street, August 9th, 1870.

Sir:—It is with feelings of indignation and scorn that I proceed once

more to pollute mj' pen v/ith the chronicles of a mercenary rabble. It

had been thought that the remonstrances of the pure and high-minded

among your readers would have sufficed to overcome the resolution of

an infatuated, but not Criminal Editor. There was a time when the

claims of a Certain Contributor were wont to be considered. But the pas-

sion for worldly greed has, alas ! perverted a too simple natiire, and
where the Muses once found a congenial resting place, the demon
Mammon now sits in Ghastly Triumph.

I will not here refer to my threat of resignation, nor to the shouts of

diabolical laughter with which it was received by the conductor of a

Comic Journal, whose name it would not become me to mention.

Suffice it to say that those sentiments of loyalty and affection which

have ever been my glory, and a keen appreciation of the difficulty of

obtaining employment on the Press, have kept me attached to the staff

of Punchinello. The anguish which Finance has cost an artistic soul

no one may ever know. The silent tear may fall, but it shall be buried

in my bosom. The spectacle of my hidden suffering shall stand as a
reproach to one whom I once honored and now pity.

Divesting myself of that part of my nature which is comprised in

the good, the beautiful and true, I betook myself yesterday to Wall

Street and the Gold Room. At tlie portals of the Financial Menagerie,

a gentleman placed his hand upon my shoulder.

Was I a subscriber ?

No, but I was a comic writer.

He said I looked as though I had seen niisfortnne. If I was not a

subscriber, perhaps I had been in the I'enilfntiary, served out a sen-

tence at Sing Sing, or procured a divorce from my wife ?

I had done none of these things.

I was not a member of the Legislature ?

No.

A brilliant idea struck him. Perhaps I had been an editor?

I pleaded guilty.

He thought that would do—I might go in.

I wentm, and herewith submit to you the resultof my investigations.

Nine o'Clock.—On opening this morning, a scarcity of money was
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WOMAN ASSERTS HER RIGHTS.

perceptible in the market. It was especially perceptible in the case of

your contributor. (This is nol a hint that a week's salary in advance
would be acceptable. ) Peanuts are much sought after. (They are ex-

cellent things to pelt a fellow with. ) Apples were inquired after, but
upon a rumor that they were unripe, they declined several per cent.

Half Past Nine.—The following telegram has just been received

here.

"Metz, August 11th.

" To His Serene Highness, the Prince of Erie, Duke of the Grand Oipera

'^ House, Admiral of Narragansett, Commander of the Ninth, etc.,

"etc., etc., Erie Palace, New York City.

" KoTAL Beothek:—Louis has received his baptism of fire. McMa-
'

' HON wept. He is training to dispute with Miss Louisa Mooee, the
" proud title of the ' Champion Weepist.'

" Send me the Ninth, and the flower of Opera Bouffe—aye, even the

"great Schneidee—shall be thine. 'Tis France that calls—be kind.

Fraternally thine own. Nap. "

It was at first thought that H. S. H. would accede to the Emperor's
request, his recent treaty with the Court of the Grande Buchesse and his

diplomatic relations with the Vienuoise Ballet Troupe having rendered

the event far from improbable. It was also considered that the hostility

which he has openly displayed towards the British Erie Protection

Committee would predispose him in favor of England's natural enemy.
In view of the possible departure of the Ninth, and the consequent pro-

longation of the European war, gold rose several degrees above freez-

ing point.

Ten o'clock.—The Ninth don't go to Europe after all. Several
members of Company "K" were observed to shed tears of vexation—
or joy ! Here is Col. Fisk's reply.

'
' To Napoleon, (not in Berlin.

)

"Effete Monaech :—Can't spare the b-hoys at any price. They're
"going into camp down at tlie 'Branch.' Besides, some of them
" haven't paid for their uniforms yet. With regards to Eugenie,

" I am Right Royally Yours, Jas. Fisk, Je.

"P. S.—If a largo diamf)nd, a team of six Vjlack and white horses,

" a Sound steamer, or a copy of the Trihime, would be of any use to

"you, command me. I might also spare you Gould and some of my
"relations in ease you were very short of men, and had some very peril-

" 0U.S positions to fill up. James."

Half Past Ten.—Speculators in New
York Central and Hudson River secuii-

ties are much excited over a report that

Commodore Vandehsilt had been seen

to purchase a watering hose in the store

of a well known manufacturer of gar-

dening implements, on Broadway. He
wrapped it in brown paper, placed it in

his $1000 buggy, and drove away behind
Dexter at the rate of 0:01^ per minute.

I have it on good aiithority that there is

no truth in the rumor, circulated a few

days ago, that the Commodore was en-

gaged in negotiation with the Paid Fire

Department for the use of their engines,

etc., on some occasion not far distant.

Eleven o'Cloce.—It is now officially

announced that the watering hose re-

ferred to in my last is intended for gar-

dening purposes only.

Half Past Eleven.—Great war be-

tween Erie and the Tribune. Tribune in-

terdicted on Erie Railway and Boston

and Long Branch steamers. Desolation

of the Hub in consequence. Panic

amongst Tribune stockholders.

Twelve.—Fisk says that the Tribune

is so heavy that it must fer the future be

paid for by weight, on his steamers. It

is felt that this course, if adopted by Mr.

Geeelet, would be financially minous
to the interests of his paper.

HaI/F Past Twelve.—It is stated

here that Mr. Geeeley, in the effect-

ual disguise of a bran new hat and re-

spectable boots, succeeded in smuggling a carpet bag filled with Tri-

himes on board the Plymouth Rock. Much anxiety is felt here concern-

ing his fate, in case the Admiral should discover his presence on board.

One o'Clock.—In a letter .just received, Mr. Geeelet designates the

above report as " a lie—a lie—false and malicious, and uttered with

intent to malign and defame." I publish Mr. G's correction with

pleasure.

Half Past One.—For some days past a steady decline has been no-

ticeable in Government securities ; a want of confidence in the Execu-

tive is said to be the cause. It is reported that several of our leading

financiers have openly indicated their dissatisfaction with the policy of

those in power at Washington.

Two o'Clock.—The leading financier referred to in my last I find to

be James Fisk, Je.

HjVlf Past Two.—He indicated his dissatisfaction with the policy

of the Government, to the President at Long Branch, thus : Having

transferred all the jewels from his left hand to the right, and carefully

adjusted them there, he raised the hand in question to his finely cut

Roman nose, then, extending his fingers, he twirled them for several

minutes without exhibiting any symptoms of fatigue. Geant is said to

have allowed a prime Partaga to drop from between his lips in his

surprise.

Theee o'Clock.—It is now rumored .that Fisk did not apply his fin-

gers in the manner stated.

Half Past Foue.—Market (at Delmonico's) gone frantic over a con-

signment of Opera Bouffe sent by the Erie Protection Committee as a

mark of confidence in the present Erie management. Fries said to be

in good voice. Prefen-ed stock will open in about a month with an ex-

tensive and carefully selected ballet. Premieres Bansenses (hie) strong,

with extensive sales. Scenery (hie) quiet, (hie.) Appointments active

(hie.

)

Geeenbags.

Influence of Association.

Readino on one of the bulletin boards, the other day, the words
" War to the Last !" we were irresistibly reriiinded of the difficulty that

lately existed between the native and Chinese Ciispins in Massachu-

setts.
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THE WAY TO BECOME GREAT.

ALF-WITTED people, only,

will sup250se I mean grate,

for the most obtuse nincom-

poop must know that any-

body can become a grate man
by going into the stove busi-

ness ; but to develop yourself

into a real bonu-Jide great man,

like Geoege Feancis Tkain or

Da^tiel Peatt, requires much
study and a persistent effort,

have carefully thought out

this subject, and have re-

duced my reflections and

observations to a series -of

rules, which, for the benefit

of humanity, I propose to

make public.

It must be premised that

there are many varieties of

great men. Daddy Lat.ibeet

was a great man, so was the

living skeleton, yet even a

casual observer could perceive the difference in their greatness. The
greatness of the fleshy world is one thing ; the greatness of the no-fleshy

world is another. Also, strange as it may seem, a man may be great

and yet not be great. Hood was a great General, so was Nap 3, but

they tell me that Nashville and Saarbrucken are terrible commentaries

on greatness. Also a man may be great and not know it. They say

that, until he had made his grand success at Fort Fisher, you never

could persuade Butlee th^iti ho was a great General. Tuppee, I am in-

formed, woiild never believe that he was the most remarkable poet ever

produced by England. Also a man may be great and be perfectl3'

aware of it. Acquaintances of Geoege Feancis Teaix, Gen. O'Neill,

and Count .Joannes, assert that no one knows, better than these gentle-

men, that they are great men. Also a man may die calmly in the

consciousness that he is a distinguished individual, and yet, years after-

wards, some magazine MTiter may cast historic doubts upon his great-

ness.

Of course there are several classes of great people. There is the little

great man, (for example, N.ap. 3,) the big great man, (Bismaeck,) the

great little man, (Nap. 1,) and the great big man, (the Onondaga

giant. ) But the patient observer must perceive that general rules will

cover all these cases.

It is to be hoped that no one, who shall become great by means of

my rules, will turn upon me and revile me, when he finds himself inter-

viewed incessantly, persecuted by unearthings of his early sins, by per-

sistent beggars, by slanders of the envious, by libels of the press, and

by the other concomitants of greatness. You must take the soui- with

the sweet. Even the sweetest orange may have an unpleasant rind.

Rules by which Eveey Man can become Geeat.

1. Always be sure to get what belongs to you, and make most vigor-

ous grabs for everything that belongs to everybody else.

2. Take everj'thing which is offered to you, if it be on a par -CT-ith

what you deem the standard of your worth.

This rule requires the exercise of much wisdom in its api)lication.

If, for example, you look upon the Custom House as the office which is

adapted to you, don't, under any circumstances, take the appraiser's

position. But you must never let the rule work the other waj'.

3. Always have a policy. Talk about it much a-id often, and be sure

to call it "my policy."

The best of rules being liable to misconstruction, some Congressmen

have acted as if this rule read, " Always have a policy shop."

4. Always have a theory. If a murder has been committed, appear to

know all about the " dog," and to be familiar with its history from the

time when it was a pup. Be sure to fix suspicion upon sok-o person,

even if you are compelled to eat your ovm words on the following day.

5. Talk much and often about protection, and give advice to fiarm-

ers, even if j'ou don't know anything about agriculture.

6. Fill your head with classical quotiitions, and trf)t them out on all

occasions, whether discussing a bill for the diffusion of beans among
the Indians, or the Alabama claims.

7. Smoke inanv costlv Havana cigars.

This rule has been lately discovered.

8. Get some one to write a history of Ca:sAR for you, or an account

of a tour in the Highlands, and then claim the work as your own.

There are one or two observations I would here make, which may be

useful. If you are ambitious, you had better commence at the lower

rounds of the ladder, in order that your ascent may be safe and rapid.

If you would be, for instance, a great statesman, be first an aldemian;

if a great warrior, be first—well, say a tanner. Also, you should paj'

particular attention to the clothes which you inhabit. An old white

hat and a slouchy old overcoat will insure you a nomination for the

ofiice of Governor.

If, bj' following these niles and heeding these observations, you can-

not become a great man, you may rest assiu'ed that the fault is not in

the rules, but in you. What is already perfect cannot be made more
perfect. If you fail, after conscientiously following the above advice,

(though I'm not sure that the fact will not be the same, if j-ou succeed,

)

it's because you are already great—a great fool.

"THE COLORED TROOPS FOUGHT NOBLY."

So FAR as the Franco-Prussian war has gone, the blackest page of its

history appears to be the employment of the Turcos, who aue nearly as

black as average Nubian '
' niggers. " The expedient of mixing black

troops with white was not very successful during our own little war.

Raids upaa hen-roosts were about the most prominent results of the ex-

periment, though said raids were magnified by the Rads into grand

victories over Coufeds. The Turcos have done better, so far as mere

fighting is concerned; but their brutal outrages exceed so greatly the

hen-roost exploits of Wendell Phillips's devoted darkies, that they are

certainly entitled to be organized into battaUons bearing the title of the

Napoleon Black Guards.

THE VOICE OF THE TURTLE."

According to a newspaper paragraph, turtles are gro\\-ing used to

being canned alive, now, on the Pacific Coast. On hearing of this

atrocity, the Nine Muses repaired at once to the office of Punchinello,

and here is the result of their visit:

'Tis the voice of the Turtle

That's heard in the land.

Crying, "Bother your carol

I don't want to be canned

!

"Pack me whole in a tub.

Nor be stingy of ice,

T\Tiat I want is a Bergh,
Nothing less will suffice."

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Black-eyed Susan asks us whether a Pitched battle can take place on

laud. Answer.—Certainly not. When we sjDeak of a battle being

Pitched we mean that it has been fought by Tars.

FotjhanJc.—Is Dana, of The Sun, any relation to " TruthfulJAMBs," of

whom the Overland ^fonthly has written?" Ajiswer.—Distantly related,

through intermarriage with the Longbows.

Moses.—We do not suppose that the person referred to by j'ou as a

Dyer and Scourer is in any waj' related to Oliver Dyee, although the

latter person scoured Water Street some time since, and very effectually,

in pursuit of a "sensation." The word " Scourer," nevertheless, might

be an allowable corruption of " Esquire," when applied to any of the

proprietors of that niephitic daily. The Sun.

Pickerel.—Will ^Ir. Greeley be obliged to dress in court coshime if

he accepts the mission to the Court of St. James? An.-iirer.—No. It

would be contrary to Mr. Greeley's well-known principles to get on

"tights."

Fkujroot.—Is it correct to say the "balance "of an army, meaning

the rest of it? Answer.—Not always. WTien an army has turned the

Scale of battle, however, the word Balance may be used.

Mary Jane.—I have embroidered a flag for the Prussian army, and am
at a loss for a motto. How would "Bear and Forbear " do? Answer.—
" Beer and for Beer " would be better.
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"TheBe!—I SHOULD LIKE TO SEE THE UNDEETOW THAT WOULD EUN AWAY WITH MEI"

A ROAE, EROm. JJIAGAEA.

Deae Punchinello:—Having been reminded, by your recent notes

on Niagara, that there is a cataract of that name, possessed of height

and depth and breadth and volume and other well-known characteris-

tics of a genuine "Waterfall, I thought I would go and see it for my-

self. Not that I doubted j'our statements—which, indeed, are hand-

somely supported by familiar statistics,—but certainly there is a charm

in treading the ground once trod by Greatness, breathing—^well not the

same air, I hope, but some of the same kind,-—viewing the identical

scenes, and being swindled by the self-same parties, that had just occa-

sioned your animated comments.

I don't know a charm at all comparable with that of being swindled

in the midst of fine scenery, when the funds and enthusiasm still hold

out, and the sense of actually getting the worth of one's money is not

yet so blunted by transactions calculated to awaken Thought, as to

have lost the power of increasing one's felicity. That the intelligent

lad who drove me was in league with every one of the parties who were

stationed here and there with the sole apparent purpose of receiving

fifty cents from visitors, I was loth to believe, though nothing could

have been plainer, if one had happened to think of it from the start.

Is it not funny, the way they serve their Congress Water at the Cata-

ract House ? They put a big lump of ice in a tumbler, take a bottle from

a shelf, pour the warm, stale fluid, (tasting like perspiration, as one

might fancy,) into this glass, and expect you to wait till it has grown

cool enough to be palatable. Well, if you wait, you lose what little life

there is left in the stuff; and if you don't, you'll be sorry you hadn't

done so.

One may say, '
' You needn't have ordered any Congress Water. " Very

well, but why not, provided I liked it ? The clerk said they kept Vichy,

also, but I learned they were " out." I wish they had been out ofCon-

gress too. " All right !" said I, " I shall enjoy my breakfast all the

more, for I know tliat will make amends !" And it did. The " salmon

trout" was dry, as usual, but that breakfast was a good thing. I en-

joyed it, and my two niggers and my New York paper of day before,

(for which I paid a cute looking boy in the hall ten cents, on my way

to breakfast, and was happy.

Not, my dear P., till I reached the "other side," and had been in-

veigled into the Museum Hotel, and persuaded into those vile wrappings

of oil-cloth, with the ponderous rubbers over my thick boots, and had

stood around for some time, awaiting the pleasure of the very leisurely

(:;uide, sweating at every pore, (or nearly every one, for there are several

millions, 1 believe, and I so hate exaggeration, ) and trying to evade the

glances of the amused bystanders, did I begin to realize the enormity

of the imposition that had bef-n practised on me. Just fancy yourself,

Mr Punchinello, in such a costume, taking a seemingly interminable

walk m a hot sun, down ever so many steps, encased in those nasty

articles of gear, in the company of several other helpless un-

fortunates, wishing with all your might you were already

there
!"

" But tlie grandeur and glory of the adventure will con-

sole me!" I murmured. "Grandeur be hanged ! A fig for

the "glory!" What! do you call this "going under the

Falls,"—that renowned journey, so full of peril? Pooh!

merely standing in a bath-tub and letting somebody pull the

string ! You don't get quite so wet; that's all. Where's the

" danger," where's the " glory," of merely stepping under a

little spirt from one end of ^he Falls, with plenty of room to

stand, and no darkness, no mystery, no nothing. Noth-

ing but an overwhelming senee of being a cussed fool, and
a simpleton, and a stupid, and a dunce !

Oh, the going back, after that ! in the same loathed cos-

tume, inwardly justifying the laughter of the knowing loun-

gers as you ascend among them, and cursing yourself as the

chief among ten thousand (ninnies,)—the one altogether

idiotic.

Except for this enormous swindle, dear P., I should have

enjoyed Niagara, and Niagara would doubtless have enjoyed

me. But this preposterous, disgusting, outrageous, ridicu-

lous, contemptible, disgraceful, unsurpassable swindle pre-

vented anything like a mutual understanding. I saw green

in the Falls, the Falls saw green in me. The Falls kept

coming down; I had already come down, (with my dollars,

)

and, in fact, was pei-petuaUy descending, with sums varying

from twenty-five cents to four dollars and a half.

My sole object, friend Punchinello, in addressing you on this sub-

ject, is to beg and beseech that you will warn the too-credulous and
too-generous public against this unmatchably atrocious swindle of

Going Under the Falls. It is too much for proud Humanity, Mr. P.

!

It is crushing ! It is withering ! It is annihilating ! What ! "Annex "

this fraud ? Never ! Neveb ! Tupman.

THE POSSIBLE "WHY?" OF IT.

The personal feeling against the French Emperor, so often displayed

in the columns of the Tribune, has frequently been a subject of com-
ment. Nevertheless it is easily accounted for. As Louis Napoleon is

said to detest ham, ever since he was incarcerated in the fortress of that

name, so does the Hon. Hoeace Geeeley detest him, ever since he (H.

G.) was arrested in France for some offence, real or imaginary, which
we cannot now recall to mind, and thrown into prison at Clichy. And
to this, also, may be traced the celebrated bon mot of Mr. Geeeley,

who once remarked, on a festive occasion, that " Ham was aflOicted with

trichinosis when it had Louis Napoleon in it."

A HINT FOR EXCTJUSIONISTS.

On account of the present nauseating condition of New York Bay,

owing to the offal nuisance, no prudent voyager should seek to stem

its feculent tide unless provided with " something to take." An intelli-

gent correspondent suggests that brandy would be about tie thing, but

that it should be labelled " Bay Rum."

A Military Opinion.

The "Prussian centre," of which we hear so much just now, ought

to be permanently established at Cologne, which place has been, in

fact, the Scenter of the world for generations past.

BOOK NOTICE.

Life op Chaeles Dickens. By R. Shelton Mackenzie, LL.D., Phila-

delphia: T. B. Peterson and Brothees.

In this volume of 484 pages. Dr. Mackenzie brings before his readers

a very full and interesting compilation of facts relating to the career

of the great novelist. Besides these, the volume contains a number of

characteristic articles from the pen of Dickens, ])ublished, originally, in

All the Year Round, some of which are of recent date. The book is

embellished with a portrait and autograph of Dickens.
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Extraordinary Bargains.

A. T. Stewart & Co.
Respectfully call the attention of their Customers and

Strangers to their attractive Stock *

OF

SUMMMER AND FALL

DRESS SILKS,
At popular prices.

Striped, Checked and Cliine

^ I, jyi M m §>

In great variety, $lto $2 per yard ; value $1.50 to $3.

PLAIN FOULARD,
$1.50, value $2 per yard. 24 inch Black and White

Striped $1.75 ; value $2.50.

STRIPED SATINS,
$1.25 ; value $2.

Plain and Striped Japanese,
75c. an 1 $1 per yard.

Rich White and Colored Dress Satins,

Extra. Quality.

A CHOICE LINE OF

PLAIN GRAINS,
For Evening and Street, $2.50 to $3 ; value $3 to $3.50

per yard.

A FEW EITBA BICH

SATIN BROCADE SILKS,
AMERICAN SILKS,

Black and Colored, $2.

JOB LOT OF MEDIUM AND BICH

SILKS.
GhREAT BAROAIlSrS.

A COMPLETE STOCK

BL-^CK SILKS,
At popular prices.

PLAIN AND STRIPED

GAZE DE CHAMBREY,
Alexandre Best Kid Gloves, &c., &c.

BROADWAY,
4111 Avenue, 9tli and lOth Streets.

A. T. Stewart & Co.
Are offering several lots of

lOUSEKEEPINa (»OODS
MTTCH BELOW

COST OF IMPORTATION.
S.8 and 3-4 Single and D»nble SAIWASK

XAPKISr.**, fVomSl to S3.50 per doz.

]>AMA!«K TABLE CLOTHS, all sizes, ft-om
Sl.SO to 82.75 each.

Brown and Bleached TABEE DAMANK, all
linen, from 40 to HSic per yard.

EI>'EX SHEETIXG, from eo to 90c. per
y»rd.

PIELOW^ EIXEX.S, from SO to 70c. per ynrd.
EINEN SHEETS, for Slnsle and Double Beds,

at SS.-'iO and uptvard,

Frinsed HUCKABACK TOVTEES. »1
per d07.. iind upward.

Bleached HUCKABACK TO\f^EES, 1» l-Z
per yard and upi%-ard.

Excellent Kitchen TowelllUK. In %5 yard
pieces, Si!{.2.> per piece.

Several Hundred pieces Einen Xursery
Dlnpei'H, vitrlono widths, at Igil per piece
belo^v Current prices.

QUILTS AND BLANKETS,
AT LOW PRICFJ5.

Attention of Hoiixe h>i(I llotrl KeppcrH is invited.

BROADAVAY,
4TH A\T.., 9TI1 AND lOTH STKKKTS.

PUNCHINELLO.
The first number of this Illustrated Humorous and Satirical Weekly

Paper was issued under date of April 2, 1870. The Press and the Public in

every Slate and Territory of the Union endorse it as the best paper of the kind
ever published in America.

CONTENTS ENTIKELY^ ORIGINAL.
Subscription for one year, (with $2.00 premium,) .... $4.00

" " six months, (without premium,) .... 2,00
" three months, " " .... 1.00

Single copies mailed free, for .... JQ

We ofier the following elegant premiums of L. PRANG & GO'S
CHROMOS for subscriptions as follows

:

A copy of paper for one year, and

"Tlte A-^vakCHing," (a Litter of Puppies.) Half chromo. Size 8 3-8 by 11 1-8

(S2. 00 picture,)—for - $4.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $3.00

chromos

Wild Roses. 12^x9. ^

Dead Game. 11^x81.

Easter Morning. 6|xl0i—for $5.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $5.00 chromos

:

Group of Cliickens •, Group of Ducklings ; Group of Quails. Each

10x12^

The Poultry Yard. 10gxl4.

The Barefoot Boy ; Wild Fruit. Each 9|xl3.

Pointer and Quail ; Spaniel and Woodcock. 10x12—for - - - ^.50
A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $6.00 chromos .

The Baby in Trouble; The Unconscious Sleeper; The T^vo
Friends. (Dog and Child. ) Each 13xl6i

Spring; Summer; Autumn; 12^xl6g.

The Kid's Play Ground. llxl7i-for $7.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $7.50 cliromos .

Stra\%'berries and Baskets.

Cherries and Baskets.

Currants. Each 13x18.

Horses in a Storm. 22|xl5i.

Six Central Park Views. (A set.) 9|x4§—for $8.00

A copy of paper for one year and

Six American Landscapes. (A set.) 4^x9, price sit.OO lor - - - $9.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $10 chromos

:

Sunset in California. (Bierstadt.) 18^x12

Easter Morning. 14x21.

Corregio's Magdalen. 12ixl6i.

Summer Fruit^and Autumn Fruit. (Half chromos, ) ISixlOi, (compan-

ions, price SI0.00 for the t ),
for SIO.OO

Remittances should be made in P. O. Orders, Drafts, or Bank Checks on

New York, or Registered letters. The paper will be sent from the first num-

ber, (April 2d, 1870,) when not otherwise ordered.

Postage of paper is payable at the office where received, twenty cents per

year, or five cents per quarter, in advance ; the Chromos will be mailed free

on receipt ot money.
CANVASSERS WANTED, to whom liberal commissions will be given.

For special terms address the Company.
Tlie first ten numbers will be sent to any one desirous of seeing the paper

before subscribing, for SIXTY CENTS. A specimen copy sent to any one

desirous of canvapsing or getting up a club, on receipt of postage stamp.

Address,

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

p. O. Box 2783. No. 83 Nassau Street. New York.
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"Tlte Printing' House of the United States."

GEO. F. NESBITT & CO.,

General JOB PRINTERS,
BLANK BOOK Manufacturers,
STATIONERS, Wholesale and Itetail,

LITHOGRAPHIC Engiavers and Printers.

COPPER-PLATE Engravers and Printers
CARD Manufacturers,
ENVELOPE Manufacturers,
FINE CUT and COLOR Printers.

163, 165, 167, and 169 PEARL ST.,

73, 75, 77, and 79 PINE ST., New York.

Dodd's landlady is veey lavish of "fly-papee," and, as Dodd nevek knows where

HE PUTS himself OE HIS HAT, THE KEiiULT IS EATHEK AMUSING.

Advantages. jCO" All on the same premises, and under

immediate supervision of the proprietors.

Tourists and Pleasure Travelers

will be glad to learn that that the Erie Railway Company
has prepared

COMBINATION EXCURSION

OB

Round Trip Tickets,
Valid during the the entire season, and embracing Ithaca-
headwaters of Cayuga Lake—Niagara Falls, Lake Ontario,
the River St. Lawrence, Montreal, Quebec, Lake Cham-
plain, Lake George, Saratoga, the White Mountains, and
all principal points of interest in Northern New York,
the Canadas, and New England. Also similar Tickets at
reduced rates, through Lake Superior, enabling travelers
to visit the celebrated Iron Mountains and Copper Mines
of that region. By applying at the Offices of the Erie
Railway Co., Nos. 241, 529 and 957 Broadway ; 205 Chambers
St ; 38 Greenwich St. ; cor. 125th St. and Third Avenue,
Harlem ; 338 Fulton St., Brooklyn ; Depots foot of Cham-
bers Street, and foot of 23rd St., Nsw York ; No. 3 Ex-
change Place, and Long Dock Depot, Jersey City, and the
Agents at the principal hotels, travelers can obtain just
the Ticket they desire, as well as all the necessary informa-
tion.

PSAXG'S I.ATEST PUISI^fCATIONS. " Wild Flowers," "Water-Lilies,'

PKAXiG'.S CHROMOS sold in all Art Stores throughout the world.

PSAIVG'S ILT^VTSTKATED CATALOGUE sent free on receipt of stamp.

"Chas. Dickens."

I.. PRABTG A CO., Boston.

PUNCinNELLO.
^'t'ith a lariie and varied experience in the m:ina«omciit

and liublic ition of a paper of the class herewith .<^ubmitted,

and v/itli the still more positive advantage of an Ample
Capital to justify the undertaking, the

rUXCHIXELLO PUBLISHING €0.

OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK,

Presents to the public for approval, the new

ILLUSTRATED HUMOROUS AND SATIRICAL

WEEKLY PAPER,

lT^XJNCHi:NrEI.LO,
The first numbnr of which was issued under

date of April 2.

OEIGINAL ARTICLES,
Suitable for the paper, and Original Designs, or suggestive

ideas or Hkctchos for illustrations, upon the topics of the

day, arc always acceptable and will be paid for liberally.

Rejected communications cannot be returned, unless

postage stamps are inclosed.

TERMS:
One copy, per year, in advance $4 00

Sinxle copies 10

A specimen copy will be mailed free upon the

rcccMjit of ten cents.

One copy, with the Riverside Magazine, or any other

magazine or paper, prici;, $2.50, for 5 50

One copy, with any niagazino or paper, price, $4, for.. 7 00

All communications, remittances, etc., to be addressed to

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

No. 83 NuNMiiu Ntrcet.

P. O. J?' "K3, N 1-: \v Y o B K .

Thi] Mystery of Mr. E. DROOD.

A^^ritteii expressly for Ir*UNCmiSrELLO,

ORPHEUS C. KERR,
Commenced in No. 11, will be continued weekly throughout the year.

A sketch of the eminent author, written by his bosom friend, with siiperb illustrntionB of

1st. THE AUTHOR'S PALATIAL RESIDENCE AT BHGAD'S HILL, TICKNOR'S FIELDS, NEW JERSEY

2D. THE AUTHOR AT THE DOOR OF SAID PALATIAL RESIDENCE, taken as he appears " Every Saturday,
will also be found in the same number

Single C«>j>i(^S, for salo Vjy all newsmen, (or mniled from this office, free,) Ten Cents.

Subscription for One Year, one copy, wiHi $2 Clironio rreniiuni, $4,

Those desirous of receiving the paper containing this new serial, which promises to bo the beat ever written by

ORPHEUS O. KERR, should subscribe now, to insure its regular receipt weekly.

Wc ^vill s«nd tlic first Ttii IViiinbers of PUIVCHIlVEIit.O to any one who wLslies to

Mcq tUeiu, in -view of subscribing, on tiie receipt of SIXTY CENTS.

Address,

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY,

83 JSTutiwau. St., >j"ew" YorlcP. O. Box 2783.

Gko. W. Wheat & Co, Printkbs, No. 8 Spbdok Stbket.
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PATENT BINDERS
FOR

"PrNCHINELLO,"
to preserve the paper for binding, will be sent postpaid, on

receipt of One Dollar, by

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

83 Nassau Street, New York City.

Recoimuended by Pliysicians.
The best Salve in use for all disorders of the Skin,

for Cuts, Burns, Wounds, &c.

USED IN HOSFIXALS.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

rKICE as CENTS.
JOHN F. HENEY, Sole Proprietor,

No. 8 College Place, New York.

HARRISON BRADFORD <fe CO.'S

STEEL PENS.
These Pens are of a finer quality, more durable, and

cheaper than any other Pen in the market. Special atten-

tion is called to the following grades, as being better suited

for business purposes than any Pen manufactured. The

" 505," " Sa," and the "AntI-Corro«tve,"

we recommend for Bank and Office use.

D. APPLETON & CO.,

Sole Agren<8 for United Stat««.

Vol. I No. 25.
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THE MYSTERY OF MR. E.
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Bound Volume No- 1.

The first volume of Punchinello,

ending with ISTo. 26, September 24,

1870,

Sound ixi Fine Cloth.,

will be ready for delivery on Oct. 1,

1870.

PRICE t'Z.aO.

TO NEAVS-DEALERS

Punchinello's Monthly.

The Weekly Numbers for August,

Bound ill a Handsome Cover,

Is now ready. Price Fifty Cents.

Supplied by the

FORST & AVERELL,
steam, Litliof^rapli, and Letter Press

EMBOSSERS, ENGRAVERS, AND LABEL

MANUFACTURERS.

Sketches and Estimates furnished upon application.

'2'3 Piatt Street, and
tp. o. Box 2845 ] 20-23 Gold street,

NEW YORK.

Sent postpaid to any part of the Unit- 1

AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY,

ed States on receipt of price. who are now prepared to receive Orders.

A co])y of the paper for one year,
j

—

from October 1st, No. 27, and the
j

^^ILL & MAMMAE,

Bomid Volume ( the latter prepaid,)
|

^Wa O cl E li g r ft V e r s,

will be sent to any subscriber for $5.50.
j

»08 bkoai>wa.y.

Three copies for one year, and three
NEW YORK

Bound Volumes, with an exiia copy of

Bound Volume, to any person sending

us three subscriptions for $16.50.

G <> L D P K N S.
The Best and Cheapest.

S5G I5KOA»"VrAY.

One copy of paper for one year,

'With a fine ciiromo premium,

for $4.00

33 BROAD^^^AY,
KETV^ YORK.

Open Every Day from 10 A.M. to 3 P.M.

Deposits of any sum, from Ten Cents to Ten Thou-
sand Dollars, will be received.

Six pe»' Ceut interest. Free of Govern-
ment Tax.

Single copies, mailed free .lO

Back numbers can always be sup-

plied, as the paper is electrotyped. INTEREST ON NEW DEPOSITS
Book canvassers will find this vol- Commences on the First of every Month.

yjQg ^ HENKY SMITH, President

,

BEEVES E. SELMES, Secretary.

Very Saleable Book.
\

falter eoche,
j nce-Presidents.

EDWARD HOGAN,

Orders supplied at a very liberal

discount. NEWS DEALERS
All remittances should be made in RAILROADS

ON

Post Oftice orders.

Canvassers wanted for the paper

everywhere.

Address,

Pimchiiiollo Publishing Co.,

83 NASSAU ST., N. Y.

P. O. Box No. »7S3.

il

STEAMBOATS,
And at

WATERING PLACES,
Will find the Monthly Numbers of

PUNCHINELLO "
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THE

MYSTERY OF MR. E. DROOD.
AN ADAPTATION.

BY ORPHEUS C. KERR.
CHAPTEK XVIII

A SUBTLE STEAUGER.

The latest transient guest at the Uoach House—a hotel kept on the

entomological plan in Bumsteadville—was a gentleman of such lurid as-

pect as made every beholder bum to know whom he could possibly be.

His enormous head of curled red hair not only presented a central part-

ing on top and a very much one-sided parting and puCing-out Ijehind,

but actually covered both his ears; while his ruddy semi-circle of beard

curled inward, instead of out, and greatly surprised, if it did not pos-

itively alarm, the looker-on, by appearing to remain perfectly motion-

less, no matter how actively the stranger moved his jaws. This ball of

improbable inflammatory hair and totally independent face rested in a

basin of shirt collar; which, in its turn, was supported by a rusty black

necktie and a very loose suit of gritty alpaca; so that, taking the gen-

tleman for all in all, such an incredible human being had rarely been

seen outside of literary circles.

"Landlord," said the stranger to the brown linen host of the Eoach

House, who was intently gazing at him with the appreciative expres-

sion of one who beholds a comic ghost,—" landlord, after you have fin-

ished looking at my head and involuntarily opening your mouth at

some occasional peculiarity of my whiskers, I shoiild like to have some-

thing to eat. As you tell me that woodcock is not fit to eat this j'ear,.

and that broiled chicken is positively prohibited by the Board of Health

in consequence of the sickly season, you ma?/ bring me some pork and

beans, and some crackers. Bring plenty of crackers, landlord, for I'm

uncommon fond of crackers. By absorbing the superfluous moistui-e

in the head, they clear the brain and make it more subtle.

"

Having been served with the wholesome country fare he had ordered,

together with a glass of the heady native wine called applejack, the

gentleman had but just moved a slice ofpork from its bed in the beans,

when, with much interest, he closely inspected the spot of vegetables

he had uncovered, and expressed the belief that there was something

alive in it.

"Landlord," said he, musingly, "there is something amongst these

beans that I should take for a raisin, If it did not move.

"

Placing upon his nose a pair of vast silver spectacles, which gave

him an aspect of having two attic windows in his countenance, the

landlord bowed his head over the plate until his nose touched the

beans, and thoughtfully scrutinized the living raisin.

" As I thought, sir, it is only a water-bug," he observed, rescuing

the insect upon his thumb-nail. " You need not have been frightened,

however, for they never bite."

Somewhat reassured, the stranger went on eating until his knife en-

countered resistance in the secondarj' layer of beans ; when he once

more inspected the dish, with marked agitation.

" Can this be a skewer, down here ?" inquired he, prodding out some

hard, springy object with his fork.

The host of the Roach House bore both fork and object to a window,

where the light was less deceptive, and was presently able to announce

confidently that the object was only a hair-pin. Then, observing that

his guest looked curiously at a cracker, which, from the gravelly marks

on one side, seemed to have been dug out of the earth, like a potato,

he hastened to obviate all complaint in that line by carefully wiping

every individual cracker with his pocket handkerchief.

" And now, landlord," said the stranger, at last, pulling a couple of

Ion", unidentified hairs from his' mouth as he hurriedly retired Irom

the meal, " I suppose you are wondering who I am ?"

' ' Well, sir, " was the frank answer, '
' I can't deny that there are points

about you to make a plain man like myself thoughtful. There's that

about your hair, sir, with the middle-parting on top and the side-part^

ing behind, to give a plain person the impression that your brain must

be slightly turned, and that, by rights, your face ought to be where

your neck is. Neither can I deny, sir, that the curhng of your whis-

kers the wrong way, and their peculiarity m remaining entirely still

while your mouth is going, are circumstances calculated to excite the

livehest apprehensions of those who wish you well."

" The peculiarities you notice, " returned the gentleman, "may either

exist solely in your own imagination, or they may be the result of my
own ill-health. My name is Teacey Clews, and I desire to spend a

few weeks in the country for physical recuperation. Have you any

idea where a dead-beat, * like myself, could find inexpensive lodgings in

Bumsteadville ?"

The host hastily remarked, that his own bill for those pork and beans
was fifty cents; and upon being paid, coldly Added, that a Mrs. Smythe,

wife of the sexton of Saint Cow's Eitualistic Church, took hash-eaters

f^ the summer. As the gentleman preferred a high-church private

boarding-house to an unsectarian first-class hotel, all he had to do was

to go out on the road again, and keep inquiring until he found the

place.

Donning his Panama hat, and carrying a stout cane, Mr. Clews was

quickly upon the turnpike; and, his course -caking him near the pauper

burial-ground, he presently perceived ap feitremely disagreeable child

throwing stones at pigeons in a field, and generally hitting the be-

holder.

"You young Alderman! what do you mean?" he exclaimed, with

marked feeling, rubbing the place on his knee which had just been

struck.

" Then just give me a five-cent stamp to aim at j'er, and yer won't

ketch it onc't," replied the boyish trifler. "I couldn't hit what I was

to fire at if it was my own daddy.

"

"Here are ten cents, then," said the gentleman, wildly dodging the

last shot at a distant pigeon, "and now show me where Mrs. Smythe
lives.

"

"All right, old brick-top," assented the merry sprite, with a viva-

cious dash of personality. " D'yer see that house as yer skoot past the

Church and round the comer ?"

"Yes."
" Well, that's Smythe's, and Bumstead lives there, too—him as is

always tryin' to put a head on me. I'll play my points on him yet,

though. I'll play my points !" And the rather vulgar young chronic

absentee from Sunday-school retired to a proper distance, and from

thence began stoning his benefactor to the latter's perfect safety.

Eeaching the boarding-house of Mrs. Smythe, as directed, Mr. Tea-

cey Clews soon learned from the lady that he could have a room next

to the apartment of Mr. Bumstead, to whom he was referred for fur-

ther recommendation of the establishment. Though that broken-heart-

ed gentleman was mourning the loss of a beloved umbrella, accompa-

nied by a nephew, and having a bone handle, Mrs. Smythe was sure he

would speak a good word for her house. Perhaps Mr. Clews had heard

of his loss ?

Mr. Clews could not exactly recall that particular case; but had a

confused recollection of having lost several umbrellas himself, at various

times, and had no doubt that the addition of a nephew must make such

a loss still heavier.

Mr. Bumstead being in his room when the introduction took place,

and having Judge Sweeney for company over a bowl of lemon tea, the

new boarder lifted his hat politely to both dignitaries, and involun-

tarily smacked his lips at the mixture they were taking for their

coughs.

"Excuse me, gentlemen," said Mr. Teacey Clews, in a manner al-

most stealthy; "but, as I am about to take summer board with the

lady of this house, I beg leave to inquire if she and the man she mar-

ried are strictly moral except in having cold dinner on Sunday ?"

Ivlr. Bumstead, who sat very limply in his chair, said that she was a

very good woman, a very good woman, and would spare no pains to

secure the comfort of such a head of hair as he then saw before him.

" This is my dear friend, Judge Sweeney," continued the Ritualis-

tic organist, languidly waving a spoon towards that gentleman, "who

has a very good wife in the grave, and knows much more about women

and gravy than I. As for me," exclaimed Mr. Bumstead, suddenly

climbing upon the arm of his chair and staring at Mr. Clew's head

rather wildly, ' my only bride was of black alpaca, with a brass ferrule,

andlcannever care for the sex again." Here Mr. Bumstead, whoso

eyes had been roUing in an extraordinary manner, tumbled into his

chair again, and then, frowning intensely, helped himself to lemon tea.

••• Buffer '•
iB the t^rm used In the EngUsh story. Ite nearest native equivalent

is, probably, our Dead-Beat;" meaning, variously, according to circumstances, a

successful American politician; a wife's male relaUve; a watering-place correspond-

ent of a newspaper, a New York detecUve policeman; any person who is uncom-

monly pleasant with people, while never asking them to take anything with mm; »

pious boarder; a I'l-eucU revolutionist.

Entered, according to Act of Congress, ia the year 1870, by the Vwcbikkiam Publishlso CoJn'Ajrr, in the Ofaco of the LlbrarUn of Congress at Washington.
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"I am referred to your Honor for further particulars," observed Mr.

Tracey Clews, bowing again to Judge Sweeney. " Not to wound our

friend further by discussion of the fair sex, may I ask if Bumsteadville

contains many objects of interest for a stranger, like myself?"

"One, at least, sir," answered the Judge. "I think I could show
you a tombstone which you would find very good reading. An epitaph

upon my late better-half. If you are a married man you can not help

enjoying it."

Mr. Clews regretted to inform his Honor, that he had never been

a married man, and, therefore, could not presume to fancy what the

literary enjoyment of a widower must be at such a treat. /

"A journalist, I presume ?" insinuated Judge Sweeney, more and more
struck by the other's perfect pageant of incomprehensible hair and
beard.

" His Honor flatters me too much."
" Something in the lunatic line, then, perhaps ?"

"I have told your Honor that I never was married."

Since last speaking, Mr. Bumstead had been staring at the new
boarder's head and face, with a countenance expressive of mingled con-

sternation and wrath, and now made a startling rush at him from hi.s

chair and fairly forced half a glass of lemon tea down his throat.

"There, sir !" said the mourning organist, panting with suppressed

excitement. " That wiU keep you from taking cold until you can be

walked up and down in the open air long enough to get your hair and

beard sober. They have been indulging, sir, imtil the top of your head

has fallen over backwards, and your whiskers act as though they be-

longed to somebody else. The sight confuses me, sir, and in my pres-

ent state of mind I can't bear it.

"

Coughing from the lemon tea, and greatly amazed by his hasty dis-

missal, Mr. Clews followed Judge Sweeney from the room and house

in precipitate haste, and, when they were fairly out of doors, remarked,

that the gentleman they had just left had surprised him uuprecedent-

edly, and that he was very much put out by it.

" Mr. John Bumstead, sir," explained the Judge, "is almost beside

himself at the double loss he has sustained, and I think that the sight

of your cane, there, maddened him with the memory it revived."

"Why," exclaimed the gentleman of the hair, staring in wonder,
" you don't mean to tell me that my cane looks at all like his nejAew ?"

'
' It looks a httle like the stick of his umbrella, which he lost at the

same time," was the grave answer.

After walking on in thoughtful silence for a while, as though deeply

pondering the striking character of a man whose great nature could

thus at once unite the bereaved uncle with the sincere mourner for the

dumb friend of his rainier days, Mr. Teacey Clews asked whether sus-

picion yet pointed to anj' one ?

Yes, he was told, suspicion did point very decidedly at a certain per-

son; but, as no specific reward had yet been offered in sufficient amount
to justify the exertions of police officials having families to support;

and as no lifeless body had yet been found; and as it was not exactly

certain that the abstraction of an umbrella by unknov/n parties would
justify the criminal prosecution of a person for having in his possession

an Indian Club:—in view of all these compUcated circumstances, the

law did not feel itself authorized to execute any assassin at present.

" And here we are, sir, at last, near our Eitualistic Church," contin-

ued Judge Sweeney, "where we stand up for the Rite so much that

strangers sometimes complain of it as fatiguing. Upon that monu-
\

ment yonder, in the graveyard, you may find the epitaph I have men-
tioned. "What is more, here comes a rather interesting local character

of ours, who cut the inscription and put up the monument.

"

Mr. McLaughlin came shuffling up the road as he spoke, followed in

the distance by the inevitable Smalley and a shower of promiscuous
stones.

" Here, you boy !" roared Jv.ago Sweeney, beckoning the amiable
child to him with a bit of small money, " aim at all of us—do you hear ?

—and see that you don't hit any windows. And now, McLaughlin,
how do you do ? Here is a gentleman spending the summer with us,

who would like to know you.

"

Old Moetakity stared at the hair and beard, thus introduced to him,
with undisguised amazement, and grimly remarked, that if the gentle-

man would come to see him any evening, and bring a social bottle with
him, he would not allow the gentleman's head to stand in the way of a
farther acquaintance.

"I shall certainly call upon you," assented Mr. Clews, "if our young
friend, the stone-thrower, will accept a trifle to show me the way."

Before retiring to his bed that night, the same Mr. Tkacey Clews

took ofi" his hair and beard, examined them closelj-, and then broke

into a strange smile. " No wonder they all looked at me so !" he solil-

oquized, "for I did have my locks on the topside backmost, and my
whiskers turned the wrong way. However, for a dead-beat, with all his

imperfections on his head, I've formed a pretty large acquaintance for

one day."*

*In both conception and execution, the original of the above Chapter, in Mr.

Dickens's work, is, perhaps, the least felicitous page of fiction ever penned by the

great novelist; and, as this Adaptation is in no wise intended as a burlesque, or cari-

cature, of the style of the original, (but rather as a conscientious imitation of it, so

far as practicable,) the Adapter has not allowed himself that license of humor which,

in the most comically effective treatment of said Chapter, might bear the appear-

ance of Buch an intention.

( To be Continued.

)
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Patchmdi.—"What is the substance which enables flies to adhere to

the ceiling ? Answer.—CeiUng wax.

Rosalie.
—"What is the meaning of the term "suspended animation?"

Ansicer.—If you remain at any fashionable watering-place after the
close of the season you'll find out.

Zanesvillian.—Your pronunciation of the French word hois is incor-

rect, else you could not have fallen into the blunder of supposing that

the Bois de Boulogne and the Bois de Vincennes are gamins of Paris.

Blunderbm-e.—Your suggestion is ingenious, but the refined sentiment
of cruelty revealed in it is deserving of the severest censure. It is true

that the introduction of German cookery into France by the Prussians,

as you pi-opose, would in a short time decimate the population, but
what a fearful precedent it would be ! You can best realize it by imag-
ining Massachusetts cookery introduced into New York, and the conse-

quent desolation of her purlieus.

Mrs. (ramp.—No; neither the French nor the Prussians are armed
with air guns. Your mistake arose from puzzling over those distracting

war reports, in which the word Argonnes figures so conspicuously.

7i. G. W.—What is the origin of the term "Bezonian," which oc-

curs in the Shaksi^erean drama? Answer.—Some trace it to Ben Zine,

an inflammable friend of " ancient Pistol's. " It is far more probable,

however, that the word was originally written "Bazainian," and was
merely prophetic of the well-known epithet now bestowed by Prussian

soldiers on the French troops serving under Bazaine.

Earl Hn.Hsel.—ln reply to your question as to whether the thumb nail

of Hogarth on which he made his traditional sketch of a drunken man,

is now in an American collection, we ean only state that, of course,

it once formed a leading object of interest in Baenum's Museum. As
that building was destroyed by fire in 1865, however, it is to be pre-

sumed that the Hogarth nail perished with all the other nails, or was
sold with them, as "junk."

Invalid.—To regain strength you should take means to increase the

amount of iron in your blood. Bark will do it, which accounts for the

fact that the blood of dogs has a large per centage of iron. Here in

New York, the ordinary way of getting iron in the blood is to have a

knife run into you by the hand of an assassin; but this is not consid-

ered favorable to longevity.
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THE ROMANCE OF A RICH YOUNG MAN.

T happened, once upon a time,

that there was a great city,

and that city, being devoid of

a sensation, yearned for a great

man. Than the wise men of

the city began to look around,

when lo ! there entered through

the gates of the city a cer-

,x\. tain peddler from a foreign

- V country, which is called Yan-

kee Land, and behold ! the

\
great man was found. He
dealt in shekels and stocks,

and bloomed and flourished,

and soon became like unto a

golden calf, and lo ! all the

wise men fell down and wor-

shipped him. Now it happen-

ed that at first, like all great

men, he was misunderstood,

and the people ascribed his

success to his partner, so that

everybody said.

The name is but the guinea's stamp,

The man's a Gould icr all that;

but the people were soon disabused of this idea, and the name of

Jeames Phtske was in everybody's mouth.

Now it came to pass that there was a certain devout man called De-
drew, who was the Grand Mogul and High Priest of a certain railroad

corporation called the Eareye, because, while it was much in every-

body's ear, no one could see anything of it or its dividends. So Jeames

Physke went straightway unto Dedeew and said unto him, "Lo ! your

servant is as full of wiles as an egg is of meat. Make me then, I pray

you, your chief adviser, and put nie in the high places." And Dedrew
smiled upon iiim, as he is wont to do, and finding that he was a stran-

ger, he took him in, and knowing that all were fish which came unto his

net, he straightway put him in the high places in Eareye, saying unto

himself, "I will take this lamb and fleece him." So Physke sat high

in Eareye. But it came to pass very soon thereafter, that Dedrew and

Physke fell out, some say about the division of the spoils which they

had taten from the enemy, which, being interpreted, is the people, while

others do state that Dedrew attempted to cut the wool from Physke,

but that it stuck so tightly that Physke caught him. Anyhow, it came
to pass, very soon, that Dedrew was sitting on the outside steps of

Eareye, and Physke vas sitting on Dedrew's throne.

Then Physke ruled Eareye, and he took the stock and he did multi-

ply it manifold, which is called, by some people, watering. Now it hap-

pened that a certain man named Pyke did build him a costly mansion

on the street which is called Twentj'-third, and did therein have foreign

singers and dancers, and playersupon the violin, which is called the fid-

dle, and upon the bass viol, which is called the big fiddle, and upon sheets

of parchment, which are called the drum, and upon divers other instru-

ments. And Physke looked upon the mansion, and it seemed good in

his eyes, and he said unto Pyke, "Sell me now your mansion."

And Pyke did sell unto him the mansion, and the foreign singers and

dancers, and the players upon the violin, which is called the fiddle, and

the players upon the big fiddle, and the players upon the drums, and

the players upon divers other instruments. And Physke forthwith

built himself a throne there, and did make the mansion the palace of

Eareye. And he would sit upon his throne and view the foreign sing-

ers and dancers, and the players upon divers instiounents, and would

much applaud, when his foreign dancers did dance a certain dance,

wherein the toe is placed upon the forehead, and which is called the

cancan. And all the people came and worshipped him, him and his

foreign singers and dancers, and players upon divers instruments, and

his great diamond. And Physke was called Prince Eareye.

Then it happened that Physke much desired to command upon the

ocean ; so he forthwith bought him a line of steamers, which did run

to the foreign land, which is called Yankee Land, and he placed thereon

a goodly number of his players upon divers instruments, and he did

buy him a coat of many colors, and did stand upon the landing place,

which is called the dock, and the players upon divers instruments did

play, " Hail to the Chief, " and all the people did shout, "Hurrah for

Admiral Physke, Prince of Eareye !" for he was of a noble stature, be-
ing four hands wider than his fellows.

Now it came to pass that divers envious persons did institute

certain troublesome actions, which are culled suits, against him, and
did endeavor to drive him from the land, but Physke took a field and
went before a barnyard, and did rout these envious persons, and did
smite them on the hip, which, being interpreted, is that he dismissed
their suits, and did smite them on the thigh, which, being interpreted,
is, did make them pay costs. But the field and the barnyard were
much employed.

Then Physke took into his counsel divers persons, dealers in shekels,
and did say unto them, "Let us find us a man who can tell us whether
those in high places will sell gold. And if he say unto us, nay, let us
buy much gold and make many shekels. " And the divers persons, deal-

ers in shekels, were astonished at his shrewdness, and were all of one
accord. Then Physke found him a man who did say unto him, nay,
and Physke and the divers other persons did buy much gold. Now it

happened that those in high places did sell gold, and Physke and the
divers other persons were sore afraid, and did fall upon each other's

necks and did weep. But Physke straightway recovered and said unto
them, " Lo, if I do murder and the doctor say that I was insane, am I

not forthwith discharged ?" and they said unto him, "It is even so."

Then said he unto them, "Let us send our broker into the board, so

that he shall act like an insane man, and can we be held for an insane
man's purchases ?" And they were filled with great rejoicing. And
the broker did go into the board, and did act like an insane man, and
Physke and divers other persons did retain their shekels. And it was
Friday when they did these things, and when they had done them they
laughed until they were black in their faces, and the day—is it not
called Black Friday ?

Then Physke did bring unto himself other boats and other roads,

and waxed powerful, and became great in the land, and he was much
interviewed by the scribes of a certain paper, " It shines for all," which,
being interpreted, is the Moon, and his sayings—can they not be found
in the pages of " It shines for all," which, being interpreted, is the
Moon, and are they not preserved there for two centuries ?

And then it came to pass that Physke sat himself down and sighed be-

cause there were no more worlds to conquer. But straightway be resolved

to become a Colonel. So certain persons endeavored to make him com-
mander of the 99th regiment of foot, but a certain old centurion, which
is Brains, ran against him and overcame him. But the SQ^diers said

unto each other, " Is it not better that we should have body than brains,

and had we not better take unto ourselves the fleshpots ?" So they
deposed Brains and chose the Prince of Earej'e as their commander.
And he straightway submitted them to twelve temptations. Now it hap-
pened, that, as he was marching at the head of his soldiers in the place

wherein these twelve temptations are kept, a certain servant of one
Mammon did serve upon him a paper, which is called a summons, and
did command him to pay for his butter. At which Physke was much
enraged and did wax wroth. And thereupon he did march and coun-

termarch his soldiers many times. And he ordered another coat of

many colors, and lo ! in all Chatham Sti-eet there was not cloth enough
to make it, so they brought it from a foreign land. And it came to

pass that he and the centurion, which is Brains—for should not body
and brains'work together?—did march the soldiers down the street which
is called Broadway, and did take them to the Branch which is called

Long, and there did divers curious things, all which are they not found

in the paper, " It shines for all," which, being interpreted, is the Moon ?

Now it happened that one Ho Race Grel He, being a Prussian, did

fall upon Physke and did berate him in a paper, which is called the

Try Buin. And Physke became verj' wroth and did stop the sale of the

paper, which is called the Try Buin, upon his roads. And Ho Race
Grel, He, being a Prussian, was sore afraid, and did fall straightway

upon his knees, and did say, " Lo, your servant has sinned ! I pray thee

forgive him." And Physke did say, " I forgive thee," which, being in-

terpreted, is, " All right, old coon, don't let me catch you at it again."

And Physke did divers other strange and curious things, but are they

not written down daily by the scribes of the paper, "it shines for all,"

which, being interpreted, is the Sloon, and cannot he who nms, read

them there ? Lot.

From the Nplrit ori.,lndIey Bfnrrny.

When is a schoolboy like an event that has happened ?

When he has come to parse.
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THE WATERING PLACES.

Punchinello's Vacations.

Vain heading ! This paper is not intended to communicate anything

about a vacation. Would that it were ! says Mr. Punchinello, from

the bottom of his heart.

Last week Mr. P. intended going to the White Mountains.

But he didn't go.

On his way to the Twenty-third Street depot, he met the Count

Jo.\>IKES.

" Ah ha ! my noble friend !" said the latter. " Whither away ?"

Mr. P. explained whither he was away ; and was amazed to see the

singular expression which instantly spread itself over the countenance

of his noble friend.

"To the White Mountains !" cried the Count, " why, my good fellow,

what are you thinking of? Do you not know that this is September?"

"Certainly I do," said Mr. P. "I know that this is the season when
Nature revels in her richest hues, and Aurora gilds the fairest land-

scape; when the rays of glorious old Sol are tempered by the soft

caresses of the balmiest zephyrs, and "

"Oh, certainly! certainly !" cried the Count, "I have no doubt of

it; not the least bit in the world. In fact, I have been in those places

myself when a boy, and I know all about it. But let me tell you, sir,

as amicus curies, (and I assure you that I have often been amicus curiae

before, ) that society will not tolerate anything of this kind on your

paii, sir. The skies in the country may be bluest at this season, sir;

the air most delicious, the scenery most gorgeous, and accommodations

of all kinds most plenty and excellent, but it will not do. The con-

ductor of a first-class journal belongs in a manner to society, and society

will never forgive him for going into the country after the season is

over. As amicus curiae
"

" Amicus your grandmother, sir !" said Mr. P. "What does society

know about the beauties of nature, or the proper time for enjoying

them ?"

.

'
' Society knows enough about it, sir !" cried the Count, drawing his

sword a little way from its scabbard and letting it fall again with a

clanging sound. "And representing society, as I do in my proper

person here, sir, I say that any man who would go into the country in

the latter part of September is a
"

'

' A what, sir ?" said Mr. P. , nervously fingering his umbrella.

"Yes, sir, he is, sir!"

" Do you say that, sir?"

" In your teeth, sir !"

" 'Tis false, sir 1"

"What, sir?"

"Just so, sir !"

"Tome, sir?"

"To you, sir!"

The Count Joannes drew his sword.

Mr. P. stood 6)1 garde.

Just at this moment the Greenwich Street Cordwainera' Target Asso-
ciation, preceded by one half the whole body of Metropolitan Pohce,
approached the spot. The Target Society were out on a street parade,
and the policemen marched before them to clear Broadway of all

vehicles and foot-passengers, and to stop short, for the time, tlie busi-
ness of a great city, in order that these twenty spindle-legged and
melancholy little cobblers might have a proper opportunity of showing
their utter ignorance of all rules of marching, and the management of
firearms.

Perceiving this vast body of police, with Superintendent Jouedan at

its head, advancing with measured tread upon them, the Coimt sheathed

his sword and Mr. P. shut up his deadly weapon.

Slowly and in opposite directions they withdrew from the gi-ound.

It was too late for Mr. P. 's train, and he returned to his home. There,

in the solitude of his private apartments, he came to the conclusion that

it would be useless to oppose the decrees of Society. The idea that the

Count, that worthy leader of the metropolitan ton, had put into his

head, was not to be treated contemptuously. He must give up all the

fruity richness of September, the royal glories of October, and the

delicious hazes of the Indian Summer, pack away his fish-hooks and
his pocket-flask, and stay in the city like the rest of the fools.

This conclusion, however, did not prevent Mr. P. from dreaming. He
had a delightful dream that night, in which he found himself sailing on
Lake George; ascending Mount Washington; and participating in the
reveh'y of a clam-bake on the sea-girt shore of Kings and Queens and
Sufifolk Counties. As nearly as circumstances will permit, he has en-
deavored to give an idea of his dream by means of the following sketch.

Taken as a whole, Mr. P. is not desirous that this dream should come
true, but taken in parts he would have no objections to see it fulfilled as
soon as Society will permit. - ,
Which will be, he supposes, about next July.
In the meantime, he advises such of his patrons as have depended en-

tirely upon his letters for their summer recreation, and who will now be
deprived of this delightful enjoyment, to make every efibrt to go to some
of our summer resorts and spend a few weeks after the fashionable
season is over,—that is, if they think they can brave the opinion of

society. It may not be so pleasant to go to these places as to read
Mr. P.'s accounts of them, but it is the best that can be done.

The following little tail-piece will give a forcible idea of how com-
pletely Mr. P. has given up, for the season, his field sports and country

pleasures. Copies may be olitained by placing a piece of tracing-paper

over the picture and following the lines with a lead-pencil.
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THE POEMS OF THE CRADLE.

Canto VI.

Taffy was a, Welshman,

Taitt was a thief.

Tafft came to my house and stole a piece ofbeef.

I went to Taffy's housa,

Tafft wasn't at home,

Tafft came tony house and stole a mutton bone.

It is not often that a poet descends to the discussion of mundane af-

fairs. His sphere of usefulness, oftentimes usefulness to himself, only,

lies among the roseate clouds of the mom, or the spiritual essences of

the cerulean regions, but, like other human beings, he cannot live on

the zephyr breeze, or on the moonbeams flitting o'er the rippling

stream. Such ethereal food is highly unproductive of adipose tissue,

and the poet needs adipose like any other man. And our poet is no

exception to the rule, for he well knew that good digestible poetry can't

be written on an empty stomach.

It is seldom that a writer is met with, who does not seize every oppor-

tvmity to attract attention to his own deeds. He is never so happy as

when, in contemplation, he hears the remarks of his readers tending to

his praise for the noble and heroic deeds he makes himself perform.

But mth our poet—and we have been exceptional in our choice—he

has always been backward in coming forward, and it was not until he

was touched upon a tender point that he concluded to make himself

heard, when he might depict, in glowing terms, some of the few ills which

flesh is heir to.

The opportune moment arrived.

He had been out since early dawn, gathering the dew from the sweet-

scented flower, or painting in liquid vowels the pleasant calmness of

the cow-pasture, or mayhap echoing with his pencil's point the well-

noted strains of the Shanghai rooster, when the far-ofif distant bell an-

noimced to him that he must finish his poetic pabulum, and hurry

home to something more in accordance with the science of modem
cookery.

He arrived and found his household in tumult. "Who's been here

since I've been gone ?" sang he, in pathetic tones. And he heard in

mournful accents the answer, "Taffy."

Could anything more melancholy have befallen our poet ? He could

remember in childhood's merry days the old candy-woman, with her

plentiful store of brown sweetness long drawn out; and how himself

and companions spent many a pleasant hour teasing their little teeth

with the delicate morsels. Now his childhood's dreams vanished. He
remembered that

" Tafft was a Welshman."

And then, after a careful scrutiny of the larder, assisted by the gratui-

tous services of his ever faith-

ful feline friend, Thomas, he

found the extent of his loss.

" Tafft was a thief,"

he now gave vent to passion,

while anguish rent his soul.

Taffy had been here, and

made good his coming, al-

though the good was entirely

on Taffy's side, for he walk-

ed off again with a piece of

beef, and was, even at this

verj- moment, smacking his

chops over its tender fibres.

All his respect for Taffy

now vanished like the misty

cloud before the rays of the

morning sun. He buckled on

the armor of his strength, de-

parted for Taffy's house, de-

termined to wreak his ven-

geance thereon, and scatter

Taffy, limb for limb, through-

out his own corn-field.
'

' Woe,

woe to Taffy," he muttered

between his clenched teeth.

"I will make mincemeat of

him; I will enclose him in

sausage skins, and will send
him to that good man, Ki Yi
Sampson."

Judge of our poet's chagrin, however, when, on arriving at Taffy's

house, he was informed, with mocking smiles.

" Taffy wasn't at home."

Here was a fall to his well-formed plans of vengeance.—All dashed to

the ground by one foul scathing blow.

But whither went Taffy ? The poet himself could tell you if you
waited, but we will tell you now. Tafft liked beef; liked it as no other

human liked it, for he could eat it raw. And when, foraging around
the village, he found a nice piece at the poet's house, his carnivorous

proclivities induced him to steal it, and, with it under his arm, hurried

ofif to the nearest bam, and there rapidly devoured it. This only seemed

to give him an appetite. He went foraging again, but this time only

picked up a mutton-bone. "The nearer the bone, the sweeter the

meat," cried Taffy, and with a flourish he hastened to his hiding place,

while the poor poet, disconsolate in his first loss, returned home only

to find a second; and the culprit was still free.

Ah ! my kind reader, here was a deep cut to our poet. " Who would

care for mother now ?" he sang, for all the meat was gone. Home was

no longer the dearest spot on earth to him, since it was rudely dese-

crated by the hands of Taffy—of David, the Welshman.

Poor poet ! Cruel Taffy !

Let me draw the curtain of popular sympathy over the imhappy

household. The poet has told his storj' in words which will never die;

and he has proclaimed the inftimy of Taffy to the iittermost comers of

the earth.

Stv-eepingr Reform.

The world moves. There is a chiropodist now travelling in the East

who removes excrescences of the feet simply by sweeping them away

with a corn broom. When last heard of he was at Alexandria, and

there is no com in Egypt, now.

OUR EXPLOSIVES.

What between nitro-glycerine, kerosene, and ordinary gas. New York

city has, for years past, beenadmirably provided with explosives. Now we

have to add gasoline to the interesting catalogue of inflammables. What

gasoline is, we have not the slightest notion, but, as it knocked several

houses in Maiden Lane into ashes a few days since, it must be some-

thing. Crinoline, dangerous as it is, would have been safer for Maiden

Lane than gasoline, and more appropriate. In the present dearth of

public amusements, these joUy explosives—gasoline, dualine, nitro-

glycerine, and the rest of 'em,—come in very well to create a sensation.

They keep the firemen in vnnA, and, as the firemen keep them in water,

the obligation is reciprocal.

Let Gasoline, as well as Crin-

oline, have the suffrage, by all

means.

A.gKtfk'vatlnti.

The war news is becoming

dizzier every day. It is now
announced that the Prussian

headquarters are at St Dizier.

A.nnit—Xom—leal.

" A younp man who lost an arm,
some two weeks since, insists upon
it that he still feels pain in the arm
and fingers."

—

{Daily Paper.)

This is strange, certainlj-,

but not more so than the state-

ment of our young man, Tom,

who affirms that, haring had

his arm around Anna's waist

some three weeks ago, he still

feels the most bewitching sen-

sations in that arm. WTio can

explain these things?

We uon't know wbetheb it is correct, but this is Punchinello's idka of

THE Chasse Pot.

PriLssicos odi, puer, appara-

tus,—as old Nap said to young

Nap, when the Teutonic bul-

lets flew about them at Saar-

brock.
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A FACT FROM LAKE SUPERIOR.
fffiipnTecked Cockney.—"I say, Captain, aee there any Beaks about heke? i've come peepared fob a little sport, tou know.'

THE CHARGE OF THE HI2TTH BRIGADE.

'• Col. FisK, Jr., inarched his msn up to the Continental Bar-room this evening,

and j/ave them a carle blanche order for drinks."

—

Specia. to morning paper.

Half asleep, half asleep.

Half asleep, onward

Into the bar-room bright

Strode the Six Hundred:
' Forward the Ninth Brigade !

Charge this to me," he said.

Into the bar-room, then

Rushed the Six Hundred.

Topers to right of them.

Topers to left of them.

Old sots in front of them.

Parleyed and wondered;

Yet into line they fell.

Boldly they drank, and well

Into the jaws of each.

Into the mouth of all.

Drinks went. Six Hundred.

Flashed the big diamond there.

Flashed as its owner square

Treated his soldiers tliere.

Charging a bar-room, while

All the " beats " wondered.

Choked with tobacco smoke.

Straight for the door they broke,

Pushing and rushing.

Reeled from the Bourbon stroke,

Shattered and sundered

;

Thus they went back—they did

—

On the Six Hundred.

Whiskey to right of them.

Cocktails to left of them,

Popping corks after them.

Volleyed and thundered.

Yet, 'twere but truth to tell.

Many a hero fell.

Tho' some did stand it well.

Those that were left of them.

Left of Six Hundred.

Oh ! what a bill was paid.

Oh ! what a noise they made.

All Long Branch wondered;

Oh ! what a noise they made,

They of the Ninth Brigade,

Jolly Six Hundred !

A. Sun-burst.

The S?m regretfully announces that Punchinello is about to "gire

up the ghost." Punchinello begs to assure the Sun that he doesn't keep

a ghost; though, at the same time, the mistake was a natural one

enough to emanate from Mr. C. A. (D. B. ) Dana, who keeps a Real
ghost in his closet.

A. 'Satuntl AIlKtake.

An advertisement from the establishment of Messrs. A. T. Stewart

& Co., announces, among other things, that they have opened a " Mad-

der Print.
"

At first sight we supposed that the firm in question had begun pub-

lishing a paper in opposition to the Sun, and that it was to be, if possi-

ble, a madder print than that luminary, for the purpose of cutting it

out. Further reflection convinced us, however, that the "print" in

question was connected with the subject of dry goods, only.

Very Small Beer.

Newspaper items state that '
' the editor of the Winterset (Iowa, ) Sun,

is, probably, the smallest editor in the the world. " Surely the editor

of the New York Sun must be the one meant.

""WcU I'm Blowed!"

As the omeleUe souffUe said to the cook.



AT THE SARATOGA CONVENTION.
noraoe Greeley, {to lioscoe Conkling.) "DON'T BE RASH, NOW; REMEMBER THAT A SOFT ANS\\T:R TURNETH AWAY \raATn."

BosccH- Conl-ling. "LET US U\VB PEACE, BY ALL MEANS: BUT IF THAT FELLOW REUBE FENTON INTERFERES TNTTH ME, HE

HAD BETTER LOOK OUT THAT I DON'T SMASH HLS SLATE."
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HIRAM GREEN TO NAPOLEON.

Napoleon I and Sfapoleon III.—Kjagrer-Beer a. Formidable £neniy to
Overcome.

Skeensboeo, Nte onto Vaemont, )

Orgiist —, 1^-Seventy. \

Feiend Lewis: As I haint got no anser to my last letter which I rote

to your royal magesty a few weeks ago, it has occurred to me, that maybe

you don't feel well about these days, or, just as like as not our '

' Cousin

German," Fbitz, mite have heen mean enufif as to gobble up your male

bag, and steel my letter to put into his outografalbum. I now take my
pen in hand to inform you, that Ime as sound as a Saddle Rock oyster,

and hope these few lines may find you enjoyin' the same blessin.

Nulherous changes have taken place since your grand invasion of Ger-

man sile.

It has certinly been very kind in your Dutch friends to save you a

long jemey to fite them.

Insted of puttin' you to the trouble of goin' away from home for a

little excitement, you can set rite in the heart of your own country,

and enjoy the fun.

A man by the name of Neeo, was once said to do some tall fiddlin'

when Rome was bumin'.

While the partriotic fires of your people is clusterin' around you (?)

my advice is, to cote the words of TJnkle Edwabd :

" Hang up your fiddle and your bow.

Lay down your shovel and the hoe.

Where the woodbine twineth

There's a place for TJnkle Lew,
With TJgeent and httle Lewis for to go."

The foregoin' is rather more sarcastikle than troothful.

It laserates my venerable heart-strings, most noble Pea-cracker, to

see how you've been lickt.

You have probly found out by this time, that the mantle of your grate

unkle has passed into the hands of some other family.

The grate Bonypaet was called the Gray Eyed man of Destiny, altho'

1 don't know what country that is in, as the village of Destiny haint on

any of the war maps.

I should judge, however, onless there is a change in the pi-ogram,

that when this "cruel war is over," you M'ill wear the belt as the

champion Black-eyed man of Urope.

Your so-called ascendant Star, is probly the iden-tikle loominary which

Perfesser Dan Beyant refers so beautifully to, in his pome of " Shoo-

fly-"

It shone rather scrumpshus, in the dark, but the rays of the Sun has

nockt its twinkle hire'n Gixdeeoy's kite.

Yes, Squire Bonypaht, j-our star is the only planet whose eclips has

been visible to the naked eye, all over the world, and can be seen with-

out usin' smoked glass.

I think, in the beginnin' of the war, when you left Ugeeny for

Nancy, that, like your Unkle, you made a bad go.

When the old man stuck to Joesfeen he was a success.

Empires—Kingdoms—Pottentates and Hottentots, took the first

train and skedaddled, when the General sot his affeckshuns on their

territory.

The BouEBONs fled and come over here and settled in Kentucky, and
commenced makin' whiskey, payin' a tax of $2.00 per gallon, and
sellin' the seductive flooid for SI. 50 per gallon, gettin' rich at that,

which may surprise you, altho' it dooseu't our Eternal Revenoo OflBsers,

who, as Mr. Antony remarked of H. Beeches Stow when she stabbed

Lord Bj-ron, '
' are all honorable men.

"

Finally Bonypaet went back on Josefeen, which made Mrs. B. scatter

a few buckets of tear drops.

Said your Unkle:
'

' What's the use of blubberin' about it ? Cheer up and be a man. I

belong, body, sole and butcs, to France, who says my name must be

perpetuated. You, Josefeen, must pick up your duds and look for

another bordin'-house, for you can't run the Tooleries any longer."

He then sent to Chicago and got a ten dollar devorce, and married

MAEtAE LouisEE, arter which he become a played-out institootion, em-

ployin' his time walkin' in solo with his hands behind him, gazin' in-

tently on the toes of his butes, and wonderin' if they was the same ones

which had histed so many roolers off ot their thrones.

In view of the past, you should have stuck to Uoeeny, who, I under-

stand is good lookin' and sports a pretty nobby harness.

The charms of Nancy may make your Imperial mouth water, but let

an old statesman, who has served his country for 4 years as Gustise of

the Peece, say to you, "Don't be a fool if you know anything."

Another reason of your unsuccess is that Lager is a hard chap to fite

agin. I tried it once.

A Dutch millingtery company visited Skeensboro a few years since,

for a target shoot, bringin' a car lode, of lager-beer and a box of

sardeens for refreshments.

I, bein' at that time Gustise, was on hand to help persei-ve the peece.

Lager, they told me, wasen't intoxicatin. I histed in a few mugs. I

woulden't just say that I got soggy, but I felt like a hul regiment of

Dutch soljers on general trainin' day.

It suddenly occurred to me that Mrs. Geeen had been puttin' on

rather too many airs lately, and I would go in and quietlj' remind her

that I was boss of the ranch.

Pickin' up a hoss-whip, I "shouldered aims," and entered the

kitchen as bold as the brave Fisk of the bully 9th.

" Maeiae," said I, addressin' Mrs. Geeen, and tippin' over her pan
of dish-water so she coulden't wet my close, "yer'aven't (hie!) tode

the mark as 'er troo (hie !) wife orter. I can't (hie !) 'ave any more of

yer (hie !) dam foolin'. Will yer (hie !) 'bey yer 'usband like a (hie !)

man, in the futer ?"

I raised the hoss-whip to give her a good blow. She caught it on a

fly with both hands, as I lade down on the floor to convince my wife I

was in earnest in what I said.

Well, Lewis, I remember feelin' as if I was put into a large bag with

a lot ofsaw logs, and was bein' viteally shook up. I could also dis-

tinguish my wife, flyin' about as if she had taken a contract for

thrashin' a lot of otes, and haden't but a few minnits to do it in, and
somehow I got it into my head that I was the otes.

I went to sleep in a cloud of hosswhips—hair and panterloon buttons

rapt up in a dilapidated soot of close.

When I awoke, I looked as if that Dutch millingtery Company had
been usin' me for a target, substitootin' my nose for the bull's eye.

I imejutly come to the conclusion, that to successfully buck agin

Lager-beer, was full as onhealthy as tryiu' to get a seat in H. Wabd
Beechee's church on Sunday mornin's, afore all the Pew-holders had
got in.

When you want an asilum to flee to, come to Skeensboro.

Altho' you have got the ship of State stuck in the mud, I think I can

get you a canal bote to run, where you can earn your $115.00 a month,

provided your wife will do the cookin' for the crew.

This is better than bein' throde onto the cold, cold charities of the

world, especially where a man has got the gout, for anything cold is

apt to bring on the pain and make him pe-uuk.

Hopin' that in the futer, as you grow older, you may lern wisdom by

cultivatin' my acquaintance—and with kind r^;irds to Ugeen and bub

Bonypaet, in your native tung I wiU say:

Barn-sure, noblesse Pea-cracker.

Ewer'n, one and onseperable, Hieam Geeen, Esq.,

Lait Gustise of the Peece.

Bunsby'H War Paint.

Napoleon's chances are not great

If German facts are true;

But if he finds not Paris Green

He'll make the Prussian Blue.

Remark by a Bandsman.

Once upon a time the French Horn was a famous instrument, but

now, considering the retreating strategy of the French leaders, it ap-

pears to be superseded by the OfiF I Glide.

The MaHlc of the Fatnre.

CoNsiDEEiNO the enormous difficulties which stand in the way of the

performance of Herr Waonee's music, it is the music of the Few Sure

enough.

* A Relic or the Pa»t.

The following item is taken from a daily paper:

"The septaagenariim Dejazet sang the ' Marseillaise ' at the Passy theatre lately."

There seems to be a mistake, here. Surely the word Passy is meant

for passle.



PRECOCIOUS.
Little Female Ameeica, too, asseets her rights—and especially the eigiht to the exclu-

r.ivE use of the side-walk foe a eope-walk."

I've dumb some pretty tall liills in my
day, Mr. Punchinellow, but that 'ere

gettin' up them stairs jest switches the

rag off of all on 'em. I broke down.

Then he tuk me to a heister, and landed

us next to the roof. I was too pegged

out to wash or fix, so I flung off my cow-

hides, jumped onto the bed and slept

clean through till next day. In the

mornin' I rigged up, went down stairs,

and asked the clerk if he would be kind

enough to pint out to me where I might

see Chakley Dant. He sort o' smiled

like, and said I would find him at the

Sun ofi&ce. I paid two dollars for a kab

to take me down, which it did till we
stopped afore a big yaller house, with a

big board stuck up agin it havin' these

words:
"Extka Sun!! !

Elopement at Mttekay Hill.

Full History of the Parties.

Interesting Chapter of Family Secrets.

Who is She and "Why Did She Do It ?

General Grant Buys a Skye Terrier!
Particulars of the Sale !

!

Genealogy of the Dog 1 1

!

Secretary Fish Bobbing for Spanish Eels,

He is Caught by the Gills.

The Minion of Spanish Tyranny in Distress.

Kitchen Councils in Fifth Avenue.
Notes by our Keyhole Eeporter.

Baby found in the Private Office of a

Leading Editor. *

Whose is it and How did it Come There ?

Interesting Disclosures of a Prominent
Merchant's Life ! 1

1

For Full Details see Extra Sun, Price

Two Cents!"

OUR PORTFOLIO.

\Vell, you know, Dear Mr. Pukchinellow, this is how Chaeley Dant
and me cum to hev our falUn' out. We was boys together, was Char-

ley and me, and went to the same school. Chaeley were a likely lad

there; never given to spilin' the faces of t'other boys nor splashin' mud
on their clothes. Oh ! but hasn't he gone back on them good old

times. I wouldn't hev' believed it, Charley, no I wouldn't.

But, as I was sayiu', he were a likely lad; studyin' hard, and often

tellin' me how he would one day come out at the head of the heap,

gradooatin' before the Squire's son. Jack Baldeeback. Just about this

time I was tuk with the measles, and father died, and Sallie got mar-

ried, and the old woman said to me:

"Ephraim, I think your school days is ended." And so they was.

I never went back again, and never saw Chaeley these thirty-five years

gone now, 'till t'other day. I went West in search of a livin', and he

tuk onto business here East. Wons't in a long time I heerd on him

;

how things went well with him, and how he got up, up, up, till the lad-

der wasn't big enough and he couldn't climb no higher. Folks said he

was into the war; but I didn't believe 'em. Chaeley was a peace man,

I knowed that. Arterwards, howsumever, it cum out that it was the

War Office he was into, and not the war; and says I to myself,

" Ephraim," says I, "didn't I tell you so; and tell them so, and war'nt

I right ? I calkilate they won't go back no more on what I says about

Charley Dany."

Well, dear Mr. Punchinellow, I was one day readin' of your paper,

and I comes onto sumthin' about Bumbody, which it was as I sjiell it,

" Charles A. Dana," how he was a cuttin' up shines, and how you was
a pokin' fun and hard things at him.

I larfed right out.

"That's smart," says I, "Yes, that's smart; but it ain't onto my
Chaeley. He ain't stuck up nor nothing of that sort. He is as inno-

cent as gooseberries, is the Charley Dany I know ;" and arterwards I

thought no more about it, till I cum on to New York fbr to look into

the cattle business, and see how things was shapin for trade this

winter.

I put up to the St. Nikkleas. Well, I allors larf when I think of it.

Here was an Irishman tuk my bag, slunfj it bcliind liirn, and says he to

me— " Poller niu, if you please, sir." I foUcrod accordin'.

I
" Wonder if Chaeley writ all that 'ere," says I, inwardly, inquirin'

of a boy where Mr. Dany's particular holdin' out place might be, and

givin' him three cents to show me the way. Drawin' a quick breath, I

knocked at the door. " Come in, " says a peskish voice. I cum in, and

there, sure enough, with nose close down to the desk, a writin' away

for dear life, sat Chaeley. I knowed him to onc't, for all he was a lit-

tle oldish, and a little grayish, and had a bare spot like a turtle's back

on the top of his head. My heart cum' a bustin' up into my throat,

and an inward voice seemed to say:

" Do it now Epheaim, do it now, while the feeling is onto you." Jest

then he looked up, and I bust forth: "Oh, Chaeley ! Chaeley ! its a long

time sin' we met, Chaeley. Don't you know me? Don't you re-

member little Eph Eckels ? Oh ! Chaeley, Chaeley, give us

a giip of your knob, old hunk "—and I slewed over towards him

for to shake hands when he suddenly drawed back, kinder gloomy

like, putting down his pen and chewing his gums sort of swagewise.

as he said :

'
' My name, sir, is the Hon. Chaeles Augustus Dana, Ex-Assistant

Secretary of War, Ex-Proprietor of the ablest paper in the West, and at

present Chief Editor of the New York Sun, price two cents. There is

no individual here, sir, answering to the appellation of "Old Hunk,"

and, as I perceive, sir, that there is a most infernal smell of cow yards

about your raiment, and the effluvia arising thence is becoming insup-

portable, I would thank you to get out of this apartment double quick,

and I suggest for the sake of others who may be unfortunately brought

into contact with you, that my friend the Hon. William Manhattan

Tweed has receutlj' established public baths where such creatures as

you may undergo purification before venturing into the presence of

gentlemen."

It was Charley who spoke it; Mr. Punchinellow, there is no doubt

about that; but the Chakley that I knew has been dead sin' that day.

Yours in memory-moram, Ephraim Eckels.

norrom of 'Witr.

Much has been said about the Prussian " demonstrations" at Stras-

bourg. If half what we hear of Prussian vandalism as displayed at the

siege of Strasbourg is true, '
' Demon-stratiou " is a very appropriate

tei'm for the thing.
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OLIVE LOGAN.

E have no authentic record

of the date of this fair syren's

birth. It is popularly sup-

posed, however, that she was

contemporaneous with Poca-

hontas. Poky (as she was

playfully called by her play-

mates at boarding-school)

is now dead. Logy (another

playful appellation of the

gushing miss alluded to) is

stiU Ohve.

"We do not, however, credit

the legend above cited. Also,

we do nc^ credit the equally

absurd and unreasonable

stoiy that our girlish gusher

is a daughter of a negro

preacher named Loguen. We
look upon this as a colorless

aspersion of our subject's fair

fame, and we therefore feel

called upon to politely but

fariously hurl it back in the teeth of its degraded and offensive in-

ventor. Things are come indeed to a pretty pass when a lady of Miss

Logan's position may have her goodname blackened (not to say sooted)

by associating it with that of a preacher. Besides, Loguen was him-

self bom in 1800, and is therefore only seventy years old. These things

are not to be borne.

Miss Logan is seventeen years of age. This, at least, is reliable. We
have our information from the lips of an aunt of the Honorable Horatius

Geeeley, who met Miss Logan in Chicago in 1812, and wrung the con-

fession from the gifted lady herself. Mr. Gkeeley's aunt, we need not

say, is incapable of telling a lie.

At the early age of six weeks our illustrious victim made her first ap-

pearance as a public speaker. This was at Faneuil Hall, Boston. She

was supported on that memorable occasion by a young and fascinating

lady by the name of Anthony (Sxjsan. ) Susie prophesied then, it will

be remembered, that the fair oratress would yet live to be President of

the United States and Canadas. Miss Logan, with her customary

modesty, declined to view the mysterious future in that puerile light,

gracefully suggesting, amid a brilliant outburst of puns, metajihors and

amusing anecdotes, that Susie distorted the facts. Miss Anthony,

under a mistaken impression that this referred to her peculiar mode of

keeping accounts, offered, with a wild shriek of despair and disgust, to

exhibit her books to an unprejudiced committee of her own sex, with

Wendell Phillips as chairwoman. (There is manifest inaccuracy in this

account, though, inasmuch as Mr. Phillips was not yet bom, at that

time; but we of course give the story as it is related to us by eye-

witnesses. ) Mr. John Russell Young, who was in the audience, rose

and said that Miss Anthony's explanation was entirely sufficient, and

that she might now take her seat. The lecturer then proceeded to dis-

cuss her subject, " Girls." She said

—

However, this is not a newspaper report, is it ?

Soon after this, Louis Phillippe invited Miss Logan to visit Paris.

He represented that he should consider it an honor at any time to wel-

come the beautiful demoiselle to the palace of the Tuileries. He re-

marked in a postscript that his dinner hour M'as twelve o'clock, noon,

sharp, and that his hired man had instructions to pass Miss Logan at any

time. Accordingly, our sjTen departed hungrily for the capital of the

French. Her career in Paris is well known to every mere ordinary

schoolboy: therefore, wherefore dwell? Madame De Stael's dressmaker

called on her. A committee of strong-minded milliners solicited the

honor of her acquaintance. George Francis Train proposed an al-

liance with her for the purpose of hurling imperial jackassery from its

tottering throne. Other honors were conferred on her.

Ptetuming to her native motherland in 1812, she once more resumed

her career as a public speakeristess. How wonderful that career has

been, does not the world know ? If not, why not ? She has lectured in

14..Sr)4,812,719 towns between San Francisco on the one hand and

California on the other. Upwards of fourteen million Young Men's

Christian Associations have crowded to hear her thrilling eloquence,

and lect\ire committees all over the land have grown fat and saucy on

the enormous profits jaelded by her engagements. Country editors,

who, before speculating in tickets of admission, were without shoes to

their feet, have been suddenly converted into haughty despots and

bloated aristocrats by their prodigious gains. And Miss Logan herself

is said to be worth $250.

COMIC ZOOLOGY.

Oenns, Corvns.—The Common Cro-nr.

This Eavenous bird abounds in all temperate regions, and is a fowl of

sober aspect, although a Eogue in Grain. Crows, like time-serving

politicians, are often on the Fence, and their proficiency in the art of

Caw-cussing entitles them to rank with the Radical Spoilsmen de-

nounced by the sardonic Dawes. In time of war they haunt the

battle-field with the pertinacity of newspaper specials, and have a much
more certain method of making themselves acquainted with the Organ-

ization of military Bodies than the gentlemen of the press who Pick the

Brains of fugitives from the field for their information. In time of

peace the Crow leads a comparatively quiet life, and it is no novel thing

to see him walking in the fields devouring with great apparent interest

the Yellow-Covered Cereals. Agriculturists have strong prejudices

against the species, and . allege, not without reason, that large Crow
Crops indicate diminished harvests. The Jiost persistent enemy of the

Crow, however, is the martin, which attacks it on the wing with un-

faltering Pluck, and compels it to show the White Feather.

This variety of the genus corvus was well known to the ancients.

Those solemn Bores, the Latin augurs, were in the habit of foretelling

the triumph or downfall of the Roman Eagles by the flight of Crows,

and St. Peter was once convicted of three breaches of veracity by a

Crow. The bird has also been the theme of song—the carnivorous ex-

ploits of three of the species having been repeatedly chanted by popular

Minstrels.

A Greek author has described the Crow as a cheese-eater—^but that's

a fable. Though fond of a Rare Bit of meat, it does not care a Mite for

Cheese. Nothing in the shape of flesh comes amiss to this rapacious

creature; yet, much as it enjoys the flavor of the human subject, it

relishes the cheval mart. During the late war, our government, with ex-

emplary liberality, purchased thousands of horses to feed the Southern

Crows. The consequence was that our Cavalry Charges were tremen-

dous.

The appearance of the Crow is grave and clerical, but it is neverthe-

less an Offal bird when engaged on a Tear. It generally goes in flocks,

and the prints of its feet may be seen not only on the face of the

Country, but in many instances on the faces of the inhabitants. Natural-

ists do not class it with the edible fowls. There may be men who can eat

crow, but nobody hankers after it. The stor^' of the man who
"swallowed three black crows" lacks confirmation. Looking at the

whole tribe from a Ration-al point of view, however, we have no

hesitation in pronouncing them excellent food—for powder. In this

category may be included the copper-colored Crows on our Western

frontier.

THE CHURCH MILITANT.

That Brooklyn is a City of Churches has long been known to people

of average intelligence. The folio-wing item, however, taken from a

daily paper, is very suggestive of the old saying, "The nearer the

church, " etc.

" John Beatt bit off Wm. Habpf.r's face in April last, at a church fight in Brook-

lyn, and then went to sea. La.st night he came back, and was arrested by oflScer

Fox, who will take him before Justice Walsh to-day. Ha&feb is disfigured for

life."

The matter-of-fact way in which the expression, '
' a church fight " is

used by the writer of the above item, seems to indicate that tabemacu-

lar conflicts are rather the rule than the exception in " deeply religious
"

Brooklyn. We were not prepared to expect, though, that theological

controversy ever ran further in BrookljTi than to the extent of " putting

a head on " one's antagonist, though now it appears that biting his face

ofi" is more the thing. The statement that "Harper is disfigiircd for

life," goes for nothing with us, as that depends altogether on what sort

of looking man he was previous to the removnl of his features by means

of a dental apparatus.
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THE "STERN PARIENT."
"Well, to tell the truth, I did not think much of the clos:^ of theBaugJder.

SEl.MON."

Father. " Proba-bly you werk thinking MORE OF the clothes OF the CONGEEQATION

THE WAR.

It is with feelings of intense satisfaction and self complacency that

Mr. Punchinello submits to his readers the following despatches

relative to the Great Kaikoad War, which have been collected at a fabu-

lous cost, by a large corps of reporters and correspondents specially de-

tailed for the purpose.

Wab Declaeed !

Erie Palace.—It is rumored that the " onpleasantness " which has

for some time past existed between the rival powers of the Erie and the

Central, will shortly culminate in open hostilities. Col. Fisk, assisted

by twelve secretaries, is said to be actively engaged in drawing up a

formal Declaration. Great enthusiasm prevails here. The Erie Galop

and FisK Guard March (price 50 cents, including full length portrait

of Capt. Spencer, ) are played nightly in the Opera House, and are

vociferously re-demanded. Every member of the Ninth has been notified

to hold himself in readiness to turn out at fifteen minutes* notice.

Later.

"Erie accepts the war which VANDEEBiLTproifcrs her." The '-Blonde

Usher," accompanied by an extensive retinue of brother ushers, will

bear the gauge of battle to the Tyrant of the Central. He will cast it

boldly at Vandeueilt's feet. It is announced that he will proceed to

his destination by way of the Eighth Avenue Car Line. The reply of

the Hudson River potentate is looked forward to with great interest.

" Central " Eepokts.

Vanderbllt received the Declaration of War with seeming calm. On
the departure of the Erie Emissarj-, however, his fortitude forsook him

;

he threw himself on the neck of a baggage porter and wept aloud. At

a late hour this evening a trusted agent left here for the Tribune office;.

He is said to have held a long conference with Mr. Greeley, the par-

ticulars of which have not transpired. It is supposed by many to

portend an alliance, offensive and defensive, be-

tween the King of Central and the Philosopher of

Printing-House Square.

From Erie.

Activity is the order of the day here. Col. Fisk's

$20,000 team went to the front this morning. They
are to be broken into the turmoil of war by being led

gently to and fro, before a Supreme Court injunction.

A Central spy, who was captured during the day, was

immediately tried by court-martial, and sentenced to

be suspended from the flag-staff on top of the build-

ing. He was executed at noon, a copy of the Tribwie

being tied to his feet, to add force to his fall and cur-

tail his sufferings. From legal documents found in

his possession, the wTetchcd being is supijosed to

hftve been a minion of the law. The Narragansett and

Long Branch boats are being rapidly got ready for

active service. Their armament will consist of Parrott

guns of large calibre. FisK says that Vandeebilt will

hear those Parrotts talk.

Despatches from the Central.

Yanderbilt is preparing for a grand flank move-

ment upon the Erie forces. He will transport pas-

sengers at one cent per head, insure their hves for the

trip, feed them oa the way, and present them, on

parting, vnth a copy of H. G. 's paper. He has been

reinforced by the Tribune, which will continue to

harass the enemy by attacks in the rear.

Advices from Erie.

Victory !—By a well executed movement the Narra-

gansett fleet under command of Admiral Fisk, have

succeeded in cutting off the Tribune's connection with

Long Branch. A panij prevails in the Tribune office.

Horace Greeley threatens, in retaliation, to lecture on

farming along the route of the Erie Railway, to the

ruin of the agricultural interest of the district. A
meeting of prominent farmers has been convened to

protest against this outrage, and a strong body of

Erie troops have been sent to prevent H. G. 's advance.

It is proposed, in case of attack, to illuminate the Erie

Palace by means of Colonel Fisk's big diamond, which,

it is estimated, would prove more powerful than a dozen calcium lights.

If this should not be dazzling enough, it is suggested that a glimpse of

the Colonel's $5,000 uniform might have the desired effect. Amongst

the novel instruments of warfare which the contest has given birth to, is

a new ball projected by the Prince of Erie. It will be given at Long
Branch, and will, no doubt, be very effective.

Latest from Long Branch.

As the Plymouth Rock was nearing the pier here this morning, an

elderly man, whose profane language had attracted the attention of the

officers of the vessel, was arrested by order of Col. Fisk. It proved to

be the sage of Chappaqua. He was attired in a clean shirt collar, by

means of which he no doubt hoped to avoid recognition. In his

travelling bag was found a tooth-brush and several copies of the Tribune.

Upon being tried and convicted of carrying contraband of war, he was

sentenced to give forthwith his reasons why J. C. Banckoft Davis

should not be dismissed from his present office of Assistant Secretary

of State.

From Saeatoga.

The news of Mr. Greeley's capture has affected the Commodore to

such an extent as to stretch him on a bed of sickness. Jay Gould is

rex>orted marching on Saratoga with a strong force.

Latest.—Peace !

Central has capitulated ! Erie is victorious ! To-day a treatj' is

drawn up by which everybody is made happy except Mr. Greeley, who,

it is stipulated, must feign total ignorance of fanning whenever he

journeys by the Erie Railway.

The PIuco to look for them.

Tlie Sun, a few days ago, had an editorial article about a reported

theft of a box containing foar large boa-constrictors. Might not a search

in the editorial boots disclose the whereabouts of the missing reptiles ?
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A. T. Stewart & Co.
Tor the accomodatiou of Strangers have opened

A. larse a .d eleennt axsortment of

DRESS &OODS,
SILKS,

PLAIN AND PLAID POPLINS,
Empress Cloths,

SATINS DE CHINE,
NEW STYLE CLOAKINGS.

Paris and. Doinestic Mlade Suits

Extremely chsap.

ClUldreii'a elegantly embroidered

Cl-OAKS, DRESSES, IIVFAMS' ROBES.

Paris Novelties in

LADIES' BASQ,UES, SACQ,tIES, «fef.

A large assortment of

IloMsekeepiisg Goods,

t-AKrJETS AND CTJKTAIX MATERIAJ.S,
EMBKOII>EKi:i> I^ACE AXI>

MUSLIN CITRTAINS,
I.ABIE.V TJNDEKWEAie AN1> GENERAL

OUTFITTING.
H O S I E R '^r

.

Alexandre's Celebrated Kid Glove-.

Splendid quality and New Style

S<i!th Ribbons, Saslies, Neckties, Millinery hiiiI Trim-

ming Ribbons, &r.

The above have been received per recent steamers,

and will be offered

At extremely attractive price*.

Strangers visiting our city are respectfully iuvitod

to examine.

BROADWAY,
itli Avenue, 9tli and lOtU Street...

PUNCHINELLO.

A. T. Stewart & €o.
Are offering, at about one-half the cost of manufacture,

a large lot of

Cliildreii's and. Alisses'

^ Plain, Cliiiie and Plaid Poplin Suits,

IIand«omeIy Trimmed,

Suitable for the present Season, $3 each, upwards.

Sizes to suit the ages of 3 to 12 years.

Also, the balance of their

Linen, Lawn, and Barot'^e Si:its,

At exceedingly low prices.

The above specially deserves the a'.tentlon of those

visiting our city.

BROADWAY,
4th Avenac, Oth and lOth StreetH.

A. T. Stewart & Co.
have opened a large assortment of

PLAIN AND FANCY SILKS,
Suitable for Autumn,

From $1 i>er yard upward.

Also, a case ot

Very Rich Satin Brocatellcs,

The choicest goods manufactured.

Bonnet's, Ponson's and A. T. Stewart & Co.'s

PLAIN BLACK SILKS,
The handsomest goods imported.

TRIMMINGS, SJL.KS AND SATINS,
In great variety.

Cut to suit customers.

BROADWAY,
4TH AVE., J»TH AM) lOTH STREETS.

The first number of this Illustrated Humorous and Satirical Weekly
Paper was issued under date of April 2, 1870. The Press and the Public in

every State and Territory of the Union endorse it as the best paper of the kind
ever published in America.

cOi^TEisrTB et^tTrel.^^ origmist^l.
Subscription for one year, (with $2.00 premium,) - - . . $4:.00

" " six months, (without premium,) - . . . 2.00
" three months, " " .... I.OO

Single copies mailed free, for . . , . |0

We offer the following elegant preniiums of L. PRANG & GO'S
CHROMOS for subscriptions as follows :

A copy of paper for one year, and

"TBie A\%'alieiling," (a Litter of Puppies.) Half chromo. Size 8 3-8 by 11 1-8

( $2.00 picture,)—for ^-l.OO

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $8.00

chromos

:

WiBd Uoses. 12^x9.

Dead Game. llgxSI.

Easter Morning. 6|xl0|—for .-----,. . $5.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of tlie following $5.00 chromos

Group of Cliickeiis ; Group of Duclilins-s ; Group of Qcsails. EacL

10x12^.

TBie Poultry Yard. 10^14.

Tlie Barefoot Boy; Wild Fruit. Each 9^x13.

Pointer aud Quail; Spaniel and Woodcocli. 10x12—for - - - $G..50

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $6.00 chromos :

The Baby in Trouble; The Unconscious Sleeper; The T^vo
Friends. (Dog and Child. ) Each 13xl6i

Spring; Summer; Autumn; 12Jxl6g.

The Kid^ Play Ground. Ilxl7|—for ------ $7.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $7.50 chromos :

Stra\»'berries and Baskets.

Cherries and Baskets.

Currants. Each 13x18.

Horses in a Storm. 224x15^.

Six Central Park Views. (A set.) 9^x4i—fo. SS.OO

A copy of paper for one year and

Six American Landscapes. (A set.) 4gx9, price SI). 00 -for - - - SO.OO

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $10 chromos :

Sunset in California. (Bier.stadt. ) 18^x12

£aster Morning. 14x21.

Corregio's Magdalen. 12ixl6g.

Summer Fruit, and Autumn Fruit. (Half chromos,) 15^x101, (compan-

ions, pi-icc SIO.00 for the t ), for SIO.OO

Remittances should be made in P. O. Orders, Drafts, or I'ank Checks on

New York, or Registered letters. The paper will be sent from the tii-st num-
ber, (April 2d, 1870,) when not otherwise ordered.

Postage of paper is payable at the office where received, twenty cents per

year, or five cento per quarter, in advance; the Chro.mos will be maibd free

on receipt ot money.
CANVASSERS WANTED, to whom liberal commissions will be given.

For special terms address the Company.
The first ten numbers will be sent Lo any one desiro.i • of seeing the }>aper

before subscribing, for SIXTY CENTS. A specimen copy sent to any one

desirous of canvassing or getting up a club, on receipt of postage stamp.

Address,

PUXdflNELLO PlTBLISIlIXi (()..

P. O. Box 2783. No. 83 Nassnn Street. Nev/ York.
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"The Printing- Honse of the United States."

GEO. F. NESBITT & CO.,

General JOB PRINTERS,
BLANK BOOK Manufacturers,
STATIONERS, Wholesale and Retail,

LITHOGRAPHIC Engravers and Printers.

COPPER-PLATE Engravers and Printers,

CARD Manufacturers,
ENVELOPE Manufacturers,
FINE CUT and COLOR Printers.

163, 165, 167, and 169 PEAKL ST.,

73, 75, 77, and 70 PINE ST., New York.

Ai>VANTAGi:s. >CQ°* All on the same premises, and under

immediato supervision of tho proprietors.

DIVORCES READY MADE.
Lawyer. "A Divokce, Madam ?-

A DlYOECE."

-Ceetainlt, by axl means. Boy, give the Lady

Tourists and Pleasure Travelers

will be glad to learn that that the Erie Railway Company
has prepared

COMBINATION EXCURSION

lioiand Trip Tickets,
Valid during the the entire season, and embracing Ithaca-
headwaters of Cayuga Lake—Niagara Falls, Lake Ontario,
the River St. Lawrence, Montreal, Quebec, Lake Cham-
plain, Lake George, Saratoga, the White Mountains, and
all principal points of iuterest in Northern New York,
the Canadas and New England. Also similar Tickets at
reduced rates, through Lake Superior, enabling travelers
to visit the celebrated Iron Mountains and Copper Mines
of that region. By applying at the Offices of the Erie
Railway Co., Nos. 241, 529 and 957 Broadway ; 205 Chambers
St. ; 38 Greenwich St. ; cor. 125th St. and Third Avenue,
Harlem ; 338 Fulton St., Brooklyn ; Depots foot of Cham-
bers Street, and foot of 23rd St., New York ; No. 3 Ex-
change Place, and Long Dock Depot, Jersey City, and the
Agents at the principal hotels, tiavelers can obtain just
the Ticket they desire, as well as all the necessary informa-
tion.

PKANO'S LATEST PXIISI>ICATIOKS: " Wild Flowers," "Water-Lilies,"

I»KA:VG'.S CUKOMOS sold iu all Art Stores throughout tho world.

I»KA:3ffG'S ILLUSTEATEO CATALOGUE sent free on receipt of stamp.

"Chas. Dickens."

L. PRAXG Jk CO., B«

PUNCHINELLO.
With a large and varied experience in the management

and publication of a paper of the class herewith submitted,

and with the still more positive advantage of an Ample
Capital to justify the undertaking, the

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.

OF THE CITY OF NEW 10KK,

Presents to the public for approval, the new

ILLUSTHATEB HUMOHOUS AND SATIRICAL

WEEKLY PAPER,

T»XJISrCE[II^ELLO,
The first number of which was issued under

date of April 2.

OEIGINAL ARTICLES,
Suitable for the paper, and Original Designs, or suggestive

ideas or sketches for illustrations, upon the topics of tho

day, are always acceptable and will Ije paid for liberally.

Rejected communications cannot bo returned, unless

postage stamps arc inclosed.

TERMS

:

One copy, per year, in advance $4 00

})ingle copies, 10

A specimen copy will bo mailed free upon tho

rnccipt of tnn cents.

One copy, wjth tho Riverside Magaxino, or any other

magazine or paper, price, $2.50, for 5 50

One copy, with any magazine or paper, price, $4, for.. 7 00

All coramuni!;ation«, remittances, etc., to be addressed to

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

X». 83 XunMsiu Ntrcet,

I*. O Box, 2783, New Y o ii k .

'J'hi: Mystery of Mii. E. DROOD.

A\^ritteii expressly for T*UNOHIlsri:LLO,

ORPHEUS C. KERR,
Commenced in No. 11, will be continued weekly throughout the year,

A sketch of the eminent author, written by hi.s bosom friend, with superb illustrations of

1st. THE AUTHOR'S PALATIAL RESIDENCE AT BEGADS HILL, TICKNOR'S FIELDS. NEW JERSE
2d. THE AUTHOR AT THE DOOR OF SAID PALATIAL RESIDENCE, taken as ho appears " Every Saturday,

will also be found iu the same number.

Siiif^lc ("opics, for sale by all newsmen, (or mailed from this office, free,) Ten Cents.

Subscription for One Year, one copy, with $2 Clironio Preniiiini, $4.

Those desirous of receiving the paper containing this new serial, which promises to be tho best ever written by

ORPHEUS C. KERR, should subscribe now, to insure its regular receipt weekly.

Wc will send tltc first Ten IVumhcis of PIJ^"CHI!VEt.^.O to any one who wishes to

sc« thcnx, in viev*- of subscribing, on the rcecipt of SIXTY CENTS.

Address,

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY,

p. O. Box 2783. 8<i IN'a.ssa.u. St., ^Vt^w "Vorlc

Geo. W. Wheat & Oo, Pbintebb, No. 8 Spbuoe Stkeet.
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PATENT BINDERS

PUNCHINELLO,"
to presorv.! the paper for binding, will be sent postpaid, on
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THE

MYSTERY OF MR. E. DROOD.

AN ADAPTATION.

BY OI^FHEUS C. KERR.
CHAPTER XIX.

THE H. AND H. OF J. BUMSTEAD.

The exquisitely sweet month of the perfectly delicicTis summer-vaca-

tion having come, Miss Caeowthees' Young Ladies have returned

again, for a time, to their respective homes, Magnolia 'Pendraqon has

gone to the city and her brother, and Floka Potts is ridiculously and

absurdly alone.

Under the ardent sun of August, Bumsteadville slowly bakes, like an

ogre's family-dish of stuffed cottages and greens, with here and there

some slowly moving object, like a loose vegetable on a sluggish current

of tidal gravy, and the spire of the Ritualistic church shooting-up at

one end Uke an incoiTigibly perpendicular leg of magnified mutton.

Hotter and hotter comes the breath fiery of nature's cookery, until

some of the stufUng boils out of one cottage, in the shape of the Oldest

Inhabitant, who makes his usual annual remark, that this is the "Warm-

est Day in ninety-eight years, and then simmers away to some cooler

nook amongst the greens. More and more intolerably quivers the

atmosphere of the sylvan oven with stifling fervency, until there oozes

from beneath the shingled crust of a vegetarian country-boarding-house

a parboiled guest from the City, who, believing himself almost ready to

turn, drifts feebly to where the roads fork and there is a shade more

dun; while, to the speculative mind, each glowing field of corn, or

buckwheat, is an incipient Meal, and each chimney, or bam, a mere

temptation to guess how many Swallows there may be in it.

Upon the afternoon of such a day as this. Miss Potts is informed,

by a servant, that Mr. Bumstead has arrived, and, sending her his

love, would be pleased to have her come down stairs to him and bring

a fan.

" "Why didn't you tell him I wasn't at home, you absurd thing?"

cries the young girl, hurriedly practicing a series of agitated looks and

pensive smiles before her mirror.

"So I did, Miss," answers the attached menial, "but he'd seen you

looking at him with an opera-glass as he came up the path, and said

that he could hear you taking a clean handkerchief out of the drawer,

on purpose to receive him with, before he'd got to the door."

" Oh, what shall I do? My hands are so red to-day !" sighs Flcea,

holding her arms above her head, that the blood may retire from the

too pinkish members.

After a pause, and an adjustment of a curl over her right eye and the

scarf at her waist, to make them look innocent, she yields to the

meteorological mania so strikingly prevalent amongst all the other

characters of this narrative, and says that she will receive the visitor in

the yard, near the pump. Then, casting carelessly over her shoulder

that web-like shawl -without which no woman nor spider is complete,

she arranges her lips in the glass for the last time, and, with a garden-

hat hanging from the elbow latest singed, goes down, humming un-

suspiciously, into the open-air, -with the guileless bearing of one wholly

unprepared for companj-.

Resting an elbow upon a low iron patent-pump, near a rustic seat,

the Ritualistic organist, in his vast linen coat and imposing straw

hat, looks not unlike an eccentric garden statue, upon which some

prudish slave of modem conventionalities has placed the summer attire

of a western editor. The great heat of the sun upon his back makes

hiai irritable, and when Miss Potts sharply smites with her fan the

knuckles of the hand which he has affably extended to take her by the

chin, more than the usual symptoms of acute inflammation appear at

the end of his nose, and he blows hurriedly upon his wounded digits.

" That hurt like the mischief !" he remarks, in some anger. " I don't

know when I've felt anything smart so.

"

"Then don't be so horrid," returns the pensive girl, taking a seat

before him upon the rustic settee, and abstractedly arranging her dress

so that only two-thirds of a gaiter-boot can be seen.

Munching cloves, the aroma of which ladens the air all around him,

Mr. Bdmstead contemplates her with a calmness which would be en-

thralling, but for the nervous twisting of his features under the torments

of a singularly adhesive fly.

"I have come, dear," he observes, slowly, "to know how soon j'ou

will be ready for me to give you your next music-lesson ?"

"I prefer that you would not call me your ' dear,' " was the chilUng

answer.

The organist thinks for a moment, and then nods his head intelli-

gently. "You are right," he says, gravely, "—there might be somebody

listening who could not enter into our real feehngs. And now, hov/

about those music-lessons ?"

" I don't want any more, thank you," says Floea, coldly. ""While

we are all in mourning for our poor, dear absurd Eddy, it seems like a

perfectly ridiculous mockery to be practicing the scales.

"

Fanning himself with his straw hat, Mr. Bumstead shakes his bushy

head several times. '
' You do not discriminate sufficiently, " he rephes.

" There are kinds of music which, when performed rapidly upon the

violin, fife, or kettle-drum, certainly fill the mind with sentiments un-

favorable to the deeper anguish of human sorrow. Of such, however,

is not the kind made by young girls, which is at all times a help to the

intensity of judicious grief. Let me assure you, with the candor of an

idolized friend, that some of the saddest hours of my life have been

spent in teaching you to try to sing a humorous aria from Donizetti;

and the moments in which I have most sincerely regretted ever having

been bom were those in which you have played, in my hearing, the

Drinking-song from La Traviata. Believe me, then, my devoted pupil,

there can be nothing at all inconsistent with a prevalence of profound

melancholy in your continued piano-playing ; whereas, on the contrary-,

your sudden and permanent cessation might at least surprise your

friends and the neighborhood into a light-hcartedness temporarily

oblivious of the memory of that dear, missing boy, to v/hom you could

not, I hear, give the love already bestowed upon me."

"I loved him ridiculously, absurdly, with my whole heart," cries

Floea, not altogether liking what she has heard. " I'm real sorry, too,

that they think somebody has killed him."

Mr. Bumstead folds his brown linen arms as he towers before her,

and the dark circles around his eyes appear to shrink with the intensity

of his gaze.

" There are occasions in life," he remarks, "when to acknowledge

that our last meeting with a friend, who has since mysteriously disap-

peared, was to reject him and imply a preference for his uncle, may Le

calculated to associate us unpleasantly with that disappearance, in the

minds of tlia censorious, and invite suspicions tending to our early

cross-examination by our Irish local magistrate. I do not Eay, of

course, that you actually destroyed my nephew for fear he should try

to prejudice me against you; but I cannot withhold my earnest approval

of your judicious pretence of a sentiment palpably incompatible with

the shedding of the blood of its departed object. Ifyou will move ycv.r

dress a little, so that I can sit beside you and allow your Load to rest

upon my shoulder, that fan will do for both of us, and v."e may converse

in whispers."

" My head upon your shoulder I" exclaims Miss Potts, staring swift'y

about to see if anybody is looking. "I prefer to keep my head upon

my own shoulders, sir."

" Two heads are better than one," the Ritualistic organist reminds

her. "If a little hair-oil and powder does come off upon my coat, the

latter will wash, I suppose. Come, dearest, if it is our fate to never get

through this hot day alive, let us be sunstruck together."

She shrinks timidly from the brown linen arm which he begins in-

sinuating along the back of the rustic settee, and tells him that she

couldn't have believed that he could be so absxird. He draws back his

arm, and seems hurt.

"Floea," he says, tenderly, "how beautiful you arc, especially when

fixed up. The more I see of you, the less sorry I am that I have con-

cluded to be yours. All the time that my dear boy was trying to induce

you to relase him from his engagement, I was thinking how much

better you might do; yet, beyond an occasional encouraging wink, I

never gave the least sign of reciprocating your attachment I did net

think it would be right"

The assertion, though superficially true, is bo imperfect in its de-

lineation of habitual conduct liable to another constraction, that the

agitated Flowerpot returns, with quick indignation, "your arm wns

always reaching out whenever you sat in a chair anywhere near mc,

and whenever I sang you always kept looking straight into my mouth

until it tickled me. Yon know you did, you hateful thing ! Besides, ^

it wasn't you that I preferred, at all ; it was—oh, it's too ridiculous to

tell !"

In her bashful confusion she is about to arise and trip shyly away

from him into the house, when he speaks again.

Entered, according to Act of CoagresB, in tlie year 1870, by tlie PwncawixLo I*ubijjjhiijo Coxi-ast, in tao Oflice of the Librarian of Co-^rcsa at Waaliington.
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"Miss Potts, is your friendship for Miss Pendeagon and her brother

such, that their execution upon some Friday of next month would be a

ipectacle to which you could give no pleased attention ?"

"What do you mean, you absurd creature ?"

"I mean," continues Mr. Bumstiuu), "simply this: you know my
double loss. You know that, upon the person of the male Pendeagon
was found an apple looking and tasting like one which my nephew once

had. You know, that when Miss Pendeagon went from here she wore

an alpaca waist which looked as though it had been exposed more than

once to the rain.—See the point?"

Flora gives a startled look, and says: "I don't see it."

"Suppose," he goes on—"suppose that I go to a magistrate, and
say: 'Judge, I voted for you, and can influence a large foreign vote for

you again. I have lost a nephew who was very fond of apples, and a

black alpaca umbrella of great value. A young Southerner, who has

not lived in this State long enough to vote, has been found in jjossession

of an apple singularly like the kind generally eaten by my missing

relative, and his sister has come out in a waist made of second-hand

alpaca ?'-^See the point now ?"

"Mr. BuMSTEAD," exclaims Floea, affrighted by the terrible menace

of his manner, " I don't any more believe that Mr. Pendeagon is guilty

than I, myself, am; and as for your old umbrella
—

"

"Stop, woman!" interrupted the bereaved organist, imperiously.

"Not even your lips shall speak disrespectfully of my lost bone-handled

friend. By a chain of unanswerable argument, I have shown j'ou that I

hold the fate of your southern acquaintances in my hands, and shall be

particularly sorry if you force me to hang Mr. Pendeagon as a rival."

Floea puts her hands to her temples, to soothe her throbbing head

and display a bracelet.

" Oh, what shall I do ! I don't want anybody to be hung ! It must

be so perfectly awful !"

Her touching display of generous feeling does not soften him. On
the contrary, he stands more erect, and smiles rather trium^ihantly

under his straw hat.

" Beloved one, " he murmurs, in a rich voice, " I find that I cannot

induce you to make the first advance toward the mutual avowal v/e are

both longing for, and must therefore precipitate our happiness myself

My poor boy would not have given you perfect satisfaction, and j^our

momentary liking for the male Pendeagon was but the effect of a

temporary despair undoubtedly produced by my seeming coldness.

That coldness had nothing to do with my heart, but resulted partially

from my habit of wearing a wet towel on my head. I now propose to

you-"
"Propose to me ?" ejaculates Miss Potts, with heightened color.

"—That you pick out a worthy man belonging to your own section of

the Union," he continues hastily.— " Here's my Heart," he adds, going

through the motions of taking something from a pocket and placing it

iv. his outstretched palm-, " and here's my Hand,"—placing therein an

equally imaginary object from another pocket.— " Try the H. and H.

of J. BuMSTEAD."

His manner is as though he were commending some patent article of

vinquestionable utility.

"But I can't bear the sight of you!" she cries, pushing away the

brown linen arm coming after her again.

Taking away her fan, he pats her on the head with it, and seems

momentarily surprised at the hollow sound.

"Future Mrs. Bumstead," ho cheerfully replies, at last, "my obser-

vation and knowledge of the women of America teach me that there

never was a wife going to Indiana for a divorce, who had not at first

s.vorn to love, as well as honor and obey, her husband. Such is woman,

that if she had felt and said at the altar that she co'uldn't bear the sight

of him, it wouldn't have been in the power of masculine brutality and

dissipated habits to drive her from his side through all their lives. There

can be no better sign of our future happiness, than for you to say, be-

forehand, that you utterly detest the man of your choice."

There is something terrible to the young girl in the original turn of

thought of this fascinating man. Say what she may, he at once turns

it into virtual devotion to himself He appears to have a perfectly

dreadful power to hang everybody; he considers her strongest avowal

of present personal dislike the most promising indication she can give

of eternal future infatuation with him, and his powerful mode of reason-

ing is more profound and composing than an article in a New York

newspaper on a War in Europe. Rendered dizzy by his metaphysit:al

conversation, she arises from the rustic seat, and is flying giddily into

the house, when he lca])S athletically after her, aud catches her in the

doorway.

"I merely wish to request," he says, quietly, "that you place

sufficient restraint upon your naturally happy feelings to keep our en-

gagement a secret from the public at present, as I can't bear to have

the boys calling out after me, ' There's the feller that's goin' to get

married ! There's the feller that's goin' to get mamed !' "When a man
is about to make a fool of himself, it is not for children to remind him

of it."

The door being opened before she can answer, Floea receives a part-

ing bow of Grandisonian elegance from Mr. Bumstead, and hastens up

stairs to her room in a distraction of mind not uncommon to those

having conversational relations with the Ritualistic organist.

(To be Co)iiimied.)

A GOOD FIGHT.

We presume that (zW the Boston people "lecture" at times; at any

rate they could, if they wanted to. No one doubts their ability.

But, let the number of these imparters of information be ever so

groat, we have reason to doubt whether any other of these accomplish-

ed parties has grappled with so formidable, so tremendous a subject, as

that which is now exciting the powerful mind of Miss Lilllan Edgae-

TON.

She is going to do it, thoiigh ! If her life is spared, and her constitu-

tion remains free from blight, (both of which felicities we trust will be

hers,) that subject has got to come under.

That all may know how great is the task, and the confidence required

to pitch into it, we announce, with a flourish, that Miss L. E. is about

to attack that well-known Saui-ian Monster, termed Gossip ! Consider-

ed as a Disease, she proposes to find the Cause and the Cure. Consid-

ered as a living and gigantic Nuisance (by far surpassing any Dragon

described by Spensee, ) she designs to hunt him out and slay him in-

continently.

Courage, fair Knight ! Our eldest Son is kept in reserve for some such

Heroine I If you would be famous, if you would make a i^erfect thing

of this Crusade, if you would render the lives of- your fellow mortals

longer and happier, if you would win that noble and ingenuous youth,

our son, go in vehemently !

And, while you are about it, Lillian, would you object to giving your

attention to certain relations of the monster which you propose to slay?

We name them. Detraction and Calunmy. They are tough old Drag-

ons, now, we tell you; joerhaps it were best to fight shy of them.

We have it, Lillian ! Leave 'em to us ! Us, with a big U ! You

kill little Gossip, and see how quick his brothers and sisters Nvill fall,

before our mighty battle-axe !

(And so they will fall, sure enough, but it will be simply because

when our dear young knight, L. E. , has killed her Dragon, she will

have wiped out the whole brood ! They can't live without their sweet

and attractive little sister. And so, like many a bigger humbug, we

shall take great credit, that belongs to somebody else, and assume to

have done big things, at enormous expense of blood and money. Trust

us, for that !)

NAPOLEON III AT SEDAN.

September, 1870.

I loas an Emperor. Voilu c'eM ion I

Bazaine, MacMahon, fought
—

'twas my affair.

Only, to please my doctor, Nelaton,

I left the throne, to take a Sedan chaii:.

Uulimitca t.Ie-AbIUty.

Veritas writes to say that as ho was crossing the ferry from Wall

Street to Brooklyn, yesterday afternoon, he counted 117 persons read-

ing Punchinello. He did not observe a single copy of the Sun on

board, until the boat ueared Brooklyn, when a man of squalid appear-

ance produced from a dirty newspaper some soiled articles, all of which

seemed to have been steeped in Lye, from contact mth the sheet, which

proved to be the Sun.

A Con for the " XInMv.'

What is there in cotnmon between Colonel Fisk's war-horse aud a

New York Ice Comjiany ?

Both are tremendous Chargers.
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THE PLAYS AND SHOWS.

EKE I am again, back from

the seashore, to find the thea-

tres opening, the war closing,

and Greeley burning to imi-

.'atc the late French Emperor,

ly leading the Republican

hosts to defeat in the Fall

campaign, so as to be in a

position to write to the Ger-

manically named Hoffman—
"As I cannot fall, ballot in

hand, at the head of my re-

peaters, I surrender to your

victorious Excellency."

Being back, I went to see

Julius Ccesar at Niblo's Gar-

den. It was the day when the

French CiESAK fell, and the

impertinent soothsayer,

EocHEFOKT, who had so often

advised him to beware, not of

the Ides of March, but of the

Idees Xapoleoniennes, (there is

a feeble attempt at a pitn here) obtained his liberty, and the right to

assail in his newspaper, the virtue of every female relative of the Im-

perial family. Of course I know that Julius C^esae was not a French-

man—for the modesty of his "Commentaries" is proveibial—and that

Shakespeare never so much as heard of the Man of December. Never-

theless the two CiESABS were inextricably mixed up in my mind. I know

that two or three editorial persons who sat close by me, were continually

talking of Napoleon, and I may possibly have confounded their re-

marks with those of the actors. Still I could not divest myself of the

impression that I was sometimes in Paris and sometimes in Rome, and

that the sepulchral voice of Mr. Theodore Hamilton, was more often

that of Napoleon than that of Julius. The play presents itself to my
recollection in the following shape. As I said before, it was represented

at the very moment that the French repubUcans, being satisfied with

the bees in their respective bonnets, were obliterating the imperial bees

from the doors of the Tuileries, and being anxious to take arms against

a sea ofPrussians, were taking dowTi the imperial arms wherever they

could find them. Remembering this, the reader will be able to account

for any slight difference in text between my Julius Ccesar, and that of

the respectable and able Mr. Shakespeaee.

ACT I.

—

Enter various Irish Roman Citizens, flourishing the shillelahs of the

period.

1st. Citizen. "Here's a row. Great Cesab is going to march to

Berlin. Hooray for the Hemperor.

"

1st Editorial Person. " I grant you he was popular when the war

began, but to-day the people despise him."

Cassius. "I hate this C;esar. Once ho tried to swim across the

British Channel with a tame eagle on his shoulder, and couldn't do it.

When he is sick he takes anti-bilious pills, like any other man. Ob-

viously ha don't deserve to live.

"

Casca. {Who is fat enough to knoio better, and not pretend to be discon-

tented.) "Let's kill him and break all the glass in the windows of

Paris."

Brutus. "My friend, those who live in stone houses should never

throw glass about. I don't mean anything by this, but it sounds oracu-

lar, and will make people think I am a profound philosopher.

"

EDITORLV.L Person. "What I say is this. He, C/Esar, governed the

Roman ra'oble vastly better than they deserved. His only mistakes

were, in not sending Cassius, who was a sort of Rochefort, without

Rochefort's cowardice, to the galleys, and in not sending Brutus as

Minister to some capital so dreary that he would have shot himself as

soon as he reached his destination."

ACT II.

—

Enter Brutus a^\dfellow radicals.

Brutus. " I have no complaint against C;e3ar, and I therefore gladly

join your noble band of assassins. We will kill him and establish a

provisional government i;\-ith myself at its head. C;esah is ambitious,

and 1 hate ambition. All I want is to \>e the ruler of Rome."

Cassius. "Come, my brave fellows. Haste to the stabbing. Away !

Away 1"

Edii'oeial Person. '
' What a farce is history. Here are Pumblechook,

Brutus and John Wilkes Cassius held up as models of excellence and
integrity. What did they and their fellow scoundrels do after they had
killed C^sAR, but desolate their country with civil war ?"

ACT in.

—

Enter Assassins headed by Brutus and Gambetta, Cassius

and RocHEFOET.

Cassius. "Here is CiESAR with his back toward us, fighting the Ger-

man's hordes. Let us steal up and stab him before ho can help him-

self." {Tliey stab him.)

Cassius. '
' Now we will kick his wife out of Paris and smash his

furniture. We will all become a Provisional Government, and fix every-

thing to suit ourselves. I will revive my newspaper, and hire a staft

from the New York Sun, who will make it more scuiTilous than ever."

Enter the Parisian popdace crying, " Uoorayfor C^sar."

Cassius. "Hush. C;esar is dead, and we are going to proclaim a

republic. Begin and abuse him with all your might. We'll let you

smash some windows presently."

Populace. "Hooray. The tyrant has fallen. Let's go and insult his

wife and smash everything generally."

1st Editorial Person. " Yesterday these precious rascals voted for

him. To-day they insult him—it being safe to do so—and to-morrow

they will want him back again."

2nd Editorial Person. '

' There lies the ruins of the noblest nephew
of his uncle that ever lived in France or elsewhere. He was unscnipu-

lous, I admit, but he knew how to rale. Shall wo stay and hear Mark
Antony praise him, and set the fickle rabble at the throats of Rochefort
and Brutus, and their gang ?"

1st Editorial Person. '

' That will take place very shortly, but I

can't wait for it. I must go home to write an editorial welcoming the

new republic, and prophesying all manner of success for it. Tlio

American people like that sort of trash, though they have already twice

seen the French try republican institutions only to make a muddle of

them."

2nd Editorial Person. "What do you think of the actors hero at

Niblo's."

1st Editorial Person. "Davenport is good but heavy, Barkett

rants like a raving French radical. Montgomery is excellent, and the

rest are so so.

"

And the undersigned having seen the French revolution jjlaycd on

the Roman stage at Neblo's, also went home without waiting to see tho

prophetic fourth and fifth acts, in which tho conspirators come to grief,

and the empire is reestablished. Wo shall read all about it in the cable

dispatches a few mouths hence. Good Heavens ! who can listen cahuly

to the speeches of the players, while the grandest drama of the century

is acting across the sea, where a mad poi^ulace, freed from the firm

grasp of its master, breaks windows and howls itself hoarse as the best

preparations for holding the fairest of cities against the resistless

veterans of Von Moltke. Matador.

Insurrectionary.

Punchinello, pondering over the vast sums that have been forwarded

to Cuba, in aid of the insurrectionary movements there, and struck with

the disadvantages under which the promoters of liberty labor in that

sunny isle, blesses his stars that, tbanks to the enterprise c^f Miss Susan

B. Anthony, he can raise a Bevolution in New York City, at any time,

for ten cents. Let those whom it may concern take heed.

BiuflrnKina: mil.

L. N. declared his determination to kick old King Bn.LY, of Prussia,

off from Frencii teiTitory. Well, it would only have been a new illus-

tration of "footing the Bill."

Qntry.

As soon as the abominable fat-boiling nui.sances have been abolished,

will it be right to say thiit they Lave fallen into de-.9i(e/-«de ?

A S^nnonnhlc Conundniin.

Why is New York City like the ex-Emperor of the French?

Because it has just got rid of its Census.

A. SniTK^atlon.

In consideration of the splendid jewels worn by him, might not Col-

onel Jim Fi.'^k be more appropriately called Colonel Gem Fisk.
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THE SPIRIT OF THE WAR.
A Sketch In the Bowery.

Small Frenchman. "WnAT for you hit me with youk dambaby yen you pass?"

Hig German. "Wants to fight?—dinks you can whip me, eh?"

Small JTrenchman. " No

—

but I can give youe dambaby one black eye !"

L

BY GEORGE

!

Lake Geoege, August 30.

Dear Punchinello:—I arrived here last Saturday, and as I would be

the last person to allow a commendable enterprise to languish for want

of proper encouragement, and in order to put the Hotel proprietors out

of suspense, I thought I would let you know without further delay that

I consider Lake George a success.

Not being expected, as I supposed, I must admit I was somewhat
gratified to find a full band playing on the veranda as the coach I was

in drove up.

It was a sort of delicate attention, you know.

I notice, however, that they continue playing in the afternoon siace

then, I suppose it struck them as a good idea at the time.

The Fort William Henry Hotel is a gorgeous affair in every respect.

It is situated very near the old original Fort, just where the French
troops advanced to capture it, and made their celebrated charges.

Perhaps the present proprietor can't discount them at that sort of

thing.

Perhaps not !

Looking over one's bills reminds you a good deal of the Police Courts,

five dollars fine, twenty-five dollars costs.

The costs they make here are very good, however, altho' they do put

a little too much mint in them, I must say.

L. G. is all right, though. It is supplied with all the modem con-

veniences. It isn't within five minutes walk of the post oflioe, but its

water conveniences are apparent to all. There is no end to its belles,

and aifor its ranges, it has two of them—both Adirondacks.

Yesterday I took a trip up the Lake and across to its neighbor, Cham-
plain.

Everybody takes this trip because its "the thing," audit is therefore

particularly necessary to tske it. Ostensibly, you go to

view the scenery, really, to be inveigled into paying

for a low comedy of a dinner at the other end.

The first place our boat stopped at is called the

" Trout Pavillion," principally, so far as I can learn,

on account of the immense niunber of pickerel caught

there, and from the fact that it is unquestionably a

good site for a Pavillion whenever the esteemed Pro-

prietor turns up jacks enough, at his favorite game, to

build one.

The next place was set down in the Guide Book as

the "Three Sisters " Islands, an appellation arising

from the fact that there are precisely four of them.

I mentioned this apparent discrepancy to the boat

clerk.

This young man, who belongs to a Base Ball Club,

informs me that these islands invariably travelled with

a " substitute," as one occasionally got " soaked."

This certainly seems a little curious, but as the

young man says he was bom here, I suppose he

knows.

This same young man pointed out a beautiful spot

called Green Island and asked me if I wouldn't like

to live there.

He said he thought it would just suit me.

The attention of these people is really delightful.

Some of these places, however, have very inappro-

priate names, for instance another little gem is called

'
' Hog Island. " No one knows why it was so called.

The clerk of the boat don't either.

He wanted to know if I had ever dined there.

I always make it a point to get on the right side of

these Steamboat fellows, always.

About half way up the Lake is a place called Tongue

Mountain.

A long time ago a colony of strong-minded women
settled there.

That may have had something to do with its name.

Nobody ever goes there now.

People go very near the mountain in boats, hoM'-

ever, as it is noted for something very extraordinary

Intbe Echo line.

It has what is called a " Double Echo."

I fully expected something of this kind.

Now if there is anything I am particularly down on, it is those un-

mitigated frauds known as Echoes. And if I ever throw four sixes, it

fis when I am tackling some unsuspecting old ass of a watering place

echo.

I consider them "holler mockeries."

Of course we steamed within proper distance, and I seized the op-

portunity to "put a head on" this venerable two-ply nuisance, as fol-

lows:

First, I read a page of a Patent Office Eeport I go armed with.

This the Echo, with very little hesitation, repeated in duplicate as

usual. From one side of the rock in English, and from the other in

very fair French.
I saw at once that old Ek was pretty well filled.

Next I sang '
' Listen to the Mocking Bird, " which it repeated very

creditably indeed, dropping but two notes on the third verse. This it

made up for, I am bound to admit, by throwing in some original varia-

tions in the chorus.

But I hadn't played from my sleeve yet, so I recited Hamlet's Solilo-

quy.
From the wooded slope on our right came the familiar "7b he " of

Booth, while from the sloping woods ou our left proceeded a finely

rendered imitation of the Teutonic Fechter, in the same.

This staggered me !

I had one more jack in my cuff, however. I pulled out a copy of the

Tribune and read a few paragraphs of Greeley's " What do I know about

Farming."
That seiiled him

!

He never got to the first semi-colon. It knocked the breath right

out of him !

The poor old fossil had to quit. He changed his repeater to a leaver.

But tlien you see he had held the office a good while.

He liasii't left the business to any one, either.

In future no one will go fooling round there except the fishermen.

The sign is down.
In my next I will finish the Lake trip, and give you some account of

the celebrated "Eoger's Slide." Saginaw Dodd.

[3b be contimied.l
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RAMBLINGS.

BT MOSi: SKIXXEK.

POPULAEITY.

Next to talk, popularity is the cheapest thing I know of. It is achieved

by three classes—those who have brains, those who have money, and

those who have neither. The first earn it; the second buy it; and the

third stumble into it, perhaps by waving their hat at an engineer just in

time to prevent the train from dashing over a precipice, or by chopping

off somebody's head with a meat axe and burning the remains up after-

wards, in which case the next day's paper gives a faithful account of

their pedigree, and their photograph can be pm-chased at any respecta-

ble news-dealers, at a price within reach of all.

The most common-place sayings of popular men are handed down to

posterity, and a casual remark about the weather is often framed, and

hung upr in the spare-bedroom.

It behooves every public man to keep a sentence or two on hand,

with a view to embalming them for future reference. I wish to state,

in confidence, that if any prominent man who can't think of anything

that sounds well, will address me, I will furnish him at the low price of

one dollar a sentence. My stock is entirely fresh and original, and

embraces such gems as—" Don't give up the ship," "Such is Life,"

" How's this for high ?" "I die happy," " A stitch in time saves nine,"

&c., &c.

I am also prepared to furnish "last words of eminent men," at a

moderate compensation.

General Grant has taken time by the forelock in this matter. His
" Let us have Peace, " was a most brilliant effort, because nobody ever

thought of it before. " I propose to move on your works immediately,

if it takes all summer, " was also a happy thought.

When General Gbant was in Boston he said he liked the way they

made gravy in Massachusetts. Now this in itself would not, perhaps,

be called deep, because others have said the same thing before, but,

coming from a man like Grant, it set folks to thinking, and it is not

surprising that something of this sort went the rounds:

•• We have the best authority for stating that General Geant, during his recent

visit to Boston, remarked that he was gratified at the manner in which gravy was

produced in Massachusetts. Our talented Chief Magistrate is a man of few words,

but what ho does say is spicy, and to the point."

At the Peace Jubilee, Grant said he "liked the cannon best;" but the

reportei*s, being confidentially informed that the remark wasn't intended

for posterity, it didn't get o«t much. I didn't hear of his saying any-

thing else.

If a popular man takes .

cold, the whole public

sneeze. His opinions must

go into the papers any how,

though perhaps no better

than any body's else. Thus

—from a daily paper:

" Tho Hon. Montgomery
Bi.AiR recently said in a private

conversation, that the present

war would probably end in vic-

tory for the Prussians, and the

oveirthrow of Napoleon."

Supposing he did? I

heard John Smith say the

same thing in an eating sa-

loon over a month ago, and

out of twenty gentlemen

present, four were report-

ers, but they didn't take

out their note books in

breathless haste and put

down theHon.John Smith's

opinion, how Mr. SsnTH

looked when he said it, and

if he said it as though he

really meant it, and m a

manner that thrilled his

listeners.

But John hasn't any popu-

larity, you see. and theHon.

MoNTOOirer.T has—though

it mavbe n little mildewed.

Soon after the war, I wrote an article on the Alabama Claims. It

was a masterly effort, and cost me a month's salary to get it inserted in

a popular magazine. If that article had proved a success, I could easily

have gulled the public all my life on the popularity thus achieved.

But I made a wretched mistake to start with. Instead of heading it

"The Alabama Claims," "By Charles Sumner," or "Horace Gree-
ley." I said "By Mose Skinner."

I will not dwell on the result. Suffice it to say that I soon after re-

tired from literature, a changed being, utterly devoid of hope.

MORAL SUASION.

A friend of mine, an eminent New York philanthropist, relates the

following interview with a condemned criminal. The crime for which

this wretched man was hung is still fresh in our memories. One morn-

ing at breakfast his tripe didn't suit him, and he immediately brained

his wife and children and set the house on fire, varjang the monotony
of the scene by pitching his mother-in-law down the well, having pre-

viously, with great consideration, touched her heart with a cheese

knife.

I will now quote my friends' own words:
" He was pronounced a hard case, manifesting no sorrow for his act,

and utterly indifferent to his approaching doom. A score of good peo-

ple had visited him with the kindest intentions, but without making

the smallest impression upon him.

" Without boasting, I wish to say that I knew I could touch this

man's heart. I saw a play once in which the most blood-thirsty and

brutal ruffian that ever existed was melted to tears at the mention of

his mother's name, and childhood's happy hours, and everybody knows
that what happens on the stage happens just the same in real life.

"I naturally congratulated myself on having seen this play, for it gave

me power to cope with this relentless disposition.

"He resisted all attempts at conversation, however, iu the most dog-

ged manner, barely returning surly monosyllables to my anxious «ifihos

for his well being.
'

' At last, laying my hand on his shoulder, and throwing considerable

pathos into my voice, I said:

"My friend, it was not always thus with j-ou. There was a time

when you sat upon your mother's knee, and gathered buttercup.<; and

daisies ?"

" Ah ! I had touched the right chord at last. His brow contracted

and his lips twitched convulsively.

"

" And when that mother put you in your little bed," I continued,
'
' she kissed you, and hoped you would grow up a

"You lie," said he, " she didn't. The old woman was six foot under

ground afore I could chaw. Now, look a here, you're the fom-th chap

that's tried the ' mother

'

dodge on me. Why don't

you fellers " he added with

a malicious grin, "go back
on the mother business,

and give the old man a

chance, jest for a change ?"

"After the above scurvy

treatment I was naturally

anxious to witness the

man's funeral, which I un-

derstood was to be a gor-

geous affair, six respecta-

bly-attired females having

been sworn in to kiss the

body, amid the hysteric

weeps of three more iu the

background."

PRACTICAL.
Hovsemfe. "Vake you up, Ha??s—het?e's anoder Bbussian Victory."

nans, (dreamily.) "Anoder Brussian Victory?—Den let us have anodeb

Bbussian Bieb."

Hot and Cold.

The sensational para-

graph writers had better

" let up " on the question

of an imminent dearth of

ice. There is no real

probability tliat we shall

be ^^ithoiit ice before winter

sets in. It is only for the

purpose of keeping us in

hot water that the news-

paper men say we shan't

have cold water.
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NOT JUST YET!
3Ir. Greeley. "Vrxy, take a SeXt, Mr. Woodford; I wouldn't on any account deprive you," etc., etc.

Mr. Woo(Jfo7-d. "No! no!—Take it yourself, Mr. Greeley; the last thing I should think of would be.

Governor Ilojman.

etc., etc

"Don't trouble yourselves. Gentlemen : I shall probably continue to occupy the Chair for a couple of years, yet."

COMIC ZOOLOGY.

Oenns, Phoca.—The Seal.

This is tlie common name of the inoffensive and fnr-bearing members
of the PhocidfB faniilj'. The word seal is derived, radically, from

the German Siegd, so that to say a man has '
' fought mit Siegel, " is

r luivalent to remarking that he has assailed a harmless and timid

seal.

The P'aocid:fi, without distinction of sex, are known as Mammafers,

although it would manifestly be more correct to call the males Papafers.

Under the present classification, the confusion of genders necessarily

engenders confusion.

Unless Agassiz is gassing us, the true seal has no sign of an ear,

wherefore the deafening roar of the surf in which it delights to sport is

probably no inconvenience to it. As distinguished from dumb beasts

in general, it may properly be called a deaf and dumb animal. The
false seal, on the contrary, has as true an ear as e'er was seen. To the

counterfeits belong the sea lion, the Mane specimen of the tribe

in the Arctic sea, and the sea leojinrJ, which seems to be phocalized in

the Antarctic circle. All the varieties of the seal seek concealment in

caverns, and their Hides are much sought after.

Sealing was at one time chiefly monopolized by adventurous New
Englanders, who combined the pursuit with whaling, but at present

t:ie soalcvs of Salt Lake boar off the palm from all competitors, both as

regard i numbers and hardihood. Whether they combine whaling with

scaling is not positively known, but probably they do. Such is the

niiivsisal j)aRBion for sealing among the people of that region, that the

old men act like Young men when engaged in this exciting occupa-

tion.

The Phocidaj appear to have attracted the attention of Mankind at a

very early period—Seals being frequently spoken of in the Scriptures.

Sv. .John witnessed the opening of no less than seven varieties, and
nnist have been wcl acquainted with their internal structure.

The earless, or true species, are often seen in considerable numbers
on the British coast, and the Great Seal of England—only to be found

in the vicinity of the Thames—is of such remarkable size and weight,

that it never makes its appearance without producing a strong Impres-

sion.

The Green Seal, a much admired variety, is peculiar to Madeira, and

seals of various colors are often seen in close proximity to the British

Ports; the number taken off Cork being prodigious.

None of the animals of the Phoca genus are tenacious of life. They

may readily be destroyed with sealing whacks. A large stick properly

applied has been known to seal the fate of a dozen in the space of half

an hour. Kane knocked them over without difiQculty, and they never

attempt to defend themselves, according to Paney.

In conclusion, it may be remarked that immense herds of seals cover

the coasts of Alaska. It is nevertheless difficult to catch a glimpse of

them, on account of the enormous flocks of humming birds, which

darken the air in that genial clime. Occasionally, however, the Arctic

zephyrs disperse the feathery cloud, and then vast numbers of ihc timid

creatures, with a sprinkling of the Walrus, may bo seen by looking in

a Se(a)ward direction.

A LITTLE ACKK0WLEDGT5ENT.

The Pi-ee {and Easji) Prcsit has honored Punchinello with a brief as

well as premature obituary paragraph. Flattered as he is by being

thus noticed in (ho coluums of a journal of the long standing and well

sustained popularity of the Freeiand Easy) Frcss, it pains Punchinello
to be obliged to state that he still lives, and that he is not only alive,

but kicking. That he has come to an end, is true—but it is to the end

of his First Volume, as the F. (and K) P?-e.s.9 can see by turning to the

admirably written, dashing, humorous, and absolutely unsurpassable

Index appended to our present number, which Index Punchinello

cordially recommends to the penisal of the F. (and K) Fre.fs. The
Preface to his Second Volume, however, which is now in preparation,

will, Punchinello confidently assures the If. (and F. ) Press, be alto-

gether superior to the Index to his First. Lot the F. (and F.) Press

look out for it. But, meanwhile, the F. (and F.) Press can cheer

itself by frequent contemplation of the entertaining personage who
serves as tail-piece to the Index, and whose gesture is of that familiar

and suggestive kind that will doubtless be thoroughly understood by

the F. (and F.) Press, and, as Punchinello hopes, fully appreciated.
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"HUMPTY DUMPTY SAT ON THE WALL,
HUMPTY DUMPTY HAD A GREAT FALL:"

' AND IF HE HAD FALLEN AMONG THE PRUSSIANS, ONLY, IT MKIHTN'T HAVE PEEN 80 BAD FOR HIM; BUT, AS HE ALSO

FELL UPON FRENCH BAYONETS, IT IS QUITE CERTAIN Tn.\T HE CAN NTSVER GET UP AGAIN.
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HIRAM GREEN IN WALL STREET.

His Celebrated Speech before the Board of Brokers.—A fetv "Words of

Sound Advice from the 'Squire.

Doorin' a breef sojem in the Emperor City, a deputation of "Wall

Street brokers and smashers called and invited me to make a speech

afore the members of their church, whose jSm-agog is situated in Brod
Street.

Thinks I, if I can make these infatuated worshippers of the Golden

Calf, Mammon, see the error of their ways and take a back track, me
thunk my chances for the White House would be full as flatterin' as

Sisters Woodhul, Geoegiana Francis Train, or any other woman, in

72.

Layin' off my duster, and adjustin' my specturcals, at the appinted

hour, I slung the foUerin' extemperaneous remarks at 'em:

My infatuated friends and Goverment Bondmen:
As an ex-statesman which has served his country for 4 years as Gustise

of the Peece, raisin' said offis to a hire standard than usual, to say

nothin' about raisin' an interestin' family of eleven morril an liily in-

tellectooal children, I rise and git up, ontramelled by any^ politikle

alliances, to say: that when you fellers git on a mussy fit, like the old

woman who undertook to pick her chickens by rannin' them through a

patent hash cutter, you make the feathers fly, and leave your victims in

a hily clawed up stait.

Perfesser AEKmiDEEs, of Oxford, (and here allow me to stait, so as to

avoid newspaper contrar3^ersy, as in the case of Disrally's novel

Lothere, Ihave no refference to T. Goldwin Smith ichaisomever, as I be-

lieve Abkimidees is now dead,) said he could raise the hul earth with

a top section of a rale fence, if he could only find something tangible

to rest his timber on.

My friends, that man had never heerd of "Wall Street, and I'de bet

all the money I can borrer on it.

With such a prop as this ere little territorj% where games of chance

aro "entered into accordin' to the act of Congress," to cote from a

familiar passage in every printed copy of Punchinello, the Perfesser

could have raised this little hemisfeer quicker' than any of you chaps

can gobble up a greenhorn.

And, sirs, I'mo sorry to be obliged to speak plain, it would be a

darned site more to your credit if you'd try and raise the earth, instead

of daily usin' Wall Street as a base of operations to raise H , well-

excuse me, the futer asilum for retired brokers.

How do you manage, when you want to make a steak ?

You run up stocks and produce a crysis.

Outsiders rash in lickety smash, and invest all the money they can rake

and scrape, in these inflated stocks. Suddenlyyou prick the bubble, when,

alas ! besides the crj'-sis, there's more cry-bubs in and about Wall

Street than there was in Egipt, when Napoleon Bonapart chopped off

the heads off all the first born. Instances have been known, where

a good manj' of you chaps have rammed your head in the Tiger's mouth

once too often.

" If my memry serves me correctly, Fiske and Goold made you per-

ambulate off on your eyebrows, last fall, and while the a-4-said Tigers

walked off with the seats of your trowserloons in their teeth, you all

jined in the foUerin' him

:

Wall Street is all a fleotin' Bho',

From which lame ducks are driven,

" Up in a balloon tliey allers go.

To Tophot, not tj Heaven."

Another little dodge of your'n, my misguided friends, is to keel off

K. Yanderdilt.

What did you do t'other day ?

Why, when Kernelius was engaged in a friendly game of cards for

keeps, up at Saratogy, some poor deluded j/ioney-maniac telegrafs that

the Commodore had at last found his match, and had been gathered to

his fathers. While at the bottom of the dispatch was forged the name

of my friend, Kissleburgh, city editor of the 2'roy Times, who, uj) to

the present time, if this coot knows herself, hain't bin into the hiway

robbin' bizziness, not by a long shot. But, my friends and feller

citizens, old Van is sharper that a two-edged gimlet.

When he lays down his wallet among a lot of other calf skins, like a

great r.ponge in a puddle of water, it sucks every square inch of legal

tender, which is in suckin' distance.

For a regler 40 boss power suction, K. Vanderbilt is your man. I

once thought I could never take a locker to this 'ere honest old heart,

but as I cast my gaze over this audience, and observe among the Bulls and
Bears, a cuple of Dears, I will retract that, payin' in the follerin' Jew de

spree :

Come rest on this buzzum,
Oh! butiful broker.

With your arms clinchin' tite.

This innercent choker. '

I'le stand it from thee,

If you'll never go near,

The Bulls and the Bears,

When HiHAM is here.

(This impromtu poetikism, Llr. Punchinello, kicked up quite a little

breeze, in the midst of which the pretty brokers blushed and looked so

bewitchin' like, that it was enuff to make a feller throw stuns at K.
Vandeebilt if the pretty Dears only wanted him to.

)

I agin resoomed

:

My infatuated friends; afore I wind up, let me give you a few partin'

words of advice.

Give up this 'ere gamblin' bizziness. When you run up gold it hits

the hul mercantile body of this nation a wipe in the stummuck. A good
many little cubs, as weU as a few ole Bears, have been gobbled up by
your confounded efforts at nonnin' up gold, while you grin and chuckle
like the laffin' hyena, when ransackin' Navy Yards and whisky dis-

tilleries. But, if you insist on goin' ahead and eamin' your daily peck
by smashin' things and layin' out the onsofisticated, all I have got to

say is, that next time you've got a sure thing to make a speck, by tele-

grafin' me at Skeensboro, I won't mind comin' down and takin' a hand
in, if my pocketin' a few hundred thousands will be the means ofbetterin'

your morrils, by my sharin' your burden. In coneloosion, feller

citizens, feelin' in rather a poetical mood to-daj-, t will close with the

foUerin' tribute to Wall Street and its inhabitants:

" Imperious Seizeb, dead, and turned to cla.

Mite stop a hole to keep the wind away;"
Onless from Wall Street, was blowin' raw.

The tempestous breezes, from a broker's flaw.

Amid tumultous cheers, and a general rashin' to Delmonico's, where
Wall Street waters her stock, (of lickers, ) I sot down.

Ewers, without a dowt, Hiram Green, Esq.,

Lait Oustise of the Peece.

Staee By-play.

A sporting paper gives the following item :

"Two nines, composed of members of Booth's, Wallace's and the Olympic
theatrical companies, played an interesting game of base-ball at the Union base-ball
grounds, last week."

Imagine Sir Harcourt Courtley batting splendidly to Dledrick Tan
Beekman's pitching; or picture Major De Boots waiting patiently on
the short stop for a chance to put Captain Absolute out on his second
base. The experience of these gentlemen before the footlights may
have made them light-footed, but from mere force of habit they are all

pretty sure to be caught out in the " flies."

Professional.

"They may talk about nines," said the Doctor, when base-ball was
the subject under discussion. " They may talk about their nines; but
I know of a nine that would lay them all out in double-quick time, and
it is called Strychnine."

A FECULENT NUISANCE.

Persons passing along Nassau Street, between Ann and Bcekman
Streets, for some days past, have had their olfactories unpleasantly as-

sailed by a vile stench. On investigation by officers of the Board of
Health, the foul odor was found to exhale from the premises of 11.3

Nassau Street. Further examination disclosed the fact that the nui-

sance arose from a quantity of Dead Rabbits deposited on the premises

by one James O'Brien, for purposes best known to himself. It is said

that the entire concern is to be handed over to the New York Render-

ing Company, for conversion into the kind of tallow used for the manu-
facture of the cheapest kind of rush-lights.

The Greatest Joke of the Season.

The idea of nominating James O'Brien for the office of Mayor of the

City of New York. But it cannot be called a practical joke.
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'•It V,'A:i IN THE CnAlTPACJii COiJlsTivY THAT Lotls KaPOLEON CAIIE TO GitlEF.

FIZZ OF THE Champagne was too much foe him, and he fizzled."—(Letter from a

Correspondent.

Tnr;

War

PUNCHINELLO AS A "SAVANT.

Mr. Punchinello: I have always taken a profound interest in

Science. When a child my foud parents observed in me a decided

taste for Entomology, the wings and legs of butterflies and grasshoppers

being the objects of my special investigation. As a school-boy I ob-

tained (despite the fi-equent closing of my visual organs) considerable

Insight into Physical Science in the course of numerous pugilistic en-

counters. A close Application to Optics at that time enabled me to get

some Light on the Subject.

I was quite a phenomenon in Astronomy. While yet an unweaned

infant I made numerous observations on the Milky Way, and when

learning to walk frequently saw stars undiscernable with the most

powerful telescope. Since my arrival at man's estate I have frequently

experimented on the Elasticity of the Precious Metals, but have gen-

erally found it extremely difficult to make both ends meet.

Considering, therefore, that I had as just a claim to be called scien-

tific, as many who pretend to be Savants, I determined to attend the late

Scientific Convention at Troy. My reception was most gratitying. On
presenting my credentials to the Convention, that learned body welcomed

me with open arms, and I was escorted to a place among the members

by its distinguished head.

Some of the speculations of these eminent philosophers were exceed-

ingly profound, and it is really wonderful, Mr. Punchinlllo, to what

an extent theory may be carried in the advance of Kcience.

Mr. GoosEFELT read a learned and original paper—carefully com-

piled from various sources—on the Steam Engine, in the course of which

he stated that his great aunt, who had been blown up on the first

steamboat that ever went down in the Mississippi, during the great

Earthquake of 1811, was still living. Also, that his godfather, the

celebrated Mr. Nicodemus, assisted (probably in the interests of science)

in pulling down the statue of George III in the Bowling Green. The
irajjortance of these two facts cannot be over-estimated, as they will

undoubtedly give a tremendous impulse to the wheels of science.

Professor Greywacke, the eminent Geologist, delivered an address on

Natural Petrifactions, indicating the various specimens of Ancient

Fossils by which he was surrounded, and describing their formation.

The audience was probably Petrified with astonishment at the immense

learning and research he displayed, for it observed a Stony silence, only

interrupted by an occasional snore.

A brilliant paper on the Illuminating Power of Gas was read by

Professor M. T. Head. It was a most Luminous production, and

proved conclusively that an- immense expenditure of gas sometimes

throws very little Light on any Subject. The Professor is thoroughly

versed in Meters, and is the author of the "Volume of Gas " which has

attracted so much attention in the scientific world.

Professor Suett addressed the Scientists on the Effect of Tallow upon

Ox(h)ides. From certain experiments made by him it

appears that the Oleaginous principle is incompatible

with Water, and unfavorable to the action of rust.

A member was of the opinion that this important

discovery might be turned to great practical advantage,

as the application of cart grease to rusty iron axles

might possibly facilitate the rotary motion of the

wheels.

This novel and valuable suggestion was hailed with

shouts of applause, and the thanks of the Convention

were immediately voted to the distinguished member,

whose name I have unfortunately forgotten.

Professor Hydrage read an Essay on the Transit of

Mercury, which he said would take place in the form

of a Red Precipitate in 1878. It may possibly take

place before then, however, as the Faculty of Medi-

cine are said to be rapidly abandoning the use of cal-

omel.

The State Conchologist read an extremely interest-

ing disquisition on the Oyster, which was divided into

sections and literally devoured by the audience. He
also exhibited some Specimens of Conchs, which were

regular Sneezers in point of size.

An announcement which was made by the distin-

guished Astronomer, Professor Looney, created a most

profound sensation.

Ho stated that with the aid of a powerful telescope

h-o had discovered an immense Fissure in the Moon.

He was quite positive that he had also observed a Man in the Gap.

Although unable to distinguish the featu'es of this individual, he

thought it might possibly be James Stephens, the missing Fenian

Head Centre.

When the excitement consequent upon this startling announcement
had subsided, I rose and addressed the Convention as follows:

"Ladies and Gentlemen: I cannot express, in words, the profound

gratification with which I have listened to the learned and eloquent ad-

dresses which have just been delivered. The advancement of Science

is an object which is worthy the eflbrts of such distinguished sava7its as

I see around me, and to this object they have brought that profundity

of learning which is only to be gathered from the perusal of eleuientary

text books, that almost strabismal acuteness ofperception which enables

them to descry such great scientific truths as can be discovered tTirough

an orifice in a barn door, and that wonderful power of discrimination

which enables them to distinguish between the seed of the leguminous

plant known as the bean, and the other vegetable productions of

Nature, when the bag is open.

As an humble member of the Brotherhood of Science, I desire to con-

tribute, in however insignificant a degree, to the Great Cause of Learn-

ing. I will therefore, with Your Permission, read " (loud cries of ' No !

No!' 'Put him out!' etc., to which of course I paid no attention,)

"the following papers: ' An Inquiry as to Whether Diptheria has any-

thing to do with the Migration of the Swallow.' ' On the possibility of

straightening the curve of the African Shin Bone.' ' On Marine Plants

and Deep Sea Currents.' ' On the Laws of Mechanics, with observations

on the Mechanic's Lien Law and the By-Laws of Trades Unions.'

'Some Eeflectious on Reflection.' 'The Connection between Mathe-

matics and Versification, as illustrated by Logarhythms. ' 'Minute Ex-

periments with the Hour-Glass,' and Impo.tant Speculations on the

Sea Changed."

I proceeded to read the first of the above named papers, but before I

liad got very far, Mr. Ponchinello, I was interrupted by a peculiar

sound, which I at first took for subdued applause, but which, on in-

vestigation, I found proceeded from the noses of the audience. In short,

Mr. P., both audience and Convention were in a profound slumber.

Considerably mortified, I withdrew in silence. I am determined, how-

ever, that iny theses shall not be lost to posterity. I intend to have

them published, and to send you a copy of each.

Profoundly yours, Chincapin.

Pcarlne Time.

Wo loam that " some of tlie pear trees in Suffolk County are now in

blossom." Surely such a season as this one for pears has never before

been seen. Who knows but the fact may induce Susan B. Anthony

to go pairing with some Revolutionary bachelor?
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A. T. Stewart & Co.
Have opened

AN IMMENSE STOCK OF

SILKS,
8TKEET AND EVENING DRESSES,

At $2 per yard,

Recently sold at $4 and $5.

A LARGE LINE OF

STRIPED SILKS,
FBESH GOODS,

$1 to $1.50 per yard.

EXTRAORDINARY BARGAINS
IN

BLACK SILKS,
From $1.25 per yard upward.

Plain and Plaid Poplins,
Satins de Chine,

Dmpress Cloths,
Royal Velvets,

Serges, etc.

Customers, strangers, and the public are respectfully

requested to examine.

BROADWAY,
4th Avenue, <Jtli and 10th Streets.

A. T. Stewart & Co.
Have largely replenished all their

Popular Stocks of

DUESS GOODS,
Etc., Etc.

WITH 0001)8 WHICH

For Q,iiality, Style and Prices,

CAXXOT BK KXCELLED,

and respectfully request purchasers

T*> Examine the Same.

B R O A D W A Y,

4th Avenue, Oth and lOth Streets.

EXTRAORDINARY BARGAINS
IN

100 Pieces Five-Frame

ENGLISH BRUSSELS,
Reduced to $1.75 per yard.

200 Pieces do.. Greater part Confined Styles, Reduced

to $2 per yard.

Very Best Quality

ENGLISH TAPESTRY BRUSSELS
$1.30 per yard.

FRENCH MOQUETTES
ALD

AXlVIIlNrSTERS,
$3.50 and $4 per yard.

ROYAL WILTONS,
Beat Quality, $2.50 and $3 per yard.

CROSSLEY'a VELVETS,
Choice Designs, $2.60 per yard.

Superfine Ingrains, 3-Plye.

EngUsh and Domestic

OILQLOTHS, RUGS,
3VIATS, ETC.,

At Extremely l>oiv Price*.

A. T. Stewart & Co.
BROAL>AVAY,

4TH AVE., OTH AXD lOTH STREETS.

PUNCHINELLO.
The first number of this Ilhistrated Humorous and Satirical Weekly-

Paper was issued under date of April 2, 1870. The Press and the Public in

every Slate and Territory of the Union endorse it as the best paper of the kind
ever published in America.

CONTENTS EIs^TIREL"^ OHiailSr^L.

Subscription for one year, (with $2.00 premium,) .... $4.00
" " six months, (without remium,) .... 2.00
« " three months, " " .... l.QO

Single copies mailed free, for .... JQ

We offer the following elegant premiums of L. PRANG & GO'S
CHROMOS for subscriptions as follows :

A copy of paper for one year, and

"The Awakening," (a Litter of Puppies.) Half chromo. Size 8 3-8 by 11 1-8

( S2. 00 picture, )—for $4.00

A copy of paper for one year and.either of the following $3.00

chromos

:

Wild Koses. 12^x9.

Deatl Game. Il§x8|.

Easfei- Morning. 6|xl04—for $5.00
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Six Central Park Views. (A set.) 9^x4i—for $8.00

A copy of paper for'one year and

Six American Lantlscapes. (A set.) 4gx9, price S9.00—for . . . $f>.00

A copy of paper for one year and either of the following $10 chromos :

Sunset in California. (Bierstadt.) 18gxl2

Faster 3Soriiing. 14x21.

Cors-egio's Magdalen. 123x165.

Summer Fruit, and Autumn Fruit. (Half chromos,) lOjxlOi, (compan-

ions, price SIO. 00 for the two\ for $10.00

Remittances should be made in P. O. Orders. Drafts, or Bank Checks on
New York, or Registered letters. The paper will be sent from the first num-
ber, (April 2d, 1870,) when not otherwise ordered.

Postage of paper is payable at the office where received, twenty cents per
year, or five cents per quarter, in advance ; the Chromos will be mailed free
on receipt of money.

CANVASSERS WANTED, to whom liberal commissions will be given.

For special terms address the Company.
The first ten numbers will be sent to any one desirous of seeing the paper

before subscri'bing, for SIXTY CENTS. A specimen copy sent to any one
desirous of canvassing or getting up a club, on receipt of postage stamp.

Address,

PU>( JILNELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

p. O. Box a783. No. 83 Nassau Street, New York.
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THE WIFE'S "WINDFALL.
Smith (who hadforgetfully left his pocket-book on the piano, last night.) " Hate tou found

Xnything this morning, Angelina ?"

Angelina. "O! yes, Deab, thanks—and I've okdebed a new Piano Stool, some Lace
CUETAINS, and—SUCH A LoVE OF A BoNNEt!"

"The Printing House of the United States."

GEO. F. NESBITT & CO.,

General JOB PRINTERS,
BLANK BOOK Manufacturers,
STATIONERS, Wholesale and Retail,

LITHOGRAPHIC Engravers and Printers,

COPPER-PLATE Engravers and Printers,

CARD Manufacturers,
ENVELOPE Manufacturers,
FINE CUT and COLOR Printers.

163, 165, 167, and 169 PEAHL ST.,

73, 75, 77, and 79 PINE-ST., New York.

Advantages. jBC?" AU on the same premises, and under

immediate supervision of tho proprietors.

Tourists ami Pleasure Travelers

will be glad to learn that tho Erie Railway Company has

prepared

COMBINATION EXCURSION

OB

Ro\T.nd Trip Tickets,
Valid during the entire season, and embracing Ithaca-
headwaters of Cayuga Lake—Niagara Falls, Lake Ontario,
the River St. Lawrence, Montreal, Quebec, Lake Cham-
plain, Lake George, Saratoga, the White Mountains, and
all principal points of interest in Northern New York,
the Cauadas, and New England. Also, similar Tickets at
reduced rates, through Lake Superior, enabling travelers
to visit the celebrated Iron Mountains and Copper Mines
of that region. By applying at the Offices of the Erie
Railway Co., Nos. 241, 629 and 957 Broadway ; 205 Chambers
St. ; 33 Greenwich St. ; cor. 125th St. and Third Avenue,
Harlem ; 338 Fulton St., Brooklyn ; Depots foot of Cham-
bers Street, and foot of 23rd St., New York ; No. 3 Ex-
change Place, and Long Dock Depot, JersoY City, and tho
Agents at the principal hotels, travelers can obtain just
the Ticket they desire, aa well as all the nocessary informa-
tion.

PRANG'S LATEST PTJBI.ICATIOXIS: "Wild Flowers," "Water-Lilies,"
PKAA'G'S CBIROIUIOS sold in all Art Stores throughout tho world.

PRAIVG'S ILI^USTRATED CATAf.OGUE sent free on receipt of stamp.

" OhflB. Dickens."

I.. PRAXG «fe CO., Bo8t<i

PUNCHINELLO.
With a largo and varied experience in the management

and publication of a paper of the class herewith submitted,
and with the still more positive advantage of an Ample
Capital to justify tho undertaking, tho

PUNCHINELLO rUBLISHING CO.

OF THE CITT OV NEW TOBK,

Presents to the public for approval, the new

ILLUSTRATED HUMOROUS AND SATIRICAL

WEEKLY PAPER,

P»XJlSrCH[Ij>^ELLO,
Tho first number of which wa^ issued under

date of April 2.

OEIGTNAL AKTICLES,
Suitable for the paper, and Original Designs, or suggestive

ideas or sketches for illustrations, upon the topics of the

day, are alway.i acceptable and will be paid for liberally.

Rejected communications cannot be returned, unless

postage stamps are inclosed.

TERMS:
One copy, per year, iu advance $4 TO

Single copies 10

A specimen copy will bo mailed freo upon tho

ruuoipt of ten cents.

One copy, with the Riverside Magazine, or any other

magazine or paper, ))ricn, $2.50, for 5 50

One copy, with any macai'.inc or paper, price, $4, for.. 7 00

All communications, remittances, etc., to bo addressed to

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING CO.,

No. 83 Xaasau Htrect,

P. O. Box, 2783, Nkw YonK.

'J'he Mystery of Mr. E. DROOD.
Cj)C fltix) Ji)iuitsr)ut Serial,

"^'^^ritteIl Expressly for T*UNCIiIl^^Ii:LLO,

B T

ORPHEUS C. KERR,
Commenced in No. 11, will be continued weekly throughout the year.

A sketch of tha eminent author, written by his bosom friend, with superb illustrations of

1st. the AUTHOR'S PALATIAL Ri:SIDENOE AT BEGAD'S HILL, TICKNOR'S FIELDS, NEW JERSEY.

I". THE AUTHOR AT THE DOOR OF SAID PALATIAL RESIDENCE, taken as he appean "Every Satmday,"
will also bo found in the same number.

Single Copies, for sale by nil newsmen, (or mailed from this office, lYee,) Ten Cents.

Subscription for One Year, one copy, with $2 Cluonio rrcniiuui, $4;.

Those doiiirous of recoiving tho paper containing this new serial, which promises to bo tho best ever written by

ORPHEUS C. KERB, should sub.scribe now, to insure it« regular receipt weekly.

•*

\Vc wiil «ci»«l tlic nrst T«ii Niinihii.s of PUXCIIIXKMiO to any one wlio wishes to

sec tliciii, ill viov of dubscritiing, on tlic receipt of SIXTY CENTS.

Address,

PUNCHINELLO PUBLISHING COMPANY,

p. O. Box 2783. 83 Niissau St., 3S^^^v "i'or-lc.

aso, W. Wheat & Co, Pjumticbs, No. ii Sraucfi Sxrxgt.
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